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FOREWORD
The Uniform CPA Examination is prepared by the Board of Examiners of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, and is used by the examining boards of all fifty states of the United States, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands as a prerequisite for issuance of CPA certificates.
This book contains selected questions and unofficial answers from the nine Uniform Certified Public Accountant
Examinations from May 1993 back to May 1989. To assist candidates in studying for the new Examination sections
which will be tested starting with the May 1994 Uniform CPA Examination, the selected questions and unofficial
answers have been indexed in accordance with the Content Specification Outlines which will be effective for the May
1994 Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination.
All questions are identified by a boldface code indicating the month—May (M) or November (N); the year (89 through
93); and the question number in the original examination. Within the content specification areas and groups, questions
and answers have been arranged in reverse chronological order.
Each individual multiple choice question is indexed according to the area and group it tests. In some cases, a common
fact pattern is used for two or more multiple choice questions. In such cases, where different areas and groups are
being tested by questions referring to a common fact pattern, the fact pattern is repeated to accompany the questions
indexed in each applicable area or group.
Each other objective answer format question is indexed according to the area it tests and in certain cases to the group
it tests. Where an other objective answer format question and its answer involve more than one area, they have been
separated and indexed according to areas tested. Thus, all parts of a question and its answer may not appear in their
original examination sequence.
Each essay question is indexed according to the area it tests and in certain cases to the group it tests. Where an essay
question and its answer involve more than one part—for example, part a. and part b.— they have been separated and
indexed according to areas and groups tested. Thus, all parts of a question and its answer may not appear in their
original examination sequence.
In addition to the selected questions and unofficial answers, all of the questions and unofficial answers from the
November 1993 Uniform CPA Examination are included at the end of the book. Following the November 1993
examination’s questions and unofficial answers is an index of the examination’s questions that indexes them in
accordance with the Content Specification Outlines which were in effect for the November 1993 Uniform Certified
Public Accountant Examination.
Although the questions and unofficial answers may be used for many purposes, the principal reason for their publication
is to help candidates to prepare for and write the Uniform CPA Examination. Candidates are also encouraged to read
the 11th Edition of Information fo r CPA Candidates, which describes the content, grading, and other administrative
aspects of the Uniform CPA Examination.
The questions were selected by the staff of the Examinations Division on the basis of current value and pertinence.
The unofficial answers were prepared by the staff of the Examinations Division and reviewed by the Board of Examiners
but are not purported to be official positions of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Rick Elam, Vice President—Education
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
December 1993
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CONTENT SPECIFICATION OUTLINES
Effective May 1994

Content Specification Outlines— Effective May 1994
The original content specification outlines were adopted by the Board of Examiners in 1981, effective for the November 1983
examination. In 1984 the Board of Examiners modified the original content specification outlines in order to incorporate the
information obtained from an AICPA 1983 practice analysis study.
In March 1987, the Board of Examiners issued an Exposure Draft titled Proposed Changes in the Uniform CPA Examination.
The recommendations in the Exposure Draft were based on the 1983 practice analysis and three years of study of the Examination’s
content, structure, and format. In July 1989, the Board of Examiners approved restructuring the Uniform CPA Examination into
four new sections. In 1991, the Board of Examiners received the results of a second practice analysis. These content specification
outlines are based on the results of the two practice analysis studies, information obtained from comments on the 1987 and 1991
Exposure Drafts to Boards of Accountancy, and the judgment of subject matter experts.
Meaning and Use of Content Specification Outlines
The content specification outlines are for technical accounting, auditing, and business law knowledge and skills. The assessment
of a candidate’s writing skills is described in the 11th Edition of Information for CPA Candidates. The content specification
outlines list the areas, groups, and topics to be tested in the following manner:
I. Area
A. Group
1. Topic
The uses of the outlines are to:
1. Ensure consistent coverage of subject matter from one examination to the next.
2. Provide guidance to those who are responsible for preparing the Examination in order to ensure a balanced
examination.
3. Assist candidates in preparing for the Examination by indicating subjects that may be covered by the Examination.
4. Alert accounting educators about the subject matter considered necessary to prepare for the Examination.
The approximate weight given to each area is indicated by the percentage, listed. The Examination will sample from the groups
and topics listed within each area to meet the approximate percentage allocation. Generally, the group title should be sufficient to
indicate the subject matter to be covered. However, in certain instances, topics have been explicitly listed to clarify or limit the
subject matter covered within a group.
No weight allocation is given for groups or topics. For example, if there are several groups within an area or several topics
within a group, no inference should be drawn about the relative importance or weight to be given to these groups or topics on an
examination.
Clear-cut distinctions about subject matter do not always exist. Thus, there may be overlapping subjects in the four sections
of the Examination. For example, Auditing questions often require a knowledge of accounting and business law as well as auditing
procedures. Also, questions in the Financial Accounting & Reporting section may require the integration of accounting and business
law knowledge.
The content specification outlines are considered to be complete with respect to the subjects covered in the Examination,
including recent professional developments as they affect these subjects. Candidates should answer examination questions, developed
from these outlines, in terms of the most recent developments, pronouncements, and standards in the accounting profession. When
new subject matter is identified, the outlines will be amended to include it and this will be communicated to the profession.
Business Law & Professional Responsibilities
The Business Law & Professional Responsibilities section tests candidates’ knowledge of the CPA’s professional responsibilities
and of the legal implications of business transactions, particularly as they relate to accounting and auditing. This section includes
the CPA’s professional responsibilities, business organizations, contracts, debtor-creditor relationships, government regulation of
business, Uniform Commerical Code, and property. The subjects in this section normally are covered in standard textbooks on
business law, auditing, taxation, and accounting, and in the following publications: AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, Statements
on Auditing Standards, Statements on Standards for Consulting Services, and Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Practice.
The Business Law & Professional Responsibilities section is chiefly conceptual. It is not intended to test competence to
practice law or expertise in legal matters, but to determine that candidates (1) recognize relevant legal issues, (2) recognize the
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legal implications of business situations, (3) can apply the underlying principles of law to accounting and auditing situations, and
(4) understand the CPA’s professional standards and responsibilities.
This section deals with federal and widely adopted uniform laws. Where there is no federal or uniform law on a subject, the
questions are intended to test knowledge of the majority rules. Federal taxation may be covered where appropriate in the overall
context of a question. Professional ethics questions are based on the AICPA Code o f Professional Conduct because it is national
in its application, whereas codes of other organizations and jurisdictions may be limited in their application.
Selected essay responses will be graded for writing skills.
Business Law & Professional Responsibilities—Content Specification Outline
I.

Professional Responsibilities (15 percent)
A. Code of Conduct and Other Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Code of Professional Conduct
Proficiency, Independence, and Due Care
Responsibilities in Consulting Services
Responsibilities in Tax Practice

B. The CPA and the Law
1. Common Law Liability to Clients and Third Parties
2. Federal Statutory Liability
3. Working Papers, Privileged Communication, and
Confidentiality
II. Business Organizations (20 percent)
A. Agency
1.
2.
3.
4.

Formation and Termination
Principal’s Liabilities
Disclosed and Undisclosed Principals
Agent’s Authority and Liability

B. Partnerships and Joint Ventures
1. Formation and Existence
2. Liabilities and Authority of Partners and Joint
Owners
3. Allocation of Profit or Loss
4. Transfer of Interest
5. Termination and Dissolution
C. Corporations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Formation, Purposes, and Powers
Stockholders, Directors, and Officers
Financial Structure, Capital, and Distributions
Merger, Consolidation, and Dissolution

D. Estates and Trusts
1.
2.
3.
4.

Formation and Purposes
Allocation Between Principal and Income
Fiduciary Responsibilities
Distributions and Termination

III. Contracts (10 percent)
A. Formation
B. Performance
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C. Third-Party Assignments
D. Discharge, Breach, and Remedies
IV. Debtor-Creditor Relationships (10 percent)
A. Rights and Duties—Debtors and Creditors
1. Liabilities and Defenses
2. Release of Parties
3. Remedies of Parties
B. Rights and Duties—Guarantors
1. Liabilities and Defenses
2. Release of Parties
3. Remedies of Parties
C. Bankruptcy
1. Voluntary and Involuntary Bankruptcy
2. Effects of Bankruptcy on Debtors and Creditors
3. Reorganizations
V.

Government Regulation of Business (15 percent)
A. Regulation of Employment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Payroll Taxes
Employee Safety
Employment Discrimination
Wage and Hour
Pension and Other Fringe Benefits

B. Federal Securities Acts
1. Securities Registration
2. Reporting Requirements
3. Exempt Securities and Transactions
VI. Uniform Commercial Code (20 percent)
A. Commercial Paper
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Types of Negotiable Instruments
Requisites of Negotiability
Transfer and Negotiation
Holders and Holders in Due Course
Liabilities, Defenses, and Rights
Discharge

B. Sales
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Contracts Covering Goods
Warranties
Product Liability
Risk of Loss
Performance and Obligations
Remedies and Defenses

C. Secured Transactions
1. Attachment of Security Interests
2. Perfection of Security Interests
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3. Priorities
4. Rights of Debtors, Creditors, and Third Parties
VII. Property (10 percent)
A. Real Property
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Types of Ownership
Lessor-Lessee
Deeds, Recording, Title Defects, and Title Insurance
Mortgages and Other Liens
Fixtures
Environmental Liability

B. Personal Property
1. Types of Ownership
2. Bailments
C. Fire and Casualty Insurance
1. Coinsurance
2. Multiple Insurance Coverage
3. Insurable Interest
Auditing
The Auditing section tests candidates’ knowledge of generally accepted auditing standards and procedures. This section includes
engagement planning, the control structure, evidence and procedures, and reporting.
In preparing for this section, candidates should study publications such as the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statements on Auditing Standards
Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services
Statements on Quality Control Standards
Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements
Statement on Standards for Accountants’ Services on Prospective Financial Statements
U.S. General Accounting Office Government Auditing Standards
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides
AICPA Audit and Accounting Manual
AICPA Auditing Procedure Studies
Auditing textbooks

Selected essay responses will be graded for writing skills.
Auditing—Content Specification Outline
I. Planning the Engagement (20 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Pre-engagement Acceptance Activities
Staffing and Supervision Requirements
Understanding the Entity’s Business and Its Industry
Analytical Procedures
Audit Risk and Materiality
Errors, Irregularities, and Illegal Acts
Documentation and Audit Programs
Engagement Responsibilities
1. Attestation
2. Audit
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3. Review
4. Compilation
5. Prospective Financial Statements
I.

II.

Quality Control Considerations

Considering the Internal Control Structure (25 percent)
A. Definitions and Basic Concepts
B. Understanding and Documenting the Structure
1. Control Environment
2. Accounting System
3. Control Procedures
C. Assessing Control Risk
D. Testing Controls
E. Other Considerations
1. Reportable Conditions
2. Reports on Internal Control
3. Special-Purpose Reports on Internal Control
Structure of Service Organizations

III. Obtaining Evidence and Applying Procedures (35 percent)
A. Audit Evidence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Nature, Competence, and Sufficiency of Evidential Matter
Evidential Matter for Financial Statement Assertions and Objectives
Confirmations
Analytical Procedures and Related Inquiries
Audit Sampling
Accounting Estimates

B. Tests of Details of Transactions and Balances
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sales, Receivables, and Cash Receipts
Purchases, Payables, and Cash Disbursements
Inventories and Production
Personnel and Payroll
Financing and Investing
Other

C. Other Specific Audit Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Substantive Tests Prior to the Balance Sheet Date
Effect of the Internal Audit Function
Using the Work of a Specialist
Inquiry of a Client’s Lawyer
Subsequent Events
Client Representations
Related Parties and Related-Party Transactions
Using the Computer in Performing the Audit
Going Concern
Working Papers
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D. Review and Compilation Procedures
1. Understanding the Accounting Principles and
Practices of the Industry
2. Inquiry and Analytical Procedures
3. Other Procedures

IV. Preparing Reports (20 percent)
A. Reports on Audited Financial Statements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Reporting Responsibilities
Presentation in Conformity with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
Standard Report
Departures from Unqualified Opinions
Explanatory Language Added to the Standard Report
Uncertainties
Going Concern
Consistency
Comparative Financial Statements
Part of Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors
Dating and Addressing the Auditor’s Report

B. Reports on Reviewed and Compiled Financial
Statements
C. Other Reporting Considerations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Attestation Engagements
Prospective Financial Statements
Special Resports
Review of Interim Financial Information
Compliance With Laws and Regulations
Subsequent Discovery of Facts Existing at the Date of the Auditor’s Report
Consideration of Omitted Procedures After the Report Date
Letters for Underwriters
Filings Under Federal Securities Statutes
Other Information in Documents Containing Audited
Financial Statements
Required Supplementary Information
Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic
Financial Statements
Reporting on Condensed Financial Statements
Reporting on Financial Statements Prepared for Use
in Other Countries
Reports on the Application of Accounting Principles
Communication With Audit Committees
Governmental Reporting Responsibilities

Accounting & Reporting—Taxation, Managerial, and
Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations
The Accounting & Reporting—Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations section tests candidates’
knowledge of federal taxation, managerial accounting, and accounting for governmental and not-for-profit organizations. This
section includes the underlying theory and its application in practice to federal taxation, managerial accounting, and governmental
and not-for-profit accounting.
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In preparing for this section, candidates should study publications such as the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal Revenue Code and Income Tax Regulations
Income tax textbooks
Managerial and cost accounting textbooks
Pronouncements of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board
Pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board and its predecessors
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides
Governmental and not-for-profit accounting textbooks and chapters of accounting textbooks pertaining to this area

Accounting & Reporting—Content Specification Outline
I. Federal Taxation—Individuals (20 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Inclusions in Gross Income
Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at Adjusted Gross Income
Deductions from Adjusted Gross Income
Filing Status and Exemptions
Tax Accounting Methods
Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties
Other
1. Tax Procedures
2. Preparers’ Responsibilities

II. Federal Taxation—Corporations (25 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Determination of Taxable Income or Loss
Tax Accounting Methods
S Corporations
Personal Holding Companies
Consolidated Returns
Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties
Other
1. Distributions
2. Incorporation, Reorganization, Liquidation, and
Dissolution
3. Tax Procedures
4. Preparers’ Responsibilities

III. Federal Taxation—Partnerships, Estates and Trusts, and
Exempt Organizations (10 percent)
A.

Partnerships
1. Basis of Partner’s Interest
2. Determination of Partner’s Taxable Income and
Partner’s Elections
3. Partner Dealing with Own Partnership
4. Treatment Of Partnership Liabilities
5. Distribution of Partnership Assets
6. Termination of Partnership
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B. Estates and Trusts
1. Income Taxation
2. Determination of Beneficiary’s Taxable Income
3. Estate and Gift Taxation
C. Exempt Organizations
1. Types of Organization
2. Requirements for Exemption
3. Unrelated Business Income Tax
IV. Managerial Accounting (15 percent)
A. Cost Estimates
B. Budgeting
C. Capital Budgeting
D. Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis
E. Process and Job Order Costing
F. Standard Costing
G. Joint and By-product Costing
H. Cost Allocation
I. Performance Measurement
J. Inventory Control Techniques
K. Analytical Methods and Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
V.

Regression and Correlation Analysis
Probability Analysis
Differential Cost Analysis
Product and Service Pricing
Ratio Analysis

Accounting for Governmental and Not-for-Profit
Organizations (30 percent)
A. Conceptual Reporting Issues
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Measurement Focus and Basis of Accounting
Objectives of Financial Reporting
Use of Fund Accounting
Budgetary Process
Financial Reporting Entity
Elements of Financial Statements

B. Accounting and Financial Reporting for Governmental
Organizations
1. Governmental-type Funds and Account Groups
2. Proprietary-type Funds
3. Fiduciary-type Funds
C. Accounting and Financial Reporting for Not-for-Profit
Organizations
Financial Accounting & Reporting—Business Enterprises
The Financial Accounting & Reporting—Business Enterprises section tests candidates’ knowledge of generally accepted accounting
principles. This section includes coverage of financial accounting theory and its application in practice to assets, liabilities, equity,
income statement items, and other financial accounting and reporting issues.
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In preparing for this section, candidates should study publications such as the following:
• Pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board and its predecessors
• AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides
• Accounting textbooks
Selected essay responses will be graded for writing skills.

Financial Accounting & Reporting—Content Specification Outline
I. Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements (15 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Conceptual Framework
Basic Concepts and Accounting Standards
Nature and Purpose of Financial Statements
Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure

II. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of
Assets in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (15 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Marketable Securities
Receivables, Accruals, and Related Contra Accounts
Inventories
Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased and Related Contra Accounts
Investments
Intangibles and Other Assets

III. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of
Liabilities in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (15 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Payables and Accruals
Deferred Revenues
Deferred Income Tax Liabilities
Capitalized Lease Liability
Employee Benefits
Notes and Bonds Payable
Other Liabilities
Contingent Liabilities and Commitments

IV. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of
Equity Accounts in Conformity With Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (10 percent)
A. Corporations
1. Preferred and Common Stock and Additional Paid-in
Capital
2. Distributions and Retained Earnings
3. Treasury Stock
4. Stock Opions, Warrants, and Rights
5. Other Equity Accounts
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B. Partnerships
C. Proprietorships
D. Reorganizations and Changes in Entity
V.

Recognition, Measurement, and Presentation of Revenues
and Expenses in Conformity with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (30 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Revenues and Gains
Expenses and Losses
Provision for Income Taxes
Other Items
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discontinued Operations
Extraordinary Items
Accounting Changes
Earnings Per Share

VI. Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues (15 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Statement of Cash Flows
Consolidated and Combined Financial Statements
Business Combinations
Personal Financial Statements
Financial Statements Prepared on Other Comprehensive
Bases
F. Financial Statement Disclosures
G. Constant Dollar, Current Cost, and Current-Value
Accounting
H. Analysis of Financial Statements
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MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.
A.

Professional Responsibilities
c.
d.

Code of Conduct and Other Responsibilities
(from previous Auditing Exams)

I and III.
I, II, and III.

M92#56. Must a CPA in public practice be independent
in fact and appearance when providing the following
services?

M93#1. A violation of the profession’s ethical standards
most likely would have occurred when a CPA
a. Issued an unqualified opinion on the 1992
financial statements when fees for the 1991
audit were unpaid.
b. Recommended a controller’s position descrip
tion with candidate specifications to an audit
client.
c. Purchased a CPA firm’s practice of monthly
write-ups for a percentage of fees to be received
over a three-year period.
d. Made arrangements with a financial institution
to collect notes issued by a client in payment
of fees due for the current year’s audit.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Compilation
of personal
financial
statements
No
No
Yes
No

Preparation
o f a tax
return
No
No
No
Yes

Compilation
o f a financial
forecast
No
Yes
No
No

N91#2. A violation of the profession’s ethical standards
least likely would have occurred when a CPA
a. Purchased another CPA’s accounting practice
and based the price on a percentage of the fees
accruing from clients over a three-year period.
b. Received a percentage of the amounts invested
by the CPA’s audit clients in a tax shelter with
the clients’ knowledge and approval.
c. Had a public accounting practice and also was
president and sole stockholder of a corporation
that engaged in data processing services for the
public.
d. Formed an association — not a partnership —
with two other sole practitioners and called the
association “ Adams, Betts and Associates.’’

M93#5. A pervasive characteristic of a CPA’s role in
a Management Consulting Services engagement is that
of being a(an)
a. Objective advisor.
b. Independent practitioner.
c. Computer specialist.
d. Confidential reviewer.
N92#1. To exercise due professional care an auditor
should
a. Attain the proper balance of professional expe
rience and formal education.
b. Design the audit to detect all instances of illegal
acts.
c. Critically review the judgment exercised by
those assisting in the audit.
d. Examine all available corroborating evidence
supporting management’s assertions.

N91#9. Which of the following best describes what is
meant by the term generally accepted auditing standards?
a. Procedures to be used to gather evidence to
support financial statements.
b. Measures of the quality of the auditor’s perfor
mance.
c. Pronouncements issued by the Auditing Stan
dards Board.
d. Rules acknowledged by the accounting profes
sion because of their universal application.

N92#2. In which of the following situations would a
CPA’s independence be considered to be impaired?
I.

The CPA maintains a checking account that is fully
insured by a government deposit insurance agency
at an audit-client financial institution.
II. The CPA has a direct financial interest in an audit
client, but the interest is maintained in a blind trust.
III. The CPA owns a commercial building and leases
it to an audit client. The rental income is material
to the CPA.
a. I and II.
b. II and III.

N91#14. Which of the following general standards
apply to MAS engagements and consultations?
Due
professional Independence in Planning and
care
mental attitude
supervision
a.
No
Yes
No
b.
No
Yes
Yes
c.
No
Yes
Yes
d.
Yes
No
No
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N91#15. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning a CPA’s responsibility when the CPA uses
taxpayer estimates in preparing a tax return?
a. Tax preparation requires the CPA to exercise
judgment, but prohibits the CPA’s use of esti
mates and approximations.
b. Use of taxpayer estimates in a tax return is
prohibited unless they are specifically disclosed
by the CPA.
c. When all facts relating to a transaction are not
accurately known because records are missing,
reasonable estimates made by the taxpayer of
the missing data may be used by the CPA.
d. The CPA may prepare tax returns involving the
use of taxpayer estimates even if it is practical
to obtain exact data.

N90#39. Which of the following standards requires a
critical review of the work done and the judgment exer
cised by those assisting in an audit at every level of
supervision?
a. Proficiency.
b. Audit risk.
c. Inspection.
d. Due care.
M90#46. The first general standard requires that an
audit of financial statements is to be performed by a
person or persons having
a. Seasoned judgment in varying degrees of super
vision and review.
b. Adequate technical training and proficiency.
c. Knowledge of the standards of field work and
reporting.
d. Independence with respect to the financial state
ments and supplementary disclosures.

M91#52. The concept of materiality would be least
important to an auditor when considering the
a. Adequacy of disclosure of a client’s illegal act.
b. Discovery of weaknesses in a client’s internal
control structure.
c. Effects of a direct financial interest in the client
on the CPA’s independence.
d. Decision whether to use positive or negative
confirmations of accounts receivable.

M90#47. The exercise of due professional care requires
that an auditor
a. Examine all available corroborating evidence.
b. Critically review the judgment exercised at
every level of supervision.
c. Reduce control risk below the maximum.
d. Attain the proper balance of professional expe
rience and formal education.

M91#56. When a CPA prepares a client’s federal
income tax return, the CPA has the responsibility to
a. Take a position of independent neutrality.
b. Argue the position of the Internal Revenue Ser
vice.
c. Be an advocate for the entity’s realistically sus
tainable position.
d. Verify the data to be used in preparing the
return.

M90#48. On completing an audit, Larkin, CPA, was
asked by the client to provide technical assistance in
the implementation of a new EDP system. The set of
pronouncements designed to guide Larkin in this engage
ment is the Statements on
a. Auditing Standards.
b. Standards for Management Consulting Ser
vices.
c. Quality Control Standards.
d. Standards for Accountants’ EDP Services.

M91#57. A violation of the profession’s ethical stan
dards most likely would have occurred when a CPA
a. Compiled the financial statements of a client
that employed the CPA’s spouse as a book
keeper.
b. Received a fee for referring audit clients to a
company that sells limited partnership interests.
c. Purchased the portion of an insurance company
that performs actuarial services for employee
benefit plans.
d. Arranged with a financial institution to collect
notes issued by a client in payment of fees due.

N89#49. The third general standard states that due care
is to be exercised in the performance of an audit. This
standard is generally interpreted to require
a. Objective review of the adequacy of the techni
cal training and proficiency of firm personnel.
b. Critical review of work done at every level of
supervision.
c. Thorough review of the existing internal control
structure.
d. Periodic review of a CPA firm’s quality control
procedures.

N90#37. An accountant who is not independent of a
client is precluded from issuing a
a. Report on management advisory services.
b. Compilation report on historical financial state
ments.
c. Compilation report on prospective financial
statements.
d. Special report on compliance with contractual
agreements.

N89#56. The profession’s ethical standards would most
likely be considered to have been violated when a CPA
a. Continued an audit engagement after the com
mencement of litigation against the CPA alleg
ing excessive fees filed in a stockholders’
derivative action.
b. Represented to a potential client that the CPA’s
fees were substantially lower than the fees
charged by other CPAs for comparable ser
vices.
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c.
d.

a. ‘ Gross negligence in applying generally
accepted auditing standards.
b. Ordinary negligence in applying generally
accepted accounting principles.
c. Identified third party users.
d. Scienter.

Issued a report on a financial forecast that omit
ted a caution regarding achievability.
Accepted an MAS consultation engagement
concerning data processing services for which
the CPA lacked independence.

N89#57. If requested to perform a review engagement
for a nonpublic entity in which an accountant has an
immaterial direct financial interest, the accountant is
a. Independent because the financial interest is
immaterial and, therefore, may issue a review
report.
b. Not independent and, therefore, may not be
associated with the financial statements.
c. Not independent and, therefore, may not issue
a review report.
d. Not independent and, therefore, may issue a
review report, but may not issue an auditor’s
opinion.

M93#4. A CPA’s duty of due care to a client most likely
will be breached when a CPA
a. Gives a client an oral instead of written report.
b. Gives a client incorrect advice based on an
honest error of judgment.
c. Fails to give tax advice that saves the client
money.
d. Fails to follow generally accepted auditing stan
dards.
M93#5. To be successful in a civil action under Section
11 of the Securities Act of 1933 concerning liability for
a misleading registration statement, the plaintiff must
prove the

M89#3. According to the profession’s ethical standards,
an auditor would be considered independent in which of
the following instances?
a. The auditor’s checking account, which is fully
insured by a federal agency, is held at a client
financial institution.
b. The auditor is also an attorney who advises the
client as its general counsel.
c. An employee of the auditor donates service as
treasurer of a charitable organization that is a
client.
d. The client owes the auditor fees for two consec
utive annual audits.
B.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Defendant’s intent
to deceive
No
No
Yes
Yes

Plaintiff's reliance
on the registration
statement
Yes
No
No
Yes

M93#6. A CPA is permitted to disclose confidential
client information without the consent of the client to

The CPA and the Law

I.

M93#1. Sun Corp. approved a merger plan with Cord
Corp. One of the determining factors in approving the
merger was the financial statements of Cord that were
audited by Frank & Co., CPAs. Sun had engaged Frank
to audit Cord’s financial statements. While performing
the audit, Frank failed to discover certain irregularities
that later caused Sun to suffer substantial losses. For
Frank to be liable under common law negligence, Sun at
a minimum must prove that Frank
a. Knew of the irregularities.
b. Failed to exercise due care.
c. Was grossly negligent.
d. Acted with scienter.

II.
III.

Another CPA who has purchased the CPA’s tax
practice.
Another CPA firm if the information concerns sus
pected tax return irregularities.
A state CPA society voluntary quality control
review board.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I and III only.
II and III only.
II only.
III only.

M93#7.
resulting
a.
b.
c.

A CPA will be liable to a tax client for damages
from all of the following actions except
Failing to timely file a client’s return.
Failing to advise a client of certain tax elections.
Refusing to sign a client’s request for a filing
extension.
d. Neglecting to evaluate the option of preparing
joint or separate returns that would have
resulted in a substantial tax savings for a mar
ried client.

M93#2. A CPA will most likely be negligent when the
CPA fails to
a. Correct errors discovered in the CPA’s pre
viously issued audit reports.
b. Detect all of a client’s fraudulent activities.
c. Include a negligence disclaimer in the CPA’s
engagement letter.
d. Warn a client’s customers of embezzlement by
the client’s employees.

M93#8. Starr, CPA, prepared and signed Cox’s 1992
federal income tax return. Cox informed Starr that Cox
had paid doctors’ bills of $20,000 although Cox actually
had paid only $7,000 in doctors’ bills during 1992. Based
on Cox’s representations, Starr computed the medical

M93#3. Which of the following elements, if present,
would support a finding of constructive fraud on the part
of a CPA?
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a.
b.
c.

expense deduction that resulted in an understatement of
tax liability. Starr had no reason to doubt the accuracy
of Cox’s figures and Starr did not ask Cox to submit
documentation of the expenses claimed. Cox orally
assured Starr that sufficient evidence of the expenses
existed. In connection with the preparation of Cox’s 1992
return, Starr is
a. Liable to Cox for interest on the underpayment
of tax.
b. Liable to the IRS for negligently preparing the
return.
c. Not liable to the IRS for any penalty or interest.
d. Not liable to the IRS for any penalty, but is
liable to the IRS for interest on the under
payment of tax.

d.

Jay knew of the misstatements.
Jay was negligent.
The misstatements contained in Dart’s financial
statements were material.
The unqualified opinion contained in the regis
tration statement was relied on by Larson.

3. If Larson succeeds in the Section 11 suit against Dart,
Larson would be entitled to
a. Damages of three times the original public
offering price.
b. Rescind the transaction.
c. Monetary damages only.
d. Damages, but only if the shares were resold
before the suit was started.

M93#9. Pym, CPA, was engaged to audit Silo Co.’s
financial statements. During the audit Pym discovered
that Silo’s inventory contained stolen goods. Silo was
indicted and Pym was subpoenaed to testify at the crimi
nal trial. Silo claimed accountant-client privilege to pre
vent Pym from testifying. Silo will be able to prevent
Pym from testifying
a. If the action is brought in a federal court.
b. About the nature of the work performed in the
audit.
c. Due to the common law in the majority of the
states.
d. Where a state statute has been enacted creating
such a privilege.

4. In a suit against Jay under the anti-fraud provisions
of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, Larson must prove all of the
following except
a. Larson was an intended user of the false regis
tration statement.
b. Larson relied on the false registration statement.
c. The transaction involved some form of inter
state commerce.
d. Jay acted with intentional disregard of the truth.
5. If Larson succeeds in the Section 10(b) and Rule
10b-5 suit, Larson would be entitled to
a. Only recover the original public offering price.
b. Only rescind the transaction.
c. The amount of any loss caused by the fraud.
d. Punitive damages.

M93#10. An accountant will be liable for damages
under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 only if the plaintiff proves that
a. The accountant was negligent.
b. There was a material omission.
c. The security involved was registered.
d. The security was part of an original issuance.

N91#1. Cable Corp. orally engaged Drake & Co., CPAs,
to audit its financial statements. Cable’s management
informed Drake that it suspected the accounts receivable
were materially overstated. Though the financial state
ments Drake audited included a materially overstated
accounts receivable balance, Drake issued ah unqualified
opinion. Cable used the financial statements to obtain a
loan to expand its operations. Cable defaulted on the loan
and incurred a substantial loss.
If Cable sues Drake for negligence in failing to
discover the overstatement, Drake’s best defense would
be that Drake did not
a. Have privity of contract with Cable.
b. Sign an engagement letter.
c. Perform the audit recklessly or with an intent
to deceive.
d. Violate generally accepted auditing standards
in performing the audit.

M92#1. In a jurisdiction having an accountant-client
privilege statute, to whom may a CPA turn over workpap
ers without a client’s permission?
a. Purchaser of the CPA’s practice.
b. State tax authorities.
c. State court.
d. State CPA society quality control panel.
M92
Items 2 through 5 are based on the following:
Dart Corp. engaged Jay Associates, CPAs, to assist in a
public stock offering. Jay audited Dart’s financial state
ments and gave an unqualified opinion, despite knowing
that the financial statements contained misstatements.
Jay’s opinion was included in Dart’s registration state
ment. Larson purchased shares in the offering and suf
fered a loss when the stock declined in value after the
misstatements became known.

N91#2. When performing an audit, a CPA
a. Must exercise the level of care, skill, and judg
ment expected of a reasonably prudent CPA
under the circumstances.
b. Must strictly adhere to generally accepted
accounting principles.

2. In a suit against Jay and Dart under the Section 11
liability provisions of the Securities Act of 1933, Larson
must prove that
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c.
d.

c.
d.

Is strictly liable for failing to discover client
fraud.
Is not liable unless the CPA commits gross
negligence or intentionally disregards generally
accepted auditing standards.

Quincy relied on Worth’s opinion.
Quincy was in privity with Worth.

N91#7. For a CPA to be liable for damages under the
antifraud provisions of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, a plaintiff must
prove all of the following except that
a. The plaintiff relied on the financial statements
audited by the CPA.
b. The CPA violated generally accepted auditing
standards.
c. There was a material misrepresentation of fact
in the financial statements audited by the CPA.
d. The CPA acted with scienter.

N91#3. Ford & Co., CPAs, issued an unqualified opin
ion on Owens Corp.’s financial statements. Relying on
these financial statements, Century Bank lent Owens
$750,000. Ford was unaware that Century would receive
a copy of the financial statements or that Owens would
use them to obtain a loan. Owens defaulted on the loan.
To succeed in a common law fraud action against
Ford, Century must prove, in addition to other elements,
that Century was
a. Free from contributory negligence.
b. In privity of contract with Ford.
c. Justified in relying on the financial statements.
d. In privity of contract with Owens.

N91#8. Jay, CPA, gave an unqualified opinion on Nast
Power Co.’s financial statements. Larkin bought Nast
bonds in a public offering subject to the Securities Act
of 1933. The registration statement filed with the SEC
included Nast’s financial statements. Larkin sued Jay for
misstatements contained in the financial statements under
the provisions of Section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933.
To prevail, Larkin must prove

N91#4. Hark, CPA, failed to follow generally accepted
auditing standards in auditing Long Corp.’s financial
statements. Long’s management had told Hark that the
audited statements would be submitted to several banks
to obtain financing. Relying on the statements, Third
Bank gave Long a loan. Long defaulted on the loan. In
a jurisdiction applying the Ultramares decision, if Third
sues Hark, Hark will
a. Win because there was no privity of contract
between Hark and Third.
b. Lose because Hark knew that banks would be
relying on the financial statements.
c. Win because Third was contributorily negligent
in granting the loan.
d. Lose because Hark was negligent in performing
the audit.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Scienter
Yes
Yes
No
No

Reliance
No
Yes
No
Yes

N91#9. A CPA who prepares clients’ federal income
tax returns for a fee must
a. File certain required notices and powers of
attorney with the IRS before preparing any
returns.
b. Keep a completed copy of each return for a
specified period of time.
c. Receive client documentation supporting all
travel and entertainment expenses deducted on
the return.
Indicate the CPA’s federal identification num
ber on a tax return only if the return reflects
tax due from the taxpayer.

N91#5. A CPA who fraudulently performs an audit of
a corporation’s financial statements will
a. Probably be liable to any person who suffered
a loss as a result of the fraud.
b. Be liable only to the corporation and to third
parties who are members of a class of intended
users of the financial statements.
c. Probably be liable to the corporation even
though its management was aware of the fraud
and did not rely on the financial statements.
d. Be liable only to third parties in privity of con
tract with the CPA.

N91#10. Which of the following statements is correct
with respect to ownership, possession, or access to a CPA
firm’s audit workpapers?
a. Workpapers are subject to the privileged com
munication rule which, in most jurisdictions
prevents any third-party access to the workpapers.
b. Workpapers may never be obtained by third
parties unless the client consents.
c. Workpapers are the client’s exclusive property.
d. Workpapers are not transferable to a purchaser
of a CPA practice unless the client consents.

N91#6. Quincy bought Teal Corp. common stock in
an offering registered under the Securities Act of 1933.
Worth & Co., CPAs, gave an unqualified opinion on
Teal’s financial statements that were included in the regis
tration statement filed with the SEC. Quincy sued Worth
under the provisions of the 1933 Act that deal with omis
sion of facts required to be in the registration statement.
Quincy must prove that
a. There was fraudulent activity by Worth.
b. There was a material misstatement in the finan
cial statements.

N90#1. A CPA firm issues an unqualified opinion on
financial statements not prepared in accordance with
GAAP. The CPA firm will have acted with scienter in
all the following circumstances except where the firm
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Intentionally disregards the truth.
Has actual knowledge of fraud.
Negligently performs auditing procedures.
Intends to gain monetarily by concealing fraud.

c.
d.

The financial statements were presented in con
formity with GAAP.
Mix had no actual knowledge of the embezzle
ment.

N90#6. Holly Corp. engaged Yost & Co., CPAs, to audit
the financial statements to be included in a registration
statement Holly was required to file under the provisions
of the Securities Act of 1933. Yost failed to exercise due
diligence and did not discover the omission of a fact
material to the statements. A purchaser of Holly’s securi
ties may recover from Yost under Section 11 of the Secu
rities Act of 1933 only if the purchaser
a. Brings a civil action within one year of the
discovery of the omission and within three
years of the offering date.
b. Proves that the registration statement was relied
on to make the purchase.
c. Proves that Yost was negligent.
d. Establishes privity of contract with Yost.

N90#2. A CPA owes a duty to
a. Provide for a successor CPA in the event death
or disability prevents completion of an audit.
b. Advise a client of errors contained in a pre
viously filed tax return.
c. Disclose client fraud to third parties.
d. Perform an audit according to GAAP so that
fraud will be uncovered.
N90#3. Mell Corp. engaged Davis & Co., CPAs, to
audit Mell’s financial statements. Mell’s management
informed Davis it suspected that the accounts receivable
were materially overstated. Although the financial state
ments did include a materially overstated accounts receiv
able balance, Davis issued an unqualified opinion. Mell
relied on the financial statements in deciding to obtain a
loan from County Bank to expand its operations. County
relied on the financial statements in making the loan to
Mell. As a result of the overstated accounts receivable
balance, Mell has defaulted on the loan and has incurred
a substantial loss.
If County sues Davis for fraud, must Davis furnish
County with the audit working papers?
a. Yes, if the working papers are lawfully subpoe
naed into court.
b. Yes, provided that Mell does not object.
c. No, because of the privileged communication
rule, which is recognized in a majority of juris
dictions.
d. No, because County was not in privity of con
tract with Davis.

N90
Items 7 and 8 are based on the following:
Petty Corp. made a public offering subject to the Securi
ties Act of 1933. In connection with the offering, Ward &
Co., CPAs, rendered an unqualified opinion on Petty’s
financial statements included in the SEC registration
statement. Huff purchased 500 of the offered shares. Huff
has brought an action against Ward under Section 11
of the Securities Act of 1933 for losses resulting from
misstatements of facts in the financial statements included
in the registration statement.

N90#4. In a common law action against an accountant,
lack of privity is a viable defense if the plaintiff
a. Can prove the presence of gross negligence
which amounts to a reckless disregard for the
truth.
b. Bases the action upon fraud.
c. Is the client’s creditor who sues the accountant
for negligence.
d. Is the accountant’s client.
N90#5. Mix and Associates, CPAs, issued an unquali
fied opinion on the financial statements of Glass Corp.
for the year ended December 3 1 , 1989. It was determined
later that Glass’ treasurer had embezzled $300,000 from
Glass during 1989. Glass sued Mix because of Mix’s
failure to discover the embezzlement. Mix was unaware
of the embezzlement. Which of the following is Mix’s
best defense?
a. The audit was performed in accordance with
GAAS.
b. The treasurer was Glass’ agent and, therefore,
Glass was responsible for preventing the
embezzlement.

7.

To succeed, Huff must prove that
a. Ward performed the audit negligently.
b. The misstatements were material.
c. Ward rendered its opinion with knowledge of
material misstatements.
d. Huff relied on the financial statements included
in the registration statement.

8.

Ward’s weakest defense would be that
a. Huff knew of the misstatements when Huff
purchased the stock.
b. H uff's losses were not caused by the misstate
ments.
c. Ward was not in privity of contract with Huff.
d. Ward conducted the audit in accordance with
GAAS.

N90#9. Locke, CPA, was engaged to perform an audit
for Vorst Co. During the audit, Locke discovered that
Vorst’s inventory contained stolen goods. Vorst was
indicted and Locke was validly subpoenaed to testify at
the criminal trial. Vorst has claimed accountant-client
privilege to prevent Locke from testifying. Locke may
be compelled to testify
a. Only with Vorst’s consent.
b. In any federal court located in the 50 states.
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d.

M89#4. Brown, CPA, helped Cook organize a partner
ship that was actually an abusive tax shelter. Brown
induced clients to participate by making false statements
concerning the allowability of deductions and tax credits.
As a result of these activities, Cook derived $100,000
gross income and Brown derived $50,000 gross income.
What is Brown’s federal statutory liability under the pro
vision of the Internal Revenue Code specifically relating
to promoting abusive tax shelters?
a. $ 10,000
b. $ 30,000
c. $ 50,000
d. $150,000

In any state court.
Only about the nature of the work performed
in the audit.

N90#10. A CPA partnership may, without being law
fully subpoenaed or without the client’s consent, make
client workpapers available to
a. An individual purchasing the entire partnership.
b. The IRS.
c. The SEC.
d. Any surviving partner(s) on the death of a
partner.
M89#1. Krim, President and CEO of United Co.,
engaged Smith, CPA, to audit United’s financial state
ments so that United could secure a loan from First Bank.
Smith issued an unqualified opinion on May 20, 1988,
but the loan was delayed. On August 5 , 1988, on inquiry
to Smith by First Bank, Smith, relying on Krim’s repre
sentation, made assurances that there was no material
change in United’s financial status. Krim’s representation
was untrue because of a material change which took place
after May 20, 1988. First relied on Smith’s assurances
of no change. Shortly thereafter, United became insolvent.
If First sues Smith for negligent misrepresentation, Smith
will be found
a. Not liable, because Krim misled Smith, and a
CPA is not responsible for a client’s untrue
representations.
b. Liable, because Smith should have undertaken
sufficient auditing procedures to verify the sta
tus of United.
c. Not liable, because Smith’s opinion only covers
the period up to May 20.
d. Liable, because Smith should have contacted
the chief financial officer rather than the chief
executive officer.

M89#6. When CPAs fail in their duty to carry out their
contracts for services, liability to clients may be based
on

a.
b.
c.
d.
M89#7.
support
CPA?
a.
b.
c.
d.

M89#3. Tax preparers who aid and abet federal tax
evasion are subject to

a.
b.
c.
d.

Strict liability

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

Which one of the following, if present, would
a finding of constructive fraud on the part of a
Privity of contract.
Intent to deceive.
Reckless disregard.
Ordinary negligence.

M89#8. Burt, CPA, issued an unqualified opinion on
the financial statements of Midwest Corp. These financial
statements were included in Midwest’s annual report and
Form 10-K filed with the SEC. As a result of Burt’s
reckless disregard for GAAS, material misstatements in
the financial statements were not detected. Subsequently,
Davis purchased stock in Midwest in the secondary mar
ket without ever seeing Midwest’s annual report or Form
10-K. Shortly thereafter, Midwest became insolvent and
the price of the stock declined drastically. Davis sued
Burt for damages based on Section 10(b) and Rule 10b5 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Burt’s best
defense is that
a. There has been no subsequent sale for which
a loss can be computed.
b. Davis did not purchase the stock as part of an
initial offering.
c. Davis did not rely on the financial statements
or Form 10-K.
d. Davis was not in privity with Burt.

M89#2. If a stockholder sues a CPA for common law
fraud based on false statements contained in the financial
statements audited by the CPA, which of the following,
if present, would be the CPA’s best defense?
a. The stockholder lacks privity to sue.
b. The false statements were immaterial.
c. The CPA did not financially benefit from the
alleged fraud.
d. The contributory negligence of the client.

Injunction to be
prohibited from acting
as tax preparers
No
Yes
No
Yes

Breach o f contract

General federal
criminal
prosecution
No
No
Yes
Yes
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II. Business Organizations
N91#11. Forming an agency relationship requires that
a. The agreement between the principal and agent
be supported by consideration.
b. The principal and agent not be minors.
c. Both the principal and agent consent to the
agency.
d. The agent’s authority be limited to the express
grant of authority in the agency agreement.

A. Agency
M92#6.
a.
b.
c.
d.

A principal and agent relationship requires a
Written agreement.
Power of attorney.
Meeting of the minds and consent to act.
Specified consideration.

M92#7. Young was a purchasing agent for Wilson, a
sole proprietor. Young had the express authority to place
purchase orders with Wilson’s suppliers. Young con
ducted business through the mail and had little contact
with Wilson. Young placed an order with Vanguard, Inc.
on Wilson’s behalf after Wilson was declared incompe
tent in a judicial proceeding. Young was aware of Wil
son’s incapacity. With regard to the contract with
Vanguard, Wilson (of Wilson’s legal representative) will
a. Not be liable because Vanguard dealt only with
Young.
b. Not be liable because Young did not have
authority to enter into the contract.
c. Be liable because Vanguard was unaware of
Wilson’s incapacity.
d. Be liable because Young acted with express
authority.

N91#12. When an agent acts for an undisclosed princi
pal, the principal will not be liable to third parties if the
a. Principal ratifies a contract entered into by the
agent.
b. Agent acts within an implied grant of authority.
c. Agent acts outside the grant of actual authority.
d. Principal seeks to conceal the agency relation
ship.

M92#8. Long Corp. is a real estate developer and regu
larly engages real estate brokers to act on its behalf in
acquiring parcels of land. The brokers are authorized to
enter into such contracts, but are instructed to do so in
their own names without disclosing Long’s identity or
Long’s relationship to the transaction. If a broker enters
into a contract with a seller on Long’s behalf,
a. Long will not be liable for any negligent acts
committed by the broker while acting on Long’s
behalf.
b. The broker will have the same actual authority
as if Long’s identity had been disclosed.
c. The broker will not be personally bound by the
contract because the broker has express author
ity to act.
d. Long will be bound by the contract because of
the broker’s apparent authority.

M91#1. Simpson, Ogden Corp.’s agent, needs a written
agency agreement to
a. Enter into a series of sales contracts on Ogden’s
behalf.
b. Hire an attorney to collect a business debt owed
Ogden.
c. Purchase an interest in undeveloped land for
Ogden.
d. Retain an independent general contractor to
renovate Ogden’s office building.

N91#13. Orr gives North power of attorney. In general,
the power of attorney
a. Will be valid only if North is a licensed attorney
at law.
b. May continue in existence after Orr’s death.
c. May limit North’s authority to specific transac
tions.
d. Must be signed by both Orr and North.

M91#2. Kent, without authority, contracted to buy com
puter equipment from Fox Corp. for Ace Corp. Kent told
Fox that Kent was acting on Ace’s behalf. For Ace to
ratify the contract with Fox,
a. Kent must be a general agent of Ace.
b. Ace must know all material facts relating to the
contract at the time it is ratified.
c. Ace must notify Fox that Ace intends to ratify
the contract.
d. Kent must have acted reasonably and in Ace’s
best interest.

M92#9. Ogden Corp. hired Thorp as a sales representa
tive for nine months at a salary of $3,000 per month plus
4% of sales. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Thorp is obligated to act solely in Ogden’s
interest in matters concerning Ogden’s busi
ness.
b. The agreement between Ogden and Thorp
formed an agency coupled with an interest.
c. Ogden does not have the power to dismiss
Thorp during the nine-month period without
cause.
d. The agreement between Ogden and Thorp is
not enforceable unless it is in writing and
signed by Thorp.

M91#3. Frost’s accountant and business manager has
the authority to
a. Mortgage Frost’s business property.
b. Obtain bank loans for Frost.
c. Insure Frost’s property against fire loss.
d. Sell Frost’s business.
M90#1. Generally, an agency relationship is terminated
by operation of law in all of the following situations
except the
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Principal’s death.
Principal’s incapacity.
Agent’s renunciation of the agency.
Agent’s failure to acquire a necessary business
license.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Parc
Yes
No
Yes
No

Global
No
Yes
Yes
No

M89#11. Pell is the principal and Astor is the agent in
an agency coupled with an interest. In the absence of a
contractual provision relating to the duration of the
agency, who has the right to terminate the agency before
the interest has expired?

M90#2. Pine, an employee of Global Messenger Co.,
was hired to deliver highly secret corporate documents
for Global’s clients throughout the world. Unknown to
Global, Pine carried a concealed pistol. While Pine was
making a delivery, he suspected an attempt was being
made to steal the package, drew his gun and shot Kent,
an innocent passerby. Kent will not recover damages
from Global if
a. Global discovered that Pine carried a weapon
and did nothing about it.
b. Global instructed its messengers not to carry
weapons.
c. Pine was correct and an attempt was being made
to steal the package.
d. Pine’s weapon was unlicensed and illegal.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Pell
Yes
No
No
Yes

Astor
Yes
Yes
No
No

M89#12. Neal, an employee of Jordan, was delivering
merchandise to a customer. On the way, Neal’s negli
gence caused a traffic accident that resulted in damages
to a third party’s automobile. Who is liable to the third
party?

M90#4. Able, as agent for Baker, an undisclosed princi
pal, contracted with Safe to purchase an antique car. In
payment, Able issued his personal check to Safe. Able
could not cover the check but expected Baker to give
him cash to deposit before the check was presented for
payment. Baker did not do so and the check was dishon
ored. Baker’s identity became known to Safe. Safe may
not recover from
a. Baker individually on the contract.
b. Able individually on the contract.
c. Baker individually on the check.
d. Able individually on the check.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Neal
No
Yes
Yes
No

Jordan
No
Yes
No
Yes

M89#13. Simmons, an agent for Jensen, has the express
authority to sell Jensen’s goods. Simmons also has the
express authority to grant discounts of up to 5% of list
price. Simmons sold Hemple goods with a list price of
$1,000 and granted Hemple a 10% discount. Hemple
had not previously dealt with either Simmons or Jensen.
Which of the following courses of action may Jensen
properly take?
a. Seek to void the sale to Hemple.
b. Seek recovery o f $50 from Hemple only.
c. Seek recovery of $50 from Simmons only.
d. Seek recovery of $50 from either Hemple or
Simmons.

M90#5. Ace engages Butler to manage Ace’s retail busi
ness. Butler has the implied authority to do all of the
following, except
a. Purchase inventory for Ace’s business.
b. Sell Ace’s business fixtures.
c. Pay Ace’s business debts.
d. Hire or discharge Ace’s business employees.
N89#2. A principal will not be liable to a third party
for a tort committed by an agent
a. Unless the principal instructed the agent to
commit the tort.
b. Unless the tort was committed within the scope
of the agency relationship.
c. If the agency agreement limits the principal’s
liability for the agent’s tort.
d. If the tort is also regarded as a criminal act.

B. Partnerships and Joint Ventures
M93
Items 11 through 13 are based on the following:
Downs, Frey, and Vick formed the DFV general partner
ship to act as manufacturers’ representatives. The partners
agreed Downs would receive 40% of any partnership
profits and Frey and Vick would each receive 30% of
such profits. It was also agreed that the partnership would
not terminate for five years. After the fourth year, the
partners agreed to terminate the partnership. At that time,
the partners’ capital accounts were as follows: Downs,
$20,000; Frey, $15,000; and Vick, $10,000. There also
were undistributed losses of $30,000.

N89#3. Parc contracted with Furn Brothers Corp. to
buy hotel furniture and fixtures on behalf of Global Motor
House, a motel chain. Global instructed Parc to use Parc’s
own name and not to disclose to Furn that Parc was acting
on Global’s behalf. Who is liable to Furn on this contract?
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11. Which of the following statements about the form
of the DFV partnership agreement is correct?
a. It must be in writing because the partnership
was to last for longer than one year.
b. It must be in writing because partnership profits
would not be equally divided.
c. It could be oral because the partners had explic
itly agreed to do business together.
d. It could be oral because the partnership did not
deal in real estate.
12.

Vick’s share of the undistributed losses will be
a. $0
b. $ 1,000
c. $ 9,000
d. $10,000

13.

If Frey died before the partnership terminated
a. Downs and Vick, as a majority of the partners,
would have been able to continue the partner
ship.
b. The partnership would have continued until the
five year term expired.
c. The partnership would automatically dissolve.
d. Downs and Vick would have Frey’s interest in
the partnership.

b.
c.
d.

M92#11. Which of the following statements is correct
with respect to a limited partnership?
a. A limited partner may not be an unsecured
creditor of the limited partnership.
b. A general partner may not also be a limited
partner at the same time.
c. A general partner may be a secured creditor of
the limited partnership.
d. A limited partnership can be formed with lim
ited liability for all partners.
M92
Items 12 and 13 are based on the following:
Dowd, Elgar, Frost, and Grant formed a general partner
ship. Their written partnership agreement provided that
the profits would be divided so that Dowd would receive
40%; Elgar, 30%; Frost, 20%; and Grant, 10%. There
was no provision for allocating losses. At the end of its
first year, the partnership had losses of $200,000. Before
allocating losses, the partners’ capital account balances
were: Dowd, $120,000; Elgar, $100,000; Frost, $75,000;
and Grant, $11,000. Grant refuses to make any further
contributions to the partnership. Ignore the effects of
federal partnership tax law.

M93#14. Locke and Vorst were general partners in a
kitchen equipment business. On behalf of the partnership,
Locke contracted to purchase 15 stoves from Gage.
Unknown to Gage, Locke was not authorized by the
partnership agreement to make such contracts. Vorst
refused to allow the partnership to accept delivery of the
stoves and Gage sought to enforce the contract. Gage
will
a. Lose, because Locke’s action was not author
ized by the partnership agreement.
b. Lose, because Locke was not an agent of the
partnership.
c. Win, because Locke had express authority to
bind the partnership.
d. Win, because Locke had apparent authority to
bind the partnership.

12. What would be Grant’s share of the partnership
losses?
a. $ 9,000
b. $20,000
c. $39,000
d. $50,000
13. After losses were allocated to the partners’ capital
accounts and all liabilities were paid, the partnership’s
sole asset was $106,000 in cash. How much would Elgar
receive on dissolution of the partnership?
a. $37,000
b. $40,000
c. $47,500
d. $50,000

M93#15. Cobb, Inc., a partner in TLC Partnership,
assigns its partnership interest to Bean, who is not made
a partner. After the assignment, Bean asserts the rights
to
I.
II.

M92#14. Blake, a partner in QVM, a general partner
ship, wishes to withdraw from the partnership and sell
her interest to Nolan. All of the other partners in QVM
have agreed to admit Nolan as a partner and to hold Blake
harmless for the past, present, and future liabilities of
QVM. As a result of Blake’s withdrawal and Nolan’s
admission to the partnership, Nolan
a. Must contribute cash or property to QVM to
be admitted with the same rights as the other
partners.
b. Is personally liable for partnership liabilities
arising before and after being admitted as a
partner.

Participate in the management of TLC.
Cobb’s share of TLC’s partnership profits.

Bean is
a.
b.
c.
d.

The partners reside in different states.
The partnership intends to own real estate.
The partnership’s purpose cannot be completed
within one year of formation.

correct as to which of these rights?
I only.
II only.
I and II.
Neither I nor II.

M92#10. A partnership agreement must be in writing
if
a. Any partner contributes more than $500 in cap
ital.
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c.
d.
N91#14.
a.
b.
c.
d.

N90#13. Acorn and Bean were general partners in a
farm machinery business. Acorn contracted, on behalf of
the partnership, to purchase 10 tractors from Cobb Corp.
Unknown to Cobb, Acorn was not authorized by the
partnership agreement to make such contracts. Bean
refused to allow the partnership to accept delivery of the
tractors and Cobb sought to enforce the contract. Cobb
will
a. Lose because Acorn’s action was beyond the
scope of Acorn’s implied authority.
b. Prevail because Acorn had implied authority to
bind the partnership.
c. Prevail because Acorn had apparent authority
to bind the partnership.
d. Lose because Acorn’s express authority was
restricted, in writing, by the partnership
agreement.

Has the right to participate in QVM’s manage
ment.
Acquired only the right to receive Nolan’s share
of QVM’s profits.
A general partnership must
Pay federal income tax.
Have two or more partners.
Have written articles of partnership.
Provide for apportionment of liability for part
nership debts.

N91#15. In a general partnership, the authorization of
all partners is required for an individual partner to bind
the partnership in a business transaction to
a. Purchase inventory.
b. Hire employees.
c. Sell goodwill.
d. Sign advertising contracts.

N90#14. Lewis, Clark, and Beal entered into a written
agreement to form a partnership. The agreement required
that the partners make the following capital contributions:
Lewis, $40,000; Clark, $30,000; and Beal, $ 10,000. It was
also agreed that in the event the partnership experienced
losses in excess of available capital, Beal would contrib
ute additional capital to the extent of the losses. The
partnership agreement was otherwise silent about division
of profits and losses. Which of the following statements
is correct?
a. Profits are to be divided among the partners in
proportion to their relative capital contribu
tions.
b. Profits are to be divided equally among the
partners.
c. Losses will be allocated in a manner different
from the allocation of profits because the part
ners contributed different amounts of capital.
d. Beal’s obligation to contribute additional capi
tal would have an effect on the allocation of
profit or loss to Beal.

N91#16. In a general partnership, a partner’s interest
in specific partnership property is
a. Transferable to a partner’s individual creditors.
b. Subject to a partner’s liability for alimony.
c. Transferable to a partner’s estate upon death.
d. Subject to a surviving partner’s right of survi
vorship.
N91#17. On dissolution of a general partnership, distri
butions will be made on account of:
I.
II.
III.

Partners’ capital accounts
Amounts owed partners with respect to profits
Amounts owed partners for loans to the partnership

in the following order
a. III, I, II.
b. I, II, III.
c. II, III, I.
d. III, II, I.
N90#11.
create an
a.
b.
c.
d.

N89#4. A joint venture is a(an)
a. Association limited to no more than two per
sons in business for profit.
b. Enterprise of numerous co-owners in a non
profit undertaking.
c. Corporate enterprise for a single undertaking
of limited duration.
d. Association of persons engaged as co-owners
in a single undertaking for profit.

Which of the following is not necessary to
express partnership?
Execution of a written partnership agreement.
Agreement to share ownership of the partner
ship.
Intention to conduct a business for profit.
Intention to create a relationship recognized as
a partnership.

N90#12. Eller, Fort, and Owens do business as Venture
Associates, a general partnership. Trent Corp. brought a
breach of contract suit against Venture and Eller individu
ally. Trent won the suit and filed a judgment against both
Venture and Eller. Trent will generally be able to collect
the judgment from
a. Partnership assets only.
b. The personal assets of Eller, Fort, and Owens
only.
c. Eller’s personal assets only after partnership
assets are exhausted.
d. Eller’s personal assets only.

N89#5. Which of the following statements regarding a
limited partner is(are) generally correct?

a.
b.
c.
d.
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The limited partner
is subject to personal
liability for
partnership debts
Yes
Yes
No
No

The limited partner
has the right to take
part in the control
of the partnership
Yes
No
Yes
No
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N89#6. Gillie, Taft, and Dall are partners in an architec
tural firm. The partnership agreement is silent about the
payment of salaries and the division of profits and losses.
Gillie works full-time in the firm, and Taft and Dall each
work half-time. Taft invested $120,000 in the firm, and
Gillie and Dall invested $60,000 each. Dall is responsible
for bringing in 50% of the business, and Gillie and Taft
25% each. How should profits of $120,000 for the year
be divided?
a. Gillie $60,000, Taft $30,000, Dall $30,000.
b. Gillie $40,000, Taft $40,000, Dall $40,000.
c. Gillie $30,000, Taft $60,000, Dall $30,000.
d. Gillie $30,000, Taft $30,000, Dall $60,000.
N89#7.
erty is

Corporations

N92#1. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning the similarities between a limited partnership
and a corporation?
a. Each is created under a statute and must file
a copy of its certificate with the proper state
authorities.
b. All corporate stockholders and all partners in
a limited partnership have limited liability.
c. Both are recognized for federal income tax pur
poses as taxable entities.
d. Both are allowed statutorily to have perpetual
existence.

A partner’s interest in specific partnership prop

Assignable to the
partner’s individual
creditors
a.
Yes
b.
Yes
c.
No
d.
No

N92#2. A stockholder’s right to inspect books and
records of a corporation will be properly denied if the
stockholder
a. Wants to use corporate stockholder records for
a personal business.
b. Employs an agent to inspect the books and
records.
c. Intends to commence a stockholder’s derivative
suit.
d. Is investigating management misconduct.

Subject to attachment
by the partner’s
individual creditors
Yes
No
Yes
No

M89#14. Rivers and Lee want to form a partnership.
For the partnership agreement to be enforceable, it must
be in writing if
a. Rivers and Lee reside in different states.
b. The agreement cannot be completed within one
year from the date on which it will be entered
into.
c. Either Rivers or Lee is to contribute more than
$500 in capital.
d. The partnership intends to buy and sell real
estate.

N92#3. Which of the following must take place for a
corporation to be voluntarily dissolved?
a. Passage by the board of directors of a resolution
to dissolve.
b. Approval by the officers of a resolution to dis
solve.
c. Amendment of the certificate of incorporation.
d. Unanimous vote of the stockholders.
N92#4. Generally, a merger of two corporations
requires
a. That a special meeting notice and a copy of the
merger plan be given to all stockholders of both
corporations.
b. Unanimous approval of the merger plan by the
stockholders of both corporations.
c. Unanimous approval of the merger plan by the
boards of both corporations.
d. That all liabilities owed by the absorbed corpo
ration be paid before the merger.

M89#15. Cass is a general partner in Omega Company
general partnership. Which of the following unauthorized
acts by Cass will bind Omega?
a. Submitting a claim against Omega to arbitra
tion.
b. Confessing a judgment against Omega.
c. Selling Omega’s goodwill.
d. Leasing office space for Omega.

M92#15. Assuming all other requirements are met, a
corporation may elect to be treated as an S corporation
under the Internal Revenue Code if it has
a. Both common and preferred stockholders.
b. A partnership as a stockholder.
c. Thirty-five or fewer stockholders.
d. The consent of a majority of the stockholders.

M89#16. Kroll, Inc., a partner in JKL Partnership,
assigns its interest in the partnership to Trell, who is not
made a partner. After the assignment, Trell asserts the
rights to
I.
II.

C.

Receive Kroll’s share of JKL’s profits and
Inspect JKL’s books and records.

M92#16. Generally, a corporation’s articles of incorpo
ration must include all of the following except the
a. Name of the corporation’s registered agent.
b. Name of each incorporator.
c. Number of authorized shares.
d. Quorum requirements.

Trell is correct as to which of the rights?
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. I and II.
d. Neither I nor II.
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c.

M92#17. Unless prohibited by the organization docu
ments, a stockholder in a publicly held corporation and
the owner of a limited partnership interest both have the
right to
a. Ownership of the business’ assets.
b. Control management of the business.
c. Assign their interest in the business.
d. An investment that has perpetual life.

d.

M91#6. The limited liability of a stockholder in a
closely held corporation may be challenged successfully
if the stockholder
a. Undercapitalized the corporation when it was
formed.
b. Formed the corporation solely to have limited
personal liability.
c. Sold property to the corporation.
d. Was a corporate officer, director, or employee.

M92#18. A corporate stockholder is entitled to which
of the following rights?
a. Elect officers.
b. Receive annual dividends.
c. Approve dissolution.
d. Prevent corporate borrowing.

M91#7. A consolidation of two corporations usually
requires all of the following except
a. Approval by the board of directors of each cor
poration.
b. Receipt of voting stock by all stockholders of
the original corporations.
c. Provision for an appraisal buyout of dissenting
stockholders.
d. An affirmative vote by the holders of a majority
of each corporation’s voting shares.

M92#19. Price owns 2,000 shares of Universal Corp.’s
$10 cumulative preferred stock. During its first year of
operations, cash dividends of $5 per share were declared
on the preferred stock but were never paid. In the second
year, dividends on the preferred stock were neither
declared nor paid. If Universal is dissolved, which of the
following statements is correct?
a. Universal will be liable to Price as an unsecured
creditor for $10,000.
b. Universal will be liable to Price as a secured
creditor for $20,000.
c. Price will have priority over the claims of Uni
versal’s bond owners.
d. Price will have priority over the claims of Uni
versal’s unsecured judgment creditors.
M92#20.
tion take
a.
b.
c.
d.

Rely on information provided by a corporate
officer.
Unilaterally grant a corporate loan to one of
Active’s shareholders.

N90#15. Knox, president of Quick Corp., contracted
with Tine Office Supplies, Inc. to supply Quick’s statio
nery on customary terms and at a cost less than that
charged by any other supplier. Knox later informed
Quick’s board of directors that Knox was a majority
stockholder in Tine. Quick’s contract with Tine is
a. Void because of Knox’s self-dealing.
b. Void because the disclosure was made after
execution of the contract.
c. Valid because of Knox’s full disclosure.
d. Valid because the contract is fair to Quick.

Which of the following actions may a corpora
without its stockholders’ consent?
Consolidate with one or more corporations.
Merge with one or more corporations.
Dissolve voluntarily.
Purchase 55% of another corporation’s stock.

N90#16. A stockholder’s right to inspect books and
records of a corporation will be properly denied if the
purpose of the inspection is to
a. Commence a stockholder’s derivative suit.
b. Obtain stockholder names for a retail mailing
list.
c. Solicit stockholders to vote for a change in the
board of directors.
d. Investigate possible management misconduct.

M91#4. Which of the following statements is correct
with respect to the differences and similarities between
a corporation and a limited partnership?
a. Stockholders may be entitled to vote on corpo
rate matters but limited partners are prohibited
from voting on any partnership matters.
b. Stock of a corporation may be subject to the
registration requirements of the federal securi
ties laws but limited partnership interests are
automatically exempt from those requirements.
c. Directors owe fiduciary duties to the corpora
tion and limited partners owe such duties to the
partnership.
d. A corporation and a limited partnership may
be created only under a state statute and each
must file a copy of its organizational document
with the proper governmental body.

N90#17. All of the following distributions to stockhold
ers are considered asset or capital distributions, except
a. Liquidating dividends.
b. Stock splits.
c. Property distributions.
d. Cash dividends.
N90#18. Opal Corp. declared a 9% stock dividend on
its common stock. The dividend
a. Requires a vote of Opal’s stockholders.
b. Has no effect on Opal’s earnings and profits
for federal income tax purposes.

M91#5. Davis, a director of Active Corp., is entitled to
a. Serve on the board of a competing business.
b. Take sole advantage of a business opportunity
that would benefit Active.
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c.
d.

16.

Is includable in the gross income of the recip
ient taxpayers in the year of receipt.
Must be registered with the SEC pursuant to
the Securities Act of 1933.

For
a.
b.
c.
d.

the trust to be enforceable, Amo must
Execute a written trust instrument.
Provide for Bing’s trustee fees.
Designate a successor trustee.
Deed the property to Bing as trustee.

M90#6. In general, which of the following must be
contained in articles of incorporation?
a. Names of the initial officers and their terms of
office.
b. Classes of stock authorized for issuance.
c. Names of states in which the corporation will
be doing business.
d. Name of the state in which the corporation will
maintain its principal place of business.

II.

M90#7. Absent a specific provision in its articles of
incorporation, a corporation’s board of directors has the
power to do all of the following, except
a. Repeal the bylaws.
b. Declare dividends.
c. Fix compensation of directors.
d. Amend the articles of incorporation.

To which of these creditors can Bing pay Sims’ share of
trust income?
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. Both I and II.
d. Neither I nor II.

For items 17 and 18, assume an enforceable trust
was formed.
17.
I.

M90#8. An owner of common stock will not have any
liability beyond actual investment if the owner
a. Paid less than par value for stock purchased in
connection with an original issue of shares.
b. Agreed to perform future services for the corpo
ration in exchange for original issue par value
shares.
c. Purchased treasury shares for less than par
value.
d. Failed to pay the full amount owed on a sub
scription contract for no-par shares.

Sims has the following personal creditors:
Bank holding a home mortgage note deficiency judg
ment.
Judgment creditor as a result of an automobile acci
dent.

18. Which of the following will be allocated to trust
principal?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Annual property tax
Yes
Yes
No
No

Monthly mortgage
principal payment
Yes
No
Yes
No

M93#19. Colt’s will created a testamentary trust for the
benefit of Colt’s spouse. Colt’s sister and Colt’s spouse
were named as co-trustees of the trust. The trust provided
for discretionary principal distributions to Colt’s spouse.
It also provided that, on the death of Colt’s spouse, any
remaining trust property was to be distributed to Colt’s
children. Part of the trust property consisted of a very
valuable baseball card collection. After Colt’s death,
which of the following statements would be correct?
a. The co-trustees must use the same degree of
skill, judgment, and care in managing the trust
assets as reasonably prudent persons would
exercise in managing their own affairs.
b. The co-trustees must employ an investment
advisor to manage the trust assets.
c. Colt’s sister may delegate her duties as co
trustee to the spouse and thereby not be liable
for the administration of the trust.
d. Under no circumstances could the spouse pur
chase the baseball card collection from the trust
without breaching fiduciary duties owed to the
trust and Colt’s children.

M90#9. Johns owns 400 shares of Abco Corp. cumula
tive preferred stock. In the absence of any specific con
trary provisions in Abco’s articles of incorporation, which
of the following statements is correct?
a. Johns is entitled to convert the 400 shares of
preferred stock to a like number of shares of
common stock.
b. If Abco declares a cash dividend on its preferred
stock, Johns becomes an unsecured creditor of
Abco.
c. If Abco declares a dividend on its common
stock, Johns will be entitled to participate with
the common stock shareholders in any dividend
distribution made after preferred dividends are
paid.
d. Johns will be entitled to vote if dividend pay
ments are in arrears.
D. Estates and Trusts
M93
Items 16 through 18 are based on the following:

M93#20. An irrevocable trust that contains no provision
for change or termination can be changed or terminated
only by the
a. Trustee.
b. Grantor.

Amo plans to establish a spendthrift trust naming Ford
and Sims life income beneficiaries, Trip residuary benefi
ciary, and Bing as trustee. Amo plans to fund the trust
with an office building.
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c.
d.

N92#10. Which of the following would ordinarily be
distributed to a trust income beneficiary?

Courts.
Consent of the majority of the beneficiaries.

I. Royalties.
II. Stock received in a stock split.
III. Cash dividends.
IV. Settlements of claims for damages to trust property.

N92#5. Which of the following situations would cause
a resulting trust to be created?
I.
II.
III.

Failure of an express trust.
Application of the cy pres doctrine.
Fulfillment of the trust purpose.
a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

I and II.
I and III.
II and III.
I, II, and III.

N91#18.
create an
a.
b.
c.
d.

N92#6. Cox transferred assets into a trust under which
Smart is entitled to receive the income for life. After
Smart’s death, the remaining assets are to be given to
Mix. In 1991, the trust received rent of $1,000, stock
dividends of $6,000, interest on certificates of deposit of
$3,000, municipal bond interest of $4,000, and proceeds
of $7,000 from the sale of bonds. Both Smart and Mix
are still alive. What amount of the 1991 receipts should
be allocated to trust principal?
a. $ 7,000
b. $ 8,000
c. $13,000
d. $15,000

N91#20.
a period
a.
b.
c.

An irrevocable spendthrift trust established for
of ten years will be terminated if the
Income beneficiaries die.
Trustee resigns.
Income beneficiaries agree to the trust’s termi
nation.
d. Grantor decides to terminate the trust.

I. Power to sell trust property.
II. Power to borrow from the trust.
III. Power to pay trust expenses.

M91#8. To properly create an inter vivos trust funded
with cash, the grantor must
a. Execute a written trust instrument.
b. Transfer the cash to the trustee.
c. Provide for payment of fees to the trustee.
d. Designate an alternate trust beneficiary.

I and II.
I and III.
II and III.
I, II and III.

N92#8. To which of the following trusts would the rule
against perpetuities not apply?
a. Charitable.
b. Spendthrift.
c. Totten.
d. Constructive.

M91#9. Farrel’s will created a testamentary trust nam
ing Gordon as life income beneficiary, with the principal
going to Hall on Gordon’s death. The trust’s sole asset
was a commercial office building valued at $200,000. The
trustee sold the building for $250,000. To what amount of
the sale price is Gordon entitled?
a. $0
b. $ 50,000
c. $200,000
d. $250,000

N92#9. A decedent’s will provided that the estate was
to be divided among the decedent’s issue, per capita and
not per stirpes. If there are two surviving children and
three grandchildren who are children of a predeceased
child at the time the will is probated, how will the estate
be divided?
a. ½ to each surviving child.
b. ⅓ to each surviving child and 1/9 to each grand
child.
c. ¼ to each surviving child and 1/6 to each grand
child.
d.

Which of the following is not necessary to
express trust?
A trust corpus.
A successor trustee.
A valid trust purpose.
A beneficiary.

N91#19. A trustee’s fiduciary duty will probably be
violated if the trustee
a. Invests trust property in government bonds.
b. Performs accounting services for the trust.
c. Sells unproductive trust property.
d. Borrows money from the trust.

N92#7. If not expressly granted, which of the following
implied powers would a trustee have?

a.
b.
c.
d.

I and II.
I and III.
II and III.
II and IV.

M91#10. Mason’s will created a testamentary trust for
the benefit of Mason’s spouse. Mason’s sister and
Mason’s spouse were named as co-trustees of the trust.
The trust provided for discretionary principal distributions
to Mason’s spouse. It also provided that, on the death of
Mason’s spouse, any remaining trust property was to be
distributed to Mason’s children. Part of the trust property
consisted of a very valuable coin collection. After

1/5 to each surviving child and grandchild.
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Mason’s death, which of the following statements would
be correct?
a. Mason’s spouse may not be a co-trustee
because the spouse is also a beneficiary of the
trust.
b. Mason’s sister may delegate her duties as co
trustee to the spouse and thereby not be liable
for the administration of the trust.
c. Under no circumstances could the spouse pur
chase the coin collection from the trust without
breaching fiduciary duties owed to the trust and
Mason’s children.
d. The co-trustees must use the same degree of
skill, judgment, and care in managing the trust
assets as reasonably prudent persons would
exercise in managing their own affairs.

to Neal. In 1988, the trust received rent of $1,000, royal
ties of $3,000, cash dividends of $5,000, and proceeds
of $7,000 from the sale of stock previously received by
the trust as a stock dividend. Both Drake and Neal are
still alive. How much of the receipts should be distributed
to Drake?
a. $ 4,000.
b. $ 8,000.
c. $ 9,000.
d. $16,000.
M89#17.
owed by
a.
b.
c.
d.

Generally, an estate is liable for which debts
the decedent at the time of death?
All of the decedent’s debts.
Only debts secured by the decedent’s property.
Only debts covered by the statute of frauds.
None of the decedent’s debts.

N90#19. Which of the following expenditures resulting
from a trust’s ownership of commercial real estate would
be allocated to the trust’s principal?
a. Sidewalk assessments.
b. Building management fees.
c. Real estate taxes.
d. Electrical repairs.

M89#18. A trust agreement is silent on the allocation of
the following trust receipts between principal and income:

N90#20.
a.
b.
c.
d.

A trust will be terminated if
A beneficiary becomes incompetent.
The trustee dies.
The grantor dies.
The trust term expires.

What is the total amount of the trust receipts that should
be allocated to trust income?
a. $0
b. $1,000
c. $2,000
d. $3,000

M90#10. Jay properly created an inter vivos trust nam
ing Kroll as trustee. The trust’s sole asset is a fully rented
office building. Rental receipts exceed expenditures. The
trust instrument is silent about the allocation of items
between principal and income. Among the items to be
allocated by Kroll during the year are insurance proceeds
received as a result of fire damage to the building and
the mortgage interest payments made during the year.
Which of the following items is(are) properly allocable
to principal?

M89#19. A personal representative of an estate would
breach fiduciary duties if the personal representative
a. Combined personal funds with funds of the
estate so that both could purchase treasury bills.
b. Represented the estate in a lawsuit brought
against it by a disgruntled relative of the dece
dent.
c. Distributed property in satisfaction of the dece
dent’s debts.
d. Engaged a non-CPA to prepare the records for
the estate’s final accounting.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Insurance proceeds
on building
No
No
Yes
Yes

•
•

Current mortgage
interest payments
No
Yes
No
Yes

Cash dividends on investments
in common stock
Royalties from property subject
to depletion

$1,000
$2,000

M89#20. A trust was created in 1980 to provide funds
for sending the settlor’s child through medical school. The
trust agreement specified that the trust was to terminate in
1987. The child entered medical school in 1983, took a
leave of absence in 1984, and died in 1986. This trust
terminated in
a. 1983
b. 1984
c. 1986
d. 1987

N89#8. Harper transferred assets into a trust under
which Drake is entitled to receive the income for life.
Upon Drake’s death, the remaining assets are to be paid
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III.
A.

Contracts
N92#12. In determining whether the consideration
requirement to form a contract has been satisfied, the
consideration exchanged by the parties to the contract
must be
a. Of approximately equal value.
b. Legally sufficient.
c. Exchanged simultaneously by the parties.
d. Fair and reasonable under the circumstances.

Formation

M93#21. All of the following are effective methods of
ratifying a contract entered into by a minor except
a. Expressly ratifying the contract after reaching
the age of majority.
b. Failing to disaffirm the contract within a rea
sonable time after reaching the age of majority.
c. Ratifying the contract before reaching the age
of majority.
d. Impliedly ratifying the contract after reaching
the age of majority.

N92#13. On June 15, Peters orally offered to sell a used
lawn mower to Mason for $125. Peters specified that
Mason had until June 20 to accept the offer. On June 16,
Peters received an offer to purchase the lawn mower for
$150 from Bronson, Mason’s neighbor. Peters accepted
Bronson’s offer. On June 17, Mason saw Bronson using
the lawn mower and was told the mower had been sold
to Bronson. Mason immediately wrote to Peters to accept
the June 15 offer. Which of the following statements is
correct?
a. Mason’s acceptance would be effective when
received by Peters.
b. Mason’s acceptance would be effective when
mailed.
c. Peters’ offer had been revoked and Mason’s
acceptance was ineffective.
d. Peters was obligated to keep the June 15 offer
open until June 20.

M93#22. Which of the following statements correctly
applies to a typical statute of limitations?
a. The statute requires that a legal action for
breach of contract be commenced within a cer
tain period of time after the breach occurs.
b. The statute provides that only the party against
whom enforcement of a contract is sought must
have signed the contract.
c. The statute limits the right of a party to recover
damages for misrepresentation unless the false
statements were intentionally made.
d. The statute prohibits the admission into evi
dence of proof of oral statements about the
meaning of a written contract.
M93#23. Long purchased a life insurance policy with
Tempo Life Insurance Co. The policy named Long’s
daughter as beneficiary. Six months after the policy was
issued, Long died of a heart attack. Long had failed to
disclose on the insurance application a known pre
existing heart condition that caused the heart attack.
Tempo refused to pay the death benefit to Long’s daugh
ter. If Long’s daughter sues, Tempo will
a. Win, because Long’s daughter is an incidental
beneficiary.
b. Win, because of Long’s failure to disclose the
pre-existing heart condition.
c. Lose, because Long’s death was from natural
causes.
d. Lose, because Long’s daughter is a third-party
donee beneficiary.

N92#16. Which of the following statements is true with
regard to the Statute of Frauds?
a. All contracts involving consideration of more
than $500 must be in writing.
b. The written contract must be signed by all par
ties.
c. The Statute of Frauds applies to contracts that
can be fully performed within one year from
the date they are made.
d. The contract terms may be stated in more than
one document.
N92#18. Maco, Inc. and Kent contracted for Kent to
provide Maco certain consulting services at an hourly
rate of $20. Kent’s normal hourly rate was $90 per hour,
the fair market value of the services. Kent agreed to
the $20 rate because Kent was having serious financial
problems. At the time the agreement was negotiated,
Maco was aware of Kent’s financial condition and refused
to pay more than $20 per hour for Kent’s services. Kent
has now sued to rescind the contract with Maco, claiming
duress by Maco during the negotiations. Under the cir
cumstances, Kent will
a. Win, because Maco refused to pay the fair mar
ket value of Kent’s services.
b. Win, because Maco was aware of Kent’s seri
ous financial problems.
c. Lose, because Maco’s actions did not constitute
duress.
d. Lose, because Maco cannot prove that Kent,
at the time, had no other offers to provide con
sulting services.

N92#11. On February 12, Harris sent Fresno a written
offer to purchase Fresno’s land. The offer included the
following provision: “ Acceptance of this offer must be
by registered or certified mail, received by Harris no later
than February 18 by 5:00 p.m. CST.” On February 18,
Fresno sent Harris a letter accepting the offer by private
overnight delivery service. Harris received the letter on
February 19. Which of the following statements is cor
rect?
a. A contract was formed on February 19.
b. Fresno’s letter constituted a counteroffer.
c. Fresno’s use of the overnight delivery service
was an effective form of acceptance.
d. A contract was formed on February 18 regard
less of when Harris actually received Fresno’s
letter.
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M92#21. On September 10, Harris, Inc., a new car
dealer, placed a newspaper advertisement stating that Har
ris would sell 10 cars at its showroom for a special dis
count only on September 12, 13, and 14. On September
12, King called Harris and expressed an interest in buying
one of the advertised cars. King was told that five of the
cars had been sold and to come to the showroom as soon
as possible. On September 13, Harris made a televised
announcement that the sale would end at 10:00 PM that
night. King went to Harris’ showroom on September 14
and demanded the right to buy a car at the special discount.
Harris had sold the 10 cars and refused King’s demand.
King sued Harris for breach of contract. Harris’ best
defense to King’s suit would be that Harris’
a. Offer was unenforceable.
b. Advertisement was not an offer.
c. Television announcement revoked the offer.
d. Offer had not been accepted.

M91#11. Nix sent Castor a letter offering to employ
Castor as controller of Nix’s automobile dealership. Cas
tor received the letter on February 19. The letter provided
that Castor would have until February 23 to consider the
offer and, in the meantime, Nix would not withdraw it.
On February 20, Nix, after reconsidering the offer to
Castor, decided to offer the job to Vick, who accepted
immediately. That same day, Nix called Castor and
revoked the offer. Castor told Nix that an acceptance
of Nix’s offer was mailed on February 19. Under the
circumstances,
a. Nix’s offer was irrevocable until February 23.
b. No contract was formed between Nix and Cas
tor because Nix revoked the offer before Nix
received Castor’s acceptance.
c. Castor’s acceptance was effective when mailed.
d. Any revocation of the offer would have to be
in writing because Nix’s offer was in writing.

M92#22. On April 1, Fine Corp. faxed Moss an offer
to purchase Moss’ warehouse for $500,000. The offer
stated that it would remain open only until April 4 and
that acceptance must be received to be effective. Moss
sent an acceptance on April 4 by overnight mail and Fine
received it on April 5. Which of the following statements
is correct?
a. No contract was formed because Moss sent the
acceptance by an unauthorized method.
b. No contract was formed because Fine received
Moss’ acceptance after April 4.
c. A contract was formed when Moss sent the
acceptance.
d. A contract was formed when Fine received
Moss’ acceptance.

M91#12. Carson Corp., a retail chain, asked Alto Con
struction to fix a broken window at one of Carson’s stores.
Alto offered to make the repairs within three days at a
price to be agreed on after the work was completed.
A contract based on Alto’s offer would fail because of
indefiniteness as to the
a. Price involved.
b. Nature of the subject matter.
c. Parties to the contract.
d. Time for performance.
M91#16. Kay, an art collector, promised Hammer, an
art student, that if Hammer could obtain certain rare arti
facts within two weeks, Kay would pay for Hammer’s
postgraduate education. At considerable effort and
expense, Hammer obtained the specified artifacts within
the two-week period. When Hammer requested payment,
Kay refused. Kay claimed that there was no consideration
for the promise. Hammer would prevail against Kay based
on
a. Unilateral contract.
b. Unjust enrichment.
c. Public policy.
d. Quasi contract.

M92#23. Which of the following will be legally binding
despite lack of consideration?
a. An employer’s promise to make a cash payment
to a deceased employee’s family in recognition
of the employee’s many years of service.
b. A promise to donate money to a charity on
which the charity relied in incurring large
expenditures.
c. A modification of a signed contract to purchase
a parcel of land.
d. A merchant’s oral promise to keep an offer
open for 60 days.

N90#21. Which of the following requires consideration
to be binding on the parties?
a. Material modification of a contract involving
the sale of real estate.
b. Ratification of a contract by a person after
reaching the age of majority.
c. A written promise signed by a merchant to keep
an offer to sell goods open for 10 days.
d. Material modification of a sale of goods con
tract under the UCC.

M92#24. In which of the following situations does the
first promise serve as valid consideration for the second
promise?
a. A police officer’s promise to catch a thief for
a victim’s promise to pay a reward.
b. A builder’s promise to complete a contract for
a purchaser’s promise to extend the time for
completion.
c. A debtor’s promise to pay $500 for a creditor’s
promise to forgive the balance of a $600 liqui
dated debt.
d. A debtor’s promise to pay $500 for a creditor’s
promise to forgive the balance of a $600 dis
puted debt.

M90#11. To satisfy the consideration requirement for a
valid contract, the consideration exchanged by the parties
must be
a. Legally sufficient.
b. Payable in legal tender.
c. Simultaneously paid and received.
d. Of the same economic value.
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b.

M90#12. On September 27, Summers sent Fox a letter
offering to sell Fox a vacation home for $150,000. On
October 2, Fox replied by mail agreeing to buy the home
for $145,000. Summers did not reply to Fox. Do Fox and
Summers have a binding contract?
a. No, because Fox failed to sign and return Sum
mers’ letter.
b. No, because Fox’s letter was a counteroffer.
c. Yes, because Summers’ offer was validly
accepted.
d. Yes, because Summers’ silence is an implied
acceptance of Fox’s letter.

c.
d.

A promise to donate money to a charity which
the charity relied upon in incurring large expen
ditures.
A promise to pay for the college education of
the child of a person who saved the promisor’s
life.
A signed modification to a contract to purchase
a parcel of land.

M90#17. Payne entered into a written agreement to sell
a parcel of land to Stevens. At the time the agreement
was executed, Payne had consumed alcoholic beverages.
Payne’s ability to understand the nature and terms of the
contract was not impaired. Stevens did not believe that
Payne was intoxicated. The contract is
a. Void as a matter of law.
b. Legally binding on both parties.
c. Voidable at Payne’s option.
d. Voidable at Stevens’ option.

M90#13. On November 1, Yost sent a telegram to Zen
offering to sell a rare vase. The offer required that Zen’s
acceptance telegram be sent on or before 5:00 P.M. on
November 2. On November 2, at 3:00 P.M., Zen sent an
acceptance by overnight mail. It did not reach Yost until
November 5. Yost refused to complete the sale to Zen.
Is there an enforceable contract?
a. Yes, because the acceptance was made within
the time specified.
b. Yes, because the acceptance was effective when
sent.
c. No, because Zen did not accept by telegram.
d. No, because the offer required receipt of the
acceptance within the time specified.

M90#20. With regard to an agreement for the sale of
real estate, the Statute of Frauds
a. Does not require that the agreement be signed
by all parties.
b. Does not apply if the value of the real estate
is less than $500.
c. Requires that the entire agreement be in a single
writing.
d. Requires that the purchase price be fair and
adequate in relation to the value of the real
estate.

M90#14. Opal offered, in writing, to sell Larkin a parcel
of land for $300,000. If Opal dies, the offer will
a. Terminate prior to Larkin’s acceptance only if
Larkin received notice of Opal’s death.
b. Remain open for a reasonable period of time
after Opal’s death.
c. Automatically terminate despite Larkin’s prior
acceptance.
d. Automatically terminate prior to Larkin’s
acceptance.

N89#9. The mailbox rule generally makes acceptance
of an offer effective at the time the acceptance is dis
patched. The mailbox rule does not apply if
a. Both the offeror and offeree are merchants.
b. The offer proposes a sale of real estate.
c. The offer provides that an acceptance shall not
be effective until actually received.
d. The duration of the offer is not in excess of
three months.

M90#15. King sent Foster, a real estate developer, a
signed offer to sell a specified parcel of land to Foster
for $200,000. King, an engineer, had inherited the land.
On the same day that King’s letter was received, Foster
telephoned King and accepted the offer. Which of the
following statements is correct under the Statute of
Frauds?
a. No contract was formed because Foster did not
sign the offer.
b. No contract was formed because King is not a
merchant and, therefore, King’s letter is not
binding on Foster.
c. A contract was formed, although it would be
enforceable only against King.
d. A contract was formed and would be enforce
able against both King and Foster because Fos
ter is a merchant.

N89#10. For there to be consideration for a contract,
there must be
a. A bargained-for detriment to the promisor(ee)
or a benefit to the promisee(or).
b. A manifestation of mutual assent.
c. Genuineness of assent.
d. Substantially equal economic benefits to both
parties.
N89#12. The Statute of Frauds
a. Prevents the use of oral evidence to contradict
the terms of a written contract.
b. Applies to all contracts having consideration
valued at $500 or more.
c. Requires the independent promise to pay the
debt of another to be in writing.
d. Applies to all real estate leases.

M90#16. Which of the following will be legally binding
on all parties despite lack of consideration?
a. An irrevocable oral promise by a merchant to
keep an offer open for 60 days.

M89#21. Martin wrote Dall and offered to sell Dall a
building for $200,000. The offer stated it would expire
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to totally satisfy customer demands. Which of the follow
ing statements is correct?
a. Hudson made an invitation seeking offers.
b. Hudson made an offer to the people who read
the advertisement.
c. Anyone who tendered money for the items
advertised was entitled to buy them.
d. The offer by Hudson was partially revocable
as to an item once it was sold out.

30 days from April 1. Martin changed his mind and does
not wish to be bound by his offer. If a legal dispute arises
between the parties regarding whether there has been a
valid acceptance of the offer, which one of the following
is correct?
a. The offer cannot be legally withdrawn for the
stated period of time.
b. The offer will not expire before the 30 days
even if Martin sells the property to a third per
son and notifies Dall.
c. If Dall categorically rejects the offer on April
10, Dall cannot validly accept within the
remaining stated period of time.
d. If Dall phoned Martin on May 3, and unequivo
cally accepted the offer, a contract would be
created, provided that Dall had no notice of
withdrawal of the offer.

M89#29. To satisfy the UCC Statute of Frauds, a written
agreement for the sale of goods must
a. Contain payment terms.
b. Be signed by both buyer and seller.
c. Indicate that a contract for sale has been made.
d. Refer to the time and place of delivery.
B.

M89#22. Which of the following statements concerning
the effectiveness of an offeree’s rejection and an offeror’s
revocation of an offer is generally correct?

a.
b.
c.
d.

An offeree's
rejection is
effective when
Received by offeror
Sent by offeree
Sent by offeree
Received by offeror

Performance

N92#14. Castle borrowed $5,000 from Nelson and exe
cuted and delivered to Nelson a promissory note for
$5,000 due on April 30. On April 1 Castle offered, and
Nelson accepted, $4,000 in full satisfaction of the note.
On May 15, Nelson demanded that Castle pay the $1,000
balance on the note. Castle refused. If Nelson sued for
the $1,000 balance Castle would
a. Win, because the acceptance by Nelson of the
$4,000 constituted an accord and satisfaction.
b. Win, because the debt was unliquidated.
c. Lose, because the amount of the note was not
in dispute.
d. Lose, because no consideration was given to
Nelson in exchange for accepting only $4,000.

An offeror’s
revocation is
effective when
Sent by offeror
Received by offeree
Sent by offeror
Received by offeree

M89#23. An offer is not terminated by operation of law
solely because the
a. Offeror dies.
b. Offeree is adjudicated insane.
c. Subject matter is destroyed.
d. Subject matter is sold to a third party.

M91#13. On reaching majority, a minor may ratify a
contract in any of the following ways except by
a. Failing to disaffirm within a reasonable time
after reaching majority.
b. Orally ratifying the entire contract.
c. Acting in a manner that amounts to ratification.
d. Affirming, in writing, some of the terms of the
contract.

M89#24. Dye sent Hill a written offer to sell a tract of
land located in Newtown for $60,000. The parties were
engaged in a separate dispute. The offer stated that it
would be irrevocable for 60 days if Hill would promise
to refrain from suing Dye during this time. Hill promptly
delivered a promise not to sue during the term of the
offer and to forego suit if Hill accepted the offer. Dye
subsequently decided that the possible suit by Hill was
groundless and therefore phoned Hill and revoked the
offer 15 days after making it. Hill mailed an acceptance on
the 20th day. Dye did not reply. Under the circumstances,
a. Dye’s offer was supported by consideration and
was not revocable when accepted.
b. Dye’s written offer would be irrevocable even
without consideration.
c. Dye’s silence was an acceptance of Hill’s
promise.
d. Dye’s revocation, not being in writing, was
invalid.

M91#14. Nolan agreed orally with Train to sell Train
a house for $100,000. Train sent Nolan a signed
agreement and a down payment of $10,000. Nolan did
not sign the agreement, but allowed Train to move into
the house. Before closing, Nolan refused to go through
with the sale. Train sued Nolan to compel specific perfor
mance. Under the provisions of the Statute of Frauds,
a. Train will win because Train signed the
agreement and Nolan did not object.
b. Train will win because Train made a down
payment and took possession.
c. Nolan will win because Nolan did not sign the
agreement.
d. Nolan will win because the house was worth
more than $500.

M89#25. To announce the grand opening of a new retail
business, Hudson placed an advertisement in a local news
paper quoting sales prices on certain items in stock. The
grand opening was so successful that Hudson was unable

N90#22. Which of the following would be unenforce
able because the subject matter is illegal?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

assigned its rights under the contract to Clay. In which
of the following circumstances would Baxter not be liable
to Clay?
a. Clay released Globe.
b. Globe paid Baxter.
c. Baxter released Globe.
d. Baxter breached the contract.

A contingent fee charged by an attorney to
represent a plaintiff in a negligence action.
An arbitration clause in a supply contract.
A restrictive covenant in an employment con
tract prohibiting a former employee from using
the employer’s trade secrets.
An employer’s promise not to press embezzle
ment charges against an employee who agrees
to make restitution.

M92#34. Egan contracted with Barton to buy Barton’s
business. The contract provided that Egan would pay the
business debts Barton owed Ness and that the balance of
the purchase price would be paid to Barton over a 10
year period. The contract also required Egan to take out
a decreasing term life insurance policy naming Barton
and Ness as beneficiaries to ensure that the amounts owed
Barton and Ness would be paid if Egan died.
Barton’s contract rights were assigned to Vim, and
Egan was notified of the assignment. Despite the assign
ment, Egan continued making payments to Barton. Egan
died before completing payment and Vim sued Barton
for the insurance proceeds and the other payments on the
purchase price received by Barton after the assignment.
To which of the following is Vim entitled?

M89#27. Able hired Carr to restore Able’s antique car
for $800. The terms of their oral agreement provided
that Carr was to complete the work within 18 months.
Actually, the work could be completed within one year.
The agreement is
a. Unenforceable because it covers services with
a value in excess of $500.
b. Unenforceable because it covers a time period
in excess of one year.
c. Enforceable because personal service contracts
are exempt from the Statute of Frauds.
d. Enforceable because the work could be comp
leted within one year.
C.

Third-Party Assignments

M93#24. On February 1, Bums contracted in writing
with Nagel to sell Nagel a used car. The contract provided
that Bums was to deliver the car on February 15 and
Nagel was to pay the $800 purchase price not later than
March 15. On February 21, Burns assigned the contract to
Ross for $600. Nagel was not notified of the assignment.
Which of the following statements is correct?
a. By making the assignment, Bums impliedly
warranted Nagel would pay the full purchase
price.
b. The assignment to Ross is invalid because
Nagel was not notified.
c. Ross will not be subject to any contract
defenses Nagel could have raised against Bums.
d. By making the assignment, Bums impliedly
warranted a lack of knowledge of any fact
impairing the value of the assignment.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Payments on
purchase price
No
No
Yes
Yes

Insurance proceeds
Yes
No
Yes
No

N91#24. Yost contracted with Egan for Yost to buy
certain real property. If the contract is otherwise silent,
Yost’s rights under the contract are
a. Assignable only with Egan’s consent.
b. Nonassignable because they are personal to
Yost.
c. Nonassignable as a matter of law.
d. Generally assignable.
M91#28. One of the criteria for a valid assignment of
a sales contract to a third party is that the assignment
must
a. Not materially increase the other party’s risk
or duty.
b. Not be revocable by the assignor.
c. Be supported by adequate consideration from
the assignee.
d. Be in writing and signed by the assignor.

N92#24. Wilcox Co. contracted with Ace Painters, Inc.
for Ace to paint Wilcox’s warehouse. Ace, without advis
ing Wilcox, assigned the contract to Pure Painting Corp.
Pure failed to paint Wilcox’s warehouse in accordance
with the contract specifications. The contract between
Ace and Wilcox was silent with regard to a party’s right
to assign it. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Ace remained liable to Wilcox despite the fact
that Ace assigned the contract to Pure.
b. Ace would not be liable to Wilcox if Ace had
notified Wilcox of the assignment.
c. Ace’s duty to paint Wilcox’s warehouse was
nondelegable.
d. Ace’s delegation of the duty to paint Wilcox’s
warehouse was a breach of the contract.

M90#22. On August 1, Neptune Fisheries contracted in
writing with West Markets to deliver to West 3,000
pounds of lobsters at $4.00 a pound. Delivery of the
lobsters was due October 1 with payment due November
1. On August 4, Neptune entered into a contract with
Deep Sea Lobster Farms which provided as follows:
‘‘Neptune Fisheries assigns all the rights under the con
tract with West Markets dated August 1 to Deep Sea
Lobster Farms.” The best interpretation of the August 4
contract would be that it was

M92#31. Baxter Inc. and Globe entered into a contract.
After receiving valuable consideration from Clay, Baxter
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Only an assignment of rights by Neptune.
Only a delegation of duties by Neptune.
An assignment of rights and a delegation of
duties by Neptune.
An unenforceable third-party beneficiary con
tract.

b.
c.
d.

N89#18. Moss entered into a contract to purchase cer
tain real property from Shinn. Which of the following
statements is not correct?
a. If Shinn fails to perform the contract, Moss can
obtain specific performance.
b. The contract is nonassignable as a matter of
law.
c. The Statute of Frauds applies to the contract.
d. Any amendment to the contract must be agreed
to by both Moss and Shinn.

N92#17. On June 1 , 1992, Decker orally guaranteed the
payment of a $5,000 note Decker’s cousin owed Baker.
Decker’s agreement with Baker provided that Decker’s
guaranty would terminate in 18 months. On June 3 , 1992,
Baker wrote Decker confirming Decker’s guaranty.
Decker did not object to the confirmation. On August 23,
1992, Decker’s cousin defaulted on the note and Baker
demanded that Decker honor the guaranty. Decker
refused. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Decker is liable under the oral guaranty because
Decker did not object to Baker’s June 3 letter.
b. Decker is not liable under the oral guaranty
because it expired more than one year after
June 1.
c. Decker is liable under the oral guaranty because
Baker demanded payment within one year of
the date the guaranty was given.
d. Decker is not liable under the oral guaranty
because Decker’s promise was not in writing.

M89#33. Generally, which one of the following trans
fers will be valid without the consent of the other parties?
a. The assignment by the lessee of a lease contract
where rent is a percentage of sales.
b. The assignment by a purchaser of goods of the
right to buy on credit without giving security.
c. The assignment by an architect of a contract to
design a building.
d. The assignment by a patent holder of the right
to receive royalties.
D.

Correct, because Rail could have transferred
good title to a good faith purchaser for value.
Incorrect, because Rail disaffirmed the contract
within a reasonable period of time after reach
ing the age of 18.
Incorrect, because Rail could disaffirm the con
tract at any time.

N92#19. The statute of limitations for an alleged breach
of contract
a. Does not apply if the contract was oral.
b. Requires that a lawsuit be commenced and a
judgment rendered within a prescribed period
of time.
c. Is determined on a case by case basis.
d. Generally commences on the date of the breach.

Discharge, Breach, and Remedies

M93#25. Master Mfg., Inc. contracted with Accur Com
puter Repair Corp. to maintain Master’s computer system.
Master’s manufacturing process depends on its computer
system operating properly at all times. A liquidated dam
ages clause in the contract provided that Accur pay $ 1,000
to Master for each day that Accur was late responding
to a service request. On January 12, Accur was notified
that Master’s computer system failed. Accur did not
respond to Master’s service request until January 15. If
Master sues Accur under the liquidated damage provision
of the contract, Master will
a. Win, unless the liquidated damage provision is
determined to be a penalty.
b. Win, because under all circumstances liqui
dated damage provisions are enforceable.
c. Lose, because Accur’s breach was not material.
d. Lose, because liquidated damage provisions
violate public policy.

N92#20. Miller negotiated the sale of Miller’s liquor
store to Jackson. Jackson asked to see the prior year’s
financial statements. Using the store’s checkbook, Miller
prepared a balance sheet and profit and loss statement as
well as he could. Miller told Jackson to have an accountant
examine Miller’s records because Miller was not an
accountant. Jackson failed to do so and purchased the
store in reliance on Miller’s financial statements. Jackson
later learned that the financial statements included several
errors that resulted in a material overstatement of assets
and net income. Miller was not aware that the errors
existed. Jackson sued Miller, claiming Miller misrepre
sented the store’s financial condition and that Jackson
relied on the financial statements in making the decision
to acquire the store. Which of the following statements
is correct?
a. Jackson will prevail if the errors in the financial
statements were material.
b. Jackson will not prevail because Jackson’s reli
ance on the financial statements was not rea
sonable.
c. Money damages is the only remedy available
to Jackson if, in fact, Miller has committed a
misrepresentation.
d. Jackson would be entitled to rescind the pur
chase even if the errors in the financial state
ments were not material.

N92#15. Rail, who was 16 years old, purchased an $800
computer from Elco Electronics. Rail and Elco are located
in a state where the age of majority is 18. On several
occasions Rail returned the computer to Elco for repairs.
Rail was very unhappy with the computer. Two days after
reaching the age of 18, Rail was still frustrated with the
computer’s reliability, and returned it to Elco, demanding
an $800 refund. Elco refused, claiming that Rail no longer
had a right to disaffirm the contract. Elco’s refusal is
a. Correct, because Rail’s multiple requests for
service acted as a ratification of the contract.
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N92#22. In negotiations with Andrews for the lease of
Kemp’s warehouse, Kemp orally agreed to pay one-half
of the cost of the utilities. The written lease, later prepared
by Kemp’s attorney, provided that Andrews pay all of
the utilities. Andrews failed to carefully read the lease
and signed it. When Kemp demanded that Andrews pay
all of the utilities, Andrews refused, claiming that the
lease did not accurately reflect the oral agreement.
Andrews also learned that Kemp intentionally misrepre
sented the condition of the structure of the warehouse
during the negotiations between the parties. Andrews sued
to rescind the lease and intends to introduce evidence of
the parties’ oral agreement about sharing the utilities and
the fraudulent statements made by Kemp. The parol evi
dence rule will prevent the admission of evidence con
cerning the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Oral agreement
regarding who
pays the utilities
Yes
No
Yes
No

b.

c.
d.

If the parcel is not rezoned by July 31, and
Alpha refuses to purchase it, Alpha would not
be in breach of contract.
If the parcel is rezoned by July 31, and Alpha
refuses to purchase it, Delta would be able to
successfully sue Alpha for specific perfor
mance.
The contract is not binding on either party
because Alpha’s performance is conditional.
If the parcel is rezoned by July 31, and Delta
refuses to sell it, Delta’s breach would not dis
charge Alpha’s obligation to tender payment.

M92#25. West, an Indiana real estate broker, misrepre
sented to Zimmer that West was licensed in Kansas under
the Kansas statute that regulates real estate brokers and
requires all brokers to be licensed. Zimmer signed a con
tract agreeing to pay West a 5% commission for selling
Zimmer’s home in Kansas. West did not sign the contract.
West sold Zimmer’s home. If West sued Zimmer for
nonpayment of commission, Zimmer would be
a. Liable to West only for the value of services
rendered.
b. Liable to West for the full commission.
c. Not liable to West for any amount because West
did not sign the contract.
d. Not liable to West for any amount because West
violated the Kansas licensing requirements.

Fraudulent
statements
by Kemp
Yes
Yes
No
No

N92#23. Rogers and Lennon entered into a written com
puter consulting agreement that required Lennon to pro
vide certain weekly reports to Rogers. The agreement
also stated that Lennon would provide the computer
equipment necessary to perform the services, and that
Rogers’ computer would not be used. As the parties were
executing the agreement, they orally agreed that Lennon
could use Rogers’ computer. After executing the
agreement, Rogers and Lennon orally agreed that Lennon
would report on a monthly, rather than weekly, basis.
The parties now disagree on Lennon’s right to use Rogers’
computer and how often Lennon must report to Rogers.
In the event of a lawsuit between the parties, the parol
evidence rule will
a. Not apply to any of the parties’ agreements
because the consulting agreement did not have
to be in writing.
b. Not prevent Lennon from proving the parties’
oral agreement that Lennon could use Rogers’
computer.
c. Not prevent the admission into evidence of tes
timony regarding Lennon’s right to report on a
monthly basis.
d. Not apply to the parties’ agreement to allow
Lennon to use Rogers’ computer because it was
contemporaneous with the written agreement.

M92#26. Carson agreed orally to repair Ives’ rare book
for $450. Before the work was started, Ives asked Carson
to perform additional repairs to the book and agreed to
increase the contract price to $650. After Carson comp
leted the work, Ives refused to pay and Carson sued. Ives’
defense was based on the Statute of Frauds. What total
amount will Carson recover?
a. $0
b. $200
c. $450
d. $650
M92#27. In an action for breach of contract, the statute
of limitations time period would be computed from the
date of the
a. Breach of the contract.
b. Signing of the contract.
c. Negotiation of the contract.
d. Commencement of the action.
M92#28. Which of the following, if intentionally mis
stated by a seller to a buyer, would be considered a
fraudulent inducement to make a contract?
a. Nonexpert opinion.
b. Appraised value.
c. Prediction.
d. Immaterial fact.

N92#25. On June 1 5 , 1990, Alpha, Inc. contracted with
Delta Manufacturing, Inc. to buy a vacant parcel of land
Delta owned. Alpha intended to build a distribution ware
house on the land because of its location near a major
highway. The contract stated that: “ Alpha’s obligations
hereunder are subject to the vacant parcel being rezoned
to a commercial zoning classification by July 31, 1991.’’
Which of the following statements is correct?

M92#29. If a buyer accepts an offer containing an
immaterial unilateral mistake, the resulting contract will
be
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Void as a matter of law.
Void at the election of the buyer.
Valid as to both parties.
Voidable at the election of the seller.

N91#22. Under the UCC Sales Article, a plaintiff who
proves fraud in the formation of a contract may
a. Elect to rescind the contract and need not return
the consideration received from the other party.
b. Be entitled to rescind the contract and sue for
damages resulting from the fraud.
c. Be entitled to punitive damages provided physi
cal injuries resulted from the fraud.
d. Rescind the contract even if there was no reli
ance on the fraudulent statement.

M92#30. Under the parol evidence rule, oral evidence
will be excluded if it relates to
a. A contemporaneous oral agreement relating to
a term in the contract.
b. Failure of a condition precedent.
c. Lack of contractual capacity.
d. A modification made several days after the con
tract was executed.

N91#23. Two individuals signed a contract that was
intended to be their entire agreement. The parol evidence
rule will prevent the admission of evidence offered to
a. Explain the meaning of an ambiguity in the
written contract.
b. Establish that fraud had been committed in the
formation of the contract.
c. Prove the existence of a contemporaneous oral
agreement modifying the contract.
d. Prove the existence of a subsequent oral
agreement modifying the contract.

M92#32. To cancel a contract and to restore the parties
to their original positions before the contract, the parties
should execute a
a. Novation
b. Release
c. Rescission
d. Revocation
M92#33. Egan contracted with Barton to buy Barton’s
business. The contract provided that Egan would pay the
business debts Barton owed Ness and that the balance of
the purchase price would be paid to Barton over a 10
year period. The contract also required Egan to take out
a decreasing term life insurance policy naming Barton
and Ness as beneficiaries to ensure that the amounts owed
Barton and Ness would be paid if Egan died.
Which of the following would describe Ness’ status
under the contract and insurance policy?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Contract
Donee beneficiary
Donee beneficiary
Creditor beneficiary
Creditor beneficiary

N91#25. On May 2 5 , 1991, Smith contracted with Jackson to repair Smith’s cabin cruiser. The work was to
begin on May 3 1 , 1991. On May 2 6 , 1991, the boat, while
docked at Smith’s pier, was destroyed by arson. Which
of the following statements is correct with regard to the
contract?
a. Smith would not he liable to Jackson because
of mutual mistake.
b. Smith would be liable to Jackson for the profit
Jackson would have made under the contract.
c. Jackson would not be liable to Smith because
performance by the parties would be impos
sible.
d. Jackson would be liable to repair another boat
owned by Smith.

Insurance policy
Donee beneficiary
Creditor beneficiary
Donee beneficiary
Creditor beneficiary

M91#15. In 1959, Dart bought an office building from
Graco under a written contract signed only by Dart. In
1991, Dart discovered that Graco made certain false repre
sentations during their negotiations concerning the build
ing’s foundation. Dart could have reasonably discovered
the foundation problems by 1965. Dart sued Graco claim
ing fraud in the formation of the contract. Which of the
following statements is correct?
a. The parol evidence rule will prevent the admis
sion into evidence of proof concerning Dart’s
allegations.
b. Dart will be able to rescind the contract because
both parties did not sign it.
c. Dart must prove that the alleged misrepresenta
tions were part of the written contract because
the contract involved real estate.
d. The statute of limitations would likely prevent
Dart from prevailing because of the length of
time that has passed.

M92#35. Kaye contracted to sell Hodges a building for
$310,000. The contract required Hodges to pay the entire
amount at closing. Kaye refused to close the sale of the
building. Hodges sued Kaye. To what relief is Hodges
entitled?
a. Punitive damages and compensatory damages.
b. Specific performance and compensatory dam
ages.
c. Consequential damages or punitive damages.
d. Compensatory damages or specific perfor
mance.
N91#21. The intent, or scienter, element necessary to
establish a cause of action for fraud will be met if the
plaintiff can show that the
a. Defendant made a misrepresentation with a
reckless disregard for the truth.
b. Defendant made a false representation of fact.
c. Plaintiff actually relied on the defendant’s mis
representation.
d. Plaintiff justifiably relied on the defendant’s
misrepresentation.

M91#17. Bond and Spear orally agreed that Bond would
buy a car from Spear for $475. Bond paid Spear a $100
deposit. The next day, Spear received an offer of $575,
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M91#21. To prevail in a common law action for inno
cent misrepresentation, the plaintiff must prove
a. The defendant made the false statements with
a reckless disregard for the truth.
b. The misrepresentations were in writing.
c. The misrepresentations concerned material
facts.
d. Reliance on the misrepresentations was the only
factor inducing the plaintiff to enter into the
contract.

the car’s fair market value. Spear immediately notified
Bond that Spear would not sell the car to Bond and
returned Bond’s $100. If Bond sues Spear and Spear
defends on the basis of the statute of frauds, Bond will
probably
a. Lose, because the agreement was for less than
the fair market value of the car.
b. Win, because the agreement was for less than
$500.
c. Lose, because the agreement was not in writing
and signed by Spear.
d. Win, because Bond paid a deposit.

M91#22. Graham contracted with the city of Harris to
train and employ high school dropouts residing in Harris.
Graham breached the contract. Long, a resident of Harris
and a high school dropout, sued Graham for damages.
Under the circumstances, Long will
a. Win, because Long is a third-party beneficiary
entitled to enforce the contract.
b. Win, because the intent of the contract was to
confer a benefit on all high school dropouts
residing in Harris.
c. Lose, because Long is merely an incidental ben
eficiary of the contract.
d. Lose, because Harris did not assign its contract
rights to Long.

M91#18. Dunne and Cook signed a contract requiring
Cook to rebind 500 of Dunne’s books at 80¢ per book.
Later, Dunne requested, in good faith, that the price be
reduced to 70¢ per book. Cook agreed orally to reduce
the price to 70¢. Under the circumstances, the oral
agreement is
a. Enforceable, but proof of it is inadmissible into
evidence.
b. Enforceable, and proof of it is admissible into
evidence.
c. Unenforceable, because Dunne failed to give
consideration, but proof of it is otherwise
admissible into evidence.
d. Unenforceable, due to the statute of frauds, and
proof of it is inadmissible into evidence.

M91#23. Maco Corp. contracted to sell 1,500 bushels
of potatoes to LBC Chips. The contract did not refer to any
specific supply source for the potatoes. Maco intended to
deliver potatoes grown on its farms. An insect infestation
ruined Maco’s crop but not the crops of other growers
in the area. Maco failed to deliver the potatoes to LBC.
LBC sued Maco for breach of contract. Under the circum
stances, Maco will
a. Lose, because it could have purchased potatoes
from other growers to deliver to LBC.
b. Lose, unless it can show that the purchase of
substitute potatoes for delivery to LBC would
make the contract unprofitable.
c. Win, because the infestation was an act of
nature that could not have been anticipated by
Maco.
d. Win, because both Maco and LBC are assumed
to accept the risk of a crop failure.

M91#19. Wilk bought an apartment building from Dix
Corp. There was a mortgage on the building securing
Dix’s promissory note to Xeon Finance Co. Wilk took
title subject to Xeon’s mortgage. Wilk did not make the
payments on the note due Xeon and the building was
sold at a foreclosure sale. If the proceeds of the foreclosure
sale are less than the balance due on the note, which of the
following statements is correct regarding the deficiency?
a. Xeon must attempt to collect the deficiency
from Wilk before suing Dix.
b. Dix will not be liable for any of the deficiency
because Wilk assumed the note and mortgage.
c. Xeon may collect the deficiency from either
Dix or Wilk.
d. Dix will be liable for the entire deficiency.

M91#24. In general, a clause in a real estate contract
entitling the seller to retain the purchaser’s down payment
as liquidated damages if the purchaser fails to close the
transaction, is enforceable
a. In all cases, when the parties have a signed
contract.
b. If the amount of the down payment bears a
reasonable relationship to the probable loss.
c. As a penalty, if the purchaser intentionally
defaults.
d. Only when the seller cannot compel specific
performance.

M91#20. Johns leased an apartment from Olsen. Shortly
before the lease expired, Olsen threatened Johns with
eviction and physical harm if Johns did not sign a new
lease for twice the old rent. Johns, unable to afford the
expense to fight eviction, and in fear of physical harm,
signed the new lease. Three months later, Johns moved
and sued to void the lease claiming duress. The lease will
be held
a. Void because of the unreasonable increase in
rent.
b. Voidable because of Olsen’s threat to bring
eviction proceedings.
c. Void because of Johns’ financial condition.
d. Voidable because of Olsen’s threat of physical
harm.

N90#23. For a purchaser of land to avoid a contract
with the seller based on duress, it must be shown that
the seller’s improper threats
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c.
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inventory was overstated by at least $400,000. On April
3, 1990, Steele, relying on the financial statements, pur
chased all of Kalp’s business. On April 29, 1990, Steele
discovered the inventory overstatement. Steele sued Kalp
for fraud. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Steele will lose because it should not have
relied on the inventory valuation in the financial
statements.
b. Steele will lose because Kalp was unaware that
the inventory valuation was incorrect at the time
the financial statements were provided to
Steele.
c. Steele will prevail because Kalp had a duty to
disclose the fact that the inventory value was
overstated.
d. Steele will prevail but will not be able to sue
for damages.

Constituted a crime or tort.
Would have induced a reasonably prudent per
son to assent to the contract.
Actually induced the purchaser to assent to the
contract.
Were made with the intent to influence the
purchaser.

N90#24. Omega Corp. owned a factory that was encum
bered by a mortgage securing Omega’s note to Eagle
Bank. Omega sold the factory to Spear, Inc., which
assumed the mortgage note. Later, Spear defaulted on the
note, which had an outstanding balance of $15,000. To
recover the outstanding balance, Eagle
a. May sue Spear only after suing Omega.
b. May sue either Spear or Omega.
c. Must sue both Spear and Omega.
d. Must sue Spear first and then proceed against
Omega for any deficiency.

M90#23. Paco Corp., a building contractor, offered to
sell Preston several pieces of used construction equip
ment. Preston was engaged in the business of buying and
selling equipment. Paco’s written offer had been prepared
by a secretary who typed the total price as $10,900, rather
than $109,000, which was the approximate fair market
value of the equipment. Preston, on receipt of the offer,
immediately accepted it. Paco learned of the error in the
offer and refused to deliver the equipment to Preston
unless Preston agreed to pay $109,000. Preston has sued
Paco for breach of contract. Which of the following state
ments is correct?
a. Paco will not be liable because there has been
a mutual mistake of fact.
b. Paco will be able to rescind the contract because
Preston should have known that the price was
erroneous.
c. Preston will prevail because Paco is a merchant.
d. The contract between Paco and Preston is void
because the price set forth in the offer is sub
stantially less than the equipment’s fair market
value.

N90#25. Parc hired Glaze to remodel and furnish an
office suite. Glaze submitted plans that Parc approved.
After completing all the necessary construction and paint
ing, Glaze purchased minor accessories that Parc rejected
because they did not conform to the plans. Parc refused
to allow Glaze to complete the project and refused to pay
Glaze any part of the contract price. Glaze sued for the
value of the work performed. Which of the following
statements is correct?
a. Glaze will lose because Glaze breached the
contract by not completing performance.
b. Glaze will win because Glaze substantially per
formed and Parc prevented complete perfor
mance.
c. Glaze will lose because Glaze materially
breached the contract by buying the accessories.
d. Glaze will win because Parc committed antici
patory breach.
M90#19. Union Bank lent $200,000 to Wagner. Union
required Wagner to obtain a life insurance policy naming
Union as beneficiary. While the loan was outstanding,
Wagner stopped paying the premiums on the policy.
Union paid the premiums, adding the amounts paid to
Wagner’s loan. Wagner died and the insurance company
refused to pay the policy proceeds to Union. Union may
a. Recover the policy proceeds because it is a
creditor beneficiary.
b. Recover the policy proceeds because it is a
donee beneficiary.
c. Not recover the policy proceeds because it is
not in privity of contract with the insurance
company.
d. Not recover the policy proceeds because it is
only an incidental beneficiary.

M90#24. Rice contracted with Locke to build an oil
refinery for Locke. The contract provided that Rice was
to use United pipe fittings. Rice did not do so. United
learned of the contract and, anticipating the order, manu
factured additional fittings. United sued Locke and Rice.
United is
a. Entitled to recover from Rice only, because
Rice breached the contract.
b. Entitled to recover from either Locke or Rice
because it detrimentally relied on the contract.
c. Not entitled to recover because it is a donee
beneficiary.
d. Not entitled to recover because it is an inciden
tal beneficiary.

M90#21. Steele, Inc, wanted to purchase Kalp’s distri
bution business. On March 15, 1990, Kalp provided Steele
with copies of audited financial statements for the period
ended December 31, 1989. The financial statements
reflected inventory in the amount of $1,200,000. On
March 29, 1990, Kalp discovered that the December 31

M90#25. Wren purchased a factory from First Federal
Realty. Wren paid 20% at the closing and gave a note
for the balance secured by a 20-year mortgage. Five years
later, Wren found it increasingly difficult to make pay
ments on the note and defaulted. First Federal threatened
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a.

to accelerate the loan and foreclose if Wren continued in
default. First Federal told Wren to make payment or
obtain an acceptable third party to assume the obligation.
Wren offered the land to Moss, Inc. for $10,000 less than
the equity Wren had in the property. This was acceptable
to First Federal and at the closing Moss paid the arrearage,
assumed the mortgage and note, and had title transferred
to its name. First Federal released Wren. The transaction
in question is a(an)
a. Purchase of land subject to a mortgage.
b. Assignment and delegation.
c. Third party beneficiary contract.
d. Novation.

b.
c.
d.

A modification made several days after the con
tract was executed.
A change in the meaning of an unambiguous
provision in the contract.
Fraud in the inducement.
An obvious error in drafting.

N89#17. Jones owned an insurance policy on her life,
on which she paid all the premiums. Smith was named
the beneficiary. Jones died and the insurance company
refused to pay the insurance proceeds to Smith. An action
by Smith against the insurance company for the insurance
proceeds will be
a. Successful because Smith is a third party donee
beneficiary.
b. Successful because Smith is a proper assignee
of Jones’ rights under the insurance policy.
c. Unsuccessful because Smith was not the owner
of the policy.
d. Unsuccessful because Smith did not pay any
of the premiums.

N89#11. Kent, a 16-year old, purchased a used car from
Mint Motors, Inc. Ten months later, the car was stolen
and never recovered. Which of the following statements
is correct?
a. The car’s theft is a de facto ratification of the
purchase because it is impossible to return the
car.
b. Kent may disaffirm the purchase because Kent
is a minor.
c. Kent effectively ratified the purchase because
Kent used the car for an unreasonable period
of time.
d. Kent may disaffirm the purchase because Mint,
a merchant, is subject to the UCC.

N89#19. Nagel and Fields entered into a contract in
which Nagel was obligated to deliver certain goods to
Fields by September 10. On September 3, Nagel told
Fields that Nagel had no intention of delivering the goods
required by the contract. Prior to September 10, Fields
may successfully sue Nagel under the doctrine of
a. Promissory estoppel.
b. Accord and satisfaction.
c. Anticipatory repudiation.
d. Substantial performance.

N89#13. Unless the parties have otherwise agreed, an
action for the breach of a contract within the UCC Sales
Article must be commenced within
a. Four years after the cause of action has accrued.
b. Six years after the cause of action has accrued.
c. Four years after the effective date of the con
tract.
d. Six years after the effective date of the contract.

M89#26. Tell, an Ohio real estate broker, misrepre
sented to Allen that Tell was licensed in Michigan under
Michigan’s statute regulating real estate brokers. Allen
signed a standard form listing contract agreeing to pay
Tell a 6% commission for selling Allen’s home in Michi
gan. Tell sold Allen’s home. Under the circumstances,
Allen is
a. Not liable to Tell for any amount because Allen
signed a standard form contract.
b. Not liable to Tell for any amount because Tell
violated the Michigan licensing requirements.
c. Liable to Tell only for the value of services
rendered under a quasi-contract theory.
d. Liable to Tell for the full commission under a
promissory estoppel theory.

N89#14. Bradford sold a parcel of land to Jones who
promptly recorded the deed. Bradford then resold the
land to Wallace. In a suit against Bradford by Wallace,
recovery will be based on the theory of
a. Bilateral mistake.
b. Ignorance of the facts.
c. Unilateral mistake.
d. Fraud.
N89#15. A party to a contract who seeks to rescind the
contract because of that party’s reliance on the uninten
tional but materially false statements of the other party
will assert
a. Reformation.
b. Actual fraud.
c. Misrepresentation.
d. Constructive fraud.

M89#28. King had several outstanding unsecured loans
with National Bank. In addition, King had a separate loan
with National that was secured by a mortgage on a farm
owned by King. King was delinquent on the mortgage
loan but not on the unsecured loans. National asked King
to sign renewal notes for the unsecured loans at substan
tially higher interest rates. When King refused, National
informed King that it would foreclose on the farm’s mort
gage if King did not sign. King signed but later disaf
firmed the new unsecured notes and National sued. King’s
best defense is

N89#16. Ward is attempting to introduce oral evidence
in an action relating to a written contract between Ward
and Weaver. Weaver has pleaded the parol evidence rule.
Ward will be prohibited from introducing parol evidence
if it relates to
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M89#34. In September 1988, Cobb Company con
tracted with Thrifty Oil Company for the delivery of
100,000 gallons of cheating oil at the price of 15¢ per
gallon at regular specified intervals during the forthcom
ing winter. Due to an unseasonably warm winter, Cobb
took delivery on only 70,000 gallons. In a suit against
Cobb for breach of contract, Thrifty will
a. Lose, because Cobb acted in good faith.
b. Lose, because both parties are merchants and
the UCC recognizes commercial impractica
bility.
c. Win, because this is a requirements contract.
d. Win, because the change of circumstances
could have been contemplated by the parties.

Undue influence.
Unconscionability.
Duress.
Fraud in the inducement.

M89#30. Which of the following remedies is available
to a party who has entered into a contract in reliance
upon the other contracting party’s innocent misrepresen
tations as to material facts?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Compensatory
damages
No
Yes
No
Yes

Punitive
damages
No
No
No
Yes

Rescission
No
Yes
Yes
No

M89#35. Jones, CPA, entered into a signed contract
with Foster Corp. to perform accounting and review ser
vices. If Jones repudiates the contract prior to the date
performance is due to begin, which of the following is
not correct?
a. Foster could successfully maintain an action
for breach of contract after the date performance
was due to begin.
b. Foster can obtain a judgment ordering Jones to
perform.
c. Foster could successfully maintain an action
for breach of contract prior to the date perfor
mance is due to begin.
d. Foster can obtain a judgment for the monetary
damages it incurred as a result of the repudia
tion.

M89#32. Ace contracted with Big City to train and
employ handicapped, unemployed veterans residing in
Big City. Ace breached the contract and Bell, a resident
of Big City who is a handicapped, unemployed veteran,
sues Ace for damages. Under the circumstances, Bell will
a. Lose, because Bell is merely an incidental bene
ficiary of the contract.
b. Win, because Bell is a third-party beneficiary
entitled to enforce the contract.
c. Lose, because Big City did not assign its con
tract rights to Bell.
d. Win, because the intent of the contract was to
confer a benefit on all handicapped, unem
ployed veterans residing in Big City.
IV.
B.

Debtor-Creditor Relationships
N92#28. A distinction between a surety and a co-surety
is that only a co-surety is entitled to
a. Reimbursement (Indemnification).
b. Subrogation.
c. Contribution.
d. Exoneration.

Rights and Duties — Guarantors

N92#26. Ivor borrowed $420,000 from Lear Bank. At
Lear’s request, Ivor entered into an agreement with Ash,
Kane, and Queen for them to act as co-sureties on the
loan. The agreement between Ivor and the co-sureties
provided that the maximum liability of each co-surety
was: Ash, $84,000; Kane, $126,000; and Queen,
$210,000. After making several payments, Ivor defaulted
on the loan. The balance was $280,000. If Queen pays
$210,000 and Ivor subsequently pays $70,000, what
amounts may Queen recover from Ash and Kane?
a. $0 from Ash and $0 from Kane.
b. $42,000 from Ash and $63,000 from Kane.
c. $70,000 from Ash and $70,000 from Kane.
d. $56,000 from Ash and $84,000 from Kane.

N91#26. Mane Bank lent Eller $120,000 and received
securities valued at $30,000 as collateral. At Mane’s
request, Salem and Rey agreed to act as uncompensated
co-sureties on the loan. The agreement provided that
Salem’s and Rey’s maximum liability would be $120,000
each.
Mane released Rey without Salem’s consent. Eller
later defaulted when the collateral held by Mane was
worthless and the loan balance was $90,000. Salem’s
maximum liability is
a. $30,000
b. $45,000
c. $60,000
d. $90,000

N92#27. Which of the following acts will always result
in the total release of a compensated surety?
a. The creditor extends the principal debtor’s time
to pay.
b. The principal debtor’s performance is tendered.
c. The place of payment is changed.
d. The principal debtor’s obligation is partially
released.

N91#38. Brown was unable to repay a loan from Safe
Bank when due. Safe refused to renew the loan unless
Brown provided an acceptable surety. Brown asked King,
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N90#26. Sorus and Ace have agreed, in writing, to act
as guarantors of collection on a debt owed by Pepper to
Towns, Inc. The debt is evidenced by a promissory note.
If Pepper defaults, Towns will be entitled to recover from
Sorus and Ace unless
a. Sorus and Ace are in the process of exercising
their rights against Pepper.
b. Sorus and Ace prove that Pepper was insolvent
at the time the note was signed.
c. Pepper dies before the note is due.
d. Towns has not attempted to enforce the promis
sory note against Pepper.

a friend, to act as surety on the loan. To induce King to
agree to become a surety, Brown fraudulently represented
Brown’s financial condition and promised King discounts
on merchandise sold at Brown’s store. King agreed to
act as surety and the loan was renewed. Later, Brown’s
obligation to Safe was discharged in Brown’s bankruptcy.
Safe wants to hold King liable. King may avoid liability
a. Because the discharge in bankruptcy will pre
vent King from having a right of reimburse
ment.
b. Because the arrangement was void at the incep
tion.
c. If King was an uncompensated surety.
d. If King can show that Safe was aware of the
fraudulent representations.

N89#20. Bums borrowed $240,000 from Dollar Bank
as additional working capital for his business. Dollar
required that the loan be collateralized to the extent of
20%, and that an acceptable surety for the entire amount
be obtained. Surety Co. agreed to act as surety on the
loan and Bums pledged $48,000 of negotiable bearer
bonds. Bums defaulted. Which of the following state
ments is correct?
a. Dollar must first liquidate the collateral before
it can proceed against Surety.
b. Surety is liable in full immediately upon default
by Bums, but will be entitled to the collateral
upon satisfaction of the debt.
c. Dollar must first proceed against Burns and
obtain a judgment before it can proceed against
the collateral.
d. Surety may proceed against Bums for the full
amount of the loan even if Surety settles with
Dollar for a lower amount.

M91#25. Which of the following events will release a
noncompensated surety from liability?
a. Filing of an involuntary petition in bankruptcy
against the principal debtor.
b. Insanity of the principal debtor at the time the
contract was entered into with the creditor.
c. Release of the principal debtor’s obligation by
the creditor but with the reservation of the credi
tor’s rights against the surety.
d. Modification by the principal debtor and credi
tor of their contract that materially increases
the surety’s risk of loss.
M91#26. Edwards Corp. lent Lark $200,000. At
Edwards’ request, Lark entered into an agreement with
Owen and Ward for them to act as compensated co
sureties on the loan in the amount of $200,000 each. If
Edwards releases Ward without Owen’s or Lark’s con
sent, and Lark later defaults, which of the following state
ments is correct?
a. Lark will be released for 50% of the loan bal
ance.
b. Owen will be liable for the entire loan balance.
c. Owen will be liable for 50% of the loan balance.
d. Edwards’ release of Ward will have no effect
on Lark’s and Owen’s liability to Edwards.

N89#21. If a debtor defaults and the debtor’s surety
satisfies the obligation, the surety acquires the right of
a. Subrogation.
b. Primary lien.
c. Indemnification.
d. Satisfaction.
C.

Bankruptcy

N92#29. Green owes unsecured creditors: Rice, $1,500;
Vick, $2,000; Young, $6,000; and Zinc, $1,750. Green
has not paid any creditor since January 1 , 1992. On March
15, 1992, Green’s sole asset, a cabin cruiser, was seized
by Xeno Marine Co. the holder of a perfected security
interest in the boat. On July 1, 1992, Rice, Vick, and
Zinc involuntarily petitioned Green into bankruptcy under
Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. If Green
opposes the involuntary petition, the petition will be
a. Upheld, because the three filing creditors are
owed more than $5,000.
b. Upheld, because one creditor is owed more than
$5,000.
c. Dismissed, because there are less than 12 credi
tors.
d. Dismissed, because the. boat was seized more
than 90 days before the filing.

M91#27. Lane promised to lend Turner $240,000 if
Turner obtained sureties to secure the loan. Turner agreed
with Rivers, Clark, and Zane for them to act as cosureties
on the loan from Lane. The agreement between Turner
and the cosureties provided that compensation be paid to
each of the cosureties. It further indicated that the maxi
mum liability of each cosurety would be as follows: Riv
ers $240,000, Clark $80,000, and Zane $160,000. Lane
accepted the commitments of the sureties and made the
loan to Turner. After paying ten installments totaling
$100,000, Turner defaulted. Clark’s debts, including the
surety obligation to Lane on the Turner loan, were dis
charged in bankruptcy. Later, Rivers properly paid the
entire outstanding debt of $140,000. What amount may
Rivers recover from Zane?
a. $0
b. $56,000
c. $70,000
d. $84,000

N92#30. A party involuntarily petitioned into bank
ruptcy under Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code
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38.

The payment to Olsen was
a. Preferential, because the payment was made
within 90 days of the filing of the petition.
b. Preferential, because the payment enabled
Olsen to receive more than the other general
creditors.
c. Not preferential, because Hall is presumed
insolvent when the payment was made.
d. Not preferential, because the payment was a
contemporaneous exchange for new value.

N92#31. Under Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy
Code, which of the following actions is necessary before
the court may confirm a reorganization plan?
a. Provision for full payment of administration
expenses.
b. Acceptance of the plan by all classes of claim
ants.
c. Preparation of a contingent plan of liquidation.
d. Appointment of a trustee.

39.

The credit card payment was
a. Preferential, because the payment was made
within 90 days of the filing of the petition.
b. Preferential, because the payment was on
account of an antecedent debt.
c. Not preferential, because the payment was for
a consumer debt of less than $600.
d. Not preferential, because the payment was less
than 40% of the original debt.

N92#32. Under Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy
Code, which of the following would not be eligible for
reorganization?
a. Retail sole proprietorship.
b. Advertising partnership.
c. CPA professional corporation.
d. Savings and loan corporation.

N91#28. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning the voluntary filing of a petition in bank
ruptcy?
a. If the debtor has 12 or more creditors, the unse
cured claims must total at least $5,000.
b. The debtor must be insolvent.
c. If the debtor has less than 12 creditors, the
unsecured claims must total at least $5,000.
d. The petition may be filed jointly by spouses.

who succeeds in having the petition dismissed could
recover

a.
b.
c.
d.

Court costs and
attorney’s fees
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Compensatory
damages
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Punitive
damages
Yes
No
Yes
No

N92
Items 37 through 39 are based on the following:

N91#29. To file for bankruptcy under Chapter 7 of the
Federal Bankruptcy Code, an individual must
a. Have debts of any amount.
b. Be insolvent.
c. Be indebted to more than three creditors.
d. Have debts in excess of $5,000.

On August 1, 1992, Hall filed a voluntary petition under
Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code.
Hall’s assets are sufficient to pay general creditors
40% of their claims.
The following transactions occurred before the
filing:
•

On May 15, 1992, Hall gave a mortgage on Hall’s
home to National Bank to secure payment of a loan
National had given Hall two years earlier. When the
loan was made, Hall’s twin was a National employee.

•

On June 1, 1992, Hall purchased a boat from Olsen
for $10,000 cash.

•

On July 1, 1992, Hall paid off an outstanding credit
card balance of $500. The original debt had been
$2,500.

37.

N91#30. Which of the following claims would have the
highest priority in the distribution of a bankruptcy estate
under the liquidation provisions of Chapter 7 of the Fed
eral Bankruptcy Code if the petition was filed June 1,
1991?
a. Federal tax lien filed May 15, 1991.
b. A secured debt properly perfected on February
10, 1991.
c. Trustee’s administration costs filed Septem
ber 30, 1991.
d. Employee wages due March 30, 1991.
N91#31. By signing a reaffirmation agreement on April
15, 1991, a debtor agreed to pay certain debts that would
be discharged in bankruptcy. On June 2 0 , 1991, the debt
or’s attorney filed the reaffirmation agreement and an
affidavit with the court indicating that the debtor under
stood the consequences of the reaffirmation agreement.
The debtor obtained a discharge on August 25, 1991. The
reaffirmation agreement would be enforceable only if it
was
a. Made after discharge.
b. Approved by the bankruptcy court.

The National mortgage was
a. Preferential, because National would be consid
ered an insider.
b. Preferential, because the mortgage was given
to secure an antecedent debt.
c. Not preferential, because Hall is presumed
insolvent when the mortgage was given.
d. Not preferential, because the mortgage was a
security interest.
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c.
d.

Not for a household purpose debt.
Not rescinded before discharge.
c.

N91
Items 42 through 45 are based on the following:
On February 28, 1991, Master, Inc. had total assets with
a fair market value of $1,200,000 and total liabilities of
$990,000. On January 15, 1991, Master made a monthly
installment note payment to Acme Distributors Corp., a
creditor holding a properly perfected security interest in
equipment having a fair market value greater than the
balance due on the note. On March 15, 1991, Master
voluntarily filed a petition in bankruptcy under the liqui
dation provisions of Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy
Code. One year later, the equipment was sold for less
than the balance due on the note to Acme.

d.

M91#29. Unger owes a total of $50,000 to eight unse
cured creditors and one fully secured creditor. Quincy is
one of the unsecured creditors and is owed $6,000. Quincy
has filed a petition against Unger under the liquidation
provisions of Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code.
Unger has been unable to pay debts as they become due.
Unger’s liabilities exceed Unger’s assets. Unger has filed
papers opposing the bankruptcy petition. Which of the
following statements regarding Quincy’s petition is cor
rect?
a. It will be dismissed because the secured creditor
failed to join in the filing of the petition.
b. It will be dismissed because three unsecured
creditors must join in the filing of the petition.
c. It will be granted because Unger’s liabilities
exceed Unger’s assets.
d. It will be granted because Unger is unable to
pay Unger’s debts as they become due.

42. If a creditor challenged Master’s right to file, the
petition would be dismissed
a. If Master had less than 12 creditors at the time
of filing.
b. Unless Master can show that a reorganization
under Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy
Code would have been unsuccessful.
c. Unless Master can show that it is unable to pay
its debts in the ordinary course of business or
as they come due.
d. If Master is an insurance company.
43.

If Master’s voluntary petition is filed properly,
a. Master will be entitled to conduct its business
as a debtor-in-possession unless the court
appoints a trustee.
b. A trustee must be appointed by the creditors.
c. Lawsuits by Master’s creditors will be stayed
by the Federal Bankruptcy Code.
d. The unsecured creditors must elect a creditors’
committee of three to eleven members to con
sult with the trustee.

44.

Master’s payment to Acme could
a. Be set aside as a preferential transfer because
the fair market value of the collateral was
greater than the installment note balance.
b. Be set aside as a preferential transfer unless
Acme showed that Master was solvent on Janu
ary 15, 1991.
c. Not be set aside as a preferential transfer
because Acme was oversecured.
d. Not be set aside as a preferential transfer if
Acme showed that Master was solvent on
March 15, 1991.

from the sale of its collateral are insufficient
to satisfy the amount owed by Master.
The total proceeds from the sale of the collateral
will be paid to Acme even if they are less than
the balance owed by Master, provided there is
sufficient cash to pay all administrative costs
associated with the bankruptcy.
Acme will receive only the proceeds from the
sale of the collateral in full satisfaction of the
debt owed by Master.

M91#30. A voluntary petition filed under the liquidation
provisions of Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code
a. Is not available to a corporation unless it has
previously filed a petition under the reorganiza
tion provisions of Chapter 11 of the Federal
Bankruptcy Code.
b. Automatically stays collection actions against
the debtor except by secured creditors.
c. Will be dismissed unless the debtor has 12 or
more unsecured creditors whose claims total at
least $5,000.
d. Does not require the debtor to show that the
debtor’s liabilities exceed the fair market value
of assets.
M91#31. In general, which of the following debts will
be discharged under the voluntary liquidation provisions
of Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code?
a. A debt due to the negligence of the debtor
arising before filing the bankruptcy petition.
b. Alimony payments owed the debtor’s spouse
under a separation agreement entered into two
years before the filing of the bankruptcy peti
tion.
c. A debt incurred more than 90 days before the
filing of the bankruptcy petition and not dis
closed in the petition.
d. Income taxes due within two years before the
filing of the bankruptcy petition.

45. Which of the following statements correctly
describes Acme’s distribution from Master’s bankruptcy
estate?
a. Acme will receive the total amount it is owed,
even if the proceeds from the sale of the collat
eral were less than the balance owed by Master.
b. Acme will have the same priority as unsecured
general creditors to the extent that the proceeds

M91#32. Peters Co. repairs computers. On February 9,
1991, Stark Electronics Corp. sold Peters a circuit tester
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on credit. Peters executed an installment note for the
purchase price, a security agreement covering the tester,
and a financing statement that Stark filed on February
11, 1991. On April 13, 1991, creditors other than Stark
filed an involuntary petition in bankruptcy against Peters.
What is Stark’s status in Peters’ bankruptcy?
a. Stark will be treated as an unsecured creditor
because Stark did not join in the filing against
Peters.
b. Stark’s security interest constitutes a voidable
preference because the financing statement was
not filed until February 11.
c. Stark’s security interest constitutes a voidable
preference because the financing statement was
filed within 90 days before the bankruptcy pro
ceeding was filed.
d. Stark is a secured creditor and can assert a claim
to the circuit tester that will be superior to the
claims of Peters’ other creditors.

c.
d.

N90#27. On June 5 , 1989, Gold rented equipment under
a four-year lease. On March 8 , 1990, Gold was petitioned
involuntarily into bankruptcy under the Federal Bank
ruptcy Code’s liquidation provisions. A trustee was
appointed. The fair market value of the equipment
exceeds the balance of the lease payments due. The trustee
a. May not reject the equipment lease because the
fair market value of the equipment exceeds the
balance of the lease payments due.
b. May elect not to assume the equipment lease.
c. Must assume the equipment lease because its
term exceeds one year.
d. Must assume and subsequently assign the
equipment lease.

M91
Items 33 and 34 are based on the following:
On May 1, 1991, two months after becoming insolvent,
Quick Corp., an appliance wholesaler, filed a voluntary
petition for bankruptcy under the provisions of Chapter
7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. On October 15, 1990,
Quick’s board of directors had authorized and paid Erly
$50,000 to repay Erly’s April 1 , 1990, loan to the corpora
tion. Erly is a sibling of Quick’s president. On March 15,
1991, Quick paid Kray $100,000 for inventory delivered
that day.

N90#28. Flax, a sole proprietor, has been petitioned
involuntarily into bankruptcy under the Federal Bank
ruptcy Code’s liquidation provisions. Simon & Co.,
CPAs, has been appointed trustee of the bankruptcy
estate. If Simon also wishes to act as the tax return pre
parer for the estate, which of the following statements is
correct?
a. Simon is prohibited from serving as both trustee
and preparer under any circumstances because
serving in that dual capacity would be a conflict
of interest.
b. Although Simon may serve as both trustee and
preparer, it is entitled to receive a fee only for
the services rendered as a preparer.
c. Simon may employ itself to prepare tax returns
if authorized by the court and may receive a
separate fee for services rendered in each
capacity.
d. Although Simon may serve as both trustee and
preparer, its fee for services rendered in each
capacity will be determined solely by the size
of the estate.

33. Which of the following is not relevant in determin
ing whether the repayment of Erly’s loan is a voidable
preferential transfer?
a. Erly is an insider.
b. Quick’s payment to Erly was made on account
of an antecedent debt.
c. Quick’s solvency when the loan was made by
Erly.
d. Quick’s payment to Erly was made within one
year of the filing of the bankruptcy petition.
34.

The court must appoint a trustee to manage
Decal’s affairs.
Decal may continue in business only with the
approval of a trustee.
The creditors’ committee must select a trustee
to manage Decal’s affairs.

Quick’s payment to Kray would
a. Not be voidable, because it was a contempora
neous exchange.
b. Not be voidable, unless Kray knew about
Quick’s insolvency.
c. Be voidable, because it was made within 90
days of the bankruptcy filing.
d. Be voidable, because it enabled Kray to receive
more than it otherwise would receive from the
bankruptcy estate.

N90#29. A contested involuntary petition in bankruptcy
will be dismissed if the debtor
a. Owes unsecured obligations exceeding $5,000
to less than three creditors.
b. Had all its property taken to enforce a lien
within 120 days of filing.
c. Is failing to pay undisputed debts as they
become due.
d. Is an individual engaged in the business of
farming.

M91#35. Decal Corp. incurred substantial operating
losses for the past three years. Unable to meet its current
obligations, Decal filed a petition for reorganization under
Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. Which of
the following statements is correct?
a. A creditors’ committee, if appointed, will con
sist of unsecured creditors.

N90#30. Larson, an unemployed carpenter, filed for
voluntary bankruptcy on August 14, 1990. Larson’s liabil
ities are listed below.
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Credit card charges due May 2, 1989
Bank loan incurred June 1990
Medical expenses incurred June 1983
Alimony due during 1988

$3,000
5,000
7,000
1,000

Fees earned by the attorneys for the
bankruptcy estate.

The cash available for distribution includes the proceeds
from the sale of the televisions. What amount will be
distributed to Card if the cash available for distribution
is $50,000?
a. $23,000
b. $30,000
c. $31,000
d. $43,000

Under the provisions of Chapter 7 of the Federal Bank
ruptcy Code, Larson’s discharge will not apply to the
unpaid
a. Credit card charges.
b. Bank loan.
c. Medical expenses.
d. Alimony.
N90#31. In a voluntary bankruptcy proceeding under
Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code, which of the
following claims incurred within 180 days prior to filing
will be paid first?
a. Unsecured federal taxes.
b. Utility bills up to $1,000.
c. Voluntary contributions to employee benefit
plans.
d. Employee vacation and sick pay up to $2,000
per employee.

N90#35. A bankrupt who filed voluntarily and received
a discharge in bankruptcy under the provisions of Chapter
7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code
a. May obtain another voluntary discharge in
bankruptcy under Chapter 7 after five years
have elapsed from the date of the prior filing.
b. Will receive a discharge of any and all debts
owed.
c. Is precluded from owning or operating a similar
business for two years.
d. Must surrender for distribution to the creditors
any amount received as an inheritance if
received within 180 days after filing the peti
tion.

N90#32. Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code will
deny a debtor a discharge when the debtor
a. Made a preferential transfer to a creditor.
b. Accidentally destroyed information relevant to
the bankruptcy proceeding.
c. Obtained a Chapter 7 discharge 10 years pre
viously.
d. Is a corporation or a partnership.

N89#22. Rolf, an individual, filed a voluntary petition
in bankruptcy. A general discharge in bankruptcy will be
denied if Rolf
a. Negligently made preferential transfers to cer
tain creditors within 90 days of filing the peti
tion.
b. Unjustifiably failed to preserve R o lf's books
and records.
c. Filed a fraudulent federal income tax return two
years prior to filing the petition.
d. Obtained a loan by using financial statements
that Rolf knew were false.

N90#33. A claim will not be discharged in a bankruptcy
proceeding if it
a. Is brought by a secured creditor and remains
unsatisfied after receipt of the proceeds from
the disposition of the collateral.
b. Is for unintentional torts that resulted in bodily
injury to the claimant.
c. Arises from an extension of credit based upon
false representations.
d. Arises out of the breach of a contract by the
debtor.

N89#23. The filing of an involuntary petition in bank
ruptcy
a. Allows creditors to continue their collection
actions against the debtor while the bankruptcy
action is pending.
b. Terminates liens associated with exempt prop
erty.
c. Stops the enforcement of a judgment lien
against property in the bankruptcy estate.
d. Terminates all security interests in property in
the bankruptcy estate.

N90#34. On May 24, Knurl, an appliance dealer, filed
for bankruptcy under the provisions of Chapter 7 of the
Federal Bankruptcy Code. A trustee was appointed and
an order for relief was entered. Knurl’s nonexempt prop
erty was converted to cash, which is available to satisfy
the following claims and expenses:
Claim by Card Corp. (one of Knurl’s
suppliers) for toasters ordered on
May 11, and delivered on credit to
Knurl on May 15.
Fee earned by the bankruptcy trustee.
Claim by Hill Co. for the delivery of
televisions to Knurl on credit. The
televisions were delivered on April
9, and a financing statement was
properly filed on April 10. These tele
visions were sold by the trustee With
Hill’s consent for $7,000, their fair
market value.

$ 8,000

$50,000

N89#25. Filing a valid petition in bankruptcy acts as
an automatic stay of actions to

$ 12,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

$ 7,000
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Garnish the
debtor’s wages
Yes
Yes
No
No

Collect alimony
from the debtor
Yes
No
Yes
No
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N89#26. Eagle Corp. is a general creditor of Dodd.
Dodd filed a petition in bankruptcy under the liquidation
provisions of the Bankruptcy Code. Eagle wishes to have
the bankruptcy court either deny Dodd a general discharge
or not have its debt discharged. The discharge will be
granted and it will include Eagle’s debt even if
a. Dodd filed for and received a previous dis
charge in bankruptcy under the liquidation pro
visions within five years of the filing of the
present petition.
b. Eagle’s debt is unscheduled.
c. Eagle was a secured creditor not fully satisfied
from the proceeds obtained on disposition of
the collateral.
d. Dodd unjustifiably failed to preserve the
records from which Dodd’s financial condition
might be ascertained.

N89#28. Which of the following unsecured debts of
$500 each would have the highest relative priority in
the distribution of a bankruptcy estate in a liquidation
proceeding?
a. Tax claims of state and municipal governmental
units.
b. Liabilities to employee benefit plans arising
from services rendered during the month pre
ceding the filing of the petition.
c. Claims owed to customers who gave deposits
for the purchase of undelivered consumer
goods.
d. Wages earned by employees during the month
preceding the filing of the petition.
N89#29. As an alternative to bankruptcy liquidation, a
business may reorganize under Chapter 11 of the Bank
ruptcy Code. Such a reorganization
a. Requires the appointment of a trustee to admin
ister the debtor organization.
b. May be commenced by filing either a voluntary
or involuntary petition.
c. Never requires the appointment of a creditors’
committee.
d. May not be confirmed unless all creditors
accept the plan.

N89#27. Which of the following assets would be
included in a debtor’s bankruptcy estate in a liquidation
proceeding?
a. Proceeds from a life insurance policy received
90 days after the petition was filed.
b. An inheritance received 270 days after the peti
tion was filed.
c. Property from a divorce settlement received 365
days after the petition was filed.
d. Wages earned by the debtor after the petition
was filed.
V.
A.

Government Regulation of Business

Regulation of Employment

M93#26. Which of the following forms of income, if
in excess of the annual exempt amount, will cause a
reduction in a retired person’s social security benefits?
a. Annual proceeds from an annuity.
b. Director’s fees.
c. Pension payments.
d. Closely held corporation stock dividends.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Obtaining workers’
compensation benefits
Yes
Yes
No
No

A negligence
action against
Acorn
Yes
No
Yes
No

M93#27. Taxes payable under the Federal Unemploy
ment Tax Act (FUTA) are
a. Deductible by the employer as a business
expense for federal income tax purposes.
b. Payable by employers for all employees.
c. Withheld from the wages of all covered
employees.
d. Calculated as a fixed percentage of all compen
sation paid to an employee.

M92#36. An employer who fails to withhold Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) taxes from covered
employees’ wages, but who pays both the employer and
employee shares would
a. Be entitled to a refund from the IRS for the
employees’ share.
b. Be allowed no federal tax deduction for any
payments.
c. Have a right to be reimbursed by the employees
for the employees’ share.
d. Owe penalties and interest for failure to collect
the tax.

M93#28. Kroll, an employee of Acorn, Inc., was injured
in the course of employment while operating a forklift
manufactured and sold to Acorn by Trell Corp. The fork
lift was defectively designed by Trell. Under the state’s
mandatory workers’ compensation statute, Kroll will be
successful in

M92#37. Unemployment tax payable under the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) is
a. Payable by all employers.
b. Deducted from employee wages.
c. Paid to the Social Security Administration.
d. A tax deductible employer’s expense.
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N90#36. Under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA), all of the following are considered wages except
a. Contingent fees.
b. Reimbursed travel expenses.
c. Bonuses.
d. Commissions.

M92#38. Workers’ Compensation Acts require an
employer to
a. Provide coverage for all eligible employees.
b. Withhold employee contributions from the
wages of eligible employees.
c. Pay an employee the difference between dis
ability payments and full salary.
d. Contribute to a federal insurance fund.

N90#37. The Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA)
a. Requires both the employer and employee to
pay FUTA taxes, although the amounts to be
paid by each are different.
b. Does not apply to businesses with fewer than
35 employees.
c. Does not apply to employers that conduct busi
ness only in one state and employ only residents
of that state.
d. Allows the employer to take a credit against
the FUTA tax if contributions are made to a
state unemployment fund.

N91#32. Which of the following types of income is
subject to taxation under the provisions of the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (FICA)?
a. Interest earned on municipal bonds.
b. Capital gains of $3,000.
c. Car received as a productivity award.
d. Dividends of $2,500.
N91#33. An unemployed CPA generally would receive
unemployment compensation benefits if the CPA
a. Was fired as a result of the employer’s business
reversals.
b. Refused to accept a job as an accountant while
receiving extended benefits.
c. Was fired for embezzling from a client.
d. Left work voluntarily without good cause.

N90#38. If an employee is injured, full workers’ com
pensation benefits are not payable if the employee
a. Was injured because of failing to abide by writ
ten safety procedures.
b. Was injured because of the acts of fellow
employees.
c. Intentionally caused self-inflicted injury.
d. Brought a civil suit against a third party who
caused the injury.

N91#34. Workers’ Compensation laws provide for all
of the following benefits except
a. Burial expenses.
b. Full pay during disability.
c. The cost of prosthetic devices.
d. Monthly payments to surviving dependent chil
dren.

M90#26. Tower drives a truck for Musgrove Produce,
Inc. The truck is owned by Musgrove. Tower is paid on
the basis of a formula that takes into consideration the
length of the trip, cargo, and fuel consumed. Tower is
responsible for repairing or replacing all flat tires. Mus
grove is responsible for all other truck maintenance.
Tower drives only for Musgrove. If Tower is a common
law employee and not an independent contractor, which
of the following statements is correct?
a. All social security retirement benefits are fully
includible in the determination of Tower’s fed
eral taxable income if certain gross income limi
tations are exceeded.
b. Musgrove remains primarily liable for Tower’s
share of FICA taxes if it fails to withhold and
pay the taxes on Tower’s wages.
c. Musgrove would not have to withhold FICA
taxes if Tower elected to make FICA contribu
tions as a self-employed person.
d. Bonuses or vacation pay that are paid to Tower
by Musgrove are not subject to FICA taxes
because they are not regarded as regular com
pensation.

M91#36. Social security benefits may include all of the
following except
a. Payments to divorced spouses.
b. Payments to disabled children.
c. Medicare payments.
d. Medicaid payments.
M91#37. An employer having an experience unemploy
ment tax rate of 3.2% in a state having a standard unem
ployment tax rate of 5.4% may take a credit against a
6.2% federal unemployment tax rate of
a. 3.0%
b. 3.2%
c. 5.4%
d. 6.2%
M91#38. The primary purpose for enacting Workers’
Compensation statutes was to
a. Eliminate all employer-employee negligence
lawsuits.
b. Enable employees to recover for injuries
regardless of negligence.
c. Prevent employee negligence suits against third
parties.
d. Allow employees t6 recover additional com
pensation for employer negligence.

M90#27. Taxes payable under the Federal Unemploy
ment Tax Act (FUTA) are
a. Partially deductible by the covered employee
for federal income tax purposes.
b. Calculated as a fixed percentage of all compen
sation paid to an employee.
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c.
d.

a.

Payable by all employers regardless of the total
amount of compensation paid to individual
employees.
Deductible by the employer as a business
expense for federal income tax purposes.

b.
c.

N89#30. Which of the following statements is correct
regarding social security taxes?
a. An individual who received net earnings from
self-employment of $40,000 and wages of
$40,000 in 1989 will be subject to social secu
rity taxes on $80,000.
b. Part of an employee’s social security tax contri
bution qualifies for federal income tax purposes
as a deduction from the employee’s gross
income.
c. A self-employed person is subject to social
security taxes based on that person’s gross earn
ings from self-employment.
d. An employer who fails to withhold and pay
the employee’s portion of social security taxes
remains primarily liable for the employee’s
share.

d.

M89#38. Which one of the following statements con
cerning workers’ compensation laws is generally correct?
a. Workers’ compensation laws are very narrowly
construed against employees.
b. The amount of damages recoverable is based
on comparative negligence.
c. Employers are strictly liable without regard to
whether or not they are at fault.
d. Workers’ compensation benefits are not avail
able if the employee is grossly negligent.

N89#31. Which of the following statements is not cor
rect concerning federal unemployment insurance?
a. Federal law provides general guidelines, stan
dards, and requirements for the program.
b. The states administer the benefit payments
under the program.
c. The program is funded by taxes imposed on
employers and employees.
d. The federal unemployment tax is calculated as
a fixed percentage of each covered employee’s
salary up to a stated maximum.

B.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Federal Securities Acts

M93#29. Which of the following disclosures must be
contained in a securities registration statement filed under
the Securities Act of 1933?
a. A list of all existing stockholders.
b. The principal purposes for which the offering
proceeds will be used.
c. A copy of the corporation’s latest proxy solici
tation statement.
d. The names of all prospective accredited
investors.

N89#32. An employee will generally be precluded from
collecting full workers’ compensation benefits when the
injury is caused by
Noncompliance
with the
employer’s rules
No
Yes
No
Yes

Persons who are self-employed are not required
to make FICA contributions.
Employees who participate in private retire
ment plans are not required to make FICA con
tributions.
Death benefits are payable to an employee’s
survivors only if the employee dies before
reaching the age of retirement.
The receipt of earned income by a person who
is also receiving social security retirement ben
efits may result in a reduction of such benefits.

M93#30. Which of the following is least likely to be
considered a security under the Securities Act of 1933?
a. Stock options.
b. Warrants.
c. General partnership interests.
d. Limited partnership interests.

An intentional,
self-inflicted
action
No
Yes
Yes
No

M93#31. Corporations that are exempt from registration
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 are subject
to the Act’s
a. Antifraud provisions.
b. Proxy solicitation provisions.
c. Provisions dealing with the filing of annual
reports.
d. Provisions imposing periodic audits.

M89#36. The Federal Unemployment Tax Act
a. Imposes a tax on all employers doing business
in the U.S.
b. Requires contributions to be made by the
employer and employee equally.
c. Allows an employer to take a credit against the
federal unemployment tax if contributions are
made to a state unemployment fund.
d. Permits an employee to receive unemployment
benefits that are limited to the contributions
made to that employee’s account.

M93#32. Under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
a corporation with common stock listed on a national
stock exchange
a. Is prohibited from making private placement
offerings.
b. Is subject to having the registration of its securi
ties suspended or revoked.

M89#37. Under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act (FICA) and the Social Security Act (SSA),
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c.
d.

Must submit Form 10-K to the SEC except in
those years in which the corporation has made
a public offering.
Must distribute copies of Form 10-K to its
stockholders.

40.

a.
b.
c.
d.

what date may World first sell the shares?
May 10.
May 20.
May 25.
May 30.

M92
Items 41 and 42 are based on the following:

M93#33. The Securities Act of 1933 provides an
exemption from registration for
Bonds issued by
a municipality for
governmental
purposes
Yes
Yes
No
No

On
a.
b.
c.
d.

Integral Corp. has assets in excess of $4 million, has 350
stockholders, and has issued common and preferred stock.
Integral is subject to the reporting provisions of the Secu
rities Exchange Act of 1934. For its 1991 fiscal year,
Integral filed the following with the SEC: quarterly
reports, an annual report, and a periodic report listing
newly appointed officers of the corporation. Integral did
not notify the SEC of stockholder “ short swing’’ profits;
did not report that a competitor made a tender offer to
Integral’s stockholders; and did not report changes in
the price of its stock as sold on the New York Stock
Exchange.

Securities issued
by a not-for-profit
charitable
organization
Yes
No
Yes
No

M93#34. Which of the following securities is exempt
from registration under the Securities Act of 1933?
a. Shares of nonvoting common stock, provided
their par value is less than $1.00.
b. A class of stock given in exchange for another
class by the issuer to its existing stockholders
without the issuer paying a commission.
c. Limited partnership interests sold for the pur
pose of acquiring funds to invest in bonds issued
by the United States.
d. Corporate debentures that were previously sub
ject to an effective registration statement, pro
vided they are convertible into shares of
common stock.

41. Under SEC reporting requirements, which of the
following was Integral required to do?
a. Report the tender offer to the SEC.
b. Notify the SEC of stockholder “ short swing’’
profits.
c. File the periodic report listing newly appointed
officers.
d. Report the changes in the market price of its
stock.
42. Under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Integral
must be registered with the SEC because
a. It issues both common and preferred stock.
b. Its shares are listed on a national stock
exchange.
c. It has more than 300 stockholders.
d. Its shares are traded in interstate commerce.

M93#35. Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933
a. Restricts the number of purchasers of an offer
ing to 35.
b. Permits an exempt offering to be sold to both
accredited and nonaccredited investors.
c. Is limited to offers and sales of common stock
that do not exceed $1.5 million.
d. Is exclusively available to small business cor
porations as defined by Regulation D.

M92#43. Under the Securities Act of 1933, which of
the following securities must be registered?
a. Bonds of a railroad corporation.
b. Common stock of an insurance corporation.
c. Preferred stock of a domestic bank corporation.
d. Long-term notes of a charitable corporation.

M92
Items 39 and 40 are based on the following:
World Corp. wanted to make a public offering of its
common stock. On May 10, World prepared and filed a
registration statement with the SEC. On May 20, World
placed a “ tombstone ad’’ announcing that it was making
a public offering. On May 25, World issued a preliminary
prospectus and the registration statement became effec
tive on May 30.

M92#44. Data, Inc. intends to make a $375,000 com
mon stock offering under Rule 504 of Regulation D of
the Securities Act of 1933. Data
a. May sell the stock to an unlimited number of
investors.
b. May make the offering through a general adver
tising.
c. Must offer the stock for a period of more than
12 months.
d. Must provide all investors with a prospectus,

39. On what date may World first make oral offers to
sell the shares?
a. May 10.
b. May 20.
c. May 25.
d. May 30.

M92#45. For an offering to be exempt under Regulation
D of the Securities Act of 1933, Rules 504, 505, and 506
each require that
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a.
b.
c.
d.

a.

There be a maximum of 35 unaccredited
investors.
All purchasers receive the issuer’s financial
information.
The SEC be notified within 10 days of the first
sale.
The offering be made without general adver
tising.

b.
c.

N91#27. Wool, Inc. is a reporting company under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The only security it
has issued is its voting common stock. Which of the
following statements is correct?
a. It is unnecessary for the required annual report
(Form 10K) to include audited financial state
ments.
b. Any person who owns more than 5% of Wool’s
common stock must file a report with the SEC.
c. Because Wool is a reporting company, it is not
required to file a registration statement under
the Securities Act of 1933 for any future offer
ings of its common stock.
d. Wool need not file its proxy statements with
the SEC because it has only one class of stock
outstanding.

d.

Do not require registration by a corporation if
its stock was originally issued under an offering
exempt from registration under the Securities
Act of 1933.
Do not require registration by a corporation
unless its stock is listed on a national securities
exchange.
Require a corporation reporting under the Act
to register any offering of its securities under
the Securities Act of 1933.
Require a corporation reporting under the Act
to file its proxy statements with the SEC even
if it has only one class of stock outstanding.

N91#40. Kamp is offering $10 million of its securities.
Under Rule 506 of Regulation D of the Securities Act of
1933,
a. The securities may be debentures.
b. Kamp must be a corporation.
c. There must be more than 35 purchasers.
d. Kamp may make a general solicitation in con
nection with the offering.
N91#41. Taso Limited Partnership intends to offer
$400,000 of its limited partnership interests under Rule
504 of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933. Which
of the following statements is correct?
a. The exemption under Rule 504 is not available
to an issuer of limited partnership interests.
b. The limited partnership interests may be sold
only to accredited investors.
c. The total number of nonaccredited investors
who purchase the limited partnership interests
may not exceed 35.
d. The resale of the limited partnership interests
by a purchaser generally will be restricted.

N91#35. Exemption from registration under the Securi
ties Act of 1933 would be available for
a. Promissory notes maturing in 12 months.
b. Securities of a bank.
c. Limited partnership interests.
d. Corporate bonds.
N91#36. When a common stock offering requires regis
tration under the Securities Act of 1933,
a. The registration statement is automatically
effective when filed with the SEC.
b. The issuer would act unlawfully if it were to
sell the common stock without providing the
investor with a prospectus.
c. The SEC will determine the investment value
of the common stock before approving the
offering.
d. The issuer may make sales 10 days after filing
the registration statement.

M91 #39. Bird Corp. made a $500,000 exempt common
stock offering under Rule 504 of Regulation D of the
Securities Act of 1933. This made the shares restricted
securities. As the issuer of restricted securities, Bird must
a. Make a reasonable effort to determine that pur
chasers are buying for themselves and not for
others.
b. Publicly advertise that the shares are not regis
tered.
c. Provide information to all purchasers as to how
they can register their shares so that resale will
be permitted.
d. Apply to the SEC for contingent exemptions
so that purchasers may resell their shares as
exempt.

N91#37. Under the Securities Act of 1933, an initial
offering of securities must be registered with the SEC,
unless
a. The offering is made through a broker-dealer
licensed in the states in which the securities are
to be sold.
b. The offering prospectus makes a fair and full
disclosure of all risks associated with purchas
ing the securities.
c. The issuer’s financial condition meets certain
standards established by the SEC.
d. The type of security or the offering involved
is exempt from registration.

M91#40. Universal Corp. intends to sell its common
stock to the public in an interstate offering that will be
registered under the Securities Act of 1933. Under the
Act,
a. Universal can make offers to sell its stock
before filing a registration statement, provided
that it does not actually issue stock certificates
until after the registration is effective.

N91#39. The reporting and registration provisions of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
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b.
c.
d.

M91#46. Winslow, Inc. intends to make a $450,000
common stock offering under Rule 504 of Regulation D
of the Securities Act of 1933. Winslow
a. May make the offering through a general adver
tising.
b. Must provide all investors with a prospectus.
c. May sell the stock to an unlimited number of
investors.
d. Must offer the stock for a period of 24 months.

Universal’s registration statement becomes
effective at the time it is filed, assuming the
SEC does not object within 20 days thereafter.
A prospectus must be delivered to each pur
chaser of Universal’s common stock unless the
purchaser qualifies as an accredited investor.
Universal’s filing of a registration statement
with the SEC does not automatically result in
compliance with the “ blue-sky” laws of the
states in which the offering will be made.

N90#39. The registration requirements of the Securities
Act of 1933 are intended to provide information to the
SEC to enable it to
a. Evaluate the financial merits of the securities
being offered.
b. Ensure that investors are provided with ade
quate information on which to base investment
decisions.
c. Prevent public offerings of securities when
management fraud or unethical conduct is sus
pected.
d. Assure investors of the accuracy of the facts
presented in the financial statements.

M91#41. The registration of a security under the Securi
ties Act of 1933 provides an investor with
a. A guarantee by the SEC that the facts contained
in the registration statement are accurate.
b. An assurance against loss resulting from pur
chasing the security.
c. Information on the principal purposes for which
the offering’s proceeds will be used.
d. Information on the issuing corporation’s trade
secrets.
M91#42. Which of the following statements is correct
regarding the proxy solicitation requirements of Section
14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?
a. A corporation does not have to file proxy revo
cation solicitations with the SEC if it is a
reporting company under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934.
b. Current unaudited financial statements must be
sent to each stockholder with every proxy solic
itation.
c. A corporation must file its proxy statements
with the SEC if it is a reporting company under
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
d. In a proxy solicitation by management relating
to election of officers, all stockholder proposals
must be included in the proxy statement.

N90#40. The registration provisions of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 require disclosure of all of the
following information except the
a. Names of owners of at least five (5) percent of
any class of nonexempt equity security.
b. Bonus and profit-sharing arrangements.
c. Financial structure and nature of the business.
d. Names of officers and directors.
N90#43. Imperial Corp. is offering $450,000 of its secu
rities under Rule 504 of Regulation D of the Securities
Act of 1933. Under Rule 504, Imperial is required to
a. Provide full financial information to all nonac
credited purchasers.
b. Make the offering through general solicitation.
c. Register the offering under the provisions of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
d. Notify the SEC within 15 days after the first
sale of the securities.

M91#44. The antifraud provisions of Rule 10b-5 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
a. Apply only if the securities involved were regis
tered under either the Securities Act of 1933
or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
b. Require that the plaintiff show negligence on
the part of the defendant in misstating facts.
c. Require that the wrongful act must be accom
plished through the mail, any other use of inter
state commerce, or through a national securities
exchange.
d. Apply only if the defendant acted with intent
to defraud.

N90#44. Hamilton Corp. is making a $4,500,000 securi
ties offering under Rule 505 of Regulation D of the Secu
rities Act of 1933. Under this regulation, Hamilton is
a. Required to provide full financial information
to accredited investors only.
b. Allowed to make the offering through a general
solicitation.
c. Limited to selling to no more than 35 nonac
credited investors.
d. Allowed to sell to an unlimited number of
investors both accredited and nonaccredited.

M91#45. Which of the following securities is exempt
from the registration requirements of the Securities Act
of 1933?
a. Common stock with no par value.
b. Warrants to purchase preferred stock.
c. Bonds issued by a charitable foundation.
d. Convertible debentures issued by a corporation.

N90#45. A $10,000,000 offering of corporate stock
intended to be made pursuant to the provisions of Rule
506 of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933 would
not be exempt under Rule 506 if
a. The offering was made through a general solici
tation or advertising.
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b.
c.
d.

c.

Some of the investors are nonaccredited.
There are more than 35 accredited investors.
The SEC was notified 14 days after the first
sale of the securities.

d.

M90#29. Under the Securities Act of 1933, the registra
tion of an interstate securities offering is
a. Required only in transactions involving more
than $500,000.
b. Mandatory, unless the cost to the issuer is pro
hibitive.
c. Required, unless there is an applicable exemp
tion.
d. Intended to prevent the marketing of securities
which pose serious financial risks.

Not allowed to sell to investors using purchaser
representatives.
Required to provide accredited investors with
audited financial statements for the three most
recent fiscal years.

M90#37. Zack Limited Partnership intends to sell
$6,000,000 of its limited partnership interests. Zack con
ducts all of its business activities in the state in which it
was organized. Zack intends to use the offering proceeds
to acquire municipal bonds. Which of the following state
ments is correct concerning the offering and the registra
tion exemptions that might be available to Zack under
the Securities Act of 1933?
a. The offering is exempt from registration
because of the intended use of the offering pro
ceeds.
b. Under Rule 147 (regarding intrastate offerings),
Zack may make up to five offers to non
residents without jeopardizing the Rule 147
exemption.
c. If Zack complies with the requirements of Reg
ulation D, any subsequent resale of a limited
partnership interest by a purchaser is automati
cally exempt from registration.
d. If Zack complies with the requirements of Reg
ulation D, Zack may make an unlimited number
of offers to sell the limited partnership interests.

M90#30. Dice, Inc. is a reporting company under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The only security Dice
issued is voting common stock. With regard to Dice’s
proxy solicitation requirements, which of the following
statements is correct?
a. Dice must file its proxy statements with the
SEC even though it has only one class of stock
outstanding.
b. Dice’s current unaudited financial statements
must be sent to each shareholder with every
proxy solicitation.
c. Shareholder proposals need not be included in
the proxy statements unless consented to by a
majority of Dice’s board of directors.
d. Dice need not provide any particular informa
tion to its shareholders unless Dice is soliciting
proxies from them.

N89#33. One of the elements necessary to recover dam
ages if there has been a material misstatement in a regis
tration statement filed pursuant to the Securities Act of
1933 is that the
a. Plaintiff suffered a loss.
b. Plaintiff gave value for the security.
c. Issuer and plaintiff were in privity of contract
with each other.
d. Issuer failed to exercise due care in connection
with the sale of the securities.

M90#31. Under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
which of the following individuals would not be subject
to the insider reporting provisions?
a. An owner of ten percent of a corporation’s
stock.
b. An owner of five percent of a corporation’s
voting stock.
c. The vice-president of marketing.
d. A member of the board of directors.

To be successful in a civil action under Section
11 of the Securities Act of 1933 concerning liability for
a misleading registration statement, the plaintiff must
prove
N89#34.

M90#32. Which of the following are exempt from the
registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933?
a. Bankers’ acceptances with maturities at the
time of issue ranging from one to two years.
b. Participation interests in money market funds
that consist wholly of short-term commercial
paper.
c. Corporate stock offered and sold only to resi
dents of the state in which the issuer was incor
porated and is doing all of its business.
d. All industrial development bonds issued by
municipalities.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Defendant’s intent Plaintiff’s reliance on the
to deceive
registration statement
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

N89#35. An issuer making an offering under the provis
ions of Regulation A of the Securities Act of 1933 must
file a(an)
a. Prospectus.
b. Offering statement.
c. Shelf registration.
d. Proxy.

M90#33. Pate Corp. is offering $3 million of its securi
ties solely to accredited investors. Under Regulation D
of the Securities Act of 1933, Pate is
a. Not required to provide any specified informa
tion to the accredited investors.
b. Permitted to make a general solicitation.

N89#37. Rule 504 of Regulation D of the Securities
Act of 1933 provides issuers with an exemption from
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registration for certain small issues. Which of the follow
ing statements is correct?
a. The rule allows sales to an unlimited number
of investors.
b. The rule requires certain financial information
to be furnished to the investors.
c. The issuer must offer the securities through
general public advertising.
d. The issuer is not required to file anything with
the SEC.

b.
c.
d.

M89#42. Rice, Inc. is a reporting company under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The only security it
has issued is its voting common stock. Which one of the
following statements is correct?
a. Any person who owns more than 5% of Rice’s
common stock must file a report with the SEC.
b. Rice need not file its proxy statements with the
SEC because it has only one class of stock
outstanding.
c. It is unnecessary for the required annual report
(Form 10-K) to include audited financial state
ments.
d. Because Rice is a reporting company, it is not
required to file a registration statement under
the Securities Act of 1933 for any future offer
ings of its common stock.

N89#38. Securities available under a private placement
made pursuant to Regulation D of the Securities Act of
1933
a. Cannot be subject to the payment of commis
sions.
b. Must be sold to accredited institutional
investors.
c. Must be sold to fewer than 20 non-accredited
investors.
d. Cannot be the subject of an immediate unregis
tered reoffering to the public.
N89#39. Which of the following types of securities are
generally exempt from registration under the Securities
Act of 1933?
Securities o f nonprofit
charitable
organizations
a.
Yes
b. _
Yes
c.
No
d.
No

Required to file a registration statement even
though it has fewer than 500 shareholders.
Not required to file a registration statement
because the original offering of its stock was
exempt from registration.
Not required to file a registration statement
unless insiders own at least 5% of its outstand
ing shares of stock.

M89
Items 44 and 45 are based on the following:

Securities of savings
and loan
associations
Yes
No
Yes
No

Maco Limited Partnership intends to sell $6,000,000 of
its limited partnership interests. The state in which Maco
was organized is also the state in which it carries on all
of its business activities.
44. If Maco intends to offer the limited partnership
interests in reliance on Rule 147, the intrastate registration
exception under the Securities Act of 1933, which one
of the following statements is correct?
a. Maco may make up to five offers to nonresi
dents without the offering being ineligible for
the Rule 147 exemption.
b. The offering is not exempt under Rule 147
because it exceeds $5,000,000.
c. Under Rule 147, certain restrictions apply to
resales of the limited partnership interests by
purchasers.
d. Rule 147 limits to 100 the number of purchasers
of the limited partnership interests.

M89#40. Acme Corp. intends to make a public offering
in several states of 250,000 shares of its common stock.
Under the Securities Act of 1933,
a. Acme must sell the common stock through
licensed securities dealers.
b. Acme must, in all events, file a registration
statement with the SEC because the offering
will be made in several states.
c. Acme’s use of any prospectus delivered to an
unsophisticated investor must be accompanied
by a simplified explanation of the offering.
d. Acme may make an oral offer to sell the com
mon stock to a prospective investor after a regis
tration statement has been filed but before it
becomes effective.

45. If Maco intends to offer the limited partnership
interests in reliance on Rule 506 of Regulation D under the
Securities Act of 1933 to prospective investors residing
in several states, which of the following statements is
correct?
a. The offering will be exempt from the anti-fraud
provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934.
b. Any subsequent resale of a limited partnership
interest by a purchaser will be exempt from
registration.
c. Maco may make an unlimited number of offers
to sell the limited partnership interests.
d. No more than 35 purchasers may acquire the
limited partnership interests.

M89#41. Pace Corp. previously issued 300,000 shares
of its common stock. The shares are now actively traded
on a national securities exchange. The original offering
was exempt from registration under the Securities Act of
1933. Pace has $2,500,000 in assets and 425 shareholders.
With regard to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Pace
is
a. Required to file a registration statement because
its assets exceed $2,000,000 in value.
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VI.
A.

Uniform Commercial Code
d.

Commercial Paper

M93
Items 36 through 39 are based on the following:

38.

On February 1 5 , 1993, P.D. Stone obtained the following
instrument from Astor Co; for $1,000. Stone was aware
that Helco, Inc. disputed liability under the instrument
because of an alleged breach by Astor of the referenced
computer purchase agreement. On March 1 , 1993, Willard
Bank obtained the instrument from Stone for $3,900.
Willard had no knowledge that Helco disputed liability
under the instrument.

Negotiable, when held by Astor, but nonnego
tiable when held by Willard Bank.

Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Willard Bank cannot be a holder in due course
because Stone’s endorsement was without
recourse.
b. Willard Bank must endorse the instrument to
negotiate it.
c. Neither Willard Bank nor Stone are holders in
due course.
d. Stone’s endorsement was required for Willard
Bank to be a holder in due course.

39. If Willard Bank demands payment from Helco and
Helco refuses to pay the instrument because of Astor’s
breach of the computer purchase agreement, which of the
following statements would be correct?
a. Willard Bank is not a holder in due course
because Stone was not a holder in due course.
b. Helco will not be liable to Willard Bank
because of Astor’s breach.
c. Stone will be the only party liable to Willard
Bank because he was aware of the dispute
between Helco and Astor.
d. Helco will be liable to Willard Bank because
Willard Bank is a holder in due course.

February 12, 1993
Helco, Inc. promises to pay to Astor Co. or bearer
the sum of $4,900 (four thousand four hundred and
00/100 dollars) on March 12, 1993 (maker may
elect to extend due date to March 31, 1993) with
interest thereon at the rate of 12% per annum.
HELCO, INC.
By: A.J. Help
A J. Help, President
Reference: Computer purchase agreement dated
February 12, 1993

M93#40.

$10,000
The reverse side of the instrument is endorsed as follows:

37.

The instrument is
a. Nonnegotiable, because of the reference to the
computer purchase agreement.
b. Nonnegotiable, because the numerical amount
differs from the written amount.
c. Negotiable, even though the maker has the right
to extend the time for payment.

February 1, 1993

R. Harris_______________
R. Harris

P.D. Stone
P.D. Stone

The instrument is a
a. Promissory note.
b. Sight draft.
c. Check.
d. Trade acceptance.

Ludlow, Vermont

I promise to pay to the order of Custer Corp. $ 10,000
within 10 days after the sale of my two-carat dia
mond ring. I pledge the sale proceeds to secure my
obligation hereunder.

Pay to the order of Willard Bank, without recourse

36.

An instrument reads as follows:

Which of the following statements correctly describes the
above instrument?
a. The instrument is nonnegotiable because it is
not payable at a definite time.
b. The instrument is nonnegotiable because it is
secured by the proceeds of the sale of the ring.
c. The instrument is a negotiable promissory note.
d. The instrument is a negotiable sight draft pay
able on demand.
M93#41. The following endorsements appear on the
back of a negotiable promissory note payable to Lake
Corp.
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N92#33. Which of the following negotiable instruments
is subject to the UCC Commercial Paper Article?
a. Corporate bearer bond with a maturity date of
January 1, 2001.
b. Installment note payable on the first day of each
month.
c. Warehouse receipt.
d. Bill of lading payable to order.

Pay to John Smith only
Frank Parker, President of Lake Corp.
John Smith
Pay to the order of Sharp, Inc., without recourse,
but only if Sharp delivers computers purchased by
Mary Harris by March 15, 1993
Mary Harris

N92#34. Which of the following conditions, if present
on an otherwise negotiable instrument, would affect the
instrument’s negotiability?
a. The instrument is payable six months after the
death of the maker.
b. The instrument is payable at a definite time
subject to an accelerated clause in the event of
a default.
c. The instrument is postdated.
d. The instrument contains a promise to provide
additional collateral if there is a decrease in
value of the existing collateral.

Sarah Sharp, President of Sharp, Inc.
Which of the following statements is correct?
a. The note became nonnegotiable as a result of
Parker’s endorsement.
b. Harris’ endorsement was a conditional promise
to pay and caused the note to be nonnegotiable.
c. Smith’s endorsement effectively prevented fur
ther negotiation of the note.
d. Harris’ signature was not required to effectively
negotiate the note to Sharp.

N92#35. West Corp. received a check that was origi
nally made payable to the order of one of its customers,
Ted Bums. The following endorsement was written on
the back of the check:

M93#42. Robb, a minor, executed a promissory note
payable to bearer and delivered it to Dodsen in payment
for a stereo system. Dodsen negotiated the note for value
to Mellon by delivery alone and without endorsement.
Mellon endorsed the note in blank and negotiated it to
Bloom for value. Bloom’s demand for payment was
refused by Robb because the note was executed when
Robb was a minor. Bloom gave prompt notice of Robb’s
default to Dodsen and Mellon. None of the holders of
the note were aware of Robb’s minority. Which of the
following parties will be liable to Bloom?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Dodsen
Yes
Yes
No
No

Ted Bums, without recourse, for collection only

Which of the following describes the endorsement?

Mellon
Yes
No
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.

M93#43. Vex Corp. executed a negotiable promissory
note payable to Tamp, Inc. The note was collateralized
by some of Vex’s business assets. Tamp negotiated the
note to Miller for value. Miller endorsed the note in blank
and negotiated it to Bilco for value. Before the note
became due, Bilco agreed to release Vex’s collateral. Vex
refused to pay Bilco when the note became due. Bilco
promptly notified Miller and Tamp of Vex’s default.
Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Bilco will be unable to collect from Miller
because Miller’s endorsement was in blank.
b. Bilco will be able to collect from either Tamp
or Miller because Bilco was a holder in due
course.
c. Bilco will be unable to collect from either Tamp
or Miller because of Bilco’s release of the col
lateral.
d. Bilco will be able to collect from Tamp because
Tamp was the original payee.

Special
Yes
No
No
Yes

Restrictive
Yes
No
Yes
No

N92#36. One of the requirements to qualify as a holder
of a negotiable bearer check is that the transferee must
a. Receive the check that was originally made
payable to bearer.
b. Take the check in good faith.
c. Give value for the check.
d. Have possession of the check.
N92#40. A maker of a note will have a real defense
against a holder in due course as a result of any of the
following conditions except
a. Discharge in bankruptcy.
b. Forgery.
c. Fraud in the execution.
d. Lack of consideration.
N92#41. A check has the following endorsements on
the back:
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Items 46 and 47 relate to the following instrument:

Paul Folk
without recourse

May 19, 1991
George Hopkins
payment guaranteed

I promise to pay to the order of A.B. Shark $1,000
(One thousand and one hundred dollars) with inter
est thereon at the rate of 12% per annum.

Ann Quarry
collection guaranteed

T. T. Tile_______________
T. T. Tile

Rachel Ott

Guaranty
Which of the following conditions occurring subsequent
to the endorsements would discharge all of the endorsers?
a. Lack of notice of dishonor.
b. Late presentment.
c. Insolvency of the maker.
d. Certification of the check.

I personally guaranty payment by T. T. Tile.
N. A. Abner
N. A. Abner
46.

The instrument is a
a. Promissory demand note.
b. Sight draft.
c. Check.
d. Trade acceptance.

47.

The instrument is
a. Nonnegotiable even though it is payable on
demand.
b. Nonnegotiable because the numeric amount dif
fers from the written amount.
c. Negotiable even though a payment date is not
specified.
d. Negotiable because of Abner’s guaranty.

M92#46. The following endorsements appear on the
back of a negotiable promissory note made payable “ to
bearer.” Clark has possession of the note.
Pay to Sam North
Alice Fox
Sam North
(without recourse)
Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Clark’s unqualified endorsement is required to
further negotiate the note.
b. To negotiate the note, Clark must have given
value for it.
c. Clark is not a holder because North’s qualified
endorsement makes the note nonnegotiable.
d. Clark can negotiate the note by delivery alone.

N91#48. For a person to be a holder in due course of
a promissory note
a. The note must be payable in U.S. currency to
the holder.
b. The holder must be the payee of the note.
c. The note must be negotiable.
d. All prior holders must have been holders in due
course.

M92#47. To the extent that a holder of a negotiable
promissory note is a holder in due course, the holder
takes the note free of which of the following defenses?
a. Minority of the maker where it is a defense to
enforcement of a contract.
b. Forgery of the maker’s signature.
c. Discharge of the maker in bankruptcy.
d. Nonperformance of a condition precedent.

N91#49. Cobb gave Garson a signed check with the
amount payable left blank. Garson was to fill in, as the
amount, the price of fuel oil Garson was to deliver to
Cobb at a later date. Garson estimated the amount at
$700, but told Cobb it would be no more than $900.
Garson did not deliver the fuel oil, but filled in the amount
of $1,000 on the check. Garson then negotiated the check
to Josephs in satisfaction of a $500 debt with the $500
balance paid to Garson in cash. Cobb stopped payment
and Josephs is seeking to collect $1,000 from Cobb.
Cobb’s maximum liability to Josephs will be
a. $0
b. $ 500
c. $ 900
d. $1,000

M92#48. Which of the following actions does not dis
charge a prior party to a commercial instrument?
a. Good faith payment or satisfaction of the instru
ment.
b. Cancellation of that prior party’s endorsement.
c. The holder’s oral renunciation of that prior par
ty’s liability.
d. The holder’s intentional destruction of the
instrument.

N91#50. A subsequent holder of a negotiable instru
ment may cause the discharge of a prior holder of the
instrument by any of the following actions except
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a.
b.
c.
d.
N90#46.

Unexcused delay in presentment of a time draft.
Procuring certification of a check.
Giving notice of dishonor the day after dis
honor.
Material alteration of a note.

On demand, the undersigned promises to pay to the
order of Ian Wolf

Union Co. possesses the following instrument:

Seven Thousand and 00/ 100 -------------DOLLARS

Holt, MT

$4,000

(Face)
April 17, 1990

April 15, 1990

Elizabeth Quinton
Elizabeth Quinton

Fifty days after date, or sooner, the undersigned
promises to pay to the order of

at

______Union Co.______
Four Thousand
Salem Bank, Holt, MT

______ (Back)______

Dollars

Ian Wolf
Ten percent interest per annum.

Ian Wolf

This instrument is secured by the maker’s business
inventory.

Pay: George Vernon
Samuel Thom

EASY, INC.

Samuel Thom

BY:________ Thomas Foy________
Thomas Foy, President

Pay:

Alan Yule

George Vernon
George Vernon

Assuming all other requirements of negotiability are satis
fied, this instrument is
a. Not negotiable because of a lack of a definite
time for payment.
b. Not negotiable because the amount due is
unspecified.
c. Negotiable because it is secured by the maker’s
inventory.
d. Negotiable because it is payable in a sum cer
tain in money.

_____Alan Yule
Alan Yule

In sequence, beginning with W olf's receipt of the note,
this note is properly characterized as what type of com
mercial paper?
a. Bearer, bearer, order, order, order.
b. Order, bearer, order, order, bearer.
c. Order, order, bearer, order, bearer.
d. Bearer, order, order, order, bearer.

N90#47. A $5,000 promissory note payable to the order
of Neptune is discounted to Bane by blank endorsement
for $4,000. King steals the note from Bane and sells it
to Ott who promises to pay King $4,500. After paying
King $3,000, Ott learns that King stole the note. Ott
makes no further payment to King. Ott is
a. A holder in due course to the extent of $5,000.
b. An ordinary holder to the extent of $4,500.
c. A holder in due course to the extent of $3,000.
d. An ordinary holder to the extent of $0.

M90#35. Which of the following negotiable instruments
is subject to the provisions of the UCC Commercial Paper
Article?
a. Installment note payable on the first day of each
month.
b. Warehouse receipt.
c. Bill of lading payable to order.
d. Corporate bearer bond with a maturity date of
January 1, 1999.

N90#48. A maker of a note will have a valid defense
against a holder in due course as a result of any of the
following conditions except
a. Lack of consideration.
b. Infancy.
c. Forgery.
d. Fraud in the execution.

M90#36. Below is a copy of a note Prestige Properties
obtained from Tim Hart in connection with Hart’s pur
chase of land located in Hunter, MT. The note was given
for the balance due on the purchase and was secured by
a first mortgage on the land.

N90#49. The following note was executed by Elizabeth
Quinton on April 17, 1990 and delivered to Ian Wolf:
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$200,000.00

Peter Mason
Champaign, Illinois

Hunter, MT
November 30, 1989

Pay to the order of Mary Nix or bearer

For value received, six years after date, I prom
ise to pay to the order of Prestige Properties TWO
HUNDRED THOUSAND and 00/100 DOLLARS
with interest at 11% compounded annually until
fully paid. This instrument arises out of the sale of
land located in MT and the law of MT is to be
applied to any question which may arise. It is
secured by a first mortgage on the land conveyed.
It is further agreed that:
1. Maker will pay the costs of collection including
attorney’s fees upon default.
2. Maker may repay the amount outstanding on
any anniversary date of this note.

19 90

4/30

$93.00

Ninety-Three.............................................. -Dollars
Second Bank 0453-0978
Peter Mason

The check is endorsed on the back as follows:
Mary Nix
Pay to John Jacobs
Mark Harris
John Jacobs
(without recourse)

Tim Hart
Tim Hart

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
This note is a
a. Nonnegotiable promissory note because it is
secured by a first mortgage.
b. Negotiable promissory note.
c. Nonnegotiable promissory note because it per
mits prepayment and requires the maker’s pay
ment of the costs of collection and attorney’s
fees.
d. Negotiable investment security under the UCC.

Jacobs gave the check to his son as a gift, who transferred
it to Anchor for $78.00. Which of the following state
ments is correct?
a. The unqualified endorsement of Jacobs was
necessary in order to negotiate the check to his
son.
b. Nix’s endorsement was required to negotiate
the check to any subsequent holder.
c. Anchor does not qualify as a holder because
less than full consideration was given for the
check.
d. The check is bearer paper in Jacobs’ son’s
hands.

M90#38. Bond fraudulently induced Teal to make a
note payable to Wilk, to whom Bond was indebted. Bond
delivered the note to Wilk. Wilk negotiated the instrument
to Monk, who purchased it with knowledge of the fraud
and after it was overdue. If Wilk qualifies as a holder in
due course, which of the following statements is correct?
a. Monk has the standing of a holder in due course
through Wilk.
b. Teal can successfully assert the defense of fraud
in the inducement against Monk.
c. Monk personally qualifies as a holder in due
course.
d. Teal can successfully assert the defense of fraud
in the inducement against Wilk.

N89#40. A trade acceptance is an instrument drawn by
a
a. Seller obligating the seller or designee to make
payment.
b. Buyer obligating the buyer or designee to make
payment.
c. Seller ordering the buyer or designee to make
payment.
d. Buyer ordering the seller or designee to make
payment.
N89#41. For which of the following negotiable instru
ments is a bank not an acceptor?
a. Cashier’s check.
b. Certified check.
c. Certificate of deposit.
d. Bank acceptance.

M90#39. A holder in due course will take free of which
of the following defenses?
a. Infancy, to the extent that it is a defense to a
simple contract.
b. Discharge of the maker in bankruptcy.
c. A wrongful filling-in of the amount payable
that was omitted from the instrument.
d. Duress of a nature that renders the obligation
of the party a nullity.
M90#41.
check:

N89#42. Which of the following is required to make
an instrument negotiable?
a. Stated date of issue.
b. An indorsement by the payee.
c. Stated location for payment.
d. Payment only in legal tender.

Fred Anchor is the holder of the following
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c.

N89#43. Blare bought a house and provided the
required funds in the form of a certified check from a
bank. Which of the following statements correctly
describes the legal liability of Blare and the bank?
a. The bank has accepted; therefore, Blare is with
out liability.
b. The bank has not accepted; therefore, Blare has
primary liability.
c. The bank has accepted, but Blare has secondary
liability.
d. The bank has not accepted, but Blare has sec
ondary liability.

d.

Negotiable even though it makes reference to
the contract out of which it arose.
Negotiable because it is payable at a definite
time.

M89#49. Which one of the following aspects of an oth
erwise negotiable promissory note will render it nonnegotiable?
a. The maker is obligated to pay a sum certain to
the payee but may instead deliver to the payee
goods of equal value.
b. The maker has the right to prepay the note,
subject to a prepayment penalty of 10% of the
amount prepaid.
c. The maker is obligated to pay the payee’s costs
of collection upon default by the maker.
d. The maker intentionally using a rubber stamp
to sign the note.

N89#44. Silver Corp. sold 20 tons of steel to River
Corp. with payment to be by River’s check. The price of
steel was fluctuating daily. Silver requested that the
amount of River’s check be left blank and Silver would fill
in the current market price. River complied with Silver’s
request. Within two days, Silver received River’s check.
Although the market price of 20 tons of steel at the time
Silver received River’s check was $80,000, Silver filled
in the check for $100,000 and negotiated it to Hatch Corp.
Hatch took the check in good faith, without notice of
Silver’s act or any other defense, and in payment of an
antecedent debt. River will
a. Not be liable to Hatch, because the check was
materially altered by Silver.
b. Not be liable to Hatch, because Hatch failed to
give value when it acquired the check from
Silver.
c. Be liable to Hatch for $100,000.
d. Be liable to Hatch, but only for $80,000.

M89#52. Jim Bass is in possession of a negotiable prom
issory note made payable “ to bearer.” Bass acquired the
note from Mary Frank for value. The maker of the note
was Fred Jackson. The following indorsements appear
on the back of the note:

Pay to Jim Bass

(without recourse)
M89#46. On April 2 , 1989, Harris agreed to sell a com
puter to Cross for $390. At the time of delivery, Cross
gave Harris $90 and a written instrument, signed by Cross,
in which Cross promised to pay Harris the balance on
April 20, 1989. The instrument also made a reference to
the sale of the computer. Under the UCC Commercial
Paper Article, the instrument is a
a. Promissory note.
b. Non-negotiable draft.
c. Trade acceptance.
d. Negotiable time draft.

Bass presented the note to Jackson, who refused to pay
it because he was financially unable to do so. Which of
the following statements is correct?
a. Peters is not secondarily liable on the note
because his indorsement was unnecessary for
negotiation.
b. Peters is not secondarily liable to Bass.
c. Frank will probably not be liable to Bass unless
Bass gives notice to Frank of Jackson’s refusal
to pay within a reasonable time.
d. Bass would have had secondary liability to
Peters and Frank if he had not qualified his
indorsement.

M89#48. The following instrument is in the possession
of Bill North:

M89#59. A trade acceptance usually
a. Is an order to deliver goods to a named person.
b. Provides that the drawer is also the payee.
c. Is not regarded as commercial paper under the
UCC.
d. Must be made payable “ to the order o f ’’ a
named person.

On May 30, 1989, I promise to pay Bill
North, the bearer of this document, $1,800.

Joseph Peppers
Re: Auto Purchase Contract

B. Sales
M92

This instrument is
a. Non-negotiable because it is undated.
b. Non-negotiable because it is not payable to
order or bearer.

Items 51 through 53 are based on the following:
On May 2, Lace Corp., an appliance wholesaler, offered
to sell appliances worth $3,000 to Parco, Inc., a household
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appliances retailer. The offer was signed by Lace’s presi
dent, and provided that it would not be withdrawn before
June 1. It also included the shipping terms: “ FOB —
Parco’s warehouse.’’ On May 29, Parco mailed an accep
tance of Lace’s offer. Lace received the acceptance June

I. The warranty must be in writing.
II. The seller must know that the buyer was relying on
the seller in selecting the goods.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.
51. Which of the following statements is correct if Lace
sent Parco a telegram revoking its offer, and Parco
received the telegram on May 25?
a. A contract was formed on May 2.
b. Lace’s revocation effectively terminated its
offer on May 25.
c. Lace’s revocation was ineffective because the
offer could not be revoked before June 1.
d. No contract was formed because Lace received
Parco’s acceptance after June 1.

I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

M92#56. On February 15, Mazur Corp. contracted to
sell 1,000 bushels of wheat to Good Bread, Inc. at $6.00
per bushel with delivery to be made on June 23. On
June 1, Good advised Mazur that it would not accept or
pay for the wheat. On June 2, Mazur sold the wheat to
another customer at the market price of $5.00 per bushel.
Mazur had advised Good that it intended to resell the
wheat. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Mazur can successfully sue Good for the differ
ence between the resale price and the contract
price.
b. Mazur can resell the wheat only after June 23.
c. Good can retract its anticipatory breach at any
time before June 23.
d. Good can successfully sue Mazur for specific
performance.

52. Risk of loss for the appliances will pass to Parco
when they are
a. Identified to the contract.
b. Shipped by Lace.
c. Tendered at Parco’s warehouse.
d. Accepted by Parco.
53. If Lace inadvertently ships the wrong appliances to
Parco and Parco rejects them two days after receipt, title
to the goods will
a. Pass to Parco when they are identified to the
contract.
b. Pass to Parco when they are shipped.
c. Remain with Parco until the goods are returned
to Lace.
d. Revert to Lace when they are rejected by Parco.

M92#57. Under the UCC Sales Article, an action for
breach of the implied warranty of merchantability by a
party who sustains personal injuries may be successful
against the seller of the product only when
a. The seller is a merchant of the product involved.
b. An action based on negligence can also be suc
cessfully maintained.
c. The injured party is in privity of contract with
the seller.
d. An action based on strict liability in tort can
also be successfully maintained.

M92#54. On May 2, Mason orally contracted with
Acme Appliances to buy for $480 a washer and dryer
for household use. Mason and the Acme salesperson
agreed that delivery would be made on July 2. On May 5,
Mason telephoned Acme and requested that the delivery
date be moved to June 2. The Acme salesperson agreed
with this request. On June 2, Acme failed to deliver the
washer and dryer to Mason because of an inventory short
age. Acme advised Mason that it would deliver the appli
ances on July 2 as originally agreed. Mason believes that
Acme has breached its agreement with Mason. Acme
contends that its agreement to deliver on June 2 was not
binding. Acme’s contention is
a. Correct, because Mason is not a merchant and
was buying the applicances for household use.
b. Correct, because the agreement to change the
delivery date was not in writing.
c. Incorrect, because the agreement to change the
delivery date was binding.
d. Incorrect, because Acme’s agreement to change
the delivery date is a firm offer that cannot be
withdrawn by Acme.

M92#58. Morgan is suing the manufacturer, wholesaler,
and retailer for bodily injuries caused by a power saw
Morgan purchased. Which of the following statements is
correct under the theory of strict liability?
a. The manufacturer will avoid liability if it can
show it followed the custom of the industry.
b. Morgan may recover even if he cannot show
any negligence was involved.
c. Contributory negligence on Morgan’s part will
always be a bar to recovery.
d. Privity will be a bar to recovery insofar as the
wholesaler is concerned if the wholesaler did
not have a reasonable opportunity to inspect.
M92#59. Under the UCC Sales Article, a seller will be
entitled to recover the full contract price from the buyer
when the
a. Goods are destroyed after title passed to the
buyer.
b. Goods are destroyed while risk of loss is with
the buyer.
c. Buyer revokes its acceptance of the goods.
d. Buyer rejects some of the goods.

M92#55. Which of the following conditions must be
met for an implied warranty of fitness for a particular
purpose to arise in connection with a sale of goods?
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c.

M92#60. Which of the following factors result(s) in an
express warranty with respect to a sale of goods?
I.
II.

d.

The seller’s description of the goods as part of the
basis of the bargain.
The seller selects goods knowing the buyer’s
intended use.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Is breached if the goods are not fit for all pur
poses for which the buyer intends to use the
goods.
Must be part of the basis of the bargain to be
binding on the seller.

M91#51. Yost Corp., a computer manufacturer, con
tracted to sell 15 computers to Ivor Corp., a computer
retailer. The contract specified that delivery was to be
made by truck to Ivor’s warehouse. Instead, Yost shipped
the computers by rail. When Ivor claimed that Yost did
not comply with the contract, Yost told Ivor that there
had been a trucker’s strike when the goods were shipped.
Ivor refused to pay for the computers. Under these circum
stances, Ivor
a. Is obligated to pay for the computers because
Yost made a valid substituted performance.
b. Is obligated to pay for the computers because
title to them passed to Ivor when Ivor received
them.
c. May return the computers and avoid paying for
them because of the way Yost delivered them.
d. May return the computers and avoid paying for
them because the contract was void under the
theory of commercial impracticability.

I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

M91#43. Under the UCC Sales Article, which of the
following statements is correct concerning a contract
involving a merchant seller and a non-merchant buyer?
a. Only the seller is obligated to perform the con
tract in good faith.
b. The contract will be either a sale or return or
sale on approval contract.
c. The contract may not involve the sale of per
sonal property with a price of more than $500.
d. Whether the UCC Sales Article is applicable
does not depend on the price of the goods
involved.

M91#52. Gray Fabricating Co. and Pine Corp. agreed
orally that Pine would custom manufacture a processor
for Gray at a price of $80,000. After Pine completed the
work at a cost of $60,000, Gray notified Pine that the
processor was no longer needed. Pine is holding the proc
essor and has requested payment from Gray. Pine has
been unable to resell the processor for any price. Pine
incurred storage fees of $1,000. If Gray refuses to pay
Pine and Pine sues Gray, the most Pine will be entitled
to recover is
a. $60,000
b. $61,000
c. $80,000
d. $81,000

M91#48. With respect to the sale of goods, the warranty
of title
a. Applies only if the seller is a merchant.
b. Applies only if it is in writing and signed by
the seller.
c. Provides that the seller deliver the goods free
from any lien of which the buyer lacked knowl
edge when the contract was made.
d. Provides that the seller cannot disclaim the war
ranty if the sale is made to a bona fide purchaser
for value.
M91#49. Under a contract governed by the UCC Sales
Article, which of the following statements is correct?
a. Unless both the seller and the buyer are mer
chants, neither party is obligated to perform the
contract in good faith.
b. The contract will not be enforceable if it fails
to expressly specify a time and a place for
delivery of the goods.
c. The seller may be excused from performance
if the goods are accidentally destroyed before
the risk of loss passes to the buyer.
d. If the price of the goods is less than $500, the
goods need not be identified to the contract for
title to pass to the buyer.

M91#53. To establish a cause of action based on strict
liability in tort for personal injuries resulting from using
a defective product, one of the elements the plaintiff must
prove is that the seller (defendant)
a. Defectively designed the product.
b. Was engaged in the business of selling the
product.
c. Was in privity of contract with the plaintiff.
d. Failed to exercise due care.
M91#54. West purchased a painting from Noll, who is
not in the business of selling art. Noll tendered delivery
of the painting after receiving payment in full from West.
West informed Noll that West would be unable to take
possession of the painting until later that day. Thieves
stole the painting before West returned. The risk of loss
a. Remained with Noll, because West had not yet
received the painting.
b. Remained with Noll, because the parties agreed
on a later time of delivery.

M91#50. Under the UCC Sales Article, the implied war
ranty of merchantability
a. May be disclaimed by a seller’s oral statement
that mentions merchantability.
b. Arises only in contracts involving a merchant
seller and a merchant buyer.
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c.
d.

M90#44. Cey Corp. entered into a contract to sell parts
to Deck, Ltd. The contract provided that the goods would
be shipped ‘‘F.O.B. Cey’s warehouse.” Cey shipped parts
different from those specified in the contract. Deck
rejected the parts. A few hours after Deck informed Cey
that the parts were rejected, they were destroyed by fire
in Deck’s warehouse. Cey believed that the parts were
conforming to the contract. Which of the following state
ments is correct?
a. Regardless of whether the parts were conform
ing, Deck will bear the loss because the contract
was a shipment contract.
b. If the parts were nonconforming, Deck had the
right to reject them, but the risk of loss remains
with Deck until Cey takes possession of the
parts.
c. If the parts were conforming, risk of loss does
not pass to Deck until a reasonable period of
time after they are delivered to Deck.
d. If the parts were nonconforming, Cey will bear
the risk of loss, even though the contract was
a shipment contract.

Passed to West at the time the contract was
formed and payment was made.
Passed to West on Noll’s tender of delivery.

M91
Items 55 and 56 are based on the following:
Lazur Corp. agreed to purchase 100 radios from Wizard
Suppliers, Inc. Wizard is a wholesaler of small home
appliances and Lazur is an appliance retailer. The contract
required Wizard to ship the radios to Lazur by common
carrier, “ F.O.B. Wizard Suppliers, Inc. Loading Dock.”
55. Risk of loss for the radios during shipment to Lazur
would be on
a. Lazur, because the risk of loss passes when the
radios are delivered to the carrier.
b. Wizard, because the risk of loss passes only
when Lazur receives the radios.
c. Wizard, because it is a shipment contract.
d. Lazur, because title to the radios passes to Lazur
at the time of shipment.
56.

M90#45. Pulse Corp. maintained a warehouse where it
stored its manufactured goods. Pulse received an order
from Star. Shortly after Pulse identified the goods to be
shipped to Star, but before moving them to the loading
dock, a fire destroyed the warehouse and its contents.
With respect to the goods, which of the following state
ments is correct?
a. Pulse has title but no insurable interest.
b. Star has title and an insurable interest.
c. Pulse has title and an insurable interest.
d. Star has title but no insurable interest.

Under the UCC Sales Article
a. Title to the radios passes to Lazur at the time
they are delivered to the carrier, even if the
goods are nonconforming.
b. Lazur must inspect the radios at the time of
delivery or waive any defects and the right to
sue for breach of contract.
c. Wizard must pay the freight expense associated
with the shipment of the radios to Lazur.
d. Lazur would have the right to reject any ship
ment if Wizard fails to notify Lazur that the
goods have been shipped.

M90#42. Under the UCC Sales Article, the warranty of
title may be excluded by
a. Merchants or non-merchants provided the
exclusion is in writing.
b. Non-merchant sellers only.
c. The seller’s statement that it is selling only such
right or title that it has.
d. Use of an ‘‘as is” disclaimer.

M90#46. Jefferson Hardware ordered three hundred
Ram hammers from Ajax Hardware. Ajax accepted the
order in writing. On the final date allowed for delivery,
Ajax discovered it did not have enough Ram hammers
to fill the order. Instead, Ajax sent three hundred Strong
hammers. Ajax stated on the invoice that the shipment was
sent only as an accommodation. Which of the following
statements is correct?
a. Ajax’s note of accommodation cancels the con
tract between Jefferson and Ajax.
b. Jefferson’s order can only be accepted by
Ajax’s shipment of the goods ordered.
c. Ajax’s shipment of Strong hammers is a breach
of contract.
d. Ajax’s shipment of Strong hammers is a count
eroffer and no contract exists between Jefferson
and Ajax.

M90#43. An important factor in determining if an
express warranty has been created is whether the
a. Statements made by the seller became part of
the basis of the bargain.
b. Sale was made by a merchant in the regular
course of business.
c. Statements made by the seller were in writing.
d. Seller intended to create a warranty.

M90#47. On September 10, Bell Corp. entered into a
contract to purchase 50 lamps from Glow Manufacturing.
Bell prepaid 40% of the purchase price. Glow became
insolvent on September 19 before segregating, in its
inventory, the lamps to be delivered to Bell. Bell will
not be able to recover the lamps because
a. Bell is regarded as a merchant.
b. The lamps were not identified to the contract.

M90#40. To satisfy the UCC Statute of Frauds regard
ing the sale of goods, which of the following must gener
ally be in writing?
a. Designation of the parties as buyer and seller.
b. Delivery terms.
c. Quantity of the goods.
d. Warranties to be made.
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Glow became insolvent fewer than 10 days after
receipt of Bell’s prepayment.
Bell did not pay the fu ll price at the time of
purchase.

c.
d.

N89#45. Which of the following factors is least
important in determining whether a manufacturer is
strictly liable in tort for a defective product?
a. The negligence of the manufacturer.
b. The contributory negligence of the plaintiff.
c. Modifications to the product by the wholesaler.
d. Whether the product caused injuries.
N89#46. Cookie Co. offered to sell Distrib Markets
20,000 pounds of cookies at $1.00 per pound, subject to
certain specified terms for delivery. Distrib replied in
writing as follows:

Wolfe, unless Aston breached the contract.
Aston, because Wolfe had not yet taken posses
sion of the table.

N89#51. Mayker, Inc. and Oylco contracted to have
Oylco be the exclusive provider of Mayker’s fuel oil for
three months. The stated price was subject to increases
of up to a total of 10% if the market price increased. The
market price rose 25% and Mayker tripled its normal
order. Oylco seeks to avoid performance. Olyco’s best
argument in support of its position is that
a. There was no meeting of the minds.
b. The contract was unconscionable.
c. The quantity was not definite and certain
enough.
d. Mayker ordered amounts of oil unreasonably
greater than its normal requirements.
N89#52. Under the UCC Sales Article, if a buyer
wrongfully rejects goods, the aggrieved seller may

‘‘We accept your offer for 20,000 pounds of
cookies at $1.00 per pound, weighing scale
to have valid city certificate.”
Under the UCC
a. A contract was formed between the parties.
b. A contract will be formed only if Cookie agrees
to the weighing scale requirement.
c. No contract was formed because Distrib
included the weighing scale requirement in its
reply.
d. No contract was formed because Distrib’s reply
was a counteroffer.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Resell the goods
and sue for damages
Yes
Yes
No
No

Cancel the
agreement
Yes
No
Yes
No

M89#54. With regard to a contract governed by the
UCC Sales Article, which one of the following statements
is correct?
a. Merchants and non-merchants are treated alike.
b. The contract may involve the sale of any type
of personal property.
c. The obligations of the parties to the contract
must be performed in good faith.
d. The contract must involve the sale of goods for
a price of more than $500.

N89#47. DaGama bought a used boat from Magellan
Marina, which disclaimed ‘‘any and all warranties” in
connection with the sale. Magellan was unaware that the
boat had been stolen from Colon. DaGama surrendered
it to Colon when confronted with proof of the theft.
DaGama sued Magellan. Who is likely to prevail and
why?
a. Magellan, because of the general disclaimer.
b. Magellan, because it was unaware of the theft.
c. DaGama, because the warranty of title has been
breached.
d. DaGama, because Magellan is a merchant.

M89
Items 55 through 58 are based on the following:
Lazur Corp. entered into a contract with Baker Suppliers,
Inc. to purchase a used word processor from Baker. Lazur
is engaged in the business of selling new and used word
processors to the general public. The contract required
Baker to ship the goods to Lazur by common carrier
pursuant to the following provision in the contract:
‘‘F.O.B. — Baker Suppliers, Inc. loading dock.” Baker
also represented in the contract that the word processor
had been used for only 10 hours by its previous owner.
The contract included the provision that the word proces
sor was being sold ‘‘as is” and this provision was in a
larger and different type style than the remainder of the
contract.

N89#48. Which of the following factors is most
important in deciding who bears the risk of loss between
merchants when goods are destroyed during shipment?
a. The agreement of the parties.
b. Whether the goods are perishable.
c. Who has title at the time of the loss.
d. The terms of applicable insurance policies.
N89#49. On Monday, Wolfe paid Aston Co., a furniture
retailer, $500 for a table. On Thursday, Aston notified
Wolfe that the table was ready to be picked up. On Satur
day, while Aston was still in possession of the table, it
was destroyed in a fire. Who bears the loss of the table?
a. Wolfe, because Wolfe had title to the table at
the time of loss.
b. Aston, unless Wolfe is a merchant.

55. With regard to the contract between Lazur and
Baker,
a. An implied warranty of merchantability does
not arise unless both Lazur and Baker are mer
chants.
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On March 15, Easy filed the security agreement. On what
date did Easy’s security interest attach?
a. March 1.
b. March 5.
c. March 10.
d. March 15.

The ‘‘as is’’ provision effectively disclaims the
implied warranty of title.
No express warranties are created by the con
tract.
The ‘‘as is’’ provision would not prevent Baker
from being liable for a breach of any express
warranties created by the contract.

M93#47. Mars, Inc. manufactures and sells VCRs on
credit directly to wholesalers, retailers, and consumers.
Mars can perfect its security interest in the VCRs it sells
without having to file a financing statement or take pos
session of the VCRs if the sale is made to
a. Retailers.
b. Wholesalers that sell to distributors for resale.
c. Consumers.
d. Wholesalers that sell to buyers in the ordinary
course of business.

56. For this item only, assume that during shipment to
Lazur the word processor was seriously damaged when
the carrier’s truck was involved in an accident. When the
carrier attempted to deliver the word processor, Lazur
rejected it and has refused to pay Baker the purchase
price. Under the UCC Sales Article,
a. Lazur rightfully rejected the damaged com
puter.
b. The risk of loss for the computer was on Lazur
during shipment.
c. At the time of the accident, risk of loss for the
computer was on Baker because title to the
computer had not yet passed to Lazur.
d. Lazur will not be liable to Baker for the pur
chase price of the computer because of the
F.O.B. provision in the contract.

M93#48. Which of the following transactions would
illustrate a secured party perfecting its security interest
by taking possession of the collateral?
a. A bank receiving a mortgage on real property.
b. A wholesaler borrowing to purchase inventory.
c. A consumer borrowing to buy a car.
d. A pawnbroker lending money.

57. For this item only, assume that the contract between
Lazur and Baker is otherwise silent. Under the UCC Sales
Article,
a. Lazur must pay Baker the purchase price before
Baker is required to ship the word processor to
Lazur.
b. Baker does not warrant that it owns the word
processor.
c. Lazur will be entitled to inspect the word proc
essor before it accepts or pays for it.
d. Title to the word processor passes to Lazur
when it takes physical possession.

M93#49. A party who filed a security interest in inven
tory on April 1, 1993, would have a superior interest to
which of the following parties?
a. A holder of a mechanic’s lien whose lien was
filed on March 15, 1993.
b. A holder of a purchase money security interest
in after acquired property filed on March 20,
1993.
c. A purchaser in the ordinary course of business
who purchased on April 10, 1993.
d. A judgment lien creditor who filed its judgment
on April 15, 1993.

58. For this item only, assume that Lazur refused to
accept the word processor even though it was in all
respects conforming to the contract and that the contract
is otherwise silent. Under the UCC Sales Article,
a. Baker can successfully sue for specific perfor
mance and make Lazur accept and pay for the
word processor.
b. Baker may resell the word processor to another
buyer.
c. Baker must sue for the difference between the
market value of the word processor and the
contract price plus its incidental damages.
d. Baker cannot successfully sue for consequential
damages unless it attempts to resell the word
processor.
C.

M93#50. Under the UCC Secured Transactions Article,
which of the following statements is correct concerning
the disposition of collateral by a secured creditor after a
debtor’s default?
a. A good faith purchaser for value and without
knowledge of any defects in the sale takes free
of any subordinate liens or security interests.
b. The debtor may not redeem the collateral after
the default.
c. Secured creditors with subordinate claims
retain the right to redeem the collateral after
the collateral is sold to a third party.
d. The collateral may only be disposed of at a
public sale.

Secured Transactions

N92#45. Under the UCC Secured Transactions Article,
which of the following conditions must be satisfied for
a security interest to attach?
a. The debtor must have title to the collateral.
b. The debtor must agree to the creation of the
security interest.

M93#46. On March 1, Green went to Easy Car Sales
to buy a car. Green spoke to a salesperson and agreed to
buy a car that Easy had in its showroom. On March 5,
Green made a $500 downpayment and signed a security
agreement to secure the payment of the balance of the
purchase price. On March 10, Green picked up the car.
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The creditor must be in possession of part of
the collateral.
The creditor must properly file a financing
statement.
a.
b.
c.
d.

N92#46. Under the UCC Secured Transactions Article,
when collateral is in a secured party’s possession, which
of the following conditions must also be satisfied to have
attachment?
a. There must be a written security agreement.
b. The public must be notified.
c. The secured party must receive consideration.
d. The debtor must have rights to the collateral.

Peacefully
Sell the goods
repossess the Reduce the and apply the
goods without claim to a proceeds toward
judicial process judgment
the debt
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

M91#57. Pix Co., which is engaged in the business of
selling appliances, borrowed $18,000 from Lux Bank.
Pix executed a promissory note for that amount and
pledged all of its customer installment receivables as
collateral for the loan. Pix executed a security agreement
that described the collateral, but Lux did not file a financ
ing statement. With respect to this transaction
a. Attachment of the security interest did not
occur because Pix failed to file a financing
statement.
b. Perfection of the security interest occurred
despite Lux’s failure to file a financing state
ment.
c. Attachment of the security interest took place
when the loan was made and Pix executed the
security agreement.
d. Perfection of the security interest did not occur
because accounts receivable are intangibles.

N92#47. Under the UCC Secured Transactions Article,
what is the effect of perfecting a security interest by filing
a financing statement?
a. The secured party can enforce its security inter
est against the debtor.
b. The secured party has permanent priority in the
collateral even if the collateral is removed to
another state.
c. The debtor is protected against all other parties
who acquire an interest in the collateral after
the filing.
d. The secured party has priority in the collateral
over most creditors who acquire a security
interest in the same collateral after the filing.

M91#58. Carr Corp. sells VCRs and video tapes to the
public. Carr sold and delivered a VCR to Sutter on credit.
Sutter executed and delivered to Carr a promissory note
for the purchase price and a security agreement covering
the VCR. Sutter purchased the VCR for personal use.
Carr did not file a financing statement. Is Carr’s security
interest perfected?
a. No, because the VCR was a consumer good.
b. No, because Carr failed to file a financing state
ment.
c. Yes, because Carr retained ownership of the
VCR.
d. Yes, because it was perfected at the time of
attachment.

N92#48. A secured creditor wants to file a financing
statement to perfect its security interest. Under the UCC
Secured Transactions Article, which of the following
must be included in the financing statement?
a. A listing or description of the collateral.
b. An after-acquired property provision.
c. The creditor’s signature.
d. The collateral’s location.
N92#49. On July 8, Ace, a refrigerator wholesaler, pur
chased 50 refrigerators. This comprised Ace’s entire
inventory and was financed under an agreement with
Rome Bank that gave Rome a security interest in all
refrigerators on Ace’s premises, all future acquired refrig
erators, and the proceeds of sales. On July 12, Rome
filed a financing statement that adequately identified the
collateral. On August 15, Ace sold one refrigerator to
Cray for personal use and four refrigerators to Zone Co.
for its business. Which of the following statements is
correct?
a. The refrigerators sold to Zone will be subject
to Rome’s security interest.
b. The refrigerator sold to Cray will not be subject
to Rome’s security interest.
c. The security interest does not include the pro
ceeds from the sale of the refrigerators to Zone.
d. The security interest may not cover afteracquired property even if the parties agree.

M91#59. On June 15, Harper purchased equipment for
$100,000 from Imperial Corp. for use in its manufacturing
process. Harper paid for the equipment with funds bor
rowed from Eastern Bank. Harper gave Eastern a security
agreement and financing statement covering Harper’s
existing and after-acquired equipment. On June 21,
Harper was petitioned involuntarily into bankruptcy under
Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. A bankruptcy
trustee was appointed. On June 23, Eastern filed the
financing statement. Which of the parties will have a
superior security interest in the equipment?
a. The trustee in bankruptcy, because the filing
of the financing statement after the commence
ment of the bankruptcy case would be deemed
a preferential transfer.
b. The trustee in bankruptcy, because the trustee
became a lien creditor before Eastern perfected
its security interest.

N92#50. Under the UCC Secured Transactions Article,
if a debtor is in default under a payment obligation secured
by goods, the secured party has the right to
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c.

Eastern, because it had a perfected purchase
money security interest without having to file
a financing statement.
Eastern, because it perfected its security interest
within the permissible time limits.

d.

Debtor must be denied all rights in the collat
eral.
Creditor must take and hold the collateral.

N89#53. Perfection of a security interest permits the
secured party to protect its interest by
a. Avoiding the need to file a financing statement.
b. Preventing another creditor from obtaining a
security interest in the same collateral.
c. Establishing priority over the claims of most
subsequent secured creditors.
d. Denying the debtor the right to possess the
collateral.

M91#60. Wine purchased a computer using the pro
ceeds of a loan from MJC Finance Company. Wine gave
MJC a security interest in the computer. Wine executed
a security agreement and financing statement, which was
filed by MJC. Wine used the computer to monitor Wine’s
personal investments. Later, Wine sold the computer to
Jacobs, for Jacobs’ family use. Jacobs was unaware of
MJC’s security interest. Wine now is in default under
the MJC loan. May MJC repossess the computer from
Jacobs?
a. No, because Jacobs was unaware of the MJC
security interest.
b. No, because Jacobs intended to use the com
puter for family or household purposes.
c. Yes, because MJC’s security interest was per
fected before Jacobs’ purchase.
d. Yes, because Jacobs’ purchase of the computer
made Jacobs personally liable to MJC.

N89#54. Roth and Dixon both claim a security interest
in the same collateral. Roth’s security interest attached
on January 1 , 1989, and was perfected by filing on March
1, 1989. Dixon’s security interest attached on February
1, 1989, and was perfected on April 1, 1989, by taking
possession of the collateral. Which of the following state
ments is correct?
a. Roth’s security interest has priority because
Roth perfected before Dixon perfected.
b. Dixon’s security interest has priority because
Dixon’s interest attached before Roth’s interest
was perfected.
c. Roth’s security interest has priority because
Roth’s security interest attached before Dixon’s
security interest attached.
d. Dixon’s security interest has priority because
Dixon is in possession of the collateral.

M90#51. Vista is a wholesale seller of microwave
ovens. Vista sold 50 microwave ovens to Davis Appliance
for $20,000. Davis paid $5,000 down and signed a promis
sory note for the balance. Davis also executed a security
agreement giving Vista a security interest in Davis’ inven
tory, including the ovens. Vista perfected its security
interest by properly filing a financing statement in the
state of Whiteacre. Six months later, Davis moved its
business to the state of Blackacre, taking the ovens. On
arriving in Blackacre, Davis secured a loan from Grange
Bank and signed a security agreement putting up all
inventory (including the ovens) as collateral. Grange per
fected its security interest by properly filing a financing
statement in the state of Blackacre. Two months after
arriving in Blackacre, Davis went into default on both
debts. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Grange’s security interest is superior because
Grange had no actual notice of Vista’s security
interest.
b. Vista’s security interest is superior even though
at the time of Davis’ default Vista had not
perfected its security interest in the state of
Blackacre.
c. Grange’s security interest is superior because
Vista’s time to file a financing statement in
Blackacre had expired prior to Grange’s filing.
d. Vista’s security interest is superior provided it
repossesses the ovens before Grange does.

N89#55. Under the UCC Secured Transactions Article,
if a debtor is in default under a payment obligation secured
by goods, the secured party has the right to

a.
b.
c.
d.

Sell the goods Take possession
Reduce the and apply the
of the goods
claim to a proceeds toward without judicial
judgment
the debt
process
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

M89#47. Acorn Marina, Inc. sells and services boat
motors. On April 1, 1989, Acorn financed the purchase
of its entire inventory with GAC Finance Company. GAC
required Acorn to execute a security agreement and
financing statement covering the inventory and proceeds
of sale. On April 14, 1989, GAC properly filed the financ
ing statement pursuant to the UCC Secured Transactions
Article. On April 27, 1989, Acorn sold one of the motors
to Wilks for use in his charter business. Wilks, who
had once worked for Acorn, knew that Acorn regularly
financed its inventory with GAC. Acorn has defaulted
on its obligations to GAC. The motor purchased by Wilks
is
a. Subject to the GAC security interest because
Wilks should have known that GAC financed
the inventory purchase by Acorn.

N89#50. Under the UCC Secured Transactions Article,
for a security interest to attach, the
a. Debtor must agree to the creation of the security
interest.
b. Creditor must properly file a financing state
ment.
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b.
c.
d.

Subject to the GAC security interest because
Wilks purchased the motor for a commercial
use.
Not subject to the GAC security interest
because Wilks is regarded as a buyer in the
ordinary course of Acorn’s business.
Not subject to the GAC security interest
because GAC failed to file the financing state
ment until more than 10 days after April 1,
1989.

thereof. The parties signed a financing statement that
described the collateral and it was filed in the appropriate
state office. Bum subsequently defaulted in the repayment
of the loan and Howard attempted to enforce its security
interest. Bum contended that Howard’s security interest
was unenforceable. In addition, Green, who subsequently
gave credit to Bum without knowledge of Howard’s secu
rity interest, is also attempting to defeat Howard’s alleged
security interest, The security interest in question is valid
with respect to
a. Both Bum and Green.
b. Neither Burn nor Green.
c. Bum but not Green.
d. Green but not Bum.

M89#60. Bum Manufacturing borrowed $500,000 from
Howard Finance Co., secured by Burn’s present and
future inventory, accounts receivable, and the proceeds

VII.
A.

Property
M93#55. In general, which of the following statements
is correct with respect to a real estate mortgage?
a. The mortgage may not be given to secure an
antecedent debt.
b. The mortgage must contain the actual amount
of the underlying debt.
c. The mortgage must be signed by both the mort
gagor (borrower) and mortgagee (lender).
d. The mortgagee may assign the mortgage to a
third party without the mortgagor’s consent.

Real Property

M93#51. On July 1 , 1992, Quick, Onyx, and Nash were
deeded a piece of land as tenants in common. The deed
provided that Quick owned ½ the property and Onyx
and Nash owned ¼ each. If Nash dies, the property will
be owned as follows:
a. Quick ½ , Onyx ½ .
b. Quick ⅝ , Onyx ⅜ .
c. Quick ⅓ , Onyx ⅓ , Nash’s heirs ⅓ .
d. Quick ½ , Onyx ¼ , Nash’s heirs ¼ .

M93#56. Fern purchased property from Nix for
$150,000. Fern obtained a $90,000 loan from Jet Bank
to finance the purchase, executing a promissory note and
mortgage. By recording the mortgage, Jet protects its
a. Priority against a previously filed real estate
tax lien on the property.
b. Priority against all parties having earlier claims
to the property.
c. Rights against the claims of subsequent bona
fide purchasers for value.
d. Rights against Fern under the promissory note.

M93#52. Which of the following unities (elements) are
required to establish a joint tenancy?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Time
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Title
Yes
Yes
No
No

Interest
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Possession
Yes
No
Yes
No

M93#53. Which of the following warranties is (are)
contained in a general warranty deed?
I.
II.

M93#57. On May 1, 1991, Chance bought a piece of
property by taking subject to an existing unrecorded mort
gage held by Hay Bank. On April 1, 1992, Chance bor
rowed money from Link Finance and gave Link a
mortgage on the property. Link did not know about the
Hay mortgage and did not record its mortgage until July
1, 1992. On June 1, 1992, Chance borrowed money from
Zone Bank and gave Zone a mortgage on the same prop
erty. Zone knew about the Link mortgage but did not
know about the Hay mortgage. Zone recorded its mort
gage on June 15, 1992. Which mortgage would have
priority if these transactions took place in a notice-race
jurisdiction?
a. The Hay mortgage because it was first in time.
b. The Link mortgage because Zone had notice
of the Link mortgage.
c. The Zone mortgage because it was the first
recorded mortgage.
d. The Zone and Link mortgages share priority
because neither had notice of the Hay mortgage.

The grantor has the right to convey the property.
The grantee will not be disturbed in possession of
the property by the grantor or some third party’s
lawful claim of ownership.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I only.
II only.
I and II.
Neither I nor II.

M93#54. A standard title insurance policy will generally
insure that.
a. There are no other deeds to the property.
b. The purchaser has good record title as of the
policy’s date.
c. All taxes and assessments are paid.
d. The insurance protection will be transferable to
a subsequent purchaser.
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b.

M93#58. A mortgagor’s right of redemption will be
terminated by a judicial foreclosure sale unless
a. The proceeds from the sale are not sufficient
to fully satisfy the mortgage debt.
b. The mortgage instrument does not provide for
a default sale.
c. The mortgagee purchases the property for mar
ket value.
d. The jurisdiction has enacted a statutory right
of redemption.

c.
d.

N92
Items 58 through 60 are based on the following:
On February 1, Frost bought a building from Elgin, Inc.
for $250,000. To complete the purchase, Frost borrowed
$200,000 from Independent Bank and gave Independent
a mortgage for that amount; gave Elgin a second mortgage
for $25,000; and paid $25,000 in cash. Independent
recorded its mortgage on February 2 and Elgin recorded
its mortgage on March 12.

N92#51. Which of the following would change if an
asset is treated as personal property rather than as real
property?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Requirements
for transfer
Yes
No
Yes
No

Be recorded to validate the mortgagee’s rights
against the mortgagor.
Contain a description of the real estate covered
by the mortgage.
Contain the actual amount of the underlying
debt and the interest rate.

Creditor’s
rights
No
Yes
Yes
No

The following transaction also took place:

N92#52. Sklar, Rich, and Cey own a building as joint
tenants with the right of survivorship. Sklar gave Sklar’s
interest in the building to Marsh by executing and deliv
ering a deed to Marsh. Neither Rich nor Cey consented
to this transfer. Rich and Cey subsequently died. After
their deaths, Marsh’s interest in the building would consist
of
a. A ⅓ interest as a tenant in common.
b. A ⅓ interest as a joint tenant.
c. Total ownership due to the deaths of Rich and
Cey.
d. No interest because Rich and Cey did not con
sent to the transfer.

•

On March 1, Frost gave Scott a $20,000 mortgage
on the building to secure a personal loan Scott had
previously made to Frost.

•

On March 10, Scott recorded this mortgage.

•

On March 15, Scott learned about both prior mort
gages.

•

On June 1, Frost stopped making payments on all the
mortgages.

•

On August 1, the mortgages were foreclosed. Frost,
on that date, owed Independent, $195,000; Elgin,
$24,000; and Scott, $19,000.

A judicial sale of the building resulted in proceeds
of $220,000 after expenses were deducted. The above
transactions took place in a notice-race jurisdiction.

N92#53. Which of the following forms of tenancy will
be created if a tenant stays in possession of the leased
premises without the landlord’s consent, after the tenant’s
one-year written lease expires?
a. Tenancy at will.
b. Tenancy for years.
c. Tenancy from period to period.
d. Tenancy at sufferance.
N92#54. For a deed to be effective between the pur
chaser and seller of real estate, one of the conditions is
that the deed must
a. Contain the signatures of the seller and pur
chaser.
b. Contain the actual sales price.
c. Be delivered by the seller with an intent to
transfer title.
d. Be recorded within the permissible statutory
time limits.

58.

What amount of the proceeds will Scott receive?
a. $0
b. $ 1,000
c. $12,500
d. $19,000

59.

Why would Scott receive this amount?
a. Scott knew of the Elgin mortgage.
b. Scott’s mortgage was recorded before Elgin’s
and before Scott knew of Elgin’s mortgage.
c. Elgin’s mortgage was first in time.
d. After Independent is fully paid, Elgin and Scott
share the remaining proceeds equally.

60. Frost may redeem the property before the judicial
sale only if
a. There is a statutory right of redemption.
b. It is probable that the sale price will result in
a deficiency.
c. All mortgages are paid in full.
d. All mortgagees are paid a penalty fee.

N92#55. Generally, in addition to being in writing, a
real estate mortgage must
a. Be signed by both the mortgagor and mort
gagee.
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N91#57. Which of the following is correct regarding
foreclosure of a purchase money mortgage by judicial
sale of the property?
a. The mortgagor has the right to any remaining
sale proceeds after the mortgagee is paid.
b. The purchaser at the sale is liable for any defi
ciency owed the mortgagee.
c. The court must confirm any price received at
the sale.
d. The mortgagor can never be liable for a defi
ciency owed the mortgagee.

N91#51. A tenant’s personal property will become a
fixture and belong to the landlord if its removal would
a. Increase the value of the personal property.
b. Cause a material change to the personal prop
erty.
c. Result in substantial harm to the landlord’s
property.
d. Change the use of the landlord’s property back
to its prior use.
N91#52. Konrad, Van, and Star own a parcel of land
as joint tenants with right of survivorship. Konrad’s inter
est was sold to Dawson. As a result of the sale from
Konrad to Dawson,
a. Van and Star each own one-third of the land
as tenants in common.
b. Van, Star, and Dawson each own one-third of
the land as joint tenants.
c. Dawson owns one-third of the land as a joint
tenant.
d. Dawson owns one-third of the land as a tenant
in common.

N91#58. Wyn bought real estate from Duke and gave
Duke a purchase money mortgage. Duke forgot to record
the mortgage. Two months later, Wyn gave a mortgage
on the same property to Goode to secure a property
improvement loan. Goode recorded this mortgage nine
days later. Goode knew about the Duke mortgage. If these
events took place in a notice-race statute jurisdiction,
which mortgage would have priority?
a. Duke’s, because it was the first mortgage given.
b. Duke’s, because Goode knew of the Duke mort
gage.
c. Goode’s, because it was the first mortgage
recorded.
d. Goode’s, because it was recorded within ten
days.

N91#53. To be enforceable, a residential real estate
lease must
a. Require the tenant to obtain liability insurance.
b. Entitle the tenant to exclusive possession of the
leased property.
c. Specify a due date for rent.
d. Be in writing.

N90#51. Jones and Newton each own a one-half interest
in certain real property as tenants in common. Jones’
interest
a. Will pass by operation of law to Newton on
Jones’ death.
b. Will pass on Jones’ death to Jones’ heirs.
c. May not be transferred during Jones’ lifetime.
d. Is considered a life estate.

N91#54. A purchaser who obtains real estate title insur
ance will
a. Have coverage for the title exceptions listed in
the policy.
b. Be insured against all defects of record other
than those excepted in the policy.
c. Have coverage for title defects that result from
events that happen after the effective date of
the policy.
d. Be entitled to transfer the policy to subsequent
owners.
N91#55.
a.
b.
c.
d.

N90#52. Bronson is a residential tenant with a 10-year
written lease. In the absence of specific provisions in the
lease to the contrary, which of the following statements
is correct?
a. The premises may not be sublet for less than
the full remaining lease term.
b. Bronson may not assign the lease.
c. The landlord’s death will automatically termi
nate the lease.
d. Bronson’s purchase of the property will termi
nate the lease.

A mortgage on real property must
Be acknowledged by the mortgagee.
State the exact amount of the debt.
State the consideration given for the mortgage.
Be delivered to the mortgagee.

N91#56. If a mortgagee fails to record its mortgage in
a jurisdiction with a notice-race recording statute,
a. A subsequent recording mortgagee who has no
knowledge of the prior mortgage will have a
superior security interest.
b. A subsequent recording mortgagee who has
knowledge of the prior mortgage will have a
superior security interest.
c. A subsequent purchaser for value who has no
knowledge of the mortgage will take the prop
erty subject to the mortgage.
d. A subsequent purchaser for value who has
knowledge of the mortgage will take the prop
erty free of the prior Security interest.

N90#53. Unless an exception to title is noted in the title
insurance policy, a title insurance company will be liable
to a land purchaser for
a. Closing costs.
b. Recorded easements.
c. Unrecorded assessments.
d. Zoning violations.
N90#54. Sklar Corp. owns a factory that has a fair
market value of $90,000. Dall Bank holds an $80,000
first mortgage and Rice Finance holds a $20,000 second
mortgage on the factory. Sklar has discontinued payments
to Dall and Rice, who have foreclosed on their mortgages.
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If the factory is properly sold to Bond at a judicial sale
for $90,000, after expenses,
a. Rice will receive $10,000 out of the proceeds.
b. Dall will receive $77,500 out of the proceeds.
c. Bond will take the factory subject to the unsatis
fied portion of any mortgage.
d. Rice has a right of redemption after the judicial
sale.
N90#55. To be enforceable against the mortgagor, a
mortgage must meet all the following requirements
except
a. Be delivered to the mortgagee.
b. Be in writing and signed by the mortgagor.
c. Be recorded by the mortgagee.
d. Include a description of the debt and land
involved.
N90#56.
property
a.
b.
c.
d.

c.
d.

Unaffiliated corporation.
Unrelated adult.

M90#52. Ivor, Queen, and Lear own a building as joint
tenants with the right of survivorship. Ivor donated his
interest in the building to Day Charity by executing and
delivering a deed to Day. Both Queen and Lear refused
to consent to Ivor’s transfer to Day. Subsequently, Queen
and Lear died. After their deaths, Day’s interest in the
building consisted of
a. Total ownership due to the deaths of Queen
and Lear.
b. No interest because Queen and Lear refused to
consent to the transfer.
c. A ⅓ interest as a joint tenant.
d. A ⅓ interest as a tenant in common.
M90#53. A tenant renting an apartment under a threeyear written lease that does not contain any specific
restrictions may be evicted for
a. Counterfeiting money in the apartment.
b. Keeping a dog in the apartment.
c. Failing to maintain a liability insurance policy
on the apartment.
d. Making structural repairs to the apartment.

Which of the following deeds will give a real
purchaser the greatest protection?
Quitclaim.
Bargain and sale.
Special warranty.
General warranty.

N90#58. Ritz owned a building on which there was a
duly recorded first mortgage held by Lyn and a recorded
second mortgage held by Jay. Ritz sold the building to
Nunn. Nunn assumed the Jay mortgage and had no actual
knowledge of the Lyn mortgage. Nunn defaulted on the
payments to Jay. If both Lyn and Jay foreclosed, and the
proceeds of the sale were insufficient to pay both Lyn
and Jay,
a. Jay would be paid after Lyn was fully paid.
b. Jay and Lyn would be paid proportionately.
c. Nunn would be personally liable to Lyn but
not to Jay.
d. Nunn would be personally liable to Lyn and
Jay.

M90#54. Delta Corp. leased 60,000 square feet in an
office building from Tanner under a written 25-year lease.
Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Tanner’s death will terminate the lease and
Delta will be able to recover any resulting dam
ages from Tanner’s estate.
b. Tanner’s sale of the office building will termi
nate the lease unless both Delta and the buyer
consented to the assumption of the lease by the
buyer.
c. In the absence of a provision in the lease to the
contrary, Delta does not need Tanner’s consent
to assign the lease to another party.
d. In the absence of a provision in the lease to the
contrary, Delta would need Tanner’s consent
to enter into a sublease with another party.

N90#59. Gilmore borrowed $60,000 from Dix Bank.
The loan was used to remodel a building owned by Gil
more as investment property and was secured by a second
mortgage that Dix did not record. FCA Loan Company
has a recorded first mortgage on the building. If Gilmore
defaults on both mortgages, Dix
a. Will not be entitled to any mortgage foreclosure
sale proceeds, even if such proceeds are in
excess of the amount owed to FCA.
b. Will be unable to successfully claim any secu
rity interest in the building.
c. Will be entitled to share in any foreclosure sale
proceeds pro rata with FCA.
d. Will be able to successfully claim a security
interest that is subordinate to FCA’s security
interest.

M90#55. On February 2, Mazo deeded a warehouse to
Parko for $450,000. Parko did not record the deed. On
February 12, Mazo deeded the same warehouse to Nexis
for $430,000. Nexis was aware of the prior conveyance
to Parko. Nexis recorded its deed before Parko recorded.
Who would prevail under the following recording stat
utes?

a.
b.
c.
d.

M90#50. A person may own property as a joint tenant
with the right of survivorship with any of the following
except a(an)
a. Divorced spouse.
b. Related minor child.

Notice
statute
Nexis
Parko
Parko
Parko

Race
statute
Parko
Nexis
Nexis
Parko

Race-Notice
statute
Parko
Parko
Nexis
Nexis

M90#56. On April 6, Ford purchased a warehouse from
Atwood for $150,000. Atwood had executed two mort
gages on the property: a purchase money mortgage given
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to Lang on March 2, which was not recorded; and a
mortgage given to Young on March 9, which was
recorded the same day. Ford was unaware of the mortgage
to Lang. Under the circumstances,
a. Ford will take title to the warehouse subject
only to Lang’s mortgage.
b. Ford will take title to the warehouse free of
Lang’s mortgage.
c. Lang’s mortgage is superior to Young’s mort
gage because Lang’s mortgage is a purchase
money mortgage.
d. Lang’s mortgage is superior to Young’s mort
gage because Lang’s mortgage was given first
in time.

c.
d.

Lender may file suit for foreclosure.
Lender may unilaterally obtain title without a
foreclosure suit.

N89#58. Ram Corp. owns a warehouse that has a fair
market value of $280,000. Area Bank holds a first mort
gage and Public Finance holds a second mortgage on the
warehouse. Ram has discontinued payments to Area and
Public. As a result, Area, which has an outstanding mort
gage of $240,000, and Public, which has an outstanding
mortgage of $60,000, have foreclosed on their respective
mortgages. If the warehouse is properly sold to Quincy
at a judicial sale for $280,000, after expenses,
a. Public will receive $40,000 out of the proceeds.
b. Area will receive $224,000 out of the proceeds.
c. Public has a right of redemption after the judi
cial sale.
d. Quincy will take the warehouse subject to the
unsatisfied portion of any mortgage.

M90#57. Sussex, Inc. had given a first mortgage when
it purchased its plant and warehouse. Sussex needed addi
tional working capital. It decided to obtain financing by
giving a second mortgage on the plant and warehouse.
Which of the following statements is true with respect
to the mortgages?
a. Default on payment of the second mortgage
will constitute default on the first mortgage.
b. The second mortgage may not be prepaid with
out the consent of the first mortgagee.
c. The second mortgagee may not pay off the first
mortgage to protect its security.
d. If both mortgages are foreclosed, the first mort
gage must be fully paid before paying the sec
ond mortgage.

C.

Fire and Casualty Insurance

M93
Items 59 and 60 are based on the following:
In 1988, Pod bought a building for $220,000. At that
time, Pod purchased a $150,000 fire insurance policy
with Owners Insurance Co. and a $50,000 fire insurance
policy with Group Insurance Corp. Each policy contained
a standard 80% co-insurance clause. In 1992, when the
building had a fair market value of $250,000, it was
damaged in a fire.

M90#58. If a mortgagor defaults in the payment of a
purchase money mortgage, and the mortgagee forecloses,
the mortgagor may do any of the following except
a. Obtain any excess monies resulting from a judi
cial sale after payment of the mortgagee.
b. Remain in possession of the property after a
foreclosure sale if the equity in the property
exceeds the balance due on the mortgage.
c. Refinance the mortgage with another lender and
repay the original mortgage.
d. Assert the equitable right of redemption by pay
ing the mortgagee.

59. How much would Pod recover from Owners if the
fire caused $180,000 in damage?
a. $ 90,000
b. $120,000
c. $135,000
d. $150,000
60. How much would Pod recover from Owners and
Group if the fire totally destroyed the building?
a. $160,000
b. $200,000
c. $220,000
d. $250,000

N89#56. A buyer of real estate who receives a title
insurance policy will
a. Take title free of all defects.
b. Be able to transfer the policy to a subsequent
buyer of the real estate.
c. Not have coverage for title exceptions listed in
the insurance policy.
d. Not have coverage greater than the amount of
any first mortgage.

N92#56. Hart owned a building with a fair market value
of $400,000. The building was covered by a $300,000 fire
insurance policy containing an 80% co-insurance clause.
What amount would Hart recover if a fire totally
destroyed the building?
a. $0
b. $240,000
c. $256,000
d. $300,000

N89#57. If a borrower is in default under a purchase
money mortgage loan, the
a. Lender can file suit to have the borrower
declared insolvent.
b. Person who sold the real estate to the borrower
can be forced to assume the mortgage debt.

N92#57. Daly tried to collect on a property insurance
policy covering a house that was damaged by fire. The
insurer denied recovery, alleging that Daly had no insur
able interest in the house. In which of the following
situations will the insurer prevail?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

a.

The house belongs to a corporation of which
Daly is a 50% stockholder.
b. Daly is not the owner of the house but a long
term lessee.
c. The house is held in trust for Daly’s mother
and, on her death, will pass to Daly.
d. Daly gave an unsecured loan to the owner of
the house to improve the house.

M90#59. Lawfo Corp. maintains a $200,000 standard
fire insurance policy on one of its warehouses. The policy
includes an 80% coinsurance clause. At the time the
warehouse was originally insured, its value was $250,000.
The warehouse now has a value of $300,000. If the ware
house sustains $30,000 of fire damage, Lawfo’s insurance
recovery will be a maximum of
a. $20,000
b. $24,000
c. $25,000
d. $30,000

N91#59. In 1985, Ring purchased a building for
$90,000 and insured it with a $90,000 fire insurance
policy having a standard 80% coinsurance clause. Ring
never increased the amount of the policy. In 1990, the
building, worth $120,000, was destroyed by fire. What
amount could Ring collect from the insurance company?
a. $0
b. $ 72,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $120,000

M90#60. Orr is an employee of Vick Corp. Vick relies
heavily on Orr’s ability to market Vick’s products and,
for that reason, has acquired a $50,000 insurance policy
on Orr’s life. Half of the face value of the policy is
payable to Vick and the other half is payable to Orr’s
spouse. Orr dies shortly after the policy is taken out
but after leaving Vick’s employ. Which of the following
statements is correct?
a. Orr’s spouse does not have an insurable interest
because the policy is owned by Vick.
b. Orr’s spouse will be entitled to all of the pro
ceeds of the policy.
c. Vick will not be entitled to any of the proceeds
of the policy because Vick is not a creditor or
relative of Orr.
d. Vick will be entitled to its share of the proceeds
of the policy regardless of whether Orr is
employed by Vick at the time of death.

N91 #60. Mason Co. maintained two standard fire insur
ance policies on one of its warehouses. Both policies
included an 80% coinsurance clause and a typical “ other
insurance’’ clause. One policy was with Ace Fire Insur
ance, Inc., for $24,000, and the other was with Thrifty
Casualty Insurance Co., for $16,000. At a time when the
warehouse was worth $100,000, a fire in the warehouse
caused a $40,000 loss. What amounts can Mason recover
from Ace and Thrifty, respectively?
a. $0 and $0.
b. $10,000 and $10,000.
c. $12,000 and $8,000.
d. $24,000 and $16,000.
N90#57. One of the primary purposes of including a
coinsurance clause in a property insurance policy is to
a. Encourage the policyholder to insure the prop
erty for an amount close to its full value.
b. Make the policyholder responsible for the entire
loss caused by some covered perils.
c. Cause the policyholder to maintain a minimum
amount of liability insurance that will increase
with inflation.
d. Require the policyholder to insure the property
with only one insurance company.

N89#59. McArthur purchased a house for $60,000. The
house is insured for $64,000 and the insurance policy has
an 80% coinsurance provision. Storms caused $12,000
worth of damage when the house had a fair market value
of $120,000. What maximum amount will McArthur
recover from the insurance company?
a. $ 8,000.
b. $ 9,000.
c. $ 9,600.
d. $12,000.

N90#60. On February 1, Papco Corp. entered into a
contract to purchase an office building from Merit Com
pany for $500,000 with closing scheduled for March 20.
On February 2, Papco obtained a $400,000 standard fire
insurance policy from Abex Insurance Company. On
March 15, the office building sustained a $90,000 fire
loss. On March 15, which of the following is correct?
I.
II.

I only.
II only
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

N89#60. To recover under a property insurance policy,
an insurable interest must exist

a.
b.
c.
d.

Papco has an insurable interest in the building.
Merit has an insurable interest in the building.
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OTHER OBJECTIVE ANSWER FORMATS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

IV.

Debtor-Creditor Relationships

C. Bankruptcy

•

M93
Number 2 (Estimated tim e-------15 to 25 minutes)

•

Instructions
•
Question Number 2 consists of 15 items. Select the best
answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken
the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to
indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will
be based on the total number of correct answers.

On February 1, 1992, Wren gave Young Finance Co.
a security agreement covering Wren’s office fixtures
to secure a loan previously made by Young.
On March 1, 1992, Wren made the final $1,000
monthly payment to Integral Appliance Corp. on a
two-year note.
On April 1, 1992, Wren purchased from Safety Co.,
a new burglar alarm system for its factory, for $5,000
cash.

All of Wren’s assets were liquidated. The warehouse was
sold for $75,000, the computers were sold for $12,000,
and the inventory was sold for $25,000. After paying the
bankruptcy administration expenses of $8,000, secured
creditors, and priority general creditors, there was enough
cash to pay each nonpriority general creditor 50 cents on
the dollar.

On April 15, 1992, Wren Corp., an appliance whole
saler, was petitioned involuntarily into bankruptcy under
the liquidation provisions of Chapter 7 of the Federal
Bankruptcy Code.

Required:
a. Items 61 through 65 represent the transactions
that occurred before the filing of the bankruptcy petition.
For each transaction, determine if the transaction would
be set aside as a preferential transfer by the bankruptcy
court. On the Objective Answer Sheet, blacken Y if
the transaction would be set aside or
if the transaction
would not be set aside.

When the petition was filed, Wren’s creditors
included:
Secured creditors
Amount owed
Fifth Bank — 1st mortgage on warehouse
owned by Wren
$50,000
Hart Manufacturing Corp. — perfected
purchase money security interest in
inventory
30,000
TVN Computers, Inc. — perfected
security interest in office computers
15,000

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Unsecured creditors
Amount owed
IRS — 1990 federal income taxes
$20,000
Acme Office Cleaners — services for
January, February, and March 1992
750
Ted Smith (employee) — February and
March 1992 wages
2,400
Joan Sims (employee) — March 1992
commissions
1,500
Power Electric Co. — electricity charges
for January, February, and March 1992
600
Soft Office Supplies — supplies purchased
in 1991
2,000

Payment to Mary Lake
Donation to Universal Charities
Security agreement to Young Finance Co.
Payment to Integral Appliance Corp.
Purchase from Safety Co.

b. Items 66 through 70 represent creditor claims
against the bankruptcy estate. Select from List I each
creditor’s order of payment in relation to the other credi
tors named in items 66 through 70 and blacken the corre
sponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

The following transactions occurred before the bank
ruptcy petition was filed:

Bankruptcy administration expense
Acme Office Cleaners
Fifth Bank
IRS
Joan Sims

List I
A. First
B. Second
C. Third
D. Fourth
E. Fifth

c. Items 71 through 75 also represent creditor
claims against the bankruptcy estate. For each of the
creditors listed in Items 71 through 75, select from List
II the amount that creditor will receive and blacken the
corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.

•

On December 31, 1991, Wren paid off a $5,000 loan
from Mary Lake, the sister of one of Wren’s directors.
• On January 3 0 , 1992, Wren donated $2,000 to Univer
sal Charities.
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71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

TVN Computers, Inc.
Hart Manufacturing Corp.
Ted Smith
Power Electric Co.
Soft Office Supplies

List II
$0
$ 300
$ 600
$ 1,000
$ 1,200
$ 2,000
$ 2,200
$ 2,400
$12,000
$13,500
$15,000
$25,000
$27,500
$30,000

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
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V.

Government Regulation of Business

B. Federal Securities Acts
N92
Number 2 (Estimated tim e-------15 to 25 minutes)
Question Number 2 is based on the following information. Question Number 2 consists of Items 61 through 75.
Butler Manufacturing Corp. planned to raise capital for a plant expansion by borrowing from banks and making several
stock offerings. Butler engaged Weaver, CPA, to audit its December 31, 1989, financial statements. Butler told Weaver that
the financial statements would be given to certain named banks and included in the prospectuses for the stock offerings.
In performing the audit, Weaver did not confirm accounts receivable and, as a result, failed to discover a material
overstatement of accounts receivable. Also, Weaver was aware of a pending class action product liability lawsuit that was
not disclosed in Butler’s financial statements. Despite being advised by Butler’s legal counsel that Butler’s potential liability
under the lawsuit would result in material losses, Weaver issued an unqualified opinion on Butler’s financial statements.
In May 1990, Union Bank, one of the named banks, relied on the financial statements and Weaver’s opinion in giving
Butler a $500,000 loan.
Butler raised an additional $16,450,000 through the following stock offerings, which were sold completely:
•

June 1990 — Butler made a $450,000 unregistered offering of Class B nonvoting common stock under Rule 504 of
Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933. This offering was sold over two years to 30 nonaccredited investors and 20
accredited investors by general solicitation. The SEC was notified eight days after the first sale of this offering.

•

September 1990 — Butler made a $10,000,000 unregistered offering of Class A voting common stock under Rule 506
of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933. This offering was sold over two years to 200 accredited investors and 30
nonaccredited investors through a private placement. The SEC was notified 14 days after the first sale of this offering.

•

November 1990 — Butler made a $6,000,000 unregistered offering of preferred stock under Rule 505 of Regulation D
of the Securities Act of 1933. This offering was sold during a one-year period to 40 nonaccredited investors by private
placement. The SEC was notified 18 days after the first sale of this offering.

Shortly after obtaining the Union loan, Butler began experiencing financial problems but was able to stay in business
because of the money raised by the offerings. Butler was found liable in the product liability suit. This resulted in a judgment
Butler could not pay. Butler also defaulted on the Union loan and was involuntarily petitioned into bankruptcy. This caused
Union to sustain a loss and Butler’s stockholders to lose their investments.
As a result:
•

The SEC claimed that all three of Butler’s offerings were made improperly and were not exempt from registration.

•

Union sued Weaver for
• Negligence
• Common Law Fraud

•

The stockholders who purchased Butler’s stock through the offerings sued Weaver, alleging fraud under Section 10(b)
and Rule 10b-5 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

These transactions took place in a jurisdiction providing for accountant’s liability for negligence to known and intended
users of financial statements.
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Instructions
Question Number 2 consists of 15 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Example:
The following is an example of the manner in which your answer sheet should be marked.
Item
99.

Does the SEC regulate the securities industry?
Answer Sheet
Item Yes
99

No
N

Required:
a. Items 61 through 65 are questions related to the June 1990 offering made under Rule 504 of Regulation D of the
Securities Act of 1933. For each item, indicate your answer by blackening either yes Y or no N on the Objective Answer
Sheet.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Did the offering comply with the dollar limitation of Rule 504?
Did the offering comply with the method of sale restrictions?
Was the offering sold during the applicable time limit?
Was the SEC notified timely of the first sale of the securities?
Was the SEC correct in claiming that this offering was not exempt from registration?

b. Items 66 through 70 are questions related to the September 1990 offering made under Rule 506 of Regulation D
of the Securities Act of 1933. For each item, indicate your answer by blackening either yes Y or no N on the Objective
Answer Sheet.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Did the offering comply with the dollar limitation of Rule 506?
Did the offering comply with the method of sale restrictions?
Was the offering sold to the correct number of investors?
Was the SEC notified timely of the first sale of the securities?
Was the SEC correct in claiming that this offering was not exempt from registration?

c. Items 71 through 75 are questions related to the November 1990 offering made under Rule 505 of Regulation D
of the Securities Act of 1933. For each item, indicate your answer by blackening either yes Y or no n on the Objective
Answer Sheet.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

Did the offering comply with the dollar limitation of Rule 505?
Was the offering sold during the applicable time limit?
Was the offering sold to the correct number of investors?
Was the SEC notified timely of the first sale of the securities?
Was the SEC correct in claiming that this offering was not exempt from registration?
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VII. Property
A.

Real Property

M92
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 2 consists of 18 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Example:
The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
Select from List A the order in which one goes through school in the United States.
99.

List A
a. High School
b. College
c. Elementary School

First school attended.
Answer Sheet
Item List A (select one)
99

A B C

On June 10, 1990, Bond sold real property to Edwards for $100,000. Edwards assumed the $80,000 recorded mortgage
Bond had previously given to Fair Bank and gave a $20,000 purchase money mortgage to Heath Finance. Heath did not
record this mortgage. On December 15, 1991, Edwards sold the property to Ivor for $115,000. Ivor bought the property
subject to the Fair mortgage but did not know about the Heath mortgage. Ivor borrowed $50,000 from Knox Bank and gave
Knox a mortgage on the property. Knox knew of the unrecorded Heath mortgage when its mortgage was recorded. Ivor,
Edwards, and Bond defaulted on the mortgages. Fair, Heath, and Knox foreclosed and the property was sold at a judicial
foreclosure sale for $60,000. At the time of the sale, the outstanding balance of principal and accrued interest on the Fair
mortgage was $75,000. The Heath mortgage balance was $18,000 and the Knox mortgage was $47,500.
Fair, Heath, and Knox all claim that their mortgages have priority and should be satisfied first from the sale proceeds.
Bond, Edwards, and Ivor all claim that they are not liable for any deficiency resulting from the sale.
The above transactions took place in a jurisdiction that has a notice-race recording statute and allows foreclosure
deficiency judgments.
Required:
a.
Items 61 through 63. For each mortgage, select from List A the priority of that mortgage and blacken the corresponding
oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. Blacken a if the mortgage has first priority, blacken B if the mortgage has second
priority, and blacken C if the mortgage has third priority. A priority should be selected only once.

61.
62.
63.

Knox Bank.
Heath Finance.
Fair Bank.

List A
a. First Priority.
b. Second Priority.
c. Third Priority.
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b.
Items 64 through 66. For each mortgage, select from List B the reason for its priority and blacken the corresponding
oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. A reason may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
64.
65.
66.

Knox Bank.
Heath Finance.
Fair Bank.

List B
a. An unrecorded mortgage has priority over any subsequently recorded mortgage.
b. A recorded mortgage has priority over any unrecorded mortgage.
c. The first recorded mortgage has priority over all subsequent mortgages.
d. An unrecorded mortgage has priority over a subsequently recorded mortgage if the
subsequent mortgagee knew of the unrecorded mortgage.
e. A purchase money mortgage has priority over a previously recorded mortgage.

c.
Items 67 through 69. For each mortgage, select from List C the amount of the sale proceeds that each mortgagee
would be entitled to receive and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. An amount may be selected
once, more than once, or not at all.
67.
68.
69.

Knox Bank.
Heath Finance.
Fair Bank.

List C
a. $0.
b. $12,500.
c. $18,000.
d. $20,000.
e. $42,000.
f. $47,500.
g. $60,000.

d.
Items 70 through 72. Determine whether each party would be liable to pay a mortgage foreclosure deficiency
judgment on the Fair Bank mortgage. If the party would be held liable, select from List D the reason for the party’s liability
and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. If you determine there is no liability, blacken D on
the Objective Answer Sheet. A reason may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
70.
71.
72.

Edwards.
Bond.
Ivor.

List D
a. Original mortgagor.
b. Assumed the mortgage.
c. Took subject to the mortgage.
d. Not liable.

e.
For items 73 through 75, determine whether each party would be liable to pay a mortgage foreclosure deficiency
judgment on the Heath Finance mortgage. If the party would be held liable, select from List E the reason for that party’s
liability and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. If you determine there is no liability, blacken
D on the Objective Answer Sheet. A reason may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
73.
74.
75.

Edwards.
Bond.
Ivor.

List E
a. Original mortgagor.
b. Assumed the mortgage.
c. Took subject to the mortgage.
d. Not liable.

f.
For items 76 through 78, determine whether each party would be liable to pay a mortgage foreclosure deficiency
judgment on the Knox Bank mortgage. If the party would be held liable, select from List F the reason for that party’s liability
and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. If you determine there is no liability, blacken D on
the Objective Answer Sheet. A reason may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
76.
77.
78.

Edwards.
Bond.
Ivor.

List F
a. Original mortgagor.
b. Assumed the mortgage.
c. Took subject to the mortgage.
d. Not liable.
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IV.

Debtor-Creditor Relationships

C. Bankruptcy
M93

Answer 2(10 points)

ANSWER 2

a.

Item

Select One

b

Item

61

66

62

67

63

68

64

69

65

70

Select One

c. Item

Select One

71
72
73
74
75

V.
B.

Government Regulation of Business

Federal Securities Acts

N92

Answer 2 (10 points)
A N SW E R 2

Item Yes

No

Item Yes

No

Item Yes

61

66

71

62

67

72

63

68

73

64

69

74

65

70

75
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A.
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Answer 2 (10 points)

ANSW ER

2

item

List A (select one)

item

List D (selectone)

List B (select one)

item

List E (selectone)

List C (select one)

Ite m

List F (selectone)

61
62
63
item
64
65

66
Item
67

68
69
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ESSAYS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.

Professional Responsibilities
business because of the money raised by the offerings.
Butler was found liable in the product liability suit. This
resulted in a judgment Butler could not pay. Butler also
defaulted on the Union loan and was involuntarily peti
tioned into bankruptcy. This caused Union to sustain a
loss and Butler’s stockholders to lose their investments.

B. The CPA and The Law
N92
Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Butler Manufacturing Corp. planned to raise capital
for a plant expansion by borrowing from banks and mak
ing several stock offerings. Butler engaged Weaver, CPA,
to audit its December 3 1 , 1989, financial statements. But
ler told Weaver that the financial statements would be
given to certain named banks and included in the prospec
tuses for the stock offerings.
In performing the audit, Weaver did not confirm
accounts receivable and, as a result, failed to discover
a material overstatement of accounts receivable. Also,
Weaver was aware of a pending class action product
liability lawsuit that was not disclosed in Butler’s finan
cial statements. Despite being advised by Butler’s legal
counsel that Butler’s potential liability under the lawsuit
would result in material losses, Weaver issued an unquali
fied opinion on Butler’s financial statements.
In May 1990, Union Bank, one of the named banks,
relied on the financial statements and Weaver’s opinion
in giving Butler a $500,000 loan.
Butler raised an additional $16,450,000 through the
following stock offerings, which were sold completely:
•

•

•

As a result:
•

The SEC claimed that all three of Butler’s offerings
were made improperly and were not exempt from
registration.

•

Union sued Weaver for
• Negligence
• Common Law Fraud

•

The stockholders who purchased Butler’s stock
through the offerings sued Weaver, alleging fraud
under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934.

These transactions took place in a jurisdiction pro
viding for accountant’s liability for negligence to known
and intended users of financial statements.
Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons
for your conclusions:

June 1990 — Butler made a $450,000 unregistered
offering of Class B nonvoting common stock under
Rule 504 of Regulation D of the Securities Act of
1933. This offering was sold over two years to 30
nonaccredited investors and 20 accredited investors
by general solicitation. The SEC was notified eight
days after the first sale of this offering.

a. Will Union be successful in its suit against
Weaver for:
1. Negligence?
2. Common law fraud?

September 1990 — Butler made a $10,000,000 unreg
istered offering of Class A voting common stock under
Rule 506 of Regulation D of the Securities Act of
1933. This offering was sold over two years to 200
accredited investors and 30 nonaccredited investors
through a private placement. The SEC was notified
14 days after the first sale of this offering.

b. Will the stockholders who purchased Butler’s
stock through the 1990 offerings succeed against Weaver
under the anti-fraud provisions of Section 10(b) and Rule
10b-5 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?
M92
Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)

November 1990 — Butler made a $6,000,000 unregis
tered offering of preferred stock under Rule 505 of
Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933. This offer
ing was sold during a one-year period to 40 nonaccred
ited investors by private placement. The SEC was
notified 18 days after the first sale of this offering.

Goodwin, a CPA, and Jensen, a banker, were the trustees
of the Moore Family Trust. The trust was created as a
spendthrift trust and provided for distribution of income
annually to the four Moore adult children for life, with
the principal to be distributed to their issue after the death
of the last income beneficiary. The trust was funded with
commercial and residential real estate and a stock port
folio.

Shortly after obtaining the Union loan, Butler began
experiencing financial problems but was able to stay in
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Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)

Goodwin, in addition to being a trustee, was lawfully
employed as the trust’s accountant. Goodwin, as the
trust’s accountant, prepared and signed all trust tax
returns, kept the trust’s accounting records, and super
vised distributions to the income beneficiaries.

Sleek Corp. is a public corporation whose stock is
traded on a national securities exchange. Sleek hired Garson Associates, CPAs, to audit Sleek’s financial state
ments. Sleek needed the audit to obtain bank loans and
to make a public stock offering so that Sleek could under
take a business expansion program.
Before the engagement, Fred Hedge, Sleek’s presi
dent, told Garson’s managing partner that the audited
financial statements would be submitted to Sleek’s banks
to obtain the necessary loans.
During the course of the audit, Garson’s managing
partner found that Hedge and other Sleek officers had
embezzled substantial amounts of money from the corpo
ration. These embezzlements threatened Sleek’s financial
stability. When these findings were brought to Hedge’s
attention, Hedge promised that the money would be repaid
and begged that the audit not disclose the embezzlements.
Hedge also told Garson’s managing partner that sev
eral friends and relatives of Sleek’s officers had been
advised about the projected business expansion and pro
posed stock offering, and had purchased significant
amounts of Sleek’s stock based on this information.
Garson submitted an unqualified opinion on Sleek’s
financial statements, which did not include adjustments
for or disclosures about the embezzlements and insider
stock transactions. The financial statements and audit
report were submitted to Sleek’s regular banks including
Knox Bank. Knox, relying on the financial statements
and Garson’s report, gave Sleek a $2,000,000 loan.
Sleek’s audited financial statements were also incor
porated in a registration statement prepared under the
provisions of the Securities Act of 1933. The registration
statement was filed with the SEC in conjunction with
Sleek’s public offering of 100,000 shares of its common
stock at $100 per share.
An SEC investigation of Sleek disclosed the embez
zlements and the insider trading. Trading in Sleek’s stock
was suspended arid Sleek defaulted on the Knox loan.
As a result, the following legal actions were taken:

In 1990, Goodwin and Jensen, as trustees, sold a
building owned by the trust for $400,000, its fair market
value. The building had been valued at $250,000 when
acquired by the trust. The $150,000 gain was allocated
to income. In addition, the trust had rental, interest, and
dividend income of $1,500,000 in 1990. Expenses for
taxes, replacement of plumbing fixtures, roof repairs, util
ities, salaries, and fees and commissions totaled
$1,050,000.
On December 31, 1990, Goodwin and Jensen pre
pared and signed four $150,000 trust account checks and
sent three of them to three of the income beneficiaries
and the fourth one to a creditor of the fourth beneficiary.
This beneficiary had acknowledged that the creditor was
owed $200,000.
In February 1991, Goodwin discovered that Jensen
had embezzled $200,000 by secretly selling part of the
trust’s stock portfolio. Goodwin agreed not to reveal Jen
sen’s embezzlement if Jensen would pay Goodwin
$25,000.
In April 1991, Goodwin prepared the 1990 trust
income tax return. The return was signed by Goodwin
as preparer and by Jensen and Goodwin as trustees and
was filed with the IRS. Goodwin also prepared the 1990
income tax returns for the income beneficiaries. In an
attempt to hide the embezzlement, Goodwin, in preparing
the trust tax return, claimed nonexistent losses and
improper credits. The beneficiaries’ returns reflected the
same nonexistent losses and improper credits. Conse
quently, the beneficiaries’ taxes were underpaid. As a
result of an IRS audit, the embezzlement was uncovered,
the nonexistent losses and improper credits were disal
lowed, and the beneficiaries were assessed additional
taxes, penalties, and interest.
Jensen cannot be located.
As a result of the above, the income beneficiaries
sued Goodwin for negligence, fraud, and breach of fidu
ciary duty.

b.

actual fraud?

•

The general public purchasers of Sleek’s stock offer
ings sued Garson.

a.

Will the income beneficiaries win their suits against
Goodwin for:
accountant’s negligence?

Knox sued Garson.

Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons for
your conclusions.

Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons
for your conclusions.

a.

•

Would Knox recover from Garson for fraud?

b. Would the general public purchasers of Sleek’s
stock offerings recover from Garson
1. Under the liability provisions of Section 11
of the Securities Act of 1933?
2. Under the anti-fraud provisions of Rule
10b-5 Of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

c. breach of fiduciary duty as a trustee?
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Required:
Answer the following, setting forth reasons for any
conclusions stated.

Astor Electronics, Inc. is engaged in the business of
marketing a wide variety of computer-related products
throughout the United States. Astor’s officers decided to
raise $1,000,000 by selling shares of Astor’s common
stock in an exempt offering under Regulation D of the
Securities Act of 1933. In connection with the offering,
Astor engaged Apple & Co., CPAs, to audit Astor’s 1989
financial statements. The audited financial statements,
including Apple’s unqualified opinion, were included in
the offering memorandum given to prospective purchas
ers of Astor’s stock. Apple was aware that Astor intended
to include the statements in the offering materials.
On Astor’s financial statements, certain inventory
items were reported at a cost of $930,000 when, in fact,
they had a fair market value of less than $100,000 because
of technological obsolescence. Apple accepted the assur
ances of Astor’s controller that cost was the appropriate
valuation, despite the fact that Apple was aware of ongo
ing sales of the products at prices substantially less than
cost. All of this was thoroughly documented in Apple’s
working papers.
Musk purchased 10,000 shares of Astor’s common
stock in the Regulation D offering at a total price of
$300,000. In deciding to make the purchase, Musk had
reviewed the audited financial statements of Astor that
accompanied the other offering materials and Musk was
impressed by Astor’s apparent financial strength.
Shortly after the stock offering was completed,
Astor’s management discovered that the audited financial
statements reflected the materially overstated valuation
of the company’s inventory. Astor advised its sharehold
ers of the problem.
Musk, upon receiving notice from Astor of the over
stated inventory amount, became very upset because the
stock value was now substantially less than what it would
have been had the financial statements been accurate. In
fact, the stock is worth only about $200,000.
Musk has commenced an action against Apple alleg
ing that Apple is liable to Musk based on the following
causes of action:
•
•
•

a. Will Apple be required to give Musk its working
papers?
b. What elements must be established by Musk to
support his cause of action based on negligence?
c. What elements must be established by Musk
to support his cause of action based on a Rule 10b-5
violation?
d. Is Apple’s assertion regarding lack of privity
correct with regard to Musk’s causes of action for negli
gence and fraud?
N89
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Astor Inc. purchased the assets of Bell Corp. A
condition of the purchase agreement required Bell to
retain a CPA to audit Bell’s financial statements. The
purpose of the audit was to determine whether the unaud
ited financial statements furnished to Astor fairly pre
sented Bell’s financial position. Bell retained Salam &
Co., CPAs, to perform the audit.
While performing the audit, Salam discovered that
Bell’s bookkeeper had embezzled $500. Salam had some
evidence of other embezzlements by the bookkeeper.
However, Salam decided that the $500 was immaterial
and that the other suspected embezzlements did not
require further investigation. Salam did not discuss the
matter with Bell’s management. Unknown to Salam, the
bookkeeper had, in fact, embezzled large sums of cash
from Bell. In addition, the accounts receivable were sig
nificantly overstated. Salam did not detect the overstate
ment because of Salam’s inadvertent failure to follow its
audit program.
Despite the foregoing, Salam issued an unqualified
opinion on Bell’s financial statements and furnished a
copy of the audited financial statements to Astor.
Unknown to Salam, Astor required financing to purchase
Bell’s assets and furnished a copy of Bell’s audited finan
cial statements to City Bank to obtain approval of the
loan. Based on Bell’s audited financial statements, City
loaned Astor $600,000.
Astor paid Bell $750,000 to purchase Bell’s assets.
Within six months, Astor began experiencing financial
difficulties resulting from the undiscovered embezzle
ments and overstated accounts receivable. Astor later
defaulted on the City loan.
City has commenced a lawsuit against Salam based
on the following causes of action:

Common law fraud.
Negligence.
A violation of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

During the course of the litigation, Apple has refused
to give to Musk its working papers pertaining to the
Astor audit, claiming that these constituted privileged
communications. The state in which the actions have been
commenced has no accountants’ privileged communica
tion statute.
The state law applicable to this action follows the
Ultramares decision with respect to accountants’ liability
to third parties for negligence or fraud.
Apple has also asserted that the actions should be
dismissed because of the absence of any contractual rela
tionship between Apple and Musk, i.e., a lack of privity.

•
•

Constructive fraud
Negligence

Required: In separate paragraphs, discuss whether City
is likely to prevail on the causes of action it has raised,
setting forth reasons for each conclusion.
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Business Organizations
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A. Agency
M93
Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Exotic Pets, Inc. hired Peterson to be the manager
of one of its stores. Exotic sells a wide variety of animals.
Peterson was given considerable authority by Exotic to
operate the store, including the right to buy inventory.
Peterson was told that any inventory purchase exceeding
$2,000 required the approval of Exotic’s general manager.
On June 1 , 1992, Peterson contracted with Creatures
Corp. to buy snakes for $3,100. Peterson had regularly
done business with Creatures on Exotic’s behalf in the
past, and on several occasions had bought $1,000 to
$1,750 worth of snakes from Creatures. Creatures was
unaware of the limitation on Peterson’s authority to buy
inventory.
Peterson occasionally would buy, for Exotic, a cer
tain breed of dog from Premier Breeders, Inc., which was
owned by Peterson’s friend. Whenever Exotic bought
dogs from Premier, Premier paid Peterson 5% of the
purchase price as an incentive to do more business with
Premier. Exotic’s management was unaware of these pay
ments to Peterson.
On June 20, 1992, Mathews went to the Exotic store
managed by Peterson to buy a ferret. Peterson allowed
Mathews to handle one of the ferrets. Peterson knew that
this particular ferret had previously bitten one of the
store’s clerks. Mathews was bitten by the ferret and seri
ously injured.
On July 2 3 , 1992, Peterson bought paint and brushes
for $30 from Handy Hardware. Peterson charged the pur
chase to Exotic’s account at Handy. Peterson intended to
use the paint and brushes to repaint the pet showroom.
Exotic’s management had never specifically discussed
with Peterson whether Peterson had the authority to
charge purchases at Handy. Although Exotic paid the
Handy bill, Exotic’s president believes Peterson is obli
gated to reimburse Exotic for the charges.
On August 1, 1992, Exotic’s president learned of
the Creatures contract and advised Creatures that Exotic
would neither accept delivery of the snakes, nor pay for
them, because Peterson did not have the authority to enter
into the contract.
Exotic’s president has also learned about the incen
tive payments Premier made to Peterson.
Exotic has taken the following positions:

Edwards, a director and a 10% stockholder in National
Corp., is dissatisfied with the way National’s officers,
particularly Olsen, the president, have been operating the
corporation. Edwards has made many suggestions that
have been rejected by the board of directors, and has made
several unsuccessful attempts to have Olsen removed as
president.
National and Grand Corp. had been negotiating a
merger that Edwards has adamantly opposed. Edwards
has blamed Olsen for initiating the negotiation and has
urged the board to fire Olsen. National’s board refused
to fire Olsen. In an attempt to defeat the merger, Edwards
approached Jenkins, the president of Queen Corp., and
contracted for Queen to purchase several of National’s
assets. Jenkins knew Edwards was a National director, but
had never done business with National. When National
learned of the contract, it notified Queen that the contract
was invalid.
Edwards filed an objection to the merger before
the stockholders’ meeting called to consider the merger
proposal was held. At the meeting, Edwards voted against
the merger proposal.
Despite Edwards’ efforts, the merger was approved
by both corporations. Edwards then orally demanded that
National purchase Edwards’ stock, citing the dissenters’
rights provision of the corporation’s by-laws, which
reflects the Model Business Corporation Act.
National’s board has claimed National does not have
to purchase Edwards’ stock.
As a result of the above:
•

Edwards initiated a minority stockholder’s action to
have Olsen removed as president and to force National
to purchase Edwards’ stock.

•

Queen sued National to enforce the contract and/or
collect damages.

•

Queen sued Edwards to collect damages.

Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons
for your answers.
a. Will Edwards be successful in a lawsuit to have
Olsen removed as president?
b. Will Edwards be successful in a lawsuit to have
National purchase the stock?
c. 1. Will Queen be successful in a lawsuit
against National?
2. Will Queen be successful in a lawsuit
against Edwards?

•

It is not liable to Creatures because Peterson entered
into the contract without Exotic’s consent.

•

Peterson is obligated to reimburse Exotic for the
charges incurred by Peterson at Handy Hardware.

•

Peterson is liable to Exotic for the incentive payments
received from Premier.

Mathews has sued both Peterson and Exotic for the
injuries sustained from the ferret bite.
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used cars. Prime’s original partners were Baker and
Mathews, who formed the partnership three years ago
under a written partnership agreement, which provided
that:

Required:
a. State whether Exotic’s positions are correct and
give the reasons for your conclusions.
b. State whether Mathews will prevail in the law
suit against Exotic and Peterson and give the reasons for
your conclusions.

•

N90
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•

Prime Cars, Inc. buys and sells used automobiles.
Occasionally Prime has its salespeople purchase used cars
from third parties without disclosing that the salesperson
is in fact buying for Prime’s used car inventory. Prime’s
management believes better prices can be negotiated
using this procedure. One of Prime’s salespeople,
Peterson, entered into a contract with Hallow in accor
dance with instructions from Prime’s sales manager. The
car was to be delivered one week later. After entering
into the contract with Hallow, and while driving back to
Prime’s place of business, Peterson was involved in an
automobile accident with another vehicle. Peterson’s neg
ligence, and the resulting collision, injured Mathews, the
driver of the other car involved in the accident.
Prime terminated Peterson’s employment because
of the accident. Following Prime’s general business prac
tices, Prime published an advertisement in several trade
journals that gave notice that Peterson was no longer
employed by Prime. Shortly thereafter, Peterson
approached one of Prime’s competitors, Bagley Autos,
Inc., and contracted to sell Bagley several used cars in
Prime’s inventory. Bagley’s sales manager, who fre
quently purchased cars out of Prime’s inventory from
Peterson, paid 25% of the total price to Peterson, with
the balance to be paid ten days later when the cars were
to be delivered. Bagley’s sales manager was unaware of
Peterson’s termination. Prime refused to deliver the cars
to Bagley or to repay Bagley’s down payment, which
Prime never received from Peterson.
Prime also refused to go through with the contract
entered into by Peterson with Hallow. Mathews sued
both Peterson and Prime for the injuries sustained in the
automobile accident. Bagley sued Prime for failing to
deliver the cars or return the down payment paid to
Peterson.

•

Profits and losses would be allocated 60% to Baker
and 40% to Mathews.
Baker would be responsible for supervising Prime’s
salespeople and for purchasing used cars for inven
tory. Baker could not, without Mathews’ consent,
enter into a contract to purchase more than $15,000
worth of used cars at any one time.
Mathews would be responsible for supervising
Prime’s service department.

On May 1, 1990, Baker entered into a contract on
Prime’s behalf with Jaco Auto Wholesalers, Inc. to pur
chase 11 used cars from Jaco for a total purchase price
of $40,000. Baker’s agreement with Jaco provided that
the cars would be delivered to Prime on September 1.
Baker did not advise Mathews of the terms and conditions
of the contract with Jaco. Baker had regularly done busi
ness with Jaco on behalf of Prime in the past, and on
several occasions had purchased $12,000 to $15,000 of
used cars from Jaco. Jaco was unaware of the limitation
on Baker’s authority.
Baker also frequently purchased used cars for Prime
from Top Auto Auctions, Ltd., a corporation owned by
Baker’s friend. Whenever Prime purchased cars from
Top, Baker would personally receive up to 5% of the
total purchase price from Top as an incentive to do more
business with Top. Baker did not tell Mathews about
these payments.
On August 1, 1990, Baker and Mathews agreed to
admit KYA Auto Restorers, Inc. as a partner in Prime to
start up and supervise a body shop facility. KYA made
a $25,000 capital contribution and Prime’s partnership
agreement was amended to provide that Prime’s profits
and losses would be shared equally by the partners.
On September 1 , 1990, Mathews learned of the Jaco
contract and refused to accept delivery of the cars.
Mathews advised Jaco that Baker had entered into the
contract without Mathews’ consent as required by their
agreement. Jaco has demanded a payment of $10,000
from Prime for Jaco’s lost profits under the contract.
Mathews has also learned about the incentive pay
ments made to Baker by Top.

Required:
Answer each of the following questions, setting forth
the reasons for your conclusions.
a. What rights does Hallow have against Prime or
Peterson?

Mathews has taken the following positions:

b. Will Mathews prevail in the lawsuit against
Prime and Peterson?

•

c.
B.

Prime is not liable to Jaco because Baker entered into
the contract without Mathews’ consent.
• In any event, Mathews is not liable to Jaco for more
than 40% of Jaco’s lost profits because of the original
partnership provisions concerning the sharing of prof
its and losses.
• Baker is liable to Mathews for any liability incurred
by Mathews under the Jaco contract.
• Baker is liable to Prime for accepting the incentive
payments from Top.

Will Bagley prevail in its lawsuit against Prime?

Partnerships and Joint Ventures

M91
Number 2 (Estimated tim e-------15 to 20 minutes)
Prime Cars Partnership is a general partnership
engaged in the business of buying, selling, and servicing
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KYA contends that none of its $25,000 capital contribu
tion should be applied to the Jaco liability and that, in
any event, KYA does not have any responsibility for the
obligation.

partner and that without this consent any such assign
ment would cause a dissolution of the partnership.
The Sterling partnership agreement and certificate are
silent in this regard.

Required:
a. State whether Mathews’ positions are correct
and give the reasons for your conclusions.

Required:
Answer the following questions, setting forth rea
sons for the conclusions stated.

b. State whether KYA’s contentions are correct
and give the reasons for your conclusions.

a. Is Weil entitled to inspect and copy the books
and records of the partnership?

M90
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b.

Are Weil and/or Smith liable to Anchor Bank?

c. Will Edwards prevail in the lawsuit against
Smith for withdrawing from the partnership?

Smith, Edwards, and Weil formed Sterling Proper
ties Limited Partnership to engage in the business of
buying, selling and managing real estate. Smith and
Edwards were general partners. Weil was a limited partner
entitled to 50% of all profits.
Within a few months of Sterling’s formation, it
became apparent to Weil that Smith’s and Edwards’ inex
perience was likely to result in financial disaster for the
partnership. Therefore, Weil became more involved in
day-to-day management decisions. Weil met with pro
spective buyers and sellers of properties; assisted in nego
tiating partnership loans with its various lenders; and took
an active role in dealing with personnel problems. Things
continued to deteriorate for Sterling, and the partners
began blaming each other for the partnership’s problems.
Finally, Smith could no longer deal with the situa
tion, and withdrew from the partnership. Edwards
reminded Smith that the Sterling partnership agreement
specifically prohibited withdrawal by a general partner
without the consent of all the other partners. Smith
advised Edwards and Weil that she would take no part
in any further partnership undertaking and would not
be responsible for partnership debts incurred after this
withdrawal.
With Sterling on the verge of collapse, the following
situations have occurred:

d. What is the legal implication to the partnership
of Smith’s withdrawal?
e. Can Weil assign his partnership interest to
Alberts?
f. Can Edwards prevent the assignment to Alberts
or the substitution of Alberts as a limited partner?
g. What rights does Alberts have as assignee of
Weil’s partnership interest?
h. What effect does an assignment have on the
partnership?
C.

Corporations
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Edwards, a director and a 10% stockholder in National
Corp., is dissatisfied with the way National’s officers,
particularly Olsen, the president, have been operating the
corporation. Edwards has made many suggestions that
have been rejected by the board of directors, and has made
several unsuccessful attempts to have Olsen removed as
president.
National and Grand Corp. had been negotiating a
merger that Edwards has adamantly opposed. Edwards
has blamed Olsen for initiating the negotiation and has
urged the board to fire Olsen. National’s board refused
to fire Olsen. In an attempt to defeat the merger, Edwards
approached Jenkins, the president of Queen Corp., and
contracted for Queen to purchase several of National’s
assets. Jenkins knew Edwards was a National director, but
had never done business with National. When National
learned of the contract, it notified Queen that the contract
was invalid.
Edwards filed an objection to the merger before
the stockholders’ meeting called to consider the merger
proposal was held. At the meeting, Edwards voted against
the merger proposal.
Despite Edwards’ efforts, the merger was approved
by both corporations. Edwards then orally demanded that

•

Weil demanded the right to inspect and copy the part
nership’s books and records and Edwards refused to
allow Weil to do so, claiming that Weil’s status as a
limited partner precludes that right.
• Anchor Bank, which made a loan to the partnership
prior to Smith’s withdrawal, is suing Sterling and each
partner individually, including Smith, because the loan
is in default. Weil denied any liability based on his
limited partner status. Smith denies liability based on
her withdrawal.
• Edwards sued Smith for withdrawing from the partner
ship and is uncertain about the effect of her withdrawal
on the partnership.
• Weil wants to assign his partnership interest to Fred
Alberts, who wants to become a substitute limited
partner. Weil is uncertain about his right to assign
this interest to Alberts and, further, the right of Alberts
to become a substitute limited partner. Edwards con
tends that Edwards’ consent is necessary for the
assignment or the substitution of Alberts as a limited
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National purchase Edwards’ stock, citing the dissenters’
rights provision of the corporation’s by-laws, which
reflects the Model Business Corporation Act.
National’s board has claimed National does not have
to purchase Edwards’ stock.

•

Bradley sued Frost and Glen to compel them to follow
the written stockholders’ agreement and reelect Brad
ley to the board.

•

Bradley sued the corporation to be reinstated as an
officer of the corporation, and for breach of the
employment contract.
Bradley sued each member of the board for declaring
and paying an unlawful dividend, and demanded its
repayment to the corporation.

As a result of the above:
•

Edwards initiated a minority stockholder’s action to
have Olsen removed as president and to force National
to purchase Edwards’ stock.

•

•

Queen sued National to enforce the contract and/or
collect damages.

Required:
State whether Bradley would be successful in each of
the above suits and give the reasons for your conclusions.

•

Queen sued Edwards to collect damages.

Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons
for your answers.
a. Will Edwards be successful in a lawsuit to have
Olsen removed as president?
b. Will Edwards be successful in a lawsuit to have
National purchase the stock?
c. 1. Will Queen be successful in a lawsuit
against National?
2.
Will Queen be successful in a
against Edwards?
N91
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Frost, Glen, and Bradley own 50%, 40%, and 10%,
respectively, of the authorized and issued voting common
stock of Xeon Corp. They had a written stockholders’
agreement that provided they would vote for each other
as directors of the corporation.
At the initial stockholders’ meeting, Frost, Glen,
Bradley, and three others were elected to a six-person
board of directors. The board elected Frost as president
of the corporation, Glen as secretary, and Bradley as vice
president. Frost and Glen were given two-year contracts
with annual salaries of $50,000. Bradley was given a
two-year contract for $10,000 per year.
At the end of its first year of operation, Xeon was
in financial difficulty. Bradley disagreed with the way
Frost and Glen were running the business.
At the annual stockholders’ meeting, a new board
of directors was elected. Bradley was excluded because
Frost and Glen did not vote for Bradley. Without cause,
the new board fired Bradley as vice president even though
12 months remained on Bradley’s contract.
Despite the corporation’s financial difficulties, the
new board, relying on the assurances of Frost and Glen
and based on fraudulent documentation provided by Frost
and Glen, declared and paid a $200,000 dividend. Pay
ment of the dividend caused the corporation to become
insolvent.

N89
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On May 12, 1987, West purchased 6% of Ace
Corp.’s outstanding $3 cumulative preferred stock and
7% of Ace’s outstanding common stock. These are the
only two classes of stock authorized by Ace’s charter.
Both classes of stock are traded on a national stock
exchange. Ace uses the calendar year for financial
reporting purposes.
During 1987 and 1988, Ace neither declared divi
dends nor recorded dividends in arrears as a liability on
its books. West was disturbed about this and, on February
8, 1989, sent a written demand to examine Ace’s books
lawsuit
and records to determine Ace’s financial condition. Ace
has refused to permit West to examine its books and
records.
On May 8, 1989, West lost the stock certificate
representing the shares of preferred stock. On May 9,
1989, West notified Ace of the lost stock certificate and
requested that Ace issue a new stock certificate. West
offered to file an indemnity bond with Ace and to fulfill
any reasonable requests made by Ace. Although Ace has
no knowledge that any other party has acquired the lost
stock certificate, Ace refused to issue a new stock certifi
cate or accept the indemnity bond.
As a result of the foregoing, West has made the
following assertions:
•

Ace should have recorded the dividends in arrears for
1987 and 1988 as a liability that, in effect, would treat
West as a general creditor to the extent of the dividends
in arrears.
• West is entitled to examine Ace’s books and records.
• West is entitled to receive a new stock certificate to
replace the lost stock certificate.
Required: In separate paragraphs, discuss West’s
assertions. Indicate whether such assertions are correct
and the reasons therefor. Do not consider securities laws.
M89
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On May 1, 1987, Cray’s board of directors unani
mously voted to have Cray reacquire 100,000 shares of
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its common stock. On May 25, 1987, Cray did so, paying
current market price. In determining whether to reacquire
the shares, the board of directors relied on reports and
financial statements that were negligently prepared by
Cray’s internal accounting department under the supervi
sion of the treasurer and reviewed by its independent
accountants. The reports and financial statements indi
cated that, as of April 30, 1987, Cray was solvent and
there were sufficient funds to reacquire the shares. Subse
quently, it was discovered that Cray had become insolvent
in March 1987 and continued to be insolvent after the
reacquisition of the shares. As a result of the foregoing,
Cray experienced liquidity problems and losses during
1987 and 1988.
The board of directors immediately fired the trea
surer because of the treasurer’s negligence in supervising
the preparation of the reports and financial statements.
The treasurer had three years remaining on a binding fiveyear employment agreement which, among other things,
prohibited the termination of the treasurer’s employment
for mere negligence.
Required: Discuss the following assertions, indicating
whether such assertions are correct and the reasons
therefor.
•
•
•

It was improper for the board of directors to authorize
the reacquisition of Cray’s common stock while Cray
was insolvent.
The members of the board of directors are personally
liable because they voted to reacquire shares while
Cray was insolvent.
Cray will be liable to the treasurer as a result of his
termination by the board of directors.

taxes, replacement of plumbing fixtures, roof repairs, util
ities, salaries, and fees and commissions totaled
$1,050,000.
On December 31, 1990, Goodwin and Jensen pre
pared and signed four $150,000 trust account checks and
sent three of them to three of the income beneficiaries
and the fourth one to a creditor of the fourth beneficiary.
This beneficiary had acknowledged that the creditor was
owed $200,000.
In February 1991, Goodwin discovered that Jensen
had embezzled $200,000 by secretly selling part of the
trust’s stock portfolio. Goodwin agreed not to reveal Jen
sen’s embezzlement if Jensen would pay Goodwin
$25,000.
In April 1991, Goodwin prepared the 1990 trust
income tax return. The return was signed by Goodwin
as preparer and by Jensen and Goodwin as trustees and
was filed with the IRS. Goodwin also prepared the 1990
income tax returns for the income beneficiaries. In an
attempt to hide the embezzlement, Goodwin, in preparing
the trust tax return, claimed nonexistent losses and
improper credits. The beneficiaries’ returns reflected the
same nonexistent losses and improper credits. Conse
quently, the beneficiaries’ taxes were underpaid. As a
result of an IRS audit, the embezzlement was uncovered,
the nonexistent losses and improper credits were disal
lowed, and the beneficiaries were assessed additional
taxes, penalties, and interest.
Jensen cannot be located.
As a result of the above, the income beneficiaries
sued Goodwin for negligence, fraud, and breach of fidu
ciary duty.

D. Estates and Trusts
M92

Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons
for your conclusions.

Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)
Goodwin, a CPA, and Jensen, a banker, were the trustees
of the Moore Family Trust. The trust was created as a
spendthrift trust and provided for distribution of income
annually to the four Moore adult children for life, with
the principal to be distributed to their issue after the death
of the last income beneficiary. The trust was funded with
commercial and residential real estate and a stock port
folio.

Will the income beneficiaries win their suits against
Goodwin for:

Goodwin, in addition to being a trustee, was lawfully
employed as the trust’s accountant. Goodwin, as the
trust’s accountant, prepared and signed all trust tax
returns, kept the trust’s accounting records, and super
vised distributions to the income beneficiaries.

a.

accountant’s negligence?

b.

actual fraud?

c.

breach of fiduciary duty as a trustee?
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On May 1, 1988, Mary Stein sold a commercial
building to Sam Bean and Bean’s son, Bob, as equal
tenants in common. At the time of the sale, there was a
recorded existing mortgage on the building in favor of
Fale Bank. The mortgage and the note it secured were
silent as to whether the entire amount outstanding on the
loan would become due upon the sale of the building.

In 1990, Goodwin and Jensen, as trustees, sold a
building owned by the trust for $400,000, its fair market
value. The building had been valued at $250,000 when
acquired by the trust. The $150,000 gain was allocated
to income. In addition, the trust had rental, interest, and
dividend income of $1,500,000 in 1990. Expenses for
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Required:
a. Discuss the personal liability of Sam Bean and
Bob Bean, and the personal liability of Mary Stein, if
there is a default on the mortgage to Fale and a foreclosure
sale results in a deficiency.

Sam and Bob did not assume the mortgage and it was
not paid off when they purchased the building.
On June 15, 1989, Sam died leaving a will naming
his wife, Rita Bean, as the beneficiary of his entire estate,
except for certain stocks which were to be transferred to
a spendthrift trust created for the benefit of Bob. The will
named Rita as the trustee and Bob as the sole beneficiary
of the trust. The provision in the will creating the spend
thrift trust stated in part that:

b. Discuss the effect Sam Bean’s death will have
on the ownership of the building.

Payments and distributions to the beneficiary
shall be made only to the beneficiary in person
or upon his personal receipt, and no interest
of the beneficiary in the income or principal
of the trust estate shall be assignable in antici
pation of payment, either by the voluntary
or involuntary act of the beneficiary or by
• operation of law, or be liable in any way for
the debts of the beneficiary.

c. Discuss the major purposes/benefits of a spend
thrift trust such as the one created by Sam Bean.
d.

Discuss whether
1. A trust may generally be terminated by its
beneficiaries; and
2. The spendthrift trust created by Sam Bean
could be terminated by Bob Bean.

III.

Contracts
that West repair and maintain the warehouse. On April
14, West orally asked Abco to paint the warehouse.
Despite the lease provision requiring West to repair
and maintain the warehouse, Abco agreed to do so
by April 30. On April 29, Abco advised West that
Abco had decided not to paint the warehouse. West
demanded that Abco paint the warehouse under the
April 14 agreement. Abco refused and has taken the
following positions:
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West Corp. is involved in the following disputes:
•

On September 16, West’s president orally offered to
hire Dodd Consultants, Inc. to do computer consulting
for West. The offer provided for a three-year contract
at $5,000 per month. West agreed that Dodd could
have until September 30 to decide whether to accept
the offer. If Dodd chose to accept the offer, its accep
tance would have to be received by September 30.
On September 27, Dodd sent West a letter accepting
the offer. West received the letter on October 2. On
September 28, West’s president decided that West’s
accounting staff could handle West’s computer prob
lems and notified Dodd by telephone that the offer
was withdrawn. Dodd argued that West had no right
to revoke its offer, and that Dodd had already accepted
the offer by mail.

West’s offer could not be revoked before Septem
ber 30.

•

Dodd’s acceptance was effective on September 27,
when the letter accepting the offer was mailed.

•

Because the April 14 agreement was oral and the
March 1 lease was in writing, West would not be
allowed to introduce evidence in any litigation
relating to the April 14 oral agreement.

b. State whether West’s president’s claim is cor
rect and give the reasons for your conclusion.
c. State whether Abco’s positions are correct and
give the reasons for your conclusions.
N91

West’s president claims that if an agreement exists
that agreement would not be enforceable against West
because of the Statute of Frauds requirement that the
contract be in writing.•
•

Abco’s April 14 agreement to paint the warehouse
is not binding on Abco because it was a modifica
tion of an existing contract.

Required:
a. State whether Dodd’s claims are correct and
give the reasons for your conclusions.

Dodd claims that it has a binding contract with West
because:
•

•

Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)
In a signed letter dated March 2 , 1991, Stake offered
to sell Packer a specific vacant parcel of land for
$100,000. Stake had inherited the land, along with several
apartment buildings in the immediate vicinity. Packer

On March 1, West signed a lease with Abco Real
Estate, Inc. for warehouse space. The lease required
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received the offer on March 4. The offer required accep
tance by March 10 and required Packer to have the prop
erty surveyed by a licensed surveyor so the exact legal
description of the property could be determined.
On March 6, Packer sent Stake a counteroffer of
$75,000. All other terms and conditions of the offer were
unchanged. Stake received Packer’s counteroffer on
March 8, and, on that day, telephoned Packer and
accepted it. On learning that a survey of the vacant parcel
would cost about $1,000, Packer telephoned Stake on
March 11 requesting that they share the survey cost
equally. During this conversation, Stake agreed to Pack
er’s proposal.
During the course of the negotiations leading up to
the March communications between Stake and Packer,
Stake expressed concern to Packer that a buyer of the
land might build apartment units that would compete with
those owned by Stake in the immediate vicinity. Packer
assured Stake that Packer intended to use the land for a
small shopping center. Because of these assurances, Stake
was willing to sell the land to Packer. Contrary to what
Packer told Stake, Packer had already contracted condi
tionally with Rolf for Rolf to build a 48-unit apartment
development on the vacant land to be purchased from
Stake.
During the last week of March, Stake learned that
the land to be sold to Packer had a fair market value of
$200,000. Also, Stake learned that Packer intended to
build apartments on the land. Because of this information,
Stake sued Packer to rescind the real estate contract,
alleging that:
•

Packer committed fraud in the formation of the con
tract thereby entitling Stake to rescind the contract.

•

Stake’s innocent mistake as to the fair market value
of the land entitles Stake to rescind the contract.

•

The contract was not enforceable against Stake
because Stake did not sign Packer’s March 6 count
eroffer.

b. January 29, 1990 — Snow to Jacobs: “ Ignore my
January 21 letter to you; I have decided not to sell
my lot at this time.”
This was received by Jacobs on February 3.
c.

January 31, 1990 — Jacobs to Snow: “ Per your
January 21 letter, you have got a deal.”
Jacobs inadvertently forgot to sign the January 31
letter, which was received by Snow on February 4.

d. February 2, 1990 — Jacobs to Eljay: “ In consider
ation of your promise to pay me $10,000, I hereby
assign to you my right to purchase Snow’s vacant
lot (Lot 2, Birds Addition to Cedar Grove).”
This was received by Eljay on February 5.
All of the letters were signed, except as noted above,
and properly stamped and addressed.
Snow has refused to sell the land to Jacobs or Eljay,
asserting that no contract exists because:
•
•
•
•

Jacobs’ acceptance was not received on a timely basis.
Snow had revoked the January 21 offer.
Jacobs’ acceptance was not signed.
Jacobs had no right to assign the contract to Eljay.

Required:
For each of Snow’s assertions, indicate whether the
assertion is correct, setting forth reasons for your conclu
sion.
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Anker Corp., a furniture retailer, engaged Best &
Co., CPAs, to audit Anker’s financial statements for the
year ended December 31, 1988. While reviewing certain
transactions entered into by Anker during 1988, Best
became concerned with the proper reporting of the follow
ing transactions:

Required:
State whether Stake’s allegations are correct and
give the reasons for your conclusions.

•
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The following letters were mailed among Jacobs, a
real estate developer, Snow, the owner of an undeveloped
parcel of land, and Eljay Distributors, Inc., a clothing
wholesaler interested in acquiring Snow’s parcel to build
a warehouse:

•

a. January 21, 1990 — Snow to Jacobs: “ My vacant
parcel (Lot 2, Birds Addition to Cedar Grove) is
available for $125,000 cash; closing within 60 days.
You must accept by January 31 if you are interested.’’
This was received by Jacobs on January 31.
B-84

On September 8 , 1988, Crisp Corp., a furniture manu
facturer, signed and mailed a letter offering to sell
Anker 50 pieces of furniture for $9,500. The offer
stated it would remain open until December 20, 1988.
On December 5, 1988, Crisp mailed a letter revoking
this offer. Anker received Crisp’s revocation the fol
lowing day. On December 12, 1988, Anker mailed its
acceptance to Crisp, and Crisp received it on Decem
ber 13, 1988.
On December 6, 1988, Dix Corp. signed and mailed
a letter offering to sell Anker a building for $75,000.
The offer stated that acceptance could only be made
by certified mail, return receipt requested. On Decem
ber 10, 1988, Anker telephoned Dix requesting that
Dix keep the offer open until December 20, 1988
because it was reviewing Dix’s offer. On Decem
ber 12, 1988, Dix signed and mailed a letter to Anker

Selected Questions
indicating that it would hold the offer open until
December 20, 1988. On December 19, 1988, Anker
sent its acceptance to Dix by a private express mail
courier. Anker’s acceptance was received by Dix on
December 20, 1988.

•
•

Required:
In separate paragraphs, discuss the assertions made by
Anker’s president. Indicate whether the assertions are
correct and the reasons therefor.

After reviewing the documents concerning the fore
going transactions, Best spoke with Anker’s president
who made the following assertions:
•

Dix’s letter dated December 12, 1988 formed an
option contract with Anker.
Anker’s acceptance on December 19, 1988 formed a
contract with Dix.

The September 8 , 1988 offer by Crisp was irrevocable
until December 2 0 , 1988, and therefore a contract was
formed by Anker’s acceptance on December 12, 1988.

IV. Debtor-Creditor Relationships
C. Bankruptcy

During the course of the bankruptcy proceeding, the
following transactions were disclosed:
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•

On October 6, 1991, Techno paid its president $9,900
as repayment of an unsecured loan made to the corpo
ration on September 18, 1989.

•

On February 19, 1992, Techno paid $1,150 to Alexis
Computers, Inc. for eight color computer monitors.
These monitors were delivered to Techno on February
9, 1992, and placed in inventory.

•

On January 12, 1992, Techno bought a new delivery
truck from Maple Motors for $7,900 cash. On the date
of the bankruptcy filing, the truck was worth $7,000.

Techno, Inc. is a computer equipment dealer. On February
3, 1992, Techno was four months behind in its payments
to Allied Building Maintenance, Cleen Janitorial Ser
vices, Inc., and Jones and Associates, CPAs, all of whom
provide monthly services to Techno. In an attempt to
settle with these three creditors, Techno offered each
of them a reduced lump-sum payment for the past due
obligations and full payment for future services. These
creditors rejected Techno’s offer and on April 9, 1992,
Allied, Cleen and Jones filed an involuntary petition in
bankruptcy against Techno under the provisions of Chap
ter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. At the time of the
filing, Techno’s liability to the three creditors was $9,100,
all of which was unsecured.

Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons
for your conclusions.
a. What circumstances had to exist to allow Allied,
Cleen, and Jones to file an involuntary bankruptcy petition
against Techno?

Techno, at the time of the filing, had liabilities of
$229,000 (owed to 23 creditors) and assets with a fair
market value of $191,000. During the entire year before
the bankruptcy filing, Techno’s liabilities exceeded the
fair market value of its assets.

b.

1. Will Dollar’s motion for relief be granted?
2. Will Dollar’s claim for priority be approved
by the bankruptcy court?

Included in Techno’s liabilities was an installment
loan payable to Dollar Finance Co., properly secured by
cash registers and other equipment.

c. Are the payments to Techno’s president, Alexis,
and Maple preferential transfers?

The bankruptcy court approved the involuntary peti
tion.
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On April 21, 1992, Dollar filed a motion for relief
from automatic stay in bankruptcy court claiming it was
entitled to take possession of the cash registers and other
equipment securing its loan. Dollar plans to sell these
assets immediately and apply the proceeds to the loan
balance. The fair market value of the collateral is less
than the loan balance and Dollar claims to lack adequate
protection. Also, Dollar claims it is entitled to receive
a priority distribution, before distribution to unsecured
creditors, for the amount Techno owes Dollar less the
proceeds from the sale of the collateral.

On February 1, 1990, Drake, a sole proprietor
operating a retail clothing store, filed a bankruptcy peti
tion under the liquidation provisions of the Bankruptcy
Code. For at least six months prior to the filing of the
petition, Drake had been unable to pay current business
and personal obligations as they came due. Total liabilities
substantially exceeded the total assets. A trustee was
appointed who has converted all of Drake’s nonexempt
property to cash in the amount of $96,000. Drake’s bank
ruptcy petition reflects a total of $310,000 of debts,
including the following:
B-85
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•

A judgment against Drake in the amount of $19,500 as
a result of an automobile accident caused by Drake’s
negligence.
• Unpaid federal income taxes in the amount of $4,300
for the year 1983. (Drake filed an accurate tax return
for 1983.)
• A $3,200 obligation payable on June 1, 1990,
described as being owed to Martin Office Equipment,
when, in fact, the debt is owed to Bartin Computer
Supplies (Bartin has no knowledge of Drake’s bank
ruptcy and the time for filing claims has expired).
• Unpaid child support in the amount of $780 arising
from a support order incorporated in Drake’s 1982
divorce judgment.
Prior to the filing of the petition, Drake entered into
the following transactions:

On March 23, 1989, Tine, a sole proprietor, was
involuntarily petitioned into bankruptcy under the liqui
dation provisions of the Bankruptcy Code. The petition
was filed by Lux, Squire, and Rusk, who were creditors
of Tine with unsecured claims of $3,000, $4,000, and
$2,000, respectively. Tine also has 10 other unsecured
creditors, three partially secured creditors, and two fully
secured creditors, none of whom joined in the filing of
the bankruptcy petition. For the six-month period before
the filing of the bankruptcy petition, Tine had been unable
to pay current obligations as they became due. At the
time the petition was filed, Tine had a negative net worth.
Before March 2 3 , 1989, Tine entered into the follow
ing transactions:

•

•

On December 2 9 , 1988, Tine borrowed $250,000 from
Safe Finance. On January 31, 1989, after learning of
Tine’s financial problems, Safe requested that Tine
execute a mortgage on Tine’s residence naming Safe
as mortgagee. On January 31, 1989, Tine executed
the mortgage and delivered it to Safe and it was
recorded that same day. The residence had a fair mar
ket value of $300,000 at all times.
• On May 5, 1988, Rich Bank loaned Tine $50,000
based on Tine’s personal financial statements. Tine
knew the financial statements submitted to Rich sub
stantially overstated Tine’s net worth because of mis
representations that were difficult to detect.

January 13, 1990 — paid Safe Bank $7,500, the full
amount due on an unsecured loan given by Safe on
November 13, 1989 (Drake had used the loan proceeds
to purchase a family automobile).
• October 2 1 , 1989 — conveyed to his brother, in repay
ment of a $2,000 debt, a painting that cost Drake $125
and which had a fair market value of $2,000.
• November 15, 1989 — borrowed $23,000 from Home
Savings and Loan Association, giving Home a first
mortgage on Drake’s residence, which has a fair mar
ket value of $100,000.
• November 9, 1989 — paid $4,300 to Max Clothing
Distributors for clothing delivered to Drake 60 days
earlier (Drake had for several years purchased inven
tory from Max and his other suppliers on 60-day credit
terms).

Required: Answer the following, setting forth reasons
for any conclusions stated.

Required:
Answer the following questions, setting forth rea
sons for any conclusions stated.

a. Discuss whether the requirements necessary for
the commencement of an involuntary bankruptcy pro
ceeding were met.

a. Will the four debts described above be dis
charged in Drake’s bankruptcy?

b. Assuming that the requirements necessary for
the commencement of an involuntary bankruptcy were
met, discuss the following:
1. What action may the court take regarding
the transactions between Tine and Safe?
2. What action may the court take regarding
the transaction between Tine and Rich if Rich challenges
the discharge of its debt?

b. What factors must the bankruptcy trustee show
to set aside a transaction as a preferential transfer?
c. State whether each transaction entered into by
Drake is a preferential or non-preferential transfer.

VI.
A.

Uniform Commercial Code
credit customers to place large signs in their stores indicat
ing that Rustic products are made available through
financing provided by Rustic.

Commercial Paper
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On February 1, 1992, Rustic sold and delivered five
lathes to Friendly Hardware Corp. for $25,000. Friendly
sells woodworking tools and equipment, among other
things, to the general public. Friendly made a 10% downpayment and delivered a promissory note for the balance,

Rustic Equipment, Inc. manufactures lathes and other
woodworking equipment. It sells these products to hard
ware stores, often on credit. Rustic usually requires its
B-86
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National and that Karry purchased the lathe subject
to Rustic’s security interest.

along with a security agreement and a financing statement
covering the lathes. Rustic properly filed the financing
statement on February 9, 1992. Rustic required Friendly
to display a sign in its store indicating that Rustic provided
financing for the lathes.

•

Karry refuses to honor the note held by Abcor claiming
that:

On February 6, 1992, Friendly borrowed $100,000
from National Bank, and gave National a promissory
note, a security agreement, and a financing statement
covering Friendly’s inventory, fixtures, and equipment.
Friendly intended to use the loan proceeds to remodel its
store. National properly filed the financing statement on
February 7, 1992. National was not aware of Rustic’s
security interest in the lathes included in Friendly’s inven
tory.

It is nonnegotiable because it is not payable at
a definite time and it references the sales invoice.

On March 8, 1992, Friendly sold one of the Rustic
lathes to Karry, whose hobby was woodworking. Karry
paid 20% of the purchase price, and gave Friendly a
promissory note for the balance and a security agreement
covering the lathe. Karry, at the time of the purchase, saw
the sign publicizing the financing arrangement between
Rustic and Friendly. Friendly did not file a financing
statement.

Required:
State whether the claims of Rustic and Karry are
correct and give the reasons for your conclusions.

Abcor has no rights under the note because it
was not endorsed by Friendly.
Abcor was aware of Karry’s claim that the lathe
was not working properly and, therefore, took
the note subject to that claim.
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River Oaks is a wholesale distributor of automobile
parts. River Oaks received the promissory note shown
below from First Auto, Inc., as security for payment of
a $4,400 auto parts shipment. When River Oaks accepted
the note as collateral for the First Auto obligation, River
Oaks was aware that the maker of the note, Hillcraft,
Inc., was claiming that the note was unenforceable
because Alexco Co. had breached the license agreement
under which Hillcraft had given the note. First Auto had
acquired the note from Smith in exchange for repairing
several cars owned by Smith. At the time First Auto
received the note, First Auto was unaware of the dispute
between Hillcraft and Alexco. Also, Smith, who paid
Alexco $3,500 for the note, was unaware of Hillcraft’s
allegations that Alexco had breached the license
agreement.

The following is the promissory note Karry gave to
Friendly:
March 8

, 199 2

I promise to pay Friendly Hardware Corp. or bearer
$ 900.00, with interest thereon at 12 % per annum.
S.J. Karry
Maker
Reference: Sale of Lathe
Invoice #6734

PROMISSORY NOTE
On March 10, 1992, Friendly delivered Karry’s
promissory note, without endorsement, to Queen Bank
in exchange for $750. Queen, a holder in due course, was
unaware that Karry had advised Friendly that the lathe
was not operating properly and that Karry had no intention
of paying the note. Queen then delivered the note to
Abcor Factors, Inc. in exchange for $800. At the time
Abcor acquired the note from Queen, it knew that Karry
disputed any obligation under the note because the lathe
was not working properly.

Date: 1/14/90
promises to pay to

Alexco Co. or bearer

the sum of $4,400

Four Thousand and 00/ 100
on or before

Dollars

May 15, 1991 (maker may elect

to extend due date by 30 days)

Friendly has experienced serious financial diffi
culties and defaulted on its obligations to Rustic and
National. Abcor has demanded that Karry pay the note
given to Friendly, but Karry has refused to do so.

thereon at the rate of

9½ %

with interest
per annum.

Hillcraft, Inc.
By: P.J. Hill____________
P.J. Hill, President

Rustic and Karry have taken the following positions:
•

Hillcraft, Inc.

Rustic claims that its security interest in the lathes,
including the one sold to Karry, is superior to that of

Reference: Alexco Licensing Agreement
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1989.” The maker of the note was Peters and it was
indorsed in blank by Harris, who delivered it to Uni
versity as payment for a shipment of magazines. Uni
versity demanded that Peters pay the note but Peters
refused, claiming that he gave the note as a result of
misrepresentations by Harris related to a real estate
transaction between the two of them. University
advised Harris immediately of Peters’ refusal to pay.
• A signed promissory note dated July 31, 1989, in the
amount of $1,800 payable “ to the order of Able on
January 15, 1990.” The maker of the note was Cole
and it further provided that it was given ‘‘pursuant to
that certain construction contract dated June 1 , 1989.”
The note had been given to University as payment
for books by one of its customers, Baker, who did not
indorse it. The note bears Able’s blank indorsement.
University demanded payment from Cole. Cole
refused to honor the note claiming that:

The reverse side of the note was endorsed as follows:
Pay to the order of First Auto without recourse
E. Smith
E. Smith
Pay to the order of River Oaks Co.
First Auto
By: G. First
G. First, President
First Auto is now insolvent and unable to satisfy
its obligation to River Oaks. Therefore, River Oaks has
demanded that Hillcraft pay $4,400, but Hillcraft has
refused, asserting:

•

The note’s reference to the construction contract
renders it nonnegotiable; and
University has no rights to the note because it was
not indorsed by Baker.

•

The note is nonnegotiable because it references the
license agreement and is not payable at a definite time
or on demand.

•

River Oaks is not a holder in due course of the note
because it received the note as security for amounts
owed by First Auto.

University immediately advised Baker of Cole’s
refusal to pay.
University is uncertain of its rights under the two
notes.

•

River Oaks is not a holder in due course because
it was aware of the dispute between Hillcraft and
Alexco.

Required:
Answer the following questions, setting forth rea
sons for your conclusions.

•

Hillcraft can raise the alleged breach by Alexco as a
defense to payment.

a. With regard to the note executed by Peters, is
University a holder in due course?

•

River Oaks has no right to the note because it was
not endorsed by Alexco.

b. Can Peters raise Harris’ alleged misrepresenta
tions as a defense to University’s demand for payment?

•

The maximum amount that Hillcraft would owe under
the note is $4,000, plus accrued interest.

•

c.

Are Cole’s claims valid?

B. Sales
Required:
State whether each of Hillcraft’s assertions are cor
rect and give the reasons for your conclusions.
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Angler Corp., a food distributor, is involved in the follow
ing disputes:

On February 12, 1990, Mayfair & Associates, CPAs,
was engaged to audit the financial statements of Univer
sity Book Distributors, Inc. University operates as a retail
and wholesale distributor of books, newspapers, maga
zines, and other periodicals. In conjunction with the audit
of University’s cash, notes, and accounts receivable, Uni
versity’s controller gave Mayfair’s staff accountant cer
tain instruments that University had received from its
customers during 1989 in the ordinary course of its busi
ness. The instruments are:•

•

On September 8, Angler shipped the wrong grade of
tuna to Mason Restaurants, Inc. under a contract that
stated as follows: “ F.O.B. — Angler’s loading dock.”
During shipment, the tuna was destroyed in an acci
dent involving the common carrier’s truck. Mason has
refused to pay for the tuna, claiming the risk of loss
belonged to Angler at the time of the accident.

•

On October 3, Angler shipped 100 bushels of peaches
to Classic Foods, Inc., a retail grocer. Because of a
delay in shipping, the peaches rotted. Classic elected
to reject the peaches and notified Angler of this deci
sion. Angler asked Classic to return the peaches at

•

A signed promissory note dated June 30, 1989, in the
amount of $3,100 payable ‘‘to Harris on December 31,
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Angler’s expense. Classic refused the request, claim
ing it had no obligation to do so.
•

•

On October 23, Angler orally contracted to sell Regal
Fast-Food 1,000 pounds of hamburger meat for $900.
Delivery was to be made on October 31. On October
29, after Angler had shipped the hamburger meat to
Regal, Regal sent Angler the following signed corre
spondence:

On October 25, Debco mailed the following signed
correspondence to TMI, which TMI received on Octo
ber 29:
Cancel our October 1 2 , 1991, purchase order.
We have found a better price on the com
puters.

•

“ We are not going to need the 1,000 pounds of
meat we ordered on October 23. Don’t ship.”

On October 31, 1991, TMI mailed the following
signed correspondence to Debco, which Debco
received on November 3:
We have set aside the computers you ordered
and turned down other offers for them. There
fore, we will ship the computers to you for
delivery by November 30, 1991, F.O.B. —
your loading dock with payment terms 2/10;
net 30.

Regal rejected the shipment and claimed it is not
obligated to purchase the hamburger meat because
there is no written contract between Angler and Regal.
Required:
a. State whether Mason’s claim is correct and give
the reasons for your conclusion.

There were no further communications between TMI and
Debco.

b. State whether Classic’s claim is correct and give
the reasons for your conclusion.

TMI shipped the computers on November 15, and Debco
received them on November 29. Debco refused to accept
delivery. In justifying its refusal to accept delivery, Debco
claimed the following:

c. State whether Regal’s claim is correct and give
the reasons for your conclusion.

•

Its October 25 correspondence prevented the forma
tion of a contract between Debco and TMI;

•

TMI’s October 31 correspondence was not an effec
tive acceptance because it was not received by Debco
until November 3;

•

TMI’s October 31 correspondence was not an effec
tive acceptance because it added payment terms to
Debco’s purchase order.
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Debco Electronics, Inc. sells various brands of com
puter equipment to retail and business customers. An
audit of Debco’s 1991 financial statements has revealed
the following transactions:
•

•

On September 1, 1991, a Debco salesperson orally
agreed to sell Rapid Computers, Inc. eight TMI com
puters for $11,000, to be delivered on October 15,
1991. Rapid sells computers to the general public. The
Debco salesperson sent Rapid a signed confirmation of
the sales agreement. Rapid received the confirmation
on September 3, but did not respond to it. On October
15, 1991, Debco tendered delivery of the computers
to Rapid. Rapid refused to accept delivery, claiming
it had no obligation to buy the computers because it
had not signed a contract with Debco.

Debco, Rapid, and TMI are located in a jurisdiction
that has adopted the UCC.
Required:
a. State whether Rapid’s claim is correct and give
the reasons for your conclusions.
b. State whether Debco’s claims are correct with
regard to the transaction involving TMI and give the
reasons for your conclusions.

On October 12, 1991, Debco mailed TMI Computers,
Inc. a signed purchase order for certain specified com
puters for delivery by November 30, 1991. The pur
chase order also stated the following:
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On October 10, Vesta Electronics contracted with
Zap Audio to sell Zap 200 18" stereo speakers. The
contract provided that the speakers would be shipped
F.O.B. seller’s loading dock. The contract was silent as
to when risk of loss for the speakers would pass to Zap.
Delivery was to be completed by November 10.
On October 18, Vesta identified the speakers to be
shipped to Zap and moved them to the loading dock.
Before the carrier picked up the goods, a fire on Vesta’s

This purchase order will not be withdrawn on
or before October 31, 1991. You must accept
by that date or we will assume you cannot
meet our terms. Ship F.O.B. - our loading
dock.
TMI received the purchase order on October 15, 1991.
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loading dock destroyed 50 of the speakers. On October
20, Vesta shipped, by common carrier, the remaining 150
18" speakers and 50 16" speakers. The truck carrying the
speakers was involved in an accident resulting in damage
to 25 of the 16" speakers. Zap received the 200 speakers
on October 25, and on October 27 notified Vesta that
100 of the 18" speakers were being accepted but the rest
of the shipment was being rejected. Zap also informed
Vesta that, due to Vesta’s failure to comply with the
terms of the contract, Zap would contest paying the con
tract price and would sue for damages.
The above parties and transactions are subject to the
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).

has claimed that it is entitled to the tug and has demanded
its return from Pharo.

Required:
Answer the following questions, and give the reasons
for your conclusions.

Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)

Required:
Answer each of the following questions, and set
forth the reasons for your conclusions.
a. Were any implied warranties created by the con
tract between Pharo and Secure and, if so, were any of
those warranties breached?
b.

Is Maco entitled to the return of the tug?

N89

a. 1. Who bears the risk of loss for the 50
destroyed 18" speakers?
2. Who bears the risk of loss for the 25 dam
aged 16" speakers?

Anker Corp., a furniture retailer, engaged Best &
Co., CPAs, to audit Anker’s financial statements for the
year ended December 31, 1988. While reviewing certain
transactions entered into by Anker during 1988, Best
became concerned with the proper reporting of the follow
ing transactions:

b.
valid?

•

1.

Was Zap’s rejection of the 16" speakers
On September 8 , 1988, Crisp Corp., a furniture manu
facturer, signed and mailed a letter offering to sell
Anker 50 pieces of furniture for $9,500. The offer
stated it would remain open until December 20, 1988.
On December 5, 1988, Crisp mailed a letter revoking
this offer. Anker received Crisp’s revocation the fol
lowing day. On December 12, 1988, Anker mailed its
acceptance to Crisp, and Crisp received it on Decem
ber 13, 1988.
• On December 6, 1988, Dix Corp. signed and mailed
a letter offering to sell Anker a building for $75,000.
The offer stated that acceptance could only be made
by certified mail, return receipt requested. On Decem
ber 10, 1988, Anker telephoned Dix requesting that
Dix keep the offer open until December 20, 1988
because it was reviewing Dix’s offer. On Decem
ber 12, 1988, Dix signed and mailed a letter to Anker
indicating that it would hold the offer open until
December 20, 1988. On December 19, 1988, Anker
sent its acceptance to Dix by a private express mail
courier. Anker’s acceptance was received by Dix on
December 20, 1988.

2. Was Zap’s acceptance of some of the 18"
speakers valid?
c. Under the UCC, what duties are required of Zap
after rejecting all or part of the shipment?
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Pharo Aviation, Inc. sells and services used air
planes. Sanders, Pharo’s service department manager,
negotiated with Secure Equipment Co. for the purchase
of a used tug for moving airplanes in and out of Pharo’s
hangar. Secure sells and services tugs and related equip
ment. Sanders was unfamiliar with the various models,
specifications, and capacities of the tugs sold by Secure;
however, Sanders knew that the tug purchased needed to
have the capacity to move airplanes weighing up to 10,000
pounds. Sanders and the sales representative discussed
this specific need because Sanders was uncertain as to
which tug would meet Pharo’s requirements. The sales
representative then recommended a particular make and
model of tug. Sanders agreed to rely on the sales represen
tative’s advice and signed a purchase contract with
Secure.
About a week after Sanders took delivery, the fol
lowing occurred:

After reviewing the documents concerning the fore
going transactions, Best spoke with Anker’s president
who made the following assertions:

Sanders determined that the tug did not have the
capacity to move airplanes weighing over 5,000
pounds.
Sanders was advised correctly by Maco Equipment
Distributors, Inc. that Maco was the rightful owner
of the tug, which it had left with Secure for repairs.

The September 8 , 1988 offer by Crisp was irrevocable
until December 20, 1988, and therefore a contract was
formed by Anker’s acceptance on December 12, 1988.
• Dix’s letter dated December 12, 1988 formed an
option contract with Anker.
• Anker’s acceptance on December 19, 1988 formed a
contract with Dix.

Pharo has commenced a lawsuit against Secure
claiming that implied warranties were created by the con
tract with Secure and that these have been breached. Maco

Required: In separate paragraphs, discuss the asser
tions made by Anker’s president. Indicate whether the
assertions are correct and the reasons therefor.

•
•

•
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along with a security agreement and a financing statement
covering the lathes. Rustic properly filed the financing
statement on February 9, 1992. Rustic required Friendly
to display a sign in its store indicating that Rustic provided
financing for the lathes.
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On February 2 0 , 1989, Pine, Inc. ordered a specially
manufactured computer system consisting of a disk drive
and a central processing unit (CPU) from Xeon Corp., a
seller of computers and other office equipment. A contract
was signed and the total purchase price was paid to Xeon
by Pine on the same date. The contract required Pine to
pick up the computer system at Xeon’s warehouse on
March 9, 1989, but was silent as to when risk of loss
passed to Pine. The computer system was completed on
March 1, 1989, and set aside for Pine’s contemplated
pickup on March 9, 1989. On March 3, 1989, the disk
drive was stolen from Xeon’s warehouse. On March 9,
1989, Pine picked up the CPU. On March 15, 1989, Pine
returned the CPU to Xeon for warranty repairs. On March
18, 1989, Xeon mistakenly sold the CPU to Meed, a
buyer in the ordinary course of business.
On April 12, 1989, Pine purchased and received
delivery of five word processors from Jensen Electronics
Corp. for use in its business. The purchase price of the
word processors was $15,000. Pine paid $5,000 down
and executed an installment purchase note and a security
agreement for the balance. The security agreement con
tained a description of the word processors. Jensen never
filed a financing statement. On April 1, 1989, Pine had
given its bank a security interest in all of its assets. The
bank had immediately perfected its security interest by
filing. Pine has defaulted on the installment purchase
note.

On February 6, 1992, Friendly borrowed $100,000
from National Bank, and gave National a promissory
note, a security agreement, and a financing statement
covering Friendly’s inventory, fixtures, and equipment.
Friendly intended to use the loan proceeds to remodel its
store. National properly filed the financing statement on
February 7, 1992. National was not aware of Rustic’s
security interest in the lathes included in Friendly’s inven
tory.
On March 8, 1992, Friendly sold one of the Rustic
lathes to Karry, whose hobby was woodworking. Karry
paid 20% of the purchase price, and gave Friendly a
promissory note for the balance and a security agreement
covering the lathe. Karry, at the time of the purchase, saw
the sign publicizing the financing arrangement between
Rustic and Friendly. Friendly did not file a financing
statement.
The following is the promissory note Karry gave to
Friendly:
March 8

I promise to pay Friendly Hardware Corp. or bearer
$ 900.00 , with interest thereon at 12 % per annum.

Required: Discuss the following assertions, indicating
whether such assertions are correct and the reasons
therefor.
•
•
•
•
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S.J. Karry
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As of March 3, 1989, the risk of loss on the disk drive
remained with Xeon.
Meed acquired no rights in the CPU as a result of the
March 18, 1989, transaction.
Jensen’s security interest in the word processors never
attached and therefore Jensen’s security interest is not
enforceable against Pine.
Jensen has a superior security interest to Pine’s bank.

Reference: Sale of Lathe
Invoice #6734

On March 10, 1992, Friendly delivered Karry’s
promissory note, without endorsement, to Queen Bank
in exchange for $750. Queen, a holder in due course, was
unaware that Karry had advised Friendly that the lathe
was not operating properly and that Karry had no intention
of paying the note. Queen then delivered the note to
Abcor Factors, Inc. in exchange for $800. At the time
Abcor acquired the note from Queen, it knew that Karry
disputed any obligation under the note because the lathe
was not working properly.

C. Secured Transactions
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Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)
Rustic Equipment, Inc. manufactures lathes and other
woodworking equipment. It sells these products to hard
ware stores, often on credit. Rustic usually requires its
credit customers to place large signs in their stores indicat
ing that Rustic products are made available through
financing provided by Rustic.

Friendly has experienced serious financial diffi
culties and defaulted on its obligations to Rustic and
National. Abcor has demanded that Karry pay the note
given to Friendly, but Karry has refused to do so.

On February 1, 1992, Rustic sold and delivered five
lathes to Friendly Hardware Corp. for $25,000. Friendly
sells woodworking tools and equipment, among other
things, to the general public. Friendly made a 10% downpayment and delivered a promissory note for the balance,

Rustic and Karry have taken the following positions:
•
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Rustic claims that its security interest in the lathes,
including the one sold to Karry, is superior to that of

Business Law and Professional Responsibilities
National and that Karry purchased the lathe subject
to Rustic’s security interest.
•

defaulted on the promissory note given to Abco and
its obligation to Condor. Condor has asserted that its
security interest in the computer is superior to Abco’s.

Karry refuses to honor the note held by Abcor claiming
that:

Required:
State whether the claims of Rice and Condor are
correct and give the reasons for your conclusions.

It is nonnegotiable because it is not payable at
a definite time and it references the sales invoice.

N90

Abcor has no rights under the note because it
was not endorsed by Friendly.

Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)

Abcor was aware of Karry’s claim that the lathe
was not working properly and, therefore, took
the note subject to that claim.

Wizard Computer Co. sells computers to the general
public. On April 30, Wizard financed the purchase of its
computer inventory with National Bank. Wizard executed
and delivered a promissory note and a security agreement
covering the inventory. National filed a financing state
ment on the same day.
On May 1, Wizard sold a computer out of its inven
tory to Kast, who intended to use it to do some household
budgeting. Kast made a 10% down payment toward the
purchase price. Kast executed and delivered to Wizard a
promissory note for the balance and a security agreement
covering the computer. Kast was aware that Wizard
financed its inventory with National. Wizard did not file
a financing statement.
On May 6, Kast, who was dissatisfied with the com
puter, sold it on credit to Marc, who intended to use it
to assist in family budgeting. Marc, who was unaware
that Kast had purchased the computer on credit, paid 25%
of the purchase price and executed and delivered to Kast a
promissory note for the balance and a security agreement
covering the computer. Kast did not file a financing state
ment.
On May 12, Marc borrowed $6,000 from Alcor
Finance. Marc gave Alcor a promissory note for the loan
amount and a security agreement covering the computer
and other household appliances owned by Marc. Alcor
did not file a financing statement.
Marc failed to pay Alcor or Kast. In turn, Kast has
been unable to pay Wizard. On June 2, Wizard defaulted
on its obligation to National.
Kast and Marc take the following positions:
• Kast asserts that the computer was purchased from
Wizard free of National’s security interest.
• Marc asserts that the computer was purchased from
Kast free of Wizard’s security interest.
• Marc asserts that Alcor’s security interest is unen
forceable against Marc because Alcor failed to file a
financing statement.

Required:
State whether the claims of Rustic and Karry are
correct and give the reasons for your conclusions.
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Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)
Mead, a junior member of a CPA firm’s audit staff,
was assigned to assist in auditing Abco Electronics, Inc.’s
financial statements. Abco sells various brands of com
puter equipment to the general public, and to distributors
who sell the equipment to retail customers for personal
and business use. One of Mead’s assignments was to
evaluate the following transactions:
•

On September 1, Abco sold a CDM computer out of its
inventory to Rice, who intended to use it for business
purposes. Rice paid 25% of the purchase price and
executed and delivered to Abco a promissory note for
the balance. A security agreement was signed only
by the Abco sales representative. Abco failed to file
a financing statement. Rice is in default under the
promissory note. Rice claimed that Abco does not
have an effective security interest in the computer
because Rice did not sign the security agreement, and
because Abco did not file a financing statement.•

•

On August 18, Abco sold a computer to Baker, who
intended to use it for business inventory and accounts
payable control, and payroll processing. Baker paid
20% of the purchase price and executed and delivered
to Abco a promissory note for the balance and a
security agreement covering the computer. Abco filed
a financing statement on August 27. On August 25,
Baker borrowed $5,000 from Condor Finance Co.,
giving Condor a promissory note for the loan amount
and a security agreement covering the computer. Con
dor filed a financing statement on August 26. Baker

Required:
For each assertion, indicate whether it is correct, and
set forth the reasons for your conclusion.
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Selected Questions
VII. Property
A.

Real Property

b. Did Tower and/or Dodd have an insurable inter
est in the building when the fire occurred? If so, when
would such an interest have arisen?
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Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)

c. Does Acme have to pay under the terms of the
fire insurance policy? If so, how much?

On February 1, 1988, Tower and Perry, as tenants
in common, purchased a two-unit apartment building for
$250,000. They made a down payment of $100,000, and
gave a $100,000 first mortgage to Midway Bank and a
$50,000 second mortgage to New Bank.
New was aware of Midway’s mortgage but, as a
result of a clerical error, Midway did not record its mort
gage until after New’s mortgage was recorded.
At the time of purchase, a $200,000 fire insurance
policy was issued by Acme Insurance Co. to Tower and
Perry. The policy contained an 80% coinsurance clause
and a standard mortgagee provision.
Tower and Perry rented an apartment to Young under
a month-to-month oral lease. They rented the other apart
ment to Zimmer under a three-year written lease.
On December 8, 1989, Perry died leaving a will
naming the Dodd Foundation as the sole beneficiary of
Perry’s estate. The estate was distributed on January 15,
1990. That same date, the ownership of the fire insurance
policy was assigned to Tower and Dodd with Acme’s
consent. On January 21, 1990, a fire caused $180,000 in
structural damage to the building. At that time, its market
value was $300,000 and the Midway mortgage balance
was $80,000 including accrued interest. The New mort
gage balance was $40,000 including accrued interest.
The fire made Young’s apartment uninhabitable and
caused extensive damage to the kitchen, bathrooms, and
one bedroom of Zimmer’s apartment. On February 1,
1990, Young and Zimmer moved out. The resulting loss
of income caused a default on both mortgages.
On April 1, 1990, Acme refused to pay the fire loss
claiming that the required insurable interest did not exist
at the time of the loss and that the amount of the insurance
was insufficient to provide full coverage for the loss.
Tower and Dodd are involved in a lawsuit contesting the
ownership of the building and the claims they have both
made for any fire insurance proceeds.
On June 1, 1990, Midway and New foreclosed their
mortgages and are also claiming any fire insurance pro
ceeds that may be paid by Acme.
On July 1, 1990, Tower sued Zimmer for breach of
the lease and is seeking to collect the balance of the lease
term rent.

d. Assuming the fire insurance proceeds will be
paid, what would be the order of payment to the various
parties and in what amounts?
e. Would Tower succeed in the suit against
Zimmer?
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Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)
On May 1, 1988, Mary Stein sold a commercial
building to Sam Bean and Bean’s son, Bob, as equal
tenants in common. At the time of the sale, there was a
recorded existing mortgage on the building in favor of
Fale Bank. The mortgage and the note it secured were
silent as to whether the entire amount outstanding on the
loan would become due upon the sale of the building.
Sam and Bob did not assume the mortgage and it was
not paid off when they purchased the building.
On June 15, 1989, Sam died leaving a will naming
his wife, Rita Bean, as the beneficiary of his entire estate,
except for certain stocks which were to be transferred to
a spendthrift trust created for the benefit of Bob. The will
named Rita as the trustee and Bob as the sole beneficiary
of the trust. The provision in the will creating the spend
thrift trust stated in part that:
Payments and distributions to the beneficiary
shall be made only to the beneficiary in person
or upon his personal receipt, and no interest
of the beneficiary in the income or principal
of the trust estate shall be assignable in antici
pation of payment, either by the voluntary
or involuntary act of the beneficiary or by
operation of law, or be liable in any way for
the debts of the beneficiary.
Required:
a. Discuss the personal liability of Sam Bean and
Bob Bean, and the personal liability of Mary Stein, if
there is a default on the mortgage to Fale and a foreclosure
sale results in a deficiency.
b. Discuss the effect Sam Bean’s death will have
on the ownership of the building.

The above events took place in a notice-race statute
jurisdiction.

c. Discuss the major purposes/benefits of a spend
thrift trust such as the one created by Sam Bean.

Required:
Answer the following questions and give the reasons
for your conclusions.
a.
1990?

d. Discuss whether
1. A trust may generally be terminated by its
beneficiaries; and
2. The spendthrift trust created by Sam Bean
Who had title to the building on January 21,
could be terminated by Bob Bean.
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Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 20 minutes)
On March 2 , 1988, Ash, Bale, and Rangel purchased
an office building from Park Corp. as joint tenants with
right of survivorship. There was an outstanding note and
mortgage on the building, which they assumed. The note
and mortgage named Park as the mortgagor (borrower)
and Vista Bank as the mortgagee (lender). Vista has con
sented to the assumption.
Wein, Inc., a tenant in the office building, had
entered into a 10-year lease dated May 8 , 1985. The lease
was silent regarding Wein’s right to sublet. The lease
provided for Wein to take occupancy on June 1, 1985,
and that the monthly rent would be $5,000 for the entire
10-year term. On March 10, 1989, Wein informed Ash,
Bale, and Rangel that it had agreed to sublet its office
space to Nord Corp. On March 17, 1989, Ash, Bale, and
Rangel notified Wein of their r efusal to consent to the
sublet. The following assertions have been made:
•

If the sublet is not void, Ash, Bale, and Rangel have the
right to hold either Wein or Nord liable for payment of
the rent.

On April 4, 1989, Ash transferred his interest in the
building to his spouse.
Required: Answer the following, setting forth reasons
for any conclusions stated.
a. For this item only, assume that Ash, Bale, and
Rangel default on the mortgage note, that Vista fore
closes, and a deficiency results. Discuss the personal lia
bility of Ash, Bale, and Rangel to Vista and the personal
liability of Park to Vista.
b. Discuss the assertions as to the sublet, indicating
whether such assertions are correct and the reasons
therefor.
c. For this item only, assume that Ash and Rangel
died on April 20, 1989. Discuss the ownership interest(s)
in the office building as of April 5, 1989, and April 21,
1989.

The sublet from Wein to Nord is void because Ash,
Bale, and Rangel did not consent.
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SELECTED ESSAYS — UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS

I.

Professional Responsibilities
•

intentional material misstatement or omission (sci
enter)

Answer 3 (10 points)

•

reliance

a. 1. Union Bank will be successful in its negligence
suit against Weaver. To be successful in a lawsuit for
accountant’s negligence there must be:

•

loss

B. The CPA and the Law
N92

•

duty

•

breach

•

plaintiff must be a known intended user

Weaver’s failure to qualify its opinion for Butler’s
potential legal liability was material and done intention
ally (scienter). Weaver will be liable for losses sustained
by the purchasers who relied on Weaver’s opinion.
M92

Answer 3 (10 points)

• reliance
•

loss

Weaver was negligent in performing the audit by
failing to confirm accounts receivable, which resulted in
failing to discover the overstatement of accounts receiv
able. Weaver’s failure to confirm accounts receivable was
a violation of Weaver’s duty to comply with generally
accepted auditing standards. Weaver knew that Union
would receive the financial statements and was thereby
an intended user. Union relied on Weaver’s opinion in
granting the loan and, as a result, suffered a loss.
2.
Union will be successful in its common-law
fraud suit against Weaver. To be successful in a lawsuit
for common-law fraud there must be:

a. The income beneficiaries will win their suit for negli
gence against Goodwin. Goodwin was negligent in
improperly allocating trust income and in paying a benefi
ciary’s creditor. The beneficiaries sustained losses due to
Goodwin’s failure to exercise the due care required of a
reasonable accountant.

b. The income beneficiaries will win their suit for fraud
against Goodwin. Goodwin intentionally concealed the
embezzlements and made material misstatements in the
tax returns. These actions are considered fraud and will
permit the beneficiaries, who relied on Goodwin to pre
pare the returns, to recover their losses.

•

an intentional material misstatement or omission

The income beneficiaries will win their suit for breach
of fiduciary duty against Goodwin. The following fidu
ciary duties were breached by Goodwin:

•

reliance

•

•

loss

The fiduciary duty of loyalty by personally benefitting
from and concealing the embezzlements.

•

The fiduciary duty of obedience by paying the benefi
ciary’s creditor.

•

The fiduciary duty of due care by misallocating trust
principal and income, paying the creditor, and falsi
fying tax returns.

•

The fiduciary duty to notify by failing to inform the
beneficiaries of the embezzlements.

•

The fiduciary duty to account by maintaining improper
records and profiting from the embezzlements.

Weaver was grossly negligent for failing to qualify
its opinion after being advised of Bulter’s potential mate
rial losses from the product liability lawsuit by legal
counsel. Weaver will be liable to anyone who relied on
Weaver’s opinion and suffered a loss as a result of this
fraudulent omission.

b. Bulter’s stockholders who purchased stock under the
1990 offerings will also be successful in their suit against
Weaver under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the Securi
ties Exchange Act of 1934. Under the Act stock purchased
must show:
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•
•
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a. Knox would recover from Garson for fraud. The
elements of fraud are: the misrepresentation of a material
fact (because Garson issued an unqualified opinion on
misleading financial statements. Garson’s opinion did not
include adjustments for or disclosures about the embez
zlements and insider stock transactions); with knowledge
or scienter (because Garson was aware of the embezzle
ments and insider stock transactions); and a loss sustained
by Knox (because of Sleek’s default on the loan).

•
•

A material misstatement or omission.
The material misstatement or omission made by the
defendant (Apple) with knowledge (scienter). Reck
less disregard for the truth may constitute scienter.
Justifiable reliance on the misstatement or omission.
The reliance being in connection with the purchase
or sale of a security.

d. Apple is not in privity of contract with Musk because
there is no direct contractual relationship between them.
Therefore, in the absence of other factors, Apple would
not be liable to Musk for Apple’s alleged negligence
based on the Ultramares decision. However, the privity
defense would not protect Apple if Musk could prove
that Apple had committed actual or constructive fraud
(that is, Apple owes a duty to all persons, including third
persons, to practice its profession in a non-fraudulent
manner).

b. 1. The general public purchasers of Sleek’s stock
offerings would recover from Garson under the liability
provisions of Section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933.
Section 11 of the Act provides that anyone, such as an
accountant, who submits or contributes to a registration
statement or allows material misrepresentations or omis
sions to appear in a registration statement is liable to
anyone purchasing the security who sustains a loss. Under
the facts presented, Garson could not establish a “ due
diligence’’ defense to a Section 11 action because it knew
that the registration statement failed to disclose material
facts.
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Answer 3 (10 points)
City is likely to prevail against Salam based on
constructive fraud. To establish a cause of action for
constructive fraud, City must prove that:

•

•
•

Salam made a materially false statement of fact.
Salam lacked a reasonable ground for belief that the
statement was true. Constructive fraud may be inferred
from evidence of gross negligence or recklessness.
• Salam intended another to rely on the false statement.
• City justifiably relied on the false statement.
• Such reliance resulted in damages or injury.

b. 2. The general public purchasers of Sleek’s stock
offerings would also recover from Garson under the anti
fraud provisions of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Under Rule 10b-5,
Garson’s knowledge that the registration statement failed
to disclose a material fact, such as the insider trading and
the embezzlements, is considered a fraudulent action. The
omission was material. Garson’s action was intentional
or, at a minimum, a result of gross negligence or reckless
ness (scienter). These purchasers relied on Garson’s opin
ion on the financial statements and incurred a loss.

Under the facts of this case, Salam is likely to be
liable to City based on constructive fraud. Salam made
a materially false statement of fact by rendering an
unqualified opinion on Bell’s financial statements. Salam
lacked a reasonable ground for belief that the financial
statements were fairly presented by recklessly departing
from the standards of due care in that it failed to investi
gate other embezzlements, despite having knowledge of
at least one embezzlement, and did not notify Bell’s man
agement of the matter. Salam intended that others rely
on the audited financial statements. City justifiably relied
on the audited financial statements in deciding to loan
Astor $600,000 and damages resulted evidenced by
Astor’s default on the City loan.
City is not likely to prevail against Salam based on
negligence, In order to establish a cause of action for
negligence against Salam, City must prove that:
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Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Yes. Since there is no accountant-client privilege
recognized at common law and there is no applicable state
statute creating such a privilege, Apple will be required to
produce its working papers. Furthermore, the right to
assert the accountant-client privilege, when applicable,
generally rests with the client and not with the accountant.
b.

The elements necessary to establish negligence are:

•

A legal duty to protect the plaintiff (Musk) from unrea
sonable risk.
A failure by the defendant (Apple) to perform or report
on an engagement with the due care or competence
expected of members of its profession.
A causal relationship, i.e., that the failure to exercise
due care resulted in the plaintiff s loss.
Actual damage or loss resulting from the failure to
exercise due care.

•
•
•

•
•

Salam owed a legal duty to protect City.
Salam breached that legal duty by failing to perform
the audit with the due care or competence expected
of members of the profession.
• City suffered actual losses or damages.
• Salam’s failure to exercise due care proximately
caused City to suffer damages.
The facts of this case establish that Salam was negli
gent by not detecting the overstatement of accounts

c. The elements necessary to establish a violation of
Rule 10b-5 include:
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audited by Salam for the primary benefit of City, nor was
City within a known and intended class of third party
beneficiaries who were to receive the audited financial
statements.

receivable because of its inadvertent failure to follow its
audit program. However, Salam will not be liable to City
for negligence because Salam owed no duty to City. This
is the case because Salam was not in privity of contract
with City, and the financial statements were neither

II.

Business Organizations
Exotic’s second position is incorrect. Although
Peterson did not have express authority to charge pur
chases at Handy Hardware. Peterson had the implied
authority as store manager to enter into contracts inciden
tal to the express grant of authority to act as manager.
Buying paint and brushes to improve Exotic’s store would
fall within Peterson’s implied grant of authority.
Exotic’s third position is correct. An agent owes a
duty of loyalty to his or her principal. An agent may not
benefit directly or indirectly from an agency relationship
at the principal’s expense. If an agent receives any profits
from the principal/agent relationship without the consent
of the principal, the agent must pay the profits to the
principal. In this case, Peterson’s incentive payments con
stituted a violation of Peterson’s fiduciary duty to Exotic.
Peterson must turn over all incentive payments to Exotic.

A. Agency
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Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Edwards will not win the suit to have Olsen removed
as president. The right to hire and fire officers is held by
the board of directors. Individual stockholders, regardless
of the size of their holding, have no vote in the selection
of officers. Individual stockholders may exert influence
in this area by voting for directors at the annual stockhold
ers’ meeting.
b. Edwards will lose the suit to have National purchase
the stock. A stockholder who dissents from a merger may
require the corporation to purchase his or her shares if
the statutory requirements are met and would be entitled
to the fair value of stock (appraisal remedy). To compel
the purchase, Edwards would have had to file an objection
to the merger before the stockholders’ meeting at which
the merger proposal was considered, vote against the
merger proposal, and make a written demand that the
corporation purchase the stock at an appraised price.
Edwards will lose because the first two requirements were
met but Edwards failed to make a written demand that
the corporation purchase the stock.

b. Peterson was negligent by allowing Mathews to han
dle a ferret that Peterson knew was dangerous. An
employer is held liable for the torts of its employees if
the tort occurs within the scope of employment and if
the employee is subject to the employer’s control. At the
time of the accident, Peterson was acting within the scope
of employment and subject to Exotic’s control because
this conduct occurred while on the job, during normal
working hours, and with the intention of benefitting
Exotic. Exotic, therefore, will be liable to Mathews
because the accident occurred within the scope of
Peterson’s employment.
Peterson also will be liable to Mathews because all
persons are liable for their own negligence.

c. 1. Queen will lose its suit against National to
enforce the contract, even though Edwards was a National
director. Jenkins may have assumed that Edwards was
acting as National’s agent, but Edwards had no authority
to contract with Queen. A director has a fiduciary duty
to the stockholders of a corporation but, unless expressly
authorized by the board of directors or the officers of the
corporation, has no authority to contract on behalf of the
corporation. There is no implied agency authority merely
by being a director.
2. Queen will win its suit against Edwards because
Edwards had no authority to act for National. Edwards
will be personally liable for Queen’s damages.
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Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Peterson was acting for an undisclosed principal
(Prime) with regard to the contract with Hallow. Peterson
was acting with actual authority; therefore, Prime is liable
to Hallow. Peterson is also liable to Hallow because
agents acting on behalf of undisclosed principals are liable
to the third parties on the contracts they enter into with
such third parties on behalf of the principal. Hallow,
however, cannot collect damages from both Peterson and
Prime and must make an election between them.
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Answer 4 (10 points)
a. Exotic’s first position is incorrect. Although Peterson
lacked actual authority to bind Exotic to the Creatures
contract, from Creatures’ perspective Peterson did have
apparent authority to do so. Peterson was a store manager
and had previously contracted with Creatures on Exotic’s
behalf. Creatures would not be bound by the limitation
on Peterson’s authority unless Creatures was aware of it.

b. At the time of the accident, Peterson was acting
within the scope of employment because the conduct
engaged in (that is, entering into a contract with Hallow)
was authorized by Prime. Prime, therefore, will be liable
to Mathews because the accident occurred within the
scope of Peterson’s employment.
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Peterson will also be liable to Mathews because all
persons are liable for their own negligence.

the incentive payments made by Top. Doing so violated
Baker’s fiduciary duty to Prime and Mathews. Baker must
account to Prime for all the incentive payments received.

c. Peterson’s actual authority to enter into contracts on
Prime’s behalf ceased on termination of employment by
Prime. Peterson, however, continued to have apparent
authority to bind Prime because:
•
•

b. KYA’s contention that its $25,000 capital contribu
tion cannot be used to satisfy Prime’s obligation to Jaco
is incorrect. A new partner is liable for partnership liabili
ties that arose prior to the new partner’s admission, but
the liability is limited to the partner’s capital contribution
and interest in partnership property. Therefore, KYA’s
liability is limited to its capital contribution and its interest
as a partner in Prime’s assets.

Peterson was acting ostensibly within the scope of
authority as evidenced by past transactions with
Bagley;
Bagley was unaware of Peterson’s termination.

The trade journal announcement was not effective
notice to terminate Peterson’s apparent authority in rela
tion to Bagley because:
•
•
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Answer 4 (10 points)
a. Weil is entitled to inspect and copy Sterling’s books
and records. A limited partner such as Weil has the right
to have the partnership books kept at the principal place
of business of the partnership and to inspect and copy
them at all times.

Prime was obligated to give actual notice to Bagley
that Peterson was no longer employed;
Actual notice is required because of Bagley’s past
contact with Peterson while Peterson was employed
by Prime.

b. Generally, limited partners are not liable to partner
ship creditors except to the extent of their capital contribu
tion. In Weil’s case, however, he will probably be liable
to Anchor Bank in the same manner as Sterling’s general
partners because he has taken part in the control of the
business of the partnership and, therefore, has lost his
limited liability. Smith, as a general partner, would also be
personally liable to Anchor because liability was incurred
prior to withdrawal.

B. Partnerships and Joint Ventures
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Answer 2 (10 points)
a. 1. Mathews’ first position is incorrect. A partner is
considered an agent of the partnership in carrying out its
usual business. In this case, Baker lacked actual authority
to bind Prime to the Jaco contract; however, Baker did
have, from Jaco’s perspective, apparent authority to do
so because of the general character of Prime’s business
and, more important, because Baker had previously pur
chased cars from Jaco on Prime’s behalf. Jaco was not
bound by the limitation on Baker’s authority unless Jaco
was aware of it.
2. Mathews’ second position is also incorrect. As
a general rule, a partner is liable for the debts of the
partnership, and a third party is not bound by the profit
and loss sharing agreements between partners because
the third party is not a party to the partnership agreement.
Therefore, Jaco can look to Prime’s assets and Mathews’
personal assets to satisfy the obligation.
3. Mathews’ third position is correct. A partner is
liable to other partners for any liability associated with
contracts entered into ostensibly on behalf of the partner
ship but outside the partner’s actual authority. In this
case, because Baker violated the agreement with Mathews
concerning the $15,000 limitation on used car purchases,
Baker will be liable to Mathews for any liability that
Mathews may have to Jaco.
4. Mathews’ fourth position is also correct. A part
ner owes a fiduciary duty (that is, a duty of loyalty) to
the partnership and every other partner. A partner may
not benefit directly or indirectly at the expense of the
partnership. A partner must account to the partnership
for any benefits derived from the partnership’s business
without the consent or knowledge of the other partners.
In this case, Baker was not entitled to accept and retain

c. Edwards will likely prevail in his lawsuit against
Smith for withdrawing because the partnership agreement
specifically prohibits a withdrawal by a general partner
without the consent of the other partners. Therefore,
Smith has breached the partnership agreement and will
be liable to Edwards for any damages resulting from
Smith’s withdrawal.
d. The withdrawal (retirement) of a general partner dis
solves the partnership unless the remaining general part
ners continue the business of the partnership under a right
to do so provided in the limited partnership certificate,
or unless all partners consent. Therefore, it is possible that
Smith’s withdrawal will result in Sterling’s dissolution.
e. Weil is free to assign his limited partnership interests
to Alberts in the absence of any prohibitions in the Ster
ling partnership agreement or certificate.
f. Alberts, however, cannot be a substitute limited part
ner without the consent of the remaining general partner,
Edwards.
g. Therefore, Alberts, as an assignee of Weil’s limited
partnership interest, may not exercise any rights of a
partner. Alberts is entitled only to any distributions from
Sterling to which Weil would have been entitled.
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h. Finally, the assignment by Weil of his partnership
interest does not cause a dissolution of the partnership.

because there was no demonstrated cause for Bradley’s
dismissal.

C. Corporations

Bradley would be successful in having Frost and Glen
held personally liable to the corporation for declaring and
paying the dividend because payment of a dividend that
threatens a corporation’s solvency is unlawful. Ordinarily,
directors who approve such a dividend would be person
ally liable for its repayment to the corporation. However,
the directors, other than Frost and Glen, in relying on the
assurances and information supplied by Frost and Glen, as
corporate officers, are protected by the business judgment
rule. Therefore, only Frost and Glen would be held per
sonally liable.
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Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Edwards will not win the suit to have Olsen removed
as president. The right to hire and fire officers is held by
the board of directors. Individual stockholders, regardless
of the size of their holding, have no vote in the selection
of officers. Individual stockholders may exert influence
in this area by voting for directors at the annual stockhold
ers’ meeting.
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b. Edwards will lose the suit to have National purchase
the stock. A stockholder who dissents from a merger may
require the corporation to purchase his or her shares if
the statutory requirements are met and would be entitled
to the fair value of stock (appraisal remedy). To compel
the purchase, Edwards would have had to file an objection
to the merger before the stockholders’ meeting at which
the merger proposal was considered, vote against the
merger proposal, and make a written demand that the
corporation purchase the stock at an appraised price.
Edwards will lose because the first two requirements were
met but Edwards failed to make a written demand that
the corporation purchase the stock.

Answer 5 (10 points)
West’s assertion that Ace should have recorded the
dividends in arrears for 1987 and 1988 as a liability is
incorrect. A shareholder of cumulative preferred stock
is entitled to receive all dividend arrearages plus any
dividends for the current year before any dividends may
be distributed to the shareholders of common stock. How
ever, preferred stock represents a contribution of capital,
not a debt of the corporation, and until a dividend is
declared, a shareholder of cumulative preferred stock is
not a creditor of the corporation. Thus, Ace was correct
in not classifying the dividend arrearages as a liability
because a dividend was not declared by Ace’s board of
directors. Ace should disclose the dividend arrearages in
notes to its financial statements.
West’s assertion that West is entitled to examine
Ace’s books and records is correct. A shareholder, upon
written demand, is entitled to examine, at reasonable
times, the books and records of the corporation, so long
as the examination is for a proper purpose (in good faith).
If the corporation refuses to permit the examination, the
shareholder may obtain a court order compelling access
to the books and records.
West’s assertion that West is entitled to receive a
new stock certificate to replace the lost stock certificate
is correct. Because the subject matter in this case is a
stock certificate of a corporation, the UCC Investment
Securities Article applies. Under that article, the stock
certificate of Ace is classified as a certificated security
because it is one of a class of Ace’s shares that is repre
sented by an instrument in West’s name and is traded on a
national securities exchange. If the owner of a certificated
security claims that the security has been lost, the issuer
shall issue a new certificated security, or, at the option
of the issuer, an equivalent uncertificated security in place
of the original security if the owner makes a request
before the issuer has notice that the security has been
acquired by a bona fide purchaser; files a sufficient
indemnity bond with the issuer; and satisfies any other
reasonable requirements imposed by the issuer. Based on
the facts of this case, West is entitled to receive a new
stock certificate because West requested that a new stock
certificate be issued before Ace had notice the lost certifi
cate was acquired by any other party; offered to file an

c. 1. Queen will lose its suit against National to
enforce the contract, even though Edwards was a National
director. Jenkins may have assumed that Edwards was
acting as National’s agent, but Edwards had no authority
to contract with Queen. A director has a fiduciary duty
to the stockholders of a corporation but, unless expressly
authorized by the board of directors or the officers of the
corporation, has no authority to contract on behalf of the
corporation. There is no implied agency authority merely
by being a director.
2. Queen will win its suit against Edwards because
Edwards had no authority to act for National. Edwards
will be personally liable for Queen’s damages.
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Answer 2 (10 points)
Bradley would be successful in the suit against Frost and
Glen for failing to vote Bradley to the board of directors.
The stockholders have the right to elect the directors of
a corporation. The stockholders have the right to agree
among themselves on how they will vote. Therefore, the
voting provision of the stockholders’ agreement between
Bradley, Frost, and Glen is enforceable.
Bradley would be unsuccessful in attempting to be rein
stated as vice president. A corporation’s board oversees
the operations of the business, which includes hiring offi
cers and, at its discretion, dismissing officers with or
without cause. Bradley would be successful in collecting
some damages for the breach of the employment contract
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for damages against Cray because the firing violated the
employment agreement.

indemnity bond with Ace; and offered to cooperate with
any reasonable requests made by Ace.

D. Estates and Trusts
M89

Answer 4 (10 points)
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Answer 3 (10 points)
The assertion that it was improper for the board of
directors to authorize the reacquisition of Cray’s common
stock while Cray was insolvent is correct. A board of
directors may authorize and the corporation may reacquire
its shares of stock subject to any restriction in the articles
of incorporation, except that no reacquisition may be
made if, after giving effect thereto, either the corporation
would be unable to pay its debts as they become due in
the usual course of business or the corporation’s total
assets would be less than its total liabilities. Because Cray
was insolvent before and after the reacquisition of Cray’s
common stock, it was improper for the board of directors
to authorize the reacquisition.
The assertion that the members of Cray’s board of
directors are personally liable because Cray reacquired
its own shares of Cray stock while Cray was insolvent
is incorrect. In general, directors who vote or assent to
a reacquisition by the corporation of its own shares while
the corporation is insolvent will be jointly and severally
liable to the corporation. However, the directors will not
be liable if they acted in good faith, in a manner they
reasonably believed to be in the best interests of the
corporation, and with such care as an ordinarily prudent
person in a like position would use under similar circum
stances. In performing their duties, directors are entitled
to rely on information, opinions, reports, or statements,
including financial statements and other financial data
prepared or presented by one or more officers or employ
ees of the corporation whom the directors reasonably
believe to be reliable and competent in the matters pre
sented. The directors may rely on the same information
prepared or presented by independent accountants that
the directors reasonably believe to be within such person’s
professional competence. Based on the facts of this case,
the directors’ reliance on the reports and financial state
ments prepared by Cray’s internal accounting department
under the supervision of the treasurer and reviewed by
its independent accountants was proper so long as the
directors exercised due care, acted in good faith, and
acted without knowledge that would cause such reliance
to be unwarranted. In addition, the courts are precluded
from substituting their business judgment for that of the
board of directors if the directors have acted with due
care and in good faith.
The assertion that Cray will be liable to the treasurer
as a result of his termination by the board of directors is
correct. An officer may be removed by the board of
directors with or without cause whenever in its judgment
the best interests of the corporation will be served by the
removal. However, such removal is without prejudice to
the contract rights of the person so removed. Thus, the
board of directors had the power to remove the treasurer.
The treasurer will prevail in a breach of contract action

a. The income beneficiaries will win their suit for negli
gence against Goodwin. Goodwin was negligent in
improperly allocating trust income and in paying a benefi
ciary’s creditor. The beneficiaries sustained losses due to
Goodwin’s failure to exercise the due care required of a
reasonable accountant.
b. The income beneficiaries will win their suit for fraud
against Goodwin. Goodwin intentionally concealed the
embezzlements and made material misstatements in the
tax returns. These actions are considered fraud and will
permit the beneficiaries, who relied on Goodwin to pre
pare the returns, to recover their losses.
c. The income beneficiaries will win their suit for breach
of fiduciary duty against Goodwin. The following fidu
ciary duties were breached by Goodwin:
•

The fiduciary duty of loyalty by personally benefitting
from and concealing the embezzlements.

•

The fiduciary duty of obedience by paying the benefi
ciary’s creditor.

•

The fiduciary duty of due care by misallocating trust
principal and income, paying the creditor, and falsi
fying tax returns.

•

The fiduciary duty to notify by failing to inform the
beneficiaries of the embezzlements.

•

The fiduciary duty to account by maintaining improper
records and profiting from the embezzlements.
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Answer 2 (10 points)

a. Sam Bean and Bob Bean will not be personally liable
to Fale for the deficiency resulting from the foreclosure
sale because they did not assume the mortgage but instead
purchased the building subject to the mortgage. In the
absence of a state statute to the contrary, Stein will be
personally liable for the deficiency because Stein was not
released from liability on the note and mortgage.
b. There is no right of survivorship feature in a tenancy
in common and, therefore, Rita Bean will acquire Sam
Bean’s one-half interest in the building under her hus
band’s will. Thus, Rita Bean will own a one-half interest
in the building as a tenant in common with Bob Bean.
c. In general, the purposes and benefits of creating a
spendthrift trust are to provide a fund for the maintenance
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of another (the beneficiary); protect the fund from the
beneficiary’s financial mismanagement and improvi
dence; prohibit the beneficiary from transferring the right
to future trust income or principal; and prohibit the benefit
ciary’s interest from being subjected to the claims of the
beneficiary’s creditors.
d. 1. A trust may generally be terminated by the bene
ficiaries if all consent to the termination; all are legally

III.

competent to consent; and termination will not defeat a
material purpose for which the trust was created.
2.
The spendthrift trust created by Sam Bean cannot
be terminated by Bob Bean because the major purpose
of a spendthrift trust is to protect the beneficiary from
mismanagement and improvidence. Thus, termination of
the spendthrift trust would defeat the purpose for which
it was created.

Contracts
N91
Answer 3 (10 points)
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Answer 4 (10 points)
a. Dodd’s claim, that West’s offer could not be revoked
before September 30, is incorrect. Offers can be revoked
at any time before acceptance unless the offeror receives
consideration to keep the offer open. West did not receive
any consideration from Dodd in exchange for its promise
to keep the offer open until September 30. Therefore,
West effectively revoked its offer during the September
28 telephone conversation.
Dodd’s claim, that the September 27 letter accepting
West’s offer was effective when mailed to West, is incor
rect. The general rule is that an acceptance is effective
when dispatched if the acceptance is made using a reason
able mode of communication. In this case, the offer
required that the acceptance be received by West to be
effective. Therefore, Dodd’s acceptance could not have
been effective until after the offer expired, because it was
received after September 30.
b. West’s claim, that any agreement that existed
between West and Dodd would not be enforceable against
West because of the Statute of Frauds, is correct. The
term of the agreement was for three years. The Statute
of Frauds requires that contracts that cannot be performed
within one year from the date made must be in writing.
Because this was an oral contract for a period of three
years, it would not be enforceable under the Statute of
Frauds. Dodd’s attempted acceptance of the offer would
not be such a writing because it was not signed by West
and could not be enforceable against West.
c. Abco’s first position, that the oral April 14 agreement
regarding the painting of the warehouse is not binding,
is correct. This agreement was intended to modify the
existing lease between the parties. Under common law,
agreements modifying existing contracts require consid
eration to be binding. Abco did not receive any consider
ation in exchange for its promise to paint the warehouse;
therefore, the agreement is not enforceable against Abco.
Abco’s second position, that evidence of the April
14 oral agreement could not be admitted into evidence,
is incorrect. The parol evidence rule allows the admission
of proof of a later oral agreement that modifies an existing
written contract.

Stake’s first allegation, that Packer committed fraud in
the formation of the contract, is correct and Stake may
rescind the contract. Packer had assured Stake that the
vacant parcel would be used for a shopping center when,
in fact, Packer intended to use the land to construct apart
ment units that would be in direct competition with those
owned by Stake. Stake would not have sold the land to
Packer had Packer’s real intentions been known. There
fore, the elements of fraud are present:
•

A false representation;

•

Of a fact;

•

That is material;

•

Made with knowledge of its falsity and intention to
deceive;

•

That is justifiably relied on.

Stake’s second allegation, that the mistake as to the fair
market value of the land entitles Stake to rescind the
contract, is incorrect. Generally, mistakes as to adequacy
of consideration or fairness of a bargain are insufficient
grounds to entitle the aggrieved party to rescind a contract.
Stake’s third allegation, that the contract was not enforce
able against Stake because Stake did not sign the count
eroffer, is correct. The contract between Stake and Packer
involves real estate and, therefore, the Statute of Frauds
requirements must be satisfied. The Statute of Frauds
requires that a writing be signed by the party against
whom enforcement is sought. The counteroffer is unen
forceable against Stake, because Stake did not sign it. As
a result, Stake is not obligated to sell the land to Packer
under the terms of the counteroffer.
N90
Answer 2 (10 points)
Snow’s assertion that Jacobs’ acceptance was not
received on a timely basis is incorrect. Jacobs’ January 31
acceptance was effective when dispatched (mailed) under
the complete-when-posted doctrine because:
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•
•

The letter was an authorized means of communication
(because Snow’s offer was by mail); and
The letter was properly stamped and addressed.

Therefore, Jacobs’ acceptance was effective on Janu
ary 31, the last possible day under Snow’s January 21
offer.
Snow’s assertion that the January 21 offer was effec
tively revoked is incorrect because a revocation is not
effective until received. In this case, the revocation was
effective on February 3, and Jacobs’ acceptance was
effective on January 31.
Snow’s assertion that Jacobs’ failure to sign the
January 31 acceptance prevents the formation of a con
tract is incorrect. The Statute of Frauds, which applies to
contracts involving interests in real estate, requires only
the signature of the party to be charged with enforcement
of the contract. Therefore, because Snow had signed the
January 21 offer, which was accepted by Jacobs, the
contract is enforceable against Snow.
Snow’s assertion that Jacobs had no right to assign
the contract is incorrect. Contract rights, including the
right to purchase real estate, are generally assignable
unless the assignment:
•
•
•
•

Would materially increase the risk or burden of the
obligor;
Purports to transfer highly personal contract rights;
Is validly prohibited by the contract; or
Is prohibited by law.

None of these limitations applies to the assignment
by Jacobs to Eljay.
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Answer 4 (10 points)
The president’s assertion that the September 8 , 1988
offer by Crisp was irrevocable until December 20, 1988,
and that, therefore, a contract was formed by Anker’s
acceptance on December 12, 1988, is incorrect. Because
the offer made by Crisp involves a transaction in goods,

IV.

i.e. furniture, the UCC Sales Article applies. The UCC
Sales Article provides that an offer by a merchant to buy
or sell goods in a signed writing which by its terms gives
assurance that it will be held open is not revocable, for
lack of consideration, during the time stated or, if no time
is stated, for a reasonable time, but in no event may such
period of irrevocability exceed three months. Under the
facts of this case, Crisp’s offer was a firm offer that could
not be revoked because the offer was made by Crisp,
a merchant, concerning the kind of goods being sold
(furniture); was in writing and signed by Crisp; and stated
that it would remain open until December 20, 1988.
Despite the provision that the offer will remain open until
December 20, 1988, a firm offer remains irrevocable for
a three-month period. Therefore, Crisp’s letter of revoca
tion on December 5, 1988 did not terminate the firm offer
because the three-month period had not yet expired. The
revocation was effective on December 8, 1988, when the
three-month period expired. Therefore, Anker’s
attempted acceptance on December 12, 1988 did not form
a contract with Crisp. Instead, Anker’s attempted accep
tance is likely to be treated as an offer.
The president’s assertion that Dix’s December 12,
1988 letter formed an option contract is incorrect. To
form an option contract, where the subject matter is real
estate, all of the elements necessary to form a contract
must be met. In this case, Anker did not furnish any
consideration in return for Dix’s promise to keep the
offer open until December 20, 1988; therefore, an option
contract was not formed.
The president’s assertion that Anker’s acceptance
on December 19, 1988 formed a contract with Dix is
incorrect. In general, acceptance of an offer is effective
when it is dispatched. If, however, an offer specifically
stipulates the method of communication to be utilized by
the offeree, the acceptance to be effective must conform
to that method. Thus, an acceptance by another method
of communication is ineffective and no contract is formed.
Under the facts of this case, Anker’s acceptance on
December 19, 1988 by a private express mail courier is
ineffective, despite Dix’s receipt of the acceptance on
December 2 0 , 1988, because Dix’s offer specifically stip
ulated that acceptance could only be made by certified
mail, return receipt requested. Instead, Anker’s attempted
acceptance is likely to be treated as a counteroffer.

Debtor-Creditor Relationships

C. Bankruptcy
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Answer 4 (10 points)
a. An involuntary bankruptcy petition may be filed
against a debtor having 12 or more creditors by at least
three creditors having unsecured claims of at least $5,000,
provided the debtor is not paying its undisputed debts as
they become due.
b. 1. Dollar’s motion for relief will be granted. Dol
lar’s claim that it is entitled to take possession of the

collateral securing its loan is correct. Generally, a secured
creditor is allowed to take possession of its collateral if
there is no equity in it (that is, the debt balance exceeds
the collateral’s fair market value). Dollar would then be
entitled to sell the collateral and apply the proceeds to
the loan balance.
2.
Dollar’s claim that it is entitled to a priority
distribution to the extent that the proceeds from the sale
of its collateral are less than the loan balance will not be
approved by the bankruptcy court. Dollar is entitled to
the value of its collateral. As to any deficiency, Dollar
will be treated as an unsecured creditor.
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c. The payment to Techno’s president would be
regarded as a preferential transfer. Because the president
is an “ insider,” any payments made on the unsecured
loan during the year preceding the bankruptcy filing
would be considered a preferential transfer.
The payment to Alexis was not a preferential transfer
because it was made in the ordinary course of business
and under ordinary business terms.
The $7,900 payment to Maple for the truck was not
a preferential transfer because it was not made on account
of an antecedent debt, but as a contemporaneous exchange
for new value.

M89
Answer 2 (10 points)
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Answer 2 (10 points)

b. 1. The court may declare the January 31, 1989,
mortgage delivered to Safe by Tine to be void as a prefer
ence. A preference occurs if there is a transfer of the
interest in property:

a. The judgment against Drake arising from his negli
gence is dischargeable in his bankruptcy.
The unpaid federal income taxes are also dischargeable because they became due and owing more than three
years prior to the filing of the bankruptcy petition.
The obligation to Bartin will not be discharged
because the debt was not included in Drake’s bankruptcy
petition schedules and the creditor did not have notice or
actual knowledge of the bankruptcy in time to file a proof
of claim.
The unpaid child support is not dischargeable in
Drake’s bankruptcy.
b. To establish a preferential transfer that can be set
aside, the bankruptcy trustee must show
•
•
•
•
•

A voluntary or involuntary transfer of nonexempt
property to a creditor.
The transfer was made during the ninety days immedi
ately preceding the bankruptcy filing (or within one
year in the case of an “ insider” ).
The transfer was on account of an antecedent debt.
The transfer was made while the debtor was insolvent.
The transfer allows the creditor to receive a greater
percentage than would otherwise be received in the
bankruptcy proceeding.

c. The payment to Safe will be regarded as a preference
and may be set aside by the trustee.
The transfer by Drake to his brother can be set aside
as a preference since his brother would be considered an
insider and payment was made within one year of filing.
Giving the mortgage to Home is not a preference
because it was not on account of an antecedent debt.
The payment to Max is not a preference because it
was made in the ordinary course of the business of Max
and Drake under ordinary business terms.

a. The requirements necessary for the commencement
of an involuntary bankruptcy proceeding were met
because the petition was filed by Lux, Squire, and Rusk,
who were creditors of Tine with unsecured claims aggre
gating more than $5,000. To properly commence an invol
untary bankruptcy proceeding in which the debtor has 12
or more creditors with unsecured claims, three or more
creditors with unsecured claims aggregating at least
$5,000 must sign the bankruptcy petition.

•
•

To or for the benefit of a creditor;
For or on account of an antecedent debt owed by the
debtor before such transfer was made;
• Made while the debtor was insolvent;
• Made within 90 days before the date of the filing of
the bankruptcy petition (when the creditor is not an
insider);
• That enables the creditor to receive more than the
creditor would receive in a liquidation proceeding.

Under the facts of this case, the mortgage delivered
by Tine to Safe was for Safe’s benefit, on account of the
$250,000 owed to Safe, given while Tine was unable
to pay his current obligations (was insolvent), given on
January 31, 1989 (which was within 90 days before the
filing of the bankruptcy petition on March 2 3 , 1989), and
enabled Safe to receive more than it would have received
in a liquidation proceeding ($250,000 as a secured credi
tor vs. a lesser amount as an unsecured creditor in liquida
tion).
2.
The court can except Tine’s debt to Rich Bank
from Tine’s discharge in bankruptcy. In general, the bank
ruptcy court will except a debt from discharge if the
debtor obtains money by use of a statement in writing
respecting the debtor’s financial condition that is materi
ally false; the creditor to whom the debtor is liable for
such money reasonably relied on the statement, and the
debtor caused the statement to be made or published with
intent to deceive.
Based on the facts of this case, Tine obtained a
$50,000 loan after furnishing Rich with personal financial
statements, that he knew substantially overstated his net
worth. Because it was difficult to detect the overstate
ment, Rich’s reliance on the financial statements was
reasonable. Therefore, the requirements necessary to
except Rich’s debt from Tine’s discharge have been met.
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VI.
A.

Uniform Commercial Code

Commercial Paper
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Answer 5 (10 points)
Rustic’s first claim, that its security interest is superior
to National’s, is incorrect. Rustic’s security interest was
perfected at the time it filed its financing statement, Febru
ary 9, 1992, because it was a purchase money security
interest in inventory. National filed its financing statement
on February 7, 1992, therefore, National’s security inter
est was perfected before, and is superior to, Rustic’s
security interest.
Rustic’s second claim, that Karry purchased the lathe
subject to Rustic’s security interest, is incorrect. Karry,
as a buyer in the ordinary course of Friendly’s business,
purchased the lathe free of any security interest given by
Friendly. The fact that Karry was aware of Rustic’s secu
rity interest does not affect this conclusion.
Karry’s first claim, that the note is nonnegotiable, is
incorrect. For a promissory note to be negotiable, it must
be payable on demand or at a definite time. An instrument
is payable on demand when it states that it is so payable,
or when it provides no specific time for payment. There
fore, the note would be considered payable on demand.
Also, Karry’s promissory note is negotiable despite the
reference to the sales invoice because the reference does
not make the note subject to the sales contract; rather,
the reference only notes the existence of the invoice.
Karry’s second claim, that Abcor has no rights to Karry’s
note because Friendly did not endorse it, is incorrect. The
note is a bearer instrument because it is made payable to
Friendly or bearer. Bearer instruments may be negotiated
by delivery of the instrument alone.
Karry’s third claim, that Abcor took the note subject to
Karry’s dispute with Friendly, is incorrect. Karry’s dis
pute with Friendly was a personal defense to Karry. Even
though Abcor took the note knowing of Karry’s dispute
and, therefore, could not ordinarily be a holder in due
course, Abcor did take the note from Queen, which was
a holder in due course. Under the “ shelter provision’’ of
the UCC Commercial Paper Article, Abcor has the rights
of a holder in due course even though it does not qualify
as one. As a result, Abcor did not take the note subject
to Karry’s personal defense, despite knowing of Karry’s
claim.
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Answer 3 (10 points)
Hillcraft’s first assertion, that the note is nonnegotia
ble because it references the license agreement and is not
payable at a definite time or on demand, is incorrect. The
note is negotiable despite the reference to the license

agreement because it does not make the note subject to
the terms of the agreement; rather, the reference is
regarded only as a recital of its existence.
Also, Hillcraft’s right to extend the time for payment
does not make the note nonnegotiable because the exten
sion period is for a definite period of time.
Hillcraft’s second assertion, that River Oaks is not
a holder in due course (HDC) because it received the
note as security for an existing debt and, therefore, did not
give value for it, is incorrect. Under the UCC Commercial
Paper Article, a holder does give value for an instrument
when it is taken in payment of, or as security for, an
antecedent claim.
Hillcraft’s third assertion, that River Oaks is not an
HDC because River Oaks was aware of Alexco’s alleged
breach of the license agreement, is correct. If a holder of
a note is aware of a dispute when it acquires the note,
that holder cannot be an HDC because it took with notice.
Hillcraft’s fourth assertion, that it can raise the
alleged breach by Alexco as a defense to payment of the
note, is incorrect. Even though River Oaks is not an HDC
under the UCC “ shelter provision,’’ it is entitled to the
protection of an HDC because it took the instrument from
First Auto, which was an HDC. Therefore, River Oaks
did not take the note subject to Hillcraft’s defense based
on the alleged breach by Alexco. Hillcraft’s defense is
considered a personal defense and can only be used by
Hillcraft against Alexco.
Hillcraft’s fifth assertion, that River Oaks has no
right to the note because it was not endorsed by Alexco,
is incorrect. River Oaks acquired rights to the Hillcraft
note without Alexco’s endorsement because the note was
a bearer instrument as a result of it being payable to
“ Alexco Company or bearer.’’ A bearer instrument can
be negotiated by delivery alone.
Hillcraft’s final assertion, that the maximum amount
Hillcraft would owe under the note is $4,000, plus accrued
interest, is correct. If there is a conflict between a number
written in numerals and also described by words, the
words take precedence. Therefore, Hillcraft’s maximum
potential principal liability is $4,000 under the note.
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a. University is not a holder in due course (HDC) with
regard to Peters’ note. To be an HDC, University must:
•
•
•
•

Be a holder of a negotiable instrument.
Take it for value.
Take it in good faith.
Take it without notice that it is overdue or has been
dishonored.
• Take it without notice of any defense or claim to it.

All of the above requirements are met except the first.
Peters’ note is not negotiable because it is not made
payable to bearer or to the order of a named payee.
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b. University is an assignee of Harris’ rights under
Peters’ note. Therefore, University “ stands in the shoes”
of Harris, and Peters can raise Harris’ alleged misrepre
sentations as a defense against University.
c. 1. Cole’s first claim is incorrect. The promissory
note Cole executed is negotiable despite the reference to
the construction contract, because it does not make the
note subject to the other contract; rather, the reference is
only a recital of that contract’s existence.
2.
Cole’s second claim is incorrect. University
acquired rights to the promissory note without Baker’s
indorsement because the note had been converted to a
bearer instrument as a result of Able’s blank indorsement.
Bearer paper can be negotiated by delivery alone.

•

Confirmed in writing within a reasonable period of
time, and

•

The confirmation is signed by the party sending it and
received by the other party

Both parties are bound even though the party receiv
ing the confirmation fails to sign it. This is correct unless
the party receiving the confirmation submits a written
objection within 10 days of receipt. Rapid will be bound
even though it did not sign the confirmation because no
written objection was made.

B. Sales

b. Debco’s first claim, that its October 25 correspon
dence prevented the formation of a contract, is incorrect.
Debco’s October 12 purchase order will be regarded as
a firm offer under the UCC because:
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•

Debco is a merchant.

•

The purchase order is in writing and signed.

•

The purchase order states that it will not be withdrawn
for the time specified.

Answer 5 (10 points)
a. Mason’s claim, that the risk of loss for the tuna
belonged to Angler, is correct. Because Angler shipped
the wrong grade of tuna, risk of loss remained with Angler
until either it cured by shipping conforming goods to
Mason or Mason elected to accept the tuna despite the
fact that it was nonconforming.
b. Classic’s claim, that it was not obligated to return
the peaches to Angler, is incorrect. Classic is a merchant
because it deals with the type of goods that is the subject
of its contract with Angler. Therefore, Classic has an
obligation, on rejecting goods, to follow any reasonable
instructions from Angler. Angler’s request that Classic
ship the peaches back to Angler at Angler’s expense is
a reasonable instruction.
c. Regal’s claim, that it is not obligated to purchase the
hamburger meat, is incorrect. Because the price of the
hamburger meat exceeds $500, the Uniform Commercial
Code (UCC) Statute of Frauds applies and the contract
between Angler and Regal must be evidenced by a writing
and:
• Indicate that a contract for sale has been made;
• Be signed by the party against whom enforcement is
sought; and
• Specify the quantity of goods sold.
Regal’s correspondence to Angler, dated October
29, satisfies the UCC Statute of Frauds, so the contract
will be enforceable against Regal.

Because Debco’s October 12 purchase order is con
sidered a firm offer, Debco cannot revoke it, and its
October 25 attempt to do so is ineffective.
Debco’s second claim, that TMI’s October 31 corre
spondence is not an effective acceptance because it was
not received until November 3, is incorrect. An accep
tance of an offer is effective when dispatched (in this
case, when mailed), provided that an appropriate mode
of communication is used. The UCC provides that an
offer shall be construed as inviting acceptance in any
manner and by any medium reasonable in the circum
stances. In this case, Debco made its offer my mail, which,
if adequately addressed with proper postage affixed,
would be considered a reasonable manner and medium
for acceptance. As a result, TMI’s acceptance was effec
tive when mailed on October 31.
Debco’s third claim, that TMI’s acceptance is not
effective because it added payment terms to Debco’s
offer, is also incorrect. The UCC provides that a definite
and timely expression of acceptance of an offer will form
a contract, even if the terms of the acceptance are different
from those in the offer, unless acceptance is expressly
made conditional on accepting the different terms. There
fore, TMI’s October 31 correspondence, which expressly
stated that TMI would ship the computers ordered by
Debco, was an effective acceptance, and a contract was
formed despite the fact that TMI added payment terms.
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Answer 5 (10 points)

Answer 4 (10 points)

a. Rapid’s claim in incorrect. Both Debco and Rapid
are merchants under the UCC because they both deal in
the type of goods involved in the transaction (computers).
The UCC provides that a confirmation satisfies the
UCC Statute of Frauds, if an oral contract between mer
chants is:

a. 1. Vesta Electronics would bear the risk of loss for
the 18" speakers destroyed by the fire on its loading dock.
Even though Vesta identified and segregated the goods
on its loading dock, the risk of loss remained with the
seller because the contract’s shipping terms “ F.O.B. sell
er’s loading dock” made it a shipping contract. Thus,
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The implied warranty of title has been breached
risk of loss does not pass to Zap until the goods are
because Maco was the rightful owner.
delivered to the carrier.
2.
The risk of loss for the 16" speakers also
b. Maco will not be entitled to recover the tug from
remained with Vesta. Even though the goods were deliv
Pharo because:
ered to the common carrier, risk of loss did not pass
because Vesta shipped nonconforming goods.
• Maco had entrusted the tug to Secure, which deals in
similar goods;
b. 1. Zap may validly reject the 16" speakers because
• That, as a result of such entrustment, Secure had the
any buyer may reject nonconforming goods. To avoid
power to transfer Maco’s rights to the tug to a buyer
potential liability, the rejection must be made within a
in the ordinary course of business;
reasonable time of receipt and must be communicated to
• Pharo was a buyer in the ordinary course of business
the seller.
because Pharo purchased the tug in good faith and
2.
Zap may also validly accept some of the 18"
without knowledge of Maco’s ownership interest.
speakers. A buyer may accept none, all, or any commer
cial unit of a shipment when nonconforming goods are
N89
shipped.
Answer 4 (10 points)
c. To be entitled to damages, Zap must comply with
The president’s assertion that the September 8 , 1988
the UCC by notifying Vesta of the rejection of the goods
offer
by Crisp was irrevocable until December 20, 1988,
within a reasonable time; acting in good faith with respect
and
that,
therefore, a contract was formed by Anker’s
to the rejected goods by following any reasonable instruc
acceptance on December 12, 1988, is incorrect. Because
tions of the seller; and giving Vesta the opportunity to
the offer made by Crisp involves a transaction in goods,
cure until the contract time of performance expires.
i.e. furniture, the UCC Sales Article applies. The UCC
Sales Article provides that an offer by a merchant to buy
N90
or
sell goods in a signed writing which by its terms gives
Answer 4 (10 points)
assurance that it will be held open is not revocable, for
lack of consideration, during the time stated or, if no time
a. Under the UCC Sales Article, the contract between
is stated, for a reasonable time, but in no event may such
Pharo and Secure creates the following implied war
period of irrevocability exceed three months. Under the
ranties:
facts of this case, Crisp’s offer was a firm offer that could
not be revoked because the offer was made by Crisp,
• Implied warranty of merchantability;
a merchant, concerning the kind of goods being sold
• Implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose;
(furniture); was in writing and signed by Crisp; and stated
• Implied warranty of title.
that it would remain open until December 20, 1988.
Despite the provision that the offer will remain open until
The implied warranty of merchantability requires
December 20, 1988, a firm offer remains irrevocable for
the tug to be merchantable; that is, fit for the ordinary
a three-month period. Therefore, Crisp’s letter of revoca
purpose intended. It is probable that the tug was fit for
tion on December 5 , 1988 did not terminate the firm offer
such ordinary purposes and, therefore, the implied war
because the three-month period had not yet expired. The
ranty of merchantability was not breached.
revocation was effective on December 8 , 1988, when the
The implied warranty of fitness for a particular pur
three-month period expired. Therefore, Anker’s
pose requires that the tug be fit for the particular purpose
attempted acceptance on December 12, 1988 did not form
for which it was purchased. To show that the implied
a contract with Crisp. Instead, Anker’s attempted accep
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose is present as
tance is likely to be treated as an offer.
a result of the contract, Pharo must show that:
The president’s assertion that Dix’s December 12,
1988 letter formed an option contract is incorrect. To
• Secure knew of the particular needs of Pharo;
form an option contract, where the subject matter is real
• Pharo relied on Secure to select a suitable tug;
estate, all of the elements necessary to form a contract
• Secure knew that Pharo was relying on Secure to
must be met. In this case, Anker did not furnish any
select a tug suitable for Pharo’s needs.
consideration in return for Dix’s promise to keep the
offer open until December 20, 1988; therefore, an option
The implied warranty of fitness for a particular pur
contract was not formed.
pose has been breached because the tug was not suitable
The president’s assertion that Anker’s acceptance
for Pharo’s particular needs (i.e., to move airplanes
on December 19, 1988 formed a contract with Dix is
weighing up to 10,000 pounds).
incorrect. In general, acceptance of an offer is effective
when it is dispatched. If, however, an offer specifically
The implied warranty of title requires that:
stipulates the method of communication to be utilized by
the offeree, the acceptance to be effective must conform
• Secure have good title;
to that method. Thus, an acceptance by another method
• The transfer to Pharo would be rightful;
of communication is ineffective and no contract is formed.
• The tug would be delivered free from any security
Under the facts of this case, Anker’s acceptance on
interest or other lien.
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interest in the word processors and the bank obtained a
superior security interest by perfecting.

December 19, 1988 by a private express mail courier is
ineffective, despite Dix’s receipt of the acceptance on
December 2 0 , 1988, because Dix’s offer specifically stip
ulated that acceptance could only be made by certified
mail, return receipt requested. Instead, Anker’s attempted
acceptance is likely to be treated as a counteroffer.

C. Secured Transactions
M92

Answer 5 (10 points)
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Answer 5 (10 points)
The assertion that as of March 3, 1989 the risk of
loss on the disk drive remained with Xeon is correct.
Under the UCC Sales Article, if the agreement between
the parties is otherwise silent, risk of loss passes to the
buyer on the buyer’s receipt of the goods if the seller is
a merchant. Under the facts, Xeon is a merchant because
it sells computer systems. Therefore, the risk of loss
remained with Xeon because the disk drive was never
received by Pine.
The assertion that Meed acquired no rights in the
CPU as a result of the March 18, 1989 transaction is
incorrect. Under the UCC Sales Article, any entrusting
of possession of goods to a merchant who deals in goods
of that kind gives the merchant power to transfer all rights
of the entruster to the buyer in the ordinary course of
business. Entrusting includes any delivery and any acqui
escence in retention of possession regardless of any condi
tion expressed between the parties to the delivery or
acquiescence, and regardless of whether the possessor’s
disposition of the goods has been such as to be larcenous
under the criminal law. For the merchant to acquire the
power to transfer ownership and title, the entruster must
be the rightful owner. Under the facts of this case, Pine
had title at the time the CPU was returned to Xeon for
repairs and this constituted an entrusting that gave Xeon
the power to transfer all of Pine’s rights in the CPU to
Meed.
The assertion that Jensen’s security interest in the
word processors never attached and therefore Jensen’s
security interest is not enforceable against Pine with
respect to the word processors is incorrect. A security
interest in collateral will attach if: the collateral is in the
possession of the secured party under an agreement, or
the debtor has signed a security agreement that contains
a description of the collateral; the secured party has given
value; and the debtor has rights in the collateral. Based
on the facts, Jensen’s security interest attached on April
12, 1989, when Jensen sold and Pine received the word
processors and Jensen received a security agreement exe
cuted by Pine that described the word processors. On
attachment, Jensen’s security interest became enforceable
against Pine.
The assertion that Jensen has a superior security
interest to Pine’s bank is incorrect. Although Jensen has a
purchase money security interest to the extent the security
interest is taken by Jensen to secure the purchase price,
Jensen’s security interest will not be perfected by attach
ment alone. Jensen must file a financing statement to
perfect its security interest because the collateral involved
is goods used for business purposes and not consumer
goods. Therefore, Jensen has an unperfected security

Rustic’s first claim, that its security interest is superior
to National’s, is incorrect. Rustic’s security interest was
perfected at the time it filed its financing statement, Febru
ary 9, 1992, because it was a purchase money security
interest in inventory. National filed its financing statement
on February 7, 1992, therefore, National’s security inter
est was perfected before, and is superior to, Rustic’s
security interest.
Rustic’s second claim, that Karry purchased the lathe
subject to Rustic’s security interest, is incorrect. Karry,
as a buyer in the ordinary course of Friendly’s business,
purchased the lathe free of any security interest given by
Friendly. The fact that Karry was aware of Rustic’s secu
rity interest does not affect this conclusion.
Karry’s first claim, that the note is nonnegotiable, is
incorrect. For a promissory note to be negotiable, it must
be payable on demand or at a definite time. An instrument
is payable on demand when it states that it is so payable,
or when it provides no specific time for payment. There
fore, the note would be considered payable on demand.
Also, Karry’s promissory note is negotiable despite the
reference to the sales invoice because the reference does
not make the note subject to the sales contract; rather,
the reference only notes the existence of the invoice.
Karry’s second claim, that Abcor has no rights to Karry’s
note because Friendly did not endorse it, is incorrect. The
note is a bearer instrument because it is made payable to
Friendly or bearer. Bearer instruments may be negotiated
by delivery of the instrument alone.
Karry’s third claim, that Abcor took the note subject to
Karry’s dispute with Friendly, is incorrect. Karry’s dis
pute with Friendly was a personal defense to Karry. Even
though Abcor took the note knowing of Karry’s dispute
and, therefore, could not ordinarily be a holder in due
course, Abcor did take the note from Queen, which was
a holder in due course. Under the “ shelter provision” of
the UCC Commercial Paper Article, Abcor has the rights
of a holder in due course even though it does not qualify
as one. As a result, Abcor did not take the note subject
to Karry’s personal defense, despite knowing of Karry’s
claim.
N91

Answer 5 (10 points)
Rice’s assertion that Abco does not have an effective
security interest in the CDM computer purchased by Rice
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is correct. For Abco to have an enforceable security inter
est in the collateral, the security interest claimed must
have attached. Attachment requires that:
•

The secured party (Abco) has given value;

•

The debtor (Rice) has rights in the collateral; and

•

The debtor (Rice) has executed and delivered to the
creditor (Abco) a security agreement covering the col
lateral.

In this case, all but one of the requirements are met. The
security agreement is ineffective because it was not signed
by the debtor (Rice). Abco’s failure to perfect its security
interest by filing a financing statement would have no
effect on the enforceability of the security interest against
Rice.
Condor’s assertion that its security interest in the com
puter is superior to Abco’s is incorrect. Both Condor’s and
Abco’s security interests are perfected. Condor’s security
interest was perfected when it filed its financing statement
on August 26. Because Abco’s security interest was a
purchase money security interest in collateral other than
inventory, its security interest was perfected at the time of
the sale to Baker (August 18), provided it filed a financing
statement at the time Baker took possession of the com
puter or within the UCC time period for perfection.
Abco’s security interest was perfected on August 18
before Condor’s was perfected (on August 26), because
Abco filed a financing statement within the applicable
UCC time period. Therefore, Abco’s security interest is
superior to Condor’s.

VII.

N90
Answer 5 (10 points)
Kast’s assertion that the computer was purchased
from Wizard free of National’s security interest is correct.
Kast, as a buyer in the ordinary course, purchased the
computer free of any security interest given by Wizard.
The fact that Kast was aware of the existence of National’s
security interest does not affect this conclusion.
Marc’s assertion that the computer was purchased
from Kast free of Wizard’s security interest is correct.
Marc purchased the computer from Kast free of Wizard’s
security interest because:
• Marc had no knowledge of the security interest;
• Marc was buying the computer for household use;
• Wizard’s security interest had not been perfected by
filing prior to Marc’s purchase.
Marc’s assertion that Alcor’s security interest is
unenforceable against Marc because Alcor failed to file a
financing statement is incorrect. On attachment of Alcor’s
security interest, it became enforceable against Marc.
Attachment has occurred because:
• The secured party (Alcor) gave value;
• The debtor (Marc) has rights in the collateral;
• The debtor (Marc) has executed and delivered a secu
rity agreement covering the collateral to the creditor
(Alcor).
Alcor’s failure to perfect its security interest has no
effect on the enforceability of the security interest against
Marc.

Property
c. Acme would have to honor the insurance contract
and pay part of the loss. Despite Tower and Perry not
maintaining insurance coverage of 80% of the property’s
market value, the coinsurance clause allows for a percent
age of recovery. The formula is as follows:

A. Real Property
M91
Answer 4 (10 points)
a. Tower and Perry owned the property as tenants in
common. This form of ownership allows either party to
dispose of his or her undivided interest by sale or on
death. Any person purchasing or inheriting Perry’s inter
est would become a tenant in common with Tower. Thus,
on January 21, 1990, Tower and Dodd are tenants in
common, each owning a one-half undivided interest in
the house.

Amount of Coverage
Actual Market Value x Coinsurance %

Amount
of Loss

This would allow a recovery as follows:
x $180,000 = $150,000

b. Both Tower and Dodd have an insurable interest in
the house. Tower’s interest arose when the property was
purchased, continued when the insurance policy was pur
chased, and still existed at the time of the fire loss.
Dodd’s interest arose when Dodd inherited Perry’s
interest in the house. Acme’s consent to the assignment
of the policy to Tower and Dodd entitles Dodd to a share
of the proceeds of the policy.

d. The conflict between Midway and New would be
resolved in favor of Midway. In a notice-race statute
jurisdiction, New’s knowledge of Midway’s first mort
gage would give Midway priority despite New’s earlier
filing. The insurance proceeds would be distributed as
follows:
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•

•
•

$80,000 to Midway representing the balance due on
the mortgage including accrued interest. This is due
because Midway as a mortgagee is included as a con
tingent beneficiary in the policy.
$40,000 to New for the same reasons as above but
not paid unless and until Midway is fully paid.
$30,000 to be divided equally between Tower and
Dodd as tenants in common.

e. Tower would not be able to collect rent from Zimmer
for the balance of the term of the lease because Zimmer
moved as a result of the extensive fire damage to the
apartment. The implied warranty of habitability would
be considered breached by the landlord and a constructive
eviction of Zimmer would be deemed to have taken place
because the premises could no longer be used for their
intended purpose. Constructive eviction releases both the
landlord and the tenant from their obligations under the
lease.
N89

Answer 2 (10 points)
a. Sam Bean and Bob Bean will not be personally liable
to Fale for the deficiency resulting from the foreclosure
sale because they did not assume the mortgage but instead
purchased the building subject to the mortgage. In the
absence of a state statute to the contrary, Stein will be
personally liable for the deficiency because Stein was not
released from liability on the note and mortgage.
b. There is no right of survivorship feature in a tenancy
in common and, therefore, Rita Bean will acquire Sam
Bean’s one-half interest in the building under her hus
band’s will. Thus, Rita Bean will own a one-half interest
in the building as a tenant in common with Bob Bean.
c. In general, the purposes and benefits of creating a
spendthrift trust are to provide a fund for the maintenance
of another (the beneficiary); protect the fund from the
beneficiary’s financial mismanagement and improvi
dence; prohibit the beneficiary from transferring the right
to future trust income or principal; and prohibit the benefi
ciary’s interest from being subjected to the claims of the
beneficiary’s creditors.
d .1. A trust may generally be terminated by the benefi
ciaries if all consent to the termination; all are legally
competent to consent; and termination will not defeat a
material purpose for which the trust was created.
2.
The spendthrift trust created by Sam Bean cannot
be terminated by Bob Bean because the major purpose
of a spendthrift trust is to_protect the beneficiary from
mismanagement and improvidence. Thus, termination of
the spendthrift trust would defeat the purpose for which
it was created.

M89

Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Ash, Bale, and Rangel will be personally liable to
Vista for the deficiency resulting from the foreclosure
sale because they became the principal debtors when they
assumed the mortgage. Park will remain liable for the
deficiency. Although Vista consented to the assumption
of the mortgage by Ash, Bale, and Rangel, such assump
tion does not relieve Park from its obligation to Vista
unless Park obtains a release from Vista or there is a
novation.
b. The assertion that the sublet from Wein to Nord is
void because Ash, Bale, and Rangel must consent to the
sublet is incorrect. Unless the lease provides otherwise,
a tenant may sublet the premises without the landlord’s
consent. Since the lease was silent regarding Wein’s right
to sublet, Wein may sublet to Nord without the consent
of Ash, Bale, and Rangel.
The assertion that if the sublet was not void Ash,
Bale, and Rangel have the right to hold either Wein or
Nord liable for payment of rent is incorrect, In a sublease,
the sublessee/subtenant (Nord) has no obligation to pay
rent to the landlord (Ash, Bale, and Rangel).
The subtenant (Nord) is liable to the tenant (Wein),
but the tenant (Wein) remains solely liable to the landlord
(Ash, Bale, and Rangel) for the rent stipulated in the
lease.
c. Ash’s inter vivos transfer of his ⅓ interest in the
office building to his spouse on April 4, 1989 resulted
in his spouse obtaining a ⅓ interest in the office building
as a tenant in common. Ash’s wife did not become a
joint tenant with Bale and Rangel because the transfer of
a joint tenant’s interest to an outside party destroys the
joint tenancy nature of the particular interest transferred.
Bale and Rangel will remain as joint tenants with each
other.
As of April 2 1 , 1989, the office building was owned
by Ash’s spouse who had a
interest as tenant in com
mon and Bale who had a ⅔ interest as tenant in common.
Ash’s death on April 20, 1989 will have no effect
on the ownership of the office building because Ash had
already transferred all of his interest to his wife on April
4, 1989.
Rangel’s death on April 20, 1989 resulted in his
interest being acquired by Bale because of the right of
survivorship feature in a joint tenancy. Because there are
no surviving joint tenants, Bale will become a tenant in
common who owns ⅔ of the office building. Ash’s
spouse will not acquire any additional interest due to
Rangel’s death because she was a tenant in common with
Rangel.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.
A.

Planning the Engagement

Pre-engagement Acceptance Activities

M89#4. A CPA firm’s quality control procedures per
taining to the acceptance of a prospective audit client
would most likely include
a. Inquiry of management as to whether disagree
ments between the predecessor auditor and the
prospective client were resolved satisfactorily.
b. Consideration of whether sufficient competent
evidential matter may be obtained to afford a
reasonable basis for an opinion.
c. Inquiry of third parties, such as the prospective
client’s bankers and attorneys, about informa
tion regarding the prospective client and its
management.
d. Consideration of whether the internal control
structure is sufficiently effective to permit a
reduction in the extent of required substantive
tests.

M93#2. Which of the following procedures would an
auditor least likely perform in planning a financial state
ment audit?
a. Coordinating the assistance of entity personnel
in data preparation.
b. Discussing matters that may affect the audit
with firm personnel responsible for non-audit
services to the entity.
c. Selecting a sample of vendors’ invoices for
comparison to receiving reports.
d. Reading the current year’s interim financial
statements.
N91#4. Before accepting an audit engagement, a suc
cessor auditor should make specific inquiries of the prede
cessor auditor regarding
a. Disagreements the predecessor had with the
client concerning auditing procedures and
accounting principles.
b. The predecessor’s evaluation of matters of con
tinuing accounting significance.
c. The degree of cooperation the predecessor
received concerning the inquiry of the client’s
lawyer.
d. The predecessor’s assessments of inherent risk
and judgments about materiality.

B.

Staffing and Supervision Requirements

N91#5. The audit work performed by each assistant
should be reviewed to determine whether it was ade
quately performed and to evaluate whether the
a. Audit has been performed by persons having
adequate technical training and proficiency as
auditors.
b. Auditor’s system of quality control has been
maintained at a high level.
c. Results are consistent with the conclusions to
be presented in the auditor’s report.
d. Audit procedures performed are approved in
the professional standards.

M90#52. The element of the audit planning process
most likely to be agreed upon with the client before
implementation of the audit strategy is the determination
of the
a. Timing of inventory observation procedures to
be performed.
b. Evidence to be gathered to provide a sufficient
basis for the auditor’s opinion.
c. Procedures to be undertaken to discover litiga
tion, claims, and assessments.
d. Pending legal matters to be included in the
inquiry of the client’s attorney.

D.

Analytical Procedures

M92#58. Analytical procedures used in planning an
audit should focus on
a. Identifying possible scope limitations and gath
ering evidence in assessing control risk environ
mental factors.
b. Enhancing the understanding of the entity’s
business and the transactions and events that
have occurred since the last audit.
c. Aggregating data at a low level and substantia
ting management’s assertions that are embodied
in the financial statements.
d. Discovering material weaknesses in the internal
control structure and reporting them to the enti
ty’s management for corrective action.

M90#53. The scope and nature of an auditor’s contrac
tual obligation to a client ordinarily is set forth in the
a. Management letter.
b. Scope paragraph of the auditor’s report.
c. Engagement letter.
d. Introductory paragraph of the auditor’s report.
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N91#3. Which of the following procedures would an
auditor most likely perform in planning a financial state
ment audit?
a. Reviewing investment transactions of the audit
period to determine whether related parties
were created.
b. Performing analytical procedures to identify
areas that may represent specific risks.
c. Reading the minutes of stockholder and director
meetings to discover whether any unusual
transactions have occurred.
d. Obtaining a written representation letter from
the client to emphasize management’s responsi
bilities.

N91#6. The existence of audit risk is recognized by the
statement in the auditor’s standard report that the auditor
a. Obtains reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material mis
statement.
b. Assesses the accounting principles used and
also evaluates the overall financial statement
presentation.
c. Realizes some matters, either individually or in
the aggregate, are important while other matters
are not important.
d. Is responsible for expressing an opinion on the
financial statements, which are the responsibil
ity of management.

M90#3. Analytical procedures used in planning an audit
should focus on identifying
a. Material weaknesses in the internal control
structure.
b. The predictability of financial data from indi
vidual transactions.
c. The various assertions that are embodied in the
financial statements.
d. Areas that may represent specific risks relevant
to the audit.

N91#7. The risk that an auditor will conclude, based
on substantive tests, that a material error does not exist
in an account balance when, in fact, such error does exist
is referred to as
a. Sampling risk.
b. Detection risk.
c. Nonsampling risk.
d. Inherent risk.

E.

N91#8. In developing a preliminary audit strategy, an
auditor should consider
a. Whether the allowance for sampling risk
exceeds the achieved upper precision limit.
b. Findings from substantive tests performed at
interim dates.
c. Whether the inquiry of the client’s attorney
identifies any litigation, claims, or assessments
not disclosed in the financial statements.
d. The planned assessed level of control risk.

Audit Risk and Materiality

M93#3. Which of the following audit risk components
may be assessed in nonquantitative terms?

a.
b.
c.
d.

C o n tr o l
r is k

D e te c tio n
r is k

In h eren t
r is k

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

M90#51. When planning a sample for a substantive test
of details, an auditor should consider tolerable misstate
ment for the sample. This consideration should
a. Be related to the auditor’s business risk.
b. Not be adjusted for qualitative factors.
c. Be related to preliminary judgments about
materiality levels.
d. Not be changed during the audit process.

N92#42. The concept of materiality for financial state
ments audited under the Single Audit Act of 1984 differs
from materiality in an audit in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards. Under the Act, materiality
is
a. Determined by the federal agency requiring the
audit.
b. Ignored, because all account balances, regard
less of size, are fully tested.
c. Determined separately for each major federal
financial assistance program.
d. Calculated without consideration of the audi
tor’s risk assessment.

M89#5. Which of the following audit risk components
may be assessed in nonquantitative terms?

a.
b.
c.
d.

M92#57. Inherent risk and control risk differ from
detection risk in that inherent risk and control risk are
a. Elements of audit risk while detection risk is
not.
b. Changed at the auditor’s discretion while detec
tion risk is not.
c. Considered at the individual account-balance
level while detection risk is not.
d. Functions of the client and its environment
while detection risk is not.

F.

In h eren t
r is k

C o n tr o l
r is k

D e te c tio n
r is k

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Errors, Irregularities, and Illegal Acts

N92#4. When an auditor becomes aware of a possible
illegal act by a client, the auditor should obtain an under
standing of the nature of the act to
a. Evaluate the effect on the financial statements.
b. Determine the reliability of management’s rep
resentations.
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c.
d.

Consider whether other similar acts may have
occurred.
Recommend remedial actions to the audit com
mittee.

a.
b.
c.

What assurance does the auditor provide that
errors, irregularities, and direct effect illegal acts that are
material to the financial statements will be detected?
M92#59.

E rrors

a. Limited
b. Limited
c. Reasonable
d. Reasonable

I r r e g u la r itie s

Negative
Limited
Limited
Reasonable

d.

Transactions selected for testing are not sup
ported by proper documentation.
The turnover of senior accounting personnel is
exceptionally low.
Management places little emphasis on meeting
earnings projections.
Operating and financing decisions are domi
nated by several persons.

M90#55. Disclosure of irregularities to parties other
than a client’s senior management and its audit committee
or board of directors ordinarily is not part of an auditor’s
responsibility. However, to which of the following outside
parties may a duty to disclose irregularities exist?

D i r e c t e ffe c t
ill e g a l a c t s

Limited
Reasonable
Limited
Reasonable

N91#10. Which of the following statements describes
why a properly designed and executed audit may not
detect a material irregularity?
a. Audit procedures that are effective for detecting
an unintentional misstatement may be ineffec
tive for an intentional misstatement that is con
cealed through collusion.
b. An audit is designed to provide reasonable
assurance of detecting material errors, but there
is no similar responsibility concerning material
irregularities.
c. The factors considered in assessing control risk
indicated an increased risk of intentional mis
statements, but only a low risk of unintentional
errors in the financial statements.
d. The auditor did not consider factors influencing
audit risk for account balances that have effects
pervasive to the financial statements taken as
a whole.

a.
b.
c.
d.

T o th e S E C
w h e n th e c lie n t
r e p o r ts a n
a u d ito r c h a n g e

To a su ccessor
a u d ito r w h e n th e
su ccesso r m akes
a p p r o p r i a te
in q u ir ie s

To a g o vern 
m e n t f u n d in g
a g en cy fro m
w h ic h th e
c l ie n t r e c e iv e s
f in a n c i a l
a s s is ta n c e

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

M90#56. Which of the following statements best
describes an auditor’s responsibility to detect errors and
irregularities?
a. The auditor should study and evaluate the cli
ent’s internal control structure, and design the
audit to provide reasonable assurance of
detecting all errors and irregularities.
b. The auditor should assess the risk that errors
and irregularities may cause the financial state
ments to contain material misstatements, and
determine whether the necessary internal con
trol procedures are prescribed and are being
followed satisfactorily.
c. The auditor should consider the types of errors
and irregularities that could occur, and deter
mine whether the necessary internal control
procedures are prescribed and are being fol
lowed.
d. The auditor should assess the risk that errors
and irregularities may cause the financial state
ments to contain material misstatements, and
design the audit to provide reasonable assurance
of detecting material errors and irregularities.

N91#11. When an auditor becomes aware of a possible
client illegal act, the auditor should obtain an understand
ing of the nature of the act to
a. Increase the assessed level of control risk.
b. Recommend remedial actions to the audit com
mittee.
c. Evaluate the effect on the financial statements.
d. Determine the reliability of management’s rep
resentations.
N91#12. Which of the following circumstances most
likely would cause an auditor to consider whether material
misstatements exist in an entity’s financial statements?
a. Supporting records that should be readily avail
able are frequently not produced when
requested.
b. Reportable conditions previously communi
cated have not been corrected.
c. Clerical errors are listed on a monthly comput
er-generated exception report.
d. Differences are discovered during the client’s
annual physical inventory count.

M90#57. Morris, CPA, suspects that a pervasive scheme
of illegal bribes exists throughout the operations of
Worldwide Import-Export, Inc., a new audit client. Mor
ris notified the audit committee and Worldwide’s legal
counsel, but neither could assist Morris in determining
whether the amounts involved were material to the finan
cial statements or whether senior management was
involved in the scheme. Under these circumstances, Mor
ris should
a. Express an unqualified opinion with a separate
explanatory paragraph.

N90#38. Which of the following circumstances is most
likely to cause an auditor to consider whether a material
misstatement exists?
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b.
c.
d.

G.

Disclaim an opinion on the financial statements.
Express an adverse opinion on the financial
statements.
Issue a special report regarding the illegal
bribes.

Documentation and Audit Programs

M90#50. In planning a new engagement, which of the
following is not a factor that affects the auditor’s judg
ment as to the quantity, type, and content of working
papers?
a. The type of report to be issued by the auditor.
b. The content of the client’s representation letter.
c. The auditor’s estimated occurrence rate of attri
butes.
d. The auditor’s preliminary evaluations of risk
based on discussions with the client.

M90#58. Which of the following statements concerning
illegal acts by clients is correct?
a. An auditor’s responsibility to detect illegal acts
that have a direct and material effect on the
financial statements is the same as that for errors
and irregularities.
b. An audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards normally includes audit pro
cedures specifically designed to detect illegal
acts that have an indirect but material effect on
the financial statements.
c. An auditor considers illegal acts from the per
spective of the reliability of management’s rep
resentations rather than their relation to audit
objectives derived from financial statement
assertions.
d. An auditor has no responsibility to detect illegal
acts by clients that have an indirect effect on
the financial statements.

H.

Engagement Responsibilities

M93#4. Which of the following is not an attestation
standard?
a. Sufficient evidence shall be obtained to provide
a reasonable basis for the conclusion that is
expressed in the report.
b. The report shall identify the assertion being
reported on and state the character of the
engagement.
c. The work shall be adequately planned and assis
tants, if any, shall be properly supervised.
d. A sufficient understanding of the internal con
trol structure shall be obtained to plan the
engagement.

N89#59. Which of the following factors is most
important concerning an auditor’s responsibility to detect
errors and irregularities?
a. The susceptibility of the accounting records to
intentional manipulations, alterations, and the
misapplication of accounting principles.
b. The probability that unreasonable accounting
estimates result from unintentional bias or
intentional attempts to misstate the financial
statements.
c. The possibility that management fraud, defalca
tions, and the misappropriation of assets may
indicate the existence of illegal acts.
d. The risk that mistakes, falsifications, and omis
sions may cause the financial statements to con
tain material misstatements.

N92#5. Which of the following accounting services
may an accountant perform without being required to
issue a compilation or review report under the Statements
on Standards for Accounting and Review Services?
I.
II.

Preparing a working trial balance.
Preparing standard monthly journal entries.
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. Both I and II.
d. Neither I nor II.

M92#60. An attestation engagement is one in which a
CPA is engaged to
a. Issue a written communication expressing a
conclusion about the reliability of a written
assertion that is the responsibility of another
party.
b. Provide tax advice or prepare a tax return based
on financial information the CPA has not
audited or reviewed.
c. Testify as an expert witness in accounting,
auditing, or tax matters, given certain stipulated
facts.
d. Assemble prospective financial statements
based on the assumptions of the entity’s man
agement without expressing any assurance.

N89#60. If specific information comes to an auditor’s
attention that implies the existence of possible illegal acts
that could have a material, but indirect effect on the
financial statements, the auditor should next
a. Apply audit procedures specifically directed to
ascertaining whether an illegal act has occured.
b. Seek the advice of an informed expert qualified
to practice law as to possible contingent liabili
ties.
c. Report the matter to an appropriate level of
management at least one level above those
involved.
d. Discuss the evidence with the client’s audit
committee, or others with equivalent authority
and responsibility.

N91#13. Statements on Standards for Accounting and
Review Services establish standards and procedures for
which of the following engagements?
a. Assisting in adjusting the books of account for
a partnership.
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b.
c.
d.

Reviewing interim financial data required to be
filed with the SEC.
Processing financial data for clients of other
accounting firms.
Compiling an individual’s personal financial
statement to be used to obtain a mortgage.

I.

N92#3. One of a CPA firm’s basic objectives is to pro
vide professional services that conform with professional
standards. Reasonable assurance of achieving this basic
objective is provided through
a. A system of quality control.
b. A system of peer review.
c. Continuing professional education.
d. Compliance with generally accepted reporting
standards.

M91#51. Which of the following professional services
would be considered an attest engagement?
a. A management consulting engagement to pro
vide EDP advice to a client.
b. An engagement to report on compliance with
statutory requirements.
c. An income tax engagement to prepare federal
and state tax returns.
d. The compilation of financial statements from
a client’s accounting records.

N91#1. A CPA firm would be reasonably assured of
meeting its responsibility to provide services that conform
with professional standards by
a. Adhering to generally accepted auditing stan
dards.
b. Having an appropriate system of quality con
trol.
c. Joining professional societies that enforce ethi
cal conduct.
d. Maintaining an attitude of independence in its
engagements.

M90#49. Which of the following is the authoritative
body designated to promulgate attestation standards?
a. Auditing Standards Board.
b. Governmental Accounting Standards Board.
c. Financial Accounting Standards Board.
d. General Accounting Office.

N90#36. A CPA firm evaluates its personnel advance
ment experience to ascertain whether individuals meeting
stated criteria are assigned increased degrees of responsi
bility. This is evidence of the firm’s adherence to which
of the following prescribed standards
a. Quality control.
b. Human resources.
c. Supervision and review.
d. Professional development.

M90#59. If compiled financial statements presented in
conformity with the cash receipts and disbursements basis
of accounting do not disclose the basis of accounting
used, the accountant should
a. Recompile the financial statements using gen
erally accepted accounting principles.
b. Disclose the basis in the notes to the financial
statements.
c. Clearly label each page “ Unaudited.”
d. Disclose the basis of accounting in the accoun
tant’s report.

M90#54. Which of the following are elements of a CPA
firm’s quality control that should be considered in estab
lishing its quality control policies and procedures?

M89#2. Which of the following bodies promulgates
standards for audits of federal financial assistance recip
ients?
a. Governmental Accounting Standards Board.
b. Financial Accounting Standards Board.
c. General Accounting Office.
d. Governmental Auditing Standards Board.

II.
A.

Quality Control Considerations

a.
b.
c.
d.

Advancement

Inspection

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Consultation
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Considering the Internal Control Structure
a.

Definitions and Basic Concepts

b.

M93#6. When assessing an internal auditor’s compe
tence, a CPA ordinarily obtains information about all of
the following except
a. Quality of working paper documentation.
b. Educational level and professional experience.
c. Audit programs and procedures.
d. Access to information about related parties.

c.
d.

Factors that raise doubts about the auditability
of the financial statements.
Operating effectiveness of internal control poli
cies and procedures.
Risk that material misstatements exist in the
financial statements.
Possibility that the nature and extent of substan
tive tests may be reduced.

M93#8. Which of the following controls most likely
would assure that an entity can reconstruct its financial
records?

M93#7. The ultimate purpose of assessing control risk
is to contribute to the auditor’s evaluation of the
A-5
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a.
b.
c.
d.

N91#32. Which of the following is a general control
that would most likely assist an entity whose systems
analyst left the entity in the middle of a major project?
a. Grandfather-father-son record retention.
b. Input and output validation routines.
c. Systems documentation.
d. Check digit verification.

Hardware controls are built into the computer
by the computer manufacturer.
Backup diskettes or tapes of files are stored
away from originals.
Personnel who are independent of data input
perform parallel simulations.
System flowcharts provide accurate descrip
tions of input and output operations.

N91#33. Which of the following statements most likely
represents a disadvantage for an entity that keeps micro
computer-prepared data files rather than manually pre
pared files?
a. Random error associated with processing simi
lar transactions in different ways is usually
greater.
b. It is usually more difficult to compare recorded
accountability with physical count of assets.
c. Attention is focused on the accuracy of the
programming process rather than errors in indi
vidual transactions.
d. It is usually easier for unauthorized persons to
access and alter the files.

When assessing an internal auditor’s objectiv
ity, an independent auditor should
a. Evaluate the adequacy of the internal auditor’s
audit programs.
b. Inquire about the internal auditor’s educational
background and professional certification.
c. Consider the organizational level to which the
internal auditor reports.
d. Review the internal auditor’s working papers.
N92#6.

N92#7. When considering the internal control structure,
an auditor should be aware of the concept of reasonable
assurance, which recognizes that
a. Procedures requiring segregation of duties may
be circumvented by employee collusion and
management override.
b. Establishing and maintaining the internal con
trol structure is an important responsibility of
management.
c. The cost of an entity’s internal control structure
should not exceed the benefits expected to be
derived.
d. Adequate safeguards over access to assets and
records should permit an entity to maintain
proper accountability.

M91#21. Evidential matter concerning proper segrega
tion of duties ordinarily is best obtained by
a. Preparation of a flowchart of duties performed
by available personnel.
b. Inquiring whether control procedures operated
consistently throughout the period.
c. Reviewing job descriptions prepared by the per
sonnel department.
d. Direct personal observation of the employees
who apply control procedures.
M91#22. An auditor assesses control risk because it
a. Indicates where inherent risk may be the
greatest.
b. Affects the level of detection risk the auditor
may accept.
c. Determines whether sampling risk is suffi
ciently low.
d. Includes the aspects of nonsampling risk that
are controllable.

M92#36. An auditor anticipates assessing control risk
at a low level in a computerized environment. Under
these circumstances, on which of the following proce
dures would the auditor initially focus?
a. Programmed control procedures.
b. Application control procedures.
c. Output control procedures.
d. General control procedures.

M91#23. When considering the objectivity of internal
auditors, an independent auditor should
a. Test a sample of the transactions and balances
that the internal auditors examined.
b. Determine the organizational level to which the
internal auditors report.
c. Evaluate the quality control program in effect
for the internal auditors.
d. Examine documentary evidence of the work
performed by the internal auditors.

When an auditor increases the planned
assessed level of control risk because certain control pro
cedures were determined to be ineffective, the auditor
would most likely increase the
a. Extent of tests of details.
b. Level of inherent risk.
c. Extent of tests of controls.
d. Level of detection risk.
M92#37.

M92#38. For certain controls, such as segregation of
duties, documentary evidence may not exist. An auditor
would most likely test the procedures by
a. Reperformance and corroboration.
b. Observation and inquiry.
c. Inspection and vouching.
d. Confirmation and recomputation.

N90#41. The objective of tests of details of transactions
performed as tests of controls is to
a. Detect material misstatements in the account
balances of the financial statements.
b. Evaluate whether an internal control structure
policy or procedure operated effectively.
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c.
d.

Computer systems are typically supported by
a variety of utility software packages that are important
to an auditor because they
a. May enable unauthorized changes to data files
if not properly controlled.
b. Are very versatile programs that can be used
on hardware of many manufacturers.
c. May be significant components of a client’s
application programs.
d. Are written specifically to enable auditors to
extract and sort data.
N89#38.

Determine the nature, timing, and extent of sub
stantive tests for financial statement assertions.
Reduce control risk, inherent risk, and detection
risk to an acceptably low level.

N90#42. An auditor uses the knowledge provided by
the understanding of the internal control structure and the
final assessed level of control risk primarily to determine
the nature, timing, and extent of the
a. Attribute tests.
b. Compliance tests.
c. Tests of controls.
d. Substantive tests.

M89#6. The development of constructive suggestions
to a client for improvements in its internal control struc
ture is
a. Addressed by the auditor only during a special
engagement.
b. As important as establishing a basis for reliance
on the internal control structure.
c. A requirement of the auditor’s consideration of
the internal control structure.
d. A desirable by-product of an audit engagement.

M90#27. Which of the following computer documenta
tion would an auditor most likely utilize in obtaining an
understanding of the internal control structure?
a. Systems flowcharts.
b. Record counts.
c. Program listings.
d. Record layouts.
M90#28. Miller Retailing, Inc. maintains a staff of three
full-time internal auditors who report directly to the con
troller. In planning to use the internal auditors to provide
assistance in performing the audit, the independent audi
tor most likely will
a. Place limited reliance on the work performed
by the internal auditors.
b. Decrease the extent of the tests of controls
needed to support the assessed level of detec
tion risk.
c. Increase the extent of the procedures needed to
reduce control risk to an acceptable level.
d. Avoid using the work performed by the internal
auditors.

M89#7. Which of the following statements best
describes how a detailed audit program of a CPA who
is engaged to audit the financial statements of a large
publicly held company compares with the audit client’s
comprehensive internal audit program?
a. The comprehensive internal audit program is
substantially identical to the audit program used
by the CPA because both cover substantially
identical areas.
b. The comprehensive internal audit program is
less detailed and covers fewer areas than would
normally be covered by the CPA.
c. The comprehensive internal audit program is
more detailed and covers areas that would nor
mally not be covered by the CPA.
d. The comprehensive internal audit program is
more detailed although it covers fewer areas
than would normally be covered by the CPA.

N89#36. An auditor uses the knowledge provided by
the understanding of the internal control structure and the
assessed level of control risk primarily to
a. Determine whether procedures and records
concerning the safeguarding of assets are reli
able.
b. Ascertain whether the opportunities to allow
any person to both perpetrate and conceal irreg
ularities are minimized.
c. Modify the initial assessments of inherent risk
and preliminary judgments about materiality
levels.
d. Determine the nature, timing, and extent of sub
stantive tests for financial statement assertions.

B.

Understanding and Documenting the Structure

M93#10. Audit evidence concerning segregation of
duties ordinarily is best obtained by
a. Performing tests of transactions that corrobo
rate management’s financial statement asser
tions.
b. Observing the employees as they apply control
procedures.
c. Obtaining a flowchart of activities performed
by available personnel.
d. Developing audit objectives that reduce control
risk.

An auditor’s flowchart of a client’s accounting
system is a diagrammatic representation that depicts the
auditor’s
a. Program for tests of controls.
b. Understanding of the system.
c. Understanding of the types of irregularities that
are probable, given the present system.
d. Documentation of the study and evaluation of
the system.

N89#37.

M93#12. In obtaining an understanding of an entity’s
internal control structure, an auditor is required to obtain
knowledge about the
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Operating
effectiveness of
policies and
procedures
Yes
No
Yes
No

c.
d.

Design of policies
and procedures
Yes
Yes
No
No

Document the auditor’s understanding of the
entity’s internal control structure.
Search for significant deficiencies in the opera
tion of the internal control structure.

M92#55. Decision tables differ from program flow
charts in that decision tables emphasize
a. Ease of manageability for complex programs.
b. Logical relationships among conditions and
actions.
c. Cost-benefit factors justifying the program.
d. The sequence in which operations are per
formed.

N92#9. An auditor’s primary consideration regarding
an entity’s internal control structure policies and proce
dures is whether the policies and procedures
a. Affect the financial statement assertions.
b. Prevent management override.
c. Relate to the control environment.
d. Reflect management’s philosophy and operat
ing style.

N91#35. An auditor would most likely be concerned
with internal control structure policies and procedures
that provide reasonable assurance about the
a. Efficiency of management’s decision-making
process.
b. Appropriate prices the entity should charge for
its products.
c. Methods of assigning production tasks to
employees.
d. Entity’s ability to process and summarize finan
cial data.

N92#11. Which of the following types of evidence
would an auditor most likely examine to determine
whether internal control structure policies and procedures
are operating as designed?
a. Confirmations of receivables verifying account
balances.
b. Letters of representations corroborating inven
tory pricing.
c. Attorneys’ responses to the auditor’s inquiries.
d. Client records documenting the use of EDP
programs.

N91#36. Which of the following most likely represents
a significant deficiency in the internal control structure?
a. The systems analyst reviews applications of
data processing and maintains systems docu
mentation.
b. The systems programmer designs systems for
computerized applications and maintains output
controls.
c. The control clerk establishes control over data
received by the EDP department and reconciles
control totals after processing.
d. The accounts payable clerk prepares data for
computer processing and enters the data into
the computer.

M92#40. As part of understanding the internal control
structure, an auditor is not required to
a. Consider factors that affect the risk of material
misstatement.
b. Ascertain whether internal control structure
policies and procedures have been placed in
operation.
c. Identify the types of potential misstatements
that can occur.
d. Obtain knowledge about the operating effec
tiveness of the internal control structure.

M91#25. Which of the following factors are included
in an entity’s control environment?

M92#41. The primary objective of procedures per
formed to obtain an understanding of the internal control
structure is to provide an auditor with
a. A basis for modifying tests of controls.
b. An evaluation of the consistency of application
of management’s policies.
c. Knowledge necessary for audit planning.
d. Evidential matter to use in assessing inherent
risk.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Audit
committee
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Internal
audit
function
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Organizational
structure
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

N90#44. In planning an audit of certain accounts, an
auditor may conclude that specific procedures used to
obtain an understanding of an entity’s internal control
structure need not be included because of the auditor’s
judgments about materiality and assessments of
a. Control risk.
b. Detection risk.
c. Sampling risk.
d. Inherent risk.

In an audit of financial statements in accor
dance with generally accepted auditing standards, an audi
tor is required to
a. Perform tests of controls to evaluate the effec
tiveness of the entity’s accounting system.
b. Determine whether control procedures are suit
ably designed to prevent or detect material mis
statements.
M92#43.
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M90
Item 45 is based on the following section of a system

During consideration of the internal control
structure in a financial statement audit, an auditor is not
obligated to
a. Search for significant deficiencies in the opera
tion of the internal control structure.
b. Understand the internal control environment
and the accounting system.
c. Determine whether the control procedures rele
vant to audit planning have been placed in oper
ation.
d. Perform procedures to understand the design
of the internal control structure policies.
N90#46.

flowchart for a payroll application

N90#47. When control risk is assessed at the maximum
level for all financial statement assertions, an auditor
should document the auditor’s

a.
b.
c.
d.

Conclusion
Understanding that control
of the entity’s
risk is at
internal control
the
structure
maximum
elements
level
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Basis for
concluding
that control
risk is at the
maximum
level
No
No
Yes
Yes

M90#29. Which of the following elements of an entity’s
internal control structure includes the development of
personnel manuals documenting employee promotion and
training policies?
a. Control procedures.
b. Control environment.
c. Accounting system.
d. Quality control system.

45.

M90#30. Which of the following statements about inter
nal control structure is correct?
a. A properly maintained internal control structure
reasonably ensures that collusion among
employees cannot occur.
b. The establishment and maintenance of the inter
nal control structure is an important responsibil
ity of the internal auditor.
c. An exceptionally strong internal control struc
ture is enough for the auditor to eliminate sub
stantive tests on a significant account balance.
d. The cost-benefit relationship is a primary crite
rion that should be considered in designing an
internal control structure.

Symbol X could represent
a. Erroneous time cards.
b. An error report.
c. Batched time cards.
d. Unclaimed payroll checks.

N89#39. When obtaining an understanding of an enti
ty’s control environment, an auditor should concentrate
on the substance of management’s policies and proce
dures rather than their form because
a. The auditor may believe that the policies and
procedures are inappropriate for that particular
entity.
b. The board of directors may not be aware of
management’s attitude toward the control envi
ronment.
c. Management may establish appropriate policies
and procedures but not act on them.
d. The policies and procedures may be so weak
that no reliance is contemplated by the auditor.

M90#33. Which of the following audit techniques most
likely would provide an auditor with the most assurance
about the effectiveness of the operation of an internal
control procedure?
a. Inquiry of client personnel.
b. Recomputation of account balance amounts.
c. Observation of client personnel.
d. Confirmation with outside parties.

N89#42. The possibility of erasing a large amount of
information stored on magnetic tape most likely would
be reduced by the use of
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a.

F ile p r o te c tio n rin g s .

b.

C h e c k d ig its .

c.
d.

C o m p le te n e s s te s ts .
C o n v e r s io n v e rific a tio n .

o f a n e n ti t y ’s in te r n a l c o n tr o l s tr u c tu r e in p la n n in g a n
a u d it?
a.

Id e n tify th e ty p e s o f p o te n tia l m is s ta te m e n ts
th a t c a n o c c u r.

N89#55.

b.
c.

p a y ro ll file h a v e b e e n u s e d to p re p a r e p a y r o ll c h e c k s ,

d.

D e s ig n s u b s ta n tiv e te s ts .
C o n s id e r th e o p e ra tin g e f fe c tiv e n e s s o f th e
in te r n a l c o n tr o l s tru c tu re .
C o n s id e r fa c to rs th a t a ffe c t th e ris k o f m a te ria l
m is s ta te m e n ts .

W h ic h o f th e fo llo w in g s y m b o lic r e p re s e n ta 
tio n s in d ic a te s th a t n e w p a y ro ll tra n s a c tio n s a n d th e o ld
p re p a re a p rin te d p a y r o ll jo u r n a l, a n d g e n e ra te a n e w
p a y r o ll file ?

M89#11.

W h ic h o f th e fo llo w in g is

not

a n e le m e n t o f

a n e n ti t y ’s in te r n a l c o n tr o l s tr u c tu r e ?
a.
b.
c.
d.

C o n tro l risk .
C o n tro l p ro c e d u re s .
T h e a c c o u n tin g s y s te m .
T h e c o n tro l e n v iro n m e n t.

M89#12.

E rro rs in d a ta p r o c e s s e d in a b a tc h c o m p u te r
s y s t e m m a y not b e d e t e c t e d i m m e d i a t e l y b e c a u s e
a.
T r a n s a c tio n tra ils in a b a tc h s y s te m a re a v a il
a b le o n ly f o r a lim ite d p e r io d o f tim e .
b.
T h e re a re tim e d e la y s in p ro c e s s in g tra n s a c tio n s
c.
d.

M89#13.

in a b a tc h s y s te m .
E rro rs in s o m e tr a n s a c tio n s c a u s e re je c tio n o f
o th e r tr a n s a c tio n s in th e b a tc h .
R a n d o m e r ro r s a re m o re lik e ly in a b a tc h s y s te m
th a n in a n o n - lin e s y s te m .
W h e n E D P p ro g ra m s o r file s c a n b e a c c e s s e d

fro m te rm in a ls , u s e rs s h o u ld b e re q u ire d to e n te r a (a n )
a.
b.

C.
c.

P a rity c h e c k .
P e r s o n a l id e n tif ic a tio n c o d e .

c.

S e lf - d ia g n o s is te s t.

d.

E ch o check.

Assessing Control Risk

M93#9. W h e n a n a u d i t o r a s s e s s e s c o n t r o l r i s k b e l o w
th e m a x im u m le v e l, th e a u d ito r is r e q u ir e d to d o c u m e n t
th e a u d ito r ’s

d.

B a s is f o r
c o n c lu d in g th a t
c o n tr o l ris k is
b e lo w th e
m a x im u m le v e l

U n d e rs ta n d in g o f
th e e n t ity ’s
in te r n a l c o n tro l
s tr u c tu r e
e le m e n ts

a.
b.

No
Y es

No
Y es

c.
d.

Y es
No

No
Y es

M93#11. A s a r e s u l t o f t e s t s o f c o n t r o l s , a n a u d i t o r
a s s e s s e d c o n tro l r is k to o lo w a n d d e c r e a s e d s u b s ta n tiv e
te s tin g . T h is a s s e s s m e n t o c c u r r e d b e c a u s e th e tr u e d e v ia 
tio n r a te in th e p o p u la tio n w a s
a.
M o r e th a n th e r is k o f a s s e s s in g c o n tro l r is k to o
lo w b a s e d o n th e a u d ito r ’s s a m p le .
b.
M o r e th a n th e d e v ia tio n r a te in th e a u d ito r ’s

M89#10.

W h i c h o f t h e f o l l o w i n g i s not a r e a s o n a n
a u d ito r s h o u ld o b ta in a n u n d e rs ta n d in g o f th e e le m e n ts

c.

s a m p le .
L e s s th a n th e r is k o f a s s e s s in g c o n tro l r is k to o

d.

lo w b a s e d o n th e a u d it o r ’s s a m p le .
L e s s th a n th e d e v ia tio n r a te in th e a u d it o r ’s
s a m p le .
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c.
d.

M93#13. Assessing control risk at below the maximum
most likely would involve
a. Changing the timing of substantive tests by
omitting interim-date testing and performing
the tests at year end.
b. Identifying specific internal control structure
policies and procedures relevant to specific
assertions.
c. Performing more extensive substantive tests
with larger sample sizes than originally
planned.
d. Reducing inherent risk for most of the asser
tions relevant to significant account balances.

M92#42. Which of the following is not a step in an
auditor’s decision to assess control risk at below the
maximum?
a. Evaluate the effectiveness of the internal con
trol procedures with tests of controls.
b. Obtain an understanding of the entity’s account
ing system and control environment.
c. Perform tests of details of transactions to detect
material misstatements in the financial state
ments.
d. Consider whether control procedures can have
a pervasive effect on financial statement asser
tions.

N92#8. The ultimate purpose of assessing control risk
is to contribute to the auditor’s evaluation of the risk that
a. Specified controls requiring segregation of
duties may be circumvented by collusion.
b. Entity policies may be overridden by senior
management.
c. Tests of controls may fail to identify procedures
relevant to assertions.
d. Material misstatements may exist in the finan
cial statements.

M91#26.
inversely
a.
b.
c.
d.

N92#10. As the acceptable level of detection risk
increases, an auditor may change the
a. Assessed level of control risk from below the
maximum to the maximum level.
b. Assurance provided by tests of controls by
using a larger sample size than planned.
c. Timing of substantive tests from year end to
an interim date.
d. Nature of substantive tests from a less effective
to a more effective procedure.

e s tim a te b a s e d
o n sa m p le
r e s u lts

N90#45. To obtain evidential matter about control risk,
an auditor ordinarily selects tests from a variety of tech
niques, including
a. Analysis.
b. Confirmation.
c. Reperformance.
d. Comparison.

T ru e s ta te o f p o p u la tio n

Deviation rate is Deviation rate
less than
exceeds tolerable
tolerable rate
rate

Maximum
deviation rate is
less than
tolerable rate

I.

III.

Maximum
deviation rate
exceeds
tolerable rate

II.

IV.

The acceptable level of detection risk is
related to the
Assurance provided by substantive tests.
Risk of misapplying auditing procedures.
Preliminary judgment about materiality levels.
Risk of failing to discover material misstate
ments.

M91#27. An auditor may decide to assess control risk
at the maximum level for certain assertions because the
auditor believes
a. Sufficient evidential matter to support the asser
tions is likely to be available.
b. Evaluating the effectiveness of policies and
procedures is inefficient.
c. More emphasis on tests of controls than sub
stantive tests is warranted.
d. Considering the relationship of assertions to
specific account balances is more efficient.

M92#39. The diagram below depicts the auditor’s esti
mated maximum deviation rate compared with the tolera
ble rate, and also depicts the true population deviation
rate compared with the tolerable rate.
A u d i t o r ’s

III.
IV.

M90#31. After obtaining an understanding of an entity’s
internal control structure, an auditor may assess control
risk at the maximum level for some assertions because
the auditor
a. Believes the internal control policies and proce
dures are unlikely to be effective.
b. Determines that the pertinent internal control
structure elements are not well documented.
c. Performs tests of controls to restrict detection
risk to an acceptable level.
d. Identifies internal control policies and proce
dures that are likely to prevent material mis
statements.

As a result of tests of controls, the auditor assesses control
risk higher than necessary and thereby increases substan
tive testing. This is illustrated by situation
a. I.
b. II.

M90#42. The likelihood of assessing control risk too
high is the risk that the sample selected to test controls
A-11
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a.
b.

c.

d.

a.

Does not support the tolerable error for some
or all of management’s assertions.
Does not support the auditor’s planned assessed
level of control risk when the true operating
effectiveness of the control structure justifies
such an assessment.
Contains misstatements that could be material
to the financial statements when aggregated
with misstatements in other account balances
or transaction classes.
Contains proportionately fewer monetary errors
or deviations from prescribed internal control
structure policies or procedures than exist in
the balance or class as a whole.

b.
c.
d.

M93#15. Which of the following most likely would
be the result of ineffective internal control policies and
procedures in the revenue cycle?
a. Final authorization of credit memos by person
nel in the sales department could permit an
employee defalcation scheme.
b. Fictitious transactions could be recorded, caus
ing an understatement of revenues and an over
statement of receivables.
c. Irregularities in recording transactions in the
subsidiary accounts could result in a delay in
goods shipped.
d. Omission of shipping documents could go
undetected, causing an understatement of
inventory.

M90#44. The risk of incorrect acceptance and the likeli
hood of assessing control risk too low relate to the
a. Effectiveness of the audit.
b. Efficiency of the audit.
c. Preliminary estimates of materiality levels.
d. Allowable risk of tolerable error.
N89#40. After obtaining an understanding of an entity’s
internal control structure and assessing control risk, an
auditor may next
a. Perform tests of controls to verify manage
ment’s assertions that are embodied in the
financial statements.
b. Consider whether evidential matter is available
to support a further reduction in the assessed
level of control risk.
c. Apply analytical procedures as substantive tests
to validate the assessed level of control risk.
d. Evaluate whether the internal control structure
policies and procedures detected material mis
statements in the financial statements.

M93#16. Mill Co. uses a batch processing method to
process its sales transactions. Data on Mill’s sales transac
tion tape are electronically sorted by customer number
and are subjected to programmed edit checks in preparing
its invoices, sales journals, and updated customer account
balances. One of the direct outputs of the creation of this
tape most likely would be a
a. Report showing exceptions and control totals.
b. Printout of the updated inventory records.
c. Report showing overdue accounts receivable.
d. Printout of the sales price master file.

M89#8. As a result of tests of controls, an auditor over
relied on internal control and decreased substantive test
ing. This overreliance occurred because the true deviation
rate in the population was
a. Less than the risk of overreliance on the audi
tor’s sample.
b. Less than the deviation rate in the auditor’s
sample.
c. More than the risk of overreliance on the audi
tor’s sample.
d. More than the deviation rate in the auditor’s
sample.

M93#17. The authority to accept incoming goods in
receiving should be based on a(an)
a. Vendor’s invoice.
b. Materials requisition.
c. Bill of lading.
d. Approved purchase order.
M93#18. Mailing disbursement checks and remittance
advices should be controlled by the employee who
a. Matches the receiving reports, purchase orders,
and vendors’ invoices.
b. Signs the checks last.
c. Prepares the daily voucher summary.
d. Agrees the check register to the daily check
summary.

M89#9. A procedure that would most likely be used by
an auditor in performing tests of control procedures that
involve segregation of functions and that leave no transac
tion trail is
a. Inspection.
b. Observation.
c. Reperformance.
d. Reconciliation.
D.

Independent internal verification of dates of
entry in the cash receipts journal with dates of
daily cash summaries.
Authorization of write-offs of uncollectible
accounts by a supervisor independent of credit
approval.
Segregation of duties between receiving cash
and posting the accounts receivable ledger.
Supervisory comparison of the daily cash sum
mary with the sum of the cash receipts journal
entries.

M93#19. In a well-designed internal control structure,
the same employee may be permitted to
a. Mail signed checks, and also cancel supporting
documents.
b. Prepare receiving reports, and also approve pur
chase orders.

Testing Controls

M93#14. Which of the following internal control proce
dures most likely would deter lapping of collections from
customers?
A-12
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c.
d.

N92#13. Which of the following controls most likely
would help ensure that all credit sales transactions of an
entity are recorded?
a. The billing department supervisor sends copies
of approved sales orders to the credit depart
ment for comparison to authorized credit limits
and current customer account balances.
b. The accounting department supervisor indepen
dently reconciles the accounts receivable sub
sidiary ledger to the accounts receivable control
account monthly.
c. The accounting department supervisor controls
the mailing of monthly statements to customers
and investigates any differences reported by
customers.
d. The billing department supervisor matches pre
numbered shipping documents with entries in
the sales journal.

Approve vouchers for payment, and also have
access to unused purchase orders.
Mail signed checks, and also prepare bank rec
onciliations.

M93#20. Sound internal control procedures dictate that
defective merchandise returned by customers should be
presented initially to the
a. Accounts receivable supervisor.
b. Receiving clerk.
c. Shipping department supervisor.
d. Sales clerk.
M93#21. Which of the following internal control proce
dures most likely would justify a reduced assessed level of
control risk concerning plant and equipment acquisitions?
a. Periodic physical inspection of plant and equip
ment by the internal audit staff.
b. Comparison of current-year plant and equip
ment account balances with prior-year actual
balances.
c. The review of prenumbered purchase orders to
detect unrecorded trade-ins.
d. Approval of periodic depreciation entries by a
supervisor independent of the accounting
department.

N92#14. An entity with a large volume of customer
remittances by mail could most likely reduce the risk of
employee misappropriation of cash by using
a. Employee fidelity bonds.
b. Independently prepared mailroom prelists.
c. Daily check summaries.
d. A bank lockbox system.
N92#15. For effective internal control, the accounts
payable department generally should
a. Obliterate the quantity ordered on the receiving
department copy of the purchase order.
b. Establish the agreement of the vendor’s invoice
with the receiving report and purchase order.
c. Stamp, perforate, or otherwise cancel support
ing documentation after payment is mailed.
d. Ascertain that each requisition is approved as
to price, quantity, and quality by an authorized
employee.

M93#22. Which of the following procedures most likely
would give the greatest assurance that securities held as
investments are safeguarded?
a. There is no access to securities between the
year end and the date of the auditor’s security
count.
b. Proceeds from the sale of investments are
received by an employee who does not have
access to securities.
c. Investment acquisitions are authorized by a
member of the Board of Directors before execu
tion.
d. Access to securities requires the signatures and
presence of two designated officials.

N92#16. When the shipping department returns nonconforming goods to a vendor, the purchasing department
should send to the accounting department the
a. Unpaid voucher.
b. Debit memo.
c. Vendor invoice.
d. Credit memo.

M93#25. In performing tests of controls over authoriza
tion of cash disbursements, which of the following statisti
cal sampling methods would be most appropriate?
a. Variables.
b. Stratified.
c. Ratio.
d. Attributes.

N92#17. An entity’s internal control structure requires
for every check request that there be an approved voucher,
supported by a prenumbered purchase order and a pre
numbered receiving report. To determine whether checks
are being issued for unauthorized expenditures, an auditor
most likely would select items for testing from the popula
tion of all
a. Purchase orders.
b. Canceled checks.
c. Receiving reports.
d. Approved vouchers.

N92#12. An online sales order processing system most
likely would have an advantage over a batch sales order
processing system by
a. Detecting errors in the data entry process more
easily by the use of edit programs.
b. Enabling shipment of customer orders to be
initiated as soon as the orders are received.
c. Recording more secure backup copies of the
data base on magnetic tape files.
d. Maintaining more accurate records of customer
accounts and finished goods inventories.

N92#18. When there are numerous property and equip
ment transactions during the year, an auditor who plans
to assess control risk at a low level usually performs
A-13
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a.
b.
c.
d.

N92#25. In planning a statistical sample for a test of
controls, an auditor increased the expected population
deviation rate from the prior year’s rate because of the
results of the prior year’s tests of controls and the overall
control environment. The auditor most likely would then
increase the planned
a. Tolerable rate.
b. Allowance for sampling risk.
c. Risk of assessing control risk too low.
d. Sample size.

Analytical procedures for property and equip
ment balances at the end of the year.
Tests of controls and extensive tests of property
and equipment balances at the end of the year.
Analytical procedures for current year property
and equipment transactions.
Tests of controls and limited tests of current
year property and equipment transactions.

N92#19. In obtaining an understanding of a manufactur
ing entity’s internal control structure concerning inven
tory balances, an auditor most likely would
a. Review the entity’s descriptions of inventory
policies and procedures.
b. Perform test counts of inventory during the enti
ty’s physical count.
c. Analyze inventory turnover statistics to identify
slow-moving and obsolete items.
d. Analyze monthly production reports to identify
variances and unusual transactions.

M92#44. Tracing bills of lading to sales invoices pro
vides evidence that
a. Shipments to customers were recorded as sales.
b. Recorded sales were shipped.
c. Invoiced sales were shipped.
d. Shipments to customers were invoiced.
M92#45. Which of the following controls most likely
would be effective in offsetting the tendency of sales
personnel to maximize sales volume at the expense of
high bad debt write-offs?
a. Employees responsible for authorizing sales
and bad debt write-offs are denied access to
cash.
b. Shipping documents and sales invoices are
matched by an employee who does not have
authority to write off bad debts.
c. Employees involved in the credit-granting
function are separated from the sales function.
d. Subsidiary accounts receivable records are rec
onciled to the control account by an employee
independent of the authorization of credit.

N92#20. If a control total were computed on each of
the following data items, which would best be identified
as a hash total for a payroll EDP application?
a. Total debits and total credits.
b. Net pay.
c. Department numbers.
d. Hours worked.
N92#21.

Which of the following procedures most likely
would be considered a weakness in an entity’s internal
controls over payroll?
a. A voucher for the amount of the payroll is
prepared in the general accounting department
based on the payroll department’s payroll sum
mary.
b. Payroll checks are prepared by the payroll
department and signed by the treasurer.
c. The employee who distributes payroll checks
returns unclaimed payroll checks to the payroll
department.
d. The personnel department sends employees’
termination notices to the payroll department.

M92#46. Which of the following questions would most
likely be included in an internal control questionnaire
concerning the completeness assertion for purchases?
a. Is an authorized purchase order required before
the receiving department can accept a shipment
or the vouchers payable department can record
a voucher?
b. Are purchase requisitions prenumbered and
independently matched with vendor invoices?
c. Is the unpaid voucher file periodically recon
ciled with inventory records by an employee
who does not have access to purchase requisi
tions?
d. Are purchase orders, receiving reports, and
vouchers prenumbered and periodically ac
counted for?

N92#22. Which of the following controls would an
entity most likely use in safeguarding against the loss of
marketable securities?
a. An independent trust company that has no
direct contact with the employees who have
record keeping responsibilities has possession
of the securities.
b. The internal auditor verifies the marketable
securities in the entity’s safe each year on the
balance sheet date.
c. The independent auditor traces all purchases
and sales of marketable securities through the
subsidiary ledgers to the general ledger.
d. A designated member of the board of directors
controls the securities in a bank safe-deposit
box.

M92#47. Periodic or cycle counts of selected inventory
items are made at various times during the year rather
than a single inventory count at year end. Which of the
following is necessary if the auditor plans to observe
inventories at interim dates?
a. Complete recounts by independent teams are
performed.
b. Perpetual inventory records are maintained.
c. Unit cost records are integrated with production
accounting records.
d. Inventory balances are rarely at low levels.
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M92#48. Which of the following control procedures
most likely would assist in reducing control risk related
to the existence or occurrence of manufacturing transac
tions?
a. Perpetual inventory records are independently
compared with goods on hand.
b. Forms used for direct material requisitions are
prenumbered and accounted for.
c. Finished goods are stored in locked limitedaccess warehouses.
d. Subsidiary ledgers are periodically reconciled
with inventory control accounts.

entity, an auditor decided not to perform tests of controls.
The auditor most likely decided that
a. The available evidential matter obtained
through tests of controls would not support an
increased level of control risk.
b. A reduction in the assessed level of control
risk is justified for certain financial statement
assertions.
c. It would be inefficient to perform tests of con
trols that would result in a reduction in planned
substantive tests.
d. The assessed level of inherent risk exceeded
the assessed level of control risk.

M92#49. In meeting the control objective of safe
guarding of assets, which department should be responsi
ble for

a.
b.
c.
d.

D is tr ib u tio n
o f paychecks

C u s to d y o f
u n c la im e d p a y c h e c k s

Treasurer
Payroll
Treasurer
Payroll

Treasurer
Treasurer
Payroll
Payroll

N91#38. Mailing disbursement checks and remittance
advices should be controlled by the employee who
a. Approves the vouchers for payment.
b. Matches the receiving reports, purchase orders,
and vendors’ invoices.
c. Maintains possession of the mechanical check
signing device.
d. Signs the checks last.
N91#39. The safeguarding of inventory most likely
includes
a. Comparison of the information contained on
the purchase requisitions, purchase orders,
receiving reports, and vendors’ invoices.
b. Periodic reconciliation of detailed inventory
records with the actual inventory on hand by
taking a physical count.
c. Analytical procedures for raw materials, goods
in process, and finished goods that identify
unusual transactions, theft, and obsolescence.
d. Application of established overhead rates on
the basis of direct labor hours or direct labor
costs.

M92#53. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning statistical sampling in tests of controls?
a. Deviations from control procedures at a given
rate usually result in misstatements at a higher
rate.
b. As the population size doubles, the sample size
should also double.
c. The qualitative aspects of deviations are not
considered by the auditor.
d. There is an inverse relationship between the
sample size and the tolerable rate.
M92#54. What is an auditor’s evaluation of a statistical
sample for attributes when a test of 50 documents results
in 3 deviations if tolerable rate is 7%, the expected popula
tion deviation rate is 5%, and the allowance for sampling
risk is 2%?
a. Modify the planned assessed level of ,control
risk because the tolerable rate plus the allow
ance for sampling risk exceeds the expected
population deviation rate.
b. Accept the sample results as support for the
planned assessed level of control risk because
the sample deviation rate plus the allowance
for sampling risk exceeds the tolerable rate.
c. Accept the sample results as support for the
planned assessed level of control risk because
the tolerable rate less the allowance for sam
pling risk equals the expected population devia
tion rate.
d. Modify the planned assessed level of control
risk because the sample deviation rate plus the
allowance for sampling risk exceeds the tolera
ble rate.

N91 #40. The purpose of segregating the duties of hiring
personnel and distributing payroll checks is to separate
the
a. Authorization of transactions from the custody
of related assets.
b. Operational responsibility from the record
keeping responsibility.
c. Human resources function from the controllership function.
d. Administrative controls from the internal
accounting controls.
N91#41. Immediately upon receipt of cash, a responsi
ble employee should
a. Record the amount in the cash receipts journal.
b. Prepare a remittance listing.
c. Update the subsidiary accounts receivable
records.
d. Prepare a deposit slip in triplicate.
M91#28. An auditor would consider a cashier’s job
description to contain compatible duties if the cashier

N91#34. After obtaining an understanding of the inter
nal control structure and assessing control risk of an
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a.

receives remittances from the mailroom and also prepares
the
a. Prelist of individual checks.
b. Monthly bank reconciliation.
c. Daily deposit slip.
d. Remittance advices.

b.
c.
d.

M91#29. Which of the following most likely would be
an internal control procedure designed to detect errors
and irregularities concerning the custody of inventory?
a. Periodic reconciliation of work in process with
job cost sheets.
b. Segregation of functions between general
accounting and cost accounting.
c. Independent comparisons of finished goods
records with counts of goods on hand.
d. Approval of inventory journal entries by the
storekeeper.

The control procedures are operating effec
tively.
The financial statements are materially mis
stated.
The risk of incorrect acceptance is too high.
Materiality for planning purposes is at a suffi
ciently low level.

N90#48. The most likely result of ineffective internal
control policies and procedures in the revenue cycle is
that
a. Irregularities in recording transactions in the
subsidiary accounts could result in a delay in
goods shipped.
b. Omission of shipping documents could go
undetected, causing an understatement of in
ventory.
c. Final authorization of credit memos by person
nel in the sales department could permit an
employee defalcation scheme.
d. Fictitious transactions could be recorded, caus
ing an understatement of revenues and over
statement of receivables.

M91#30. Sound internal control procedures dictate that
defective merchandise returned by customers should be
presented initially to the
a. Sales clerk.
b. Purchasing clerk.
c. Receiving clerk.
d. Inventory control clerk.

N90#49. Proper authorization procedures in the revenue
cycle usually provide for the approval of bad debt write
offs by an employee in which of the following depart
ments?
a. Treasurer.
b. Sales.
c. Billing.
d. Accounts receivable.

M91#31. In a computerized payroll system environ
ment, an auditor would be least likely to use test data to
test controls related to
a. Missing employee numbers.
b. Proper approved of overtime by supervisors.
c. Time tickets with invalid job numbers.
d. Agreement of hours per clock cards with hours
on time tickets.

N90#50. An auditor wishes to perform tests of controls
on a client’s cash disbursements procedures. If the control
procedures leave no audit trail of documentary evidence,
the auditor most likely will test the procedures by
a. Inquiry and analytical procedures.
b. Confirmation and observation.
c. Observation and inquiry.
d. Analytical procedures and confirmation.

M91#32. The primary responsibility of a bank acting
as registrar of capital stock is to
a. Ascertain that dividends declared do not exceed
the statutory amount allowable in the state of
incorporation.
b. Account for stock certificates by comparing the
total shares outstanding to the total in the share
holders subsidiary ledger.
c. Act as an independent third party between the
board of directors and outside investors con
cerning mergers, acquisitions, and the sale of
treasury stock.
d. Verify that stock is issued in accordance with
the authorization of the board of directors and
the articles of incorporation.

N90#51. Which of the following controls would be most
effective in assuring that recorded purchases are free of
material errors?
a. The receiving department compares the quan
tity ordered on purchase orders with the quan
tity received on receiving reports.
b. Vendors’ invoices are compared with purchase
orders by an employee who is independent of
the receiving department.
c. Receiving reports require the signature of the
individual who authorized the purchase.
d. Purchase orders, receiving reports, and ven
dors’ invoices are independently matched in
preparing vouchers.

M91#39. In performing tests of controls over authoriza
tion of cash disbursements, which of the following sam
pling methods would be most appropriate?
a. Ratio.
b. Attributes.
c. Variables.
d. Stratified.

N90#52. The objectives of the internal control structure
for a production cycle are to provide assurance that trans
actions are properly executed and recorded, and that
a. Independent internal verification of activity
reports is established.

M91#40. Samples to test internal control structure pro
cedures are intended to provide a basis for an auditor to
conclude whether
A-16
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b.
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d.

59. In the evaluation of this sample, the auditor decided
to increase the level of the preliminary assessment of
control risk because the
a. Tolerable rate (7%) was less than the achieved
upper precision limit (8%).
b. Expected deviation rate (7%) was more than
the percentage of errors in the sample (3½ %).
c. Achieved upper precision limit (8%) was more
than the percentage of errors in the sample

Transfers to finished goods are documented by
a completed production report and a quality
control report.
Production orders are prenumbered and signed
by a supervisor.
Custody of work in process and of finished
goods is properly maintained.

N90#53. Effective internal control procedures over the
payroll function may include
a. Reconciliation of totals on job time tickets with
job reports by employees responsible for those
specific jobs.
b. Verification of agreement of job time tickets
with employee clock card hours by a payroll
department employee.
c. Preparation of payroll transaction journal en
tries by an employee who reports to the supervi
sor of the personnel department.
d. Custody of rate authorization records by the
supervisor of the payroll department.

(3½ %).

d.
60.

Expected deviation rate (2½ %) was less than
the tolerable rate (7%).

The allowance for sampling risk was
a. 5½ %
b.

4½ %

c.
d.

3½ %
1 %

M90#35. Employers bond employees who handle cash
receipts because fidelity bonds reduce the possibility of
employing dishonest individuals and
a. Protect employees who make unintentional
errors from possible monetary damages
resulting from their errors.
b. Deter dishonesty by making employees aware
that insurance companies may investigate and
prosecute dishonest acts.
c. Facilitate an independent monitoring of the
receiving and depositing of cash receipts.
d. Force employees in positions of trust to take
periodic vacations and rotate their assigned
duties.

N90#54. Which of the following controls would be most
effective in assuring that the proper custody of assets in
the investing cycle is maintained?
a. Direct access to securities in the safety deposit
box is limited to only one corporate officer.
b. Personnel who post investment transactions to
the general ledger are not permitted to update
the investment subsidiary ledger.
c. The purchase and sale of investments are exe
cuted on the specific authorization of the board
of directors.
d. The recorded balances in the investment subsid
iary ledger are periodically compared with the
contents of the safety deposit box by indepen
dent personnel.

M90#36. To determine whether accounts payable are
complete, an auditor performs a test to verify that all
merchandise received is recorded. The population of doc
uments for this test consists of all
a. Vendor’s invoices.
b. Purchase orders.
c. Receiving reports.
d. Canceled checks.

N90#58. To determine the sample size for a test of
controls, an auditor should consider the tolerable devia
tion rate, the allowable risk of assessing control risk too
low, and the
a. Expected deviation rate.
b. Upper precision limit.
c. Risk of incorrect acceptance.
d. Risk of incorrect rejection.

M90#37. Which of the following control procedures is
not usually performed in the vouchers payable depart
ment?
a. Determining the mathematical accuracy of the
vendor’s invoice.
b. Having an authorized person approve the
voucher.
c. Controlling the mailing of the check and remit
tance advice.
d. Matching the receiving report with the purchase
order.

N90
Items 59 and 60 are based on the following:
An auditor desired to test credit approval on 10,000 sales
invoices processed during the year. The auditor designed a
statistical sample that would provide 1% risk of assessing
control risk too low (99% confidence) that not more than
7% of the sales invoices lacked approval. The auditor
estimated from previous experience that about 2½ % of
the sales invoices lacked approval. A sample of 200
invoices was examined and 7 of them were lacking
approval. The auditor then determined the achieved upper
precision limit to be 8%.

Which of the following internal control proce
dures most likely addresses the completeness assertion
for inventory?
a. Work in process account is periodically recon
ciled with subsidiary records.
b. Employees responsible for custody of finished
goods do not perform the receiving function.

M90#38.
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c.
d.

Receiving reports are prenumbered and periodi
cally reconciled.
There is a separation of duties between payroll
department and inventory accounting per
sonnel.

c.
d.

M90#39. The sampling unit in a test of controls per
taining to the existence of payroll transactions ordinarily
is a(an)
a. Clock card or time ticket.
b. Employee Form W-2.
c. Employee personnel record.
d. Payroll register entry.

Observing that raw materials are stored in
secure areas and that storeroom security is
supervised by a responsible individual.
Examining material requisitions and reper
forming client controls designed to process and
record issuances.

N89#48. A weakness in internal control over recording
retirements of equipment may cause an auditor to
a. Trace additions to the “ other assets” account
to search for equipment that is still on hand but
no longer being used.
b. Select certain items of equipment from the
accounting records and locate them in the plant.
c. Inspect certain items of equipment in the plant
and trace those items to the accounting records.
d. Review the subsidiary ledger to ascertain
whether depreciation was taken on each item
of equipment during the year.

M90#43. An auditor is testing internal control proce
dures that are evidenced on an entity’s vouchers by match
ing random numbers with voucher numbers. If a random
number matches the number of a voided voucher, that
voucher ordinarily should be replaced by another voucher
in the random sample if the voucher
a. Constitutes a deviation.
b. Has been properly voided.
c. Cannot be located.
d. Represents an immaterial dollar amount.

N89#52. Which of the following combinations results
in a decrease in sample size in a sample for attributes?

N89#41. An auditor is least likely to test the internal
controls that provide for
a. Approval of the purchase and sale of marketable
securities.
b. Classification of revenue and expense transac
tions by product line.
c. Segregation of the functions of recording dis
bursements and reconciling the bank account.
d. Comparison of receiving reports and vendors’
invoices with purchase orders.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Risk o f
overreliance
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Increase

Tolerable Expected population
rate
deviation rate
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Increase

N89#54. A principal advantage of statistical methods
of attribute sampling over nonstatistical methods is that
they provide a scientific basis for planning the
a. Risk of overreliance.
b. Tolerable rate.
c. Expected population deviation rate.
d. Sample size.

N89#45. An internal control narrative indicates that an
approved voucher is required to support every check
request for payment of merchandise. Which of the follow
ing procedures provides the greatest assurance that this
control is operating effectively?
a. Select and examine vouchers and ascertain that
the related cancelled checks are dated no later
than the vouchers.
b. Select and examine vouchers and ascertain that
the related cancelled checks are dated no earlier
than the vouchers.
c. Select and examine cancelled checks and ascer
tain that the related vouchers are dated no ear
lier than the checks.
d. Select and examine cancelled checks and ascer
tain that the related vouchers are dated no later
than the checks.

M89#14. When goods are received, the receiving clerk
should match the goods with the
a. Purchase order and the requisition form.
b. Vendor’s invoice and the receiving report.
c. Vendor’s shipping document and the purchase
order.
d. Receiving report and the vendor’s shipping
document.
M89#18. Independent internal verification of inventory
occurs when employees who
a. Issue raw materials obtain material requisitions
for each issue and prepare daily totals of materi
als issued.
b. Compare records of goods on hand with physi
cal quantities do not maintain the records or
have custody of the inventory.
c. Obtain receipts for the transfer of completed
work to finished goods prepare a completed
production report.
d. Are independent of issuing production orders
update records from completed job cost sheets
and production cost reports on a timely basis.

N89#47. An auditor’s tests of controls over the issuance
of raw materials to production would most likely include
a. Reconciling raw materials and work in process
perpetual inventory records to general ledger
balances.
b. Inquiring of the custodian about the procedures
followed when defective materials are received
from vendors.
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M89#19. When there are numerous property and equip
ment transactions during the year, an auditor planning to
assess control risk at the minimum level usually plans to
obtain an understanding of the internal control structure
and to perform
a. Tests of controls and extensive tests of property
and equipment balances at the end of the year.
b. Extensive tests of current year property and
equipment transactions.
c. Tests of controls and limited tests of current
year property and equipment transactions.
d. Analytical procedures for property and equip
ment balances at the end of the year.
M89#23. An auditor who uses statistical sampling for
attributes in testing internal controls should reduce the
planned reliance on a prescribed control when the
a. Sample rate of deviation is less than the
expected rate of deviation used in planning the
sample.
b. Tolerable rate less the allowance for sampling
risk exceeds the sample rate of deviation.
c. Sample rate of deviation plus the allowance for
sampling risk exceeds the tolerable rate.
d. Sample rate of deviation plus the allowance for
sampling risk equals the tolerable rate.

reporting under generally accepted auditing standards in
that Government Auditing Standards requires a
a. Written report describing the entity’s internal
control structure procedures specifically
designed to prevent fraud, abuse, and illegal
acts.
b. Written report describing each reportable con
dition observed including identification of those
considered material weaknesses.
c. Statement of negative assurance that the inter
nal control structure procedures not tested have
an immaterial effect on the entity’s financial
statements.
d. Statement of positive assurance that internal
control structure procedures designed to detect
material errors and irregularities were tested.
N92#23. Which of the following representations should
not be included in a report on internal control structure
related matters noted in an audit?
a. Reportable conditions related to the internal
control structure design exist, but none is
deemed to be a material weakness.
b. There are no significant deficiencies in the
design or operation of the internal control struc
ture.
c. Corrective follow-up action is recommended
due to the relative significance of material
weaknesses discovered during the audit.
d. The auditor’s consideration of the internal con
trol structure would not necessarily disclose all
reportable conditions that exist.

M89#24. Which of the following factors is generally
not considered in determining the sample size for a test
of controls?
a. Population size.
b. Tolerable rate.
c. Risk o f overreliance.
d. Expected population deviation rate.

N92#24. When reporting on an entity’s internal control
structure under Government Auditing Standards, an audi
tor should issue a written report that includes a
a. Statement of negative assurance that nothing
came to the auditor’s attention that caused the
auditor to believe reportable conditions were
present.
b. Statement of positive assurance that the results
of tests indicate that the internal control struc
ture either can, or cannot, be relied on to reduce
control risk to an acceptable level.
c. Description of the weaknesses considered to be
reportable conditions and the strengths that the
auditor can rely on in reducing the extent of
substantive testing.
d. Description of the scope of the auditor’s work
in obtaining an understanding of the internal
control structure and in assessing control risk.

M89#25. An advantage of using statistical over nonsta
tistical sampling methods in tests of controls is that the
statistical methods
a. Afford greater assurance than a nonstatistical
sample of equal size.
b. Provide an objective basis for quantitatively
evaluating sample risks.
c. Can more easily convert the sample into a dualpurpose test useful for substantive testing.
d. Eliminate the need to use judgment in determin
ing appropriate sample sizes.

E.

Other Considerations

M93#23. A letter issued on reportable conditions relat
ing to an entity’s internal control structure observed dur
ing an audit of financial statements should include a
a. Restriction on the distribution of the report.
b. Description of tests performed to search for
material weaknesses.
c. Statement of compliance with applicable laws
and regulations.
d. Paragraph describing management’s evaluation
of the effectiveness of the control structure.

M92#50. Reportable conditions are matters that come
to an auditor’s attention that should be communicated to
an entity’s audit committee because they represent
a. Manipulation or falsification of accounting
records or documents from which financial
statements are prepared.
b. Disclosures of information that significantly
contradict the auditor’s going concern assump
tion.

M93#24. Reporting on the internal control structure
under Government Auditing Standards differs from
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Material irregularities or illegal acts perpetrated
by high-level management.
Significant deficiencies in the design or opera
tion of the internal control structure.

M91#35. A previously communicated reportable condi
tion that has not been corrected ordinarily should be com
municated again if
a. The deficiency has a material effect on the audi
tor’s assessment of control risk.
b. The entity accepts that degree of risk because
of cost-benefit considerations.
c. The weakness could adversely affect the enti
ty’s ability to report financial data.
d. There has been major turnover in upper-level
management and the board of directors.

M92#51. Which of the following statements concerning
an auditor’s communication of reportable conditions is
correct?
a. The auditor should request a meeting with man
agement one level above the source of the
reportable conditions to discuss suggestions for
remedial action.
b. Any report issued on reportable conditions
should indicate that providing assurance on the
internal control structure was not the purpose
of the audit.
c. Reportable conditions discovered and commu
nicated at an interim date should be reexamined
with tests of controls before completing the
engagement.
d. Suggestions concerning administration effi
ciencies and business strategies should not be
communicated in the same report with reportable conditions.

M91#47. The GAO standards of reporting for govern
mental financial audits incorporate the AICPA standards
of reporting and prescribe supplemental standards to sat
isfy the unique needs of governmental audits. Which of
the following is a supplemental reporting standard for
government financial audits?
a. A written report on the auditor’s understanding
of the entity’s internal control structure and
assessment of control risk should be prepared.
b. Material indications of illegal acts should be
reported in a document with distribution
restricted to senior officials of the entity
audited.
c. Instances of abuse, fraud, mismanagement, and
waste should be reported to the organization
with legal oversight authority over the entity
audited.
d. All privileged and confidential information dis
covered should be reported to the senior offi
cials of the organization that arranged for the
audit.

N91#43. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning reportable conditions noted in an audit?
a. Reportable conditions are material weaknesses
in the design or operation of specific internal
control structure elements.
b. The auditor is obligated to search for reportable
conditions that could adversely affect the enti
ty’s ability to record and report financial data.
c. Reportable conditions should be recommuni
cated each year, even if management has
acknowledged its understanding of such defi
ciencies.
d. The auditor may separately communicate those
reportable conditions considered to be material
weaknesses.

N9G#55. Which of the following statements concerning
material weaknesses and reportable conditions is correct?
a. An auditor should identify and communicate
material weaknesses separately from reportable
conditions.
b. All material weaknesses are reportable condi
tions.
c. An auditor should report immediately material
weaknesses and reportable conditions discov
ered during an audit.
d. All reportable conditions are material weak
nesses.

M91#33. An auditor’s communication of internal con
trol structure related matters noted in an audit usually
should be addressed to the
a. Audit committee.
b. Director of internal auditing.
c. Chief financial officer.
d. Chief accounting officer.

M89#20. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning an auditor’s communication of internal con
trol structure related matters (reportable conditions) noted
in an audit?
a. The auditor may issue a written report to the
audit committee representing that no reportable
conditions were noted during the audit.
b. Reportable conditions should be recommuni
cated each year even if the audit committee
has acknowledged its understanding of such
deficiencies.

M91#34. When reporting on conditions relating to an
entity’s internal control structure observed during an audit
of the financial statements, the auditor should include a
a. Description of tests performed to search for
material weaknesses.
b. Statement of positive assurance on the struc
ture.
c. Paragraph describing the inherent limitations
of the structure.
d. Restriction on the distribution of the report.
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c.

III.
A.

d.

Reportable conditions may not be communi
cated in a document that contains suggestions
regarding activities that concern other topics
such as business strategies or administrative
efficiencies.

The auditor may choose to communicate signif
icant internal control structure related matters
either during the course of the audit or after the
audit is concluded.

Obtaining Evidence and Applying Procedures
M93#31. In testing long-term investments, an auditor
ordinarily would use analytical procedures to ascertain
the reasonableness of the
a. Completeness of recorded investment income.
b. Classification between current and noncurrent
portfolios.
c. Valuation of marketable equity securities.
d. Existence of unrealized gains or losses in the
portfolio.

Audit Evidence

M93#26. Which of the following procedures would pro
vide the most reliable audit evidence?
a. Inquiries of the client’s internal audit staff held
in private.
b. Inspection of prenumbered client purchase
orders filed in the vouchers payable department.
c. Analytical procedures performed by the auditor
on the entity’s trial balance.
d. Inspection of bank statements obtained directly
from the client’s financial institution.

M93#34. The primary purpose of sending a standard
confirmation request to financial institutions with which
the client has done business during the year is to
a. Detect kiting activities that may otherwise not
be discovered.
b. Corroborate information regarding deposit and
loan balances.
c. Provide the data necessary to prepare a proof
of cash.
d. Request information about contingent liabilities
and secured transactions.

M93#27. An auditor most likely would review an enti
ty’s periodic accounting for the numerical sequence of
shipping documents and invoices to support manage
ment’s financial statement assertion of
a. Existence or occurrence.
b. Rights and obligations.
c. Valuation or allocation.
d. Completeness.
M93#28. When auditing inventories, an auditor would
least likely verify that
a. The financial statement presentation of invento
ries is appropriate.
b. Damaged goods and obsolete items have been
properly accounted for.
c. All inventory owned by the client is on hand
at the time of the count.
d. The client has used proper inventory pricing.

M93#35. Which of the following procedures would an
auditor most likely perform for year-end accounts receiv
able confirmations when the auditor did not receive
replies to second requests?
a. Review the cash receipts journal for the month
prior to the year end.
b. Intensify the study of the internal control struc
ture concerning the revenue cycle.
c. Increase the assessed level of detection risk for
the existence assertion.
d. Inspect the shipping records documenting the
merchandise sold to the debtors.

M93#29. In evaluating the adequacy of the allowance
for doubtful accounts, an auditor most likely reviews the
entity’s aging of receivables to support management’s
financial statement assertion of
a. Existence or occurrence.
b. Valuation or allocation.
c. Completeness.
d. Rights and obligations.

M93#42. An advantage of statistical sampling over non
statistical sampling is that statistical sampling helps an
auditor to
a. Minimize the failure to detect errors and irregu
larities.
b. Eliminate the risk of nonsampling errors.
c. Reduce the level of audit risk and materiality
to a relatively low amount.
d. Measure the sufficiency of the evidential matter
obtained.

M93#30. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning analytical procedures?
a. Analytical procedures usually involve compari
sons of ratios developed from recorded amounts
to assertions developed by management.
b. Analytical procedures used in planning an audit
generally use data aggregated at a high level.
c. Analytical procedures can replace tests of con
trols in gathering evidence to support the
assessed level of control risk.
d. Analytical procedures are more efficient, but
not more effective, than tests of details and
transactions.

M93#43. Which of the following most likely would be
an advantage in using classical variables sampling rather
than probability-proportional-to-size (PPS) sampling?
a. An estimate of the standard deviation of the
population’s recorded amounts is not required.
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The auditor rarely needs the assistance of a
computer program to design an efficient
sample.
Inclusion of zero and negative balances gener
ally does not require special design considera
tions.
Any amount that is individually significant is
automatically identified and selected.

transactions and account balances usually is determined
by the
a. Availability of data aggregated at a high level.
b. Relative effectiveness and efficiency of the
tests.
c. Timing of tests performed after the balance
sheet date.
d. Auditor’s familiarity with industry trends.

N92#26. Which of the following types of audit evidence
is the least persuasive?
a. Prenumbered purchase order forms.
b. Bank statements obtained from the client.
c. Test counts of inventory performed by the
auditor.
d. Correspondence from the client’s attorney
about litigation.

N92#32. Analytical procedures used in the overall
review stage of an audit generally include
a. Considering unusual or unexpected account
balances that were not previously identified.
b. Performing tests of transactions to corroborate
management’s financial statement assertions.
c. Gathering evidence concerning account bal
ances that have not changed from the prior
year.
d. Retesting control procedures that appeared to
be ineffective during the assessment of control
risk.

c.
d.

N92#27. Which of the following combinations of proce
dures would an auditor most likely perform to obtain
evidence about fixed asset additions?
a. Inspecting documents and physically examin
ing assets.
b. Recomputing calculations and obtaining writ
ten management representations.
c. Observing operating activities and comparing
balances to prior period balances.
d. Confirming ownership and corroborating trans
actions through inquiries of client personnel.

N92#38.
incorrect
a.
b.

An auditor may decide to increase the risk of
rejection when
Increased reliability from the sample is desired.
Many differences (audit value minus recorded
value) are expected.
c. Initial sample results do not support the planned
level of control risk.
d. The cost and effort of selecting additional sam
ple items is low.

N92#28. An auditor most likely would inspect loan
agreements under which an entity’s inventories are
pledged to support management’s financial statement
assertion of
a. Existence or occurrence.
b. Completeness.
c. Presentation and disclosure.
d. Valuation or allocation.

N92#39. Which of the following courses of action
would an auditor most likely follow in planning a sample
of cash disbursements if the auditor is aware of several
unusually large cash disbursements?
a. Increase the sample size to reduce the effect of
the unusually large disbursements.
b. Continue to draw new samples until all the
unusually large disbursements appear in the
sample.
c. Set the tolerable rate of deviation at a lower
level than originally planned.
d. Stratify the cash disbursements population so
that the unusually large disbursements are
selected.

N92#29. An auditor most likely would analyze inven
tory turnover rates to obtain evidence concerning manage
ment’s assertions about
a. Existence or occurrence.
b. Rights and obligations.
c. Presentation and disclosure.
d. Valuation or allocation.
N92#30. Which of the following procedures would an
auditor most likely perform to verify management’s asser
tion of completeness?
a. Compare a sample of shipping documents to
related sales invoices.
b. Observe the client’s distribution of payroll
checks.
c. Confirm a sample of recorded receivables by
direct communication with the debtors.
d. Review standard bank confirmations for indica
tions of kiting.

M92#16. Which of the following statements is generally
correct about the competence of evidential matter?
a. The more effective the internal control struc
ture, the more assurance it provides about the
reliability of the accounting data and financial
statements.
b. Competence of evidential matter refers to the
amount of corroborative evidence obtained.
c. Information obtained indirectly from indepen
dent outside sources is more persuasive than the
auditor’s direct personal knowledge obtained
through observation and inspection.
d. Competence of evidential matter refers to the
audit evidence obtained from outside the entity.

N92#31. An auditor’s decision either to apply analytical
procedures as substantive tests or to perform tests of
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a.
b.
c.
d.

M92#17. Which of the following audit procedures prob
ably would provide the most reliable evidence concerning
the entity’s assertion of rights and obligations related to
inventories?
a. Trace test counts noted during the entity’s phys
ical count to the entity’s summarization of
quantities.
b. Inspect agreements to determine whether any
inventory is pledged as collateral or subject to
any liens.
c. Select the last few shipping advices used before
the physical count and determine whether the
shipments were recorded as sales.
d. Inspect the open purchase order file for signifi
cant commitments that should be considered
for disclosure.

$1,000
$2,000
$4,000
$5,000

N91#37. As the acceptable level of detection risk
decreases, the assurance directly provided from
a. Substantive tests should increase.
b. Substantive tests should decrease.
c. Tests of controls should increase.
d. Tests of controls should decrease.
N91#42. Which of the following statements concerning
analytical procedures is correct?
a. Analytical procedures may be omitted entirely
for some financial statement audits.
b. Analytical procedures used in planning the
audit should not use nonfinancial information.
c. Analytical procedures usually are effective and
efficient for tests of controls.
d. Analytical procedures alone may provide the
appropriate level of assurance for some asser
tions.

M92#18. During an audit of an entity’s stockholders’
equity accounts, the auditor determines whether there are
restrictions on retained earnings resulting from loans,
agreements, or state law. This audit procedure most likely
is intended to verify management’s assertion of
a. Existence or occurrence.
b. Completeness.
c. Valuation or allocation.
d. Presentation and disclosure.

N91#44. To satisfy the valuation assertion when audit
ing an investment accounted for by the equity method,
an auditor most likely would
a. Inspect the stock certificates evidencing the
investment.
b. Examine the audited financial statements of the
investee company.
c. Review the broker’s advice or canceled check
for the investment’s acquisition.
d. Obtain market quotations from financial news
papers or periodicals.

M92#19. Which of the following most likely would give
the most assurance concerning the valuation assertion of
accounts receivable?
a. Tracing amounts in the subsidiary ledger to
details on shipping documents.
b. Comparing receivable turnover ratios to indus
try statistics for reasonableness.
c. Inquiring about receivables pledged under loan
agreements.
d. Assessing the allowance for uncollectible
accounts for reasonableness.

N91#45. Cutoff tests designed to detect credit sales
made before the end of the year that have been recorded
in the subsequent year provide assurance about manage
ment’s assertion of
a. Presentation.
b. Completeness.
c. Rights.
d. Existence.

M92#20. Which of the following tends to be most pre
dictable for purposes of analytical procedures applied as
substantive tests?
a. Relationships involving balance sheet accounts.
b. Transactions subject to management discretion.
c. Relationships involving income statement ac
counts.
d. Data subject to audit testing in the prior year.

N91#46. Inquiries of warehouse personnel concerning
possible obsolete or slow-moving inventory items provide
assurance about management’s assertion of
a. Completeness.
b. Existence.
c. Presentation.
d. Valuation.

M92#29. Which of the following sampling methods
would be used to estimate a numerical measurement of
a population, such as a dollar value?
a. Discovery sampling.
b. Numerical sampling.
c. Sampling for attributes.
d. Sampling for variables.

N91#47. The objective of tests of details of transactions
performed as substantive tests is to
a. Detect material misstatements in the financial
statements.
b. Evaluate whether management’s policies and
procedures operated effectively.
c. Identify specific financial statement assertions
that satisfy the audit objectives.
d. Verify that significant deficiencies in the
accounting system are discovered.

M92#30. In a probability-proportional-to-size sample
with a sampling interval of $5,000, an auditor discovered
that a selected account receivable with a recorded amount
of $10,000 had an audit amount of $8,000. If this were
the only error discovered by the auditor, the projected
error of this sample would be
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A basic premise underlying the application of
analytical procedures is that
a. The study of financial ratios is an acceptable
alternative to the investigation of unusual fluc
tuations.
b. Statistical tests of financial information may
lead to the discovery of material errors in the
financial statements.
c. Plausible relationships among data may reason
ably be expected to exist and continue in the
absence of known conditions to the contrary.
d. These procedures cannot replace tests of bal
ances and transactions.

N91#48. An auditor’s analytical procedures most likely
would be facilitated if the entity
a. Corrects material weaknesses in internal control
before the beginning of the audit.
b. Develops its data from sources solely within
the entity.
c. Segregates obsolete inventory before the physi
cal inventory count.
d. Uses a standard cost system that produces vari
ance reports.

M91#4.

N91#51. Which of the following procedures most likely
would justify the use of the negative form of accounts
receivable confirmation?
a. A small number of accounts may be in dispute
and the accounts receivable balance arises from
sales to a few major customers.
b. A small number of accounts may be in dispute
and the accounts receivable balance arises from
sales to many customers with small balances.
c. A substantial number of accounts may be in
dispute and the accounts receivable balance
arises from sales to a few major customers.
d. A substantial number of accounts may be in
dispute and the accounts receivable balance
arises from sales to many customers with small
balances.

M91#5. Which of the following comparisons would be
most useful to an auditor in evaluating the results of an
entity’s operations?
a. Prior year accounts payable to current year
accounts payable.
b. Prior year payroll expense to budgeted current
year payroll expense.
c. Current year revenue to budgeted current year
revenue.
d. Current year warranty expense to current year
contingent liabilities.
M91#9. The negative request form of accounts receiv
able confirmation is useful particularly when the

M91#1. Which of the following statements concerning
evidential matter is correct?
a. Competent evidence supporting management’s
assertions should be convincing rather than
merely persuasive.
b. An effective internal control structure contri
butes little to the reliability of the evidence
created within the entity.
c. The cost of obtaining evidence is not an im
portant consideration to an auditor in deciding
what evidence should be obtained.
d. A client’s accounting data cannot be consid
ered sufficient audit evidence to support the
financial statements.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Assessed level
o f control risk
relating to
receivables is
Low
Low
High
High

Number o f
small
balances is
Many
Few
Few
Many

Consideration
by the
recipient is
Likely
Unlikely
Likely
Likely

M91#2. An auditor’s purpose in reviewing credit ratings
of customers with delinquent accounts receivable most
likely is to obtain evidence concerning management’s
assertions about
a. Presentation and disclosure.
b. Existence or occurrence.
c. Rights and obligations.
d. Valuation or allocation.

Which of the following statements is correct
concerning probability proportional to size (PPS) sam
pling, also known as dollar unit sampling?
a. The sampling distribution should approximate
the normal distribution.
b. Overstated units have a lower probability of
sample selection than units that are understated.
c. The auditor controls the risk of incorrect accep
tance by specifying that risk level for the sam
pling plan.
d. The sampling interval is calculated by dividing
the number of physical units in the population
by the sample size.

M91#3. An auditor’s purpose in reviewing the renewal
of a note payable shortly after the balance sheet date most
likely is to obtain evidence concerning management’s
assertions about
a. Existence or occurrence.
b. Presentation and disclosure.
c. Completeness.
d. Valuation or allocation.

M91#18. When using classical variables sampling for
estimation, an auditor normally evaluates the sampling
results by calculating the possible error in either direction.
This statistical concept is known as
a. Precision.
b. Reliability.
c. Projected error.
d. Standard deviation.

M91#17.
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N90#28. When an auditor tests a computerized account
ing system, which of the following is true of the test data
approach?
a. Test data must consist of all possible valid and
invalid conditions.
b. The program tested is different from the pro
gram used throughout the year by the client.
c. Several transactions of each type must be tested.
d. Test data are processed by the client’s computer
programs under the auditor’s control.

N90#16. The third standard of field work states that
sufficient competent evidential matter is to be obtained
through inspection, observation, inquiries, and confirma
tions to afford a reasonable basis for an opinion regarding
the financial statements under audit. The substantive evi
dential matter required by this standard may be obtained,
in part, through
a. Flowcharting the internal control structure.
b. Proper planning of the audit engagement.
c. Analytical procedures.
d. Auditor working papers.

N90#29. A primary advantage of using generalized
audit software packages to audit the financial statements
of a client that uses an EDP system is that the auditor
may
a. Consider increasing the use of substantive tests
of transactions in place of analytical proce
dures.
b. Substantiate the accuracy of data through self
checking digits and hash totals.
c. Reduce the level of required tests of controls
to a relatively small amount.
d. Access information stored on computer files
while having a limited understanding of the
client’s hardware and software features.

N90#17. In testing the existence assertion for an asset,
an auditor ordinarily works from the
a. Financial statements to the potentially unre
corded items.
b. Potentially unrecorded items to the financial
statements.
c. Accounting records to the supporting evidence.
d. Supporting evidence to the accounting records.
N90#18.

In an audit of inventories, an auditor would

least likely verify that

a.
b.
c.
d.
N90#21.
accounts
are
a.
b.
c.
d.

All inventory owned by the client is on hand
at the time of the count.
The client has used proper inventory pricing.
The financial statement presentation of invento
ries is appropriate.
Damaged goods and obsolete items have been
properly accounted for.

N90#30. Stratified mean per unit (MPU) sampling is
a statistical technique that may be more efficient than
unstratified MPU because it usually
a. May be applied to populations where many
monetary errors are expected to occur.
b. Produces an estimate having a desired level of
precision with a smaller sample size.
c. Increases the variability among items in a stra
tum by grouping sampling units with similar
characteristics.
d. Yields a weighted sum of the strata standard
deviations that is greater than the standard devi
ation of the population.

Two assertions for which confirmation of
receivable balances provides primary evidence
Completeness and valuation.
Valuation and rights and obligations.
Rights and obligations and existence.
Existence and completeness.

N90#22. For all audits of financial statements made in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
the use of analytical procedures is required to some extent

a.
b.
c.
d.

In the
planning
stage
Yes
No
No
Yes

As a
substantive
test
No
Yes
Yes
No

N90#31. An advantage of statistical sampling over nonstatistical sampling is that statistical sampling helps an
auditor to
a. Eliminate the risk of nonsampling errors.
b. Reduce the level of audit risk and materiality
to a relatively low amount.
c. Measure the sufficiency of the evidential matter
obtained.
d. Minimize the failure to detect errors and irregu
larities.

In the
review
stage
Yes
No
Yes
No

M90#1. As the acceptable level of detection risk
decreases, an auditor may change the
a. Timing of substantive tests by performing them
at an interim date rather than at year end.
b. Nature of substantive tests from a less effective
to a more effective procedure.
c. Timing of tests of controls by performing them
at several dates rather than at one time.
d. Assessed level of inherent risk to a higher
amount.

N90#23. Auditors try to identify predictable relation
ships when using analytical procedures. Relationships
involving transactions from which of the following
accounts most likely would yield the highest level of
evidence?
a. Accounts payable.
b. Advertising expense.
c. Accounts receivable.
d. Payroll expense.
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M90#2. Which of the following factors would least
influence an auditor’s consideration of the reliability of
data for purposes of analytical procedures?
a. Whether the data were processed in an EDP
system or in a manual accounting system.
b. Whether sources within the entity were inde
pendent of those who are responsible for the
amount being audited.
c. Whether the data were subjected to audit testing
in the current or prior year.
d. Whether the data were obtained from indepen
dent sources outside the entity or from sources
within the entity.

b.
c.
d.

Obtain evidence from details tested to corrobo
rate particular assertions.
Identify areas that represent specific risks rele
vant to the audit.
Assist the auditor in assessing the validity of
the conclusions reached.
Satisfy doubts when questions arise about a
client’s ability to continue in existence.

To help plan the nature, timing, and extent of
substantive auditing procedures, preliminary analytical
procedures should focus on
a. Enhancing the auditor’s understanding of the
client’s business and events that have occurred
since the last audit date.
b. Developing plausible relationships that corrob
orate anticipated results with a measurable
amount of precision.
c. Applying ratio analysis to externally generated
data such as published industry statistics or
price indices.
d. Comparing recorded financial information to
the results of other tests of transactions and
balances.
M89#28.

M90#5. An auditor testing long-term investments would
ordinarily use analytical procedures to ascertain the rea
sonableness of the
a. Existence of unrealized gains or losses in the
portfolio.
b. Completeness of recorded investment income.
c. Classification between current and noncurrent
portfolios.
d. Valuation of marketable equity securities.
N89#27. Negative confirmation of accounts receivable
is less effective than positive confirmation of accounts
receivable because
a. A majority of recipients usually lack the will
ingness to respond objectively.
b. Some recipients may report incorrect balances
that require extensive follow-up.
c. The auditor can not infer that all nonrespon
dents have verified their account information.
d. Negative confirmations do not produce eviden
tial matter that is statistically quantifiable.

M89#29. Cooper, CPA, is auditing the financial state
ments of a small rural municipality. The receivable bal
ances represent residents’ delinquent real estate taxes.
The internal control structure at the municipality is weak.
To determine the existence of the accounts receivable
balances at the balance sheet date, Cooper would most
likely
a. Send positive confirmation requests.
b. Send negative confirmation requests.
c. Examine evidence of subsequent cash receipts.
d. Inspect the internal records such as copies of the
tax invoices that were mailed to the residents.

N89#33. While performing a substantive test of details
during an audit, the auditor determined that the sample
results supported the conclusion that the recorded account
balance was materially misstated. It was, in fact, not
materially misstated. This situation illustrates the risk of
a. Incorrect rejection.
b. Incorrect acceptance.
c. Overreliance.
d. Underreliance.

M89#40. In a probability-proportional-to-size sample
with a sampling interval of $10,000, an auditor discovered
that a selected account receivable with a recorded amount
of $5,000 had an audit amount of $2,000. The projected
error of this sample was
a. $3,000.
b. $4,000.
c. $6,000.
d. $8,000.

M89#1. Each of the following might, by itself, form a
valid basis for an auditor to decide to omit a test except
for the
a. Difficulty and expense involved in testing a
particular item.
b. Degree of reliance on the relevant internal con
trols.
c. Relative risk involved.
d. Relationship between the cost of obtaining evi
dence and its usefulness.

M89#41. An auditor is performing substantive tests of
pricing and extensions of perpetual inventory balances
consisting of a large number of items. Past experience
indicates numerous pricing and extension errors. Which
of the following statistical sampling approaches is most
appropriate?
a. Unstratified mean-per-unit.
b. Probability-proportional-to-size.
c. Stop or go.
d. Ratio estimation.

M89#27. The primary objective of analytical proce
dures used in the final review stage of an audit is to
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M93#37. An auditor most likely would perform sub
stantive tests of details on payroll transactions and bal
ances when
a. Cutoff tests indicate a substantial amount of
accrued payroll expense.
b. The assessed level of control risk relative to
payroll transactions is low.
c. Analytical procedures indicate unusual fluctua
tions in recurring payroll entries.
d. Accrued payroll expense consists primarily of
unpaid commissions.

T ests o f D etails o f T ra n sactio n s a n d B alances

M93#36. Which of the following is a substantive test
that an auditor most likely would perform to verify the
existence and valuation of recorded accounts payable?
a. Investigating the open purchase order file to
ascertain that prenumbered purchase orders are
used and accounted for.
b. Receiving the client’s mail, unopened, for a
reasonable period of time after the year end to
search for unrecorded vendor’s invoices.
c. Vouching selected entries in the accounts pay
able subsidiary ledger to purchase orders and
receiving reports.
d. Confirming accounts payable balances with
known suppliers who have zero balances.

M92#25. Which of the following most likely would be
detected by an auditor’s review of a client’s sales cut
off?
a. Shipments lacking sales invoices and shipping
documents.
b. Excessive write-offs of accounts receivable.
c. Unrecorded sales at year end.
d. Lapping of year-end accounts receivable.

M92
Item s 26 a n d 27 are based on the following:

The information below was taken from the bank transfer schedule prepared during the audit of Fox Co.’s financial
statements for the year ended December 31, 1991. Assume all checks are dated and issued on December 30, 1991.
Disbursement
Date

Bank Accounts
Check
No.
101
202

303
404

From
National
County
Federal
State

To
Federal
State
American
Republic

Per
Books
Dec. 30
Jan. 3
Dec. 31
Jan. 2

Per
Bank
Jan. 4
Jan. 2
Jan. 3
Jan. 2

Receipt Date
Per
Per
Bank
Books
Jan. 3
Dec. 30
Dec. 30
Dec. 31
Jan. 2
Jan. 2
Jan. 2
Dec. 31

27. Which of the following checks illustrate deposits/
transfers in transit at December 31, 1991?
a. #101 and #202.
b. #101 and #303.
c. #202 and #404.
d. #303 and #404.

26. Which of the following checks might indicate
kiting?
a. #101 and #303.
b. #202 and #404.
c. #101 and #404.
d. #202 and #303.

b.

N91#49. If the objective of a test of details is to detect
overstatements of sales, the auditor should trace transac
tions from the
a. Cash receipts journal to the sales journal.
b. Sales journal to the cash receipts journal.
c. Source documents to the accounting records.
d. Accounting records to the source documents.

c.
d.

N91#50. When searching for unrecorded liabilities at
year end, an auditor most likely would examine
a. Cash receipts from related parties recorded
before year end.

Confirmation requests returned by creditors
whose accounts appear on a subsidiary trial
balance of accounts payable.
Cash disbursements recorded in the period sub
sequent to year end.
Invoices dated a few days before and after year
end to ascertain whether they have been prop
erly recorded.

N91#54. An auditor should trace bank transfers for the
last part of the audit period and first part of the subsequent
period to detect whether
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a.
b.
c.
d.

The cash receipts journal was held open for a
few days after the year end.
The last checks recorded before the year end
were actually mailed by the year end.
Cash balances were overstated because of kit
ing.
Any unusual payments to or receipts from
related parties occurred.

c.
d.

Search for unrecorded liabilities.
Observation of inventory.

N90#26. When auditing prepaid insurance, an auditor
discovers that the original insurance policy on plant
equipment is not available for inspection. The policy’s
absence most likely indicates the possibility of a(an)
a. Insurance premium due but not recorded.
b. Deficiency in the coinsurance provision.
c. Lien on the plant equipment.
d. Understatement of insurance expense.

M91#8. An auditor’s program to examine long-term
debt most likely would include steps that require
a. Comparing the carrying amount of the debt to
its year-end market value.
b. Correlating interest expense recorded for the
period with outstanding debt.
c. Verifying the existence of the holders of the
debt by direct confirmation.
d. Inspecting the accounts payable subsidiary led
ger for unrecorded long-term debt.

M90#10. When a client company does not maintain
its own stock records, the auditor should obtain written
confirmation from the transfer agent and registrar con
cerning
a. Restrictions on the payment of dividends.
b. The number of shares issued and outstanding.
c. Guarantees of preferred stock liquidation value.
d. The number of shares subject to agreements to
repurchase.

M91#10. Which of the following audit procedures is
best for identifying unrecorded trade accounts payable?
a. Examining unusual relationships between
monthly accounts payable balances and re
corded cash payments.
b. Reconciling vendors’ statements to the file of
receiving reports to identify items received just
prior to the balance sheet date.
c. Reviewing cash disbursements recorded subse
quent to the balance sheet date to determine
whether the related payables apply to the prior
period.
d. Investigating payables recorded just prior to
and just subsequent to the balance sheet date
to determine whether they are supported by
receiving reports.

N89#28. An auditor’s program to examine long-term
debt should include steps that require
a. Examining bond trust indentures.
b. Inspecting the accounts payable subsidiary
ledger.
c. Investigating credits to the bond interest income
account.
d. Verifying the existence of the bondholders.
M89#30. An auditor would most likely verify the inter
est earned on bond investments by
a. Vouching the receipt and deposit of interest
checks.
b. Confirming the bond interest rate with the
issuer of the bonds.
c. Recomputing the interest earned on the basis
of face amount, interest rate, and period held.
d. Testing the internal controls over cash receipts.

M91#11. A client maintains perpetual inventory records
in both quantities and dollars. If the assessed level of
control risk is high, an auditor would probably
a. Insist that the client perform physical counts of
inventory items several times during the year.
b. Apply gross profit tests to ascertain the reason
ableness of the physical counts.
c. Increase the extent of tests of controls of the
inventory cycle.
d. Request the client to schedule the physical
inventory count at the end of the year.

M89#33. Tracing selected items from the payroll regis
ter to employee time cards that have been approved by
supervisory personnel provides evidence that
a. Internal controls relating to payroll disburse
ments were operating effectively.
b. Payroll checks were signed by an appropriate
officer independent of the payroll preparation
process.
c. Only bona fide employees worked and their
pay was properly computed.
d. Employees worked the number of hours for
which their pay was computed.

N90#24. Which of the following procedures is least
likely to be performed before the balance sheet date?
a. Testing of internal control over cash.
b. Confirmation of receivables.
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M89
Items 36 and 37 are based on the following:

Miles Company
Bank Transfer Schedule

December 31, 1988
Check
Number
2020
2021
3217
0659

Bank Accounts
To
From
Suburban
1st Natl.
1st Natl.
Capital
Suburban
2nd State
Suburban
Midtown

Amount
$32,000
21,000
6,700
5,500

Date deposited per
Bank
Books
1/3 A
12/31
12/31
1/3 A
1/6
1/3
12/30
1/3 A

37. The tick mark A most likely indicates that the
amount was traced to the
a. Deposits in transit of the applicable bank recon
ciliation.
b. December cash receipts journal.
c. January cash receipts journal.
d. Year-end bank confirmations.

36. The tick mark ♦ most likely indicates that the
amount was traced to the
a. December cash disbursements journal.
b. Outstanding checklist of the applicable bank
reconciliation.
c. January cash disbursements journal.
d. Year-end bank confirmations.

C.

Date disbursed per
Bank
Books
1/5 ♦
12/31
1/4 ♦
12/31
1/3
1/5
1/5 ♦
12/30

b.

Other Specific Audit Topics

M93#32. A purpose of a management representation
letter is to reduce
a. Audit risk to an aggregate level of misstatement
that could be considered material.
b. An auditor’s responsibility to detect material
misstatements only to the extent that the letter
is relied on.
c. The possibility of a misunderstanding concern
ing management’s responsibility for the finan
cial statements.
d. The scope of an auditor’s procedures concern
ing related party transactions and subsequent
events.

c.
d.

A client engagement letter that summarizes the
timing and details of the auditor’s planned field
work.
An indication in the working papers that the
accounting records agree or reconcile with the
financial statements.
The basis for the auditor’s conclusions when the
assessed level of control risk is at the maximum
level for all financial statement assertions.

M93#39. Although the quantity and content of audit
working papers vary with each particular engagement, an
auditor’s permanent files most likely include
a. Schedules that support the current year’s
adjusting entries.
b. Prior years’ accounts receivable confirmations
that were classified as exceptions.
c. Documentation indicating that the audit work
was adequately planned and supervised.
d. Analyses of capital stock and other owners’
equity accounts.

M93#33. An auditor who uses the work of a specialist
may refer to the specialist in the auditor’s report if the
a. Specialist’s findings provide the auditor greater
assurance of reliability about management’s
representations.
b. Auditor adds an explanatory paragraph to an
unqualified opinion describing an uncertainty
resulting from the specialist’s findings.
c. Auditor’s use of the specialist’s findings is dif
ferent from that of prior years.
d. Specialist is a related party whose findings fully
corroborate management’s financial statement
assertions.

M93#40.

software
a.
b.
c.
d.

M93#38. Which of the following documentation is
required for an audit in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards?
a. A flowchart or an internal control questionnaire
that evaluates the effectiveness of the entity’s
internal control policies and procedures.

An auditor would least likely use computer
to
Construct parallel simulations.
Access client data files.
Prepare spreadsheets.
Assess EDP control risk.

M93#41. To obtain evidence that online access controls
are properly functioning, an auditor most likely would
a. Create checkpoints at periodic intervals after
live data processing to test for unauthorized use
of the system.
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b.
c.
d.

Examine the transaction log to discover whether
any transactions were lost or entered twice due
to a system malfunction.
Enter invalid identification numbers or pass
words to ascertain whether the system rejects
them.
Vouch a random sample of processed transac
tions to assure proper authorization.

M93#44. An auditor most likely would modify an
unqualified opinion if the entity’s financial statements
include a footnote on related party transactions
a. Disclosing loans to related parties at interest
rates significantly below prevailing market
rates.
b. Describing an exchange of real estate for similar
property in a nonmonetary related party trans
action.
c. Stating that a particular related party transaction
occurred on terms equivalent to those that
would have prevailed in an arm’s-length trans
action.
d. Presenting the dollar volume of related party
transactions and the effects of any change in
the method of establishing terms from prior
periods.
M93#45. Which of the following procedures should an
auditor generally perform regarding subsequent events?
a. Compare the latest available interim financial
statements with the financial statements being
audited.
b. Send second requests to the client’s customers
who failed to respond to initial accounts receiv
able confirmation requests.
c. Communicate material weaknesses in the inter
nal control structure to the client’s audit com
mittee.
d. Review the cut-off bank statements for several
months after the year end.

c.
d.

Irregularities involving management.
Noncompliance with contractual agreements.

N92#35. Which of the following factors most likely
would affect an auditor’s judgment about the quantity,
type, and content of the auditor’s working papers?
a. The assessed level of control risk.
b. The likelihood of a review by a concurring
(second) partner.
c. The number of personnel assigned to the audit.
d. The content of the management representation
letter.
N92#36. Processing data through the use of simulated
files provides an auditor with information about the
operating effectiveness of control policies and proce
dures. One of the techniques involved in this approach
makes use of
a. Controlled reprocessing.
b. An integrated test facility.
c. Input validation.
d. Program code checking.
N92#37.
presence
ning a
a.
b.
c.
d.

An auditor most likely would test for the
of unauthorized EDP program changes by run
Program with test data.
Check digit verification program.
Source code comparison program.
Program that computes control totals.

N92#40. Which of the following most likely would indi
cate the existence of related parties?
a. Writing down obsolete inventory just before
year end.
b. Failing to correct previously identified internal
control structure deficiencies.
c. Depending on a single product for the success
of the entity.
d. Borrowing money at an interest rate signifi
cantly below the market rate.

N92#33. In using the work of a specialist, an under
standing should exist among the auditor, the client, and
the specialist as to the nature of the specialist’s work.
The documentation of this understanding should cover
a. A statement that the specialist assumes no
responsibility to update the specialist’s report
for future events or circumstances.
b. The conditions under which a division of
responsibility may be necessary.
c. The specialist’s understanding of the auditor’s
corroborative use of the specialist’s findings.
d. The auditor’s disclaimer as to whether the spe
cialist’s findings corroborate the representa
tions in the financial statements.

N92#41. Which of the following procedures would an
auditor most likely perform to obtain evidence about the
occurrence of subsequent events?
a. Recomputing a sample of large-dollar transac
tions occurring after year end for arithmetic
accuracy.
b. Investigating changes in stockholders’ equity
occurring after year end.
c. Inquiring of the entity’s legal counsel concern
ing litigation, claims, and assessments arising
after year end.
d. Confirming bank accounts established after
year end.

N92#34. To which of the following matters would mate
riality limits not apply when obtaining written client rep
resentations?
a. Losses from sales commitments.
b. Unasserted claims and assessments.

M92#13. “ There have been no communications from
regulatory agencies concerning noncompliance with, or
deficiencies in, financial reporting practices that could
have a material effect on the financial statements.” The
foregoing passage is most likely from a
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a.
b.
c.
d.

M92#31. When auditing related party transactions, an
auditor places primary emphasis on
a. Confirming the existence of the related parties.
b. Verifying the valuation of the related party
transactions.
c. Evaluating the disclosure of the related party
transactions.
d. Ascertaining the rights and obligations of the
related parties.

Special report.
Management representation letter.
Letter for an underwriter.
Report on internal controls.

M92#22. When using the work of a specialist, an auditor
may refer to and identify the specialist in the auditor’s
report if the
a. Auditor expresses a qualified opinion as a result
of the specialist’s findings.
b. Specialist is not independent of the client.
c. Auditor wishes to indicate a division of respon
sibility.
d. Specialist’s work provides the auditor greater
assurance of reliability.

M92#33. An auditor concludes that a substantive audit
ing procedure considered necessary during the prior peri
od’s audit was omitted. Which of the following factors
would most likely cause the auditor promptly to apply
the omitted procedure?
a. There are no alternative procedures available
to provide the same evidence as the omitted
procedure.
b. The omission of the procedure impairs the audi
tor’s present ability to support the previously
expressed opinion.
c. The source documents needed to perform the
omitted procedure are still available.
d. The auditor’s opinion on the prior period’s
financial statements was unqualified.

M92#23. An auditor should request that an audit client
send a letter of inquiry to those attorneys who have been
consulted concerning litigation, claims, or assessments.
The primary reason for this request is to provide
a. The opinion of a specialist as to whether loss
contingencies are possible, probable, or remote.
b. A description of litigation, claims, and assess
ments that have a reasonable possibility of unfa
vorable outcomes.
c. An objective appraisal of management’s poli
cies and procedures adopted for identifying and
evaluating legal matters.
d. The corroboration of the information furnished
by management concerning litigation, claims,
and assessments.

N91#24. Which of the following is not a major reason
for maintaining an audit trail for a computer system?
a. Deterrent to irregularities.
b. Monitoring purposes.
c. Analytical procedures.
d. Query answering.

M92#24. Which of the following statements ordinarily
is correct concerning the content of working papers?
a. Whenever possible, the auditor’s staff should
prepare schedules and analyses rather than the
entity’s employees.
b. It is preferable to have negative figures indi
cated in red figures instead of parentheses to
emphasize amounts being subtracted.
c. It is appropriate to use calculator tapes with
names or explanations on the tapes rather than
writing separate lists onto working papers.
d. The analysis of asset accounts and their related
expense or income accounts should not appear
on the same working paper.

N91#52. The audit working paper that reflects the major
components of an amount reported in the financial state
ments is the
a. Interbank transfer schedule.
b. Carryforward schedule.
c. Supporting schedule.
d. Lead schedule.
N91#53. Which of the following is required documenta
tion in an audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards?
a. A written engagement letter formalizing the
level of service to be rendered.
b. A flowchart depicting the segregation of duties
and authorization of transactions.
c. A written audit program describing the neces
sary procedures to be performed.
d. A memorandum setting forth the scope of the
audit.

M92#28. Which of the following documentation is not
required for an audit in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards?
a. A client engagement letter that summarizes the
timing and details of the auditor’s planned field
work.
b. The basis for the auditor’s conclusions when
the assessed level of control risk is below the
maximum level.
c. A written audit program setting forth the proce
dures necessary to accomplish the audit’s objec
tives.
d. An indication that the accounting records agree
or reconcile with the financial statements.

N91#55. To obtain evidence that user identification and
password controls are functioning as designed, an auditor
would most likely
a. Review the online transaction log to ascertain
whether employees using passwords have ac
cess to data files and computer programs.
b. Examine a sample of assigned passwords and
access authority to determine whether password
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c.
d.

holders have access authority incompatible with
their other responsibilities.
Extract a random sample of processed transac
tions and ensure that transactions are appropri
ately authorized.
Observe the file librarian’s activities to discover
whether other systems personnel are permitted
to operate computer equipment without restric
tion.

N91#56. After identifying related party transactions, an
auditor most likely would
a. Substantiate that the transactions were consum
mated on terms equivalent to those prevailing
in arms-length transactions.
b. Discuss the implications of the transactions
with third parties, such as the entity’s attorneys
and bankers.
c. Determine whether the transactions were ap
proved by the board of directors or other appro
priate officials.
d. Ascertain whether the transactions would have
occurred if the parties had not been related.
N91#57. An auditor issued an audit report that was
dual dated for a subsequent event occurring after the
completion of field work but before issuance of the audi
tor’s report. The auditor’s responsibility for events
occurring subsequent to the completion of field work was
a. Extended to subsequent events occurring
through the date of issuance of the report.
b. Extended to include all events occurring since
the completion of field work.
c. Limited to the specific event referenced.
d. Limited to include only events occurring up to
the date of the last subsequent event referenced.

c.
d.

The absence of errors and unrecorded transac
tions in the financial statements.
Irregularities involving employees with signifi
cant roles in the internal control structure.

M91#7. Which of the following statements concerning
the auditor’s use of the work of a specialist is correct?
a. If the auditor believes that the determinations
made by the specialist are unreasonable, only
a qualified opinion may be issued.
b. If the specialist is related to the client, the audi
tor is still permitted to use the specialist’s find
ings as corroborative evidence.
c. The specialist need not have an understanding
of the auditor’s corroborative use of the special
ist’s findings.
d. The specialist may be identified in the auditor’s
report when the auditor issues an unqualified
opinion.
M91#12. An auditor ordinarily uses a working trial bal
ance resembling the financial statements without foot
notes, but containing columns for
a. Reclassifications and adjustments.
b. Reconciliations and tickmarks.
c. Accruals and deferrals.
d. Expense and revenue summaries.
M91#13. The current file of an auditor’s working papers
most likely would include a copy of the
a. Bank reconciliation.
b. Pension plan contract.
c. Articles of incorporation.
d. Flowchart of the internal control procedures.
M91#14. An auditor would least likely use computer
software to
a. Access client data files.
b. Prepare spreadsheets.
c. Assess EDP control risk.
d. Construct parallel simulations.

N91#60. Which of the following is not an audit proce
dure that the independent auditor would perform concern
ing litigation, claims, and assessments?
a. Obtain assurance from management that it has
disclosed all unasserted claims that the lawyer
has advised are probable of assertion and must
be disclosed.
b. Confirm directly with the client’s lawyer that
all claims have been recorded in the financial
statements.
c. Inquire of and discuss with management the
policies and procedures adopted for identify
ing, evaluating, and accounting for litigation,
claims, and assessments.
d. Obtain from management a description and
evaluation of litigation, claims, and assessments
existing at the balance sheet date.

M91#15. An auditor using audit software probably
would be least interested in which of the following fields
in a computerized perpetual inventory file?
a. Economic order quantity.
b. Warehouse location.
c. Date of last purchase.
d. Quantity sold.
M91#16. An auditor would most likely be concerned
with which of the following controls in a distributed data
processing system?
a. Hardware controls.
b. Systems documentation controls.
c. Access controls.
d. Disaster recovery controls.

M91#6. To which of the following matters would an
auditor not apply materiality limits when obtaining spe
cific written client representations?
a. Disclosure of compensating balance arrange
ments involving restrictions on cash balances.
b. Information concerning related party transac
tions and related amounts receivable or payable.

N90#19. The scope of an audit is not restricted when
an attorney’s response to an auditor as a result of a client’s
letter of audit inquiry limits the response to
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a.
b.
c.
d.

M90#7.
a.

Matters to which the attorney has given sub
stantive attention in the form of legal represen
tation.
An evaluation of the likelihood of an unfavor
able outcome of the matters disclosed by the
entity.
The attorney’s opinion of the entity’s historical
experience in recent similar litigation.
The probable outcome of asserted claims and
pending or threatened litigation.

b.
c.
d.

An auditor’s working papers should
Not be permitted to serve as a reference source
for the client.
Not contain critical comments concerning man
agement.
Show that the accounting records agree or rec
oncile with the financial statements.
Be considered the primary support for the finan
cial statements being audited.

M90#9. An auditor would be most likely to consider
modifying an otherwise unqualified opinion if the client’s
financial statements include a footnote on related party
transactions
a. Representing that certain related party transac
tions were consummated on terms equivalent to
those obtainable in transactions with unrelated
parties.
b. Presenting the dollar volume of related party
transactions and the effects of any change in
the method of establishing terms from that used
in the prior period.
c. Explaining the business purpose of the sale of
real property to a related party.
d. Disclosing compensating balance arrangements
maintained for the benefit of related parties.

N90#20. Which of the following statements ordinarily
is included among the written client representations
obtained by the auditor?
a. Management acknowledges that there are no
material weaknesses in the internal control
structure.
b. Sufficient evidential matter has been made
available to permit the issuance of an unquali
fied opinion.
c. Compensating balances and other arrange
ments involving restrictions on cash balances
have been disclosed.
d. Management acknowledges responsibility for
illegal actions committed by employees.
N90#32. Which of the following events most likely
indicates the existence of related parties?
a. Borrowing a large sum of money at a variable
rate of interest.
b. Selling real estate at a price that differs signifi
cantly from its book value.
c. Making a loan without scheduled terms for
repayment of the funds.
d. Discussing merger terms with a company that
is a major competitor.

N89#29. Which of the following audit procedures
would most likely assist an auditor in identifying condi
tions and events that may indicate there could be substan
tial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern?
a. Review compliance with the terms of debt
agreements.
b. Confirmation of accounts receivable from prin
cipal customers.
c. Reconciliation of interest expense with debt
outstanding.
d. Confirmation of bank balances.

N90#33. Which of the following procedures would an
auditor ordinarily perform during the review of subse
quent events?
a. Review the cut-off bank statements for the
period after the year-end.
b. Inquire of the client’s legal counsel concerning
litigation.
c. Investigate reportable conditions previously
communicated to the client.
d. Analyze related party transactions to discover
possible irregularities.

N89#30.
required
accepted
a.
b.
c.
d.

N90#34. Because of the pervasive effects of laws and
regulations on the financial statements of governmental
units, an auditor should obtain written management repre
sentations acknowledging that management has
a. Implemented internal control policies and pro
cedures designed to detect all illegal acts.
b. Documented the procedures performed to eval
uate the governmental unit’s compliance with
laws and regulations.
c. Identified and disclosed all laws and regulations
that have a direct and material effect on its
financial statements.
d. Reported all known illegal acts and material
weaknesses in internal control structure to the
funding agency or regulatory body.

Which of the following documentation is
for an audit in accordance with generally
auditing standards?
An internal control questionnaire.
A client engagement letter.
A planning memorandum or checklist.
A client representation letter.

N89#31. When an accounting application is processed
by computer, an auditor can not verify the reliable opera
tion of programmed control procedures by
a. Manually comparing detail transaction files
used by an edit program to the program’s gener
ated error listings to determine that errors were
properly identified by the edit program.
b. Constructing a processing system for account
ing applications and processing actual data from
throughout the period through both the client’s
program and the auditor’s program.
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c.
d.

Manually reperforming, as of a point in time,
the processing of input data and comparing the
simulated results to the actual results.
Periodically submitting auditor-prepared test
data to the same computer process and evaluat
ing the results.

N89#32. To obtain evidence that user identification and
password controls are functioning as designed, an auditor
would most likely
a. Attempt to sign-on to the system using invalid
user identifications and passwords.
b. Write a computer program that simulates the
logic of the client’s access control software.
c. Extract a random sample of processed transac
tions and ensure that the transactions were
appropriately authorized.
d. Examine statements signed by employees stat
ing that they have not divulged their user identi
fications and passwords to any other person.
M89#34. A written client representation letter most
likely would be an auditor’s best source of corroborative
information of a client’s plans to
a. Terminate an employee pension plan.
b. Make a public offering of its common stock.
c. Settle an outstanding lawsuit for an amount less
than the accrued loss contingency.
d. Discontinue a line of business.

c.
d.

Financial statements present fairly the results
of operations.
Specific operating units are functioning effi
ciently and effectively.

M89#44. An auditor concludes that the omission of a
substantive procedure considered necessary at the time
of the examination may impair the auditor’s present abil
ity to support the previously expressed opinion. The audi
tor need not apply the omitted procedure if
a. The risk of adverse publicity or litigation is
low.
b. The results of other procedures that were
applied tend to compensate for the procedure
omitted.
c. The auditor’s opinion was qualified because of
a departure from generally accepted accounting
principles.
d. The results of the subsequent period’s tests of
controls make the omitted procedure less
important.
D. Review and Compilation Procedures
N92#43. Which of the following inquiry or analytical
procedures ordinarily is performed in an engagement to
review a nonpublic entity’s financial statements?
a. Analytical procedures designed to test the
accounting records by obtaining corroborating
evidential matter.
b. Inquiries concerning the entity’s procedures for
recording and summarizing transactions.
c. Analytical procedures designed to test manage
ment’s assertions regarding continued exis
tence.
d. Inquiries of the entity’s attorney concerning
contingent liabilities.

M89#39. Which of the following computer-assisted
auditing techniques allows fictitious and real transactions
to be processed together without client operating person
nel being aware of the testing process?
a. Parallel simulation.
b. Generalized audit software programming.
c. Integrated test facility.
d. Test data approach.
M89#42. An auditor searching for related party transac
tions should obtain an understanding of each subsidiary’s
relationship to the total entity because
a. This may permit the audit of intercompany
account balances to be performed as of concur
rent dates.
b. Intercompany transactions may have been con
summated on terms equivalent to arm’s-length
transactions.
c. This may reveal whether particular transactions
would have taken place if the parties had not
been related.
d. The business structure may be deliberately
designed to obscure related party transactions.

N92#44. When compiling the financial statements of a
nonpublic entity, an accountant should
a. Review agreements with financial institutions
for restrictions on cash balances.
b. Understand the accounting principles and prac
tices of the entity’s industry.
c. Inquire of key personnel concerning related
parties and subsequent events.
d. Perform ratio analyses of the financial data of
comparable prior periods.
N92#45. Which of the following procedures is not usu
ally performed by the accountant during a review engage
ment of a nonpublic entity?
a. Inquiring about actions taken at meetings of the
board of directors that may affect the financial
statements.
b. Issuing a report stating that the review was
performed in accordance with standards estab
lished by the AICPA.

M89#43. A typical objective of an operational audit is
to determine whether an entity’s
a. Internal control structure is adequately operat
ing as designed.
b. Operational information is in accordance with
generally accepted governmental auditing stan
dards.
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c.
d.

a.

Reading the financial statements to consider
whether they conform with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Communicating any material weaknesses dis
covered during the consideration of the internal
control structure.

b.
c.
d.

M92#34. Which of the following procedures is usually
performed by the accountant in a review engagement of
a nonpublic entity?
a. Sending a letter of inquiry to the entity’s lawyer.
b. Comparing the financial statements with state
ments for comparable prior periods.
c. Confirming a significant percentage of receiv
ables by direct communication with debtors.
d. Communicating reportable conditions discov
ered during the study of the internal control
structure.

Perform analytical procedures designed to iden
tify relationships that appear to be unusual.
Read the compiled financial statements and
consider whether they appear to include ade
quate disclosure.
Omit substantially all of the disclosures requir
ed by generally accepted accounting principles.
Issue a compilation report on one or more, but
not all, of the basic financial statements.

M91#20. Which of the following procedures would
most likely be included in a review engagement of a
nonpublic entity?
a. Preparing a bank transfer schedule.
b. Inquiring about related party transactions.
c. Assessing the internal control structure.
d. Performing cutoff tests on sales and purchases
transactions.
M90#4. Inquiry and analytical procedures ordinarily
performed during a review of a nonpublic entity’s finan
cial statements include
a. Inquiries concerning actions taken at meetings
of the stockholders and the board of directors.
b. Analytical procedures designed to test the
accounting records by obtaining corroborating
evidential matter.
c. Inquiries designed to identify reportable condi
tions in the internal control structure.
d. Analytical procedures concerning manage
ment’s assertions regarding continued exis
tence.

M92#35. Which of the following procedures is more
likely to be performed in a review engagement of a non
public entity than in a compilation engagement?
a. Gaining an understanding of the entity’s busi
ness transactions.
b. Making a preliminary assessment of control
risk.
c. Obtaining a representation letter from the chief
executive officer.
d. Assisting the entity in adjusting the accounting
records.
N91#58. When providing limited assurance that the
financial statements of a nonpublic entity require no mate
rial modifications to be in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, the accountant should
a. Understand the accounting principles of the
industry in which the entity operates.
b. Develop audit programs to determine whether
the entity’s financial statements are fairly pre
sented.
c. Assess the risk that a material misstatement
could occur in a financial statement assertion.
d. Confirm with the entity’s lawyer that material
loss contingencies are disclosed.

N89#35. Before performing a review of a nonpublic
entity’s financial statements, an accountant should
a. Complete a series of inquiries concerning the
entity’s procedures for recording, classifying,
and summarizing transactions.
b. Apply analytical procedures to provide limited
assurance that no material modifications should
be made to the financial statements.
c. Obtain a sufficient level of knowledge of the
accounting principles and practices of the
industry in which the entity operates.
d. Inquire whether management has omitted sub
stantially all of the disclosures required by gen
erally accepted accounting principles.

N91#59. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning both an engagement to compile and an
engagement to review a nonpublic entity’s financial state
ments?
a. The accountant does not contemplate obtaining
an understanding of the internal control struc
ture.
b. The accountant must be independent in fact and
appearance.
c. The accountant expresses no assurance on the
financial statements.
d. The accountant should obtain a written manage
ment representation letter.

M89#45. One of the conditions required for an accoun
tant to submit a written personal financial plan containing
unaudited financial statements to a client without comply
ing with the requirements of SSARS 1 (Compilation and
Review of Financial Statements) is that the
a. Client agrees that the financial statements will
not be used to obtain credit.
b. Accountant compiled or reviewed the client’s
financial statements for the immediate prior
year.
c. Engagement letter acknowledges that the finan
cial statements will contain departures from
generally accepted accounting principles.
d. Accountant expresses limited assurance that the
financial statements are free of any material
misstatements.

M91#19. When compiling a nonpublic entity’s financial
statements, an accountant would be least likely to
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IV. Preparing Reports
A.

for dealing with the adverse effects of future conditions
and events, Davis most likely would consider, as a miti
gating factor, Hill’s plans to
a. Accelerate research and development projects
related to future products.
b. Accumulate treasury stock at prices favorable
to Hill’s historic price range.
c. Purchase equipment and production facilities
currently being leased.
d. Negotiate reductions in required dividends
being paid on preferred stock.

Reports on Audited Financial Statements

M93#46. If a publicly held company issues financial
statements that purport to present its financial position
and results of operations but omits the statement of cash
flows, the auditor ordinarily will express a(an)
a. Disclaimer of opinion.
b. Qualified opinion.
c. Review report.
d. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
tory paragraph.
M93#47. In which of the following circumstances
would an auditor most likely add an explanatory para
graph to the standard report while not affecting the audi
tor’s unqualified opinion?
a. The auditor is asked to report on the balance
sheet, but not on the other basic financial state
ments.
b. There is substantial doubt about the entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern.
c. Management’s estimates of the effects of future
events are unreasonable.
d. Certain transactions cannot be tested because
of management’s records retention policy.

M93#55. In the auditor’s report, the principal auditor
decides not to make reference to another CPA who
audited a client’s subsidiary. The principal auditor could
justify this decision if, among other requirements, the
principal auditor
a. Issues an unqualified opinion on the consoli
dated financial statements.
b. Learns that the other CPA issued an unqualified
opinion on the subsidiary’s financial state
ments.
c. Is unable to review the audit programs and
working papers of the other CPA.
d. Is satisfied as to the independence and profes
sional reputation of the other CPA.

M93#49. When an entity changes its method of account
ing for income taxes, which has a material effect on
comparability, the auditor should refer to the change in
an explanatory paragraph added to the auditor’s report.
This paragraph should identify the nature of the change
and
a. Explain why the change is justified under gen
erally accepted accounting principles.
b. Describe the cumulative effect of the change
on the audited financial statements.
c. State the auditor’s explicit concurrence with or
opposition to the change.
d. Refer to the financial statement note that dis
cusses the change in detail.

M93#56. A limitation on the scope of an audit sufficient
to preclude an unqualified opinion will usually result
when management
a. Is unable to obtain audited financial statements
supporting the entity’s investment in a foreign
subsidiary.
b. Refuses to disclose in the notes to the financial
statements related party transactions authorized
by the Board of Directors.
c. Does not sign an engagement letter specifying
the responsibilities of both the entity and the
auditor.
d. Fails to correct a reportable condition commu
nicated to the audit committee after the prior
year’s audit.

M93#50. Green, CPA, was engaged to audit the finan
cial statements of Essex Co. after its fiscal year had ended.
The timing of Green’s appointment as auditor and the
start of field work made confirmation of accounts receiv
able by direct communication with the debtors ineffective.
However, Green applied other procedures and was satis
fied as to the reasonableness of the account balances.
Green’s auditor’s report most likely contained a(an)
a. Unqualified opinion.
b. Unqualified opinion with an explanatory para
graph.
c. Qualified opinion due to a scope limitation.
d. Qualified opinion due to a departure from gen
erally accepted auditing standards.

M93#58. In which of the following situations would an
auditor ordinarily choose between expressing an “ except
for” qualified opinion or an adverse opinion?
a. The auditor did not observe the entity’s physi
cal inventory and is unable to become satisfied
as to its balance by other auditing procedures.
b. The financial statements fail to disclose infor
mation that is required by generally accepted
accounting principles.
c. The auditor is asked to report only on the enti
ty’s balance sheet and not on the other basic
financial statements.
d. Events disclosed in the financial statements
cause the auditor to have substantial doubt
about the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern.

M93#53. Davis, CPA, believes there is substantial doubt
about the ability of Hill Co. to continue as a going concern
for a reasonable period of time. In evaluating Hill’s plans
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N92#46. Which of the following phrases should be
included in the opinion paragraph when an auditor
expresses a qualified opinion?

a.
b.
c.
d.

When read in
conjunction with
Note X
Yes
No
Yes
No

Those statements were audited by other auditors whose
report has been furnished to us, and our opinion, insofar
as it relates to the amounts included for JK Co., is based
solely on the report of the other auditors.

With the foregoing
explanation
No
Yes
Yes
No

These sentences
a. Are an improper form of reporting.
b. Divide responsibility.
c. Disclaim an opinion.
d. Qualify the opinion.
M92#2. When an independent CPA assists in preparing
the financial statements of a publicly held entity, but has
not audited or reviewed them, the CPA should issue a
disclaimer of opinion. In such situations, the CPA has
no responsibility to apply any procedures beyond
a. Ascertaining whether the financial statements
are in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
b. Determining whether management has elected
to omit substantially all required disclosures.
c. Documenting that the internal control structure
is not being relied on.
d. Reading the financial statements for obvious
material misstatements.

N92#47. When an auditor expresses an adverse opinion,
the opinion paragraph should include
a. The principal effects of the departure from gen
erally accepted accounting principles.
b. A direct reference to a separate paragraph dis
closing the basis for the opinion.
c. The substantive reasons for the financial state
ments being misleading.
d. A description of the uncertainty or scope limita
tion that prevents an unqualified opinion.
N92#48. Under which of the following circumstances
would a disclaimer of opinion not be appropriate?
a. The financial statements fail to contain ade
quate disclosure of related party transactions.
b. The client refuses to permit its attorney to fur
nish information requested in a letter of audit
inquiry.
c. The auditor is engaged after fiscal year-end and
is unable to observe physical inventories or
apply alternative procedures to verify their bal
ances.
d. The auditor is unable to determine the amounts
associated with illegal acts committed by the
client’s management.

M92#3. When a predecessor auditor reissues the report
on the prior period’s financial statements at the request
of the former client, the predecessor auditor should
a. Indicate in the introductory paragraph of the
reissued report that the financial statements of
the subsequent period were audited by another
CPA.
b. Obtain an updated management representation
letter and compare it to that obtained during
the prior period audit.
c. Compare the prior period’s financial statements
that the predecessor reported on with the finan
cial statements to be presented for comparative
purposes.
d. Add an explanatory paragraph to the reissued
report stating that the predecessor has not per
formed additional auditing procedures concern
ing the prior period’s financial statements.

N92#49. Green, CPA, concludes that there is substantial
doubt about JKL Co.’s ability to continue as a going
concern. If JKL’s financial statements adequately disclose
its financial difficulties, Green’s auditor’s report should

a.
b.
c.
d.

Include an
explanatory
paragraph
following the
opinion
paragraph
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Specifically
use the words
“going
concern’’
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Specifically
use the words
‘‘substantial
doubt’’
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

M92#11. An auditor’s responsibility to express an opin
ion on the financial statements is
a. Implicitly represented in the auditor’s standard
report.
b. Explicitly represented in the opening paragraph
of the auditor’s standard report.
c. Explicitly represented in the scope paragraph
of the auditor’s standard report.
d. Explicitly represented in the opinion paragraph
of the auditor’s standard report.

N92#59. An auditor’s report contains the following sen
tences:

M92#12. Wilson, CPA, completed the field work of the
audit of Abco’s December 31, 1991, financial statements
on March 6, 1992. A subsequent event requiring adjust
ment to the 1991 financial statements occurred on April
10, 1992, and came to Wilson’s attention on April 24,

We did not audit the financial statements of JK Co., a
wholly-owned subsidiary, which statements reflect total
assets and revenues constituting 17 percent and 19 per
cent, respectively, of the related consolidated totals.
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1992. If the adjustment is made without disclosure of the
event, Wilson’s report ordinarily should be dated
a. March 6, 1992.
b. April 10, 1992.
c. April 24, 1992.
d. Using dual dating.
N91#16. An auditor may reasonably issue an “except
for” qualified opinion for a(an)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Scope
limitation
Yes
No
Yes
No

Unjustified
accounting change
No
Yes
Yes
No

For an entity’s financial statements to be pre
sented fairly in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles, the principles selected should
a. Be applied on a basis consistent with those
followed in the prior year.
b. Be approved by the Auditing Standards Board
or the appropriate industry subcommittee.
c. Reflect transactions in a manner that presents
the financial statements within a range of
acceptable limits.
d. Match the principles used by most other entities
within the entity’s particular industry.
N91#23.

N91#18. The following explanatory paragraph was in
cluded in an auditor’s report to indicate a lack of consis
tency:

“ As discussed in note T to the financial statements,
the company changed its method of computing
depreciation in 1990.”
How should the auditor report on this matter if the auditor
concurred with the change?
Type of
opinion
a. Unqualified
b. Unqualified
c. Qualified
d. Qualified

N91#22. An auditor was unable to obtain sufficient
competent evidential matter concerning certain transac
tions due to an inadequacy in the entity’s accounting
records. The auditor would choose between issuing a(an)
a. Qualified opinion and an unqualified opinion
with an explanatory paragraph.
b. Unqualified opinion with an explanatory para
graph and an adverse opinion.
c. Adverse opinion and a disclaimer of opinion.
d. Disclaimer of opinion and a qualified opinion.

N91#28. Miller Co. uses the first-in, first-out method
of costing for its international subsidiary’s inventory and
the last-in, first-out method of costing for its domestic
inventory. Under these circumstances, Miller should issue
an auditor’s report with an
a. “ Except for” qualified opinion.
b. Unqualified opinion.
c. Explanatory paragraph as to consistency.
d. Opinion modified as to consistency.

Location of
explanatory paragraph
Before opinion paragraph
After opinion paragraph
Before opinion paragraph
After opinion paragraph

N91#19. When an auditor concludes there is substantial
doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time, the auditor’s
responsibility is to
a. Prepare prospective financial information to
verify whether management’s plans can be
effectively implemented.
b. Project future conditions and events for a period
of time not to exceed one year following the
date of the financial statements.
c. Issue a qualified or adverse opinion, depending
upon materiality, due to the possible effects on
the financial statements.
d. Consider the adequacy of disclosure about the
entity’s possible inability to continue as a going
concern.

N91#29. An auditor may report on condensed financial
statements that are derived from complete audited finan
cial statements if the
a. Auditor indicates whether the information in
the condensed financial statements is fairly
stated in all material respects.
b. Condensed financial statements are presented
in comparative form with the prior year’s con
densed financial statements.
c. Auditor describes the additional review proce
dures performed on the condensed financial
statements.
d. Condensed financial statements are distributed
only to management and the board of directors.

N91 #21.

How does an auditor make the following repre
sentations when issuing the standard auditor’s report on
comparative financial statements?
Examination of
evidence on a
test basis
Explicitly
a.
Implicitly
b.
Implicitly
c.
d.
Explicitly

N91#30. In which of the following situations would a
principal auditor least likely make reference to another
auditor who audited a subsidiary of the entity?
a. The other auditor was retained by the principal
auditor and the work was performed under the
principal auditor’s guidance and control.
b. The principal auditor finds it impracticable to
review the other auditor’s work or otherwise
be satisfied as to the other auditor’s work.

Consistent application
o f accounting
principles
Explicitly
Implicitly
Explicitly
Implicitly
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c.

d.

The financial statements audited by the other
auditor are material to the consolidated finan
cial statements covered by the principal audi
tor’s opinion.
The principal auditor is unable to be satisfied
as to the independence and professional reputa
tion of the other auditor.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Introductory
paragraph
Yes
Yes
No
No

Scope
paragraph
No
Yes
Yes
No

Opinion
paragraph
No
No
Yes
Yes

M91#48. An auditor includes a separate paragraph in
an otherwise unmodified report to emphasize that the
entity being reported upon had significant transactions
with related parties. The inclusion of this separate para
graph
a. Is appropriate and would not negate the unqual
ified opinion.
b. Is considered an “ except for’’ qualification of
the opinion.
c. Violates generally accepted auditing standards
if this information is already disclosed in foot
notes to the financial statements.
d. Necessitates a revision of the opinion paragraph
to include the phrase ‘‘with the foregoing expla
nation.”

An auditor was unable to obtain audited finan
cial statements or other evidence supporting an entity’s
investment in a foreign subsidiary. Between which of the
following opinions should the entity’s auditor choose?
a. Adverse and unqualified with an explanatory
paragraph added.
b. Disclaimer and unqualified with an explanatory
paragraph added.
c. Qualified and adverse.
d. Qualified and disclaimer.
M91#42.

M91#43. The adverse effects of events causing an audi
tor to believe there is substantial doubt about an entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern would most likely
be mitigated by evidence relating to the
a. Ability to expand operations into new product
lines in the future.
b. Feasibility of plans to purchase leased equip
ment at less than market value.
c. Marketability of assets that management plans
to sell.
d. Committed arrangements to convert preferred
stock to long-term debt.

An auditor most likely would issue a dis
of opinion because of
Inadequate disclosure of material information.
The omission of the statement of cash flows.
A material departure from generally accepted
accounting principles.
d. Management’s refusal to furnish written repre
sentations.

M91#53.

claimer
a.
b.
c.

M91#44. If an auditor is satisfied that there is only a
remote likelihood of a loss resulting from the resolution
of a matter involving an uncertainty, the auditor should
express a(an)
a. Unqualified opinion.
b. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
tory paragraph.
c. Qualified opinion or disclaimer of opinion,
depending upon the materiality of the loss.
d. Qualified opinion or disclaimer of opinion,
depending on whether the uncertainty is ade
quately disclosed.

N90#2. King, CPA, was engaged to audit the financial
statements of Newton Company after its fiscal year had
ended. King neither observed the inventory count nor
confirmed the receivables by direct communication with
debtors, but was satisfied concerning both after applying
alternative procedures. King’s auditor’s report most likely
contained a(an)
a. Qualified opinion.
b. Disclaimer of opinion.
c. Unqualified opinion.
d. Unqualified opinion with an explanatory para
graph.

M91#45. When an auditor qualifies an opinion because
of the inability to confirm accounts receivable by direct
communication with debtors, the wording of the opinion
paragraph of the auditor’s report should indicate that the
qualification pertains to the
a. Limitation on the auditor’s scope.
b. Possible effects on the financial statements.
c. Lack of sufficient competent evidential matter.
d. Departure from generally accepted auditing
standards.

In which of the following circumstances would
an auditor be most likely to express an adverse opinion?
a. Information comes to the auditor’s attention
that raises substantial doubt about the entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern.
b. The chief executive officer refuses the auditor
access to minutes of board of directors’ meet
ings.
c. Tests of controls show that the entity’s internal
control structure is so poor that it cannot be
relied upon.
d. The financial statements are not in conformity
with the FASB Statements regarding the capi
talization of leases.
N90#3.

M91#46. When an auditor qualifies an opinion because
of inadequate disclosure, the auditor should describe the
nature of the omission in a separate explanatory paragraph
and modify the
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N90#4. It is not appropriate to refer a reader of an
auditor’s report to a financial statement footnote for
details concerning
a. Subsequent events.
b. The pro forma effects of a business combi
nation.
c. Sale of a discontinued operation.
d. The results of confirmation of receivables.
N90#5. Tech Company has disclosed an uncertainty due
to pending litigation. The auditor’s decision to issue a
qualified opinion rather than an unqualified opinion with
an explanatory paragraph most likely would be deter
mined by the
a. Lack of sufficient evidence.
b. Inability to estimate the amount of loss.
c. Entity’s lack of experience with such litigation.
d. Lack of insurance coverage for possible losses
from such litigation.

N90#10. Comparative financial statements include the
prior year’s statements that were audited by a predecessor
auditor whose report is not presented. If the predecessor’s
report was unqualified, the successor should
a. Express an opinion on the current year’s state
ments alone and make no reference to the prior
year’s statements.
b. Indicate in the auditor’s report that the prede
cessor auditor expressed an unqualified opin
ion.
c. Obtain a letter of representations from the pre
decessor concerning any matters that might
affect the successor’s opinion.
d. Request the predecessor auditor to reissue the
prior year’s report.
N90#11. When reporting on comparative financial
statements, which of the following circumstances ordi
narily should cause the auditor to change the previously
issued opinion on the prior year’s financial statements?
a. The prior year’s financial statements are
restated following a pooling of interests in the
current year.
b. A departure from generally accepted account
ing principles caused an adverse opinion on
the prior year’s financial statements and those
statements have been properly restated.
c. A change in accounting principle caused the
auditor to make a consistency modification in
the current year’s auditor’s report.
d. A scope limitation caused a qualified opinion
on the prior year’s financial statements but the
current year’s opinion was properly unquali
fied.

N90#6. In which of the following situations would an
auditor ordinarily issue an unqualified audit opinion with
out an explanatory paragraph?
a. The auditor wishes to emphasize that the entity
had significant related party transactions.
b. The auditor decides to make reference to the
report of another auditor as a basis, in part, for
the auditor’s opinion.
c. The entity issues financial statements that pre
sent financial position and results of operations,
but omits the statement of cash flows.
d. The auditor has substantial doubt about the enti
ty’s ability to continue as a going concern, but
the circumstances are fully disclosed in the
financial statements.

The fourth standard of reporting requires the
auditor’s report to contain either an expression of opinion
regarding the financial statements taken as a whole or an
assertion to the effect that an opinion cannot be expressed.
The objective of the fourth standard is to prevent
a. Misinterpretations regarding the degree of re
sponsibility the auditor is assuming.
b. An auditor from reporting on one basic financial
statement and not the others.
c. An auditor from expressing different opinions
on each of the basic financial statements.
d. Restrictions on the scope of the examination,
whether imposed by the client, or by the inabil
ity to obtain evidence.
N90#7.

N90#12. Eagle Company’s financial statements contain
a departure from generally accepted accounting principles
because, due to unusual circumstances, the statements
would otherwise be misleading. The auditor should
express an opinion that is
a. Unqualified but not mention the departure in
the auditor’s report.
b. Unqualified and describe the departure in a sep
arate paragraph.
c. Qualified and describe the departure in a sepa
rate paragraph.
d. Qualified or adverse, depending on materiality,
and describe the departure in a separate para
graph.

N90#8. When there has been a change in accounting
principle that materially affects the comparability of the
comparative financial statements presented and the audi
tor concurs with the change, the auditor should
Refer to the
Issue an
‘‘except
Concur
change in
explicitly
an
fo r ”
explanatory
qualified
with the
paragraph
opinion
change
Yes
No
No
a.
Yes
No
Yes
b.
No
Yes
Yes
c.
Yes
No
No
d.

N90#14. Tread Corp. accounts for the effect of a mate
rial accounting change prospectively when the inclusion
of the cumulative effect of the change is required in the
current year. The auditor would choose between express
ing a(an)
a. Qualified opinion or a disclaimer of opinion.
b. Disclaimer of opinion or an unqualified opinion
with an explanatory paragraph.
c. Unqualified opinion with an explanatory para
graph and an adverse opinion.
d. Adverse opinion and a qualified opinion.
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b.
c.

M90#12. An explanatory paragraph following the opin
ion paragraph of an auditor’s report describes an uncer
tainty as follows:

d.
As discussed in Note X to the financial state
ments, the Company is a defendant in a lawsuit
alleging infringement of certain patent rights
and claiming damages. Discovery proceed
ings are in progress. The ultimate outcome of
the litigation cannot presently be determined.
Accordingly, no provision for any liability that
may result upon adjudication has been made
in the accompanying financial statements.

Inadequate disclosure of accounting policies.
Inability to obtain sufficient competent eviden
tial matter.
Unreasonable justification for a change in
accounting principle.

M90#17. An auditor has previously expressed a quali
fied opinion on the financial statements of a prior period
because of a departure from generally accepted account
ing principles. The prior-period financial statements are
restated in the current period to conform with generally
accepted accounting principles. The auditor’s updated
report on the prior-period financial statements should
a. Express an unqualified opinion concerning the
restated financial statements.
b. Be accompanied by the original auditor’s report
on the prior period.
c. Bear the same date as the original auditor’s
report on the prior period.
d. Qualify the opinion concerning the restated
financial statements because of a change in
accounting principle.

What type of opinion should the auditor express under
these circumstances?
a. Unqualified.
b. “ Subject to” qualified.
c. “ Except for” qualified.
d. Disclaimer.
M90#13. The predecessor auditor, who is satisfied after
properly communicating with the successor auditor, has
reissued a report because the audit client desires compara
tive financial statements. The predecessor auditor’s report
should make
a. Reference to the report of the successor auditor
only in the scope paragraph.
b. Reference to the work of the successor auditor
in the scope and opinion paragraphs.
c. Reference to both the work and the report of the
successor auditor only in the opinion paragraph.
d. No reference to the report or the work of the
successor auditor.

M90#22. When a qualified opinion results from a limita
tion on the scope of the audit, the situation should be
described in an explanatory paragraph
a. Preceding the opinion paragraph and referred
to only in the scope paragraph of the auditor’s
report.
b. Following the opinion paragraph and referred
to in both the scope and opinion paragraphs of
the auditor’s report.
c. Following the opinion paragraph and referred
to only in the scope paragraph of the auditor’s
report.
d. Preceding the opinion paragraph and referred
to in both the scope and opinion paragraphs of
the auditor’s report.

M90#14. If a publicly held company issues financial
statements that purport to present its financial position
and results of operations but omits the statement of cash
flows, the auditor ordinarily will express a(an)
a. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
tory paragraph.
b. Disclaimer of opinion.
c. Adverse opinion.
d. Qualified opinion.

N89#1. When a principal auditor decides to make refer
ence to another auditor’s examination, the principal audi
tor’s report should always indicate clearly, in the
introductory, scope, and opinion paragraphs, the
a. Magnitude of the portion of the financial state
ments examined by the other auditor.
b. Disclaimer of responsibility concerning the
portion of the financial statements examined by
the other auditor.
c. Name of the other auditor.
d. Division of responsibility.

M90#15. An auditor’s report that refers to the use of an
accounting principle at variance with generally accepted
accounting principles contains the words, ‘‘In our opin
ion, with the foregoing explanation, the financial state
ments referred to above present fairly.. . . ” This is
considered an
a. Adverse opinion.
b. “ Except for” qualified opinion.
c. Unqualified opinion with an explanatory para
graph.
d. Example of inappropriate reporting.

N89#2. When there is a significant change in accounting
principle, an auditor’s report should refer to the lack of
consistency in
a. The scope paragraph.
b. An explanatory paragraph between the second
paragraph and the opinion paragraph.
c. The opinion paragraph.
d. An explanatory paragraph following the opin
ion paragraph.

M90#16. In which of the following circumstances
would an auditor usually choose between issuing a quali
fied opinion or a disclaimer of opinion?
a. Departure from generally accepted accounting
principles.
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N89#3. How are management’s responsibility and the
auditor’s responsibility represented in the standard audi
tor’s report?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Management’s
responsibility
Explicitly
Implicitly
Implicitly
Explicitly

Auditor’s
responsibility
Explicitly
Implicitly
Explicitly
Implicitly

N89#4. Restrictions imposed by a client prohibit the
observation of physical inventories, which account for
35% of all assets. Alternative audit procedures cannot
be applied, although the auditor was able to examine
satisfactory evidence for all other items in the financial
statements. The auditor should issue a(an)
a. “ Except for” qualified opinion.
b. Disclaimer of opinion.
c. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
tory paragraph.
d. Unqualified opinion with an explanation in the
scope paragraph.
N89#5. When an accountant performs more than one
level of service (for example, a compilation and a review,
or a compilation and an audit) concerning the financial
statements of a nonpublic entity, the accountant generally
should issue the report that is appropriate for
a. The lowest level of service rendered.
b. The highest level of service rendered.
c. A compilation engagement.
d. A review engagement.
N89#7. A limitation on the scope of an auditor’s exami
nation sufficient to preclude an unqualified opinion will
usually result when management
a. Presents financial statements that are prepared
in accordance with the cash receipts and dis
bursements basis of accounting.
b. States that the financial statements are not
intended to be presented in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
c. Does not make the minutes of the Board of
Directors’ meetings available to the auditor.
d. Asks the auditor to report on the balance sheet
and not on the other basic financial statements.

disclosures concerning this matter are adequate, the audit
report may include a(an)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Disclaimer
of opinion
Yes
No
No
Yes

‘‘Except fo r ”
qualified opinion
Yes
No
Yes
No

N89#10. An auditor may issue a qualified opinion under
which of the following circumstances?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Lack o f sufficient
competent
evidential matter
Yes
Yes
No
No

Restrictions on the
scope of the audit
Yes
No
Yes
No

N89#11. When reporting on comparative financial
statements, an auditor ordinarily should change the pre
viously issued opinion on the prior year’s financial state
ments if
a. The prior year’s opinion was unqualified and
the opinion on the current year’s financial state
ments is modified due to a lack of consistency.
b. The prior year’s financial statements are
restated following a pooling of interests in the
current year.
c. The prior year’s financial statements are
restated to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles.
d. The auditor is a predecessor auditor who has
been requested by a former client to reissue the
previously issued report.
N89#13. An auditor should disclose the substantive rea
sons for expressing an adverse opinion in an explanatory
paragraph
a. Preceding the scope paragraph.
b. Preceding the opinion paragraph.
c. Following the opinion paragraph.
d. Within the notes to the financial statements.
N89#14. When management does not provide reason
able justification that a change in accounting principle is
preferable and it presents comparative financial state
ments, the auditor should express a qualified opinion
a. Only in the year of the accounting principle
change.
b. Each year that the financial statements initially
reflecting the change are presented.
c. Each year until management changes back to
the accounting principle formerly used.
d. Only if the change is to an accounting principle
that is not generally accepted.

N89#8. Grant Company’s financial statements ade
quately disclose uncertainties that concern future events,
the outcome of which are not susceptible of reasonable
estimation. The auditor’s report should include a(an)
a. Unqualified opinion.
b. “ Subject to” qualified opinion.
c. “ Except for” qualified opinion.
d. Adverse opinion.
N89#9. An auditor concludes that there is substantial
doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time. If the entity’s

N89#16. When an independent CPA is associated with
the financial statements of a publicly held entity but has
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b.

not audited or reviewed such statements, the appropriate
form of report to be issued must include a(an)
a. Compilation report.
b. Disclaimer of opinion.
c. Unaudited association report.
d. Qualified opinion.

c.
d.

N89#23. A former client requests a predecessor auditor
to reissue an audit report on a prior period’s financial
statements. The financial statements are not restated and
the report is not revised. What date(s) should the prede
cessor auditor use in the reissued report?
a. The date of the prior-period report.
b. The date of the client’s request.
c. The date of reissue.
d. The dual-dates.
N89#24. Management of Hill Company has decided not
to account for a material transaction in accordance with
the provisions of an FASB Standard. In setting forth its
reasons in a note to the financial statements, management
has clearly demonstrated that due to unusual circum
stances the financial statements presented in accordance
with the FASB Standard would be misleading. The audi
tor’s report should include a separate explanatory para
graph and contain a(an)
a. “ Except for” qualified opinion.
b. ‘‘Subject to’’ qualified opinion.
c. Adverse opinion.
d. Unqualified opinion.

M89#54. Unaudited financial statements for the prior
year presented in comparative form with audited financial
statements for the current year should be clearly marked
to indicate their status and
I. The report on the prior period should be reissued to
accompany the current period report.
II. The report on the current period should include as a
separate paragraph a description of the responsibility
assumed for the prior period’s financial statements.
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. Both I and II.
d. Either I or II.
• M89#59. When a client will not permit inquiry of out
side legal counsel, the audit report will ordinarily contain
a(an)
a. Disclaimer of opinion.
b. ‘‘Except for’’ qualified opinion.
c. “ Subject to” qualified opinion.
d. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
tory paragraph.
M89#60. An auditor may issue the standard audit report
when the
a. Auditor refers to the findings of a specialist.
b. Financial statements are derived and condensed
from complete audited financial statements that
are filed with a regulatory agency.
c. Financial statements are prepared on the cash
receipts and disbursements basis of accounting.
d. Principal auditor assumes responsibility for the
work of another auditor.

M89#46. A limitation on the scope of an auditor’s exam
ination sufficient to preclude an unqualified opinion will
always result when management
a. Engages the auditor after the year-end physical
inventory count is completed.
b. Fails to correct a material internal control weak
ness that had been identified during the prior
year’s audit.
c. Refuses to furnish a management representation
letter to the auditor.
d. Prevents the auditor from reviewing the work
ing papers of the predecessor auditor.

B. Reports on Reviewed and Compiled Financial
Statements

M89#49. An auditor who qualifies an opinion because
of an insufficiency of evidential matter should describe
the limitation in an explanatory paragraph. The auditor
should also refer to the limitation in the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Scope
paragraph
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

The auditor’s report refers to the work of a
specialist.
An accounting principle at variance with gener
ally accepted accounting principles is used.
The auditor lacks independence with respect to
the audited entity.

N92#52. Jones Retailing, a nonpublic entity, has asked
Winters, CPA, to compile financial statements that omit
substantially all disclosures required by generally accept
ed accounting principles. Winters may compile such
financial statements provided the
a. Reason for omitting the disclosures is explained
in the engagement letter and acknowledged in
the management representation letter.
b. Financial statements are prepared on a compre
hensive basis of accounting other than generally
accepted accounting principles.
c. Distribution of the financial statements is
restricted to internal use only.
d. Omission is not undertaken to mislead the users
of the financial statements and is properly dis
closed in the accountant’s report.

Opinion
Notes to the
paragraph financial statements
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

M89#52. An auditor may not issue a qualified opinion
when
a. A scope limitation prevents the auditor from
completing an important audit procedure.
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change the engagement to a review because of a restric
tion on the scope of the audit. If there is reasonable
justification for the change, the accountant’s review report
should include reference to the

N92#53. The standard report issued by an accountant
after reviewing the financial statements of a nonpublic
entity states that
a. A review includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made
by management.
b. A review includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclo
sures in the financial statements.
c. The accountant is not aware of any material
modifications that should be made to the finan
cial statements.
d. The accountant does not express an opinion or
any other form of assurance on the financial
statements.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Original
engagement that
was agreed to
Yes
Yes
No
No

Scope limitation that
caused the changed
engagement
Yes
No
Yes
No

N91#25. Financial statements of a nonpublic entity that
have been reviewed by an accountant should be accompa
nied by a report stating that
a. The scope of the inquiry and analytical proce
dures performed by the accountant has not been
restricted.
b. All information included in the financial state
ments is the representation of the management
of the entity.
c. A review includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclo
sures in the financial statements.
d. A review is greater in scope than a compilation,
the objective of which is to present financial
statements that are free of material misstate
ments.

M92#4. Clark, CPA, compiled and properly reported
on the financial statements of Green Co., a nonpublic
entity, for the year ended March 3 1 , 1991. These financial
statements omitted substantially all disclosures required
by generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
Green asked Clark to compile the statements for the year
ended March 31, 1992, and to include all GAAP disclo
sures for the 1992 statements only, but otherwise present
both years’ financial statements in comparative form.
What is Clark’s responsibility concerning the proposed
engagement?
a. Clark may not report on the comparative finan
cial statements because the 1991 statements are
not comparable to the 1992 statements that
include the GAAP disclosures.
b. Clark may report on the comparative financial
statements provided the 1991 statements do not
contain any obvious material misstatements.
c. Clark may report on the comparative financial
statements provided an explanatory paragraph
is added to Clark’s report on the comparative
financial statements.
d. Clark may report on the comparative financial
statements provided Clark updates the report
on the 1991 statements that do not include the
GAAP disclosures.

N91#26. How does an accountant make the following
representations when issuing the standard report for the
compilation of a nonpublic entity’s financial statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

The financial
statements have
not been audited
Implicitly
Explicitly
Implicitly
Explicitly

The accountant has
compiled the
financial statements
Implicitly
Explicitly
Explicitly
Implicitly

N91#27. The objective of a review of interim financial
information of a public entity is to provide the accountant
with a basis for
a. Determining whether the prospective financial
information is based on reasonable assump
tions.
b. Expressing a limited opinion that the financial
information is presented in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
c. Deciding whether to perform substantive audit
procedures prior to the balance sheet date.
d. Reporting whether material modifications
should be made for such information to conform
with generally accepted accounting principles.

M92#5. Which of the following statements should not
be included in an accountant’s standard report based on
the compilation of an entity’s financial statements?
a. A statement that the compilation was performed
in accordance with standards established by the
American Institute of CPAs.
b. A statement that the accountant has not audited
or reviewed the financial statements.
c. A statement that the accountant does not ex
press an opinion but expresses only limited
assurance on the financial statements.
d. A statement that a compilation is limited to
presenting, in the form of financial statements,
information that is the representation of man
agement.

M91#50. Compiled financial statements should be
accompanied by a report stating that
a. A compilation is limited to presenting in the
form of financial statements information that is
the representation of management.

M92#6. An accountant who had begun an audit of the
financial statements of a nonpublic entity was asked to
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b.
c.
d.

The accountant has compiled the financial
statements in accordance with standards estab
lished by the Auditing Standards Board.
A compilation is substantially less in scope than
a review or an audit in accordance with gener
ally accepted auditing standards.
The accountant does not express an opinion
but expresses only limited assurance on the
compiled financial statements.

b.
c.
d.

M91#59. Performing inquiry and analytical procedures
is the primary basis for an accountant to issue a
a. Report on compliance with requirements gov
erning major federal assistance programs in
accordance with the Single Audit Act.
b. Review report on prospective financial state
ments that present an entity’s expected financial
position, given one or more hypothetical
assumptions.
c. Management advisory report prepared at the
request of a client’s audit committee.
d. Review report on comparative financial state
ments for a nonpublic entity in its second year
of operations.

Corroborate at least a sample of the assertions
management has embodied in the financial
statements.
Inquire of the client’s personnel whether the
financial statements omit substantially all dis
closures.
Read the financial statements to consider
whether the financial statements are free from
obvious material errors.

N89#6. An accountant who reviews the financial state
ments of a nonpublic entity should issue a report stating
that a review
a. Is substantially less in scope than an audit.
b. Provides negative assurance that the internal
control structure is functioning as designed.
c. Provides only limited assurance that the finan
cial statements are fairly presented.
d. Is substantially more in scope than a compila
tion.
N89#15. When an accountant compiles a nonpublic
entity’s financial statements that omit substantially all
disclosures required by generally accepted accounting
principles, the accountant should indicate in the compila
tion report that the financial statements are
a. Restricted for internal use only by the entity’s
management.
b. Not to be given to financial institutions for the
purpose of obtaining credit.
c. Compiled in conformity with a comprehensive
basis of accounting other than generally accept
ed accounting principles.
d. Not designed for those who are uninformed
about the omitted disclosures.

N90#1. Baker, CPA, was engaged to review the finan
cial statements of Hall Company, a nonpublic entity. Evi
dence came to Baker’s attention that indicated substantial
doubt as to Hall’s ability to continue as a going concern.
The principal conditions and events that caused the sub
stantial doubt have been fully disclosed in the notes to
Hall’s financial statements. Which of the following state
ments best describes Baker’s reporting responsibility con
cerning this matter?
a. Baker is not required to modify the accoun
tant’s review report.
b. Baker is not permitted to modify the accoun
tant’s review report.
c. Baker should issue an accountant’s compilation
report instead of a review report.
d. Baker should express a qualified opinion in the
accountant’s review report.

M89#47. An accountant has been asked to compile the
financial statements of a nonpublic company on a pre
scribed form that omits substantially all the disclosures
required by generally accepted accounting principles. If
the prescribed form is a standard preprinted form adopted
by the company’s industry trade association, and is to be
transmitted only to such association, the accountant
a. Need not advise the industry trade association
of the omission of all disclosures.
b. Should disclose the details of the omissions in
separate paragraphs of the compilation report.
c. Is precluded from issuing a compilation report
when all disclosures are omitted.
d. Should express limited assurance that the finan
cial statements are free of material misstate
ments.

M90#19. During a review of the financial statements of
a nonpublic entity, an accountant becomes aware of a
lack of adequate disclosure that is material to the financial
statements. If management refuses to correct the financial
statement presentations, the accountant should
a. Issue an adverse opinion.
b. Issue an “ except for” qualified opinion.
c. Disclose this departure from generally accepted
accounting principles in a separate paragraph
of the report.
d. Express only limited assurance on the financial
statement presentations.

C.

Other Reporting Considerations

M93#48. Which of the following best describes the
auditor’s reporting responsibility concerning information
accompanying the basic financial statements in an audi
tor-submitted document?
a. The auditor has no reporting responsibility con
cerning information accompanying the basic
financial statements.

Before issuing a report on the compilation of
financial statements of a nonpublic entity, the accountant
should
a. Apply analytical procedures to selected finan
cial data to discover any material misstate
ments.
M90#20.
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The auditor should report on the information
accompanying the basic financial statements
only if the auditor participated in its prepara
tion.
The auditor should report on the information
accompanying the basic financial statements
only if the auditor did not participate in its
preparation.
The auditor should report on all the information
included in the document.

If Wall, CPA, Delta’s auditor, discovers that the state
ments are not suitably titled, Wall should
a. Disclose any reservations in an explanatory
paragraph and qualify the opinion.
b. Apply to the state insurance commission for an
advisory opinion.
c. Issue a special statutory basis report that clearly
disclaims any opinion.
d. Explain in the notes to the financial statements
the terminology used.

M93#51. Which of the following matters is covered in
a typical comfort letter?
a. Negative assurance concerning whether the
entity’s internal control procedures operated as
designed during the period being audited.
b. An opinion regarding whether the entity com
plied with laws and regulations under Govern
ment Auditing Standards and the Single Audit
Act of 1984.
c. Positive assurance concerning whether unaud
ited condensed financial information complied
with generally accepted accounting principles.
d. An opinion as to whether the audited financial
statements comply in form with the accounting
requirements of the SEC.

M93#59. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning an auditor’s required communication with an
entity’s audit committee?
a. This communication should include disagree
ments with management about significant audit
adjustments, whether or not satisfactorily
resolved.
b. If matters are communicated orally, it is neces
sary to repeat the communication of recurring
matters each year.
c. If matters are communicated in writing, the
report is required to be distributed to both the
audit committee and management.
d. This communication is required to occur before
the auditor’s report on the financial statements
is issued.

b.

c.

d.

M93#52. An auditor most likely would be responsible
for assuring that management communicates significant
deficiencies in the design of the internal control structure
a. To a court-appointed creditors’ committee
when the client is operating under Chapter 11
of the Federal Bankruptcy Code.
b. To shareholders with significant influence
(more than 20% equity ownership) when the
reportable conditions are deemed to be material
weaknesses.
c. To the Securities and Exchange Commission
when the client is a publicly-held entity.
d. To specific legislative and regulatory bodies
when reporting under Government Auditing
Standards.

M93#60. Tell, CPA, is auditing the financial statements
of Youth Services Co. (YSC), a not-for-profit organiza
tion, in accordance with Government Auditing Standards.
Tell’s report on YSC’s compliance with laws and regula
tions is required to contain statements of

a.
b.
c.
d.

Positive
assurance
Yes
Yes
No
No

Negative
assurance
Yes
No
Yes
No

N92#50. Blue, CPA, has been asked to render an opin
ion on the application of accounting principles to a spe
cific transaction by an entity that is audited by another
CPA. Blue may accept this engagement, but should
a. Consult with the continuing CPA to obtain
information relevant to the transaction.
b. Report the engagement’s findings to the entity’s
audit committee, the continuing CPA, and man
agement.
c. Disclaim any opinion that the hypothetical
application of accounting principles conforms
with generally accepted accounting principles.
d. Notify the entity that the report is for the
restricted use of management and outside par
ties who are aware of all relevant facts.

M93#54. The objective of a review of interim financial
information of a public entity is to provide an accountant
with a basis for reporting whether
a. A reasonable basis exists for expressing an
updated opinion regarding the financial state
ments that were previously audited.
b. Material modifications should be made to con
form with generally accepted accounting princi
ples.
c. The financial statements are presented fairly in
accordance with standards of interim reporting.
d. The financial statements are presented fairly in
accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles.

N92#51.

Which of the following procedures ordinarily
should be applied when an independent accountant con
ducts a review of interim financial information of a pub
licly held entity?

Delta Life Insurance Co. prepares its financial
statements on an accounting basis insurance companies
use pursuant to the rules of a state insurance commission.
M93#57.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

c.

Verify changes in key account balances.
Read the minutes of the board of directors’
meetings.
Inspect the open purchase order file.
Perform cut-off tests for cash receipts and dis
bursements.

d.

N92#58.

N92#54. An auditor’s special report on financial state
ments prepared in conformity with the cash basis of
accounting should include a separate explanatory para
graph before the opinion paragraph that
a. Justifies the reasons for departing from gener
ally accepted accounting principles.
b. States whether the financial statements are
fairly presented in conformity with another
comprehensive basis of accounting.
c. Refers to the note to the financial statements
that describes the basis of accounting.
d. Explains how the results of operations differ
from financial statements prepared in confor
mity with generally accepted accounting princi
ples.

client’s
a.
b.
c.
d.

Perform the appropriate substantive auditing
procedures to corroborate the other informa
tion.
Read the other information to determine that it
is consistent with the audited financial state
ments.
Comfort letters ordinarily are signed by the
Independent auditor.
Underwriter of securities.
Audit committee.
Senior management.

N92#60. Which of the following matters is an auditor
required to communicate to an entity’s audit committee?

I. Disagreements with management about matters sig
nificant to the entity’s financial statements that have
been satisfactorily resolved.
II. Initial selection of significant accounting policies in
emerging areas that lack authoritative guidance.
a. I only.
b. II only.
c. Both I and II.
d. Neither I nor II.

N92#55. An accountant may accept an engagement to
apply agreed-upon procedures to prospective financial
statements provided that
a. The prospective financial statements are also
examined.
b. Responsibility for the adequacy of the proce
dures performed is taken by the accountant.
c. Negative assurance is expressed on the prospec
tive financial statements taken as a whole.
d. Distribution of the report is restricted to the
specified users.

M92#1. When engaged to audit a governmental entity
in accordance with Government Auditing Standards, an
auditor prepares a written report on the internal control
structure
a. In all audits, regardless of circumstances.
b. Only when the auditor has noted reportable
conditions.
c. Only when requested by the governmental
entity being audited.
d. Only when requested by the federal government
funding agency.

N92#56. Hill, CPA, is auditing the financial statements
of Helping Hand, a not-for-profit organization that
receives financial assistance from governmental agencies.
To detect misstatements in Helping Hand’s financial
statements resulting from violations of laws and regula
tions, Hill should focus on violations that
a. Could result in criminal prosecution against the
organization.
b. Involve reportable conditions to be communi
cated to the organization’s trustees and the
funding agencies.
c. Have a direct and material effect on the amounts
in the organization’s financial statements.
d. Demonstrate the existence of material weak
nesses in the organization’s internal control
structure.

M92#7. When reporting on financial statements pre
pared on the same basis of accounting used for income
tax purposes, the auditor should include in the report a
paragraph that
a. States that the income tax basis of accounting
is a comprehensive basis of accounting other
than generally accepted accounting principles.
b. Justifies the use of the income tax basis of
accounting.
c. Emphasizes that the financial statements are
not intended to have been audited in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards.
d. Refers to the authoritative pronouncements that
explain the income tax basis of accounting
being used.

N92#57. When audited financial statements are pre
sented in a client’s document containing other informa
tion, the auditor should
a. Perform inquiry and analytical procedures to
ascertain whether the other information is rea
sonable.
b. Add an explanatory paragraph to the auditor’s
report without changing the opinion on the
financial statements.

M92#8. When an accountant issues to an underwriter a
comfort letter containing comments on data that have not
been audited, the underwriter most likely will receive
a. Negative assurance on capsule information.
b. Positive assurance on supplementary disclo
sures.
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M92#21. How does the Securities Act of 1933, which
imposes civil liability on auditors for misrepresentations
or omissions of material facts in a registration statement,
expand auditors’ liability to purchasers of securities
beyond that of common law?
a. Purchasers only have to prove loss caused by
reliance on audited financial statements.
b. Privity with purchasers is not a necessary ele
ment of proof.
\
c. Purchasers have to prove either fraud or gross
negligence as a basis for recovery.
d. Auditors are held to a standard of care described
as “ professional skepticism.”

A limited opinion on “ pro forma” financial
statements.
A disclaimer on prospective financial state
ments.

M92#9. An accountant’s compilation report on a finan
cial forecast should include a statement that the
a. Compilation does not include evaluation of the
support of the assumptions underlying the fore
cast.
b. Hypothetical assumptions used in the forecast
are reasonable.
c. Range of assumptions selected is one in which
one end of the range is less likely to occur than
the other.
d. Prospective statements are limited to pre
senting, in the form of a forecast, information
that is the accountant’s representation.

M92#32. In an audit in accordance with Government
Auditing Standards an auditor is required to report on the
auditor’s tests of the entity’s compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. This requirement is satisfied by
designing the audit to provide
a. Positive assurance that the internal control poli
cies and procedures tested by the auditor are
operating as prescribed.
b. Reasonable assurance of detecting misstate
ments that are material to the financial state
ments.
c. Negative assurance that reportable conditions
communicated during the audit do not prevent
the auditor from expressing an opinion.
d. Limited assurance that the internal control
structure designed by management will prevent
or detect errors, irregularities, and illegal acts.

M92#10. When engaged to audit a not-for-profit organi
zation in accordance with Government Auditing Stan
dards, an auditor is required to prepare a written report
on compliance with laws and regulations that includes
a. All material and immaterial instances of noncompliance with laws and regulations.
b. All instances or indications of illegal acts that
could result in criminal prosecution.
c. A description of all material weaknesses noted
during the engagement.
d. An explanation of the inherent limitations of
the internal control structure.

N91#17. Helpful Co., a nonprofit entity, prepared its
financial statements on an accounting basis prescribed by
a regulatory agency solely for filing with that agency.
Green audited the financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and concluded that
the financial statements were fairly presented on the pre
scribed basis. Green should issue a
a. Qualified opinion.
b. Standard three paragraph report with reference
to footnote disclosure.
c. Disclaimer of opinion.
d. Special report.

M92#14. What is an auditor’s responsibility for supple
mentary information required by the GASB that is placed
outside the basic financial statements?
a. Label the information as unaudited and expand
the auditor’s report to include a disclaimer on
the information.
b. Add an explanatory paragraph to the auditor’s
report and refer to the information as ‘‘required
supplementary information.”
c. Apply limited procedures to the information
and report deficiencies in, or the omission of,
the information.
d. Audit the required supplementary information
in accordance with generally accepted govern
mental auditing standards.

N91#20. After issuing a report, an auditor has no obliga
tion to make continuing inquiries or perform other proce
dures concerning the audited financial statements, unless
a. Information, which existed at the report date
and may affect the report, comes to the auditor’s
attention.
b. Management of the entity requests the auditor
to reissue the auditor’s report.
c. Information about an event that occurred after
the end of field work comes to the auditor’s
attention.
d. Final determinations or resolutions are made of
contingencies that had been disclosed in the
financial statements.

M92#15. Should an auditor communicate the following
matters to an audit committee of a public entity?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Significant audit
adjustments recorded
by the entity
Yes
Yes
No
No

Management’s
consultation with
other accountants
about significant
accounting matters
Yes
No
Yes
No

N91#31. If information accompanying the basic finan
cial statements in an auditor-submitted document has been
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c.
d.

subjected to auditing procedures, the auditor may include
in the auditor’s report on the financial statements an
opinion that the accompanying information is fairly stated
in
a. Conformity with standards established by the
AICPA.
b. Accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards.
c. Conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
d. All material respects in relation to the. basic
financial statements taken as a whole.

The Securities and Exchange Commission.
Underwriters of securities.

M91#55. Which of the following matters is an auditor
required to communicate to an entity’s audit committee?

a.
b.
c.
d.

M91#38. Green, CPA, is aware that Green’s name is to
be included in the interim report of National Company,
a publicly-held entity. National’s quarterly financial state
ments are contained in the interim report. Green has not
audited or reviewed these interim financial statements.
Green should request that

Significant
audit
adjustments
Yes
Yes
No
No

Changes in
significant
accounting policies
Yes
No
Yes
No

M91#60. Kent is auditing an entity’s compliance with
requirements governing a major federal financial assis
tance program in accordance with the Single Audit Act.
Kent detected noncompliance with requirements that have
a material effect on that program. Kent’s report on compli
I. Green’s name not be included in the communication.
ance should express a(an)
II.
The financial statements be marked as unaudited with
a. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
a notation that no opinion is expressed on them.
tory paragraph.
a. I only.
b. Qualified opinion or an adverse opinion.
b. II only.
c. Adverse opinion or a disclaimer of opinion.
c. Both I and II.
d. Limited assurance on the items tested.
d. Either I or II.

M91#41 . An accountant’s standard report on a compila
tion of a projection should not include a
a. Statement that the accountant expresses only
limited assurance that the results may be
achieved.
b. Separate paragraph that describes the limita
tions on the presentation’s usefulness.
c. Statement that a compilation of a projection is
limited in scope.
d. Disclaimer of responsibility to update the report
for events occurring after the report’s date.

N90#9. Accepting an engagement to compile a financial
projection for a publicly held company most likely would
be inappropriate if the projection were to be distributed
to
a. A bank with which the entity is negotiating for
a loan.
b. A labor union with which the entity is negotiat
ing a contract.
c. The principal stockholder, to the exclusion of
the other stockholders.
d. All stockholders of record as of the report date.

M91#49. The financial statements of KCP America, a
U.S. entity, are prepared for inclusion in the consolidated
financial statements of its non-U.S. parent. These finan
cial statements are prepared in conformity with the
accounting principles generally accepted in the parent’s
country and are for use only in that country. How may
KCP America’s auditor report on these financial state
ments?

N90#13. An auditor’s report on financial statements
prepared in accordance with an other comprehensive basis
of accounting should include all of the following except
a. An opinion as to whether the basis of account
ing used is appropriate under the circumstances.
b. An opinion as to whether the financial state
ments are presented fairly in conformity with
the other comprehensive basis of accounting.
c. Reference to the note to the financial statements
that describes the basis of presentation.
d. A statement that the basis of presentation is a
comprehensive basis of accounting other than
generally accepted accounting principles.

A U.S.-style report (unmodified).
A U.S.-style report modified to report on the
accounting principles of the parent country.
III. The report form of the parent country.
I.

II.

I
a.
b.
c.
d.
M91#54.

a.
b.

Yes
No
Yes
No

II
No
Yes
No
Yes

III
No
No
Yes
Yes

N90#15. An annual shareholders’ report includes audit
ed financial statements and contains a management report
asserting that the financial statements are the responsibil
ity of management. Is it permissible for the auditor’s
report to refer to the management report?
a. No, because the reference may lead to the belief
that the auditor is providing assurances about
management’s representations.

Comfort letters ordinarily are addressed to
Creditor financial institutions.
The client’s audit committee.
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b.
c.
d.

No, because the auditor has no responsibility
to read the other information in a document
containing audited financial statements.
Yes, provided the reference is included in a
separate explanatory paragraph of the auditor’s
report.
Yes, provided the auditor reads the manage
ment report and discovers no material misrepre
sentation of fact.

N90#35. Six months after issuing an unqualified opin
ion on audited financial statements, an auditor discovered
that the engagement personnel failed to confirm several
of the client’s material accounts receivable balances. The
auditor should first
a. Request the permission of the client to under
take the confirmation of accounts receivable.
b. Perform alternative procedures to provide a sat
isfactory basis for the unqualified opinion.
c. Assess the importance of the omitted proce
dures to the auditor’s ability to support the pre
viously expressed opinion.
d. Inquire whether there are persons currently
relying, or likely to rely, on the unqualified
opinion.

An auditor’s report would be designated a
special report when it is issued in connection with
a. Interim financial information of a publicly held
company that is subject to a limited review.
b. Compliance with aspects of regulatory require
ments related to audited financial statements.
c. Application of accounting principles to speci
fied transactions.
d. Limited use prospective financial statements
such as a financial projection.
M90#11.

M90#25. If management declines to present supplemen
tary information required by the Governmental Account
ing Standards Board (GASB), the auditor should issue
a(an)
a. Adverse opinion.
b. Qualified opinion with an explanatory para
graph.
c. Unqualified opinion.
d. Unqualified opinion with an additional explan
atory paragraph.
N89#17. The objective of a review of interim financial
information is to provide an accountant with a basis for
reporting whether
a. The financial statements are presented fairly in
accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles.
b. A reasonable basis exists for expressing an
updated opinion regarding the financial state
ments that were previously audited.
c. Material modifications should be made to con
form with generally accepted accounting princi
ples.
d. The financial statements are presented fairly in
accordance with standards of interim reporting.
N89#18. When an auditor is requested to express an
opinion on the rental and royalty income of an entity, the
auditor may
a. Not accept the engagement because to do so
would be tantamount to agreeing to issue a
piecemeal opinion.
b. Not accept the engagement unless also engaged
to audit the full financial statements of the
entity.
c. Accept the engagement provided the auditor’s
opinion is expressed in a special report.
d. Accept the engagement provided distribution
of the auditor’s report is limited to the entity’s
management.

M90#23. Which of the following statements concerning
prospective financial statements is correct?
a. Only a financial forecast would normally be
appropriate for limited use.
b: Only a financial projection would normally be
appropriate for general use.
c. Any type of prospective financial statements
would normally be appropriate for limited use.
d. Any type of prospective financial statements
would normally be appropriate for general use.

N89#19. Negative assurance may be expressed when
an accountant is requested to report on the
a. Compilation of prospective financial state
ments.
b. Compliance with the provisions of the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act.
c. Results of applying agreed-upon procedures to
an account within unaudited financial state
ments.
d. Audit of historical financial statements.

M90#24. When an independent accountant’s report
based on a review of interim financial information is
presented in a registration statement, a prospectus should
include a statement about the accountant’s involvement.
This statement should clarify that the
a. Accountant is not an “ expert” within the
meaning of the Securities Act of 1933.
b. Accountant’s review report is not a “ part” of
the registration statement within the meaning
of the Securities Act of 1933.
c. Accountant performed only limited auditing
procedures on the interim financial statements.
d. Accountant’s review was performed in accor
dance with standards established by the Ameri
can Institute of CPAs.

N89#20. When an accountant compiles projected finan
cial statements, the accountant’s report should include a
separate paragraph that
a. Describes the differences between a projection
and a forecast.
b. Identifies the accounting principles used by
management.
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c.
d.

c.

Reissue the original report with its original date
without regard to whether the event is disclosed
in a separate note to the financial statements.
d. Not reissue the original report but issue a ‘‘sub
ject to’’ qualified opinion that discloses the
event in a separate explanatory paragraph.

Expresses limited assurance that the actual
results may be within the projection’s range.
Describes the limitations on the projection’s
usefulness.

N89#21. When an accountant examines a financial fore
cast that fails to disclose several significant assumptions
used to prepare the forecast, the accountant should
describe the assumptions in the accountant’s report and
issue a(an)
a. “ Except for’’ qualified opinion.
b. “ Subject to’’ qualified opinion.
c. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
tory paragraph.
d. Adverse opinion.

M89#50. An auditor who conducts an examination in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and concludes that the financial statements are fairly pre
sented in accordance with a comprehensive basis of
accounting other than generally accepted accounting prin
ciples, such as the cash basis of accounting, should issue
a
a. Special report.
b. Disclaimer of opinion.
c. Review report.
d. Qualified opinion.

N89#22. Soon after Boyd’s audit report was issued,
Boyd learned of certain related party transactions that
occurred during the year under audit. These transactions
were not disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.
Boyd should
a. Plan to audit the transactions during the next
engagement.
b. Recall all copies of the audited financial state
ments.
c. Determine whether the lack of disclosure would
affect the auditor’s report.
d. Ask the client to disclose the transactions in
subsequent interim statements.

M89#51. An auditor concludes that there is a material
inconsistency in the other information in an annual report
to shareholders containing audited financial statements.
If the auditor concludes that the financial statements do
not require revision, but the client refuses to revise or
eliminate the material inconsistency, the auditor may
a. Issue an “ except for’’ qualified opinion after
discussing the matter with the client’s board of
directors.
b. Consider the matter closed since the other infor
mation is not in the audited financial state
ments.
c. Disclaim an opinion on the financial statements
after explaining the material inconsistency in a
separate explanatory paragraph.
d. Revise the auditor’s report to include a separate
explanatory paragraph describing the material
inconsistency.

M89#48. On September 30, 1988, Miller was asked to
reissue an auditor’s report, dated March 31, 1988, on a
client’s financial statements for the year ended December
31, 1987. Miller will submit the reissued report to the
client in a document that contains information in addition
to the client’s basic financial statements. However, Miller
discovered that the client suffered substantial losses on
receivables resulting from conditions that occurred since
March 31, 1988. Miller should
a. Request the client to disclose the event in a
separate, appropriately labeled note to the
financial statements and reissue the original
report with its original date.
b. Request the client to restate the financial state
ments and reissue the original report with a
dual date.

M89#55. When a publicly-held company refuses to
include in its audited financial statements any of the
segment information that the auditor believes is required,
the auditor should issue a(an)
a. Unqualified opinion with a separate explana
tory paragraph emphasizing the matter.
b. “ Except for” qualified opinion because of
inadequate disclosure.
c. Adverse opinion because of the lack of confor
mity with generally accepted accounting princi
ples.
d. Disclaimer of opinion because of the significant
scope limitation.
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M93#53
M93#55
M93#56
M93#58
N92# 46
N92# 47
N92# 48
N92# 49
N92# 59
M92# 2
M92# 3
M92# 11
M92# 12
N91# 16
N91# 18
N91# 19
N91# 21
N91# 22
N91# 23
N91# 28
N91# 29
N91# 30
M91#42
M91#43
M91#44
M91#45
M91#46
M91#48
M91#53
N90# 2
N90# 3

b
b
d
a
d
d
a
b
d
b
a
a
b
d
c
b
a
c
b
d
d
d
c
b
a
a
d
c
a
b
d
a
d
c
d

N90# 4
N90# 5
N90# 6
N90# 7
N90# 8
N90# 10
N90# 11
N90# 12
N90# 14
M90#12
M90#13
M90#14
M90#15
M90#16
M90#17
M90#22
N89# 1
N89# 2
N89# 3
N89# 4
N89# 5
N89# 7
N89# 8
N89# 9
N89# 10
N89# 11
N89# 13
N89# 14
N89# 16
N89# 23
N89# 24
M89#46
M89#49
M89#52
M89#54
M89#59
M89#60

d
a
b
a
a
b
b
b
d
a
d
d
d
c
a
d
d
d
a
b
b
c
a
d
a
c
b
b
b
a
d
c
c
d
d
a
d

B.

Reports on Reviewed
and Compiled
Financial Statements
N92# 52
N92# 53
M92# 4
M92# 5
M92# 6
N91# 25
N91# 26
N91# 27
M91#50
M91#59
N90# 1
M90#19
M90#20
N89# 6
N89# 15
M89#47

C.

Other Reporting
Considerations
M93#48
M93#51
M93#52
M93#54
M93#57
M93#59
M93#60
N92# 50
N92# 51
N92# 54
N92# 55
N92# 56
N92# 57
N92# 58
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d
c
a
c
d
b
b
d
a
d
a
c
d
a
d
a

d
d
d
b
a
a
a
a
b
c
d
c
d
a

N92# 60
M92# 1
M92# 7
M92# 8
M92# 9
M92# 10
M92# 14
M92#15
M92#21
M92#32
N91# 17
N91# 20
N91# 31
M91#38
M91#41
M91#49
M91#54
M91#55
M91#60
N90# 9
N90# 13
N90# 15
N90# 35
M 90#ll
M90#23
M90#24
M90#25
N89# 17
N89# 18
N89# 19
N89# 20
N89# 21
N89# 22
M89#48
M89#50
M89#51
M89#55

c
a
a
a
a
b
c
a
b
b
d
a
d
d
a
d
d
a
b
d
a
a
c
b
c
b
d
c
c
c
d.
d
c
a
a
d
b

OTHER OBJECTIVE ANSWER FORMATS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

III.
B.

Obtaining Evidence and Applying Procedures

Tests of Details of Transactions and Balances

N92

Number 2 (Estimated time — ;— 15 to 25 minutes)
Instructions:
Question Number 2 consists of 10 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
_______ _______________
To support financial statement assertions, an auditor develops specific audit objectives. The auditor then designs substantive
tests to satisfy or accomplish each objective.
Required:
Items 61 through 70 represent audit objectives for the investments, accounts receivable, and property and equipment
accounts. To the right of each set of audit objectives is a listing of possible audit procedures for that account. For each audit
objective, select the audit procedure that would primarily respond to the objective and blacken the corresponding oval on
the Objective Answer Sheet. Select only one procedure for each audit objective. A procedure may be selected only once,
or not at all.
Example:
The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
Audit Objectives for Cash
Audit Procedures for Cash
99. Recorded cash represents cash on hand at the bal
C. Count cash on hand.
ance sheet date.
Answer Sheet
Item

Audit Procedures
(select one per item)

99

A B C D E F G

Items to be Answered:
Audit Objectives for Investments
61 Investments are properly described and classified
in the financial statements.
62. Recorded investments represent investments actu
ally owned at the balance sheet date.
63 Investments are properly valued at the lower of cost
or market at the balance sheet date.

Audit Procedures for Investments
A. Trace opening balances in the subsidiary ledger to
prior year’s audit working papers.
B. Determine that employees who are authorized to
sell investments do not have access to cash.
C. Examine supporting documents for a sample of
investment transactions to verify that prenumbered
documents are used.
D. Determine that any impairments in the price of
investments have been properly recorded.
E. Verify that transfers from the current to the noncur
rent investment portfolio have been properly
recorded.
F.
Obtain positive confirmations as of the balance
sheet date of investments held by independent cus
todians.
G. Trace investment transactions to minutes of the
Board of Directors meetings to determine that trans_____actions were properly authorized.______________
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Selected Questions
Audit Objectives for Accounts Receivable

Audit Procedures for Accounts Receivable

64.

Accounts receivable represent all amounts owed to
the entity at the balance sheet date.

A.

Analyze the relationship of accounts receivable and
sales and compare it with relationships for preced
ing periods.

65.

The entity has legal right to all accounts receivable
at the balance sheet date.

B.

Perform sales cut-off tests to obtain assurance that
sales transactions and corresponding entries for
inventories and cost of goods sold are recorded in
the same and proper period.

C.

Review the aged trial balance for significant past
due accounts.

D.

Obtain an understanding of the business purpose
of transactions that resulted in accounts receivable
balances.

E.

Review loan agreements for indications of whether
accounts receivable have been factored or pledged.

F.

Review the accounts receivable trial balance for
amounts due from officers and employees.

G.

Analyze unusual relationships between monthly
accounts receivable balances and monthly accounts
payable balances.

66.

Accounts receivable are stated at net realizable
value.

67.

Accounts receivable are properly described and pre
sented in the financial statements.

Audit Objectives for Property & Equipment

Audit Procedures for Property & Equipment

68.

The entity has legal right to property and equipment
acquired during the year.

A.

Trace opening balances in the summary schedules
to the prior year’s audit working papers.

69.

Recorded property and equipment represent assets
that actually exist at the balance sheet date.

B.

70.

Net property and equipment are properly valued at
the balance sheet date.

Review the provision for depreciation expense and
determine that depreciable lives and methods used
in the current year are consistent with those used
in the prior year.

C.

Determine that the responsibility for maintaining
the property and equipment records is segregated
from the responsibility for custody of property and
equipment.

D.

Examine deeds and title insurance certificates.

E.

Perform cut-off tests to verify that property and
equipment additions are recorded in the proper
period.

F.

Determine that property and equipment is ade
quately insured.

G.

Physically examine all major property and equip
ment additions.
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IV .
A.

Preparing Reports

Reports on Audited Financial Statements

M92
Number 2 (Estimated tim e ------- 15 to 25 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 2 consists of 7 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Required:

Items 61 through 67 present various independent factual situations an auditor might encounter in conducting an audit.
List A represents the types of opinions the auditor ordinarily would issue and List B represents the report modifications (if
any) that would be necessary. For each situation, select one response from List A and one from List B and blacken the
corresponding ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet. Select as the best answer for each item, the action the auditor normally
would take. The types of opinions in List A and the report modifications in List B may be selected once, more than once,
or not at all.
Assume:
•

The auditor is independent.

•

The auditor previously expressed an unqualified opinion on the prior year’s financial statements.

•

Only single-year (not comparative) statements are presented for the current year.

•

The conditions for an unqualified opinion exist unless contradicted in the factual situations.

•

The conditions stated in the factual situations are material.

•

No report modifications are to be made except in response to the factual situations.

Example:

The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
99. The financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position, results of operations, and cash
flows in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Answer Sheet
List B

List A
Item

Report Modifications (select one)

Types of Opinions (select one)
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Selected Questions
Items to be Answered:

61. In auditing the long-term investments account, an auditor is unable to obtain audited financial statements for an investee
located in a foreign country. The auditor concludes that sufficient competent evidential matter regarding this investment
cannot be obtained.
62. Due to recurring operating losses and working capital deficiencies, an auditor has substantial doubt about an entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time. However, the financial statement disclosures concerning
these matters are adequate.
63. A principal auditor decides to take responsibility for the work of another CPA who audited a wholly-owned subsidiary
of the entity and issued an unqualified opinion. The total assets and revenues of the subsidiary represent 17% and 18%,
respectively, of the total assets and revenues of the entity being audited.
64. An entity issues financial statements that present financial position and results of operations but omits the related
statement of cash flows. Management discloses in the notes to the financial statements that it does not believe the statement
of cash flows to be a useful financial statement.
65. An entity changes its depreciation method for production equipment from the straight-line to a units-of-production
method based on hours of utilization. The auditor concurs with the change although it has a material effect on the comparability
of the entity’s financial statements.
66. An entity is a defendant in a lawsuit alleging infringement of certain patent rights. However, the ultimate outcome of
the litigation cannot be reasonably estimated by management. The auditor believes there is a reasonable possibility of a
significantly material loss, but the lawsuit is adequately disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.
67. An entity discloses in the notes to the financial statements certain lease obligations. The auditor believes that the failure
to capitalize these leases is a departure from generally accepted accounting principles.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

List A
Types of Opinions
An “ except for” qualified opinion
An unqualified opinion
An adverse opinion
A disclaimer of opinion
Either an ‘‘except for’’ qualified opinion or an adverse
opinion
Either a disclaimer of opinion or an ‘‘except for’’ quali
fied opinion
Either an adverse opinion or a disclaimer of opinion

H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
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List B
Report Modifications
Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para
graph preceding the opinion paragraph without modi
fying the three standard paragraphs.
Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para
graph following the opinion paragraph without modi
fying the three standard paragraphs.
Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para
graph preceding the opinion paragraph and modify the
opinion paragraph.
Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para
graph following the opinion paragraph and modify the
opinion paragraph.
Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para
graph preceding the opinion paragraph and modify the
scope and opinion paragraphs.
Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para
graph following the opinion paragraph and modify the
scope and opinion paragraphs.
Describe the circumstances within the scope paragraph
without adding an explanatory paragraph.
Describe the circumstances within the opinion para
graph without adding an explanatory paragraph.
Describe the circumstances within the scope and opin
ion paragraphs without adding an explanatory para
graph.
Issue the standard auditor’s report without modifica
tion.

Auditing

B.

The financial statements for the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1991, were audited by us and our report was dated
March 2, 1992. We have no responsibility for updating
that report for events and circumstances occurring after
that date.

Reports on Reviewed and Compiled Financial
Statements

M93
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Jordan and Stone, CPAs
March 1, 1993

Instructions

Required:
Items 61 through 73 represent deficiencies noted by
Land. For each deficiency, indicate whether Land is cor
rect C or incorrect I in the criticism of Kent’s draft
and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective
Answer Sheet.

Question Number 2 consists of 13 items pertaining to
possible deficiencies in an accountant’s review report.
Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer
Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your
grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.

Items to be Answered:

Jordan & Stone, CPAs, audited the financial statements
of Tech Co., a nonpublic entity, for the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1991, and expressed an unqualified opinion. For
the year ended December 3 1 , 1992, Tech issued compara
tive financial statements. Jordan & Stone reviewed Tech’s
1992 financial statements and Kent, an assistant on the
engagement, drafted the accountants’ review report
below. Land, the engagement supervisor, decided not to
reissue the prior year’s auditors’ report, but instructed
Kent to include a separate paragraph in the current year’s
review report describing the responsibility assumed for
the prior year’s audited financial statements. This is an
appropriate reporting procedure.
Land reviewed Kent’s draft and indicated in the
Supervisor’s Review Notes below that there were several
deficiencies in Kent’s draft.

Supervisor’s Review Notes
61.

There should be no reference to the prior year’s
audited financial statements in the first (introduc
tory) paragraph.
62. All the current-year basic financial statements are
not properly identified in the first (introductory)
paragraph.
63. There should be no reference to the American Insti
tute of Certified Public Accountants in the first
(introductory) paragraph.
64. The accountant’s review and, audit responsibilities
should follow management’s responsibilities in the
first (introductory) paragraph.
65. There should be no comparison of the scope of a
review to an audit in the second (scope) paragraph.
66. Negative assurance should be expressed on the cur
rent year’s reviewed financial statements in the sec
ond (scope) paragraph.
67. There should be a statement that no opinion is
expressed on the current year’s financial statements
in the second (scope) paragraph.
68. There should be a reference to “ conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles” in the
third paragraph.
69. There should be no restriction on the distribution
of the accountant’s review report in the third para
graph.
70. There should be no reference to ‘‘material modifica
tions’’ in the third paragraph.
71. There should be an indication of the type of opinion
expressed on the prior year’s audited financial state
ments in the fourth (separate) paragraph.
72. There should be an indication that no auditing pro
cedures were performed after the date of the report
on the prior year’s financial statements in the fourth
(separate) paragraph.
73. There should be no reference to ‘‘updating the prior
year’s auditor’s report for events and circumstances
occurring after that date” in the fourth (separate)
paragraph.

Accountant’s Review Report
We have reviewed and audited the accompanying balance
sheets of Tech Co. as of December 31, 1992 and 1991,
and the related statements of income, retained earnings,
and cash flows for the years then ended, in accordance
with Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review
Services issued by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants and generally accepted auditing stan
dards. All information included in these financial state
ments is the representation of the management of Tech
Co.
A review consists principally of inquiries of com
pany personnel and analytical procedures applied to finan
cial data. It is substantially less in scope than an audit in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
the objective of which is the expression of an opinion
regarding the financial statements taken as a whole.
Based on our review, we are not aware of any mate
rial modifications that should be made to the accompa
nying financial statements. Because of the inherent
limitations of a review engagement, this report is intended
for the information of management and should not be
used for any other purpose.
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S E L E C T E D O T H E R O B JE C T IV E A N SW E R FO R M A T S — U N O F F IC IA L A N SW ER S

III.
B.

O b tain in g Evidence a n d A pplying P ro ce d u res

T ests o f D etails o f T ra n sactio n s a n d B alances

N92
A nsw er 2 (10 points)

Item

Investm ents

Item

(select one)

Accounts
Receivable

Item

(select one)

Property and
Equipment
(select one)

61

64

68

62

65

69

63

66

70

67

IV .
A.

P re p a rin g R ep o rts

R ep o rts on A u d ited F in an cial S tatem en ts

M92
A nsw er 2 (10 points)

A

List B

Types of Opinions (select one)

Report Modifications (select one)

List
Item

ANSWER

2

61
62
63
64
65
66
67

A-61

Auditing
B.

Reporting on Reviewed and Compiled Financial Statements

M93
Answer 2 (10 points)

Land's criticism is Correct/lncorrect

ANSWER 2

Item

Correct

Incorrect

61
62
63
64
65
66

67
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Item

Correct

Incorrect

ESSAYS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.

Planning the Engagement

M93

N92

Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Post, CPA, accepted an engagement to audit the financial
statements of General Co., a new client. General is a
publicly held retailing entity that recently replaced its
operating management. In the course of applying auditing
procedures, Post discovered that General’s financial state
ments may be materially misstated due to the existence
of irregularities.

Cook, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial state
ments of General Department Stores, Inc., a continuing
audit client, which is a chain of medium-sized retail
stores. General’s fiscal year will end on June 30, 1993,
and General’s management has asked Cook to issue the
auditor’s report by August 1, 1993. Cook will not have
sufficient time to perform all of the necessary field work
in July 1993, but will have time to perform most of the
field work as of an interim date, April 30, 1993.
For the accounts to be tested at the interim date,
Cook will also perform substantive tests covering the
transactions of the final two months of the year. This will
be necessary to extend Cook’s conclusions to the balance
sheet date.

Required:
a. Describe Post’s responsibilities on the circum
stances described above.
b. Describe Post’s responsibilities for reporting on
General’s financial statements and other communications
if Post is precluded from applying necessary procedures
in searching for irregularities.

Required:
a. Describe the factors Cook should consider
before applying principal substantive tests to General’s
balance sheet accounts at April 30, 1993.

c. Describe Post’s responsibilities for reporting on
General’s financial statements and other communications
if Post concludes that General’s financial statements are
materially affected by irregularities.

b. For accounts tested at April 30, 1993, describe
how Cook should design the substantive tests covering
the balances as of June 30, 1993, and the transactions of
the final two months of the year.

d. Describe the circumstances in which Post may
have a duty to disclose irregularities to third parties out
side General’s management and its audit committee.
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Auditing
M92
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
The following Accounts Receivable — Confirmation Statistics working paper (indexed B-3) was prepared by an audit
assistant during the calendar year 1991 audit of Lewis County Water Co., Inc., a continuing audit client. The engagement
supervisor is reviewing the working papers.
Lewis County Water Co., Inc.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE — CONFIRMATION STATISTICS
12/31/91
Accounts
Number
Percent

Index

B-3

Dollars
Amount

Percent

2.7%
7.0%
9.7%
0.3%
10.0%

$ 260,000
20,000
280,000

13.0%
10.0%
23.0%

100.0%

$2,000,000

100.0%

44 C
120 C
164

2.2%
6.0%
8.2%

180,000
16,000
196,000

9.0%
.8%
9.8%

Differences reported and resolved, no adjustment
Positives
Negatives
Total

6
12
18 ‡

.3%
.6%
.9%

30,000
2,000
32,000

1.5%
.1%
1.6%

Differences found to be potential adjustments
Positives
Negatives
Total — .6% adjustment, immaterial

2 CX
8 CX
10

.1%
.4%
.5%

10,000
2,000
12,000

.5%
.1%
.6%

Confirmation Requests
Positives
Negatives
Total sent
Accounts selected/client asked us not to confirm
Total selected for testing

54
140
194
6
200

Total accounts receivable at 12/31/91, confirm date

2,000

RESULTS
Replies received through 2/25/92
Positives — no exception
Negatives — did not reply or replied ‘‘no exception’’
Total confirmed without exception

6

Accounts selected/client asked us not to confirm

.3%

Tickmark Legend*★
Agreed to accounts receivable subsidiary ledger
★
Agreed to general ledger and lead schedule
I
ncludes one related party transaction
C
Confirmed without exception, W/P B-4
CX
Confirmed with exception, W/P B-5
Overall conclusion — The potential adjustment of $12,000 or .6% is below materiality threshold; therefore, the accounts
receivable balance is fairly stated.
Required: Describe the deficiencies in the working paper that the engagement supervisor should discover. Assume that
the accounts were selected for confirmation on the basis of a sample that was properly planned and documented on working
paper B-2.
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Selected Questions
M91
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Although this branch is not yet profitable due to competi
tion from several well-established regional banks, man
agement believes that the branch will be profitable by
1992.
Also, during 1990, NFB increased the efficiency of
its accounting operations by installing a new, sophisti
cated computer system.

Green, CPA, is considering audit risk at the financial
statement level in planning the audit of National Federal
Bank (NFB) Company’s financial statements for the year
ended December 31, 1990. Audit risk at the financial
statement level is influenced by the risk of material mis
statements, which may be indicated by a combination of
factors related to management, the industry, and the
entity. In assessing such factors Green has gathered the
following information concerning NFB’s environment.

Required:
Based only on the information above, describe the
factors that most likely would have an effect on the risk
of material misstatements. Indicate whether each factor
increases or decreases the risk. Use the format illustrated
below.

Company profile:
NFB is a federally-insured bank that has been consis
tently more profitable than the industry average by mar
keting mortgages on properties in a prosperous rural area,
which has experienced considerable growth in recent
years. NFB packages its mortgages and sells them to
large mortgage investment trusts. Despite recent volatility
of interest rates, NFB has been able to continue selling
its mortgages as a source of new lendable funds.
NFB’s board of directors is controlled by Smith, the
majority stockholder, who also acts as the chief executive
officer. Management at the bank’s branch offices has
authority for directing and controlling NFB’s operations
and is compensated based on branch profitability. The
internal auditor reports directly to Harris, a minority
shareholder, who also acts as chairman of the board’s
audit committee.
The accounting department has experienced little
turnover in personnel during the five years Green has
audited NFB. NFB’s formula consistently underestimates
the allowance for loan losses, but its controller has always
been receptive to Green’s suggestions to increase the
allowance during each engagement.

Environmental factor
Branch management has
authority for directing and
controlling operations.

Effect on risk of
material misstatements
Increase

N90

Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Dodd, CPA, audited Adams Company’s financial
statements for the year ended December 31, 1989. On
November 1, 1990, Adams notified Dodd that it was
changing auditors and that Dodd’s services were being
terminated. On November 5, 1990, Adams invited Hall,
CPA, to make a proposal for an engagement to audit its
financial statements for the year ended December 31,
1990.
Required:
a. What procedures concerning Dodd should Hall
perform before accepting the engagement?
b. What additional procedures should Hall con
sider performing during the planning phase of this audit
(after acceptance of the engagement) that would not be
performed during the audit of a continuing client?

Recent developments:
During 1990, NFB opened a branch office in a subur
ban town thirty miles from its principal place of business.
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0%

12%

Prime
plus 1%

12%

R a te

Due in full 12/31/91

Unsecured

1st Mortgage
on Park St.
Building

Interest only on last
day of month,
principal due in full
3/5/90
$5,000 principal
plus interest due on
5th of month, due
in full 12/31/99

2nd
Mortgage on
Park St.
Building

Interest only on
25th of month,
principal due in full
1/1/92; no
prepayment penalty

C o lla te r a l

Inventories

P a y m e n t T e rm s

300,000

$350,000

50,000
2/29/88

100,000

720,000

$300,000
1/31/88

50,000

F

B o r r o w in g s

12/31/87

$1,170,000

$

1988

B a la n c e

F

A

A

$260,000
F

100,000 N
12/31/88

60,000

6/30/88

$ 100,000

R e d u c tio n s

1988
P a id to

12/5/88

12/31/88

In te r e s t

$8,142

5,642

$2,500

F

Year end

12/31/89
12/31/90
12/31/91
12/31/92
12/31/93
Thereafter

60,000
260,000
260,000
310,000
60,000
360,000
$1,310,000

$

Due
3/22/98

F

T/B
R

Borrowed additional
$100,000 from J. Lott on
1/7/89

Reclassification entry for
current portion proposed
(See RJE-3)

Prime rate was 8% to
9% during the year

Dividend of $80,000 paid
9/2/88 (W/P N-3) violates
a provision of the debt
agreement, which
thereby permits lender
to demand immediate
payment; lender has
refused to waive this
violation

________ C o m m e n ts ________

$ 281,333
$1,406,667

T/B

R

NR

Five year maturities (for disclosure purposes)

Interest expense for year
Average loan balance outstanding

Initials

A p p ro ve d B y________________________________

12/31/88

P a y a b le

_

P rep are d B y __________ A A

_

In d e x__________________K -1

_

A c c ru e d

Interest costs from long-term debt

F

$1,310,000 T/B

200,000 C

660,000 C

200,000 C

12/25/88

12/31/88
$ 250,000 CX

In te r e s t

B a la n c e

Required: Identify the deficiencies in the working paper that the engagement supervisor should discover.

Long-term debt, accrued interest payable, and
interest expense are correct and complete at 12/31/88

Overall conclusions

Readded, foots correctly
Confirmed without exception, W/P K-2
Confirmed with exception, W/P K-3
Does not recompute correctly
Agreed to loan agreement, validated bank deposit ticket, and board of directors
authorization, W/P W-7
Agreed to canceled checks and lender’s monthly statements
N Agreed to cash disbursements journal and canceled check dated 12/31/88, clearing 1/8/89
T/B Traced to working trial balance
Agreed to 12/31/87 working papers
Agreed interest rate, term, and collateral to copy of note and loan agreement
Agreed to canceled check and board of directors’ authorization, W/P W-7

F
C
CX
NR
A

T ick m a r k L eg e n d

J. Lott,
majority
stockholder

Gigantic
Building &
Loan Assoc.

Lender’s
Capital
Corp.

First
Commercial
Bank

L e n d e r ______

In te r e s t

December 31, 1988

WORKING PAPERS

American Widgets, Inc.

The following long-term debt working paper (indexed K-1) was prepared by client personnel and audited by AA, an
audit assistant, during the calendar year 1988 audit of American Widgets, Inc., a continuing audit client. The engagement
supervisor is reviewing the working papers thoroughly.
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Auditing

Selected Questions
Required:
a. Identify and describe Reed’s responsibilities to
detect Smith’s errors and irregularities. Do not identify
specific audit procedures.
b. Identify and describe Reed’s responsibilities to
report Smith’s errors and irregularities.
c. Describe Reed’s responsibilities to detect
Smith’s material illegal acts. Do not identify specific
audit procedures.
d. Describe Reed’s additional responsibilities to
report on errors, irregularities, and illegal acts if this
audit were one to which the requirements of Government
Auditing Standards apply.
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Reed, CPA, accepted an engagement to audit the
financial statements of Smith Company. Reed’s discus
sions with Smith’s new management and the predecessor
auditor indicated the possibility that Smith’s financial
statements may be misstated due to the possible occur
rence of errors, irregularities, and illegal acts.

II.

Considering the Internal Control Structure
Required:
a. For what purposes should an auditor’s under
standing of the internal control structure elements be used
in planning an audit?

B. Understanding and Documenting the Structure
M93
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b. What is required for an auditor to assess control
risk at below the maximum level?

Butler, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of Young Computer Outlets, Inc., a new client.
Young is a privately-owned chain of retail stores that
sells a variety of computer software and video products.
Young uses an in-house payroll department at its corpo
rate headquarters to compute payroll data, and to prepare
and distribute payroll checks to its 300 salaried
employees.
Butler is preparing an internal control questionnaire
to assist in obtaining an understanding of Young’s internal
control structure and in assessing control risk.

c. What should an auditor consider when seeking
a further reduction in the planned assessed level of control
risk?
d. What are an auditor’s documentation require
ments concerning an entity’s internal control structure
and the assessed level of control risk?
M92
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Required:
Prepare a “ Payroll” segment of Butler’s internal
control questionnaire that would assist in obtaining an
understanding of Young’s internal control structure and
in assessing control risk.
Do not prepare questions relating to cash payrolls,
EDP applications, payments based on hourly rates, piece
work, commissions, employee benefits (pensions, health
care, vacations, etc.), or payroll tax accruals other than
withholdings.

Harris, CPA, has accepted an engagement to audit the
financial statements of Grant Manufacturing Co., a new
client. Grant has an adequate control environment and a
reasonable segregation of duties. Harris is about to assess
control risk for the assertions related to Grant’s property
and equipment.
Required:
Describe the key internal control structure policies
and procedures related to Grant’s property, equipment,
and related transactions (additions, transfers, major main
tenance and repairs, retirements, and dispositions) that
Harris may consider in assessing control risk.

Use the format in the following example:
Question

Yes

15 to 25 minutes)

No
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Are paychecks prenumbered and
accounted for?

Number 3 (Estimated time
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Smith, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of Reed, Inc., a publicly held retailing com
pany. Before assessing control risk Smith is required to
obtain an understanding of Reed’s control environment.

15 to 25 minutes)

An auditor is required to obtain a sufficient understanding
of each of the elements of an entity’s internal control
structure. This is necessary to plan the audit of the entity’s
financial statements and to assess control risk.

15 to 25 minutes)

Required:
a.
Identify additional control environment factors
(excluding the factor illustrated in the example below)
A-67
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that establish, enhance, or mitigate the effectiveness of
specific policies and procedures.

b.
For the control environment factors identified
The flowchart on the following page depicts the
in a, describe the components that could be of interest
activities relating to the purchasing, receiving, and
to the auditor.
accounts payable departments of Model Company, Inc.
Use the following format:
Management Philosophy and Operating Style
Management philosophy and operating style charac
teristics may include the following: management’s
approach to taking and monitoring business risks; man
agement’s attitudes and actions toward financial
reporting; and management’s emphasis on meeting bud
get, profit, and other financial and operating goals.

Required:
Based only on the flowchart, describe the internal
control procedures (strengths) that most likely would pro
vide reasonable assurance that specific internal control
objectives for the financial statement assertions regarding
purchases and accounts payable will be achieved. Do not
describe weaknesses in the internal control structure.
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PURCHASING
RECEIVING

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Selected Questions
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An auditor is required to obtain a sufficient under
standing of each of the elements of an entity’s internal
control structure to plan the audit of the entity’s financial
statements and to assess control risk for the assertions
embodied in the account balance, transaction class, and
disclosure components of the financial statements.
Required:
a. Identify the elements of an entity’s internal con
trol structure.
b. For what purposes should an auditor’s under
standing of the internal control structure elements be used
in planning an audit?
c. Explain the reasons why an auditor may assess
control risk at the maximum level for one or more asser
tions embodied in an account balance.
d. What must an auditor do to support assessing
control risk at less than the maximum level when the
auditor has determined that controls have been placed in
operation?
C.

Assessing Control Risk

M89
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Taylor, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of Johnsons Coat Outlet, Inc., a medium-sized
mail-order retail store that sells a wide variety of coats
to the public.
Required:
Prepare the “ Shipments” segment of Taylor’s inter
nal control questionnaire. Each question should elicit
either a yes or no response.
Do not prepare questions relating to the cash
receipts, sales returns and allowances, billing, inventory
control, or other segments.
Use the following format:
Question
D.

Yes

Baker used nonstatistical sampling, but for the current
year Baker used a statistical sample in the tests of controls
to eliminate the need for judgment.
Baker wanted to assess control risk at a low level, so
a tolerable rate of deviation or acceptable upper precision
limit (UPL) of 20% was established. To estimate the
population deviation rate and the achieved UPL, Baker
decided to apply a discovery sampling technique of attri
bute sampling that would use a population expected error
rate of 3% for the 8,000 shipping documents, and decided
to defer consideration of allowable risk of assessing con
trol risk too low (risk of overreliance) until evaluating
the sample results. Baker used the tolerable rate, the
population size, and the expected population error rate
to determine that a sample size of 80 would be sufficient.
When it was subsequently determined that the actual
population was about 10,000 shipping documents, Baker
increased the sample size to 100.
Baker’s objective was to ascertain whether Mill’s
shipments had been properly billed. Baker took a sample
of 100 invoices by selecting the first 25 invoices from
the first month of each quarter. Baker then compared
the invoices to the corresponding prenumbered shipping
documents.
When Baker tested the sample, eight errors were
discovered. Additionally, one shipment that should have
been billed at $10,443 was actually billed at $10,434.
Baker considered this $9 to be immaterial and did not
count it as an error.
In evaluating the sample results Baker made the
initial determination that a reliability level of 95% (risk
of assessing control risk too low 5%) was desired and,
using the appropriate statistical sampling table, deter
mined that for eight observed deviations from a sample
size of 100, the achieved UPL was 14%. Baker then
calculated the allowance for sampling risk to be 5%, the
difference between the actual sample deviation rate (8%)
and the expected error rate (3%). Baker reasoned that the
actual sample deviation rate (8%) plus the allowance for
sampling risk (5%) was less than the achieved UPL
(14%); therefore, the sample supported a low level of
control risk.
Required:
Describe each incorrect assumption, statement, and
inappropriate application of attribute sampling in Baker’s
procedures.

No

E.

Testing Controls

Other Considerations

M90
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Baker, CPA, was engaged to audit Mill Company’s
financial statements for the year ended September 30,
1991. After obtaining an understanding of Mill’s internal
control structure, Baker decided to obtain evidential mat
ter about the effectiveness of both the design and opera
tion of the policies and procedures that may support a
low assessed level of control risk concerning Mill’s ship
ping and billing functions. During the prior years’ audits

During the course of an audit made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, an auditor
may become aware of matters relating to the client’s
internal control structure that may be of interest to the
client’s audit committee or to individuals with an equiva
lent level of authority and responsibility, such as the board
of directors, the board of trustees, or the owner in an
owner-managed enterprise.
A-70

Selected Questions
Required:
a. What are meant by the terms ‘‘reportable condi

tions” and ‘‘material weaknesses”?

b. What are an auditor’s responsibilities in identi
fying and reporting these matters?
N89
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A CPA’s audit working papers include the narrative
description below of the cash receipts and billing portions
of the internal control structure of Parktown Medical
Center, Inc. Parktown is a small health care provider that
is owned by a publicly held corporation. It employs seven
salaried physicians, ten nurses, three support staff in a
common laboratory, and three clerical workers. The cleri
cal workers perform such tasks as reception, correspon
dence, cash receipts, billing, and appointment scheduling
and are adequately bonded. They are referred to in the
narrative as ‘‘office manager,” ‘‘clerk#1,” and ‘‘clerk
#

2. ”
N A R R A TIV E

Most patients pay for services by cash or check at
the time services are rendered. Credit is not approved by
the clerical staff. The physician who is to perform the
respective services approves credit based on an interview.
When credit is approved, the physician files a memo with
the billing clerk (clerk #2) to set up the receivable from
data generated by the physician.
The servicing physician prepares a charge slip that
is given to clerk #1 for pricing and preparation of the
patient’s bill. Clerk #1 transmits a copy of the bill to
clerk #2 for preparation of the revenue summary and for
posting in the accounts receivable subsidiary ledger.
The cash receipts functions are performed by
clerk #1, who receives cash and checks directly from
patients and gives each patient a prenumbered cash
receipt. Clerk #1 opens the mail and immediately stamps
all checks ‘‘for deposit only” and lists cash and checks

III.
A.

for deposit. The cash and checks are deposited daily by
the office manager. The list of cash and checks together
with the related remittance advices are forwarded by clerk
#1 to clerk #2. Clerk #1 also serves as receptionist and
performs general correspondence duties.
Clerk #2 prepares and sends monthly statements to
patients with unpaid balances. Clerk #2 also prepares the
cash receipts journal and is responsible for the accounts
receivable subsidiary ledger. No other clerical employee
is permitted access to the accounts receivable subsidiary
ledger. Uncollectible accounts are written off by clerk #2
only after the physician who performed the respective
services believes the account to be uncollectible and com
municates the write-off approval to the office manager.
The office manager then issues a write-off memo that
clerk #2 processes.
The office manager supervises the clerks, issues
write-off memos, schedules appointments for the doctors,
makes bank deposits, reconciles bank statements, and
performs general correspondence duties.
Additional services are performedmonthly by alocal
accountant who posts summaries prepared by the clerks
to the general ledger, prepares income statements, and
files the appropriate payroll forms and tax returns. The
accountant reports directly to the parent corporation.
Required:

Based only on the information in the narrative,
describe the reportable conditions and one resulting mis
statement that could occur and not be prevented or
detectedby Parktown’s internal control structure concern
ing the cash receipts and billing function. Do not describe
how to correct the reportable conditions and potential
misstatements. Use the format illustrated below.
Reportable condition

Potential misstatement

Thereis no control to verify
that fees are recorded and
billed at authorized rates
and terms.

Accounts receivable could
be overstated and uncol
lectible accounts under
stated because of the lack
of controls.

Obtaining Evidence and Applying Procedures

Larkin obtained from Vernon detailed analyses of
its investments in domestic securities showing:

Audit Evidence
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• The classification between current and noncurrent
portfolios;

Larkin, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of VernonDistributors, Inc., acontinuing audit
client, for the year ended September 30, 1991. After
obtaining an understanding of Vernon’s internal control
structure, Larkin assessed control risk at the maximum
level for all financial statement assertions concerning
investments. Larkin determined that Vernon is unable to
exercise significant influence over any investee and none
are related parties.
A-71

• A description of each security, including the interest
rate and maturity date of bonds and par value and
dividend rate on stocks;
• A notation of the location of each security, either
in the Treasurer’s safe or held by an independent
custodian;
• The number of shares of stock or face amount of
bonds held at the beginning and end of the year;

\
Auditing
•

The beginning and ending balances at cost and at
market, and the unamortized premium or discount on
bonds;

•

Additions to and sales from the portfolios for the
year, including date, number of shares, face amount
of bonds, cost, proceeds, and realized gain or loss;

•

Valuation allowances at the beginning and end of the
year and changes therein;

•

Accrued investment income for each investment at
the beginning and end of the year, and income earned
and collected during the year.

N89
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Analytical procedures consist of evaluations of
financial information made by a study of plausible rela
tionships among both financial and nonfinancial data.
They range from simple comparisons to the use of com
plex models involving many relationships and elements
of data. They involve comparisons of recorded amounts,
or ratios developed from recorded amounts, to expecta
tions developed by the auditors.
Required:
a. Describe the broad purposes of analytical proce
dures.

Larkin then prepared the following partial audit pro
gram of substantive auditing procedures:
1.

Foot and crossfoot the analyses.

2.

Trace the ending totals to the general ledger and
financial statements.

3.

Trace the beginning balances to the prior year’s work
ing papers.

4.

Obtain positive confirmation as of the balance sheet
date of the investments held by any independent cus
todian.

5.

Determine that income from investments has been
properly recorded as accrued or collected by refer
ence to published sources, by computation, and by
tracing to recorded amounts.

6.

For investments in nonpublic entities, compare car
rying value to information in the most recently avail
able audited financial statements.

7.

Determine that all transfers between the current and
noncurrent portfolios have been properly authorized
and recorded.

8.

Determine that any other-than-temporary decline in
the price of an investment has been properly
recorded.

b. Identify the sources of information from which
an auditor develops expectations.
c. Describe the factors that influence an auditor’s
consideration of the reliability of data for purposes of
achieving audit objectives.
B. Tests of Details of Transactions and Balances
N91
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Larkin, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of Vernon Distributors, Inc., a continuing audit
client, for the year ended September 30, 1991. After
obtaining an understanding of Vernon’s internal control
structure, Larkin assessed control risk at the maximum
level for all financial statement assertions concerning
investments. Larkin determined that Vernon is unable to
exercise significant influence over any investee and none
are related parties.
Larkin obtained from Vernon detailed analyses of
its investments in domestic securities showing:

Required:
a. Identify the primary financial statement asser
tion relative to investments that would be addressed by
each of the procedures #4 through #8 and describe the
primary audit objective of performing that procedure. Use
the format illustrated below.
Primary
Assertion_______________ Objective___________
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•

The classification between current and noncurrent
portfolios;

•

A description of each security, including the interest
rate and maturity date of bonds and par value and
dividend rate on stocks;

•

A notation of the location of each security, either
in the Treasurer’s safe or held by an independent
custodian;

•

The number of shares of stock or face amount of
bonds held at the beginning and end of the year;

•

The beginning and ending balances at cost and at
market, and the unamortized premium or discount on
bonds;

•

Additions to and sales from the portfolios for the
year, including date, number of shares, face amount
of bonds, cost, proceeds, and realized gain or loss;

t

Selected Questions
•

Valuation allowances at the beginning and end of the
year and changes therein;

•

Accrued investment income for each investment at
the beginning and end of the year, and income earned
and collected during the year.

Required:
a. Describe the substantive audit procedures Tay
lor should consider performing in auditing Palmer’s good
will. Do not discuss Palmer’s internal control structure.
b. Describe the two significant assertions that Tay
lor would be most concerned with relative to Palmer’s
goodwill. Do not describe more than two.

Larkin then prepared the following partial audit pro
gram of substantive auditing procedures:

N90
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1.

Foot and crossfoot the analyses.

2.

Trace the ending totals to the general ledger and
financial statements.

3.

Trace the beginning balances to the prior year’s work
ing papers.

4.

Obtain positive confirmation as of the balance sheet
date of the investments held by any independent cus
todian.

5.

Determine that income from investments has been
properly recorded as accrued or collected by refer
ence to published sources, by computation, and by
tracing to recorded amounts.

6.

For investments in nonpublic entities, compare car
rying value to information in the most recently avail
able audited financial statements.

7.

Determine that all transfers between the current and
noncurrent portfolios have been properly authorized
and recorded.

8.

Determine that any other-than-temporary decline in
the price of an investment has been properly
recorded.

Kane, CPA, is auditing Star Wholesaling Company’s
financial statements and is about to perform substantive
audit procedures on Star’s trade accounts payable bal
ances. After obtaining an understanding of Star’s internal
control structure for accounts payable, Kane assessed
control risk at near the maximum. Kane requested and
received from Star a schedule of the trade accounts pay
able prepared using the trade accounts payable subsidiary
ledger (voucher register).
Required:
Describe the substantive audit procedures Kane
should apply to Star’s trade accounts payable balances.
Do not include procedures that would be applied only in
the audit of related party payables, amounts withheld
from employees, and accrued expenses such as pensions
and interest.
N89
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Bell, CPA, was engaged to audit the financial state
ments of Kent Company, a continuing audit client. Bell
is about to audit Kent’s payroll transactions. Kent uses
an in-house payroll department to compute payroll data,
and prepare and distribute payroll checks.
During the planning process, Bell determined that
the inherent risk of overstatement of payroll expense is
high. In addition, Bell obtained an understanding of the
internal control structure and assessed control risk at the
maximum level for payroll-related assertions.

Required:
b. Describe three additional substantive auditing
procedures Larkin should consider in auditing Vernon’s
investments.

Required:
Describe the audit procedures Bell should consider
performing in the audit of Kent’s payroll transactions to
address the risk of overstatement. Do not discuss Kent’s
internal control structure.

M91
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Taylor, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of Palmer Co., a continuing audit client. Taylor
is about to perform substantive audit procedures on Palm
er’s goodwill (excess of cost over the fair value of net
assets purchased) that was acquired in prior years’ busi
ness combinations. An industry slowdown has occurred
recently and purchased operations have not met profit
expectations.
During the planning process, Taylor determined that
there is a high risk that material misstatements in the
assertions related to goodwill could occur. Taylor
obtained an understanding of the internal control structure
and assessed control risk at the maximum level for the
assertions related to goodwill.

M89
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Edwards, CPA, is engaged to audit the financial
statements of Matthews Wholesaling for the year ended
December 31, 1988. Edwards obtained and documented
an understanding of the internal control structure relating
to the accounts receivable and assessed control risk relat
ing to accounts receivable at the maximum level. Edwards
requested and obtained from Matthews an aged accounts
receivable schedule listing the total amount owed by each
customer as of December 31, 1988, and sent positive
confirmation requests to a sample of the customers.
A-73

Auditing
The action in U.S. District Court resulted in a decision
on October 16, 1992, holding that the Company infringed
seven Industrial patents and awarded damages of
$14,000,000. The Company vigorously denies these alle
gations and has filed an appeal with the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The appeal process is
expected to take approximately two years, but there is
some chance that Industrial may ultimately prevail.

Required:
What additional substantive audit procedures should
Edwards consider applying in auditing the accounts
receivable?
C.

Other Specific Audit Topics
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Please furnish to our auditors such explanation, if any,
that you consider necessary to supplement the foregoing
information, including an explanation of those matters as
to which your views may differ from those stated and an
identification of the omission of any pending or threat
ened litigation, claims, and assessments or a statement
that the list of such matters is complete. Your response
may be quoted or referred to in the financial statements
without further correspondence with you.

Cole & Cole, CPAs are auditing the financial statements
of Consolidated Industries Co. for the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1992. On April 2, 1993, an inquiry letter to J.J.
Young, Consolidated’s outside attorney, was drafted to
corroborate the information furnished to Cole by manage
ment concerning pending and threatened litigation,
claims, and assessments, and unasserted claims and
assessments. On May 6, 1993, C.R. Brown, Consoli
dated’s Chief Financial Officer, gave Cole a draft of the
inquiry letter below for Cole’s review before mailing it
to Young.

You also consulted on various other matters considered
pending or threatened litigation. However, you may not
comment on these matters because publicizing them may
alert potential plaintiffs to the strengths of their cases. In
addition, various other matters probable of assertion that
have some chance of an unfavorable outcome, as of
December 31, 1992, are unasserted claims and assess
ments.

Required:
Describe the omissions, ambiguities, and inappropri
ate statements and terminology in Brown’s letter below.
May 6, 1993

C. R. Brown
Chief Financial Officer

J. J. Young, Attorney at Law
123 Main Street
Anytown, USA
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Dear J. J. Young:

Brown, CPA, is auditing the financial statements of
Big Z Wholesaling, Inc., a continuing audit client, for the
year ended January 3 1 , 1992. On January 5 , 1992, Brown
observed the tagging and counting of Big Z’s physical
inventory and made appropriate test counts. These test
counts have been recorded on a computer file. As in prior
years, Big Z gave Brown two computer files. One file
represents the perpetual inventory (FIFO) records for the
year ended January 31, 1992. The other file represents
the January 5 physical inventory count.

In connection with an audit of our financial statements
at December 3 1 , 1992, and for the year then ended, man
agement of the Company has prepared, and furnished to
our auditors, Cole & Cole, CPAs, 456 Broadway, Any
town, USA, a description and evaluation of certain contin
gencies, including those set forth below involving matters
with respect to which you have been engaged and to
which you have devoted substantive attention on behalf
of the Company in the form of legal consultation or
representation. Your response should include matters that
existed at December 3 1 , 1992. Because of the confidenti
ality of all these matters, your response may be limited.

Assume:

In November 1992, an action was brought against the
Company by an outside salesman alleging breach of con
tract for sales commissions and pleading a second cause
of action for an accounting with respect to claims for fees
and commissions. The causes of action claim damages of
$300,000, but the Company believes it has meritorious
defenses to the claims. The possible exposure of the Com
pany to a successful judgment on behalf of the plaintiff
is slight.

•

Brown issued an unqualified opinion on the prior
year’s financial statements.

•

All inventory is purchased for resale and located in a
single warehouse.

•

Brown has appropriate computerized audit software.

•

The perpetual inventory file contains the following
information in item number sequence:
•

In July 1988, an action was brought against the Company
by Industrial Manufacturing Co. (Industrial) alleging
patent infringement and seeking damages of $20,000,000.
A-74

Beginning balances at February 1, 1991: Item
number, item description, total quantity, and
prices.

Selected Questions
•

•

•

•

For each item purchased during the year: Date
received, receiving report number, vendor, item
number, item description, quantity, and total dollar
amount.

about events and transactions occurring after December
31, 1989 that may affect the 1989 financial statements.
Required:
a. What are the general types of subsequent events
that require Green’s consideration and evaluation?

For each item sold during the year: Date shipped,
invoice number, item number, item description,
quantity shipped, and dollar amount of the cost
removed from inventory.

b. What are the auditing procedures Green should
consider performing to gather evidence concerning subse
quent events?

For each item adjusted for physical inventory count
differences: Date, item number, item description,
quantity, and dollar amount.

M90
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Kent, CPA, is engaged in the audit of Davidson
Corp.’s financial statements for the year ended December
3 1 , 1989. Kent is about to commence auditing Davidson’s
employee pension expense, but Kent’s preliminary inquir
ies concerning Davidson’s defined benefit pension plan
lead Kent to believe that some of the actuarial computa
tions and assumptions are so complex that they are beyond
the competence ordinarily required of an auditor. Kent
is considering engaging Park, an actuary, to assist with
this portion of the audit.

The physical inventory file contains the following
information in item number sequence: Tag number,
item number, item description, and count quantity.

Required:
Describe the substantive auditing procedures Brown
may consider performing with computerized audit soft
ware using Big Z’s two computer files and Brown’s com
puter file of test counts. The substantive auditing
procedures described may indicate the reports to be
printed out for Brown’s follow-up by subsequent applica
tion of manual procedures. Do not describe subsequent
manual auditing procedures.
Group the procedures by those using a) the perpetual
inventory file and b) the physical inventory and test count
files.

Required:
a. What are the factors Kent should consider in
the process of selecting Park?
b. What are the matters that should be understood
among Kent, Park, and Davidson’s management as to the
nature of the work to be performed by Park?

M90
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c. May Kent refer to Park in the auditor’s report
if Kent decides to issue an unqualified opinion? Why?

Green, CPA, is auditing the financial statements of
Taylor Corporation for the year ended December 31,
1989. Green plans to complete the field work and sign the
auditor’s report about May 10, 1990. Green is concerned

IV.
A.

d. May Kent refer to Park in the auditor’s report
if Kent decides to issue other than an unqualified opinion
as a result of Park’s findings? Why?

Preparing Reports
and Moore included an explanatory paragraph in the
auditors’ report.

Reports on Audited Financial Statements

N92
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The auditors’ report below was drafted by Moore, a staff
accountant of Tyler & Tyler, CPAs, at the completion of
the audit of the financial statements of Park Publishing
Co., Inc., for the year ended September 30, 1992. The
report was submitted to the engagement partner who
reviewed the audit working papers and properly con
cluded that an unqualified opinion should be issued. In
drafting the report, Moore considered the following:•
•

•

The 1992 financial statements are affected by an
uncertainty concerning a lawsuit, the outcome of
which cannot presently be estimated. Moore has
included an explanatory paragraph in the auditors’
report.

•

The financial statements for the year ended September
30, 1991, are to be presented for comparative pur
poses. Tyler & Tyler previously audited these state
ments and expressed an unqualified opinion.
Independent Auditors’ Report

To the Board of Directors of Park Publishing Co., Inc.:

During fiscal year 1992, Park changed its depreciation
method. The engagement partner concurred with this
change in accounting principle and its justification

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets
of Park Publishing Co., Inc. as of September 30, 1992,
A-75

Auditing
We conducted our audits in accordance with stan
dards established by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used as well as evalu
ating the overall financial statement presentation.
As described in Note A, these financial statements
were prepared on the basis of accounting the Partnership
uses for income tax purposes. Accordingly, these finan
cial statements are not designed for those who do not
have access to the Partnership’s tax returns.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the assets,
liabilities, and capital of Ocean Shore Partnership as of
December 31, 1990 and 1989, and its revenue and
expenses and changes in partners ’ capital accounts for the
years then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a consistent basis.

and 1991, and the related statements of income and cash
flows for the years then ended. These financial statements
are the responsibility of the company’s management.
We conducted our audits in accordance with gener
ally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are fairly
presented. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audits provide a basis for determining
whether any material modifications should be made to
the accompanying financial statements.
As discussed in Note X to the financial statements,
the company changed its method of computing deprecia
tion in fiscal 1992.
In our opinion, except for the accounting change,
with which we concur, the financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of Park Publishing Co., Inc. as of September 30,
1992, and the results of its operations and its cash flows
for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.
As discussed in Note Y to the financial statements,
the company is a defendant in a lawsuit alleging infringe
ment of certain copyrights. The company has filed a
counteraction, and preliminary hearings on both actions
are in progress. Accordingly, any provision for liability
is subject to adjudication of this matter.

Baker and Baker, CPAs
April 3, 1991
Required:
Identify the deficiencies contained in the auditors’
report as drafted by the staff accountant. Group the defi
ciencies by paragraph, where applicable. Do not redraft
the report.

Tyler & Tyler, CPAs
November 5, 1992
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Number 2 (Estimated tim e-------15 to 25 minutes)

Required:
Identify the deficiencies in the auditors’ report as
drafted by Moore. Group the deficiencies by paragraph
and in the order in which the deficiencies appear. Do not
redraft the report.

For the year ended December 31, 1988, Friday &
Co., CPAs (Friday), audited the financial statements of
Johnson Company and expressed an unqualified opinion
on the balance sheet only. Friday did not observe the
taking of the physical inventory as of December 3 1 , 1987,
because that date was prior to their appointment as audi
tors. Friday was unable to satisfy themselves regarding
inventory by means of other auditing procedures, so they
did not express an opinion on the other basic financial
statements that year.
For the year ended December 31, 1989, Friday
expressed an unqualified opinion on all the basic financial
statements and satisfied themselves as to the consistent
application of generally accepted accounting principles.
The field work was completed on March 11, 1990; the
partner-in-charge reviewed the working papers and signed
the auditor’s report on March 18, 1990. The report on
the comparative financial statements for 1989 and 1988
was delivered to Johnson on March 21, 1990.
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Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
The auditors’ report below was drafted by a staff
accountant of Baker and Baker, CPAs, at the completion
of the audit of the comparative financial statements of
Ocean Shore Partnership for the years ended December
31, 1990 and 1989. Ocean Shore prepares its financial
statements on the income tax basis of accounting. The
report was submitted to the engagement partner who
reviewed matters thoroughly and properly concluded that
an unqualified opinion should be expressed.
Auditor’s Report
We have audited the accompanying statements of
assets, liabilities, and capital—income tax basis of Ocean
Shore Partnership as of December 31, 1990 and 1989,
and the related statements of revenue and expenses—
income tax basis and changes in partners’ capital
accounts—income tax basis for the years then ended.

Required:
Prepare Friday’s auditor’s report that was submitted
to Johnson’s board of directors on the 1989 and 1988
comparative financial statements.
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Number 2 (Estimated time ------15 to 25 minutes)

B.

The auditors’ report below was drafted by a staff
accountant of Turner & Turner, CPAs, at the completion
of the audit of the financial statements of Lyon Comput
ers, Inc., for the year ended March 31, 1989. It was
submitted to the engagement partner who reviewed mat
ters thoroughly and properly concluded that Lyon’s dis
closures concerning its ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time were adequate.
Early application of Statement on Auditing Standards No.
59, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to
Continue as a Going Concern, was chosen by Turner &
Turner.

N90
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Reports on Reviewed and Compiled Financial
Statements

The following report was drafted on October 25,
1990, by Major, CPA, at the completion of the engage
ment to compile the financial statements of Ajax Com
pany for the year ended September 30, 1990. Ajax is a
nonpublic entity in which Major’s child has a material
direct financial interest. Ajax decided to omit substan
tially all of the disclosures required by generally accepted
accounting principles because the financial statements
will be for management’s use only. The statement of cash
flows was also omitted because management does not
believe it to be a useful financial statement.

To the Board of Directors of Lyon Computers, Inc.:
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet
of Lyon Computers, Inc. as of March 31, 1989, and the
other related financial statements for the year then ended.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these finan
cial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with standards
that require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial state
ments are in conformity with generally accepted account
ing principles. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management.
The accompanying financial statements have been
prepared assuming that the Company will continue as a
going concern. As discussed in Note X to the financial
statements, the Company has suffered recurring losses
from operations and has a net capital deficiency that raise
substantial doubt about its ability to continue as a going
concern. We believe that management’s plans in regards
to these matters, which are also described in Note X,
will permit the Company to continue as a going concern
beyond a reasonable period of time. The financial state
ments do not include any adjustments that might result
from the outcome of this uncertainty.
In our opinion, subject to the effects on the financial
statements of such adjustments, if any, as might have
been required had the outcome of the uncertainty referred
to in the preceding paragraph been known, the financial
statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of Lyon Computers, Inc.,
and the results of its operations and its cash flows in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
year.

To the Board of Directors of Ajax Company:

Turner & Turner, CPAs
April 28, 1989

C.

I have compiled the accompanying financial state
ments of Ajax Company as of September 30, 1990, and
for the year then ended. I planned and performed the
compilation to obtain limited assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatements.
A compilation is limited to presenting information
in the form of financial statements. It is substantially
less in scope than an audit in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards, the objective of which is the
expression of an opinion regarding the financial state
ments taken as a whole. I have not audited the accompa
nying financial statements and, accordingly, do not
express any opinion on them.
Management has elected to omit substantially all of
the disclosures required by generally accepted accounting
principles. If the omitted disclosures were included in
the financial statements, they might influence the user’s
conclusions about the Company’s financial position,
results of operations, and changes in financial position.
I am not independent with respect to Ajax Company.
This lack of independence is due to my child’s ownership
of a material direct financial interest in Ajax Company.
This report is intended solely for the information
and use of the Board of Directors and management of
Ajax Company and should not be used for any other
purpose.
Major, CPA
Required:
Identify the deficiencies contained in Major’s report
on the compiled financial statements. Group the deficien
cies by paragraph where applicable. Do not redraft the
report.
Other Reporting Considerations

N91
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Required:
Identify the deficiencies contained in the auditor’s
report as drafted by the staff accountant. Group the defi
ciencies by paragraph. Do not redraft the report.

Toxic Waste Disposal Co., Inc. (TWD) is a not-forprofit organization that receives grants and fees from
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various state and municipal governments as well as grants
from several federal government agencies.
TWD engaged Hall & Hall, CPAs, to audit its finan
cial statements for the year ended July 3 1 , 1991, in accor
dance with Government Auditing Standards. Accor
dingly, the auditors’ reports are to be submitted by TWD
to the granting government agencies, which make the
reports available for public inspection.
The auditors’ separate report on compliance with
laws and regulations that was drafted by a staff accountant
of Hall & Hall at the completion of the engagement
contained the statements below. It was submitted to the
engagement partner who reviewed matters thoroughly
and properly concluded that no material instances of noncompliance were identified.
1.

A statement that the audit was conducted in accor
dance with generally accepted auditing standards and
with Government Auditing Standards issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States.

2.

A statement that the auditors’ procedures included
tests of compliance.

3.

A statement that the standards require the auditors
to plan and to perform the audit to detect all instances
of noncompliance with applicable laws and regula
tions.

4.

A statement that management is responsible for com
pliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.

5.

A statement that the auditors’ objective was to pro
vide an opinion on compliance with the provisions
of laws and regulations equivalent to that to be
expressed on the financial statements.

6.

A statement of positive assurance that the results of
the tests indicate that, with respect to the items tested,
the entity complied, in all material respects, with the
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.

7.

A statement of negative assurance that, with respect
to items tested, nothing came to the auditors’ atten
tion that caused the auditors to believe that the entity
had not complied, in all material respects, with the
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.

8.

A statement that the report is intended only for the
information of the specific legislative or regulatory
bodies, and that this restriction is intended to limit
the distribution of the report.

Required:
For each of the above statements indicate whether
each is an appropriate or inappropriate element within
the report on compliance with laws and regulations. If a
statement is not appropriate, explain why.
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I.

Planning the Engagement
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should assess the difficulty in controlling incremental
audit risk. Cook should consider whether

Answer 4 (10 points)
a. If Post discovers that General’s financial statements
may be materially misstated due to the existence of irregu
larities, Post should consider the implications for other
aspects of the audit and discuss the matter and approach
to further investigation with an appropriate level of man
agement that is at least one level above those involved
with the irregularities. Post should also attempt to obtain
sufficient competent evidential matter to determine
whether, in fact, material irregularities exist and, if so,
their effect. Post may suggest that General consult with
its legal counsel on matters concerning questions of law.
If Post is precluded from applying necessary proce
dures, Post should disclaim or qualify an opinion on the
financial statements and communicate these findings to
General’s audit committee or its board of directors.
b.

c. If Post concludes that General’s financial statements
are materially affected by irregularities, Post should insist
that the financial statements be revised and, if they are
not, express a qualified or an adverse opinion on the
financial statements, disclosing all the substantive reasons
for such an opinion. Additionally, Post should adequately
inform General’s audit committee or its board of directors
about the irregularities.
Post may have a duty to disclose irregularities to
third parties outside General’s management and its audit
committee in the following circumstances:

•

Cook’s experience with the reliability of the account
ing records and management’s integrity has been
good;

•

Rapidly changing business conditions or circum
stances may predispose General’s management to mis
state the financial statements in the remaining period;

•

The year-end balances of accounts selected for interim
testing will be predictable;

•

General’s procedures for analyzing and adjusting its
interim balances and for establishing proper account
ing cutoffs will be appropriate;

•

General’s accounting system will provide sufficient
information about year-end balances and transactions
in the final two months of the year to permit investiga
tion of unusual transactions, significant fluctuations,
and changes in balance compositions that may occur
between the interim and balance sheet dates;

•

The cost of the substantive tests necessary to cover
the final two months of the year and provide the
appropriate audit assurance at year end is substantial.

d.

•

When General reports an auditor change under the
appropriate securities law.

•

When a successor auditor appropriately makes inquir
ies of a predecessor auditor.

Assessing control risk at below the maximum would
not be required to extend the audit conclusions from the
interim date to the year end; however, if Cook assesses
control risk at the maximum during the final two months,
Cook should consider whether the effectiveness of the
substantive tests to cover that period will be impaired.

•

When responding to a subpoena.

b.

•

When communicating with a funding or other speci
fied agency, as required for entities that receive finan
cial assistance from a government agency.

Cook should design the substantive tests so that the
assurance from those tests and the tests to be applied as
of the interim date, and any assurance provided from the
assessed level of control risk, achieve the audit objectives
at year end. Such tests should include the comparison of
year-end information with comparable interim informa
tion to identify and investigate unusual amounts. Other
analytical procedures and/or substantive tests should be
performed to extend Cook’s conclusions relative to the
assertions tested at the interim date to the balance sheet
date.
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a. Before applying principal substantive tests to balance
sheet accounts at April 30, 1993, the interim date, Cook
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Environmental factor

Answer 5 (10 points)

Effect on risk o f
material misstatements

The working paper contains the following deficiencies:

Overall demand for the
industry’s product is high.

Decrease

The working paper was not initialed and dated by the
audit assistant.

Interest rates have been vola
tile recently.

Increase

Negative confirmations not returned cannot be considered
to be accounts “ confirmed without exception.”

The availability of funds for
additional mortgages is
promising.

Decrease

The principal shareholder is
also the chief executive offi
cer and controls the board of
directors.

Increase

Branch management is com
pensated based on branch
profitability.

Increase

The internal auditor reports
directly to the chairman of
the board’s audit committee,
a minority shareholder.

Decrease

There is no indication of follow-up or cross-referencing
of the account confirmed—related party transaction.

The accounting department
has experienced little turn
over in personnel recently.

Decrease

The tickmark
tickmark legend.

is used but is not explained in the

NFB is a continuing audit
client.

Decrease

There is no explanation or proposed disposition of the
10 differences aggregating $12,000.

Management fails to estab
lish proper procedures to
provide reasonable assur
ance of reliable accounting
estimates.

Increase

Management
has
been
receptive to Green’s sugges
tions relating to accounting
adjustments.

Decrease

NFB recently opened a new
branch office that is not yet
profitable.

Increase

NFB recently installed a new
sophisticated computer sys
tem.

Increase

The two positive confirmations that were sent but were
unanswered are not accounted for.
There is no documentation of alternate procedures, possi
ble scope limitation, or other working paper reference for
the six accounts selected for confirmation that the client
asked the auditor not to confirm.
The dollar amount and percent of the six accounts selected
for confirmation that the client asked the auditor not to
confirm is omitted from the “ Dollars” columns for the
“ Total selected for testing.”
The “ Dollars— Percent” for “ Confirmation Requests—
Negatives” is incorrectly calculated at 10%.

The overall conclusion reached is not appropriate.
There is no notation that a projection from the sample to
the population was made.
There is no reference to second requests.
Cross-referencing is incomplete, such as the 18 “ Differ
ences reported and resolved, no adjustment” and “ Con
firmation Request's” to confirmation control schedule.
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Answer 5 (10 points)
The factors most likely to have an effect on the
risk of material misstatements and their resulting effect
include the following:
Effect on risk o f
Environmental factor_____ material misstatements
Government regulation over Decrease
the banking industry is
extensive.
NFB operates profitably in a
growing prosperous area.
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Answer 2 (10 points)

a. The procedures Hall should perform before accepting
the engagement include the following:
1. Hall should explain to Adams the need to make
an inquiry of Dodd and should request permission to do
so.

Decrease
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2. Hall should ask Adams to authorize Dodd to
respond fully to Hall’s inquiries.

4. The loan with the unwaived violation of a provision
of the debt agreement is misclassified as long-term.
5. The liability activities of Lender’s Capital Corp. and
the working paper totals do not crossfoot.
6. There is no indication of cross-referencing of the
stockholder loan to the related party transactions
working papers.
7. There is no investigation of the payment on the stock
holder loan that was reborrowed soon after year-end.
8. There is no consideration of the need to impute inter
est expense on the 0% stockholder loan.
9. There is no indication that the dates under “ interest
paid to’’ were audited.
10. There is no indication that the unusually high average
interest rate ($281,333/$1,406,667 = 20%) was noted
and investigated.
11. The working paper does not support the overall con
clusions expressed.
12. The tickmark “ R” is used but not explained in the
tickmark legend.
13. There is no indication that the working paper was
prepared by client personnel.

3. If Adams refuses to permit Dodd to respond or
limits Dodd’s response, Hall should inquire as to the
reasons and consider the implications in deciding whether
to accept the engagement.
4. Hall should make specific and reasonable inquir
ies of Dodd regarding matters Hall believes will assist in
determining whether to accept the engagement, including
specific questions regarding
•
•

Facts that might bear on the integrity of management;
Disagreements with management as to accounting
principles, auditing procedures, or other similarly sig
nificant matters;
Dodd’s understanding as to the reasons for the change
of auditors.

•

5. If Hall receives a limited response, Hall should
consider its implications in deciding whether to accept
the engagement.
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The additional procedures Hall should consider per
forming during the planning phase of this audit that would
not be performed during the audit of a continuing client
may include the following:

Answer 5 (10 points)

1. Hall may apply appropriate auditing procedures
to the account balances at the beginning of the audit
period and, possibly, to transactions in prior periods.

•

b.

To satisfy an auditor’s responsibilities to detect
Smith’s errors and irregularities, Reed should

a.

•

2. Hall may make specific inquiries of Dodd
regarding matters Hall believes may affect the conduct
of the audit, such as
•
•

•

Audit areas that have required an inordinate amount
of time;
Audit problems that arose from the condition of the
accounting system and records.

Assess the risk that Smith’s errors and irregularities
may cause its financial statements to contain a material
misstatement.
Design the audit to provide reasonable assurance of
detecting errors and irregularities that are material to
the financial statements.
Exercise due care in planning, performing, and evalu
ating the results of audit procedures, and the proper
degree of professional skepticism to achieve reason
able assurance that material errors or irregularities will
be detected.

3. Hall may request Adams to authorize Dodd to
allow a review of Dodd’s working papers.

b. To satisfy an auditor’s responsibilities to report
Smith’s errors and irregularities, Reed should

4. Hall should document compliance with firm pol
icy regarding acceptance of a new client.

•

5. Hall should start obtaining the documentation
needed to create a permanent working paper file.
N89

Answer 4 (10 points)
The working paper contains the following deficiencies:
1. The subject matter of the working paper is not prop
erly indicated in the title.
2. There is no indication of any follow-up on the identi
fied error in the accrued interest payable computation.
3. There is no indication whether the confirmation
exception was resolved.

Inform Smith’s audit committee, or others having
equivalent authority and responsibility, about material
irregularities of which Reed becomes aware.
.
Express a qualified or an adverse opinion on the finan
cial statements if they are materially affected by an
error or irregularity and are not revised.
• Disclaim or qualify an opinion on the financial state
ments and communicate the findings to the audit com
mittee or the board of directors if the scope of the audit
has been restricted concerning a possible irregularity.
• Consider notification of outside parties concerning
irregularities in certain circumstances.
c. Reed’s responsibilities to detect Smith’s illegal acts
that have a material and direct effect on Smith’s financial
statements are the same as that for errors and irregulari
ties.
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Reed’s responsibilities to detect Smith’s illegal acts
that have a material and indirect effect on the financial
statements are to be aware of the possibility that such
illegal acts may have occurred. If specific information
comes to Reed’s attention that provides evidence concern
ing the existence of such possible illegal acts, Reed should
apply audit procedures specifically directed to ascertain
ing whether an illegal act has occurred.
In an audit to which GAO standards apply, Reed
should additionally

d.

II.
B.

•
•

Determine that instances or apparent indications of
illegal acts are reported to the funding agency or other
specified agency.
Express positive assurance on whether the items tested
were in compliance with applicable laws and regula
tions.
Express negative assurance that, except as otherwise
noted, nothing came to Reed’s attention that caused
Reed to believe that the untested items were not in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

Considering the Internal Control Structure

Question

Understanding and Documenting the Structure

M93
Answer 3 (10 points)

5. Is gross pay determined by using
authorized salary rates and time and
attendance records?

Young Computer Outlets, Inc.
Payroll
Internal Control Questionnaire
Question

•

Yes

6. Is there a suitable chart of
accounts and/or established guide
lines for determining salary account
distribution and for recording payroll
withholding liabilities?

No

7. Are clerical operations in payroll
preparation verified?

1. Are payroll changes (hires, sepa
rations, salary changes, overtime,
bonuses, promotions, etc.) properly
authorized and approved?

8. Is payroll preparation and
recording reviewed by supervisors or
internal audit personnel?

2. Are discretionary payroll deduc
tions and withholdings authorized in
writing by employees?

9. Are payrolls approved by a
responsible official before payroll
checks are issued?

3. Are the employees who perform
each of the following payroll func
tions independent of the other five
functions?

10. Are payrolls disbursed through
an imprest account?
11. Is the payroll bank account rec
onciled monthly to the general
ledger?

• personnel and approval of payroll
changes

12. Are payroll bank reconciliations
properly approved and differences
promptly followed up?

• preparation of payroll data
• approval of payroll

13. Is the custody and follow-up of
unclaimed salary checks assigned to
a responsible official?

• signing of paychecks
• distribution of paychecks

14. Are differences reported by
employees followed up on a timely
basis by persons not involved in pay
roll preparation?

• reconciliation of payroll account
4. Are changes in standard data on
which payroll is based (hires, separa
tions, salary changes, promotions,
deduction and withholding changes,
etc.) promptly input to the system to
process the payroll?

15. Are there procedures (e.g. tickler
files) to assure proper and timely pay
ment of withholdings to appropriate
bodies and to file required informa
tion returns?
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Question

Yes

No

16. Are employee compensation
records
reconciled to
control
accounts?
17. Is access to personnel and payroll
records, checks, forms, signature
plates, etc. limited?

•

Approval authority for transactions above an estab
lished dollar value is required at a higher level, such
as the board of directors.

•

Property and equipment transactions are adequately
documented.

•

There are written policies covering capitalizing expen
ditures, classifying leases, and determining estimated
useful lives, salvage values, and methods of deprecia
tion and amortization.

•

There are written policies covering retirement proce
dures that include serially numbered retirement work
orders, stating reasons for retirement and bearing
appropriate approvals.

•

There are adequate policies and procedures to deter
mine whether property and equipment are received
and properly recorded, such as a system that matches
purchase orders, receiving reports, and vendors’
invoices.

•

There are adequate procedures to determine whether
dispositions of property and equipment are properly
accounted for and proceeds, if any, are received in
accordance with management’s authorization.

•

A property and equipment subsidiary ledger is main
tained showing additions, retirements, and deprecia
tion, and the ledger is periodically reconciled.

•

Property and equipment is physically inspected and
reconciled at reasonable intervals with independently
maintained property and equipment records.

•

An annual budget is prepared and monitored to fore
cast and control acquisitions and retirements o f prop
erty and equipment.

•

Reporting procedures assure prompt identification and
analysis of variances between authorized expenditures
and actual costs.

•

Property and equipment is protected by adequate safe
guards.

•

Property and equipment is insured in accordance with
management’s authorization.

•

Documents evidencing title and property rights are
periodically compared with the detailed property
records.

•

The entity employs internal auditors to test whether
the internal control structure policies and procedures
are operating effectively.
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Answer 4 (10 points)
a. In planning an audit, an auditor’s understanding of
the internal control structure elements should be used to
identify the types of potential misstatements that could
occur, to consider the factors affecting the risk of material
misstatement, and to influence the design of substantive
tests.
b. An auditor obtains an understanding of the design of
relevant internal control structure policies and procedures
and whether they have been placed in operation.
Assessing control risk at below the maximum level further
involves identifying specific assertions that are likely to
prevent or detect material misstatements in those asser
tions. It also involves performing tests of controls to
evaluate the operating design and effectiveness of such
policies and procedures.
c. When seeking a further reduction in the assessed
level of control risk, an auditor should consider whether
additional evidential matter sufficient to support a further
reduction is likely to be available, and whether it would
be efficient to perform tests of controls to obtain that
evidential matter.
d. An auditor should document the understanding of an
entity’s internal control structure elements obtained to
plan the audit. The auditor also should document the basis
for the auditor’s conclusion about the assessed level of
control risk. If control risk is assessed at the maximum
level, the auditor should document that conclusion, but
is not required to document the basis for that conclusion.
However, if the assessed level of control risk is below
the maximum level, the auditor should document the basis
for the conclusion that the effectiveness of the design
and operation of internal control structure policies and
procedures supports that assessed level.
M92

Answer 3 (10 points)
The key internal control structure policies and procedures
related to Grant’s property, equipment, and related trans
actions that Harris may consider in assessing control risk
include the following:
•

N91
Answer 3 (10 points)

Advance approval in accordance with management’s
criteria is required for property and equipment transac
tions.

The control environment factors (excluding the factor
illustrated in the example) that establish, enhance, or
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mitigate the effectiveness of specific policies and proce
dures, and their components are
•

Organizational Structure

An entity’s organizational structure provides the
overall framework for planning, directing, and controlling
operations. An organizational structure includes consider
ation of the form and nature of an entity’s organizational
units, including the data processing organization, and
related management functions and reporting relation
ships. In addition, the organizational structure should
assign authority and responsibility within the entity in an
appropriate manner.

•
•

performance. Such systems may include business
planning; budgeting, forecasting, and profit planning;
and responsibility accounting.
Establishing methods that identify the status of actual
performance and exceptions from planned perfor
mance, as well as communicating them to the appro
priate levels of management.
Using such methods at appropriate management levels
to investigate variances from expectations and to take
appropriate and timely corrective action.
Establishing and monitoring policies for developing
and modifying accounting systems and control proce
dures, including the development, modification, and
use of any related computer programs and data files.

Audit Committee/Board of Directors

Personnel Policies and Practices

An effective audit committee takes an active role in
overseeing an entity’s accounting and financial reporting
policies and practices. The committee should assist the
board of directors in fulfilling its fiduciary and account
ability responsibilities and should help maintain a direct
line of communication between the board and the entity’s
external and internal auditors.

These policies and practices affect an entity’s ability
to employ sufficient competent personnel to accomplish
its goals and objectives. Personnel policies and practices
include consideration of an entity’s policies and proce
dures for hiring, training, evaluating, promoting, and com
pensating employees, and giving them the resources
necessary to discharge their assigned responsibilities.

Methods of Assigning Authority and Responsibility

External Influences

These methods affect the understanding of reporting
relationships and responsibilities established within the
entity. Methods of assigning authority and responsibility
include consideration of—

These are influences established and exercised by
parties outside an entity that affect an entity’s operations
and practices. They include monitoring and compliance
requirements imposed by legislative and regulatory bod
ies, such as examinations by bank regulatory agencies.
They also include review and follow-up by parties outside
the entity concerning entity actions. External influences
are ordinarily outside an entity’s authority. Such influ
ences, however, may heighten management’s conscious
ness of and attitude towards the conduct and reporting of
an entity’s operations and may also prompt management
to establish specific internal control structure policies or
procedures.

•
•

•
•

Entity policy regarding such matters as acceptable
business practices, conflicts of interest, and codes of
conduct.
Assignment of responsibility and delegation of author
ity to deal with such matters as organizational goals
and objectives, operating functions, and regulatory
requirements.
Employee job descriptions delineating specific duties,
reporting relationships, and constraints.
Computer systems documentation indicating the pro
cedures for authorizing transactions and approving
system changes.
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Answer 4 (10 points)

The internal control procedures that most likely
would provide reasonable assurance that specific control
objectives for the financial statement assertions regarding
purchases and accounts payable will be achieved are

Internal Audit Function

The internal audit function is established within an
entity to examine and evaluate the adequacy and effec
tiveness of other internal control structure policies and
procedures. Establishing an effective internal audit func
tion includes consideration of its authority and reporting
relationships, the qualifications of its staff, and its
resources.

1. Proper authorization of requisitions by department
head is required before purchase orders are prepared.
2. Purchasing department assures that requisitions are
within budget limits before purchase orders are pre
pared.
3. The adequacy of each vendor’s past record as a sup
plier is verified.
4. Secure facilities limit access to the goods during the
receiving activity.
5. Receiving department makes a blind count of the
goods received, independently of any other depart
ment.
6. The requisitioning department head independently
verifies the quantity and quality of the goods
received.

Management Control Methods

These methods affect management’s direct control
over the exercise of authority delegated to others and its
ability to effectively supervise overall company activities.
Management control methods include consideration of—
•

Establishing planning and reporting systems that set
forth management’s plans and the results of actual
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Question
Yes
3. Are shipping documents periodically
accounted for?

7. Requisitions, purchase orders, and receiving reports
are matched with vendor invoices as to quantity and
price.
8. Accounts payable department recomputes the mathe
matical accuracy of each invoice.
9. The voucher register is independently reconciled to
the control accounts monthly.
10. All supporting documentation is required for pay
ment and is made available to the treasurer.
11. The purchasing, receiving, and accounts payable
functions are segregated.

4. Are shipping documents recorded in a
register, log, or file?
5. Are copies of shipping documents for
warded to the
Billing department?
Inventory control department?

N90
Answer 3 (10 points)

6. Do shipping documents include cross
reference to sales orders; customer identity
and address; description and quantities of
goods shipped; date; and other details?

a. For purposes of an audit of financial statements, an
entity’s internal control structure consists of the three
following elements:
•
•
•

7.

The control environment
The accounting system
Control procedures

b. In planning an audit, the knowledge obtained from
an auditor’s understanding of the elements of an entity’s
internal control structure should be used to:
•
•

9. Are type and quantities of goods with
drawn and packed for shipping verified by
independent counts?

c. An auditor may assess control risk at the maximum
level for some or all assertions because the auditor
believes policies and procedures are unlikely to pertain
to an assertion, are unlikely to be effective, or because
evaluating their effectiveness would be inefficient.

10. Are receipts from carriers obtained and
filed?
D.

1.

Statistical sampling does not eliminate the need for
professional judgment.

2.

The tolerable rate of deviation or acceptable upper
precision limit (UPL) is too high (20%) if Baker
plans to assess control risk at a low level (substantial
reliance).

3.

Discovery sampling is not an appropriate sampling
technique in this attribute sampling application.

4.

The sampling technique employed is not discovery
sampling.

5.

The increase in the population size has little or no
effect on determining sample size.

6.

Baker failed to consider the allowable risk of
assessing control risk too low (risk of overreliance)
in determining the sample size.

C. Assessing Control Risk
M89
Answer 3 (10 points)
JOHNSONS COAT OUTLET, INC.
Shipments
Internal Control Questionnaire

2.

Testing Controls

N91
Answer 5 (10 points)

d. To support assessing control risk at less than the
maximum level, an auditor must determine whether the
policies and procedures are suitably designed to prevent
or detect material misstatements in specific financial
statement assertions and obtain evidence that the policies
and procedures are operating effectively.

Question
Yes
1. Are shipping documents prepared from
sales orders approved in accordance with
management’s authorization?

Is the shipping function independent of
Sales orders?
Credit approval?
Billing and accounts receivable?
Cash receipts?
Warehouse?
Receiving?
Inventory control?

8. Is access to merchandise restricted and
controlled within the shipping department?

Identify types of potential misstatements.
Consider factors that affect the risk of material mis
statement.
Design substantive tests.

•

No

No

Are shipping documents prenumbered?
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7.

The population from which the sample was chosen
(invoices) was an incorrect population.

8.

The sample selected was not randomly selected.

9.

Baker failed to consider the difference of an immate
rial amount to be an error.

10.

The allowance for sampling risk was incorrectly
calculated.

11.

Baker’s reasoning concerning the decision that the
sample supported a low assessed level of control
risk was erroneous.

the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would
be material in relation to the financial statements being
audited may occur and not be detected within a timely
period by employees in the normal course of performing
their assigned functions.
b. An auditor is required to identify reportable condi
tions that come to the auditor’s attention in the normal
course of an audit, but is not obligated to search for
reportable conditions. The auditor uses judgment as to
which matters are reportable conditions. Provided the
audit committee has acknowledged its understanding and
consideration of such deficiencies and the associated
risks, the auditor may decide certain matters do not need
to be reported unless, because of changes in management
or the audit committee, or because of the passage of time,
it is appropriate to do so.
Conditions noted by the auditor that are considered
reportable should be reported, preferably in writing. If
information is communicated orally, the auditor should
document the communication. The report should state
that the communication is intended solely for the informa
tion and use of the audit committee, management, and
others within the organization.
The auditor may identify and communicate sepa
rately those reportable conditions the auditor considers
to be material weaknesses, but may not state that no
reportable conditions were noted during the audit. Reportable conditions may be communicated during the course
of the audit rather than after the audit is concluded,
depending on the relative significance of the matters noted
and the urgency of corrective follow-up action.

E. Other Considerations
M90
Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Reportable conditions are matters that come to an
auditor’s attention, which, in the auditor’s judgment,
should be communicated to the client’s audit committee
or its equivalent because they represent significant defi
ciencies in the design or operation of the internal control
structure, which could adversely affect the organization’s
ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial
data consistent with the assertions of management in the
financial statements.
Material weaknesses are reportable conditions in
which the design or operation of specific internal control
structure elements do not reduce, to a relatively low level,
N89
Answer 5 (10 points)

The reportable conditions and resulting misstatements, in addition to the example, that could occur
and not be prevented or detected by Parktown’s internal control structure concerning the cash receipts
and billing functions include the following:
Reportable condition

Potential misstatement

The employees who perform services also are per
mitted to approve credit without an external credit
check.

Uncollectible accounts expense could be under
stated and accounts receivable could be overstated
because of the lack of an appropriate credit check.

There is no independent verification of the billing
process.

Fees earned and accounts receivable may be
understated because not all services performed
might be reported for billing.
or
Fees earned and accounts receivable may be either
overstated or understated because of the use of
incorrect price or service data or because of mathe
matical errors.

The employees who approve credit also approve
write-offs of uncollectible accounts.

Accounts receivable could be understated and
uncollectible accounts expense overstated because
write-offs of accounts receivable could be
approved for accounts that are, in fact, collectible.
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Reportable condition___________________

Potential misstatement
or
Accounts receivable could be overstated and
uncollectible accounts expense understated
because write-offs of accounts receivable might
not be initiated for accounts that are uncollectible.

Credit is not granted on the basis of established
limits.

Uncollectible accounts expense could be either
understated or overstated because the lack of
established credit limits may make it more difficult
to identify uncollectible amounts.

The employee who initially handles cash receipts
also prepares billings.

Fees earned and cash receipts or accounts receiv
able could be understated because of omitted or
inaccurate billing.

The employee who makes bank deposits also rec
onciles bank statements.

The cash balance per books may be overstated
because not all cash is deposited.

Uncollectible accounts are not determined on the
basis of established criteria.

Uncollectible accounts expense could be either
understated or overstated because of the lack of
established write-off criteria.

Trial balances of the accounts receivable subsid
iary ledger are not prepared independently of, or
verified and reconciled to, the accounts receivable
control account in the general ledger.

Any of fees earned, cash receipts, and uncollect
ible accounts expense could be either understated
or overstated because of undetected differences
between the subsidiary ledger and the general
ledger.
or
Fees earned and cash receipts or accounts receiv
able could be understated because of failure to
record billings, cash receipts, or write-offs accu
rately.

III.
A.

Obtaining Evidence and Applying Procedures

Audit Evidence

Primary
Assertion
7. Presentation
and disclosure

N91
Answer 4
a.
Primary
Assertion
4. Existence or
occurrence

Objective
To determine that the financial
statement presentation and disclo
sure of investments is in conformity
with generally accepted accounting
principles consistently applied.

Objective
To determine that the custodian
holds the securities as identified in
the confirmation.

8. Valuation
allocation

5. Completeness

To determine that all income and
related collections from the invest
ments are properly recorded.

N89
Answer 3 (10 points)

6. Valuation or
allocation

To determine that the market or
other value of the investments is
fairly stated.

or

To determine that the market or
other value of the investments is
fairly stated and the loss is properly
recognized and recorded.

a. Analytical procedures are used for these broad pur
poses:
•
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To assist the auditor in planning the nature, timing,
and extent of other auditing procedures.

Auditing
•
•

A s a substantive test to obtain evidential matter about
particular assertions related to account balances or
classes of transactions.
As an overall review of the financial information in
the final review stage of the audit.

b. An auditor’s expectations are developed from the
following sources of information:
Financial information for comparable prior periods
giving consideration to known changes.
• Anticipated results — for example, budgets, forecasts,
and extrapolations.
• Relationships among elements of financial informa
tion within the period.
• Information regarding the industry in which the client
operates.
• Relationships of financial information with relevant
nonfinancial information.

•

Determine that gains and losses on dispositions have
been properly computed.

•

Trace payments for purchases to canceled checks, and
proceeds from sales to entries in the cash receipts
journal.

•

Determine that the amortization of premium and dis
count on bonds has been properly computed.

•

Determine that market value for both current and long
term portfolios has been properly computed by tracing
quoted market prices to competent published or other
sources.

•

Compute the unrealized gains and losses on both cur
rent and long-term portfolios for marketable equity
securities.

•

Determine that the unrealized gains and losses on the
current portfolio have been properly classified in the
income statement, and the unrealized gains and losses
on the noncurrent portfolio have been properly classi
fied in the equity section of the balance sheet.

•

Ascertain whether any investments are pledged as
collateral or encumbered by liens, and, if so, are prop
erly disclosed.

•

c. The factors that influence an auditor’s consideration
of the reliability of data for purposes of achieving audit
objectives are whether the
•
•
•
•
•

Data were obtained from independent sources outside
the entity or from sources within the entity.
Sources within the entity were independent of those
who are responsible for the amount being audited.
Data were developed under a reliable system with
adequate controls.
Data were subjected to audit testing in the current or
prior year.
Expectations were developed using data from a variety
of sources.

M91
Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Taylor should consider performing the following pro
cedures in the audit of Palmer’s goodwill:

B. Tests of Details of Transactions and Balances

•

N91
Answer 4

•

b. Larkin should consider applying the following addi
tional substantive auditing procedures in auditing Ver
non’s investments:

•

•

Inspect securities on hand in the presence of the custo
dian.

•

•

Examine supporting evidence (broker’s advices, etc.)
for transactions between the balance sheet date and
the inspection date.

•

Obtain confirmation from the issuers or trustees for
investments in nonpublic entities.

•
•
•
•

•

Examine contractual terms of debt securities and pre
ferred stock.

•

Determine that sales and purchases were properly
approved by the Board of Directors or its designee.•

•

•
•

•

Examine broker’s advices in support of transactions
or confirm transactions with broker.
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Trace the totals in the account analysis for each signifi
cant acquisition to the general ledger;
Trace the opening balance to the audit working papers
for the preceding year;
Examine supporting documents for evidence of con
tinued ownership of the acquisitions that resulted in
excess of costs over fair value of net assets;
Review the reasonableness and consistency of applica
tion of the method of amortization used;
Determine that the amortization period is reasonable;
Recompute amortization;
Determine that the carrying amount does not exceed
amounts properly allocable to future periods;
Assess whether there has been a permanent impair
ment of value;
Trace amounts amortized during the period to the
related general ledger expense accounts;
Examine evidence supporting additions and reduc
tions during the year (e.g., contingency payments
properly capitalizable, reductions due to recovery of
preacquisition taxes, etc.);
Ascertain whether goodwill and amortization are
properly described and classified in the financial state
ments and disclosed in the notes to the financial state
ments.

Unofficial Answers

b. The two significant assertions that Taylor would be

•

most concerned with relative to Palmer’s goodwill are
valuation or allocation, and presentation and disclosure.
Taylor would be most concerned with the risk of the loss
of recoverability of the goodwill’s market value due to
not meeting profit expectations, and the risk of inadequate
disclosure or presentation in the financial statements.

Answer 2 (10 points)

N89

Bell should consider performing the following procedures
in the audit of Kent’s payroll transactions:

N90
Answer 4 (10 points)

Select a sample of payments to employees from the pay
roll register and compare each selected transaction to the
related documents and records examining

The substantive audit procedures Kane should apply to
Star’s trade accounts payable balances include the fol
lowing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Foot the schedule of the trade accounts payable.
Agree the total of the schedule to the general ledger
trial balance.
Compare a sample of individual account balances
from the schedule with the accounts payable subsid
iary ledger.
Compare a sample of individual account balances
from the accounts payable subsidiary ledger with the
schedule.
Investigate and discuss with management any old or
disputed payables.
Investigate debit balances and, if significant, consider
requesting positive confirmations and propose reclas
sification of the amounts.
Review the minutes of board of directors’ meetings
and any written agreements and inquire of key
employees as to whether any assets are pledged to
collateralize payables.
Performing cut-off tests.
Performing analytical procedures.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Reviewing the voucher register or subsidiary accounts
payable ledger and consider confirming payables of
a sample of vendors.
Requesting a sample of vendors to provide statements
of account balances as of the date selected.
Investigating and reconciling differences discovered
during the confirmation procedures.
Testing a sample of unconfirmed balances by examin
ing the related vouchers, invoices, purchase orders,
and receiving reports.

M89

Answer 4 (10 points)
Edwards should consider applying the following
additional substantive audit procedures:
•
•

•

•

•

Test the arithmetical accuracy of the payroll register.
Determine whether payroll was approved in accor
dance with management’s prescribed procedures.
Trace totals per the register to postings in the general
ledger.

Observe the distribution of payroll checks.
Review the accounting for unclaimed wages.
Observe a sample of employees in the performance of
their duties.
Perform analytical procedures.

Perform a search for unrecorded liabilities by:

•

Evidence in support of authorization of rate of pay.
Evidence in support of time on which compensation
was based, such as approved time cards or attendance
records.
Evidence in support of proper authorization of payroll
withholdings.
Evidence in support of payment, such as canceled
payroll checks.
Evidence in support of account distribution.
The clerical accuracy of the transaction.
The entry to the employee’s records used to summa
rize employee compensation for payroll reporting pur
poses.

Obtain the payroll register for a selected period and

Confirm or verify recorded accounts payable balances
by:
•

Inquiring of key employees about additional sources
of unprocessed invoices or other trade payables.

Examining files of receiving reports unmatched with
vendors’ invoices, searching for items received before
the balance sheet date but not yet billed or on the
schedule.
Inspecting files of unprocessed invoices, purchase
orders, and vendors’ statements.
Reviewing support for the cash disbursements journal,
the voucher register, or canceled checks for disburse
ments after the balance sheet date to identify transac
tions that should have been recorded at the balance
sheet date, but were not.

•
•
•
•
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Test the accuracy of the aged accounts receivable
schedule.
Send second requests for all unanswered positive con
firmation requests.
Perform alternative auditing procedures for unan
swered second confirmation requests.
Reconcile and investigate exceptions reported on the
confirmations.
Project the results of the sample confirmation proce
dures to the population and evaluate the confirmation
results.
Determine whether any accounts receivable are owed
by employees or related parties.
Test the cut-off of sales, cash receipts, and sales
returns and allowances.

Auditing
•
•

•
•
•

Evaluate the reasonableness of the allowance for
doubtful accounts.
Perform analytical procedures for accounts receivable
(e.g., accounts receivable to credit sales, allowance
for doubtful accounts to accounts receivable, sales to
returns and allowances, doubtful accounts expense to
net credit sales).
Identify differences, if any, between the book and
tax basis for the allowance for doubtful accounts and
related expense.
Review activity after the balance sheet date for
unusual transactions.
Determine that the presentation and disclosure of
accounts receivable is in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles consistently applied.

12. The date by which Young’s response is needed is
not indicated.
13. The reference to Young’s response possibly being
quoted or referred to in the financial statements is inappro
priate.
14. Vague terminology such as “ slight” and “ some
chance” is included where “ remote” and “ possible”
are more appropriate.
15. There is no inquiry about any unpaid or unbilled
charges, services, or disbursements.
M92

Answer 4 (10 points)

C.

Other Specific Audit Topics
The substantive auditing procedures Brown may consider
performing include the following:

M93

Answer 5 (10 points)

Using the perpetual inventory file,

The omissions, ambiguities, and inappropriate statements
and terminology in Brown’s letter are as follows:
1. The action that Consolidated intends to take concern
ing each suit (for example, to contest the matter vigor
ously, to seek an out-of-court settlement, or to appeal an
adverse decision) is omitted.

•

Recalculate the beginning and ending balances (prices
x quantities), foot, and print out a report to be used
to reconcile the totals with the general ledger (or agree
beginning balance with the prior year’s working
papers).

•

Calculate the quantity balances as of the physical
inventory date for comparison to the physical inven
tory file. (Alternatively, update the physical inventory
file for purchases and sales from January 6 to January
31, 1992, for comparison to the perpetual inventory
at January 31, 1992.)

•

Select and print out a sample of items received and
shipped for the periods a) before and after January 5
and 3 1 , 1992, for cut-off testing, b) between January 5
and January 31, 1992, for vouching or analytical pro
cedures, and c) prior to January 5, 1992, for tests of
details or analytical procedures.

•

Compare quantities sold during the year to quantities
on hand at year end. Print out a report of items for
which turnover is less than expected. (Alternatively,
calculate the number of days’ sales in inventory for
selected items.)

•

Select items noted as possibly unsalable or obsolete
during the physical inventory observation and print
out information about purchases and sales for further
consideration.

•

Recalculate the prices used to value the year-end FIFO
inventory by matching prices and quantities to the
most recent purchases.

•

Select a sample of items for comparison to current
sales prices.

•

Identify and print out unusual transactions. (These are
transactions other than purchases or sales for the year,

2. A description of the progress of each case to date is
omitted.
3. An evaluation of the likelihood of an unfavorable
outcome of each case is omitted.
4. An estimate, if one can be made, of the amount or
range of potential loss of each case is omitted.
5. The various other pending or threatened litigation on
which Young was consulted is not identified and included.
6. The unasserted claims and assessments probable of
assertion that have a reasonable possibility of an unfavor
able outcome are not identified.
7. Consolidated’s understanding of Young’s responsi
bility to advise Consolidated concerning the disclosure
of unasserted possible claims or assessments is omitted.
8. Materiality (or the limits of materiality) is not
addressed.
9. The reference to a limitation on Young’s response
due to confidentiality is inappropriate.
10. Young is not requested to identify the nature of and
reasons for any limited response.
11. Young is not requested to include matters that existed
after December 31, 1992, up to the date of Young’s
response.
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or physical inventory adjustments as of January 5,
1992.)

in adjustment to the financial statements but may be such
that disclosure is required to keep the financial statements
from being misleading.

•

Recalculate the ending inventory (or selected items)
by taking the beginning balances plus purchases, less
sales (quantities and/or amounts), and print out the
differences.

b. The auditing procedures Green should consider per
forming to gather evidence concerning subsequent events
include the following:

•

Recalculate the cost of sales for selected items sold
during the year.

•
•

Using the physical inventory and test count files,
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Account for all inventory tag numbers used and print
out a report of missing or duplicate numbers for
follow-up.

•

Search for tag numbers noted during the physical
inventory observation as being voided or not used.

•

Compare the physical inventory file to the file of test
counts and print out a report of differences for auditor
follow-up.

•
•

Combine the quantities for each item appearing on
more than one inventory tag number for comparison
to the perpetual file.

•
•

Compare the quantities on the file to the calculated
quantity balances on the perpetual inventory file as of
January 5 , 1992. (Alternatively, compare the physical
inventory file updated to year end to the perpetual
inventory file.)

•

Calculate the quantities and dollar amounts of the
book-to-physical adjustments for each item and
the total adjustment. Print out a report to reconcile
the total adjustment to the adjustment recorded in the
general ledger before year end.

Compare the latest available interim statements with
the financial statements being audited.
Ascertain whether the interim statements were pre
pared on the same basis as the audited financial state
ments.
Inquire whether any contingent liabilities or commit
ments existed at the balance sheet date or the date of
inquiry.
Inquire whether there was any significant change in
the capital stock, long-term debt, or working capital
to the date of inquiry.
Inquire about the current status of items in the audited
financial statements that were accounted for on the
basis of tentative, preliminary, or inconclusive data.
Inquire about any unusual adjustments made since the
balance sheet date.
Read or inquire about the minutes of meetings of
stockholders or the board of directors.
Inquire of the client’s legal counsel concerning litiga
tion, claims, and assessments.
Obtain a management representation letter, dated as
of the date of Green’s report, as to whether any subse
quent events would require adjustment or disclosure.
Make such additional inquiries or perform such addi
tional procedures Green considers necessary and
appropriate.

M90

Answer 5 (10 points)
a. The factors Kent should consider in the process of
selecting Park include

Using the calculated book-to-physical adjustments for
each item, compare the quantities and dollar amounts
of each adjustment to the perpetual inventory file as
of January 5 , 1992, and print but a report of differences
for follow-up.

•
•
•

Park’s professional certification, license, or other rec
ognition of Park’s competence.
Park’s reputation and standing in the views of Park’s
peers and others familiar with Park’s capability or
performance.
Park’s relationship, if any, to Davidson Corporation.

M90

Answer 4 (10 points)

b. The understanding among Kent, Park, and David
son’s management as to the nature of the work to be
performed by Park should cover

a. The first type of subsequent events includes those
events that provide additional evidence concerning condi
tions that existed at the balance sheet date and affect the
estimates inherent in the process of preparing financial
statements. This type of subsequent events requires that
the financial statements be adjusted for any changes in
estimates resulting from the use of such additional evi
dence.
The second type of subsequent events consists of
those events that provide evidence concerning conditions
that did not exist at the balance sheet date but arose
subsequent to that date. These events should not result

•
•
•
•
•
•
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The objectives and scope of Park’s work.
Park’s representations as to Park’s relationship, if any,
to Davidson.
The methods or assumptions to be used.
A comparison of the methods or assumptions to be
used with those used in the preceding period.
Park’s understanding of Kent’s corroborative use of
Park’s findings.
The form and content of Park’s report that would
enable Kent to evaluate Park’s findings.

Auditing
c. Kent may not refer to Park in the auditor’s report if
Kent decides to issue an unqualified opinion. Such a
reference might be misunderstood to be a qualification,
a division of responsibility, or an inference that a more
thorough audit was performed.

d. Kent may refer to Park in the auditor’s report if Kent
decides to issue other than an unqualified opinion as a
result of Park’s findings. Reference is permitted if it will
facilitate an understanding of the reason for the modifica
tion.

IV. Preparing Reports
A. Reports on Audited Financial Statements

is ambiguous as to whether a liability has been
recorded.

N92
Answer 3 (10 points)

M91
Answer 2 (10 points)

Deficiencies in the auditors’ report are as follows:
The auditors’ report contains the following deficiencies:

First (introductory) paragraph:
•

The statement of retained earnings is not identified.

1. ‘‘Independent’’ is omitted from the title of the audi
tors’ report.

•

The auditors’ responsibility to express an opinion is
omitted.

Introductory paragraph
2. Management’s responsibility for the financial state
ments is omitted.

Second (scope) paragraph:
•

The auditor obtains reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are ‘‘free of material
misstatement,” not “ fairly presented.”

•

The auditors’ assessment of the accounting principles
used is omitted.

•

3. The auditors’ responsibility to express an opinion
on the financial statements is omitted.
Scope paragraph
4. ‘‘Generally accepted auditing standards’’ should be
referred to, not standards established by the AICPA.

An audit provides a “ reasonable basis for an opin
ion,” not a “ basis for determining whether any mate
rial modifications should be made.”

5. Reference to assessing “ significant estimates made
by management” is omitted.

Third (first explanatory) paragraph:
•

6. The concluding statement that the auditors ‘‘believe
that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion’’
is omitted.

An explanatory paragraph added to the report to
describe a change in accounting principle (lack of
consistency) should follow the opinion paragraph, not
precede it.

Explanatory paragraph
7. Reference to the income tax basis of accounting as
“ a comprehensive basis of accounting other than gener
ally accepted accounting principles” is omitted.

Fourth (opinion) paragraph:
•

The phrase “ except for” should not be used.

•

The auditor’s concurrence with the change in account
ing principles is implicit and should not be mentioned.

8. The statement that the financial statements are ‘‘not
designed for those who do not have access to the Partner
ship tax returns” is inappropriate.

•

Reference to the prior year’s (1991) financial state
ments is omitted.

Opinion paragraph
9. The income tax basis of accounting ‘‘described in
Note A’’ should be referred to, not ‘‘generally accepted
accounting principles.”

Fifth (second explanatory) paragraph:
•

The fact that the outcome of the lawsuit cannot pres
ently be estimated is omitted.•

•

It is inappropriate to state that “ provision for any
liability is subject to adjudication’’ because the report

10. There should be no reference to consistency unless
the accounting principles have not been applied consis
tently.
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Answer 2 (10 points)

Opening (introductory) paragraph
1. All the financial statements audited are not identi
fied.

Independent Auditor’s Report

2. Management’s responsibility for the financial state
ments is omitted.

To the Board of Directors of Johnson Company:
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of
Johnson Company as of December 31, 1989 and 1988,
and the related statements of income, retained earnings,
and cash flows for the years then ended. These financial
statements are the responsibility of the Company’s man
agement. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audits.

Scope paragraph
3. Reference to “ generally accepted auditing stan
dards’’ is omitted.
4. An auditor obtains reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are “ free of material
misstatement,’’ not “ in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.”

Except as explained in the following paragraph, we con
ducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform our audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

5. The statement that an audit includes “ evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation” is omitted.
6. The statement that the auditors “ believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion” is
omitted.

Explanatory paragraph
7. The explanatory paragraph should follow the opin
ion paragraph.

We did not observe the taking of the physical inventory
as of December 31, 1987, since that date was prior to
our appointment as auditors for the Company, and we
were unable to satisfy ourselves regarding inventory
quantities by means of other auditing procedures. Inven
tory amounts as of December 31, 1987, enter into the
determination of net income and cash flows for the year
ended December 31, 1988.

8. The auditors should not give an opinion concerning
the entity’s survival “ beyond a reasonable period of
time.”

Opinion paragraph
9.

Because of the matter discussed in the preceding para
graph, the scope of our work was not sufficient to enable
us to express, and we do not express, an opinion on the
results of operations and cash flows for the year ended
December 31, 1988.

A qualified ( “ subject to” ) opinion is inappropriate.

10. The date of the financial statements audited is
omitted.
11. There should be no reference to consistency unless
the accounting principles have not been applied consis
tently.

In our opinion, the balance sheets of Johnson Company
as of December 31, 1989 and 1988, and the related state
ments of income, retained earnings, and cash flows for
the year ended December 31, 1989 present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of Johnson Com
pany as of December 31, 1989 and 1988, and the results
of its operations and its cash flows for the year ended
December 31, 1989, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.

B.

Reports on Reviewed and Compiled Financial
Statements

N90
Answer 5 (10 points)
Deficiencies in the report on the compiled financial state
ments are as follows:

Friday & Co., CPAs
March 11, 1990

Within the first paragraph
•
•

M89

Answer 2 (10 points)

•
The auditor’s report contains the following deficiencies:

A-93

The financial statements are not properly identified.
Standards established by the AICPA should be
referred to.
The expression “ to obtain limited assurance” should
not be used.

Auditing
Within the second paragraph

C. Other Reporting Considerations

•

N91
Answer 2 (10 points)

•
•
•

The information is not stated to be the representation
of management.
The phrase “ less in scope than an audit” is inappro
priate.
Reference to the financial statements not being
reviewed is omitted.
Reference to “ any other form of assurance” is
omitted.

Within the third paragraph
•

Reference to the omission of the statement of cash
flows is omitted.
• There should be a statement that the financial state
ments are not designed for those uninformed about
the omitted disclosures.
• It is inappropriate to refer to changes in financial
position.

1.

Statement 1 is appropriate.

2.

Statement 2 is appropriate.

3. Statement 3 is hot appropriate because the auditors
are required to plan and perform the audit to provide
reasonable assurance of detecting instances of noncompli
ance having a direct and material effect on the financial
statements, not all instances of noncompliance.
4.

Statement 4 is appropriate.

5. Statement 5 is not appropriate because rendering an
opinion is a higher level of reporting than the positive
and negative assurance required by Government Auditing
Standards.

Within the fourth paragraph

6.

•

7. Statement 7 is not appropriate because negative
assurance applies to items not tested.

The reason for the accountant’s lack of independence
should not be described.

Inclusion of the fifth paragraph is inappropriate.
The accountant’s compilation report is not dated Octo
ber 25, 1990.

Statement 6 is appropriate.

8. Statement 8 is not appropriate because Government
Auditing Standards require that, unless restricted by law
or regulation, copies of the reports should be made avail
able for public inspection.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.

Federal Taxation — Individuals

In A u g u st 199 3 , th e R e ven u e R e c o n c ilia tio n A c t o f 1 9 9 3 w a s p a ss e d . A c co rd in g ly, fu tu r e exam in a tio n s w ill te s t k n o w le d g e o f th e
R e ven u e R e co n cilia tio n A c t o f 199 3 . P r e v io us ex a m in ation item s h a ve not been re v is e d to re fle c t th e a p p lic a tio n o f th e 1 9 9 3 T ax A ct.

A.

Inclusions in Gross Income

2N92#16. Clark filed Form 1040EZforthe 1991 taxable
year. In July 1992, Clark received a state income tax
refund of $900, plus interest of $10, for overpayment of
1991 state income tax. What amount of the state tax
refund and interest is taxable in Clark’s 1992 federal
income tax return?
a. $0
b. $ 10
c. $900
d. $910

2N92#12. A cash-basis taxpayer should report gross
income
a. For the year in which income is either actually
or constructively received, whether in cash or
in property.
b. For the year in which income is either actually
or constructively received in cash only.
c. Only for the year in which income is actually
received whether in cash or in property.
d. Only for the year in which income is actually
received in cash.

2N92#17. Platt owns land that is operated as a parking
lot. A shed was erected on the lot for the related transac
tions with customers. With regard to capital assets and
Section 1231 assets, how should these assets be classi
fied?

2N92#13. Unless the Internal Revenue Service consents
to a change of method, the accrual method of tax reporting
is mandatory for a sole proprietor when there are

a.
b.
c.
d.

Accounts receivable
for services rendered
Yes
Yes
No
No

Year-end
merchandise
inventories
Yes
No
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.

Land
Capital
Section 1231
Capital
Section 1231

Shed
Capital
Capital
Section 1231
Section 1231

2N92#18. Among which of the following related parties
are losses from sales and exchanges not recognized for
tax purposes?
a. Father-in-law and son-in-law.
b. Brother-in-law and sister-in-law.
c. Grandfather and granddaughter.
d. Ancestors, lineal descendants, and all in-laws.

2N92#14. Under a “ cafeteria plan’’ maintained by an
employer,
a. Participation must be restricted to employees,
and their spouses and minor children.
b. At least three years of service are required
before an employee can participate in the plan.
c. Participants may select their own menu of bene
fits.
d. Provision may be made for deferred compensa
tion other than 401(k) plans.

2N92#19. Feld, the sole stockholder of Maki Corp.,
paid $50,000 for Maki’s stock in 1985. In 1991, Feld
contributed a parcel of land to Maki but was not given
any additional stock for this contribution. Feld’s basis
for the land was $10,000, and its fair market value was
$18,000 on the date of the transfer of title. What is Feld’s
adjusted basis for the Maki stock?
a. $50,000
b. $52,000
c. $60,000
d. $68,000

2N92#15. Lee qualified as head of a household for 1991
tax purposes. Lee’s 1991 taxable income was $100,000,
exclusive of capital gains and losses. Lee had a net long
term loss of $8,000 in 1991. What amount of this capital
loss can Lee offset against 1991 ordinary income?
a. $0
b. $3,000
c. $4,000
d. $8,000
AR-1
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2N91
Items 28 through 36* are based on the following:

31. Hall’s lottery transactions should be reported as
follows:
Schedule A—Itemized Deductions

Hall, a divorced person and custodian of her 12-year-old
child, filed her 1990 federal income tax return as head
of a household. She submitted the following information
to the CPA who prepared her 1990 return:
•

•

a.
b.
c.
d.

The divorce agreement, executed in 1983, provides
for Hall to receive $3,000 per month, of which $600
is designated as child support. After the child reaches
18, the monthly payments are to be reduced to $2,400
and are to continue until remarriage or death. How
ever, for the year 1990, Hall received a total of only
$5,000 from her former husband. Hall paid an attorney
$2,000 in 1990 in a suit to collect the alimony owed.

33. The $600 gain that Hall realized on the sale of the
antique should be treated as
a. Ordinary income.
b. Long-term capital gain.
c. An involuntary conversion.
d. A nontaxable antiquities transaction.

In June 1990, Hall’s mother gifted her 100 shares of
a listed stock. The donor’s basis for this stock, which
she bought in 1970, was $4,000, and market value on
the date of the gift was $3,000. Hall sold this stock
in July 1990 for $3,500. The donor paid no gift tax.

•

During 1990, Hall spent a total of $1,000 for state
lottery tickets. Her lottery winnings in 1990 totaled
$ 200.

•

Hall earned a salary of $25,000 in 1990. Hall was not
covered by any type of retirement plan, but contributed
$2,000 to an IRA in 1990.

•

In 1990, Hall sold an antique that she bought in 1980
to display in her home. Hall paid $800 for the antique
and sold it for $1,400, using the proceeds to pay a
court-ordered judgment.

•

Hall paid the following expenses in 1990 pertaining to
the home that she owns: realty taxes, $3,400; mortgage
interest, $7,000; casualty insurance, $490; assessment
by city for construction of a sewer system, $910;
interest of $1,000 on a personal, unsecured bank loan,
the proceeds of which were used for home improve
ments. Hall does not rent out any portion of the home.

Other
Other Miscellaneous Deductions
income
Subject to
Not subject to
on page 1 2% AGI floor 2% AGI floor
$0
$0
$0
$200
$0
$200
$200
$200
$0
$200
$0
$0

2M91#21. For a cash basis taxpayer, gain or loss on a
year-end sale of listed stock arises on the
a. Trade date.
b. Settlement date.
c. Date of receipt of cash proceeds.
d. Date of delivery of stock certificate.
2M91#22. Cobb, an unmarried individual, had an
adjusted gross income of $200,000 in 1990 before any
IRA deduction, taxable social security benefits, or passive
activity losses. Cobb incurred a loss of $30,000 in 1990
from rental real estate in which he actively participated.
What amount of loss attributable to this rental real estate
can be used in 1990 as an offset against income from
nonpassive sources?
a. $0
b. $12,500
c. $25,000
d. $30,000
2M91#23. In a “ like-kind” exchange of an investment
asset for a similar asset that will also be held as an
investment, no taxable gain or loss will be recognized on
the transaction if both assets consist of
a. Convertible debentures.
b. Convertible preferred stock.
c. Partnership interests.
d. Rental real estate located in different states.

28. What amount should be reported in Hall’s 1990
return as alimony income?
a. $36,000
b. $28,800
c. $ 5,000
d. $0

2M91#24. Lee, an attorney, uses the cash receipts and
disbursements method of reporting. In 1990, a client gave
Lee 500 shares of a listed corporation’s stock in full
satisfaction of a $10,000 legal fee the client owed to Lee.
This stock had a fair market value of $8,000 on the date
it was given to Lee. The client’s basis for this stock was
$6,000. Lee sold the stock for cash in January 1991. In
Lee’s 1990 income tax return, what amount of income
should be reported in connection with the receipt of the
stock?
a. $10,000
b. $ 8,000

30. What was Hall’s reportable gain or loss in 1990 on
the sale of the 100 shares of stock gifted to her?
a. $0.
b. $ 500 gain.
c. $ 500 loss.
d. $1,000 loss.
*The items omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.
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Selected Questions
c.
d.

$ 6,000
$0

Clark bought Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds
after 1989. Redemption proceeds will be used for payment
of college tuition for Clark’s dependent child. One of
the conditions that must be met for tax exemption of
accumulated interest on these bonds is that the
a. Purchaser of the bonds must be the sole owner
of the bonds (or joint owner with his or her
spouse).
b. Bonds must be bought by a parent (or both
parents) and put in the name of the dependent
child.
c. Bonds must be bought by the owner of the
bonds before the owner reaches the age of 24.
d. Bonds must be transferred to the college for
redemption by the college rather than by the
owner of the bonds.
2M91#28.

Ed and Ann Ross were divorced in January
1989. In accordance with the divorce decree, Ed trans
ferred the title in their home to Ann in 1989. The home,
which had a fair market value of $150,000, was subject
to a $50,000 mortgage that had 20 more years to run.
Monthly mortgage payments amount to $1,000. Under the
terms of settlement, Ed is obligated to make the mortgage
payments on the home for the full remaining 20-year
term of the indebtedness, regardless of how long Ann
lives. Ed made 12 mortgage payments in 1989. What
amount is taxable as alimony in Ann’s 1989 return?
a. $0
b. $ 12,000
c. $100,000
d. $112,000
2N90#25.

Dahl Corp. was organized and commenced
operations in 1930. At December 31, 1989, Dahl had
accumulated earnings and profits of $9,000 before divi
dend declaration and distribution. On December 3 1 , 1989,
Dahl distributed cash of $9,000 and a vacant parcel of
land to Green, Dahl’s only stockholder. At the date of
distribution, the land had a basis of $5,000 and a fair
market value of $40,000. What was Green’s taxable divi
dend income in 1989 from these distributions?
a. $ 9,000
b. $14,000
c. $44,000
d. $49,000
2N90#26.

2N90#27. Don Wolf became a general partner in Gata
Associates on January 1 , 1989 with a 5% interest in Gata’s
profits, losses, and capital. Gata is a distributor of auto
parts. Wolf does not materially participate in the partner
ship business. For the year ended December 31, 1989,
Gata had an operating loss of $100,000. In addition, Gata
earned interest of $20,000 on a temporary investment.
Gata has kept the principal temporarily invested while
awaiting delivery of equipment that is presently on order.
The principal will be used to pay for this equipment.
W olf's passive loss for 1989 is

AR-3

a.
b.
c.
d.

$0
$4,000
$5,000
$6,000

2N90#28. Joe Hall owns a limousine for use in his
personal service business of transporting passengers to
airports. The limousine’s adjusted basis is $40,000. In
addition, Hall owns his personal residence and furnish
ings, that together cost him $280,000. Hall’s capital assets
amount to
a. $320,000
b. $280,000
c. $ 40,000
d. $0
2N90#29. Fred Berk bought a plot of land with a cash
payment of $40,000 and a purchase money mortgage of
$50,000. In addition, Berk paid $200 for a title insurance
policy. Berk’s basis in this land is
a. $40,000
b. $40,200
c. $90,000
d. $90,200
2N90#30. In 1989, Joan Reed exchanged commercial
real estate that she owned for other commercial real estate
plus cash of $50,000. The following additional informa
tion pertains to this transaction:

Property given up by Reed
Fair market value
Adjusted basis

$500,000
300,000

Property received by Reed
Fair market value

450,000

What amount of gain should be recognized in Reed’s
1989 income tax return?
a. $200,000.
b. $100,000
c. $ 50,000
d. $0
2M89#41. In 1989, Ruth Lee sold a painting for $25,000
that she had bought for her personal use in 1979 at a cost
of $10,000. In her 1989 return, Lee should treat the sale
of the painting as a transaction resulting in
a. Ordinary income.
b. Long-term capital gain.
c. Section 1231 gain.
d. No taxable gain.

The following information pertains to the
sale of Al Oran’s principal residence:

2M89#42.

Date of sale
Date of purchase
Net sales price
Adjusted basis

May 1989
May 1979
$260,000
$ 70,000

Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations
In June 1989, Oran (age 70) bought a smaller residence
for $90,000. Oran elected to avail himself of the exclusion
of realized gain available to taxpayers age 55 and over.
What amount of gain should Oran recognize in 1989 on
the sale of his residence?
a. $45,000
b. $65,000
c. $70,000
d. $90,000
2M89

Items 43 through 51* are based on the following selected
1988 information pertaining to Sam and Ann Hoyt, who
filed a joint federal income tax return for the calendar
year 1988:
Sam — age 72; normal vision.
Ann — age 67; legally blind.
Adjusted gross income — $34,000.

45. What was the allowable amount of long-term capital
loss that the Hoyts could offset against ordinary income
on their 1988 return?
a. $0
b. $2,500
c. $3,000
d. $5,000
On June 1, 1988, Ben Rork sold 500 shares
of Kul Corp. stock. Rork had received this stock on May
1, 1988 as a bequest from the estate of his uncle, who
died on March 1, 1988. Rork’s basis was determined by
reference to the stock’s fair market value on March 1,
1988. Rork’s holding period for this stock was
• a. Short-term.
b. Long-term.
c. Short-term if sold at a gain; long-term if sold
at a loss.
d. Long-term if sold at a gain; short-term if sold
at a loss.
2M89#52.

The Hoyts itemized their deductions.

With regard to the passive loss rules involv
ing rental real estate activities, which one of the following
statements is correct?
a. The term ‘‘passive activity’’ includes any rental
activity without regard as to whether or not the
taxpayer materially participates in the activity.
b. Gross investment income from interest and div
idends not derived in the ordinary course of a
trade or business is treated as passive activity
income that can be offset by passive rental
activity losses when the ‘‘active participation’’
requirement is not met.
c. Passive rental activity losses may be deducted
only against passive income, but passive rental
activity credits may be used against tax attribut
able to nonpassive activities.
d. The passive activity rules do not apply to tax
payers whose adjusted gross income is
$300,000 or less.
2M89#54.

Among the Hoyts’ cash receipts during 1988 were the
following:
$1,000 dividends from taxable domestic corporations on
stocks held in Sam’s name.
$4,000 net proceeds from sale of 100 shares of listed
corporation stock bought in 1980 for $9,000. The Hoyts
had no other capital gains or losses in the current or
prior years.
$6,000 first installment on a $75,000 life insurance policy
payable to Ann in annual installments of $6,000 each
over a 15-year period, as beneficiary of the policy on
her uncle, who died in 1987.
Among the Hoyts’ cash expenditures during 1988 were
the following:
$2,000 transportation expenses required under the terms
of Sam’s employment contract were paid by Sam, an
outside salesman. No reimbursement was received.
$2,500 repairs in connection with 1988 fire damage to
the Hoyt residence. This property has a basis of $50,000.
Fair market value was $60,000 before the fire and
$55,000 after the fire. Insurance on the property had
lapsed in 1987 for nonpayment of premium.
$800 appraisal fee to determine amount of fire loss.
$3,000 real estate tax on residence; $400 state and city
sales taxes; $900 state income tax.
$100 contribution to a recognized political party.

B.

Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at
Adjusted Gross Income

Ryan, age 57, is single with no dependents.
In 1992, Ryan’s principal residence was sold for the
net amount of $400,000 after all selling expenses. Ryan
bought the house in 1963 and occupied it until sold. On
the date of sale, the house had a basis of $180,000. Ryan
does not intend to buy another residence. What is the
maximum exclusion of gain on sale of the residence that
may be claimed in Ryan’s 1992 income tax return?
a. $220,000
b. $125,000
c. $ 62,500
d. $0
2N92#8.

44. What was the taxable amount of dividends on the
Hoyts’ 1988 return?
a. $1,000
b. $ 900
c. $ 800
d. $ 700

Blake, a single individual age 67, had a 1991
adjusted gross income of $60,000 exclusive of social
security benefits. Blake received social security benefits

2N92#9.

*The items omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.
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Selected Questions
of $8,400 and interest of $1,000 on tax-exempt obliga
tions during 1991. What amount of social security benefits
is excludible from Blake’s 1991 taxable income?
a. $0
b. $4,200
c. $4,700
d. $8,400

c.
d.

2M89
Items 43 through 51* are based on the following selected
1988 information pertaining to Sam and Ann Hoyt, who
filed a joint federal income tax return for the calendar
year 1988:

2N91
Items 28 through 36* are based on the following:
Hall, a divorced person and custodian of her 12-year-old
child, filed her 1990 federal income tax return as head
of a household. She submitted the following information
to the CPA who prepared her 1990 return:
•

A deduction from adjusted gross income not
subject to the 2% of adjusted gross income
floor.
Nondeductible, with the interest income on the
$2,000 to be deferred until withdrawal.

Sam — age 72; normal vision.
Ann — age 67; legally blind.
Adjusted gross income — $34,000.

The divorce agreement, executed in 1983, provides
for Hall to receive $3,000 per month, of which $600
is designated as child support. After the child reaches
18, the monthly payments are to be reduced to $2,400
and are to continue until remarriage or death. How
ever, for the year 1990, Hall received a total of only
$5,000 from her former husband. Hall paid an attorney
$2,000 in 1990 in a suit to collect the alimony owed.

The Hoyts itemized their deductions.
Among the Hoyts’ cash receipts during 1988 were the
following:

•

In June 1990, Hall’s mother gifted her 100 shares of
a listed stock. The donor’s basis for this stock, which
she bought in 1970, was $4,000, and market value on
the date of the gift was $3,000. Hall sold this stock
in July 1990 for $3,500. The donor paid no gift tax.

•

During 1990, Hall spent a total of $1,000 for state
lottery tickets. Her lottery winnings in 1990 totaled
$ 200 .

•

Hall earned a salary of $25,000 in 1990. Hall was not
covered by any type of retirement plan, but contributed
$2,000 to an IRA in 1990.

•

In 1990, Hall sold an antique that she bought in 1980
to display in her home. Hall paid $800 for the antique
and sold it for $1,400, using the proceeds to pay a
court-ordered judgment.

•

Hall paid the following expenses in 1990 pertaining to
the home that she owns: realty taxes, $3,400; mortgage
interest, $7,000; casualty insurance, $490; assessment
by city for construction of a sewer system, $910;
interest of $1,000 on a personal, unsecured bank loan,
the proceeds of which were used for home improve
ments. Hall does not rent out any portion of the home.

$1,000 dividends from taxable domestic corporations on
stocks held in Sam’s name.
$4,000 net proceeds from sale of 100 shares of listed
corporation stock bought in 1980 for $9,000. The Hoyts
had no other capital gains or losses in the current or
prior years.
$6,000 first installment on a $75,000 life insurance policy
payable to Ann in annual installments of $6,000 each
over a 15-year period, as beneficiary of the policy on
her uncle, who died in 1987.
Among the Hoyts’ cash expenditures during 1988 were
the following:
$2,000 transportation expenses required under the terms
of Sam’s employment contract were paid by Sam, an
outside salesman. No reimbursement was received.
$2,500 repairs in connection with 1988 fire damage to
the Hoyt residence. This property has a basis of $50,000.
Fair market value was $60,000 before the fire and
$55,000 after the fire. Insurance on the property had
lapsed in 1987 for nonpayment of premium.
$800 appraisal fee to determine amount of fire loss.
$3,000 real estate tax on residence; $400 state and city
sales taxes; $900 state income tax.
$100 contribution to a recognized political party.
46. What portion of the $6,000 installment on the life
insurance policy is excludible from 1988 gross income
in arriving at the Hoyts’ adjusted gross income?
a. $0
b. $1,000
c. $5,000
d. $6,000

32. Hall’s $2,000 contribution to an IRA should be
treated as
a. An adjustment to income in arriving at adjusted
gross income.
b. A deduction from adjusted gross income subject
to the 2% of adjusted gross income floor.

2N92
Items 1 through 5 are based on the following:

*The items omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.

Alex and Myra Burg, married and filing joint income tax
returns, derive their entire income from the operation of

C.
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Deductions From Adjusted Gross Income

Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations
their retail candy shop. Their 1991 adjusted gross income
was $50,000. The Burgs itemized their deductions on
Schedule A for 1991. The following unreimbursed cash
expenditures were among those made by the Burgs during
1991:
Repair and maintenance of motorized
wheelchair for physically handicapped
dependent child

$300

Tuition, meals, and lodging at special school
for physically handicapped dependent child
in the institution primarily for the avail
ability of medical care, with meals and
lodging furnished as necessary incidents to
that care

4,000

State income tax

1,200

Self-employment tax

7,650

Four tickets to a theatre party sponsored by
a qualified charitable organization; not
considered a business expense; similar
tickets would cost $25 each at the box office
Repair of glass vase accidentally broken in
home by dog; vase cost $500 in 1989; fair
value $600 before accident and $200 after
accident

4. Without regard to the $ 100 ‘‘floor’’ and the adjusted
gross income percentage threshold, what amount should
the Burgs deduct for the casualty loss in their itemized
deductions on Schedule A for 1991?
a. $0
b. $ 90
c. $300
d. $400
5. What amount should the Burgs deduct for moving
expenses in their itemized deductions on Schedule A for
1991?
a. $0
b. $ 500
c. $ 900
d. $1,400
2N91
Items 28 through 36* are based on the following:
Hall, a divorced person and custodian of her 12-year-old
child, filed her 1990 federal income tax return as head
of a household. She submitted the following information
to the CPA who prepared her 1990 return:

160

•

The divorce agreement, executed in 1983, provides
for Hall to receive $3,000 per month, of which $600
is designated as child support. After the child reaches
18, the monthly payments are to be reduced to $2,400
and are to continue until remarriage or death. How
ever, for the year 1990, Hall received a total of only
$5,000 from her former husband. Hall paid an attorney
$2,000 in 1990 in a suit to collect the alimony owed.

•

In June 1990, Hall’s mother gifted her 100 shares of
a listed stock. The donor’s basis for this stock, which
she bought in 1970, was $4,000, and market value on
the date of the gift was $3,000. Hall sold this stock
in July 1990 for $3,500. The donor paid no gift tax.

•

During 1990, Hall spent a total of $1,000 for state
lottery tickets. Her lottery winnings in 1990 totaled
$ 200.

•

Hall earned a salary of $25,000 in 1990. Hall was not
covered by any type of retirement plan, but contributed
$2,000 to an IRA in 1990.

•

In 1990, Hall sold an antique that she bought in 1980
to display in her home. Hall paid $800 for the antique
and sold it for $1,400, using the proceeds to pay a
court-ordered judgment.

•

Hall paid the following expenses in 1990 pertaining to
the home that she owns: realty taxes, $3,400; mortgage
interest, $7,000; casualty insurance, $490; assessment
by city for construction of a sewer system, $910;
interest of $1,000 on a personal, unsecured bank loan,

90

Fee for breaking lease on prior apartment
residence located 20 miles from new
residence

500

Security deposit placed on apartment at new
location

900

1. Without regard to the adjusted gross income percent
age threshold, what amount may the Burgs claim in their
1991 return as qualifying medical expenses?
a. $0
b. $ 300
c. $4,000
d. $4,300
2. What amount should the Burgs deduct for taxes in
their itemized deductions on Schedule A for 1991?
a. $1,200
b. $3,825
c. $5,025
d. $7,650
3. What amount should the Burgs deduct for gifts to
charity in their itemized deductions on Schedule A for
1991?
a. $160
b. $100
c. $ 60
d. $0

*The items omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.
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the proceeds of which were used for home improve
ments. Hall does not rent out any portion of the home.

Face lift for Ruth, performed by a
licensed surgeon
Hair transplant for Mark, performed
by a licensed surgeon

35. The $910 sewer system assessment imposed by the
city in 1990 is
a. Allowed with the realty taxes as an itemized
deduction for taxes.
b. Allowed as an itemized deduction subject to
the 2% of adjusted gross income floor.
c. Deductible in arriving at adjusted gross income.
d. Not deductible in 1990.
36.

$5,000
3,600

Disregarding the adjusted gross income percentage
threshold, what total amount of the aforementioned doc
tors’ bills may be claimed by the Clines in their 1991
return as qualifying medical expenses?
a. $0
b. $3,600
c. $5,000
d. $8,600

The casualty insurance premium of $490 is
a. Allowed as an itemized deduction subject to
the $100 floor and the 10% of adjusted gross
income floor.
b. Allowed as an itemized deduction subject to
the 2% of gross income floor.
c. Deductible in arriving at adjusted gross income.
d. Not deductible in 1990.

2M91#26. Dale received $1,000 in 1990 for jury duty.
In exchange for regular compensation from her employer
during the period of jury service, Dale was required to
remit the entire $1,000 to her employer in 1990. In Dale’s
1990 income tax return, the $1,000 jury duty fee should
be
a. Claimed in full as an itemized deduction.
b. Claimed as an itemized deduction to the extent
exceeding 2% of adjusted gross income.
c. Deducted from gross income in arriving at
adjusted gross income.
d. Included in taxable income without a corre
sponding offset against other income.

For regular tax purposes, with regard to the
itemized deduction for qualified residence interest, home
equity indebtedness incurred in 1991
a. Includes acquisition indebtedness secured by a
qualified residence.
b. May exceed the fair market value of the resi
dence.
c. Must exceed the taxpayer’s net equity in the
residence.
d. Is limited to $100,000 on a joint income tax
return.
2M91#27.

2M91#29. An individual’s losses on transactions
entered into for personal purposes are deductible only if
a. The losses qualify as casualty or theft losses.
b. The losses can be characterized as hobby losses.
c. The losses do not exceed $3,000 ($6,000 on a
joint return).
d. No part of the transactions was entered into for
profit.

Ruth and Mark Cline are married and will file
a joint 1991 income tax return. Among their expenditures
during 1991 were the following discretionary costs that
they incurred for the sole purpose of improving their
physical appearance and self-esteem:
2M91#30.

2M91#31. During 1990, Scott charged $4,000 on his
credit card for his dependent son’s medical expenses.
Payment to the credit card company had not been made
by the time Scott filed his income tax return in 1991.
However, in 1990, Scott paid a physician $2,800 for
the medical expenses of his wife, who died in 1989.
Disregarding the adjusted gross income percentage
threshold, what amount could Scott claim in his 1990
income tax return for medical expenses?
a. $0
b. $2,800
c. $4,000
d. $6,800
2N90#31. Marc Clay was unemployed for the entire
year 1988. In January 1989, Clay obtained full-time
employment 40 miles away from the city where he had
resided during the ten years preceding 1989. Clay kept
his new job for the entire year 1989. In January 1989,
Clay paid direct moving expenses of $300 in relocating
to his new city of residence, but he received no reimburse
ment for these expenses. In his 1989 income tax return,
Clay’s direct moving expenses are
a. Not deductible.
b. Fully deductible only if Clay itemizes his
deductions.
c. Fully deductible from gross income in arriving
at adjusted gross income.
d. Deductible subject to a 2% threshold if Clay
itemizes his deductions.
2N90#32. In 1989, Smith paid $6,000 to the tax collec
tor of Wek City for realty taxes on a two-family house
owned by Smith’s mother. Of this amount, $2,800 cov
ered back taxes for 1988, and $3,200 covered 1989 taxes.
Smith resides on the second floor of the house, and his
mother resides on the first floor. In Smith’s itemized
deductions on his 1989 return, what amount was Smith
entitled to claim for realty taxes?
a. $6,000
b. $3,200
c. $3,000
d. $0
2N90#33. Which one of the following expenditures
qualifies as a deductible medical expense for tax pur
poses?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Vitamins for general health not prescribed by
a physician.
Health club dues.
Transportation to physician’s office for
required medical care.
Mandatory employment taxes for basic cover
age under Medicare A.

2N90#34. Which one of the following statements is
correct with regard to an individual taxpayer who has
elected to amortize the premium on a bond that yields
taxable interest?
a. The amortization is treated as an itemized
deduction.
b. The amortization is not treated as a reduction
of taxable income.
c. The bond’s basis is reduced by the amortization.
d. The bond’s basis is increased by the amortiza
tion.

$800 appraisal fee to determine amount of fire loss.
$3,000 real estate tax on residence; $400 state and city
sales taxes; $900 state income tax.
$100 contribution to a recognized political party.
48. What amount of fire loss were the Hoyts entitled
to deduct as an itemized deduction on their 1988 return?
a. $5,000
b. $2,500
c. $1,600
d. $1,500
49. What total amount was deductible for taxes on the
Hoyts’ 1988 return?
a. $4,300
b. $3,900
c. $3,400
d. $3,000
50. The unreimbursed employee’s transportation
expenses paid by Sam in 1988 were
a. Deductible from gross income in arriving at
adjusted gross income.
b. Subject to the 2% of adjusted gross income
floor for miscellaneous itemized deductions.
c. Fully deductible as an itemized deduction.
d. Not deductible.

2M89

Items 43 through 51* are based on the following selected
1988 information pertaining to Sam and Ann Hoyt, who
filed a joint federal income tax return for the calendar
year 1988:
Sam — age 72; normal vision.
Ann — age 67; legally blind.

51. The appraisal fee to determine the amount of the
Hoyts’ fire loss was
a. Deductible from gross income in arriving at
adjusted gross income.
b. Subject to the 2% of adjusted gross income
floor for miscellaneous itemized deductions.
c. Deductible after reducing the amount by $100.
d. Not deductible.

Adjusted gross income — $34,000.
The Hoyts itemized their deductions.
Among the Hoyts’ cash receipts during 1988 were the
following:
$1,000 dividends from taxable domestic corporations on
stocks held in Sam’s name.
$4,000 net proceeds from sale of 100 shares of listed
corporation stock bought in 1980 for $9,000. The Hoyts
had no other capital gains or losses in the current or
prior years.
$6,000 first installment on a $75,000 life insurance policy
payable to Ann in annual installments of $6,000 each
over a 15-year period, as beneficiary of the policy on
her uncle, who died in 1987.

D.

Filing Status and Exemptions

2N92#10. For head of household filing status, which of
the following costs are considered in determining whether
the taxpayer has contributed more than one-half the cost
of maintaining the household?

Among the Hoyts’ cash expenditures during 1988 were
the following:

Food consumed
in the home
Yes
No
Yes
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

$2,000 transportation expenses required under the terms
of Sam’s employment contract were paid by Sam, an
outside salesman. No reimbursement was received.
$2,500 repairs in connection with 1988 fire damage to
the Hoyt residence. This property has a basis of $50,000.
Fair market value was $60,000 before the fire and
$55,000 after the fire. Insurance on the property had
lapsed in 1987 for nonpayment of premium.

2M91#34.

even if
a.
b.

*The items omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.
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Value o f services
rendered in the
home by the taxpayer
Yes
No
No
Yes

A husband and wife can file a joint return

The spouses have different tax years, provided
that both spouses are alive at the end of the
year.
The spouses have different accounting
methods.

Selected Questions
c.
d.

Either spouse was a nonresident alien at any
time during the tax year, provided that at least
one spouse makes the proper election.
They were divorced before the end of the tax
year.

2N90#24. Al and Mary Lew are married and filed a
joint 1989 income tax return in which they validly claimed
the $2,000 personal exemption for their dependent 17year-old daughter, Doris. Since Doris earned $5,400 in
1989 from a part-time job at the college she attended
full-time, Doris was also required to file a 1989 income
tax return. What amount was Doris entitled to claim as
a personal exemption in her 1989 individual income tax
return?
a. $0
b. $1,000
c. $2,000
d. $3,000
2M89
Items 43 through 51* are based on the following selected
1988 information pertaining to Sam and Ann Hoyt, who
filed a joint federal income tax return for the calendar
year 1988:
Sam — age 72; normal vision.
Ann — age 67; legally blind.
Adjusted gross income — $34,000.
The Hoyts itemized their deductions.
Among the Hoyts’ cash receipts during 1988 were the
following:
$1,000 dividends from taxable domestic corporations on
stocks held in Sam’s name.
$4,000 net proceeds from sale of 100 shares of listed
corporation stock bought in 1980 for $9,000. The Hoyts
had no other capital gains or losses in the current or
prior years.
$6,000 first installment on a $75,000 life insurance policy
payable to Ann in annual installments of $6,000 each
over a 15-year period, as beneficiary of the policy on
her uncle, who died in 1987.

$800 appraisal fee to determine amount of fire loss.
$3,000 real estate tax on residence; $400 state and city
sales taxes; $900 state income tax.
$100 contribution to a recognized political party.
43. How many personal exemptions were the Hoyts
entitled to claim on their 1988 return?
a. 2
b. 3
c. 4
d. 5
F.

Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties

2N91#22. Kent qualified for the earned income credit
in 1990. This credit could result in a
a. Refund even if Kent had no tax withheld from
wages.
b. Refund only if Kent had tax withheld from
wages.
c. Carryback or carryforward for any unused por
tion.
d. Subtraction from adjusted gross income to
arrive at taxable income.
2M91#33. An employee who has had social security
tax withheld in an amount greater than the maximum for
a particular year may claim
a. Such excess as either a credit or an itemized
deduction, at the election of the employee, if
that excess resulted from correct withholding
by two or more employers.
b. Reimbursement of such excess from his
employers, if that excess resulted from correct
withholding by two or more employers.
c. The excess as a credit against income tax, if
that excess resulted from correct withholding
by two or more employers.
d. The excess as a credit against income tax, if
that excess was withheld by one employer.
2N90#23. Which one of the following statements is
correct with regard to the earned income credit?
a. The credit is available only to those individuals
whose earned income is equal to adjusted gross
income.
b. For purposes of the earned income test, ‘‘earned
income” includes workers’ compensation ben
efits.
c. The credit can result in a refund even if the
individual had no tax withheld from wages.
d. The credit is available to married couples who
are childless.

Among the Hoyts’ cash expenditures during 1988 were
the following:
$2,000 transportation expenses required under the terms
of Sam’s employment contract were paid by Sam, an
outside salesman. No reimbursement was received.
$2,500 repairs in connection with 1988 fire damage to
the Hoyt residence. This property has a basis of $50,000.
Fair market value was $60,000 before the fire and
$55,000 after the fire. Insurance on the property had
lapsed in 1987 for nonpayment of premium.

2M89
Items 43 through 51* are based on the following selected
1988 information pertaining to Sam and Ann Hoyt, who
filed a joint federal income tax return for the calendar
year 1988:

*The items omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.
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Sam — age 72; normal vision.
Ann — age 67; legally blind.

G.

Adjusted gross income — $34,000.
The Hoyts itemized their deductions.
Among the Hoyts’ cash receipts during 1988 were the
following:
$1,000 dividends from taxable domestic corporations on
stocks held in Sam’s name.
$4,000 net proceeds from sale of 100 shares of listed
corporation stock bought in 1980 for $9,000. The Hoyts
had no other capital gains or losses in the current or
prior years.
$6,000 first installment on a $75,000 life insurance policy
payable to Ann in annual installments of $6,000 each
over a 15-year period, as beneficiary of the policy on
her uncle, who died in 1987.
Among the Hoyts’ cash expenditures during 1988 were
the following:

Other

2N92#6. On April 15, 1992, a married couple filed their
joint 1991 calendar-year return showing gross income of
$120,000. Their return had been prepared by a profes
sional tax preparer who mistakenly omitted $45,000 of
income, which the preparer in good faith considered to
be nontaxable. No information with regard to this omitted
income was disclosed on the return or attached statements.
By what date must the Internal Revenue Service assert
a notice of deficiency before the statute of limitations
expires?
a. April 15, 1998.
b. December 31, 1997.
c. April 15, 1995.
d. December 31, 1994.

A claim for refund of erroneously paid income
taxes, filed by an individual before the statute of limita
tions expires, must be submitted on Form
a.
843
b. 1040X
c. 1045
d. 1139
2N92#7.

Keen, a calendar-year taxpayer, reported a
gross income of $100,000 on his 1989 income tax return.
Inadvertently omitted from gross income was a $20,000
commission that should have been included in 1989. Keen
filed his 1989 return on March 15, 1990. To collect the
tax on the $20,000 omission, the Internal Revenue Service
must assert a notice of deficiency no later than
a. March 15, 1993.
b. April 15, 1993.
c. March 15, 1996.
d. April 15, 1996.
2N90#21.

$2,000 transportation expenses required under the terms
of Sam’s employment contract were paid by Sam, an
outside salesman. No reimbursement was received.
$2,500 repairs in connection with 1988 fire damage to
the Hoyt residence. This property has a basis of $50,000.
Fair market value was $60,000 before the fire and
$55,000 after the fire. Insurance on the property had
lapsed in 1987 for nonpayment of premium.
$800 appraisal fee to determine amount of fire loss.
$3,000 real estate tax on residence; $400 state and city
sales taxes; $900 state income tax.
$100 contribution to a recognized political party.
47. What amount of the $100 political contribution were
the Hoyts entitled to claim as a credit against their 1988
tax?
a. $0
b. $ 25
c. $ 50
d. $100

If an individual paid income tax in 1989 but
did not file a 1989 return because his income was insuffi
cient to require the filing of a return, the deadline for
filing a refund claim is
a. Two years from the date the tax was paid.
b. Two years from the date a return would have
been due.
c. Three years from the date the tax was paid.
d. Three years from the date a return would have
been due.
2N90#22.

II. Federal Taxation — Corporations
In A u g u st 19 9 3 , th e R e ven u e R e c o n c ilia tio n A c t o f 1 9 9 3 w a s p a s s e d . A c c o rd in g ly , fu tu r e exa m in a tio n s w ill te s t k n o w le d g e o f the
R e ven u e R e c o n c ilia tio n A c t o f 199 3 . P re v io u s ex a m in ation item s h a ve not been re v is e d to re fle c t th e a p p lic a tio n o f th e 1 9 9 3 T ax A ct.

A.

Determination of Taxable Income or Loss

2M93#41. In 1992, Acorn Inc. had the following items
of income and expense:
Sales
Cost of sales
Dividends received

$500,000
250,000
25,000

The dividends were received from a corporation of which
Acorn owns 30%. In Acorn’s 1992 corporate income tax
return, what amount should be reported as income before
special deductions?
a. $525,000
b. $505,000
c. $275,000
d. $250,000
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2M93#42. Ace Rentals Inc., an accrual-basis taxpayer,
reported rent receivable of $35,000 and $25,000 in its
1992 and 1991 balance sheets, respectively. During 1992,
Ace received $50,000 in rent payments and $5,000 in
nonrefundable rent deposits. In Ace’s 1992 corporate
income tax return, what amount should Ace include as
rent revenue?
a. $50,000
b. $55,000
c. $60,000
d. $65,000
2M93#44. Brown Corp., a calendar-year taxpayer, was
organized and actively began operations on July 1, 1992,
and incurred the following costs:
Legal fees to obtain corporate charter
Commission paid to underwriter
Other stock issue costs

$40,000
25,000
10,000

Brown wishes to amortize its organizational costs over
the shortest period allowed for tax purposes. In 1992,
what amount should Brown deduct for the amortization
of organizational expenses?
a. $8,000
b. $7,500
c. $5,000
d. $4,000
2M93#45. In 1992, Garland Corp. contributed $40,000
to a qualified charitable organization. Garland’s 1992
taxable income before the deduction for charitable contri
butions was $410,000. Included in that amount is a
$20,000 dividends-received deduction. Garland also had
carryover contributions of $5,000 from the prior year.
In 1992, what amount can Garland deduct as charitable
contributions?
a. $40,000
b. $41,000
c. $43,000
d. $45,000
2M93#46. In 1992, Cero Corp.’s second year of opera
tion, Cero’s book income before federal income taxes
was $400,000. Included in that amount were the following
items:
State income tax refunds
Amortization of goodwill

$10,000
5,000

On its 1991 federal tax return, Cero deducted the pay
ments it made for state income taxes. Cero’s policy is to
maximize its deductible expenses. What is Cero’s 1992
taxable income?
a. $405,000
b. $400,000
c. $395,000
d. $390,000
2M93#47. When a corporation has an unused net capital
loss that is carried back or carried forward to another tax
year,

a.
b.
c.
d.

It retains its original identity as short-term or
long-term.
It is treated as a short-term capital loss whether
or not it was short-term when sustained.
It is treated as a long-term capital loss whether
or not it was long-term when sustained.
It can be used to offset ordinary income up to
the amount of the carryback or carryover.

Soma Corp. had $600,000 in compensation
expense for book purposes in 1992. Included in this
amount was a $50,000 accrual for 1992 nonshareholder
bonuses. Soma paid the actual 1992 bonus of $60,000
on March 1, 1993. In its 1992 tax return, what amount
should Soma deduct as compensation expense?
a. $600,000
b. $610,000
c. $550,000
d. $540,000

2M93#48.

2N91#41. A corporation’s capital loss carryback or car
ryover is
a. Not allowable under current law.
b. Limited to $3,000.
c. Always treated as a long-term capital loss.
d. Always treated as a short-term capital loss.

Lyle Corp. is a distributor of pharmaceuticals
and sells only to retail drug stores. During 1990, Lyle
received unsolicited samples of nonprescription drugs
from a manufacturer. Lyle donated these drugs in 1990
to a qualified exempt organization and deducted their fair
market value as a charitable contribution. What should
be included as gross income in Lyle’s 1990 return for
receipt of these samples?
a. Fair market value.
b. Net discounted wholesale price.
c. $25 nominal value assigned to gifts.
d. $0
2N91#42.

Andi Corp. issued $1,000,000 face amount
of bonds in 1985 and established a sinking fund to pay
the debt at maturity. The bondholders appointed an inde
pendent trustee to invest the sinking fund contributions
and to administer the trust. In 1990, the sinking fund
earned $60,000 in interest on bank deposits and $8,000
in net long-term capital gains. All of the trust income is
accumulated with Andi’s periodic contributions so that
the aggregate amount will be sufficient to pay the bonds
when they mature. What amount of trust income was
taxable to Andi in 1990?
a. $0
b. $ 8,000
c. $60,000
d. $68,000
2N91#44.

Par Corp. acquired the assets of its wholly
owned subsidiary, Sub Corp., under a plan that qualified
as a tax-free complete liquidation of Sub. Which of the
following of Sub’s unused carryovers may be transferred
to Par?
2N91#45.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Excess charitable
contributions
No
Yes
No
Yes

c.
d.

Net operating
loss
Yes
No
No
Yes

2N91#46. In a C corporation’s computation of the maxi
mum allowable deduction for contributions, what percent
age limitation should be applied to the applicable base
amount?
a.
5%
b. 10%
c. 30%
d. 50%
2N91#47. In the case of a corporation that is not a
financial institution, which of the following statements
is correct with regard to the deduction for bad debts?
a. Either the reserve method or the direct chargeoff method may be used, if the election is made
in the corporation’s first taxable year.
b. On approval from the IRS, a corporation may
change its method from direct charge-off to
reserve.
c. If the reserve method was consistently used in
prior years, the corporation may take a deduc
tion for a reasonable addition to the reserve for
bad debts.
d. A corporation is required to use the direct
charge-off method rather than the reserve
method.
2N91#49. Would the following expense items be
reported on Schedule M-1 of the corporation income tax
return showing the reconciliation of income per books
with income per return?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Interest incurred
on loan to carry
U.S. obligations
Yes
No
Yes
No

Provision for
state corporation
income tax
Yes
No
No
Yes

2M91#44. The rule limiting the allowability of passive
activity losses and credits applies to
a. Partnerships.
b. S corporations.
c. Personal service corporations.
d. Widely-held C corporations.
2M91#46. A corporation’s capital losses are
a. Deductible only to the extent of the corpora
tion’s capital gains.
b. Deductible from the corporation’s ordinary
income to the extent of $3,000.

Carried back three years and forward 15 years.
Forfeited if the corporation had no capital gains
in the year in which the capital losses were
incurred.

2M91#47. The corporate dividends-received deduction
a. Must exceed the applicable percentage of the
recipient shareholder’s taxable income.
b. Is affected by a requirement that the investor
corporation must own the investee’s stock for
a specified minimum holding period.
c. Is unaffected by the percentage of the investee’s
stock owned by the investor corporation.
d. May be claimed by S corporations.
2M91#49. Foreign income taxes paid by a corporation
a. May be claimed either as a deduction or as a
credit, at the option of the corporation.
b. May be claimed only as a deduction.
c. May be claimed only as a credit.
d. Do not qualify either as a deduction or as a
credit.
2M91#50. Under the modified accelerated cost recovery
system (MACRS) of depreciation for property placed in
service after 1986,
a. Used tangible depreciable property is excluded
from the computation.
b. Salvage value is ignored for purposes of com
puting the MACRS deduction.
c. No type of straight-line depreciation is allow
able.
d. The recovery period for depreciable realty must
be at least 27.5 years.
2M91#51. The minimum total voting power that a par
ent corporation must have in a subsidiary’s stock in order
to be eligible for the filing of a consolidated return is
a. 20%
b. 50%
c. 51%
d. 80%
2M91#52. With regard to depreciation computations
made under the general MACRS method, the half-year
convention provides that
a. One-half of the first year’s depreciation is
allowed in the year in which the property is
placed in service, regardless of when the prop
erty is placed in service during the year, and a
half-year’s depreciation is allowed for the year
in which the property is disposed of.
b. The deduction will be based on the number of
months the property was in service, so that onehalf month’s depreciation is allowed for the
month in which the property is placed in service
and for the month in which it is disposed of.
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Depreciation will be allowed in the first
year Questionsa. $0
Selected
b. $2,500
of acquisition of the property only if the prop
c. $3,000
erty is placed in service no later than June 30
for calendar-year corporations.
d. $5,000
d. Depreciation will be allowed in the last year of
the property’s economic life only if the property
31. What amount should Ral include in its 1989 taxable
is disposed of after June 30 of the year of dispo
income for rent revenue?
sition for calendar-year corporations.
a. $0
b. $ 750
2M90
c. $ 9,000
Items 29 through 34 are based on the following:
d. $27,000
c.

John Budd is the sole stockholder of Ral Corp., an accrual
basis taxpayer engaged in wholesaling operations. Ral’s
retained earnings at January 1, 1989 amounted to
$1,000,000. For the year ended December 3 1 , 1989, Ral’s
book income, before federal income tax, was $300,000.
Included in the computation of this $300,000 were the
following:
Dividends received on 500 shares of stock of
a taxable domestic corporation that had
1,000,000 shares of stock outstanding (Ral
had no portfolio indebtedness)
$ 1,000
Loss on sale of investment in stock of
unaffiliated corporation (this stock had been
held for two years; Ral had no other capital
gains or losses)
(5,000)
Keyman insurance premiums paid on Budd’s
life (Ral is the beneficiary of this policy)
3,000
Group term insurance premiums paid on
$10,000 life insurance policies for each of
Ral’s four employees (the employees’
spouses are the beneficiaries)
4,000
Amortization of cost of acquiring a perpetual
dealer’s franchise (Ral paid $48,000 for this
franchise on July 1, 1989, and is amortizing
it over a 48-month period)
6,000
Contribution to a recognized, qualified
charity (this contribution was authorized by
Ral’s board of directors in December 1989,
to be paid on January 31, 1990)
75,000

32. What amount should Ral deduct for keyman and
group life insurance premiums in computing taxable
income for 1989?
a. $0
b. $3,000
c. $4,000
d. $7,000
33. What amount is deductible in Ral’s 1989 return for
purchase of the dealer’s franchise?
a. $0
b. $ 600
c. $1,200
d. $6,000
34. With regard to Ral’s contribution to the recognized,
qualified charity, Ral
a. Can elect to deduct in its 1989 return any por
tion of the $75,000 that does not exceed the
deduction ceiling for 1989.
b. Cannot deduct any portion of the $75,000 in
1989 because the contribution was not paid in
1989.
c. Can deduct the entire $75,000 in its 1989 return
because Ral reports on the accrual basis.
d. Can elect to carry forward indefinitely any por
tion of the $75,000 not deducted in 1989 or
1990.

On December 1, 1989, Ral received advance rental of
$27,000 from a tenant for a three-year lease commencing
January 1, 1990 to cover rents for the years 1990, 1991,
and 1992. In conformity with GAAP, Ral did not include
any part of this rental in its income statement for the year
ended December 31, 1989.
29. What portion of the dividend revenue should be
included in Ral’s 1989 taxable income?
a. $150
b. $200
c. $300
d. $900
30. In computing taxable income for 1989, Ral should
deduct a capital loss of

2M90#35. For the year ended December 31, 1989,
Maple Corp.’s book income, before federal income tax,
was $100,000. Included in this $100,000 were the fol
lowing:

Provision for state income tax
Interest earned on U.S. Treasury Bonds
Interest expense on bank loan to purchase
U.S. Treasury Bonds
Maple’s
a.
b.
c.
d.
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$ 97,000
$100,000
$101,000
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6,000
2,000
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2N89
Items 41 through 46 are based on the following:
Kell Corp.
INCOME STATEMENT
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Sales
Cost of sales
Gross margin
Operating expenses
Operating income
Other income:
Gain on sale of
investments
Life insurance
policy proceeds
Dividends
Total
Other expense:
Contributions
Income before income tax

45. Included in Kell’s operating expenses were the fol
lowing life insurance premiums:

$900,000
600,000
300,000
250,000
50,000
$15,000
10,000

3,000

10%
5%

28,000
78,000
8,000
$ 70,000

41. The gain on sale of investments resulted from the
sale of stock of an unrelated taxable domestic corporation.
This stock had been purchased in 1980. In its 1988 income
tax return, Kell should claim a long-term capital gain
deduction of
a. $0
b. $ 6,000
c. $ 9,000
d. $12,000
42. The life insurance policy proceeds represent a lump
sum payment in full as a result of the death of Kell’s
controller. Kell was the owner and beneficiary of this
policy. In its 1988 income tax return, Kell should report
taxable life insurance proceeds of
a. $10,000
b. $ 8,000
c. $ 5,000
d. $0
43. The dividends were declared and received in 1988
from an unrelated taxable domestic corporation in which
Kell owned less than 1% of the investee’s stock. Kell
had no portfolio indebtedness. In its 1988 income tax
return, Kell should claim a dividends-received deduction
of
a. $0
b. $ 100
c. $2,100
d. $2,400

Term life insurance premiums paid on
the life of Kell’s controller, with Kell
as owner and beneficiary of the policy
Group-term life insurance premiums
paid on employees’ lives, with the
employees’ dependents as owners and
beneficiaries of the policies

$ 2,000

18,000

In its 1988 income tax return, what amount should Kell
deduct for life insurance premiums?
a. $20,000
b. $18,000
c. $ 2,000
d. $0
46. Included in Kell’s operating expenses is $4,000 for
depreciation of a machine that Kell purchased and placed
in service in January 1988 for use in the active conduct
of Kell’s business. This machine cost $32,000 and has
an estimated useful life of eight years, with no salvage
value. No other fixed assets were acquired during 1988.
Kell has taxable income and wishes to minimize its 1988
income tax to the fullest possible extent. The proper elec
tion was made in connection with the tax treatment of
this machine in Kell’s 1988 income tax return. Excluding
normal depreciation, Kell may expense on this machine
a maximum of
a. $0
b. $ 5,000
c. $10,000
d. $32,000
C.

S Corporations

2M93#51.

Which of the following conditions will pre
vent a corporation from qualifying as an S Corporation?
a. The corporation has both common and pre
ferred stock.
b. The corporation has one class of stock with
different voting rights.
c. One shareholder is an estate.
d. One shareholder is a grantor trust.

A corporation that has been an S corporation
from its inception may
2N91#57:

44. All of the contributions were to qualified charitable
organizations. When Kell computes the maximum allow
able deduction for contributions, what percentage of con
tribution base income should Kell use?
a. 50%
b. 30%
AR-14

a.
b.
c.
d.

Have both passive
and nonpassive income
No
Yes
No
Yes

Be owned by a
bankruptcy estate
Yes
No
No
Yes

Selected Questions
2M91#56. Bern Corp., an S corporation, had an ordinary
loss of $36,500 for the year ended December 31, 1990.
At January 1, 1990, Meyer owned 50% of Bern’s stock.
Meyer held the stock for 40 days in 1990 before selling
the entire 50% interest to an unrelated third party. Meyer’s
basis for the stock was $10,000. Meyer was a full-time
employee of Bern until the stock was sold. Meyer’s share
of Bern’s 1990 loss was
a. $0
b. $ 2,000
c. $10,000
d. $18,250

2M91#57. After a corporation’s status as an S corpora
tion is revoked or terminated, how many years is the
corporation required to wait before making a new S elec
tion, in the absence of IRS consent to an earlier election?
a.
1
b.
3
c.
5
d. 10
Which one of the following will render a
corporation ineligible for S corporation status?
a. One of the stockholders is a decedent’s estate.
b. One of the stockholders is a bankruptcy estate.
c. The corporation has both voting and nonvoting
common stock issued and outstanding.
d. The corporation has 50 stockholders.
2M90#27.

With regard to S corporations and their stock
the ‘‘at risk’’ rules applicable to losses
Depend on the type of income reported by the
S corporation.
Are subject to the elections made by the S
corporation’s stockholders.
Take into consideration the S corporation’s
ratio of debt to equity.
Apply at the shareholder level rather than at
the corporate level.

2N89#50.

holders,
a.
b.
c.
d.

2N89#51.

a.
b.
c.
d.
D.

An S corporation may deduct
Charitable contributions within the percentage
of income limitation applicable to corporations.
Net operating loss carryovers.
Foreign income taxes.
Compensation of officers.

Personal Holding Companies

Acme Corp. has two common stockholders.
Acme derives all of its income from investments in stocks
and securities, and it regularly distributes 51% of its
taxable income as dividends to its stockholders. Acme is

2M93#52.

a.

c.
d.

Corporation subject to tax only on income not
distributed to stockholders.
Corporation subject to the accumulated earn
ings tax.
Regulated investment company.
Personal holding company.

2M91#54. The following information pertains to Hull,
Inc., a personal holding company, for the year ended
December 3 1 , 1990:
Undistributed personal holding company
income
Dividends paid during 1990
Consent dividends reported in the 1990
individual income tax returns of the
holders of Hull’s common stock, but
not paid by Hull to its stockholders

$100,000
20,000

10,000

In computing its 1990 personal holding company tax,
what amount should Hull deduct for dividends paid?
a. $0
b. $10,000
c. $20,000
d. $30,000
E.

Consolidated Returns

2M93#43. In 1992, Portal Corp. received $100,000 in
dividends from Sal. Corp., its 80%-owned subsidiary.
What net amount of dividend income should Portal
include in its 1992 consolidated tax return?
a. $100,000
b. $ 80,000
c. $ 70,000
d. $0
2M93#49. Potter Corp. and Sly Corp. file consolidated
tax returns. In January 1991, Potter sold land, with a
basis of $60,000 and a fair value of $75,000, to Sly
for $100,000. Sly sold the land in December 1992 for
$125,000. In its 1992 and 1991 tax returns, what amount
of gain should be reported for these transactions in the
consolidated return?

a.
b.
c.
d.

1992
$25,000
$50,000
$50,000
$65,000

1991
$40,000
$0
$25,000
$0

2N91#50. Page Corp. owns 80% of Saga Corp.’s out
standing capital stock. Saga’s capital stock consists of
50,000 shares of common stock issued and outstanding.
Saga’s 1990 net income was $70,000. During 1990, Saga
declared and paid dividends of $30,000. In conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles, Page
recorded the following entries in 1990:
Debit
Investment in Saga Corp.
common stock
Equity in earnings of
subsidiary
Cash
Investment in Saga Corp.
common stock
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Credit

$56,000
$56,000
24,000
24,000
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In its 1990 consolidated tax return, Page should report
"dividend revenue of
a. $0
b. $ 4,800
c. $ 7,200
d. $24,000
2M91#53. When a consolidated return is filed by an
affiliated group of includible corporations connected from
inception through the requisite stock ownership with a
common parent,
a. Intercompany dividends are excludible to the
extent of 80%.
b. Operating losses of one member of the group
offset operating profits of other members of the
group.
c. The parent’s basis in the stock of its subsidiaries
is unaffected by the earnings and profits of its
subsidiaries.
d. Each of the subsidiaries is entitled to an accu
mulated earnings tax credit.
2M90#36. In the consolidated income tax return of a
corporation and its wholly-owned subsidiary, what per
centage of cash dividends paid by the subsidiary to the
parent is tax-free?
a.
0%
b.
70%
c.
80%
d. 100%

a.
b.
c.
d.

$300,000
$150,000
$ 50,000
$0
If a corporation’s tentative minimum tax
the regular tax, the excess amount is
Carried back to the first preceding taxable year.
Carried back to the third preceding taxable year.
Payable in addition to the regular tax.
Subtracted from the regular tax.

2M93#57.

exceeds
a.
b.
c.
d.

The accumulated earnings tax can be
imposed
a. Regardless of the number of stockholders of a
corporation.
b. On personal holding companies.
c. On companies that make distributions in excess
of accumulated earnings.
d. On both partnerships and corporations.
2M91#42.

2N91#51. No penalty will be imposed on a corporation
for underpayment of estimated tax for a particular year
if
a. The tax for that year is less than $500.
b. Estimated tax payments for the year equal at
least 80% of the tax shown on the return for
that year.
c. The corporation is a personal holding company.
d. The alternative minimum tax is at least $1,000.

2N89#48. With regard to consolidated returns, which
one of the following statements is correct?
a. The common parent must directly own 51% or
more of the total voting power of all corpora
tions included in the consolidated return.
b. Of all intercompany dividends paid by the sub
sidiaries to the parent, 70% are excludible from
taxable income on the consolidated return.
c. Only corporations that issue their audited finan
cial statements on a consolidated basis may file
consolidated tax returns.
d. Operating losses of one group member may be
used to offset operating profits of the other
members included in the consolidated return.

2N89#47. In the computation of a corporation’s taxable
income for a particular year, a net capital loss sustained
in that year is
a. Limited to a maximum deduction of $3,000.
b. Deductible in full.
c. Deductible to a maximum extent of 50%.
d. Not deductible.

F. Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties

Cash (checking account)
Computer equipment
Adjusted basis
Fair market value
Cost

2M93#50. Which of the following tax credits cannot
be claimed by a corporation?
a. Foreign tax credit.
b. Earned income credit.
c. Alternative fuel production credit.
d. General business credit.
2M93#55. Kari Corp., a manufacturing company, was
organized on January 2, 1992. Its 1992 federal taxable
income was $400,000 and its federal income tax was
$100,000. What is the maximum amount of accumulated
taxable income that may be subject to the accumulated
earnings tax for 1992 if Kari takes only the minimum
accumulated earnings credit?

G.

Other

2M93#53. In 1992, Stone, a cash basis taxpayer, incor
porated her CPA practice. No liabilities were transferred.
The following assets were transferred to the corporation:

$

500

30,000
34,000
40,000

Immediately after the transfer, Stone owned 100% of the
corporation’s stock. The corporation’s total basis for the
transferred assets is
a. $30,000
b. $30,500
c. $34,500
d. $40,500
What is the usual result to the shareholders
of a distribution in complete liquidation of a corporation?
2M93#54.
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Selected Questions
a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

No taxable effect.
Ordinary gain to the extent of cash received.
Ordinary gain or loss.
Capital gain or loss.

Corporations A and B combine in a qualify
ing reorganization, and form Corporation C, the only
surviving corporation. This reorganization is tax-free to
the

2M93#56.

a.
b.
c.
d.
2M93#59.

Shareholders
Yes
Yes
No
No

2N91#48.

a.
b.

Corporation
Yes
No
No
Yes

c.
d.

The following information pertains to Lamb

Corp.:
Accumulated earnings and profits
at January 1, 1992
Earnings and profits for the year
ended December 31, 1992
Cash distributions to individual
stockholders during 1992

$ 60,000
80,000
180,000

What is the total amount of distributions taxable as divi
dend income to Lamb’s stockholders in 1992?
a. $180,000
b. $140,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $0

$2,000
$1,100
$ 900
$0
The costs of organizing a corporation
May be deducted in full in the year in which
these costs are incurred even if paid in later
years.
May be deducted only in the year in which
these costs are paid.
May be amortized over a period of not less than
60 months even if these costs are capitalized
on the company’s books.
Are nondeductible capital expenditures.

Krol Corp. distributed marketable securities
in redemption of its stock in a complete liquidation. On
the date of distribution, these securities had a basis of
$100,000 and a fair market value of $150,000. What gain
does Krol have as a result of the distribution?
a. $0.
b. $50,000 capital gain.
c. $50,000 Section 1231 gain.
d. $50,000 ordinary gain.
2M90#28.

2M91#43.

2N89#52. How does a noncorporate shareholder treat
the gain On a redemption of stock that qualifies as a
partial liquidation of the distributing corporation?
a. Entirely as capital gain.
b. Entirely as a dividend.
c. Partly as capital gain and partly as a dividend.
d. As a tax-free transaction.

Nyle Corp. owned 100 shares of Beta Corp.
stock that it bought in 1980 for $9 per share. In 1990,
when the fair market value of the Beta stock was $20
per share, Nyle distributed this stock to a noncorporate
shareholder. Nyle’s recognized gain on this distribution
was

Rela Associates, a partnership, transferred all
of its assets, with a basis of $300,000, subject to liabilities
of $50,000, to a newly formed corporation in return for
all of the corporation’s stock. Rela then distributed this
stock to the partners in liquidation. In connection with
this incorporation of the partnership, Rela recognizes
a. No gain or loss on the transfer of its assets nor
on the assumption of Rela’s liabilities by the
corporation.
b. Gain on the assumption of Rela’s liabilities by
the corporation.
c. Gain or loss on the transfer of its assets to the
corporation.
d. Gain, but not loss, on the transfer of its assets
to the corporation.

Pursuant to a plan of corporate reorganiza
tion adopted in July 1990, Gow exchanged 500 shares of
Lad Corp. common stock that he had bought in January
1990 at a cost of $5,000 for 100 shares of Rook Corp.
common stock having a fair market value of $6,000.
Gow’s recognized gain on this exchange was
a. $1,000 long-term capital gain.
b. $1,000 short-term capital gain.
c. $1,000 ordinary income.
d. $0.
2M91#45.

2N89#53.
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A. Partnerships
2N91#54. The basis to a partner of property distributed
‘‘in kind’’ in complete liquidation of the partner’s interest
is the
a. Adjusted basis of the partner’s interest
increased by any cash distributed to the partner
in the same transaction.
b. Adjusted basis of the partner’s interest reduced
by any cash distributed to the partner in the
same transaction.
c. Adjusted basis of the property to the partner
ship.
d. Fair market value of the property.

1990 return on the contribution of property to the partner
ship?
a. $0
b. $ 6,000
c. $30,000
d. $36,000
2N91#59. Which of the following should be used in
computing the basis of a partner’s interest acquired from
another partner?

a.
b.
c.
d.

2N91#55. Which of the following limitations will apply
in determining a partner’s deduction for that partner’s
share of partnership losses?

a.
b.
c.
d.

At-risk
Yes
No
Yes
No

Passive loss
No
Yes
Yes
No

2N91#56. Ola Associates is a limited partnership
engaged in real estate development. Hoff, a civil engineer,
billed Ola $40,000 in 1990 for consulting services ren
dered. In full settlement of this invoice, Hoff accepted a
$15,000 cash payment plus the following:
Fair market Carrying amount
value
on Ola’s books
3% limited partnership
interest in Ola
Surveying equipment

$10,000

7,000

N/A
$3,000

What amount should Hoff, a cash-basis taxpayer, report
in his 1990 return as income for the services rendered to
Ola?
a. $15,000
b. $28,000
c. $32,000
d. $40,000
2N91#58. The following information pertains to prop
erty contributed by Gray on July 1, 1990, for a 40%
interest in the capital and profits of Kag & Gray, a partner
ship:
As o f June 30, 1990
Adjusted basis
Fair market value
$24,000
$30,000
After Gray’s contribution, Kag & Gray’s capital totaled
$150,000. What amount of gain was reportable in Gray’s

Cash paid by
transferee
to transferor
No
Yes
No
Yes

Transferee’s
share o f
partnership liabilities
Yes
No
No
Yes

2N91#60. The holding period of a partnership interest
acquired in exchange for a contributed capital asset begins
on the date
a. The partner is admitted to the partnership.
The partner transfers the asset to the partner
ship.
c. The partner’s holding period of the capital asset
began.
d. The partner is first credited with the proportion
ate share of partnership capital.
2M91#58. Eng contributed the following assets to a
partnership in exchange for a 50% interest in the partner
ship’s capital and profits:
Cash
Equipment:
Fair market value
Carrying amount (adjusted basis)

$50,000
35,000
25,000

The basis for Eng’s interest in the partnership is
a. $37,500
b. $42,500
c. $75,000
d. $85,000
2M91#59. Under the Internal Revenue Code sections
pertaining to partnerships, guaranteed payments are pay
ments to partners for
a. Payments of principal on secured notes honored
at maturity.
b. Timely payments of periodic interest on bona
fide loans that are not treated as partners’ cap
ital.
c. Services or the use of capital without regard to
partnership income.
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Selected Questions

d.

Sales of partners’ assets to the partnership at
guaranteed amounts regardless of market
values.

2M91#60. Beck and Nilo are equal partners in B&N
Associates, a general partnership. B&N borrowed
$10,000 from a bank on an unsecured note, thereby
increasing each partner’s share of partnership liabilities.
As a result of this loan, the basis of each partner’s interest
in B&N was
a. Increased.
b. Decreased.
c. Unaffected.
d. Dependent on each partner’s ability to meet the
obligation if called upon to do so.

Partnership Abel, Benz, Clark & Day is in
the real estate and insurance business. Abel owns a 40%
interest in the capital and profits of the partnership, while
Benz, Clark, and Day each owns a 20% interest. All use
a calendar year. At November 1, 1989, the real estate
and insurance business is separated, and two partnerships
are formed: Partnership Abel & Benz takes over the real
estate business, and Partnership Clark & Day takes over
the insurance business. Which one of the following state
ments is correct for tax purposes?
a. Partnership Abel & Benz is considered to be a
continuation of Partnership Abel, Benz,
Clark & Day.
b. In forming Partnership Clark & Day, partners
Clark and Day are subject to a penalty surtax
if they contribute their entire distributions from
Partnership Abel, Benz, Clark & Day.
c. Before separating the two businesses into two
distinct entities, the partners must obtain
approval from the IRS.
d. Before separating the two businesses into two
distinct entities, Partnership Abel, Benz,
Clark & Day must file a formal dissolution with
the IRS on the prescribed form.
2M90#21.

2M90

Items 22 and 23 are based on the following:
The personal service partnership of Allen, Baker & Carr
had the following cash basis balance sheet at Decem
ber 31, 1989:
Assets
Adjusted
basis per
Market
books
value
Cash
$102,000 $102,000
Unrealized accounts receivable
420,000
—
Totals
$102,000 $522,000
Note payable
Capital accounts:
Allen
Baker
Carr
Totals

Liability and Capital
$ 60,000

$ 60,000

14,000
14,000
14,000
$102,000

154,000
154,000
154,000
$522,000

Carr, an equal partner, sold his partnership interest to
Dole, an outsider, for $154,000 cash on January 1, 1990.
In addition, Dole assumed Carr’s share of the partner
ship’s liability.
22. What was the total amount realized by Carr on the
sale of his partnership interest?
a. $174,000
b. $154,000
c. $140,000
d. $134,000
23. What amount of ordinary income should Carr report
in his 1990 income tax return on the sale of his partnership
interest?
a. $0
b. $ 20,000
c. $ 34,000
d. $140,000
Dale’s distributive share of income from the
calendar-year partnership of Dale & Eck was $50,000 in
1989. On December 15, 1989, Dale, who is a cash-basis
taxpayer, received a $27,000 distribution of the partner
ship’s 1989 income, with the $23,000 balance paid to
Dale in May 1990. In addition, Dale received a $10,000
interest-free loan from the partnership in 1989. This
$10,000 is to be offset against Dale’s share of 1990 part
nership income. What total amount of partnership income
is taxable to Dale in 1989?
a. $27,000
b. $37,000
c. $50,000
d. $60,000
2M90#24.

Which one of the following statements
regarding a partnership’s tax year is correct?
a. A partnership formed on July 1 is required to
adopt a tax year ending on June 30.
b. A partnership may elect to have a tax year
other than the generally required tax year if the
deferral period for the tax year elected does not
exceed three months.
c. A “ valid business purpose’’ can no longer be
claimed as a reason for adoption of a tax year
other than the generally required tax year.
d. Within 30 days after a partnership has estab
lished a tax year, a form must be filed with the
IRS as notification of the tax year adopted.

2M90#25.

Hart’s adjusted basis of his interest in a part
nership was $30,000. He received a nonliquidating distri
bution of $24,000 cash plus a parcel of land with a fair
market value and partnership basis of $9,000. Hart’s basis
for the land is
a. $9,000
b. $6,000
c. $3,000
d. $0
2M90#26.

The following information pertains to Carr’s
admission to the Smith & Jones partnership on July 1,
1988:
2N89#55.
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Carr’s contribution of capital: 800 shares of
Ed Corp. stock bought in 1975 for $30,000;
fair market value $150,000 on July 1, 1988.

2N91#25. Which of the following fiduciary entities are
required to use the calendar year as their taxable period
for income tax purposes?

Carr’s interest in capital and profits of
Smith & Jones: 25%.
Fair market value of net assets of Smith &
Jones on July 1, 1988 after Carr’s admission:
$600,000.
Carr’s gain in 1988 on the exchange of the Ed stock for
Carr’s partnership interest was
a. $120,000 ordinary income.
b. $120,000 long-term capital gain.
c. $120,000 Section 1231 gain.
d. $0.
Doris and Lydia are equal partners in the
capital and profits of Agee & Nolan, but are otherwise
unrelated. The following information pertains to 300
shares of Mast Corp. stock sold by Lydia to Agee &
Nolan:

2N89#56.

Year of purchase
Year of sale
Basis (cost)
Sales price (equal to
fair market value)

$750
$800

1980
1988
$9,000
$4,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Estates
Yes
No
Yes
No

Trusts (except those
that are tax-exempt)
Yes
No
No
Yes

2N91#26. During 1990, Blake transferred a corporate
bond with a face amount and fair market value of $20,000
to a trust for the benefit of her 16-year-old child. Annual
interest on this bond is $2,000, which is to be accumulated
in the trust and distributed to the child on reaching the
age of 21. The bond is then to be distributed to the donor
or her successor-in-interest in liquidation of the trust.
Present value of the total interest to be received by the
child is $8,710. The amount of the gift that is excludable
from taxable gifts is
a. $20,000
b. $10,000
c. $ 8,710
d. $0

The amount of long-term capital loss that Lydia realized
in 1988 on the sale of this stock was
a. $5,000
b. $3,000
c. $2,500
d. $0

Within how many months after the date of a
decedent’s death is the federal estate tax return (Form
706) due if no extension of time for filing is granted?
a. 9
b. 6
c. 4½
d. 3½

B.

2N91#37.

E states a n d T ru sts

2N91#27.

a.

Which of the following credits may be offset
against the gross estate tax to determine the net estate
tax of a U.S. citizen?
2N92#20.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Unified
credit
Yes
No
No
Yes

b.
c.

Credit for gift
taxes paid on gifts
made after 1976
Yes
No
Yes
No

d.

The federal estate tax may be reduced by a
credit for state
a. Death taxes.
b. Gift taxes on gifts made two years before death.
c. Income taxes paid in the year of death.
d. Intangible property taxes.

2N91#23.

2N91#38. The generation-skipping transfer tax is
imposed
a. Instead of the gift tax.
b. Instead of the estate tax.
c. As a separate tax in addition to the gift and
estate taxes.
d. On transfers of future interest to beneficiaries
who are more than one generation above the
donor’s generation.

Ordinary and necessary administration
expenses paid by the fiduciary of an estate are deductible
a. Only on the fiduciary income tax return (Form
1041) and never on the federal estate tax return
(Form 706).
2N91#39.

The 1990 standard deduction for a trust or
an estate in the fiduciary income tax return is
a. $0
b. $650

2N91#24.

Under the unified rate schedule,
Lifetime taxable gifts are taxed on a noncumu
lative basis.
Transfers at death are taxed on a noncumulative
basis.
Lifetime taxable gifts and transfers at death are
taxed on a cumulative basis.
The gift tax rates are 5% higher than the estate
tax rates.
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b.
c.
d.

Only on the federal estate tax return and never
on the fiduciary income tax return.
On the fiduciary income tax return only if the
estate tax deduction is waived for these
expenses.
On both the fiduciary income tax return and on
the estate tax return by adding a tax computed
on the proportionate rates attributable to both
returns.

2N91#40. Which of the following requires filing a gift
tax return, if the transfer exceeds the available annual
gift tax exclusion?
a. Medical expenses paid directly to a physician
on behalf of an individual unrelated to the
donor.
b. Tuition paid directly to an accredited university
on behalf of an individual unrelated to the
donor.
c. Payments for college books, supplies, and dor
mitory fees on behalf of an individual unrelated
to the donor.
d. Campaign expenses paid to a political organiza
tion.
2M91#35. Fred and Amy Kehl, both U.S. citizens, are
married. All of their real and personal property is owned
by them as tenants by the entirety or as joint tenants with
right of survivorship. The gross estate of the first spouse
to die
a. Includes 50% of the value of all property owned
by the couple, regardless of which spouse fur
nished the original consideration.
b. Includes only the property that had been
acquired with the funds of the deceased spouse.
c. Is governed by the federal statutory provisions
relating to jointly held property, rather than by
the decedent’s interest in community property
vested by state law, if the Kehls reside in a
community property state.
d. Includes one-third of the value of all real estate
owned by the Kehls, as the dower right in the
case of the wife or curtesy right in the case of
the husband.
2M91#36. In connection with a “ buy-sell” agreement
funded by a cross-purchase insurance arrangement, busi
ness associate Adam bought a policy on Burr’s life to
finance the purchase of Burr’s interest. Adam, the benefi
ciary, paid the premiums and retained all incidents of
ownership. On the death of Burr, the insurance proceeds
will be
a. Includible in Burr’s gross estate, if Burr owns
50% or more of the stock of the corporation.
b. Includible in Burr’s gross estate only if Burr
had purchased a similar policy on Adam’s life
at the same time and for the same purpose.
c. Includible in Burr’s gross estate, if Adam has
the right to veto Burr’s power to borrow on the
policy that Burr owns on Adam’s life.
d. Excludible from Burr’s gross estate.

2M91#37. An executor of a decedent’s estate that has
only U.S. citizens as beneficiaries is required to file a
fiduciary income tax return, if the estate’s gross income
for the year is at least
a. $ 400
b. $ 500
c. $ 600
d. $1,000
2M91#38. The charitable contribution deduction on an
estate’s fiduciary income tax return is allowable
a. If the decedent died intestate.
b. To the extent of the same adjusted gross income
limitation as that on an individual income tax
return.
c. Only if the decedent’s will specifically provides
for the contribution.
d. Subject to the 2% threshold on miscellaneous
itemized deductions.
2M91#39. Raff died in 1989 leaving her entire estate
to her only child. R a ff's will gave full discretion to the
estate’s executor with regard to distributions of income.
For 1990, the estate’s distributable net income was
$15,000, of which $9,000 was paid to the beneficiary.
None of the income was tax exempt. What amount can
be claimed on the estate’s 1990 fiduciary income tax
return for the distributions deduction?
a. $0
b. $ 6,000
c. $ 9,000
d. $15,000
2M91#40. On July 1, 1989, Vega made a transfer by
gift in an amount sufficient to require the filing of a gift
tax return. Vega was still alive in 1990. If Vega did not
request an extension of time for filing the 1989 gift tax
return, the due date for filing was
a. March 15, 1990.
b. April 15, 1990.
c. June 15, 1990.
d. June 30, 1990.
2N90#35. Jan, an unmarried individual, gave the fol
lowing outright gifts in 1989:
Donee
Jones
Craig
Kande

Amount
$15,000
12,000
5,000

_____ Use by donee
Downpayment on house
College tuition
Vacation trip

Jan’s 1989 exclusions for gift tax purposes should total
a. $27,000
b. $25,000
c. $20,000
d. $ 9,000
2N90#36. When Jim and Nina became engaged in April
1989, Jim gave Nina a ring that had a fair market value
of $50,000. After their wedding in July 1989, Jim gave
Nina $75,000 in cash so that Nina could have her own
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bank account. Both Jim and Nina are U.S. citizens. What
was the amount of Jim’s 1989 marital deduction?
a. $0
b. $ 75,000
c. $115,000
d. $125,000

Eng and Lew, both U.S. citizens, died in
1989. Eng made taxable lifetime gifts of $100,000 that
are n o t included in Eng’s gross estate. Lew made no
lifetime gifts. At the dates of death, Eng’s gross estate
was $300,000, and Lew’s gross estate was $400,000. A
federal estate tax return must be filed for
2M89#59.

2N90#37. Following are the fair market values of
Wald’s assets at the date of death:

Personal effects and jewelry
Land bought by Wald with Wald’s funds
five years prior to death and held with
Wald’s sister as joint tenants with right
of survivorship

$150,000

If the executor of a decedent’s estate elects
the alternate valuation date and none of the property
included in the gross estate has been sold or distributed,
the estate assets must be valued as of how many months
after the decedent’s death?
a.
3
b.
6
c.
9
d. 12
2N90#38.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Eng

Lew

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

With regard to the federal estate tax, the
alternate valuation date
a. Is required to be used if the fair market value
of the estate’s assets has increased since the
decedent’s date of death.
b. If elected on the first return filed for the estate,
may be revoked in an amended return provided
that the first return was filed on time.
c. Must be used for valuation of the estate’s liabili
ties if such date is used for valuation of the
estate’s assets.
d. Can be elected only if its use decreases both
the value of the gross estate and the estate tax
liability.

2M89#60.

800,000

The executor of Wald’s estate did not elect the alternate
valuation date. The amount includible as Wald’s gross
estate in the federal estate tax return is
a. $150,000
b. $550,000
c. $800,000
d. $950,000

2N90#39.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Income in respect of a cash basis decedent
Covers income earned before the taxpayer’s
death but not collected until after death.
Receives a stepped-up basis in the decedent’s
estate.
Must be included in the decedent’s final income
tax return.
Cannot receive capital gain treatment.

2N90#40. Which one of the following is a valid deduc
tion from a decedent’s gross estate?
a. Expenses of administering and settling the
estate.
b. State inheritance tax.
c. Income tax paid on income earned and received
after the decedent’s death.
d. Federal estate tax.

If an individual donor makes a gift of future
interest whereby the donee is to receive possession of
the gift at some future time, the annual exclusion for gift
tax purposes is
a. $0
b. $ 3,000
c. $ 5,000
d. $10,000

C.

E x em p t O rg an izatio n s

If an exempt organization is a corporation,
the tax on unrelated business taxable income is
a. Computed at corporate income tax rates.
b. Computed at rates applicable to trusts.
c. Credited against the tax on recognized capital
gains.
d. Abated.
2M93#58.

2M93#60. During 1992, Help, Inc., an exempt organiza
tion, derived income of $15,000 from conducting bingo
games. Conducting bingo games is legal in Help’s locality
and is confined to exempt organizations in Help’s state.
Which of the following statements is true regarding this
income?
a. The entire $15,000 is subject to tax at a lower
rate than the corporate income tax rate.
b. The entire $15,000 is exempt from tax on unre
lated business income.
c. Only the first $5,000 is exempt from tax on
unrelated business income.
d. Since Help has unrelated business income, Help
automatically forfeits its exempt status for
1992.

2M89#58.

Which of the following exempt organizations
must file annual information returns?
a. Those with gross receipts of less than $5,000
in each taxable year.
b. Private foundations.
c. Internally supported auxiliaries of churches.
d. Churches.

2N91#53.
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2M90#38. An incorporated exempt organization subject
to tax on its 1989 unrelated business income
a. Must make estimated tax payments if its tax
can reasonably be expected to be $100 or more.
b. Must comply with the Code provisions regard
ing installment payments of estimated income
tax by corporations.
c. Must pay at least 70% of the tax due as shown
on the return when filed, with the balance of
tax payable in the following quarter.
d. May defer payment of the tax for up to nine
months following the due date of the return.
2M90#39. The private foundation status of an exempt
organization will terminate if it
a. Is governed by a charter that limits the organiza
tion’s exempt purposes.
b. Does not distribute all of its net assets to one
or more public charities.
c. Is a foreign corporation.
d. Becomes a public charity.
2M90#40. To qualify as an exempt organization, the
applicant
a. May be organized and operated for the primary
purpose of carrying on a business for profit,
provided that all of the organization’s net earn
ings are turned over to one or more tax exempt
organizations.
b. Need not be specifically identified as one of
the classes upon which exemption is conferred
by the Internal Revenue Code, provided that
the organization’s purposes and activities are
of a nonprofit nature.
c. Must not be classified as a social club.
d. Must not be a private foundation organized and
operated exclusively to influence legislation
pertaining to protection of the environment.
2N89#58. Which one of the following types of organi
zations qualifies as an organization exempt from income
tax?
a. An “ action” organization established for the
purpose of influencing legislation pertaining to
protection of animal rights.

b.

c.

d.

All ‘‘feeder’’ organizations, primarily conduct
ing businesses for profit, but distributing 100%
of their profits to organizations exempt from
income tax.
A social club organized and operated exclu
sively for the pleasure and recreation of its
members, supported solely by membership
fees, dues, and assessments.
An organization whose purpose is to foster
national or international amateur sports compe
tition by providing athletic facilities and equip
ment.

2N89#59. To qualify as an exempt organization other
than an employees’ qualified pension or profit-sharing
trust, the applicant
a. Is barred from incorporating and issuing capital
stock.
b. Must file a written application with the Internal
Revenue Service.
c. Cannot operate under the “ lodge system”
under which payments are made to its members
for sick benefits.
d. Need not be specifically identified as one of
the classes on which exemption is conferred by
the Internal Revenue Code, provided that the
organization’s purposes and activities are of a
nonprofit nature.
2N89#60. With regard to unrelated business income of
an exempt organization, which one of the following state
ments is correct?
a. An unrelated trade or business activity that
results in a loss is excluded from the definition
of unrelated business.
b. The tax on unrelated business income can be
imposed even if the unrelated business activity
is intermittent and is carried on once a year.
c. An exempt organization is not taxed on unre
lated business income of less than $1,000.
d. An exempt organization that earns any unre
lated business income in excess of $100,000
during a particular year will lose its exempt
status for that particular year.

IV. Managerial Accounting
A.

Cost Estimates

TM93#44. The benefits of a just-in-time system for raw
materials usually include
a. Elimination of nonvalue adding operations.
b. Increase in the number of suppliers, thereby
ensuring competitive bidding.
c. Maximization of the standard delivery quantity,
thereby lessening the paperwork for each
delivery.
d. Decrease in the number of deliveries required
to maintain production.

TN92#45. Nile Co.’s cost allocation and product costing
procedures follow activity-based costing principles.
Activities have been identified and classified as being
either value-adding or nonvalue-adding as to each prod
uct. Which of the following activities, used in Nile’s
production process, is nonvalue-adding?
a. Design engineering activity.
b. Heat treatment activity.
c. Drill press activity.
d. Raw materials storage activity.
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2M92#41.

During the month of March 1992, Nale Co.
used $300,000 of direct materials. At March 31, 1992,
Nale’s direct materials inventory was $50,000 more than
it was at March 1 , 1992. Direct material purchases during
the month of March 1992 amounted to
a. $0
b. $250,000
c. $300,000
d. $350,000

TM90#41 . Indirect labor is a

TN89#41

Fab Co. manufactures textiles. Among Fab’s
1991 manufacturing costs were the following salaries and
wages:

is

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No

TM91#46. In developing a predetermined factory over
head application rate for use in a process costing system,
which of the following could be used in the numerator
and denominator?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Numerator

Denominator

Actual factory
overhead.
Actual factory
overhead.
Estimated factory
overhead.
Estimated factory
overhead.

Actual machine
hours.
Estimated machine
hours.
Actual machine
hours.
Estimated machine
hours.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

Inventories

3/1/89

3/31/89

Direct materials
Work-in-process
Finished goods

$36,000
18,000
54,000

$30,000
12,000
72,000

$84,000
60,000
7.50
10.00

33.

For
a.
b.
c.
d.

34.

For the month of March 1989, conversion cost was
a. $ 90,000
b. $140,000
c. $144,000
d. $170,000

the month of March 1989, prime cost was
$ 90,000
$120,000
$144,000
$150,000

35. For the month of March 1989, cost of goods manu
factured was
a. $218,000
b. $224,000
c. $230,000
d. $236,000

TM89#41. Direct materials cost is a
Conversion cost

Prime cost

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

ducing the firm’s product should be categorized as

Controllable by the
machine operators’
foreman

No
Yes
Yes
No

Direct materials purchased
Direct labor payroll
Direct labor rate per hour
Factory overhead rate per direct labor hour

TN90#41. Wages earned by machine operators in pro

Direct
labor

No
No
Yes
Yes

Additional information for the month of March 1989:

TN91#41. In a job cost system, manufacturing overhead

a.
b.
c.
d.

Prime cost

tion pertaining to Arp Co.’s manufacturing operations:

What was the amount of Fab’s 1991 direct labor?
a. $195,000
b. $165,000
c. $150,000
d. $120,000

A necessary element
in production

Conversion cost

2N89
Items 33 through 35 are based on the following informa

$120,000
45,000
30,000

An indirect
cost of jobs

.D irect labor cost is a

a.
b.
c.
d.

2M92#42.

Loom operators
Factory foremen
Machine mechanics

Prime cost.
Conversion cost.
Period cost.
Nonmanufacturing cost.

a.
b.
c.
d.

B.

Budgeting

TM93#46.

The basic difference between a master bud
get and a flexible budget is that a master budget is
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Based on one specific level of production and
a flexible budget can be prepared for any pro
duction level within a relevant range.
Only used before and during the budget period
and a flexible budget is only used after the
budget period.
Based on a fixed standard, whereas a flexible
budget allows management latitude in meeting
goals.
For an entire production facility whereas a flex
ible budget is applicable to single departments
only.

Cook Co.’s total costs of operating five sales
offices last year were $500,000, of which $70,000 repre
sented fixed costs. Cook has determined that total costs
are significantly influenced by the number of sales offices
operated, Last year’s costs and number of sales offices
can be used as the bases for predicting annual costs. What
would be the budgeted costs for the coming year if Cook
were to operate seven sales offices?
a. $700,000
b. $672,000
c. $614,000
d. $586,000

Lanta Restaurant compares monthly
operating results with a static budget. When actual sales
are less than budget, would Lanta usually report favorable
variances on variable food costs and fixed supervisory
salaries?

TM 91#44.

a.
b.
c.
d.

V a r ia b le f o o d c o s ts

F ix e d s u p e r v is o r y
s a la r ie s

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

2N 92#34.

T N 90
Ite m 44

is based on the following:

The diagram below depicts a factory overhead flexible
budget line DB and standard overhead application line
OA. Activity is expressed in machine hours with Point
V indicating the standard hours required for the actual
output in September 1990. Point S indicates the actual
machine hours (inputs) and actual costs in September
1990.

Lon Co.’s budget committee is preparing its
master budget on the basis of the following projections:
2N 92#35.

Sales
Decrease in inventories
Decrease in accountspayable
Gross margin

$2,800,000
70,000
150,000
40%

What are Lon’s estimated cash disbursements for invento
ries?
a. $1,040,000
b. $1,200,000
c. $1,600,000
d. $1,760,000
T M 92#53. When using a flexible budget, a decrease in
production levels within a relevant range
a. Decreases variable cost per unit.
b. Decreases total costs.
c. Increases total fixed costs.
d. Increases variable cost per unit.

Machine Hours
44. The budgeted total variable overhead cost for C
machine hours is
a. AB
b. BC
c. AC minus DO
d. BC minus DO
When a manager is concerned with monitor
ing total cost, total revenue, and net profit conditioned
upon the level of productivity, an accountant would nor
mally recommend

T N 90#45.

When production levels are expected to
decline within a relevant range, and a flexible budget is
used, what effect would be anticipated with respect to
each of the following?
TN 91#46.

V a r ia b le c o s ts
p e r u n it

a.
b.
c.
d.

No change
Increase
No change
Increase

a.
b.
c.
d.

F ix e d c o s ts
p e r u n it

No change
No change
Increase
Increase

T M 90
Ite m 4 6

F le x ib le b u d g e tin g

S ta n d a r d c o s tin g

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

is based on the following:

The diagram below is a cost-volume-profit chart.
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TN92#49.

Which of the following characteristics repre
sent an advantage of the internal rate of return technique
over the accounting rate of return technique in evaluating
a project?

Y
Dollars

I.
II.
III.

Recognition of the project’s salvage value.
Emphasis on cash flows.
Recognition of the time value of money.
a.
b.
c.
d.

46. At point A compared to point B, as a percentage
of sales revenues

Variable costs are
a.
b.
c.
d.

Greater
Greater
The same
The same

Fixed costs are
Greater
The same
The same
Greater

I only.
I and II.
II and III.
I, II, and III.

2N92#37.

Neu Co. is considering the purchase of an
investment that has a positive net present value based on
Neu’s 12% hurdle rate. The internal rate of return would
be
a. 0.
b. 12%.
c. > 12%.
d. < 12%.

2N92#38.

2N89#31.

In preparing its cash budget for May 1989,
Ben Co. made the following projections:
Sales
$3,000,000
Gross margin (based on sales)
25%
Decrease in inventories
140,000
Decrease in accounts payable for inventories 240,000
For May 1989, the estimated cash disbursements for
inventories were
a. $2,350,000
b. $2,110,000
c. $2,100,000
d. $1,870,000

TM89#46.

a.
b.
c.
d.

C.

A flexible budget is appropriate for a(an)

Administrative
budget

Marketing
budget

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

Capital Budgeting

TM93#47.

A project’s net present value, ignoring
income tax considerations, is normally affected by the
a. Proceeds from the sale of the asset to be
replaced.
b. Carrying amount of the asset to be replaced by
the project.
c. Amount of annual depreciation on the asset to
be replaced.
d. Amount of annual depreciation on fixed assets
used directly on the project.

Major Corp. is considering the purchase of
a new machine for $5,000 that will have an estimated
useful life of five years and no salvage value. The machine
will increase Major’s after-tax cash flow by $2,000 annu
ally for five years. Major uses the straight-line method
of depreciation and has an incremental borrowing rate of
10%. The present value factors for 10% are as follows:
Ordinary annuity with five payments
Annuity due for five payments

3.79
4.17

Using the payback method, how many years will it take
to pay back Major’s initial investment in the machine?
a. 2.50
b. 5.00
c. 7.58
d. 8.34

2N92#39. Lin Co. is buying machinery it expects will
increase average annual operating income by $40,000.
The initial increase in the required investment is $60,000,
and the average increase in required investment is
$30,000. To compute the accrual accounting rate of
return, what amount should be used as the numerator in
the ratio?
a. $20,000
b. $30,000
c. $40,000
d. $60,000
2N92#40. The following information pertains to Krel
Co.’s computation of net present value relating to a con
templated project:
Discounted expected cash inflows
Discounted expected cash outflows
Net present value is
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700,000
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a.
b.
c.
d.

$ 300,000
$ 700,000
$ 850,000
$1,000,000

TN90#46.

2M92
Items 57 through 60 are based on the following:
Tam Co. is negotiating for the purchase of equipment
that would cost $100,000, with the expectation that
$20,000 per year could be saved in after-tax cash costs if
the equipment were acquired. The equipment’s estimated
useful life is 10 years, with no residual value, and would
be depreciated by the straight-line method. Tam’s prede
termined minimum desired rate of return is 12%. Present
value of an annuity of 1 at 12% for 10 periods is 5.65.
Present value of 1 due in 10 periods at 12% is .322.
57.

Net
a.
b.
c.
d.

58.

Payback period is
a. 4.0 years
b. 4.4 years
c. 4.5 years
d. 5.0 years

On November 1 , 1990, a company purchased
a new machine that it does not have to pay for until
November 1, 1992. The total payment on November 1,
1992, will include both principal and interest. Assuming
interest at a 10% rate, the cost of the machine would be
the total payment multiplied by what time value of money
concept?
a. Present value of annuity of 1.
b. Present value of 1.
c. Future amount of annuity of 1.
d. Future amount of 1.

TN90#47.

Which of the following capital budgeting
techniques implicitly assumes that the cash flows are
reinvested at the company’s minimum required rate of
return?

present value is
$ 5,760
$ 6,440
$12,200
$13,000

How are the following used in the calculation
of the internal rate of return of a proposed project? Ignore
income tax considerations.

TM91#48.

Yes
No
Yes
No

Polo Co. requires higher rates of return for
projects with a life span greater than five years. Projects
extending beyond five years must earn a higher specified
rate of return. Which of the following capital budgeting
techniques can readily accommodate this requirement?

Depreciation
expense
Include
Include
Exclude
Exclude

The discount rate (hurdle rate of return) must
be determined in advance for the
a. Payback period method.
b. Time adjusted rate of return method.
c. Net present value method.
d. Internal rate of return method.

Internal rate o f return

Net present value

Yes
No
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.

TN89#48.

The capital budgeting technique known as
accounting rate of return uses

a.
b.
c.
d.

TN91#49.

Exclude
Include
Exclude
Include

Yes
Yes
No
No

TM90#48.

60. In estimating the internal rate of return, the factors
in the table of present values of an annuity should be
taken from the columns closest to
a. 0.65
b. 1.30
c. 5.00
d. 5.65

a.
b.
c.
d.

Internal rate o f return

a.
b.
c.
d.

59. Accrual accounting rate of return based on initial
investment is
a. 30%
b. 20%
c. 12%
d. 10%

Residual sales
value of project

Net present value

Revenue over
life of project

Depreciation
expense

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes

2N89#36. Kern Co. is planning to invest in a two-year
project that is expected to yield cash flows from opera
tions, net of income taxes, of $50,000 in the first year
and $80,000 in the second year. Kern requires an internal
rate of return of 15%. The present value of $1 for one
period at 15% is 0.870 and for two periods at 15% is
0.756. The future value of $1 for one period at 15% is
1.150 and for two periods at 15% is 1.323. The maximum
that Kern should invest immediately is
a. $ 81,670
b. $103,980
c. $130,000
d. $163,340
2N89#40.

Doro Co. is considering the purchase of a
$100,000 machine that is expected to result in a decrease
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of $25,000 per year in cash expenses after taxes. This
machine, which has no residual value, has an estimated
useful life of 10 years and will be depreciated on a
straight-line basis. For this machine, the accounting rate
of return based on initial investment would be
a. 10%
b. 15%
c. 25%
d. 35%

TM89#48. The capital budgeting technique known as
payback period uses
Depreciation
expense

Time value
o f money

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.

D.

TM93#48.
relevant
a.
b.
c.
d.

Breakeven analysis assumes that over the
range
Total fixed costs are nonlinear.
Total costs are unchanged.
Unit variable costs are unchanged.
Unit revenues are nonlinear.

Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Increase

Increase
Increase
Decrease
Decrease

a.
b.
c.
d.

2M92#50.

The following information pertains to Clove
Co. for the year ending December 31, 1992:
Budgeted sales
Breakeven sales
Budgeted contribution margin
Cashflow breakeven
Clove’s
a.
b.
c.
d.

Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis

Budgeted
margin of safety

Budgeted
break-even point

$1,000,000
700,000
600,000
200,000

margin of safety is
$300,000
$400,000
$500,000
$800,000

TN91#47. In the budgeted profit/volume chart below,
EG represents a two-product company’s profit path. EH
and HG represent the profit paths of products #1 and #2,
respectively.

TN92#46. The most likely strategy to reduce the breakeven point would be to
a. Increase both the fixed costs and the contribu
tion margin.
b. Decrease both the fixed costs and the contribu
tion margin.
c. Decrease the fixed costs and increase the contri
bution margin.
d. Increase the fixed costs and decrease the contri
bution margin.
2N92#36.

The following information pertains to Syl

Co.:
Sales
Variable costs
Fixed costs
What is
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sales prices and cost behavior were as budgeted, actual
total sales equaled budgeted sales, and there were no
inventories. Actual profit was greater than budgeted
profit. Which product had actual sales in excess of budget,
and what margin does OE divided by OF represent?

$800,000
160,000
40,000

Syl’s breakeven point in sales dollars?
$200,000
$160,000
$ 50,000
$ 40,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM92#54.

On January 1, 1992, Lake Co. increased its
direct labor wage rates. All other budgeted costs and
revenues were unchanged. How did this increase affect
Lake’s budgeted break-even point and budgeted margin
of safety?

TM91 #49.

Product with
excess sales

OE/OF

#1
#1
#2
#2

Contribution margin
Gross margin
Contribution margin
Gross margin

In the profit-volume chart below, EF and GH
represent the profit-volume graphs of a single-product
company for 1989 and 1990, respectively.
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Sisk’s breakeven point in number of units is
a. 4,924
b. 5,000
c. 6,250
d. 9,286
TM89#47. Breakeven analysis assumes that over the
relevant range
a. Total costs are unchanged.
b. Unit variable costs are unchanged.
c. Variable costs are nonlinear.
d. Unit fixed costs are unchanged.
E. Process and Job O rder Costing
If 1989 and 1990 unit sales prices are identical, how did
total fixed costs and unit variable costs of 1990 change
compared to 1989?
1990 unit
variable costs
Increased
Decreased
Increased
Decreased

1990 total
fixed costs
Decreased
Decreased
Increased
Increased

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM93#45. A manufacturing company prepares income
statements using both absorption and variable costing
methods. At the end of a period actual sales revenues, total
gross profit, and total contribution margin approximated
budgeted figures; whereas net income was substantially
greater than the budgeted amount. There were no begin
ning or ending inventories. The most likely explanation
of the net income increase is that, compared to budget,
actual
a. Manufacturing fixed costs had increased.
b. Selling and administrative fixed expenses had
decreased.
c. Sales prices and variable costs had increased
proportionately.
d. Sales prices had declined proportionately less
than variable costs.

TM90
Item 47 is based on the following:
The diagram below is a cost-volume-profit chart.
Y
Dollars

47. If sales dollars are used to measure activity levels,
total costs and total revenues may be read from the X
and Y axes as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
2N89#27.
Co.:

Total costs
X or Y
X or Y
Y only
Y only

Total revenues
X or Y
X only
X or Y
X only

The following information pertains to Sisk

Sales (25,000 units)
Direct materials and direct labor
Factory overhead:
Variable
Fixed
Selling and general expenses:
Variable
Fixed

TM93#41. In a traditional job order cost system, the
issue of indirect materials to a production department
increases
a. Stores control.
b. Work in process control.
c. Factory overhead control.
d. Factory overhead applied.

TN92#47. In computing the current period’s manufac
turing cost per equivalent unit, the FIFO method of pro
cess costing considers current period costs
a. Only.
b. Plus cost of beginning work-in-process inven
tory.
c. Less cost of beginning work-in-process inven
tory.
d. Plus cost of ending work-in-process inventory.
2N92#30.
October:

Direct materials
Direct labor
Factory overhead

$500,000
150,000
20,000

35,000
5,000
30,000

Following are Mill Co.’s production costs for
$100,000

90,000
4,000

What amount of costs should be traced to specific prod
ucts in the production process?
a. $194,000
b. $190,000
c. $100,000
d. $ 90,000
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2N92#33. Cay Co.’s 1991 fixed manufacturing over
head costs totaled $100,000, and variable selling costs
totaled $80,000. Under direct costing, how should these
costs be classified?
Product costs
$180,000
$100,000
$ 80,000
$0

Period costs
$0

a.
b.
c.
d.

$ 80,000
$100,000

$180,000

2M92#48.

TM92#51. In a process cost system, the application of
factory overhead usually would be recorded as an increase
in
a. Finished goods inventory control.
b. Factory overhead control.
c. Cost of goods sold.
d. Work-in-process inventory control.
TM92#52. In calculating the break-even point for a
multi-product company, which of the following assump
tions are commonly made when variable costing is used?
I.
II.
III.

Sales volume equals production volume.
Variable costs are constant per unit.
A given sales mix is maintained for all volume
changes.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I and II.
I and III.
II and III.
I, II, and III.

2M92#44. Birk Co. uses a job order cost system. The
following debits (credits) appeared in Birk’s work-inprocess account for the month of April 1992:
April
1
30
30
30
30

Description
Balance
Direct materials
Direct labor
Factory overhead
To finished goods

Amount
$ 4,000
24,000
16,000
12,800
(48,000)

Birk applies overhead to production at a predetermined
rate of 80% of direct labor cost. Job No. 5, the only job
still in process on April 30, 1992, has been charged with
direct labor of $2,000. What was the amount of direct
materials charged to Job No. 5?
a. $ 3,000
b. $ 5,200
c. $ 8,800
d. $24,000
2M92#45. Yam Co.’s inventories in process were at the
following stages of completion at April 30, 1992:
No. o f units
100

50
200

Percent complete
90
80
10

Equivalent units of production amounted to
a. 150
b. 180
c. 330
d. 350
Hoyt Co. manufactured the following units:

Saleable
Unsaleable (normal spoilage)
Unsaleable (abnormal spoilage)

5,000
200
300

Manufacturing costs totaled $99,000. What amount
should Hoyt debit to finished goods?
a. $90,000
b. $93,600
c. $95,400
d. $99,000
2M92#49. At the end of Killo Co.’s first year of opera
tions, 1,000 units of inventory remained on hand. Variable
and fixed manufacturing costs per unit were $90 and $20,
respectively. If Killo uses absorption costing rather than
direct (variable) costing, the result would be a higher
pretax income of
a. $0
b. $20,000
c. $70,000
d. $90,000
TN91#43. A direct labor overtime premium should be
charged to a specific job when the overtime is caused by
the
a. Increased overall level of activity.
b. Customer’s requirement for early completion
of job.
c. Management’s failure to include the job in the
production schedule.
d. Management’s requirement that the job be
completed before the annual factory vacation
closure.
TN91#44. During June, Delta Co. experienced scrap,
normal spoilage, and abnormal spoilage in its manufactur
ing process. The cost of units produced includes
a. Scrap, but not spoilage.
b. Normal spoilage, but neither scrap nor abnor
mal spoilage.
c. Scrap and normal spoilage, but not abnormal
spoilage.
d. Scrap, normal spoilage, and abnormal spoilage.
TN91#45. A single-product company prepares income
statements using both absorption and variable costing
methods. Manufacturing overhead cost applied per unit
produced in 1990 was the same as in 1989. The 1990
variable costing statement reported a profit whereas the
1990 absorption costing statement reported a loss. The
difference in reported income could be explained by units
produced in 1990 being
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a.
b.

Less than units sold in 1990.
Less than the activity level used for allocating
overhead to the product.
In excess of the activity level used for allocating
overhead to the product.
In excess of units sold in 1990.

c.
d.

T M 91#41.

A department adds material at the beginning
of a process and identifies defective units when the pro
cess is 40% complete. At the beginning of the period,
there was no work in process. At the end of the period,
the number of work in process units equaled the number
of units transferred to finished goods. If all units in ending
work in process were 66⅔ % complete, then ending work
in process should be allocated
a. 50% of all normal defective unit costs.
b. 40% of all normal defective unit costs.
c. 50% of the material costs and 40% of the con
version costs of all normal defective unit costs.
d. None of the normal defective unit costs.
A process costing system was used for a
department that began operations in January 1991.
Approximately the same number of physical units, at the
same degree of completion, were in work in process at
the end of both January and February. Monthly conver
sion costs are allocated between ending work in process
and units completed. Compared to the FIFO method,
would the weighted average method use the same or a
greater number of equivalent units to calculate the
monthly allocations?

TM 91#42.

A manufacturing company prepares income
statements using both absorption and variable costing
methods. At the end of a period actual sales revenues, total
gross profit, and total contribution margin approximated
budgeted figures, whereas net income was substantially
below the budgeted amount. There were no beginning or
ending inventories. The most likely explanation of the
net income shortfall is that, compared to budget, actual
a. Sales prices and variable costs had declined
proportionately.
b. Sales prices had declined proportionately more
than variable costs.
c. Manufacturing fixed costs had increased.
d. Selling and administrative fixed expenses had
increased.
TM 90#45.

In a job order cost system, the use of indirect
materials previously purchased usually is recorded as a
decrease in
a. Stores control.
b. Work-in-process control.
c. Factory overhead control.
d. Factory overhead applied.
TN 89#42.

In an income statement prepared as an inter
nal report, total fixed costs normally would be shown
separately under

TN 89#46.

Same
Greater number
Greater number
Same

Actual fixed costs
Greater than expected
Less than expected
Greater than expected
Less than expected

In process 2, material G is added when a
batch is 60 percent complete. Ending work-in-process
units, which are 50 percent complete, would be included
in the computation of equivalent units for
T M 90#42.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Conversion costs
Yes
No
No
Yes

Material G
No
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No

West Co.’s 1988 manufacturing costs were

as follows:

A job order cost system uses a predetermined
factory overhead rate based on expected volume and
expected fixed cost. At the end of the year, underapplied
overhead might be explained by which of the following
situations?
Actual volume
Greater than expected
Greater than expected
Less than expected
Less than expected

No
No
Yes
Yes

2N 89#29.

Same
Greater number
Same
Greater number

TN 90#42.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Variable costing

a.
b.
c.
d.

Equivalent units fo r weighted
average compared to FIFO
February
January
a.
b.
c.
d.

Absorption costing

Direct materials and direct labor
Other variable manufacturing costs
Depreciation of factory building and
manufacturing equipment
Other fixed manufacturing overhead

$700,000
100,000
80,000
18,000

What amount should be considered product cost for exter
nal reporting purposes?
a. $700,000
b. $800,000
c. $880,000
d. $898,000
2 N 8 9 # 3 0 . During the month of April, Vane Co. pro
duced and sold 10,000 units of a product. Manufacturing
and selling costs incurred during April were as follows:

Direct materials and direct labor
Variable manufacturing overhead
Fixed manufacturing overhead
Variable selling costs

$400,000
90,000
20,000
10,000

The product’s unit cost under direct (variable) costing
was
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a.
b.
c.
d.

$49
$50
$51
$52

In manufacturing its products for the month
of March 1989, Elk Co. incurred normal spoilage of
$5,000 and abnormal spoilage of $9,000. How much
spoilage cost should Elk charge as a period cost for the
month of March 1989?
a. $0
b. $ 5,000
c. $ 9,000
d. $14,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

P u r c h a s in g

W a r e h o u s in g

M a n u fa c tu r in g

$0
$0
$300
$900

$0
$900
$300
$0

$900
$0
$300
$0

2N 89#32.

Spoilage from a manufacturing process was
discovered during an inspection of work in process. In a
process costing system, the cost of the spoilage would
be added to the cost of the good units produced if the
spoilage is
T M 89#44.

A bn orm al

N o rm al

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

In an income statement prepared using the
variable costing method, fixed factory overhead would
a. Not be used.
b. Be used in the computation of the contribution
margin.
c. Be used in the computation of operating income
but not in the computation of the contribution
margin.
d. Be treated the same as variable factory over
head.

The following information pertains to Roe
Co.’s 1991 manufacturing operations:
2N 92#25.

2
10,500
5,000

Standard direct labor hours per unit
Actual direct labor hours
Number of units produced
Standard variable overhead per standard
direct labor hour
Actual variable overhead

$3
$28,000

Roe’s 1991 unfavorable variable overhead efficiency
variance was
a. $0
b. $1,500
c. $2,000
d. $3,500
2 N 9 2 # 3 1 . In connection with a standard cost system
being developed by Flint Co., the following information
is being considered with regard to standard hours allowed
for output of one unit of product:

TM 89#45.

F.

Standard Costing

Which of the following standard costing
variances would be least controllable by a production
supervisor?
a. Overhead volume.
b. Overhead efficiency.
c. Labor efficiency.
d. Material usage.
T M 93#43.

H ou rs

Average historical performance for the past
three years
Production level to satisfy average consumer
demand over a seasonal time span
Engineering estimates based on attainable
performance
Engineering estimates based on ideal
performance

1.85
1.60
1.50
1.25

To measure controllable production inefficiencies, what
is the best basis for Flint to use in establishing standard
hours allowed?
a. 1.25
b. 1.50
c. 1.60
d. 1.85
The following direct labor information per
tains to the manufacture of product Glu:
2M 92#46.

Yola Co. manufactures one product with a
standard direct labor cost of four hours at $12.00 per
hour. During June, 1,000 units were produced using 4,100
hours at $12.20 per hour. The unfavorable direct labor
efficiency variance was
a. $1,220
b. $1,200
c. $ 820
d. $ 400
2N 92#21.

Carr Co. had an unfavorable materials usage
variance of $900. What amounts of this variance should
be charged to each department?

Time required to make
one unit
Number of direct workers
Number of productive hours
per week, per worker
Weekly wages per worker
Workers’ benefits treated as
direct labor costs

2 direct labor hours
50
40
$500
20% of wages

2N 92#24.

What is the standard direct labor cost per unit of product
Glu?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

TN91#42.
a.
b.
c.
d.

$30
$24
$15

$12
A standard cost system may be used in
Neither process costing nor job order costing.
Process costing but not job order costing.
Either job order costing or process costing.
Job order costing but not process costing.

TM91#43.

During 1990, a department’s three-variance
overhead standard costing system reported unfavorable
spending and volume variances. The activity level
selected for allocating overhead to the product was based
on 80% of practical capacity. If 100% of practical capacity
had been selected instead, how would the reported unfa
vorable spending and volume variances be affected?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Spending variance

Volume variance

Increased
Increased
Unchanged
Unchanged

Unchanged
Increased
Increased
Unchanged

O

Which of the following variances are favorable or unfa
vorable?

a.
b.
c.
d.

The diagram below depicts a factory overhead flexible
budget line DB and standard overhead application line
OA. Activity is expressed in machine hours with Point
V indicating the standard hours required for the actual
output in September 1990. Point S indicates the actual
machine hours (inputs) and actual costs in September
1990.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Unfavorable
Favorable
Unfavorable
Favorable

43. Are the following overhead variances favorable or
unfavorable?

Efficiency
variance
Favorable
Unfavorable
Favorable
Unfavorable

Spending variance

Volume variance

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

2N89#26.

Dahl Co. uses a standard costing system in
connection with the manufacture of a “ one size fits all”
article of clothing. Each unit of finished product contains
2 yards of direct material. However, a 20% direct material
spoilage calculated on input quantities occurs during the
manufacturing process. The cost of the direct material is
$3 per yard. The standard direct material cost per unit of
finished product is
a. $4.80
b. $6.00
c. $7.20
d. $7.50
G.

Favorable
Favorable
Unfavorable
Unfavorable

Efficiency variance

Favorable
Favorable
Unfavorable
Unfavorable

Which of the following variances would be
useful in calling attention to a possible short-term problem
in the control of overhead costs?

Item 43 is based on the following:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Rate variance

TN89#43.

TN90

Volume
(capacity) variance

Direct Labor Hours

Joint and By-product Costing

TM93#42.

For purposes of allocating joint costs to joint
products, the sales price at point of sale, reduced by cost
to complete after split-off, is assumed to be equal to the
a. Total costs.
b. Joint costs.
c. Sales price less a normal profit margin at point
of sale.
d. Relative sales value at split-off.

TM90#43.

In the following diagram, the line OW repre
sents the standard labor cost at any output volume
expressed in direct labor hours. Point S indicates the
actual output at standard cost, and Point A indicates the
actual hours and actual cost required to produce S.

2N92#32. Mig Co., which began operations in 1991,
produces gasoline and a gasoline by-product. The follow
ing information is available pertaining to 1991 sales and
production:
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Total production costs to split-off point
$120,000
Gasoline sales
270,000
By-product sales
30,000
Gasoline inventory, 12/31/91
15,000
Additional by-product costs:
Marketing
10,000
Production
15,000
Mig accounts for the by-product at the time of production.
What are Mig’s 1991 cost of sales for gasoline and the
by-product?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Gasoline
$105,000
$115,000
$108,000
$100,000

By-product
$25,000
$0
$37,000
$0

H.

2M92#47. The following information pertains to a by
product called Moy:
Sales in 1991
Selling price per unit
Selling costs per unit
Processing costs

TN89#44. Actual sales values at the split-off point for
joint products Y and Z are not known. For purposes of
allocating joint costs to products Y and Z, the relative
sales value at split-off method is used. An increase in the
costs beyond split-off occurs for product Z, while those
of product Y remain constant. If the selling prices of
finished products Y and Z remain constant, the percentage
of the total joint costs allocated to product Y and product
Z would
a. Decrease for product Y and increase for prod
uct Z.
b. Decrease for product Y and product Z.
c. Increase for product Y and decrease for product
Z.
d. Increase for product Y and product Z.

5,000 units
$6
2
0

Inventory of Moy was recorded at net realizable value
when produced in 1990. No units of Moy were produced
in 1991. What amount should be recognized as profit on
Moy’s 1991 sales?
a. $0
b. $10,000
c. $20,000
d. $30,000
TM90#44. The diagram below represents the production
and sales relationships of joint products P and Q. Joint
costs are incurred until split-off, then separable costs are
incurred in refining each product. Market values of P and
Q at split-off are used to allocate joint costs.

Cost Allocation

TM92#55. Book Co. uses the activity-based costing
approach for cost allocation and product costing purposes.
Printing, cutting, and binding functions make up the man
ufacturing process. Machinery and equipment are
arranged in operating cells that produce a complete prod
uct starting with raw materials. Which of the following are
characteristic of Book’s activity-based costing approach?
I.
II.
III.

Cost drivers are used as a basis for cost allocation.
Costs are accumulated by department or function
for purposes of product costing.
Activities that do not add value to the product are
identified and reduced to the extent possible.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I.

I only.
I and II.
I and III.
II and III.

Performance Measurement

TM93#49. Nonfinancial performance measures are
important to engineering and operations managers in
assessing the quality levels of their products. Which of
the following indicators can be used to measure product
quality?
I. Returns and allowances.
II. Number and types of customer complaints.
III. Production cycle time.
a.
b.
c.
d.

If the market value of P at split-off increases and
all other costs and selling prices remain unchanged, then
the gross margin of

a.
b.
c.
d.

P
Increases
Increases
Decreases
Decreases

Q
Decreases
Increases
Decreases
Increases

I and II only.
I and III only.
II and III only.
I, II, and III.

TN92#48. Residual income of an investment center is
the center’s
a. Income plus the imputed interest on its invested
capital.
b. Income less the imputed interest on its invested
capital.
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c.
d.

Contribution margin plus the imputed interest
on its invested capital.
Contribution margin less the imputed interest
on its invested capital.

2M92#53. The following information pertains to Bala
Co. for the year ended December 31, 1991:
Sales
Net income
Capital investment

2N92#27. Spar Co. calculated the following ratios for
one of its profit centers:
Gross margin
Return on sales
Capital turnover

30%
25%
.5 times

What is Spar’s return on investment for this profit center?
a.
7.5%
b. 12.5%
c. 15.0%
d. 25.0%
2N92#28. Kim Co.’s profit center Zee had 1991
operating income of $200,000 before a $50,000 imputed
interest charge for using Kim’s assets. Kim’s aggregate
net income from all of its profit centers was $2,000,000.
During 1991, Kim declared and paid dividends of $30,000
and $70,000 on its preferred and common stock, respec
tively. Zee’s 1991 residual income was
a. $140,000
b. $143,000
c. $147,000
d. $150,000

Which of the following equations should be used to com
pute Bala’s return on investment?
a. (4/6) x (6/1) = ROI
b. (6/4) x (1/6) = ROI
c. (4/6) x (1/6) = ROI
d. (6/4) x (6/1) = ROI
TN91#50. Which combination of changes in asset turn
over and income as a percentage of sales will maximize
the return on investment?

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

$70,000
$20,000
8,000
5,000

33,000
$37,000

Which of the following amounts would most likely be
subject to the control of the profit center’s manager?
a. $70,000
b. $50,000
c. $37,000
d. $33,000

Vale’s residual income was
a. $144,000
b. $150,000
c. $156,000
d. $200,000

$500,000
300,000
50,000
100,000
6%

Income as a
percentage o f sales
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Decrease

Cost centers
Yes
Yes
No
No

Investment centers
No
Yes
No
Yes

TN90#48. Division A is considering a project that will
earn a rate of return which is greater than the imputed
interest charge for invested capital, but less than the divi
sion’s historical return on invested capital. Division B is
considering a project that will earn a rate of return which
is greater than the division’s historical return on invested
capital, but less than the imputed interest charge for
invested capital. If the objective is to maximize residual
income, should these divisions accept or reject their proj
ects?

2M92#52. Following is information relating to Kew
Co.’s Vale Division for 1991:
Sales
Variable costs
Traceable fixed costs
Average invested capital
Imputed interest rate

Asset turnover
Increase
Increase
Decrease
Decrease

TM91#47. Controllable revenues would be included in
the performance reports of which of the following types
of responsibility centers?

2M92#51. The following is a summarized income state
ment of Carr Co.’s profit center No. 43 for March 1992:
Contribution margin
Period expenses:
Manager’s salary
Facility depreciation
Corporate expense allocation
Profit center income

$600,000
100,000
400,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

A
Accept
Reject
Reject
Accept

B
Accept
Accept
Reject
Reject

TM90#49. A company’s return on investment is the
a. Profit margin percentage divided by the capital
turnover.
b. Profit margin percentage multiplied by the capi
tal turnover.
c. Capital turnover divided by invested capital.
d. Capital turnover multiplied by invested capital.
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a.

TN89#49. A company is analyzing the performance of
responsibility centers. Controllable revenues would be
included in the performance reports of which of the fol
lowing types of responsibility centers?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Investment centers
No
No
Yes
Yes

b.
c.
d.

Profit centers
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM89#50. Which of the following would be included
in the economic order quantity formula?

2N89
Items 37 and 38 are based on the following information
pertaining to Yola Co.’s East Division for 1988:
Sales
Variable costs
Traceable fixed costs
Average invested capital
Imputed interest rate
37.

38.

a.
b.
c.
d.

$620,000
500,000
100,000
50,000
18%

Inventory
carrying cost
Yes
Yes
No
No

Stockout
cost
No
Yes
Yes
No

K. Analytical Methods and Procedures

The return on investment was
a. 40.00%
b. 29.00%
c. 18.00%
d.
8.33%

TM93#50. Using regression analysis, Fairfield Co.
graphed the following relationship of its cheapest product
line’s sales with its customers’ income levels:

The residual income was
a. $ 3,600
b. $ 9,000
c. $11,000
d. $20,000

TM89#49. Residual income is income
a. To which an imputed interest charge for
invested capital is added.
b. From which an imputed interest charge for
invested capital is deducted.
c. From which dividends are deducted.
d. To which dividends are added.
J.

Purchase costs per unit differ due to quantity
discounts.
Costs of placing an order vary with quantity
ordered.
Periodic demand for the good is known.
Erratic usage rates are cushioned by safety
stocks.

Inventory Control Techniques

2N92#26. In Belk Co.’s ‘‘just-in-time’’ production sys
tem, costs per set-up were reduced from $28 to $2. In
the process of reducing inventory levels, Belk found that
there were fixed facility and administrative costs that
previously had not been included in the carrying cost
calculation. The result was an increase from $8 to $32
per unit per year. What were the effects of these changes
on Belk’s economic lot size and relevant costs?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Lot size
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Decrease

TM91#50. The economic

Relevant costs
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease
order quantity formula

If there is a strong statistical relationship between the sales
and customers’ income levels, which of the following
numbers best represents the correlation coefficient for
this relationship?
a. -9.00
b. -0.93
c. +0.93
d. +9.00
TN92#50. To assist in an investment decision, Gift Co.
selected the most likely sales volume from several possi
ble outcomes. Which of the following attributes would
that selected sales volume reflect?
a. The mid-point of the range.
b. The median.
c. The greatest probability.
d. The expected value.
2N92#22. Sago Co. uses regression analysis to develop
a model for predicting overhead costs. Two different cost
drivers (machine hours and direct materials weight) are
under consideration as the independent variable. Relevant
data were run on a computer using one of the standard
regression programs, with the following results:
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2M92#56. For the year ended December 3 1 , 1991, Abel
Co. incurred direct costs of $500,000 based on a particular
course of action during the year. If a different course
of action had been taken, direct costs would have been
$400,000. In addition, Abel’s 1991 fixed costs were
$90,000. The incremental cost was
a. $ 10,000
b. $ 90,000
c. $100,000
d. $190,000

Coefficient
Machine hours
Y Intercept
B
R2 = .70

2,500
5.0

Direct materials weight
Y Intercept
B
R2 = .50

4,600
2.6

TN91#48. Probability (risk) analysis is
a. An extension of sensitivity analysis.
b. Incompatible with sensitivity analysis.
c. Used only for situations involving five or fewer
possible outcomes.
d. Used only for situations in which the summa
tion of probability weights is less than one.

Which regression equation should be used?
a. Y = 2,500 + 5.0X
b. Y = 2,500 + 3.5X
c. Y = 4,600 + 2.6X
d. Y = 4,600+ 1.3X
2N92#23. Ral Co.’s target gross margin is 60% of the
selling price of a product that costs $5.00 per unit. The
product’s selling price per unit should be
a. $17.50
b. $12.50
c. $ 8.33
d. $ 7.50
TM92#56. Buff Co. is considering replacing an old
machine with a new machine. Which of the following
items is economically relevant to Buffs decision? (Ignore
income tax considerations.)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Carrying amount
o f old machine
Yes
No
No
Yes

Disposal value
o f new machine
No
Yes
No
Yes

2M92#54. Box Co. uses regression analysis to estimate
the functional relationship between an independent vari
able (cost driver) and overhead cost. Assume that the
following equation is being used:
y = A + Bx
What is
a.
b.
c.
d.

the symbol for the independent variable?
y
x
Bx
A

TN90#49. When only differential manufacturing costs
are taken into account for special order pricing, an essen
tial assumption is that
a. Manufacturing fixed and variable costs are
linear.
b. Selling and administrative fixed and variable
costs are linear.
c. Acceptance of the order will not affect regular
sales
d. Acceptance of the order will not cause unit
selling and administrative variable costs to
increase.
TN90#50. Which of the following may be used to esti
mate how inventory warehouse costs are affected by both
the number of shipments and the weight of materials
handled?
a. Economic order quantity analysis.
b. Probability analysis.
c. Correlation analysis.
d. Multiple regression analysis.
TM90#50. In statistical analysis, a weighted average
using probabilities as weights is the
a. Objective function.
b. Coefficient of variation.
c. Expected value.
d. Standard deviation.
TN89#50. A company is considering exchanging an old
asset for a new asset. Ignoring income tax considerations,
which of the following is economically relevant to the
decision?

2M92#55. Kane Corp. estimates that it would incur a
$100,000 cost to prepare a bid proposal. Kane estimates
also that there would be an 80% chance of being awarded
the contract if the bid is low enough to result in a net
profit of $250,000. What is the expected value of the
payoff?
a. $0
b. $150,000
c. $180,000
d. $220,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Original cost of
old asset
Yes
Yes
No
No

Fair market value
o f old asset
Yes
No
Yes
No

2N89#21. The following information pertains to three
shipping terminals operated by Krag Corp.:
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Terminal
Land
Air
Sea

Percentage
o f cargo
handled
50
40
10

a.
b.
c.
d.

Percentage
of error
2
4
14

Krag’s internal auditor randomly selects one set of ship
ping documents, ascertaining that the set selected contains
an error. The probability that the error occurred in the
Land Terminal is
a.
2%
b. 10%
c. 25%
d. 50%
2N89#22. Mili Co. plans to discontinue a division with
a $20,000 contribution to overhead. Overhead allocated
to the division is $50,000, of which $5,000 cannot be
eliminated. The effect of this discontinuance on Mili’s
pretax income would be an increase of
V.
A.

2N89#25. The following information appeared in the
accounting records of a retail store for the year ended
December 31, 1988:
Sales
Purchases
Inventories
January 1
December 31
Sales commissions

$300,000
140,000
70,000
100,000
10,000

The gross margin was
a. $190,000
b. $180,000
c. $160,000
d. $150,000

Accounting for Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations

Conceptual Reporting Issues

TM93#51. Fixed assets donated to a governmental unit
should be recorded
a. At estimated fair value when received.
b. At the lower of donor’s carrying amount or
estimated fair value when received.
c. At the donor’s carrying amount.
d. As a memorandum entry only.
TM93#58. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning a governmental entity’s combined statement
of cash flows?
a. Cash flows from capital financing activities are
reported separately from cash flows from non
capital financing activities.
b. The statement format is the same as that of a
business enterprise’s statement of cash flows.
c. Cash flows from operating activities may not
be reported using the indirect method.
d. The statement format includes columns for the
general, governmental, and proprietary fund
types.
TM93#59. In a government’s comprehensive annual
financial report (CAFR), proprietary fund types are
included in which of the following combined financial
statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

$ 5,000
$20,000
$25,000
$30,000

Statement of revenues,
expenditures, and changes
in fund balances
Yes
No
No
Yes

Balance sheet
Yes
No
Yes
No

2M93#22. The modified accrual basis of accounting
should be used for which of the following funds?
a. Capital projects fund.
b. Enterprise fund.
c. Pension trust fund.
d. Proprietary fund.
TN92#51. Interperiod equity is an objective of financial
reporting for governmental entities. According to the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board, is interpe
riod equity fundamental to public administration and is
it a component of accountability?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Fundamental to
public administration
Yes
No
No
Yes

Component of
accountability
No
No
Yes
Yes

TM92#57. Under the modified accrual basis of account
ing for a governmental unit, revenues that are measurable
should be recognized in the accounting period in which
they are
a. Earned.
b. Available.
c. Budgeted.
d. Collected.
TM92#58. Property taxes levied in fiscal year 1991 to
finance the general fund budget of fiscal year 1992 should
be reported as general fund revenues in fiscal year 1992
a. Regardless of the fiscal year in which collected.
b. For the amount collected in fiscal year 1992
only.
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c.

For the amount collected before the end of fiscal
year 1992 only.
For the amount collected before the end of fiscal
year 1992 or shortly thereafter.

d.

One feature of state and local government
accounting and financial reporting is that fixed assets
used for general government activities
a. Often are not expected to contribute to the gen
eration of revenues.
b. Do not depreciate as a result of such use.
c. Are acquired only when direct contribution to
revenues is expected.
d. Should not be maintained at the same level as
those of businesses so that current financial
resources can be used for other government
services.

TN90#53. Should a special revenue fund with a legally
adopted budget maintain its accounts on an accrual basis
and integrate budgetary accounts into its accounting
system?

TN 91#51.

If a city legally adopts its annual general fund
budget on the modified accrual basis of accounting, its
estimated revenues should be
a. Reported on the modified accrual basis of
accounting in the general fund statement of
revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund
balance—budget and actual.
b. Converted to the cash basis of accounting and
reported in the general fund statement of reve
nues, expenditures, and other changes in fund
balance—budget and actual.
c. Reported as current assets in the general fund
balance sheet.
d. Reported as noncurrent assets in the general
fund balance sheet.
TN91 # 5 2 .

a.
b.
c.
d.

Maintain on
accrual basis
Yes
Yes
No
No

Integrate
budgetary accounts
Yes
No
Yes
No

TM90#57. The basis of accounting for a capital projects
fund is the
a. Cash basis.
b. Accrual basis.
c. Modified cash basis.
d. Modified accrual basis.
TN89#51. The modified accrual basis of accounting is
appropriate for which of the following fund categories
of a county government?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Governmental
No
No
Yes
Yes

Proprietary
No
Yes
Yes
No

TN91# 5 4 .

TN89#55. Which of the following funds of a govern
mental unit uses the same basis of accounting as the
enterprise fund?
a. Nonexpendable trust funds.
b. Expendable trust funds.
c. Special revenue funds.
d. Capital projects funds.

TM91# 5 1 .

TM89#51. Under the modified accrual basis of account
ing for a governmental unit, revenues should be recog
nized in the accounting period in which they
a. Are earned and become measurable.
b. Are collected.
c. Become available and measurable.
d. Become available and earned.

In which of the following fund types of a city
government are revenues and expenditures recognized on
the same basis of accounting as the general fund?
a. Nonexpendable trust.
b. Internal service.
c. Enterprise.
d. Debt service.
The primary authoritative body for determin
ing the measurement focus and basis of accounting stan
dards for governmental fund operating statements is the
a. Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB).
b. National Council on Governmental Accounting
(NCGA).
c. Government Accounting and Auditing Com
mittee of the AICPA (GAAC).
d. Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB).

TM89#59. A local governmental unit could have funds
using which of the following accounting bases?

a.
b.
c.
d.

TN 90#51.

Which of the following bases of accounting
should a government use for its proprietary funds in mea
suring financial position and operating results?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Modified accrual basis
No
No
Yes
Yes

Accrual basis
Yes
No
Yes
No

Accrual basis
No
No
Yes
Yes

Modified accrual basis
Yes
No
No
Yes

B. Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Governmental Organizations
TM93#52. The estimated revenues control account bal
ance of a governmental fund type is eliminated when
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a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

The budget is recorded.
The budgetary accounts are closed.
Appropriations are closed.
Property taxes are recorded.

TM93#53. Encumbrances outstanding at year-end in a
state’s general fund should be reported as a
a. Liability in the general fund.
b. Fund balance reserve in the general fund.
c. Liability in the general long-term debt account
group.
d. Fund balance designation in the general fund.
TM93#54. When equipment was purchased with gen
eral fund resources, an appropriate entry was made in the
general fixed asset account group. Which of the following
accounts would have been increased in the general fund?
a. Due from general fixed asset account group.
b. Expenditures.
c. Appropriations.
d. No entry should be made in the general fund.
TM93#55. Which of the following funds of a govern
mental unit recognizes revenues in the accounting period
in which they become available and measurable?

a.
b.
c.
d.

General fund
Yes
No
Yes
No

Enterprise fund
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM93#56. A public school district should recognize
revenue from property taxes levied for its debt service
fund when
a. Bonds to be retired by the levy are due and
payable.
b. Assessed valuations of property subject to the
levy are known.
c. Funds from the levy are measurable and avail
able to the district.
d. Proceeds from collection of the levy are depos
ited in the district’s bank account.

Enterprise fund.
Internal service fund.
Agency fund.
Special revenue fund.

2M93#32. Bay Creek’s municipal motor pool maintains
all city-owned vehicles and charges the various depart
ments for the cost of rendering those services. In which
of the following funds should Bay account for the cost
of such maintenance?
a. General fund.
b. Internal service fund.
c. Special revenue fund.
d. Special assessment fund.
2M93#34. Central County received proceeds from vari
ous towns and cities for capital projects financed by Cen
tral’s long-term debt. A special tax was assessed by each
local government, and a portion of the tax was restricted
to repay the long-term debt of Central’s capital projects.
Central should account for the restricted portion of the
special tax in which of the following funds?
a. Internal service fund.
b. Enterprise fund.
c. Capital projects fund.
d. Debt service fund.
2M93#39. Stone Corp. donated investments to Pine City
and stipulated that the income from the investments be
used to acquire art for the city’s museum. Which of
the following funds should be used to account for the
investments?
a. Endowment fund.
b. Special revenue fund.
c. Expendable trust fund.
d. Nonexpendable trust fund.
TN92#52. The appropriations control account of a gov
ernmental unit is debited when
a. Supplies are purchased.
b. Expenditures are recorded.
c. The budgetary accounts are closed.
d. The budget is recorded.

2M93#23. On January 2, 1992, a graduate of Oak Col
lege established a permanent trust fund and appointed
Security Bank as the trustee. The income from the trust
fund is to be paid to Oak and used only by the school of
education to support student scholarships. What entry is
required on Oak’s books to record the receipt of cash
from the interest on the trust fund?
a. Debit cash and credit restricted current funds
deferred revenue.
b. Debit cash and credit restricted endowment rev
enue.
c. Debit cash and credit endowment fund balance.
d. Debit cash and credit unrestricted endowment
revenue.

TN92#53. The budgetary fund balance reserved for
encumbrances account of a governmental-type fund is
increased when
a. The budget is recorded.
b. Appropriations are recorded.
c. Supplies previously ordered are received.
d. A purchase order is approved.

2M93#28. The town of Hill operates municipal electric
and water utilities. In which of the following funds should
the operations of the utilities be accounted for?

TN92#55. In what fund type should the proceeds from
special assessment bonds issued to finance construction
of sidewalks in a new subdivision be reported?

TN92#54. Which of the following accounts should
Moon City close at the end of its fiscal year?
a. Vouchers payable.
b. Expenditures.
c. Fund balance.
d. Fund balance—reserved for encumbrances.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

c.
d.

Agency fund.
Special revenue fund.
Enterprise fund.
Capital projects fund.

TN92#56. The billings for transportation services pro
vided to other governmental units are recorded by the
internal service fund as
a. Interfund exchanges.
b. Intergovernmental transfers.
c. Transportation appropriations.
d. Operating revenues.
TN92#58. River City has a defined contribution pension
plan. How should River report the pension plan in its
financial statements?
a. Amortize any transition asset over the estimated
number of years of current employees’ service.
b. Disclose in the notes to the financial statements
the amount of the pension benefit obligation
and the net assets available for benefits.
c. Identify in the notes to financial statements the
types of employees covered and the employer’s
and employees’ obligations to contribute to the
fund.
d. Accrue a liability for benefits earned but not
paid to fund participants.
TN92#59. Eureka City should issue a statement of cash
flows for which of the following funds?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Eureka City Hall
capital projects fund
No
No
Yes
Yes

2M92#22. Maple City’s public employee retirement
system (PERS) reported the following account balances
at June 30, 1991:
Reserve for employer’s contributions
Actuarial deficiency in reserve for
employer’s contributions
Reserve for employees’ contributions

$5,000,000
300,000
9,000,000

Maple’s PERS fund balance at June 30, 1991, should be
a. $ 5,000,000
b. $ 5,300,000
c. $14,000,000
d. $14,300,000
2M92
Items 23 through 25 are based on the following:
Park City uses encumbrance accounting and formally
integrates its budget into the general fund’s accounting
records. For the year ending July 3 1 , 1992, the following
budget was adopted:
Estimated revenues
Appropriations
Estimated transfer to debt service fund

$30,000,000
27,000,000
900,000

23. When Park’s budget is adopted and recorded, Park’s
budgetary fund balance would be a
a. $3,000,000 credit balance.
b. $3,000,000 debit balance.
c. $2,100,000 credit balance.
d. $2,100,000 debit balance.

Eureka Water
Enterprise fund
Yes
No
No
Yes

2M92#21. Pine City’s year end is June 30. Pine levies
property taxes in January of each year for the calendar
year. One-half of the levy is due in May and one-half is
due in October. Property tax revenue is budgeted for the
period in which payment is due. The following informa
tion pertains to Pine’s property taxes for the period from
July 1, 1990, to June 30, 1991:
Calendar year
Levy
Collected in:
May
July
October
December

$2,360,000
$2,400,000

1990
$2,000,000

1991
$2,400,000

950,000
50,000
920,000
80,000

1,100,000
60,000

The $40,000 balance due for the May 1991 installments
was expected to be collected in August 1991. What
amount should Pine recognize for property tax revenue
for the year ended June 30, 1991?
a. $2,160,000
b. $2,200,000

24.

Park should record budgeted appropriations by a
a. Credit to appropriations control, $27,000,000.
b. Debit to estimated expenditures, $27,000,000.
c. Credit to appropriations control, $27,900,000.
d. Debit to estimated expenditures, $27,900,000.

25. Park incurred salaries and wages of $800,000 for
the month of April 1992. What account should Park debit
to record this $800,000?
a. Encumbrances control.
b. Salaries and wages expense control.
c. Expenditures control.
d. Operating funds control.
2M92#27. Lake County receivedthe following pro
ceeds that are legally restricted to expenditure for speci
fied purposes:
Levies on affected property owners to
install sidewalks
Gasoline taxes to finance road repairs

$500,000
900,000

What amount should be accounted for in Lake’s special
revenue funds?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

$1,400,000
$ 900,000
$ 500,000
$0

2M92#28. On April 1, 1992, Oak County incurred the
following expenditures in issuing long-term bonds:
Issue costs
Debt insurance

$400,000
90,000

When Oak establishes the accounting for operating debt
service, what amount should be deferred and amortized
over the life of the bonds?
a. $0
b. $ 90,000
c. $400,000
d. $490,000
2M92#29. At December 31, 1991, the following bal
ances were due from the state government to Clare City’s
various funds:
Capital projects
Trust and agency
Enterprise

$300,000
100,000
80,000

In Clare’s December 31, 1991, combined balance sheet
for all fund types and account groups, what amount should
be classified under governmental funds?
a. $100,000
b. $180,000
c. $300,000
d. $480,000
2M92#30. The following transactions were among
those reported by Cliff County’s water and sewer enter
prise fund for 1991:
Proceeds from sale of revenue bonds
Cash received from customer households
Capital contributed by subdividers

$5,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000

In the water and sewer enterprise fund’s statement of
cash flows for the year ended December 31, 1991, what
amount should be reported as cash flows from capital
and related financing activities?
a. $9,000,000
b. $8,000,000
c. $6,000,000
d. $5,000,000
2M92#31. Gem City’s internal service fund received a
residual equity transfer of $50,000 cash from the general
fund. This $50,000 transfer should be reported in Gem’s
internal service fund as a credit to
a. Revenues.
b. Other financing sources.
c. Accounts payable.
d. Contributed capital.

2M92#32. Glen County uses governmental fund
accounting and is the administrator of a multiple-jurisdic
tion deferred compensation plan covering both its own
employees and those of other governments participating
in the plan. This plan is an eligible deferred compensation
plan under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code and Income
Tax Regulations. Glen has legal access to the plan’s
$40,000,000 in assets, comprising $2,000,000 pertaining
to Glen and $38,000,000 pertaining to the other participat
ing governments. In Glen’s balance sheet, what amount
should be reported in an agency fund for plan assets and
as a corresponding liability?
a. $0
b. $ 2,000,000
c. $38,000,000
d. $40,000,000
2M92#33. The following are Boa City’s fixed assets:
Fixed assets used in proprietary fund
activities
Fixed assets used in governmental-type
trust funds
All other fixed assets

$1,000,000
1,800,000
9,000,000

What aggregateamount should Boa account for in the
general fixed assets account group?
a. $ 9,000,000
b. $10,000,000
c. $10,800,000
d. $11,800,000
2M92#34. The following obligations were among those
reported by Fern Village at December 31, 1991:
Vendor financing with a term of 10
months when incurred, in connection
with a capital asset acquisition that is
not part of a long-term financing plan
Long-term bonds for financing of
capital asset acquisition
Bond anticipation notes due in six
months, issued as part of a long-term
financing plan for capital purposes

$ 150,000
3,000,000
400,000

What aggregate amount should Fern report as general
long-term capital debt at December 31, 1991?
a. $3,000,000
b. $3,150,000
c. $3,400,000
d. $3,550,000
2M92#36. Dale City is accumulating financial resources
that are legally restricted to payments of general long
term debt principal and interest maturing in future years.
At December 3 1 , 1991, $5,000,000 has been accumulated
for principal payments and $300,000 has been accumu
lated for interest payments. These restricted funds should
be accounted for in the
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Debt service
fund
$0
$ 300,000
$5,000,000
$5,300,000

General
fund
$5,300,000
$5,000,000
$ 300,000
$0

TN91#53. Gold County received goods that had been
approved for purchase but for which payment had not
yet been made. Should the accounts listed below be
increased?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Encumbrances
No
No
Yes
Yes

Expenditures
No
Yes
No
Yes

TM91#53. Which of the following amounts are included
in a general fund’s encumbrance account?

TN91#55. An enterprise fund would be used when the
governing body requires that
I.
II.
III.

Accounting for the financing of an agency’s services
to other government departments be on a cost-reim
bursement basis.
User charges cover the costs of general public ser
vices.
Net income information be provided for an activity.
a.
b.
c.
d.

TM91#52. The budget of a governmental unit, for which
the appropriations exceed the estimated revenues, was
adopted and recorded in the general ledger at the begin
ning of the year. During the year, expenditures and
encumbrances were less than appropriations; whereas
revenues equaled estimated revenues. The budgetary fund
balance account is
a. Credited at the beginning of the year and deb
ited at the end of the year.
b. Credited at the beginning of the year and not
changed at the end of the year.
c. Debited at the beginning of the year and cred
ited at the end of the year.
d. Debited at the beginning of the year and not
changed at the end of the year.

I only.
I and II.
I and III.
II and III.

I. Outstanding vouchers payable amounts.
I I . Outstanding purchase order amounts.
III. Excess of the amount of a purchase order over the
actual expenditure for that order.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I only.
I and III.
II only.
II and III.

TM91#54. Tott City’s serial bonds are serviced through
a debt service fund with cash provided by the general
fund. In a debt service fund’s statements, how are cash
receipts and cash payments reported?

TN91#56. On June 28, 1991, Silver City’s debt service
fund received funds for the future repayment of bond
principal. As a consequence, the long-term debt account
group reported
a. An increase in the amount available in debt
service funds and an increase in the fund bal
ance.
b. An increase in the amount available in debt
service funds and an increase in the amount to
be provided for bonds.
c. An increase in the amount available in debt
service funds and a decrease in the amount to
be provided for bonds.
d. No changes in any amount until the bond princi
pal is actually paid.
TN91#58. Clover City’s comprehensive annual finan
cial report contains both combining and combined finan
cial statements. Total columns are
a. Required for both combining and combined
financial statements.
b. Optional, but commonly shown, for combining
financial statements and required for combined
financial statements.
c. Required for combining financial statements
and optional, but commonly shown, for com
bined financial statements.
d. Optional, but commonly shown, for both com
bining and combined financial statements.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Cash receipts
Revenues
Revenues
Operating transfers
Operating transfers

Cash payments
Expenditures
Operating transfers
Expenditures
Operating transfers

TM91#55. Taxes collected and held by Eldorado
County for a school district would be accounted for in
which of the following funds?
a. Trust.
b. Agency.
c. Special revenue.
d. Internal service.
TM91#56. Old equipment, which is recorded in the gen
eral fixed asset account group, is sold for less than its
carrying amount. The sale reduces the investments in
general fixed assets’ balance by the
a. Difference between the cost of the equipment
and the sales price.
b. Difference between the carrying amount of the
equipment and the sales price.
c. Selling price of the equipment.
d. Carrying amount of the equipment.
TM91#59. In a government’s comprehensive annual
financial report (CAFR), account groups are included in
which of the following combined financial statements?
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Statement o f revenues,
expenditures, and changes
in fund balances
No
Yes
Yes
No

TN90#58. Which of the following fund types or account
group should account for fixed assets in a manner similar
to a ‘‘for profit’’ organization?
a. Special revenue fund.
b. Capital projects fund.
c. General fixed assets account group.
d. Enterprise fund.

TN90#52. Which of the following fund types used by
a government most likely would have a Fund Balance
Reserved for Inventory of Supplies?
a. General.
b. Internal service.
c. Nonexpendable trust.
d. Capital projects.

TN90#59. Which of the following fund types would
include retained earnings in its balance sheet?
a. Special revenue.
b. Capital projects.
c. Expendable pension trust.
d. Internal service.

Balance sheet
a.
Yes
b.
No
c.
Yes
d.
No

TN90
Items 54 through 57 are based on the following:
On March 2, 1990, Finch City issued 10-year general
obligation bonds at face amount, with interest payable
March 1 and September 1. The proceeds were to be used
to finance the construction of a civic center over the
period April 1 , 1990, to March 3 1 , 1991. During the fiscal
year ended June 3 0 , 1990, no resources had been provided
to the debt service fund for the payment of principal and
interest.
54. On June 30, 1990, Finch’s debt service fund should
include interest payable on the general obligation bonds
for
a. 0 months.
b. 3 months.
c. 4 months.
d. 6 months.
55. Proceeds from the general obligation bonds should
be recorded in the
a. General fund.
b. Capital projects fund.
c. General long-term debt account group.
d. Debt service fund.
56. The liability for the general obligation bonds should
be recorded in the
a. General fund.
b. Capital projects fund.
c. General long-term debt account group.
d. Debt service fund.
57. On June 30, 1990, Finch’s combined balance sheet
should report the construction in progress for the civic
center in the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Capital projects
fund
Yes
Yes
No
No

General fixed assets
account group
Yes
No
No
Yes

2N90#41. Maple Township issued the following bonds
during the year ended June 30, 1990:
Bonds issued for the garbage collection
enterprise fund that will service the debt
Revenue bonds to be repaid from admission
fees collected by the Township zoo enter
prise fund

$500,000
350,000

What amount of these bonds should be accounted for in
Maple’s general long-term debt account group?
a. $0
b. $350,000
c. $500,000
d. $850,000
2N90#42. On December 31, 1989, Elm Village paid a
contractor $4,500,000 for the total cost of a new Village
Hall built in 1989 on Village-owned land. Financing for
the capital project was provided by a $3,000,000 general
obligation bond issue sold at face amount on December
3 1 , 1989, with the remaining $1,500,000 transferred from
the general fund. What account and amount should be
reported in Elm’s 1989 financial statements for the gen
eral fund?
a. Other financing sources control $4,500,000.
b. Expenditures control
$4,500,000.
c. Other financing sources control $3,000,000.
d. Other financing uses control
$1,500,000.
2N90#43. During 1989, Spruce City reported the fol
lowing receipts from self-sustaining activities paid for by
users of the services rendered:
Operation of water supply plant
Operation of bus system

$5,000,000
900,000

What amount should be accounted for in Spruce’s enter
prise funds?
a. $0
b. $ 900,000
c. $5,000,000
d. $5,900,000
2N90#44. Lori Township received a gift of an ambu
lance having a market value of $180,000. What account
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in the general fixed assets account group should be deb
ited for this $180,000 gift?
a. None (memorandum entry only).
b. Investment in general fixed assets from gifts.
c. Machinery and equipment.
d. General fund assets.
2N90#46. The following information pertains to Pine
City’s general fund for 1989:
Appropriations
Expenditures
Other financing sources
Other financing uses
Revenues

$6,500,000
5,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
8,000,000

After Pine’s general fund accounts were closed at the end
of 1989, the fund balance increased by
a.
$3,000,000
b. $2,500,000
c. $1,500,000
d. $1,000,000
2N90#47. Kew City received a $15,000,000 federal
grant to finance the construction of a center for rehabilita
tion of drug addicts. The proceeds of this grant should
be accounted for in the
a. Special revenue funds.
b. General fund.
c. Capital projects funds.
d. Trust funds.
2N90#48. Lisa County issued $5,000,000 of general
obligation bonds at 101 to finance a capital project. The
$50,000 premium was to be used for payment of principal
and interest. This transaction should be accounted for in
the
a. Capital projects funds, debt service funds, and
the general long-term debt account group.
b. Capital projects funds and debt service funds
only.
c. Debt service funds and the general long-term
debt account group only.
d. Debt service funds only.
2N90#49. In 1989, a state government collected income
taxes of $8,000,000 for the benefit of one of its cities
that imposes an income tax on its residents. The state
remitted these collections periodically to the city. The
state should account for the $8,000,000 in the
a. General fund.
b. Agency funds.
c. Internal service funds.
d. Special assessment funds.
2N90#50. Harbor City’s appropriations control account
at December 3 1 , 1989 had a balance of $7,000,000. When
the budgetary accounts were closed at year-end, this
$7,000,000 appropriations control balance should have
a. Been debited.
b. Been credited.

c.
d.

Remained open.
Appeared as a contra account.

2N90#51. The following revenues were among those
reported by Ariba Township in 1989:
Net rental revenue (after depreciation)
from a parking garage owned by Ariba
Interest earned on investments held for
employees’ retirement benefits
Property taxes

$

40,000

100,000
6,000,000

What amount of the foregoing revenues should be
accounted for in Ariba’s governmental-type funds?
a. $6,140,000
b. $6,100,000
c. $6,040,000
d. $6,000,000
2N90#53. The following financial resources were
among those received by Seco City during 1989:
For acquisition of major capital
facilities
To create an expendable trust

$6,000,000
2,000,000

With respect to the foregoing resources, what amount
should be recorded in special revenue funds?
a. $0
b. $2,000,000
c. $6,000,000
d. $8,000,000
2N90#54.
City:

The following information pertains to Cobb

• 1989 governmental fund revenues that
became measurable and available
in time to be used for payment of
1989 liabilities
• Revenues earned in 1987 and 1988
and included in the $16,000,000
indicated above
• Sales taxes collected by merchants
in 1989 but not required to be
remitted to Cobb until January1990

$16,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000

For the year ended December31,1989, Cobb should
recognize revenues of
a. $14,000,000
b. $16,000,000
c. $17,000,000
d. $19,000,000
2N90#55. Oro County’s expenditures control account
at December 3 1 , 1989 had a balance of $9,000,000. When
Oro’s books were closed, this $9,000,000 expenditures
control balance should have
a. Been debited.
b. Been credited.
c. Remained open.
d. Appeared as a contra account.
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2N90#56. At December 31, 1989, Alto Township’s
committed appropriations that had not been expended in
1989 totaled $10,000. These appropriations do not lapse
at year-end. Alto reports on a calendar-year basis. On its
December 31, 1989 balance sheet, the $10,000 should be
reported as
a. Vouchers payable — prior year.
b. Deferred expenditures.
c. Fund balance reserved for encumbrances.
d. Budgetary fund balance — reserved for encum
brances.

52. In reporting the state grants for the bus purchase and
operation, what should Todd include as grant revenues for
the year ended December 31, 1989?

2N90#57. When Rolan County adopted its budget for
the year ending June 3 0 , 1990, $20,000,000 was recorded
for estimated revenues control. Actual revenues for the
year ended June 30, 1990 amounted to $17,000,000. In
closing the budgetary accounts at June 30, 1990,
a. Revenues control should be debited for
$3,000,000.
b. Estimated revenues control should be debited
for $3,000,000.
c. Revenues control should be credited for
$ 20,000,000.
d. Estimated revenues control should be credited
for $20,000,000.

53. Which of Todd’s long-term obligations should be
accounted for in the general long-term debt account
group?

TM90
Items 51 through 55 are based on the following:
Todd City formally integrates budgetary accounts into its
general fund. Todd uses an internal service fund to
account for the operations of its data processing center,
which provides services to Todd’s other governmental
units.
During the year ended December 3 1 , 1989, Todd received
a state grant to buy a bus, and an additional grant for bus
operation in 1989. In 1989, only 90% of the capital grant
was used for the bus purchase, but 100% of the operating
grant was disbursed.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

•

General obligation bonds issued for the water and
sewer fund which will service the debt.
Revenue bonds to be repaid from admission fees col
lected from users of the municipal recreation center.

These bonds are expected to be paid from enterprise
funds, and secured by Todd’s full faith, credit, and taxing
power as further assurance that the obligations will be
paid.
Todd’s 1989 expenditures from the general fund include
payments for structural alterations to a firehouse and
furniture for the mayor’s office.
51. To record the billing for data processing services
provided to Todd’s other governmental units, the internal
service fund should credit
a. Operating revenues.
b. Data processing departmental expenses.
c. Intergovernmental transfers.
d. Interfund exchanges.

100% o f the
capital grant
No
Yes
Yes
No

General obligation
bonds
Yes
Yes
No
No

Operating
grant
No
No
Yes
Yes

Revenue
bonds
Yes
No
Yes
No

54. When Todd records its annual budget, which of the
following control accounts indicates the amount of the
authorized spending limitation for the year ending
December 31, 1989?
a. Reserved for appropriations.
b. Appropriations.
c. Reserved for encumbrances.
d. Encumbrances.
55. In Todd’s general fund balance sheet presentation at
December 31, 1989, which of the following expenditures
should be classified as fixed assets?

Todd has incurred the following long-term obligations:
•

90% o f the
capital grant
Yes
No
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.

Structural
alterations
to firehouse
No
No
Yes
Yes

Mayor’s
office
furniture
No
Yes
No
Yes

TM90#56. Revenues that are legally restricted to expen
ditures for specified purposes should be accounted for in
special revenue funds, including
a. Accumulation of resources for payment of gen
eral long-term debt principal and interest.
b. Pension trust fund revenues.
c. Gasoline taxes to finance road repairs.
d. Proprietary fund revenues.
TM90#58. For state and local governmental units, gen
erally accepted accounting principles require that encum
brances outstanding at year-end be reported as
a. Expenditures.
b. Reservations of fund balance.
c. Deferred liabilities.
d. Current liabilities.
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2M90
Items 1 through 6 are based on the following:

Rock County has acquired equipment through a noncan
celable lease-purchase agreement dated December 31,
1989. This agreement requires no down payment and the
following minimum lease payments:
December 31

Principal

Interest

Total

1990
1991
1992

$50,000
50,000
50,000

$15,000
10,000
5,000

$65,000
60,000
55,000

2. What account should be credited for $150,000 in the
general fixed assets account group at inception of the
lease if the equipment is a general fixed asset?
a. Fund balance from capital lease transactions.
b. Other financing sources control — capital
leases.
c. Expenditures control — capital leases.
d. Investment in general fixed assets — capital
leases.
3. What journal entry is required for $150,000 in the
general long-term debt account group at inception of the
lease if the lease payments are to be financed with general
government resources?
Credit
Other financing
sources control.

b.

Other financing uses
control.

Expenditures
control.

c.

Amount to be
provided for lease
payments.

Capital lease
payable.

d. Capital lease payable.

Expenditures control

$65,000

b.

Other financing sources control
Expenditures control

$50,000
15,000

c.

Amount to be provided for lease
payments
Expenditures control

$50,000
15,000

d.

1. What account should be debited for $150,000 in the
general fund at inception of the lease if the equipment is
a general fixed asset and Rock does not use a capital
projects fund?
a. Other financing uses control.
b. Equipment.
c. Expenditures control.
d. Memorandum entry only.

Debit
a. Expenditures control.

a.

Expenditures control
Amount to be provided for lease
payments

$50,000
15,000

5. If the equipment is used in enterprise fund operations
and the lease payments are to be financed with enterprise
fund revenues, what account should be debited for
$150,000 in the enterprise fund at inception of the lease?
a. Expenses control.
b. Expenditures control.
c. Other financing sources control.
d. Equipment.
6. If the equipment is used in internal service fund
operations and the lease payments are financed with inter
nal service fund revenues, what account or accounts
should be debited in the internal service fund for the
December 31, 1990 lease payment of $65,000?
a.

Expenditures control

$65,000

b.

Expenses control

$65,000

c.

Capital lease payable
Expenses control

$50,000
15,000

d.

Expenditures control
Expenses control

$50,000
15,000

2M90
Items 7 and 8 are based on the following:

Elm City contributes to and administers a single-employer
defined benefit pension plan on behalf of its covered
employees. The plan is accounted for in a pension trust
fund. Actuarially determined employer contribution
requirements and contributions actually made for the past
three years, along with the percentage of annual covered
payroll, were as follows:

1989
1988
1987

Amount to be
provided for lease
payments.

4. If the lease payments are required to be made from
a debt service fund, what account or accounts should be
debited in the debt service fund for the December 31,
1990 lease payment of $65,000?

Contribution made
Amount Percent
$11,000
26
5,000
12
None
None

Actuarial requirement
Amount Percent
26
$11,000
24
10,000
8,000

20

7. What account should be credited in the pension trust
fund to record the 1989 employer contribution of
$ 11,000?
a. Revenues control.
b. Other financing sources control.
c. Due from special revenue fund.
d. Pension benefit obligation.
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8. To record the 1989 pension contribution of $11,000,
what debit is required in the governmental-type fund used
in connection with employer pension contributions?
a. Other financing uses control.
b. Expenditures control.
c. Expenses control.
d. Due to pension trust fund.
2M90
Item 9 is based on the following:
Elm City contributes to and administers a single-employer
defined benefit pension plan on behalf of its covered
employees. The plan is accounted for in a pension trust
fund. Actuarially determined employer contribution
requirements and contributions actually made for the past
three years, along with the percentage of annual covered
payroll, were as follows:
Contribution made
1989
1988
1987

Percent

Amount

Percent

$ 11,000

26

$ 11,000

5,000
None

12

10,000
8,000

26
24

9. In the notes to Elm’s 1989 financial statements,
employer contributions expressed as percentages of
annual covered payroll should be shown to the extent
available for a minimum of
a.
1 year.
b.
2 years.
c.
3 years.
d. 12 years.
2M90#10. Grove Township issued $50,000 of bond
anticipation notes at face amount in 1989 and placed the
proceeds into its capital projects fund. All legal steps
were taken to refinance the notes, but Grove was unable
to consummate refinancing. In the capital projects fund,
what account should be credited to record the $50,000
proceeds?
a. Other financing sources control.
b. Revenues control.
c. Deferred revenues.
d. Bond anticipation notes payable.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

Portion in
marketable debt
securities
Unrestricted asset
Unrestricted asset
Restricted asset
Restricted asset

Portion in
marketable equity
securities
Restricted asset
Unrestricted asset
Unrestricted asset
Restricted asset

TN89#56. Fixed assets should be accounted for in the
general fixed assets account group for the

Account groups
Yes
Yes
No
No

Proprietary funds
Yes
No
Yes
No

TM89#52. The encumbrances control account of a gov
ernmental unit is increased when
A voucher payable
is recorded
a.
No
b.
No
c.
Yes
d.
Yes

The budgetary accounts
are closed
—
Yes
Yes
No

TM89#53. The expenditures control account of a gov
ernmental unit is increased when

TN89#54. Fixed assets used by a governmental unit
should be accounted for in the
General fund

Special revenue fund
No
Yes
Yes
No

TN89#60. The comprehensive annual financial report
(CAFR) of a city should contain a combined statement
of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances
for

20

Capital projects fund

Enterprise fund
Yes
Yes
No
No

TN89#57. Customers’ security deposits that cannot be
spent for normal operating purposes were collected by a
governmental unit and accounted for in the enterprise
fund. A portion of the amount collected was invested in
marketable debt securities and a portion in marketable
equity securities. How would each portion be classified
in the balance sheet?

Actuarial requirement

Amount

None

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

A purchase order
is approved
No
No
Yes
Yes

The budget is
recorded
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM89#54. Which one of the following funds of a gov
ernmental unit is a governmental fund?
a. Enterprise funds.
b. Internal service funds.
c. Debt service funds.
d. Nonexpendable trust funds.
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TM89#55. Fixed assets of an enterprise fund should be
accounted for in the
a. Enterprise fund but no depreciation on the fixed
assets should be recorded.
b. Enterprise fund and depreciation on the fixed
assets should be recorded.
c. General fixed asset account group but no depre
ciation on the fixed assets should be recorded.
d. General fixed asset account group and deprecia
tion on the fixed assets should be recorded.
TM89#56. Unmatured general obligation bonds payable
of a governmental unit should be reported in the liability
section of the
a. General fund.
b. Capital projects fund.
c. General long-term debt account group.
d. Debt service fund.

c.

d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.

Proprietary funds
Yes
No
No
Yes

b.

2M89
Items 21 through 26 are based on the following:
Cliff Township’s fiscal year ends on July 31. Cliff uses
encumbrance accounting. On October 2, 1988, an
approved $5,000 purchase order was issued for supplies.
Cliff received these supplies on November 2, 1988, and
the $5,000 invoice was approved for payment by the
general fund.
During the year ended July 31, 1989, Cliff received
a state grant of $150,000 to finance the purchase of a
senior citizens recreation bus, and an additional $15,000
grant to be used for bus operations during the year ended
July 31, 1989. Only $125,000 of the capital grant was
used during the year ended July 31, 1989 for the bus
purchase, but the entire operating grant of $15,000 was
disbursed during the year.
Cliffs governing body adopted its general fund bud
get for the year ending July 31, 1990, comprising esti
mated revenues of $50,000,000 and appropriations of
$40,000,000. Cliff formally integrates its budget into the
accounting records.
21. What accounts should Cliff debit and credit on Octo
ber 2 , 1988 to record the approved $5,000 purchase order?
a.
b.

_____Credit
Budgetary fund
balance —
reserved for
encumbrances

Budgetary fund
balance —
reserved for
encumbrances

Encumbrances
control

22. What accounts should Cliff debit and credit on
November 2, 1988 upon receipt of the supplies and
approval of the $5,000 invoice?

TM89#58. The comprehensive annual financial report
(CAFR) of a governmental unit should contain a com
bined statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in
retained earnings for
Account groups
Yes
Yes
No
No

Debit
Encumbrances
control

c.

Debit
Budgetary fund
balance —
reserved for
encumbrances

Credit
Encumbrances
control

Expenditures
control

Vouchers payable

Encumbrances
control

Budgetary fund
balance —
reserved for
encumbrances

Appropriations
control

Vouchers payable

Appropriations
control

Encumbrances
control

Supplies
inventory

Vouchers payable

d. Encumbrances
control
Expenditures
control

Appropriations
control
Vouchers payable

23. The senior citizens recreation bus program is
accounted for as part of C liff's general fund. What amount
should Cliff report as grant revenues for the year ended
July 31, 1989 in connection with the state grants?
a. $165,000
b. $150,000
c. $140,000
d. $125,000

Debit
Encumbrances
control

_____Credit
Appropriations
control

24. When Cliff records budgeted revenues, estimated
revenues control should be
a. Debited for $10,000,000.
b. Credited for $10,000,000.
c. Debited for $50,000,000.
d. Credited for $50,000,000.

Appropriations
control

Encumbrances
control

25. To record the $40,000,000 of budgeted appropria
tions, Cliff should
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Debit estimated expenditures control.
Credit estimated expenditures control.
Debit appropriations control.
Credit appropriations control.

26. The $10,000,000 budgeted excess of revenues over
appropriations should be
a. Debited to budgetary fund balance—unre
served.
b. Credited to budgetary fund balance—unre
served.
c. Debited to estimated excess revenues control.
d. Credited to estimated excess revenues control.
2M89#28. On December 3 1 , 1988, Park Township paid
a contractor $4,000,000 for the total cost of a new police
building built in 1988. Financing was by means of a
$3,000,000 general obligation bond issue sold at face
amount on December 31, 1988, with the remaining
$1,000,000 transferred from the general fund. What
amount should Park record as revenues in the capital
projects fund in connection with the bond issue proceeds
and the transfer?
a. $0
b. $1,000,000
c. $3,000,000
d. $4,000,000
2M89#39. The following fund types used by Green
Township had total assets at June 30, 1989 as follows:
Agency funds
Debt service funds

$ 300,000
1,000,000

Total fiduciary fund assets amount to
a. $0
b. $ 300,000
c. $1,000,000
d. $1,300,000
C. Accounting and Financial Reporting for Notfor-Profit Organizations
TM93#57. Which of the following accounts would
appear in the plant fund of a not-for-profit private college?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Fuel inventory for
power plant
Yes
No
No
Yes

Equipment
Yes
Yes
No
No

2M93#21. In 1991, Citizens’ Health, a voluntary health
and welfare organization, received a bequest of a
$200,000 certificate of deposit maturing in 1992. The
testator’s only stipulations were that this certificate be
held until maturity and that the interest revenue be used
to finance salaries for a preschool program. Interest reve
nue for 1992 was $16,000. When the certificate matured
and was redeemed, the board of trustees adopted a formal
resolution designating $40,000 of the proceeds for the
future purchase of equipment for the preschool program.
What amount should Citizen report in its 1992 year-end
current funds balance sheet as fund balance designated
for the preschool program?
a. $0
b. $16,000
c. $40,000
d. $56,000
2M93#24. The following expenditures were made by
Green Services, a society for the protection of the environ
ment:
Printing of the annual report
Unsolicited merchandise sent to
encourage contributions
Cost of an audit performed by a CPA firm

$12,000
25,000
3,000

What amount should be classified as fund-raising costs
in the society’s activity statement?
a. $37,000
b. $28,000
c. $25,000
d. $0
2M93#25. In addition to the statement of changes in
fund balance, which of the following financial statements
should not-for-profit hospitals prepare?
a. Balance sheet and income statement.
b. Balance sheet, income statement, and statement
of changes in financial position.
c. Balance sheet, statement of revenues and
expenses, and statement of cash flows.
d. Statement of funds, statement of revenues and
expenses, and statement of cash flows.
2M93#26. Land valued at $400,000 and subject to a
$150,000 mortgage was donated to Beaty Hospital with
out restriction as to use. Which of the following entries
should Beaty make to record this donation?
a.

TM93#60. When a nonprofit organization combines
fund-raising efforts with educational materials or program
services, the total combined costs incurred are
a. Reported as program services expenses.
b. Allocated between fund-raising and program
services expenses using an appropriate alloca
tion basis.
c. Reported as fund-raising costs.
d. Reported as management and general expenses.
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b.
c.
d.

Land
Mortgage payable
Endowment fund balance

400,000

Land
Debt fund balance
Contributions
Land
Debt fund balance
Endowment fund balance
Land
Mortgage payable
Unrestricted fund balance

400,000

150,000
250,000
150,000
250,000
400,000
150,000
250,000
400,000
150,000
250,000

Selected Questions
2M93#27. At the end of the year, Cramer University’s
unrestricted current funds comprised $15,000,000 of
assets and $9,000,000 of liabilities (including deferred
revenues of $300,000). What is the fund balance of Cram
er’s unrestricted current funds?
a. $ 5,700,000
b. $ 6,000,000
c. $ 6,300,000
d. $15,000,000
2M93#29. In hospital accounting, restricted funds are
a. Not available unless the board of directors
remove the restrictions.
b. Restricted as to use only for board-designated
purposes.
c. Not available for current operating use; how
ever, the income generated by the funds is avail
able for current operating use.
d. Restricted as to use by the donor, grantor, or
other source of the resources.
2M93#30. Super Seniors is a not-for-profit organization
that provides services to senior citizens. Super employs
a full-time staff of 10 people at an annual cost of
$150,000. In addition, two volunteers work as part-time
secretaries replacing last years’ full-time secretary who
earned $10,000. Services performed by other volunteers
for special events had an estimated value of $15,000.
These volunteers were employees of local businesses and
they received small-value items for their participation.
What amount should Super report for salary and wage
expenses related to the above items?
a. $150,000
b. $160,000
c. $165,000
d. $175,000
2M93#31. Financial resources of a college or university
that are currently expendable at the discretion of the
governing board and that have not been restricted exter
nally nor designated by the board for specific purposes
should be reported in the balance sheet of which fund?
a. Board-designated current fund.
b. Restricted current fund.
c. Unrestricted current fund.
d. General fund.
2M93#33. For the fall semester of 1992, Ames Univer
sity assessed its students $3,000,000 for tuition and fees.
The net amount realized was only $2,500,000 because
scholarships of $400,000 were granted to students, and
tuition remissions of $100,000 were allowed to faculty
members’ children attending Ames. What amount should
Ames report for the period as unrestricted current fund
gross revenues from tuition and fees?
a. $2,500,000
b. $2,600,000
c. $2,900,000
d. $3,000,000
2M93#35. The League, a not-for-profit organization,
received the following pledges:

Unrestricted
Restricted for capital additions

$200,000
150,000

All pledges are legally enforceable; however, the
League’s experience indicates that 10% of all pledges
prove to be uncollectible. What amount should the League
report as pledges receivable, net of any required allow
ance account?
a. $135,000
b. $180,000
c. $315,000
d. $350,000
2M93#36. In the balance sheet of a not-for-profit hospi
tal, marketable equity securities should be reported at
a. The lower of aggregate cost or market in sepa
rate portfolios for unrestricted current, un
restricted noncurrent, restricted current, and
restricted noncurrent assets.
b. The lower of aggregate cost or market in sepa
rate portfolios for unrestricted and restricted
assets.
c. The lower of aggregate cost or market in sepa
rate portfolios for current and noncurrent assets.
d. Cost, with no valuation for declines in market
value, and in separate portfolios for unrestricted
and restricted assets.
2M93#37. In June 1992, Reed Hospital purchased medi
cines from Park Pharmaceutical Co. at a cost of $1,000.
However, Park notified Reed that the invoice was being
canceled and that the medicines were being donated to
Reed. Reed should record this donation of medicines as
a. Other operating revenue of $1,000.
b. A $1,000 credit to operating expenses.
c. A $1,000 credit to nonoperating expenses.
d. A memorandum entry only.
2M93#40. Maple Church has cash available for invest
ments in several different accounting funds. Maple’s pol
icy is to maximize its financial resources. How may Maple
pool its investments?
a. Maple may not pool its investments.
b. Maple may pool all investments, but must equi
tably allocate realized and unrealized gains and
losses among participating funds.
c. Maple may pool only unrestricted investments,
but must equitably allocate realized and unreal
ized gains and losses among participating funds.
d. Maple may pool only restricted investments,
but must equitably allocate realized and unreal
ized gains and losses among participating funds.
TN92#57. A hospital should report earnings from
endowment funds that are restricted to a specific operating
purpose as
a. General fund revenues, when expended.
b. Endowment fund revenues, when expended.
c. General fund revenues, when received.
d. Endowment fund revenues, when received.
TN92#60. In the loan fund of a college, each of the
following types of loans would be found except
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Faculty.
Computer.
Staff.
Student.

TM92#59. Is the recognition of depreciation expense
required for public colleges and private not-for-profit col
leges?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Public
No
No
Yes
Yes

Private
Yes
No
Yes
No

TM92#60. Unrestricted earnings on specific purpose
fund investments that are part of a hospital’s central oper
ations are reported as
a. Increases in the specific purpose fund balance.
b. Specific purpose fund revenues.
c. General fund deferred revenues.
d. General fund revenues.
2M92#35. The following funds were among those held
by State College at December 31, 1991:
Principal specified by the donor as
nonexpendable
Principal expendable after the year 2000
Principal designated from current funds

$500,000
300,000
100,000

1991. In Environs’ statement of revenue, expense, and
changes in fund balance for the year ended December 31,
1991, the $10,000 should be reported as
a. A direct reduction of fund balance.
b. Part of supporting services.
c. Part of program services.
d. A contra account to offset revenue and support.
TN91#57. Funds received by a college from donors who
have stipulated that the principal is nonexpendable but
that the income generated may be expended by current
operating funds would be accounted for in the
a. Endowment fund.
b. Term endowment fund.
c. Agency fund.
d. Quasi-endowment fund.
TN91#59. Dee City’s community hospital, which uses
enterprise fund reporting, normally includes proceeds
from sale of cafeteria meals in
a. Patient service revenues.
b. Other revenues.
c. Ancillary service revenues.
d. Deductions from dietary service expenses.
TN91#60. A nonprofit performing arts organization
receives a donation that is restricted to its endowment
and another donation that is restricted for use in acquiring
a performing arts center. How should these donations be
reported in the year received, assuming neither donation
is expended in that year?

What amount should State College classify as regular
endowment funds?
a. $100,000
b. $300,000
c. $500,000
d. $900,000
2M92#37. City University made a discretionary transfer
of $100,000 to its library fund. This transfer should be
recorded by a debit to
a. Unrestricted current fund balance.
b. Restricted current fund balance.
c. General fund expenditures.
d. Library fund expenditures.
2M92#38. Community College had the following
encumbrances at December 31, 1991:
Outstanding purchase orders
Commitments for services not received

$12,000
50,000

What amount of these encumbrances should be reported
as liabilities in Community’s balance sheet at December
31, 1991?
a. $62,000
b. $50,000
c. $12,000
d. $0

a.
b.
c.
d.

Donation for
endowment
Deferred capital
additions
Deferred capital
additions
Capital additions
Capital additions

Donation for
performing arts
center
Deferred capital
additions
Capital additions
Capital additions
Deferred capital
additions

TM91#57. An alumnus donates securities to Rex Col
lege and stipulates that the principal be held in perpetuity
and revenues be used for faculty travel. Dividends
received from the securities should be recognized as reve
nues in
a. Endowment funds.
b. Quasi-endowment funds.
c. Restricted current funds.
d. Unrestricted current funds.
TM91#58. A college’s plant funds group includes which
of the following subgroups?
I.
II.
III.

2M92#40. Environs, a community foundation, incurred
$10,000 in management and general expenses during
AR-52

Renewals and replacement funds.
Retirement of indebtedness funds.
Restricted current funds.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I and II.
I and III.
II and III.
I only.

Selected Questions
TN90#60. An increase in Oak College’s restricted cur
rent funds balance could be reported as an excess of
a. Transfers to revenues over restricted receipts.
b. Restricted receipts over transfers to revenues.
c. Revenues over expenditures and mandatory
transfers.
d. Revenues and mandatory transfers over expen
ditures.
2N90#52. Cliff Hospital, a voluntary institution, has a
pure endowment fund, the income from which is required
to be used for library acquisitions. State law and the donor
are silent on the accounting treatment for investment gains
and losses. In 1989, Cliff sold 1,000 shares of stock from
the endowment fund’s investment portfolio. The carrying
amount of these securities was $50,000. Net proceeds
from the sale amounted to $120,000. This transaction
should be recorded in the endowment fund as a debit to
cash for $120,000 and as credits to
a. Endowment fund principal, $50,000 and
endowment fund revenue, $70,000.
b. Endowment fund principal, $50,000 and due to
general fund, $70,000.
c. Investments, $50,000 and endowment fund bal
ance, $70,000.
d. Investments, $50,000 and endowment fund rev
enue, $70,000.

reported under the classification of revenue for both
undesignated and designated funds?
a. $740,000
b. $762,000
c. $770,000
d. $830,000
59. In United Together’s statement of activity for the
year ended December 31, 1989, what amount should be
reported under the classification of program services?
a. $850,000
b. $600,000
c. $550,000
d. $500,000
60. In United Together’s statement of activity for the
year ended December 31, 1989, what amount should be
reported under the classification of capital additions?
a. $55,000
b. $30,000
c. $25,000
d. $0
TM90#60. Which of the following should be included
in a university’s current funds revenue?

2N90
Item s 58 through 60 are based on the following:

a.
b.
c.
d.

United Together, a labor union, had the following receipts
and expenses for the year ended December 31, 1989:
Receipts:
Per capita dues
Initiation fees
Sales of organizational supplies
Nonexpendable gift restricted by donor
for loan purposes for 10 years
Nonexpendable gift restricted by donor
for loan purposes in perpetuity
Expenses:
Labor negotiations
Fund-raising
Membership development
Administrative and general

$680,000
90,000
60,000
30,000
25,000

500,000
100,000
50,000
200,000

Additional information:
The union’s constitution provides that 10% of the per
capita dues are designated for the Strike Insurance Fund
to be distributed for strike relief at the discretion of the
union’s executive board.
58. In United Together’s statement of activity for the
year ended December 31, 1989, what amount should be

Unrestricted
gifts
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Expended
restricted
current funds
Yes
Yes
No
No

Unexpended
restricted
current funds
Yes
No
No
Yes

2M90#11. In July 1988, Ross donated $200,000 cash
to a church with the stipulation that the revenue generated
from this gift be paid to Ross during Ross’ lifetime. The
conditions of this donation are that, after Ross dies, the
principal may be used by the church for any purpose voted
on by the church elders. The church received interest of
$16,000 on the $200,000 for the year ended June 30 , 1989,
and the interest was remitted to Ross. In the church’s June
30, 1989 annual financial statements.
a. $200,000 should be reported as deferred sup
port in the balance sheet.
b. $184,000 should be reported under support and
revenue in the activity statement.
c. $16,000 should be reported under support and
revenue in the activity statement.
d. The gift and its terms should be disclosed only
in notes to the financial statements.
2M90#13. Lema Fund, a voluntary welfare organization
funded by contributions from the general public, received
unrestricted pledges of $200,000 during 1989. It was
estimated that 10% of these pledges would be uncollect
ible. By the end of 1989, $130,000 of the pledges had
been collected. It was expected that $50,000 more would
be collected in 1990 and that the balance of $20,000 would
be written off as uncollectible. What amount should Lema
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include under public support in 1989 for net contribu
tions?
a. $200,000
b. $180,000
c. $150,000
d. $130,000
2M90
Items 14 through 16 are based on the following:
In 1979, Community Helpers, a voluntary health and
welfare organization, received a bequest of a $100,000
certificate of deposit maturing in 1989. The testator’s
only stipulations were that this certificate be held until
maturity and that the interest revenue be used to finance
salaries for a preschool program. Interest revenue for
1989 was $8,000. When the certificate was redeemed, the
board of trustees adopted a formal resolution designating
$20,000 of the proceeds for the future purchase of equip
ment for the preschool program.
14. In regard to the certificate of deposit, what should
be reported in the endowment fund column of the 1989
statement of support, revenue, and expenses and changes
in fund balances?
a. Legacies and bequests, $100,000.
b. Direct reduction in fund balance for transfer to
current unrestricted fund, $100,000.
c. Transfer to land, building, and equipment fund,

in unrestricted bequests. The hospital has $800,000 in
long-term debt and $1,200,000 in fixed assets.
The hospital has transferred certain resources to a
hospital guild. Substantially all of the guild’s resources
are held for the benefit of the hospital. The hospital con
trols the guild through contracts that provide it with the
authority to direct the guild’s activities, management, and
policies. The hospital has also assigned certain of its
functions to a hospital auxiliary, which operates primarily
for the benefit of the hospital. The hospital does not have
control over the auxiliary. The financial statements of the
guild and the auxiliary are not consolidated with the
hospital’s financial statements. The guild and the auxil
iary have total assets of $20,000 and $30,000, respec
tively.
Before the hospital’s financial statements were com
bined with those of the city, the city’s statements included
data on one special revenue fund and one enterprise fund.
The city’s statements showed $100,000 in enterprise fund
long-term debt, $500,000 in enterprise fund fixed assets,
$1,000,000 in general long-term debt, and $6,000,000 in
general fixed assets.
17. What account or accounts should be credited for the
$7,000 of unrestricted gifts and the $4,000 of unrestricted
bequests?
a. Operating revenue
$11,000

$ 20,000.

d.

Revenues control, $100,000.

15. What should be reported in the current unrestricted
funds column of the 1989 statement of support, revenue,
and expenses and changes in fund balances?
a. Investment income, $8,000.
b. Direct reduction of fund balance for transfer to
land, building, and equipment fund, $20,000.
c. Direct addition to fund balance for transfer from
endowment fund, $100,000.
d. Public support, $108,000.
16. What should be reported in the 1989 year-end cur
rent unrestricted funds balance sheet?
a. Fund balance designated for preschool pro
gram, $28,000;
Undesignated fund balance, $80,000.
b. Fund balance designated for purchase of equip
ment, $20,000;
Undesignated fund balance, $80,000.
c. Fund balance designated for preschool program
salaries, $8,000;
Undesignated fund balance, $80,000.
d. Undesignated fund balance, $72,000.
2M90
Items 17 through 20 are based on the following:
Metro General is a municipally-owned and operated hos
pital and a component unit of Metro City. In 1989, the
hospital received $7,000 in unrestricted gifts and $4,000

b.

Nonoperating revenue

$11,000

c.

Operating revenue
Nonoperating revenue

$7,000
4,000

d.

Nonoperating revenue
Operating revenue

$7,000
4,000

The hospital’s long-term debt should be reported in
the city’s combined balance sheet as
a. Part of $900,000 enterprise fund type long-term
debt in the enterprise fund type column.
b. An $800,000 contra amount against fixed
assets.
c. Part of the $1,800,000 general long-term debt
account group.
d. A separate ‘‘discrete presentation’’ of $800,000
in the hospital column.
19. In the hospital’s notes to financial statements, total
assets of hospital-related organizations required to be
disclosed amount to
a. $0
b. $20,000
c. $30,000
d. $50,000
20. The hospital’s fixed assets should be reported in
the city’s combined balance sheet as
a. Hospital fixed assets of $1,200,000 in a separate
“ discrete presentation’’ hospital column.
b. Special revenue fund type fixed assets of
$1,200,000 in the general fixed assets account
group column.
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Part of $1,700,000 enterprise fund type fixed
assets in the enterprise fund type column.
Part of $7,200,000 general fixed assets in the
general fixed assets account group.

2M89
Items 32 through 34* are based on the following infor
mation pertaining to Cabal University as of June 30, 1989
and for the year then ended:

TN89#58. In a statement of support, revenue, and
expenses and changes in fund balances of a voluntary
health and welfare organization, depreciation expense
should
a. Be included as an element of expense.
b. Be included as an element of other changes in
fund balances.
c. Be included as an element of support.
d. Not be included.

Unrestricted current funds comprised $7,500,000 of
assets and $4,500,000 of liabilities (including deferred
revenues of $150,000). Among the receipts recorded dur
ing the year were unrestricted gifts of $550,000 and
restricted grants totaling $330,000, of which $220,000
was expended during the year for current operations and
$110,000 remained unexpended at the close of the year.
Volunteers from the surrounding communities regu
larly contribute their services to Cabal and are paid nomi
nal amounts to cover their travel costs. During the year,
the total amount paid to these volunteers aggregated
$18,000. The gross value of services performed by them,
determined by reference to equivalent wages available in
that area for similar services, amounted to $200,000.

c.
d.

TM89#60. Which of the following funds are usually
encountered in a not-for-profit private university?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Loan funds
No
No
Yes
Yes

Life income funds
Yes
No
No
Yes

2M89
Items 29 through 31 are based on the following informa
tion pertaining to Lori Hospital for the year ended May
31, 1989:
In March 1989, a $300,000 unrestricted bequest and
a $500,000 pure endowment grant were received. In April
1989, a bank notified Lori that the bank received $10,000
to be held in permanent trust by the bank. Lori is to
receive the income from this donation.
29. Lori should record the $300,000 unrestricted
bequest as
a. Nonoperating revenue.
b. Other operating revenue.
c. A direct credit to the fund balance.
d. A credit to operating expenses.
30.

The $500,000 pure endowment grant
a. May be expended by the governing board only
to the extent of the principal since the income
from this fund must be accumulated.
b. Should be reported as nonoperating revenue
when the full amount of principal is expended.
c. Should be recorded as a memorandum entry
only.
d. Should be accounted for as restricted funds
upon receipt.

31. The $10,000 donation being held by the bank in
permanent trust should be
a. Recorded in Lori’s restricted endowment fund.
b. Recorded by Lori as nonoperating revenue.
c. Recorded by Lori as other operating revenue.
d. Disclosed in notes to Lori’s financial state
ments.

32. At June 30, 1989, the fund balance of Cabal’s
unrestricted current funds was
a. $7,500,000
b. $3,150,000
c. $3,000,000
d. $2,850,000
33. For the year ended June 30, 1989, what amount
should be included in Cabal’s current funds revenues for
the unrestricted gifts and restricted grants?
a. $550,000
b. $660,000
c. $770,000
d. $880,000
2M89
Items 36 through 38 are based on the following informa
tion pertaining to Rega Foundation, a voluntary welfare
organization funded by contributions from the general
public:
During 1988, unrestricted pledges of $600,000 were
received, of which it was estimated that $72,000 would
be uncollectible. By the end of 1988, $480,000 of the
pledges had been collected, and it was expected that an
additional $48,000 of these pledges would be collected
in 1989, with the balance to be written off as uncollectible.
Donors did not specify any periods during which the
donations were to be used.
Also during 1988, Rega sold a computer for $ 18,000.
Its cost was $21,000 and its book value was $15,000.
Rega made the correct entry to record the gain on sale.
36. What amount should Rega include under public
support in 1988 for net contributions?
a. $480,000
b. $528,000
c. $531,000
d. $600,000
*The item omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.
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37. In addition to the entry recording the gain on sale
of the computer, the other accounts that Rega should
debit and credit in connection with this sale are
Debit
a. Current unrestricted
funds
b. Excess revenues control
c. Fund balance—
unexpended
d. Fund balance—
expended

Credit
Fund balance—
undesignated
Sale of equipment
Fund balance—
expended
Fund balance—
unexpended

38. The amount that should be debited and credited for
the additional entry in connection with the sale of the
computer is
a. $ 3,000
b. $15,000
c. $18,000
d. $21,000
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SELECTED M U L T IP L E C H O IC E IT E M S — U N O F F IC IA L ANSW ERS

I.

A.

2N90# 29
2N90# 30
2M89#41
2M89#42
2M89#44
2M89#45
2M89#52
2M89#54

Inclusions in Gross
Income

2N92# 12
2N92# 13
2N92# 14
2N92# 15
2N92# 16
2N92# 17
2N92# 18
2N92# 19
2N91# 28
2N91# 30
2N91# 31
2N91# 33
2M91#21
2M91#22
2M91#23
2M91#24
2M91#28
2N90# 25
2N90# 26
2N90# 27
2N90# 28

a
d
c
b
b
d
c
c
d
a
b
b
a
a
d
b
a
a
c
c
b

B.

2N92# 8
2N92# 9
2N91# 32
2M89#46
C.

Determination of
Taxable Income or
Loss

2M93#41
2M93#42
2M93#44
2M93#45
2M93#46
2M93#47
2M93#48
2N91# 41
2N91# 42
2N91# 44
2N91# 45
2N91# 46

c
d
d
c
a
b
b
d
a
d
d
b

2N92# 3
2N92# 4
2N92# 5
2N91# 35
2N91# 36
2M91#26
2M91#27
2M91#29
2M91#30
2M91#31
2N90# 31
2N90# 32
2N90# 33
2N90# 34
2M89#48
2M89#49
2M89#50
2M89#51

d
c
b
a
a
c
b
a

Exclusions and
Adjustments to
A rrive at Adjusted
Gross Income

b
b
a
c

c
a
a
d
d
c
d
a
a
d
b
d
c
c
d
b
b
b

D.

Filing Status and
Exemptions

2N92#' 10
2M91#34
2N90# 24
2M89#43
F.

a
c
c
a

Other

2N92# 6
2N92# 7
2N90# 21
2N90# 22

2N92# 1 d
2N92# 2 a

c
b
a
a

Tax Computations,
Credits, and Penalties

2N91# 22
2M91#33
2N90# 23
2M89#47
G.

Deductions From
Adjusted Gross
Income

I I.
A.

Federal Taxation — Individuals

a
b
b
a

Federal Taxation — Corporations

2N91# 47
2N91# 49
2M91#44
2M91#46
2M91#47
2M91#49
2M91#50
2M91#51
2M91#52
2M90#29
2M90#30
2M90#31
2M90#32
2M90#33
2M90#34
2M90#35

2N89# 41
2N89# 42
2N89# 43
2N89# 44
2N89# 45
2N89# 46

d
b
c
a
b
a
b
d
a
c
a
d
c
a
a
c

C.

S Corporations

2M93#51
2N91# 57
2M91#56
2M91#57
2M90#27
2N89# 50
2N89# 51

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(2)— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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a
d
c
c
b
c

a
d
b
c
d
d
d

D.

Personal Holding
Companies

2M93#52 d
2M91#54 d
E.

Consolidated Returns

2M93#43
2M93#49
2N91# 50
2M91#53
2M90#36
2N89# 48

d
d
a
b
d
d
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F.

2M93#50
2M93#55
2M93#57
2M91#42

III.

A.

2N91# 51 a
2N89# 47 d

Tax Computations,
Credits, and Penalties

b
c
c
a

G.

Other

2M93#53 b
2M93#54 d

2M90#25
2M90#26
2N89# 55
2N89# 56

b
c
c
a
d
c
c
c
a
a
a
d
c

B.

2N92# 20
2N91# 23
2N91# 24
2N91# 25
2N91# 26
2N91# 27
2N91# 37
2N91# 38

TM93#44
TN92#45
2M92#41
2M92#42
TN91#41
TM91#46
TN90#41
TM90#41
TN89#41
2N89# 33
2N89# 34
2N89# 35
TM89#41
B.

TN90#44
TN90#45
TM90#46
2N89# 31
TM89#46

Cost Estimates

a
d
d
d
c
d
a
b
c
d
b
d
b

Budgeting

TM93#46
2N92# 34
2N92# 35
TM92#53
TN91#46
TM91#44

a
b
d
b
c
b

C.

b
b
d
a

2N91# 39
2N91# 40
2M91#35
2M91#36
2M91#37
2M91#38
2M91#39
2M91#40
2N90# 35
2N90# 36
2N90# 37
2N90# 38
2N90# 39
2N90# 40
2M89#58

Estates and Trusts

IV .
A.

2N89# 52 a
2N89# 53 a

a
b
d
b
c
b

Federal Taxation — Partnerships, Estates and Trusts, and Exempt Organizations

Partnerships

2N91# 54
2N91# 55
2N91# 56
2N91# 58
2N91# 59
2N91# 60
2M91#58
2M91#59
2M91#60
2M90#21
2M90#22
2M90#23
2M90#24

2M93#56
2M93#59
2M91#43
2M91#45
2N91# 48
2M90#28

d
a
a
d
d
a
c
c

c
c
a
d
c
c
c
b
b
b
d
b
a
a
a

C.

Exempt
Organizations

2M93#58
2M93#60
2N91# 53
2M90#38
2M90#39
2M90#40
2N89# 58
2N89# 59
2N89# 60

a
b
b
b
d
d
c
b
c

2N92# 30
2N92# 33
TM92#51
TM92#52
2M92#44
2M92#45
2M92#48
2M92#49
TN91#43
TN91#44
TN91#45
TM91#41
TM91#42
TN90#42
TM90#42
TM90#45
TN89#42
TN89#46
2N89# 29
2N89# 30
2N89# 32
TM89#44
TM89#45

b
d
d
c
b
a
b
b
b
c
a
a
d
c
a
d
a
b
d
a
c
a
c

Managerial Accounting

d
a
d
a
a

2N89# 36 b
2N89# 40 b
. TM89#48 c
D.

Cost-Volume-Profit
Analysis

Capital Budgeting

TM93#47
TN92#49
2N92# 37
2N92# 38
2N92# 39
2N92# 40
2M92#57
2M92#58
2M92#59
2M92#60
TN91#49
TM91#48
TN90# 46
TN90#47
TM90#48
TN89#48

2M89#59 a
2M89#60 d

TM93#48
TN92#46
2N92# 36
TM92#54
2M92#50
TN91#47
TM91#49
TM90#47
2N89# 27
TM89#47

a
c
c
a
c
a
d
d
d
c
d
c
b
b
d
d

E.

c
c
c
b
a
a
a
c
b
b

Process and Job
O rder Costing

TM93#41 c
TM93#45 b
TN92#47 a

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(2)— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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Unofficial Answers
F.

Standard Costing
TM93#43
2N92# 21
2N92# 24
2N92# 25
2N92# 31
2M92#46
TN91#42
TM91#43
TN90#43
TM90#43
TN89#43
2N89# 26

a
b
a
b
b
a
c
c
b
d
c
d

2M92#47 a
TM90#44 d
TN89#44 c
H.

TN90# 48
TM90#49
TN89#49
2N89# 37
2N89# 38
TM89#49

Cost Allocation
TM92#55 c
J.

I. Performance
Measurement

G. Joint and By-product
Costing
TM93#42 d
2N92# 32 d

TM93#49
TN92# 48
2N92# 27
2N92# 28
2M92#51
2M92#52
2M92#53
TN91#50
TM91#47

d
b
c
a
c
b

Inventory Control
Techniques
2N92# 26 d
TM91#50 c
TM89#50 a

a
b
b
d
a
a
b
b
d

2N92# 22
2N92# 23
TM92#56
2M92#54
2M92#55
2M92#56
TN91#48
TN90# 49
TN90# 50
TM90#50
TN89# 50
2N89# 21
2N89# 22
2N89# 25

a
b
b
b
c
c
a
c
d
c
c
c
c
a

TM90#55
TM90#56
TM90#58
2M90# 1
2M90# 2
2M90# 3
2M90# 4
2M90# 5
2M90# 6
2M90# 7
2M90# 8
2M90# 9
2M90#10
TN89# 54
TN89# 56
TN89#57
TN89# 60
TM89#52
TM89#53
TM89#54
TM89#55
TM89#56
TM89#58
2M89#21
2M89#22
2M89#23
2M89#24
2M89#25
2M89#26
2M89#28
2M89#39

a
c
b
c
d
c
a
d
c
a
b
c
d
c
c
d
d
a
a
c
b
c
d
c
a
c
c
d
b
a
b

K. Analytical Methods
and Procedures
TM93#50 b
TN92# 50 c

V. Accounting for Governmental and Not-for-profit Organizations
A.

Conceptual
Reporting Issues
TM93#51
TM93#58
TM93#59
2M93#22
TN92#51
TM92#57
TM92#58
TN91#51
TN91#52
TN91#54
TM91#51
TN90#51
TN90# 53
TM90#57
TN89#51
TN89#55
TM89#51
TM89#59

B.

a
a
c
a
d
b
d
a
a
d
a
a
c
d
d
a
c
d

Accounting and
Financial Reporting
for Governmental
Organizations
TM93#52
TM93#53
TM93#54
TM93#55
TM93#56

b
b
b
a
c

2M93#23
2M93#28
2M93#32
2M93#34
2M93#39
TN92# 52
TN92# 53
TN92# 54
TN92# 55
TN92# 56
TN92# 58
TN92# 59
2M92#21
2M92#22
2M92#23
2M92#24
2M92#25
2M92#27
2M92#28
2M92#29
2M92#30
2M92#31
2M92#32
2M92#33
2M92#34
2M92#36
TN91#53
TN91#55
TN91#56
TN91#58
TM91#52

TM91#53
TM91#54
TM91#55
TM91#56
TM91#59
TN90# 52
TN90# 54
TN90# 55
TN90# 56
TN90# 57
TN90# 58
TN90#59
2N90# 41
2N90# 42
2N90# 43
2N90# 44
2N90# 46
2N90# 47
2N90# 48
2N90# 49
2N90# 50
2N90# 51
2N90# 53
2N90# 54
2N90# 55
2N90# 56
2N90# 57
TM90#51
TM90#52
TM90#53
TM90#54

a
a
b
d
d
c
d
b
d
d
c
a
b
d
c
a
c
b
a
c
c
d
d
a
c
d
b
d
c
c
c

N ote: (T)—Questions are from previous Recounting Theory Exams.

(2)—Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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d
a
d
d
c
b
c
a
b
a
d
a
b
b
c
d
a
d
d
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c.

Accounting and
Financial Reporting
for Not-for-Profit
Organizations

TM93#57
TM93#60
2M93#21
2M93#24
2M93#25
2M93#26
2M93#27
2M93#29
2M93#30
2M93#31

b
b
c
c
c
d
b
d
b
c

2M93#33
2M93#35
2M93#36
2M93#37
2M93#40
TN92# 57
TN92# 60
TM92#59
TM92#60
2M92#35
2M92#37
2M92#38
2M92#40
TN91#57
TN91#59

TN91#60
TM91#57
TM91#58
TN90# 60
2N90# 52
2N90# 58
2N90# 59
2N90# 60
TM90#60
2M90# 11
2M90#13
2M90# 14
2M90#15
2M90#16
2M90#17

d
c
a
a
b
a
b
a
d
c
a
d
b
a
b

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(2)— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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d
c
a
b
c
d
d
a
b
a
b
b
c
b
b

2M90#18
2M90#19
2M90#20
TN89#58
TM89#60
2M89#29
2M89#30
2M89#31
2M89#32.
2M89#33
2M89#36
2M89#37
2M89#38

a
b
c
a
d
a
d
d
c
c
b
d
b
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OTHER OBJECTIVE ANSWER FORMATS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.

Federal Taxation—Individuals

2M93
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 40 to 50 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 4 consists of 25 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Green is self-employed as a human resources consultant and reports on the cash basis for income tax purposes. Listed below
are Green’s 1992 business and nonbusiness transactions, as well as possible tax treatments.
Required:
For each of Green’s transactions (Items 61-85), select the appropriate tax treatment and blacken the corresponding oval
on the Objective Answer Sheet. A tax treatment may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.

AR-62

Selected Questions
Items to be Answered:
Transactions

Tax Treatments

61. Retainer fees received from clients.

A. Taxable as other income on Form 1040.

62. Oil royalties received.

B. Reported in Schedule B — Interest and Dividend Income.

63. Interest income on general obligation state and local gov
ernment bonds.

C. Reported in Schedule C as trade or business income.

64. Interest on refund of federal taxes.

D. Reported in Schedule E — Supplemental Income and
Loss.

65. Death benefits from term life insurance policy on parent.
E. Not taxable.
66. Interest income on U.S. Treasury bonds.
67. Share of ordinary income from an investment in a limited
partnership reported in Form 1065, Schedule K-1.

F. Fully deductible on Form 1040 to arrive at adjusted gross
income.

68. Taxable income from rental of a townhouse owned by
Green.

G. Fifty percent deductible on Form 1040 to arrive at adjusted
gross income.

69. Prize won as a contestant on a TV quiz show.
70. Payment received for jury service.

H. Reported in Schedule A — Itemized Deductions (deduct
ibility subject to threshold of 7.5% of adjusted gross
income).

71. Dividends received from mutual funds that invest in taxfree government obligations.

I. Reported in Schedule A — Itemized Deductions (deduct
ibility subject to threshold of 2% of adjusted gross income).

72. Qualifying medical expenses not reimbursed by insur
ance.

J. Reported in Form 4562 — Depreciation and Amortization,
and deductible in Schedule A — Itemized Deductions
(deductibility subject to threshold of 2% of adjusted gross
income).

73. Personal life insurance premiums paid by Green.
74. Expenses for business-related meals where clients were
present.
75. Depreciation on personal computer purchased in 1992
used for business.

K. Reported in Form 4562— Depreciation and Amortization,
and deductible in Schedule C — Profit or Loss from
Business.
L. Fully deductible in Schedule C — Profit or Loss from
Business.

76. Business lodging expenses, while out of town.
77. Subscriptions to professional journals used for business.
78. Self-employment taxes paid.

M. Partially deductible in Schedule C — Profit or Loss from
Business.

79. Qualifying contributions to a simplified employee pen
sion plan.

N. Reported in Form 2119 — Sale of Your Home, and deduct
ible in Schedule D — Capital Gains and Losses.

80. Election to expense business equipment purchased in
1992.

O. Not deductible.

81. Qualifying alimony payments made by Green.
82. Subscriptions for investment-related publications.
83. Interest expense on a home-equity line of credit for an
amount borrowed to finance Green’s business.
84. Interest expense on a loan for an auto used 75% for
business.
85. Loss on sale of residence.
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2M92
Number 4 (Estimated tim e ------- 45 to 55 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 4 consists of 20 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total

number of correct answers.
Cole, a newly licensed CPA, opened an office in 1991 as a sole practitioner engaged in the practice of public accountancy.
Cole reports on the cash basis for income tax purposes. Listed on page AR-65 are Cole’s 1991 business and nonbusiness
transactions, as well as possible tax treatments.
Required:

For each of Cole’s transactions (Items 61 through 80), select the appropriate tax treatment and blacken the corresponding
oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. A tax treatment may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
Example:

The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
Transactions
99.

Tax Treatments

Dues paid to a local health club.

P.
Answer Sheet

Item

Tax Treatments (select one)

99
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Not deductible.

Selected Questions
Items to be Answered:
Tax Treatments

Transactions
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

Fees received for jury duty.
Interest income on mortgage loan receivable.
Penalty paid to bank on early withdrawal of savings.
Writeoffs of uncollectible accounts receivable from
accounting practice.
Cost of attending review course in preparation for the
Uniform CPA Examination.
Fee for the biennial permit to practice as a CPA.
Costs of attending CPE courses in fulfillment of state
board requirements.
Contribution to a qualified Keogh retirement plan.
Loss sustained from nonbusiness bad debt.
Loss sustained on sale of ‘‘Small Business Corporation’’
(Section 1244) stock.
Taxes paid on land owned by Cole and rented out as a
parking lot.
Interest paid on installment purchases of household fur
niture.
Alimony paid to former spouse who reports the alimony
as taxable income.
Personal medical expenses charged on credit card in
December 1991 but not paid until January 1992.
Personal casualty loss sustained.
State inheritance tax paid on bequest received.
Foreign income tax withheld at source on dividend
received.
Computation of self-employment tax.
One-half of self-employment tax paid with 1991 return
filed in April 1992.
Insurance premiums paid on Cole’s life.

A. Taxable as interest income in Schedule B — Interest
and Dividend Income.
B. Taxable as other income on page 1 of Form 1040.
C. Not taxable.
D. Deductible on page 1 of Form 1040 to arrive at adjusted
gross income.
E. Deductible in Schedule A — Itemized Deductions, sub
ject to threshold of 7.5% of adjusted gross income.
F. Deductible in Schedule A — Itemized Deductions, sub
ject to threshold of 10% of adjusted gross income and
additional threshold of $100.
G. Deductible in full in Schedule A — Itemized Deduc
tions (cannot be claimed as a credit).
H. Deductible in Schedule B — Interest and Dividend
Income.
I. Deductible in Schedule C — Profit or Loss from Busi
ness.
J. Deductible in Schedule D — Capital Gains or Losses.
K. Deductible in Schedule E — Supplemental Income and
Loss.
L. Deductible in Form 4797 — Sales of Business Property.
M. Claimed in Form 1116 — Foreign Tax Credit, or in
Schedule A — Itemized Deductions, at taxpayer’s
option.
N. Based on gross self-employment income.
O. Based on net earnings from self-employment.
P. Not deductible.
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Managerial Accounting

T N 92

Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 2 consists of 13* items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answer. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Items 69 through 73 are based on the following:
The diagram below depicts a manufacturing total cost flexible budget line KI and standard cost line OI. Line OJ is parallel
to line KI, and revenues are represented by line OH.

Required:
For Items 69 through 73, identify the line on the graph that represents each item. Indicate your answer by blackening
the two ovals that define that line.
Example:
The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
99.

The budgeted revenue at volume OE.
Answer Sheet

Item

L ine E n d P o in ts (select two)

99

Items to be Answered:
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

The
The
The
The
The

budgeted fixed cost at volume OE.
budgeted variable cost at volume OE.
standard gross profit at volume OE.
budgeted gross profit at volume OE, assuming no change between beginning and ending inventories.
normal capacity, assuming standard costs are based on normal capacity.

*The items omitted can be found in Financial Accounting and Reporting — Business Enterprises in Content Specification Area I.
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Selected Questions
TM92
N u m b er 2 (E stim ated t i m e ------ 15 to 25 m inutes)
In stru c tio n s
Q uestion N u m b er 2 consists of 9 items.* Select the b est answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er all item s. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Item s 61 th ro u g h 65 are based on the following:

Bilco Inc. produces bricks and uses a standard costing system. On the diagram below, the line OP represents Bilco’s standard
material cost at any output volume expressed in direct material pounds to be used. Bilco had identical outputs in each of
the first three months of 1992, with a standard cost of V in each month. Points Ja, Fe, and Ma represent the actual pounds
used and actual costs incurred in January, February, and March, respectively.

R eq u ired :

For Items 61 through 65, determine whether each variance is favorable F
corresponding oval on the answer sheet.

or unfavorable U

E xam ple:

The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
99.

January material net variance.
Answer Sheet
Item

V a ria n c e

99

Item s to be A nsw ered:

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

January material price variance.
January material usage variance.
February material price variance.
February material usage variance.
March material net variance.

*The items omitted can be found in Content Specification Area V.
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and blacken the
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V.
B.

A ccounting fo r G overn m en tal a n d N o t-for-P rofit O rg an izatio n s

A ccounting a n d F in an cial R ep o rtin g fo r G o v ern m en tal O rg an izatio n s

2N92
N u m b e r 4 (E stim ated t i m e ------- 45 to 55 m inutes)
In stru c tio n s
Q uestion N u m b er 4 consists of 20 items relating to a municipal government. Select the b est answer for each item. Use a
No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er all item s.
Your grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.

Items 61 through 70, in the left-hand column, represent various transactions pertaining to a municipality that uses
encumbrance accounting. To the right of these items is a listing of possible ways to record the transactions. Items 71 through
80, also listed in the left-hand column, represent the funds, accounts, and account groups used by the municipality. To the
right of these items is a list of possible accounting and reporting methods.
R eq u ired :
a. For each of the municipality’s transactions (Items 61 through 70), select the appropriate recording of the transaction

and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. A method of recording the transactions may be selected
once, more than once, or not at all.
b . For each of the municipality’s funds, accounts, and account groups (Items 71 through 80), select the appropriate
method of accounting and reporting and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. An accounting and
reporting method may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
E xam ple:

The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
Transactions
99.

Recording of Transactions

Payment of a previously recorded voucher.

D.

Debit vouchers payable.

Answer Sheet
Item

Recording of Transactions (select one)

99
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Selected Questions
Item s to be A nsw ered:
a.

Transactions

Recording of Transactions

61.

General obligation bonds were issued at par.

A. Credit appropriations control.

62.

Approved purchase orders were issued for supplies.

B.

63.

The above-mentioned supplies were received and the
related invoices were approved.

C. Credit expenditures control.

64.

General fund salaries and wages were incurred.

65.

The internal service fund had interfund billings.

66.

Revenues were earned from a previously awarded grant.

67.

Property taxes were collected in advance.

68.

Appropriations were recorded on adoption of the budget.

69.

Short-term financing was received from a bank, secured
by the city’s taxing power.

Credit budgetary fund balance — unreserved.

D.

Credit deferred revenues.

E.

Credit interfund revenues.

F. Credit tax anticipation notes payable.
G. Credit other financing sources.
H.

Credit other financing uses.

I. Debit appropriations control.

70.

There was an excess of estimated inflows over estimated
outflows.

J.

Debit deferred revenues.

K.

Debit encumbrances control.

L.

Debit expenditures control.

b.

Funds, Accounts, and Account Groups

Accounting and Reporting by Funds and Account Groups

71.

Enterprise fund fixed assets.

A.

Accounted for in a fiduciary fund.

72.

Capital projects fund.

B. Accounted for in a proprietary fund.

73.

General fixed assets.

C.

Accounted for in a quasi-endowment fund.

74.

Infrastructure fixed assets.

D.

Accounted for in a self-balancing account group.

75.

Enterprise fund cash.

E. Accounted for in a special assessment fund.

76.

General fund.

F.

77.

Agency fund cash.

G. Accounts for property tax revenues.

78.

General long-term debt.

H.

79.

Special revenue fund.

80.

Debt services fund.

Accounts for major construction activities.

Accounts for payment of interest arid principal on tax
supported debt.

I. Accounts for revenues from earmarked sources
to finance designated activities.
J.
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TM92
Number 2 (Estimated tim e-------15 to 25 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 2 consists of 9 items.** Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Items 66 through 69 are based on the following:
During 1991. Krona City issued bonds for financing the construction of a civic center, and bonds for financing improvements
in the environmental controls for its water and sewer enterprise. The latter bonds require a sinking fund for their retirement.
Required:
Financial Statement Items
Items 66 through 69 represent items Krona should report in its 1991 financial statements. For each item, determine
whether it would be included in each of the fund types and account groups listed below. On the separate answer sheet,
blacken y if the item would be included and N if the item would not be included.
Krona’s Fund Types and Account Groups:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

General fund
Enterprise funds
Capital projects funds
Debt service funds
General fixed assets account group
General long-term debt account group

Example:
The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked:
Item
99.

Transfer of funds from the general fund to an enterprise fund.
Answer Sheet

General
Fund
Item Yes

No

Enterprise
Funds
Yes

No

Capital
Projects
Funds
Yes

No

General
Fixed Assets
Debt Service
Account
Funds
Group

General
Long-Term
Debt Acct.
Group

Yes

Yes

99

Items to be Answered:
66.
67.
68.
69.

Bonds payable.
Accumulated depreciation.
Amounts identified for the repayment of the two bond issues.
Reserve for encumbrances.

*The items omitted can be found in Content Specification Area IV.
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SELECTED OTHER OBJECTIVE ANSWER FORMATS — UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS

I.

Federal Taxation — Individuals

2M93

Answer 4 (10 points)

Tax Treatments (select one)

ANS WER 4

item

AR-71
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Answer 4 (30 points)

ANSWER 4

Item

Tax Treatments (select one)

Item

61

71

62

72

63

73

64

74

65

75

66

76

67

77

68

78

69

79

70

80

IV.

Managerial Accounting

TN92

Answer 2 (4 points)
Item

Line End Points (select two)

69
70
71
72
73

TM92

ANSWER 2

Answer 2 (4 points)

Item

Variance

61
62
63
64
65
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Tax Treatments (select one)

Unofficial Answers
V.
B.

Accounting for Governmental and N ot-for-Profit Organizations

Accounting and Financial Reporting for Governmental Organizations

2N92
Answer 4 (10 points)

ANSW ER 4

Item

R ecording o f Transactions (select one)

Item Accounting and Reporting (select one)

61

71

62

72

63

73

64

74

65

75

66

76

67

77

68

78

69

79

70

80

TM92
Answer 2 (6 points)

General
Fund
Item Yes

No

Enterprise
Funds
Yes

No

Capital
Projects
Funds
Yes

No

66
67

68
69
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General
General
Fixed Assets Long-Term
Debt Service
Account
Debt Acct.
Funds
Group
Group
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

PROBLEMS/ESSAYS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.

Federal Taxation — Individuals

2M90
Number 4 (Estimated tim e ------- 45 to 55 minutes)

The following information pertains to Earl Mayne (age 59) for the calendar year 1989:
Marital status
Earl’s wife, Joan, died in June 1987. Earl and Joan filed a joint federal income tax return for 1987. Earl did not remarry.
Dependents who reside with Earl and are totally supported by Earl
Alex — Earl’s stepson, age 5. Alex has no income of his own.
Mary — Joan’s mother, age 90. Mary received social security benefits of $6,600 in 1989, which she deposited in her savings
account and did not withdraw.
Cash received in 1989
Salary — employed as a computer analyst
Gross amount
Amounts withheld
Federal income tax
State income tax
FICA tax
Medical insurance premiums
Life insurance premiums
Net amount received

$60,000
$ 10,000

2,000
3,605

1,000
600

17,205
$42,795

Salary — employed as a part-time teacher
Gross amount
Amounts withheld
Federal income tax
FICA tax
Net amount received

$ 3,000
$

100
225

325
2,675

Sale of principal residence
Gross sales price (sold for 100% cash)
State transfer tax
Legal fee

$99,800
$

998
1,400

2,398

97,402

1,200

Gross rents from 5% interest in rental realty
Dividends on life insurance policy
Dividends on stocks of unrelated taxable
domestic corporations
Proceeds from settlement of nonbusiness
bad debt
Proceeds of life insurance policy on death
of Earl’s aunt
Interest on U.S. treasury notes

410
875
350
5,000
800
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Number 4 (cont.)

Cash disbursed in 1989
Household and miscellaneous personal expenses
State sales taxes substantiated by receipts
Estimated 1989 federal income tax payments
Fee paid to CPA for tax return preparation
Professional education courses required to maintain job skills
Membership dues to Society of Computer Analysts
Contribution to a national political party
Realty taxes on principal residence prior to sale
Share of realty taxes on 5%-owned rental realty
Share of maintenance on 5%-owned rental realty
State inheritance tax on bequest of stamp collection
from aunt’s estate
Premiums on life insurance policy
Driver’s license for three-year term
Contributions to qualified charitable organizations

$45,000
1,910
4,000
500
900
250
200
1,500
700
1,300
190
1,100
36
2,250

Additional information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Earl’s basis for his principal residence (purchased in 1960 and sold in 1989) was $14,000. This was the only home ever
owned by Earl or Joan. Earl does not intend to buy another home. Earl made the required election in his 1989 return to
avail himself of the maximum applicable exclusion in order to minimize his 1989 taxable income.
The rental realty in which Earl owns a 5% interest was purchased in 1988. Earl does not render any services in connection
with this investment.
The accumulated net premiums paid on Earl’s life insurance policy have not been exceeded by dividends received on
the policy.
The nonbusiness bad debt arose in connection with a $2,500 loan made by Earl to a friend. The $2,150 unpaid balance
of the loan is uncollectible.
Earl’s 1988 federal return showed a tax overpayment of $70, which Earl elected to credit to his 1989 estimated tax.
Earl’s 1988 state return showed no balance of tax due or overpayment.
Personal exemptions and dependency exemptions are $2,000 each for 1989.
The standard deductions for 1989 are as follows:

Joint
Head of household
Single

Basic

Additional

$5,200
4,550
3,100

$600
750
750

Required:
a. State which one of the following tax rate schedules or tax tables is applicable for Earl’s 1989 return: joint, head

of household, or single.
b. Prepare a detailed schedule computing Earl Mayne’s 1989 taxable income. Show each appropriate item separately
in the schedule, and classify each item properly. Any possible alternative treatment should be resolved in a manner that will
minimize 1989 taxable income. Round to the nearest dollar.
c. Assume that Earl Mayne’s 1989 federal income tax is $10,082 before tax credits and payments. Compute the net
amount of tax payable or net overpayment of tax.
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Number 5 (Estimated tim e ------- 40 to 50 minutes)

The following information pertains to Fred and Laura Shaw, a married couple filing a joint federal income tax return
for the calendar year 1988:
Fred, age 73 — cash received in 1988
Salary — employed as an industrial engineer
Gross amount
Amounts withheld
Federal income tax
State income tax
FICA taxes
Medical insurance premiums
Net amount received
Social security benefits
Dividends on life insurance policy
(accumulated net premiums not exceeded)

$80,000
$17,000
4,000
3,380
1,200

25,580
$54,420

12,000
400

Laura, age 61 — cash received in 1988
Salary — from part-time employment
Gross amount
Amounts withheld
Federal income tax
State income tax
FICA taxes
Net amount received
Unemployment compensation benefits

$15,000
$ 2,800

120
1,127

4,047
10,953
600

Cash received jointly in 1988
Proceeds from sale of stock
(Bought in 1970 — basis $9,000)
Dividends from taxable domestic corporations
Interest on U.S. Government Savings Bonds
Total cash received

2,500
527
100
$81,500

Cash disbursed in 1988
Household and miscellaneous personal expenses
State sales taxes substantiated by receipts
Estimated 1988 federal income tax payments
Fee paid to CPA for tax return preparation
Unreimbursed business travel away from home overnight
Continuing professional education courses required to
maintain job skills
Membership dues to Society of Industrial Engineers
Contribution to a national political party
Realty taxes on primary residence
Realty taxes on summer cottage
Mortgage interest on primary residence
Mortgage principal on primary residence
Mortgage interest on summer cottage
(no payments on principal)
Total cash disbursed

$50,000
1,900
2,000
250
900
700
150
200
3,000
800
2,300
500
1,800
$64,500
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Additional information:
•

The 1987 joint federal income tax return showed a tax overpayment of $43, which the Shaws elected to credit to their
1988 estimated tax.

•

The 1987 joint state income tax return showed no balance of tax due or overpayment.

•

In June 1988, Fred donated 500 shares of stock of a listed corporation to a recognized charitable organization. Fred’s
basis for this stock, which was bought in 1975, was $1,100. Fair market value of this stock on the date of the donation
was $1,400.

•

In July 1988, the summer cottage, which was not insured, sustained fire damage. Information pertaining to this property
is as follows:
Basis
Fair market value immediately before the fire
Fair market value immediately after the fire

$40,000
66,000

50,000

•

The Shaws supported their daughter, Doris, who had been disabled since infancy, and who lived in the Shaw household.
Doris had no income. She died on January 2, 1988.

•

Personal exemptions and dependency exemptions are $1,950 each for 1988.

•

The basic standard deduction is $5,000 and the additional standard deduction is $600 for 1988.

Required:
a. Prepare a detailed schedule computing Fred and Laura Shaw’s joint taxable income for 1988. Show each appropriate

item separately in the schedule, and classify each item properly. Any possible alternative treatment should be resolved in a
manner that will minimize 1988 taxable income. Round to the nearest dollar.
b. Assume that Fred and Laura Shaw’s 1988 federal income tax on their 1988 joint taxable income is $16,946 before
tax credits and payments. Compute the net amount of tax payable or net overpayment of tax.
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Operating expenses include the following:
Bonus of $5,000 paid to Ral’s sales manager on Janu
ary 3 1 , 1992. This bonus was based on a percentage
of Ral’s 1991 sales and was computed on January
25, 1992, under a formula in effect in 1991.

Following is Ral Corp.’s condensed income statement,
before federal income tax, for the year ended December
31, 1991:
Sales
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Operating expenses

300,000

220,000

Operating income
Other income (loss):
Interest
Dividends
Net long-term capital loss

Keyman life insurance premiums of $4,000. Ral is the
beneficiary of the policies.

80,000
$ 5,200
19,200
(6,400)

State income taxes of $12,000.
$

Income before federal income tax

18,000
98,000

Additional information:
Interest arose from the following sources:
U.S. Treasury notes
Municipal arbitrage bonds
Other municipal bonds
Total interest

$

3,000

2,000
200
$

Date
stock
acquired
7-1-85
9-1-87

Percent
owned
by Ral
30.0

$

Ral does not exercise significant influence over Clove
and accordingly did not use the equity method of account
ing for this investment.
Ral declared and paid dividends of $11,000 during 1991.
Corporate income tax rates are as follows:

7,000

6,000

10.0

During 1991, Ral made estimated federal income tax
payments of $35,000. These payments were debited to
prepaid tax expense on Ral’s books.

5,200

Dividends arose from the following sources:

Taxable domestic
corporation
Clove Corp.
Ramo Corp.
Sol Corp. (stock
sold 1/10/92)
Real Estate
Investment Trust
Mutual Fund Corp.
(capital gains
dividends only)
Money Market
Fund
(invests only in
interest-paying
securities)
Total dividends

Estimate of $10,000 for bad debts. Actual bad debts
for the year amounted to $8,000. No pre-1987 bad
debt reserve remained on Ral’s books since January
1, 1987.

$ 1,000,000
700,000

Taxable income
but not
over
over
$
0 -$ 50,000
50,000- 75,000
75,000- 100,000
100,000- 335,000
335,000-............

% on
Pay + excess
15%
$
0
25
7,500
34
13,750
39
22,250
34
113,900

O f the
amount
over—
$
0
50,000
75,000

100,000
335,000

12-1-91

5.0

1,000

6-1-90

1.0

2,700

Ral was not subject to the alternative minimum tax in
1991.

4-1-89

0.1

400

Required:
a. Prepare a schedule of Ral’s 1991 taxable

income.
b. Compute Ral’s 1991 federal income tax and the
amount of tax overpaid or payable.
3-1-88

2,100

0.1
$

19,200

c. Prepare a reconciliation of Ral’s income per
books with income per return.
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•

Esa, Inc., a wholesaler, commenced operations on
January 2, 1989. Esa is an accrual basis, calendar-year
corporation that made a timely and proper election to be
treated as an S corporation.
Esa’s income statement for the year ended Decem
ber 3 1 , 1989 is presented below and in the tear-out work
sheet on page AR-81.

•

$500,000
300,000

Sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Compensation of officer
Uncollectible accounts
Taxes
Depreciation
Contributions
Employee benefit programs
Amortization of organization
costs
Other
Operating income
Net rental revenue
Portfolio revenue
Interest
Dividends
Short-term capital gain
Total income

200,000
$90,000
7,000
25,000
14,000
5,000
19,000
300
20,700

5,600
3,000
9,000

•
•
•
•
•

181,000

•

19,000
18,000

•
•

17,600
$ 54,600

Additional information:•
•

•

The officer’s compensation of $90,000 was received
in 1989 by Carl Loren, Esa’s president and sole stock
holder.

Esa used the ‘‘reserve’’ method in computing uncol
lectible accounts expense of $7,000. Actual custom
ers’ accounts receivable written off in 1989 because
of uncollectibility amounted to $1,900.
Included in the $25,000 expense for taxes are $400 in
parking fines incurred while Esa’s trucks were making
deliveries to customers, and $2,200 in income taxes
paid to a foreign country where Esa has a sales outlet.
The depreciation of $14,000 was computed under the
straight-line method for book purposes. For tax pur
poses, depreciation was also $14,000, including the
full $10,000 expense deduction claimed by Esa under
Section 179.
The contributions of $5,000 were made to recognized
charitable organizations.
Included in the employee benefit programs of $19,000
are Loren’s medical expenses amounting to $6,000.
Esa’s organization costs of $1,500 are being amortized
over a period of 60 months.
Included in the other operating expenses of $20,700
is insurance expense of $ 8,000 in connection with
establishment of a reserve for self-insurance.
The interest revenue of $5,600 was earned on U.S.
government obligations.
The dividends of $3,000 were received from unrelated
taxable domestic corporations.
The short-term capital gain of $9,000 was realized
on the sale of an investment in an unrelated taxable
domestic corporation.
Esa’s only payment to Loren during 1989 was Loren’s
salary of $90,000. No other distributions were made.

Required:

Detach the tear-out worksheet on page AR-

81.
a. Complete the tear-out worksheet to convert
Esa’s book amounts to Esa’s tax return amounts and
Loren’s Schedule K -1 amounts for the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1989.
b. State the due date for the filing of Esa’s 1989
S Corporation Income Tax Return.
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Candidate’s No.
State__________
Question No. 4 Page

a.

Esa, Inc.
W O R K SH EET T O C O N VER T
BO O K AM O UNTS TO T A X R ETU R N AM O UNTS

For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Per books
Income
Sales
Cost of goods sold

500,000
300,000

Gross profit

200,000

Deductions
Compensation of officer
Uncollectible accounts
Taxes

90,000
7,000
25,000

Depreciation

14,000

Contributions

5,000
19,000

Employee benefit programs
Amortization of organization costs
Other
Total deductions

300
20,700
181,000

Operating income

19,000

Net rental revenue

18,000

Portfolio revenue
Interest
Dividends
Short-term capital gain
Total income

5,600
3,000
9,000
54,600

AR-81

Adjustments
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The following adjusted accounts appeared in the
records of Elm Corp., an accrual basis corporation, for
the year ended December 3 1 , 1988. Numbers in brackets
refer to the items in Additional information.

Net sales
Dividends
Interest
Gain on sale of stock
Equity in earnings of
Luz Partnership
Key-man life insurance
proceeds
Tax refund
Total
Cost and expenses
Cost of goods sold
Salaries and wages
Doubtful accounts
Taxes
Interest
Contributions
Depreciation
Other
Federal income tax
Total
Net income

$5,500,000

6,000

[ 1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

50,000

[5]

200,000

[6]
[7]

10,000
4,000

3,000
5,773,000

3,900,000
571,000
15,000

100,000
20,000
175,000
90,000
30,000
193,000
5,094,000

[7]
[ 8]
[9]
[10]

[8]
[9]
[ 10]
[ 11]
[ 12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]

[11]
[12]
[13]

$ 679,000

Additional information:
[1] Trade accounts receivable at December 31, 1988
and at December 31, 1987 amounted to $300,000
and $180,000, respectively.
[2] Dividends were declared and paid in 1988 by an
unrelated taxable domestic corporation whose secu
rities are traded on a major stock exchange.
[3] Interest revenue comprises interest on municipal
bonds issued in 1982 and purchased by Elm in the
open market in 1988.
[4] Gain on sale of stock arose from the following
purchase and sale of stock in an unrelated corpora
tion listed on a major stock exchange:
Bought in 1980
Sold in 1988

Elm’s share of:
Partnership ordinary income
Net long-term capital loss
[6]

Revenues and gains

Cost
Proceeds of sale

$12,000
18,000

Elm owns 50% of Luz Partnership. The other 50%
is owned by an unrelated individual. Luz reported
the following tax information to Elm:

[14]
[15]

[16]

$63,000
(13,000)

Elm owned the key-man life insurance policy, paid
the premiums, and was the direct beneficiary. The
proceeds were collected on the death of Elm’s con
troller.
The tax refund arose from Elm’s overpayment of
federal income tax on the 1986 return.
Cost of goods sold relates to Elm’s net sales.
Salaries and wages includes officers’ compensation
of $125,000.
Doubtful accounts expense represents an addition
to Elm’s allowance for doubtful accounts based
on an aging schedule whereby Elm ‘‘reserves’’ all
accounts receivable over 120 days for book pur
poses. The balance in Elm’s allowance for doubtful
accounts was $142,000 at December 31, 1988.
Actual bad debts written off in 1988 amounted to
$9,000. Elm’s allowance for doubtful accounts at
December 31, 1986 (at the beginning of the first
year of the tax law change) was $ 120,000.
Taxes comprise payroll taxes and property taxes.
Interest expense resulted from borrowing for work
ing capital purposes.
Contributions were all paid in 1988 to State Univer
sity, specifically designated for the purchase of
computers.
Elm has always used straight-line depreciation for
both book and tax purposes.
Other expenses include premiums of $12,000 on
the key-man life insurance policy covering the con
troller.
Federal income tax is the amount estimated and
accrued before preparation of the return.

Required:

Prepare a schedule of taxable income as it should
appear on Elm’s 1988 federal income tax return. Show
all items required to be included in the return. Assume
that the alternative minimum tax is less than the regular
tax. Any possible optional treatment should be resolved in
a manner that will minimize Elm’s 1988 taxable income.
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On January 2, 1991, Dali and Conti established and started operating Perle Restaurant, in which both actively participate as
equal partners. Perle’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 1991, is presented below and on page AR-84.
Sales
Cost of sales

$900,000
360,000

Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Salaries and wages (excluding partners)
Less jobs credit

540,000
$179,000
9,000

Guaranteed payments to partners
Amortization of permanent liquor license
Annual liquor license fee
Depreciation
Partners’ health insurance premiums
Contributions to defined benefit (Keogh) pension plan
Charitable contribution

$170,000
100,000

1,000
500
26,000
8,000
12,500
50,000

Operating (ordinary) income
Other income (loss):
Dividends
Rental

368,000
172,000

1,600
(300)
1,300

Total
Other expense:
Interest on investment debt

(800)

500
$172,500

Total income
Additional information:*•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dali and Conti share profits and losses equally.
The jobs credit pertains to qualified wages paid to an approved target group.
Guaranteed payments to partners are for services rendered and are determined without regard to partnership income.
In addition to the guaranteed payments, Dali and Conti each drew $29,000. These drawings were unrelated to the
guaranteed payments.
The permanent liquor license was purchased for $5,000 from a cafe that had gone out of business. This license, which
is renewable for an indefinite period, is being amortized over the 5-year term of Perle’s lease.
The cost of depreciable personal property used in the restaurant operations was $200,000. Perle elected to expense the
maximum amount allowable for these Section 179 assets. The $26,000 depreciation includes the Section 179 deduction.
The health insurance premiums were paid for services rendered by the partners without regard to partnership income.
The value of the premiums to the partners equaled the cost of this coverage.
Guaranteed payments to partners and partners’ health insurance premiums are divided equally between Dali and Conti.
O f the $12,500 contributions to the defined benefit (Keogh) pension plan, $7,000 was paid on behalf of the partners.
The $50,000 charitable contribution is the adjusted basis of stock that had been bought as an investment. Its fair market
value was $53,000 when it was donated to a qualified charitable organization.
Perle sustained a $300 net loss on the rental of a vacant lot unrelated to the restaurant operations.

Required:

Complete the worksheet on page AR-84 to show the adjusted amounts that should appear for:
Perle’s Income and Deductions on page 1 of Form 1065, Partnership Return.
Perle’s Schedule K, Partners’ Shares of Income, Credits, Deductions, Etc.
Dali’s Schedule K -1, Partner’s Share of Income, Credits, Deductions, Etc.
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Dali and Conti, D/B/A
Perle Restaurant
TAX W O RKSHEET
For the Year Ended December 31, 1991

Income
Statement
Sales
Cost of sales

900,000
360,000

Gross profit
Operating expenses
Salaries and wages (excluding partners)

540,000

Less jobs credit
Guaranteed payments to partners
Amortization of permanent liquor
license
Annual liquor license fee
Depreciation
Section 179 expense deduction

Adjustments

179,000
(9,000)

100,000
1,000
500
26,000

8,000

Partners’ health insurance premiums
Keogh contributions

12,500

Charitable contribution

50,000

Total operating expenses
Operating (ordinary) income
Other income (loss)
Dividends
Rental

368,000
172,000
1,600
(300)

Other expense
Interest on investment debt
Total income

(800)
172,500

AR-84

Perle’s
Income
& Deductions

Information fo r
D ali’s
Schedule -K-1

Perle’s
Schedule K
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The following budget information for the year ending December 31, 1993, pertains to Rust Manufacturing Co.’s operations:*•
Product
Budgeted sales in units
Selling price per unit
Direct materials cost per unit
Direct labor hours per unit

Overhead

Ace

Bell

200,000

100,000
$20

$40

$8
2

$3

1

Depreciation
Occupancy
Miscellaneous factory overhead
Selling costs
General and administrative costs

$200,000
130,000
500,000
180,000
40,000

Additional information:
•

Rust has no beginning inventory. Production is planned so that it will equal the number of units sold.

•

The cost of direct labor is $5 per hour.

•

Depreciation and occupancy are fixed costs within the relevant range of production. Additional costs would be incurred
for extra machinery and factory space if production is increased beyond current available capacity.

•

Rust allocates depreciation proportional to machinery use and occupancy proportional to factory space. Budgeted usage
is as follows:

Machinery
Factory space

Ace

Bell

70%
60%

30%
40%

•

Miscellaneous factory overhead includes variable costs equal to 10% of direct labor and also includes various fixed costs.
None of the miscellaneous fixed factory overhead depends on the level of activity, although overhead attributable to a
specific product is avoidable if product production ceases. Miscellaneous factory overhead is allocated at a single rate
based on a percentage of budgeted direct labor.

•

Rust’s selling and general and administrative costs are fixed.

•

Rust allocates selling costs on a weighted-unit basis. Rust estimates that the time required to sell a unit of Ace and a
unit of Bell are equal.

•

Rust allocates general and administrative costs on the basis of sales revenue.

Required:

a. Prepare a schedule, using separate columns for Ace and Bell, showing budgeted sales, variable costs, contribution
margin, fixed costs, and pretax operating profit for the year ending December 31, 1993.
b.

Calculate the contribution margin per unit and the pretax operating profit per unit for Ace and for Bell.

c.

Calculate the effect on pretax operating profit resulting from a 10% decrease in sales and production of each product.
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Tredoc Co. is engaged in the business of seasonal tree-spraying and uses chemicals in its operations to prevent disease
and bug-infestation. Employees are guaranteed 165 hours of work per month at $8 per hour and receive a bonus equal to
75% of their net favorable direct labor efficiency variance. The efficiency variance represents the difference between actual
time consumed in spraying a tree and the standard time allowed for the height of the tree (specified in feet), multiplied by
the $8 standard hourly wage rate. For budgeting purposes, there is a standard allowance of one hour per customer for travel,
setup, and clearup time. However, since several factors are uncontrollable by the employee, this one-hour budget allowance
is excluded from the bonus calculation. Employees are responsible for keeping their own daily timecards.
Chemical usage should vary directly with the tree-footage sprayed. Variable overhead includes costs that vary directly
with the number of customers, as well as costs that vary according to tree-footage sprayed. Customers pay a service charge
of $10 per visit and $1 per tree-foot sprayed.
The standard static budget and actual results for June are as follows:
Actual
results

Static
budget
Service calls
Footage sprayed

$ 2,000
18,000

(200 customers)
(18,000 feet)

Total revenues
Chemicals
(1,800 gallons)
Direct labor:
Travel, setup, and clearup
(200 hours)
Tree-spraying
(900 hours)
Total direct labor
Overhead:
Variable based on number of customers
Variable based on tree-footage
Fixed
Total overhead
Total costs
Gross profit before bonus

$ 2,100

(210 customers)
( 21,000 feet)

21,000

20,000
4,500

23,100
(2,400 gallons)
(300 hours)
(910 hours)

$1,600
7,200

5,880
$2,400
7,280

8,800

9,680

5,000
18,300
$ 1,700

5,400
20,960

1,200
1,800

2,000

$ 2,140

July’s demand is expected to be in excess of June’s and may be met by either paying a 25% overtime premium to current
employees or by hiring an additional employee. A new employee will cause fixed costs to increase by $100 per month. The
potential increased demand may be estimated by considering the impact of increases of 20 and 30 customers, with probabilities
of 70% and 30%, respectively.
Required:
a. Compute the following for June:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Direct materials price variance.
Direct materials usage (efficiency) variance.
Direct labor travel, setup, and clearup variance.
Direct labor bonus.
Overhead spending (flexible budget) variance.

Indicate whether each variance is favorable or unfavorable.
b. Assume that Tredoc accepts all orders for services in July. Should Tredoc hire an additional employee? Provide
supporting computations based on standard cost.
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Spara Corp. is considering the various benefits that
may result from the shortening of its product cycle by
changing from the company’s present manual system to
a computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) system. The proposed system can provide
productive time equivalency close to the 20,000 hours
currently available with the manual system. The incre
mental annual out-of-pocket costs of maintaining the
manual system are $20 per hour.
The incremental annual out-of-pocket costs of main
taining the CAD/CAM system are estimated to be
$200,000, with an initial investment of $480,000 in the
proposed system. The estimated useful life of this system
is six years. For tax purposes, assume a level accelerated
cost recovery with a full year allowable in each year. The

Required:
a. Compute the relevant annual after-tax cash
flows related to the CAD/CAM project.
b. Based on the computation in a. above, compute
the following on an after-tax basis:
1. Payback period for recovery of investment.
2. Internal rate of return (use the appropriate
table from pages AR-87 and AR-88).
3. Net present value (use the appropriate table
from pages AR-87 and AR-88).
4. Excess present value index (profitability
index).

TABLE 1______________________________
Compound Amount of $1.00 (The Future Value of $1.00)
S = P( 1 + r)n. In this table P = $1.00.
PERIODS 4%
1
1.040
2
1.082
3
1.125
4
1.170
1.217
5
1.265
6

6%
1.060
1.124
1.191
1.262
1.338
1.419

8%
1.080
1.166
1.260
1.360
1.469
1.587

10%
1.100
1.210
1.331
1.464
1.611
1.772

12%
1.120
1.254
1.405
1.574
1.762
1.974

14%
1.140
1.300
1.482
1.689
1.925
2.195

16%
1.160
1.346
1.561
1.811
2.100
2.436

18%
1.180
1.392
1.643
1.939
2.288
2.700

20%
1.200
1.440
1.728
2.074
2.488
2.986

22%
1.220
1.488
1.816
2.215
2.703
3.297

24%
1.240
1.538
1.907
2.364
2.932
3.635

26%
1.260
1.588
2.000
2.520
3.176
4.002

10%
0.909
0.826
0.751
0.683
0.621
0.564

12%
0.893
0.797
0.712
0.636
0.567
0.507

14%
0.877
0.769
0.675
0.592
0.519
0.456

16%
0.862
0.743
0.641
0.552
0.476
0.410

18%
0.847
0.718
0.609
0.516
0.437
0.370

20%
0.833
0.694
0.579
0.482
0.402
0.335

22%
0.820
0.672
0.551
0.451
0.370
0.303

24%
0.806
0.650
0.524
0.423
0.341
0.275

26%
0.794
0.630
0.500
0.397
0.315
0.250

TABLE 2_______
Present Value of $1.00
P = ------- — In this table S = $1.00.
(1 + r)n.

PERIODS
1
2
3
4
5
6

4%
0.962
0.925
0.889
0.855
0.822
0.790

6%
0.943
0.890
0.840
0.792
0.747
0.705

8%
0.926
0.857
0.794
0.735
0.681
0.630
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TABLE 3__________________________ _________________
C om pound Amount of Annuity of $ 1 .0 0 in Arrears* (Future V alue of Annuity)

Sn=

(1 + r)n - 1
r

P E R IO D S
1
2
3
4
5
6

4%
1.000
2 .0 4 0
3 .1 2 2
4 .2 4 6
5 .4 1 6
6 .6 3 3

6%
1.000
2 .0 6 0
3 .1 8 4
4 .3 7 5
5 .6 3 7
6 .9 7 5

8%
1 .000
2 .0 8 0
3 .2 4 6
4 .5 0 6
5 .8 6 7
7 .3 3 6

10%

12%

1.000
2 .1 0 0
3 .3 1 0
4.641
6 .1 0 5
7 .7 1 6

1.000
2 .1 2 0
3 .3 7 4
4 .7 7 9
6 .3 5 3
8 .1 1 5

14%

16%

18%

20%

22%

24%

26%

1.0 0 0
2 .1 4 0
3 .4 4 0
4.921
6 .6 1 0
8 .5 3 6

1.0 0 0
2 .1 6 0
3 .5 0 6
5 .0 6 6
6 .8 7 7
8 .9 7 7

1.000
2 .1 8 0
3 .5 7 2
5 .2 1 5
7 .1 5 4
9 .4 4 2

1.0 0 0
2 .2 0 0
3 .6 4 0
5 .3 6 8
7 .4 4 2
9 .9 3 0

1.000
2 .2 2 0
3 .7 0 8
5 .5 2 4
7 .7 4 0
1 0.442

1.0 0 0
2 .2 4 0
3 .7 7 8
5 .6 8 4
8 .0 4 8
10 .9 8 0

1.0 0 0
2 .2 6 0
3 .8 4 8
5 .8 4 8
8 .3 6 8
1 1 .5 4 4

TABLE 4
Present V alu e of Annuity of $ 1 .0 0 in Arrears*

Pn=

1
(1 + r)n

P E R IO D S

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

22%

24%

26%

1
2
3
4
5
6

0 .9 6 2
1.886
2 .7 7 5
3 .6 3 0
4 .4 5 2
5 .2 4 2

0 .9 4 3
1.833
2 .6 7 3
3 .4 6 5
4 .2 1 2
4 .9 1 7

0 .9 2 6
1.783
2 .5 7 7
3 .3 1 2
3 .9 9 3
4 .6 2 3

0 .9 0 9
1.736
2 .4 8 7
3 .1 7 0
3.791
4 .3 5 5

0 .8 9 3
1.690
2 .4 0 2
3 .0 3 7
3 .6 0 5
4.111

0 .8 7 7
1.647
2 .3 2 2
2 .9 1 4
3 .4 3 3
3 .8 8 9

0 .8 6 2
1.605
2 .2 4 6
2 .7 9 8
3 .2 7 4
3 .6 8 5

0 .8 4 7
1.566
2 .1 7 4
2 .6 9 0
3 .1 2 7
3 .4 9 8

0 .8 3 3
1.528
2 .1 0 6
2 .5 8 9
2.991
3 .3 2 6

0 .8 2 0
1.492
2 .0 4 2
2 .4 9 4
2 .8 6 4
3 .1 6 7

0 .8 0 6
1.4 5 7
1.981
2 .4 0 4
2 .7 4 5
3 .0 2 0

0 .7 9 4
1.4 2 4
1.923
2 .3 2 0
2 .6 3 5
2 .8 8 5

* Paym ents (or receipts) at the end of each period.

r
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Lond Co. produces joint products Jana and Reta,
together with by-product Bynd. Jana is sold at split-off,
whereas Reta and Bynd undergo additional processing.
Production data pertaining to these products for the year
ended December 31, 1989 were as follows:
Jana

Reta

Bynd

Joint costs
Variable
Fixed

Sales price per
pound

Required:
a. Prepare the following schedules for Lond Co.

for the year ended December 31, 1989:

$ 88,000
148,000

Separable costs
Variable
Fixed
Production in
pounds

Total

50,000

Although 1989 performance could be repeated for
1990, Lond is considering possible operation of the plant
at full capacity of 120,000 pounds. The relative propor
tions of each product’s output with respect to cost behav
ior and production increases would be unchanged. Market
surveys indicate that prices of Jana and Bynd would have
to be reduced to $3.40 and $0.90, respectively. Reta’s
expected price decline cannot be determined.

1.
2.
3.

$ 120,000
90,000

$3,000

2,000

123,000
92,000

40,000

10,000

100,000

Total gross margin.
Allocation of joint costs to Jana and Reta.
Separate gross margins for Jana and Reta.

b. Compute Lond’s breakeven point in pounds for
the year ended December 31, 1989.
c. Prepare the following schedules for Lond Co.
for the year ending December 31, 1990:

$4.00

$7.50

$ 1.10

1. Projected production in pounds for each prod
There were no beginning or ending inventories. No
materials are spoiled in production. Variable costs change
in direct proportion to production volume. Bynd’s net
realizable value is deducted from joint costs. Joint costs
are allocated to joint products to achieve the same gross
margin percentage for each joint product.
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2.
3.
4.

uct at full capacity.
Differential revenues (excluding Reta).
Differential costs.
Sales price required per pound of Reta in order
for Lond to achieve the same gross margin as
that for 1989.
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Number 5 (Estimated time ------- 40 to 50 minutes)

Lane College is developing schedules for its overall budget projection for the 1990—91 academic year. Relevant 1989—90
data include:

Enrollment
Average number of credit hours carried each year per student
Average number of students per class
Average faculty teaching load in credit hours per year (number
of classes taught multiplied by 3 credit hours per class)
Average faculty salary and benefits
Tuition per credit hour (no other fees required)

Undergraduates
4,200
30
25

Graduates
1,300
24
14

(8x3) 24
$50,000
$ 200

(6x3) 18
$60,000
$ 300

Changes projected for 1990-91 and additional information:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Enrollments are expected to increase by 5 percent for both undergraduate and graduate programs.
Average faculty salary and benefits are expected to increase by 3 percent.
Lane has not previously used graduate students for teaching undergraduates, but will do so for 1990-91. All of the
projected increased undergraduate enrollment will be taught by graduate students. Lane will recruit these graduate
teaching assistants (TA’s) in addition to the 5 percent student increase indicated. Each TA will carry half an average
graduate student load and half an average faculty teaching load. TA’s will receive a full remission of tuition fees and
$10,000 in salary and benefits. For budgeting purposes, the tuition remission is considered both a tuition revenue and
a tuition scholarship.
Non-faculty costs (excluding scholarships) for 1990-91 are to be budgeted by fixed and variable elements derived from
estimates of cost at the following two levels of registration:
Total student credit hours (both schools)
Total estimated non-faculty costs

*

140,000
$21,960,000

180,000
$22,320,000

Required:
a. Prepare the following 1990-91 budget schedules for each program:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
b. 1.
2.

Projected enrollment.
Projected student credit hours.
Projected number of full-time faculty and TA’s.
Projected salaries and benefits for full-time faculty and TA’s.
Projected tuition revenue.
Calculate the fixed and variable elements in the non-faculty costs.
Calculate the budgeted non-faculty costs, including scholarships, for the 1990-91 academic year.
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The following information pertains to the pricing
and delivery functions of Tapa Wholesale Company:
Number of sales made to customers
in 1988
Average number of items per sale
in 1988
Number of sales projected for 1989
Average number of items per sale projected
for 1989

20,000

4
24,000

Arcil
Balo
Cacha
Total

5

Sales invoices are priced by clerks whose wage rate is
$6.00 per hour. Labor negotiations have resulted in a
10% increase in the hourly rate for 1989. It is expected
that Tapa’s pricing function will operate at the same level
of productivity in 1989 as it did in 1988. Payroll tax rates
and workers’ compensation insurance rates will be the
same in 1989 as in 1988. Prices for various items of
supplies are expected to be the same in 1989 as in 1988.
The following costs were charged to Tapa’s pricing
function in 1988:
Variable:
Wages
Payroll taxes
Workers’ compensation insurance
Supplies
Total variable
Fixed
Total costs

Fixed costs are allocated equally to all units. Except for
delivery costs, all variable costs vary directly with the
number of items priced. Supplies increase in proportion
to the increase in the number of items priced. Tapa sells
three products: Arcil, Balo, and Cacha. Differences in
size and weight among these products affect variable
delivery costs. For example, truck capacity is 10 units of
Arcil, or 5 units of Balo, or 4 units of Cacha. Units
projected to be delivered in 1989 are as follows:

$40,000
4,000
2,000
1,000
47,000
3,400
$50,400

60,000
40,000
20,000
120,000

Projected 1989 costs for the delivery function are as
follows:
Variable
Fixed

$228,000
30,000

Required:
a. Prepare the 1989 budget of all costs for Tapa’s
pricing function.
b. Prepare a schedule showing the 1989 standard
delivery cost per unit of each of the three products sold
by Tapa.
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Number 5 (Estimated tim e ----- - 40 to 50 minutes)

December 1 , 1990 — The entitlement grant was formally
approved by the state.

The following information pertains to Eden Town
ship’s construction and financing of a new administration
center:

April 30, 1991 — A $7,000,000 contract was executed
with Caro Construction Corp., the general contrac
tors, for the major portion of the project. The con
tract provides that Eden will withhold 4% of all
billings pending satisfactory completion of the
project.

Estimated total cost of project
Project financing:
State entitlement grant
General obligation bonds:
Face amount
Stated interest rate
Issue date
Maturity date

$9,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000
6%
December 1, 1990
November 30, 2000

During Eden’s year ended June 3 0 , 1991, the follow
ing events occurred that affect the capital projects fund
established to account for this project:
July 1, 1990 — The capital projects fund borrowed
$300,000 from the general fund for preliminary
expenses.
July 9, 1990 — Engineering and planning costs of
$ 200,000, for which no encumbrance had been
recorded, were paid to Napp Associates.
December 1, 1990 — The bonds were sold at 101. Total
proceeds were retained by the capital projects fund.

May 9, 1991 — $1,000,000 of the state grant was
received.
June 10, 1991 — The $300,000 borrowed from the gen
eral fund was repaid.
June 30, 1991 — Progress billing of $1,200,000 was
received from Caro.
Eden uses encumbrance accounting for budgetary control.
Unencumbered appropriations lapse at the end of the year.
Required:

a. Prepare journal entries in the administration cen
ter capital projects fund to record the foregoing transac
tions.
b. Prepare the June 30, 1991, closing entries for
the administration center capital projects fund.
c. Prepare the administration center capital proj
ects fund balance sheet at June 30, 1991.
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Albury City was incorporated as a municipality and began operations on January 1, 1990. The budget approved by the
City Council was recorded, but the cash basis was used in Albury’s books for all 1990 transactions. Albury has decided to
use encumbrance accounting. Albury’s cash basis general fund trial balance at December 31, 1990, is presented below and
in the tearout worksheet on page AR-94.
Debits
Cash
Expenditures
Estimated revenues

$477,800
145,000
228,200

Total

$851,000
Credits
$204,000
216,800
400,000

Appropriations
Revenues
Bonds payable
Premium on bonds payable
Fund balance
Total

6,000
24,200
$851,000

Additional information:
Revenues
Property taxes
Licenses
Fines
Totals
Appropriations
Services
Supplies
Equipment
Totals

Budgeted

Actual

205,200
14,800

8,200

$192,000
15,800
9,000

$228,200

$216,800

$ 90,000
38,000
76,000
$204,000

$ 77,000

22,000
46,000
$145,000

It was estimated that 5% of the property taxes would not be collected. Accordingly, property taxes were levied to yield the
budgeted amount of $205,200. Taxes of $192,000 had been collected by December 31, 1990, and it was expected that all
remaining collectible taxes would be received by February 28, 1991.
Supplies of $8,000 and equipment of $20,000 were received, but the vouchers were unpaid at December 31, 1990. Purchase
orders were still outstanding for supplies and equipment not yet received, in the amounts of $2,400 and $7,600, respectively.
It was decided to record the $3,400 physical inventory of supplies on hand at December 31, 1990. In conformity with a city
ordinance, expenditures are based on purchases rather than usage.
On November 1, 1990, Albury issued 4% general obligation term bonds of $400,000 at 101½ . Interest is payable each May
1 and November 1 until the maturity date of November 1, 2009. Cash from the bond premium is to be set aside and restricted
for eventual retirement of bond principal. The bonds were issued to finance the construction of a firehouse, but no contracts
had been executed by December 31, 1990.
Required:

Detach the tear-out worksheet on page AR-94, and complete this worksheet showing adjustments and distributions to the
proper funds or account groups, before closing entries, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applicable
to governmental entities. Formal adjusting entries are not required.
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C andidate’s N o .____
S ta te ---------------------Question No. 4 Page
Albury City
W O RK SH EET TO C O R REC T TRIAL BALANCE
December 31, 1990

Trial
balance
Debits:
Cash
Expenditures
Estimated revenues

Totals
Credits:
Appropriations
Revenues and other
financing sources
Bonds payable
Premium on bonds
payable
Fund balance

Totals

Adjustments
Debit

Credit

$477,800
145,000
228,200

$851,000

$204,000
216,800
400,000

6,000
24,200

$851,000

AR-94

General
fund

Debt
service
fund

Capital
projects
fund

Account groups
General
General
fixed
long-term
assets
debt

Selected Questions
5.

2N89
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 45 to 55 minutes)
Children’s Agency, a voluntary health and welfare
organization, conducts two programs: Medical Services
Program and Community Information Services Program.
It had the following transactions during the year ended
June 30, 1989:
1.

Received the following contributions:
Unrestricted pledges
Restricted cash
Building fund pledges
Endowment fund cash

3.

4.

Received the following unrestricted
cash revenues:
From theatre party (net of
direct costs)
Bequests
Membership dues
Interest and dividends
Program expenses incurred
(processed through vouchers payable):
Medical services
Community information services

unrestricted cash
7.

1,000

20,000

12,000
10,000
8,000

18,000

Depreciation of all buildings and
equipment in the land, buildings, and
equipment fund was allocated as follows:
Medical services program
Community information services program
General administration
Fund raising

8. Paid vouchers payable
450,000

150,000
200,000

6. Fixed assets purchased with

$800,000
95,000
50,000

2 . Collected the following pledges:
Unrestricted
Building fund

Services expenses incurred
(processed through vouchers payable):
General administration
Fund raising

4,000
3,000
6,000
2,000

330,000

Required: Detach the tear-out worksheet on page AR96.
On the tear-out worksheet, record the journal entries
(without explanations) for the preceding transactions.
With credit amounts placed in parentheses, insert the
amounts in the proper columns for each of the following
funds:

5,000

Current Fund — Unrestricted
Current Fund — Restricted
Land, Buildings, and Equipment Fund
Endowment Fund

60,000
15,000

Number the journal entries to coincide with the trans
action numbers indicated.
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N um ber 4 (Tear-out Worksheet)

Children’s Agency
JOURNAL ENTRIES
For the Year Ended June 30, 1989

Account Title

Current Fund
Unrestricted
Restricted
Dr. (Cr.)
Dr. (Cr.)

Land, Buildings, and
Equipment Fund
Dr. (Cr.)

•
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Endowment
Fund
Dr. (Cr.)

SELECTED PROBLEMS/ESSAYS — UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS

I.

Federal Taxation— Individuals

2M90

Answer 4 (10 points)
Earl Mayne can use joint return rates in computing his 1989 federal income tax because he qualifies as a “ surviving
spouse.”

a.

b.

Earl Mayne
COM PUTATION OF TAXABLE INCOM E
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Income
Salaries ($60,000 + $3,000)
Interest
Dividends
Short-term capital loss
Nonbusiness bad debt
Settlement proceeds

$63,000
800
875
$ 2,500
350

Balance
Proceeds from sale of residence
Less basis
Gain
Exclusion

(2,150)
97,402
14,000
83,402
83,402

Balance
Gross rents
Less realty expenses
Loss
Passive activity disallowance
Balance
Other exclusions from gross income
Life insurance proceeds
Dividends on life insurance policy
Total

1,200
( 2,000)

(800)
800

5,000
410
5,410

Adjusted gross income

62,525

Itemized deductions
Taxes
State income tax
Real estate tax
Total
Contributions
Miscellaneous deductions
Professional education
Professional dues
Tax return preparation fee
Total
Less 2% of $62,525
Balance

$ 2,000

1,500
$ 3,500
2,250
900
250
500
1,650
1,251
399
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Answer 4 (cont.)
6,149

Total itemized deductions

56,376
6,000

Balance
Exemptions (3 x $2,000)

$50,376

TA XA B LE IN C O M E
c.

C O M P U TA TIO N O F FED ER A L IN C O M E T A X O VER PA YM EN T

$10,082

Tax before payments on account
Payments on account
Tax withheld ($10,000 + $100)
Excess FICA tax
Estimated tax ($4,000 + $70)

$ 10,100
225
4,070

14,395

OVERPAYMENT

$ 4,313

2N 89

Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Fred and Laura Shaw
C O M P U TA TIO N O F TA XA B LE IN C O M E

For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Income
Salary — Fred
Salary — Laura
Interest
Dividends
Social security benefits (½ of $12,000)
Unemployment compensation
Long-term capital loss
(Basis $9,000; sales price $2,500;
allowable loss limited to $3,000)
Adjusted gross income

$80,000
15,000
100
527

6,000
600
(3,000)
99,227

Itemized deductions
Taxes
State income taxes ($4,000 + $120)
Real estate taxes ($3,000 + $800)
Interest ($2,300 + $1,800)
Contributions (fair market value)
Casualty loss
Decline in market value after fire
Less 10% of $99,227
“ Floor”
Miscellaneous deductions
Business travel
Professional education
Professional dues
Tax return preparation fee
Total
Less 2% of $99,227
Total itemized deductions
Balance
Exemptions (3 x $1,950)
TAXABLE INCOM E

$ 4,120
3,800

$ 7,920
4,100
1,400

16,000
$9,923

100

10,023
900
700
150
250
2,000
1,985

5,977

15
19,412
79,815
5,850
$73,965
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Unofficial Answers
b.

COM PUTATION O F FEDERAL INCOM E TAX OVERPAYM ENT
Tax before payments on account
Payments on account
Tax withheld ($17,000 + $2,800)
Estimated tax ($2,000 + $43)

$16,946
$19,800
2,043

AMOUNT OVERPAID

21,843
$ 4,897

II.

Federal Taxation — C orporations

2M92

Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Ral Corp.
SCHEDULE O F TAXABLE INCOM E
For the Year Ended December 31, 1991

Sales
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Expenses:
Per books
Excess of estimated over actual bad debts
Keyman life insurance premiums
Balance before other income
Dividend income:
Clove Corp. ($7,000 x 20%)
Ramo Corp. ($6,000 x 30%)
Sol Corp. ($1,000 x 100%)
Real Estate Investment Trust (fully taxable)
Money Market Fund (fully taxable)

$ 1,000,000
700,000
300,000
$ 220,000
$2,000
4,000

6,000

86,000
$1,400
1,800

1,000
2,700

2,100

$

Interest income
Taxable income
b.

i

214,000

9,000
5,000

14,000
$ 100,000

Ral Corp.
COM PUTATION O F FEDERAL INCOM E TAX
For the Year Ended December 31, 1991
Taxable income

$100,000

Income tax
[$13,750 + (34% x $25,000)]
Estimated tax paid
Overpayment

$ 22,250
35,000
$ 12,750
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c.

Ral Corp.
RECO N CILIA TIO N O F INCOM E PER BOOKS W ITH
INCOM E PER RETURN
For the Year Ended December 31, 1991
$ 98,000

Income per books
Excess of capital losses
over capital gains
Expenses recorded on books
not deducted on return:
Bad debts
Life insurance premiums
Subtotal

6,000

$2,000
4,000

6,000
$ 110,000

Income recorded on books
not included on return:
Dividends
Interest

Subtotal
Taxable income —
$ 110,000 less $ 10,000

AR-100

$

9,800

200

10,000
$ 100,000

Unofficial Answers
2N90
Answer 4 (10 points)

Candidate’s N o.____
State______________
Question No. 4 Page

a.

Esa, Inc.

WORKSHEET TO CONVERT
BOOK AMOUNTS TO TAX RETURN AMOUNTS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Per books

Adjustments

S Corporation
tax return

Schedule K-1

Income
Sales

500,000

Cost of goods sold

300,000

500,000
300,000

Gross profit

200,000

200,000

90,000

90,000

Deductions
Compensation of officer
Uncollectible accounts
Taxes

25,000

( 5,100)
( 2,600)

1,900
22,400

Depreciation

14,000

( 10,000)

4,000

5,000
19,000
300
20,700

( 5,000)
( 6 ,000)
( 8,000)

12,700

181,000

(36,700)

144,300

19,000

36,700

18,000

55,700
18,000

55,700
18,000

5,600
3,000

5,600
3,000

5,600

9,000

9,000

9,000

Contributions
Employee benefit programs
Amortization of organization costs
Other
Total deductions
Operating income
Net rental revenue
Portfolio revenue
Interest
Dividends
Short-term capital gain
Total income

7,000

5,000
13,000
300

54,600

b. The due date for the filing of Esa’s 1989 S Corporation Income Tax Return is March 15, 1990.
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Answer 4 (10 points)

[1]
[2]

Elm Corp.
FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOM E
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Sales (net)
Cost of goods sold

$5,500,000
3,900,000

Gross profit
Dividends
Other income
From partnership
Recapture of
bad debt reserve

1,600,000

[ 1]
[8]

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

10,000
$63,000 [5]

Total income

30,000 [10]

93,000

[10]

1,703,000

Compensation of officers
Salaries and wages
Bad debts
Taxes
Interest
Contributions
Depreciation
Other deductions

125,000
446,000
9,000

Total deductions

897,500

Taxable income before
special deduction
Special deduction

805,500
7,000

Taxable income

[3]
[4]

1 0 0 ,0 0 0

20,000
89,500
90,000
18,000

$ 798,500

[9]
[9]
[ 10]
[ 11]
[ 12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

[2]

[11]
[12]
[13]

Net sales — no adjustment.
Dividends — $10,000 x 70% dividends-received
deduction = $7,000.
Interest — not taxable.
Gain on sale of stock — offset by share of partner
ship long-term capital loss. Excess capital loss not
deductible:
Equity in earnings of Luz Partnership — $50,000
+ $13,000 = $63,000.
Key-man life insurance proceeds — not taxable.
Tax refund — not taxable.
Cost of goods sold — no adjustment.
Salaries and wages — separate $125,000 officers’
compensation.
Doubtful accounts — limited to $9,000 actual bad
debts. One-fourth of $120,000 ‘‘reserve’’ at Decem 
ber 31, 1986 = $30,000 income.
Taxes — no adjustment.
Interest — no adjustment.
Contributions:

Taxable income
Dividends-received deduction
Contributions deduction

$798,500
7,000
89,500

Total
Allowable — 10%

895,000
$ 89,500

[14] Depreciation — no adjustment.
[15] Other — $30,000 less $12,000 life insurance premi
ums = $18,000.
[16] Federal income tax — not deductible.
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Answer 5 (10 points)

Candidate’s N o .____________
State______________________
Question No. 5 Page_______

Dali and Conti, D/B/A
Perle Restaurant
T A X W O R K SH EET

For the Year Ended December 31, 1991

Income
Statement
Sales

Adjustments

Perle’s
Income
& Deductions

Information fo r
Perle’s
Schedule K

D ali’s
Schedule K-1

Cost of sales

900,000
360,000

900,000
360,000

Gross profit

540,000

540,000

Salaries and wages (excluding partners)
Less jobs credit

179,000

179,000

(9,000)

(9,000)

9,000

Guaranteed payments to partners

100,000

8,000

100,000
8,000

100,000
8,000

4,500
50,000
4,000

1,000

( 1,000)

10,000

5,000

7,000

3,500

50,000
3,000

25,000
1,500*

240,000

120,000

(1,600)
300

1,600
(300)

800
(150)

800

(800)

(400)

Operating expenses

Amortization of permanent liquor
license
Annual liquor license fee
Depreciation
Section 179 expense deduction
Partners’ health insurance premiums
Keogh contributions
Charitable contribution

500
26,000
•

( 10,000)

8,000

( 8,000)

12,500

(7,000)

50,000

(50,000)
3,000

500
16,000

5,500

Total operating expenses

368,000

300,000

Operating (ordinary) income

172,000

240,000

Other income (loss)
Dividends
Rental

1,600
(300)

Other expense
Interest on investment debt
Total income

(800)
172,500

*Tax preference
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(3)

Ace 200,000 units x 2 hours x $5/hour = $2M
Bell 100,000 units x 1 hour x $5/hour = $500K

a.

(4)

Ace $2M x 10% = $200K
Bell $500K x 10% = $50K

(5)

Ace $200K x 70% = $140K
Bell $200K x 30% = $60K

(6)

Ace $130K x 60% = $78K
Bell $130K x 40% = $52K

(7)

Ace $2M/$2.5M x ($500K - $250K) = $200K
Bell $500K/$2.5M x ($500K - $250K) = $50K

( 8)

Ace
Bell

Rust Manufacturing Co.
BUDGET FO R ACE AND BELL
For the Year Ending December 31, 1993

Sales (1)
Variable costs:
Direct materials (2)
Direct labor (3)
Variable factory
overhead (4)

Contribution margin

Ace

Bell

$ 8,000,000

$2 ,000,000

2 ,000,000

300,000
500,000

200,000

50,000

3,800,000

850,000

$4,200,000

$1,150,000

1,600,000

Ace 200/300 x $180K = $120,000
Bell 100/300 x $180K = $ 60,000

Fixed costs:
Depreciation (5)
Occupancy (6)
Factory overhead (7)
Selling costs (8)
Gen & adm costs (9)

Pretax operating profit

200,000
120,000

60,000
52,000
50,000
60,000

32,000
570,000

230,000

$3,630,000

$ 920,000

140,000
78,000

Supporting calculations:
(1) Ace 200,000 units x $40/unit = $ 8M
Bell 100,000 units x $20/unit = $2M
(2)

200,000 units
100,000 units
300,000 units

8,000

(9)

Ace $8M/$10M x $40K = $32K
Bell $2M/$10M x $40K = $8K

b.
Contribution margin
per unit

Ace

Bell

$21.00

$11.50

Pretax operating profit
per unit

$18.15

$ 9.20

c.

Ace 200,000 unit x $ 8/unit = $1.6M
Bell 100,000 units x $3/unit = $300K

Decrease in contribution from 10% decrease in
production and sales:
Ace (200,000 x 10% x $21)
Bell (100,000 x 10% x $11.5)
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Answer 4 (10 points)

a. 1.

DIRECT MATERIALS PRICE VARIANCE

Actual cost

2,400 gallons @ $2.45 per gallon

$5,880

Standard cost

2,400 gallons @ $2.50 per gallon

6,000

Price variance
a. 2.

$ 120 Favorable
DIRECT MATERIALS USAGE VARIANCE

Actual usage

2,400 gallons

Standard usage:
1,800
x 21,000 feet =
18,000
Usage variance

2,100 gallons

a. 3.

300 gallons @ $2.50

$ 750 Unfavorable

DIRECT LABOR TRAVEL, SETUP, AND
CLEARUP VARIANCE

Actual cost

300 hours @ $8.00 per hour

Standard cost:
210 customers
x 1 hour each
Variance

210 hours @ $8.00 per hour

a. 4.

$2,400

1,680
$ 720 Unfavorable

DIRECT LABOR BONUS

Actual direct labor (tree-spraying)
Standard direct labor:
900
18,000 x 21,000 feet =

910 hours @ $8.00 per hour

$7,280

1,050 hours @ $8.00 per hour

8,400

Direct labor efficiency variance

$1,120 Favorable

Incentive

x .75

Bonus
a. 5.

$ 840
OVERHEAD SPENDING VARIANCE

Actual overhead

$5,400

Standard overhead:
Variable
210 customers x ($1,200/200)
21,000
feet
x ($1,800/18,000)
Fixed
Spending variance

$1,260
2,100

2,000
$
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Answer 4 (cont.)
b.

ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE
ADVISABILITY OF HIRING
AN ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEE

Direct labor costs of overtime for current employees
Estimated increase in volume:
20 additional customers with 70% probability
30 additional customers with 30% probability

14
9

Weighted average number of new customers

23

Travel, setup, and clearup
1 hour for each of 23 new customers

23.0

Tree-spraying
4.5 hours for each of 23 new customers

103.5

Total overtime hours

126.5

Total direct labor overtime costs
126.5 hours x $8 per hour X 1.25 (for 25% overtime premium)

$1,265

vs.
Costs of hiring an additional employee
Variable (165 hours at $8 per hour)
Fixed
Total costs of hiring an additionalemployee

$1,320
100
$1,420

This analysis demonstrates that it would not be cost-effective for Tredoc to hire an additional employee.
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Spara Corp.
RELEVANT ANNUAL AFTER-TAX CASH FLOWS
CAD/CAM PROJECT
Savings on elimination of current manual system (20,000 hrs. @ $20)
Operating costs of CAD/CAM system
$200,000
Depreciation of CAD/CAM system ($480,000/6)
80,000
Pre-tax savings
Less income taxes ($120,000 x 30%)
Increase in reported income
Add depreciation
Increase in annual net cash flows

b. 1.

$400,000
280,000
120,000
36,000
84,000
80,000
$164,000

PAYBACK PERIOD
Cost, $480,000/Increase in annual net cash flows, $164,000

2.93 years

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

b. 2.
Rate
24%
26%

Annual
cash flows
$164,000
164,000

Factor
3.020
2.885

2%

Investment
$480,000

Present value
$495,280
473,140
$ 22,140

Difference
$15,280

Interpolation:
15,280
x .02 = .0138
22,140
Internal rate of return (.24 + .0138) = 25.38%
b. 3.

NET PRESENT VALUE
$545,464
480,000
$ 65,464

Present value of annual net cash flows ($164,000 x 3.326)
Less investment
Net present value
b. 4.

EXCESS PRESENT VALUE INDEX
Present value of annual net cash flows
Investment

$545,464 =
$480,000
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a. 1.

Sales
Cost of sales
Joint costs ($236,000 - $ 6,000)
Separable costs
Total costs
Total gross margin (12%)
a. 2.

Lond Co.
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Jana
Reta
$200,000
$300,000

230,000
210,000

a. 3.

Sales
Cost of sales
Joint costs
Separable costs
Total costs
Gross margins

210,000

440,000
$ 60,000
Lond Co.
ALLOCATION OF JOINT COSTS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989

24,000

Reta
$300,000
36,000

Total
$500,000
60,000

210,000

210,000

24,000
$176,000

246,000
$ 54,000

270,000
$230,000

Jana
Sales
Less gross margin (12%)
Less separable costs
Total deductions
Joint costs

Total
$500,000

$200,000

Lond Co.
PRODUCT GROSS MARGINS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Jana
$200,000
176,000
176,000
$ 24,000
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Reta
$300,000

Total
$500,000

54,000

230,000

210,000

210,000

264,000
$ 36,000

440,000
$ 60,000
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b.

Lond Co.
COMPUTATION OF BREAKEVEN POINT
IN POUNDS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Sales
Jana
Reta
Bynd
Variable costs
Joint
Reta
Bynd
Contribution margin

$200,000
300,000
11,000
$ 88,000
120,000
3,000

Contribution margin per pound

$148,000
90,000
2,000
$240,000
$240,000 = 80,000
$3

Breakeven point in pounds

Pounds of production for the
year ended December 31, 1989
Projected increases
Jana .5 x 20,000
Reta .4 x 20,000
Bynd .1 x 20,000
Total increase
Projected pounds of production
at full capacity

211,000
$300,000

$300,000 = $3.00
100,000

Fixed costs
Joint
Reta
Bynd
Total fixed costs

c. 1.

$511,000

Lond Co.
PROJECTED PRODUCTION IN POUNDS
AT FULL CAPACITY
For the Year Ending December 31, 1990
Jana

Reta

Bynd

Total

50,000

40,000

10,000

100,000

10,000
8,000
2,000
20,000
60,000

48,000
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Answer 5 (cont.)
c. 2.

Lond Co.
DIFFERENTIAL REVENUES (EXCLUDING RETA)
For the Year Ending December 31, 1990

Increase in sales of Jana at full capacity
Projected sales for 1990 (60,000 pounds @ $3.40)
Sales of Jana for 1989 (50,000 pounds @ $4.00)
Decrease in sales of Bynd at full capacity
Projected sales for 1990 (12,000 pounds @ $0.90)
Sales of Bynd for 1989 (10,000 pounds @ $1.10)
Net increase in sales (excluding Reta)
c. 3.

$204,000
200,000

$4,000

$ 10,800
11,000

200
$3,800

Lond Co.
DIFFERENTIAL COSTS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1990

Joint [(120,000 - 100,000) x ($88,000/100,000)]
Reta [(48,000 - 40,000) x ($120,000/40,000)]
Bynd [(12,000- 10,000). x ($3,000/10,000)]
Increase in differential costs
c. 4.

$17,600
24,000
600
$42,200

Lond Co.
SALES PRICE REQUIRED PER POUND OF RETA
IN 1990
TO ACHIEVE TOTAL 1989 GROSS MARGIN

Sales of Reta for 1989
Projected 1990 net increase in differential costs
Recovery required from Reta

$300,000
38,400
$338,400

Sales price required per pound of Reta
$338,400/48,000 = $7.05
PROOF
(Not Required)

Projected 1990 sales
Fixed costs
Variable costs
(20% higher than in 1989)
Less Bynd’s net realizable value
($10,800 - 2,000 - 3,600)
Total costs
Gross margin (1990 and 1989)

Jana
$204,000

Reta
$338,400
90,000

Joint
$148,000

Total
$542,400
238,000

144,000

105,600

249,600
(5,200)
482,400
$ 60,000
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a. 1.
Lane College
PROJECTED ENROLLMENT
For the Academic Year 1990-91
Undergraduate
4,200
210

Enrollment for 1989-90
Projected increase for 1990-91 — 5%
TA enrollment for 1990-91
Average number of undergraduate students
per class
Average faculty teaching load in credit hours
Product
One-half
Projected increase in undergraduate enrollment
for 1990-91
Average number of credit hours carried by
each undergraduate student
Product

Graduate
1,300
65

Total
5,500
275

__ 21
1,386

__ 21

25
x24
600
300
210
x30
6,300

TA enrollment (6,300/300)
Total expected enrollment

4,410

5,796

a. 2.
Lane College
PROJECTED STUDENT CREDIT HOURS
For the Academic Year 1990-91

Expected enrollment, excluding TA’s
Average number of credit hours carried by each student
Credit hours, excluding TA’s
TA credit hours [21 x (½ of 24)]
Total student credit hours
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Undergraduate
4,410
x30
132,300
______
132,300

Graduate
1,365
x24
32,760
252
33,012

Total
5,775
165,060
252
165,312
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Answer 5 (cont.)
a. 3.
Lane College
PROJECTED NUMBER OF FULL-TIME FACULTY AND TA’S
For the Academic Year 1990-91
F u ll-tim e

For undergraduate program
Enrollment for 1989-90
Average number of credit hours carried by each student
Total undergraduate credit hours
Average number of undergraduate students per class
Average faculty teaching load in credit hours
Total credit hours taught by faculty

TA’s

4,200
x30
126,000
25
x24
600

Required full-time faculty (126,000/600)
TA’s for projected increase in undergraduate enrollment
for 1990-91:
Projected enrollment increase
Average number of credit hours carried by each student
Increased number of credit hours
Average faculty teaching load
One-half carried by TA’s
TA teaching load

210
210
x30
6,300
600
x.5
300

Required number of TA’s (6,300/300)

21

For graduate program
Enrollment for 1990-91 (excluding TA’s)
Average number of credit hours carried by each student
Graduate credit hours (excluding TA’s)
TA credit hours [21 x (½ of 24)]
Total graduate credit hours
Average number of students per class
Average faculty teaching load
Total credit hours taught by faculty

1,365
x24
32,760
252
33,012
14
x 18
252

Required full-time faculty (33,012/252)
Total required full-time faculty and TA’s

131
341
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a. 4.
Lane College
PROJECTED SALARIES AND BENEFITS
FOR FULL-TIME FACULTY AND TA’S
For the Academic Year 1990-91
_____________ Faculty____________
Undergraduate
Graduate
$10,815,000
210,000
__________
$8,095,800
$11,025,000
$8,095,800

Full-time 210 x ($50,000 x 1.03)
TA’s 21 x $10,000
Full-time 131 x ($60,000 x 1.03)
Total salaries and benefits

Total
$10,815,000
210,000
8,095,800
$19,120,800

a. 5.
Lane College
PROJECTED TUITION REVENUE
For the Academic Year 1990-91
Undergraduate
132,300 student credit hours x $200 per credit hour
Graduate
33,012 student credit hours x $300 per credit hour
Total projected tuition revenue

$26,460,000
9,903,600
$36,363,600

b. 1.

Lane College
FIXED AND VARIABLE ELEMENTS
IN NON-FACULTY COSTS
For the Academic tear 1990-91
Estimated non-faculty costs at level of 180,000 credit hours
Estimated non-faculty costs at level of 140,000 credit hours
Difference between two levels
40,000

$22,320,000
21,960,000
$ 360,000

Variable costs per credit hour = 360,000/40,000 = $9
Fixed costs = $22,320,000 - $9 (180,000) = $20,700,000
or
$21,960,000 - $9 (140,000) = $20,700,000
b. 2.

Lane College
BUDGETED NON-FACULTY COSTS
For the Academic Year 1990-91
$20,700,000
1,487,808
75,600
$22,263,408

Fixed costs
Variable costs (165,312 credit hours x $9)
Scholarships (2 1 TA’s x 12 credits x $300 per credit)
Total budgeted non-faculty costs
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

T a p a W h o le s a le C o m p a n y

PRICING FUNCTION BUDGET
F o r th e Y e a r E n d in g D e c e m b e r 3 1 , 1 9 8 9

Variable costs:
Wages
Payroll taxes
Workers’ compensation insurance
Supplies
Total variable costs
Fixed costs
Total costs

$66,000
6,600
3,300
1,500
77,400
3,400
$80,800

COMPUTATIONS
W ages

Number of items priced in 1988
(20,000 x 4)
Projected number of items priced
in 1989 (24,000 x 5)
Average wage cost per item in 1988
($40,000/80,000)
Projected wage cost in 1989
(120,000 @ $0.50 + 10%)

80,000
120,000
$0.50
$66,000

P a y r o l l ta x e s

$66,000 x 10%

$ 6,600

W o r k e r s ’ c o m p e n s a tio n in s u r a n c e

$66,000 x 5%

$ 3,300

S u p p lie s

1989 projected multiple of number of 1988 items
(120,000/80,000)
$1,000 x 1.5
b.

1.5 times
$ 1,500

T a p a W h o le s a le C o m p a n y

COMPUTATION OF STANDARD DELIVERY
COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCT
F o r th e Y e a r E n d in g D e c e m b e r 3 1 , 1 9 8 9
N um ber

P rodu ct

Arcil
Balo
Cacha
Totals

U n its

60,000
40,000
20,000
120,000

Variable cost per delivery:
Total number of deliveries
Variable costs
Variable costs per delivery

U n it
c a p a c ity
p e r tr u c k

of
d e l iv e r ie s
p r o je c te d

V a r ia b le
c o s ts p e r
d e l iv e r y

V a r ia b le
c o s ts p e r
u n it
d e liv e r e d

F ix e d
c o s ts

T o ta l

10
5

6,000
8,000
5,000
19,000

$12
12
12

$1.20
2.40
3.00

$0.25
0.25
0.25

$1.45
2.65
3.25

4

Fixed costs per unit:
Total number of units
Fixed costs
Fixed costs per unit

19,000
$228,000
$12
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Answer

Accounting for Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations

5 (10 points)

a.

E d e n T o w n s h ip

A D M IN IS T R A T IO N C EN TER C A P ITA L PROJECTS FUND
J o u r n a l E n tr ie s
J u ly 1, 1 9 9 0 t o J u n e 3 0 , 1 9 9 1
D e b it

C r e d it

1990

July

1

Cash
Due to general fund
To record loan received from general fund

9

Expenditures
Cash
To record unencumbered expenses

$ 300,000

200,000
200,000

Cash
Other financing sources
To record sale of bonds

6,060,000

Due from state government
Revenues
To record grant due from state

3,000,000

Apr. 30

Encumbrances
Reserved for encumbrances
To record encumbrance for contract

7,000,000

May 9

Cash
Due from state government
To record receipt of grant

1,000,000

June 10

Due to general fund
Cash
To record payment of loan

Dec. 1

1

$ 300,000

6,060,000

3,000,000

1991

7,000,000

1,000,000

300,000

30

Reserved for encumbrances
Encumbrances
To reverse encumbrance for progress billing on
contract

1,200,000

30

Expenditures
Contracts payable
Retainage payable
To record expenditures on construction contract and
retained amount

1,200,000
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Answer 5 (cont.)
Eden Township
ADMINISTRATION CENTER CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
Closing Entries
June 30, 1991

b.

Debit
Fund balance
Encumbrances
Expenditures

(1)

Credit

$7,200,000
$5,800,000
1,400,000

To close
(2)
Revenues
Other financing sources
Fund balance

3,000,000
6,060,000
9,060,000

To close
c.

Eden Township
ADMINISTRATION CENTER CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1991
Assets
Cash
Due from state government
Total assets

$6,860,000
2, 000,000
$8,860,000
Liabilities and Fund Balance

Liabilities:
Contracts payable
Retainage payable
Total liabilities
Fund balance:
Reserved for encumbrances
Unreserved — designated
for construction
Total fund balance
Total liabilities and fund balance

$1,152,000
48,000
$ 1,200,000

5,800,000
1,860,000
7,660,000
$8,860,000
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Candidate’s No.____
State__ _______ _ _ _
Question No. 4 Page
Albury City
WORKSHEET TO CORRECT TRIAL BALANCE
December 31, 1990

Trial
balance
Debits:
Cash
Expenditures
Estimated revenues
Equipment
Encumbrances
Supplies inventory
Taxes receivable—
current
Amount to be pro
vided for retirement
of term bonds
Amounts available
in debt service
fund—term bonds
Totals

$477,800
145,000
228,200

Debit

Adjustments
Credit

Debt
service
fund

Capital
projects
fund

$ 71,800 $6 , 0 0 0
173,000
228,200

$400,000

General
fund

$ 28,000 [b]

Account groups
General
General
fixed
long-term
assets
debt

$6 6 , 0 0 0

[c]
1 0 , 0 0 0 [d]
3,400 [e]

1 0 ,0 0 0

24,000 [a]

24,000

6 6 ,0 0 0

3,400

$394,000

394,000 [g]

6 ,0 0 0

[g]

6 ,0 0 0

$851,000

Credits:
Appropriations
$204,000
Revenues and other
216,800
financing sources
Bonds payable
400,000
Premium on bonds
6 ,0 0 0
payable
Fund balance
24,200
Vouchers payable
Investment in general
fixed assets—
general fund revenue
Reserved for
encumbrances
Reserved for sup
plies inventory
Estimated uncollectible
current taxes
Totals
$851,000

400,000 [f]
6 ,0 0 0

$937,000

$ 13,200
406,000
400,000

[a]
[f]
[g]

$510,400 $6 , 0 0 0

$400,000

$204,000
230,000 $6 , 0 0 0

$400,000

$6 6 , 0 0 0

$400,000

$400,000

[f]
24,200
28,000

28,000

[b]

6 6 ,0 0 0

[c]

1 0 ,0 0 0

[d]

1 0 ,0 0 0

3,400

[e]

3,400

10,800
$937,400

[a]
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10,800
$510,400 $6 , 0 0 0

$400,000
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$400,000
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Answer 4 (cont.)
Albury City
WORKSHEET ADJUSTMENTS
December 31, 1990
(Not Required)

[a]

Taxes receivable — current
Estimated uncollectible current taxes
Revenues
To record current taxes receivable and amount estimated as
uncollectible, computed as follows:
Total tax levy
$205,200 _ =216,000
Divided by % collectible
.9 5
___
Taxes receivable = $216,000 - $192,000 = $ 24,000
Estimated uncollectible
taxes = 5% x $216,000

[b]

[c]

[d]

[e]

[f]

[g]

Debit
$ 24,000

Credit
$ 10,800
13,200

=
$ 10,800

Expenditures
Vouchers payable
To record liabilities unrecorded at year-end.
Equipment
Investment in general fixed assets — general fund revenue
To record purchase of equipment from general fund revenue.
Encumbrances
Reserved for encumbrances
To record purchase orders outstanding at year-end.
Supplies inventory
Reserved for supplies inventory
To record inventory of supplies on hand at year-end.

28,000
28,000
6 6 ,0 0 0
6 6 ,0 0 0

1 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 ,0 0 0

3,400
3,400

Bonds payable
Premium on bonds payable
Other financing sources
To reclassify bond proceeds.

400,000

Amount to be provided for retirement of term bonds
Amounts available in debt service fund — term bonds
Bonds payable
To record bond issue and amount restricted for bond retirement.

394,000

6 ,0 0 0

406,000
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Answer 4 (10 points)
Children’s Agency
JOURNAL ENTRIES
For the Year Ended June 30, 1989

Account Title
1.

Current Fund
Unrestricted
Restricted
Dr. (Cr.)
Dr. (Cr.)

Pledges receivable
Cash
Contributions

$800,000

2.

Cash
Pledges receivable

450,000
(450,000)

3.

Cash
Special events support
Legacies and bequests
Membership dues
Investment revenue

35,000
(12,000)
(10,000)
(8,000)
(5,000)

4.

Medical services program
Community information services program
Vouchers payable

60,000
15,000
(75,000)

5.

Management and general services
Fund-raising services
Vouchers payable

6.

Transfer to land, buildings,
and equipment fund
Cash
Buildings and equipment
Fund balance — expended

7.

Depreciation expense
Accumulated depreciation
Fund-balance — expended
Fund balance — unexpended
Medical services program
Community information services program
Management and general services
Fund raising services
Depreciation expense

8.

Vouchers payable
Cash

(800,000)

Land, Buildings, and
Equipment Fund
Dr. (Cr.)
$50,000

$95,000
(95,000)

(50,000)
20,000
(20,000)

150,000
200,000
(350,000)

18,000
(18,000)
18,000
(18,000)
15,000
(15,000)
15,000
(15,000)
4,000
3,000
6,000
2,000
(15,000)
330,000
(330,000)
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Endowment
Fund
Dr. (Cr.)
$1,000
(1,000)
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M U L T IP L E C H O IC E IT E M S — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.
A.

Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements

TM92#2. According to the FASB conceptual frame
work, which of the following is an essential characteristic
of an asset?
a. The claims to an asset’s benefits are legally
enforceable.
b. An asset is tangible.
c. An asset is obtained at a cost.
d. An asset provides future benefits.

Conceptual Framework

TM93#1. According to the FASB conceptual frame
work, which of the following situations violates the con
cept of reliability?
a. Financial statements were issued nine months
late.
b. Report data on segments having the same
expected risks and growth rates to analysts esti
mating future profits.
c. Financial statements included property with a
carrying amount increased to management’s
estimate of market value.
d. Management reports to stockholders regularly
refer to new projects undertaken, but the finan
cial statements never report project results.

TM92#3. According to the FASB conceptual frame
framework, predictive value is an ingredient of
a.
b.
c.
d.

TN92#1. Which of the following accounting pro
nouncements is the most authoritative?
a. FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Con
cepts.
b. FASB Technical Bulletin.
c. AICPA Accounting Principles Board Opinion.
d. AICPA Statement of Position.

R e lia b ility

R e le v a n c e

Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

TN91#1. FASB’s conceptual framework explains both
financial and physical capital maintenance concepts.
Which capital maintenance concept is applied to currently
reported net income, and which is applied to comprehen
sive income?

TN92#2. According to the FASB conceptual frame
work, which of the following relates to both relevance
and reliability?
a. Comparability.
b. Feedback value.
c. Verifiability.
d. Timeliness.

a.
b.
c.
d.

C u rre n tly r e p o rte d
n e t in co m e

C o m p reh en siv e
in co m e

Financial capital
Physical capital
Financial capital
Physical capital

Physical capital
Physical capital
Financial capital
Financial capital

According to the FASB conceptual frame
entity’s revenue may result from
A decrease in an asset from primary operations.
An increase in an asset from incidental transac
tions.
c. An increase in a liability from incidental trans
actions.
d. A decrease in a liability from primary opera
tions.

TM91#1. Under FASB Statement of Financial Account
ing Concepts No. 5, which of the following items would
cause earnings to differ from comprehensive income for
an enterprise in an industry not having specialized
accounting principles?
a. Unrealized loss on investments in noncurrent
marketable equity securities.
b. Unrealized loss on investments in current mar
ketable equity securities.
c. Loss on exchange of similar assets.
d. Loss on exchange of dissimilar assets.

TM92#1. FASB Interpretations of Statements of Finan
cial Accounting Standards have the same authority as the
FASB
a. Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts.
b. Emerging Issues Task Force Consensus.
c. Technical Bulletins.
d. Statements of Financial Accounting Standards.

TN90#1. According to the FASB’s conceptual frame
work, the process of reporting an item in the financial
statements of an entity is
a. Recognition.
b. Realization.
c. Allocation.
d. Matching.

TN92#3.
work, an
a.
b.

FA-1

Financial Accounting and Reporting
According to the FASB’s conceptual frame
work, comprehensive income includes which of the fol
lowing?

TN 89#1.

a.
b.
c.
d.

G ro ss m a rg in

O p e ra tin g in co m e

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.
C.

a.
b.
c.
d.

B.

In ve stm e n ts b y o w n ers

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
No

Basic Concepts and Accounting Standards

D.

TM91#32. The summary of significant accounting poli
cies should disclose the
a. Pro forma effect of retroactive application of
an accounting change.
b. Basis of profit recognition on long-term con
struction contracts.
c. Adequacy of pension plan assets in relation to
vested benefits.
d. Future minimum lease payments in the aggre
gate and for each of the five succeeding fiscal
years.

a.
b.
c.
d.

No
Yes
Yes
No

TN89#38. A development stage enterprise should use
the same generally accepted accounting principles that
apply to established operating enterprises for

a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

Nature and Purpose of Financial Statements

Financial Statement Presentation and
Disclosure

Cash overdraft
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Land held for resale
Property, plant, and equip
ment, net
Accounts payable and
accrued expenses
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

Yes
Yes
No
No

E x p en sin g o f c o sts
w h en in cu rre d

Yes
No
No
Yes

1M93#1. The following is Gold Corp.’s June 30, 1992,
trial balance:

C o m p o sitio n

D e fe rr a l o f c o sts

Yes
Yes
No
No

TM93#21. Due to a decline in market price in the second
quarter, Petal Co. incurred an inventory loss. The market
price is expected to return to previous levels by the end
of the year. At the end of the year the decline had not
reversed. When should the loss be reported in Petal’s
interim income statements?
a. Ratably over the second, third, and fourth quar
ters.
b. Ratably over the third and fourth quarters.
c. In the second quarter only.
d. In the fourth quarter only.

TM90#30. Which of the following facts concerning
fixed assets should be included in the summary of signifi
cant accounting policies?
D e p re c ia tio n m e th o d

M a tu rity d a te s o f
lo n g -term d e b t

TM89#38. A development stage enterprise
a. Issues an income statement that shows only
cumulative amounts from the enterprise’s
inception.
b. Issues an income statement that is the same as
an established operating enterprise, but does
not show cumulative amounts from the enter
prise’s inception as additional information.
c. Issues an income statement that is the same as
an established operating enterprise, and shows
cumulative amounts from the enterprise’s
inception as additional information.
d. Does not issue an income statement.

TM89#1. According to the FASB’s conceptual frame
work, comprehensive income includes which of the fol
lowing?
O p era tin g in co m e

C o m p o sitio n o f
in ve n to ries

$ 10,000
$ 35,000
58,000
12,000
100,000
95,000

$300,000

32,000
25,000
150,000
83,000
$300,000

A d d itio n a l in form ation :

•

TM89#28. Which of the following should be disclosed
in the summary of significant accounting policies?
FA-2

Checks amounting to $30,000 were written to vendors
and recorded on June 29, 1992, resulting in a cash
overdraft of $10,000. The checks were mailed on July
9, 1992.

Selected Questions
•

Land held for resale was sold for cash on July 15,
1992.

•

Gold issued its financial statements on July 31, 1992.

TRIAL BALANCE
December 31, 1991
Cash
Accounts receivable, net
Cost in excess of billings
on long-term contracts
Billings in excess of
costs on long-term
contracts
Prepaid taxes
Property, plant, and
equipment, net
Note payable—noncurrent
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings—
unappropriated
Retained earnings—
restricted for note
payable
Earnings from long-term
contracts
Costs and expenses

In its June 30, 1992, balance sheet, what amount should
Gold report as current assets?
a. $225,000
b. $205,000
c. $195,000
d. $125,000
1M93#5. Pear Co.’s income statement for the year
ended December 31, 1992, as prepared by Pear’s control
ler, reported income before taxes of $125,000. The auditor
questioned the following amounts that had been included
in income before taxes:
Equity in earnings of Cinn Co.
Dividends received from Cinn
Adjustments to profits of prior years
for arithmetical errors in depreciation

$40,000
8,000
(35,000)

Pear owns 40% of Cinn’s common stock. Pear’s Decem
ber 31, 1992, income statement should report income
before taxes of
a. $ 85,000
b. $117,000
c. $120,000
d. $152,000

Dr.
$ 600,000
3,500,000

Cr.

1,600,000
$

700,000

450,000
1,480,000
1,620,000
750,000
2,000,000
900,000
160,000
6,680,000
5,180,000
$12,810,000

$12,810,000

Other financial data for the year ended December
31, 1991, are:

TN92#16. An inventory loss from a market price decline
occurred in the first quarter, and the decline was not
expected to reverse during the fiscal year. However, in
the third quarter the inventory’s market price recovery
exceeded the market decline that occurred in the first
quarter. For interim financial reporting, the dollar amount
of net inventory should
a. Decrease in the first quarter by the amount of
the market price decline and increase in the
third quarter by the amount of the decrease in
the first quarter.
b. Decrease in the first quarter by the amount of
the market price decline and increase in the
third quarter by the amount of the market price
recovery.
c. Decrease in the first quarter by the amount of
the market price decline and not be affected in
the third quarter.
d. Not be affected in either the first quarter or the
third quarter.

•

Mint uses the percentage-of-completion method to
account for long-term construction contracts for finan
cial statement and income tax purposes. All receiv
ables on these contracts are considered to be
collectible within 12 months.

•

During 1991, estimated tax payments of $450,000
were charged to prepaid taxes. Mint has not recorded
income tax expense. There were no temporary or per
manent differences, and Mint’s tax rate is 30%.

In Mint’s December 3 1 , 1991, balance sheet, what amount
should be reported as:

-1N92
Items 1 through 3 are based on the following:
The following trial balance of Mint Corp. at December 31,
1991, has been adjusted except for income tax expense.
FA-3

1.

Total retained earnings?
a. $1,950,000
b. $2,110,000
c. $2,400,000
d. $2,560,000

2.

Total noncurrent liabilities?
a. $1,620,000
b. $1,780,000
c. $2,320,000
d. $2,480,000

3.

Total current assets?
a. $5,000,000
b. $5,450,000
c. $5,700,000
d. $6,150,000

Financial Accounting and Reporting
Included in the asset section of the balance sheet were
the following:

1N92#6. Rice Co. was incorporated on January 1 , 1991,
with $500,000 from the issuance of stock and borrowed
funds of $75,000. During the first year of operations, net
income was $25,000. On December 15, Rice paid a
$2,000 cash dividend. No additional activities affected
owners’ equity in 1991. At December 31, 1991, Rice’s
liabilities had increased to $94,000. In Rice’s December
31, 1991, balance sheet, total assets should be reported
at
a. $598,000
b. $600,000
c. $617,000
d. $692,000

Treasury stock of Mont, Inc. at cost,
which approximates market value
on December 31
Idle machinery
Cash surrender value of life insurance
on corporate executives
Allowance for decline in market value
of noncurrent equity investments

$24,000
11,200
13,700
8,400

At what amount should Mont’s net assets be reported in
the December 31, 1990, balance sheet?
a. $851,000
b. $850,100
c. $842,600
d. $834,500

2N92#52. On March 15, 1992, Krol Co. paid property
taxes of $90,000 on its office building for the calendar
year 1992. On April 1, 1992, Krol paid $150,000 for
unanticipated repairs to its office equipment. The repairs
will benefit operations for the remainder of 1992. What
is the total amount of these expenses that Krol should
include in its quarterly income statement for the three
months ended June 30, 1992?
a. $172,500
b. $ 97,500
c. $ 72,500
d. $ 37,500

1M91#2. Mirr, Inc. was incorporated on January 1,
1990, with proceeds from the issuance of $750,000 in
stock and borrowed funds of $110,000. During the first
year of operations, revenues from sales and consulting
amounted to $82,000, and operating costs and expenses
totaled $64,000. On December 15, Mirr declared a $3,000
cash dividend, payable to stockholders on January 15,
1991. No additional activities affected owners’ equity in
1990. Mirr’s liabilities increased to $120,000 by Decem
ber 31, 1990. On Mirr’s December 31, 1990, balance
sheet, total assets should be reported at
a. $885,000
b. $882,000
c. $878,000
d. $875,000

2M92#12. On June 30, 1991, Mill Corp. incurred a
$100,000 net loss from disposal of a business segment.
Also, on June 30, 1991, Mill paid $40,000 for property
taxes assessed for the calendar year 1991. What amount
of the foregoing items should be included in the determi
nation of Mill’s net income or loss for the six-month
interim period ended June 30, 1991?
a. $140,000
b. $120,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $ 70,000

1M91#3. In Baer Food Co.’s 1990 single-step income
statement, the section titled ‘‘Revenues’’ consisted of the
following:

The deferred income tax payable is based on temporary
differences that will reverse in 1992 and 1993.

Net sales revenue
$187,000
Results from discontinued operations:
Loss from operations of segment
(net of $1,200 tax effect)
$(2,400)
Gain on disposal of segment (net
of $7,200 tax effect)
14,400 12,000
Interest revenue
10,200
Gain on sale of equipment
4,700
Cumulative change in 1988 and
1989 income due to change
in depreciation method (net of
$750 tax effect)
1,500
Total revenues
$215,400

In Gar’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, the current
liabilities total was
a. $71,000
b. $69,000
c. $67,000
d. $65,000

In the revenues section of the 1990 income statement,
Baer Food should have reported total revenues of
a. $216,300
b. $215,400
c. $203,700
d. $201,900

1M91#1. When preparing a draft of its 1990 balance
sheet, Mont, Inc. reported net assets totaling $875,000.

1M91#5. Thorpe Co.’s income statement for the year
ended December 31, 1990, reported net income of

1N91 #1. Gar, Inc.’s trial balance reflected the following
liability account balances at December 31, 1990:
Accounts payable
Bonds payable, due 1991
Deferred income tax payable
Discount on bonds payable
Dividends payable on 2/15/91
Income tax payable
Notes payable, due 1/19/92

$19,000
34,000
4,000
2,000
5,000
9,000
6,000

FA-4

Selected Questions
$74,100. The auditor raised questions about the following
amounts that had been included in net income:
Unrealized loss on decline in market
value of noncurrent investments in stock
Gain on early retirement of bonds payable
(net of $11,000 tax effect)
Adjustment to profits of prior years for
errors in depreciation (net of $3,750
tax effect)
Loss from fire (net of $7,000 tax effect)

$( 5,400)
22,000

of inventory loss should be reported in Cox’s quarterly
income statement for the three months ended June 30,
1989?
a. $0
b. $ 90,000
c. $180,000
d. $360,000

TN89#35. For interim financial reporting, the computa
tion of a company’s second quarter provision for income
taxes uses an effective tax rate expected to be applicable
for the full fiscal year. The effective tax rate should reflect
anticipated

( 7,500)
(14,000)

The loss from the fire was an infrequent but not unusual
occurrence in Thorpe’s line of business. Thorpe’s Decem
ber 31, 1990, income statement should report net income
of
a. $65,000
b. $66,100
c. $81,600
d. $87,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

TN90#7. For interim financial reporting, an extraordi
nary gain occurring in the second quarter should be
a. Recognized ratably over the last three quarters.
b. Recognized ratably over all four quarters with
the first quarter being restated.
c. Recognized in the second quarter.
d. Disclosed by footnote only in the second
quarter.

Debit
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Selling expenses
Administrative expenses
Interest expense
Adjustment due to
accounting change in
depreciation method
Gain on debt extinguish
ment
Totals

100,000

What amount should be included in Farr’s income
statement for the quarter ended March 31, 1990?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Insurance expense

$70,000
$70,000
$17,500
$0

$100,000
$ 25,000
$ 25,000
$100,000

1.

Advertising costs may be accrued or deferred
to provide an appropriate expense in each period for

a.
b.
c.
d.

Year-end
financial reporting

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
No
Yes

Credit
$1,600,000

$ 960,000
235,000
150,000
25,000
40,000

10,000
$1,410,000 $1,610,000

Coffey’s income tax rate is 30%. Coffey prepares a multi
ple-step income statement for 1988.

TM90#34.

Interim
financial reporting

Yes
No
No
Yes

Coffey Corp.’s trial balance of income statement accounts
for the year ended December 31, 1988 was as follows:

$ 70,000

Extraordinary loss

No
No
Yes
Yes

1N89
Items 1 and 2 are based on the following:

1N90#55. Farr Corp. had the following transactions
during the quarter ended March 31, 1990:
Loss on early extinguishment of debt
Payment of fire insurance premium for
calendar year 1990

Foreign tax rates

Available tax
planning
alternatives

Income from operations before income tax is
a. $190,000
b. $200,000
c. $230,000
d. $240,000

2. Net income is
a.
b.
c.
d.

$140,000
$161,000
$168,000
$200,000

1 N 8 9 # 4 . Chester Corp. was a development stage enter
prise from its inception on September 1, 1987 to Decem
ber 31, 1988. The following information was taken from
Chester’s accounting records for the above period:

An inventory loss from a permanent market
decline of $360,000 occurred in May 1989. Cox Co.
appropriately recorded this loss in May 1989 after its
March 3 1 , 1989 quarterly report was issued. What amount
2M 90#43.

FA-5

Financial Accounting and Reporting
Net sales
Cost of sales
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Research and development costs
Interest expense

a.
b.
c.
d.

$1,350,000
1,000,000
400,000
300,000
100,000

1M89
Items 2 through 4 are based on the following:

For the period September 1, 1987 to December 31, 1988,
what amount should Chester report as net loss?
a. $ 50,000
b. $150,000
c. $350,000
d. $450,000

The following trial balance of Shaw Corp. at December
3 1 , 1988 has been adjusted except for income tax expense.
Shaw Corp.
T R IA L BALANCE

December 31, 1988

Harper Co. incurred an apparently permanent
inventory loss from market decline of $840,000 during
June 1989. What amount of the inventory loss should be
recognized in Harper’s quarterly income statement for
the three months ended June 30, 1989?
a. $210,000
b. $280,000
c. $420,000
d. $840,000
1N89#49.

Cash
Accounts receivable (net)
Inventory
Property, plant and equip
ment (net)
Accounts payable and
accrued liabilities
Income tax payable
Deferred income tax
liability
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings, 1/1/88
Net sales and other
revenues
Costs and expenses
Income tax expense

An inventory loss from a market price
decline occurred in the first quarter. The loss was not
expected to be restored in the fiscal year. However, in
the third quarter the inventory had a market price recovery
that exceeded the market decline that occurred in the first
quarter. For interim financial reporting, the dollar amount
of net inventory should
a. Decrease in the first quarter by the amount of
the market price decline and increase in the
third quarter by the amount of the market price
recovery.
b. Decrease in the first quarter by the amount of
the market price decline and increase in the
third quarter by the amount of decrease in the
first quarter.
c. Not be affected in the first quarter and increase
in the third quarter by the amount of the market
price recovery that exceeded the amount of the
market price decline.
d. Not be affected in either the first quarter or the
third quarter.

TM89#32.

$

Dr.
675,000
2,695,000
2,185,000

Cr.

7,366,000
$ 1,801,000
654,000
85,000
2,300,000
3,680,000
3,350,000
13,360,000
11,180,000
1,129,000
$25,230,000 $25,230,000

Other financial data for the year ended December 31,
1988:
Included in accounts receivable is $1,000,000 due from
a customer and payable in quarterly installments of
$125,000. The last payment is due December 30, 1990.
The balance in the deferred income tax liability account
pertains to a temporary difference that arose in a prior
year, of which $15,000 is expected to be paid in 1989.
Shaw elected to apply the provisions of FASB Statement
No. 96, Accounting for Income Taxes, in its financial
statements for the year ended December 31, 1988.

1M89#1. Rogo Corp.’s trial balance reflected the fol
lowing account balances at December 31, 1988:

Accounts receivable (net)
Short-term investments
Accumulated depreciation on equipment
and furniture
Cash
Inventory of merchandise
Equipment and furniture
Patent
Prepaid expenses
Land held for future business site

$81,000
$73,000
$67,000
$63,000

$16,000
5,000

During the year, estimated tax payments of $475,000
were charged to income tax expense. The current and
future tax rate on all types of income is 30%.
In Shaw’s December 31, 1988 balance sheet,

15,000
11,000
30,000
25,000
4,000
1,000
18,000

2.

In Rogo Corp.’s December 31, 1988 balance sheet, the
current assets total is
FA-6

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

current assets total is
$6,030,000
$5,555,000
$5,530,000
$5,055,000

Selected Questions

3.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

current liabilities total is
$1,995,000
$2,065,000
$2,470,000
$2,540,000

4.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

final retained earnings balance is
$4,401,000
$4,486,000
$4,876,000
$5,055,000

II.

A.

2 M 8 9 # 1 2 . Vilo Corp. has estimated that total deprecia
tion expense for the year ending December 31, 1989 will
amount to $60,000, and that 1989 year-end bonuses to
employees will total $120,000. In Vilo’s interim income
statement for the six months ended June 30, 1989, what
is the total amount of expense relating to these two items
that should be reported?
a. $0
b. $ 30,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $180,000

R ecognition, M ea su rem en t, V alu ation, a n d P rese n ta tio n o f Assets in C onform ity W ith G enerally
A ccepted A ccounting P rinciples

as cash
balance
a.
b.
c.
d.

C ash , C ash E q u iv alen ts, a n d M ark e ta b le
S ecurities

In May 1993, the FASB issued Statement o f Financial
Accounting Standards No. 115, Accounting fo r Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, superseding
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 12,
Accounting for Certain Marketable Equity Securities.
Accordingly, future examinations will test knowledge of
SFAS No. 115. Previous examination items have n ot
been revised to reflect the application of SFAS 115.

At October 31, 1992, Dingo, Inc. had cash
accounts at three different banks. One account balance
is segregated solely for a November 15, 1992, payment
into a bond sinking fund. A second account, used for
branch operations, is overdrawn. The third account, used
for regular corporate operations, has a positive balance.
How should these accounts be reported in Dingo’s Octo
ber 31, 1992, classified balance sheet?
a. The segregated account should be reported as
a noncurrent asset, the regular account should
be reported as a current asset, and the overdraft
should be reported as a current liability.
b. The segregated and regular accounts should be
reported as current assets, and the overdraft
should be reported as a current liability.
c. The segregated account should be reported as
a noncurrent asset, and the regular account
should be reported as a current asset net of the
overdraft.
d. The segregated and regular accounts should be
reported as current assets net of the overdraft.

T N 92#13.

On both December 31, 1991, and December
31, 1992, Kopp Co.’s only marketable equity security

TM 93#23.

had the same market value, which was below cost. Kopp
considered the decline in value to be temporary in 1991
but other than temporary in 1992. At the end of both
years the security was classified as a noncurrent asset.
Kopp could not exercise significant influence over the
investee. What should be the effects of the determination
that the decline was other than temporary on Kopp’s 1992
net noncurrent assets and net income?
a. No effect on both net noncurrent assets and net
income.
b. No effect on net noncurrent assets and decrease
in net income.
c. Decrease in net noncurrent assets and no effect
on net income.
d. Decrease in both net noncurrent assets and net
income.

1 N 9 2 # 1 9 . Information regarding Pinn, Inc.’s noncur
rent investments in marketable equity securities at
December 31, 1991 and 1990, follows:

1 M 9 3 # 1 0 . Cook Co. had the following balances at
December 31, 1992:

Cash in checking account
Cash in money-market account
U.S. Treasury bill, purchased 12/1/92,
maturing 2/28/93
U.S. Treasury bond, purchased 3/1/92,
maturing 2/28/93

and cash equivalents in its December 31, 1992,
sheet?
$ 600,000
$1,150,000
$1,400,000
$1,900,000

Cost
Allowance for decline in value

$350,000
250,000

1991
$275,000
37,000

1990
$350,000
25,000

What amount should Pinn report in its December 31,
1991, balance sheet as the net unrealized loss on noncur
rent marketable equity securities?
a. $0
b. $12,000
c. $37,000
d. $87,000

800,000
500,000

Cook’s policy is to treat as cash equivalents all highlyliquid investments with a maturity of three months or
less when purchased. What amount should Cook report
FA-7
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1N91 #3. The following information pertains to Park Co.
at December 31, 1990:

TM92#42. A marketable equity security is transferred
from the current portfolio to the noncurrent portfolio. At
the transfer date, the security’s cost exceeds its market
value. What amount is used at the transfer date to record
the security in the noncurrent portfolio?
a. Market value, regardless of whether the decline
in market value below cost is considered perma
nent or temporary.
b. Market value, only if the decline in market
value below cost is considered permanent.
c. Cost, if the decline in market value below cost
is considered temporary.
d. Cost, regardless of whether the decline in mar
ket value below cost is considered permanent
or temporary.

Bank statement balance
Checkbook balance
Deposit in transit
Outstanding checks

In Park’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, cash should
be reported as
a. $ 9,000
b. $10,000
c. $14,000
d. $15,000

1M92#13. Reed, Inc. began operations on January 1,
1991. The following information pertains to Reed’s
December 31, 1991, portfolio of marketable equity secu
rities:

Aggregate cost
Aggregate market value
Aggregate lower of cost or
market value applied to
each security in the
portfolio

Current
$360,000
320,000

Noncurrent
$550,000
450,000

304,000

420,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

•

Cost
$10,000
9,000
11,000
$30,000

Market
value
$ 8,000
11,000
9,000
$28,000

Lower of cost
or market
$ 8,000
9,000
9,000
$26,000

Ott’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet should report the
marketable equity securities as
a. $26,000
b. $28,000
c. $29,000
d. $30,000
1N91#9. On March 15, 1990, Ashe Corp. adopted a
plan to accumulate $1,000,000 by September 1, 1994.
Ashe plans to make four equal annual deposits to a fund
that will earn interest at 10% compounded annually. Ashe
made the first deposit on September 1 , 1990. Future value
and future amount factors are as follows:

Noncurrent
$0
$100,000
$100,000
$130,000

Future value of 1 at 10% for 4 periods
Future amount of ordinary annuity of 1
at 10% for 4 periods
Future amount of annuity in advance of
1 at 10% for 4 periods

1M92#14. The following information pertains to
Smoke, Inc.’s investment in marketable equity securities:
•

1N91#8. On December 31, 1990, Ott Co. had invest
ments in marketable equity securities as follows:

Man Co.
Kemo, Inc.
Fenn Corp.

If the market declines are judged to be temporary, what
amounts should Reed report as valuation allowances for
its current and noncurrent marketable equity securities in
its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
Current
$40,000
$0
$40,000
$56,000

$10,000
14,000
5,000
1,000

On December 31, 1991, Smoke reclassified a security
with a $70,000 cost and a $50,000 market value from
current to noncurrent.

1.46
4.64
5.11

Ashe should make four annual deposits (rounded) of
a. $250,000
b. $215,500
c. $195,700
d. $146,000

A noncurrent marketable equity security costing
$75,000, written down to $30,000 in 1990, had a
$60,000 market value on December 31, 1991. Smoke
believes the recovery is permanent.

TN90#6. On December 2 9 , 1989, BJ Co. sold a market
able equity security that had been purchased on January
4, 1988. BJ owned no other marketable equity security.
An unrealized loss was reported in the 1988 income state
ment. A realized gain was reported in the 1989 income
statement. Was the marketable equity security classified
as a noncurrent asset and did its 1988 market price decline
exceed its 1989 market price recovery?

What is the net effect of the above items on Smoke’s
valuation allowance for noncurrent marketable equity
securities as of December 31, 1991?
a. No effect.
b. $10,000 decrease.
c. $20,000 increase.
d. $30,000 decrease.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Noncurrent
Yes
Yes
No
No

1988 market price
decline exceeded 1989
market price recovery
Yes
No
Yes
No

All reconciling items at March 31, 1990 cleared the bank
in April. Outstanding checks at April 30, 1990 totaled
$7,000. There were no deposits in transit at April 30,
1990. What is the cash balance per books at April 30,
1990?
a. $48,200
b. $52,900
c. $55,200
d. $58,500

1N90#1. In preparing its August 31, 1990 bank recon
ciliation, Apex Corp. has available the following informa
tion:
Balance per bank statement, 8/31/90
Deposit in transit, 8/31/90
Return of customer’s check for insuffi
cient funds, 8/31/90
Outstanding checks, 8/31/90
Bank service charges for August

1M90#2. During 1989, Scott Corp. purchased market
able equity securities as long-term investments. Pertinent
data follow:

$18,050
3,250

Security
D
E
F

600
2,750
100

At August 31, 1990, Apex’s correct cash balance is
a. $18,550
b. $17,950
c. $17,850
d. $17,550

Current Noncurrent
assets
assets
$45,000
$65,000
39,000
57,000
38,000

TN89#2. Robin Co. has a marketable equity securities
portfolio classified as noncurrent. None of the holdings
enables Robin to exercise significant influence over an
investee. The aggregate cost exceeds its aggregate market
value. The decline is considered temporary and should
be reported as a(an)
a. Unrealized loss in the income statement.
b. Realized loss in the income statement.
c. Valuation allowance in the noncurrent liability
section of the balance sheet.
d. Valuation allowance in the asset section of the
balance sheet.

56,000

What valuation allowance should Dey report in its
December 31, 1989 balance sheet for the unrealized loss
included in its 1989 income statement?
a. $14,000
b. $ 9,000
c. $ 7,000
d. $ 6,000

2N89#1. Ral Corp.’s checkbook balance on December
31, 1988 was $5,000. In addition, Ral held the following
items in its safe on that date:

1M90#1. Poe, Inc. had the following bank reconciliation
at March 31, 1990:
Balance per bank statement, 3/31/90
Add deposit in transit
Less outstanding checks
Balance per books, 3/31/90

Check payable to Ral Corp., dated January 2,
1989, in payment of a sale made in
December 1988, not included in December
31 checkbook balance
$2,000
Check payable to Ral Corp., deposited
December 15 and included in December 31
checkbook balance, but returned by Bank on
December 30 stamped “ NSF.” The check
was redeposited on January 2, 1989 and
cleared on January 9
500
Check drawn on Ral Corp.’s account, payable
to a vendor, dated and recorded in Ral’s
books on December 31 but not mailed until
January 10, 1989
300

$46,500
10,300
56,800
12,600
$44,200

Data per bank for the month of April 1990 follow:
Deposits
Disbursements

Market value
at 12/31/89
$ 40,000
60,000
186,000
$286,000

Scott appropriately carries these securities at the lower
of aggregate cost or market value. The amount of unreal
ized loss on these securities in Scott’s 1989 income state
ment should be
a. $20,000
b. $14,000
c. $10,000
d. $0

1N90#2. Dey Corp. began operations in 1989. An analy
sis of Dey’s marketable equity securities portfolio
acquired in 1989 shows the following totals at December
31, 1989 for current and noncurrent assets:

Aggregate cost
Aggregate market value
Aggregate lower of cost or
market value applied to each
security in the portfolio

Cost
$ 36,000
80,000
180,000
$296,000

$58,400
49,700
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c.

The proper amount to be shown as Cash on Ral’s balance
sheet at December 31, 1988 is
a. $4,800
b. $5,300
c. $6,500
d. $6,800

d.

1M93#12. The following information relates to Jay
Co.’s accounts receivable for 1992:

2N89#2. Ross Corp. was organized on January 1 , 1988.
At December 31, 1988, Ross had the following invest
ment portfolio of marketable equity securities:

Aggregate cost
Aggregate market value
Net unrealized loss

In current
assets
$300,000
240,000
$ 60,000

In noncurrent
a sse ts__
$450,000
370,000
$ 80,000

All of the declines are judged to be temporary. Valuation
allowances at December 31, 1988 should be established
with corresponding charges against

a.
b.
c.
d.

Income
$0
$ 60,000
$ 80,000
$140,000

Stockholders’
equity
$140,000
$ 80,000
$ 60,000
$0

Accounts receivable, 1/1/92
Credit sales for 1992
Sales returns for 1992
Accounts written off during 1992
Collections from customers during 1992
Estimated future sales returns
at 12/31/92
Estimated uncollectible accounts
at 12/31/92

50,000
110,000

1M93#17. The following information pertains to Tara
Co.’s accounts receivable at December 31, 1992:
Days
outstanding
0 - 60
61 - 120
Over 120

$100,000
20,000
$ 80,000

At December 31, 1988, the market value of Lee’s invest
ment in the Neu Corp. stock was $85,000. As a result of
the 1988 increase in this stock’s market value, Lee’s 1988
income statement should report
a. An unrealized gain of $5,000.
b. A realized gain of $5,000.
c. An unrealized loss of $15,000.
d. No gain or loss.
B.

$ 650,000
2,700,000
75,000
40,000
2,150,000

What amount should Jay report for accounts receivable,
before allowances for sales returns and uncollectible
accounts, at December 31, 1992?
a. $1,200,000
b. $1,125,000
c. $1,085,000
d. $ 925,000

2N89#3. Lee Corp. reported the following long-term
marketable equity security on its December 31, 1987
balance sheet:
Neu Corp. common stock, at cost
Less allowance for decline in
market value
Balance

Both principal and interest amounts are payable
on December 3 1 , 1993, and December 3 1 , 1994.
Principal is due August 31, 1994, and interest
is due August 31, 1993, and August 31, 1994.

Receivables, Accruals, and Related Contra
Accounts

TM93#24. On M erf's April 30, 1993, balance sheet a
note receivable was reported as a noncurrent asset and
its accrued interest for eight months was reported as a
current asset. Which of the following terms would fit
Merf’s note receivable?
a. Both principal and interest amounts are payable
on August 31, 1993, and August 31, 1994.
b. Principal and interest are due December 31,
1993.

Amount
$120,000
90,000
100,000
$310,000

Estimated
% uncollectible
1%
2%
6%

During 1992, Tara wrote off $7,000 in receivables and
recovered $4,000 that had been written off in prior years.
Tara’s December 31, 1991, allowance for uncollectible
accounts was $22,000. Under the aging method, what
amount of allowance for uncollectible accounts should
Tara report at December 31, 1992?
a. $ 9,000
b. $10,000
c. $13,000
d. $19,000
TN92#4. After being held for 40 days, a 120-day 12%
interest-bearing note receivable was discounted at a bank
at 15%. The proceeds received from the bank equal
a. Maturity value less the discount at 12%.
b. Maturity value less the discount at 15%.
c. Face value less the discount at 12%.
d. Face value less the discount at 15%.
TN92#11. When the allowance method of recognizing
bad debt expense is used, the allowance would decrease
when a(an)
a. Account previously written off is collected.
b. Account previously written off becomes col
lectible.
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c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Specific uncollectible account is written off.
Provision for uncollectible accounts is
recorded.

On August 15, 1991, Benet Co. sold goods
for which it received a note bearing the market rate of
interest on that date. The four-month note was dated July
15, 1991. Note principal, together with all interest, is due
November 15, 1991. When the note was recorded on
August 15, which of the following accounts increased?
a. Unearned discount.
b. Interest receivable.
c. Prepaid interest.
d. Interest revenue.
TM92#21.

TM92#41. In its financial statements, Pulham Corp.
uses the equity method of accounting for its 30% owner
ship of Angles Corp. At December 31, 1991, Pulham has
a receivable from Angles. How should the receivable be
reported in Pulham’s 1991 financial statements?
a. None of the receivable should be reported, but
the entire receivable should be offset against
Angles’ payable to Pulham.
b. Seventy percent of the receivable should be
separately reported, with the balance offset
against 30% of Angles’ payable to Pulham.
c. The total receivable should be disclosed sepa
rately.
d. The total receivable should be included as part
of the investment in Angles, without separate
disclosure.

When the allowance method of recognizing
uncollectible accounts is used, the entries at the time of
collection of a small account previously written off would
a. Increase the allowance for uncollectible
accounts.
b. Increase net income.
c. Decrease the allowance for uncollectible
accounts.
1M92#15.
d. Have
On no
December
effect on3 1the
, 1991,
allowance
Jet Co.for
received
uncollect
two
ible receivable
accounts. from customers in exchange for
$10,000 notes
services rendered. On both notes, interest is calculated
on the outstanding principal balance at the annual rate of
3% and payable at maturity. The note from Hart Corp.,
made under customary trade terms, is due in nine months
and the note from Maxx, Inc. is due in five years. The
market interest rate for similar notes on December 31,
1991, was 8%. The compound interest factors to convert
future values into present values at 8% follow:
TM92#47.

Present value of $1 due in nine months:
Present value of $1 due in five years:

.944
.680

H art

M axx

$ 9,440
$ 9,652
$10,000
$10,000

$6,800
$7,820
$6,800
$7,820

1M92#16. On December 1, 1991, Tigg Mortgage Co.
gave Pod Corp. a $200,000, 12% loan. Pod received
proceeds of $194,000 after the deduction of a $6,000
nonrefundable loan origination fee. Principal and interest
are due in 60 monthly installments of $4,450, beginning
January 1, 1992. The repayments yield an effective inter
est rate of 12% at a present value of $200,000 and 13.4%
at a present value of $194,000. What amount of accrued
interest receivable should Tigg include in its December
31, 1991 , balance sheet?
a. $4,450
b. $2,166
c. $2,000
d. $0
1M92#21. Dolce Co., which began operations on Janu
ary 1, 1990, appropriately uses the installment method
of accounting to record revenues. The following informa
tion is available for the years ended December 31, 1990
and 1991:

Sales
Gross profit realized
on sales made in:
1990
1991
Gross profit percentages

1990

1991

$ 1,000,000

$2 ,000,000

150,000

90,000
200,000

—

30%

40%

What amount of installment accounts receivable should
Dolce report in its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $1,225,000
b. $1,300,000
c. $1,700,000
d. $1,775,000
For financial statement purposes, the install
ment method of accounting may be used if the
a. Collection period extends over more than 12
months.
b. Installments are due in different years.
c. Ultimate amount collectible is indeterminate.
d. Percentage-of-completion method is inappro
priate.

TN91#6.

1N91#11. On July 1, 1989, Gee, Inc. leased a delivery
truck from Marr Corp. under a 3-year operating lease.
Total rent for the term of the lease will be $36,000,
payable as follows:

At what amounts should these two notes receivable be
reported in Jet’s December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

All payments were made when due. In Marr’s June 30,
1991, balance sheet, the accrued rent receivable should
be reported as
a. $0
b. $ 9,000
c. $12,000
d. $21,000
1N91#17. On July 1, 1991, Lee Co. sold goods in
exchange for a $200,000, 8-month, noninterest-bearing
note receivable. At the time of the sale, the note’s market
rate of interest was 12%. What amount did Lee receive
when it discounted the note at 10% on September 1,
1991?
a. $194,000
b. $193,800
c. $190,000
d. $188,000

Gibbs Co. uses the allowance method for
recognizing uncollectible accounts. Ignoring deferred
taxes, the entry to record the write-off of a specific uncol
lectible account
a. Affects neither net income nor working cap
ital.
b. Affects neither net income nor accounts
receivable.
c. Decreases both net income and accounts receiv
able.
d. Decreases both net income and working capital.

TM91#10.

2M91#15. On November 1, 1990, Beni Corp. was
awarded a judgment of $1,500,000 in connection with a
lawsuit. The decision is being appealed by the defendant,
and it is expected that the appeal process will be comp
leted by the end of 1991. Beni’s attorney feels that it is
highly probable that an award will be upheld on appeal,
but that the judgment may be reduced by an estimated
40%. In addition to footnote disclosure, what amount
should be reported as a receivable in Beni’s balance sheet
at December 31, 1990?
a. $1,500,000
b. $ 900,000
c. $ 600,000
d. $0
1N90#5. On the December 31, 1989 balance sheet of
Mann Co., the current receivables consisted of the fol
lowing:

Trade accounts receivable
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Claim against shipper for goods lost
in transit (November 1989)
Selling price of unsold goods sent by
Mann on consignment at 130% of cost
(not included in Mann’s ending
inventory)
Security deposit on lease of warehouse
used for storing someinventories
Total

$ 93,000
(2,000)
3,000

26,000

1N90#6. Kemp, Inc. appropriately uses the installment
method of accounting to recognize income in its financial
statements. Some pertinent data relating to this method
of accounting include:

Installment sales
Cost of installment
sales
Gross profit
Rate of gross
profit on install
ment sales
Balance of deferred
gross profit at
year end:
1987
1988
1989
Total

At December 3 1 , 1989, the correct total of Mann’s current
net receivables was

1987

1988

1989

$300,000

$375,000

$360,000

225,000
$ 75,000

285,000
$ 90,000

252,000
$108,000

25%

24%

30%

$52,500

$15,000
54,000

$52,500

$69,000

$

-0 9,000
72,000
$81,000

What amount of installment accounts receivable should
be presented in Kemp’s December 31, 1989 balance
sheet?
a. $270,000
b. $277,500
c. $279,000
d. $300,000
1N90#56. On January 3, 1989, Ard Corp. owned a
machine that had cost $60,000. The accumulated depreci
ation was $50,000, estimated salvage value was $5,000,
and fair market value was $90,000. On January 4, 1989,
this machine was irreparably damaged by Rice Corp. and
became worthless. In October 1989, a court awarded
damages of $90,000 against Rice in favor of Ard. At
December 31, 1989, the final outcome of this case was
awaiting appeal and was, therefore, uncertain. However,
in the opinion of Ard’s attorney, Rice’s appeal will be
denied. At December 31, 1989, what amount should Ard
accrue for this gain contingency?
a. $90,000
b. $80,000
c. $75,000
d. $0

On July 1, 1989, Kay Corp. sold equipment
to Mando Co. for $100,000. Kay accepted a 10% note
receivable for the entire sales price. This note is payable
in two equal installments of $50,000 plus accrued interest
on December 31, 1989 and December 31, 1990. On July
1, 1990, Kay discounted the note at a bank at an interest
2N90#1.

30,000
$150,000

$ 94,000
$120,000
$124,000
$150,000
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rate of 12%. Kay’s proceeds from the discounted note
were
a. $48,400
b. $49,350
c. $50,350
d. $51,700
2N90#3. On June 1, 1989, Yola Corp. loaned Dale
$500,000 on a 12% note, payable in five annual install
ments of $100,000 beginning January 2 , 1990. In connec
tion with this loan, Dale was required to deposit $5,000
in a noninterest-bearing escrow account. The amount held
in escrow is to be returned to Dale after all principal and
interest payments have been made. Interest on the note
is payable on the first day of each month beginning July
1, 1989. Dale made timely payments through November
1, 1989. On January 2, 1990, Yola received payment of
the first principal installment plus all interest due. At
December 31, 1989, Yola’s interest receivable on the
loan to Dale should be
a. $0
b. $ 5,000
c. $10,000
d. $15,000
2N90#9. Mill Co.’s allowance for uncollectible
accounts was $100,000 at the end of 1989 and $90,000
at the end of 1988. For the year ended December 31,
1989, Mill reported bad debt expense of $16,000 in its
income statement. What amount did Mill debit to the
appropriate account in 1989 to write off actual bad debts?
a. $ 6,000
b. $10,000
c. $16,000
d. $26,000
1M90#5. Garr Co. received a $60,000, 6-month, 10%
interest-bearing note from a customer. After holding the
note for two months, Garr was in need of cash and dis
counted the note at the United Local Bank at 12%. The
amount of cash Garr received from the bank was
a. $60,480
b. $60,630
c. $61,740
d. $62,520
1M90#9. The following accounts were abstracted from
Roxy Co.’s unadjusted trial balance at December 31,
1989:
Debit
Accounts receivable
Allowance for uncol
lectible accounts
Net credit sales

a.
b.
c.
d.

$90,000
$82,000
$38,000
$30,000

1M90#10. On June 1 , 1989, Pitt Corp. sold merchandise
with a list price of $5,000 to Burr on account. Pitt allowed
trade discounts of 30% and 20%. Credit terms were 2/
15, n/40 and the sale was made FOB shipping point. Pitt
prepaid $200 of delivery costs for Burr as an accommoda
tion. On June 12, 1989, Pitt received from Burr a remit
tance in full payment amounting to
a. $2,744
b. $2,940
c. $2,944
d. $3,140
1M90#12. Rand, Inc. accepted from a customer a
$40,000, 90-day, 12% interest-bearing note dated August
31, 1989. On September 30, 1989, Rand discounted the
note at the Apex State Bank at 15%. However, the pro
ceeds were not received until October 1, 1989. In Rand’s
September 3 0 , 1989 balance sheet, the amount receivable
from the bank, based on a 360-day year, includes accrued
interest revenue of
a. $170
b. $200
c. $300
d. $400
TN89#6. On July 1, 1988, a company obtained a twoyear 8% note receivable for services rendered. At that
time the market rate of interest was 10%. The face amount
of the note and the entire amount of the interest are due
on June 30, 1990. Interest receivable at December 31,
1988, was
a. 5% of the face value of the note.
b. 4% of the face value of the note.
c. 5% of the July 1, 1988, present value of the
amount due June 30, 1990.
d. 4% of the July 1, 1988, present value of the
amount due June 30, 1990.
TN89#7. A method of estimating uncollectible accounts
that emphasizes asset valuation rather than income mea
surement is the allowance method based on
a. Aging the receivables.
b. Direct write off.
c. Gross sales.
d. Credit sales less returns and allowances.
2N89#5. Lia Co.’s December 31, 1988 balance sheet
reported the following current assets:

Credit

$ 1,000,000

8,000

$3,000,000

Roxy estimates that 3% of the gross accounts receivable
will become uncollectible. After adjustment at December
31, 1989, the allowance for uncollectible accounts should
have a credit balance of

Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Total

$ 35,000
60,000
30,000
$125,000

An analysis of the accounts disclosed that accounts
receivable comprised the following:
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Trade accounts
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Selling price of Lia’s unsold goods sent
to Jax Co. on consignment at 130% of
cost and not included in Lia’s ending
inventory
Total

$48,000
(1,000)

13,000
$60,000

At December 31, 1988, the correct total of Lia’s current
assets is
a. $112,000
b. $115,000
c. $122,000
d. $135,000
2N89#7.
Corp.:

The following information pertains to Oro

Credit sales for the year ended
December 31, 1988
Credit balance in allowance for
uncollectible accounts at January 1, 1988
Bad debts written off during 1988

$450,000
10,800
18,000

According to past experience, 3% of Oro’s credit sales
have been uncollectible. After provision is made for bad
debt expense for the year ended December 31, 1988, the
allowance for uncollectible accounts balance would be
a. $ 6,300
b. $13,500
c. $24,300
d. $31,500

1987

1988

Balance of deferred
gross profit on
sales account:
1987
1988

$300,000
—

$120,000
440,000

Gross profit on sales

30%

40%

The installment accounts receivable balance at December
31, 1988 is
a. $1,000,000
b. $1,100,000
c. $1,400,000
d. $1,500,000
1M89#15. Fay, Inc., received a $30,000, six-month,
12% interest-bearing note from a customer. The note was
discounted the same day by Carr National Bank at 15%.
The amount of cash received by Fay from the bank was
a. $30,000
b. $29,550
c. $29,415
d. $27,750
C.

Inventories

1M93
Items 18 and 19 are based on the following:
During January 1993, Metro Co., which maintains a per
petual inventory system, recorded the following informa
tion pertaining to its inventory:

TM89#2. Which of the following is a method to generate
cash from accounts receivable?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Assignment
Yes
Yes
No
No

Factoring
No
Yes
Yes
No

Balance on 1/1/93
Purchased on 1/7/93
Sold on 1/20/93
Purchased on 1/25/93

TM89#3. A note receivable bearing a reasonable interest
rate is sold to a bank with recourse. At the date of the
discounting transaction, the notes receivable discounted
account should be
a. Decreased by the proceeds from the discounting
transaction.
b. Increased by the proceeds from the discounting
transaction.
c. Increased by the face amount of the note.
d. Decreased by the face amount of the note.
1M89#8. Taft Corp., which began business on January
1, 1987, appropriately uses the installment sales method
of accounting. The following data are available for
December 31, 1987 and 1988:

Unit Total Units on
Units Cost cost
hand
1,000 $1 $1,000
1,000
600
3
1,800 1,600
900
700
400
5
2,000 1,100

18. Under the moving-average method, what amount
should Metro report as inventory at January 31, 1993?
a. $2,640
b. $3,225
c. $3,300
d. $3,900
19. Under the LIFO method, what amount should Metro
report as inventory at January 31, 1993?
a. $1,300
b. $2,700
c. $3,900
d. $4,100
1M93#20. The following items were included in Opal
Co.’s inventory account at December 31, 1992:
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Merchandise out on consignment, at
sales price, including 40% markup
on selling price
Goods purchased, in transit, shipped
f.o.b. shipping point
Goods held on consignment by Opal

$40,000
36,000
27,000

By what amount should Opal’s inventory account at
December 31, 1992, be reduced?
a. $103,000
b. $ 67,000
c. $ 51,000
d. $ 43,000
1M93#21. Moss Co. has determined its December 31,
1992, inventory on a FIFO basis to be $400,000. Informa
tion pertaining to that inventory follows:
Estimated selling price
Estimated cost of disposal
Normal profit margin
Current replacement cost

$408,000
20,000
60,000
360,000

Moss records losses that result from applying the lower
of cost or market rule. At December 31, 1992, what
should be the net carrying value of Moss’ inventory?
a. $400,000
b. $388,000
c. $360,000
d. $328,000
2M93#9. During 1992, Beam Co. paid $1,000 cash and
traded inventory, which had a carrying amount of $20,000
and a fair value of $21,000, for other inventory in the
same line of business with a fair value of $22,000. What
amount of gain (loss) should Beam record related to the
inventory exchange?
a. $2,000
b. $1,000
c. $0
d. ($1,000)
2M93#10. Amble, Inc. exchanged a truck with a car
rying amount of $12,000 and a fair value of $20,000 for
a truck and $5,000 cash. The fair value of the truck
received was $15,000. At what amount should Amble
record the truck received in the exchange?
a. $ 7,000
b. $ 9,000
c. $12,000
d. $15,000
TN92#12. Jel Co., a consignee, paid the freight costs
for goods shipped from Dale Co., a consignor. These
freight costs are to be deducted from Jel’s payment to
Dale when the consignment goods are sold. Until Jel sells
the goods, the freight costs should be included in Jel’s
a. Cost of goods sold.
b. Freight-out costs.
c. Selling expenses.
d. Accounts receivable.

TN92#14. The original cost of an inventory item is
below both replacement cost and net realizable value.
The net realizable value less normal profit margin is
below the original cost. Under the lower of cost or market
method, the inventory item should be valued at
a. Replacement cost.
b. Net realizable value.
c. Net realizable value less normal profit margin.
d. Original cost.
TN92#15. Jones Wholesalers stocks a changing variety
of products. Which inventory costing method will be most
likely to give Jones the lowest ending inventory when its
product lines are subject to specific price increases?
a. Specific identification.
b. Weighted average.
c. Dollar-value LIFO.
d. FIFO periodic.
TM92#23. Southgate Co. paid the in-transit insurance
premium for consignment goods shipped to Hendon Co.,
the consignee. In addition, Southgate advanced part of
the commissions that will be due when Hendon sells the
goods. Should Southgate include the in-transit insurance
premium and the advanced commissions in inventory
costs?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Insurance
premium
Yes
No
Yes
No

Advanced
commissions
Yes
No
No
Yes

TM92#24. During periods of rising prices, when the
FIFO inventory method is used, a perpetual inventory
system results in an ending inventory cost that is
a. The same as in a periodic inventory system.
b. Higher than in a periodic inventory system.
c. Lower than in a periodic inventory system.
d. Higher or lower than in a periodic inventory
system, depending on whether physical quanti
ties have increased or decreased.
TM92#25. Kahn Co., in applying the lower of cost or
market method, reports its inventory at replacement cost.
Which of the following statements are correct?

a.
b.
c.
d.

The original cost
is greater than
replacement cost
Yes
Yes
No
No

The net realizable
value, less a normal
profit margin, is
greater than
replacement cost
Yes
No
Yes
No

1M92#17. Stone Co. had the following consignment
transactions during December 1991:
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b.

Inventory shipped on consignment
to Beta Co.
Freight paid by Stone
Inventory received on consignment
from Alpha Co.
Freight paid by Alpha

$18,000
900
c.
12,000
500
d.

No sales of consigned goods were made through Decem
ber 31, 1991. Stone’s December 31, 1991, balance sheet
should include consigned inventory at
a. $12,000
b. $12,500
c. $18,000
d. $18,900

1N91 #12. On December 28, 1990, Kerr Manufacturing
Co. purchased goods costing $50,000. The terms were
F.O.B. destination. Some of the costs incurred in connec
tion with the sale and delivery of the goods were as
follows:

1M92#18. Anders Co. uses the moving-average method
to determine the cost of its inventory. During January
1992, Anders recorded the following information per
taining to its inventory:

Balance on 1/1/92
Sold on 1/17/92
Purchased on 1/28/92

Units
40,000
35,000
20,000

Unit
cost
$5

Total
cost
$200,000

8

160,000

What amount of inventory should Anders report in its
January 31, 1992, balance sheet?
a. $200,000
b. $185,000
c. $162,500
d. $150,000
Thread Co. is selecting its inventory system
in preparation for its first year of operations. Thread
intends to use either the periodic weighted average
method or the perpetual moving average method, and to
apply the lower of cost or market rule either to individual
items or to the total inventory. Inventory prices are
expected to generally increase throughout 1991, although
a few individual prices will decrease. What inventory
system should Thread select if it wants to maximize the
inventory carrying amount at December 31, 1991?

TN91#27.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Inventory
method
Perpetual
Perpetual
Periodic
Periodic

Packaging for shipment
Shipping
Special handling charges

$1,000
1,500
2,000

These goods were received on December 31, 1990. In
Kerr’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, what amount
of cost for these goods should be included in inventory?
a. $54,500
b. $53,500
c. $52,000
d. $50,000
1N91 #13. In 1989, Cobb adopted the dollar-value LIFO
inventory method. At that time, Cobb’s ending inventory
had a base-year cost and an end-of-year cost of $300,000.
In 1990, the ending inventory had a $400,000 base-year
cost and a $440,000 end-of-year cost. What dollar-value
LIFO inventory cost would be reported in Cobb’s Decem
ber 31, 1990, balance sheet?
a. $440,000
b. $430,000
c. $410,000
d. $400,000
1M91
Item 21 is based on the following:

During 1990, Pitt Corp. incurred costs to develop and
produce a routine, low-risk computer software product,
as follows:

Cost or market
application
Total inventory
Individual item
Total inventory
Individual item

When the double extension approach to the
dollar value LIFO inventory method is used, the inventory
layer added in the current year is multiplied by an index
number. Which of the following correctly states how
components are used in the calculation of this index
number?
a. In the numerator, the average of the ending
inventory at base year cost and at current year
cost.

TN91#28.

In the numerator, the ending inventory at cur
rent year cost, and, in the denominator, the
ending inventory at base year cost.
In the numerator, the ending inventory at base
year cost, and, in the denominator, the ending
inventory at current year cost.
In the denominator, the average of the ending
inventory at base year cost and at current year
cost.

Completion of detail program design
Costs incurred for coding and testing to
establish technological feasibility
Other coding costs after establishment
of technological feasibility
Other testing costs after establishment
of technological feasibility
Costs of producing product masters for
training materials
Duplication of computer software and
training materials from product masters
(1,000 units)
Packaging product (500 units)
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10,000
24,000
20,000
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21. In Pitt’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, what
amount should be reported in inventory?
a. $25,000
b. $34,000
c. $40,000
d. $49,000

The moving-average unit cost of X inventory at January
31, 1990 is
a. $8.80
b. $8.96
c. $9.20
d. $9.60

How should the following costs affect a
retailer’s inventory?

1M90#13. Union Corp. uses the first-in, first-out retail
method of inventory valuation. The following information
is available:

TN90#15.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Interest on
inventory loan
No effect
Increase
Increase
No effect

Freight in
Increase
Increase
No effect
No effect

The retail inventory method includes which
of the following in the calculation of both cost and retail
amounts of goods available for sale?
a. Purchase returns.
b. Sales returns.
c. Net markups.
d. Freight in.

TN90#16.

TN90#17. The replacement cost of an inventory item is
below the net realizable value and above the net realizable
value less the normal profit margin. The original cost of
the inventory item is below the net realizable value less
the normal profit margin. Under the lower of cost or
market method, the inventory item should be valued at
a. Net realizable value.
b. Net realizable value less the normal profit
margin.
c. Original cost.
d. Replacement cost.
1N90#7. The following information applied to Fenn,
Inc. for 1989:

Merchandise purchased for resale
Freight in
Freight out
Purchase returns

$400,000
10,000
5,000
2,000

Fenn’s 1989 inventoriable cost was
a. $400,000
b. $403,000
c. $408,000
d. $413,000

Beginning inventory
Purchases
Net additional markups
Net markdowns
Sales revenue

Date
1/1/90
Inventory
1/11/90
Issue
1/22/90
Purchase

Received

1M90#14. West Retailers purchased merchandise with
a list price of $20,000, subject to trade discounts of 20%
and 10%, with no cash discounts allowable. West should
record the cost of this merchandise as
a. $14,000
b. $14,400
c. $15,600
d. $20,000

Shipping costs incurred by a consignor on
transfer of goods to a consignee should be considered as
a. Expense to the consignee.
b. Expense to the consignor.
c. Inventory cost to the consignee.
d. Inventory cost to the consignor.
TN89#8.

The UNO Company was formed on January
2, 1987, to sell a single product. Over a two-year period,
UNO’s acquisition costs have increased steadily. Physical
quantities held in inventory were equal to three months’
sales at December 31, 1987, and zero at December 31,
1988. Assuming the periodic inventory system, the inven
tory cost method which reports the highest amount for
each of the following is
TN89#9.

a.
b.
c.
d.

On hand

Cost o f sales
1988
FIFO
LIFO
FIFO
LIFO

The original cost of an inventory item is
above the replacement cost and the net realizable value.
The replacement cost is below the net realizable value
less the normal profit margin. As a result, under the lower
TN89#10.

1,600
$9.60

Inventory
December 31, 1987
LIFO
LIFO
FIFO
FIFO

3,200

$8.00

4,800

Retail
$ 30,000
110,000
10,000
20,000
90,000

If the lower of cost or market rule is disregarded, what
would be the estimated cost of the ending inventory?
a. $24,000
b. $20,800
c. $20,000
d. $19,200

1N90#8. Ashe Co. recorded the following data per
taining to raw material X during January 1990:

Units
Cost
Issued

Cost
$12,000
60,000

1,600
6,400
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of cost or market method, the inventory item should be
reported at the
a. Net realizable value.
b. Net realizable value less the normal profit
margin.
c. Replacement cost.
d. Original cost.
2N89#10. The following information pertains to an
inventory item:
Cost
$12.00
Estimated selling price
13.60
Estimated disposal cost
.20
Normal gross margin
2.20
Replacement cost
10.90

Under the lower-of-cost-or-market rule, this inventory
item should be valued at
a. $10.70
b. $10.90
c. $11.20
d. $12.00
1M89#21. Grey Corp. purchased merchandise with a
list price of $20,000, subject to trade discounts of 10%
and 5%. What amount should Grey record as the cost of
this merchandise?
a. $17,000
b. $17,100
c. $17,900
d. $20,000
1M89#22. At December 31, 1988, the following infor
mation was available from Huff Co.’s accounting records:

Inventory, 1/1/88
Purchases
Additional markups
Available for sale

C o st

R e ta il

$147,000
833,000
—
$980,000

$ 203,000
1,155,000
42,000
$1,400,000

Sales for the year totaled $1,106,000. Markdowns
amounted to $14,000. Under the approximate lower of
average cost or market retail method, H uff's inventory
at December 31, 1988 was
a. $308,000
b. $280,000
c. $215,600
d. $196,000
D.

Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or
Leased and Related Contra Accounts

TM93#16. In an exchange of similar assets, Transit Co.
received equipment with a fair value equal to the carrying
amount of equipment given up. Transit also contributed
cash. As a result of the exchange, Transit recognized
a. A loss equal to the cash given up.
b. A loss determined by the proportion of cash
paid to the total transaction value.

c.
d.

A gain determined by the proportion of cash
paid to the total transaction value.
Neither gain nor loss.

A building suffered uninsured fire damage.
The damaged portion of the building was refurbished with
higher quality materials. The cost and related accumulated
depreciation of the damaged portion are identifiable. To
account for these events, the owner should
a. Reduce accumulated depreciation equal to the
cost of refurbishing.
b. Record a loss in the current period equal to the
sum of the cost of refurbishing and the carrying
amount of the damaged portion of the building.
c. Capitalize the cost of refurbishing and record
a loss in the current period equal to the carrying
amount of the damaged portion of the building.
d. Capitalize the cost of refurbishing by adding
the cost to the carrying amount of the building.

TM93#26.

On January 1, 1988, Crater, Inc. purchased
equipment having an estimated salvage value equal to
20% of its original cost at the end of a 10-year life. The
equipment was sold December 31, 1992, for 50% of its
original cost. If the equipment’s disposition resulted in a
reported loss, which of the following depreciation meth
ods did Crater use?
a. Double-declining balance.
b. Sum-of-the-years’-digits.
c. Straight-line.
d. Composite.
TM93#27.

1M93#22. Star Co. leases a building for its product
showroom. The ten-year non-renewable lease will expire
on December 31, 1997. In January 1992, Star redecorated
its showroom and made leasehold improvements of
$48,000. The estimated useful life of the improvements is
8 years. Star uses the straight-line method of amortization.
What amount of leasehold improvements, net of amortiza
tion, should Star report in its June 30, 1992, balance
sheet?
a. $45,600
b. $45,000
c. $44,000
d. $43,200
1M93#24. On January 2, 1989, Reed Co. purchased a
machine for $800,000 and established an annual deprecia
tion charge of $100,000 over an eight-year life. During
1992, after issuing its 1991 financial statements, Reed
concluded that: (1) the machine suffered permanent
impairment of its operational value, and (2) $200,000
is a reasonable estimate of the amount expected to be
recovered through use of the machine for the period Janu
ary 1, 1992, through December 31, 1996. In Reed’s
December 31, 1992, balance sheet, the machine should
be reported at a carrying amount of
a. $0
b. $100,000
c. $160,000
d. $400,000
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TM92#11. Derby Co. incurred costs to modify its build
ing and to rearrange its production line. As a result, an
overall reduction in production costs is expected. How
ever, the modifications did not increase the building’s
market value, and the rearrangement did not extend the
production line’s life. Should the building modification
costs and the production line rearrangement costs be capi
talized?
B u ild in g
m o d ific a tio n c o s ts

P ro d u c tio n lin e
re a rra n g e m e n t c o s ts

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM92#12. Land was purchased to be used as the site
for the construction of a plant. A building on the property
was sold and removed by the buyer so that construction
on the plant could begin. The proceeds from the sale of
the building should be
a. Netted against the costs to clear the land and
expensed as incurred.
b. Netted against the costs to clear the land and
amortized over the life of the plant.
c. Deducted from the cost of the land.
d. Classified as other income.
TM92#13. Lano Corp.’s forest land was condemned for
use as a national park. Compensation for the condemna
tion exceeded the forest land’s carrying amount. Lano
purchased similar, but larger, replacement forest land for
an amount greater than the condemnation award. As a
result of the condemnation and replacement, what is the
net effect on the carrying amount of forest land reported
in Lano’s balance sheet?
a. The amount is increased by the excess of the
replacement forest land’s cost over the con
demned forest land’s carrying amount.
b. The amount is increased by the excess of the
replacement forest land’s cost over the condem
nation award.
c. The amount is increased by the excess of the
condemnation award over the condemned forest
land’s carrying amount.
d. No effect, because the condemned forest land’s
carrying amount is used as the replacement for
est land’s carrying amount.
TM92#16. A machine with a 5-year estimated useful
life and an estimated 10% salvage value was acquired on
January 1, 1988. On December 31, 1991, accumulated
depreciation, using the sum-of-the-years’ digits method,
would be
a. (Original cost less salvage value) multiplied by
1/ l5.

b.

(Original cost less salvage value) multiplied by

c.
d.

Original cost multiplied by 14/ 15.
Original cost multiplied by 1/15.

1M92#19. On December 31, 1991, Vey Co. traded
equipment with an original cost of $100,000 and accumu
lated depreciation of $40,000 for similar productive
equipment with a fair value of $60,000. In addition, Vey
received $30,000 cash in connection with this exchange.
What should be Vey’s carrying amount for the equipment
received at December 31, 1991?
a. $30,000
b. $40,000
c. $60,000
d. $80,000
1M92#22. On December 1, 1991, Boyd Co. purchased
a $400,000 tract of land for a factory site. Boyd razed
an old building on the property and sold the materials it
salvaged from the demolition. Boyd incurred additional
costs and realized salvage proceeds during December
1991, as follows:

Demolition of old building
Legal fees for purchase contract and
recording ownership
Title guarantee insurance
Proceeds from sale of salvaged materials

$50,000
10,000
12,000
8,000

In its December 31, 1991, balance sheet, Boyd should
report a balance in the land account of
a. $464,000
b. $460,000
c. $442,000
d. $422,000
During January 1990, Vail Co. made long
term improvements to a recently leased building. The
lease agreement provides for neither a transfer of title to
Vail nor a bargain purchase option. The present value of
the minimum lease payments equals 85% of the building’s
market value, and the lease term equals 70% of the build
ing’s economic life. Should assets be recognized for the
building and the leasehold improvements?
TN91#33.

a.
b.
c.
d.

B u ild in g

L e a se h o ld
im p ro ve m en ts

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

1N91#14. On July 1, 1990, Glen Corp. leased a new
machine from Ryan Corp. The lease contains the follow
ing information:

Lease term
Useful life of the machine
Present value of the minimum lease
payments
Fair value of the machine
Executory costs

10 years
12 years
$120,000
200,000
3,000

14/ 15.

No bargain purchase option is provided, and the machine
reverts to Ryan when the lease expires. What amount
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should Glen record as a capitalized leased asset at incep
tion of the lease?
a. $0
b. $120,000
c. $123,000
d. $200,000

What amount of cost should Cory use to determine the
gain on the condemnation?
a. $581,000
b. $582,000
c. $584,000
d. $588,000

1N91#15. On January 1, 1990, Dix Co. replaced its old
boiler. The following information was available on that
date:

1M91#23. On October 1, 1990, Shaw Corp. purchased
a machine for $126,000 that was placed in service on
November 30, 1990. Shaw incurred additional costs for
this machine, as follows:

Carrying amount of old boiler
Fair value of old boiler
Purchase and installation price
of new boiler

$

8,000
2,000

Shipping
Installation
Testing

100,000

$3,000
4,000
5,000

The old boiler was sold for $2,000. What amount should
Dix capitalize as the cost of the new boiler?
a. $ 92,000
b. $ 94,000
c. $ 98,000
d. $100,000

In Shaw’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, the
machine’s cost should be reported as
a. $126,000
b. $129,000
c. $133,000
d. $138,000

1N91#16. On January 1, 1989, Bay Co. acquired a land
lease for a 21-year period with no option to renew. The
lease required Bay to construct a building in lieu of rent.
The building, completed on January 1, 1990, at a cost
of $840,000, will be depreciated using the straight-line
method. At the end of the lease, the building’s estimated
market value will be $420,000. What is the building’s
carrying amount in Bay’s December 31, 1990, balance
sheet?
a. $798,000
b. $800,000
c. $819,000
d. $820,000

1M91#24. During 1990, Burr Co. had the following
transactions pertaining to its new office building:

1N91#18. On January 1, 1986, Lane, Inc. acquired
equipment for $100,000 with an estimated 10-year useful
life. Lane estimated a $10,000 salvage value and used
the straight-line method of depreciation. During 1990,
after its 1989 financial statements had been issued, Lane
determined that, due to obsolescence, this equipment’s
remaining useful life was only four more years and its
salvage value would be $4,000. In Lane’s December 31,
1990, balance sheet, what was the carrying amount of
this asset?
a. $51,500
b. $49,000
c. $41,500
d. $39,000

$ 60,000
2,000
8,000
5,000
3,000
350,000

In Burr’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, what
amounts should be reported as the cost of land and cost
of building?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Land

B u ild in g

$60,000
$62,000
$64,000
$65,000

$360,000
$360,000
$358,000
$362,000

$2,500
3,500

On January 1, 1988, Nobb Corp. signed a
12-year lease for warehouse space. Nobb has an option
to renew the lease for an additional 8-year period on or
before January 1 , 1992. During January 1990, Nobb made
substantial improvements to the warehouse. The cost of
these improvements was $540,000, with an estimated
useful life of 15 years. At December 31, 1990, Nobb
intended to exercise the renewal option. Nobb has taken
a full year’s amortization on this leasehold. In Nobb’s
December 31, 1990, balance sheet, the carrying amount
of this leasehold improvement should be
a. $486,000
b. $504,000
c. $510,000
d. $513,000

3,000
4,000

1M91#26. In January 1988, Winn Corp. purchased
equipment at a cost of $500,000. The equipment had an

1N91#19. A state government condemned Cory Co.’s
parcel of real estate. Cory will receive $750,000 for this
property, which has a carrying amount of $575,000. Cory
incurred the following costs as a result of the condemna
tion:

Appraisal fees to support a $750,000 value
Attorney fees for the closing with the state
Attorney fees to review contract to acquire
replacement property
Title insurance on replacement property

Purchase price of land
Legal fees for contracts to purchase land
Architects’ fees
Demolition of old building onsite
Sale of scrap from old building
Construction cost of new building
(fully completed)

1M91#25.
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estimated salvage value of $100,000, an estimated 8-year
useful life, and was being depreciated by the straight-line
method. Two years later, it became apparent to Winn that
this equipment suffered a permanent impairment of value.
In January 1990, management determined the carrying
amount should be only $175,000, with a 2-year remaining
useful life, and the salvage value should be reduced to
$25,000. In Winn’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet,
the equipment should be reported at a carrying amount
of
a. $350,000
b. $175,000
c. $150,000
d. $100,000
1M91#27. On December 31, 1990, a building owned
by Carr, Inc. was destroyed by fire. Carr paid $12,000
for removal and clean-up costs. The building had a book
value of $250,000 and a fair value of $280,000 on Decem
ber 31, 1990. What amount should Carr use to determine
the gain or loss on this involuntary conversion?
a. $250,000
b. $262,000
c. $280,000
d. $292,000

A building suffered uninsured water and
related damage. The damaged portion of the building was
refurbished with upgraded materials. The cost and related
accumulated depreciation of the damaged portion are
identifiable. To account for these events, the owner should
a. Capitalize the cost of refurbishing and record
a loss in the current period equal to the carrying
amount of the damaged portion of the building.
b. Capitalize the cost of refurbishing by adding
the cost to the carrying amount of the building.
c. Record a loss in the current period equal to the
cost of refurbishing and continue to depreciate
the original cost of the building.
d. Record a loss in the current period equal to the
sum of the cost of refurbishing and the carrying
amount of the damaged portion of the building.

c.
d.

$12,200
$14,000

During 1988, Yvo Corp. installed a production
assembly line to manufacture furniture. In 1989, Yvo
purchased a new machine and rearranged the assembly
line to install this machine. The rearrangement did not
increase the estimated useful life of the assembly line,
but it did result in significantly more efficient production.
The following expenditures were incurred in connection
with this project:
2N90#4.

Machine
Labor to install machine
Parts added in rearranging the assembly
line to provide futurebenefits
Labor and overhead to rearrange the
assembly line

$75,000
14,000
40,000
18,000

What amount of the above expenditures should be capital
ized in 1989?
a. $147,000
b. $107,000
c. $ 89,000
d. $ 75,000

TN90#13.

2N90#2. On January 2, 1988, Ral Co. leased land and
building from an unrelated lessor for a ten-year term. The
lease has a renewal option for an additional ten years,
but Ral has not reached a decision with regard to the
renewal option. In early January of 1988, Ral completed
the following improvements to the property:

D esc rip tio n

E stim a te d
life

C o st

Sales office
Warehouse
Parking lot

10 years
25 years
15 years

$47,000
75,000
18,000

Amortization of leasehold improvements for 1989 should
be
a. $ 7,000
b. $ 8,900

On July 1, 1986, Rey Corp. purchased com
puter equipment at a cost of $360,000. This equipment
was estimated to have a six-year life with no residual
value and was depreciated by the straight-line method.
On January 3, 1989, Rey determined that this equipment
could no longer process data efficiently, that its value
had been permanently impaired, and that $70,000 could
be recovered over the remaining useful life of the equip
ment. What carrying amount should Rey report on its
December 31, 1989 balance sheet for this equipment?
a. $0
b. $ 50,000
c. $ 70,000
d. $150,000
2N90#5.

2N90#13. Vore Corp. bought equipment on January 2,

1988 for $200,000. This equipment had an estimated
useful life of five years and a salvage value of $20,000.
Depreciation was computed by the 150% declining bal
ance method. The accumulated depreciation balance at
December 31, 1989 should be
a. $102,000
b. $ 98,000
c. $ 91,800
d. $ 72,000
1M90#15. On December 1, 1989, East Co. purchased
a tract of land as a factory site for $300,000. The old
building on the property was razed, and salvaged materi
als resulting from demolition were sold. Additional costs
incurred and salvage proceeds realized during December
1989 were as follows:
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Cost to raze old building
Legal fees for purchase contract and to
record ownership
Title guarantee insurance
Proceeds from sale of salvaged materials

$25,000
5,000
6,000
4,000

In East’s December 31, 1989 balance sheet, what amount
should be reported as land?
a. $311,000
b. $321,000
c. $332,000
d. $336,000
1M90#16. On June 18, 1989, Dell Printing Co. incurred
the following costs for one of its printing presses:

Purchase of collating and staplingattachment
Installation of attachment
Replacement parts for overhaul ofpress
Labor and overhead in connection with
overhaul

$84,000
36,000
26,000
14,000

The overhaul resulted in a significant increase in produc
tion. Neither the attachment nor the overhaul increased
the estimated useful life of the press. What amount of
the above costs should be capitalized?
a. $0
b. $ 84,000
c. $120,000
d. $160,000
1M90#17. On April 1, 1988, Kew Co. purchased new
machinery for $300,000. The machinery has an estimated
useful life of five years, and depreciation is computed
by the sum-of-the-years’-digits method. The accumulated
depreciation on this machinery at March 31, 1990 should
be
a. $192,000
b. $180,000
c. $120,000
d. $100,000
1M90#18. On January 2, 1989, Ames Corp. signed an
eight-year lease for office space. Ames has the option to
renew the lease for an additional four-year period on
or before January 2, 1996. During January 1989, Ames
incurred the following costs:

•
•

$120,000 for general improvements to the leased
premises with an estimated useful life of ten years.
$50,000 for office furniture and equipment with an
estimated useful life of ten years.

At December 31, 1989, Ames’ intentions as to exercise
of the renewal option are uncertain. A full year’s amorti
zation of leasehold improvements is taken for calendar
year 1989. In Ames’ December 31, 1989 balance sheet,
accumulated amortization should be
a. $10,000
b. $15,000
c. $17,000
d. $21,250

1M90#19. On December 31, 1989, a building owned
by Pine Corp. was totally destroyed by fire. The building
had fire insurance coverage up to $500,000. Other perti
nent information as of December 31, 1989 follows:

Building, carrying amount
Building, fair market value
Removal and clean-up cost

$520,000
550,000
10,000

During January 1990, before the 1989 financial state
ments were issued, Pine received insurance proceeds of
$500,000. On what amount should Pine base the determi
nation of its loss on involuntary conversion?
a. $520,000
b. $530,000
c. $550,000
d. $560,000
A depreciable asset has an estimated 15% sal
vage value. At the end of its estimated useful life, the
accumulated depreciation would equal the original cost
of the asset under which of the following depreciation
methods?

TM89#4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

S tra ig h t-lin e

P ro d u c tiv e o u tp u t

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
No

A lessee incurred costs to construct office
space in a leased warehouse. The estimated useful life
of the office is ten years. The remaining term of the
nonrenewable lease is fifteen years. The costs should be
a. Capitalized as leasehold improvements and
depreciated over fifteen years.
b. Capitalized as leasehold improvements and
depreciated over ten years.
c. Capitalized as leasehold improvements and
expensed in the year in which the lease expires.
d. Expensed as incurred.

TM89#5.

1M89#23. On January 2 , 1989, Ashe Company entered
into a ten-year noncancellable lease requiring year-end
payments of $100,000. Ashe’s incremental borrowing rate
is 12%, while the lessor’s implicit interest rate, known
to Ashe, is 10%. Present value factors for an ordinary
annuity for ten periods are 6.145 at 10%, and 5.650 at
12%. Ownership of the property remains with the lessor
at expiration of the lease. There is no bargain purchase
option. The leased property has an estimated economic
life of 12 years. What amount should Ashe capitalize for
this leased property on January 2, 1989?
a. $1,000,000
b. $ 614,500
c. $ 565,000
d. $0
1M89#25. On January 2, 1989, Parke Corp. replaced
its boiler with a more efficient one. The following infor
mation was available on that date:
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Purchase price of new boiler
Carrying amount of old boiler
Fair value of old boiler
Installation cost of new boiler

$60,000
5,000
2,000
8,000

The old boiler was sold for $2,000. What amount should
Parke capitalize as the cost of the new boiler?
a. $68,000
b. $66,000
c. $63,000
d. $60,000
1M89#26. Frey, Inc. purchased a machine for $450,000
on January 2, 1987. The machine has an estimated useful
life of four years and a salvage value of $50,000. The
machine is being depreciated using the sum-of-the-years’digits method. The December 3 1 , 1988 asset balance, net
of accumulated depreciation, should be
a. $290,000
b. $270,000
c. $170,000
d. $135,000

E.

Investments

TM93#11. In 1991, Lee Co. acquired, at a premium,
Enfield, Inc. 10-year bonds as a long-term investment.
At December 31, 1992, Enfield’s bonds were quoted at
a small discount. Which of the following situations is the
most likely cause of the decline in the bonds’ market
value?
a. Enfield issued a stock dividend.
b. Enfield is expected to call the bonds at a pre
mium, which is less than Lee’s carrying
amount.
c. Interest rates have declined since Lee purchased
the bonds.
d. Interest rates have increased since Lee pur
chased the bonds.

When the market value of an investment in
debt securities exceeds its carrying amount, how should
each of the following assets be reported at the end of the
year?

TM93#22.

L o n g -te rm
m a rk e ta b le d e b t
se c u ritie s

S h o rt-te rm
m a rk e ta b le d e b t
S ecu rities

a. Market value
b. Carrying amount
c. Carrying amount
d. Market value

Carrying amount
Market value
Carrying amount
Market value

$530,000 at June 30, 1992, and $490,000 at December
31, 1992.
3. What amount of loss from investments should Sun
report in its 1992 income statement?
a. $ 45,000
b. $ 85,000
c. $120,000
d. $160,000
4. What amount should Sun report as net unrealized
loss on noncurrent marketable equity securities in its 1992
statement of stockholders’ equity?
a. $ 40,000
b. $ 45,000
c. $ 85,000
d. $160,000
1M93#15. On July 1, 1992, York Co. purchased as a
long-term investment $1,000,000 of Park, Inc.’s 8%
bonds for $946,000, including accrued interest of
$40,000. The bonds were purchased to yield 10% interest.
The bonds mature on January 1, 1999, and pay interest
annually on January 1. York uses the effective interest
method of amortization. In its December 31, 1992, bal
ance sheet, what amount should York report as investment
in bonds?
a. $911,300
b. $916,600
c. $953,300
d. $960,600
1M93#16. The following information relates to noncur
rent investments that Fall Corp. placed in trust as required
by the underwriter of its bonds:
Bond sinking fund balance, 12/31/91
1992 additional investment
Dividends on investments
Interest revenue
Administration costs
Carrying amount of bonds payable

What amount should Fall report in its December 3 1 , 1992,
balance sheet related to its noncurrent investment for
bond sinking fund requirements?
a. $585,000
b. $580,000
c. $575,000
d. $540,000
Pal Corp.’s 1991 dividend income included
only part of the dividend received from its Ima Corp.
investment. The balance of the dividend reduced Pal’s
carrying amount for its Ima investment. This reflects that
Pal accounts for its Ima investment by the
a. Cost method, and only a portion of Ima’s 1991
dividends represent earnings after Pal’s acquisi
tion.
b. Cost method, and its carrying amount exceeded
the proportionate share of Ima’s market value.
TN92#30.

1M93
Items 3 and 4 are based on the following:

Sun Corp. had investments in marketable equity securities
costing $650,000. On June 30, 1992, Sun decided to hold
the investments indefinitely and accordingly reclassified
them from current to noncurrent on that date. The invest
ments’ market value was $575,000 at December 3 1 , 1991,

$ 450,000
90,000
15,000
30,000
5,000
1,025,000
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c. Equity method, and Ima incurred a loss in 1991.
d. Equity method, and its carrying amount
exceeded the proportionate share of Ima’s mar
ket value.
1N92#20. On July 1, 1991, Balt Co. exchanged a truck
for 25 shares of Ace Corp.’s common stock. On that date,
the truck’s carrying amount was $2,500, and its fair value
was $3,000. Also, the book value of Ace’s stock was $60
per share. On December 31, 1991, Ace had 250 shares
of common stock outstanding and its book value per share
was $50. What amount should Balt report in its December
31, 1991, balance sheet as investment in Ace?
a. $3,000
b. $2,500
c. $1,500
d. $1,250
1M92#12. On July 1, 1991, Cody Co. paid $ 1,198,000
for 10%, 20-year bonds with a face amount of $1,000,000.
Interest is paid on December 31 and June 30. The bonds
were purchased to yield 8%. Cody uses the effective
interest rate method to recognize interest income from
this investment. What should be reported as the carrying
amount of the bonds in Cody’s December 31, 1991, bal
ance sheet?
a. $1,207,900
b. $1,198,000
c. $1,195,920
d. $1,193,050

An issuer of bonds uses a sinking fund for
the retirement of the bonds. Cash was transferred to the
sinking fund and subsequently used to purchase invest
ments. The sinking fund
TN91#36.

I.
II.

Increases by revenue earned on the investments.
Is not affected by revenue earned on the invest
ments.
Decreases when the investments are purchased.

III.

a.
b.
c.
d.

I only.
I and III.
II and III.
III only.

An investor purchased a bond classified as a
long-term investment between interest dates at a discount.
At the purchase date, the carrying amount of the bond is
more than the

TM91#4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

C ash p a id
to s e lle r

F ace am ount
o f bond

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes

and beneficiary. Beal charged officer’s life insurance
expense as follows:
1986
1987
1988
1989
Total

$2,000
1,800
1,500
1,100
$6,400

In Beal’s December 31, 1989 balance sheet, the invest
ment in cash surrender value should be
a. $0
b. $1,600
c. $6,400
d. $8,000
1N90#4. On October 1, 1988, Park Co. purchased 200
of the $1,000 face value, 10% bonds of Ott, Inc., for
$220,000, including accrued interest of $5,000. The
bonds, which mature on January 1, 1995, pay interest
semiannually on January 1 and July 1. Park used the
straight-line method of amortization and appropriately
recorded the bonds as a long-term investment. On Park’s
December 31, 1989 balance sheet, the bonds should be
reported at
a. $215,000
b. $214,400
c. $214,200
d. $212,000
1M90#3. On April 1, 1989, Saxe, Inc. purchased
$200,000 face value, 9% U.S. Treasury Notes for
$198,500, including accrued interest of $4,500. The notes
mature July 1, 1990, and pay interest semiannually on
January 1 and July 1. Saxe uses the straight-line method
of amortization. The notes were sold on December 1,
1989 for $206,500, including accrued interest of $7,500.
In its October 3 1 , 1989 balance sheet, the carrying amount
of this investment should be
a. $194,000
b. $196,800
c. $197,200
d. $199,000
1M90#4. On January 1, 1988, Purl Corp. purchased as
a long-term investment $500,000 face value of Shaw,
Inc.’s 8% bonds for $456,200. The bonds were purchased
to yield 10% interest. The bonds mature on January 1,
1994 and pay interest annually on January 1. Purl uses the
interest method of amortization. What amount (rounded to
nearest $100) should Purl report on its December 31,
1989 balance sheet for this long-term investment?
a. $468,000
b. $466,200
c. $461,800
d. $456,200
1M90
Item 7 is based on the following:

1N90#3. On January 2, 1986, Beal, Inc. acquired a
$70,000 whole-life insurance policy on its president. The
annual premium is $2,000. The company is the owner

Lee, Inc. acquired 30% of Polk Corp.’s voting stock on
January 1, 1988 for $100,000. During 1988, Polk earned
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$40,000 and paid dividends of $25,000. Lee’s 30% inter
est in Polk gives Lee the ability to exercise significant
influence over Polk’s operating and financial policies.
During 1989, Polk earned $50,000 and paid dividends of
$15,000 on April 1 and $15,000 on October 1. On July
1, 1989, Lee sold half of its stock in Polk for $66,000
cash.
7. The carrying amount of this investment in Lee’s
December 31, 1988 balance sheet should be
a. $100,000
b. $104,500
c. $112,000
d. $115,000
An investor purchased a bond as a long-term
investment on January 2. The investor’s carrying value
at the end of the first year would be highest if the bond
was purchased at a
a. Discount and amortized by the straight-line
method.
b. Discount and amortized by the effective interest
method.
c. Premium and amortized by the straight-line
method.
d. Premium and amortized by the effective interest
method.

TN89#3.

An investor in common stock received divi
dends in excess of the investor’s share of investee’s earn
ings subsequent to the date of the investment. How will
the investor’s investment account be affected by those
dividends under each of the following accounting
methods?
TN89#4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

C o s t m e th o d

E q u ity m e th o d

No effect
Decrease
No effect
Decrease

No effect
No effect
Decrease
Decrease

2N89#4. Key Corp. issued 1,000 shares of its nonvoting
preferred stock for all of Lev Corp.’s outstanding common
stock. At the date of the transaction, Key’s nonvoting
preferred stock had a market value of $100 per share,
and Lev’s tangible net assets had a book value of $60,000.
In addition, Key issued 100 shares of its nonvoting pre
ferred stock to an individual as a finder’s fee for arranging
the transaction. As a result of this capital transaction,
Key’s total net assets would increase by
a. $0
b. $ 60,000
c. $100,000
d. $110,000

F. Intangibles and Other Assets
In February 1992, the FASB issued

S ta te m e n t o f F in a n 
c ia l A cco u n tin g S ta n d a rd s N o. 109, A c co u n tin g f o r
In com e Taxes, superseding S ta te m e n t o f F in a n cia l
A cco u n tin g S ta n d a rd s N o. 96, A c co u n tin g f o r In co m e

Taxes. Accordingly, future examinations will test knowl
edge of FASB No. 109.

Which of the following statements concern
ing patents is correct?
a. Legal costs incurred to successfully defend an
internally developed patent should be capital
ized and amortized over the patent’s remaining
economic life.
b. Legal fees and other direct costs incurred in
registering a patent should be capitalized and
amortized on a straight-line basis over a fiveyear period.
c. Research and development contract services
purchased from others and used to develop a
patented manufacturing process should be capi
talized and amortized over the patent’s eco
nomic life.
d. Research and development costs incurred to
develop a patented item should be capitalized
and amortized on a straight-line basis over 17
years.

TM93#25.

1M93#23. During 1992, Lyle Co. incurred $400,000 of
research and development costs in its laboratory to
develop a product for which a patent was granted on July
1, 1992. Legal fees and other costs associated with the
patent totaled $82,000. The estimated economic life of
the patent is 10 years. What amount should Lyle capitalize
for the patent on July 1, 1992?
a. $0
b. $ 82,000
c. $400,000
d. $482,000
1M93#25. On November 30, 1992, Parlor, Inc. pur
chased for cash at $15 per share all 250,000 shares of
the outstanding common stock of Shaw Co. At November
30,1992, Shaw’s balance sheet showed a carrying amount
of net assets of $3,000,000. At that date, the fair value
of Shaw’s property, plant and equipment exceeded its
carrying amount by $400,000. In its November 30, 1992,
consolidated balance sheet, what amount should Parlor
report as goodwill?
a. $750,000
b. $400,000
c. $350,000
d. $0
1M93#26. West Corp. leased a building and received
the $36,000 annual rental payment on June 15, 1992. The
beginning of the lease was July 1, 1992. Rental income
is taxable when received. West’s tax rates are 30% for
1992 and 40% thereafter. West has elected early adoption
of FASB Statement No. 109, A c co u n tin g f o r In com e
Taxes. West had no other permanent or temporary differ
ences. West determined that no valuation allowance was
needed. What amount of deferred tax asset should West
report in its December 31, 1992, balance sheet?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

$ 5,400
$ 7,200
$10,800
$14,400

a.
b.
c.
d.

1M93#27. An analysis of Thrift Corp.’s unadjusted pre
paid expense account at December 3 1 , 1992, revealed the
following:

•

An opening balance of $ 1,500 for Thrift’s comprehen
sive insurance policy. Thrift had paid an annual pre
mium of $3,000 on July 1, 1991.

•

A $3,200 annual insurance premium payment made
July 1, 1992.

•

1M92#23. On November 1, 1991, Key Co. paid $3,600
to renew its insurance policy for three years. At December
3 1 , 1991, Key’s unadjusted trial balance showed a balance
of $90 for prepaid insurance and $4,410 for insurance
expense. What amounts should be reported for prepaid
insurance and insurance expense in Key’s December 31,
1991, financial statements?

A $2,000 advance rental payment for a warehouse
Thrift leased for one year beginning January 1, 1993.

In its December 31, 1992, balance sheet, what amount
should Thrift report as prepaid expenses?
a. $5,200
b. $3,600
c. $2,000
d. $1,600
TN92#29. Malden, Inc. has two patents that have alleg
edly been infringed by competitors. After investigation,
legal counsel informed Malden that it had a weak case
on patent A34 and a strong case in regard to patent B19.
Malden incurred additional legal fees to stop infringement
on B19. Both patents have a remaining legal life of 8
years. How should Malden account for these legal costs
incurred relating to the two patents?
a. Expense costs for A34 and capitalize costs for
B19.
b. Expense costs for both A34 and B19.
c. Capitalize costs for both A34 and B19.
d. Capitalize costs for A34 and expense costs for
B19.

On December 31, 1990, Bit Co. had capital
ized costs for a new computer software product with an
economic life of five years. Sales for 1991 were 30 percent
of expected total sales of the software. At December 31,
1991, the software had a net realizable value equal to 90
percent of the capitalized cost. What percentage of the
original capitalized cost should be reported as the net
amount on Bit’s December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. 70%
b. 72%
c. 80%
d. 90%

TM92#14.

1M92#20. Hy Corp. bought Patent A for $40,000 and
Patent B for $60,000. Hy also paid acquisition costs of
$5,000 for Patent A and $7,000 for Patent B. Both patents
were challenged in legal actions. Hy paid $20,000 in legal
fees for a successful defense of Patent A and $30,000 in
legal fees for an unsuccessful defense of Patent B. What
amount should Hy capitalize for patents?

$162,000
$112,000
$ 65,000
$ 45,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Prepaid
insurance
$3,300
$3,400
$3,400
$3,490

Insurance
expense
$ 1,200
$ 1,200
$ 1,100
$ 1,010

1M92#24. Rom Corp. began business in 1991 and
reported taxable income of $50,000 on its 1991 tax return.
Rom elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, Accounting for Income Taxes. Rom’s enacted tax rate
is 30% for 1991 and future years. The following is a
schedule of Rom’s December 3 1 , 1991, temporary differ
ences in thousands of dollars:

12/31/91
Book basis
over (under)
tax basis
Equipment
Warranty
liability
Deferred
compensation
liability
Installment
receivables
Totals

10

Future taxable
(deductible) amounts
1992 1993 1994 1995
(5)
5
5
5

(20)

( 10) ( 10)

(15)

(5)

30
5

10_________ 20_

(5)

(10)

(10)

25

____

(5)

What amount should Rom report as current deferred tax
assets in its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $0
b. $1,500
c. $4,500
d. $6,000
TN91#13. Say Co. purchased Ivy Co. at a cost that
resulted in recognition of goodwill having an expected
10-year benefit period. However, Say plans to make addi
tional expenditures to maintain goodwill for a total of 40
years. What costs should be capitalized and over how
many years should they be amortized?
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C o sts c a p ita liz e d

A m o rtiza tio n p e r io d

a. Acquisition costs only
b. Acquisition costs only
c. Acquisition and
maintenance costs
d. Acquisition and
maintenance costs

10 years
40 years
10 years
40 years

1N91 #20. On January 1 , 1990, Neal Co. issued 100,000
shares of its $10 par value common stock in exchange
for all of Frey, Inc.’s outstanding stock. This business
combination was accounted for as a pooling of interests.
The fair value of Neal’s common stock on December 31,
1989, was $19 per share. The carrying amounts and fair
values of Frey’s assets and liabilities on December 31,
1989, were as follows:

Cash
Receivables
Inventory
Property, plant, and
equipment
Liabilities
Net assets

C a rryin g
am ount

F a ir va lu e

$ 240,000
270,000
435,000

$ 240,000
270,000
405,000

1,305,000
(525,000)
$1,725,000

1,440,000
(525,000)
$1,830,000

What is the amount of goodwill resulting from the busi
ness combination?
a. $175,000
b. $105,000
c. $ 70,000
d. $0
TM91#11. At the end of its first year of operations
[December 31, 19901, Gold Co. reported a current
deferred tax asset in accordance with FASB Statement
No. 96, A cco u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. Will reversal of
current temporary differences result in taxable or deduct
ible amounts, and did Gold have a 1990 profit or loss for
tax purposes?
T a x a b le o r
d e d u c tib le am o u n ts

a.
b.
c.
d.

Taxable
Taxable
Deductible
Deductible

Completion of detail program design
Costs incurred for coding and testing to
establish technological feasibility
Other coding costs after establishment
of technological feasibility
Other testing costs after establishment
of technological feasibility
Costs of producing product masters for
training materials
Duplication of computer software and
training materials from product masters
(1,000 units)
Packaging product (500 units)

$13,000
10,000
24,000
20,000
15,000
25,000
9,000

22. In Pitt’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, what
amount should be capitalized as software cost, subject to
amortization?
a. $54,000
b. $57,000
c. $59,000
d. $69,000
1M91#28. On June 30, 1990, Union, Inc. purchased
goodwill of $125,000 when it acquired the net assets of
Apex Corp. During 1990, Union incurred additional costs
of developing goodwill, by training Apex employees
($50,000) and hiring additional Apex employees
($25,000). Before amortization of goodwill, Union’s
December 31,1990, balance sheet should report goodwill
of
a. $200,000
b. $175,000
c. $150,000
d. $125,000
1M91#29. On July 1, 1990, Roxy Co. obtained fire
insurance for a 3-year period at an annual premium of
$72,000 payable on July 1 of each year. The first premium
payment was made July 1, 1990. On October 1, 1990,
Roxy paid $24,000 for real estate taxes to cover the period
ending September 30, 1991. This prepayment was made
to obtain a discount. In its December 31, 1990, balance
sheet, Roxy should report prepaid expenses of
a. $60,000
b. $54,000
c. $48,000
d. $36,000
1M91#30. Under East Co.’s accounting system, all
insurance premiums paid are debited to prepaid insurance.
For interim financial reports, East makes monthly esti
mated charges to insurance expense with credits to pre
paid insurance. Additional information for the year ended
December 31, 1990, is as follows:

T a x a b le sta tu s o f
1 9 9 0 o p e ra tio n s

Profit
Loss
Profit
Loss

1M91
Item 22 is based on the following:
During 1990, Pitt Corp. incurred costs to develop and
produce a routine, low-risk computer software product,
as follows:

Prepaid insurance at December 31, 1989
Charges to insurance expense during 1990
(including a year-end adjustment
of $17,500)
Prepaid insurance at December 31, 1990

$105,000
437,500
122,500

What was the total amount of insurance premiums paid
by East during 1990?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

$332,500
$420,000
$437,500
$455,000

1M91#32. Dell Co. adopted a defined benefit pension
plan on January 1, 1990. Dell amortizes the prior service
cost over 16 years and funds prior service cost by making
equal payments to the fund trustee at the end of each of
the first ten years. The service (normal) cost is fully
funded at the end of each year. The following data are
available for 1990:
Service (normal) cost for 1990
Prior service cost:
Amortized
Funded

$220,000
83,400
114,400

Dell’s prepaid pension cost at December 31, 1990, is
a. $114,400
b. $ 83,400
c. $ 31,000
d. $0
TN90#21. Effective January 1, 1989, Flood Co. estab
lished a defined benefit pension plan with no retroactive
benefits. The first of the required equal annual contribu
tions was paid on December 31, 1989. A 10% discount
rate was used to calculate service cost and a 10% rate of
return was assumed for plan assets. All information on
covered employees for 1989 and 1990 is the same. How
should the service cost for 1990 compare with 1989, and
should the 1989 balance sheet report an accrued or a
prepaid pension cost?
S erv ic e c o s t
fo r 1990
c o m p a r e d to 1 9 8 9

a.
b.
c.
d.

P en sio n c o s t r e p o rte d
on th e 1 9 8 9
b a la n c e sh e e t

Equal to
Equal to
Greater than
Greater than

Accrued
Prepaid
Accrued
Prepaid

1N90#9. On April 1, 1990, Dart Co. paid $620,000 for
all the issued and outstanding common stock of Wall
Corp. in a transaction properly accounted for as a pur
chase. The recorded assets and liabilities of Wall Corp.
on April 1, 1990 follow:
Cash
Inventory
Property and equipment (net of accumu
lated depreciation of $220,000)
Goodwill (net of accumulated
amortization of $50,000)
Liabilities
Net assets

$ 60,000
180,000
320,000
100,000
(120,000)
$540,000

On April 1, 1990, Wall’s inventory had a fair value of
$150,000, and the property and equipment (net) had a

fair value of $380,000. What is the amount of goodwill
resulting from the business combination?
a. $150,000
b. $120,000
c. $ 50,000
d. $ 20,000
2N90#18. Slad Co. exchanged similar productive assets
with Gil Co. and, in addition, paid Gil cash of $100,000.
The following information pertains to this exchange:
______ A s s e ts ______
Relinquished by Gil
Relinquished by Slad

C a rry in g
a m o u n ts

F a ir
va lu e s

$75,000
40,000

$140,000
40,000

On Slad’s books, the assets acquired should be recorded
at what amount?
a. $ 75,000
b. $100,000
c. $140,000
d. $175,000
TM90#6. The premium on a three-year insurance policy
expiring on December 31, 1991 was paid in total on
January 2 , 1989. If the company has a six-month operating
cycle, then on December 31, 1989, the prepaid insurance
reported as a current asset would be for
a. 6 months.
b. 12 months.
c. 18 months.
d. 24 months.
1M90#20. On January 1, 1986, Taft Co. purchased a
patent for $714,000. The patent is being amortized over
its remaining legal life of 15 years expiring on January
1, 2001. During 1989, Taft determined that the economic
benefits of the patent would not last longer than ten years
from the date of acquisition. What amount should be
reported in the balance sheet for the patent, net of accumu
lated amortization, at December 31, 1989?
a. $428,400
b. $489,600
c. $504,000
d. $523,600
1M90#21. Black Co., organized on January 2, 1989,
had pretax accounting income of $500,000 and taxable
income of $800,000 for the year ended December 31,
1989. The only temporary difference is accrued product
warranty costs which are expected to be paid as follows:
1990
$100,000
1991
50,000
1992
50,000
1993
100,000
The enacted income tax rates are 35% for 1989, 30% for
1990 through 1992, and 25% for 1993. Black elected
early application of FASB Statement No. 96, A c co u n tin g
f o r In co m e Taxes, in its financial statements for the year
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ended December 3 1 , 1989. In Black’s December 3 1 , 1989
balance sheet, the deferred income tax asset should be
a. $ 60,000
b. $ 70,000
c. $ 85,000
d. $105,000
2M90#52. Lind Corp. was a development stage enter
prise from its inception on October 10, 1987 to December
31, 1988. The following were among Lind’s expenditures
for this period:
Leasehold improvements,
equipment, and furniture
Research and development
Laboratory operations
General and administrative

$1,200,000
850,000
175,000
275,000

The year ended December 31, 1989 was the first year in
which Lind was an established operating enterprise. For
the period ended December 31, 1988, what total amount
of expenditures should Lind have capitalized?
a. $2,500,000
b. $2,225,000
c. $2,050,000
d. $1,200,000
2M90#58. On June 30, 1989, Finn, Inc. exchanged
2,000 shares of Edlow Corp. $30 par value common stock
for a patent owned by Bisk Co. The Edlow stock was
acquired in 1987 at a cost of $50,000. At the exchange
date, Edlow common stock had a fair value of $40 per
share, and the patent had a net carrying amount of
$100,000 on Bisk’s books. Finn should record the patent
at
a. $ 50,000
b. $ 60,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $100,000
TN89#11 Which of the following costs associated with
an internally developed patent should be capitalized?

a.
b.
c.
d.

R e sea rc h a n d
d ev elo p m e n t

P a te n t
re g istra tio n

No

Yes
No
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

TN89#12. On December 31, 1987, the New Bite Com
pany had capitalized costs for a new computer software
product with an economic life of four years. Sales for 1988
were ten percent of expected total sales of the software. At
December 31, 1988, the software had a net realizable
value equal to eighty percent of the capitalized cost. The
unamortized cost reported on the December 31, 1988,
balance sheet should be
a. Net realizable value.
b. Ninety percent of net realizable value.

c.
d.

Seventy-five percent of capitalized cost.
Ninety percent of capitalized cost.

1N89#12. Tobin Corp. incurred $160,000 of research
and development costs to develop a product for which a
patent was granted on January 2, 1983. Legal fees and
other costs associated with registration of the patent
totaled $30,000. On March 3 1 , 1988, Tobin paid $45,000
for legal fees in a successful defense of the patent. The
total amount capitalized for this patent through March
31, 1988 should be
a. $ 75,000
b. $190,000
c. $205,000
d. $235,000
1N89#13. Mark Co. bought a franchise from Fred Co.
on January 1, 1988 for $204,000. An independent consul
tant retained by Mark estimated that the remaining useful
life of the franchise was 50 years. Its unamortized cost
on Fred’s books at January 1, 1988 was $68,000. Mark
has decided to amortize the franchise over the maximum
period allowed. What amount should be amortized for
the year ended December 31, 1988?
a. $5,100
b. $4,080
c. $4,000
d. $1,700
TM89#6. Which of the following costs of goodwill
should be capitalized and amortized?

a.
b.
c.
d.

D e v e lo p in g g o o d w ill

R e sto rin g g o o d w ill

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

1M89#28. Pine Football Company had a player contract
with Duff that is recorded in its books at $500,000 on
July 1 , 1988. Ace Football Company had a player contract
with Terry that is recorded in its books at $600,000 on
July 1, 1988. On this date, Pine traded Duff to Ace for
Terry and paid a cash difference of $50,000. The fair
value of the Terry contract was $700,000 on the exchange
date. After the exchange, the Terry contract should be
recorded in Pine’s books at
a. $550,000
b. $600,000
c. $650,000
d. $700,000
1M89#29. On April 1, 1988, Hart, Inc. paid $1,700,000
for all the issued and outstanding common stock of Ray
Corp. On that date, the costs and fair values of Ray’s
recorded assets and liabilities were as follows:
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Cash
Inventory
Property, plant and
equipment (net)
Liabilities
Net assets

III.

A.

Cost
$ 160,000
480,000
980,000

Fair value
$ 160,000
460,000
1,040,000

(360,000)
$1,260,000

(360,000)
$1,300,000

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity W ith Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles

Payables and Accruals

1 M93#29. On December 1 , 1992, Alt Department Store
received 505 sweaters on consignment from Todd. Todd’s
cost for the sweaters was $80 each, and they were priced
to sell at $100. Alt’s commission on consigned goods is
10%. At December 31, 1992, 5 sweaters remained. In its
December 31, 1992, balance sheet, what amount should
Alt report as payable for consigned goods?
a. $49,000
b. $45,400
c. $45,000
d. $40,400

On December 31, 1991, Deal, Inc. failed to
accrue the December 1991 sales salaries that were payable
on January 6, 1992. What is the effect of the failure to
accrue sales salaries on working capital and cash flows
from operating activities in Deal’s 1991 financial state
ments?

TN 92#5.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Working
capital
Overstated
Overstated
No effect
No effect

Cash flows from
operating activities
No effect
Overstated
Overstated
No effect

Buc Co. receives deposits from its customers
to protect itself against nonpayments for future services.
These deposits should be classified by Buc as
a. A liability.
b. Revenue.
c. A deferred credit deducted from accounts
receivable.
d. A contra account.

TN 92#42.

1 N92#5. Able, Inc. had the following amounts of long
term debt outstanding at December 31, 1991:

14½% term note, due 1992
term note, due 1995
8% note, due in 11 equal annual principal
payments, plus interest beginning
December 31, 1992
7% guaranteed debentures,due 1996
Total
11⅛ %

Hart amortizes goodwill over 40 years. In Hart’s March
31, 1989 balance sheet, what is the amount of goodwill
that should be reported as a result of this business combi
nation?
a. $390,000
b. $400,000
c. $429,000
d. $440,000

$

3,000
107,000

110,000
100,000
$320,000

Able’s annual sinking-fund requirement on the guaran
teed debentures is $4,000 per year. What amount should
Able report as current maturities of long-term debt in its
December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $ 4,000
b. $ 7,000
c. $10,000
d. $13,000
1N92#21. Rabb Co. records its purchases at gross
amounts but wishes to change to recording purchases net
of purchase discounts. Discounts available on purchases
recorded from October 1, 1991, to September 30, 1992,
totaled $2,000. Of this amount, $200 is still available in
the accounts payable balance. The balances in Rabb’s
accounts as of and for the year ended September 30,
1992, before conversion are:

Purchases
Purchase discounts taken
Accounts payable

$100,000
800
30,000

What is Rabb’s accounts payable balance as of September
30, 1992, after the conversion?
a. $29,800
b. $29,200
c. $28,800
d. $28,200
1N92#23. On November 1, 1991, Mason Corp. issued
$800,000 of its 10-year, 8% term bonds dated October
1, 1991. The bonds were sold to yield 10%, with total
proceeds of $700,000 plus accrued interest. Interest is
paid every April 1 and October 1. What amount should
Mason report for interest payable in its December 31,
1991, balance sheet?
a. $17,500
b. $16,000
c. $11,667
d. $10,667
1N92#27. For the year ended December 3 1 , 1991, Mont
Co.’s books showed income of $600,000 before provision
for income tax expense. To compute taxable income for
federal income tax purposes, the following items should
be noted:
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Income from exempt municipal bonds
Depreciation deducted for tax purposes
in excess of depreciation recorded on
the books
Proceeds received from life insurance
on death of officer
Estimated tax payments
Enacted corporate tax rate

$ 60,000
120,000
100,000
0
30%

Ignoring the alternative minimum tax provisions, what
amount should Mont report at December 31, 1991, as its
current federal income tax liability?
a. $ 96,000
b. $114,000
c. $150,000
d. $162,000
On October 1, 1991, Fleur Retailers signed
a 4-month, 16% note payable to finance the purchase of
holiday merchandise. At that date, there was no direct
method of pricing the merchandise, and the note’s market
rate of interest was 11%. Fleur recorded the purchase at
the note’s face amount. All of the merchandise was sold
by December 1, 1991. Fleur’s 1991 financial statements
reported interest payable and interest expense on the note
for three months at 16%. All amounts due on the note
were paid February 1, 1992.
As a result of Fleur’s accounting treatment of the
note, interest, and merchandise, which of the following
items was reported correctly?
TM92#19.

a.
b.
c.
d.

1 2 /3 1 /9 1
re ta in e d ea rn in g s

1 2 /3 1 /9 1
in te re st p a y a b le

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

On March 31, 1992, Dallas Co. received an
advance payment of 60% of the sales price for special
order goods to be manufactured and delivered within
five months. At the same time, Dallas subcontracted for
production of the special order goods at a price equal to
40% of the main contract price. What liabilities should
be reported in Dallas’ March 31, 1992, balance sheet?

a.
b.
c.
d.

None
60% of main
contract price
60% of main
contract price
None

1N91#25. Dunn Co.’s 1990 income statement reported
$90,000 income before provision for income taxes. To
compute the provision for federal income taxes, the fol
lowing 1990 data are provided:

Rent received in advance
Income from exempt municipal bonds
Depreciation deducted for income tax
purposes in excess of depreciation re
ported for financial statement purposes
Enacted corporate income tax rate

$16,000
20,000
10,000
30%

If the alternative minimum tax provisions are ignored,
what amount of current federal income tax liability should
be reported in Dunn’s December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet?
a. $18,000
b. $22,800
c. $25,800
d. $28,800
On May 1 , 1990, Marno County issued prop
erty tax assessments for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1991. The first of two equal installments was due on
November 1, 1990. On September 1, 1990, Dyur Co.
purchased a 4-year-old factory in Marno subject to an
allowance for accrued taxes. Dyur did not record the
entire year’s property tax obligation, but instead records
tax expenses at the end of each month by adjusting prepaid
property taxes or property taxes payable, as appropriate.
The recording of the November 1, 1990, payment by
Dyur should have been allocated between an increase in
prepaid property taxes and a decrease in property taxes
payable in which of the following percentages?
TM91#13.

TM92#26.

D e fe rr e d
re ven u es

1990 and $20,000 for 1991. Ross elected early application
of FASB Statement No. 96, A c co u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes.
Ross’ 1991 income, before income taxes and depreciation
expense, was $100,000 and its tax rate was 30%. If Ross
had made no estimated tax payments during 1991, what
amount of current income tax liability would Ross report
in its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $26,400
b. $25,800
c. $24,000
d. $22,500

P a y a b le s to
su b c o n tra c to r

P e rc e n ta g e a llo c a te d to

None
40% of main
contract price
None

a.
b.
c.
d.

40% of main
contract price

1M92#26. On January 2, 1990, Ross Co. purchased
machine for $70,000. This machine has a 5-year useful
life, a residual value of $10,000, and is depreciated using
the straight-line method for financial statement purposes.
For tax purposes, depreciation expense was $25,000 for

In c re a se in
p r e p a id p r o p e r ty
ta x e s

D e c r e a s e in
p r o p e r ty taxes
p a y a b le

66⅔ %

33⅓ %

0%
50%
33⅓ %

100%
50%
66⅔ %

At the end of 1989, Ritzcar Co. failed to
accrue sales commissions earned during 1989 but paid
in 1990. The error was not repeated in 1990. What was
the effect of this error on 1989 ending working capital
and on the 1990 ending retained earnings balance?
TM91#14.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

1989 ending
working capital
Overstated
No effect
No effect
Overstated

1990 ending
retained
earnings
Overstated
Overstated
No effect
No effect

In its December 31, 1990, balance sheet, Kemp should
report accrued liabilities of
a. $12,875
b. $13,000
c. $13,100
d. $13,475

1M91#33. Mann Corp.’s liability account balances at
June 3 0 , 1989, included a 10% note payable in the amount
of $3,600,000. The note is dated October 1, 1988, and is
payable in three equal annual payments of $1,200,000
plus interest. The first interest and principal payment was
made on October 1, 1989. In Mann’s June 30, 1990,
balance sheet, what amount should be reported as accrued
interest payable for this note?
a. $270,000
b. $180,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $ 60,000
1M91#34. Kew Co.’s accounts payable balance at
December 31, 1990, was $2,200,000 before considering
the following data:
•

•

•

Goods shipped to Kew F.O.B. shipping point on
December 22, 1990, were lost in transit. The invoice
cost of $40,000 was not recorded by Kew. On January
7, 1991, Kew filed a $40,000 claim against the com
mon carrier.
On December 27, 1990, a vendor authorized Kew to
return, for full credit, goods shipped and billed at
$70,000 on December 3, 1990. The returned goods
were shipped by Kew on December 28, 1990. A
$70,000 credit memo was received and recorded by
Kew on January 5, 1991.
Goods shipped to Kew F.O.B. destination on Decem
ber 20, 1990, were received on January 6, 1991. The
invoice cost was $50,000.

What amount should Kew report as accounts payable in
its December 31, 1990, balance sheet?
a. $2,170,000
b. $2,180,000
c. $2,230,000
d. $2,280,000
1M91#37. Kemp Co. must determine the December 31,
1990, year-end accruals for advertising and rent expenses.
A $500 advertising bill was received January 7, 1991,
comprising costs of $375 for advertisements in December
1990 issues, and $125 for advertisements in January 1991
issues of the newspaper.
A store lease, effective December 16, 1989, calls for fixed
rent of $1,200 per month, payable one month from the
effective date and monthly thereafter. In addition, rent
equal to 5% of net sales over $300,000 per calendar year
is payable on January 31 of the following year. Net sales
for 1990 were $550,000.

TN90#22. Which of the following is generally associ
ated with payables classified as accounts payable?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Periodic payment
of interest
No
No
Yes
Yes

Secured
by
collateral
No
Yes
No
Yes

1N90#10. Black Corp.’s accounts payable at December
31, 1989, totaled $900,000 before any necessary yearend adjustments relating to the following transactions:
•

On December 27, 1989, Black wrote and recorded
checks to creditors totaling $400,000 causing an over
draft of $100,000 in Black’s bank account at Decem
ber 31, 1989. The checks were mailed out on January
10, 1990.

•

On December 2 8 , 1989, Black purchased and received
goods for $153,061, terms 2/10, n/30. Black records
purchases and accounts payable at net amounts. The
invoice was recorded and paid January 3, 1990.

•

Goods shipped F.O.B. destination on December 20,
1989 from a vendor to Black were received January 2,
1990. The invoice cost was $65,000.

At December 31, 1989, what amount should Black report
as total accounts payable?
a. $1,515,000
b. $1,450,000
c. $1,153,061
d. $1,053,061
1N90#12. Bloy Corp.’s payroll for the pay period ended
October 31, 1989 is summarized as follows:

Depart
ment
payroll
Factory
Sales
Office

Total
wages
$ 60,000
22,000
18,000
$100,000

Federal
income
tax
withheld
$ 7,000
3,000
2,000
$12,000

Amount of wages
subject to payroll
taxes
Unemploy
F.I.C.A.
ment
$56,000
$18,000
16,000
2,000
8,000
—
$80,000
$20,000

Assume the following payroll tax rates:
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F.I.C.A. for employer and employee
Unemployment

7% each
3%

Employee advances
Accrued salaries payable
Salaries expense during the
year
Salaries paid during the year
(gross)

What amount should Bloy accrue as its share of payroll
taxes in its October 31, 1989 balance sheet?
a. $18,200
b. $12,600
c. $11,800
d. $ 6,200
1N90#16. Pine Corp.’s books showed pretax income of
$800,000 for the year ended December 31, 1989. In the
computation of federal income taxes, the following data
were considered:
Gain on an involuntary conversion
(Pine has elected to replace the property
within the statutory period using total
proceeds.)
Depreciation deducted for tax purposes in
excess of depreciation deducted for book
purposes
Federal estimated tax payments, 1989
Enacted federal tax rates, 1989

$350,000

50,000
70,000
30%

What amount should Pine report as its current federal
income tax liability on its December 31, 1989 balance
sheet?
a. $ 50,000
b. $ 65,000
c. $120,000
d. $135,000
TM90#7. On December 31, 1989, special insurance
costs, incurred but unpaid, were not recorded. If these
insurance costs were related to work-in-process, what is
the effect of the omission on accrued liabilities and
retained earnings in the December 31, 1989 balance
sheet?

a.
b.
c.
d.

A c c ru e d
lia b ilitie s

R e ta in e d
ea rn in g s

No effect
No effect
Understated
Understated

No effect
Overstated
No effect
Overstated

1 2 /3 1 /8 8

1 2 /3 1 /8 9

$24,000
40,000

$ 36,000

?

420,000
390,000

In Rice’s December 3 1 , 1989 balance sheet, accrued sala
ries payable was
a. $94,000
b. $82,000
c. $70,000
d. $30,000
1M90#23. At December 31, 1988, a $1,200,000 note
payable was included in Cobb Corp.’s liability account
balances. The note is dated October 1 , 1988, bears interest
at 15%, and is payable in three equal annual payments
of $400,000. The first interest and principal payment was
made on October 1, 1989. In its December 31, 1989
balance sheet, what amount should Cobb report as accrued
interest payable for this note?
a. $135,000
b. $ 90,000
c. $ 45,000
d. $ 30,000
1M90#26. Graf Corp.’s 1989 income statement showed
pretax accounting income of $200,000. To compute the
federal income tax liability, the following 1989 data are
provided:
Income from exempt municipal bonds
Depreciation deducted for tax purposes
in excess of depreciation deducted for
financial statement purposes
Estimated federal income tax payments made
Enacted corporate income tax rate

$10,000
20,000
40,000
30%

If the alternate minimum tax provisions are ignored, what
amount of current federal income tax liability should be
included in G raf's December 31, 1989 balance sheet?
a. $11,000
b. $20,000
c. $39,000
d. $51,000

TM90#8. A company issued a short-term note payable
with a stated 12% rate of interest to a bank. The bank
charged a .5% loan origination fee and remitted the bal
ance to the company. The effective interest rate paid by
the company in this transaction would be
a. Equal to 12.5%.
b. More than 12.5%.
c. Less than 12.5%.
d. Independent of 12.5%.
1M90#22. Rice Co. salaried employees are paid
biweekly. Advances made to employees are paid back
by payroll deductions. Information relating to salaries
follows:

1M90#27. The balance in Kemp Corp.’s accounts pay
able account at December 31, 1989 was $900,000 before
any necessary year-end adjustment relating to the fol
lowing:
•

•
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Goods were in transit to Kemp from a vendor on
December 31, 1989. The invoice cost was $50,000.
The goods were shipped F.O.B. shipping point on
December 29, 1989 and were received on January 4,
1990.
Goods shipped F.O.B. destination on December 21,
1989 from a vendor to Kemp were received on January
6, 1990. The invoice cost was $25,000.
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•

On December 27, 1989, Kemp wrote and recorded
checks to creditors totaling $40,000 that were mailed
on January 10, 1990.

In Kemp’s December 3 1 , 1989 balance sheet, the accounts
payable should be
a. $940,000
b. $950,000
c. $975,000
d. $990,000

the sales tax bureau by the 20th day of the month follow
ing any month such collections exceed $500. These pay
ments can be taken as credits on the quarterly sales tax
return.
Taft Corp. operates a retail hardware store. All items
are sold subject to a 6% state sales tax, which Taft collects
and records as sales revenue. The sales taxes paid by Taft
are charged against sales revenue. Taft pays the sales
taxes when they are due.
Following is a monthly summary appearing in Taft’s
first quarter 1989 sales revenue account:

TN89#13. A company receives an advance payment for
special order goods that are to be manufactured and deliv
ered within six months. The advance payment should be
reported in the company’s balance sheet as a
a. Deferred charge.
b. Contra asset account.
c. Current liability.
d. Noncurrent liability.
1N89#16. Fay Corp. pays its outside salespersons fixed
monthly salaries and commissions on net sales. Sales
commissions are computed and paid on a monthly basis
(in the month following the month of sale), and the fixed
salaries are treated as advances against commissions.
However, if the fixed salaries for salespersons exceed
their sales commissions earned for a month, such excess
is not charged back to them. Pertinent data for the month
of March 1988 for the three salespersons are as follows:
S a lesp e rso n
A

B
C
Totals

F ix ed
sa la r y

N et
sa le s

C o m m issio n
ra te

$10,000
14,000
18,000
$42,000

$ 200,000
400,000
600,000
$1,200,000

4%
6%
6%

January
February
March

D e b it

C r e d it

$—
600
—
$600

$10,600
7,420
9,540
$27,560

In its financial statements for the quarter ended
March 31, 1989, Taft’s sales revenue and sales taxes
payable would be

a.
b.
c.
d.

S a les
reven u e

S a le s ta x es
p a y a b le

$27,560
$26,960
$26,000
$26,000

$1,560
$ 600
$1,560
$ 960

1M89#30. Case Corp. had accounts payable of
$100,000 recorded in the general ledger as of December
3 1 , 1988 before consideration of the following unrecorded
transactions:

What amount should Fay accrue for sales commissions
payable at March 31, 1988?
a. $70,000
b. $68,000
c. $28,000
d. $26,000
1N89#17. On December 31, 1988, Wall Corp. issued
$100,000 maturity value, 10% bonds for $100,000 cash.
The bonds are dated December 31, 1988 and mature on
December 31, 1998. Interest will be paid semiannually
on June 30 and December 31. In Wall’s September 30,
1989 balance sheet, the amount of accrued interest
expense should be
a. $ 2,500
b. $ 5,000
c. $ 7,500
d. $10,000
1N89#19. A state requires quarterly sales tax returns to
be filed with the sales tax bureau by the 20th day follow
ing the end of the calendar quarter. However, the state
further requires that sales taxes collected be remitted to

Invoice
date

Am ount

D ate
shipped

1-3-89
1-2-89
12-26-88
1-10-89

$ 8,000
13,000
12,000
9,000

12-28-88
1-2-89
12-31-88

12- 22-88

D ate
received

12-24-88
1-2-89
1-3-89
1-5-89

FOB terms
Destination
Shipping point
Shipping point
Destination

$42,000

In Case’s December 31, 1988 balance sheet, the accounts
payable should be reported in the amount of
a. $100,000
b. $108,000
c. $121,000
d. $142,000
B.

Deferred Revenues

TM93#40. Delect Co. provides repair services for the
AZ195 TV set. Customers prepay the fee on the standard
one-year service contract. The 1991 and 1992 contracts
were identical, and the number of contracts outstanding
was substantially the same at the end of each year. How
ever, Delect’s December 31, 1992, deferred revenues’
balance on unperformed service contracts was signifi
cantly less than the balance at December 3 1 , 1991. Which
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of the following situations might account for this reduc
tion in the deferred revenue balance?
a. Most 1992 contracts were signed later in the
calendar year than were the 1991 contracts.
b. Most 1992 contracts were signed earlier in the
calendar year than were the 1991 contracts.
c. The 1992 contract contribution margin was
greater than the 1991 contract contribution
margin.
d. The 1992 contribution margin was less than the
1991 contract contribution margin.
Taylor Corp., which began operations in
1992, accounts for revenues using the installment method.
Taylor’s sales and collections for the year were $60,000
and $35,000, respectively. Uncollectible accounts receiv
able of $5,000 were written off during 1992. Taylor’s
gross profit rate is 30%. In its December 3 1 , 1992, balance
sheet, what amount should Taylor report as deferred rev
enue?
a. $10,500
b. $ 9,000
c. $ 7,500
d. $ 6,000
1M93#13.

In June 1992, Northan Retailers sold refund
able merchandise coupons. Northan received $10 for each
coupon redeemable from July 1 to December 31, 1992,
for merchandise with a retail price of $11. At June 30,
1992, how should Northan report these coupon transac
tions?
a. Unearned revenues at the merchandise’s retail
price.
b. Unearned revenues at the cash received amount.
c. Revenues at the merchandise’s retail price.
d. Revenues at the cash received amount.
TN92#7.

Gant Co., which began operations on January
1, 1991, appropriately uses the installment method of
accounting. The following information pertains to Gant’s
operations for the year 1991:
1N92#28.

Installment sales
Regular sales
Cost of installment sales
Cost of regular sales
General and administrative expenses
Collections on installment sales

$500,000
300,000
250,000
150,000
50,000
100,000

In its December 31, 1991, balance sheet, what amount
should Gant report as deferred gross profit?
a. $250,000
b. $200,000
c. $160,000
d. $ 75,000
1N92#29. Toddler Care Co. offers three payment plans
on its 12-month contracts. Information on the three plans
and the number of children enrolled in each plan for the
September 1, 1991, through August 31, 1992, contract
year follows:

P la n

In itia l p a y m e n t
p e r c h ild

M o n th ly f e e s
p e r c h ild

N u m b er o f
ch ild ren

$500
200

$ —
30
50

15
12
9
36

#1
#2
#3

—

Toddler received $9,900 of initial payments on September
1, 1991, and $3,240 of monthly fees during the period
September 1 through December 3 1 , 1991. In its December
31, 1991, balance sheet, what amount should Toddler
report as deferred revenues?
a. $3,300
b. $4,380
c. $6,600
d. $9,900
1N92#30. Regal Department Store sells gift certificates,
redeemable for store merchandise, that expire one year
after their issuance. Regal has the following information
pertaining to its gift certificates sales and redemptions:

Unredeemed at 12/31/90
1991 sales
1991 redemptions of prior year sales
1991 redemptions of current year sales

$ 75,000
250,000
25,000
175,000

Regal’s experience indicates that 10% of gift certificates
sold will not be redeemed. In its December 31, 1991,
balance sheet, what amount should Regal report as
unearned revenue?
a. $125,000
b. $112,500
c. $100,000
d. $ 50,000
1N92#35. On June 30, 1992, Lang Co. sold equipment
with an estimated useful life of eleven years and immedi
ately leased it back for ten years. The equipment’s car
rying amount was $450,000; the sales price was $430,000;
and the present value of the lease payments, which is
equal to the fair value of the equipment, was $465,000.
In its June 30, 1992, balance sheet, what amount should
Lang report as deferred loss?
a. $35,000
b. $20,000
c. $15,000
d. $0

Rig Co. sold its factory at a gain, and simulta
neously leased it back for 10 years. The factory’s
remaining economic life is 20 years. The lease was
reported as an operating lease. At the time of sale, Rig
should report the gain as
a. An extraordinary item, net of income tax.
b. An asset valuation allowance.
c. A separate component of stockholders’ equity.
d. A deferred credit.
TM92#32.
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Items 27 and 28 are based on the following:
Baker Co. is a real estate developer that began operations
on January 2, 1990. Baker appropriately uses the install
ment method of revenue recognition. Baker’s sales are
made on the basis of a 10% downpayment, with the
balance payable over 30 years. Baker’s gross profit per
centage is 40%. Relevant information for Baker’s first
two years of operations is as follows:

Sales
Cash collections

199 1

1990

$16,000,000
2,020,000

$14,000,000
1,400,000

27. At December 3 1 , 1990, Baker’s deferred gross profit
was
a. $ 5,040,000
b. $ 5,600,000
c. $ 8,400,000
d. $12,600,000
28.

Baker’s realized gross profit for 1991 was
a. $6,400,000
b. $2,020,000
c. $1,212,000
d. $ 808,000

1N91#29. Winn Co. sells subscriptions to a specialized
directory that is published semiannually and shipped to
subscribers on April 15 and October 15. Subscriptions
received after the March 31 and September 30 cutoff dates
are held for the next publication. Cash from subscribers is
received evenly during the year and is credited to deferred
subscription revenue. Data relating to 1990 are as follows:
Deferred subscription revenue, 1/1/90
Cash receipts from subscribers

$ 750,000
3,600,000

In its December 31, 1990, balance sheet, Winn should
report deferred subscription revenue of
a. $2,700,000
b. $1,800,000
c. $1,650,000
d. $ 900,000

1M92#31. The following information pertains to a sale
and leaseback of equipment by Mega Co. on December
31, 1991:
Sales price
Carrying amount
Monthly lease payment
Present value of lease payments
Estimated remaining life
Lease term
Implicit rate

principal plus the market rate of interest on December
31, 1992, and December 31, 1993. Experience indicates
that one franchisee will default on the additional pay
ments. Services for the initial fee will be performed in
1992. What amount of net unearned franchise fees would
Potter report at December 31, 1991?
a. $400,000
b. $600,000
c. $610,000
d. $630,000

$400,000
$300,000
$3,250
$36,900
25 years
1 year
12%

What amount of deferred gain on the sale should Mega
report at December 31, 1991?
a. $0
b. $ 36,900
c. $ 63,100
d. $100,000
TN91#19. How would the proceeds received from the
advance sale of nonrefundable tickets for a theatrical
performance be reported in the seller’s financial state
ments before the performance?
a. Revenue for the entire proceeds.
b. Revenue to the extent of related costs expended.
c. Unearned revenue to the extent of related costs
expended.
d. Unearned revenue for the entire proceeds.
1N91#27. Each of Potter Pie Co.’s 21 new franchisees
contracted to pay an initial franchise fee of $30,000. By
December 31, 1991, each franchisee had paid a non
refundable $10,000 fee and signed a note to pay $10,000

TM91#15. An automobile dealer sells service contracts.
The contracts stipulate that the dealer will perform spe
cific repairs on covered vehicles. The contracts vary in
length from 12 to 36 months. Do the following increase
when service contracts are sold?

a.
b.
c.
d.

D e fe r r e d
reven u e

S e rv ic e
reven u e

Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No

1M91 #40. On December 3 1 , 1990, Rice, Inc. authorized
Graf to operate as a franchisee for an initial franchise fee
of $150,000. Of this amount, $60,000 was received upon
signing the agreement and the balance, represented by a
note, is due in three annual payments of $30,000 each
beginning December 31, 1991. The present value on
December 31, 1990, of the three annual payments appro
priately discounted is $72,000. According to the
agreement, the nonrefundable down payment represents
a fair measure of the services already performed by Rice;
however, substantial future services are required of Rice.
Collectibility of the note is reasonably certain. In Rice’s
December 31, 1990, balance sheet, unearned franchise
fees from G raf's franchise should be reported as
a. $132,000
b. $100,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $ 72,000
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1M91#43. Aneen’s Video Mart sells 1- and 2-year mail
order subscriptions for its video-of-the-month business.
Subscriptions are collected in advance and credited to
sales. An analysis of the recorded sales activity revealed
the following:

Sales
Less cancellations
Net sales
Subscriptions expirations:
1989
1990
1991
1992

1989

1990

$420,000
20,000
$400,000

$500,000
30,000
$470,000

$120,000
155,000
125,000
$400,000

During 1990
During 1991
During 1992
$130,000
200,000
140,000
$470,000

In Aneen’s December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet, the balance
for unearned subscription revenue should be
a. $495,000
b. $470,000
c. $465,000
d. $340,000
1M91#44. On January 1, 1990, Hooks Oil Co. sold
equipment with a carrying amount of $100,000, and a
remaining useful life of 10 years, to Maco Drilling for
$150,000. Hooks immediately leased the equipment back
under a 10-year capital lease with a present value of
$150,000 and will depreciate the equipment using the
straight-line method. Hooks made the first annual lease
payment of $24,412 in December 1990. In Hooks’
December 31, 1990, balance sheet, the unearned gain on
equipment sale should be
a. $50,000
b. $45,000
c. $25,588
d. $0

Jersey, Inc. is a retailer of home appliances
and offers a service contract on each appliance sold.
Jersey sells appliances on installment contracts, but all
service contracts must be paid in full at the time of sale.
Collections received for service contracts should be
recorded as an increase in a
a. Deferred revenue account.
b. Sales contracts receivable valuation account.
c. Stockholders’ valuation account.
d. Service revenue account.
TN90#23.

Able sold its headquarters building at a gain,
and simultaneously leased back the building. The lease
was reported as a capital lease. At the time of sale, the
gain should be reported as
a. Operating income.
b. An extraordinary item, net of income tax.
c. A separate component of stockholders’ equity.
d. An asset valuation allowance.

TN90#24.

1N90#17. Ryan Co. sells major household appliance
service contracts for cash. The service contracts are for
a one-year, two-year, or three-year period. Cash receipts
from contracts are credited to unearned service contract
revenues. This account had a balance of $720,000 at
December 31, 1989 before year-end adjustment. Service
contract costs are charged as incurred to the service con
tract expense account, which had a balance of $180,000
at December 31, 1989. Outstanding service contracts at
December 31, 1989 expire as follows:

—
—
—

$150,000
225,000
100,000

What amount should be reported as unearned service
contract revenues in Ryan’s December 31, 1989 balance
sheet?
a. $540,000
b. $475,000
c. $295,000
d. $245,000
A retail store received cash and issued gift
certificates that are redeemable in merchandise. The gift
certificates lapse one year after they are issued. How
would the deferred revenue account be affected by each
of the following transactions?

TM90#9.

a.
b.
c.
d.

R e d em p tio n o f
c e rtific a te s

L a p se o f
c e rtific a te s

Decrease
Decrease
No effect
No effect

No effect
Decrease
No effect
Decrease

1M90#31. On December 31, 1989, Bain Corp. sold a
machine to Ryan and simultaneously leased it back for
one year. Pertinent information at this date follows:

Sales price
Carrying amount
Present value of reasonable lease rentals
($3,000 for 12 months @ 12%)
Estimated remaining useful life

$360,000
330,000
34,100
12 years

In Bain’s December 31, 1989 balance sheet, the deferred
revenue from the sale of this machine should be
a. $34,100
b. $30,000
c. $ 4,100
d. $0
In a sale-leaseback transaction, the sellerlessee has retained the property. The gain on the sale
should be recognized at the time of the sale-leaseback
when the lease is classified as a(an)
TN89#14.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

C a p ita l le a se

O p e ra tin g le a se

Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No
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1N89#23. Karr Co. began operations on January 1 , 1988
and appropriately uses the installment method of account
ing. The following information pertains to Karr’s opera
tions for 1988:

Installment sales
Cost of installment sales
General and administrative expenses
Collections on installment sales

$800,000
480,000
80,000
300,000

The balance in the deferred gross profit account at Decem
ber 31, 1988 should be
a. $120,000
b. $150,000
c. $200,000
d. $320,000

1M93#35. Taft Corp. uses the equity method to account
for its 25% investment in Flame, Inc. During 1992, Taft
received dividends of $30,000 from Flame and recorded
$180,000 as its equity in the earnings of Flame. Additional
information follows:

•

All the undistributed earnings of Flame will be distrib
uted as dividends in future periods.

•

The dividends received from Flame are eligible for
the 80% dividends received deduction.

•

There are no other temporary differences.

•

Enacted income tax rates are 30% for 1992 and there
after.

Dix Company sells magazine subscriptions
for one- and two-year periods. Cash receipts from sub
scribers are credited to magazine subscriptions collected
in advance. This account had a balance of $2,100,000 at
December 31, 1988 before year-end adjustment. Out
standing subscriptions at December 31, 1988 expire as
follows:

Taft elected early application of FASB Statement No.
109, A c co u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. In its December 31,
1992, balance sheet, what amount should Taft report for
deferred income tax liability?
a. $ 9,000
b. $10,800
c. $45,000
d. $54,000

During 1989 — $600,000
During 1990 — 900,000

1M93#36. Stone Co. began operations in 1992 and
reported $225,000 in income before income taxes for the
year. Stone’s 1992 tax depreciation exceeded its book
depreciation by $25,000. Stone also had nondeductible
book expenses of $10,000 related to permanent differ
ences. Stone’s tax rate for 1992 was 40%, and the enacted
rate for years after 1992 is 35%. Stone elected early
adoption of FASB Statement No. 109, A c co u n tin g f o r
In co m e Taxes. In its December 31, 1992, balance sheet,
what amount of deferred income tax liability should Stone
report?
a. $ 8,750
b. $10,000
c. $12,250
d. $14,000

1M89#34.

In its December 31, 1988 balance sheet, what amount
should Dix report as the balance for magazine subscrip
tions collected in advance?
a. $2,100,000
b. $1,500,000
c. $1,050,000
d. $ 600,000
1M89#39. Rosson Corp., which began business on Jan
uary 1, 1988, appropriately uses the installment sales
method of accounting for income tax reporting purposes.
The following data are available for 1988:

Installment accounts receivable, 12/31/88
Installment sales for 1988
Gross profit on sales

$200,000
$350,000
40%

Under the installment sales method, what would be Ros
son’s deferred gross profit at December 31, 1988?
a. $120,000
b. $ 90,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $ 60,000
C.

Tower Corp. began operations on January 1,
1990. For financial reporting, Tower recognizes revenues
from all sales under the accrual method. However, in its
income tax returns, Tower reports qualifying sales under
the installment method. Tower’s gross profit on these
installment sales under each method was as follows:
1N92#32.

Y ea r

A c c ru a l
m e th o d

In sta llm en t
m e th o d

1990
1991

$1,600,000
2,600,000

$ 600,000
1,400,000

D e ferred Incom e T ax L iabilities

In February 1992, the FASB issued

S ta tem en t o f F in a n 
c ia l A cco u n tin g S ta n d a rd s N o. 109, A c co u n tin g f o r
In com e Taxes, superseding S ta tem en t o f F in a n cia l
A cco u n tin g S ta n d a rd s N o. 96, A c co u n tin g f o r In com e
Taxes. Accordingly, future examinations will test knowl

edge of FASB No. 109.

The income tax rate is 30% for 1990 and future years.
There are no other temporary or permanent differences.
In its December 31, 1991, balance sheet, what amount
should Tower report as a liability for deferred income
taxes?
a. $840,000
b. $660,000
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c.
d.

$600,000
$360,000

Orleans Co., a cash basis taxpayer, prepares
accrual basis financial statements. Since 1988, Orleans
has applied FASB Statement No. 96, A c co u n tin g f o r
In co m e Taxes. In its 1991 balance sheet, Orleans’ deferred
income tax liabilities increased compared to 1990. Which
of the following changes would cause this increase in
deferred income tax liabilities?

•

Bart’s 1990 income tax rate is 30%.

•

The enacted income tax rate after 1990 is 25%.

TM92#9.

I.
II.
III.

An increase in prepaid insurance.
An increase in rent receivable.
An increase in warranty obligations.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bart elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, A c co u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. In Bart’s December
31, 1990, balance sheet, the deferred income tax liability
should be
a. $10,800
b. $ 9,000
c. $ 5,400
d. $ 4,500
1N91#32. Lake Corp., a newly organized company,
reported pretax financial income of $100,000 for 1990.
Among the items reported in Lake’s 1990 income state
ment are the following:

I only.
I and II.
II and III.
III only.

•

Rico Corp. owns 40% of Dee Corp.’s voting
common stock and accounts for its investment using the
equity method. During 1991, Dee reported earnings of
$225,000 and paid dividends of $75,000. Rico assumes
that all of Dee’s undistributed earnings will be distributed
as dividends in future years. Rico’s income tax rate is
30%. Rico elected early application of FASB Statement
No. 96, A cco u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. Ignoring the divi
dends received deduction, what amount of deferred
income tax liability should Rico report in its 1991 finan
cial statements?
a. $27,000
b. $18,000
c. $ 9,000
d. $0
1M92#32.

1M92#33. Scott Corp. received cash of $20,000 that
was included in revenues in its 1991 financial statements,
of which $12,000 will not be taxable until 1992. Scott’s
enacted tax rate is 30% for 1991, and 25% for 1992.
Scott elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, A cco u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. What amount should
Scott report in its 1991 balance sheet for deferred income
tax liability?
a. $2,000
b. $2,400
c. $3,000
d. $3,600
1N91#30. Bart, Inc., a newly organized corporation,
uses the equity method of accounting for its 30% invest
ment in Rex Co.’s common stock. During 1990, Rex paid
dividends of $300,000 and reported earnings of $900,000.
In addition:

•

The dividends received from Rex are eligible for the
80% dividends received deduction.

•

All the undistributed earnings of Rex will be distrib
uted in future years.•

•

There are no other temporary differences.

•

Premium on officer’s life insurance
with Lake as owner and beneficiary

$15,000

Interest received on municipal bonds

20,000

Lake elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, A c co u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. The enacted tax rate
for 1990 is 30% and 25% thereafter. In its December 31,
1990, balance sheet, Lake should report a deferred income
tax liability of
a. $28,500
b. $ 4,500
c. $ 3,750
d. $0
1N91#35. In its 1990 income statement, Tow, Inc.
reported proceeds from an officer’s life insurance policy
of $90,000 and depreciation of $250,000. Tow was the
owner and beneficiary of the life insurance on its officer.
Tow deducted depreciation of $370,000 in its 1990
income tax return when the tax rate was 30%. Data related
to the reversal of the excess tax deduction for depreciation
follow:

Y ea r

R e v e rsa l o f ex cess
ta x d ed u ctio n

E n a c ted
ta x ra te s

1991
1992
1993
1994

$50,000
40,000
20,000
10,000

35%
35%
25%
25%

There are no other temporary differences. Tow elected
early application of FASB Statement No. 96, A c co u n tin g
f o r In co m e Taxes. In its December 31, 1990, balance
sheet, what amount should Tow report as a deferred
income tax liability?
a. $36,000
b. $39,000
c. $63,000
d. $66,000
Mill, which began operations on January 1,
1988, recognizes income from long-term construction

1N91#38.
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contracts under the percentage-of-completion method in
its financial statements and under the completed contract
method for income tax reporting. Income under each
method follows:

Y ear

C o m p le te d
c o n tra c t

P e rc e n ta g e o f-c o m p le tio n

1988
1989
1990

$ —
400,000
700,000

$300,000
600,000
850,000

will be collected in the following years when the enacted
tax rates are:

1989
1990
1991
1992

The income tax rate was 30% for 1988 through 1990.
For years after 1990, the enacted tax rate is 25%. There
are no other temporary differences. Mill elected early
application of FASB Statement No. 96, A c co u n tin g f o r
In com e Taxes. Mill should report in its December 31,
1990, balance sheet, a deferred income tax liability of
a. $ 87,500
b. $105,000
c. $162,500
d. $195,000
1M91#41. On June 30, 1990, Ank Corp. prepaid a
$19,000 premium on an annual insurance policy. The
premium payment was a tax-deductible expense in Ank’s
1990 cash basis tax return. The accrual basis income
statement will report a $9,500 insurance expense in 1990
and 1991.
Ank elected early application of FASB Statement
No. 96, A cco u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. Ank’s income tax
rate is 30% in 1990 and 25% thereafter. In Ank’s Decem
ber 31, 1990, balance sheet, what amount related to the
insurance should be reported as a deferred income tax
liability?
a. $5,700
b. $4,750
c. $2,850
d. $2,375
1N90#19. In its 1989 income statement, Noll Corp.
reported depreciation of $400,000 and interest revenue
on municipal obligations of $60,000. Noll reported depre
ciation of $550,000 on its 1989 income tax return. The
difference in depreciation is the only temporary differ
ence, and it will reverse equally over the next three years.
Noll’s enacted income tax rates are 35% for 1989, 30%
for 1990 and 25% for 1991 and 1992. Noll elected early
application of FASB Statement No. 96, A c co u n tin g f o r
In com e Taxes. What amount should be included in the
deferred income tax liability in Noll’s December 3 1 , 1989
balance sheet?
a. $40,000
b. $52,500
c. $63,000
d. $73,500
1N90#20. Cory, Inc. uses the accrual method of
accounting for financial reporting purposes and appropri
ately uses the installment method of accounting for
income tax purposes. Installment income of $250,000

C o llec tio n
o f in co m e

E n a c te d
ta x ra te s

$ 25,000
50,000
75,000
100,000

35%
30%
30%
25%

The installment income is Cory’s only temporary differ
ence. Cory elected early application of FASB Statement
No. 96, A c co u n tin g f o r In co m e Taxes. What amount
should be included in the deferred income tax liability
in Cory’s December 31, 1989 balance sheet?
a. $62,500
b. $71,250
c. $78,750
d. $87,500
1M90#28. Tell Corp.’s 1989 income statement had pre
tax financial income of $38,000 in its first year of opera
tions. Tell uses an accelerated cost recovery method on
its tax return and straight-line depreciation for financial
reporting.
The differences between the book and tax deductions for
depreciation over the five-year life of the assets acquired
in 1989, and the enacted tax rates for 1989 to 1993 are
as follows:

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

B ook over
(u n d er) ta x

T ax ra te s

(8,000)
(13,000)
(3,000)
10,000
14,000

35%
30%
30%
25%
25%

There are no other temporary differences. Tell elected
early application of FASB Statement No. 96, A c co u n tin g
f o r In co m e Taxes. In Tell’s December 31, 1989 balance
sheet, the gross noncurrent deferred income tax liability
and the income taxes currently payable should be

a.
b.
c.
d.

G ro ss n o n c u rre n t
d e fe rre d in co m e tax
lia b ility

In co m e taxes
c u rre n tly p a y a b le

$6,000
$6,000
$4,800
$4,800

$ 7,500
$10,500
$ 9,000
$10,500

1M90#32. Tara Corp. uses the equity method of
accounting for its 40% investment in Flax, Inc.’s common
stock. During 1989, Flax reported earnings of $750,000
and paid dividends of $250,000. Assume that:
•
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• The dividends received from Flax are eligible for the
80% dividends received deduction.
• There are no other temporary differences.
• Tara’s 1989 income tax rate is 30%.
• Enacted income tax rates after 1989 are 25%.
Tara elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, Accounting for Income Taxes. In its December 31,
1989 balance sheet, the increase in the deferred income
tax liability from the above transactions would be
a. $10,000
b. $12,000
c. $15,000
d. $18,000
Huff Corp. began operations on January 1,
1988. Huff recognizes revenues from all sales under the
accrual method for financial reporting purposes and
appropriately uses the installment method for income tax
purposes. H uff's gross margin on installment sales under
each method was as follows:
1M90#34.

Year
1988
1989

Accrual method
$ 800,000
1,300,000

Installment method
$300,000
700,000

Huff elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, Accounting for Income Taxes. Enacted income tax
rates are 30% for 1989 and 25% thereafter. There are no
other temporary differences. In Huff s December 3 1 , 1989
balance sheet, the deferred income tax liability should be
a. $150,000
b. $180,000
c. $275,000
d. $330,000
TN89#15. As a result of differences between deprecia
tion for financial reporting purposes and tax purposes,
the financial reporting basis of a company’s plant assets
exceeded the tax basis. Assuming the company had no
other temporary differences, the company should report
a
a. Current tax asset.
b. Current tax payable.
c. Deferred tax asset.
d. Deferred tax liability.
1N89#24. Frey Corp., a construction company, appro
priately uses the completed contract method of accounting
for income tax purposes. However, Frey uses the percent
age-of-completion accounting method for financial state
ment purposes. Pertinent data at December 31, 1988, the
close of Frey’s first year of operations, are:

Date contract
began
3/1/88
6/1/88
9/1/88
12/1/88

Estimated
completion date
9/1/89
12/1/89
3/1/90
6/1/90

Income recognized
in 1988 on each
contract
$600,000
300,000
200,000
100,000

Frey’s enacted income tax rates are 30% for 1988, 25%
for 1989 and 20% for 1990. Frey elected early application
of FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for Income Taxes,
in its financial statements for the year ended December
31, 1988. What amount should be included in the deferred
income tax liability at December 31, 1988 for these trans
actions?
a. $360,000
b. $330,000
c. $285,000
d. $240,000
1N89#26. On December 2, 1988, Huff Corp. received
a condemnation award of $450,000 as compensation for
the forced sale of land purchased five years earlier for
$300,000. The gain was not reported as taxable income
on its income tax return for the year ended December
31, 1988, because Huff elected to replace the land within
the allowed replacement period for at least $450,000.
Huff has an income tax rate of 25% for 1988, and there
is an enacted rate of 30% for years ending after 1988.
There were no other temporary differences. Huff elected
early application of FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting
for Income Taxes. In its December 3 1 , 1988 balance sheet,
Huff should report a deferred income tax liability of
a. $135,000
b. $ 45,000
c. $ 37,500
d. $0
1M89#37. On January 1, 1988, Lum, Inc. purchased a
machine for $90,000 which will be depreciated $9,000
per year for financial statement reporting. For income tax
reporting, Lum elected to expense $10,000 and to use
straight-line depreciation which will allow a cost recovery
deduction of $8,000 for 1988. Lum uses the liability
method to account for temporary differences. Assume a
present and future enacted income tax rate of 30%. What
amount should be added to Lum’s deferred income tax
liability for this temporary difference at December 31,
1988?
a. $5,400
b. $3,000
c. $2,700
d. $2,400
1M89#40. On January 1, 1988, Lundy Corp. purchased
40% of the voting common stock of Glen, Inc. and appro
priately accounts for its investment by the equity method.
During 1988, Glen reported earnings of $225,000 and
paid dividends of $75,000. Lundy assumes that all of
Glen’s undistributed earnings will be distributed as divi
dends in future periods when the enacted tax rate will be
30%. Ignore the dividend-received deduction. Lundy’s
current enacted income tax rate is 25%. Lundy uses the
liability method to account for temporary differences.
The increase in Lundy’s deferred income tax liability for
this temporary difference is
a. $45,000
b. $37,500
c. $27,000
d. $18,000
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1M89#41. Lane, Inc., which began operations on Janu
ary 1, 1986, recognizes income from construction-type
contracts under the percentage-of-completion method in
its financial statements. Lane appropriately uses the
completed contract method for income tax reporting.
Reported income from construction-type contracts under
each method is as follows:
Y ear

P e rc e n ta g e o f-c o m p le tio n

1986
1987
1988

$ 600,000
1,200,000
1,700,000

C o m p le te d
c o n tra c t

$ —
800,000
1,400,000

For all of the above years and years to 1991 the enacted
income tax rate is 30%, and there are no other temporary
differences. At December 31, 1988, using the liability
method, Lane should report a liability for deferred taxes
of
a. $ 90,000
b. $210,000
c. $300,000
d. $390,000
1M89#42. Among the items reported on Cord, Inc.’s
income statement for the year ended December 31, 1988
were the following:
Amortization of goodwill
Insurance premium on life of an
officer with Cord as owner
and beneficiary

$10,000
5,000

Temporary differences amount to
a. $0
b. $ 5,000
c. $10,000
d. $15,000
D.

Capitalized Lease Liability

TN92#27. Lease M does not contain a bargain purchase
option, but the lease term is equal to 90% of the estimated
economic life of the leased property. Lease P does not
transfer ownership of the property to the lessee at the
end of the lease term, but the lease term is equal to 75%
of the estimated economic life of the leased property.
How should the lessee classify these leases?

a.
b.
c.
d.

L e a se M

L e a se P

Capital lease
Capital lease
Operating lease
Operating lease

Operating lease
Capital lease
Capital lease
Operating lease

1N92#4. On December 30, 1991, Rafferty Corp. leased
equipment under a capital lease. Annual lease payments
of $20,000 are due December 31 for 10 years. The equip
ment’s useful life is 10 years, and the interest rate implicit
in the lease is 10%. The capital lease obligation was
recorded on December 30, 1991, at $135,000, and the

first lease payment was made on that date. What amount
should Rafferty include in current liabilities for this capi
tal lease in its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $ 6,500
b. $ 8,500
c. $11,500
d. $20,000
1N92#33. On December 29, 1991, Action Corp. signed
a 7-year capital lease for an airplane to transport its sports
team around the country. The airplane’s fair value was
$841,500. Action made the first annual lease payment of
$153,000 on December 31, 1991. Action’s incremental
borrowing rate was 12%, and the interest rate implicit in
the lease, which was known by Action, was 9%. The
following are the rounded present value factors for an
annuity due:
9% for 7 years
12% for 7 years

5.5
5.1

What amount should Action report as capital lease liabil
ity in its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $841,500
b. $780,300
c. $688,500
d. $627,300
1N92#34. On December 30, 1990, Ames Co. leased
equipment under a capital lease for 10 years. It contracted
to pay $40,000 annual rent on December 31, 1990, and
on December 31 of each of the next nine years. The capital
lease liability was recorded at $270,000 on December 30,
1990, before the first payment. The equipment’s useful
life is 12 years, and the interest rate implicit in the lease
is 10%. Ames uses the straight-line method to depreciate
all equipment. In recording the December 31, 1991, pay
ment, by what amount should Ames reduce the capital
lease liability?
a. $27,000
b. $23,000
c. $22,500
d. $17,000
TM92#33. For a capital lease, the amount recorded ini
tially by the lessee as a liability should normally
a. Exceed the total of the minimum lease pay
ments.
b. Exceed the present value of the minimum lease
payments at the beginning of the lease.
c. Equal the total of the minimum lease payments.
d. Equal the present value of the minimum lease
payments at the beginning of the lease.
1M92#34. Robbins, Inc. leased a machine from Ready
Leasing Co. The lease qualifies as a capital lease and
requires 10 annual payments of $10,000 beginning imme
diately. The lease specifies an interest rate of 12% and
a purchase option of $10,000 at the end of the tenth year,
even though the machine’s estimated value on that date
is $20,000. Robbins’ incremental borrowing rate is 14%.
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The present value of an annuity due of 1 at:
12% for 10 years is 6.328
14% for 10 years is 5.946
The present value of 1 at:
12% for 10 years is .322
14% for 10 years is .270
What amount should Robbins record as lease liability at
the beginning of the lease term?
a. $62,160
b. $64,860
c. $66,500
d. $69,720
Jay’s lease payments are made at the end of
each period. Jay’s liability for a capital lease would be
reduced periodically by the
a. Minimum lease payment less the portion of the
minimum lease payment allocable to interest.
b. Minimum lease payment plus the amortization
of the related asset.
c. Minimum lease payment less the amortization
of the related asset.
d. Minimum lease payment.

TN91#34.

1N91#33. On December 31, 1990, Day Co. leased a
new machine from Parr with the following pertinent infor
mation:

Lease term
6 years
Annual rental payable at beginning
of each year
$50,000
Useful life of machine
8 years
Day’s incremental borrowing rate
15%
Implicit interest rate inlease (known by Day)
12%
Present value of an annuity of 1 in
advance for 6 periods at
12%
4.61
* 15%
4.35
The lease is not renewable, and the machine reverts to Parr
at the termination of the lease. The cost of the machine on
Parr’s accounting records is $375,500. At the beginning
of the lease term, Day should record a lease liability of
a. $375,500
b. $230,500
c. $217,500
d. $0
1N91#34. On December 31, 1989, Adam Co. leased a
machine under a capital lease for a period of ten years,
contracting to pay $50,000 on signing the lease and
$50,000 annually on December 31 of the next nine years.
The present value at December 31, 1989, of the ten lease
payments over the lease term discounted at 10% was
$338,000. At December 31, 1990, Adam’s total capital
lease liability is
a. $303,980
b. $266,800
c. $259,200
d. $243,000

1M91#42. On January 1, 1990, Babson, Inc. leased two
automobiles for executive use. The lease requires Babson
to make five annual payments of $13,000 beginning Janu
ary 1, 1990. At the end of the lease term, December
31, 1994, Babson guarantees the residual value of the
automobiles will total $10,000. The lease qualifies as a
capital lease. The interest rate implicit in the lease is 9%.
Present value factors for the 9% rate implicit in the lease
are as follows:

For an annuity due with 5 payments
For an ordinary annuity with 5 payments
Present value of $1 for 5 periods

4.240
3.890
0.650

Babson’s recorded capital lease liability immediately after
the first required payment should be
a. $48,620
b. $44,070
c. $35,620
d. $31,070
1M91#45. On January 1, 1990, Blaugh Co. signed a
long-term lease for an office building. The terms of the
lease required Blaugh to pay $10,000 annually, beginning
December 30, 1990, and continuing each year for 30
years. The lease qualifies as a capital lease. On January
1, 1990, the present value of the lease payments is
$112,500 at the 8% interest rate implicit in the lease. In
Blaugh’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, the capital
lease liability should be
a. $102,500
b. $111,500
c. $112,500
d. $290,000
1N90#21. On December 31, 1989, Neal, Inc. leased
machinery with a fair value of $105,000 from Frey Rent
als Co. The agreement is a six-year noncancelable lease
requiring annual payments of $20,000 beginning Decem
ber 31, 1989. The lease is appropriately accounted for by
Neal as a capital lease. Neal’s incremental borrowing rate
is 11%. Neal knows the interest rate implicit in the lease
payments is 10%.

•

The present value of an annuity due of 1 for 6 years
at 10% is 4.7908.

•

The present value of an annuity due of 1 for 6 years
at 11% is 4.6959.

In its December 31, 1989 balance sheet, Neal should
report a lease liability of
a. $75,816
b. $85,000
c. $93,918
d. $95,816
1N90#22. On December 31, 1988, Roe Co. leased a
machine from Colt for a five-year period. Equal annual
payments under the lease are $105,000 (including $5,000
annual executory costs) and are due on December 31 of
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each year. The first payment was made on December 31,
1988, and the second payment was made on December
31, 1989. The five lease payments are discounted at 10%
over the lease term. The present value of minimum lease
payments at the inception of the lease and before the first
annual payment was $417,000. The lease is appropriately
accounted for as a capital lease by Roe. In its December
3 1 , 1989 balance sheet, Roe should report a lease liability
of
a. $317,000
b. $315,000
c. $285,300
d. $248,700
TM90#11. A lessee had a ten-year capital lease requir
ing equal annual payments. The reduction of the lease
liability in year 2 should equal
a. The current liability shown for the lease at the
end of year 1.
b. The current liability shown for the lease at the
end of year 2.
c. The reduction of the lease obligation in year 1.
d. One-tenth of the original lease liability.
1M90#33. On December 31, 1988, Ball Co. leased a
machine from Cook for a ten-year period expiring Decem
ber 30, 1998. Annual payments of $100,000 are due on
December 31. The first payment was made on December
3 1 , 1988, and the second payment was made on December
31, 1989. The present value at the inception of the lease
for the ten lease payments discounted at 10% was
$676,000. The lease is appropriately accounted for as a
capital lease by Ball. In its December 31, 1989 balance
sheet, Ball should report a lease liability of
a. $643,600
b. $608,400
c. $533,600
d. $518,400
1M90#35. On January 1, 1989, Day Corp. entered into
a 10-year lease agreement with Ward, Inc. for industrial
equipment. Annual lease payments of $10,000 are payable
at the end of each year. Day knows that the lessor expects
a 10% return on the lease. Day has a 12% incremental
borrowing rate. The equipment is expected to have an
estimated useful life of 10 years. In addition, a third party
has guaranteed to pay Ward a residual value of $5,000
at the end of the lease.
The present value of an ordinary annuity of $1 at
12% for 10 years is 5.6502
10% for 10 years is 6.1446
The present value of $1 at
12% for 10 years is .3220
10% for 10 years is .3855
In Day’s October 31, 1989 balance sheet, the principal
amount of the lease obligation was
a. $63,374
b. $61,446

c.
d.

$58,112
$56,502

TN89#16. The present value of minimum lease pay
ments should be used by the lessee in determining the
amount of a lease liability under a lease classified by the
lessee as a(an)
a.
b.
c.
d.

C a p ita l le a se

O p e ra tin g le a se

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

1N89#22. On December 30, 1987, Bliss Corp. leased
equipment under a capital lease for a period of 12 years,
contracting to pay $100,000 annual rent on December
3 1 , 1987 and on December 31 for each of the next 9 years.
The capital lease liability was appropriately recorded at
$681,600 on December 3 0 , 1987 before the first payment.
The useful life of the equipment coincided with the lease
term. The interest rate implicit in the lease is 10%. In
recording the December 31, 1988 payment, Bliss should
reduce the capital lease liability by
a. $68,160
b. $58,160
c. $56,800
d. $41,840
1N89#27. On December 30, 1988, Haber Co. leased a
new machine from Gregg Corp. The following data relate
to the lease transaction at the inception of the lease:
Lease term
Annual rental payable at the end
of each lease year
Useful life of machine
Implicit interest rate
Present value of an annuity of 1 in
advance for 10 periods at 10%
Present value of annuity of 1 in
arrears for 10 periods at 10%
Fair value of the machine

10 years
$100,000
12 years
10%
6.76
6.15
$700,000

The lease has no renewal option, and the possession of
the machine reverts to Gregg when the lease terminates.
At the inception of the lease, Haber should record a lease
liability of
a. $0
b. $615,000
c. $630,000
d. $676,000
1M89#44. Beal, Inc. intends to lease a machine from
Paul Corp. Beal’s incremental borrowing rate is 14%.
The prime rate of interest is 8%. Paul’s implicit rate in
the lease is 10%, which is known to Beal. Beal computes
the present value of the minimum lease payments using
a.
8%
b. 10%
c. 12%
d. 14%
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E.

E m ployee B enefits

Which of the following information should
be disclosed by a company providing health care benefits
to its retirees?

TM93#30.

I.
II.

The assumed health care cost trend rate used to mea
sure the expected cost of benefits covered by the
plan.
The accumulated post-retirement benefit obligation.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I and II.
I only.
II only.
Neither I n o r II.

1M93#28. On January 2, 1992, East Corp. adopted a
defined benefit pension plan. The plan’s service cost of
$150,000 was fully funded at the end of 1992. Prior
service cost was funded by a contribution of $60,000 in
1992. Amortization of prior service cost was $24,000 for
1992. At December 31, 1992, what amount should East
report as prepaid pension cost?
a. $90,000
b. $84,000
c. $60,000
d. $36,000
1M93#30. North Corp. has an employee benefit plan
for compensated absences that gives employees 10 paid
vacation days and 10 paid sick days. Both vacation and
sick days can be carried over indefinitely. Employees can
elect to receive payment in lieu of vacation days; however,
no payment is given for sick days not taken. At December
3 1 , 1992, North’s unadjusted balance of liability for com
pensated absences was $21,000. North estimated that
there were 150 vacation days and 75 sick days available
at December 3 1 , 1992. North’s employees earn an average
of $100 per day. In its December 31, 1992, balance sheet,
what amount of liability for compensated absences is
North required to report?
a. $36,000
b. $22,500
c. $21,000
d. $15,000

At December 31, 1991, Taos Co. estimates
that its employees have earned vacation pay of $100,000.
Employees will receive their vacation pay in 1992. Should
Taos accrue a liability at December 31, 1991, if the rights
to this compensation accumulated over time or if the
rights are vested?
TN92#25.

a.
b.
c.
d.

A c c u m u la te d

V e ste d

Yes
No
Yes
No

No
No
Yes
Yes

1N92#25. Nome Co. sponsors a defined benefit plan
covering all employees. Benefits are based on years of
service and compensation levels at the time of retirement.
Nome determined that, as of September 30, 1992, its
accumulated benefit obligation was $380,000, and its plan
assets had a $290,000 fair value. Nome’s September 30,
1992, trial balance showed prepaid pension cost of
$20,000. In its September 30, 1992, balance sheet, what
amount should Nome report as additional pension lia
bility?
a. $110,000
b. $360,000
c. $380,000
d. $400,000
1M92#25. Webb Co. implemented a defined benefit
pension plan for its employees on January 1 , 1988. During
1988 and 1989, Webb’s contributions fully funded the
plan. The following data are provided for 1991 and 1990:
1991
E stim a te d

Projected benefit obligation,
December 31.
Accumulated benefit obliga
tion, December 31
Plan assets at fair value,
December 31
Projected benefit obligation
in excess of plan assets
Pension expense
Employer’s contribution

1990
A c tu a l

$750,000

$700,000

520,000

500,000

675,000

600,000

75,000
90,000
?

100,000
75,000
50,000

What amount should Webb contribute in order to report
an accrued pension liability of $15,000 in its December
31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $ 50,000
b. $ 60,000
c. $ 75,000
d. $100,000
2M92#15. The following information pertains to Rik
Co.’s two employees:

On July 31, 1991, Tern Co. amended its sin
gle employee defined benefit pension plan by granting

TN92#26.

increased benefits for services provided prior to 1991.
This prior service cost will be reflected in the financial
statement(s) for
a. Years before 1991 only.
b. Year 1991 only.
c. Year 1991, and years before and following
1991.
d. Year 1991, and following years only.

N am e

W eekly
sa la r y

N um ber o f
w e e k s w o rk e d
in 1 991

V a ca tion righ ts
vest o r
a cc u m u la te

Ryan
Todd

$800
600

52
52

Yes
No
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Neither Ryan nor Todd took the usual two-week vacation
in 1991. In Rik’s December 31, 1991, financial state
ments, what amount of vacation expense and liability
should be reported?
a. $2,800
b. $1,600
c. $1,400
d. $0
An employer sponsoring a defined benefit
pension plan is subject to the minimum pension liability
recognition requirement. An additional liability must be
recorded equal to the unfunded
a. Accumulated benefit obligation plus the pre
viously recognized accrued pension cost.
b. Accumulated benefit obligation less the pre
viously recognized accrued pension cost.
c. Projected benefit obligation plus the previously
recognized accrued pension cost.
d. Projected benefit obligation less the previously
recognized accrued pension cost.
TN91#31.

1N91 #22. ,Wolf Co.’s grant o f 30,000 stock appreciation
rights enables key employees to receive cash equal to the
difference between $20 and the market price of the stock
on the date each right is exercised. The service period is
1989 through 1991, and the rights are exercisable in 1992
and 1993. The market price of the stock was $25 and
$28 at December 31, 1989 and 1990, respectively. What
amount should Wolf report as the liability under the stock
appreciation rights plan in its December 3 1 , 1990, balance
sheet?
a. $0
b. $130,000
c. $160,000
d. $240,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

A c tu a l return
on p la n a s s e ts

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

1M91#36. Pine Corp. is required to contribute, to an
employee stock ownership plan (ESOP), 10% of its
income after deduction for this contribution but before
income tax. Pine’s income before charges for the contri
bution and income tax was $75,000. The income tax rate
is 30%. What amount should be accrued as a contribution
to the ESOP?
a. $7,500
b. $6,818
c. $5,250
d. $4,773

Mercer, Inc. maintains a defined benefit pen
sion plan for its employees. As of December 31, 1989,
the market value of the plan assets is less than the accumu
lated benefit obligation, and less than the projected benefit
obligation. The projected benefit obligation exceeds the
accumulated benefit obligation. In its balance sheet as of
December 31, 1989, Mercer should report a minimum
liability in the amount of the
a. Excess of the projected benefit obligation over
the value of the plan assets.
b. Excess of the accumulated benefit obligation
over the value of the plan assets.
c. Projected benefit obligation.
d. Accumulated benefit obligation.
TN90#20.

1N90#15. At December 31, 1989, the following infor
mation was provided by the Kerr Corp. pension plan
administrator:

Fair value of plan assets
Accumulated benefit obligation
Projected benefit obligation

On June 1, 1988, Ward Corp. established
a defined benefit pension plan for its employees. The
following information was available at May 31, 1990:
1N91#23.

Projected benefit obligation
Accumulated benefit obligation
Unfunded accrued pension cost
Plan assets at fair market value
Unrecognized prior service cost

E x p e c te d return
on p la n a sse ts

$3,450,000
4,300,000
5,700,000

What is the amount of the pension liability that should
be shown on Kerr’s December 31, 1989 balance sheet?
a. $5,700,000
b. $2,250,000
c. $1,400,000
d. $ 850,000

$14,500,000
12,000,000
200,000
7,000,000
2,550,000

To report the proper pension liability in Ward’s May 31,
1990, balance sheet, what is the amount of the adjustment
required?
a. $2,250,000
b. $4,750,000
c. $4,800,000
d. $7,300,000

2N90#16. The following information pertains to Seda
Co.’s pension plan:

For a defined benefit pension plan, the dis
count rate used to calculate the projected benefit obliga
tion is determined by the

If no change in actuarial estimates occurred during 1989,
Seda’s projected benefit obligation at December 31, 1989
was

TM91#37.

Actuarial estimate of projected
benefit obligation at 1/1/89
Assumed discount rate
Service costs for 1989
Pension benefits paid during 1989
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10%
18,000
15,000

Selected Questions
a.
b.
c.
d.

$64,200
$75,000
$79,200
$82,200

•

Barrett Co. maintains a defined benefit pen
sion plan for its employees. At each balance sheet date,
Barrett should report a minimum liability at least equal
to the
a. Accumulated benefit obligation.
b. Projected benefit obligation.
c. Unfunded accumulated benefit obligation.
d. Unfunded projected benefit obligation.

•
TM90#37.

1N89#15. Cey, Inc. determined that it has an obligation
relating to employees’ rights to receive compensation
for future absences attributable to employees’ services
already rendered. The obligation relates to rights that
accumulate and vest. Payment of this compensation is
probable. The amounts of Cey’s obligations at December
31, 1988 are reasonably estimated as follows:

Vacation pay
Sick pay

$90,000
60,000

In Cey’s December 31, 1988 balance sheet, what amount
should be reported as a liability for compensated
absences?
a. $0
b. $ 60,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $150,000
1N89#18. Jerry Corp., a company whose stock is pub
licly traded, provides a noncontributory defined benefit
pension plan for its employees. The company’s actuary
has provided the following information for the year ended
December 31, 1988:

Projected benefit obligation
Accumulated benefit obligation
Plan assets (fair value)
Service cost
Interest on projected benefit obligation
Amortization of unrecognized
prior service cost
Expected and actual return on plan assets

$400,000
350,000
410,000
120,000
12,000
30,000
41,000

The market-related asset value equals the fair value of
plan assets. Prior contributions to the defined benefit
pension plan equaled the amount of net periodic pension
cost accrued for the previous year end. No contributions
have been made for 1988 pension cost. In its December
31, 1988 balance sheet, Jerry should report an accrued
pension cost of
a. $203,000
b. $162,000
c. $121,000
d. $109,000
1M89#24. The following information relating to com
pensated absences was available from Graf Company’s
accounting records at December 31, 1988:

Employees’ rights to vacation pay vest and are attrib
utable to services already rendered. Payment is proba
ble, and G raf's obligation was reasonably estimated
at $110,000.
Employees’ rights to sick pay benefits do not vest but
accumulate for possible future use. The rights are
attributable to services already rendered, and the total
accumulated sick pay was reasonably estimated at
$50,000.

What amount is Graf required to report as the liability for
compensated absences in its December 31, 1988 balance
sheet?
a. $160,000
b. $110,000
c. $ 50,000
d. $0
1M89#35. As of December 3 1 , 1987, the projected ben
efit obligation and plan assets of a noncontributory
defined benefit plan sponsored by Reed, Inc. were:

Projected benefit obligation
Plan assets at fair value
Initial unfunded obligation

$780,000
600,000
$180,000

Reed elected to apply the provisions of FASB Statement
No. 87, E m p lo y e r s ’ A c co u n tin g f o r P en sio n s, in its finan
cial statements for the year ended December 31, 1988. At
December 31, 1987, all amounts accrued as net periodic
pension cost had been contributed to the plan. The average
remaining service period of active plan participants
expected to receive benefits was estimated to be 10 years
at the date of transition. Some participants’ estimated
service periods are 20 and 25 years. To minimize an
accrual for pension cost, what amount of unrecognized
net obligation should Reed amortize?
a. $ 7,200
b. $ 9,000
c. $12,000
d. $18,000
1M89#36. Kent, Inc., a calendar year company, estab
lished a defined benefit pension plan in December 1987.
The following data relate to this plan at December 31,
1988:

Projected benefit obligation
Accumulated benefit obligation
Total fair value of plan assets

$4,700,000
4,000,000
3,000,000

Kent elected to apply the provisions of FASB Statement
No. 87, E m p lo y e r s ’ A c co u n tin g f o r P en sio n s, in its finan
cial statements for the year ended December 31, 1988.
In its December 31, 1988 balance sheet, Kent should
report a minimum liability relating to the pension plan
of
a. $4,000,000
b. $1,700,000
c. $1,000,000
d. $0
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F.

Notes and Bonds Payable

TM93#12. On March 31, 1992, Ashley, Inc.’s bond
holders exchanged their convertible bonds for common
stock. The carrying amount of these bonds on Ashley’s
books was less than the market value but greater than the
par value of the common stock issued. If Ashley used
the book value method of accounting for the conversion,
which of the following statements correctly states an
effect of this conversion?
a. Stockholders’ equity is increased.
b. Additional paid-in capital is decreased.
c. Retained earnings is increased.
d. An extraordinary loss is recognized.
1M93#2. On December 31, 1992, Largo, Inc. had a
$750,000 note payable outstanding, due July 31, 1993.
Largo borrowed the money to finance construction of a
new plant. Largo planned to refinance the note by issuing
long-term bonds. Because Largo temporarily had excess
cash, it prepaid $250,000 of the note on January 12, 1993.
In February 1993, Largo completed a $1,500,000 bond
offering. Largo will use the bond offering proceeds to
repay the note payable at its maturity and to pay construc
tion costs during 1993. On March 3, 1993, Largo issued
its 1992 financial statements. What amount of the note
payable should Largo include in the current liabilities
section of its December 31, 1992, balance sheet?
a. $750,000
b. $500,000
c. $250,000
d. $0
1M93#32. On March 1, 1992, Evan Corp. issued
$500,000 of 10% nonconvertible bonds at 103, due on
February 28, 2002. Each $1,000 bond was issued with
30 detachable stock warrants, each of which entitled the
holder to purchase, for $50, one share of Evan’s $25 par
common stock. On March 1, 1992, the market price of
each warrant was $4. By what amount should the bond
issue proceeds increase stockholders’ equity?
a. $0
b. $15,000
c. $45,000
d. $60,000
TN92#9. Pie Co. uses the installment sales method to
recognize revenue. Customers pay the installment notes
in 24 equal monthly amounts, which include 12% interest.
What is an installment note’s receivable balance six
months after the sale?
a. 75% of the original sales price.
b. Less than 75% of the original sales price.
c. The present value of the remaining monthly
payments discounted at 12%.
d. Less than the present value of the remaining
monthly payments discounted at 12%.
1N92#22. On August 1, 1991, Vann Corp.’s $500,000,
one-year, noninterest-bearing note due July 3 1 , 1992, was
discounted at Homestead Bank at 10.8%. Vann uses the
straight-line method of amortizing bond discount. What

amount should Vann report for notes payable in its
December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $500,000
b. $477,500
c. $468,500
d. $446,000
1N92#36. On April 1, 1992, Hill Corp. issued 200 of
its $1,000 face value bonds at 101 plus accrued interest.
The bonds were dated November 1, 1991, and bear inter
est at an annual rate of 9% payable semiannually on
November 1 and May 1. What amount did Hill receive
from the bond issuance?
a. $194,500
b. $200,000
c. $202,000
d. $209,500
1N92#37. During 1992, Lake Co. issued 3,000 of its
9%, $1,000 face value bonds at 101½ . In connection
with the sale of these bonds, Lake paid the following
expenses:
Promotion costs
Engraving and printing
Underwriters’ commissions

$ 20,000
25,000
200,000

What amount should Lake record as bond issue costs to
be amortized over the term of the bonds?
a. $0
b. $220,000
c. $225,000
d. $245,000
1N92#38. On May 1, 1992, Bolt Corp. issued 11%
bonds in the face amount of $1,000,000 that mature on
May 1, 2002. The bonds were issued to yield 10%,
resulting in bond premium of $62,000. Bolt uses the
effective interest method of amortizing bond premium.
Interest is payable semiannually on November 1 and May
1. In its October 31, 1992, balance sheet, what amount
should Bolt report as unamortized bond premium?
a. $62,000.
b. $60,100
c. $58,900
d. $58,590
1N92#39. Blue Corp.’s December 31, 1991, balance
sheet contained the following items in the long-term lia
bilities section:
registered debentures, callable in
2002, due in 2007
9½ % collateral trust bonds, convertible
into common stock beginning in 2000,
due in 2010
10% subordinated debentures ($30,000
maturing annually beginning in 1997)
9¾ %

$700,000

What is the total amount of Blue’s term bonds?
a. $ 600,000
b. $ 700,000
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600,000
300,000

Selected Questions
c.
d.

$1,000,000
$1,300,000

1M92#29. Dixon Co. incurred costs of $3,300 when it
issued, on August 3 1 , 1991,5-year debenture bonds dated
April 1 , 1991. What amount of bond issue expense should
Dixon report in its income statement for the year ended
December 31, 1991?
a. $ 220
b. $ 240
c. $ 495
d. $3,300

1N91#24. On September 1, 1991, Hall Corp. redeemed
$500,000 of its 12%, 15-year bonds. Related unamortized
bond premium and issue costs at that date were $8,000
and $10,000, respectively. What amount should Hall use
to determine gain or loss on redemption?
a. $518,000
b. $508,000
c. $502,000
d. $498,000

1M92#30. The following information pertains to Camp
Corp.’s issuance of bonds on July 1, 1991:
Face amount
Term
Stated interest rate
Interest payment dates
Yield

$800,000
10 years
6%
Annually on July 1
9%

Present value of 1 for 10 periods
Future value of 1 for 10 periods
Present value of ordinary annuity
of 1 for 10 periods

At 6%
0.558
1.791

At 9%
0.422
2.367

7.360

6.418

1N91#28. On October 1, 1990, Brock, Inc. issued 200
of its 10%, $1,000 bonds at 101 plus accrued interest.
The bonds are dated July 1, 1990, and mature on July 1,
2000. Interest is payable semiannually on January 1 and
July 1. At the time of issuance, Brock received cash of
a. $207,000
b. $205,000
c. $202,000
d. $197,000

What should be the issue price for each $1,000 bond?
a. $1,000
b. $ 864
c. $ 807
d. $ 700
TN91#35. The market price of a bond issued at a dis
count is the present value of its principal amount at the
market (effective) rate of interest
a. Less the present value of all future interest pay
ments at the market (effective) rate of interest.
b. Less the present value of all future interest pay
ments at the rate of interest stated on the bond.
c. Plus the present value of all future interest pay
ments at the market (effective) rate of interest.
d. Plus the present value of all future interest pay
ments at the rate of interest stated on the bond.
TN91#37. Bonds with detachable stock warrants were
issued by Flack Co. Immediately after issue the aggregate
market value of the bonds and the warrants exceeds the
proceeds. Is the portion of the proceeds allocated to the
warrants less than their market value, and is that amount
recorded as contributed capital?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Less than warrants'
market value
No
Yes
Yes
No

1N91#21. At December 3 1 , 1990, Cain, Inc. owed notes
payable of $1,750,000, due on May 15, 1991. Cain
expects to retire this debt with proceeds from the sale of
100,000 shares of its common stock. The stock was sold
for $15 per share on March 10, 1991, prior to the issuance
of the year-end financial statements. In Cain’s December
3 1 , 1990, balance sheet, what amount of the notes payable
should be excluded from current liabilities?
a. $0
b. $ 250,000
c. $1,500,000
d. $1,750,000

1N91#36. On January 1, 1990, Celt Corp. issued 9%
bonds in the face amount of $1,000,000, which mature
on January 1, 2000. The bonds were issued for $939,000
to yield 10%, resulting in a bond discount of $61,000.
Celt uses the interest method of amortizing bond discount.
Interest is payable annually on December 31. At Decem
ber 31, 1990, Celt’s unamortized bond discount should
be
a. $51,000
b. $51,610
c. $52,000
d. $57,100
1N91#37. Clay Corp. had $600,000 convertible 8%
bonds outstanding at June 30, 1990. Each $1,000 bond
was convertible into 10 shares of Clay’s $50 par value
common stock. On July 1, 1990, the interest was paid to
bondholders, and the bonds were converted into common
stock, which had a fair market value of $75 per share.
The unamortized premium on these bonds was $12,000
at the date of conversion. Under the book value method,
this conversion increased the following elements of the
stockholders’ equity section by

Contributed
capital
Yes
No
Yes
No

a.
b.
c.
d.
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Common
stock
$300,000
$306,000
$450,000
$600,000

Additional
paid-in capital
$312,000
$306,000
$162,000
$ 12,000
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TM91#5. A 15-year bond was issued in 1980 at a dis
count. During 1990, a 10-year bond was issued at face
amount with the proceeds used to retire the 15-year bond
at its face amount. The net effect of the 1990 bond transac
tions was to increase long-term liabilities by the excess
of the 10-year bond’s face amount over the 15-year bond’s
a. Face amount.
b. Carrying amount.
c. Face amount less the deferred loss on bond
retirement.
d. Carrying amount less the deferred loss on bond
retirement.

1M91#47. Hancock Co.’s December 31, 1990, balance
sheet contained the following items in the long-term lia
bilities section:

TM91#6. On March 1, 1990, Clark Co. issued bonds at
a discount. Clark incorrectly used the straight-line method
instead of the effective interest method to amortize the
discount. How were the following amounts, as of Decem
ber 31, 1990, affected by the error?

200,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Bond carrying
amount
Overstated
Understated
Overstated
Understated

Short-term
$500,000
$100,000
$ 20,000
$0

Secured
9.875% guaranty security bonds, due 2010
10.0% commodity backed bonds ($50,000
maturing annually beginning in 1995)

$250,000

Long-term
$0
$400,000
$480,000
$500,000

Serial
bonds
$475,000
$475,000
$450,000
$200,000

Debenture
bonds
$400,000
$125,000
$400,000
$650,000

TN90
Items 29 and 30 are based on the following:
On January 2 , 1986, Chard Co. issued 10-year convertible
bonds at 105. During 1989, these bonds were converted
into common stock having an aggregate par value equal
to the total face amount of the bonds. At conversion, the
market price of Chard’s common stock was 50 percent
above its par value.
29. On January 2 , 1986, cash proceeds from the issuance
of the convertible bonds should be reported as
a. Contributed capital for the entire proceeds.
b. Contributed capital for the portion of the pro
ceeds attributable to the conversion feature and
as a liability for the balance.
c. A liability for the face amount of the bonds
and contributed capital for the premium over
the face amount.
d. A liability for the entire proceeds.
30. Depending on whether the book value method or
the market value method was used, Chard would recog
nize gains or losses on conversion when using the

$45,000
55,000
85,000

In Cobb’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, bond issue
costs should be reported as
a. $120,000
b. $130,000
c. $160,000
d. $185,000

125,000

What are the total amounts of serial bonds and debenture
bonds?

a.
b.
c.
d.

1M91#46. On December 31, 1990, Cobb issued 2,000
of its 10%, $1,000 bonds at 99. The issuance price estab
lished a bond discount of $20,000. In connection with
the sale of these bonds, Cobb paid the following expenses:
Legal and accounting fees
Printing of the prospectus
Underwriting fees

$275,000

Retained
earnings
Overstated
Understated
Understated
Overstated

1M91#35. Ames, Inc. has $500,000 of notes payable
due June 15, 1991. Ames signed an agreement on Decem
ber 1, 1990, to borrow up to $500,000 to refinance the
notes payable on a long-term basis with no payments
due until 1992. The financing agreement stipulated that
borrowings may not exceed 80% of the value of the
collateral Ames was providing. At the date of issuance
of the December 3 1 , 1990, financial statements, the value
of the collateral was $600,000 and is not expected to fall
below this amount during 1991. In Ames’ December 31,
1990, balance sheet, the obligation for these notes payable
should be classified as

a.
b.
c.
d.

Unsecured
9.375% registered bonds ($25,000
maturing annually beginning in 1994)
11.5% convertible bonds, callable
beginning in 1999, due 2010

a.
b.
c.
d.

Book value method
Either gain or loss
Either gain or loss
Neither gain nor loss
Neither gain nor loss

Market value method
Gain
Loss
Loss
Gain

TN90#31. Main Co. issued bonds with detachable com
mon stock warrants. Only the warrants had a known
market value. The sum of the fair value of the warrants
and the face amount of the bonds exceeds the cash pro
ceeds. This excess is reported as
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Selected Questions
a.
b.
c.
d.

Discount on bonds payable.
Premium on bonds payable.
Common stock subscribed.
Contributed capital in excess of par-stock war
rants.

1N90#11. Included in Lee Corp.’s liability account bal
ances at December 31, 1989, were the following:
14% note payable issued October 1,
1989, maturing September 30, 1990
16% note payable issued April 1, 1987,
payable in six equal annual installments
of $50,000 beginning April 1, 1988

$125,000
200,000

Lee’s December 31, 1989 financial statements were
issued on March 31, 1990. On January 15, 1990, the
entire $200,000 balance of the 16% note was refinanced
by issuance of a long-term obligation payable in a lump
sum. In addition, on March 10, 1990, Lee consummated
a noncancelable agreement with the lender to refinance
the 14%, $125,000 note on a long-term basis, on readily
determinable terms that have not yet been implemented.
Both parties are financially capable of honoring the
agreement, and there have been no violations of the
agreement’s provisions. On the December 31, 1989 bal
ance sheet, the amount of the notes payable that Lee
should classify as short-term obligations is
a. $175,000
b. $125,000
c. $ 50,000
d. $0
1N90#23. On March 1, 1990, Cain Corp. issued at 103
plus accrued interest, two hundred of its 9%, $1,000
bonds. The bonds are dated January 1, 1990 and mature
on January 1, 2000. Interest is payable semiannually on
January 1 and July 1. Cain paid bond issue costs of
$10,000. Cain should realize net cash receipts from the
bond issuance of
a. $216,000
b. $209,000
c. $206,000
d. $199,000
1N90#24. On June 30, 1990, Huff Corp. issued at 99,
one thousand of its 8%, $1,000 bonds. The bonds were
issued through an underwriter to whom Huff paid bond
issue costs of $35,000. On June 30, 1990, Huff should
report the bond liability at
a. $ 955,000
b. $ 990,000
c. $1,000,000
d. $1,025,000
1N90#25. On January 1, 1989, Wolf Corp. issued its
10% bonds in the face amount of $1,000,000, which
mature on January 1, 1999. The bonds were issued for
$1,135,000 to yield 8%, resulting in bond premium of
$135,000. Wolf uses the interest method of amortizing
bond premium. Interest is payable annually on December

31. At December 31, 1989, W olf's adjusted unamortized
bond premium should be
a. $135,000
b. $125,800
c. $121,500
d. $101,500
1N90#26. On April 1, 1989, Ward Corp. issued
$750,000 of 10% nonconvertible bonds at 102 that are
due on March 31, 1999. Each $1,000 bond was issued
with 40 detachable stock warrants, each of which entitled
the bondholder to purchase one share of Ward $10 par
common stock for $25. On April 1, 1989, the market
value of Ward’s common stock was $20 per share, and
the market value of each warrant was $4. What amount
of the proceeds from the bond issue should Ward record
as an increase in stockholders’ equity?
a. $ 15,000
b. $120,000
c. $300,000
d. $750,000
1N90#27. On June 3 0 , 1989, Town Co. had outstanding
8%, $2,000,000 face amount, 15-year bonds maturing on
June 3 0 , 1999. Interest is payable on June 30 and Decem
ber 31. The unamortized balances in the bond discount
and deferred bond issue costs accounts on June 30, 1989
were $70,000 and $20,000, respectively. On June 30,
1989, Town acquired all of these bonds at 94 and retired
them. What net carrying amount should be used in com
puting gain or loss on this early extinguishment of debt?
a. $1,980,000
b. $1,930,000
c. $1,910,000
d. $1,880,000
1M90#29. On December 3 0 , 1989, Bart, Inc. purchased
a machine from Fell Corp. in exchange for a noninterest
bearing note requiring eight payments of $20,000. The
first payment was made on December 30, 1989, and the
others are due annually on December 30. At date of
issuance, the prevailing rate of interest for this type of
note was 11%. Present value factors are as follows:

Period
7
8

Present value
of ordinary
annuity o f
1 at 11%
4.712
5.146

Present value
o f annuity in
advance of
1 at 11%
5.231
5.712

On Bart’s December 31, 1989 balance sheet, the note
payable to Fell was
a. $ 94,240
b. $102,920
c. $104,620
d. $114,240
1M90#36. On July 1, 1989, Howe Corp. issued 300 of
its 10%, $1,000 bonds at 99 plus accrued interest. The
bonds are dated April 1, 1989 and mature on April 1,
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1999. Interest is payable semiannually on April 1 and
October 1. What amount did Howe receive from the bond
issuance?
a. $304,500
b. $300,000
c. $297,000
d. $289,500
During 1989, Eddy Corp. incurred the fol
lowing costs in connection with the issuance of bonds:
1M90#37.

Printing and engraving
Legal fees
Fees paid to independent accountants
for registration information
Commissions paid to underwriter

amount should Hamm credit to additional paid-in capital
in recording the conversion?
a. $350,000
b. $400,000
c. $450,000
d. $800,000
TN89#17. How would the carrying amount of a bond
payable be affected by amortization of the following?

$ 30,000
160,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

20,000
300,000

What amount should be recorded as a deferred charge to
be amortized over the term of the bonds?
a. $510,000
b. $480,000
c. $300,000
d. $210,000
1M90#38. On January 1, 1989, Kay Inc. issued its 10%
bonds in the face amount of $400,000, which mature on
January 1, 1999. The bonds were issued for $354,000 to
yield 12%, resulting in a bond discount of $46,000. Kay
uses the interest method of amortizing bond discount.
Interest is payable semiannually on July 1 and January
1. At June 30, 1989, Kay’s unamortized bond discount
would be
a. $46,000
b. $44,760
c. $43,700
d. $42,000
1M90#40. On January 1, 1984, Fox Corp. issued 1,000
of its 10%, $1,000 bonds for $1,040,000. These bonds
were to mature on January 1 , 1994 but were callable at 101
any time after December 31, 1987. Interest was payable
semiannually on July 1 and January 1. On July 1, 1989,
Fox called all of the bonds and retired them. Bond pre
mium was amortized on a straight-line basis. Before
income taxes, Fox’s gain or loss in 1989 on this early
extinguishment of debt was
a. $30,000 gain.
b. $12,000 gain.
c. $10,000 loss.
d. $ 8,000 gain.
1M90#42. On June 30, 1989, Hamm Corp. had out
standing $2,000,000 face amount of 8% convertible bonds
maturing on June 30, 1994. Interest is payable on June
30 and December 31. Each $1,000 bond is convertible
into 40 shares of Hamm’s $20 par common stock. After
amortization through June 3 0 , 1989, the unamortized bal
ance in the premium on bonds payable account was
$50,000. On June 30, 1989, all of the bonds were con
verted when Hamm’s common stock had a market price
of $30 per share. Under the book value method, what

Discount
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

Premium
Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Increase

TN89#18., Bonds payable issued with scheduled maturi
ties at various dates are called

a.
b.
c.
d.

Serial bonds
No
No
Yes
Yes

Term bonds
Yes
No
No
Yes

TN89#19. When bonds payable are converted into com
mon stock, any gain or loss would be recognized when
using the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Book value
method
Yes
No
No
Yes

Market value
method
Yes
Yes
No
No

1N89#25. On January 1, 1989, Pine Corp. sold 200 of
its 8%, $1,000 bonds at 97 plus accrued interest. The
bonds are dated October 1, 1988 and mature on October
1, 1998. Interest is payable semiannually on April 1 and
October 1. Accrued interest for the period October 1,
1988 to January 1 , 1989 amounted to $4,000. On January
1 , 1989, Pine should report bonds payable, net of discount,
at
a. $196,000
b. $194,150
c. $194,000
d. $190,150
1N89#28. On May 1, Kreal Corp. issued $1,000,000,
20-year, 10% bonds for $1,075,000. Each $1,000 bond
had a detachable warrant eligible for the purchase of one
share of Kreal’s $50 par value common stock for $60.
Immediately after the bonds were issued, Kreal’s securi
ties had the following market values:
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10% bond without warrant
Warrant
Common stock, $50 par value

$1,050
25
65

Selected Questions
What amount of the bond issue proceeds should Kreal
record as an increase in stockholders’ equity?
a. $50,000
b. $25,000
c. $ 5,000
d. $0
1N89#29. On January 1, 1989, Carrow, Inc. issued its
10% bonds in the face amount of $1,000,000 that mature
on January 1, 1999. The bonds were issued for $886,000
to yield 12%, resulting in bond discount of $114,000.
Carrow uses the interest method of amortizing bond dis
count. Interest is payable July 1 and January 1. For the
six months ended June 30, 1989, Carrow should report
bond interest expense at
a. $56,840
b. $55,700
c. $53,160
d. $50,000
1N89#30. Faber, Inc. had outstanding 10%, $1,000,000
face amount convertible bonds maturing on December
3 1 , 1993, on which interest is paid June 30 and December
31. After amortization through June 3 0 , 1989, the unamor
tized balance in the bond discount account was $30,000.
On that date, all of these bonds were converted into
40,000 shares of $20 par value common stock. Faber
incurred expenses of $10,000 in connection with the con
version. Recording the conversion by the book value
(carrying amount) method, Faber should credit additional
paid-in capital for
a. $160,000
b. $170,000
c. $180,000
d. $230,000
1N89#31. On February 1, 1986, Davis Corp. issued
12%, $1,000,000 face amount, 10-year bonds for
$1,117,000. Davis reacquired all of these bonds at 102,
plus accrued interest, on May 1, 1989 and retired them.
Unamortized bond premium on that date was $78,000.
Before income taxes, what was Davis’ gain on the bond
retirement?
a. $97,000
b. $58,000
c. $39,000
d. $19,000
1M89#32. Included in Witt Corp.’s liability account
balances at December 31, 1988 were the following:
14% note payable issued October 1,
1988, maturing September 30, 1989
16% note payable issued April 1, 1986
payable in six equal annual installments
of $200,000 beginning April 1, 1987

$500,000

a noncancelable agreement with the lender to refinance
the 14%, $500,000 note on a long-term basis, on readily
determinable terms that have not yet been implemented.
Both parties are financially capable of honoring the
agreement, and there have been no violations of the
agreement’s provisions. On the December 31, 1988 bal
ance sheet, the amount of the notes payable that Witt
should classify as short-term obligations is
a. $700,000
b. $500,000
c. $200,000
d. $0
1M89#45. On April 1, 1988, Fox, Inc. issued 400 of its
10%, $1,000 bonds at 97 plus accrued interest. The bonds
are dated January 1, 1988 and mature on January 1, 1998.
Interest is payable semiannually on January 1 and July
1. What amount of cash would Fox receive from the bond
issuance?
a. $378,000
b. $388,000
c. $393,000
d. $398,000
1M89#47. On June 30, 1988, Eddy Corp. had outstand
ing 8%, $2,000,000 face amount convertible bonds matur
ing on June 30, 1998. Interest is payable on June 30 and
December 31. Each $1,000 bond is convertible into 40
shares of Eddy’s $20 par common stock. After amortiza
tion through June 30, 1988, the unamortized balance in
the premium on bonds payable account was $50,000. On
June 30, 1988, 1,000 bonds were converted when Eddy’s
common stock had a market price of $30 per share. Under
the book value method, what amount should Eddy credit
to additional paid-in capital in recording the conversion?
a. $425,000
b. $400,000
c. $225,000
d. $200,000
1M89#49. On July 1, 1982, Flax Corporation issued
2,000 of its 9%, $1,000 callable bonds for $1,920,000.
The bonds are dated July 1, 1982 and mature on July 1,
1992. Interest is payable semiannually on January 1 and
July 1. Flax uses the straight-line method of amortizing
bond discount. The bonds can be called by the issuer at
101 at any time after June 30, 1987.
On July 1, 1988, Flax called in all of the bonds and
retired them. Before income taxes, how much loss should
Flax report on this early extinguishment of debt for the
year ended December 31, 1988?
a. $ 20,000
b. $ 52,000
c. $ 68,000
d. $100,000

800,000
G.

Witt’s December 31, 1988 financial statements were
issued on March 31, 1989. On January 15, 1989, the
entire $800,000 balance of the 16% note was refinanced
by issuance of a long-term obligation payable in a lump
sum. In addition, on March 10, 1989, Witt consummated

Other Liabilities

2M93#17. During the first quarter of 1993, Tech Co.
had income before taxes of $200,000, and its effective
income tax rate was 15%. Tech’s 1992 effective annual
income tax rate was 30%, but Tech expects its 1993
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effective annual income tax rate to be 25%. In its first
quarter interim income statement, what amount of income
tax expense should Tech report?
a. $0
b. $30,000
c. $50,000
d. $60,000
1N92#24. Case Cereal Co. frequently distributes cou
pons to promote new products. On October 1 , 1991, Case
mailed 1,000,000 coupons for $.45 off each box of cereal
purchased. Case expects 120,000 of these coupons to be
redeemed before the December 31, 1991, expiration date.
It takes 30 days from the redemption date for Case to
receive the coupons from the retailers. Case reimburses
the retailers an additional $.05 for each coupon redeemed.
As of December 3 1 , 1991, Case had paid retailers $25,000
related to these coupons and had 50,000 coupons on hand
that had not been processed for payment. What amount
should Case report as a liability for coupons in its Decem
ber 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $35,000
b. $29,000
c. $25,000
d. $22,500
1N92#26. Barnel Corp. owns and manages 19 apart
ment complexes. On signing a lease, each tenant must
pay the first and last months’ rent and a $500 refundable
security deposit. The security deposits are rarely refunded
in total, because cleaning costs of $150 per apartment
are almost always deducted. About 30% of the time, the
tenants are also charged for damages to the apartment,
which typically cost $100 to repair. If a one-year lease
is signed on a $900 per month apartment, what amount
would Barnel report as refundable security deposit?
a. $1,400
b. $ 500
c. $ 350
d. $ 320
1N92#40. On April 1, 1992, Ash Corp. began offering
a new product for sale under a one-year warranty. Of the
5,000 units in inventory at April 1, 1992, 3,000 had been
sold by June 30, 1992. Based on its experience with
similar products, Ash estimated that the average warranty
cost per unit sold would be $8. Actual warranty costs
incurred from April 1 through June 3 0 , 1992, were $7,000.
At June 30, 1992, what amount should Ash report as
estimated warranty liability?
a. $ 9,000
b. $16,000
c. $17,000
d. $33,000

account was $3,000. On September 30, 1990, what
amount should Bell show as an escrow liability to Kent?
a. $ 1,500
b. $ 4,500
c. $ 8,500
d. $11,500
1M91#38. Bart Co. requires nonrefundable advance
payments with special orders for machinery constructed
to customer specifications. Information for 1990 is as
follows:
Customer
Advances
Advances
Advances
in 1990

advances — balance 12/31/89
received with orders in 1990
applied to orders shipped in 1990
applicable to orders cancelled

$590,000
920,000
820,000
250,000

In Bart’s December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet, what amount
should be reported as a current liability for customer
deposits?
a. $740,000
b. $690,000
c. $440,000
d. $0
1M91#39. Fell, Inc. operates a retail grocery store that
is required by law to collect refundable deposits of $.05
on soda cans. Information for 1990 follows:
Liability for returnable deposits— 12/31/89
$150,000
Cans of soda sold in 1990
10,000,000
Soda cans returned in 1990
11,000,000
On February 1, 1990, Fell subleased space and received
a $25,000 deposit to be applied toward rent at the expira
tion of the lease in 1994. In Fell’s December 31, 1990,
balance sheet, the current and noncurrent liabilities for
deposits were
a.
b.
c.
d.

Current
$125,000
$100,000
$100,000
$ 25,000

Noncurrent
$0
$ 25,000
$0
$100,000

1N90#14. On January 1 , 1989, Glen Co. leased a build
ing to Dix Corp. for a ten-year term at an annual rental
of $50,000. At inception of the lease, Glen received
$200,000 covering the first two years’ rent of $100,000
and a security deposit of $100,000. This deposit will not
be returned to Dix upon expiration of the lease but will
be applied to payment of rent for the last two years of
the lease. What portion of the $200,000 should be shown
as a current and long-term liability, respectively, in Glen’s
December 31, 1989 balance sheet?

1N91#26. On the first day of each month, Bell Mortgage
Co. receives from Kent Corp. an escrow deposit of $2,500
for real estate taxes. Bell records the $2,500 in an escrow
account. Kent’s 1990 real estate tax is $28,000, payable
in equal installments on the first day of each calendar
quarter. On December 3 1 , 1989, the balance in the escrow
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Current
liability
$0
$ 50,000
$100,000
$100,000

Long-term
liability
$200,000
$100,000
$100,000
$ 50,000

Selected Questions
1M90#30. Marr Co. sells its products in reusable con
tainers. The customer is charged a deposit for each con
tainer delivered and receives a refund for each container
returned within two years after the year of delivery. Marr
accounts for the containers not returned within the time
limit as being retired by sale at the deposit amount. Infor
mation for 1989 is as follows:
Container deposits at December 3 1 , 1988 from deliveries
in:
1987
1988

$150,000
430,000

$580,000

Deposits for containers delivered in 1989

780,000

Deposits for containers returned in 1989
from deliveries in:
1987
1988
1989

$ 90,000
250,000
286,000

H.

1N89#20. On January 1, 1988, Mill Corp. leased a
machine to Ott Corp. for a five-year term at an annual
rental of $50,000. The lease is an operating lease. At the
inception of the lease Mill received $100,000, covering
the first year’s rent of $50,000 and a security deposit of
$50,000. This deposit will not be returned to Ott upon
expiration of the lease, but will instead be applied to
payment of rent for the last year of the lease. Mill properly
reported rental revenue of $100,000 in its 1988 income
tax return. Mill’s tax rate was 30%. In Mill’s December
31, 1988 balance sheet, what portion of the $100,000
should be reported as a liability?
a. $50,000
b. $40,000
c. $35,000
d. $28,000
1N89#21. Grey operates as a retail furrier. Some cus
tomers pick out furs and place deposits with Grey to set
the furs aside for future delivery. Grey records the cash
receipts on these transactions as lay-away plan sales.
However, title to the fur passes to the customer only when
the full sales price is received by Grey. The average gross
margin on the furs is 75% of sales. The following pertinent
data were taken from Grey’s December 31, 1988 unad
justed trial balance:
$2,500,000
1,000,000
0

Contingent Liabilities and Commitments

TM93#29. In 1991, a contract dispute between Dollis
Co. and Brooks Co. was submitted to binding arbitration.
In 1991, each party’s attorney indicated privately that
the probable award in Dollis’ favor could be reasonably
estimated. In 1992, the arbitrator decided in .favor of
Dollis. When should Dollis and Brooks recognize their
respective gain and loss?

a.
b.
c.
d.

626,000

In M an’s December 31, 1989 balance sheet, the liability
for deposits on returnable containers should be
a. $494,000
b. $584,000
c. $674,000
d. $734,000

Regular sales
Lay-away plan sales
Deposits from customers

An analysis of the lay-away plan sales revealed that
$600,000 was received in full payment for furs delivered
to customers during 1988. In Grey’s December 31, 1988
balance sheet, deposits from customers would be
a. $1,000,000
b. $ 750,000
c. $ 600,000
d. $ 400,000

Dollis’ gain
1991
1991
1992
1992

Brooks’ loss
1991
1992
1991
1992

1M93#33. On February 5, 1993, an employee filed a
$2,000,000 lawsuit against Steel Co. for damages suffered
when one of Steel’s plants exploded on December 29,
1992. Steel’s legal counsel expects the company will lose
the lawsuit and estimates the loss to be between $500,000
and $1,000,000. The employee has offered to settle the
lawsuit out of court for $900,000, but Steel will not agree
to the settlement. In its December 3 1 , 1992, balance sheet,
what amount should Steel report as liability from lawsuit?
a. $2,000,000
b. $1,000,000
c. $ 900,000
d. $ 500,000
1M93#34. In 1991, a personal injury lawsuit was
brought against Halsey Co. Based on counsel’s estimate,
Halsey reported a $50,000 liability in its December 31,
1991, balance sheet. In November 1992, Halsey received
a favorable judgment, requiring the plaintiff to reimburse
Halsey for expenses of $30,000. The plaintiff has
appealed the decision, and Halsey’s counsel is unable to
predict the outcome of the appeal. In its December 31,
1992, balance sheet, Halsey should report what amounts
of asset and liability related to these legal actions?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Asset
$30,000
$30,000
$0
$0

Liability
$50,000
$0
$20,000
$0

2M93#20. On January 1,1992, Card Corp. signed a
three-year, noncancelable purchase contract, which
allows Card to purchase up to 500,000 units of a computer
part annually from Hart Supply Co. at $.10 per unit and
guarantees a minimum annual purchase of 100,000 units.
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During 1992, the part unexpectedly became obsolete.
Card had 250,000 units of this inventory at December
31, 1992, and believes these parts can be sold as scrap
for $.02 per unit. What amount of probable loss from the
purchase commitment should Card report in its 1992
income statement?
a. $24,000
b. $20,000
c. $16,000
d. $ 8,000
TN92#17. Invern, Inc. has a self-insurance plan. Each
year, retained earnings is appropriated for contingencies
in an amount equal to insurance premiums saved less
recognized losses from lawsuits and other claims. As a
result of a 1991 accident, Invern is a defendant in a
lawsuit in which it will probably have to pay damages of
$190,000. What are the effects of this lawsuit’s probable
outcome on Invern’s 1991 financial statements?
a. An increase in expenses and no effect on liabili
ties.
b. An increase in both expenses and liabilities.
c. No effect on expenses and an increase in liabili
ties.
d. No effect on either expenses or liabilities.
1N92#31. During 1990, Manfred Corp. guaranteed a
supplier’s $500,000 loan from a bank. On October 1,
1991, Manfred was notified that the supplier had defaulted
on the loan and filed for bankruptcy protection. Counsel
believes Manfred will probably have to pay between
$250,000 and $450,000 under its guarantee. As a result
of the supplier’s bankruptcy, Manfred entered into a con
tract in December 1991 to retool its machines so that
Manfred could accept parts from other suppliers. Retool
ing costs are estimated to be $300,000. What amount
should Manfred report as a liability in its December 31,
1991, balance sheet?
a. $250,000
b. $450,000
c. $550,000
d. $750,000
TM92#27. Snelling Co. did not record an accrual for a
contingent loss, but disclosed the nature of the contin
gency and the range of the possible loss. How likely is
the loss?
a. Remote.
b. Reasonably possible.
c. Probable.
d. Certain.
1M92#35. During 1990, Gum Co. introduced a new
product carrying a two-year warranty against defects. The
estimated warranty costs related to dollar sales are 2%
within 12 months following the sale and 4 % in the second
12 months following the sale. Sales and actual warranty
expenditures for the years ended December 31, 1990 and
1991, are as follows:

1990
1991

Sales
$150,000
250,000
$400,000

Actual warranty
expenditures
$2,250
7,500
$9,750

What amount should Gum report as estimated warranty
liability in its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $ 2,500
b. $ 4,250
c. $11,250
d. $14,250
1M92#36. On January 17, 1991, an explosion occurred
at a Sims Co. plant causing extensive property damage to
area buildings. Although no claims had yet been asserted
against Sims by March 10, 1991, Sims’ management and
counsel concluded that it is likely that claims will be
asserted and that it is reasonably possible Sims will be
responsible for damages. Sims’ management believed that
$1,250,000 would be a reasonable estimate of its liability.
Sims’ $5,000,000 comprehensive public liability policy
has a $250,000 deductible clause. In Sims’ December 31,
1990, financial statements, which were issued on March
25, 1991, how should this item be reported?
a. As an accrued liability of $250,000.
b. As a footnote disclosure indicating the possible
loss of $250,000.
c. As a footnote disclosure indicating the possible
loss of $1,250,000.
d. No footnote disclosure or accrual is necessary.
1N91#39. East Corp. manufactures stereo systems that
carry a two-year warranty against defects. Based on past
experience, warranty costs are estimated at 4% of sales
for the warranty period. During 1990, stereo system sales
totaled $3,000,000, and warranty costs of $67,500 were
incurred. In its income statement for the year ended
December 31, 1990, East should report warranty expense
of
a. $ 52,500
b. $ 60,000
c. $ 67,500
d. $120,000
TM91#16. A manufacturer of household appliances
may incur a loss due to the discovery of a defect in one
of its products. The occurrence of the loss is reasonably
possible and the resulting costs can be reasonably esti
mated. This possible loss should be

a.
b.
c.
d.

Accrued
Yes
Yes
No
No

Disclosed
in footnotes
No
Yes
Yes
No

TN90#35. Wyatt Co. has a probable loss that can only
be reasonably estimated within a range of outcomes. No
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single amount within the range is a better estimate than
any other amount. The loss accrual should be
a. Zero.
b. The maximum of the range.
c. The mean of the range.
d. The minimum of the range;
1N90#28. Dunn Trading Stamp Co. records stamp ser
vice revenue and provides for the cost of redemptions
in the year stamps are sold to licensees. Dunn’s past
experience indicates that only 80% of the stamps sold to
licensees will be redeemed. Dunn’s liability for stamp
redemptions was $6,000,000 at December 31, 1988.
Additional information for 1989 is as follows;
Stamp service revenue from stamps
sold to licensees
Cost of redemptions (stamps
sold prior to 1/1/89)

$4,000,000
2,750,000

If all the stamps sold in 1989 were presented for redemp
tion in 1990, the redemption cost would be $2,250,000.
What amount should Dunn report as a liability for stamp
redemptions at December 31, 1989?
a. $7,250,000
b. $5,500,000
c. $5,050,000
d. $3,250,000
TM90#12. Management can estimate the amount of the
loss that will occur if a foreign government expropriates
some company assets. If expropriation is reasonably pos
sible, a loss contingency should be
a. Neither accrued as a liability nor disclosed.
b. Accrued as a liability but not disclosed.
c. Disclosed and accrued as a liability.
d. Disclosed but not accrued as a liability.
1M90#59. During 1989, Tedd Co. became involved in
a tax dispute with the IRS. At December 3 1 , 1989, Tedd’s
tax advisor believed that an unfavorable outcome was
probable. A reasonable estimate of additional taxes was
$400,000 but could be as much as $600,000. After the
1989 financial statements were issued, Tedd received
and accepted an IRS settlement offer of $450,000. What
amount of accrued liability should Tedd have reported
in its December 31, 1989 balance sheet?
a. $400,000
b. $450,000
c. $500,000
d. $600,000
1M90#60. On November 25, 1989, an explosion
occurred at a Rex Co. plant causing extensive property
damage to area buildings. By March 10, 1990, claims
had been asserted against Rex. Rex’s management and
counsel concluded that it is probable Rex will be responsi
ble for damages, and that $3,500,000 would be a reason
able estimate of its liability. Rex’s $10,000,000
comprehensive public liability policy has a $500,000
deductible clause. Rex’s December 31, 1989 financial

statements, issued on March 25, 1990, should report this
item as
a. A footnote disclosure indicating the probable
loss of $3,500,000.
b. An accrued liability of $3,500,000.
c. An accrued liability of $500,000.
d. A footnote disclosure indicating the probable
loss of $500,000.
1N89#32. On November 10, 1988, a Garry Corp. truck
was in an accident with an auto driven by Dacey. On
January 10, 1989, Garry received notice of a lawsuit
seeking $800,000 in damages for personal injuries suf
fered by Dacey. Garry Corp.’s counsel believes it is rea
sonably possible that Dacey will be awarded an estimated
amount in the range between $250,000 and $500,000,
and that $400,000 is a better estimate of potential liability
than any other amount. Garry’s accounting year ends on
December 31, and the 1988 financial statements were
issued on March 6, 1989. What amount of loss should
Garry accrue at December 31, 1988?
a. $0
b. $250,000
c. $400,000
d. $500,000
1N89#33. In packages of its products, Curran Co.
includes coupons that may be presented at retail stores
to obtain discounts on other Curran products. Retailers
are reimbursed for the face amount of coupons redeemed
plus 10% of that amount for handling costs. Curran honors
requests for coupon redemption by retailers up to three
months after the consumer expiration date. Curran esti
mates that 70% of all coupons issued will ultimately
be redeemed. Information relating to coupons issued by
Curran during 1988 is as follows:
Consumer expiration date
Total face amount of coupons issued
Total payments to retailers as of 12/31/88

12/31/88
$600,000
220,000

What amount should Curran report as a liability for unre
deemed coupons at December 31, 1988?
a. $0
b. $200,000
c. $242,000
d. $308,000
1M89#43. On December 31, 1988, Mith Co. was a
defendant in a pending lawsuit. The suit arose from the
alleged defect of a product that Mith sold in 1986. In the
opinion of Mith’s attorney, it is probable that Mith will
have to pay $50,000, and it is reasonably possible that
Mith will have to pay $60,000 as a result of this lawsuit.
In its 1988 financial statements, Mith would report
a. An accrued liability of $50,000 only.
b. An accrued liability of $50,000 and would dis
close a contingent liability of an additional
$ 10,000 .
c. An accrued liability of $60,000 only.
d. No information about this lawsuit.
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IV.
A.

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Equity Accounts in Conformity With
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
•

Corporations

In May 1993, the FASB issued Statement of Financial
Accounting Standards No. 115, Accounting for Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, superseding
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 12,
Accounting for Certain Marketable Equity Securities.
Accordingly, future examinations will test knowledge of
SFAS No. 115. Previous examination items have not
been revised to reflect the application of SFAS 115.
TM93#2. A property dividend should be recorded in
retained earnings at the property’s
a. Market value at date of declaration.
b. Market value at date of issuance (payment).
c. Book value at date of declaration.
d. Book value at date of issuance (payment).
TM93#10. In 1990, Fogg, Inc. issued $10 par value
common stock for $25 per share. No other common stock
transactions occurred until March 31, 1992, when Fogg
acquired some of the issued shares for $20 per share and
retired them. Which of the following statements correctly
states an effect of this acquisition and retirement?
a. 1992 net income is decreased.
b. 1992 net income is increased.
c. Additional paid-in capital is decreased.
d. Retained earnings is increased.
TM93#13. Quoit, Inc. issued preferred stock with
detachable common stock warrants. The issue price
exceeded the sum of the warrants’ fair value and the
preferred stocks’ par value. The preferred stocks’ fair
value was not determinable. What amount should be
assigned to the warrants outstanding?
a. Total proceeds.
b. Excess of proceeds over the par value of the
preferred stock.
c. The proportion of the proceeds that the war
rants’ fair value bears to the preferred stocks’
par value.
d. The fair value of the warrants.
TM93#14. In a compensatory stock option plan for
which the grant, measurement, and exercise date are all
different, the stock options outstanding account should
be reduced at the
a. Date of grant.
b. Measurement date.
c. Beginning of the service period.
d. Exercise date.
1M93#6. On April 1 , 1993, Hyde Corp., a newly formed
company, had the following stock issued and outstanding:•
•

Common stock, no par, $1 stated value, 20,000 shares
originally issued for $30 per share.

Preferred stock, $10 par value, 6,000 shares originally
issued for $50 per share.

Hyde’s April 1, 1993, statement of stockholders’ equity
should report

a.
b.
c.
d.

Common
stock
$ 20,000
$ 20,000
$600,000
$600,000

Preferred
stock
$ 60,000
$300,000
$300,000
$ 60,000

Additional
paid-in
capital
$820,000
$580,000
$0
$240,000

1M93#11. On December 1, 1992, Line Corp. received
a donation of 2,000 shares of its $5 par value common
stock from a stockholder. On that date, the stock’s market
value was $35 per share. The stock was originally issued
for $25 per share. By what amount would this donation
cause total stockholders’ equity to decrease?
a. $70,000
b. $50,000
c. $20,000
d. $0
2M93#1. Rudd Corp. had 700,000 shares of common
stock authorized and 300,000 shares outstanding at
December 31, 1991. The following events occurred dur
ing 1992:
January 31
June 30
August 1
November 30

Declared 10% stock dividend
Purchased 100,000 shares
Reissued 50,000 shares
Declared 2-for-1 stock split

At December 31, 1992, how many shares of common
stock did Rudd have outstanding?
a. 560,000
b. 600,000
c. 630,000
d. 660,000
2M93#2. Beck Corp. issued 200,000 shares of common
stock when it began operations in 1990 and issued an
additional 100,000 shares in 1991. Beck also issued pre
ferred stock convertible to 100,000 shares of common
stock. In 1992, Beck purchased 75,000 shares of its com
mon stock and held it in Treasury. At December 31,
1992, how many shares of Beck’s common stock were
outstanding?
a. 400,000
b. 325,000
c. 300,000
d. 225,000
2M93#3. The following changes in Vel Corp.’s account
balances occurred during 1992:
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Increase
$89,000
27,000
60,000
6,000

Assets
Liabilities
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital

Except for a $13,000 dividend payment and the year’s
earnings, there were no changes in retained earnings for
1992. What was Vel’s net income for 1992?
a. $ 4,000
b. $ 9,000
c. $13,000
d. $17,000
2M93#4. At December 31, 1991 and 1992, Carr Corp.
had outstanding 4,000 shares of $100 par value 6% cumu
lative preferred stock and 20,000 shares of $10 par value
common stock. At December 31, 1991, dividends in
arrears on the preferred stock were $12,000. Cash divi
dends declared in 1992 totaled $44,000. Of the $44,000,
what amounts were payable on each class of stock?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Preferred stock
$44,000
$36,000
$32,000
$24,000

Common stock
$0
$ 8,000
$12,000
$20,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

No par common stock
Additional paid-in capital when the subscrip
tion is recorded.
Additional paid-in capital when the subscrip
tion is collected.
Additional paid-in capital when the common
stock is issued.

TN92#22. A corporation issuing stock should charge
retained earnings for the market value of the shares issued
in a(an)
a. Employee stock bonus.
b. Pooling of interests.
c. 10% stock dividend.
d. 2-for-1 stock split.
1N92#7. On September 1, 1992, Hyde Corp., a newly
formed company, had the following stock, issued and
outstanding:
•

Common stock, no par, $1 stated value, 5,000 shares
originally issued for $15 per share.

•

Preferred stock, $10 par value, 1,500 shares originally
issued for $25 per share.

Hyde’s September 1, 1992, statement of stockholders’
equity should report

2M93#5. At December 31, 1991, Eagle Corp. reported
$1,750,000 of appropriated retained earnings for the con
struction of a new office building, which was completed
in 1992 at a total cost of $1,500,000. In 1992, Eagle
appropriated $1,200,000 of retained earnings for the con
struction of a new plant. Also, $2,000,000 of cash was
restricted for the retirement of bonds due in 1993. In its
1992 balance sheet, Eagle should report what amount of
appropriated retained earnings?
a. $1,200,000
b. $1,450,000
c. $2,950,000
d. $3,200,000
2M93#18. On December 30, 1992, Hale Corp. paid
$400,000 cash and issued 80,000 shares of its $1 par
value common stock to its unsecured creditors on a pro
rata basis pursuant to a reorganization plan under Chapter
11 of the bankruptcy statutes. Hale owed these unsecured
creditors a total of $1,200,000. Hale’s common stock was
trading at $1.25 per share on December 30, 1992. As a
result of this transaction, Hale’s total stockholder’s equity
had a net increase of
a. $1,200,000
b. $ 800,000
c. $ 100,000
d. $ 80,000
TN92#18. When collectibility is reasonably assured, the
excess of the subscription price over the stated value of
the no par common stock subscribed should be recorded
as

a.
b.
c.
d.

Common
stock
$ 5,000
$ 5,000
$75,000
$75,000

Preferred
stock
$15,000
$37,500
$37,500
$15,000

Additional
paid-in
capital
$92,500
$70,000
$0
$22,500

1N92#8. Tack, Inc. reported a retained earnings balance
of $150,000 at December 31, 1990. In June 1991, Tack
discovered that merchandise costing $40,000 had not been
included in inventory in its 1990 financial statements.
Tack has a 30% tax rate. What amount should Tack report
as adjusted beginning retained earnings in its statement
of retained earnings at December 31, 1991?
a. $190,000
b. $178,000
c. $150,000
d. $122,000
2N92#41. On May 18, 1992, Sol Corp.’s board of direc
tors declared a 10% stock dividend. The market price of
Sol’s 3,000 outstanding shares of $2 par value common
stock was $9 per share on that date. The stock dividend
was distributed on July 2 1 , 1992, when the stock’s market
price was $10 per share. What amount should Sol credit
to additional paid-in capital for this stock dividend?
a. $2,100
b. $2,400
c. $2,700
d. $3,000
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Cross Corp. had outstanding 2,000 shares of
11% preferred stock, $50 par. On August 8, 1992, Cross
redeemed and retired 25% of these shares for $22,500. On
that date, Cross’ additional paid-in capital from preferred
stock totaled $30,000. To record this transaction, Cross
should debit (credit) its capital accounts as follows:
2N92#42.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Preferred
stock
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$22,500

Additional
paid-in capital
$7,500
—

($2,500)
—

Retained
earnings
($10,000)
($ 2,500)
—

$100,000
300,000
95,000

At December 31, 1991, Boe’s book value per common
share was
a. $13.17
b. $13.00
c. $12.97
d. $12.80
On July 1, 1992, Cove Corp., a closely-held
corporation, issued 6 bonds with a maturity value of
$60,000, together with 1,000 shares of its $5 par value
common stock, for a combined cash amount of $110,000.
The market value of Cove’s stock cannot be ascertained.
If the bonds were issued separately, they would have
sold for $40,000 on an 8% yield to maturity basis. What
amount should Cove report for additional paid-in capital
on the issuance of the stock?
a. $75,000
b. $65,000
c. $55,000
d. $45,000
2N92#44.

2N92#45. Mio Corp. was the sole stockholder of Plasti
Corp. On September 30, 1991, Mio declared a property
dividend of Plasti’s 2,000 outstanding shares of $1 par
value common stock, distributable to Mio’s stockholders.
On that date, the book value of Plasti’s stock was $1.50
per share. Immediately after the distribution, the market
value of Plasti’s stock was $4.50 per share. What amount
should Mio report in its 1991 financial statements as gain
on disposal of the Plasti stock?
a. $1,000
b. $2,000
c. $3,000
d. $6,000

On January 2 , 1991, Air, Inc. agreed to pay its
former president $300,000 under a deferred compensation
arrangement. Air should have recorded this expense in
2N92#46.

In September 1987, Cal Corp. made a divi
dend distribution of one right for each of its 240,000
shares of outstanding common stock. Each right was exer
cisable for the purchase of 1/100 of a share of Cal’s $50
variable rate preferred stock at an exercise price of $80
per share. On March 20, 1992, none of the rights had
been exercised, and Cal redeemed them by paying each
stockholder $0.10 per right. As a result of this redemption,
Cal’s stockholders’ equity was reduced by
a. $ 240
b. $ 4,800
c. $24,000
d. $72,000
2N92#47.

—

2N92#43. Boe Corp.’s stockholders’ equity at Decem
ber 31, 1991, was as follows:

6% noncumulative preferred stock,
$100 par (liquidation value $105
per share)
Common stock, $10 par
Retained earnings

1990 but did not do so. Air’s reported income tax expense
would have been $70,000 lower in 1990 had it properly
accrued this deferred compensation. In its December 31,
1991, financial statements, Air should adjust the begin
ning balance of its retained earnings by a
a. $230,000 credit.
b. $230,000 debit.
c. $300,000 credit.
d. $370,000 debit.

On December 31, 1991, Pack Corp.’s board
of directors canceled 50,000 shares of $2.50 par value
common stock held in treasury at an average cost of
$13 per share. Before recording the cancellation of the
treasury stock, Pack had the following balances in its
stockholder’s equity accounts:
2N92#50.

Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Treasury stock, at cost

$540,000
750,000
900,000
650,000

In its balance sheet at December 31, 1991, Pack
should report common stock outstanding of
a. $0
b. $250,000
c. $415,000
d. $540,000
TM92#37.

used to
a.
b.
c.
d.

A retained earnings appropriation can be

Absorb a fire loss when a company is selfinsured.
Provide for a contingent loss that is probable
and reasonable.
Smooth periodic income.
Restrict earnings available for dividends.

1M92#1. United, Inc.’s unadjusted current assets sec
tion and stockholders’ equity section of its December 31,
1991, balance sheet are as follows:
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Current Assets:
Cash
Investments in marketable equity
securities (including $300,000 of
United, Inc. common stock)
Trade accounts receivable
Inventories
Total

$ 60,000
a.
b.
c.
d.

400,000
340,000
148,000
$948,000

Stockholders’ Equity:
Common stock
Retained earnings (deficit)
Total

$2,224,000
(224,000)
$2,000,000

In its 1991 statement of stockholders’ equity, United’s
total amount of equity at December 31, 1991, is
a. $2,224,000
b. $2,000,000
c. $1,924,000
d. $1,700,000
1M92
Items 2 and 3 are based on the following:
The following format was used by Gee, Inc. for its 1991
statement of owners’ equity:
Common Additional
stock,
paid-in Retained
$1 par
capital earnings
$90,000 $800,000 $175,000

When both the 100% and the 5% stock dividends were
declared, Gee’s common stock was selling for more than
its $1 par value.
2. How would the 100% stock dividend affect the addi
tional paid-in capital and retained earnings amounts
reported in Gee’s 1991 statement of owners’ equity?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Additional
paid-in capital
Increase
Increase
No change
No change

Retained
earnings
Decrease
Increase
Decrease
Increase

1M92#5. Zinc Co.’s adjusted trial balance at December
31, 1991, includes the following account balances:

The investments and inventories are reported at their
costs, which approximate market values.

Balance at 1/1/91
Additions and
deductions:
100% stock dividend
5% stock dividend
Balance at 12/31/91

Additional
paid-in capital
Increase
Increase
No change
No change

Retained
earnings
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

Common stock, $3 par
Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock, at cost
Net unrealized loss on noncurrent
marketable equity securities
Retained earnings: appropriated for
uninsured earthquake losses
Retained earnings: unappropriated

20,000
150,000
200,000

What amount should Zinc report as total stockholders’
equity in its December 31, 1991, balance sheet?
a. $1,680,000
b. $1,720,000
c. $1,780,000
d. $1,820,000
2M92#1. On March 1, 1992, Rya Corp. issued 1,000
shares of its $20 par value common stock and 2,000
shares of its $20 par value convertible preferred stock
for a total of $80,000. At this date, Rya’s common stock
was selling for $36 per share, and the convertible pre
ferred stock was selling for $27 per share. What amount
of the proceeds should be allocated to Rya’s convertible
preferred stock?
a. $60,000
b. $54,000
c. $48,000
d. $44,000
2M92#2. While preparing its 1991 financial statements,
Dek Corp. discovered computational errors in its 1990
and 1989 depreciation expenses. These errors resulted in
overstatement of each year’s income by $25,000, net of
income taxes. The following amounts were reported in
the previously issued financial statements:

Retained earnings, 1/1
Net income
Retained earnings, 12/31

3. How would the 5% stock dividend affect the addi
tional paid-in capital and retained earnings amounts
reported in Gee’s 1991 statement of owners’ equity?

$600,000
800,000
50,000

1990
$700,000
150,000
$850,000

1989
$500,000
200,000
$700,000

Dek’s 1991 net income is correctly reported at $180,000.
Which of the following amounts should be reported as
prior period adjustments and net income in Dek’s 1991
and 1990 comparative financial statements?
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Year
1990
1991

a.
b.
c.
d.

Prior period
adjustment
($50,000)

1990
1991

($50,000)

1990
1991

($25,000)

1990
1991

—

c.
d.

Net income
$150,000
180,000

2M92#7. The following information pertains to Lark
Corp.’s long-term marketable equity securities portfolio:

$150,000
180,000
$125,000
180,000

Cost
Market value

$125,000
180,000

2M92#3. Bal Corp. declared a $25,000 cash dividend
on May 8, 1991, to stockholders of record on May 23,
1991, payable on June 3, 1991. As a result of this cash
dividend, working capital
a. Was not affected.
b. Decreased on June 3.
c. Decreased on May 23.
d. Decreased on May 8.
2M92#4. On December 1, 1991, Nilo Corp. declared a
property dividend of marketable securities to be distrib
uted on December 31, 1991, to stockholders of record on
December 15, 1991. On December 1, 1991, the market
able securities had a carrying amount of $60,000 and a
fair value of $78,000. What is the effect of this property
dividend on Nilo’s 1991 retained earnings, after all nomi
nal accounts are closed?
a. $0.
b. $18,000 increase.
c. $60,000 decrease.
d. $78,000 decrease.
2M92#5. Ray Corp. declared a 5% stock dividend on
its 10,000 issued and outstanding shares of $2 par value
common stock, which had a fair value of $5 per share
before the stock dividend was declared. This stock divi
dend was distributed 60 days after the declaration date.
By what amount did Ray’s current liabilities increase as
a result of the stock dividend declaration?
a. $0
b. $ 500
c. $1,000
d. $2,500
2M92#6.
Corp.:

$7,000
$8,800

The following information pertains to Meg

•

Dividends on its 1,000 shares of 6%, $10 par value
cumulative preferred stock have not been declared or
paid for 3 years.

•

Treasury stock that cost $15,000 was reissued for

8 000.

$ ,

What amount of retained earnings should be appropriated
as a result of these items?
a. $0
b. $1,800

December 31,
1991
1990
$200,000
$200,000
240,000
180,000

Differences between cost and market values are consid
ered to be temporary. The decline in market value was
properly accounted for at December 31, 1990. By what
amount should the contra account — unrealized loss on
long-term marketable equity securities — decrease from
December 31, 1990, to December 31, 1991?
a. $60,000
b. $40,000
c. $20,000
d. $0
2M92#8. On July 1, 1991, Vail Corp. issued rights to
stockholders to subscribe to additional shares of its com
mon stock. One right was issued for each share owned.
A stockholder could purchase one additional share for
10 rights plus $15 cash. The rights expired on September
30, 1991. On July 1, 1991, the market price of a share
with the right attached was $40, while the market price
of one right alone was $2. Vail’s stockholders’ equity on
June 30, 1991, comprised the following:
Common stock, $25 par value, 4,000
shares issued and outstanding
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

$100,000
60,000
80,000

By what amount should Vail’s retained earnings decrease
as a result of issuance of the stock rights on July 1, 1991?
a. $0
b. $ 5,000
c. $ 8,000
d. $10,000
TN91#25. In single period statements, which of the fol
lowing should be reflected as an adjustment to the opening
balance of retained earnings?
a. Effect of a failure to provide for uncollectible
accounts in the previous period.
b. Effect of a decrease in the estimated useful life
of depreciable equipment.
c. Cumulative effect of a change of income recog
nition from the installment sale method to rec
ognition at point of sale.
d. Cumulative effect of a change from an acceler
ated method to straight-line depreciation.
TN91#38. Tem Co. issued rights to its existing stock
holders without consideration. A stockholder received a
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right to buy one share for each 20 shares held. The exer
cise price was in excess of par value, but less than the
current market price. Retained earnings decreases when

a.
b.
c.
d.

Rights are issued
Yes
Yes
No
No

Rights are exercised
Yes
No
Yes
No

TN91#39. Posy Corp. acquired treasury shares at an
amount greater than their par value, but less than their
original issue price. Compared to the cost method of
accounting for treasury stock, does the par value method
report a greater amount for additional paid-in capital and
a greater amount for retained earnings?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Additional
paid-in capital
Yes
Yes
No
No

Retained
earnings
Yes
No
No
Yes

a.
b.
c.
d.

Method used in
1989
Sum-of-the-years’
digits depreciation

Method used in
1990
Straight-line
depreciation

Weighted-average
for inventory
valuation

First-in, first-out for
inventory valuation

After-tax
effect
$30,000

98,000

What amount should be classified in 1990 as prior period
adjustments?
a. $0
b. $ 30,000
c. $ 98,000
d. $128,000
2N91#3. Hoyt Corp.’s current balance sheet reports the
following stockholders’ equity:

TN91#40. Grid Corp. acquired some of its own common
shares at a price greater than both their par value and
original issue price but less than their book value. Grid
uses the cost method of accounting for treasury stock.
What is the impact of this acquisition on total stockhold
ers’ equity and the book value per common share?
Total stockholders’
equity
Increase
Increase
Decrease
Decrease

2N91#2. During 1990, Dale Corp. made the following
accounting changes:

Book value
per share
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

2N91#1. Of the 125,000 shares of common stock issued
by Vey Corp., 25,000 shares were held as treasury stock at
December 31, 1989. During 1990, transactions involving
Vey’s common stock were as follows:

5% cumulative preferred stock, par value
$100 per share; 2,500 shares issued and
outstanding

$250,000

Common stock, par value $3.50 per share;
100,000 shares issued and outstanding

350,000

Additional paid-in capital in excess of
par value of common stock

125,000

Retained earnings

300,000

Dividends in arrears on the preferredstock amount to
$25,000. If Hoyt were to be liquidated, the preferred
stockholders would receive par value plus a premium of
$50,000. The book value per share of common stock is
a. $7.75
b. $7.50
c. $7.25
d. $7.00

January 1 through October 31 — 13,000 treasury shares
were distributed to officers as part of a stock com
pensation plan.
November 1 — A 3-for-1 stock split took effect.
December 1 — Vey purchased 5,000 of its own shares
to discourage an unfriendly takeover. These shares
were not retired.

2N91#5. Arp Corp.’s outstanding capital stock at
December 15, 1990, consisted of the following:
•

30,000 shares of 5% cumulative preferred stock, par
value $10 per share, fully participating as to dividends.
No dividends were in arrears.

At December 31, 1990, how many shares of Vey’s com
mon stock were issued and outstanding?

•

200,000 shares of common stock, par value $1 per
share.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Issued
375,000
375,000
334,000
324,000

Shares
Outstanding
334,000
324,000
334,000
324,000

On December 15, 1990, Arp declared dividends of
$100,000. What was the amount of dividends payable to
Arp’s common stockholders?
a. $10,000
b. $34,000
c. $40,000
d. $47,500
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2N91#6. Ole Corp. declared and paid a liquidating divi
dend of $100,000. This distribution resulted in a decrease
in Ole’s

a.
b.
c.
d.

Paid-in capital
No
Yes
No
Yes

Retained earnings
No
Yes
Yes
No

2N91#7. In 1989, Seda Corp. acquired 6,000 shares of
its $1 par value common stock at $36 per share. During
1990, Seda issued 3,000 of these shares at $50 per share.
Seda uses the cost method to account for its treasury
stock transactions. What accounts and amounts should
Seda credit in 1990 to record the issuance of the 3,000
shares?
*
Treasury
stock
a.
b.
c.
d.

$108,000
$108,000

Additional
paid-in
capital
$102,000
$144,000
$ 42,000

Retained
earnings
$42,000

Common
stock
$6,000
$6,000

$42,000

2N91#20. Wall Corp.’s employee stock purchase plan
specifies the following:
•

For every $1 withheld from employees’ wages for the
purchase of Wall’s common stock, Wall contributes
$2 .

•

The stock is purchased from Wall’s treasury stock at
market price on the date of purchase.

The following information pertains to the plan’s 1990
transactions:
•

Employee withholdings for the year*

•

Market value of 150,000 shares issued

•

Carrying amount of treasury stock
issued (cost)

$ 350,000
1,050,000

900,000

Before payroll taxes, what amount should Wall recognize
as expense in 1990 for the stock purchase plan?
a. $1,050,000
b. $ 900,000
c. $ 700,000
d. $ 550,000
TM91#17. A company declared a cash dividend on its
common stock on December 15, 1990, payable on January
12, 1991. How would this dividend affect stockholders’
equity on the following dates?

a.
b.
c.
d.

December 15, December 31,
1990
1990
No effect
Decrease
Decrease
No effect
Decrease
No effect
No effect
No effect

January 12,
1991
Decrease
No effect
No effect
Decrease

TM91#18. On incorporation, Dee Inc. issued common
stock at a price in excess of its par value. No other stock
transactions occurred except treasury stock was acquired
for an amount exceeding this issue price. If Dee uses
the par value method of accounting for treasury stock
appropriate for retired stock, what is the effect of the
acquisition on the following?

a.
b.
c.
d.
\

Net
common stock
No effect
Decrease
Decrease
No effect

Additional
paid-in capital
Decrease
Decrease
No effect
Decrease

Retained
earnings
No effect
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease

TM91#19. Cricket Corp. issued, without consideration,
rights allowing stockholders to subscribe for additional
shares at an amount greater than par value but less than
both market and book values. When the rights are exer
cised, how are the following accounts affected?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Retained
earnings
Decreased
Not affected
Decreased
Not affected

Additional
paid-in capital
Not affected
Not affected
Increased
Increased

1M91#18. Data regarding Ball Corp.’s long-term mar
ketable equity securities follow:

December 31, 1989
December 31, 1990

Cost
$150,000
150,000

Market
value
$130,000
160,000

Differences between cost and market values are consid
ered temporary. The decline in market value was consid
ered temporary and was properly accounted for at
December 31, 1989. Ball’s 1990 statement of changes in
stockholders’ equity would report an increase of
a. $30,000
b. $20,000
c. $10,000
d. $0
1M91
Items 19 and 20 are based on the following:
Pugh Co. reported the following in its statement of stock
holders’ equity on January 1, 1990:
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Common stock, $5 par value, authorized
200,000
shares, issued 100,000 shares
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Less treasury stock, at cost, 5,000 shares
Total stockholders’ equity

Debit
$ 500,000
1,500,000
516,000
2,516,000
40,000
$2,476,000

a.

b.

The following events occurred in 1990:
May 1

— 1,000 shares of treasury stock were sold
for $10,000.
July 9
— 10,000 shares of previously unissued com
mon stock were sold for $12 per share.
October 1 — The distribution of a 2-for-1 stock split
resulted in the common stock’s per share
par value being halved.
Pugh accounts for treasury stock under the cost method.
Laws in the state of Pugh’s incorporation protect shares
held in treasury from dilution when stock dividends or
stock splits are declared.
19. In Pugh’s December 31, 1990, statement of stock
holders’ equity, the par value of the issued common stock
should be
a. $550,000
b. $518,000
c. $291,000
d. $275,000
20. The number of outstanding common shares at
December 31, 1990, should be
a. 222,000
b. 220,000
c. 216,000
d. 212,000
2M91#4. The following accounts were among those
reported on Luna Corp.’s balance sheet at December 31,
1990:
Marketable securities
(market value $140,000)
$ 80,000
Preferred stock, $20 par value,
20,000 shares issued and outstanding
400,000
Additional paid-in capital on preferred stock
30,000
Retained earnings
900,000
On January 20, 1991, Luna exchanged all of the market
able securities for 5,000 shares of Luna’s preferred stock.
Market values at the date of the exchange were $150,000
for the marketable securities and $30 per share for the
preferred stock. The 5,000 shares of preferred stock were
retired immediately after the exchange. Which of the
following journal entries should Luna record in connec
tion with this transaction?

c.

d.

Preferred stock
Additional paid-in capital
on preferred stock
Retained earnings
Marketable securities
Gain on exchange of
securities

Credit

$ 100,000

7,500
42,500
$80,000
70,000

Preferred stock
Additional paid-in capital
on preferred stock
Marketable securities
Additional paid-in
capital from retirement
of preferred stock

100,000

Preferred stock
Marketable securities
Additional paid-in
capital on preferred stock

150,000

Preferred stock
Marketable securities
Gain on exchange of
securities

150,000

30,000
80,000
50,000
80,000
70,000
80,000
70,000

2M91#5. Ray Corp. issued bonds with a face amount of
$200,000. Each $1,000 bond contained detachable stock
warrants for 100 shares of Ray’s common stock. Total
proceeds from the issue amounted to $240,000. The mar
ket value of each warrant was $2, and the market value
of the bonds without the warrants was $196,000. The
bonds were issued at a discount of
a. $0
b. $ 678
c. $ 4,000
d. $33,898
2M91#6. Earl was engaged by Farm Corp. to perform
consulting services. Earl’s compensation for these ser
vices consisted of 1,000 shares of Farm’s $10 par value
common stock, to be issued to Earl on completion of
Earl’s services. On the execution date of Earl’s employ
ment contract, Farm’s stock had a market value of $40
per share. Six months later, when Earl’s services were
completed and the stock issued, the stock’s market value
was $50 per share. Farm’s management estimated that
Earl’s services were worth $100,000 in cost savings to
the company. As a result of this transaction, additional
paid-in capital should increase by
a. $100,000
b. $ 90,000
c. $ 40,000
d. $ 30,000
2M91#7. In 1989, Elm Corp. bought 10,000 shares of
Oil Corp. at a cost of $20,000. On January 15, 1990,
Elm declared a property dividend of the Oil stock to
shareholders of record on February 1, 1990, payable on
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January 15
February 1
February 15

a.
b.
c.
d.

$25,000
26,000
24,000

The net effect of the foregoing transactions on retained
earnings during 1990 should be a reduction of
a. $20,000
b. $24,000
c. $25,000
d. $26,000

TN90#36. Which of the following should be reported
as a prior period adjustment?

a.
b.
c.
d.

2M91#12 . The following stock dividends were declared
and distributed by Sol Corp.:
Percentage o f common
shares outstanding at
declaration date
10
28

Fair value
$15,000
40,000

Change in
estimated lives
o f depreciable assets
Yes
No
Yes
No

Change from
unaccepted principle
to accepted principle
Yes
Yes
No
No

1N90#29. At December 31, 1989, Hull Corp. had the
following marketable equity securities that were pur
chased during 1989, its first year of operations:

Par value
$10,000
30,800

What aggregate amount should be debited to retained
earnings for these stock dividends?
a. $40,800
b. $45,800
c. $50,000
d. $55,000
TN90#8. Deficits accumulated during the development
stage of a company should be
a. Reported as organization costs.
b. Reported as a part of stockholders’ equity.
c. Capitalized and written off in the first year of
principal operations.
d. Capitalized and amortized over a five-year
period beginning when principal operations
commence.
TN90#32. How would the declaration of a 15% stock
dividend by a corporation affect each of the following?
Retained earnings
No effect
a.
No effect
b.
Decrease
c.
Decrease
d.

Additional
paid-in capital
Decrease
Decrease
No effect
No effect

Retained
earnings
Decrease
No effect
Decrease
No effect

February 15, 1990. During 1990, the Oil stock had the
following market values:

Unrealized
gain (loss)

In Current
Assets:
Security A
B
Totals

$ 90,000
15,000
$105,000

$60,000
20,000
$80,000

$(30,000)
5,000
$(25,000)

In Noncurrent
Assets:
Security Y
Z
Totals

$ 70,000
90,000
$160,000

$ 80,000
45,000
$125,000

$ 10,000
(45,000)
$(35,000)

All market declines are considered temporary.
Valuation allowances at December 31, 1989 should be
established with a corresponding charge against

Total
stockholders’ equity
No effect
Decrease
No effect
Decrease

a.
b.
c.
d.

TN90#33. At its date of incorporation, Glean, Inc.
issued 100,000 shares of its $10 par common stock at
$11 per share. During the current year, Glean acquired
30,000 shares of its common stock at a price of $16
per share and accounted for them by the cost method.
Subsequently, these shares were reissued at a price of
$12 per share. There have been no other issuances or
acquisitions of its own common stock. What effect does
the reissuance of the stock have on the following
accounts?

Market

Cost

Income
$60,000
$30,000
$25,000
$25,000

Stockholders’
equity
$0
$45,000
$35,000
$0

TM90#13. The acquisition of treasury stock will cause
the number of shares outstanding to decrease if the trea
sury stock is accounted for by the
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Cost method
a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
No
Yes
No

Par value method
No
No
Yes
Yes

Selected Questions
TM90#14. Pott Co. owned shares in Rose Co. On
December 1, 1989, Pott declared and distributed a prop
erty dividend of Rose shares when their fair value
exceeded the carrying amount. As a consequence of the
dividend declaration and distribution, the accounting
effects would be

a.
b.
c.
d.

Property dividends
recorded at
Fair value
Fair value
Cost
Cost

Retained
earnings
Decreased
Increased
Increased
Decreased

TM90#15. Treasury stock was acquired for cash at a
price in excess of its original issue price. The treasury
stock was subsequently reissued for cash at a price in
excess of its acquisition price. Assuming that the par
value method of accounting for treasury stock transactions
is used, what is the effect on total stockholders’ equity
of each of the following events?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Acquisition of
treasury stock
Decrease
Decrease
Increase
No effect

Reissuance of
treasury stock
No effect
Increase
Decrease
No effect

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

February 1, 1988
Yes
Yes
No
No

Additional
paid-in capital
No effect
No effect
Decrease
Decrease

Total stockholders’
equity
No effect
Decrease
No effect
Decrease

TN89#23. A corporation issued rights to its existing
stockholders to purchase unissued shares of $10 par value
common stock for $25 per share. The rights were issued
for no consideration. Additional paid-in capital will be
credited when the rights are

a.
b.
c.
d.

Issued

Exercised

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes

1N89#3. Jay Company acquired a wholly-owned for
eign subsidiary on January 1, 1988. The stockholders’
equity section of the December 31, 1988 consolidated
balance sheet follows:

Carrying amount
of warrants
No
Yes
No
Yes

TN89#20. A corporation was organized in January 1988
with authorized capital of $10 par value common stock.
On February 1, 1988, shares were issued at par for cash.
On March 1, 1988, the corporation’s attorney accepted
5,000 shares of the common stock in settlement for legal
services with a fair value of $60,000. Additional paid-in
capital would increase on

a.
b.
c.
d.

Retained earnings
No effect
Decrease
Decrease
No effect

TN89#22. Ten thousand shares of $10 par value com
mon stock were issued initially at $15 per share. Subse
quently, one thousand of these shares were purchased
as treasury stock at $13 per share. The cost method of
accounting for treasury stock is used. What is the effect
of the purchase of the treasury stock on the amount
reported in the balance sheet on each of the following?

TM90#16 . Blue Co. issued preferred stock with detach
able common stock warrants at a price which exceeded
both the par value and the market value of the preferred
stock. At the time the warrants are exercised, Blue’s total
stockholders’ equity is increased by the
Cash received
upon exercise of
the warrants
Yes
Yes
No
No

Additional paidin capital
Decrease
Decrease
No effect
No effect

March 1, 1988
No
Yes
No
Yes

Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Less: Contra account
Total stockholders’ equity

$ 500,000
200,000
900,000
1,600,000
600,000
$1,000,000

The contra account balance appropriately represents
adjustments in translating the foreign subsidiary’s finan
cial statements into U.S. dollars.
The consolidated income statement for 1988 included
the excess of cost of investments in marketable equity
securities over their market values, which is considered
temporary, as follows:

TN89#21. A corporation declared a dividend, a portion
of which was liquidating. How would this declaration
affect each of the following?
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The correct amounts for retained earnings and the contra
accounts in the consolidated statement of stockholders’
equity for the year ended December 31, 1988 are

a.
b.
c.
d.

Retained
earnings

Contra
accounts

$ 900,000
$1,000,000
$1,100,000
$1,200,000

$600,000
$700,000
$800,000
$900,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

1N89#56. On January 1, 1988, Heath Corp. established
an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP). Selected
transactions relating to the ESOP during 1988 were as
follows:

•

•

•

in accounting for its treasury stock transactions. In con
nection with the retirement of these 2,000 shares, Rona
should debit

On April 1, 1988, Heath contributed $45,000 cash
and 3,000 shares of its $10 par value common stock
to the ESOP. On this date, the market price of the
stock was $18 a share.
On October 1, 1988, the ESOP borrowed $100,000
from Union National Bank and acquired 6,000 shares
of Heath’s common stock in the open market at $17
a share. The note is for one year, bears interest at
10%, and is guaranteed by Heath.
On December 15, 1988, the ESOP distributed 8,000
shares of Heath’s common stock to employees of
Heath in accordance with the plan formula. On this
date, the market price of the stock was $20 a share.

Retained
earnings
$280,000
$180,000
$100,000

$0

On July 1, 1988, Alto Corp. split its common
stock 5 for 1 when the market value was $100 per share.
Prior to the split, Alto had 10,000 shares of $10 par value
common stock issued and outstanding. After the split, the
par value of the stock
a. Remained at $10.
b. Was reduced to $8.
c. Was reduced to $5.
d. Was reduced to $2.
2N89#13.

The first examination of Rudd Corp.’s finan
cial statements was made for the year ended December
31, 1988. The auditor found that Rudd had purchased
another company in January 1986 and had recorded good
will of $100,000 in connection with this purchase. It was
determined that the goodwill had an estimated useful life
of only five years because of obsolescence. No amortiza
tion of goodwill had ever been recorded. For the Decem
ber 31, 1988 financial statements, Rudd should debit
2N89#15.

In its 1988 income statement, what amount should Heath
report as compensation expense relating to the ESOP?
a. $ 99,000
b. $155,000
c. $199,000
d. $259,000
Seco Corp. was incorporated on January 2,
1988. The following information pertains to Seco’s com
mon stock transactions:

Additional
paid-in capital
$ 20,000
$100,000
$180,000
$280,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Amortization
expense
$0
$20,000.
$33,333
$60,000

Retained
earnings
$100,000
$ 40,000
$0
$0

2N89#11.

1988
January 2
February 1
July 1

Number of shares authorized
Number of shares issued
Number of shares reacquired
but not canceled
December 1 Two-for-one stock split

80,000
60,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

5,000

At December 31, 1988, the number of shares of Seco’s
common stock outstanding is
a. 150,000
b. 120,000
c. 115,000
d. 110,000
In 1980, Rona Corp. issued 5,000 shares of
$10 par value common stock for $100 per share. In 1988,
Rona reacquired 2,000 of its shares at $150 per share from
the estate of one of its deceased officers and immediately
canceled these 2,000 shares. Rona uses the cost method
2N89#12.

The number of common stock shares out
standing would be decreased by the

TM89#8.

Declaration o f a
stock dividend
No
No
Yes
Yes

Purchase o f
treasury stock
No
Yes
Yes
No

The par-value method of accounting for trea
sury stock differs from the cost method in that
a. Any gain is recognized upon repurchase of
stock but a loss is treated as an adjustment to
retained earnings.
b. No gains or losses are recognized on the issu
ance of treasury stock using the par-value
method.
c. It reverses the original entry to issue the com
mon stock with any difference between carrying
value and purchase price adjusted through paidin capital and/or retained earnings and treats a

TM89#10.
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subsequent reissuance like a new issuance of
common stock.
d. It reverses the original entry to issue the com
mon stock with any difference between carrying
value and purchase price being shown as an
ordinary gain or loss and does not recognize
any gain or loss on a subsequent resale of the
stock.
TM89#11. A company issued rights to its existing share
holders without consideration. The rights allowed the
recipients to purchase unissued common stock for an
amount in excess of par value. When the rights are issued,
which of the following will be increased?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Common stock
Yes
Yes
No
No

Additional
paid-in capital
Yes
No
No
Yes

1M89#13. Effective April 27, 1988, the stockholders of
Dorr Corp. approved a 2-for-1 split of the company’s
common stock, and an increase in authorized common
shares from 100,000 shares (par value $20 per share) to
200,000 shares (par value $10 per share). Dorr’s stock
holders’ equity accounts immediately before issuance of
the stock split shares were as follows:
Common stock, par value $20;
100,000 shares authorized;
50,000 shares outstanding
Additional paid-in capital ($3 per
share on issuance of common stock)
Retained earnings

$1,000,000
150,000
1,350,000

The stock split shares were issued on June 30, 1988. In
Dorr’s June 30, 1988 statement of stockholders’ equity,
the balances of additional paid-in capital and retained
earnings are

a.
b.
c.
d.

Additional
paid-in capital
$0
$ 150,000
$ 150,000
$1,150,000

Retained
earnings
$ 500,000
$ 350,000
$1,350,000
$ 350,000

$255,000
15,000

2M89#6. At December 31, 1987, Rama Corp. had
20,000 shares of $1 par value treasury stock that had
been acquired in 1987 at $12 per share. In May 1988,
Rama issued 15,000 of these treasury shares at $10 per
share. The cost method is used to record treasury stock
transactions. Rama is located in a state where laws relating
to acquisition of treasury stock restrict the availability of
retained earnings for declaration of dividends. At Decem
ber 31, 1988, what amount should Rama show in notes
to financial statements as a restriction of retained earnings
as a result of its treasury stock transactions?
a. $ 5,000
b. $10,000
c. $60,000
d. $90,000
2M89#7. On January 1, 1987, Doro Corp. granted an
employee an option to purchase 3,000 shares of Doro’s
$5 par value common stock at $20 per share. The option
became exercisable on December 31, 1988, after the
employee completed two years of service. The option
was exercised on January 10, 1989. The market prices
of Doro’s stock were as follows:
$30
50
45

For 1988, Doro should recognize compensation expense
of
a. $45,000
b. $37,500
c. $15,000
d. $0

300,000

In Munn’s statement of stockholders’ equity, the number
of issued and outstanding shares for each class of stock
is

Preferred
stock
17,000
18,000
17,000
18,000

2M89#3. On May 1, 1989, Rhud Corp. declared and
issued a 10% common stock dividend. Prior to this divi
dend, Rhud had 100,000 shares of $1 par value common
stock issued and outstanding. The fair value of Rhud’s
common stock was $30 per share on May 1, 1989. As a
result of this stock dividend, Rhud’s total stockholders’
equity
a. Increased by $300,000.
b. Decreased by $300,000.
c. Decreased by $10,000.
d. Did not change.

January 1, 1987
December 31, 1988
January 10, 1989

1M89#18. Munn Corp.’s records included the following
stockholders’ equity accounts:
Preferred stock, par value $15, authorized
20,000 shares
Additional paid-in capital, preferred stock
Common stock, no par, $5 stated value,
100,000 shares authorized

a.
b.
c.
d.

Common
stock
60,000
60,000
63,000
63,000

Partnerships
2M93#6. The condensed balance sheet of Adams &
Gray, a partnership, at December 31, 1992, follows:
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Current assets
Equipment (net)
Total assets

$250,000
30,000
$280,000

Liabilities
Adams, capital
Gray, capital
Total liabilities and capital

$ 20,000
160,000
100,000
$280,000

On December 31, 1992, the fair values of the assets
and liabilities were appraised at $240,000 and $20,000,
respectively, by an independent appraiser. On January 2,
1993, the partnership was incorporated and 1,000 shares
of $5 par value common stock were issued. Immediately
after the incorporation, what amount should the new cor
poration report as additional paid-in capital?
a. $275,000
b. $260,000
c. $215,000
d. $0
Roberts and Smith drafted a partnership
agreement that lists the following assets contributed at
the partnership’s formation:

2N92
Items 48 and 49 are based on the following:

Cor-Eng Partnership was formed on January 2, 1991.
Under the partnership agreement, each partner has an
equal initial capital balance accounted for under the good
will method. Partnership net income or loss is allocated
60% to Cor and 40% to Eng. To form the partnership,
Cor originally contributed assets costing $30,000 with a
fair value of $60,000 on January 2, 1991, while Eng
contributed $20,000 in cash. Drawings by the partners
during 1991 totaled $3,000 by Cor and $9,000 by Eng.
Cor-Eng’s 1991 net income was $25,000.
48.

Eng’s initial capital balance in Cor-Eng is
a. $20,000
b. $25,000
c. $40,000
d. $60,000

49.

Cor’s share of Cor-Eng’s 1991 net income is
a. $15,000
b. $12,500
c. $12,000
d. $ 7,800

2M93#13.

Contributed by
Roberts
Smith
$20,000 $30,000
—
15,000
—
40,000
15,000
—

Cash
Inventory
Building
Furniture & Equipment

The building is subject to a mortgage of $10,000, which
the partnership has assumed. The partnership agreement
also specifies that profits and losses are to be distributed
evenly. What amounts should be recorded as capital for
Roberts and Smith at the formation of the partnership?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Roberts
$35,000
$35,000
$55,000
$60,000

Smith
$85,000
$75,000
$55,000
$60,000

Kern and Pate are partners with capital bal
ances of $60,000 and $20,000, respectively. Profits and
losses are divided in the ratio of 60:40. Kern and Pate
decided to form a new partnership with Grant, who
invested land valued at $15,000 for a 20% capital interest
in the new partnership. Grant’s cost of the land was
$12,000. The partnership elected to use the bonus method
to record the admission of Grant into the partnership.
Grant’s capital account should be credited for
a. $12,000
b. $15,000
c. $16,000
d. $19,000

In the Adel-Brick partnership, Adel and
Brick had a capital ratio of 3:1 and a profit and loss ratio
of 2:1, respectively. The bonus method was used to record
Colter’s admittance as a new partner. What ratio would
be used to allocate, to Adel and Brick, the excess of
Colter’s contribution over the amount credited to Colter’s
capital account?
a. Adel and Brick’s new relative capital ratio.
b. Adel and Brick’s new relative profit and loss
ratio.
c. Adel and Brick’s old capital ratio.
d. Adel and Brick’s old profit and loss ratio.
TM92#35.

The Flat and Iron partnership agreement pro
vides for Flat to receive a 20% bonus on profits before
the bonus. Remaining profits and losses are divided
between Flat and Iron in the ratio of 2 to 3, respectively.
Which partner has a greater advantage when the partner
ship has a profit or when it has a loss?

TN91#15.

a.
b.
c.
d.

2M93#19.

Profit
Flat
Flat
Iron
Iron

Loss
Iron
Flat
Flat
Iron

The partnership agreement of Axel, Berg &
Cobb provides for the year-end allocation of net income
in the following order:
2N91#11.

•

First, Axel is to receive 10% of net income up to
$100,000 and 20% over $100,000.

•

Second, Berg and Cobb each are to receive 5% of the
remaining income over $150,000.
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•

The balance of income is to be allocated equally
among the three partners.

The partnership’s 1990 net income was $250,000 before
any allocations to partners. What amount should be allo
cated to Axel?
a. $101,000
b. $103,000
c. $108,000
d. $110,000
Four individuals who were previously sole
proprietors form a partnership. Each partner contributes
inventory and equipment for use by the partnership. What
basis should the partnership use to record the contributed
assets?
a. Inventory at the lower of FIFO cost or market.
b. Inventory at the lower of weighted average cost
or market.
c. Equipment at each proprietor’s carrying
amount.
d. Equipment at fair value.

TN90#40. Hayes and Jenkins formed a partnership, each
contributing assets to the business. Hayes contributed
inventory with a current market value in excess of its
carrying amount. Jenkins contributed real estate with a
carrying amount in excess of its current market value. At
what amount should the partnership record each of the
following assets?

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM91#39.

2M91#1 . Abel and Carr formed a partnership and agreed
to divide initial capital equally, even though Abel contrib
uted $100,000 and Carr contributed $84,000 in identifi
able assets. Under the bonus approach to adjust the capital
accounts, Carr’s unidentifiable asset should be debited
for
a. $46,000
b. $16,000
c. $ 8,000
d. $0

Dunn and Grey are partners with capital
account balances of $60,000 and $90,000, respectively.
They agree to admit Zorn as a partner with a one-third
interest in capital and profits, for an investment of
$100,000, after revaluing the assets of Dunn and Grey.
Goodwill to the original partners should be
a. $0
b. $33,333
c. $50,000
d. $66,667
2M91#2.

2M91#3. The partnership agreement of Reid and Simm
provides that interest at 10% per year is to be credited
to each partner on the basis of weighted-average capital
balances. A summary of Simm’s capital account for the
year ended December 31, 1990, is as follows:
Balance, January 1
Additional investment, July 1
Withdrawal, August 1
Balance, December 31

$140,000
40,000
(15,000)
165,000

What amount of interest should be credited to Simm’s
capital account for 1990?
a. $15,250
b. $15,375
c. $16,500
d. $17,250

Inventory
Market value
Market value
Carrying amount
Carrying amount

Real estate
Market value
Carrying amount
Market value
Carrying amount

TM90#17. Allen retired from the partnership of Allen,
Beck and Chale. Allen’s cash settlement from the partner
ship was based on new goodwill determined at the date
of retirement plus the carrying amount of the other net
assets. As a consequence of the settlement, the capital
accounts of Beck and Chale were decreased. In account
ing for Allen’s withdrawal, the partnership could have
used the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Bonus method
No
No
Yes
Yes

Goodwill method
Yes
No
Yes
No

TN89#24. On July 1, 1988, a partnership was formed
by Johnson and Smith. Johnson contributed cash. Smith,
previously a sole proprietor, contributed property other
than cash including realty subject to a mortgage, which
was assumed by the partnership. Smith’s capital account
at July 1, 1988, should be recorded at
a. Smith’s book value of the property at July 1,
1988.
b. Smith’s book value of the property less the
mortgage payable at July 1, 1988.
c. The fair value of the property less the mortgage
payable at July 1, 1988.
d. The fair value of the property at July 1, 1988.
2N89#17. Gow and Cubb formed a partnership on
March 1, 1989 and contributed the following assets:

Cash
Equipment
(market value)

Gow
$80,000

Cubb

$50,000

The equipment was subject to a chattel mortgage of
$10,000 that was assumed by the partnership. The partners
agreed to share profits and losses equally. Cubb’s capital
account at March 1, 1989 should be
a. $40,000
b. $45,000
c. $50,000
d. $60,000
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a.
b.
c.
d.

2N89#19. Blau and Rubi are partners who share profits
and losses in the ratio of 6:4, respectively. On May 1,
1989, their respective capital accounts were as follows:
Blau
Rubi

$60,000
50,000

2N89#20. Beck, the active partner in Beck & Cris,
receives an annual bonus of 25% of partnership net
income after deducting the bonus. For the year ended
December 31, 1988, partnership net income before the
bonus amounted to $300,000. Beck’s 1988 bonus should
be
a. $56,250
b. $60,000
c. $62,500
d. $75,000
TM89#12. The Low and Rhu partnership agreement
provides special compensation to Low for managing the
business. Low receives a bonus of 15 percent of partner
ship net income before salary and bonus, and also receives
a salary of $45,000. Any remaining profit or loss is to
be allocated equally. During 1988, the partnership had
net income of $50,000 before the bonus and salary allow
ance. As a result of these distributions, Rhu’s equity in
the partnership would
a. Increase.
b. Not change.
c. Decrease the same as Low’s.
d. Decrease.
2M89#5. The following condensed balance sheet is pre
sented for the partnership of Axel, Barr, and Cain, who
share profits and losses in the ratio of 4:3:3, respectively:
$100,000
300,000
$400,000

Liabilities
Axel, capital
Barr, capital
Cain, capital
Total

$150,000
40,000
180,000
30,000
$400,000

On May 1, 1989, Cobb and Mott formed a
partnership and agreed to share profits and losses in the
ratio of 3:7, respectively. Cobb contributed a parcel of
land that cost him $10,000. Mott contributed $40,000
cash. The land was sold for $18,000 on May 1, 1989,
immediately after formation of the partnership. What
amount should be recorded in Cobb’s capital account on
formation of the partnership?
a. $18,000
b. $17,400
c. $15,000
d. $10,000.
2M89#9.

On that date, Lind was admitted as a partner with a onethird interest in capital and profits for an investment of
$40,000. The new partnership began with total capital of
$150,000. Immediately after Lind’s admission, Blau’s
capital should be
a. $50,000
b. $54,000
c. $56,667
d. $60,000

Cash
Other assets
Total

$0
$40,000
$60,000
$70,000

The partnership agreement of Donn, Eddy,
and Farr provides for annual distribution of profit or loss
in the following sequence:
2M89#10.

•
•
•

Donn, the managing partner, receives a bonus of 10%
of profit.
Each partner receives 6% interest on average capital
investment.
Residual profit or loss is divided equally.

Average capital investments for 1988 were:
Donn
Eddy
Farr

What portion of the $100,000 partnership profit for 1988
should be allocated to Farr?
a. $28,600
b. $29,800
c. $35,133
d. $41,600
D. Reorganizations and Changes in Entity
When a company goes through a quasi
reorganization, its balance sheet carrying amounts are
stated at:
a. Original cost.
b. Original book value.
c. Replacement value.
d. Fair value.
TN92#19.

Wood Corp., a debtor-in-possession under
Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code, granted an
equity interest to a creditor in full settlement of a $28,000
debt owed to the creditor. At the date of this transaction,
the equity interest had a fair value of $25,000. What
amount should Wood recognize as an extraordinary gain
on restructuring of debt?
a. $0
b. $ 3,000
c. $25,000
d. $28,000

2M92#9.

The partners agreed to dissolve the partnership after sell
ing the other assets for $200,000. Upon dissolution of
the partnership, Axel should have received

$80,000
50,000
30,000
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2M92#10. Kamy Corp. is in liquidation under Chapter
7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. The bankruptcy trustee
has established a new set of books for the bankruptcy
estate. After assuming custody of the estate, the trustee
discovered an unrecorded invoice of $1,000 for machin
ery repairs performed before the bankruptcy filing. In
addition, a truck with a carrying amount of $20,000 was
sold for $12,000 cash. This truck was bought and paid
for in the year before the bankruptcy. What amount should
be debited to estate equity as a result of these transactions?
a. $0
b. $1,000
c. $8,000
d. $9,000
2N91#8. Jay & Kay partnership’s balance sheet at
December 31, 1990, reported the following:
Total assets
Total liabilities
Jay, capital
Kay, capital

$100,000
20,000
40,000
40,000

On January 2 , 1991, Jay and Kay dissolved their partner
ship and transferred all assets and liabilities to a newly
formed corporation. At the date of incorporation, the fair
value of the net assets was $12,000 more than the carrying
amount on the partnership’s books, of which $7,000 was
assigned to tangible assets and $5,000 was assigned to
goodwill. Jay and Kay were each issued 5,000 shares of
the corporation’s $1 par value common stock. Immedi
ately following incorporation, additional paid-in capital
in excess of par should be credited for
a. $68,000
b. $70,000
c. $77,000
d. $82,000
2N91#10. Beni Corp. purchased 100% of Carr Corp.’s
outstanding capital stock for $430,000 cash. Immediately
before the purchase, the balance sheets of both corpora
tions reported the following:

Assets
Liabilities
Common stock
Retained earnings
Liabilities and
stockholders’ equity

Beni
$2,000,000

2M91#13. On August 31, 1990, Wood Corp. issued
100,000 shares of its $20 par value common stock for
the net assets of Pine, Inc., in a business combination
accounted for by the purchase method. The market value
of Wood’s common stock on August 31 was $36 per
share. Wood paid a fee of $160,000 to the consultant
who arranged this acquisition. Costs of registering and
issuing the equity securities amounted to $80,000. No
goodwill was involved in the purchase. What amount
should Wood capitalize as the cost of acquiring Pine’s
net assets?
a. $3,600,000
b. $3,680,000
c. $3,760,000
d. $3,840,000
2M91#14. Seco Corp. was forced into bankruptcy and
is in the process of liquidating assets and paying claims.
Unsecured claims will be paid at the rate of forty cents
on the dollar. Hale holds a $30,000 noninterest-bearing
note receivable from Seco collateralized by an asset with
a book value of $35,000 and a liquidation value of $5,000.
The amount to be realized by Hale on this note is
a. $ 5,000
b. $12,000
c. $15,000
d. $17,000
1N90#31. Kent Co. filed a voluntary bankruptcy peti
tion on August 15, 1989, and the statement of affairs
reflects the following amounts:

Assets:
Assets pledged with fully
secured creditors
Assets pledged with
partially secured creditors
Free assets

Carr
$750,000

$ 750,000
1,000,000
250,000

$400,000
310,000
40,000

$2,000,000

$750,000

At the date of purchase, the fair value of Carr’s assets
was $50,000 more than the aggregate carrying amounts.
In the consolidated balance sheet prepared immediately
after the purchase, the consolidated stockholders’ equity
should amount to
a. $1,680,000
b. $1,650,000
c. $1,600,000
d. $1,250,000

Liabilities:
Liabilities with priority
Fully secured creditors
Partially secured creditors
Unsecured creditors

Book
value

Estimated
current
value

$ 300,000

$370,000

180,000
420,000
$ 900,000

120,000
320,000
$810,000

$

70,000
260,000
200,000

540,000
$1,070,000

Assume that the assets are converted to cash at the esti
mated current values and the business is liquidated. What
amount of cash will be available to pay unsecured nonpri
ority claims?
a. $240,000
b. $280,000
c. $320,000
d. $360,000
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The December 31, 1988 condensed balance
sheet of Mason & Gross, a partnership, follows:

2N89#18.

Current assets
Equipment (net)
Total assets

$125,000
15,000
$140,000

Liabilities
Mason, Capital
Gross, Capital
Total liabilities and capital

$ 10,000
80,000
50,000

Market values at December 31, 1988 are as follows:
Current assets
$90,000
Equipment
30,000
Liabilities
10,000
On January 2 , 1989, the partnership was incorporated and
1,000 shares of $5 par value common stock were issued.
What amount should be credited to additional contributed
capital?
a. $0
b. $105,000
c. $125,000
d. $135;000

$140,000

V. Recognition, Measurement, and Presentation of Revenues and Expenses in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
Quo Co. rented a building to Hava Fast Food.
Each month Quo receives a fixed rental amount plus a
variable rental amount based on Hava’s sales for that
month. As sales increase so does the variable rental
amount, but at a reduced rate. Which of the following
curves reflects the monthly rentals under the agreement?

TM93#39.

A. Revenues and Gains
In May 1993, the FASB issued Statement o f Financial
Accounting Standards No. 115, Accounting fo r Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, superseding
Statement o f Financial Accounting Standards No. 12,
Accounting for Certain Marketable Equity Securities.
Accordingly, future examinations will test knowledge of
SFAS No. 115, Previous examination items have not
been revised to reflect the application of SFAS 115.
On October 1 , 1992, Velec Co., a U.S. com
pany, contracted to purchase foreign goods requiring pay
ment in francs one month after their receipt at Velec’s
factory. Title to the goods passed on December 1 5 , 1992.
The goods were still in transit on December 31, 1992.
Exchange rates were one dollar to 22 francs, 20 francs,
and 21 francs on October 1, December 15, and December
31, 1992, respectively. Velec should account for the
exchange rate fluctuation in 1992 as
a. A loss included in net income before extraordi
nary items.
b. A gain included in net income before extraordi
nary items.
c. An extraordinary gain.
d. An extraordinary loss.

Quo's
rental
revenue

TM93#34.

TM93#38. On January 1, 1990, JCK Co. signed a con
tract for an eight-year lease of its equipment with a 10year life. The present value of the 16 equal semiannual
payments in advance equaled 85% of the equipment’s
fair value. The contract had no provision for JCK, the
lessor, to give up legal ownership of the equipment.
Should JCK recognize rent or interest revenue in 1992,
and should the revenue recognized in 1992 be the same
or smaller than the revenue recognized in 1991?

a.
b.
c.
d.

1992 revenues
recognized
Rent
Rent
Interest
Interest

1992 amount recognized
compared to 1991
The same
Smaller
The same
Smaller

a.
b.
c.
d.

I
II
III
IV

1M93#37. Fenn Stores, Inc. had sales of $1,000,000
during December, 1992. Experience has shown that mer
chandise equalling 7% of sales will be returned within
30 days and an additional 3% will be returned within
90 days. Returned merchandise is readily resalable. In
addition, merchandise equalling 15% of sales will be
exchanged for merchandise of equal or greater value.
What amount should Fenn report for net sales in its
income statement for the month of December 1992?
a. $900,000
b. $850,000
c. $780,000
d. $750,000

1M93
Items 38 and 39 are based on the following data pertaining to Pell Co.’s construction jobs, which commenced
during 1992:
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Contract price
Costs incurred during
1992
Estimated costs to
complete
Billed to customers
during 1992
Received from customers
during 1992

Project 1
$420,000

Project 2
$300,000

240,000

280,000

120,000

40,000

150,000

270,000

90,000

250,000

38. If Pell used the completed contract method, what
amount of gross profit (loss) would Pell report in its 1992
income statement?
a. $( 20,000)
b. $ 0
c. $ 340,000
d. $ 420,000
39. If Pell used the percentage-of-completion method,
what amount of gross profit (loss) would Pell report in
its 1992 income statement?
a. $(20,000)
b. $ 20,000
c. $ 22,500
d. $40,000
1M93#40. Class Corp. maintains its accounting records
on the cash basis but restates its financial statements to
the accrual method of accounting. Class had $60,000 in
cash-basis pretax income for 1992. The following infor
mation pertains to Class’s operations for the years ended
December 31, 1992 and 1991:

Accounts receivable
Accounts payable

1992
$40,000
15,000

1991
$20,000
30,000

Under the accrual method, what amount of income before
taxes should Class report in its December 31, 1992,
income statement?
a. $25,000
b. $55,000
c. $65,000
d. $95,000
1M93#41. Haft Construction Co. has consistently used
the percentage-of-completion method. On January 10,
1991, Haft began work on a $3,000,000 construction
contract. At the inception date, the estimated cost of
construction was $2,250,000. The following data relate
to the progress of the contract:
Income recognized at 12/31/91
Costs incurred 1/10/91 through 12/31/92
Estimated cost to complete at 12/31/92

$ 300,000
1,800,000
600,000

In its income statement for the year ended December 31,
1992, what amount of gross profit should Haft report?
a. $450,000
b. $300,000

c.
d.

$262,500
$150,000

1M93#42. On January 2 , 1992, Yardley Co. sold a plant
to Ivory, Inc. for $1,500,000. On that date, the plant’s
carrying cost was $1,000,000. Ivory gave Yardley
$300,000 cash and a $1,200,000 note, payable in 4 annual
installments of $300,000 plus 12% interest. Ivory made
the first principal and interest payment of $444,000 on
December 3 1 , 1992. Yardley uses the installment method
of revenue recognition. In its 1992 income statement,
what amount of realized gross profit should Yardley
report?
a. $344,000
b. $200,000
c. $148,000
d. $100,000
1M93#43. On July 1, 1992, Denver Corp. purchased
3,000 shares of Eagle Co.’s 10,000 outstanding shares of
common stock for $20 per share. On December 15, 1992,
Eagle paid $40,000 in dividends to its common stockhold
ers. Eagle’s net income for the year ended December 31,
1992, was $120,000, earned evenly throughout the year.
In its 1992 income statement, what amount of income
from this investment should Denver report?
a. $36,000
b. $18,000
c. $12,000
d. $ 6,000
1M93#44. In 1990, Super Comics Corp. sold a comic
strip to Fantasy, Inc. and will receive royalties of 20%
of future revenues associated with the comic strip. At
December 31, 1991, Super reported royalties receivable
of $75,000 from Fantasy. During 1992, Super received
royalty payments of $200,000. Fantasy reported revenues
of $1,500,000 in 1992 from the comic strip. In its 1992
income statement, what amount should Super report as
royalty revenue?
a. $125,000
b. $175,000
c. $200,000
d. $300,000
1M93#45. On June 27, 1992, Brite Co. distributed to
its common stockholders 100,000 outstanding common
shares of its investment in Quik, Inc., an unrelated party.
The carrying amount on Brite’s books of Quik’s $1 par
common stock was $2 per share. Immediately after the
distribution, the market price of Quik’s stock was $2.50
per share. In its income statement for the year ended June
30, 1992, what amount should Brite report as gain before
income taxes on disposal of the stock?
a. $250,000
b. $200,000
c. $ 50,000
d. $0
2M93#7. In May 1989, Caso Co. filed suit against
Wayne, Inc. seeking $1,900,000 damages for patent
infringement. A court verdict in November 1992 awarded
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Caso $1,500,000 in damages, but Wayne’s appeal is not
expected to be decided before 1994. Caso’s counsel
believes it is probable that Caso will be successful against
Wayne for an estimated amount in the range between
$800,000 and $1,100,000, with $1,000,000 considered
the most likely amount. What amount should Caso record
as income from the lawsuit in the year ended December
31, 1992?
a. $0
b. $ 800,000
c. $1,000,000
d. $1,500,000
TN92#6. White Co. wants to convert its 1991 financial
statements from the accrual basis of accounting to the
cash basis. Both supplies inventory and office salaries
payable increased between January 1, 1991, and Decem
ber 31, 1991. To obtain 1991 cash basis net income, how
should these increases be added to or deducted from
accrual basis net income?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Supplies
inventory
Deducted
Deducted
Added
Added

Office salaries
payable
Deducted
Added
Deducted
Added

TN92#8. A company used the percentage-of-comple
tion method of accounting for a 5-year construction con
tract. Which of the following items will the company use
to calculate the income recognized in the third year?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Progress
billings to date
Yes
No
No
Yes

Income previously
recognized
No
Yes
No
Yes

•

An increase in value of a foreign customer’s remit
tance caused by a major foreign currency revaluation.

•

A court-ordered increase in a completed long-term
construction contract’s price due to design changes.

Should these gains be included in continuing operations
or reported as an extraordinary item in Peg’s 1991 income
statement?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Deed Co. owns 2% of Beck Cosmetic Retailers. A prop
erty dividend by Beck consisted of merchandise with a
fair value lower than the listed retail price. Deed in turn
gave the merchandise to its employees as a holiday bonus.
20. How should Deed report the receipt and distribution
of the merchandise in its income statement?
a. At fair value for both dividend revenue and
employee compensation expense.
b. At listed retail price for both dividend revenue
and employee compensation expense.
c. At fair value for dividend revenue and listed
retail price for employee compensation
expense.
d. By disclosure only.
1N92#41. Reid Partners, Ltd., which began operations
on January 1 , 1990, has elected to use cash-basis account
ing for tax purposes and accrual-basis accounting for its
financial statements. Reid reported sales of $175,000 and
$80,000 in its tax returns for the years ended December
31, 1991 and 1990, respectively. Reid reported accounts
receivable of $30,000 and $50,000 in its balance sheets
as of December 31, 1991 and 1990, respectively. What
amount should Reid report as sales in its income statement
for the year ended December 31, 1991?
a. $145,000
b. $155,000
c. $195,000
d. $205,000
1N92#42. Lance Corp.’s statement of cash flows for
the year ended September 30, 1992, was prepared using
the indirect method and included the following:

TN92#10. During 1991, Peg Construction Co. recog
nized substantial gains from:•

Gain from major
currency revaluation
Continuing operations
Extraordinary item
Extraordinary item
Continuing operations

TN92
Item 20 is based on the following:

Gain from increase
in contract’s price
Continuing operations
Continuing operations
Extraordinary item
Extraordinary item

Net income
Noncash adjustments:
Depreciation expense
Increase in accounts receivable
Decrease in inventory
Decrease in accounts payable
Net cash flows from operating activities

$60,000
9,000
(5,000)
40,000
(12,000)
$92,000

Lance reported revenues from customers of $75,000 in
its 1992 income statement. What amount of cash did
Lance receive from its customers during the year ended
September 30, 1992?
a. $80,000
b. $70,000
c. $65,000
d. $55,000
1N92#43. Several of Fox, Inc.’s customers are having
cash flow problems. Information pertaining to these cus
tomers for the years ended March 31, 1991 and 1992,
follows:
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Sales
Cost of sales
Cash collections
on 1991 sales
on 1992 sales

3/31/91
$10,000
8,000

3/31/92
$15,000
9,000

7,000

3,000
12,000

—

Old van
New van

If the cost recovery method is used, what amount would
Fox report as gross profit from sales to these customers
for the year ended March 31, 1992?
a. $ 2,000
b. $ 3,000
c. $ 5,000
d. $15,000
1N92#44. Information pertaining to dividends from
Wray Corp.’s common stock investments for the year
ended December 31, 1991, follows:
•

On September 8, 1991, Wray received a $50,000 cash
dividend from Seco, Inc., in which Wray owns a 30%
interest. A majority of Wray’s directors are also direc
tors of Seco.

•

On October 15, 1991, Wray received a $6,000 liqui
dating dividend from King Co. Wray owns a 5%
interest in King Co.

•

Wray owns a 2% interest in Bow Corp., which
declared a $200,000 cash dividend on November 27,
1991, to stockholders of record on December 15, 1991,
payable on January 5, 1992.

What amount should Wray report as dividend income in
its income statement for the year ended December 31,
1991?
a. $60,000
b. $56,000
c. $10,000
d. $ 4,000
1N92#45. Conn Corp. owns an office building and nor
mally charges tenants $30 per square foot per year for
office space. Because the occupancy rate is low, Conn
agreed to lease 10,000 square feet to Hanson Co. at $12
per square foot for the first year of a three-year operating
lease. Rent for remaining years will be at the $30 rate.
Hanson moved into the building on January 1, 1992, and
paid the first year’s rent in advance. What amount of
rental revenue should Conn report from Hanson in its
income statement for the year ended September 3 0 , 1992?
a. $ 90,000
b. $120,000
c. $180,000
d. $240,000
1N92#46. Dahl Co. traded a delivery van and $5,000
cash for a newer van owned by West Corp. The following
information relates to the values of the vans on the
exchange date:

Carrying value
$30,000
40,000

Fair value
$45,000
50,000

Dahl’s income tax rate is 30%. What amounts should
Dahl report as gain on exchange of the vans?
a. $15,000
b. $ 1,000
c. $ 700
d. $0
1N92#47. On June 30, 1992, King Co. had outstanding
9%, $5,000,000 face value bonds maturing on June 30,
1997. Interest was payable semiannually every June 30
and December 31. On June 30, 1992, after amortization
was recorded for the period, the unamortized bond pre
mium and bond issue costs were $30,000 and $50,000,
respectively. On that date, King acquired all its outstand
ing bonds on the open market at 98 and retired them. At
June 30, 1992, what amount should King recognize as
gain before income taxes on redemption of bonds?
a. $ 20,000
b. $ 80,000
c. $120,000
d. $180,000
1N92
Items 48 and 49 are based on the following:
On December 12, 1991, Imp Co. entered into three for
ward exchange contracts, each to purchase 100,000 francs
in 90 days. The relevant exchange rates are as follows:
Spot rate
December 12, 1991 $.88
December 31, 1991
.98

Forward rate
(for March 12, 1992)
$.90
.93

48. Imp entered into the first forward contract to hedge
a purchase of inventory in November 1991, payable in
March 1992. At December 31, 1991, what amount of
foreign currency transaction gain should Imp include in
income from this forward contract?
a. $0
b. $ 3,000
c. $ 5,000
d. $10,000
49. Imp entered into the second forward contract to
hedge a commitment to purchase equipment being manu
factured to Imp’s specifications. At December 31, 1991,
what amount of foreign currency transaction gain should
Imp include in income from this forward contract?
a. $0
b. $ 3,000
c. $ 5,000
d. $10,000
TM92#6. Before 1991, Droit Co. used the cash basis of
accounting. As of December 31, 1991, Droit changed to
the accrual basis. Droit cannot determine the beginning
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balance of supplies inventory. What is the effect of Droit’s
inability to determine beginning supplies inventory on its
1991 accrual basis net income and December 31, 1991,
accrual basis owners’ equity?

a.
b.
c.
d.

1991 net income
No effect
No effect
Overstated
Overstated

12/31/91
owners’ equity
No effect
Overstated
No effect
Overstated

TM92#39. A foreign subsidiary’s functional currency
is its local currency, which has not experienced significant
inflation. The weighted average exchange rate for the
current year would be the appropriate exchange rate for
translating

a.
b.
c.
d.

Sales to
customers
No
Yes
No
Yes

Wages expense
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM92#44. A company uses the completed-contract
method to account for a long-term construction contract.
Revenue is recognized when recorded progress billings

a.
b.
c.
d.

1M92#37. On October 1, 1991, Acme Fuel Co. sold
100,000 gallons of heating oil to Karn Co. at $3 per gallon.
Fifty thousand gallons were delivered on December 15,
1991, and the remaining 50,000 gallons were delivered
on January 15, 1992. Payment terms were: 50% due
on October 1, 1991, 25% due on first delivery, and the
remaining 25% due on second delivery. What amount of
revenue should Acme recognize from this sale during
1991?
a. $ 75,000
b. $150,000
c. $225,000
d. $300,000
1M92#38. The following information pertains to Spee
Co.’s 1991 sales:

TM92#43. For the last 10 years, Woody Co. has owned
cumulative preferred stock issued by Hadley, Inc. During
1991, Hadley declared and paid both the 1991 dividend
and the 1990 dividend in arrears. How should Woody
report the 1990 dividend in arrears that was received in
1991?
a. As a reduction in cumulative preferred divi
dends receivable.
b. As a retroactive change of the prior period
financial statements.
c. Include, net of income taxes, after 1991 income
from continuing operations.
d. Include in 1991 income from continuing opera
tions.

Are
collected
Yes
No
Yes
No

TM92#46. Under a royalty agreement with another
enterprise, a company will receive royalties from the
assignment of a patent for three years. The royalties
received should be reported as revenue
a. At the date of the royalty agreement.
b. In the period earned.
c. In the period received.
d. Evenly over the life of the royalty agreement.

Exceed
recorded costs
Yes
No
No
Yes

Cash sales
Gross
Returns and allowances
Credit sales
Gross
Discounts

$40,000
2,000

60,000
3,000

On January 1, 1991, customers owed Spee $20,000. On
December 3 1 , 1991, customers owed Spee $15,000. Spee
uses the direct writeoff method for bad debts. No bad
debts were recorded in 1991. Under the cash basis of
accounting, what amount of revenue should Spee report
for 1991?
a. $100,000
b. $ 95,000
c. $ 85,000
d. $ 38,000
1M92#39. Zeta Co. reported sales revenue of
$4,600,000 in its income statement for the year ended
December 3 1 , 1991. Additional information is as follows:

TM92#45. Income recognized using the installment
method of accounting generally equals cash collected
multiplied by the
a. Net operating profit percentage.
b. Net operating profit percentage adjusted for
expected uncollectible accounts.
c. Gross profit percentage.
d. Gross profit percentage adjusted for expected
uncollectible accounts.

Accounts receivable
Allowance for
uncollectible accounts

12/31/90
$1,000,000
(60,000)

12/31/91
$1,300,000
(110,000)

Zeta wrote off uncollectible accounts totaling $20,000
during 1991. Under the cash basis of accounting, Zeta
would have reported 1991 sales of
a. $4,900,000
b. $4,350,000
c. $4,300,000
d. $4,280,000
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Sage, Inc. bought 40% of Adams Corp.’s
outstanding common stock on January 2, 1991, for
$400,000. The carrying amount of Adams’ net assets at
the purchase date totaled $900,000. Fair values and car
rying amounts were the same for all items except for
plant and inventory, for which fair values exceeded their
carrying amounts by $90,000 and $10,000, respectively.
The plant has an 18-year life. All inventory was sold
during 1991. Goodwill, if any, is to be amortized over
40 years. During 1991, Adams reported net income of
$120,000 and paid a $20,000 cash dividend. What amount
should Sage report in its income statement from its invest
ment in Adams for the year ended December 31, 1991?
a. $48,000
b. $42,000
c. $36,000
d. $32,000

a. $ 30,000
b. $ 50,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $120,000

1M92#40.

1M92#41. Ace Co. sold to King Co. a $20,000, 8%, 5year note that required five equal annual year-end pay
ments. This note was discounted to yield a 9% rate to
King. The present value factors of an ordinary annuity
of $1 for five periods are as follows:

8%
9%

3.992
3.890

What should be the total interest revenue earned by King
on this note?
a. $9,000
b. $8,000
c. $5,560
d. $5,050
1M92#43. Bort Co. purchased 2,000 shares of Crel Co.
common stock on March 5, 1991, for $72,000. Bort
received a $1,000 cash dividend on the Crel stock on
July 15, 1991. Crel declared a 10% stock dividend on
December 15, 1991, to stockholders of record as of
December 31, 1991. The dividend was distributed on
January 15, 1992. The market price of the stock was $38
on December 15, 1991, $40 on December 31, 1991, and
$42 on January 15, 1992. What amount should Bort record
as dividend revenue for the year ended December 31,
1991?
a. $1,000
b. $8,600
c. $9,000
d. $9,400
1M92#44. On January 1, 1991, Denver Corp. entered
into a 4-year licensing agreement with Akins Co. allowing
Akins to use Denver’s cartoon characters on all the
lunchboxes that Akins manufactures. Akins is required
to pay Denver royalties equal to 10% of annual lunchbox
sales. Akins guaranteed Denver a $120,000 minimum
royalty over the life of the agreement and paid Denver
the minimum amount on January 1, 1991. For the year
ended December 3 1 , 1991, Akins’s lunchbox sales totaled
$500,000. What amount of royalty income should Denver
report in 1991?

1M92#45. On July 1, 1991, one of Rudd Co.’s delivery
vans was destroyed in an accident. On that date, the
van’s carrying value was $2,500. On July 15, 1991, Rudd
received and recorded a $700 invoice for a new engine
installed in the van in May 1991, and another $500 invoice
for various repairs. In August, Rudd received $3,500
under its insurance policy on the van, which it plans to
use to replace the van. What amount should Rudd report
as gain (loss) on disposal of the van in its 1991 income
statement?
a. $1,000
b. $ 300
c. $0
d. $ (200)
1M92#46. Ocean Corp.’ s comprehensive insurance pol
icy allows its assets to be replaced at current value. The
policy has a $50,000 deductible clause. One of Ocean’s
waterfront warehouses was destroyed in a winter storm.
Such storms occur approximately every four years. Ocean
incurred $20,000 of costs in dismantling the warehouse
and plans to replace it. The following data relate to the
warehouse:

Current carrying amount
Replacement cost

$ 300,000
1,100,000

What amount of gain should Ocean report as a separate
component of income before extraordinary items?
a. $1,030,000
b. $ 780,000
c. $ 730,000
d. $0
During 1990, Tidal Co. began construction on
a project scheduled for completion in 1992. At December
3 1 , 1990, an overall loss was anticipated at contract com
pletion. What would be the effect of the project on 1990
operating income under the percentage-of-completion
method and the completed-contract method?
TN91#5.

a.
b.
c.
d.

P e rc e n ta g e -o fc o m p letio n

C o m p le te d -c o n tra c t

No effect
No effect
Decrease
Decrease

No effect
Decrease
No effect
Decrease

An investor uses the cost method to account
for an investment in common stock. Dividends received
this year exceeded the investor’s share of investee’s
undistributed earnings since the date of investment. The
amount of dividend revenue that should be reported in
the investor’s income statement for this year would be
a. The portion of the dividends received this year
that were in excess of the investor’s share of

TN91#10.
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b.

c.
d.

investee’s undistributed earnings since the date
of investment.
The portion of the dividends received this year
that were not in excess of the investor’s share
of investee’s undistributed earnings since the
date of investment.
The total amount of dividends received this
year.
Zero.

When the equity method is used to account
for investments in common stock, which of the following
affects the investor’s reported investment income?

TN91#14.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Goodwill amortization
related to purchase
Yes
No
No
Yes

Cash dividends
from investee
Yes
Yes
No
No

TN91#20. Dee’s inventory and accounts payable bal
ances at December 3 1 , 1990, increased over their Decem
ber 31, 1989, balances. Should these increases be added
to or deducted from cash payments to suppliers to arrive
at 1990 cost of goods sold?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Increase in
inventory
Added to
Added to
Deducted from
Deducted from

1N91#41. On January 1, 1989, Mega Corp. acquired
10% of the outstanding voting stock of Penny, Inc. On
January 2, 1990, Mega gained the ability to exercise
significant influence over financial and operating control
of Penny by acquiring an additional 20% of Penny’s
outstanding stock. The two purchases were made at prices
proportionate to the value assigned to Penny’s net assets,
which equaled their carrying amounts. For the years ended
December 31, 1989 and 1990, Penny reported the fol
lowing:

Dividends paid
Net income

1N91#40. State Co. recognizes construction revenue
and expenses using the percentage-of-completion
method. During 1989, a single long-term project was
begun, which continued through 1990. Information on
the project follows:
1989

1990

$100,000
105,000
122,000
100,000

$300,000
192,000
364,000
420,000

1989
$200,000
600,000

1990
$300,000
650,000

In 1990, what amounts should Mega report as current
year investment income and as an adjustment, before
income taxes, to 1989 investment income?

Increase in
accounts payable
Deducted from
Added to
Deducted from
Added to

1N91#31. On January 1, 1990, Dell, Inc. contracted
with the city of Little to provide custom built desks for
the city schools. The contract made Dell the city’s sole
supplier and required Dell to supply no less than 4,000
desks and no more than 5,500 desks per year for two
years. In turn, Little agreed to pay a fixed price of $110
per desk. During 1990, Dell produced 5,000 desks for
Little. At December 31, 1990, 500 of these desks were
segregated from the regular inventory and were accepted
and awaiting pickup by Little. Little paid Dell $450,000
during 1990. What amount should Dell recognize as con
tract revenue in 1990?
a. $450,000
b. $495,000
c. $550,000
d. $605,000

Accounts receivable from
construction contract
Construction expenses
Construction in progress
Partial billings on contract

Profit recognized from the long-term construction con
tract in 1990 should be
a. $ 50,000
b. $108,000
c. $128,000
d. $228,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

1990
investment
income
$195,000
$195,000
$195,000
$105,000

Adjustment to
1989 investment
income
$160,000
$100,000
$ 40,000
$ 40,000

1N91#42. Cap Corp. reported accrued investment inter
est receivable of $38,000 and $46,500 at January 1 and
December 31, 1990, respectively. During 1990, cash col
lections from the investments included the following:
Capital gains distributions
Interest

$145,000
152,000

What amount should Cap report as interest revenue from
investments for 1990?
a. $160,500
b. $153,500
c. $152,000
d. $143,500
1N91#43. During 1990, Colt Co. experienced financial
difficulties and is likely to default on a $1,000,000, 15%,
3-year note dated January 1, 1989, payable to Cain
National Bank. On December 31, 1990, the bank agreed
to settle the note and unpaid 1990 interest of $150,000
for $820,000 cash payable on January 31, 1991. What is
the amount of gain, before income taxes, from the debt
restructuring?
a. $0
b. $150,000
c. $180,000
d. $330,000
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a.
b.
c.
d.

1N91#44. In 1990, Neil Co. held the following invest
ments in common stock:
•

•

25,000 shares of B & K, Inc.’s 100,000 outstanding
shares. Neil’s level of ownership gives it the ability
to exercise significant influence over the financial and
operating policies of B & K.
6,000 shares of Amal Corp.’s 309,000 outstanding
shares.

During 1990, Neil received the following distributions
from its common stock investments:
November 6 — $30,000 cash dividend from B & K.
November 11 — $1,500 cash dividend from Amal.

1N91#52. In 1985, May Corp. acquired land by paying
$75,000 down and signing a note with a maturity value
of $1,000,000. On the note’s due date, December 31,
1990, May owed $40,000 of accrued interest and
$1,000,000 principal on the note. May was in financial
difficulty and was unable to make any payments. May
and the bank agreed to amend the note as follows:
•

The $40,000 of interest due on December 31, 1990,
was forgiven.

•

The principal of the note was reduced from $1,000,000
to $950,000 and the maturity date extended 1 year to
December 31, 1991.

•

May would be required to make one interest payment
totaling $30,000 on December 31, 1991.

December 26 — 3% common stock dividend from Amal.
The closing price of this stock on a
national exchange was $15 per share.
What amount of dividend revenue should Neil report for
1990?
a. $ 1,500
b. $ 4,200
c. $31,500
d. $34,200
1N91#46. On September 1, 1990, Cano & Co., a U.S.
corporation, sold merchandise to a foreign firm for
250,000 francs. Terms of the sale require payment in
francs on February 1, 1991. On September 1, 1990, the
spot exchange rate was $.20 per franc. At December 31,
1990, Cano’s year end, the spot rate was $.19, but the
rate increased to $.22 by February 1 , 1991, when payment
was received. How much should Cano report as foreign
exchange gain or loss in its 1991 income statement?
a. $0.
b. $2,500 loss.
c. $5,000 gain.
d. $7,500 gain.
1N91#49. Seldin Co. owns a royalty interest in an oil
well. The contract stipulates that Seldin will receive roy
alty payments semiannually on January 31 and July 31.
The January 31 payment will be for 20% of the oil sold
to jobbers between the previous June 1 and November
30, and the July 31 payment will be for oil sold between
the previous December 1 and May 31. Royalty receipts
for 1990 amounted to $80,000 and $100,000 on January
31 and July 31, respectively. On December 31, 1989,
accrued royalty revenue receivable amounted to $15,000.
Production reports show the following oil sales:
June 1, 1989 — November 30, 1989
December 1, 1989 — May 31, 1990
June 1, 1990 — November 30, 1990
December 1, 1990 — December 31, 1990

$400,000
500,000
425,000
70,000

What amount should Seldin report as royalty revenue for
1990?

$179,000
$180,000
$184,000
$194,000

As a result of the troubled debt restructuring, May should
report a gain, before taxes, in its 1990 income statement
of
a. $40,000
b. $50,000
c. $60,000
d. $90,000
1N91#58. On August 1, 1990, Metro, Inc. leased a lux
ury apartment unit to Klum. The parties signed a 1-year
lease beginning September 1 , 1990, for a $1,000 monthly
rent payable on the first day of the month. At the August
1 signing date, Metro collected $540 as a nonrefundable
fee for allowing Klum to sign a 1-year lease (the normal
lease term is three years) and $1,000 rent for September.
Klum has made timely payments each month, but prepaid
January’s rent on December 20. In Metro’s 1990 income
statement, rent revenue should be reported as
a. $4,000
b. $4,180
c. $4,540
d. $5,180
TM91#8. Drew Co. produces expensive equipment for
sale on installment contracts. When there is doubt about
eventual collectibility, the income recognition method
least likely to overstate income is
a. At the time the equipment is completed.
b. The installment method.
c. The cost recovery method.
d. At the time of delivery.
TM91#9. Bee Co. uses the direct write-off method to
account for uncollectible accounts receivable. During an
accounting period, Bee’s cash collections from customers
equal sales adjusted for the addition or deduction of the
following amounts:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Accounts
written-off
Deduction
Addition
Deduction
Addition

a.
b.
c.
d.

Increase in accounts
receivable balance
Deduction
Deduction
Addition
Addition

1M91#49. Barr Corp. started a long-term construction
project in 1990. The following data relate to this project:

TM91#20.. Park Co. uses the equity method to account
for its January 1, 1990, purchase of Tun Inc.’s common
stock. On January 1, 1990, the fair values of Tun’s FIFO
inventory and land exceeded their carrying amounts. How
do these excesses of fair values over carrying amounts
affect Park’s reported equity in Tun’s 1990 earnings?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Inventory excess
Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase

Land excess
Decrease
No effect
Increase
No effect

TM91#22. For a marketable equity securities portfolio
included in noncurrent assets, which of the following
amounts should be included in the period’s net income?
I. Unrealized temporary losses during the period.
II. Realized gains during the period.
III. Changes in the valuation allowance during the
period.
a.
b.
c.
d.

III only.
II only.
I and II.
I, II, and III.

TM91#28. Tay Co. uses the percentage-of-completion
method to account for a five-year construction contract.
Third year progress billings collected in the fourth year
would
a. Be included in the calculation of third year
income.
b. Be included in the calculation of third year
income in so far as they exceeded second year
billings collected in the third year.
c. Be included in the calculation of fourth year
income.
d. Not be included in the calculation of third,
fourth, or fifth year incomes.
1M91#48. Marr Corp. reported rental revenue of
$2,210,000 in its cash basis federal income tax return for
the year ended November 30, 1990. Additional informa
tion is as follows:
Rents receivable — November 30, 1990
Rents receivable — November 30, 1989
Uncollectible rents written off during the
fiscal year

$1,920,000
$1,980,000
$2,440,000
$2,500,000

$1,060,000
800,000
30,000

Under the accrual basis, Marr should report rental revenue
of

Contract price
Costs incurred in 1990
Estimated costs to complete
Progress billings
Collections on progress billings

$4,200,000
1,750,000
1,750,000
900,000
800,000

The project is accounted for by the percentage of comple
tion method of accounting. In Barr’s 1990 income state
ment, what amount of gross profit should be reported for
this project?
a. $350,000
b. $150,000
c. $133,333
d. $100,000
1M91#50. The following information pertains to a sale
of real estate by Ryan Co. to Sud Co. on December 31,
1989:
Carrying amount
Sales price:
Cash
Purchase money
mortgage

$2,000,000
$ 300,000
2,700,000

3,000,000

The mortgage is payable in nine annual installments of
$300,000 beginning December 31, 1990, plus interest of
10%. The December 31, 1990, installment was paid as
scheduled, together with interest of $270,000. Ryan uses
the cost recovery method to account for the sale. What
amount of income should Ryan recognize in 1990 from
the real estate sale and its financing?
a. $570,000
b. $370,000
c. $270,000
d. $0
1M91#52. Huff Co. acquired 30% of the voting com
mon stock of Flax, Inc. on January 1 , 1990, for $100,000.
Huff has the ability to exercise significant influence over
operating and financial policies of Flax. During 1990,
Flax earned $40,000 and paid dividends of $25,000.
Before income taxes, Huff should include what amount in
its 1990 income statement pertaining to this investment?
a. $40,000
b. $25,000
c. $12,000
d. $ 7,500
1M91#53. Tara Co. owns an office building and leases
the offices under a variety of rental agreements involving
rent paid in advance monthly or annually. Not all tenants
make timely payments of their rent. Tara’s balance sheets
contained the following data:
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Rentals receivable
Unearned rentals

1989
$ 9,600
32,000

1990
$12,400
24,000

During 1990, Tara received $80,000 cash from tenants.
What amount of rental revenue should Tara record for
1990?
a. $90,800
b. $85,200
c. $74,800
d. $69,200
TN90#26. In a lease that is recorded as a sales-type
lease by the lessor, interest revenue
a. Should be recognized in full as revenue at the
lease’s inception.
b. Should be recognized over the period of the
lease using the straight-line method.
c. Should be recognized over the period of the
lease using the effective interest method.
d. Does not arise.
TN90#37. Gown, Inc. sold a warehouse and used the
proceeds to acquire a new warehouse. The excess of the
proceeds over the carrying amount of the warehouse sold
should be reported as a(an)
a. Extraordinary gain, net of income taxes.
b. Part of continuing operations.
c. Gain from discontinued operations, net of
income taxes.
d. Reduction of the cost of the new warehouse.
TN90#39. Gains from remeasuring a foreign subsid
iary’s financial statements from the local currency, which
is not the functional currency, into the parent company’s
currency should be reported as a(an)
a. Deferred foreign exchange gain.
b. Separate component of stockholders’ equity.
c. Extraordinary item, net of income taxes.
d. Part of continuing operations.
1N90#32. In November and December 1989, Dorr Co.,
a newly organized magazine publisher, received $72,000
for 1,000 three-year subscriptions at $24 per year, starting
with the January 1990 issue. Dorr elected to include the
entire $72,000 in its 1989 income tax return. What amount
should Dorr report in its 1989 income statement for sub
scriptions revenue?
a. $0
b. $ 4,000
c. $24,000
d. $72,000
1N90#33. Winn Co. manufactures equipment that is
sold or leased. On December 31, 1989, Winn leased
equipment to Bart for a five-year period ending December
31, 1994, at which date ownership of the leased asset
will be transferred to Bart. Equal payments under the
lease are $22,000 (including $2,000 executory costs) and
are due on December 31 of each year. The first payment
was made on December 31, 1989. Collectibility of the

remaining lease payments is reasonably assured, and
Winn has no material cost uncertainties. The normal sales
price of the equipment is $77,000, and cost is $60,000.
For the year ended December 31, 1989, what amount of
income should Winn realize from the lease transaction?
a. $17,000
b. $22,000
c. $23,000
d. $33,000
1N90#34. On January 1, 1988, Rex Co. sold a used
machine to Lake, Inc. for $525,000. On this date, the
machine had a depreciated cost of $367,500. Lake paid
$75,000 cash on January 1, 1988 and signed a $450,000
note bearing interest at 10%. The note was payable in
three annual installments of $150,000 beginning January
1, 1989. Rex appropriately accounted for the sale under
the installment method. Lake made a timely payment of
the first installment on January 1, 1989 of $195,000,
which included interest of $45,000 to date of payment.
At December 31, 1989, Rex has deferred gross profit of
a. $105,000
b. $ 99,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $ 76,500
1N90#35. On January 1, 1988, Mill Co. exchanged
equipment for a $200,000 noninterest bearing note due
on January 1, 1991. The prevailing rate of interest for a
note of this type at January 1 , 1988 was 10%. The present
value of $1 at 10% for three periods is 0.75. What amount
of interest revenue should be included in Mill’s 1989
income statement?
a. $0
b. $15,000
c. $16,500
d. $20,000
1N90#36. Day Co. received dividends from its common
stock investments during the year ended December 31,
1989 as follows:
•

A stock dividend of 400 shares from Parr Corp. on
July 25, 1989 when the market price of Parr’s shares
was $20 per share. Day owns less than 1% of Parr’s
common stock.

•

A cash dividend of $15,000 from Lark Corp. in which
Day owns a 25% interest. A majority of Lark’s direc
tors are also directors of Day.

What amount of dividend revenue should Day report in
its 1989 income statement?
a. $23,000
b. $15,000
c. $ 8,000
d. $0
1N90#37. On January 1 , 1989, Wren Co. leased a build
ing to Brill under an operating lease for ten years at
$50,000 per year, payable the first day of each lease year.
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Wren paid $15,000 to a real estate broker as a finder’s
fee. The building is depreciated $12,000 per year. For
1989, Wren incurred insurance and property tax expense
totaling $9,000. Wren’s net rental income for 1989 should
be
a. $27,500
b. $29,000
c. $35,000
d. $36,500
1N90#38. On November 15, 1989, Celt, Inc., a U.S.
company, ordered merchandise FOB shipping point from
an East German company for 200,000 marks. The mer
chandise was shipped and invoiced to Celt on Decem
ber 10, 1989. Celt paid the invoice on January 10, 1990.
The spot rates for marks on the respective dates are as
follows:
November 15, 1989
December 10, 1989
December 31, 1989
January 10, 1990

$.4955
.4875
.4675
.4475

In Celt’s December 31, 1989 income statement, the for
eign exchange gain is
a. $9,600
b. $8,000
c. $4,000
d. $1,600
1N90#39. Adam Corp. had the following infrequent
transactions during 1989:
•

A $190,000 gain on reacquisition and retirement of
bonds.

•

A $260,000 gain on the disposal of a segment of a
business. Adam continues similar operations at
another location.

•

A $90,000 loss on the abandonment of equipment.

In its 1989 income statement, what amount should Adam
report as total infrequent net gains that are not considered
extraordinary?
a. $100,000
b. $170,000
c. $360,000
d. $450,000
2N90#6. Amar Farms produced 300,000 pounds of cot
ton during the 1989 season. Amar sells all of its cotton
to Brye Co., which has agreed to purchase Amar’s entire
production at the prevailing market price. Recent legisla
tion assures that the market price will not fall below $.70
per pound during the next two years. Amar’s costs of
selling and distributing the cotton are immaterial and can
be reasonably estimated. Amar reports its inventory at
expected exit value. During 1989, Amar sold and deliv
ered to Brye 200,000 pounds at the market price of $.70.
Amar sold the remaining 100,000 pounds during 1990 at

the market price of $.72. What amount of revenue should
Amar recognize in 1989?
a. $140,000
b. $144,000
c. $210,000
d. $216,000
2N90#15. Gow Constructors, Inc. has consistently used
the percentage-of-completion method of recognizing
income. In 1989, Gow started work on an $18,000,000
construction contract that was completed in 1990. The
following information was taken from Gow’s 1989
accounting records:
Progress billings
Costs incurred
Collections
Estimated costs to complete

$6,600,000
5,400,000
4,200,000
10,800,000

What amount of gross profit should Gow have recognized
in 1989 on this contract?
a. $1,400,000
b. $1,200,000
c. $ 900,000
d. $ 600,000
2N90#20. During 1989, property owned by Arp Co. was
acquired by the city in connection with a condemnation
proceeding, resulting in a payment of $100,000 to Arp.
The property’s carrying amount was $70,000. Arp paid
$45,000 in 1989 for replacement property. In Arp’s
income statement for the year ended December 3 1 , 1989,
what amount of gain should be reported on this involun
tary conversion, disregarding income tax considerations?
a. $0
b. $15,000
c. $25,000
d. $30,000
TM90#18. Compared to the accrual basis of accounting,
the cash basis of accounting overstates income by the net
increase during the accounting period of the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Accounts
receivable
No
No
Yes
Yes

Accrued
expenses payable
No
Yes
No
Yes

TM90#20. A fixed asset with a five-year estimated use
ful life and no residual value is sold at the end of the
second year of its useful life. How would using the sumof-the-years’-digits method of depreciation instead of the
double declining balance method of depreciation affect
a gain or loss on the sale of the fixed asset?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Gain
Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase

Loss
Decrease
Increase
Decrease
Increase

Selected Questions
1M90
Items 6 through 8* are based on the following:
Lee, Inc. acquired 30% of Polk Corp.’s voting stock on
January 1, 1988 for $100,000. During 1988, Polk earned
$40,000 and paid dividends of $25,000. Lee’s 30% inter
est in Polk gives Lee the ability to exercise significant
influence over Polk’s operating and financial policies.
During 1989, Polk earned $50,000 and paid dividends of
$15,000 on April 1 and $15,000 on October 1. On July
1, 1989, Lee sold half of its stock in Polk for $66,000
cash.
6. Before income taxes, what amount should Lee
include in its 1988 income statement as a result of the
investment?
a. $40,000
b. $25,000
c. $12,000
d. $ 7,500
8. What should be the gain on sale of this investment
in Lee’s 1989 income statement?
a. $16,000
b. $13,750
c. $12,250
d. $10,000
1M90#44. On October 20, 1989, Grimm Co. consigned
40 freezers to Holden Co. for sale at $1,000 each and
paid $800 in transportation costs. On December 3 0 , 1989,
Holden reported the sale of 10 freezers and remitted
$8,500. The remittance was net of the agreed 15% com
mission. What amount should Grimm recognize as con
signment sales revenue for 1989?
a. $ 7,700
b. $ 8,500
c. $ 9,800
d. $10,000
1M90#45. On December 31, 1988, Mill Co. sold con
struction equipment to Drew, Inc. for $1,800,000. The
equipment had a carrying amount of $1,200,000. Drew
paid $300,000 cash on December 31, 1988 and signed a
$1,500,000 note bearing interest at 10%, payable in five
annual installments of $300,000. Mill appropriately
accounts for the sale under the installment method. On
December 31, 1989, Drew paid $300,000 principal and
$150,000 interest. For the year ended December 3 1 , 1989,
what total amount of revenue should Mill recognize from
the construction equipment sale and financing?
a. $250,000
b. $150,000
c. $120,000
d. $100,000
1M90#46. On July 1, 1989, Pell Co. purchased Green
Corp. ten-year, 8% bonds with a face amount of $500,000
for $420,000. The bonds mature on June 30, 1997 and
*The item omitted can be found in other Content Specification
Groups.

pay interest semiannually on June 30 and December 31.
Using the interest method, Pell recorded bond discount
amortization of $1,800 for the six months ended Decem
ber 31, 1989. From this long-term investment, Pell should
report 1989 revenue of
a. $16,800
b. $18,200
c. $20,000
d. $21,800
1M90#47. Simpson Co. received dividends from its
common stock investments during the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1989 as follows:
•
•
•

A cash dividend of $8,000 from Wren Corp., in which
Simpson owns a 2% interest.
A cash dividend of $45,000 from Brill Corp., in which
Simpson owns a 30% interest. This investment is
appropriately accounted for using the equity method.
A stock dividend of 500 shares from Paul Corp. was
received on December 15, 1989, when the quoted
market value of Paul’s shares was $10 per share.
Simpson owns less than 1% of Paul’s common stock.

In Simpson’s 1989 income statement, dividend revenue
should be
a. $58,000
b. $53,000
c. $13,000
d. $ 8,000
1M90#48. Rapp Co. leased a new machine to Lake Co.
on January 1 , 1989. The lease expires on January 1 , 1994.
The annual rental is $90,000. Additionally, on January 1,
1989, Lake paid $50,000 to Rapp as a lease bonus and
$25,000 as a security deposit to be refunded upon expira
tion of the lease. In Rapp’s 1989 income statement, the
amount of rental revenue should be
a. $140,000
b. $125,000
c. $100,000
d. $ 90,000
2M90#41. During 1988, Mitchell Corp, started a con
struction job with a total contract price of $600,000. The
job was completed on December 15, 1989. Additional
data are as follows:

Actual costs incurred
Estimated remaining costs
Billed to customer
Received from customer

1988
$225,000
225,000
240,000
200,000

1989
$255,000
—
360,000
400,000

Under the completed contract method, what amount
should Mitchell recognize as gross profit for 1989?
a. $ 45,000
b. $ 72,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $120,000
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2M90#44. Certain balance sheet accounts of a foreign
subsidiary of Rowan, Inc., at December 31, 1989, have
been translated into U.S. dollars as follows:

Current
rates
Note receivable,
long-term
Prepaid rent
Patent

Translated at
Historical
rates

$240,000
85,000
150,000
$475,000

$200,000
80,000
170,000
$450,000

The subsidiary’s functional currency is the currency of
the country in which it is located. What total amount
should be included in Rowan’s December 31, 1989 con
solidated balance sheet for the above accounts?
a. $450,000
b. $455,000
c. $475,000
d. $495,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

•

$210,000 on reacquisition and retirement of bonds.
$75,000 on repayment at maturity of a long-term note
denominated in a foreign currency.
$240,000 on sale of a plant facility (Bolte continues
similar operations at another location.)

In its 1989 income statement, what amount should Bolte
report as total infrequent gains which are not considered
extraordinary?
a. $450,000
b. $315,000
c. $285,000
d. $240,000

Income previously
recognized
Yes
No
Yes
No

1N89#34. Peg Co. leased equipment from Howe Corp.
on July 1, 1988 for an eight-year period expiring June
30, 1996. Equal payments under the lease are $600,000
and are due on July 1 of each year. The first payment was
made on July 1 , 1988. The rate of interest contemplated by
Peg and Howe is 10%. The cash selling price of the
equipment is $3,520,000, and the cost of the equipment
on Howe’s accounting records is $2,800,000. The lease
is appropriately recorded as a sales-type lease. What is
the amount of profit on the sale and interest revenue that
Howe should record for the year ended December 31,
1988?

a.
b.
c.
d.

2M90#45. Bolte Corp. had the following infrequent
gains during 1989:
•
•

Actual
total costs
Yes
Yes
No
No

Profit on
sale
$720,000
$720,000
$ 45,000
$ 45,000

Interest
revenue
$176,000
$146,000
$176,000
$146,000

1N89#35. On October 1 , 1988, Price Corp., a real estate
developer, sold land to Greene Co. for $5,000,000. Greene
paid $600,000 cash and signed a 10-year $4,400,000 note
bearing interest at 12%. The carrying amount of the land
was $4,000,000 on date of sale. The note was payable in
forty quarterly principal installments of $110,000 begin
ning January 2, 1989. Price appropriately accounts for
the sale under the cost recovery method. On January
2, 1989, Greene paid the first principal installment of
$110,000 and interest of $132,000. For the year ended
December 31, 1988, what total amount of income should
Price recognize from the land sale and financing?
a. $0
b. $120,000
c. $132,000
d. $252,000

2M90#57. Mill Construction Co. uses the percentageof-completion method of accounting. During 1989, Mill
contracted to build an apartment complex for Drew for
$20,000,000. Mill estimated that total costs would amount
to $16,000,000 over the period of construction. In connec
tion with this contract, Mill incurred $2,000,000 of con
struction costs during 1989. Mill billed and collected
$3,000,000 from Drew in 1989. What amount should Mill
recognize as gross profit for 1989?
a. $250,000
b. $375,000
c. $500,000
d. $600,000

1N89#36. John Tracey, M.D., keeps his accounting
records on the cash basis. During 1988, Dr. Tracey col
lected $150,000 in fees from his patients. At December
3 1 , 1987, Dr. Tracey had accounts receivable of $20,000.
At December 31, 1988, Dr. Tracey had accounts receiv
able of $35,000 and unearned fees of $5,000. On the
accrual basis, how much was Dr. Tracey’s patient service
revenue for 1988?
a. $130,000
b. $160,000
c. $165,000
d. $170,000

TN89#25. Which of the following would be used in the
calculation of the income recognized in the fourth and
final year of a contract accounted for by the percentageof-completion method?

1N89#37. On January 1, 1988, Dyer Co. acquired as a
long-term investment a 20% common stock interest in
Eason Co. Dyer paid $700,000 for this investment when
the fair value of Eason’s net assets was $3,500,000. Dyer
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can exercise significant influence over Eason’s operating
and financial policies. For the year ended December 31,
1988, Eason reported net income of $400,000 and
declared and paid cash dividends of $160,000. How much
revenue from this investment should Dyer report for
1988?
a. $ 32,000
b. $ 48,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $112,000

Milo. Each right entitles the holder to acquire one share
of stock for $85. The market price of Milo’s stock was
$100 a share immediately before the rights were issued,
and $90 a share immediately after the rights were issued.
Falk sold its rights on December 3, 1988 for $10 a right.
Falk’s gain from the sale of the rights is
a. $0
b. $1,000
c. $1,400
d. $5,000

1N89#38. On January 1, 1988, Jaffe Co. leased a
machine to Pender Co. for ten years, with $10,000 pay
ments due at the beginning of each year effective at the
inception of the lease. The machine cost Jaffe $55,000.
The lease is appropriately accounted for as a sales-type
lease by Jaffe. The present value of the ten rent payments
over the lease term discounted appropriately at 10% was
$67,600. The estimated salvage value of the machine at
the end of ten years is equal to the disposal costs. How
much interest revenue should Jaffe record from the lease
for the year ended December 31, 1988?
a. $5,500
b. $5,760
c. $6,760
d. $7,020

1N89#43. On April 8, 1987, Day Corp. purchased mer
chandise from an unaffiliated foreign company for 10,000
units of the foreign company’s local currency. Day paid
the bill in full on March 1, 1988 when the spot rate was
$.45. The spot rate was $.60 on April 8, 1987 and was
$.55 on December 3 1 , 1987. For the year ended December
31, 1988, Day should report a transaction gain of
a. $1,500
b. $1,000
c. $ 500
d. $0

1N89#39. Albert Co. acquired 4,000 shares of Nolan,
Inc. common stock on October 20, 1986 for $66,000. On
November 30, 1988, Nolan distributed a 10% common
stock dividend when the market price of the stock was
$25 per share. On December 20, 1988, Albert sold 400
shares of its Nolan stock for $10,600. For the year ended
December 31, 1988, how much should Albert report as
dividend revenue?
a. $10,600
b. $10,000
c. $ 4,600
d. $0
1N89#40. On January 2, 1988, Osborn Co. assigned its
patent to Aile for royalties of 10% of patent related sales.
On the same date, Osborn received a $40,000 advance
to be applied against royalties for 1988 sales. Royalties
are payable every six months. Aile reported the following
sales:
Six months ended
June 30, 1988
December 31, 1988

1N89#44. On January 2, 1987, Troast Co. purchased as
a long-term investment 10,000 shares of Lawton Corp.
common stock for $70 per share, which represents a 1%
interest. On December 31, 1987, the market price of the
stock was $75 per share. On December 20, 1988, Troast
needed additional cash for operations and sold all 10,000
shares of Lawton’s stock for $100 per share. Troast’s
income tax rate was 30% for 1988. For the year ended
December 31, 1988, Troast should report on its income
statement a gain on disposal of
a. $300,000
b. $250,000
c. $210,000
d. $175,000
TM89#13. A company uses the completed-contract
method to account for a four-year construction contract
which is presently in its third year. Progress billings were
recorded and collected in the third year. Based on events
occurring in the third year, there is now an anticipated
loss on the contract. When would the effect of each of
the following be reported in the company’s income state
ment?

Amount
$150,000
200,000

How much royalty revenue should Osborn report in its
1988 income statement?
a. $75,000
b. $60,000
c. $40,000
d. $35,000
1N89#41. On January 3, 1986, Falk Co. purchased 500
shares of Milo Corp. common stock for $36,000. On
December 2, 1988, Falk received 500 stock rights from

a.
b.
c.
d.

Third year
progress billings
Not third year
Not third year
Third year
Third year

Anticipated loss
Third year
Fourth year
Third year
Fourth year

TM89#14. According to the cost recovery method of
accounting, gross profit on an installment sale is recog
nized in income
a. After cash collections equal to the cost of sales
have been received.
b. In proportion to the cash collections.
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c.
d.

On the date the final cash collection is received.
On the date of sale.

TM89#15. An investor uses the equity method to
account for an investment in common stock. The invest
or’s equity in the earnings of the investee would be
affected by

a.
b.
c.
d.

Cash dividends
from investee
No
No
Yes
Yes

1M89#53. Zach Company assigns some of its patents
to other enterprises under a variety of licensing
agreements. In some instances, advance royalties are
received when the agreements are signed and, in others,
royalties are remitted within 60 days after each license
year end. The following data are included in Zach’s
December 31 balance sheets:

A change in market
value o f the investee’s
common stock
Yes
No
No
Yes

TM89#16. Under a royalty agreement with another
enterprise, a company will receive royalties from the
assignment of a patent for four years. The royalties
received in advance should be reported as revenue
a. In the period received.
b. In the period earned.
c. Evenly over the life of the royalty agreement.
d. At the date of the royalty agreement.
1M89#11. Lindy, a U.S. corporation, bought inventory
items from a supplier in West Germany on November 5,
1987 for 100,000 marks, when the spot rate was $.4295.
At Lindy’s December 31, 1987 year end, the spot rate
was $.4245. On January 15, 1988, Lindy bought 100,000
marks at the spot rate of $.4345 and paid the invoice.
How much should Lindy report in its income statements
for 1987 and 1988 as foreign exchange gain or (loss)?

a.
b.
c.
d.

1987
$ 500
$0
($ 500)
($1,000)

1988
($1,000)
($ 500)
$0
$ 500

1M89#50. Greg Corp. reported revenue of $1,250,000
in its accrual basis income statement for the year ended
June 30, 1989. Additional information was as follows:
Accounts receivable June 30, 1988
Accounts receivable June 30, 1989
Uncollectible accounts written off
during the fiscal year

statement for the six months ended June 30, 1988, what
amount should Rex report as revenue from franchise fees
in connection with Adam’s franchise?
a. $0
b. $ 1,500
c. $30,000
d. $60,000

$400,000
530,000
15,000

Royalties receivable
Unearned royalties

1987
$90,000
60,000

1988
$85,000
40,000

During 1988, Zach received royalty remittances of
$200,000. In its income statement for the year ended
December 31, 1988, Zach should report royalty revenue
of
a. $225,000
b. $215,000
c. $205,000
d. $195,000
1M89#54. On January 1, 1988, Post Corp. leased a
warehouse to Winn under an operating lease for ten years
at $60,000 per year, payable the first day of each lease
year. Post paid $27,000 to a real estate broker as a finder’s
fee. The warehouse is depreciated $15,000 per year. For
1988, Post incurred insurance and property tax expense
totaling $12,000. Post’s net rental income for 1988 should
be
a. $33,000
b. $30,300
c. $21,000
d. $ 6,000
1M89#59. On January 1, 1987, Tone Company
exchanged equipment for a $200,000 noninterest bearing
note due on January 1, 1990. The prevailing rate of inter
est for a note of this type at January 1, 1987 was 10%.
The present value of $1 at 10% for three periods is 0.75.
What amount of interest revenue should be included in
Tone’s 1988 income statement?
a. $ 7,500
b. $15,000
c. $16,500
d. $20,000

Under the cash basis, Greg should report revenue of
a. $ 835,000
b. $ 850,000
c. $1,105,000
d. $1,135,000

B.

1M89#51. On January 2, 1988, Rex Enterprises, Inc.
authorized Adam Company to operate as a franchisee
over a 20-year period for an initial franchise fee of
$60,000 received on signing the agreement. Adam started
operations on June 30, 1988, by which date Rex had
performed all of the required initial services. In its income

TM93#17. Which of the following errors could result in
an overstatement of both current assets and stockholders’
equity?
a. An understatement of accrued sales expenses.
b. Noncurrent note receivable principal is misclas
sified as a current asset.
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c.
d.

Annual depreciation on manufacturing machin
ery is understated.
Holiday pay expense for administrative
employees is misclassified as manufacturing
overhead.

TM93#28. Which of the following uses the straight-line
depreciation method?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Group
depreciation
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM93#35. In 1992, hail damaged several of Toncan
Co.’s vans. Hailstorms had frequently inflicted similar
damage to Toncan’s vans. Over the years, Toncan had
saved money by not buying hail insurance and either
paying for repairs, or selling damaged vans and then
replacing them. In 1992, the damaged vans were sold for
less than their carrying amount. How should the hail
damage cost be reported in Toncan’s 1992 financial state
ments?
a. The actual 1992 hail damage loss as an extraor
dinary loss, net of income taxes.
b. The actual 1992 hail damage loss in continuing
operations, with no separate disclosure.
c. The expected average hail damage loss in con
tinuing operations, with n o separate disclosure.
d. The expected average hail damage loss in con
tinuing operations, with separate disclosure.
1M93#46. On September 1, 1992, Brady Corp. entered
into a foreign exchange contract for speculative purposes
by purchasing 50,000 deutsche marks for delivery in 60
days. The rates to exchange $1 for 1 deutsche mark
follow:

Spot rate
30-day forward rate
60-day forward rate

$172,000
$120,000
$100,000
$ 96,000

1M93#48. The following information pertains to Deal
Corp.’s 1992 cost of goods sold:
Inventory, 12/31/91
1992 purchases
1992 write-off of obsolete inventory
Inventory, 12/31/92

Composite
depreciation
No
No
Yes
Yes

9/1/92
.75
.73
.74

a.
b.
c.
d.

9/30/92
.70
.72
.73

In its September 30, 1992, income statement, what
amount should Brady report as foreign exchange loss?
a. $2,500
b. $1,500
c. $1,000
d. $ 500
1M93#47. Hall Co.’s allowance for uncollectible
accounts had a credit balance of $24,000 at December
31, 1991. During 1992, Hall wrote off uncollectible
accounts of $96,000. The aging of accounts receivable
indicated that a $100,000 allowance for doubtful accounts
was required at December 31, 1992. What amount of
uncollectible accounts expense should Hall report for
1992?

$ 90,000
124,000
34,000
30,000

The inventory written off became obsolete due to an
unexpected and unusual technological advance by a com
petitor. In its 1992 income statement, what amount should
Deal report as cost of goods sold?
a. $218,000
b. $184,000
c. $150,000
d. $124,000
1M93#49. Zach Corp. pays commissions to its sales
staff at the rate of 3% of net sales. Sales staff are not
paid salaries but are given monthly advances of $15,000.
Advances are charged to commission expense, and recon
ciliations against commissions are prepared quarterly. Net
sales for the year ended March 31, 1992, were
$15,000,000. The unadjusted balance in the commissions
expense account on March 31, 1992, was $400,000.
March advances were paid on April 3 , 1992. In its income
statement for the year ended March 31, 1992, what
amount should Zach report as commission expense?
a. $465,000
b. $450,000
c. $415,000
d. $400,000
1M93#50. On February 12, 1992, VIP Publishing, Inc.
purchased the copyright to a book for $15,000 and agreed
to pay royalties equal to 10% of book sales, with a guaran
teed minimum royalty of $60,000. VIP had book sales
of $800,000 in 1992. In its 1992 income statement, what
amount should VIP report as royalty expense?
a. $60,000
b. $75,000
c. $80,000
d. $95,000
1M93#51. Ward Co. estimates its uncollectible accounts
expense to be 2% of credit sales. Ward’s credit sales for
1992 were $1,000,000. During 1992, Ward wrote off
$18,000 of uncollectible accounts. Ward’s allowance for
uncollectible accounts had a $15,000 balance on January
1, 1992. In its December 31, 1992, income statement,
what amount should Ward report as uncollectible
accounts expense?
a. $23,000
b. $20,000
c. $18,000
d. $17,000
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1M93#52. Dana Co.’s officers’ compensation expense
account had a balance of $224,000 at December 31, 1992,
before any appropriate year-end adjustment relating to
the following:
•

No salary accrual was made for December 30-31,
1992. Salaries for the two-day period totalled $3,500.

•

1992 officers’ bonuses of $62,500 were paid on Janu
ary 31, 1993.

In its 1992 income statement, what amount should Dana
report as officers’ compensation expense?
a. $290,000
b. $286,500
c. $227,500
d. $224,000
TN92#28. On January 1, 1991, Sip Co. signed a 5year contract enabling it to use a patented manufacturing
process beginning in 1991. A royalty is payable for each
product produced, subject to a minimum annual fee. Any
royalties in excess of the minimum will be paid annually.
On the contract date, Sip prepaid a sum equal to two
years’ minimum annual fees. In 1991, only minimum
fees were incurred. The royalty prepayment should be
reported in Sip’s December 3 1 , 1991, financial statements
as
a. An expense only.
b. A current asset and an expense.
c. A current asset and noncurrent asset.
d. A noncurrent asset.
1N92
Item 50 is based on the following:
On December 12, 1991, Imp Co. entered into three for
ward exchange contracts, each to purchase 100,000 francs
in 90 days. The relevant exchange rates are as follows:
Spot rate
December 12, 1991
$.88
December 31, 1991
.98

Forward rate
(for March 12, 1992)
$.90
.93

50. Imp entered into the third forward contract for spec
ulation. At December 31, 1991, what amount of foreign
currency transaction gain should Imp include in income
from this forward contract?
a. $0
b. $ 3,000
c. $ 5,000
d. $10,000
1N92#51. In 1986, Chain, Inc. purchased a $1,000,000
life insurance policy on its president, of which Chain is
the beneficiary. Information regarding the policy for the
year ended December 31, 1991, follows:
Cash surrender value, 1/1/91
Cash surrender value, 12/31/91
Annual advance premium paid 1/1/91

$ 87,000
108,000
40,000

During 1991, dividends of $6,000 were applied to
increase the cash surrender value of the policy. What
amount should Chain report as life insurance expense for
1991?
a. $40,000
b. $25,000
c. $19,000
d. $13,000
1N92#52. Kent Co.’s advertising expense account had
a balance of $292,500 at December 31, 1991, before any
necessary year-end adjustment relating to the following:

•

Included in the $292,500 is the $30,000 cost of print
ing catalogs for a sales promotional campaign in Janu
ary 1992.

•

Radio advertising spots broadcast during December
1991 were billed to Kent on January 2, 1992. Kent
paid the $17,500 invoice on January 11, 1992.

What amount should Kent report as advertising expense
in its income statement for the year ended December 31,
1991?
a. $310,000
b. $280,000
c. $262,500
d. $245,000
1N92#53.

Heller Co. incurred the following costs in

1991:
Research and development services
performed by Kay Corp. for Heller
Testing for evaluation of new products
Laboratory research aimed at discovery
of new knowledge

$150,000
125,000
185,000

What amount should Heller report as research and devel
opment costs in its income statement for the year ended
December 31, 1991?
a. $125,000
b. $150,000
c. $335,000
d. $460,000
1N92#55. On January 2 , 1991, Cole Co. signed an eightyear noncancelable lease for a new machine, requiring
$15,000 annual payments at the beginning of each year.
The machine has a useful life of 12 years, with no salvage
value. Title passes to Cole at the lease expiration date.
Cole use straight-line depreciation for all of its plant
assets. Aggregate lease payments have a present value
on January 2, 1991, of $108,000, based on an appropriate
rate of interest. For 1991, Cole should record depreciation
(amortization) expense for the leased machine at
a. $0
b. $ 9,000
c. $13,500
d. $15,000
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1N92#56. On December 1, 1991, Clark Co. leased
office space for five years at a monthly rental of $60,000.
On the same date, Clark paid the lessor the following
amounts:
First month’s rent
$ 60,000
Last month’s rent
60,000
Security deposit (refundable at lease expiration) 80,000
Installation of new walls and offices
360,000
What should be Clark’s 1991 expense relating to utiliza
tion of the office space?
a. $ 60,000
b. $ 66,000
c. $120,000
d. $140,000
1N92#57. On January 1, 1991, Harrow Co. as lessee
signed a five-year noncancellable equipment lease with
annual payments of $100,000 beginning December 31,
1991. Harrow treated this transaction as a capital lease.
The five lease payments have a present value of $379,000
at January 1 , 1991, based on interest of 10%. What amount
should Harrow report as interest expense for the year
ended December 31, 1991?
a. $37,900
b. $27,900
c. $24,200
d. $0
1N92#59. On October 15, 1991, Kam Corp. informed
Finn Co. that Kam would be unable to repay its $100,000
note due on October 31 to Finn. Finn agreed to accept
title to Kam’s computer equipment in full settlement of
the note. The equipment’s carrying value was $80,000
and its fair value was $75,000. Kam’s tax rate is 30%.
What amounts should Kam report as ordinary gain (loss)
and extraordinary gain for the year ended September 30,
1992?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Ordinary gain (loss)
$(5,000)
$0
$0
$20,000

Extraordinary gain
$17,500
$20,000
$14,000
$0

2N92#56. On June 1, 1991, Oak Corp. granted stock
options to certain key employees as additional compensa
tion. The options were for 1,000 shares of Oak’s $2 par
value common stock at an option price of $15 per share.
Market price of this stock on June 1, 1991, was $20 per
share. The options were exercisable beginning January
2, 1992, and expire on December 31, 1993. On April 1,
1992, when Oak’s stock was trading at $21 per share,
all the options were exercised. What amount of pretax
compensation should Oak report in 1991 in connection
with the options?
a. $6,000
b. $5,000
c. $2,500
d. $2,000

TM92#15. What factor must be present to use the unitsof-production (activity) method of depreciation?
a. Total units to be produced can be estimated.
b. Production is constant over the life of the asset.
c. Repair costs increase with use.
d. Obsolescence is expected.
TM92#17. On January 1, 1991, Brecon Co. installed
cabinets to display its merchandise in customers’ stores.
Brecon expects to use these cabinets for five years. Brec
on’s 1991 multi-step income statement should include
a. One-fifth of the cabinet costs in cost of goods
sold.
b. One-fifth of the cabinet costs in selling, general,
and administrative expenses.
c. All of the cabinet costs in cost of goods sold.
d. All of the cabinet costs in selling, general, and
administrative expenses.
TM92#18. On October 1, 1991, Fleur Retailers signed
a 4-month, 16% note payable to finance the purchase of
holiday merchandise. At that date, there was no direct
method of pricing the merchandise, and the note’s market
rate of interest was 11%. Fleur recorded the purchase at
the note’s face amount. All of the merchandise was sold
by December 1, 1991. Fleur’s 1991 financial statements
reported interest payable and interest expense on the note
for three months at 16%. All amounts due on the note
were paid February 1, 1992.
Fleur’s 1991 cost of goods sold for the holiday mer
chandise was
a. Overstated by the difference between the note’s
face amount and the note’s October 1, 1991,
present value.
b. Overstated by the difference between the note’s
face amount and the note’s October 1, 1991,
present value plus 11% interest for two months.
c. Understated by the difference between the
note’s face amount and the note’s October 1,
1991, present value.
d. Understated by the difference between the
note’s face amount and the note’s October 1,
1991, present value plus 16% interest for two
months.
TM92#20. Interest cost included in the net pension cost
recognized by an employer sponsoring a defined benefit
pension plan represents the
a. Amortization of the discount on unrecognized
prior service costs.
b. Increase in the fair value of plan assets due to
the passage of time.
c. Increase in the projected benefit obligation due
to the passage of time.
d. Shortage between the expected and actual
returns on plan assets.
TM92#22. A bond issued on June 1, 1991, has interest
payment dates of April 1 and October 1. Bond interest
expense for the year ended December 31, 1991, is for a
period of
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a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Seven months.
Six months.
Four months.
Three months.

TM92#29. The effect of a transaction that is infrequent
in occurrence but n o t unusual in nature should be pre
sented separately as a component of income from continu
ing operations when the transaction results in a
a.
b.
c.
d.

Loss
Yes
No
No
Yes

Gain
Yes
Yes
No
No

TM92#31. Which of the following costs is included in
research and development expense?
a. Ongoing efforts to improve existing products.
b. Troubleshooting in connection with break
downs during commercial production.
c. Periodic design changes to existing products.
d. Design, construction, and testing of preproduc
tion prototypes and models.
TM92#34. On January 1, 1991, Mollat Co. signed a 7year lease for equipment having a 10-year economic life.
The present value of the monthly lease payments equaled
80% of the equipment’s fair value. The lease agreement
provides for neither a transfer of title to Mollat nor a
bargain purchase option. In its 1991 income statement
Mollat should report
a. Rent expense equal to the 1991 lease payments.
b. Rent expense equal to the 1991 lease payments
less interest expense.
c. Lease amortization equal to one-tenth of the
equipment’s fair value.
d. Lease amortization equal to one-seventh of 80%
of the equipment’s fair value.
TM92#36. Instead of the usual cash dividend, Evie
Corp. declared and distributed a property dividend from
its overstocked merchandise. The excess of the merchan
dise’s carrying amount over its market value should be
a. Ignored.
b. Reported as a separately disclosed reduction of
retained earnings.
c. Reported as an extraordinary loss, net of income
taxes.
d. Reported as a reduction in income before
extraordinary items.
1M92#47. The following balances were reported by
Mall Co. at December 31, 1991 and 1990:
Inventory
Accounts payable

12/31/91
$260,000
75,000

12/31/90
$290,000
50,000

Mall paid suppliers $490,000 during the year ended
December 31, 1991. What amount should Mall report for
cost of goods sold in 1991?

$545,000
$495,000
$485,000
$435,000

1M92#48. Pak Co.’s professional fees expense account
had a balance of $82,000 at December 31, 1991, before
considering year-end adjustments relating to the fol
lowing:
•

Consultants were hired for a special project at a total
fee not to exceed $65,000. Pak has recorded $55,000
of this fee based on billings for work performed in
1991.

•

The attorney’s letter requested by the auditors dated
January 28, 1992, indicated that legal fees of $6,000
were billed on January 15, 1992, for work performed
in November 1991, and unbilled fees for December
1991 were $7,000.

What amount should Pak report for professional fees
expense for the year ended December 31, 1991?
a. $105,000
b. $ 95,000
c. $ 88,000
d. $ 82,000
1M92#49. Hutch, Inc. uses the conventional retail
inventory method to account for inventory. The following
information relates to 1991 operations:
Average
Cost
Retail
Beginning inventory and
purchases
Net markups
Net markdowns
Sales

$600,000

$920,000
40,000
60,000
780,000

What amount should be reported as cost of sales for 1991?
a. $480,000
b. $487,500
c. $520,000
d. $525,000
1M92#50. South Co. purchased a machine that was
installed and placed in service on January 1, 1990, at a
cost of $240,000. Salvage value was estimated at $40,000.
The machine is being depreciated over 10 years by the
double-declining-balance method. For the year ended
December 31, 1991, what amount should South report as
depreciation expense?
a. $48,000
b. $38,400
c. $32,000
d. $21,600
1M92#51. West, Inc. made the following expenditures
relating to Product Y:
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•

Legal costs to file a patent on Product Y — $10,000.
Production of the finished product would not have
been undertaken without the patent.

•

Special equipment to be used solely for development
of Product Y — $60,000. The equipment has no other
use and has an estimated useful life of four years.

•

Labor and material costs incurred in producing a pro
totype model — $200,000.

•

Cost of testing the prototype — $80,000.

What is the total amount of costs that will be expensed
when incurred?
a. $280,000
b. $295,000
c. $340,000
d. $350,000
1M92#52. The following information pertains to Flint
Co.’s sale of 10,000 foreign currency units under a for
ward contract dated November 1, 1991, for delivery on
January 31, 1992:

Spot rates
30-day future rates
90-day future rates

11/1/91
$0.80
0.79
0.78

12/31/91
$0.83
0.82
0.81

Flint entered into the forward contract in order to specu
late in the foreign currency. In Flint’s income statement
for the year ended December 31, 1991, what amount of
loss should be reported from this forward contract?
a. $400
b. $300
c. $200
d. $0
1M92#53. Nu Corp. agreed to give Rand Co. a machine
in full settlement of a note payable to Rand. The
machine’s original cost was $140,000. The note’s face
amount was $110,000. On the date of the agreement:
•

The note’s carrying amount was $105,000, and its
present value was $96,000.

•

The machine’s carrying amount was $109,000, and
its fair value was $96,000.

What amount of gains (losses) should Nu recognize, and
how should these be classified in its income statement?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Extraordinary
$(4,000)
$0
$5,000
$9,000

Other
$0
$( 4,000)
$( 4,000)
$(13,000)

1M92#54. Kent Co. incurred the following infrequent
losses during 1991:

•

A $300,000 loss was incurred on disposal of one of
four dissimilar factories.

•

A major currency devaluation caused a $120,000
exchange loss on an amount remitted by a foreign
customer.

•

Inventory valued at $190,000 was made worthless by
a competitor’s unexpected product innovation.

In its 1991 income statement, what amount should Kent
report as losses that are n o t considered extraordinary?
a. $610,000
b. $490,000
c. $420,000
d. $310,000
1M92#55. Ray Finance, Inc. issued a 10-year, $100,000,
9% note on January 1, 1989. The note was issued to
yield 10% for proceeds of $93,770. Interest is payable
semiannually. The note is callable after two years at a
price of $96,000. Due to a decline in the market rate to
8%, Ray retired the note on December 31, 1991. On that
date, the carrying amount of the note was $94,582, and
the discounted market rate was $105,280. What amount
should Ray report as gain (loss) from retirement of the
note for the year ended December 31, 1991?
a. $ 9,280
b. $ 4,000
c. $(2,230)
d. $(1,418)
2M92#14. The following information pertains to Lee
Corp.’s defined benefit pension plan for 1991:
Service cost
Actual and expected gain on plan assets
Unexpected loss on plan assets related to a
1991 disposal of a subsidiary
Amortization of unrecognized prior service
cost
Annual interest on pension obligation

$160,000
35,000
40,000
5,000
50,000

What amount should Lee report as pension expense in
its 1991 income statement?
a. $250,000
b. $220,000
c. $210,000
d. $180,000
TN91#18. Shore Co. records its transactions in U.S.
dollars. A sale of goods resulted in a receivable denomi
nated in Japanese yen, and a purchase of goods resulted in
a payable denominated in French francs. Shore recorded a
foreign exchange gain on collection of the receivable
and an exchange loss on settlement of the payable. The
exchange rates are expressed as so many units of foreign
currency to one dollar. Did the number of foreign currency
units exchangeable for a dollar increase or decrease
between the contract and settlement dates?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Yen
exchangeable
fo r $1
Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Increase

Francs
exchangeable
fo r $1
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

Compensatory stock options were granted to
executives on May 1, 1988, with a measurement date of
October 31, 1989, for services rendered during 1988,
1989, and 1990. The excess of the market value of the
stock over the option price at the measurement date was
reasonably estimable at the date of grant. The stock
options were exercised on June 30, 1991. Compensation
expense should be recognized in which of the following
years?

TN91#29.

a.
b.
c.
d.

1988
Yes
No
Yes
No

1990
No
No
Yes
Yes

On January 1, 1990, Jambon purchased
equipment for use in developing a new product. Jambon
uses the straight-line depreciation method. The equipment
could provide benefits over a 10-year period. However,
the new product development is expected to take five
years, and the equipment can be used only for this project.
Jambon’s 1990 expense equals
a. The total cost of the equipment.
b. One-fifth of the cost of the equipment.
c. One-tenth of the cost of the equipment.
d. Zero.
TN91#32.

1N91#47.

In 1990, Ball Labs incurred the following

costs:
Direct costs of doing contract research and
development work for the government
to be reimbursed by governmental unit
$ 400,000

•

Bonds payable were retired five years before their
scheduled maturity, resulting in a $260,000 gain.
Fuqua has frequently retired bonds early when interest
rates declined significantly.

•

A steel forming segment suffered $255,000 in losses
due to hurricane damage. This was the fourth similar
loss sustained in a 5-year period at that location.

•

A segment of Fuqua’s operations, steel transportation,
was sold at a net loss of $350,000. This was Fuqua’s
first divestiture of one of its operating segments.

50. Before income taxes, what amount of gain (loss)
should be reported separately as a component of income
from continuing operations in 1990?
a. $ 260,000
b. $ 5,000
c. $(255,000)
d. $(350,000)
1N91#53. During 1990, Pard Corp. sold goods to its
80%-owned subsidiary, Seed Corp. At December 31,
1990, one-half of these goods were included in Seed’s
ending inventory. Reported 1990 selling expenses were
$1,100,000 and $400,000 for Pard and Seed, respectively.
Pard’s selling expenses included $50,000 in freight-out
costs for goods sold to Seed. What amount of selling
expenses should be reported in Pard’s 1990 consolidated
income statement?
a. $1,500,000
b. $1,480,000
c. $1,475,000
d. $1,450,000
1N91#54. Loeb Corp. frequently borrows from the bank
in order to maintain sufficient operating cash. The follow
ing loans were at a 12% interest rate, with interest payable
at maturity. Loeb repaid each loan on its scheduled matu
rity date.

Date o f
loan

Research and development costs not included above were:
Depreciation
Salaries
Indirect costs appropriately allocated
Materials

$300,000
700,000
200,000
180,000

What was Ball’s total research and development expense
in 1990?
a. $1,080,000
b. $1,380,000
c. $1,580,000
d. $1,780,000
1N91
Item 50 is based on the following:

During 1990, Fuqua Steel Co. had the following unusual
financial events occur:

11/1/89
2/1/90
5/1/90

Amount
$ 5,000
15,000

8,000

Maturity
date

Term o f
loan

10/31/90
7/31/90
1/31/91

6 Months

1 Year

9 Months

Loeb records interest expense when the loans are repaid.
As a result, interest expense of $1,500 was recorded in
1990. If no correction is made, by what amount would
1990 interest expense be understated?
a. $540
b. $620
c. $640
d. $720
1N91#57. E & S partnership purchased land for
$500,000 on May 1, 1987, paying $100,000 cash and
giving a $400,000 note payable to Big State Bank. E &
S made three annual payments on the note totaling
$179,000, which included interest of $89,000. E & S then
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defaulted on the note. Title to the land was transferred
by E & S to Big State, which cancelled the note, releasing
the partnership from further liability. At the time of the
default, the fair value of the land approximated the note
balance. In E & S’s 1990 income statement, the amount
of the loss should be
a. $279,000
b. $221,000
c. $190,000
d. $100,000
During 1990, Bay Co. constructed machin
ery for its own use and for sale to customers. Bank loans
financed these assets both during construction and after
construction was complete. How much of the interest
incurred should be reported as interest expense in the
1990 income statement?

TM91#23.

Interest incurred
for machinery
for own use
a. All interest
incurred
b. All interest
incurred
c. Interest incurred
after completion
d. Interest incurred
after completion

Interest incurred
for machinery
held for sale
All interest
incurred
Interest incurred
after completion
Interest incurred
after completion
All interest
incurred

1M91#54. At December 31, 1990, Ashe Co. had a
$990,000 balance in its advertising expense account
before any year-end adjustments relating to the following:

•

Radio advertising spots broadcast during December
1990 were billed to Ashe on January 4, 1991. The
invoice cost of $50,000 was paid on January 15, 1991.

•

Included in the $990,000 is $60,000 for newspaper
advertising for a January 1991 sales promotional cam
paign.

Ashe’s advertising expense for the year ended December
31, 1990, should be
a. $ 930,000
b. $ 980,000
c. $1,000,000
d. $1,040,000
1M91#55. On July 1, 1990, Day Co. received $103,288
for $100,000 face amount, 12% bonds, a price that yields
10%. Interest expense for the six months ended December
31, 1990, should be
a. $6,197
b. $6,000
c. $5,164
d. $5,000

TM91#25. A transaction that is unusual, but not infre
quent, should be reported separately as a(an)
a. Extraordinary item, net of applicable income
taxes.
b. Extraordinary item, but not net of applicable
income taxes.
c. Component of income from continuing opera
tions, net of applicable income taxes.
d. Component of income from continuing opera
tions, but not net of applicable income taxes.
1M91#51. In connection with a stock option plan for
the benefit of key employees, Ward Corp. intends to
distribute treasury shares when the options are exercised.
These shares were bought in 1989 at $42 per share. On
January 1, 1990, Ward granted stock options for 10,000
shares at $38 per share as additional compensation for
services to be rendered over the next three years. The
options are exercisable during a 4-year period beginning
January 1, 1992, by grantees still employed by Ward.
Market price of Ward’s stock was $47 per share at the
grant date. No stock options were terminated during 1990.
In Ward’s December 31, 1990, income statement, what
amount should be reported as compensation expense per
taining to the options?
a. $90,000
b. $40,000
c. $30,000
d. $0

1M91#56. Based on 1990 sales of compact discs
recorded by an artist under a contract with Bain Co., the
artist earned $100,000 after an adjustment of $8,000 for
anticipated returns. In addition, Bain paid the artist
$75,000 in 1990 as a reasonable estimate of the amount
recoverable from future royalties to be earned by the
artist. What amount should Bain report in its 1990 income
statement for royalty expense?
a. $100,000
b. $108,000
c. $175,000
d. $183,000
1M91#57. On December 1 , 1990, Tell Co. leased office
space for five years at a monthly rental of $60,000. On
the same date, Tell paid the lessor the following amounts:

First month’s rent
Last month’s rent
Security deposit (refundable at lease
expiration)
Installation of new walls and offices

$ 60,000
60,000
80,000
360,000

Tell’s 1990 expense relating to utilization of the office
space should be
a. $140,000
b. $120,000
c. $ 66,000
d. $ 60,000
1M91#58. On January 2, 1989, Adam Co. purchased as
a long-term investment 10,000 shares of Mill Corp.’s
common stock for $40 a share. On December 31, 1989,
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the market price of Mill’s stock was $35 a share, reflecting
a temporary decline in market price. On December 28,
1990, Adam sold 8,000 shares of Mill stock for $30 a
share. For the year ended December 31, 1990, Adam
should report a loss on disposal of long-term investment
of
a. $100,000
b. $ 90,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $ 40,000
2M91#17. The following information pertains to the
1990 activity of Ral Corp.’s defined benefit pension plan:
Service cost
Return on plan assets
Interest cost on pension benefit obligation
Amortization of actuarial loss
Amortization of unrecognized net obligation

$300,000
80,000
164,000
30,000
70,000

b.
c.
d.

Has no effect on the allowance for uncollectible
accounts.
Has no effect on net income.
Decreases net income.

1N90#40. Brock Corp. reports operating expenses in
two categories: (1) selling and (2) general and administra
tive. The adjusted trial balance at December 31, 1989
included the following expense and loss accounts:
Accounting and legal fees
Advertising
Freight out
Interest
Loss on sale of long-term investment
Officers’ salaries
Rent for office space
Sales salaries and commissions

$120,000
150,000
80,000
70,000
30,000
225,000
220,000
140,000

One-half of the rented premises is occupied by the sales
department.

Ral’s 1990 pension cost was
a. $316,000
b. $484,000
c. $574,000
d. $644,000
TN90#14. The graph below depicts three depreciation
expense patterns over time.

Brock’s
a.
b.
c.
d.

total selling expenses for 1989 are
$480,000
$400,000
$370,000
$360,000

1N90#41. On January 1, 1990, Korn Co. sold to Kay
Corp. $400,000 of its 10% bonds for $354,118 to yield
12%. Interest is payable semiannually on January 1 and
July 1. What amount should Korn report as interest
expense for the six months ended June 30, 1990?
a. $17,706
b. $20,000
c. $21,247
d. $24,000
1N90#42.
ing 1989:

Which depreciation expense pattern corresponds to the
sum-of-the-years’-digits method and which corresponds
to the double-declining-balance method?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Sum-of-the-years’-digits
III
II
I
II

Doubledeclining
balance
II
I
III
III

TN90#19. Under the allowance method of recognizing
uncollectible accounts, the entry to write-off an uncollect
ible account
a. Increases the allowance for uncollectible
accounts.

Cody Corp. incurred the following costs dur

Design of tools, jigs, molds, and dies
involving new technology
Modification of the formulation
of a process
Trouble-shooting in connection with
breakdowns during commercial production
Adaptation of an existing capability to a
particular customer’s need as part of a
continuing commercial activity

$125,000
160,000
100,000
110,000

In its 1989 income statement, Cody should report research
and development expense of
a. $125,000
b. $160,000
c. $235,000
d. $285,000
1N90#43. Ball Corp. had the following foreign currency
transactions during 1989:
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•

Merchandise was purchased from a foreign supplier
on January 20, 1989 for the U.S. dollar equivalent of
$90,000. The invoice was paid on March 20, 1989 at
the U.S. dollar equivalent of $96,000.

•

On July 1 , 1989, Ball borrowed the U.S. dollar equiva
lent of $500,000 evidenced by a note that was payable
in the lender’s local currency on July 1, 1991. On
December 31, 1989, the U.S. dollar equivalents of the
principal amount and accrued interest were $520,000
and $26,000, respectively. Interest on the note is 10%
per annum.

In Ball’s 1989 income statement, what amount should be
included as foreign exchange loss?
a. $0
b. $ 6,000
c. $21,000
d. $27,000
1N90#44. On January 1 , 1989, Pall Corp. granted stock
options to key employees for the purchase of 40,000
shares of the company’s common stock at $25 per share.
The options are intended to compensate employees for
the next two years. The options are exercisable within a
four-year period beginning January 1, 1991 by grantees
still in the employ of the company. The market price of
Pali’s common stock was $33 per share at the date of
grant. No stock options were terminated during the year.
What amount should Pall charge to compensation expense
for the year ended December 31, 1989?
a. $320,000
b. $160,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $0
1N90#45. Orr Co. prepared an aging of its accounts
receivable at December 3 1 , 1989 and determined that the
net realizable value of the receivables was $250,000.
Additional information is available as follows:
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
at 1/1/89 — credit balance
Accounts written off as uncollectible
during 1989
Accounts receivable at12/31/89
Uncollectible accounts recovery during
1989

$28,000
23,000
270,000
5,000

For the year ended December 31, 1989, Orr’s uncollect
ible accounts expense would be
a. $23,000
b. $20,000
c. $15,000
d. $10,000
1N90#46. Kew Apparel, Inc. leases and operates a retail
store. The following information relates to the lease for
the year ended December 31, 1989:•
•

The store lease, an operating lease, calls for a base
monthly rent of $1,500 on the first day of each month.

•

Additional rent is computed at 6% of net sales over
$300,000 up to $600,000 and 5% of net sales over
$600,000, per calendar year.

•

Net sales for 1989 were $900,000.

•

Kew paid executory costs to the lessor for property
taxes of $12,000 and insurance of $5,000.

For 1989, Kew’s expenses relating to the store lease are
a. $71,000
b. $68,000
c. $54,000
d. $35,000
1N90#47. Strand, Inc. incurred the following infrequent
losses during 1989:
•

A $90,000 write-down of equipment leased to others.

•

$50,000 adjustment of accruals on long-term con
tracts.

•

A $75,000 write-off of obsolete inventory.

In its 1989 income statement, what amount should Strand
report as total infrequent losses that are n o t considered
extraordinary?
a. $215,000
b. $165,000
c. $140,000
d. $125,000
1N90#58. Lex Corp. was a development stage enter
prise from October 10, 1987 (inception) to December 31,
1988. The year ended December 3 1 , 1989 is the first year
in which Lex is an established operating enterprise. The
following are among the costs incurred by Lex:
For the
For the period
year ended
10/10/87
12/31/89
to 12/31/88
Leasehold improvements,
equipment, and furniture
Security deposits
Research and development
Laboratory operations
General and administrative
Depreciation

$1,000,000
60,000
750,000
175,000
225,000
25,000
$2,235,000

$ 300,000
30,000
900,000
550,000
685,000
115,000
$2,580,000

From its inception through the period ended Decem
ber 31, 1989, what is the total amount of costs incurred
by Lex that should be charged to operations?
a. $3,425,000
b. $2,250,000
c. $1,775,000
d. $1,350,000
2N90#8. The following information was derived from
the 1989 accounting records of Clem Co.:
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Beginning inventory
Purchases
Freight in
Transportation to
consignees
Freight out
Ending inventory

Clem’s
central
warehouse
$110,000
480,000
10,000
30,000
145,000

Clem’s goods
held by
consignees
$12,000
60,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Straight-line
method
Yes
Yes
No
No

Production or
use method
No
Yes
No
Yes

5,000
8,000
20,000

Clem’s 1989 cost of sales was
a. $455,000
b. $485,000
c. $507,000
d. $512,000
2N90#10. The following items were among those that
were reported on Lee Co.’s income statement for the year
ended December 31, 1989:

Legal and audit fees
Rent for office space
Interest on inventory floorplan
Loss on abandoned data processing
equipment used in operations

$170,000
240,000
210,000
35,000

The office space is used equally by Lee’s sales and
accounting departments. What amount of the above-listed
items should be classified as general and administrative
expenses in Lee’s multiple-step income statement?
a. $290,000
b. $325,000
c. $410,000
d. $500,000
2N90#11.

On its December 3 1 , 1988 balance sheet, Nilo
Corp. reported bonds payable of $8,000,000 and related
unamortized bond issue costs of $430,000. The bonds
had been issued at par. On January 2, 1989, Nilo retired
$4,000,000 of the outstanding bonds at par plus a call
premium of $100,000. What amount should Nilo report
in its 1989 income statement as loss on extinguishment
of debt?
a. $0
b. $100,000
c. $215,000
d. $315,000
2N90#12. Zahn Corp.’s comparative balance sheet at
December 31, 1989 and 1988 reported accumulated
depreciation balances of $800,000 and $600,000 respec
tively. Property with a cost of $50,000 and a carrying
amount of $40,000 was the only property sold in 1989.
Depreciation charged to operations in 1989 was
a. $190,000
b. $200,000
c. $210,000
d. $220,000
TM90#21.

A twenty-year property lease, classified as
an operating lease, provides for a 10% increase in annual
payments every five years. In the sixth year compared to
the fifth year, the lease will cause the following expenses
to increase
TM90#24.

Net income is understated if, in the first year,
estimated salvage value is excluded from the depreciation
computation when using the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Rent
No
Yes
Yes
No

Interest
Yes
No
Yes
No

ABC Co. was organized on July 15, 1987,
and earned no significant revenues until the first quarter
of 1990. During the period 1987-89, ABC acquired plant
and equipment, raised capital, obtained financing, trained
employees, and developed markets. In its financial state
ments as of December 31, 1989, ABC should defer all
costs incurred during 1987-89,
a. Net of revenues earned, which are recoverable
in future periods.
b. Net of revenues earned.
c. Which are recoverable in future periods.
d. Without regard to net revenues earned or recov
erability in future periods.

TM90#39.

The following information was taken from
Cody Co.’s accounting records for the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1989:
1M90#49.

Decrease in raw materials inventory
Increase in finished goods inventory
Raw materials purchased
Direct labor payroll
Factory overhead
Freight-out

$ 15,000
35,000
430,000
200,000
300,000
45,000

There was no work-in-process inventory at the beginning
or end of the year. Cody’s 1989 cost of goods sold is
a. $895,000
b. $910,000
c. $950,000
d. $955,000
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1M90
Item s 50 a n d 51 are based on the following:

On January .2, 1989, Dix Machine Shops, Inc. signed a
ten-year noncancellable lease for a heavy duty drill press.
The lease stipulated annual payments of $30,000 starting
at the end of the first year, with title passing to Dix at
the expiration of the lease. Dix treated this transaction
as a capital lease. The drill press has an estimated useful
life of 15 years, with no salvage value. Dix uses straightline depreciation for all of its fixed assets. Aggregate
lease payments were determined to have a present value
of $180,000, based on implicit interest of 10%.
50. In its 1989 income statement, what amount of inter
est expense should Dix report from this lease transaction?
a. $0
b. $12,000
c. $15,000
d. $18,000
51. In its 1989 income statement, what amount of depre
ciation expense should Dix report from this lease transac
tion?
a. $30,000
b. $20,000
c. $18,000
d. $12,000
1M90#52. Fay Corp. had a realized foreign exchange
loss of $15,000 for the year ended December 31, 1989
and must also determine whether the following items will
require year-end adjustment:

•

Fay had an $8,000 loss resulting from the translation
of the accounts of its wholly owned foreign subsidiary
for the year ended December 31, 1989.
• Fay had an account payable to an unrelated foreign
supplier payable in the supplier’s local currency. The
U.S. dollar equivalent of the payable was $64,000 on
the October 31,1989 invoice date, and it was $60,000
on December 31, 1989. The invoice is payable on
January 30, 1990.
In Fay’s 1989 consolidated income statement, what
amount should be included as foreign exchange loss?
a. $11,000
b. $15,000
c. $19,000
d. $23,000
1M90#53.

During 1989, Vest Co. incurred the following

costs:
Testing in search for process alternatives
$280,000
Routine design of tools, jigs, molds and
dies
250,000
Modification of the formulation of a process 410,000
Research and development services
performed by Acme Corp. for Vest
325,000
In Vest’s 1989 income statement, research and develop
ment expense should be

a.
b.
c.
d.

$ 410,000
$ 735,000
$1,015,000
$1,265,000

1M90#54. For the year ended December 3 1 , 1989, Beal
Co. estimated its allowance for uncollectible accounts
using the year-end aging of accounts receivable. The
following data are available:
Allowance for uncollectible accounts, 1/1/89
Provision for uncollectible accounts during
1989 (2% on credit sales of $2,000,000)
Uncollectible accounts written off, 11/30/89
Estimated uncollectible accounts per aging,
12/31/89

$42,000
40,000
46,000
52,000

After year-end adjustment, the uncollectible accounts
expense for 1989 should be
a. $46,000
b. $48,000
c. $52,000
d. $56,000
1M90#55. On January 2, 1989, Morey Corp. granted
Dean, its president, 20,000 stock appreciation rights for
past services. Those rights are exercisable immediately
and expire on January 1, 1992. On exercise, Dean is
entitled to receive cash for the excess of the stock’s market
price on the exercise date over the market price on the
grant date. Dean did not exercise any of the rights during
1989. The market price of Morey’s stock was $30 on
January 2, 1989 and $45 on December 31, 1989. As
a result of the stock appreciation rights, Morey should
recognize compensation expense for 1989 of
a. $0
b. $100,000
c. $300,000
d. $600,000
1M90#56. On January 1, 1989, Park Co. signed a 10year operating lease for office space at $96,000 per year.
The lease included a provision for additional rent of 5%
of annual company sales in excess of $500,000. Park’s
sales for the year ended December 31, 1989 were
$600,000. Upon execution of the lease, Park paid $24,000
as a bonus for the lease. Park’s rent expense for the year
ended December 31, 1989 is
a. $ 98,400
b. $101,000
c. $103,400
d. $125,000
1M90#57. During 1988, Wall Co. purchased 2,000
shares of Hemp Corp. common stock for $31,500 as a
short-term investment. The market value of this invest
ment was $29,500 at December 31, 1988. Wall sold all
of the Hemp common stock for $14 per share on Decem
ber 15, 1989, incurring $1,400 in brokerage commissions
and taxes. On the sale, Wall should report a realized loss
of
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Advertising
Freight-out
Rent for office space
Sales salaries and commissions

$4,900
$3,500
$2,900
$1,500

$250,000
75,000
180,000
200,000

1M90#58. Witt Co. incurred the following infrequent
losses during 1989:

One-half of the office space is occupied by the sales
department.

•
•
•

What total amount of the expenses listed above should
be included in Casey’s selling and delivery expenses for
1989?
a. $450,000
b. $525,000
c. $540,000
d. $615,000

$175,000 from a major strike by employees.
$150,000 from an early extinguishment of debt.
$125,000 from the abandonment of equipment used
in the business.

In Witt’s 1989 income statement, the total amount of
infrequent losses not considered extraordinary should be
a. $275,000
b. $300,000
c. $325,000
d. $450,000
Bird Corp.’s trademark was licensed to Brian
Co. for royalties of 15% of sales of the trademarked
items. Royalties are payable semiannually on March 15
for sales in July through December of the prior year, and
on September 15 for sales in January through June of the
same year. Bird received the following royalties from
Brian:

2M90#42.

1988
1989

March 15
$5,000
6,000

September 15
$7,500
8,500

Brian estimated that sales of the trademarked items would
total $30,000 for July through December 1989.
In Bird’s 1989 income statement, the royalty revenue
should be
a. $13,000
b. $14,500
c. $19,000
d. $20,500
Doren Co.’s officers’ compensation expense
account had a balance of $490,000 at December 3 1 , 1989
before any appropriate year-end adjustment relating to
the following:
2M90#46.

•
•

No salary accrual was made for the week of December
2 5 -3 1 , 1989. Officers’ salaries for this period totaled
$18,000 and were paid on January 5, 1990.
Bonuses to officers for 1989 were paid on January
31, 1990 in the total amount of $175,000.

The adjusted balance for officers’ compensation expense
for the year ended December 31, 1989 should be
a. $683,000
b. $665,000
c. $508,000
d. $490,000
Casey Co.’s adjusted trial balance at Decem
ber 31, 1989 included the following expense accounts:*
2M90#48.

On January 1 , 1988, Layton Co. acquired the
copyright to a book owned by Gamer for royalties of
15% of future book sales. Royalties are payable on Sep
tember 30 for sales in January through June of the same
year, and on March 31 for sales in July through December
of the preceding year. During 1988 and 1989, Layton
remitted royalty checks to Gamer as follows:
2M90#49.

1988
1989

March 31
$ —
22,000

September 30
$25,000
40,000

Layton’s sales of the Gamer book totaled $300,000 for
the last half of 1989. In its 1989 income statement, Layton
should report royalty expense of
a. $85,000
b. $67,000
c. $62,000
d. $45,000
Gavin Co. grants all employees two weeks
of paid vacation for each full year of employment. Unused
vacation time can be accumulated and carried forward to
succeeding years and will be paid at the salaries in effect
when vacations are taken or when employment is termi
nated. There was no employee turnover in 1989. Addi
tional information relating to the year ended December
31, 1989 is as follows:
2M90#53.

Liability for accumulated vacations
at 12/31/88
Pre-1989 accrued vacations taken
from 1/1/89 to 9/30/89 (the authorized
period for vacations)
Vacations earned for work in 1989
(adjusted to current rates)

$35,000
20,000
30,000

Gavin granted a 10% salary increase to all employees on
October 1, 1989, its annual salary increase date. For the
year ended December 3 1 , 1989, Gavin should report vaca
tion pay expense of
a. $45,000
b. $33,500
c. $31,500
d. $30,000
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1N89#42. On December 1 , 1988, Barr Company leased
office space for five years at a monthly rental of $60,000.
On that date, Barr paid the lessor the following amounts:
First month’s rent
Last month’s rent
Security deposit (refundable
at lease expiration)
Installation of new walls and offices

effect at the time of the collection of an account previously
written off on each of the following accounts?

$ 60,000
60,000
a.
b.
c.
d.

80,000
360,000

Barr’s December 1988 expense relating to its use of this
office space is
a. $ 60,000
b. $ 66,000
c. $126,000
d. $200,000

The cost
a.
b.
c.
d.

Uncollectible
accounts
expense
Decrease
Decrease
No effect
No effect

TM89#20. Which of the following components should
be included in net pension cost by an employer sponsoring
a defined benefit pension plan?

1N89#45. The following data were available from Mith
Co.’s records on December 31, 1988:
Finished goods inventory, 1/1/88
Finished goods inventory, 12/31/88
Cost of goods manufactured
Loss on sale of plant equipment

Allowance for
uncollectible
accounts
No effect
Increase
Increase
No effect

a.
b.
c.
d.

$120,000
110,000
520,000
50,000

Amortization of
unrecognized prior
service cost
Yes
Yes
No
No

Fair value of
plan assets
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM89#21. The effect of a material transaction that is
unusual in nature but not infrequent in occurrence should
be presented separately as a component of income from
continuing operations when the transaction results in a

of goods sold for 1988 was
$510,000
$520,000
$530,000
$580,000

TM89#17. A machine with a four-year estimated useful
life and an estimated 10% salvage value was acquired
on January 1, 1986. The depreciation expense for 1988
using the double-declining-balance method would be
original cost multiplied by
a. 90% x 50% x 50% x 50%.
b. 50% x 50% x 50%.
c. 90% x 50% x 50%.
d. 50% x 50%.
TM89#18. A sale of goods was denominated in a cur
rency other than the entity’s functional currency. The sale
resulted in a receivable that was fixed in terms of the
amount of foreign currency that would be received. The
exchange rate between the functional currency and the
currency in which the transaction was denominated
changed. The effect of the change should be included as
a
a. Separate component of stockholders’ equity
whether the change results in a gain or a loss.
b. Separate component of stockholders’ equity if
the change results in a gain, and as a component
of income if the change results in a loss.
c. Component of income if the change results in
a gain, and as a separate component of stock
holders’ equity if the change results in a loss.
d. Component of income whether the change
results in a gain or a loss.
TM89#19. A company uses the allowance method to
recognize uncollectible accounts expense. What is the

a.
b.
c.
d.

Gain
Yes
Yes
No
No

Loss
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM89#36. An employer’s obligation relating to
employees’ rights to receive compensation for future
absences is attributable to employees’ services already
rendered. The payment of compensation is probable and
the amount of compensation can be reasonably estimated.
Employees’ compensation should be
a. Accrued if the obligation relates to rights that
vest or accumulate.
b. Accrued if the obligation relates to rights that
do not vest or accumulate.
c. Expensed when paid.
d. Disclosed, but not accrued if the obligation
relates to rights that vest or accumulate.
1M89#12. As an inducement to enter a lease, Arts, Inc.,
a lessor, grants Hompson Corp., a lessee, nine months of
free rent under a five-year operating lease. The lease is
effective on July 1 , 1988 and provides for monthly rental
of $1,000 to begin April 1, 1989.
In Hompson’s income statement for the year ended June
30, 1989, rent expense should be reported as
a. $10,200
b. $ 9,000
c. $ 3,000
d. $ 2,550
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1M89#19. During 1988, Rine Company incurred the
following costs:

Research and development services per
formed by Lee Corp. for Rine
Testing for evaluation of new products
Laboratory research aimed at discovery
of new knowledge
Routine design of tools, jigs,
molds, and dies

$300,000
250,000
370,000
100,000

C.

Provision for Income Taxes

In February 1992, the FASB issued Statement o f Finan
cial Accounting Standards No. 109, Accounting for
Income Taxes, superseding Statement o f Financial
Accounting Standards No. 96, Accounting for Income
Taxes. Accordingly, future examinations will test knowl
edge of FASB No. 109.
1M93

Item 54 is based on the following:
In its income statement for the year ended December
31, 1988, Rine should report research and development
expense of
a. $1,020,000
b. $ 920,000
c. $ 720,000
d. $ 670,000
1M89#20. The balance in Bart Corp.’ s foreign exchange
loss account was $13,000 at December 31, 1988, before
any necessary year-end adjustment relating to the fol
lowing:

•
•

Bart had a $20,000 loss resulting from the translation
of the accounts of its wholly owned foreign subsidiary
for the year ended December 31, 1988.
Bart had an account payable to an unrelated foreign
supplier payable in the local currency of the foreign
supplier on January 2 7 , 1989. The U.S. dollar equiva
lent of the payable was $100,000 on the November
2 8 , 1988 invoice date, and it was $106,000 on Decem
ber 31, 1988.

In Bart’s 1988 consolidated income statement, what
amount should be included as foreign exchange loss?
a. $33,000
b. $27,000
c. $19,000
d. $13,000
Cain Co. issued $400,000 face amount of its
10% bonds on January 1, 1989 for $354,118 to yield the
buyer a 12% effective rate of return. Interest is payable
semiannually on January 1 and July 1. What amount
would Cain report as interest expense in its June 3 0 , 1989
income statement?
a. $18,753
b. $20,000
c. $21,247
d. $24,000
1M89#48.

Ral Corp. has an incentive compensation
plan under which a branch manager receives 10% of the
branch’s income after deduction of the bonus but before
deduction of income tax. Branch income for 1988 before
the bonus and income tax was $165,000. The tax rate
was 30%. The 1988 bonus amounted to
a. $12,600
b. $15,000
c. $16,500
d. $18,000
2M89#19.

On January 1, 1990, Warren Co. purchased a $600,000
machine, with a five-year useful life and no salvage value.
The machine was depreciated by an accelerated method
for book and tax purposes. The machine’s carrying
amount was $240,000 on December 3 1 , 1991. On January
1, 1992, Warren changed retroactively to the straightline method for financial statement purposes. Warren can
justify the change. Warren’s income tax rate is 30%.
54. On January 1, 1992, what amount should Warren
report as deferred income tax liability as a result of the
change?
a. $120,000
b. $ 72,000
c. $ 36,000
d. $0
1M93

Item 55 is based on the following:
Venus Corp.’s worksheet for calculating current and
deferred income taxes for 1992 follows:
1992
$ 1,400

1993

1994

Pretax income
Temporary differences:
Depreciation
Warranty costs
Taxable income

(800)
400
$ 1,000

(1,200)
(100)
(1,300)

$2,000
(300)
1,700

(1,000)

1,000
300

(300)

0

$1,400

30%

25%

Loss carryback
Loss carryforward

$
Enacted rate
Deferred tax liability
(asset):
Current
Noncurrent

0
30%

$

$ (300)
$ 350

Venus elected early adoption of FASB Statement No.
109, Accounting fo r Income Taxes. Venus had no prior
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deferred tax balances. In its 1992 income statement, what
amount should Venus report as:
55.

Current income tax expense?
a. $420
b. $350
c. $300
d. $0

TN92#41. Rein Inc. reported deferred tax assets and
deferred tax liabilities at the end of 1990 and at the end
of 1991. According to FASB Statements No. 96 and No.
109, Accounting for Income Taxes, for the year ended
1991 Rein should report deferred income tax expense or
benefit equal to the
a. Decrease in the deferred tax assets.
b. Increase in the deferred tax liabilities.
c. Amount of the current tax liability plus the sum
of the net changes in deferred tax assets and
deferred tax liabilities.
d. Sum of the net changes in deferred tax assets
and deferred tax liabilities.
TM92#10. According to FASB Statement No. 96,
Accounting for Income Taxes, which of the following
items should affect current income tax expense for 1991?
a. Interest on a 1989 tax deficiency paid in 1991.
b. Penalty on a 1989 tax deficiency paid in 1991.
c. Change in income tax rate for 1991.
d. Change in income tax rate for 1992.
1M92#56. Busy Corp. prepared the following reconcili
ation between pretax accounting income and taxable
income for the year ended December 31, 1991:

Pretax accounting income
Taxable income
Difference

$250,000
150,000
$100,000

Analysis of difference:
Interest on municipal bonds
Excess of tax over book depreciation

$ 25,000
75,000
$100,000

Busy uses FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for
Income Taxes. Busy’s effective income tax rate for 1991
is 30%. The depreciation difference will reverse in equal
amounts over the next three years at an enacted tax rate
of 40%.
In Busy’s 1991 income statement, what amount should
be reported as the current portion of its provision for
income taxes?
a. $45,000
b. $67,500
c. $75,000
d. $82,500
TN91#3. According to FASB Statement No. 96,
Accounting for Income Taxes, justification for the method

of determining periodic deferred tax expense is based on
the concept of
a. Matching of periodic expense to periodic rev
enue.
b. Objectivity in the calculation of periodic
expense.
c. Recognition of assets and liabilities.
d. Consistency of tax expense measurements with
actual tax planning strategies.
1N91#48. Leer Corp.’s pretax income in 1990 was
$100,000. The temporary differences between amounts
reported in the financial statements and the tax return are
as follows:

•

Depreciation in the financial statements was $8,000
more than tax depreciation.

•

The equity method of accounting resulted in financial
statement income of $35,000. A $25,000 dividend was
received during the year, which is eligible for the 80%
dividends received deduction.

Leer’s effective income tax rate was 30% in 1990. In
its 1990 income statement, Leer should report a current
provision for income taxes of
a. $26,400
b. $23,400
c. $21,900
d. $18,600
1N91#59. Shear, Inc. began operations in 1990.
Included in Shear’s 1990 financial statements were bad
debt expenses of $1,400 and profit from an installment
sale of $2,600. For tax purposes, the bad debts will be
deducted and the profit from the installment sale will be
recognized in 1992. The enacted tax rates are 30% in
1990 and 25% in 1992. Shear elected early application
of FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for Income Taxes.
In its 1990 income statement, what amount should Shear
report as deferred income tax expense?
a. $300
b. $360
c. $650
d. $780
1N90#48. For calendar year 1989, Clark Corp. reported
depreciation of $300,000 in its income statement. On its
1989 income tax return, Clark reported depreciation of
$500,000. Clark’s income statement also included
$50,000 accrued warranty expense that will be deducted
for tax purposes when paid. Clark elected early applica
tion of FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for Income
Taxes, in its financial statements for the year ended
December 31, 1989. Clark’s enacted tax rates are 30%
for 1989 and 1990, and 25% for 1991 and 1992. The
depreciation difference and warranty expense will reverse
over the next three years as follows:
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1990
1991
1992

Depreciation
difference
$ 80,000
70,000
50,000

Premiums on officers’ life insurance
under which the corporation is the
beneficiary
Interest revenue on qualified state or
municipal bonds
Estimated future warranty costs
to be paid in 1990 and 1991

Warranty
expense

$200,000

$10,000

15,000
25,000
$50,000

These were Clark’s only temporary differences. In Clark’s
1989 income statement, the deferred portion of its provi
sion for income taxes should be
a. $67,000
b. $45,000
c. $41,000
d. $37,500
Ram Corp. prepared the following reconcilia
tion of income per books with income per tax return for
the year ended December 31, 1989:
2N90#7.

Book income before income taxes
Add temporary difference
Construction contract revenue which
will reverse in 1993
Deduct temporary difference
Depreciation expense which will
reverse in equal amounts in each
of the next four years
Taxable income

10,000

60,000

Lobo’s enacted tax rate for the current and future years
is 30%. Lobo has paid income taxes in the amount of
$170,000 for the three-year period ended December 31,
1989. There were no temporary differences in prior years.
Lobo elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, Accounting for Income Taxes. The deferred tax benefit
to be applied against current income tax expense is
a. $18,000
b. $19,500
c. $21,000
d. $22,500

$750,000
Temporary differences arise when expenses
are deductible for tax purposes

TN89#27.

100,000

(400,000)
$450,000

Ram’s effective income tax rate is 34% for 1989. What
amount should Ram report in its 1989 income statement
as the current provision for income taxes?
a. $ 34,000
b. $153,000
c. $255,000
d. $289,000

a.
b.
c.
d.
TM89#22.

$ 30,000
70,000

After they are
recognized in
financial income
No
No
Yes
Yes

Before they are
recognized in
financial income
No
Yes
Yes
No

Temporary differences arise when revenues

are taxable

1M90#39. For the year ended March 31, 1990, Dunn
Corp.’s pretax financial statement income was $700,000,
and its taxable income was $600,000. The difference is
due to the following:

Interest on municipal bonds
Lower depreciation for financial statement
Total

$ 5,000

a.
b.
c.
d.
D.

After they are
recognized in
financial income
Yes
Yes
No
No

Before they are
recognized in
financial income
Yes
No
No
Yes

Other Items

$ 100,000

Dunn elected early application of FASB Statement
No. 96, Accounting for Income Taxes. Dunn’s enacted
income tax rate is 30%. What is Dunn’s current portion
of income tax expense for the year ended March 31,
1990?
a. $210,000
b. $189,000
c. $180,000
d. $159,000

On December 31, 1992, Brooks Co. decided
to end operations and dispose of its assets within three
months. At December 31, 1992, the net realizable value
of the equipment was below historical cost. What is the
appropriate measurement basis for equipment included
in Brooks’ December 31, 1992, balance sheet?
a.
Historical cost.
b. Current reproduction cost.
c. Net realizable value.
d. Current replacement cost.

In 1989, Lobo Corp. reported for financial
statement purposes the following revenue and expenses
which were not included in taxable income:

Which of the following items are included
in computing fully diluted earnings per share, but are not
included in computing primary earnings per share?

TM93#3.

1M90#41.

TM93#15.
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a.
b.

Common shares issued during the year.
Convertible bonds (dilutive) that are not com
mon stock equivalents.
Convertible bonds (nondilutive) that are com
mon stock equivalents.
Stock warrants (dilutive).

The machine was depreciated by an accelerated method
for book and tax purposes. The machine’s carrying
amount was $240,000 on December 3 1 , 1991. On January
1, 1992, Warren changed retroactively to the straightline method for financial statement purposes. Warren can
justify the change. Warren’s income tax rate is 30%.

Weald Co. took advantage of market condi
tions to refund debt. This was the fifth refunding operation
carried out by Weald within the last four years. The excess
of the carrying amount of the old debt over the amount
paid to extinguish it should be reported as a(an)
a. Deferred credit to be amortized over life of new
debt.
b. Part of continuing operations.
c. Extraordinary gain, net of income taxes.
d. Extraordinary loss, net of income taxes.

53. In its 1992 income statement, what amount should
Warren report as the cumulative effect of this change?
a. $120,000
b. $ 84,000
c. $ 36,000
d. $0

c.
d.

TM93#18.

TM93#19. During 1992, Krey Co. increased the esti
mated quantity of copper recoverable from its mine. Krey
uses the units of production depletion method. As a result
of the change, which of the following should be reported
in Krey’s 1992 financial statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Cumulative effect
of a change in
accounting
principle
Yes
Yes
No
No

Pro forma effects
of retroactive
application o f new
depletion base
Yes
No
No
Yes

1M93

Item s 57 a n d 58 are based on the following:

On December 31, 1992, the Board of Directors of Maxx
Manufacturing, Inc. committed to a plan to discontinue
the operations of its Alpha division in 1993. Maxx esti
mated that Alpha’s 1993 operating loss would be
$500,000 and that Alpha’s facilities would be sold for
$300,000 less than their carrying amounts. Alpha’s 1992
operating loss was $1,400,000. Maxx’s effective tax rate
is 30%.
57. In its 1992 income statement, what amount should
Maxx report as loss from discontinued operations?
a. $ 980,000
b. $1,330,000
c. $1,400,000
d. $1,900,000

On August 31, 1992, Harvey Co. decided to
change from the FIFO periodic inventory system to the
weighted average periodic inventory system. Harvey is
on a calendar year basis. The cumulative effect of the
change is determined
a. As of January 1, 1992.
b. As of August 31, 1992.
c. During the eight months ending August 31,
1992, by a weighted average of the purchases.
d. During 1992 by a weighted average of the pur
chases.

TM93#20.

A segment of Ace Inc. was discontinued dur
ing 1992. Ace’s loss on disposal should
a. Exclude employee relocation costs associated
with the decision to dispose.
b. Exclude operating losses during the phaseout
period.
c. Include additional pension costs associated with
the decision to dispose.
d. Include operating losses of the current period
up to the measurement date.
TM93#37.

1M93
Item 53 is based on the following:

On January 1, 1990, Warren Co. purchased a $600,000
machine, with a five-year useful life and no salvage value.

58. In its 1992 income statement, what amount should
Maxx report as loss on disposal of discontinued opera
tions?
a. $210,000
b. $300,000
c. $560,000
d. $800,000
1 M93#59. Midway Co. had the following transactions
during 1992:

•

$1,200,000 pretax loss on foreign currency exchange
due to a major unexpected devaluation by the foreign
government.

•

$500,000 pretax loss from discontinued operations of
a division.

•

$800,000 pretax loss on equipment damaged by a
hurricane. This was the first hurricane ever to strike
in Midway’s area. Midway also received $1,000,000
from its insurance company to replace a building, with
a carrying value of $300,000, that had been destroyed
by the hurricane.

What amount should Midway report in its 1992 income
statement as extraordinary loss before income taxes?
a. $ 100,000
b. $1,300,000
c. $1,800,000
d. $2,500,000
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1M93#60. The following information pertains to Jet
Corp.’s outstanding stock for 1992:

Common stock, $5 par value
Shares outstanding, 1/1/92
2-for-1 stock split, 4/1/92
Shares issued, 7/1/92

20,000
20,000
10,000

Preferred stock, $10 par value, 5% cumulative
Shares outstanding, 1/1/92

4,000

What are the number of shares Jet should use to calculate
1992 earnings per share?
a. 40,000
b. 45,000
c. 50,000
d. 54,000
On January 3 1 , 1992, Pack, Inc. split its com
mon stock 2 for 1, and Young, Inc. issued a 5% stock
dividend. Both companies issued their December 31,
1991, financial statements on March 1, 1992. Should
Pack’s 1991 earnings per share (EPS) take into consider
ation the stock split, and should Young’s 1991 EPS take
into consideration the stock dividend?
TN92#23.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Pack’s
1991 EPS
Yes
No
Yes
No

Young’s
1991 EPS
No
No
Yes
Yes

Vik Auto and King Clothier exchanged
goods, held for resale, with equal fair values. Each will
use the other’s goods to promote their own products. The
retail price of the car that Vik gave up is less than the
retail price of the clothes received. What profit should
Vik recognize for the nonmonetary exchange?
a. A profit is not recognized.
b. A profit equal to the difference between the
retail prices of the clothes received and the car.
c. A profit equal to the difference between the
retail price and the cost of the car.
d. A profit equal to the difference between the
fair value and the cost of the car.
TN92#24.

Milton Co. began operations on January 1,
1989. On January 1, 1991, Milton changed its inventory
method from LIFO to FIFO for both financial and income
tax reporting. If FIFO had been used in prior years, Milton’s inventories would have been higher by $60,000 and
$40,000 at December 31, 1991 and 1990, respectively.
Milton has a 30% income tax rate. What amount should
Milton report as the cumulative effect of this accounting
change in its income statement for the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1991?
a. $0
b. $14,000
c. $28,000
d. $42,000
1N92#60.

During January 1992, Haze Corp. won a liti
gation award for $15,000 which was tripled to $45,000
to include punitive damages. The defendant, who is finan
cially stable, has appealed only the $30,000 punitive dam
ages. Haze was awarded $50,000 in an unrelated suit it
filed, which is being appealed by the defendant. Counsel
is unable to estimate the outcome of these appeals. In
its 1992 financial statements, Haze should report what
amount of pretax gain?
a. $15,000
b. $45,000
c. $50,000
d. $95,000
2N92#53.

At December 3 1 , 1991, Creole Co. was suing
a competitor for patent infringement. The award from the
probable favorable outcome could be reasonably esti
mated. Creole’s 1991 financial statements should report
the expected award as a
a. Receivable and revenue.
b. Receivable and reduction of patent.
c. Receivable and deferred revenue.
d. Disclosure by footnote only.

TM92#28.

In open market transactions, Oak Corp.
simultaneously sold its long-term investment in Maple
Corp. bonds and purchased its own outstanding bonds.
The broker remitted the net cash from the two transac
tions. Oak’s gain on the purchase of its own bonds
exceeded its loss on the sale of Maple’s bonds. Oak
should report the
a. Net effect of the two transactions as an extraor
dinary gain.
b. Net effect of the two transactions in income
before extraordinary items.
c. Effect of its own bond transaction gain in
income before extraordinary items, and report
the Maple bond transaction as an extraordinary
loss.
d. Effect of its own bond transaction as an extraor
dinary gain, and report the Maple bond transac
tion loss in income before extraordinary items.

TM92#30.

Matt Co. included a foreign subsidiary in its
1991 consolidated financial statements. The subsidiary
was acquired in 1985 and was excluded from previous
consolidations. The change was caused by the elimination
of foreign exchange controls. Including the subsidiary in
the 1991 consolidated financial statements results in an
accounting change that should be reported
a. By footnote disclosure only.
b. Currently and prospectively.
c. Currently with footnote disclosure of pro forma
effects of retroactive application.
d. By restating the financial statements of all prior
periods presented.

TM92#40.

1M92#57. On December 31, 1990, Greer Co. entered
into an agreement to sell its Hart segment’s assets. On
that date, Greer estimated the gain from the disposition
of the assets in 1991 would be $700,000 and Hart’s 1991
operating losses would be $200,000. Hart’s actual
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a.
b.
c.
d.

1991
$ 50,000
$0
$ 350,000
$(150,000)

1990
$(300,000)
$ 50,000
$(300,000)
$200,000

1M92#58. On December 3 1 , 1991, Wright Corp. placed
cash of $875,000 in an irrevocable trust that meets the
necessary defeasance requirements. The trust’s assets are
to be used solely for satisfying obligations on Wright’s
6%, $1,100,000, 30-year bond payable. Wright has not
been legally released from its obligations under the bond
agreement, but any additional liability is considered
remote. On December 31, 1991, the bond’s carrying
amount was $1,050,000, and its present value was
$800,000. Disregarding income taxes, what amount of
extraordinary gain (loss) should Wright report in its 1991
income statement?
a. $(75,000)
b. $175,000
c. $225,000
d. $250,000
1M92#59. Timp, Inc. had the following common stock
balances and transactions during 1991:
1/1/91
2/1/91
3/1/91
7/1/91
12/31/91

Common stock outstanding
Issued a 10% common
stock dividend
Issued common stock in a
pooling of interests
Issued common stock for cash
Common stock outstanding

30,000
3,000

What amount should Lomond report as its 1991 primary
earnings per share?
a. $2.50
b. $2.85
c. $2.92
d. $3.50
2M92#11. Yola Co. and Zaro Co. are fuel oil distribu
tors. To facilitate the delivery of oil to their customers,
Yola and Zaro exchanged ownership of 1,200 barrels of
oil without physically moving the oil. Yola paid Zaro
$30,000 to compensate for a difference in the grade of
oil. On the date of the exchange, cost and market values
of the oil were as follows:

Cost
Market values

1M92#60. On June 30, 1990, Lomond, Inc. issued
twenty $10,000,7% bonds at par. Each bond was convert
ible into 200 shares of common stock. On January 1,
1991, 10,000 shares of common stock were outstanding.
The bondholders converted all the bonds on July 1, 1991.
On the bonds’ issuance date, the average Aa corporate
bond yield was 12%. During 1991, the average Aa corpo
rate bond yield was 9%. The following amounts were
reported in Lomond’s income statement for the year
ended December 31, 1991:

Yola Co.
$100,000
120,000

Zaro Co.
$126,000
150,000

In Zaro’s income statement, what amount of gain should
be reported from the exchange of the oil?
a. $0
b. $ 4,800
c. $24,000
d. $30,000
TN91#16. Earnings per share data should be reported
on the income statement for

9,000
8,000
50,000

What was Timp’s 1991 weighted average shares out
standing?
a. 40,000
b. 44,250
c. 44,500
d. 46,000

$977,000
920,000
7,000
50,000
15,000
$ 35,000

Revenues
Operating expenses
Interest on bonds
Income before income tax
Income tax at 30%
Net income

operating losses were $300,000 in both 1990 and 1991,
and the actual gain on disposition of Hart’s assets in 1991
was $650,000. Disregarding income taxes, what net gain
(loss) should be reported for discontinued operations in
Greer’s comparative 1991 and 1990 income statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Cumulative effect
o f a change in
accounting principle
Yes
Yes
No
No

Income before
extraordinary items
No
Yes
Yes
No

TN91#23. In 1990, Teller Co. incurred losses arising
from its guilty plea in its first antitrust action, and from
a substantial increase in production costs caused when a
major supplier’s workers went on strike. Which of these
losses should be reported as an extraordinary item?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Antitrust action
No
No
Yes
Yes

Production costs
No
Yes
No
Yes

TN91#24. The effect of a change in accounting principle
that is inseparable from the effect of a change in account
ing estimate should be reported
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a.
b.
c.
d.

By restating the financial statements of all prior
periods presented.
As a correction of an error.
As a component of income from continuing
operations, in the period of change and future
periods if the change affects both.
As a separate disclosure after income from con
tinuing operations, in the period of change and
future periods if the change affects both.

TN91#26. In 1990, Brighton Co. changed from the indi
vidual item approach to the aggregate approach in
applying the lower of FIFO cost or market to inventories.
The cumulative effect of this change should be reported
in Brighton’s financial statements as a
a. Prior period adjustment, with separate disclo
sure.
b. Component of income from continuing opera
tions, with separate disclosure.
c. Component of income from continuing opera
tions, without separate disclosure.
d. Component of income after continuing opera
tions, with separate disclosure.
1N91#45. Munn Corp.’s income statements for the
years ended December 31, 1990 and 1989, included the
following, before adjustments:

Operating income
Gain on sale of division

Provision for income
taxes
Net income

1990
$ 800,000
450,000
1,250,000

1989
$600,000
—
600,000

375,000
$ 875,000

180,000
$420,000

On January 1, 1990, Munn agreed to sell the assets and
product line of one of its operating divisions for
$1,600,000. The sale was consummated on December 31,
1990, and resulted in a gain on disposition of $450,000.
This division’s net losses were $320,000 in 1990 and
$250,000 in 1989. The income tax rate for both years
was 30%. In preparing revised comparative income state
ments, Munn should report which of the following
amounts of gain (loss) from discontinued operations

a.
b.
c.
d.

1990
$130,000
$130,000
$ 91,000
$ 91,000

1989

•

Bonds payable were retired five years before their
scheduled maturity, resulting in a $260,000 gain.
Fuqua has frequently retired bonds early when interest
rates declined significantly.

•

A steel forming segment suffered $255,000 in losses
due to hurricane damage. This was the fourth similar
loss sustained in a 5-year period at that location.

•

A segment of Fuqua’s operations, steel transportation,
was sold at a net loss of $350,000. This was Fuqua’s
first divestiture of one of its operating segments.

51. Before income taxes, what amount should be dis
closed as the gain (loss) from extraordinary items in 1990?
a. $ 260,000
b. $ 5,000
c. $( 90,000)
d. $(350,000)
1N91#56. Goddard has used the FIFO method of inven
tory valuation since it began operations in 1987. Goddard
decided to change to the weighted-average method for
determining inventory costs at the beginning of 1990. The
following schedule shows year-end inventory balances
under the FIFO and weighted-average methods:
Year
1987
1988
1989

1N91#60. Strauch Co. has one class of common stock
outstanding and no other securities that are potentially
convertible into common stock. During 1989, 100,000
shares of common stock were outstanding. In 1990, two
distributions of additional common shares occurred: On
April 1, 20,000 shares of treasury stock were sold, and
on July 1, a 2-for-1 stock split was issued. Net income was
$410,000 in 1990 and $350,000 in 1989. What amounts
should Strauch report as earnings per share in its 1990
and 1989 comparative income statements?

$(250,000)

a.
b.
c.
d.

$0

$(175,000)

During 1990, Fuqua Steel Co. had the following unusual
financial events occur:

Weighted-average
$54,000
71,000
78,000

What amount, before income taxes, should be reported
in the 1990 income statement as the cumulative effect of
the change in accounting principle?
a. $5,000 decrease.
b. $3,000 decrease.
c. $2,000 increase.
d. $0.

$0

1N91
Item 51 is based on the following:

FIFO
$45,000
78,000
83,000

1990
$1.78
$1.78
$2.34
$2.34

1989
$3.50
$1.75
$1.75
$3.50

2N91#9. Pine City owned a vacant plot of land zoned
for industrial use. Pine gave this land to Medi Corp. solely
as an incentive for Medi to build a factory on the site.
The land had a fair value of $300,000 at the date of the
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gift. This
Medi as
a.
b.
c.
d.

nonmonetary transaction should be reported by
Extraordinary income.
Additional paid-in capital.
A credit to retained earnings.
A memorandum entry.

Gains or losses from the early extinguish
debt, if material, should be
Recognized in income before taxes in the period
of extinguishment.
Recognized as an extraordinary item in the
period of extinguishment.
Amortized over the life of the new issue.
Amortized over the remaining original life of
the extinguished issue.

connection with the exchange. To the extent that the
amount of cash exceeds a proportionate share of the car
rying amount of the asset surrendered, a realized gain on
the exchange should be recognized by

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM91#26.

ment of
a.
b.
c.
d.

When a company changes the expected ser
vice life of an asset because additional information has
been obtained, which of the following should be reported?
TM91#27.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Pro forma effects
o f retroactive
application
Yes
No
Yes
No

Cumulative effect
of a change in
accounting principle
Yes
Yes
No
No

In determining earnings per share, interest
expense, net of applicable income taxes, on convertible
debt that is both a common stock equivalent and dilutive
should be
a. Added back to net income for primary earnings
per share, and ignored for fully diluted earnings
per share.
b. Added back to net income for both primary
earnings per share and fully diluted earnings
per share.
c. Deducted from net income for primary earnings
per share, and ignored for fully diluted earnings
per share.
d. Deducted from net income for both primary
earnings per share and fully diluted earnings
per share.

TM91#29.

May
Yes
Yes
No
No

Sty
Yes
No
Yes
No

1M91#59. On December 31, 1990, Rapp Co. changed
inventory cost methods to FIFO from LIFO for financial
statement and income tax purposes. The change will result
in a $175,000 increase in the beginning inventory at Janu
ary 1 , 1990. Assuming a 30% income tax rate, the cumula
tive effect of this accounting change reported in the
income statement for the year ended December 31, 1990,
is
a. $175,000
b. $122,500
c. $ 52,500
d. $0
1M91#60. On January 1, 1985, Pell Corp. purchased a
machine having an estimated useful life of 10 years and
no salvage. The machine was depreciated by the double
declining balance method for both financial statement and
income tax reporting. On January 1 , 1990, Pell changed to
the straight-line method for financial statement reporting
but not for income tax reporting. Accumulated deprecia
tion at December 3 1 , 1989, was $560,000. If the straightline method had been used, the accumulated depreciation
at December 31, 1989, would have been $420,000. Pell’s
enacted income tax rate for 1990 and thereafter is 30%.
The amount shown in the 1990 income statement for the
cumulative effect of changing to the straight-line method
should be
a. $ 98,000 debit.
b. $ 98,000 credit.
c. $140,000 credit.
d. $140,000 debit.

FIFO to
weighted average?
Yes
No
No
Yes

Solen Co. and Noise Co. exchanged similar
trucks with fair values in excess of carrying amounts. In
addition, Solen paid Noise to compensate for the differ
ence in truck values. As a consequence of the exchange,
Solen recognizes
a. A gain equal to the difference between the fair
value and carrying amount of the truck given
up.
b. A gain determined by the proportion of cash
paid to the total consideration.
c. A loss determined by the proportion of cash
paid to the total consideration.
d. Neither a gain n o r a loss.

TM91#35. May Co. and Sty Co. exchanged nonmone
tary assets. The exchange did not culminate an earning
process for either May or Sty. May paid cash to Sty in

When computing fully diluted earnings per
share, convertible securities that are n o t common stock
equivalents are

Is the cumulative effect of an inventory pric
ing change on prior years earnings reported separately
between extraordinary items and net income for a change
from

TM91#34.

a.
b.
c.
d.

LIFO to
weighted average?
Yes
Yes
No
No

TN90#12.

TN90#34.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Ignored.
Recognized only if they are dilutive.
Recognized only if they are anti-dilutive.
Recognized whether they are dilutive or anti
dilutive.

TM90#29.

1N90#49. On May 15, 1989, Munn, Inc. approved a
plan to dispose of a segment of its business. It is expected
that the sale will occur on February 1, 1990 at a selling
price of $500,000. During 1989, disposal costs incurred
by Munn totaled $75,000. The segment had actual or
estimated operating losses as follows:
1/ 1/89 to 5/14/89
5/15/89 to 12/31/89
1/ 1/90 to 1/31/90

$130,000
50,000
15,000

The carrying amount of the segment at the date of sale
was expected to be $850,000. Before income taxes, what
amount should Munn report as a loss on disposal of the
segment in its 1989 income statement?
a. $490,000
b. $475,000
c. $440,000
d. $425,000
1N90#50. On January 1, 1990, Hart, Inc. redeemed its
15-year bonds of $500,000 par value for 102. They were
originally issued on January 1 , 1978 at 98 with a maturity
date of January 1, 1993. The bond issue costs relating to
this transaction were $20,000. Hart amortizes discounts,
premiums, and bond issue costs using the straight-line
method. What amount of extraordinary loss should Hart
recognize on the redemption of these bonds?
a. $16,000
b. $12,000
c. $10,000
d. $0
1N90#52. Poe Co. had 300,000 shares of common stock
issued and outstanding at December 31, 1988. No com
mon stock was issued during 1989. On January 1, 1989,
Poe issued 200,000 shares of nonconvertible preferred
stock. During 1989, Poe declared and paid $75,000 cash
dividends on the common stock and $60,000 on the pre
ferred stock. Net income for the year ended December
3 1 , 1989 was $330,000. What should be Poe’s 1989 earn
ings per common share?
a. $1.10
b. $0.90
c. $0.85
d. $0.65
TM90#26. On September 30, 1989, a commitment was
made to dispose of a business segment in early 1990.
The segment operating loss for the period October 1 to
December 31, 1989, should be included in the 1989
income statement as part of
a. Loss on disposal of the discontinued segment.
b. Operating loss of the discontinued segment.
c. Income or loss from continuing operations.
d. Extraordinary gains or losses.

a.
b.
c.
d.

An antidilutive common stock option is

common stock
equivalent
No
No
Yes
Yes

Included in
computing primary
earnings per share
No
Yes
No
Yes

TM90#31. Scott Co. exchanged similar nonmonetary
assets with Dale Co. No cash was exchanged. The car
rying amount of the asset surrendered by Scott exceeded
both the fair value of the asset received and Dale’s car
rying amount of that asset. Scott should recognize the
difference between the carrying amount of the asset it
surrendered and
a. The fair value of the asset it received as a loss.
b. The fair value of the asset it received as a gain.
c. Dale’s carrying amount of the asset it received
as a loss.
d. Dale’s carrying amount of the asset it received
as a gain.
TM90#35. Grim Corporation operates a plant in a for
eign country. It is probable that the plant will be expropri
ated. However, the foreign government has indicated that
Grim will receive a definite amount of compensation for
the plant. The amount of compensation is less than the
fair market value but exceeds the carrying amount of the
plant. The contingency should be reported
a. As a valuation allowance as a part of stockhold
ers’ equity.
b. As a fixed asset valuation allowance account.
c. In the notes to the financial statements.
d. In the income statement.
2M90#47. On April 30, 1989, Carty Corp. approved a
plan to dispose of a segment of its business. The estimated
disposal loss is $480,000, including severance pay of
$55,000 and employee relocation costs of $25,000, both
of which are directly associated with the decision to dis
pose of the segment. Also included is the segment’s esti
mated operating loss of $100,000 for the period from
May 1, 1989 to the disposal date. A $120,000 operating
loss from January 1, 1989 to April 30, 1989 is not
included in the estimated disposal loss of $480,000.
Before income taxes, what amount should be reported in
Carty’s income statement for the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1989 as the loss from discontinued operations?
a. $600,000
b. $480,000
c. $455,000
d. $425,000
2M90#51.
lows:
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Peters Corp.’s capital structure was as fob-

Selected Questions
a.

December 31
1988
1989
Outstanding shares of stock:
Common
Convertible preferred
8% convertible bonds

110,000
10,000

110,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

b.

10,000

During 1989, Peters paid dividends of $3.00 per share
on its preferred stock. The preferred shares are convertible
into 20,000 shares of common stock and are considered
common stock equivalents. The 8% bonds are convertible
into 30,000 shares of common stock but are not consid
ered common stock equivalents. Net income for 1989
was $850,000. Assume that the income tax rate is 30%.
The primary earnings per share for 1989 is
a. $6.31
b. $6.54
c. $7.08
d. $7.45

c.
d.

1N89#46. On January 1, 1988, Dart, Inc. entered into
an agreement to sell the assets and product line of its Jay
Division, considered a segment of the business. The sale
was consummated on December 31, 1988 and resulted
in a gain on disposition of $400,000. The division’s opera
tions resulted in losses before income tax of $225,000 in
1988 and $125,000 in 1987. Dart’s income tax rate is
30% for both years. In a comparative statement of income
for 1988 and 1987, as components under the caption
Discontinued Operations, Dart should report a gain (loss)
amounting to

2M90#60. Dodd Corp. is preparing its December 31,
1989 financial statements and must determine the proper
accounting treatment for the following situations:
•

•

For the year ended December 31, 1989, Dodd has a
loss carryforward of $180,000 available to offset
future taxable income. However, there are no tempo
rary differences.
On December 30, 1989, Dodd received a $200,000
offer for its patent. Dodd’s management is considering
whether to sell the patent. The offer expires on Febru
ary 28, 1990. The patent has a carrying amount of
$100,000 at December 31, 1989.

Assume a current and future income tax rate of 30%. In
its 1989 income statement, Dodd should recognize an
increase in net income of
a. $0
b. $ 54,000
c. $ 70,000
d. $124,000
TN89#28. A company’s convertible debt is both a com
mon stock equivalent and dilutive in determining earnings
per share. What would be the effect of consideration of
the convertible debt in calculating

a.
b.
c.
d.

Primary
earnings per share
Decrease
Increase
No effect
Decrease

Fully diluted
earnings per share
Decrease
No effect
Decrease
Increase

TN89#34. An investment in marketable securities was
accounted for by the cost method. These securities were
distributed to stockholders as a property dividend in a
nonreciprocal transfer. The dividend should be reported
at the

Fair value of the asset transferred or the
recorded amount of the asset transferred,
whichever is higher.
Fair value of the asset transferred or the
recorded amount of the asset transferred,
whichever is lower.
Fair value of the asset transferred.
Recorded amount of the asset transferred.

a.
b.
c.
d.

1988
$122,500
$122,500
($157,500)
($157,500)

1987
($87,500)
$0

($87,500)
$0

1N89#50. Lowe Corp. had the following gains, net of
applicable taxes, during 1988:
Foreign currency transaction gain
due to major devaluation
Gain from early extinguishment of
Lowe’s debt

$175,000
250,000

What amount should Lowe report as extraordinary gains
in its 1988 income statement?
a. $425,000
b. $250,000
c. $175,000
d. $0
1N89#51. On December 31, 1988, Kerr, Inc. appropri
ately changed its inventory valuation method to FIFO
cost from weighted-average cost for financial statement
and income tax purposes. The change will result in a
$700,000 increase in the beginning inventory at January
1, 1988. Assume a 30% income tax rate. The cumulative
effect of this accounting change reported for the year
ended December 31, 1988 is
a. $0
b. $210,000
c. $490,000
d. $700,000
1N89#52. On January 1, 1987, Aker Corp. acquired a
machine at a cost of $200,000. It was to be depreciated
on the straight line method over a five-year period with
no residual value. Because of a bookkeeping error, no
depreciation was recognized in Aker’s 1987 financial
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statements. The oversight was discovered during the prep
aration of Aker’s 1988 financial statements. Depreciation
expense on this machine for 1988 should be
a. $0
b. $40,000
c. $50,000
d. $80,000
1N89#54.
lows:

Jones Corp.’s capital structure was as fol
December 31
1988
1987

Outstanding shares of stock:
Common
Convertible preferred
8% convertible bonds

110,000
10,000

110,000
10,000

$1,000,000 $1,000,000

During 1988, Jones paid dividends of $3.00 per share on
its preferred stock. The preferred shares are convertible
into 20,000 shares of common stock and are considered
common stock equivalents. The 8% bonds are convertible
into 30,000 shares of common stock but are not consid
ered common stock equivalents. Net income for 1988 is
$850,000. Assume that the income tax rate is 30%.
The fully diluted earnings per share for 1988 is
a. $5.48
b. $5.66
c. $5.81
d. $6.26
TM89#23. An extraordinary item should be reported
separately on the income statement as a component of
income

a.
b.
c.
d.

Before discontinued
operations o f a
segment of a business
No
No
Yes
Yes

Net of
income taxes
No
Yes
Yes
No

TM89#24. The cumulative effect of changing to a new
accounting principle should be recorded separately as a
component of income after continuing operations for a
change from the
a. Straight-line method of depreciation for pre
viously recorded assets to the sum-of-theyears’-digits method.
b. LIFO method of inventory pricing to the FIFO
method.
c. Percentage-of-completion method of account
ing for long-term construction-type contracts to
the completed-contract method.
d. Cash basis of accounting for vacation pay to
the accrual basis.
TM89#25. Antidilutive stock options would generally
be used in the calculation of

a.
b.
c.
d.

Primary
earnings per share
Yes
Yes
No
No

Fully diluted
earnings per share
Yes
No
No
Yes

TM89#29. A change in the periods benefitted by a
deferred cost because additional information has been
obtained is
a. A correction of an error.
b. An accounting change that should be reported
by restating the financial statements of all prior
periods presented.
c. An accounting change that should be reported
in the period of change and future periods if
the change affects both.
d. Not an accounting change.
TM89#33. When the occurrence of a gain contingency
is reasonably possible and its amount can be reasonably
estimated, the gain contingency should be
a. Included in net income and disclosed.
b. Included as an appropriation of retained earn
ings.
c. Disclosed, but not included in net income.
d. Neither included in net income nor disclosed.
1M89#52. On January 1, 1988, Roem Corp. changed
its inventory method to FIFO from LIFO for both finan
cial and income tax reporting purposes. The change
resulted in a $500,000 increase in the January 1, 1988
inventory. Assume that the income tax rate for all years
is 30%. The cumulative effect of the accounting change
should be reported by Roem in its 1988
a. Retained earnings statement as a $350,000
addition to the beginning balance.
b. Income statement as a $350,000 cumulative
effect of accounting change.
c. Retained earnings statement as a $500,000
addition to the beginning balance.
d. Income statement as a $500,000 cumulative
effect of accounting change.
1M89#60. On April 30, 1988, Wall Corp. approved a
plan to dispose of a segment of its business. For the
period January 1 through April 30, 1988, the segment
had revenues of $600,000 and expenses of $750,000. The
assets of the segment were sold on October 15, 1988 at
a loss, from which no tax benefit is available. In its
income statement for the year ended December 31, 1988,
how should Wall report the segment’s operations from
January 1 to April 30, 1988?
a. $600,000 and $750,000 should be included with
revenues and expenses, respectively, as part of
continuing operations.
b. $150,000 should be reported as part of the loss
on disposal of a segment.
c. $150,000 should be reported as an extraordi
nary loss.
d. $150,000 should be reported as a loss from
operations of a discontinued segment.
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VI.
A.

Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues
1N92
Items 9 through 13 are based on the following:

Statement of Cash Flows

TM93#32. On September 1 , 1992, Canary Co. sold used
equipment for a cash amount equaling its carrying amount
for both book and tax purposes. On September 15, 1992,
Canary replaced the equipment by paying cash and sign
ing a note payable for new equipment. The cash paid for
the new equipment exceeded the cash received for the
old equipment. How should these equipment transactions
be reported in Canary’s 1992 statement of cash flows?
a. Cash outflow equal to the cash paid less the
cash received.
b. Cash outflow equal to the cash paid and note
payable less the cash received.
c. Cash inflow equal to the cash received and a
cash outflow equal to the cash paid and note
payable.
d. Cash inflow equal to the cash received and a
cash outflow equal to the cash paid.
TM93#33. How should a gain from the sale of used
equipment for cash be reported in a statement of cash
flows using the indirect method?
a. In investment activities as a reduction of the
cash inflow from the sale.
b. In investment activities as a cash outflow.
c. In operating activities as a deduction from
income.
d. In operating activities as an addition to income.
TN92
Item 21 is based on the following:
Deed Co. owns 2% of Beck Cosmetic Retailers. A prop
erty dividend by Beck consisted of merchandise with a
fair value lower than the listed retail price. Deed in turn
gave the merchandise to its employees as a holiday bonus.
21. How should Deed report the receipt and distribution
of the merchandise in its statement of cash flows?
a. As both an inflow and outflow for operating
activities.
b. As both an inflow and outflow for investing
activities.
c. As an inflow for investing activities and out
flow for operating activities.
d. As a noncash activity.
TN92#44. A statement of cash flows for a development
stage enterprise
a. Is the same as that of an established operating
enterprise and, in addition, shows cumulative
amounts from the enterprise’s inception.
b. Shows only cumulative amounts from the enter
prise’s inception.
c. Is the same as that of an established operating
enterprise, but does not show cumulative
amounts from the enterprise’s inception.
d. Is not presented.

Flax Corp. uses the direct method to prepare its statement
of cash flows. Flax’s trial balances at December 31,1991
and 1990, are as follows:
December 31
1990
1991
Debits:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Property, plant, & equipment
Unamortized bond discount
Cost of goods sold
Selling expenses
General and administrative
expenses
Interest expense
Income tax expense

Credits:
Allowance for uncollectible
accounts
Accumulated depreciation
Trade accounts payable
Income taxes payable
Deferred income taxes
8% callable bonds payable
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Sales

$ 35,000
33,000
31,000
100,000
4,500
250,000
141,500

$ 32,000
30,000
47,000
95,000
5,000
380,000
172,000

137,000
4,300
20,400
$756,700

151,300
2,600
61,200
$976,100

$

$

1,300
16,500
25,000
21,000
5,300
45,000
50,000
9,100
44,700
538,800
$756,700

1,100
15,000
17,500
27,100
4,600
20,000
40,000
7,500
64,600
778,700
$976,100

•

Flax purchased $5,000 in equipment during 1991.

•

Flax allocated one-third of its depreciation expense
to selling expenses and the remainder to general and
administrative expenses.

What amounts should Flax report in its statement of cash
flows for the year ended December 31, 1991, for the
following:
9.

10.
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Cash collected from customers?
a. $541,800
b. $541,600
c. $536,000
d. $535,800
Cash paid for goods to be sold?
a. $258,500
b. $257,500
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c.
d.
11.

12.

13.

$242,500
$226,500

1N91
Items 5 through 7 are based on the following:

The differences in Beal, Inc.’s balance sheet accounts at
December 31, 1990 and 1989, are presented below:

Cash paid for interest?
a. $4,800
b. $4,300
c. $3,800
d. $1,700

Increase
(Decrease)
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Long-term investments
Plant assets
Accumulated depreciation

Cash paid for income taxes?
a. $25,800
b. $20,400
c. $19,700
d. $15,000
Cash paid for selling expenses?
a. $142,000
b. $141,500
c. $141,000
d. $140,000

In a statement of cash flows, which of the
following would increase reported cash flows from
operating activities using the direct method? (Ignore
income tax considerations.)
a. Dividends received from investments.
b. Gain on sale of equipment.
c. Gain on early retirement of bonds.
d. Change from straight-line to accelerated depre
ciation.
TM92#7.

Which of the following cash flows per share
should be reported in a statement of cash flows?
a. Primary cash flows per share only.
b. Fully diluted cash flows per share only.
c. Both primary and fully diluted cash flows per
share.
d. Cash flows per share should not be reported.

TM92#8.

Would the following be added back to net
income when reporting operating activities’ cash flows
by the indirect method?
TN91#21.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Excess o f treasury
stock acquisition
cost over sales
proceeds (cost method)
Yes
No
No
Yes

Bond discount
amortization
Yes
No
Yes
No

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Dividends payable
Short-term bank debt
Long-term debt
Common stock, $10 par
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

$ 120,000
300,000
—

80,000
(100,000)
700,000
—
$1,100,000
$

(5,000)
160,000
325,000
110,000
100,000
120,000
290,000
$1,100,000

The following additional information relates to 1990:
•

Net income was $790,000.

•

Cash dividends of $500,000 were declared.

•

A building costing $600,000 and having a carrying
amount of $350,000 was sold for $350,000.

•

Equipment costing $110,000 was acquired through
issuance of long-term debt.

•

A long-term investment was sold for $135,000. There
were no other transactions affecting long-term invest
ments.

•

10,000 shares of common stock were issued for $22
a share.

In Beal’s 1990 statement of cash flows,

Bay Manufacturing Co. purchased a threemonth U.S. Treasury bill. In preparing Bay’s statement
of cash flows, this purchase would
a. Have no effect.
b. Be treated as an outflow from financing activi
ties.
c. Be treated as an outflow from investing activi
ties.
d. Be treated as an outflow from lending activities.

5.

Net
a.
b.
c.
d.

cash provided by operating activities was
$1,160,000
$1,040,000
$ 920,000
$ 705,000

6.

Net
a.
b.
c.
d.

cash used in investing activities was
$1,005,000
$1,190,000
$1,275,000
$1,600,000

TN91#22.
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7.

Net
a.
b.
c.
d.

1M91#8. The following information was taken from the
1990 financial statements of Planet Corp.:

cash provided by financing activities was
$ 20,000
$ 45,000
$150,000
$205,000

TM91#30. In a statement of cash flows, if used equip
ment is sold at a loss, the amount shown as a cash inflow
from investing activities equals the carrying amount of
the equipment
a. Less the loss and plus the amount of tax attribut
able to the loss.
b. Less both the loss and the amount of tax attrib
utable to the loss.
c. Less the loss.
d. With no addition or subtraction.
TM91#31. In a statement of cash flows, which of the
following items is reported as a cash outflow from financ
ing activities?
I. Payments to retire mortgage notes.
II. Interest payments on mortgage notes.
III. Dividend payments.
a. I, II, and III.
b. II and III.
c. I only.
d. I and III.
1M91#4. In 1990, a tornado completely destroyed a
building belonging to Holland Corp. The building cost
$100,000 and had accumulated depreciation of $48,000
at the time of the loss. Holland received a cash settlement
from the insurance company and reported an extraordi
nary loss of $21,000. In Holland’s 1990 cash flow state
ment, the net change reported in the cash flows from
investing activities section should be a
a. $10,000 increase.
b. $21,000 decrease.
c. $31,000 increase.
d. $52,000 decrease.
1M91#6. Metro, Inc. reported net income of $150,000
for 1990. Changes occurred in several balance sheet
accounts during 1990 as follows:
Investment in Videogold, Inc. stock,
$5,500 increase
carried on the equity basis
Accumulated depreciation, caused by
major repair to projection equipment 2,100 decrease
1,400 decrease
Premium on bonds payable
Deferred income tax liability
1,800 increase
(long-term)
In Metro’s 1990 cash flow statement, the reported net
cash provided by operating activities should be
a. $150,400
b. $148,300
c. $144,900
d. $142,800

Accounts receivable, January 1, 1990
Accounts receivable, December 31, 1990
Sales on account and cash sales
Uncollectible accounts

$ 21,600
30,400
438,000
1,000

No accounts receivable were written off or recovered
during the year.
If the direct method is used in the 1990 statement of cash
flows, Planet should report cash collected from customers
as
a. $447,800
b. $446,800
c. $429,200
d. $428,200
1M91#11.
1990:

Alp, Inc. had the following activities during

•

Acquired 2,000 shares of stock in Maybel, Inc. for
$26,000.

•

Sold an investment in Rate Motors for $35,000 when
the carrying value was $33,000.

•

Acquired a $50,000,4-year certificate of deposit from
a bank. (During the year, interest of $3,750 was paid
to Alp.)

•

Collected dividends of $1,200 on stock investments.

In Alp’s 1990 statement of cash flows, net cash used in
investing activities should be
a. $37,250
b. $38,050
c. $39,800
d. $41,000
2N90#17. Rory Co.’s prepaid insurance was $50,000 at
December 31, 1989 and $25,000 at December 31, 1988.
Insurance expense was $20,000 for 1989 and $15,000 for
1988. What amount of cash disbursements for insurance
would be reported in Rory’s 1989 net cash flows from
operating activities presented on a direct basis?
a. $55,000
b. $45,000
c. $30,000
d. $20,000
TM90
Items 27 and 28 are based on the following:
A company acquired a building, paying a portion of the
purchase price in cash and issuing a mortgage note pay
able to the seller for the balance.
27. In a statement of cash flows, what amount is
included in investing activities for the above transaction?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Cash payment.
Acquisition price.
Zero.
Mortgage amount.

28. In a statement of cash flows, what amount is
included in financing activities for the above transaction?
a. Cash payment.
b. Acquisition price.
c. Zero.
d. Mortgage amount.
TN89#29. In a statement of cash flows, proceeds from
issuing equity instruments should be classified as cash
inflows from
a. Lending activities.
b. Operating activities.
c. Investing activities.
d. Financing activities.
TN89#30. In a statement of cash flows, payments to
acquire debt instruments of other entities (other than cash
equivalents) should be classified as cash outflows for
a. Operating activities.
b. Investing activities.
c. Financing activities.
d. Lending activities.
TM89#26. In a statement of cash flows, receipts from
sales of property, plant, and equipment and other produc
tive assets should generally be classified as cash inflows
from
a. Operating activities.
b. Financing activities.
c. Investing activities.
d. Selling activities.
TM89#27. In a statement of cash flows, interest pay
ments to lenders and other creditors should be classified
as cash outflows for
a. Operating activities.
b. Borrowing activities.
c. Lending activities.
d. Financing activities.

Plant assets
Accumulated depreciation
Goodwill
Total assets

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Accounts payable and
accrued liabilities
825,000
Short-term debt
325,000
Common stock $10 par
800,000
Additional paid-in capital
370,000
Retained earnings
940,000
Total liabilities and
stockholders’ equity
$3,260,000

December 31,
1987
1988
Assets
Cash
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable (net)
Inventory
Long-term investments

$ 230,000
300,000
510,000
680,000
200,000

$ 100,000
—

510,000
600,000
300,000

$ 720,000
700,000
250,000
490,000
$2,160,000

Information relating to 1988 activities*57
• Net income for 1988 was $690,000.
• Cash dividends of $240,000 were declared and paid
in 1988.
• Equipment costing $400,000 and having a carrying
amount of $150,000 was sold in 1988 for $150,000.
• A long-term investment was sold in 1988 for
$135,000. There were no other transactions affecting
long-term investments in 1988.
• 10,000 shares of common stock were issued in 1988
for $22 a share.
• Short-term investments consist of treasury bills matur
ing on 6/30/89.
5.
Net cash provided by Dice’s 1988 operating activi
ties was
a. $690,000
b. $915,000
c. $940,000
d. $950,000

6. Net cash used in Dice’s 1988 investing activities
was
a.
b.
c.
d.

1M89
Items 5 through 7 are based on the following:
Dice Corp.’s balance sheet accounts as of December 31,
1988 and 1987 and information relating to 1988 activities
are presented below.

December 31,
1988
1987
1,700,000
1,000,000
(450,000)
(450,000)
90,000
100,000
$3,260,000
$2,160,000

$1,115,000
$ 895,000
$ 865,000
$ 815,000

7.
Net cash provided by Dice’s 1988 financing activi
ties was
a. $305,000
b. $440,000
c. $455,000
d. $545,000
1M89
Item 9 is based on the following:
Brock Corp.’s transactions for the year ended December
31, 1988 included the following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquired 50% of Hoag Corp.’s common stock for
$225,000 cash which was borrowed from a bank.
Issued 5,000 shares of its preferred stock for land
having a fair value of $400,000.
Issued 500 of its 11% debenture bonds, due 1996, for
$490,000 cash.
Purchased a patent for $275,000 cash.
Paid $150,000 toward a bank loan.
Sold investment securities for $995,000.
Had a net increase in customer deposits of $110,000.

9. Brock’s net cash provided by investing activities
for 1988 was
a. $370,000
b. $495,000
c. $595,000
d. $770,000
1M89
Items 16 and 17 are based on the following:
Kollar Corp.’s transactions for the year ended December
31, 1988 included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchased real estate for $550,000 cash which was
borrowed from a bank.
Sold investment securities for $500,000.
Paid dividends of $600,000.
Issued 500 shares of common stock for $250,000.
Purchased machinery and equipment for $125,000
cash.
Paid $450,000 toward a bank loan.
Reduced accounts receivable by $100,000.
Increased accounts payable by $200,000.

16. Kollar’s net cash used in investing activities for
1988 was
a. $675,000
b. $375,000
c. $175,000
d. $ 50,000
17. Kollar’s net cash used in financing activities for
1988 was
a. $ 50,000
b. $250,000
c. $450,000
d. $500,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM93#5. When a parent-subsidiary relationship exists,
consolidated financial statements are prepared in recogni
tion of the accounting concept of
a. Reliability.
b. Materiality.
c. Legal entity.
d. Economic entity.
TM93#6. On September 1, 1990, Phillips, Inc. issued
common stock in exchange for 20% of Sago, Inc.’s out
standing common stock. On July 1, 1992, Phillips issued
common stock for an additional 75% of Sago’s outstand
ing common stock. Sago continues in existence as Phil
lips’ subsidiary. How much of Sago’s 1992 net income
should be reported as accruing to Phillips?
a. 20% of Sago’s net income to June 30 and all
of Sago’s net income from July 1 to December
31.
b. 20% of Sago’s net income to June 30 and 95%
of Sago’s net income from July 1 to December
31.
c. 95% of Sago’s net income.
d. All of Sago’s net income.
TM93#7. PDX Corp. acquired 100% of the outstanding
common stock of Sea Corp. in a purchase transaction.
The cost of the acquisition exceeded the fair value of the
identifiable assets and assumed liabilities. The general
guidelines for assigning amounts to the inventories
acquired provide for
a. Raw materials to be valued at original cost.
b. Work in process to be valued at the estimated
selling prices of finished goods, less both costs
to complete and costs of disposal.
c. Finished goods to be valued at replacement
cost.
d. Finished goods to be valued at estimated selling
prices, less both costs of disposal and a reason
able profit allowance.
TM93#8. Combined statements may be used to present
the results of operations of

B. Consolidated and Combined Financial
Statements
TM93#4. Port Inc. owns 100% of Salem Inc. On January
1, 1992, Port sold Salem delivery equipment at a gain.
Port had owned the equipment for two years and used a
five-year straight-line depreciation rate with no residual
value. Salem is using a three-year straight-line deprecia
tion rate with no residual value for the equipment. In the
consolidated income statement, Salem’s recorded depre
ciation expense on the equipment for 1992 will be
decreased by

20% of the gain on sale.
33⅓ % of the gain on sale.
50% of the gain on sale.
100% of the gain on sale.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Companies under
common
management
No
Yes
No
Yes

Commonly
controlled
companies
Yes
No
No
Yes

TM93#9. On April 30, 1993, Algee, Belger, and Ceda
formed a partnership by combining their separate business
proprietorships. Algee contributed cash of $50,000.
Belger contributed property with a $36,000 carrying
amount, a $40,000 original cost, and $80,000 fair value.
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The partnership accepted responsibility for the $35,000
mortgage attached to the property. Ceda contributed
equipment with a $30,000 carrying amount, a $75,000
original cost, and $55,000 fair value. The partnership
agreement specifies that profits and losses are to be shared
equally but is silent regarding capital contributions.
Which partner has the largest April 30, 1993, capital
account balance?
a. Algee.
b. Belger.
c. Ceda.
d. All capital account balances are equal.

Before eliminating entries, Clark had consolidated current
assets of $320,000. What amount should Clark report in
its December 31, 1992, consolidated balance sheet for
current assets?
a. $320,000
b. $317,000
c. $308,000
d. $303,000
1M93#14. Wright Corp. has several subsidiaries that
are included in its consolidated financial statements. In
its December 31, 1992, trial balance, Wright had the
following intercompany balances before eliminations:

1M93
Items 7 and 8 are based on the following:

Debit

On June 30, 1992, Pane Corp. exchanged 150,000 shares
of its $20 par value common stock for all of Sky Corp.’s
common stock. At that date, the fair value of Pane’s
common stock issued was equal to the book value of
Sky’s net assets. Both corporations continued to operate
as separate businesses, maintaining accounting records
with years ending December 31. Information from sepa
rate company operations follows:

Retained earnings —
12/31/91
Net income — six months
ended 6/30/92
Dividends paid — 3/25/92

Pane

Sky

$3,200,000

$925,000

800,000
750,000

275,000
—

7. If the business combination is accounted for as a
pooling of interest, what amount of retained earnings
would Pane report in its June 30, 1992, consolidated
balance sheet?
a. $5,200,000
b. $4,450,000
c. $3,525,000
d. $3,250,000
8. If the business combination is accounted for as a
purchase, what amount of retained earnings would Pane
report in its June 30, 1992, consolidated balance sheet?
a. $5,200,000
b. $4,450,000
c. $3,525,000
d. $3,250,000
1M93#9. Clark Co. had the following transactions with
affiliated parties during 1992:
•

•

Sales of $60,000 to Dean, Inc., with $20,000 gross
profit. Dean had $15,000 of this inventory on hand
at year end. Clark owns a 15% interest in Dean and
does not exert significant influence.•
Purchases , of raw materials totaling $240,000 from
Kent Corp., a wholly-owned subsidiary. Kent’s gross
profit on the sale was $48,000. Clark had $60,000 of
this inventory remaining on December 31, 1992.

Current receivable due from
Main Co.
Noncurrent receivable from
Main
Cash advance to Com Corp.
Cash advance from King Co.
Intercompany payable to
King

Credit

$ 32,000
114,000
6,000

$ 15,000
101,000

In its December 31, 1992, consolidated balance sheet,
what amount should Wright report as intercompany
receivables?
a.
$152,000
b. $146,000
c. $ 36,000
d. $0
2M93#8. Penn Corp. paid $300,000 for the outstanding
common stock of Star Co. At that time, Star had the
following condensed balance sheet:

Current assets
Plant and equipment, net
Liabilities
Stockholders’ equity

Carrying
amounts
$ 40,000
380,000
200,000
220,000

The fair value of the plant and equipment was $60,000
more than its recorded carrying amount. The fair values
and carrying amounts were equal for all other assets and
liabilities. What amount of goodwill, related to Star’s
acquisition, should Penn report in its consolidated balance
sheet?
a. $20,000
b. $40,000
c. $60,000
d. $80,000
TN92#31. Penn, Inc., a manufacturing company, owns
75% of the common stock of Sell, Inc., an investment
company. Sell owns 60% of the common stock of Vane,
Inc., an insurance company. In Penn’s consolidated finan
cial statements, should consolidation accounting or equity
method accounting be used for Sell and Vane?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Consolidation used for Sell and equity method
used for Vane.
Consolidation used for both Sell and Vane.
Equity method used for Sell and consolidation
used for Vane.
Equity method used for both Sell and Vane.

Which of the following conditions would
cause a business combination to be accounted for by the
purchase method?
a. The combined corporation intends to dispose
of duplicate facilities within one year of the
combination.
b. Cash is to be used to acquire 2% of the outstand
ing stock of one of the combining companies.
c. After the combination is consummated, one of
the combining companies will be a subsidiary
of another combining company.
d. Before the combination is consummated, one
of the combining companies holds 15% of the
outstanding stock of another of the combining
companies.

a.
b.
c.

TN92#32.

On January 1, 1991, Prim, Inc. acquired all
the outstanding common shares of Scarp, Inc. for cash
equal to the book value of the stock. The carrying amounts
of Scarp’s assets and liabilities approximated their fair
values, except that the carrying amount of its building
was more than fair value. In preparing Prim’s 1991 con
solidated income statement, which of the following
adjustments would be made?
a. Depreciation expense would be decreased and
goodwill amortization would be recognized.
b. Depreciation expense would be increased and
goodwill amortization would be recognized.
c. Depreciation expense would be decreased and
no goodwill amortization would be recognized.
d. Depreciation expense would be increased and
no goodwill amortization would be recognized.
TN92#33.

A 70%-owned subsidiary company declares
and pays a cash dividend. What effect does the dividend
have on the retained earnings and minority interest bal
ances in the parent company’s consolidated balance
sheet?
a. No effect on either retained earnings or minority
interest.
b. No effect on retained earnings and a decrease
in minority interest.
c. Decreases in both retained earnings and minor
ity interest.
d. A decrease in retained earnings and no effect
on minority interest.
TN92#34.

On September 30, 1991, Payne, Inc.
exchanged some of its shares for all of the common stock
of Salem, Inc. in a business combination accounted for
as a pooling of interests. Salem continued as a whollyowned subsidiary of Payne. How should Salem’s January
1, 1991, retained earnings and income for January 1 to
September 30 be reported in 1991 consolidated state
ments?

TN92#35.

d.

1/1/91 Retained
earnings
Added to consolidated
retained earnings
Added to consolidated
retained earnings
Added to consolidated
additional paid-in
capital
Added to consolidated
additional paid-in
capital

Income for
1/1 to 9/30/91
Added to consolidated
income
Excluded from
consolidated income
Added to consolidated
income
Excluded from
consolidated income

1N92
Items 14 through 18 are based on the following:

Selected information from the separate and consolidated
balance sheets and income statements of Pard, Inc. and
its subsidiary, Spin Co., as of December 31, 1991, and
for the year then ended is as follows:*•
Pard

Spin

Consolidated

Balance sheet accounts
Accounts receivable $ 26,000 $ 19,000
Inventory
30,000
25,000
Investment in Spin
67,000
Goodwill
Minority interest
Stockholders’ equity 154,000
50,000
—

—

—

—

—

$ 39,000
52,000
—

30,000
10,000
154,000

Income statement accounts
Revenues
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Equity in earnings
of Spin
Amortization
of goodwill
Net income

$200,000 $140,000
150,000 110,000
50,000
30,000
11,000
—

36,000

—

—

20,000

$308,000
231,000
77,000
—
2,000
40,000

Additional information:
•

During 1991, Pard sold goods to Spin at the same
markup on cost that Pard uses for all sales. At Decem
ber 31, 1991, Spin had not paid for all of these goods
and still held 37.5% of them in inventory.

•

Pard acquired its interest in Spin on January 2, 1988.
Pard’s policy is to amortize goodwill by the straightline method.

14. What was the amount of intercompany sales from
Pard to Spin during 1991?
a. $ 3,000
b. $ 6,000
c. $29,000
d. $32,000
15. At December 31, 1991, what was the amount of
Spin’s payable to Pard for intercompany sales?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

1M92
Items 6 and 7 are based on the following:

$ 3,000
$ 6,000
$29,000
$32,000

16. In Pard’s consolidated balance sheet, what was the
carrying amount of the inventory that Spin purchased
from Pard?
a. $ 3,000
b. $ 6,000
c. $ 9,000
d. $12,000
17. What is the percent of minority interest ownership
in Spin?
a. 10%
b. 20%
c. 25%
d. 45%
18. Over how many years has Pard chosen to amortize
goodwill?
a. 15
b. 19
c. 23
d. 40
TM92#38. The functional currency of Nash, Inc.’s sub
sidiary is the French franc. Nash borrowed French francs
as a partial hedge of its investment in the subsidiary.
In preparing consolidated financial statements, Nash’s
translation loss on its investment in the subsidiary
exceeded its exchange gain on the borrowing. How should
the effects of the loss and gain be reported in Nash’s
consolidated financial statements?
a. The translation loss less the exchange gain is
reported separately in the stockholders’ equity
section of the balance sheet.
b. The translation loss less the exchange gain is
reported in the income statement.
c. The translation loss is reported separately in
the stockholders’ equity section of the balance
sheet and the exchange gain is reported in the
income statement.
d.
The translation loss is reported in the income
statement and the exchange gain is reported
separately in the stockholders’ equity section
of the balance sheet.
1M92#4. Wagner, a holder of a $1,000,000 Palmer, Inc.
bond, collected the interest due on March 31, 1992, and
then sold the bond to Seal, Inc. for $975,000. On that
date, Palmer, a 75% owner of Seal, had a $1,075,000
carrying amount for this bond. What was the effect of
Seal’s purchase of Palmer’s bond on the retained earnings
and minority interest amounts reported in Palmer’s
March 31, 1992, consolidated balance sheet?
R e ta in e d ea rn in g s

a.
b.
c.
d.

$100,000 increase
$ 75,000 increase
$0
$0

M in o rity in te re st

$0
$ 25,000 increase
$ 25,000 increase
$100,000 increase

On January 1, 1991, Dallas, Inc. purchased 80% of Style,
Inc.’s outstanding common stock for $120,000. On that
date, the carrying amounts of Style’s assets and liabilities
approximated their fair values. During 1991, Style paid
$5,000 cash dividends to its stockholders. Summarized
balance sheet information for the two companies follows:
D a lla s
1 2 /3 1 /9 1

Investment in Style
(equity method)
Other assets

Common stock
Additional paid-in
capital
Retained earnings

S tyle
1 2 /3 1 /9 1

1/1/91

$132,000
138,000 $115,000 $100,000
$270,000 $115,000 $100,000
$ 50,000 $ 20,000 $ 20,000
80,250
44,000
44,000
139,750
51,000
36,000
$270,000 $115,000 $100,000

6. What amount should Dallas report as earnings from
subsidiary, before amortization of goodwill, in its 1991
income statement?
a. $12,000
b. $15,000
c. $16,000
d. $20,000
7. What amount of total stockholders’ equity should
be reported in Dallas’ December 31, 1991, consolidated
balance sheet?
a. $270,000
b. $286,000
c. $362,000
d. $385,000
1M92
Items 8 and 9 are based on the following:
Scroll, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Pirn, Inc.,
began operations on January 1 , 1991. The following infor
mation is from the condensed 1991 income statements
of Pirn and Scroll:
Sales to Scroll
Sales to others
Cost of goods sold:
Acquired from Pirn
Acquired from others
Gross profit
Depreciation
Other expenses
Income from operations
Gain on sale of equipment
to Scroll
Income before income taxes
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P irn

S c ro ll

$100,000
400,000
500,000

$ —
300,000
300,000
80,000
190,000
30,000
10,000
15,000
5,000

—

350,000
150,000
40,000
60,000
50,000
12,000
$ 38,000

$

—
5,000

Selected Questions
Additional information:

c.

•

d.

•

Sales by Pirn to Scroll are made on the same terms
as those made to third parties.
Equipment purchased by Scroll from Pirn for $36,000
on January 1, 1991, is depreciated using the straightline method over four years.

8. In Pirn’s December 31, 1991, consolidating work
sheet, how much intercompany profit should be elimi
nated from Scroll’s inventory?
a. $30,000
b. $20,000
c. $10,000
d. $ 6,000
9. What amount should be reported as depreciation
expense in Pirn’s 1991 consolidated income statement?
a. $50,000
b. $47,000
c. $44,000
d. $41,000
1M92#10. Lion, Inc. owns 60% of Gray Corp.’s com
mon stock. On December 31, 1991, Gray owes Lion
$400,000 for a cash advance. In preparing the consoli
dated balance sheet at that date, what amount of the
advance should be eliminated?
a. $400,000
b. $240,000
c. $160,000
d. $0
1M92#11.

Parker Corp. owns 80% of Smith, Inc.’s com
mon stock. During 1991, Parker sold Smith $250,000 of
inventory on the same terms as sales made to third parties.
Smith sold all of the inventory purchased from Parker in
1991. The following information pertains to Smith’s and
Parker’s sales for 1991:

Sales
Cost of sales

Parker
$1,000,000
400,000
$ 600,000

Pride, Inc. owns 80% of Simba, Inc.’s out
standing common stock. Simba, in turn, owns 10% of
Pride’s outstanding common stock. What percentage of
the common stock cash dividends declared by the individ
ual companies should be reported as dividends declared
in the consolidated financial statements?
TN91#9.

Dividends declared
by Pride
a.
90%
b.
90%
c.
100%
d.
100%

What amount should Parker report as cost of sales in its
1991 consolidated income statement?
a. $750,000
b. $680,000
c. $500,000
d. $430,000

Dividends declared
by Simba
0%
20%
0%

20%

1N91#10. Mr. & Mrs. Dart own a majority of the out
standing capital stock of Wall Corp., Black Co., and West,
Inc. During 1990, Wall advanced cash to Black and West
in the amounts of $50,000 and $80,000, respectively.
West advanced $70,000 in cash to Black. At December
31, 1990, none of the advances was repaid. In the com
bined December 31, 1990, balance sheet of these compa
nies, what amount would be reported as receivables from
affiliates?
a. $200,000
b. $130,000
c. $ 60,000
d. $0

Shep Co. has a receivable from its parent,
Pep Co. Should this receivable be separately reported in
Shep’s balance sheet and in Pep’s consolidated balance
sheet?
TM91#21.

Shep’s
balance sheet
Yes
Yes
No
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

Smith
$700,000
350,000
$350,000

Several corporations with related operations
with some common individual owners.
Several corporations with related operations
owned by one individual.

Pep’s consolidated
balance sheet
No
Yes
No
Yes

1M91#7. On January 1 , 1990, Poe Corp. sold a machine
for $900,000 to Saxe Corp., its wholly-owned subsidiary.
Poe paid $1,100,000 for this machine, which had accumu
lated depreciation of $250,000. Poe estimated a $100,000
salvage value and depreciated the machine on the straightline method over 20 years, a policy which Saxe continued.
In Poe’s December 31, 1990, consolidated balance sheet,
this machine should be included in cost and accumulated
depreciation as

TN91#8. For which of the following reporting units is
the preparation of combined financial statements most
appropriate?
a. A corporation and a majority-owned subsidiary
with nonhomogeneous operations.
b. A corporation and a foreign subsidiary with
nonintegrated homogeneous operations.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Cost
$1,100,000
$1,100,000
$ 900,000
$ 850,000

Accumulated
depreciation
$300,000
$290,000
$ 40,000
$ 42,500
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1M91

Items 13 through 17 are based on the following:
The separate condensed balance sheets and income state
ments of Purl Corp. and its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Scott Corp., are as follows:
BALANCE SHEETS
December 31, 1990
Purl
Assets
Current assets
Cash
Accounts
receivable (net)
Inventories
Total current assets
Property, plant, and
equipment (net)
Investment in Scott
(equity method)
Total assets

$

Scott

80,000

$ 60,000

140,000
90,000
310,000

25,000
50,000
135,000

625,000

280,000

390,000
$1,325,000

$415,000

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
$ 160,000
Accrued liabilities
110,000
Total current
liabilities
270,000
Stockholders’ equity
Common stock
($10 par)
300,000
Additional paid-in
capital
Retained earnings
755,000
Total stockholders’
equity
1,055,000
Total liabilities and
stockholders’ equity
$1,325,000

Sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross margin
Operating expenses
Operating income
Equity in earnings
of Scott
Income before
income taxes
Provision for
income taxes
Net income

60,000

•

During 1990, Purl and Scott paid cash dividends of
$100,000 and $30,000, respectively. For tax purposes,
Purl receives the 100% exclusion for dividends
received from Scott.

•

There were no intercompany transactions, except for
Purl’s receipt of dividends from Scott and Purl’s
recording of its share of Scott’s earnings.

•

Both Purl and Scott paid income taxes at the rate of
30%.

In the December 31, 1990, consolidated financial state
ments of Purl and its subsidiary:
$ 95,000
30,000

13.

Total current assets should be
a. $455,000
b. $445,000
c. $310,000
d. $135,000

14.

Total assets should be
a. $1,740,000
b. $1,450,000
c. $1,350,000
d. $1,325,000

15.

Total retained earnings should be
a. $985,000
b. $825,000
c. $795,000
d. $755,000

16.

Net
a.
b.
c.
d.

17.

Goodwill amortization expense should be
a. $20,000
b. $10,000
c. $ 6,000
d. $0

125,000

50,000
10,000

230,000
290,000
$415,000

INCOME STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1990
Purl
$2,000,000
1,540,000
460,000
260,000
200,000

Additional information:
• On January 1, 1990, Purl purchased for $360,000 all
of Scott’s $10 par, voting common stock. On January
1, 1990, the fair value of Scott’s assets and liabilities
equaled their carrying amount of $410,000 and
$160,000, respectively, except that the fair values of
certain items identifiable in Scott’s inventory were
$10,000 more than their carrying amounts. These
items were still on hand at December 31, 1990. Purl’s
policy is to amortize intangible assets over a 10-year
period, unless a definite life is ascertainable.

Scott
$750,000
500,000
250,000
150,000
100,000
—

260,000

100,000

60,000
$ 200,000

30,000
$ 70,000

income should be
$270,000
$200,000
$190,000
$170,000

TN90#2. Water Co. owns 80% of the outstanding com
mon stock of Fire Co. On December 31, 1989, Fire sold
equipment to Water at a price in excess of Fire’s carrying
amount, but less than its original cost. On a consolidated
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balance sheet at December 31,1989, the carrying amount
of the equipment should be reported at
a. Water’s original cost.
b. Fire’s original cost.
c. Water’s original cost less Fire’s recorded gain.
d. Water’s original cost less 80% of Fire’s
recorded gain.
TN90#3. Combined statements may be used to present
the results of operations of

a.
b.
c.
d.

Unconsolidated
subsidiaries
Yes
Yes
No
No

Companies under
common management
Yes
No
Yes
No

TM90#2. P Co. purchased term bonds at a premium on
the open market. These bonds represented 20 percent of
the outstanding class of bonds issued at a discount by S
Co., P’s wholly owned subsidiary. P intends to hold the
bonds until maturity. In a consolidated balance sheet, the
difference between the bond carrying amounts in the two
companies would be
a. Included as a decrease to retained earnings.
b. Included as an increase to retained earnings.
c. Reported as a deferred debit to be amortized
over the remaining life of the bonds.
d. Reported as a deferred credit to be amortized
over the remaining life of the bonds.
1M90#11. At December 31, 1989, Grey, Inc. owned
90% of Winn Corp., a consolidated subsidiary, and 20%
of Carr Corp., an investee in which Grey cannot exercise
significant influence. On the same date, Grey had receiv
ables of $300,000 from Winn and $200,000 from Carr.
In its December 31, 1989 consolidated balance sheet,
Grey should report accounts receivable from affiliates of
a. $500,000
b. $340,000
c. $230,000
d. $200,000
TN89#40. Which of the following items should be
treated in the same manner in both combined financial
statements and consolidated statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Different fiscal
______periods____
No
No
Yes
Yes

Foreign
operations
No
Yes
Yes
No

1N89
Items 5 through 8 are based on the following:
The separate condensed balance sheets and income state
ments of Dean Corp. and its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Kay Corp., are as follows:

BALANCE SHEETS
December 31, 1988*•

Assets
Current assets
Property, plant, and
equipment (net)
Investment in
subsidiary
(equity method)
Total assets

Dean

Kay

$ 430,000

$300,000

360,000

400,000

650,000
$1,440,000

$700,000

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
$ 130,000
Current liabilities
Stockholders’ equity
Common stock
320,000
($10 par)
Additional paid-in
370,000
capital
620,000
Retained earnings
Total stockholders’
1,310,000
equity
Total liabilities and
stockholders’ equity
$1,440,000

$140,000

80,000
200,000
280,000
560,000
$700,000

INCOME STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Kay
Dean
$600,000
$1,100,000
Sales
400,000
770,000
Cost of goods sold
330,000
200,000
Gross profit
Other operating
100,000
120,000
expenses
100,000
210,000
Operating income
Equity in earnings
60,000
of Kay
—
Income before federal
100,000
270,000
income taxes
Provision for federal
70,000
30,000
income taxes
$ 70,000
Net income
$ 200,000
Additional information:
• On January 1 , 1988, Dean purchased all of Kay’s $10
par, voting common stock for $600,000. On that date,
the fair value of Kay’s assets and liabilities equaled
their carrying amount of $660,000 and $160,000,
respectively. Dean’s policy is to amortize intangibles
over a 10-year period, unless a definite life is ascer
tainable.
• During 1988, Dean and Kay paid cash dividends of
$50,000 and $10,000, respectively. For tax purposes,
Dean receives the 100% exclusion for dividends
received from Kay.
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•
•

There were no intercompany transactions except for
Dean’s receipt of dividends from Kay, and Dean’s
recording of its share of Kay’s earnings.
On June 3 0 , 1988, Dean sold 2,000 shares of its com
mon stock for $17 per share. There were no other
changes in either Dean’s or Kay’s common stock dur
ing 1988.

5. In Dean’s 1988 consolidated income statement, what
amount should be reported as consolidated net income?
a. $140,000
b.

$200,000

c.
d.

$210,000
$270,000

$1,450,000
$2,900,000

11. Assume that the merger qualifies for treatment as
a pooling of interests. In the December 31, 1988 consoli
dated balance sheet, additional paid-in capital should be
reported at
a. $ 950,000
b. $1,300,000
c. $1,450,000
d. $2,900,000
Par Corp. owns 60% of Sub Corp.’s outstand
ing capital stock. On May 1, 1988, Par advanced Sub
$70,000 in cash, which was still outstanding at December
31, 1988. What portion of this advance should be elimi
nated in the preparation of the December 3 1 , 1988 consol
idated balance sheet?
a. $70,000
b. $42,000
c. $28,000
d. $0
2N89#6.

6. In Dean’s December 31, 1988 consolidated balance
sheet, what amount should be reported as total consoli
dated assets?
a. $2,140,000
b. $1,580,000
c. $1,490,000
d. $1,440,000
7. In Dean’s December 31, 1988 consolidated balance
sheet, what amount should be reported as total retained
earnings?
a. $620,000
b. $680,000
c. $690,000
d. $900,000
8. In Dean’s 1988 consolidated income statement, what
amount should be reported for amortization of goodwill?
a. $0
b. $ 6,000
c. $ 9,000
d. $10,000
1N89
Item s 10 a n d 11 are based on the following:

On December 31, 1988, Saxe Corporation was merged
into Poe Corporation. In the business combination, Poe
issued 200,000 shares of its $10 par common stock, with
a market price of $18 a share, for all of Saxe’s common
stock. The stockholders’ equity section of each com
pany’s balance sheet immediately before the combination
was:

Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

c.
d.

Poe
$3,000,000
1,300,000
2,500,000
$6,800,000

Saxe
$1,500,000
150,000
850,000
$2,500,000

10. Assume that the merger qualifies for treatment as a
purchase. In the December 3 1 , 1988 consolidated balance
sheet, additional paid-in capital should be reported at
a. $ 950,000
b. $1,300,000

Which of the following items should be
treated in the same manner in both combined financial
statements and consolidated statements?
TM89#40.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Income taxes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Minority interest
No
Yes
Yes
No

1M89
Items 55 and 56 are based on the following:

On January 1, 1988, Ritt Corp. purchased 80% of Shaw
Corp.’s $10 par common stock for $975,000. On this
date, the carrying amount of Shaw’s net assets was
$1,000,000. The fair values of Shaw’s identifiable assets
and liabilities were the same as their carrying amounts
except for plant assets (net) which were $100,000 in
excess of the carrying amount. For the year ended Decem
ber 31, 1988, Shaw had net income of $190,000 and paid
cash dividends totaling $125,000.
55. In the January 1, 1988 consolidated balance sheet,
goodwill should be reported at
a. $0
b. $ 75,000
c. $ 95,000
d. $175,000
56. In the December 31, 1988 consolidated balance
sheet, minority interest should be reported at
a. $200,000
b. $213,000
c. $220,000
d. $233,000
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c.
d.

1M 89

Items 57 and 58 are based on the following:
On June 30, 1988, Purl Corp. issued 150,000 shares of
its $20 par common stock for which it received all of
Scott Corp.’s common stock. The fair value of the com
mon stock issued is equal to the book value of Scott
Corp.’s net assets. Both corporations continued to operate
as separate businesses, maintaining accounting records
with years ending December 31. Net income from sepa
rate company operations and dividends paid were:

Net income
Six months ended 6/30/88
Six months ended 12/31/88
Dividends paid
March 25, 1988
November 15, 1988

Purl

Scott

$750,000
825,000

$225,000
375,000

950,000
—

—

300,000

On December 31, 1988, Scott held in its inventory mer
chandise acquired from Purl on December 1, 1988 for
$150,000, which included a $45,000 markup.

$200,000

$180,000

Ahm Corp. owns 90% of Bee Corp.’s com
mon stock and 80% of Cee Corp.’s common stock. The
remaining common shares of Bee and Cee are owned by
their respective employees. Bee sells exclusively to Cee,
Cee buys exclusively from Bee, and Cee sells exclusively
to unrelated companies. Selected 1991 information for
Bee and Cee follows:
2M 92#20.

Sales
Cost of sales
Beginning inventory
Ending inventory

Bee Corp.
$130,000
100,000
None
None

Cee Corp.
$ 91,000
65,000
None
65,000

What amount should be reported as gross profit in Bee
and Cee’s combined income statement for the year ended
December 31, 1991?
a. $26,000
b. $41,000
c. $47,800
d. $56,000
TN91# 1 1 .

57. Assume that the business combination qualifies for
treatment as a purchase. In the 1988 consolidated income
statement, net income should be reported at
a. $1,650,000
b. $1,905,000
c. $1,950,000
d. $2,130,000
58. Assume that the business combination qualifies for
treatment as a pooling of interests. In the 1988 consoli
dated income statement, net income should be reported
at
a. $1,905,000
b. $1,950,000
c. $2,130,000
d. $2,175,000
C.

Cedar Co.’s planned combination with Birch
Co. on January 1, 1992, can be structured as either a
purchase or a pooling of interests. In a purchase, Cedar
would acquire Birch’s identifiable net assets for less than
their book values. These book values approximate fair
values. Birch’s assets consist of current assets and depre
ciable noncurrent assets. How would the combined enti
ty’s 1992 net income and operating cash flows under
purchase accounting compare to those under pooling of
interests accounting? Ignore costs required to effect the
combination and income tax expense.
Purchase accounting
net income
a. Equal to pooling
b. Equal to pooling
c. Greater than pooling
d. Greater than pooling

Business Combinations

Purchase accounting
operating cash flows
Greater than pooling
Equal to pooling
Greater than pooling
Equal to pooling

A business combination is accounted for as
a pooling of interests. Costs of furnishing information to
stockholders related to effecting the business combination
should be
a. Deducted directly from retained earnings of the
combined corporation.
b. Deducted in determining net income of the
combined corporation for the period in which
the costs were incurred.
c. Capitalized but not amortized.
d. Capitalized and subsequently amortized over a
period not exceeding forty years.

TN 91#12.

The following information pertains to ship
ments of merchandise from Home Office to Branch during
1991:
2N 92#60.

Home Office’s cost of merchandise $160,000
Intracompany billing
200,000
Sales by Branch
250,000
Unsold merchandise at Branch on
December 31, 1991
20,000
In the combined income statement of Home Office and
Branch for the year ended December 31, 1991, what
amount of the above transactions should be included in
sales?
a. $250,000
b. $230,000

2 N 9 1 # 1 7 . Mill Corp. acquired Vore Corp. in a business
combination. At the acquisition date, Vore’s plant and
equipment had a carrying amount of $750,000 and a fair
value of $875,000. What amount should the combined
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entity report for Vore’s plant and equipment under each
of the following methods at the date of acquisition?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Pooling o f interests
$750,000
$750,000
$875,000
$875,000

Purchase
$875,000
$750,000
$875,000
$750,000

1N90#60. Mr. Cord owns four corporations. Combined
financial statements are being prepared for these corpora
tions, which have intercompany loans of $200,000 and
intercompany profits of $500,000. What amount of these
intercompany loans and profits should be included in the
combined financial statements?

2M91
Items 19 and 20 are based on the following:
Nolan owns 100% of the capital stock of both Twill Corp.
and Webb Corp. Twill purchases merchandise inventory
from Webb at 140% of Webb’s cost. During 1990, mer
chandise that cost Webb $40,000 was sold to Twill. Twill
sold all of this merchandise to unrelated customers for
$81,200 during 1990. In preparing combined financial
statements for 1990, Nolan’s bookkeeper disregarded the
common ownership of Twill and Webb.
19. By what amount was unadjusted revenue overstated
in the combined income statement for 1990?
a. $16,000
b. $40,000
c. $56,000
d. $81,200
20. What amount should be eliminated from cost of
goods sold in the combined income statement for 1990?
a. $56,000
b. $40,000
c. $24,000
d. $16,000
TN90#4. Company J acquired all of the outstanding
common stock of Company K in exchange for cash. The
acquisition price exceeds the fair value of net assets
acquired. How should Company J determine the amounts
to be reported for the plant and equipment and long-term
debt acquired from Company K?
Plant and equipment
a. K’s carrying amount
b. K’s carrying amount
c. Fair value
d. Fair value

Long-term debt
K’s carrying amount
Fair value
K’s carrying amount
Fair value

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM90#32. In order to report a business combination as a
pooling of interests, the minimum amount of an investee’s
common stock that must be acquired during the combina
tion period in exchange for the investor’s common stock
is
a.
51 percent.
b.
80 percent.
c.
90 percent.
d. 100 percent.
TM90#33. In a business combination accounted for as
a purchase, the appraisal value of the identifiable assets
acquired exceeds the acquisition price. The excess
appraisal value should be reported as a
a. Deferred credit.
b. Reduction of the values assigned to current
assets and a deferred credit for any unallocated
portion.
c. Reduction of the values assigned to noncurrent
assets and a deferred credit for any unallocated
portion.
d. Pro rata reduction of the values assigned to
current and noncurrent assets.
TN89#32. A business combination is accounted for
properly as a pooling of interests. Which of the following
expenses related to effecting the business combination
should enter into the determination of net income of the
combined corporation for the period in which the
expenses are incurred?

TN90#5. A business combination is accounted for as a
pooling of interests. In the consolidated balance sheet,
the following component(s) of stockholders’ equity may
be less than the sum of those same components of the
merging companies

a.
b.
c.
d.

Retained earnings
No
Yes
No
Yes

Contributed capital
No
No
Yes
Yes

Intercompany
Profits
Loans
$0
$200,000
$500,000
$200,000
$0
$0
$0
$500,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Fees o f finders
and consultants
Yes
Yes
No
No

Registration fees
Yes
No
No
Yes

TN89#33. A supportive argument for the pooling of
interests method of accounting for a business combination
is that
a. One company is clearly the dominant and con
tinuing entity.
b. Goodwill is generally a part of any acquisition.
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c.
d.

A portion of the total cost is assigned to individ
ual assets acquired on the basis of their fair
value.
It was developed within the boundaries of the
historical-cost system and is compatible with
it.

1N89#55. Selected data for two subsidiaries of Dunn
Corp. taken from December 31, 1988 pre-closing trial
balances are as follows:

Shipments to Banks
Shipments from Lamm
Intercompany inventory
profit on total
shipments

Banks Co.
Debit
$ —
200,000
—

Lamm Co.
Credit
$150,000

50,000

Additional data relating to the December 31, 1988 inven
tory are as follows:
Inventory acquired
from outside parties
Inventory acquired from
Lamm

$175,000
60,000

$250,000
—

At December 31, 1988, the inventory reported on the
combined balance sheet of the two subsidiaries should
be
a. $425,000
b. $435,000
c. $470,000
d. $485,000
TM89#30. A business combination is accounted for
appropriately as a pooling of interests. Registration fees
related to effecting the business combination should be
a. Deducted directly from retained earnings of the
combined corporation.
b. Deducted in determining net income of the
combined corporation for the period in which
the costs were incurred.
c. Capitalized and subsequently amortized over a
period not exceeding forty years.
d. Capitalized but not subsequently amortized.
TM89#31. A business combination is accounted for
appropriately as a purchase. Which of the following
should be deducted in determining the combined corpora
tion’s net income for the current period?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Direct costs
o f acquisition
Yes
Yes
No
No

General expenses
related to acquisition
No
Yes
Yes
No

D.

Personal Financial Statements

TN92#43. Smith owns several works of art. At what
amount should these art works be reported in Smith’s
personal financial statements?
a. Original cost.
b. Insured amount.
c. Smith’s estimate.
d. Appraised value.
2N92#57. Clint owns 50% of Vohl Corp.’s common
stock. Clint paid $20,000 for this stock in 1986. At
December 3 1 , 1991, Clint’s 50% stock ownership in Vohl
had a fair value of $180,000. Vohl’s cumulative net
income and cash dividends declared for the five years
ended December 31, 1991, were $300,000 and $40,000,
respectively. In Clint’s personal statement of financial
condition at December 31, 1991, what amount should be
shown as the investment in Vohl?
a. $ 20,000
b. $150,000
c. $170,000
d. $180,000
2N92#58. Jen has been employed by Komp, Inc. since
February 1, 1989. Jen is covered by Komp’s Section
401(k) deferred compensation plan. Jen’s contributions
have been 10% of salaries. Komp has made matching
contributions of 5%. Jen’s salaries were $21,000 in 1989,
$23,000 in 1990, and $26,000 in 1991. Employer contri
butions vest after an employee completes three years
of continuous employment. The balance in Jen’s 401(k)
account was $11,900 at December 31, 1991, which
included earnings of $1,200 on Jen’s contributions. What
amount should be reported for Jen’s vested interest in
the 401(k) plan in Jen’s December 31, 1991, personal
statement of financial condition?
a. $11,900
b. $ 8,200
c. $ 7,000
d. $ 1,200
2N92#59. The following information pertains to an
insurance policy that Barton owns on his life:
Face amount
Accumulated premiums paid up
to December 31, 1991
Cash value at December 31, 1991
Policy loan

$100,000
8,000
12,000
3,000

In Barton’s personal statement of financial condition at
December 31, 1991, what amount should be reported for
the investment in life insurance?
b.
c.
d.

$12,000
$9,000
$ 8,000

TM92#50. In personal financial statements, how should
estimated income taxes on the excess of the estimated
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current values of assets over their tax bases be reported
in the statement of financial condition?
a. As liabilities.
b. As deductions from the related assets.
c. Between liabilities and net worth.
d. In a footnote disclosure only.

2N91#15. At December 3 1 , 1990, Ryan had the follow
ing noncancelable personal commitments:
•

Pledge to be paid to County Welfare Home
30 days after volunteers paint the walls and
ceiling of the Home’s recreation room
$ 5,000

2M92#19. Shea, a calendar-year taxpayer, is preparing
a personal statement of financial condition as of April
30, 1992. Shea’s 1991 income tax liability was paid in
full on April 15, 1992. Shea’s tax on income earned from
January through April 1992 is estimated at $30,000. In
addition, $25,000 is estimated for income tax on the
differences between the estimated current values of
Shea’s assets and the current amounts of liabilities and
their tax bases at April 30, 1992. No withholdings or
payments have been made towards the 1992 income tax
liability. In Shea’s statement of financial condition at
April 3 0 , 1992, what is the total of the amount or amounts
that should be reported for income taxes?
a. $0
b. $25,000
c. $30,000
d. $55,000

•

Pledge to be paid to City Hospital on the
recovery of Ryan’s comatose sister

2N91#14. Ely had the following personal investments
at December 31, 1990:
•

•

Realty held as a limited business activity not con
ducted in a separate business entity. Mortgage pay
ments were made with funds from sources unrelated
to the realty. The cost of this realty was $500,000,
and the related mortgage payable was $100,000 at
December 31, 1990.
Sole proprietorship marketable as a going concern.
Its cost was $900,000, and it had related accounts
payable of $80,000 at December 31, 1990.

The costs of both investments equal estimated current
values. The balances of liabilities equal their estimated
current amounts.
How should the foregoing information be reported in
Ely’s statement of financial condition at December 31,
1990?
a. Investment in real estate
Investment in sole
proprietorship

Assets
$ 400,000

Liabilities

820,000

b. Investment in real estate
Investment in sole
proprietorship
Mortgage payable

$ 500,000

c. Investment in real estate
Investment in sole
proprietorship
Mortgage payable
Accounts payable

$ 500,000

d. Investments
Accounts and mortgage
payable

$1,400,000

25,000

What amount should be included in liabilities in Ryan’s
personal statement of financial condition at December
31, 1990?
a. $0
b. $ 5,000
c. $25,000
d. $30,000
2N91#16. The following information pertains to
Smith’s personal assets and liabilities at December 31,
1990:

Assets
•Liabilities

Historical
cost
$500,000
100,000

Estimated
current
values
$900,000

Estimated
current
amounts
$80,000

Smith’s 1990 income tax rate was 30%. In Smith’s per
sonal statement of financial condition at December 31,
1990, what amount should be reported as Smith’s net
worth?
a. $294,000
b. $420,000
c. $694,000
d. $820,000
TM91#40. Personal financial statements should report
an investment in life insurance at the
a. Face amount of the policy less the amount of
premiums paid.
b. Cash value of the policy less the amount of any
loans against it.
c. Cash value of the policy less the amount of
premiums paid.
d. Face amount of the policy less the amount of
any loans against it.
2M91#8. Moran is preparing a personal statement of
financial condition as of April 30, 1991. Included in
Moran’s assets are the following:

820,000
$100,000

•

50% of the voting stock of Crow Corp. A stockhold
ers’ agreement restricts the sale of the stock and, under
certain circumstances, requires Crow to repurchase
the stock based on carrying amounts of net assets plus
an agreed amount for goodwill. At April 30, 1991,
the buyout value of this stock is $337,500. Moran’s
tax basis for the stock is $215,000.

•

Jewelry with a fair value aggregating $35,000 based
on an independent appraisal on April 30, 1991, for

900,000
$100,000

80,000

$180,000
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insurance purposes. This jewelry was acquired by pur
chase and gift over a 10-year period and has a total
tax basis of $20,000.

a.

At what total amount should the Crow stock and jewelry
be reported in Moran’s April 3 0 , 1991, personal statement
of financial condition?
a. $372,500
b. $357,500
c. $250,000
d. $235,000

c.

2M91#9. The following information pertains to market
able equity securities owned by Kent:

Stock
City Mfg., Inc.
Tri Corp.
Zee, Inc.

Fair value at
December 31,
1990
1989
$95,500
$93,000
5,600
3,400
10,300

Cost in
1988
$89,900
3,600
15,000

The Zee stock was sold in January 1990 for $10,200.
In Kent’s personal statement of financial condition at
December 31, 1990, what amount should be reported for
marketable equity securities?
a. $93,300
b. $93,500
c. $94,100
d. $98,900
2M91#10. The estimated current values of Lane’s per
sonal assets at December 31, 1990, totaled $1,000,000,
with tax bases aggregating $600,000. Included in these
assets was a vested interest in a deferred profit-sharing
plan with a current value of $80,000 and a tax basis
of $70,000. The estimated current amounts of Lane’s
personal liabilities equaled their tax bases at December
3 1 , 1990. Lane’s 1990 effective income tax rate was 30%.
In Lane’s personal statement of financial condition at
December 31, 1990, what amount should be provided for
estimated income taxes relating to the excess of current
values over tax bases?
a. $120,000
b. $117,000
c. $ 3,000
d. $0
1N90#59. Mrs. Taft owns a $150,000 insurance policy
on her husband’s life. The cash value of the policy is
$125,000, and there is a $50,000 loan against the policy.
In the Tafts’ personal statement of financial condition at
December 31, 1989, what amount should be shown as
an investment in life insurance?
a. $150,000
b. $125,000
c. $100,000
d. $ 75,000

d.

A single amount equal to the proprietorship
equity.
A single amount equal to the estimated current
value of the business interest.
A separate listing of the individual assets and
liabilities, at cost.
Separate line items of both total assets and total
liabilities, at cost.

2M90#59. Dale Hall’s holdings at December 31, 1989
included the following:
•
•

5,000 shares of Amo Corp. common stock purchased
in 1984 for $85,000. The market value of the stock
was $120,000 at December 31, 1989.
A life insurance policy with a cash value of $50,000
at December 31, 1989.

In Hall’s December 3 1 , 1989 personal statement of finan
cial condition, the above items should be reported at
a. $170,000
b. $135,000
c. $120,000
d. $ 85,000
TN89#39. Personal financial statements should include
which of the following statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Financial
condition
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Changes in
net worth
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Cash
flows
Yes
No
No
Yes

1N89#58. John Holt owns 50% of the common stock
of Brett Corp. Holt paid $25,000 for this stock in 1983.
At December 31, 1988, it was ascertained that Holt’s
50% stock ownership in Brett had a current value of
$185,000. Brett’s cumulative net income and cash divi
dends declared for the five years ended December 31,
1988 were $300,000 and $30,000 respectively. In Holt’s
personal statement of financial condition at December
31, 1988, what amount should be reported as his net
investment in Brett?
a. $ 25,000
b. $160,000
c. $175,000
d. $185,000
TM89#39. In a personal statement of financial condi
tion, which of the following should be reported at esti
mated current values?

TM90#40. A business interest that constitutes a large
part of an individual’s total assets should be presented
in a personal statement of financial condition as
FA-129

a.
b.
c.
d.

Investments in closely
held businesses
Yes
Yes
No
No

Investments
in leaseholds
Yes
No
No
Yes
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2M89#17. Ron Alda owns 100% of Hako Corp.’s out
standing capital stock. Alda paid $60,000 for this stock
in 1980. At December 3 1 , 1988, the book value of Hako’s
net assets amounted to $300,000. It has been ascertained
that Alda’s 100% stock ownership in Hako had a current
value of $500,000 at December 31, 1988. Alda has an
employment contract with Hako under which Alda is to
receive a salary of $100,000 annually for a ten-year period
beginning in January 1988. In Alda’s personal statement
of financial condition at December 3 1 , 1988, what amount
should be shown as his net investment in Hako?
a. $ 60,000
b. $100,000
c. $300,000
d. $500,000
F.

Financial Statement Disclosures

TM93#31. The summary of significant accounting poli
cies should disclose the
a. Maturity dates of noncurrent debts.
b. Terms for convertible debt to be exchanged for
common stock.
c. Concentration of credit risk of all financial
instruments by geographical region.
d. Criteria for determining which investments are
treated as cash equivalents.

Additional 1992 expenses, not included above, are as
follows:
Indirect operating expenses
General corporate expenses

$7,200
4,800

Appropriate common expenses are allocated to segments
based on the ratio of a segment’s sales to total sales.
Segment C’s 1992 operating profit was
a. $5,000
b. $3,200
c. $2,600
d. $2,000
TN92#36. Cott Co.’s four business segments have reve
nues and identifiable assets expressed as percentages of
Cott’s total revenues and total assets as follows:

Ebon
Fair
Gel
Hak

Revenues
64%
14%
14%
8%
100%

Assets
66%
18%
4%
12%
100%

TM93#36. In financial reporting of segment data, which
of the following items is used in determining a segment’s
operating income?
a. Income tax expense.
b. Sales to other segments.
c. General corporate expense.
d. Gain or loss on discontinued operations.

Which of these business segments are deemed to be
reportable segments?
a. Ebon only.
b. Ebon and Fair only.
c. Ebon, Fair, and Gel only.
d. Ebon, Fair, Gel, and Hak.

2M93#11. During 1992, Leader Corp. sued Cape Co.
for patent infringement. On December 31, 1992, Leader
was awarded a $500,000 favorable judgment in the suit.
On that date, Cape offered to settle out of court for
$300,000 and not appeal the judgment. In February 1993,
after the issuance of its 1992 financial statements, Leader
agreed to the out-of-court settlement and received a certi
fied check for $300,000. In its 1992 financial statements,
how should Leader have reported these events?
a. As a gain of $300,000.
b. As a receivable and deferred credit of $300,000.
c. As a disclosure in the notes to the financial
statements only.
d. It should not be reported in the financial state
ments.

TN92#37. Which of the following should be disclosed
in a summary of significant accounting policies?

2M93#12. Taft Corp. discloses supplemental industry
segment information. The following information is avail
able for 1992:
Segment
A
B
C

Sales
$20,000
16,000
12,000
$48,000

Traceable
operating expenses
$12,000
10,000
7,000
$29,000

I. Management’s intention to maintain or vary the divi
dend payout ratio.
II. Criteria for determining which investments are
treated as cash equivalents.
III. Composition of the sales order backlog by segment.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I only.
I and III.
II only.
II and III.

2N92#51. Brad Corp. has unconditional purchase obli
gations associated with product financing arrangements.
These obligations are reported as liabilities on Brad’s
balance sheet, with the related assets also recognized. In
the notes to Brad’s financial statements, the aggregate
amount of payments for these obligations should be dis
closed for each of how many years following the date of
the latest balance sheet?
a.
0
b.
1
c.
5
d. 10
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a.
b.
c.
d.

2N92
Items 54 and 55 are based on the following:

Gram Corp., a publicly-owned corporation, is subject to
the requirements for segment reporting. In its income
statement for the year ended December 31, 1991, Gram
reported revenues of $50,000,000, operating expenses of
$47,000,000, and net income of $3,000,000. Operating
expenses include payroll costs of $15,000,000. Gram’s
combined identifiable assets of all industry segments at
December 31, 1991, were $40,000,000.
54. In its 1991 financial statements, Gram should dis
close major customer data if sales to any single customer
amount to at least
a. $ 300,000
b. $1,500,000
c. $4,000,000
d. $5,000,000
55. In its 1991 financial statements, Gram should dis
close foreign operations data if revenues from foreign
operations are at least
a. $5,000,000
b. $4,700,000
c. $4,000,000
d. $1,500,000
Financial reporting by a development stage
enterprise differs from financial reporting for an estab
lished operating enterprise in regard to footnote disclo
sures
a. Only.
b. And expense recognition principles only.
c. And revenue recognition principles only.
d. And revenue and expense recognition princi
ples.

TM92#49.

Which of the following defined benefit pen
sion plan disclosures should be made in a company’s
financial statements?

TN91#30.

I.
II.
III.

A description of the company’s funding policies
and types of assets held.
The amount of net periodic pension cost for the
period.
The fair value of plan assets.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I and II.
I, II, and III.
II and III.
I only.

Yola Corp., a diversified company, is
required to report the operating profit or loss for each of
its industry segments. For the year ended December 31,
1990, segment Wy’s sales to segment Zee were $100,000.
Segment Wy’s share of Yola’s allocated general corporate
expenses was $20,000. In the computation of Wy’s 1990
operating profit or loss, the amount of the aforementioned
items to be included is
2N91#12.

$120,000
$100,000
$ 80,000
$ 20,000

Kell Corp.’s $95,000 net income for the quar
ter ended September 30, 1990, included the following
after-tax items:
2N91#13.

•

A $60,000 extraordinary gain, realized on April 30,
1990, was allocated equally to the second, third, and
fourth quarters of 1990.

•

A $16,000 cumulative-effect loss resulting from a
change in inventory valuation method was recognized
on August 2, 1990.

In addition, Kell paid $48,000 on February 1, 1990, for
1990 calendar-year property taxes. Of this amount,
$12,000 was allocated to the third quarter of 1990.
For the quarter ended September 30, 1990, Kell should
report net income of
a. $ 91,000
b. $103,000
c. $111,000
d. $115,000
The following information pertains to reve
nue earned by Timm Co.’s industry segments for the year
ended December 31, 1990:

2M91#11.

Segment
Alo
Bix
Cee
Dil
Combined
Elimination
Consolidated

Sales to
unaffiliated
customers
$ 5,000
8,000
4,000
43,000
60,000
—
$60,000

Intersegment
sales
$ 3,000
4,000
—

16,000
23,000
(23,000)
—

Total
revenue
$ 8,000
12,000
4,000
59,000
83,000
(23,000)
$60,000

In conformity with the revenue test, Timm’s reportable
segments were
a. Only Dil.
b. Only Bix and Dil.
c. Only Alo, Bix, and Dil.
d. Alo, Bix, Cee, and Dil.
1N90#53. Dean Co. acquired 100% of Morey Corp.
prior to 1989. During 1989, the individual companies
included in their financial statements the following:

Officers’ salaries
Officers’ expenses
Loans to officers
Intercompany sales
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Dean
$ 75,000

Morey
$ 50,000

20,000

10,000

125,000
150,000

50,000
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What amount should be reported as related party disclo
sures in the notes to Dean’s 1989 consolidated financial
statements?
a. $150,000
b. $155,000
c. $175,000
d. $330,000
Witt Corp. has outstanding at December 31,
1989 two long-term borrowings with annual sinking fund
requirements and maturities as follows:
1N90#54.

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Sinking fund
requirements
$1,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
$8,000,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

$ 875,000
$ 900,000
$ 975,000
$1,100,000

Correy Corp. and its divisions are engaged
solely in manufacturing operations. The following data
(consistent with prior years’ data) pertain to the industries
in which operations were conducted for the year ended
December 31, 1989:
2M90#56.

Industry
A
B
C
D
E
F

Maturities
$ —
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,500,000
3,000,000
$9,500,000

In the notes to its December 31, 1989 balance sheet, how
should Witt report the above data?
a. No disclosure is required.
b. Only sinking fund payments totaling
$8,000,000 for the next five years detailed by
year need be disclosed.
c. Only maturities totaling $9,500,000 for the next
five years detailed by year need be disclosed.
d. The combined aggregate of $17,500,000 of
maturities and sinking fund requirements
detailed by year should be disclosed.
TM90#36. YIV Inc. is a multidivisional corporation
which has both intersegment sales and sales to unaffiliated
customers. YIV should report segment financial informa
tion for each division meeting which of the following
criteria?
a. Segment operating profit or loss is 10% or more
of consolidated profit or loss.
b. Segment operating profit or loss is 10% or more
of combined operating profit or loss of all com
pany segments.
c. Segment revenue is 10% or more of combined
revenue of all the company segments.
d. Segment revenue is 10% or more of consoli
dated revenue.

Hyde Corp. has three manufacturing divi
sions, each of which has been determined to be a reportable segment. Common costs are appropriately allocated
on the basis of each division’s sales in relation to Hyde’s
aggregate sales. In 1989, Clay division had sales of
$3,000,000, which was 25% of Hyde’s total sales, and
had traceable operating costs of $1,900,000. In 1989,
Hyde incurred operating costs of $500,000 that were not
directly traceable to any of the divisions. In addition,
Hyde incurred interest expense of $300,000 in 1989. In
reporting segment information, what amount should be
shown as Clay’s operating profit for 1989?

Total
Operating
revenue
profit
$10,000,000 $1,750,000
8,000,000
1,400,000
6,000,000
1,200,000
3,000,000
550,000
4,250,000
675,000
1,500,000
225,000
$32,750,000 $5,800,000

Identifiable
assets at
12/31/89
$20,000,000
17,500,000
12,500,000
7,500,000
7,000,000
3,000,000
$67,500,000

In its segment information for 1989, how many reportable
segments does Correy have?
a. Three
b. Four
c. Five
d. Six
In financial reporting for segments of a busi
ness enterprise, the operating profit or loss of a manufac
turing segment includes

TN89#36.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Interest expense
Yes
Yes
No
No

Portion o f general
corporate expense
Yes
No
No
Yes

1N89#53. On January 1, 1987, West Co. entered into
a ten-year lease for a manufacturing plant. The annual
minimum lease payments are $100,000. In the notes to the
December 3 1 , 1988 financial statements, what amounts of
subsequent years’ lease payments should be disclosed?

2M90#54.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Amount for
appropriate
required
period
$100,000
$300,000
$500,000
$500,000

Aggregate
amount for
the period
thereafter
$0
$500,000
$300,000
$0

In financial reporting for segments of a busi
ness enterprise, which of the following should be taken
into account in computing the amount of an industry
segment’s identifiable assets?
TM89#34.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Accumulated
depreciation
No
No
Yes
Yes

Marketable securities
valuation allowance
No
Yes
Yes
No

c.

Number of units sold times current cost of units
at the beginning of the year.
Beginning inventory at current cost plus cost
of goods purchased less ending inventory at
current cost.

d.

TM92

An employer sponsoring a defined benefit
pension plan should disclose the

TM89#35.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Amount o f unrecognized
prior service cost
Yes
Yes
No
No

Projected benefit
obligation
Yes
No
No
Yes

2M89#16. In March 1988, an explosion occurred at Nilo
Co.’s plant, causing damage to area properties. By May
1988, no claims had yet been asserted against Nilo. How
ever, Nilo’s management and legal counsel concluded
that it was reasonably possible that Nilo would be held
responsible for negligence, and that $3,000,000 would be
a reasonable estimate of the damages. Nilo’s $5,000,000
comprehensive public liability policy contains a $300,000
deductible clause. In Nilo’s December 31, 1987 financial
statements, for which the auditor’s fieldwork was comp
leted in April 1988, how should this casualty be reported?
a. As a footnote disclosing a possible liability of
$3,000,000.
b. As an accrued liability of $300,000.
c. As a footnote disclosing a possible liability of
$300,000.
d. No footnote disclosure or accrual is required
for 1987 because the event occurred in 1988.

G.

Constant Dollar, Current Cost, and CurrentValue Accounting

Items 4 and 5 are based on the following:
In a period of rising general price levels, Pollard Corp.
discloses income on a current cost basis in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 89, Financial Reporting and
Changing Prices.
4. Compared to historical cost income from continuing
operations, which of the following conditions increases
Pollard’s current cost income from continuing operations?
a. Current cost of equipment is greater than histor
ical cost.
b. Current cost of land is greater than historical
cost.
c. Current cost of cost of goods sold is less than
historical cost.
d. Ending net monetary assets are less than begin
ning net monetary assets.
5. Which of the following contributes to Pollard’s pur
chasing power loss on net monetary items?
a. Refundable deposits with suppliers.
b. Equity investment in unconsolidated subsidi
aries.
c. Warranty obligations.
d. Wages payable.
2M92#13. The following information pertains to each
unit of merchandise purchased for resale by Vend Co.:

March 1, 1991
During a period of inflation in which a liabil
ity account balance remains constant, which of the follow
ing occurs?
a. A purchasing power gain, if the item is a non
monetary liability.
b. A purchasing power gain, if the item is a mone
tary liability.
c. A purchasing power loss, if the item is a non
monetary liability.
d. A purchasing power loss, if the item is a mone
tary liability.

TN92#39.

Manhof Co. prepares supplementary reports
on income from continuing operations on a current cost
basis in accordance with FASB Statement No. 89, Finan
cial Reporting and Changing Prices. How should Manhof
compute cost of goods sold on a current cost basis?
a. Number of units sold times average current cost
of units during the year.
b. Number of units sold times current cost of units
at year end.
TN92#40.

Purchase price
Selling price
Price level index

$ 8
$12
110

December 31, 1991
Replacement cost
Selling price
Price level index

$10
$15
121

Under current cost accounting, what is the amount of
Vend’s holding gain on each unit of this merchandise?
a. $0
b. $0.80
c. $1.20
d. $2.00
Generally, which inventory costing method
approximates most closely the current cost for each of
the following?

TN91#7.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Cost o f
goods sold
LIFO
LIFO
FIFO
FIFO

Ending
inventory
FIFO
LIFO
FIFO
LIFO

Could current cost financial statements report
holding gains for goods sold during the period and holding
gains on inventory at the end of the period?
TM91#2.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Goods sold
Yes
Yes
No
No

Inventory
Yes
No
Yes
No

During a period of inflation, an account bal
ance remains constant. When supplemental statements
are being prepared, a purchasing power gain is reported
if the account is a
a. Monetary asset.
b. Monetary liability.
c. Nonmonetary asset.
d. Nonmonetary liability.
During a period of inflation, the specific price
of a parcel of land increased at a lower rate than the
consumer price index. The accounting method that would
measure the land at the highest amount is
a. Historical cost/nominal dollar.
b. Current cost/nominal dollar.
c. Current cost/constant dollar.
d. Historical cost/constant dollar.

TM90#3.

The following assets were among those that
appeared on Baird Co.’s books at the end of the year:

2M90#50.

$650,000
400,000
150,000

In preparing constant dollar financial statements, how
much should Baird classify as monetary assets?
a. $1,200,000
b. $1,050,000
c. $ 800,000
d. $ 650,000
1N89#59. Information with respect to Bruno Co.’s cost
of goods sold for 1988 is as follows:

Inventory, 1/1/88
Production during 1988
Inventory, 12/31/88
Cost of goods sold

Historical
cost
$1,060,000
5,580,000
6,640,000
2,520,000
$4,120,000

The following items were among those that
appeared on Rubi Co.’s books at the end of 1988:

2M89#13.

Merchandise inventory
Loans to employees

TN90#11.

Demand bank deposits
Net long-term receivables
Patents and trademarks

Bruno estimates that the current cost per unit of inventory
was $58 at January 1, 1988 and $72 at December 31,
1988. In Bruno’s supplementary information restated into
average current cost, the cost of goods sold for 1988
should be
a. $5,040,000
b. $4,550,000
c. $4,410,000
d. $4,060,000

Units
20,000
90,000
110,000
40,000
70,000

$600,000
20,000

What amount should Rubi classify as monetary assets in
preparing constant dollar financial statements?
a. $0
b. $ 20,000
c. $600,000
d. $620,000
H.

Analysis of Financial Statements

2M93
Items 15 and 16 are based on the following:

At December 31, 1992, Curry Co. had the following
balances in selected asset accounts:

Cash
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets

1992
$ 300
1,200
500
100
400
$2,500

Increase
over 1991
$100
400
200
40
150
$890

Curry also had current liabilities of $1,000 at December
31, 1992, and net credit sales of $7,200 for the year then
ended.
15. What is Curry’s acid-test ratio at December 31,
1992?
a. 1.5
b. 1.6
c. 2.0
d. 2.1
16. What was the average number of days to collect
Curry’s accounts receivable during 1992?
a. 30.4
b. 40.6
c. 50.7
d. 60.8
Heath Co.’s current ratio is 4:1. Which of
the following transactions would normally increase its
current ratio?

TN92#38.
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Selected Questions
a.
b.
c.
d.

c.

Purchasing inventory on account.
Selling inventory on account.
Collecting an account receivable.
Purchasing machinery for cash.

d.

TM92#48. On December 31, 1991, Northpark Co. col
lected a receivable due from a major customer. Which
of the following ratios would be increased by this transac
tion?
a. Inventory turnover ratio.
b. Receivable turnover ratio.
c. Current ratio.
d. Quick ratio.
2M92#16 . The following computations were made from
Clay Co.’s 1991 books:
Number of days’ sales in inventory
Number of days’ sales in trade accounts
receivable

61
33

What was the number of days in Clay’s 1991 operating
cycle?
a. 33
b. 47
c. 61
d. 94
2M92#17. The following information pertains to Ali
Corp. as of and for the year ended December 31, 1991:
Liabilities
Stockholders’ equity
Shares of common stock issued and
outstanding
Net income

2N91#18. Tod Corp. wrote off $100,000 of obsolete
inventory at December 31, 1990. The effect of this write
off was to decrease
a. Both the current and acid-test ratios.
b. Only the current ratio.
c. Only the acid-test ratio.
d. Neither the current nor the acid-test ratios.
2N91#19. Gil Corp. has current assets of $90,000 and
current liabilities of $180,000. Which of the following
transactions would improve Gil’s current ratio?
a. Refinancing a $30,000 long-term mortgage
with a short-term note.
b. Purchasing $50,000 of merchandise inventory
with a short-term account payable.
c. Paying $20,000 of short-term accounts payable.
d. Collecting $10,000 of short-term accounts
receivable.
TM91#38. At December 30, 1990, Solomon Co. had a
current ratio greater than 1:1 and a quick ratio less than
1:1. On December 31, 1990, all cash was used to reduce
accounts payable. How did these cash payments affect
the ratios?

$ 60,000
$500,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

10,000
$ 30,000

During 1991, Ali’s officers exercised stock options for
1,000 shares of stock at an option price of $8 per share.
What was the effect of exercising the stock options?
a. Debt-to-equity ratio decreased to 12%.
b. Earnings per share increased by $0.33.
c. Asset turnover increased to 5.4%.
d. No ratios were affected.
2M92#18. Zenk Co. wrote off obsolete inventory of
$100,000 during 1991. What was the effect of this write
off on Zenk’s ratio analysis?
a. Decrease in current ratio but n o t in quick ratio.
b. Decrease in quick ratio but n o t in current ratio.
c. Increase in current ratio but n o t in quick ratio.
d. Increase in quick ratio but n o t in current ratio.
TN91#17. Successful use of leverage is evidenced by
a
a. Rate of return on investment greater than the
rate of return on stockholders’ equity.
b. Rate of return on investment greater than the
cost of debt.

Rate of return on sales greater than the rate of
return on stockholders’ equity.
Rate of return on sales greater than the cost of
debt.

Current ratio
Decreased
Decreased
Increased
Increased

Quick ratio
Decreased
Increased
Decreased
Increased

2M91#18. The following information was extracted
from Gil Co.’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet:
Noncurrent assets:
Long-term investments in marketable
equity securities (carried at lower of
cost or market)

$96,450

Stockholders’ equity:
Net unrealized loss on long-term
investments in marketable equity
securities

(19,800)

Historical cost of the long-term investments in marketable
equity securities was
a. $ 63,595
b. $ 76,650
c. $ 96,450
d. $116,250
TN90#10. Are the following ratios useful in assessing
the liquidity position of a company?
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Defensive-interval
ratio
Yes
Yes
No
No

at December 31, 1988 was $12. The price-earnings ratio
at December 31, 1988 was
a.
9.6 to 1
b. 10.0 to 1
c. 15.0 to 1
d. 30.0 to 1

Return on
stockholders’ equity
Yes
No
Yes
No

During 1989, Rand Co. purchased $960,000
of inventory. The cost of goods sold for 1989 was
$900,000, and the ending inventory at December 31,1989
was $ 180,000. What was the inventory turnover for 1989?
a. 6.4
b. 6.0
c. 5.3
d. 5.0
1N90#57.

How is the average inventory used in the
calculation of each of the following?

TM89#37. Which of the following ratios is(are) useful
in assessing a company’s ability to meet currently matur
ing or short-term obligations?

a.
b.
c.
d.

TM90#38.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Acid test
(quick) ratio
Numerator
Numerator
Not used
Not used

Inventory
turnover rate
Numerator
Denominator
Denominator
Numerator

2M89

Rey, Inc.
Selected Financial Data
December 31,

The following data pertain to Ruhl Corp.’s
operations for the year ended December 31, 1989:
$800,000
100,000
700,000
210,000
$490,000

The times interest earned ratio is
a. 8.0 to 1
b. 7.0 to 1
c. 5.6 to 1
d. 4.9 to 1

Cash
Accounts receivable (net)
Merchandise inventory
Short-term marketable
securities
Land and building (net)
Mortgage payable —
current portion
Accounts payable and
accrued liabilities
Short-term notes payable

1988
$ 170,000
450,000
540,000

1987
$ 90,000
400,000
420,000

80,000
1,000,000

40,000
1,000,000

60,000

50,000

240,000
100,000

220,000
140,000

Net credit sales totaled $3,000,000 and $2,000,000 for the
years ended December 31, 1988 and 1987, respectively.

1N89#57. The following data pertain to Thome Corp.
for the calendar year 1988:

Net income
Dividends paid on common stock
Common stock outstanding
(unchanged during year)

Debt to
equity ratio
No
Yes
Yes
No

Items 14 and 15 are based on the following:

2M90#55.

Operating income
Interest expense
Income before income tax
Income tax expense
Net income

Acid-test
ratio
No
No
Yes
Yes

$240,000
120,000

14. At December 31, 1988, Rey’s quick (acid test) ratio
was
a. 1.50 to 1
b. 1.75 to 1
c. 2.06 to 1
d. 3.10 to 1
15.

300,000

The market price per share of Thome’s common stock
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For 1988, Rey’s accounts receivable turnover was
1.13
shares
1.50
6.67
7.06

SELECTED MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS — UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS

I.
A.

Conceptual
Framework
TM93#
TN92#
TN92#
TN92#
TM92#
TM92#
TM92#
TN91#
TM91#
TN90#
TN89#
TM89#

1
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1

B.
c
c
a
d
d
d
b
c
a
a
d
a

Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements
Basic Concepts and
Accounting
Standards
TM91#32
TM90#30
TN89#38
TM89#28

C.

D.

b
c
a
c

Financial Statement
Presentation and
Disclosure
TM93.#21
1M93# 1
1M93# 5
TN92# 16
1N92# 1
1N92# 2
1N92# 3
1N92# 6
2N92# 52
2M92#12
1N91# 1
1M91# 1
1M91# 2

Nature and Purpose
of Financial
Statements
TM89#38 c

d
a
d
a
b
a
c
c
c
b
d
a
a

1M91# 3
1M91# 5
TN90# 7
1N90# 55
TM90#34
2M90#43
TN89#35
1N89# 1
1N89# 2
1N89# 4
1N89# 49
TM89#32
1M89# 1
1M89# 2
1M89# 3
1M89# 4
2M89#12

d
d
c
b
b
d
d
c
a
d
d
b
d
d
a
c
c

II. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Assets in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
A.

Cash, Cash
Equivalents, and
Marketable
Securities
TM93#23
1M93# 10
TN92# 13
1N92# 19
TM92#42
1M92#13
1M92#14
1N91# 3
1N91# 8
1N91# 9
TN90# 6
1N90# 1
1N90# 2
1M90# 1
1M90# 2
TN89# 2
2N89# 1
2N89# 2
2N89# 3

b
c
a
c
a
c
a
c
b
c
d
a
d
a
d
d
a
b
d

B.

Receivables,
Accruals, and
Related Contra
Accounts
TM93#24
1M93#12
1M93#17
TN92# 4
TN92# 11
TM92#21
TM92#41
TM92#47
1M92#15
1M92#16
1M92#21
TN91# 6
1N91# 11
1N91# 17
TM91#10
2M91#15
1N90# 5
1N90# 6

d
c
a
b
c
b
c
a
d
c
c
c
b
c
a
d
a
b

1N90# 56
2N90# 1
2N90# 3
2N90# 9
1M90# 5
1M90# 9
1M90#10
1M90#12
TN89# 6
TN89# 7
2N89# 5
2N89# 7
TM89# 2
TM89# 3
1M89# 8
1M89#15
C.

(1)
(2)

Inventories
1M93#18
1M93#19
1M93#20
1M93#21

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part I Exams.
— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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d
d
c
a
a
d
c
a
b
a
c
a
b
c
d
c

b
b
d
c

2M93# 9
2M93# 10
TN92# 12
TN92# 14
TN92# 15
TM92#23
TM92#24
TM92#25
1M92#17
1M92#18
TN91#27
TN91#28
1N91# 12
1N91# 13
1M91#21
TN90# 15
TN90# 16
TN90# 17
1N90# 7
1N90# 8
1M90#13
1M90#14
TN89# 8

c
b
d
d
c
c
a
b
d
b
a
b
d
c
b
a
a
c
c
c
a
b
d
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TN89# 9
TN89# 10
2N89# 10
1M89#21
1M89#22
D.

Property, Plant, and
Equipment Owned or
Leased and Related
Contra Accounts

TM93#16
TM93#26
TM93#27
1M93#22
1M93#24
TM92#11
TM92#12
TM92#13
TM92#16
1M92# 19
1M92#22
TN91#33
1N91# 14
1N91# 15
1N91# 16

III.
A.

1N91# 18
1N91# 19
1M91#23
1M91#24
1M91#25
1M91#26
1M91#27
TN90# 13
2N90# 2
2N90# 4
2N90# 5
2N90# 13
1M90#15
1M90#16
1M90#17
1M90#18
1M90#19
TM89# 4
TM89# 5
1M89#23
1M89#25
1M89#26

c
b
c
b
d

a
c
c
c
c
b
c
a
b
b
a
b
b
d
a

E.

b
a
d
c
b
d
b
a
d
a
b
a
c
d
b
b
b
d
b
b
a
c

1M93# 3
1M93# 4
1M93#15
1M93#16
TN92# 30
1N92# 20
1M92#12
TN91#36
TM91# 4
1N90# 3
1N90# 4
1M90# 3
1M90# 4
1M90# 7
TN89# 3
TN89# 4
2N89# 4
F.

TM93#11 d
TM93#22 c

a
b
c
b
b
a

a
c
c
b
a
d
c
c
d
b
d
c
d
a
c
b
b
b
d
c
a
c
a
a
c
a
a

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity W ith Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles

1M90#22
1M90#23
1M90#26
1M90#27
TN89# 13
1N89# 16
1N89# 17
1N89# 19
1M89#30

Payables and
Accruals

1M93#29
TN92# 5
TN92#42
1N92# 5
1N92# 21
1N92# 23
1N92# 27
TM92#19
TM92#26
1M92#26
1N91# 25
TM91#13
TM91#14
1M91#33
1M91#34
1M91#37
TN90# 22
1N90# 10
1N90# 12
1N90# 16
TM90# 7
TM90# 8

c
a
a
d
a
b
a
d
c
c
b
d
d
b
a
d
a
b
d
a
c
b

B.

1N91# 29
TM91#15
1M91#40
1M91#43
1M91#44
TN90# 23
TN90# 24
1N90#'17
TM90# 9
1M90#31
TN89# 14
1N89# 23
1M89#34
1M89#39

c
d
a
d
c
c
a
d
c

Deferred Revenues

TM93#40
1M93#13
TN92# 7
1N92# 28
1N92# 29
1N92# 30
1N92# 35
TM92#32
1M92#27
1M92#28
1M92#31
TN91# 19
1N91# 27

b
d
b
b
c
d
b
d
a
d
a
d
c

C.

1N91# 32
1N91# 35
1N91# 38
1M91#41
1N90# 19
1N90# 20
1M90#28
1M90#32
1M90#34
TN89# 15
1N89# 24
1N89# 26
1M89#37
1M89#40
1M89#41
1M89#42

d
d
d
c
b
a
d
b
b
d
b
c
b
c

Deferred Income Tax
Liabilities
D.

1M93#35
1M93#36
1N92# 32
TM92# 9
1M92#32
1M92#33
1N91# 30

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(1)
(2)

Intangibles and
Other Assets

TM93#25
1M93#23
1M93#25
1M93#26
1M93#27
TN92# 29

Investments

TM92#14
1M92#20
1M92#23
1M92#24
TN91# 13
1N91# 20
TM91#11
1M91#22
1M91#28
1M91#29
1M91#30
1M91#32
TN90#21
1N90# 9
2N90# 18
TM90# 6
1M90#20
1M90#21
2M90#52
2M90#58
TN89# 11
TN89# 12
1N89# 12
1N89# 13
TM89# 6
1M89#28
1M89#29

a
a
a
b
a
a
c
a
b
b
d
b
a
b
d
d
d

— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part I Exams.
— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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a
a
b
b
b
c
b

d
b
c
d
a
a
b
a •
c
d
c
b
c
d
d
a

Capitalized Lease
Liability

TN92#27
1N92# 4
1N92# 33
1N92# 34
TM92#33

b
b
c
d
d

Unofficial Answers
1M92#34
TN91#34
1N91# 33
1N91# 34
1M91#42
1M91#45
1N90# 21
1N90# 22
TM90#11
1M90#33
1M90#35
TN89# 16
1N89# 22
1N89# 27
1M89#44

c
a
b
b
a
b
a
d
a
c
b
b
d
b
b

E. Employee Benefits
TM93#30
1M93#28
1M93#30
TN92# 25
TN92# 26
1N92# 25
1M92#25
2M92#15
TN91#31
1N91# 22
1N91# 23
TM91#37
1M91#36
TN90# 20
1N90# 15

IV.
A.

a
d
d
c
d
a
d
b
b
c
c
b
b
b
d

2N90# 16
TM90#37
1N89# 15
1N89# 18
1M89#24
1M89#35
1M89#36
F.

d
c
d
c
b
c
c

1M91#47
TN90# 29
TN90# 30
TN90#31
1N90# 11
1N90# 23
1N90# 24
1N90# 25
1N90# 26
1N90# 27
1M90#29
1M90#36
1M90#37
1M90#38
1M90#40
1M90#42
TN89# 17
TN89# 18
TN89# 19
1N89# 25
1N89# 28
1N89# 29
1N89# 30
1N89# 31
1M89#32
1M89#45
1M89#47
1M89#49

Notes and Bonds
Payable
TM93#12
1M93# 2
1M93#32
TN92# 9
1N92# 22
1N92# 36
1N92# 37
1N92# 38
1N92# 39
1M92#29
1M92#30
TN91#35
TN91#37
1N91# 21
1N91# 24
1N91# 28
1N91# 36
1N91# 37
TM91# 5
TM91# 6
1M91#35
1M91#46

a
c
d
c
c
d
d
b
d
b
c
c
c
c
d
a
d
a
b
c
c
d

G. Other Liabilities
2M93#17 c
1N92# 24 a

1N92# 26
1N92# 40
1N91# 26
1M91#38
1M91#39
1N90#14
1M90#30
1N89# 20
1N89# 21
H.

b
c
b
c
b
b
c
a
d

Contingent Liabilities
and Commitments
TM93#29
1M93#33
1M93#34
2M93#20
TN92# 17
1N92# 31
TM92#27
1M92#35
1M92#36
1N91# 39
TM91#16
TN90# 35
1N90# 28
TM90#12
1M90#59
1M90#60
1N89# 32
1N89# 33
1M89#43

c
d
d
c
b
a
b
d
b
d
c
d
c
d
a
c
a
c
b

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Equity Accounts in Conformity With
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

Corporations
TM93# 2
TM93#10
TM93#13
TM93#14
1M93# 6
1M93#11
2M93# 1
2M93# 2
2M93# 3
2M93# 4
2M93# 5
2M93#18
TN92# 18
TN92# 22
1N92# 7
1N92# 8
2N92# 41

a
c
d
d
a
d
a
d
b
b
a
b
b
c
a
b
a

2N92# 42
2N92# 43
2N92# 44
2N92# 45
2N92# 46
2N92# 47
2N92# 50
TM92#37
1M92# 1
1M92# 2
1M92# 3
1M92# 5
2M92# 1
2M92# 2
2M92# 3
2M92# 4
2M92# 5
2M92# 6
2M92# 7

2M92# 8
TN91#25
TN91#38
TN91#39
TN91#40
2N91# 1
2N91# 2
2N91# 3
2N91# 5
2N91# 6
2N91# 7
2N91# 20
TM91#17
TM91#18
TM91#19
1M91#18
1M91#19
1M91#20
2M91# 4

c
b
b
d
b
c
c
d
d
d
a
a
c
c
d
c
a
a
c

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(1)
(2)

a
d
c
a
d
d
b
b
b
c
a
a
a
b
d
c
c
c
b
c
b
c
a
b
d
d
c
b

— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part I Exams.
— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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a
a
d
c
c
a
a
d
c
d
c
c
b
b
d
b
a
d
a

2M91# 5
2M91# 6
2M91# 7
2M91#12
TN90# 8
TN90# 32
TN90# 33
TN90# 36
1N90# 29
TM90#13
TM90#14
TM90#15
TM90#16
TN89# 20
TN89#21
TN89# 22
TN89# 23
1N89# 3
1N89# 56

b
d
a
b
b
c
c
b
c
c
a
b
a
d
b
b
a
c
a

Financial Accounting and Reporting
2N89# 11
2N89# 12
2N89# 13
2N89# 15
TM89# 8
TM89#10
TM89#11
1M89#13
1M89#18
2M89# 3
2M89# 6
2M89# 7

d
c
d
b
b
c
c
c
a
d
c
c

B.

2M91# 2
2M91# 3
TN90#40
TM90#17
TN89# 24
2N89# 17
2N89# 19
2N89# 20
TM89#12
2M89# 5
2M89# 9
2M89#10

Partnerships
2M93# 6
2M93#13
2M93#19
2N92# 48
2N92# 49
TM92#35
TN91# 15
2N91# 11
TM91#39
2M91# 1

c
b
d
d
d
d
b
c
d
d

c
b
a
d
c
a
b
b
d
a
a
a

D.

Reorganizations and
Changes in Entity
TN92# 19
2M92# 9
2M92#10
2N91# 8
2N91# 10
2M91#13
2M91#14
1N90# 31
2N89# 18

d
b
d
d
d
c
c
d
b

V. Recognition, Measurement, and Presentation of Revenues and Expenses in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
A.

Revenues and Gains
TM93#34
TM93#38
TM93#39
1M93#37
1M93#38
1M93#39
1M93#40
1M93#41
1M93#42
1M93#43
1M93#44
1M93#45
2M93# 7
TN92# 6
TN92# 8
TN92# 10
TN92# 20
1N92# 41
1N92# 42
1N92# 43
1N92# 44
1N92# 45
1N92# 46
1N92# 47
1N92# 48
1N92# 49
TM92# 6
TM92#39
TM92#43
TM92#44
TM92#45
TM92#46
1M92#37
1M92#38
1M92#39
1M92#40
1M92#41
1M92#43

b
d
a
a
a
b
d
d
b
b
d
c
a
b
b
a
a
b
b
c
d
c
d
b
d
a
c
b
d
b
c
b
b
a
d
b
c
a

1M92#44
1M92#45
1M92#46
TN91# 5
TN91# 10
TN91# 14
TN91#20
1N91# 31
1N91# 40
1N91# 41
1N91# 42
1N91# 43
1N91# 44
1N91# 46
1N91# 49
1N91# 52
1N91# 58
TM91# 8
TM91# 9
TM91#20
TM91#22
TM91#28
1M91#48
1M91#49
1M91#50
1M91#52
1M91#53
TN90# 26
TN90# 37
TN90#39
1N90# 32
1N90# 33
1N90# 34
1N90# 35
1N90# 36
1N90# 37
1N90# 38
1N90# 39
2N90# 6
2N90# 15

2N90# 20
TM90#18
TM90#20
1M90# 6
1M90# 8
1M90#44
1M90#45
1M90#46
1M90#47
1M90#48
2M90#41
2M90#44
2M90#45
2M90#57
TN89# 25
1N89# 34
1N89# 35
1N89# 36
1N89# 37
1N89# 38
1N89# 39
1N89# 40
1N89# 41
1N89# 43
1N89# 44
TM89#13
TM89#14
TM89#15
TM89#16
1M89# 11
1M89#50
'1M89#51
1M89#53
1M89#54
1M89#59

b
b
c
d
b
d
d
c
a
c
a
d
a
d
c
c
b
c
a
b
b
d
d
a
d
c
a
c
b
b
a
a
c
c
d
a
c
b
c
d

B.

d
b
b
c
c
d
a
d
d
c
d
c
b
c
a
b
a
b
c
b
d
d
c
b
a
a
a
b
b
a
c
d
b
b
c

Expenses and Losses
TM93#17 d
TM93#28 c

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(1) — Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part I Exams.
(2) — Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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TM93#35 b
1M93#46 c
1M93#47 a
1M93#48 c
1M93#49 b
1M93#50 c
1M93#51 b
1M93#52 a
TN92# 28 b
1N92# 50 b
1N92# 51 c
1N92# 52 b
1N92# 53 d
1N92# 55 b
1N92# 56 b
1N92# 57* a
1N92# 59 a
2N92# 56 b
TM92#15 a
TM92#17 b
TM92#18 c
TM92#20 c
TM92#22 a
TM92#29 a
TM92#31 d
TM92#34 a
TM92#36 d
1M92#47 a
1M92#48 b
1M92#49 d
1M92#50 b
1M92#51 c
1M92#52 a
1M92#53 d
1M92#54 a
1M92#55 d
2M92# 14 d
TN91# 18 b
TN91#29 c
TN91#32 a

Unofficial Answers
1N91#47
1N91# 50
1N91# 53
1N91# 54
1N91# 57
TM91#23
TM91#25
1M91#51
1M91#54
1M91#55
1M91#56
1M91#57
1M91#58
2M91#17
TN90# 14
TN90# 19
1N90# 40
1N90# 41
1N90# 42
1N90# 43
1N90# 44
1N90# 45
1N90# 46
1N90# 47
1N90# 58
2N90# 8
2N90# 10
2N90# 11
2N90# 12
TM90#21
TM90#22
TM90#24
TM90#39
1M90#49
1M90#50
1M90#51
1M90#52

b
c
d
a
c
d
d
c
b
c
a
c
c
b
d
c
a
c
d
d
b
d
b
a
a
d
a
d
c
b
b
d
c
b
d
d
a

1M90#53
1M90#54
1M90#55
1M90#56
1M90#57
1M90#58
2M90#42
2M90#46
2M90#48
2M90#49
2M90#53
1N89# 42
1N89# 45
TM89#17
TM89#18
TM89#19
TM89#20
TM89#21
TM89#36
1M89# 12
1M89#19
1M89#20
1M89#48
2M89#19
C.

A.

Statement of Cash
Flows
TM93#32
TM93#33
TN92#21
TN92# 44
1N92# 9
1N92# 10
1N92# 11
1N92#12
1N92# 13
TM92# 7
TM92# 8
TN91#21

d
c
d
a
d
d
c
a
c
a
d
c

2N90# 7
1M90#39
1M90#41
TN89#27
TM89#22
D.

c
c
d
c
a
c
b
a
c

b
c
a
c
a

Other Items
TM93# 3
TM93#15
TM93#18
TM93#19
TM93#20
TM93#37
1M93#53
1M93#57
1M93#58
1M93#59
1M93#60
TN92#23
TN92# 24
1N92# 60
2N92# 53
TM92#28
TM92#30
TM92#40
1M92#57
1M92#58
1M92#59
1M92#60
2M92# 11
TN91# 16
TN91#23
TN91#24
TN91#26
1N91# 45
1N91# 51

Provision for Income
Taxes
1M93#54
1M93#55
TN92#41
TM92#10
1M92#56
TN91# 3
1N91# 48
1N91# 59
1N90# 48

VI.

c
d
c
c
a
b
a
a
d
a
c
b
c
b
d
c
a
b
a
a
b
c
c
b

c
b
c
c
a
c
b
a
c
a
b
c
d
a
a
d
d
d
c
b
d
b
b
b
c
c
d
d
a

1N91# 56
1N91# 60
2N91# 9
TM91#26
TM91#27
TM91#29
TM91#34
TM91#35
1M91#59
1M91#60
TN90# 12
TN90# 34
1N90# 49
1N90# 50
1N90# 52
TM90#26
TM90#29
TM90#31
TM90#35
2M90#47
2M90#51
2M90#60
TN89# 28
TN89# 34
1N89# 46
1N89# 50
1N89# 51
1N89# 52
1N89# 54
TM89#23
TM89#24
TM89#25
TM89#29
TM89#33
1M89#52
1M89#60

a
b
b
b
d
b
d
c
d
b
a
b
a
a
b
a
c
a
c
a
b
a
a
c
a
b
c
b
b
b
a
c
c
c
a
d

TM93# 6
TM93# 7
TM93# 8
TM93# 9
1M93# 7
1M93# 8
1M93# 9
1M93#14
2M93# 8
TN92# 31
TN92# 32
TN92#33
TN92# 34
TN92# 35
1N92# 14

b
d
d
c
b
d
c
d
a
b
d
a
b
a
d

Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues
TN91#22
1N91# 5
1N91# 6
1N91# 7
TM91#30
TM91#31
1M91# 4
1M91# 6
1M91# 8
1M91#11
2N90# 17
TM90#27
TM90#28
TN89#29
TN89# 30

a
c
a
d
c
d
c
c
c
d
b
a
c
d
b

TM89#26
TM89#27
1M89# 5
1M89# 6
1M89# 7
1M89# 9
1M89#16
1M89#17
B.

c
a
c
a
a
b
c
b

Consolidated and
Combined Financial
Statements
TM93# 4 b
TM93# 5 d

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(1) — Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part I Exams.
(2) — Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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Financial Accounting and Reporting
1N92# 15
1N92#16
1N92# 17
1N92# 18
TM92#38
1M92# 4
1M92# 6
1M92# 7
1M92# 8
1M92# 9
1M92# 10
1M92#11
TN91# 8
TN91# 9
1N91# 10
TM91#21
1M91# 7
1M91#13
1M91#14
1M91#15
1M91#16
1M91#17
TN90# 2
TN90# 3
TM90# 2
1M90# 11
TN89#40
1N89# 5
1N89# 6
1N89# 7
1N89# 8
1N89# 10
1N89# 11
2N89# 6
TM89#40
1M89#55
1M89#56
1M89#57
1M89#58

b
c
b
b
a
a
c
a
d
b
a
c
d
a
d
a
a
a
b
d
b
b
c
a
a
d
c
b
b
a
d
d
a
a
c
c
b
b
c

C.

2N92# 60
2M92#20
TN91# 11
TN91# 12
2N91# 17
2M91#19
2M91#20
TN90# 4
TN90# 5
1N90# 60
TM90#32
TM90#33
TN89# 32
TN89#33
1N89# 55
TM89#30
TM89#31
D.

TN89# 39
1N89# 58
TM89#39
2M89#17

Business .
Combinations
a
b
d
b
a
c
a
d
b
c
c
c
a
d
c
b
c

F.

TN92#43
2N92# 57
2N92# 58
2N92# 59
TM92#50
2M92#19
2N91# 14
2N91# 15
2N91# 16
TM91#40
2M91# 8
2M91# 9
2M91#10
1N90# 59
TM90#40
2M90#59

Financial Statement
Disclosures
TM93#31
TM93#36
2M93# 11
2M93#12
TN92# 36
TN92# 37
2N92# 51
2N92# 54
2N92# 55
TM92#49
TN91#30
2N91# 12
2N91# 13
2M91#11
1N90# 53
1N90# 54
TM90#36
2M90#54
2M90#56
TN89# 36
1N89# 53
TM89#34
TM89#35
2M89#16

Personal Financial
Statements
d
d
b
c
c
d
b
a
c
b
a
d
a
d
b
a

G.

c
d
a
d

d
b
c
b
d
c
c
d
a
a
b
b
a
b
c
d
c
c
c
c
c
c
a
c

Constant Dollar,
Current Cost, and
Current Value
Accounting
TN92# 39 b
TN92#40 a

Note: (T)— Questions are from previous Accounting Theory Exams.
(1)— Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part I Exams.
(2) —Questions are from previous Accounting Practice Part II Exams.
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TM92# 4
TM92# 5
2M92#13
TN91# 7
TM91# 2
TN90# 11
TM90# 3
2M90#50
1N89# 59
2M89#13

c
a
d
a
a
b
d
b
b
b

H. Analysis of Financial
Statements
2M93#15
2M93#16
TN92# 38
TM92#48
2M92#16
2M92#17
2M92#18
TN91# 17
2N91# 18
2N91# 19
TM91#38
2M91#18
TN90# 10
1N90# 57
TM90#38
2M90#55
1N89# 57
TM89#37
2M89#14
2M89#15

a
c
b
b
d
a
a
b
b
b
c
d
b
b
c
a
c
d
b
d

OTHER OBJECTIVE ANSWER FORMATS — SELECTED QUESTIONS
I.

Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements

D. Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure
In May 1993, the FASB issued Statement o f Financial Accountingt Standards No. 115, Accounting for Certain Investments
in Debt and Equity Securities, superseding Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 12, Accounting for Certain
Marketable Equity Securities. Accordingly, future examinations will test knowledge of SFAS No. 115. Previous examination
items have not been revised to reflect die application of SFAS 115.
T N 92

Number 2 (Estimated tim e-------15 to 25 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 2 consists of 13 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answer. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
Items 61 through 68* are based on the following:
Pucket Corp. is in the process of preparing its financial statements for the year ended December 31, 1991. Items 61 through
68 represent various transactions or situations that occurred during 1991.
Required:
For Items 61 through 68, select from the list of financial statement categories below the category in which the item
should be presented, and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. A financial statement category
may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
Financial Statement Categories:
A. Income from continuing operations, with no separate disclosure.
B. Income from continuing operations, with separate disclosure (either on the face of statement or in the notes).
C. Extraordinary items.
D. Separate component of stockholders’ equity.
E. None of the above categories include this item.
Example:
The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
99.

Item

Recording of annual depreciation expense.
Answer Sheet
F in a n c ia l S ta te m e n t C a te g o rie s (select o ne)

99

Items to be Answered:
61. An increase in the unrealized excess of cost over market value of short-term marketable equity securities.
62. An increase in the unrealized excess of cost over market value of long-term marketable equity securities.
63. Income from operations of a discontinued segment in the segment’s disposal year, but before the measurement date.
64. A gain on remeasuring a foreign subsidiary’s financial statements from the local currency into the functional currency.
65. A loss on translating a foreign subsidiary’s financial statements from the functional local currency into the reporting
currency.
66. A loss caused by a major earthquake in an area previously considered to be subject to only minor tremors.
67. The probable receipt of $1,000,000 from a pending lawsuit.
68. The purchase of research and development services. There were no other research and development activities.
*The items omitted can be found in Accounting and Reporting— Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations in
Content Specification Area IV.
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/

Financial Accounting and Reporting
II.

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Assets in Conformity With Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

D.

Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased and Related Contra Accounts

1N92

Number 4 (Estimated time ------ 45 to 55 minutes)
Number 4 consists of two unrelated parts.*
Instructions — Number 4(a)
Question Number 4(a) consists of 8 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
During 1992, Sloan, Inc. began a project to construct new corporate headquarters. Sloan purchased land with an existing
building for $750,000. The land was valued at $700,000 and the building at $50,000. Sloan planned to demolish the building
and construct a new office building on the site. Items 61 through 68 represent various expenditures by Sloan for this project.
Required:
For each expenditure in Items 61 through 68, select from the list below the appropriate accounting treatment and blacken
the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
L. Classify as land and do not depreciate.
B. Classify as building and depreciate.
E. Expense.
Example:
The following is an example of the manner in which the answer sheet should be marked.
Item
99.

Architect’s fees of $100,000.
Answer Sheet

Item
99

Land

Building

L

Expense
E

Items to be Answered:
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Purchase of land for $700,000.
Interest of $147,000 on construction financing incurred after completion of construction.
Interest of $186,000 on construction financing paid during construction.
Purchase of building for $50,000.
$18,500 payment of delinquent real estate taxes assumed by Sloan on purchase.
$12,000 liability insurance premium during the construction period.
$65,000 cost of razing existing building.
Moving costs of $136,000.

*The item omitted can be found in another Content Specification Group.
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Selected Questions
III. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
E.

Employee Benefits

1M93
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 40 to 50 minutes)
Number 4 consists of two unrelated parts.*
Instructions — Number 4(a)
Question Number 4(a) consists of 10 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the
appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on
the total number of correct answers.
The following information pertains to Sparta Co.’s defined benefit pension plan.
Discount rate
Expected rate of return
Average service life

8%
10%
12 years

At January 1, 1992:
Projected benefit obligation
Fair value of pension plan assets
Unrecognized prior service cost
Unamortized prior pension gain

$600,000
720,000
240,000
96,000

Projected benefit obligation
Fair value of pension plan assets

910,000
825,000

At December 31, 1992:

Service cost for 1992 was $90,000. There were no contributions made or benefits paid during the year. Sparta’s unfunded
accrued pension liability was $8,000 at January 1, 1992. Sparta uses the straight-line method of amortization over the
maximum period permitted.
Required:
1.
For items 61 through 65, calculate the amounts to be recognized as components of Sparta’s unfunded accrued
pension liability at December 31, 1992. To record your entry, write the number in the boxes on the Objective Answer Sheet
and blacken the corresponding oval below each box. These items cannot be graded if you fail to blacken the ovals.
Amounts to be Calculated:
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Interest cost.
Expected return on plan assets.
Actual return on plan assets.
Amortization of prior service costs.
Minimum amortization of unrecognized pension gain.

2.
For items 66 through 70, determine whether the component increases (I) or decreases (D) Sparta’s unfunded
accrued pension liability and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
Items to be Answered:
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Service cost.
Deferral of gain on pension plan assets.
Actual return on plan assets.
Amortization of prior service costs.
Amortization of unrecognized pension gain.

*The item omitted can be found in another Content Specification Group.
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VI.
A.

Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues

Statement of Cash Flows

1M92
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 45 to 55 minutes)
Number 4 consists of two unrelated parts.*
Instructions — Number 4(a)
Question Number 4(a) consists of 5 items. Use a No. 2 pencil to indicate your answers on the Objective Answer Sheet.
These items require numerical answers and selection of the proper cash flow category. For the numerical answers, you are
to both write your numerical answer in the boxes and blacken the corresponding oval below each box. These items cannot
be graded if you fail to blacken the ovals. Write zeros in any blank boxes preceding your numerical answer. If there is a
discrepancy between the amount written in the boxes and the amount indicated by the blackened ovals, the amount indicated
by the blackened ovals will prevail. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.
Following are selected balance sheet accounts of Zach Corp. at December 31, 1991 and 1990, and the increases or
decreases in each account from 1990 to 1991. Also presented is selected income statement information for the year ended
December 31, 1991, and additional information.
1991

1990

$ 34,000
277,000
(178,000)

$ 24,000
247,000
(167,000)

Selected balance sheet accounts
Assets:
Accounts receivable
Property, plant, and equipment
Accumulated depreciation

Increase
(Decrease)

$10,000
30,000
(11,000)

Liabilities and stockholders’ equity:
49,000
8,000
22,000
9,000
104,000

Bonds payable
Dividends payable
Common stock, $1 par
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

Selected income statement information for the year ended December 31, 1991
$155,000
Sales revenue
33,000
Depreciation
13,000
Gain on sale of equipment
28,000
Net income

*The item omitted can be found in another Content Specification Group.
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46,000
5,000
19,000
3,000
91,000

3,000
3,000
3,000
6,000
13,000

Selected Questions
1M92
Number 4(a) (cont.)

Additional information
• Accounts receivable relate to sales of merchandise.
•

During 1991, equipment costing $40,000 was sold for cash.

•

During 1991, $20,000 of bonds payable were issued in exchange for property, plant, and equipment. There was no
amortization of bond discount or premium.

Required:

Items 61 through 65 represent activities that will be reported in Zach’s statement of cash flows for the year ended
December 31, 1991. The following two responses are required for each item:
•

Determine the amount that should be reported in Zach’s 1991 statement of cash flows. To record your answer, write the
number in the boxes on the Objective Answer Sheet and blacken the corresponding oval below each box. These items
cannot be graded if you fail to blacken the ovals.

•

Using the list below, determine the category in which the amount should be reported in the statement of cash flows and
blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
O.
I.
F.

Operating activity
Investing activity
Financing activity

Example:

The following is an example of the manner in which the Objective Answer Sheet should be marked. Zeros have already
been marked on the Objective Answer Sheet for the ones, tens, and hundreds columns.

Item
99.

Proceeds from sale of common stock.
Answer Sheet

99

Cash Flow
Category

Items to be Answered:

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Cash collections from customers (direct method).
Payments for purchase of property, plant, and equipment.
Proceeds from sale of equipment.
Cash dividends paid.
Redemption of bonds payable.
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Analysis of Financial Statements

TM93

Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Instructions
Question Number 2 consists of 6 items. Select the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answer. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.

Items 61 through 66 are based on the following:
Daley, Inc. is consistently profitable. Daley’s normal financial statement relationships are as follows:
I. Current ratio
II. Inventory turnover
III. Total debt/total assets ratio

3 to 1
4 times
0.5 to 1

Required:
For items 61 through 66, determine whether each 1992 transaction or event increased, decreased, or had no effect on
each of the 1992 ratios, and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. For each ratio blacken only
one of the three alternatives.
Items to be Answered:
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Daley issued a stock dividend.
Daley declared, but did not pay, a cash dividend.
Customers returned invoiced goods for which they had not paid.
Accounts payable were paid on December 31, 1992.
Daley recorded both a receivable from an insurance company and a loss from fire damage to a factory building.
Early in 1992, Daley increased the selling price of one of its products that had a demand in excess of capacity. The
number of units sold in 1991 and 1992 was the same.
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SELECTED OTHER OBJECTIVE ANSWER FORMATS — UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS

I.
D.

Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements

Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure

TN92
Answer 2 (10 points)*
Item Financial Statem ent Categories (select one)

Line End Points (select two)

Item
69

ANSW ER 2

70

II.
D.

71
72
73

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Assets in Conformity With Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased and Related Contra Accounts

A N S W E R 4( a )

1N92
Answer 4(a) (5 points)
Item

Land

Building

Expense

Item

Land

Building Expense

65
66

67

68

*The items omitted can be found in Accounting and Reporting— Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations in
Content Specification Area IV.
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III.
E.

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles

Employee Benefits

1M93
Answer 4(a) (5 points)

ANS WER 4(a)

Zeros have already been preprinted for the ones, tens, and hundreds columns.

61

62

64

65

66

67

69

70

63

68
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Unofficial Answers

VI.
A.

Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues

Statement of Cash Flows

1M92

Answer 4(a) (5 points)

A N S W E R 4(a)

Zeros have already been marked for the ones, tens, and hundreds columns.

H.

61

Cash Flow
Category

62

Cash Flow
Category

63

Cash Flow
Category

64

Cash Flow
Category

65

Cash Flow
Category

Analysis of Financial Statements

TM93

Answer 2 (10 points)

ANSWER 2

Item

I

II

III

Increased Decreased No Effect

Increased Decreased No Effect

Increased D ecreased No Effect

61
62
63
64
65

66
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PROBLEMS/ESSAYS — SELECTED QUESTIONS

I.
D.

Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements

Financial Statement Presentation and
Disclosure

In May 1993, the FASB issued Statement o f Financial
Accounting Standards No. 115, Accounting for Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, superseding
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 12,
Accounting for Certain Marketable Equity Securities.
Accordingly, future examinations will test knowledge of
SFAS No. 115. Previous examination items have not
been revised to reflect the application of SFAS 115.
1N92
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 40 to 50 minutes)
The following condensed trial balance of Powell Corp.,
a publicly-owned company, has been adjusted except for
income tax expense:

•

There were no dividends-in-arrears on Powell’s pre
ferred stock at July 1 , 1991. On May 1 , 1992, Powell’s
directors declared a 5% preferred stock dividend to
be paid in August 1992.

•

During 1992, one of Powell’s foreign factories was
expropriated by the foreign government, and Powell
received a $900,000 payment from the foreign govern
ment in settlement. The carrying value of the plant
was $650,000. Powell has never disposed of a factory.

•

Administrative expenses includes a $5,000 premium
payment for a $1,000,000 life insurance policy on
Powell’s president, of which the corporation is the
beneficiary.

•

Powell depreciates its assets using the straight-line
method for financial reporting purposes and an accel
erated method for tax purposes. The differences
between book and tax depreciation are as follows:

Powell Corp.
CONDENSED TRIAL BALANCE
June 30, 1992

Total assets
Total liabilities
5% cumulative
preferred stock
Common stock
Retained earnings
Machine sales
Service revenues
Interest revenue
Gain on sale of factory
Cost of sales—machines
Cost of services
Administrative expenses
Research and develop
ment expenses
Interest expense
Loss from asset disposal

Debit
$25,080,000

Credit
$ 9,900,000
2,000,000
10,000,000
2,900,000
750,000
250,000
10,000
250,000

425,000
100,000
300,000
110,000
5,000
40,000
$26,060,000

Financial statements over
(under) tax depreciation
$(15,000)
10,000
5,000

There were no other temporary differences.
•

Powell’s enacted tax rate for the current and future
years is 30%. Powell elected early application of
FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for Income
Taxes.

Required:
a. Using the single-step format, prepare Powell 's
income statement for the year ended June 30, 1992.

$26,060,000

Other information and financial data for the year ended
June 30, 1992, follows:•
•

June 30
1992
1993
1994

The weighted average number of common shares out
standing during 1992 was 200,000. The potential dilu
tion from the exercise of stock options held by
Powell’s officers and directors was not material.

b. Prepare a schedule reconciling Powell’s finan
cial statement net income to taxable income for the year
ended June 30, 1992.
1N91
Number 4 (Estimated tim e-------45 to 55 minutes)
The following information pertains to Dey Toys, a
calendar-year sole proprietorship, which maintained its
books on the cash basis during the year.
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5. On signing the new lease for the retail store on Octo
ber 1 , 1990, Dey paid $16,800 for one year’s advance
rent for the lease year ending September 30, 1991.
The $15,000 annual rent under the previous lease
was paid on October 1 , 1989, for the lease year ended
September 30, 1990.

Dey Toys
Trial Balance
December 31, 1990

Cash
Accounts receivable, 12/31/89
Inventory, 12/31/89
Machinery & equipment
Leasehold improvements
Accumulated depreciation,
12/31/89
Accounts payable, 12/31/89
Payroll taxes withheld
Dey, drawings
Dey, capital, 12/31/89
Sales
Purchases
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
Dey’s living expenses
Rent
Utilities

Dr.
8,200
9,000
40,000
70,000
28,800

Cr.

6. In anticipation of signing a new lease, Dey con
structed storage space that cost $28,800. The
improvements were completed on October 1, 1990,
and have an estimated useful life of 10 years. No
provision for depreciation or amortization has been
recorded. Depreciation on machinery and equipment
was $10,600 for 1990.

18,000
9,600
1,700

7. Unpaid invoices for toy purchases totaled $18,600
at December 31, 1990.

—

67,300
374,000
165,400
107,000
5,800
4,800
7,800
16,800
7,000
470,600

8. Accrued expenses at December 31, 1989 and 1990,
were as follows:

Utilities
Salaries
Payroll taxes
470,600

During 1990, Dey signed a new 8-year lease for its retail
store and is in the process of negotiating a loan to remodel
the premises. The bank requires Dey to present 1990
financial statements on the accrual basis of accounting.
During the course of a review engagement, Dey’s accoun
tant obtained the following additional information:

1989
$ 500
500
600
$1,600

1990
$ 850
770
900
$2,520

9. Dey is being sued for $175,000. The coverage under
the comprehensive insurance policy is limited to
$100,000, Dey’s attorney believes that an unfavor
able outcome is probable and a reasonable estimate
of the settlement is $135,000.

1. Amounts due from customers totaled $17,800 at
December 31, 1990.

10. The salaries account includes $4,000 per month paid
to the proprietor. Dey also receives $150 per week
for living expenses.

2. An analysis of the above receivables revealed that
an allowance for uncollectible accounts of $2,100
should be provided.

Required: Detach and complete the tear-out worksheet
on page FA-155. Turn in the worksheet in the proper
sequence with other answer sheets.

3. The inventory totaled $46,000 based on a physical
count of the goods at December 3 1 , 1990. The inven
tory was priced at cost, which approximates market
value.
4. On April 1, 1990, Dey paid $4,800 to renew its
comprehensive insurance coverage for one year. The
premium was $4,320 oft the previous policy that
expired on March 31, 1990.

a. Complete the tear-out worksheet to convert the
trial balance of Dey Toys to the accrual basis of account
ing for the year ended December 3 1 , 1990. Formal journal
entries are not required to support your adjustments. How
ever, use the numbers given with the additional informa
tion to cross reference the postings in the adjustment
columns on the worksheet.
b. Prepare a statement of changes in Dey’s capital
for the year ended December 31, 1990.
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Number 4 (Tear-out Worksheet)

Candidate’s N o.------State--------------------Question No. 4 Page
Dey Toys
WORKSHEET TO CONVERT
TRIAL BALANCE TO ACCRUAL BASIS
December 31, 1990

Account Title
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Machinery & equipment
Leasehold improvements
Accumulated depreciation & amort.
Accounts payable
Payroll taxes withheld
Dey, drawings
Dey, capital

Sales
Purchases
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
Dey’s living expenses
Rent
Utilities

Cash Basis
Cr.
Dr.
8,200
9,000
40,000
70,000
28,800
18,000
9,600
1,700
67,300

374,000
165,400
107,000
5,800
4,800
7,800
16,800
7,000

470,600

470,600

FA-155

Adjustments
Dr.
Cr.

Accrual Basis
Dr.
Cr.
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1M91
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 45 to 55 minutes)

exchange price for the patent, and the note had no
ready market. The prevailing interest rate for this type
of note was 10% at April 1, 1990. The present value
of $1 for two periods at 10% is 0.826. The patent had
a carrying amount of $40,000 at January 1, 1990, and
the amortization for the year ended December 31,
1990, would have been $8,000. Kern is reasonably
assured of collecting the note receivable from Frey.•

Kern, Inc. had the following long-term receivable
account balances at December 31, 1989:
Note receivable from the sale of an
idle building
Note receivable from an officer

$750,000
200,000
•

Transactions during 1990 and other information relating
to Kern’s long-term receivables follow:

On July 1, 1990, Kern sold a parcel of land to Barr
Co. for $400,000 under an installment sale contract.
Barr made a $120,000 cash down payment on July 1,
1990, and signed a four-year 10% note for the
$280,000 balance. The equal annual payments of prin
cipal and interest on the note will be $88,332, payable
on July 1 of each year from 1991 through 1994. The
fair value of the land at the date of sale was $400,000.
The cost of the land to Kern was $300,000. Collection
of the remaining note installments is reasonably
assured.

•

The $750,000 note receivable is dated May 1, 1989,
bears interest at 9%, and represents the balance of the
consideration Kern received from the sale of its idle
building to Able Co. Principal payments of $250,000
plus interest are due annually beginning May 1 , 1990.
Able made its first principal and interest payment
on May 1, 1990. Collection of the remaining note
installments is reasonably assured.

•

The $200,000 note receivable is dated December 31,
1987, bears interest at 8%, and is due on December
3 1 , 1992. The note is due from Frank Black, president
of Kern, Inc., and is collateralized by 5,000 shares of
Kern’s common stock. Interest is payable annually on
December 31, and all interest payments were made
through December 31, 1990. The quoted market price
of Kern’s common stock was $45 per share on Decem
ber 31, 1990.•

b. Schedule showing current portion of long-term
receivables and accrued interest receivable to be reported
in Kern’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet.

On April 1, 1990, Kern sold a patent to Frey Corp.
in exchange for a $100,000 noninterest bearing note
due on April 1, 1992. There was no established

c. Schedule showing interest revenue from long
term receivables and gains recognized on sale of assets
to be reported in Kern’s 1990 income statement.

•

Required:
Prepare the following and show supporting computa
tions:
a. Long-term receivables section of Kern’s
December 31, 1990, balance sheet.
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Cord Corp., a nonpublic enterprise, requires audited financial statements for credit purposes. After making normal
adjusting entries, but before closing the accounting records for the year ended December 3 1 , 1990, Cord’s controller prepared
the following financial statements for 1990:
Cord Corp.
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31, 1990
Assets
Cash
Marketable equity securities, at cost
Accounts receivable
Allowance for doubtful accounts
Inventories
Property and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Total assets

$1,225,000
125,000
460,000
(55,000)
530,000
620,000
(280,000)
$2,625,000

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Income tax payable
Common stock, $20 par
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity

$1,685,000
110,000
300,000
75,000
455,000
$2,625,000

Cord Corp.
STATEMENT OF INCOME
For the Year Ended December 31, 1990
Net sales

$1,700,000

Operating expenses:
Cost of sales
Selling and administrative
Depreciation
Total operating expenses
Income before income tax
Income tax expense
Net income

570,000
448,000
42,000
1,060,000
640,000
192,000
$ 448,000

Cord’s tax rate for all income items was 30% for both 1990 and 1989, and it made estimated tax payments when due. After
1991, the enacted tax rate is 25%. During the course of the audit, the following additional information (not considered when
the above statements were prepared) was obtained:
1. The investment portfolio consists of short-term investments for which total market value exceeded cost at December 31,
1989. On February 2, 1990, Cord sold one investment costing $100,000 for $130,000. The total of the sale proceeds was
credited to the investment account.
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2.

At December 31, 1990, the market value of the remaining securities in the portfolio was $142,000.

3. The $530,000 inventory total, which was based on a physical count at December 3 1 , 1990, was priced at cost. Subsequently,
it was determined that the inventory cost was overstated by $66,000. At December 31, 1990, the inventory’s market value
approximated the adjusted cost.
4. Pollution control devices costing $48,000, which is high in relation to the cost of the original equipment, were installed
on December 29, 1989, and were charged to repairs in 1989.
5. The original equipment referred to in Item 4, which had a remaining useful life of six years on December 29, 1989, is
being depreciated by the straight-line method for both financial and tax reporting.
6. A lawsuit was filed against Cord in October 1990 claiming damages of $250,000. Cord’s legal counsel believes that an
unfavorable outcome is probable, and a reasonable estimate of the court’s award to the plaintiff is $60,000, which will be
paid in 1992 if the case is settled.
7. Cord determined that its accumulated benefits obligation under the pension plan exceeded the fair value of plan assets
by $40,000 at December 31, 1990. Cord has unrecognized prior service cost of $50,000 at December 31, 1990. Cord funds
the total pension expense each year.
Required:
Prepare journal entries, without explanations, to record the effects of the foregoing data on Cord’s accounting records
at December 31, 1990. Do not prepare corrected financial statements for 1990. The journal entries should be numbered to
correspond with the numbers in the additional information. Include as the last entry any necessary adjustments to the 1990
income tax expense, and support your computations for this entry.
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The decline in market value is considered temporary.
Zues plans to hold these shares indefinitely.

1N90
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 45 to 55 minutes)
Presented below is the unaudited balance sheet as
of December 31, 1989, prepared by the bookkeeper of
Zues Manufacturing Corp.

•

Treasury stock was recorded at cost when Zues pur
chased 200 of its own shares for $32 per share in May
1989. This amount is included in investments.

Zues Manufacturing Corp.
BALANCE SHEET
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989

•

On December 30, 1989, Zues borrowed $500,000
from a bank in exchange for a 10% note payable,
maturing December 30, 1994. Equal principal pay
ments are due December 30 of each year, beginning
in 1990. This note is collateralized by a $250,000 tract
of land acquired as a potential future building site,
which is included in land.

•

The mortgage payable requires $50,000 principal pay
ments, plus interest, at the end of each month. Pay
ments were made on January 31 and February 28,
1990. The balance of this mortgage was due June 30,
1990. On March 1, 1990, prior to issuance of the
audited financial statements, Zues consummated a
noncancelable agreement with the lender to refinance
this mortgage. The new terms require $100,000 annual
principal payments, plus interest, on February 28 of
each year, beginning in 1991. The final payment is
due February 28, 1998.

•

The lawsuit liability will be paid in 1990.

•

Zues elected early application of FASB Statement No.
96, Accounting for Income Taxes.

Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable (net)
Inventories
Prepaid income taxes
Investments
Land
Building
Machinery and equipment
Goodwill
Total assets

$ 225,000
345,700
560,000
40,000
57,700
450,000
1,750,000
1,964,000
37,000
$5,429,400

Liabilities & Stockholders’ Equity
Accounts payable
Mortgage payable
Notes payable
Lawsuit liability
Income taxes payable
Deferred tax liability
Accumulated depreciation
Total liabilities

$ 133,800
900,000
500,000
80,000
61,200
28,000
420,000
$2,123,000

Common stock, $50 par; 40,000
shares issued
Retained earnings
Total stockholders’ equity
Total liabilities and stockholders’
equity

The following is an analysis of the deferred tax liabil
ity at December 31, 1989:
Deferred taxes related to depreciation
Deferred taxes related to a lawsuit
liability
Net deferred tax liability

2,231,000
1,075,400
$3,306,400

$48,000
(20,000)
$28,000

$25,000 of the deferred taxes related to depreciation
will reverse in 1990.

$5,429,400

Your firm has been engaged to perform an audit,
during which the following data are found:

•

The current income tax expense reported in Zues’
1989 income statement was $61,200.

•

•

The company was authorized to issue 100,000 shares
of $50 par value common stock.

Checks totaling $14,000 in payment of accounts pay
able were mailed on December 30, 1989 but were not
recorded until 1990. Late in December 1989, the bank
returned a customer’s $2,000 check, marked “ NSF,”
but no entry was made. Cash includes $100,000
restricted for building purposes.

•

Included in accounts receivable is a $30,000 note due
on December 31, 1992 from Zues’ president.•

•

During 1989, Zues purchased 500 shares of common
stock of a major corporation that supplies Zues with
raw materials. Total cost of this stock was $51,300,
and market value on December 3 1 , 1989 was $47,000.

Required:
Prepare a corrected classified balance sheet as of
December 31, 1989. This financial statement should
include a proper heading, format and necessary descrip
tions.
1M90
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 40 to 50 minutes)
Mart, Inc., is a public company whose shares are
traded in the over-the-counter market. At December 31,
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1988, Mart had 6,000,000 authorized shares of $5 par
value common stock, of which 2,000,000 shares were
issued and outstanding. The stockholders’ equity accounts
at December 31, 1988 had the following balances:
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

$10,000,000
7,500,000
3,250,000

Transactions during 1989and other information
relating to the stockholders’ equityaccounts were as fol
lows:
•

•

•

•

On January 5, 1989, Mart issued at $54 per share,
100,000 shares of $50 par value, 9% cumulative, con
vertible preferred stock. Each share of preferred stock
is convertible, at the option of the holder, into two
shares of common stock. Mart had 250,000 authorized
shares of preferred stock. The preferred stock has a
liquidation value of $55 per share.
On February 1, 1989, Mart reacquired 20,000 shares
of its common stock for $16 per share. Mart uses the
cost method to account for treasury stock.
On March 15, 1989, Mart paid $200,000 for 10,000
shares of common stock of Lew, Inc., a public com
pany whose stock is traded on a national stock
exchange. This stock was acquired for long-term
investment purposes and had a fair market value of
$15 per share on December 31, 1989. This decline in
market value was not considered permanent.•
On April 30, 1989, Mart had completed an additional
public offering of 500,000 shares of its $5 par value

common stock. The stock was sold to the public at
$12 per share, net of offering costs.•
•

On June 17, 1989, Mart declared a cash dividend of
$1 per share of common stock, payable on July 10,
1989 to stockholders of record on July 1, 1989.

•

On November 6, 1989, Mart sold 10,000 shares of
treasury stock for $21 per share.

•

On December 7, 1989, Mart declared the yearly cash
dividend on preferred stock, payable on January 7,
1990 to stockholders of record on December 3 1 , 1989.

•

On January 17, 1990, before the books were closed
for 1989, Mart became aware that the ending invento
ries at December 31, 1988 were overstated by
$200,000. The after-tax effect on 1988 net income
was $140,000. The appropriate correction entry was
recorded the same day.

•

After correction of the beginning inventories, net
income for 1989 was $2,250,000.

Required:
a. Prepare a statement of retained earnings for the
year ended December 31, 1989. Assume that only single
period financial statements for 1989 are presented.
b. Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of
Mart’s balance sheet at December 31, 1989.
c. Compute the book value per share of common
stock at December 31, 1989.

1M89
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 45 to 55 minutes)
Before closing the books for the year ended December 31, 1988, Pitt Corp. prepared the following condensed trial
balance:
Condensed Trial Balance
December 3 1 , 1988
Total assets
Total liabilities
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Donated capital
Retained earnings, 1/1/88
Net sales
Cost of sales
Selling and administrative expenses
Interest expense
Gain on sale of long-term investments
Income tax expense
Loss on disposition of plant assets
Loss due to earthquake damage
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Debit
$ 7,082,500

Credit
$ 1,700,000
1,250,000
2,097,500
90,000
1,650,000
6,250,000

3,750,000
1,212,500
122,500
130,000
300,000
225,000
475,000
$13,167,500

$13,167,500

Selected Questions
Other financial data for the year ended December 31, 1988:
Federal income tax
Estimated tax payments
Accrued
Total charged to income tax expense (Does not properly
reflect current or deferred income tax expense or intraperiod
income tax allocation for income statement purposes.)

$200,000
100,000

$300,000

Pitt elected to apply the provisions of FASB Statement No. 96,
Accounting for Income Taxes, in its financial statements for the
year ended December 31, 1988. The enacted tax rate on all types
of taxable income for the current and future years is 30%. The
alternative minimum tax is less than the regular income tax.
Temporary difference
Excess of book basis over tax basis in depreciable assets (arising from
equipment donated as a capital contribution on December 31, 1988
and expected to be depreciated over five years beginning in 1989).
There were no temporary differences prior to 1988.

$90,000

Non-deductible expenditure
Officers’ life insurance expense

$70,000

Earthquake damage
This damage is considered unusual and infrequent.
Capital structure
Common stock, par value $5 per share, traded on a national exchange:
Number of shares:
Outstanding at 1/1/88
Issued on 3/30/88 as a 10% stock dividend
Sold for $25 per share on 6/30/88
Outstanding at 12/31/88

200,000
20,000
30,000
250,000

Required:
a. Using the multiple-step format, prepare a formal income statement for Pitt for the year ended
December 31, 1988.
b. Prepare a schedule to reconcile net income to taxable income reportable on Pitt’s tax return for 1988.
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II.
A.

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Assets in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles

Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Marketable
Securities

In May 1993, the FASB issued Statement o f Financial
Accounting Standards No. 115, Accounting for Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, superseding
Statement o f Financial Accounting Standards No. 12,
Accounting for Certain Marketable Equity Securities.
Accordingly, future examinations will test knowledge of
SFAS No. 115. Previous examination items have not
been revised to reflect the application of SFAS 115.

On January 2, 1988, Poe purchased 100,000 shares of
Scott Corp. common stock for $1,700,000, representing
30% of Scott’s outstanding common stock and an under
lying equity of $1,400,000 in Scott’s net assets on January
2. Poe, which had no other financial transactions with
Scott during 1988, amortizes goodwill over a 40-year
period. As a result of Poe’s 30% ownership of Scott,
Poe has the ability to exercise significant influence over
Scott’s financial and operating policies.
During 1988, Poe disposed of the following securities:

TM89
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

•

January 18 — sold 2,500 shares of Purl for $13 per
share.

Vane Company has two portfolios of marketable
equity securities. One is classified as a current asset, and
the other is classified as a noncurrent asset. Vane does
not have the ability to exercise significant influence over
any of the companies in either portfolio. Some securities
from each portfolio were sold during the year. One of
the securities in the current portfolio was reclassified to
the noncurrent portfolio when its market value was less
than cost. At the beginning and end of the year, the
aggregate cost of each portfolio exceeded its aggregate
market value by different amounts.

•

June 1 — sold 500 shares of Day, after a 10% stock
dividend was received, for $21 per share.

•

October 1 — converted 500 shares of Axe’s preferred
stock into 1,500 shares of Axe’s common stock, when
the market price was $60 per share for the preferred
stock and $21 per share for the common stock.

Required:
a.
How should Vane measure and report the
income statement effects of the securities sold during the
year from each portfolio?

The following 1988 dividend information pertains to
stock owned by Poe:
•

February 14 — Day issued a 10% stock dividend,
when the market price of Day’s common stock was
$22 per share.

•

April 5 and October 5 — Axe paid dividends of $1.20
per share on its $2.40 preferred stock, to stockholders
of record on March 9 and September 9, respectively.
Axe did not pay dividends on its common stock during
1988.

•

June 30 — Purl paid a $1.00 per share dividend on
its common stock.

•

March 1, June 1, September 1, and December 1 —
Scott paid quarterly dividends of $0.50 per share on
each of these dates. Scott’s net income for the year
ended December 31, 1988 was $1,200,000.

b. How should Vane account for the security which
was reclassified from the current asset portfolio to the
noncurrent asset portfolio?
c. How should Vane report the effects of invest
ments in each portfolio in its balance sheet as of the end
of the year and its income statement for the year? Why?
Do not discuss the securities sold.
1M89
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 40 to 50 minutes)
At December 3 1 , 1987, Poe Corp. properly reported as
current assets the following marketable equity securities:
Axe Corp., 1,000 shares, $2.40 con
vertible preferred stock
Purl Inc., 6,000 shares of common stock
Day Co., 2,000 shares of common stock
Marketable equity securities at cost
Less valuation allowance
Marketable equity securities at
market value

$ 40,000
60,000
55,000
155,000
7,000
$148,000

At December 31, 1988, Poe’s management intended
to hold Scott’s stock as a long-term investment, with the
remaining investments being considered as temporary.
Market prices per share of the marketable equity securities
were as follows:

Axe Corp. — preferred
Axe Corp. — common
Purl, Inc. — common
Day Co. — common
Scott Corp. — common
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At December 31,
1988
1987
$42
$56
20
18
11
11
22
20
16
18

Selected Questions
All of the foregoing stocks are listed on major stock
exchanges. Declines in market value from cost would not
be considered permanent.
Required:

information necessary to determine the related valuation
allowance and unrealized gains and losses.
b. Prepare a schedule to show the carrying amount
of Poe’s noncurrent marketable equity securities at
December 31, 1988.

c. Prepare a schedule showing all revenue, gains,
a.
Prepare a schedule of Poe’s current marketable and losses (realized and unrealized) relating to Poe’s
investments for the year ended December 31, 1988.
equity securities at December 31, 1988, including any
B.

Receivables, Accruals, and Related Contra Accounts

1M92
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 45 to 55 minutes)
Number 4 consists of two unrelated parts.*
Number 4(b)
Sigma Co. began operations on January 1, 1990. On December 31, 1990, Sigma provided for uncollectible accounts
based on 1% of annual credit sales. On January 1, 1991, Sigma changed its method of determining its allowance for
uncollectible accounts by applying certain percentages to the accounts receivable aging as follows:
Days past
invoice date
0-30
31-90
91 - 180
Over 180

Percent deemed
to be uncollectible
1
5
20
80

In addition, Sigma wrote off all accounts receivable that were over one year old. The following additional information
relates to the years ended December 31, 1991, and 1990:

Credit sales
Collections
Accounts written off
Recovery of accounts previously written off
Days past invoice
date at 12/31
0-30
31 - 90
91 - 180
Over 180

1991
$3,000,000
2,915,000
27,000
7,000

1990
$2,800,000
2,400,000
None
None

300,000
80,000
60,000
25,000

250,000
90,000
45,000
15,000

Required:
a. Prepare a schedule showing the calculation of the allowance for uncollectible accounts at December 31, 1991.
b. Prepare a schedule showing the computation of the provision for uncollectible accounts for the year ended December
31, 1991.

*The item omitted can be found in another Content Specification Group.
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TN91
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

d.
What are the two basic approaches to estimating
uncollectible accounts under the allowance method? What
is the rationale for each approach?

On September 30, 1989, Industrial Machinery Co.
sold a machine and accepted the customer’s noninterest
bearing note. Industrial normally makes sales on a cash
basis. Since the machine was unique, its sales price was
not determinable using Industrial’s normal pricing prac
tices.
After receiving the first of two equal annual install
ments on September 30, 1990, Industrial immediately
discounted the note with recourse. On October 9, 1991,
Industrial received notice that the note was dishonored,
and it paid all amounts due. At all times prior to default,
the note was reasonably expected to be paid in full.

C. Inventories
TM93

Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)

Blaedon Co. makes ongoing design refinements to lawn
mowers that are produced for it by contractors. Blaedon
stores the lawnmowers in its own warehouse and sells
them at list price, directly to retailers. Blaedon uses the
FIFO inventory method. Approximately two-thirds of
new lawnmower sales involve trade-ins. For each used
lawnmower traded in and returned to Blaedon, retailers
receive
a $40 allowance regardless of whether the tradeRequired:
in was associated with a sale of a 1992 or 1993 model.
a. 1. How should Industrial determine the sales
Blaedon’s net realizable value on a used lawnmower
price of the machine?
$25.
2.
How should Industrial report the effectsaverages
of
At December 31, 1992, Blaedon’s inventory of new
the noninterest-bearing note on its income statement for
lawnmowers includes both 1992 and 1993 models. When
the year ended December 3 1 , 1989? Why is this account
the
1993 model was introduced in September 1992, the
ing presentation appropriate?
list price of the remaining 1992 model lawnmowers was
reduced below cost. Blaedon is experiencing rising costs.
b. What are the effects of the discounting of the
note receivable with recourse on Industrial’s income
Required:
statement for the year ended December 31, 1990, and its
a. At December 31, 1992, how should Blaedon
balance sheet at December 31, 1990?
determine the carrying amounts assigned to its lawn
mower inventory of
c. How should Industrial account for the effects
1. 1993 models?
of the note being dishonored?
2. 1992 models?
TM90

Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Magrath Company has an operating cycle of less
than one year and provides credit terms for all of its
customers. On April 1 , 1989, the company factored, with
out recourse, some of its accounts receivable.
On July 1, 1989, Magrath sold special order mer
chandise and received a noninterest-bearing note due June
30, 1991. The market rate of interest for this note is
determinable.
Magrath uses the allowance method to account for
uncollectible accounts. During 1989, some accounts were
written off as uncollectible and other accounts previously
written off as uncollectible were collected.
Required:
a. How should Magrath account for and report the
accounts receivable factored on April 1, 1989? Why is
this accounting treatment appropriate?
b. How should Magrath report the effects of the
noninterest-bearing note on its income statement for the
year ended December 31, 1989, and its December 31,
1989 balance sheet?
c. How should Magrath account for the collection
of the accounts previously written off as uncollectible?

b. Considering only the 1993 model lawnmower,
explain the impact of the FIFO cost flow assumptions on
Blaedon’s 1992
1. Income statement amounts.
2. Balance sheet amounts.
1N92

Number 4 (Estimated tim e-------45 to 55 minutes)
Number 4 consists of two unrelated parts.*
Number 4(b)
On January 1, 1989, Silver Industries, Inc. adopted the
dollar-value LIFO method of determining inventory costs
for financial and income tax reporting. The following
information relates to this change:
•

Silver has continued to use the FIFO method, which
approximates current costs, for internal reporting pur
poses. Silver’s FIFO inventories at December 31,
1989, 1990, and 1991 were $100,000, $137,500, and
$195,000, respectively.

•

The FIFO inventory amounts are converted to dollarvalue LIFO amounts using a single inventory pool and

*The item omitted can be found in another Content Specification
Group.
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Selected Questions
cost indices developed using the link-chain method.
Silver estimated that the current year cost change indi
ces, which measure year-to-year cost changes, were
1.25 for 1990 and 1.20 for 1991.
Required:
Prepare a schedule showing the computation of Sil
ver’s dollar-value LIFO inventory at December 31, 1990
and 1991. Show all calculations.
TM91
Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Happlia Co. imports expensive household appli
ances. Each model has many variations and each unit
has an identification number. Happlia pays all costs for
getting the goods from the port to its central warehouse
in Des Moines. After repackaging, the goods are con
signed to retailers. A retailer makes a sale, simultaneously
buys the appliance from Happlia, and pays the balance
due within one week.
To alleviate the overstocking of refrigerators at a
Minneapolis retailer, some were reshipped to a Kansas
City retailer where they were still held in inventory at
December 31, 1990. Happlia paid the costs of this
reshipment.
Happlia uses the specific identification inventory
costing method.
Required:
a. In regard to the specific identification inventory
costing method
1. Describe its key elements.
2. Discuss why it is appropriate for Happlia
to use this method.

b. How should Huddell account for the warehous
ing costs? Why?
c. 1. What are the advantages of using the dollar
value LIFO method as opposed to the traditional LIFO
method?
2.
How does the application of the dollar value
LIFO method differ from the application of the traditional
LIFO method?
d. 1. In the calculation of the cost to retail per
centage used to determine the estimated cost of its ending
retail inventories, how should Huddell use
• Net markups?
• Net markdowns?
2.
Why does Huddell’s retail inventory
method approximate lower of average cost or market?
TM89
Number 3 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Steel Company, a wholesaler that has been in busi
ness for two years, purchases its inventories from various
suppliers. During the two years, each purchase has been
at a lower price than the previous purchase.
Steel uses the lower of FIFO cost or market method
to value inventories. The original cost of the inventories
is above replacement cost and below the net realizable
value. The net realizable value less the normal profit
margin is below the replacement cost.
Required:
a. In general, what criteria should be used to deter
mine which costs should be included in inventory?

b. 1. What general criteria should Happlia use to
b. In general, why is the lower of cost or market
determine inventory carrying amounts at December 31,
rule used to report inventory?
1990? Ignore lower of cost or market considerations.
2.
Give four examples of costs included in c. At what amount should Steel’s inventories be
these inventory carrying amounts.
reported on the balance sheet? Explain the application of
the lower of cost or market rule in this situation.
c. What costs should be reported in Happlia’s 1990
income statement? Ignore lower of cost or market consid
d. What would have been the effect on ending
erations.
inventories and net income for the second year had Steel
used the lower of average cost or market inventory
TM90
method instead of the lower of FIFO cost or market
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
inventory method? Why?
Huddell Company, which is both a wholesaler and
D. Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or
retailer, purchases merchandise from various suppliers
Leased and Related Contra Accounts
FOB destination, and incurs substantial warehousing
costs.
TN92
The dollar value LIFO method is used for the whole
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
sale inventories.
Huddell determines the estimated cost of its retail
Winter Sports Co. rents winter sports equipment to
ending inventories using the conventional retail inventory
the public. Snowmobiles are depreciated by the double
method, which approximates lower of average cost or
declining balance method. Before the season began, the
market.
estimated lives of several snowmobiles were extended
Required:
because engines were replaced. Winter was given thirty
a.
When should the purchases from various suppli days to pay for the engines. Winter gave the old engines
ers generally be included in Huddell’s inventory? Why?
to a local mechanic who agreed to provide repairs and
FA-165
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maintenance service in the next year equal to the fair
value of the engines. Rental skis, poles, and boots are
capitalized and depreciated according to the inventory
(appraisal) method.
Required:
a. How would Winter account for the purchase of
the new engines and the transfer of the old engines to
the local mechanic if the old engines’ costs are
1. Known?
2. Unknown?

Required:
a. Distinguish between capital and revenue expen
ditures.
b. Indicate how expenditures for each of the fol
lowing should be accounted for and reported by Bristol
at the time incurred and in subsequent accounting periods.
1. Purchase of land.
2. Construction of factory.
3. Grading and paving parking lot.
4. Payment of normal factory maintenance
costs.

b. 1. What are two assumptions underlying use
Do not discuss capitalization of interest during con
of an accelerated depreciation method?
struction in your response.
2.
How should Winter calculate the snowmo
biles’ depreciation?
1N89
Number 4 (Estimated tim e------ 45 to 55 minutes)
c. How should Winter calculate and report the
costs of the skis, poles, and boots in its balance sheets
Nan Co.’s property, plant, and equipment and accu
and income statements?
mulated depreciation and amortization balances at
December 31, 1987 are:
TN91
Number 3 (Estimated tim e-------15 to 25 minutes)
Accumulated
Cost
Depreciation
Portland Co. uses the straight-line depreciation
method for depreciable assets. All assets are depreciated
Land
$ 275,000
individually except manufacturing machinery, which is
Buildings
2,800,000 $ 672,900
depreciated by the composite method.
Machinery and equipment
1,380,000
367,500
During the year, Portland exchanged a delivery truck
210,000
Automobiles and trucks
114,326
with Maine Co. for a larger delivery truck. It paid cash
Leasehold improvements
432,000
108,000
equal to 10% of the larger truck’s value.
$5,097,000 $1,262,726
Totals
Required:
a. What factors should have influenced Portland’s
selection of the straight-line depreciation method?

Additional information follows:

Depreciation and amortization methods and useful lives
Buildings — 150% declining balance; 25 years.
Machinery and equipment — straight-line; 10 years.
Automobiles and trucks — 150% declining balance;
c. 1. What benefits should Portland derive from
five years, all acquired after 1985.
using the composite method rather than the individual
Leasehold improvements — straight-line.
basis for manufacturing machinery?
Depreciation is computed to the nearest month.
2.
How should Portland have calculated the
manufacturing machinery’s annual depreciation expense
Salvage values of depreciable assets are immaterial except
in its first year of operation?
for automobiles and trucks which have estimated salvage
values equal to 15% of cost.
TN89
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Other additional information*•
b. How should Portland account for and report the
truck exchange transaction?

Bristol Company purchased land as a site for con
struction of a factory. Outside contractors were engaged
to:
•

Construct the factory.

•

Grade and pave a parking lot adjacent to the factory
for the exclusive use of the factory workers.

•

Nan entered into a twelve-year operating lease starting
January 1, 1985. The leasehold improvements were
completed on December 3 1 , 1984 and the facility was
occupied on January 1, 1985.

•

On January 6, 1988, Nan completed its self-construc
tion of a building on its own land. Direct costs of
construction were $1,095,000. Construction of the
building required 15,000 direct labor hours. Nan’s
construction department has an overhead allocation
system for outside jobs based on an activity denomina
tor of 100,000 direct labor hours, budgeted fixed costs

Operations at the new location began during the year
and normal factory maintenance costs were incurred after
production began.
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Selected Questions
of $2,500,000, and budgeted variable costs of $27 per
direct labor hour.
•

On July 1, 1988, machinery and equipment were pur
chased at a total invoice cost of $325,000. Additional
costs of $23,000 to rectify damage on delivery and
$18,000 for concrete embedding of machinery were
incurred. A wall had to be demolished to enable a
large machine to be moved into the plant. The wall
demolition cost $7,000, and rebuilding of the wall
cost $19,000.

•

On August 3 0 , 1988, Nan purchased a new automobile
for $25,000.

•

On September 3 0 , 1988, a truck with a cost of $48,000
and a carrying amount of $30,000 on December 31,
1987 was sold for $23,500.

•

On November 4, 1988, Nan purchased a tract of land
for investment purposes for $700,000. Nan thinks it
might use the land as a potential future building site.

•

On December 20, 1988, a machine with a cost of
$17,000, a carrying amount of $2,975 on date of dispo
sition, and a market value of $4,000 was given to a
corporate officer in partial liquidation of a debt.

Required:
168.

Detach the tear-out worksheet on page FA-

a. Analyze the changes in each of the property,
plant, and equipment accounts during 1988 by completing
Schedule No. 1.
b. 1. For each asset category, prepare a schedule
showing calculations for depreciation or amortization
expense for the year ended December 31, 1988. Round
computations to the nearest whole dollar.
2.
Analyze the changes in accumulated depreci
ation and amortization by completing Schedule No. 2.
c. Prepare a schedule showing gain or loss on dis
position of property, plant, and equipment.
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1N89
Number 4 (Tear-out Worksheet)

Candidate’s N o.____
State_______ ______
Question No. 4 Page

a.
Schedule 1
Nan Co.
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN PROPERTY,
PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Balance
12/31/87
Land

Decrease

Balance
12/31/88

$ 275,000

Buildings

2,800,000

Machinery and equipment

1,380,000

Automobiles and trucks

210,000

Leasehold improvements

432,000

Totals

Increase

$5,097,000

b. 2.
Schedule 2
Nan Co.
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Balance
12/31/87
Buildings

$ 672,900

Machinery and equipment

367,500

Automobiles and trucks

114,326

Leasehold improvements

108,000

Totals

Increase

$1,262,726

FA-168

Decrease

Balance
12/31/88

Selected Questions
E.

Required:
a. In general, distinguish between investor income
reporting under the cost method and under the equity
method. Which method is more consistent with accrual
accounting? Why?

Investments

TN90
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Since Grumer Co.’s inception, Monroe Co. has
owned 18% of Grumer’s outstanding common stock.
Monroe provides three key management personnel to
Grumer and purchased 25% of Grumer’s output during
1989. Grumer is profitable. On January 2, 1990, Monroe
purchased additional common stock to finance Grumer’s
expansion, thereby becoming a 30% owner. Grumer’s
common stock does not have a quoted market price. The
stock has always been issued at its book value, which is
assumed to approximate its fair value.

b. Prior to January 2, 1990, what specific factors
should Monroe have considered in determining the appro
priate method of accounting for its investment in Grumer?
c. For purposes of your answer to c only, assume
Monroe used the cost method in accounting for its invest
ment in Grumer prior to January 2, 1990. Describe the
book adjustments required on January 2, 1990, when
Monroe became owner of 30% of the outstanding com
mon stock of Grumer.
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III. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
1M92
Number 5 (Estimated time---- 40 to 50 minutes)
The following is the long-term liabilities section of Tempo Co.’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet:
Long-term liabilities:
Note payable — bank; 15 principal payments of $5,000, plus 10% interest
due annually on September 30
Less current portion

$75,000
5,000

Capital lease obligation — 16 payments of $9,000 due annually on January 1
Less current portion
Deferred income tax liability
Total long-term liabilities

$ 70,000

$76,600
1,340

75,260
15,750
$161,010

•

Tempo’s incremental borrowing rate on the date of the lease was 11% and the lessor’s implicit rate, which was known
by Tempo, was 10%.

•

The only difference between Tempo’s taxable income and pretax accounting income is depreciation on a machine acquired
on January 1, 1990, for $250,000. The machine’s estimated useful life is five years, with no salvage value. Depreciation
is computed using the straight-line method for financial reporting purposes and the MACRS method for tax purposes.
Depreciation expense for tax and financial reporting purposes for 1991 through 1994 is as follows:

Year
1991
1992
1993
1994

Tax depreciation
$80,000
40,000
35,000
30,000

Financial depreciation
$50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

Tax depreciation
over (under)
financial depreciation
$30,000
(10,000)
(15,000)
(20,000)

The enacted federal income tax rates are 30% for 1990 and 1991, and 35% for 1992 through 1994.
•

Included in Tempo’s December 1990, balance sheet was a deferred tax asset of $9,000.

•

For the year ended December 31, 1991, Tempo’s income before income taxes was $430,000.

•

On July 1, 1991, Tempo received proceeds of $459,725 from a $500,000 bond issuance. The bonds mature in 30 years
and interest of 11% is payable each January 1 and July 1. The bonds were issued at a price to yield the investors 12%.
Tempo uses the effective interest method to amortize the bond discount.

Required:
a. Prepare a schedule showing Tempo’s income before income taxes, current income tax expense,

deferred income

tax expense, and net income. Show supporting calculations for current and deferred income tax amounts.

b.
c.

Prepare a schedule showing the calculation of Tempo’s interest expense for the year ended December 31, 1991.
Prepare the long-term liabilities section of Tempo’s December 3 1 , 1991, balance sheet. Show supporting calculations.

FA-170

Selected Questions

D. Capitalized Lease Liability

2.
Evaluate Port’s leaseback of the equipment
in terms of each of the four criteria for determination of
a capital lease.

1M93
Number 4 (Estimated time---- 40 to 50 minutes)
Number 4 consists of two unrelated parts.*
Number 4(b)

b. How should Port account for the sale portion
of the sale-leaseback transaction at December 31, 1989?

On January 2, 1992, Elsee Co. leased equipment from
Grant, Inc. Lease payments are $100,000, payable annu
ally every December 31 for twenty years. Title to the
equipment passes to Elsee at the end of the lease term.
The lease is noncancelable.
Additional facts:
•

The equipment has a $750,000 carrying amount on
Grant’s books. Its estimated economic life was 25
years on January 2, 1992.

•

The rate implicit in the lease, which is known to Elsee,
is 10%. Elsee’s incremental borrowing rate is 12%.

•

Elsee uses the straight-line method of depreciation.

The rounded present value factors of an ordinary annuity
for 20 years are as follows:
12%
10%

c. How should Port report the leaseback portion
of the sale-leaseback transaction on its December 31,
1990, balance sheet?
TM89
Number 5 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)
On January 1, 1988, Von Company entered into two
noncancellable leases for new machines to be used in its
manufacturing operations. The first lease does not contain
a bargain purchase option; the lease term is equal to 80
percent of the estimated economic life of the machine.
The second lease contains a bargain purchase option; the
lease term is equal to 50 percent of the estimated eco
nomic life of the machine.

Required:
a. What is the theoretical basis for requiring lessees
to capitalize certain long-term leases? Do not discuss the
specificcriteria for classifyinga lease as a capital lease.
b. How should a lessee account for a capital lease
at its inception?

7.5
8.5

Required:
Prepare the necessary journal entries, without expla
nations, to be recorded by Elsee for:
1. entering into the lease on January 2, 1992.
2. making the lease payment on December 3 1 , 1992.
3. expenses related to the lease for the year ended
December 31, 1992.
Show supporting calculations for all entries.

c. How should a lessee record each minimum lease
payment for a capital lease?
d.

How should Von classify each of the two leases?

Why?

E. Employee Benefits
TM92
Number 5 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)

TM91
Number 4 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)
On December 31, 1989, Port Co. sold six-month old
equipment at fair value and leased it back. There was a
loss on the sale. Port pays all insurance, maintenance,
and taxes on the equipment. The lease provides for eight
equal annual payments, beginning December 31, 1990,
with a present value equal to 85% of the equipment’s
fair value and sales price. The lease’s term is equal to
80% of the equipment’s useful life. There is no provision
for Port to reacquire ownership of the equipment at the
end of the lease term.

At December 31, 1991, as a result of its single
employer defined benefit pension plan, Bighorn Co. had
an unrecognized net loss and an unfunded accrued pen
sion cost. Bighorn’s pension plan and its actuarial
assumptions have not changed since it began operations
in 1987. Bighorn has made annual contributions to the
plan.

Required:
a. Identify the components of net pension cost that
should be recognized in Bighorn’s 1991 financial state
ments.

Required:
a.

b.

1. Why is it important to compare an equip
ment’s fair value to its lease payments’ present value and
its useful life to the lease term?

*The item omitted can be found in another Content Specification
Group.

What circumstances caused Bighorn’s
1. Unrecognized net loss?
2. Unfunded accrued pension cost?

c. How should Bighorn compute its minimum pen
sion liability and any additional pension liability?
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Required:
a. Explain

TN90

Number 5 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)

On November 5, 1986, Gunpowder Corp.’s board
of directors approved a stock option plan for key execu
tives. On January 2, 1987, a specific number of stock
options were granted. These options were exercisable
between January 2 , 1989, and December 3 1 , 1991, at 90%
of the quoted market price on January 2 , 1987. The service
period is for 1987 and 1988. Some options were forfeited
when an executive resigned in 1988. All other options
were exercised during 1989.

Required:
a. When

is Gunpowder’s stock option measure
ment date? Why?

b. How should Gunpowder determine the compen
sation expense, if any, for the stock option plan in 1987?
c.

What is the effect of forfeiture of the stock
options on Gunpowder’s financial statements for 1988?
Why?

d. What is the effect of the stock option plan on
the balance sheet at December 31, 1989? Be specific as
to the changes in balance sheet accounts between Novem
ber 5, 1986, and December 31, 1989.
TN89

Number 4 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)
Essex Company has a single-employer defined bene
fit pension plan, and a compensation plan for future vaca
tions for its employees.

Required:
a. Define the interest cost component of net pen
sion cost for a period. How should Essex determine its
interest cost component of net pension cost for a period?

b. Define prior service cost. How should Essex
account for prior service cost? Why?
c. What conditions must be met for Essex to accrue
compensation for future vacations? What is the theoretical
rationale for accruing compensation for future vacations?
F. Notes and Bonds Payable

the purpose of the effective interest
method and the effect of applying the method in 1988
on Corval’s bond premium.

b. What would have been the effect on 1988 inter
est expense, net income, and the carrying amount of the
bonds if Corval had incorrectly adopted the straight-line
interest method instead of the effective interest method?
c. How should Corval calculate and report the
effects of the November 30, 1991, transaction in its 1991
income statement? Why is this presentation appropriate?
d. How should Corval report the effects of the
November 30, 1991, transaction in its statement of cash
flows using the indirect method?
TM92

Number 3 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)

Columbine Co.’s 10-year convertible bonds, issued
and dated October 1, 1989, were common stock equiva
lents. Each $1,000 bond is convertible, at the holder’s
option, into 20 shares of Columbine’s $25 par value com
mon stock. The bonds were issued at a premium when
the common stock traded at $45 per share. After payment
of interest on October 1, 1991, 30% of the bonds were
tendered for conversion when the common stock was
trading at $57 per share. Columbine used the book value
method to account for the conversion.

Required:
a. 1.

How would the issue price of Columbine’s
convertible bonds be determined?
2. How should Columbine account for the
issuance of the convertible bonds? Give the rationale for
this accounting practice.
3. How should Columbine account for the
conversion of the bonds into common stock?

b. 1. How should Columbine determine whether
to include the convertible bonds, which are common stock
equivalents, in computing 1989 primary earnings per
share?
2.
How does the inclusion of convertible
bonds affect the computation of 1989 primary earnings
per share?
TM90
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On June 30, 1988, Corval Co. issued 15-year 12%
bonds at a premium (effective yield 10%). On November
30, 1991, Corval transferred both cash and property to
the bondholders to extinguish the entire debt. The fair
value of the transferred property equaled its carrying
amount. The fair value of the cash and property trans
ferred exceeded the bonds’ carrying amount. [Ignore
income taxes.]

On January 2 , 1987, Drew Company issued 9% term
bonds dated January 2, 1987, at an effective annual inter
est rate (yield) of 10%. Drew uses the effective interest
method of amortization. On July 1, 1989, the bonds were
extinguished early when Drew acquired them in the open
market for a price greater than their face amount.
On September 1, 1989, Drew issued for cash 7%
nonconvertible bonds dated September 1, 1989, with
detachable stock purchase warrants. Immediately after

Number 3 (Estimated time ——15 to 25 minutes)
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Selected Questions
Gap Toothpaste, sold its property because of possible
toxic contamination by Supey of the water supply and
resulting potential adverse public reaction towards its
product. Gap sued Supey for damages. There is a
reasonable possibility that Gap will prevail in the suit.

issuance, both the bonds and the warrants had separately
determined market values.

Required:
a. 1.

Were the 9% term bonds issued at face
amount, at a discount, or at a premium? Why?
2.
Would the amount of interest expense •forAt December 31, 1990, Supey had a noncancellable
the 9% term bonds using the effective interest method of
purchase contract for 10,000 pounds of Chemical XZ,
amortization be higher in the first or second year of the
for delivery in June 1991. Supey does not hedge its
life of the bond issue? Why?
contracts. Supey uses this chemical to make Product
2-Y. In December 1990, the U.S. Food and Drug
b. 1. How should gain or loss on early extin
Administration banned the sale of Product 2-Y in
guishment of debt be determined? Does the early extin
concentrated form. Supey will be allowed to sell Prod
guishment of the 9% term bonds result in a gain or loss?
uct 2-Y in a diluted form; however, it will take at
Why?
least five years to use the 10,000 pounds of Chemical
2.
How should Drew report the early extinXZ. Supey believes the sales price of the diluted prod
guishment of the 9% term bonds on the 1989 income
uct will not be sufficient to recover the contract price
statement?
of Chemical XZ.

c. How should Drew account for the issuance of the
7% nonconvertible bonds with detachable stock purchase
warrants?
TM89

Number 4 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)
On January 2 , 1988, Druid Company issued 9% term
bonds dated January 2, 1988, at an effective interest rate
(yield) of 10%. Druid uses the effective interest method
of amortization.
On December 1 , 1988, Druid issued 8% nonconvert
ible bonds dated December 1 , 1988, with detachable stock
purchase warrants. Immediately after issuance, both the
bonds and the warrants have separately determined fair
market values.

Required:
a. How would the issue price of the 9% bonds be

Required:
a. 1.

In its 1990 financial statements, how should
Supey report the toxic waste cleanup? Why is this
reporting appropriate?
2.
In its 1990 financial statements, how should
Supey report Gap’s claim against it? Why is this reporting
appropriate?

b. In its 1990 financial statements, how should
Supey report the effects of the contract to purchase Chem
ical XZ? Why is this reporting appropriate?
TN89
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Chester Company has the following contingencies:
•

A threat of expropriation exists for one of its manufac
turing plants located in a foreign country. Expropria
tion is deemed to be reasonably possible. Any
b. 1. Were the 9% bonds issued at par, at a dis
compensation from the foreign government would be
count, or at a premium? Why?
less than the carrying amount of the plant.
2.
Using the effective interest method of
amortization, would the amount of interest expense for
• Potential costs exist due to the discovery of a safety
the 9% bonds be higher in the first year or second year?
hazard related to one of its products. These costs are
Why?
probable and can be reasonably estimated.
determined?

c. How should Druid account for the proceeds from
the issuance of the 8% nonconvertible bonds with detach
able stock purchase warrants? Why?
H. Contingent Liabilities and Commitments

•

One of its warehouses located at the base of a mountain
could no longer be insured against rock-slide losses.
No rock-slide losses have occurred.

Required:
a. How should Chester report the threat of expro
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priation of assets? Why?

Supey Chemical Co. encountered the following two
situations in 1990:•

b. How should Chester report the potential costs
due to the safety hazard? Why?

•

c. How should Chester report the noninsurable
rock-slide risk? Why?

Supey must pay an indeterminate amount for toxic
waste cleanup on its land. An adjoining land owner,
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V. Recognition, Measurement, and Presentation of Revenues and Expenses in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
A. Revenues and Gains
Required:
a. Identify the alternatives available to account for
TM93

long-term construction contracts, and specify the criteria
used to determine which method is applicable to a given
contract.

On July 1 , 1991, Bow Construction Co. commenced oper
ations and began constructing a building for Crecy under
a fixed price contract. Anticipated completion date was
June 15, 1993. Bow projects a large profit because it
purchased most of the contract materials at exceptionally
low prices in August 1991.
At the end of each month, Crecy is billed for com
pleted work, for which it pays within 30 days. On Decem
ber 31, 1992, all costs incurred exceed billings on the
contract.
For the Crecy contract, Bow uses the percentage-ofcompletion (cost-to-cost) method for financial statement
purposes. For income tax purposes, Bow qualifies for and
uses the completed-contract method. Bow has no other
contracts and no other differences between financial state
ment and income tax reporting.

b. Identify the appropriate accounting method for
each of Roko’s two contracts, and describe each contract’s
effect on net income for 1989.

Number 4 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)

Required:
a. How should Bow determine that the percentage-

c. Indicate how the accounts related to the Ski
Park contract should be reported on the balance sheet at
December 31, 1989.
B. Expenses and Losses
TM93

Number 5 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)
At December 31, 1992, Niki Co. reviewed the following
situations to consider their impact on its 1992 financial
statements:
•

In December 1992, Niki became aware of a safety
hazard related to one of its products. Estimates of
the probable costs resulting from the hazard include
highest, most likely, and lowest amounts.

•

During 1992, Niki received a note for goods sold to
a customer. The note was sold to a bank with recourse.
The customer filed for bankruptcy in December 1992,
before the note’s 1993 due date.

•

In 1988, Niki moved and assigned the remaining 10
years of its old lease to Pro Co., an unrelated third
party. Pro agreed to make all payments due on the
assigned lease, but Niki has prime responsibility for
the lease to the lessor. At December 31, 1992, it is
reasonably possible that Pro will be unable to make
all payments due on the assigned lease.

•

On November 30, 1992, Niki received goods with a
cost denominated in pounds. During December 1992,
the dollar’s value declined relative to the pound. Niki
believes that the original exchange rate will be restored
by the time payment is due in 1993.

of-completion method is appropriate for the Crecy con
tract?

b.

How should Bow calculate its 1992 income to
be recognized on the Crecy contract? Explain any special
treatment of unused material costs and why it is required.

c. Ignoring income tax effects, specify how the
accounts related to the Crecy contract should be reported
on Bow’s December 31, 1992, balance sheet.
d.
Assuming Bow has elected early adoption of
FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes,
what are the income tax effects of the Crecy contract on
Bow’s 1992 balance sheet and income statement?
TN90
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At December 31, 1989, Roko Co. has two fixed
price construction contracts in progress. Both contracts
have monthly billings supported by certified surveys of
work completed. The contracts are:
•

The Ski Park contract, begun in 1988, is 80% com
plete, is progressing according to bid estimates, and
is expected to be profitable.

The Nassu Village contract, a project to construct 100
condominium units, was begun in 1989. Thirty-five units
have been completed. Work on the remaining units is
delayed by conflicting recommendations on how to over
come unexpected subsoil problems. While the total cost
of the project is uncertain, a loss is not anticipated.

Required:
For each of the following occurrences, state how
Niki should report the impact, if any, on its 1992 financial
statements, and explain why the reporting is appropriate.

a.
b.
c.

The safety hazard.
The customer’s filing for bankruptcy.

Pro’s reasonably possible inability to make all
payments due on the assigned lease.

d. Changes in the exchange rate of the dollar and
the pound.
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Clonal, Inc., a biotechnology company, developed
and patented a diagnostic product called Trouver. Clonal
purchased some research equipment to be used exclu
sively for Trouver and other research equipment to be
used on Trouver and subsequent research projects. Clonal
defeated a legal challenge to its Trouver patent, and began
production and marketing operations for the product.
Corporate headquarters’ costs were allocated to
Clonal’s research division as a percentage of the divi
sion’s salaries.

Required:
a. How should the equipment purchased for Trou
ver be reported in Clonal’s income statements and balance
sheets?

b.

1. Describe the matching principle.
2. Describe the accounting treatment of
research and development costs and consider whether this
is consistent with the matching principle. What is the
justification for the accounting treatment of research and
development costs?

c. How should corporate headquarters’ costs allo
cated to the research division be classified in Clonal’s
income statement? Why?
d. How should the legal expenses incurred in
defending Trouver’s patent be reported in Clonal’s state
ment of cash flows (direct method)?

b. What type of accounting change is Windsor’s
change from the sum-of-the-years’ digits to the straightline depreciation method for all machinery purchased
after 1990? How should Windsor report this change?
c. What type of change occurs when recognition
of vacation pay expense is changed from the cash basis
to the accrual basis? How should Windsor report this
change?
TM90
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Boulder Company appropriately changed its depre
ciation method for its production machinery from the
double-declining balance method to the production
method effective January 1, 1989.
In addition, effective January 1, 1989, Boulder
appropriately changed the salvage values used in comput
ing depreciation for its office equipment.
On December 31, 1989, Boulder appropriately
changed the specific subsidiaries constituting the group
of companies for which consolidated financial statements
are presented.

Required:
a. Identify

any accounting changes in the three
situations described above. For each accounting change
identified, indicate whether Boulder should show:
• The cumulative effect of a change in accounting prin
ciple in net income of the period of change.
• Pro forma effects of retroactive application for all
prior periods presented currently.
• Restatement of the financial statements of all prior
periods presented currently.

Number 4 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)

b. 1. Why are accounting principles, once
adopted, normally continued?
2. What is the rationale for disclosure of a
change from one generally accepted accounting principle
to another generally accepted accounting principle?

On January 1 , 1991, Windsor Corp. made the follow
ing changes in its accounting policies:

Number 5 (Estimated time---- 15 to 25 minutes)

D. Other Items
TN92

•

Changed from the LIFO inventory method to the FIFO
inventory method.

•

Adopted the straight-line depreciation method for all
future machinery acquisitions, but continued to use
sum-of-the-years’ digits depreciation method for all
machinery purchased before 1991.

•

Changed from the cash to the accrual basis of account
ing for accumulated vacation pay.

Windsor prepares two-year comparative financial state
ments.

Required:
a. What type of accounting change is the change
from the LIFO to the FIFO inventory costing method?
How should Windsor report this change in its 1991 com
parative financial statements?

TN89

Hillside Company had a loss during the year ended
December 3 1 , 1988 that is properly reported as an extraor
dinary item.
On July 1 , 1988, Hillside committed itself to a formal
plan for sale of a business segment. A loss is expected
from the proposed sale. Segment operating losses were
incurred continuously throughout 1988, and were
expected to continue until final disposition in 1989. Costs
were incurred in 1988 to relocate segment employees.

Required:
a. How

should Hillside report the extraordinary
item in its income statement? Why?

b. How should Hillside report the effect of the
discontinued operations in its 1988 income statement?
c. How should Hillside report the costs that were
incurred to relocate employees of the discontinued seg
ment? Why?
Do not discuss earnings per share requirements.
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VI. Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues
A. Statement of Cash Flows
1M93
Number 5 (Estimated time---- 45 to 55 minutes)
The following is Omega Corp.’s comparative balance sheet accounts worksheet at December 31, 1992, and 1991, with a
column showing the increase (decrease) from 1991 to 1992.*•
Comparative balance sheet worksheet
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Property, plant and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Investment in Belle Co.
Loan receivable
Total assets

1992
$ 800,000
1,128,000
1,850,000
3,307,000
(1,165,000)
305,000
270,000
$6,495,000

1991
$ 700,000
1,168,000
1,715,000
2,967,000
(1,040,000)
275,000
—
$5,785,000

Accounts payable
Income taxes payable
Dividends payable
Capital lease obligation
Capital stock, common, $1 par
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity

$1,015,000
30,000
80,000
400,000
500,000
1,500,000
2,970,000
$6,495,000

$ 955,000
50,000
90,000
—
500,000
1,500,000
2,690,000
$5,785,000

Increase
(Decrease)
$100,000
(40,000)
135,000
340,000
(125,000)
30,000
270,000
$710,000
$ 60,000
(20,000)
(10,000)
$400,000
—
—

280,000
$710,000

Additional information:*•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On December 31, 1991, Omega acquired 25% of Belle Co.’s common stock for $275,000. On that date, the carrying
value of Belle’s assets and liabilities, which approximated their fair values, was $1,100,000. Belle reported income of
$120,000 for the year ended December 31, 1992. No dividend was paid on Belle’s common stock during the year.
During 1992, Omega loaned $300,000 to Chase Co., an unrelated company. Chase made the first semi-annual principal
repayment of $30,000, plus interest at 10%, on October 1, 1992.
On January 2, 1992, Omega sold equipment costing $60,000, with a carrying amount of $35,000, for $40,000 cash.
On December 31, 1992, Omega entered into a capital lease for an office building. The present value of the annual rental
payments is $400,000, which equals the fair value of the building. Omega made the first rental payment of $60,000 when
due on January 2, 1993.
Net income for 1992 was $360,000.
Omega declared and paid cash dividends for 1992 and 1991 as follows:
Declared
Paid
Amount

_______ 1992_______
December 15, 1992
February 28, 1993
$80,000

Required:

______ 1991______
December 15, 1991
February 28, 1992
$90,000

Prepare a statement of cash flows for Omega, Inc. for the year ended December 31, 1992, using the indirect method.
Supplemental schedules and disclosures are not required. A worksheet is not required.
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Presented below are the condensed statements of financial position of Linden Consulting Associates as of December
31, 1989 and 1988, and the condensed statement of income for the year ended December 31, 1989.
Linden Consulting Associates

CONDENSED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31, 1989 and 1988

Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable, net
Investment in Zach, Inc., at equity
Property and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Excess of cost over book value of
investment in Zach, Inc. (net)
Total assets
Liabilities and Partners’ Equity
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Mortgage payable
Partners’ equity
Total liabilities and partners’ equity

1989

1988

Net change
increase
(decrease)

$ 652,000
446,000
550,000
1,270,000
(190,000)

$ 280,000
368,000
466,000
1,100,000
(130,000)

$372,000
78,000
84,000
170,000
(60,000)

152,000
$2,880,000

156,000
$2,240,000

(4,000)
$640,000

$ 320,000
250,000
2,310,000
$2,880,000

$ 270,000
270,000
1,700,000
$2,240,000

$ 50,000
(20,000)
610,000
$640,000

Linden Consulting Associates

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF INCOME
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Fee revenue
Operating expenses
Operating income
Equity in earnings of Zach, Inc. (net of $4,000 amortization of excess
of cost over book value)
Net income -
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$2,664,000
1,940,000
724,000
176,000
$ 900,000
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1N90
Number 5 (cont.)
Additional information:
•

On December 31, 1988, partners’ capital and profit sharing percentages were as follows:
Capital
$1,020,000
680,000
$1,700,000

Garr
Pat

•

Profit sharing %
60%
40%

On January 1, 1989, Garr and Pat admitted Scott to the partnership for a cash payment of $340,000 to Linden Consulting
Associates as the agreed amount of Scott’s beginning capital account. In addition, Scott paid a $50,000 cash bonus
directly to Garr and Pat. This amount was divided $30,000 to Garr and $20,000 to Pat. The new profit sharing arrangement
is as follows:
50%
30%
20%

GanPat
Scott
•

On October 1, 1989, Linden purchased and paid for an office computer costing $170,000, including $15,000 for sales
tax, delivery, and installation. There were no dispositions of property and equipment during 1989.

•

Throughout 1989, Linden owned 25% of Zach, Inc.’s common stock. As a result of this ownership interest, Linden can
exercise significant influence over Zach’s operating and financial policies. During 1989, Zach paid dividends totaling
$384,000 and reported net income of $720,000. Linden’s 1989 amortization of excess of cost over book value in Zach
was $4,000.

•

Partners’ drawings for 1989 were as follows:
Garr
Pat
Scott

$280,000
200,000
150,000
$630,000

Required:
a. Using the direct method, prepare Linden’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 1989.
b. Prepare a reconciliation of net income to net cash provided by operating activities.
c. Prepare an analysis of changes in partners’ capital accounts for the year ended December 31, 1989.
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Presented below are the balance sheet accounts of Kern, Inc. as of December 31, 1988 and 1987 and their net changes.

Assets
Cash
Marketable equity securities, at cost
Allowance to reduce marketable
equity securities to market
Accounts receivable, net
Inventories
Investment in Word Corp., at equity
Property, plant and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Patent, net
Total assets
Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Note payable, long-term
Deferred income taxes
Common stock, $10 par value
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total liabilities and
stockholders’ equity

1988

1987

Net change

$ 471,000
150,000

$ 307,000
250,000

$ 164,000
(100,000)

(10,000)
550,000
810,000
420,000
1,145,000
(345,000)
109,000
$3,300,000

(25,000)
515,000
890,000
390,000
1,070,000
(280,000)
118,000
$3,235,000

15,000
35,000
(80,000)
30,000
75,000
(65,000)
(9,000)
$ 65,000

$ 845,000
600,000
190,000
850,000
230,000
585,000

$ 960,000
900,000
190,000
650,000
170,000
365,000

$ (115,000)
(300,000)

$3,300,000

$3,235,000

$

—

200,000
60,000
220,000
65,000

Additional information:*•
• On January 2, 1988, Kern sold equipment costing $45,000, with a carrying amount of $28,000, for $18,000 cash.
•

On March 31, 1988, Kern sold one of its marketable equity security holdings for $119,000 cash. There were no other
transactions involving marketable equity securities.

•

On April 15, 1988, Kern issued 20,000 shares of its common stock for cash at $13 per share.

•

On July 1, 1988, Kern purchased equipment for $120,000 cash.

•

Kern’s net income for 1988 is $305,000. Kern paid a cash dividend of $85,000 on October 26, 1988.

•

Kern acquired a 20% interest in Word Corp.’s common stock during 1985. There was no goodwill attributable to the
investment which is appropriately accounted for by the equity method. Word reported net income of $150,000 for the
year ended December 31, 1988. No dividend was paid on Word’s common stock during 1988.

Required:
Prepare a statement of cash flows for Kern, Inc. for the year ended December 31, 1988 using the indirect method. A
worksheet is not required.
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B.

Consolidated and Combined Financial
Statements

•

Pine accounts for its investment in Strand using the
equity method.

TM92
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•

On September 1, 1991, Plains Corp. acquired all of
Sox Corp.’s outstanding stock for cash. The fair value of
Sox’s net assets was less than the purchase price but
greater than the net carrying amount. During November
1991, Plains sold goods to Sox at a price that included
its normal markup. At December 31, 1991, 20% of these
goods remained in Sox’s inventory. The separate legal
entities were maintained and Sox uses push-down
accounting for its separate financial statements.

On March 31, 1990, the fair values of Strand’s assets
and liabilities equaled their book values, except for
its long-term investment in marketable equity securi
ties, for which the aggregate market value exceeded
aggregate cost by $600,000.

•

On March 10, 1990, Strand paid a cash dividend total
ing $250,000 on its common stock.

•

On November 15, 1990, Pine paid a cash dividend
totaling $1,500,000 on its common stock.

Required:
Ignore income tax considerations when answering
all questions.

•

During August 1990, Pine sold merchandise to Strand
at a profit of $800,000. At December 31, 1990, onefourth of this merchandise remained in Strand’s inven
tory.

•

For the period April 1 through December 31, 1990,
Strand paid Pine management fees totaling $150,000.

•

Strand’s 1990 net income was $1,450,000. Pine’s
1990 income was $2,240,000, before considering
equity in Strand’s net income.

•

The balances in retained earnings at December 31,
1989, were $6,820,000 and $2,290,000 for Pine and
Strand, respectively.

a. 1. Specify three reasons for preparing consoli
dated financial statements that present operating results,
cash flows, and financial position as if a parent company
and its subsidiaries were a single entity.
2. What changes in Plains’ September 1 , 1991,
consolidated balance sheet will result from this acquisi
tion?
3. In preparing Plains’ December 31, 1991,
consolidated financial statements, what adjustments or
eliminations are required as a consequence of the inter
company sales?
b. In preparing separate financial statements
immediately after acquisition (September 1, 1991), what
is the effect of the purchase on the balance sheet of:
1. Plains?
2. Sox (which uses push-down accounting)?
1N91
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Pine Corp. issued 200,000 shares of its $10 par
common stock on March 31, 1990, to acquire all of the
outstanding $25 par value common stock of Strand, Inc.
The business combination meets all conditions for a pool
ing of interests. On March 31, 1990, the market price of
Pine’s common stock was $35 a share. Both corporations
continued to operate as separate businesses, maintaining
separate accounting records with years ending December
31.
On March 31, 1990, immediately before the combi
nation, the stockholders’ equities were•
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

Pine
$ 5,500,000
4,200,000
7,360,000
$17,060,000

Strand
$2,500,000
470,000
2,430,000
$5,400,000

Additional information•
• During March 1990, Pine paid $720,000 for expendi
tures relating to the business combination with Strand.

Required:
a. Prepare Pine Corp.’s journal entries to record

the business combination with Strand, Inc. and the expen
ditures relating to the business combination.
b. Prepare a schedule to compute the investment
in Strand, Inc., at equity, at December 31, 1990.

c. Prepare a formal consolidated statement of
changes in retained earnings of Pine Corp. and its subsid
iary Strand, Inc. for the year ended December 31, 1990.
1M90
Number 4 (Estimated tim e ------- 45 to 55 minutes)

Cain Corp. acquired all of the outstanding $10 par
value voting common stock of Frey, Inc. on January 1,
1989 in exchange for 25,000 shares of its $10 par value
voting common stock. On December 31, 1988, Cain’s
common stock had a closing market price of $30 per
share on a national stock exchange. The acquisition was
appropriately accounted for as a purchase. Both compa
nies continued to operate as separate business entities
maintaining separate accounting records with years end
ing December 31.
On December 31, 1989, the companies had con
densed financial statements as follows:
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Selected Questions
Cain Corp.
Dr. (Cr.)

Additional information follows:

Frey, Inc.
Dr. (Cr.)

Income Statement
$(3,800,000) $(1,500,000)
Net sales
(40,000)
Dividends from Frey
(30,000)
Gain on sale of warehouse
870,000
2,360,000
Cost of goods sold
Operating expenses
1,100,000
440,000
(including depreciation)
Net income
$ (410,000) $ (190,000)
Retained Earnings
Statement
Balance, 1/1/89
Net income
Dividends paid
Balance, 12/31/89
Balance Sheet
Assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable
(net)
Inventories
Land, plant and
equipment
Accumulated deprecia
tion
Investment in Frey (at
cost)
Total Assets

•

There were no changes in the common stock and
additional paid-in capital accounts during 1989 except
the one necessitated by Cain’s acquisition of Frey.

•

At the acquisition date, the fair value of Frey’s
machinery exceeded its book value by $54,000. The
excess cost will be amortized over the estimated aver
age remaining life of six years. The fair values of all
of Frey’s other assets and liabilities were equal to
their book values. Any goodwill resulting from the
acquisition will be amortized over a 20-year period.

•

On July 1, 1989, Cain sold a warehouse facility to
Frey for $129,000 cash. At the date of sale, Cain’s
book values were $33,000 for the land and $66,000
for the undepreciated cost of the building. Based on
a real estate appraisal, Frey allocated $43,000 of the
purchase price to land and $86,000 to building. Frey
is depreciating the building over its estimated fiveyear remaining useful life by the straight-line method
with no salvage value.

•

During 1989, Cain purchased merchandise from Frey
at an aggregate invoice price of $180,000, which
included a 100% markup on Frey’s cost. At December
3 1 , 1989, Cain owed Frey $86,000 on these purchases,
and $36,000 of this merchandise remained in Cain’s
inventory.

$ (440,000) $ (156,000)
(410,000)
(190,000)
40,000
$ (850,000) $ (306,000)

$

570,000

$

150,000

860,000
1,060,000

350,000
410,000

1,320,000

680,000

(370,000)
750,000
$ 4,190,000

(210,000)

$ 1,380,000

Liabilities & Stockholders’
Equity:
Accounts payable &
$(1,340,000) $ (594,000)
accrued expenses
Common stock ($10
par)
(1,700,000)
(400,000)
Additional paid-in
capital
(300,000)
(80,000)
Retained earnings
(850,000).
(306,000)
Total Liabilities &
Stockholders’
Equity
$(4,190,000) $(1,380,000)

Required:
182.

Detach the tear-out worksheet on page FA-

Complete the tear-out worksheet that would be used to
prepare a consolidated income statement and a consoli
dated retained earnings statement for the year ended
December 31, 1989, and a consolidated balance sheet as
of December 31, 1989. Formal consolidated statements
and adjusting entries are not required. Ignore income
tax considerations. Supporting computations should be
in good form. Include the completed tear-out worksheet
in the proper sequence and include it with the other answer
sheets.
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1M90
Number 4 (Tear-out Worksheet)

Candidate’s N o.____
State_____ ________
Question No. 4 Page
Cain Corp. and Subsidiary
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT WORKSHEET
December 31, 1989

Income Statement
Net sales
Dividends from Frey
Gain on sale of warehouse
Cost of goods sold
Operating expenses
(including depreciation)

Cain Corp.
Dr. (Cr.)

Frey, Inc.
Dr. (Cr.)

(3,800,000)
(40,000)
(30,000)
2,360,000

(1,500,000)

1,100,000

870,000
440,000

(410,000)

(190,000)

Balance, 1/1/89
Net income
Dividends paid

(440,000)
(410,000)

(156,000)
(190,000)
40,000

Balance, 12/31/89

(850,000)

(306,000)

570,000
860,000
1,060,000
1,320,000
(370,000)
750,000

150,000
350,000
410,000
680,000
(210,000)

Net income
Retained Earnings Statement

Balance Sheet
Assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable (net)
Inventories
Land, plant and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Investment in Frey (at cost)
Total Assets
Liabilities & Stockholders’ Equity:
Accounts payable &
accrued expenses
Common stock ($10 par)
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total Liabilities &
Stockholders’ Equity

4,190,000

1,380,000

(1,340,000)
(1,700,000)
(300,000)
(850,000)

(594,000)
(400,000)
(80,000)
(306,000)

(4,190,000)

(1,380,000)
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Adjustments & Eliminations
Dr.
Cr.

Adjusted
Balance

Selected Questions
C.

c.
If pooling-of-interests accounting is used, how
should the December 31, 1990, consolidated balance
sheet report:
1. Assets and liabilities?
2. Investors’ interests?

Business Combinations

TM91
Number 2 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Pap Co. and Sib Co. plan to combine on Decem
ber 31, 1990, with Sib becoming Pap’s subsidiary. Pap’s
$1 par value common stock will be exchanged, on a 3
for 1 basis, for the majority of Sib’s outstanding $1 par
value common stock. Johnson continues to hold a minor
ity interest in Sib. There is neither treasury stock nor
intercompany holdings. Both companies use the same
accounting methods and practices, and have net assets
with fair values in excess of carrying amounts. Ignore
any expense connected with the combination.
Required:
a. What is the conceptual rationale used to account
for a business combination as a pooling of interests? Do
not discuss accounting entries or specific criteria required
for applying pooling-of-interests accounting.
b. What percentage of Sib’s outstanding common
stock must be exchanged at December 31, 1990, so that
pooling-of-interests accounting is used for the combina
tion?

F.

Financial Statement Disclosures

TN91
Number 5 (Estimated tim e------ 15 to 25 minutes)
Barnet Co. has several reportable industry segments
that account for 90% of its operations. It has no foreign
operations, sales, or major individual customers. On
August 1, 1991, Barnet signed a formal agreement to sell
its boating segment for considerably less than its carrying
amount. Small profits were realized on the boating seg
ment throughout 1991 and are expected to continue until
final disposition on February 28, 1992. The sum of the
1991 and 1992 boating profits is expected to be less than
the disposal loss.
Required:
a. What is the purpose of segment disclosure?
b. What tests should Barnet apply in determining
its reportable segments?
c. How should Barnet report discontinued boating
operations on its 1991 income statement?
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SELECTED PROBLEMS/ESSAYS — UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS

I.
D.

Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements
b.

Financial Statement Presentation and
Disclosure

Net income
Add:

1N92
Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Powell Corp.
INCOME STATEMENT
For the Year Ended June 30, 1992

Revenues:
Machine sales
Service revenues
Interest revenue
Total revenues

$750,000
250,000
10,000
$ 1,010,000

Taxes on extraordinary gain
Provision for income taxes
Financial statement income before
income taxes
Permanent difference — officer’s
life insurance
Temporary difference — excess of
tax over financial statement
depreciation
Taxable income

Expenses:
Cost of sales—machines
Cost of services
Administrative expenses
Research and develop
ment expenses
Interest expense
Loss from asset disposal
Current income tax
expense
Deferred income tax
expense
Total expenses and losses
Income before
extraordinary gain
Extraordinary gain, net of
income taxes of $75,000
Net income

425,000
100,000

300,000
110,000
5,000
40,000
6,000

4,500
990,500
19,500
175,000
$ 194,500

Earnings (loss) per share:
Income before extra
ordinary gain
Net income

($0.40)
$0.47
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$194,500
75,000
10,500
280,000
5,000
(15,000)
$270,000

Financial Accounting and Reporting
1N91
Answer 4 (10 points)

Candidate’s N o.____
State______________
Question No. 4 Page
Dey Toys
WORKSHEET TO CONVERT
TRIAL BALANCE TO ACCRUAL BASIS
December 31, 1990

Account Title
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Machinery & equipment
Leasehold improvements
Accumulated depreciation & amort.
Accounts payable
Payroll taxes withheld
Dey, drawings
Dey, capital

Cash Basis
Dr.
Cr.
8,200
9,000
40,000
70,000
28,800
18,000
9,600
1,700
•
—
67,300

Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Prepaid insurance
Prepaid rent
Accrued expenses
Estimated liability from lawsuit
Sales
Purchases
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
Dey’s living expenses
Rent
Utilities
Income summary — inventory
Depreciation & amortization
Uncollectible accounts
Estimated loss from lawsuit

Adjustments
Dr.
Cr.
(1)
(3)

(6)
(7)
(10) 55,800
(8)
1,600 (5)
(4)
(2)
(4)
1,200
(5) 12,600
(8)
(9)

374,000
(7)
(8)
(8)

165,400
107,000
5,800
4,800
7,800
16,800
7,000

470,600

(8)
(3)
(6)
(2)
(9)
470,600
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8,800
6,000

11,500
9,000

11,250
1,080
2,100

2,100
1,200
12,600

2,520
35,000

(1)
8,800
9,000
270 (10) 48,000
300
(4)
120
(10) 7,800
(5)
1,350
350
40,000 (3) 46,000
11,500
2,100
35,000

184,520

Accrual Basis
Dr.
Cr.
8,200
17,800
46,000
70,000
28,800
29,500
18,600
1,700
55,800
78,030

184,520

2,520
35,000
382,800
174,400
59,270
6,100
4,680
15,450
7,350
6,000
11,500
2,100
35,000
556,250

556,250

Unofficial Answers
[9] To record lawsuit liability at 12/31/90.
Attorney’s estimate of probable loss
Amount covered by insurance
Dey’s estimated liability

Explanations o f Adjustments
[1] To convert 1990 sales to accrual basis.
Accounts receivable balances:
December 31, 1990
December 31, 1989
Increase in sales

$17,800
9,000
$ 8,800

[10] To record Dey’s drawings for 1990.
Salary
Living expenses

[4] To adjust prepaid insurance.
Prepaid balances:
December 31, 1990 ($4,800 x 3/ 12 )
December 31, 1989 ($4,320 x 3/12)
Decrease in insurance expense

b.
Dey Toys
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN
DEY, CAPITAL
For the Year Ended December 31, 1990
Dey, capital, December 31, 1989
Add net income for the year

$ 1,200

1,080
$ 120

[5] To adjust prepaid rent.
Prepaid balances:
December 31, 1990 ($16,800 x 9/12) $12,600
December 31, 1989 ($15,000 x 9/12)
11,250
Decrease in rent expense
$ 1,350

Deduct drawings for the year
Dey, capital, December 31, 1990

[1] Dey, capital, 12/31/89 after adjustment to accrual
basis per worksheet.
[2] Computation of net income on accrual basis for the
year ended 12/31/90. (Per worksheet)

[7] To convert 1990 purchases to accrual basis.
Accounts payable balances:
December 31, 1990
$18,600
December 31, 1989
9,600
Increase in purchases
$ 9,000
[8] To convert expenses to accrual basis.

Utilities
Salaries
Payroll taxes

$ 78,030 (1)
72,950 (2)
150,980
55,800
$ 95,180

Explanation o f Amounts

[6] To record 1990 depreciation and amortization
expense.
Cost of leasehold improvement
$28,800
Estimated life limited to lease term
8 years
Amortization ($28,800 x ⅛ x ¼
900
Depreciation expense on machinery
and equipment
10,600
$11,500

Balances
December 31,
1990
1989
$ 850
$ 500
770
500
900
600
$2,520
$1,600

100,000

$ 35,000

$48,000
7,800
$55,800

[2] To record provision for uncollectible accounts.
[3] To record increase in inventory from 12/31/89 to
12/31/90.
Inventory balances:
December 31, 1990
$46,000
December 31, 1989
40,000
Increase in inventory
$ 6,000

$135,000

Increase in
expenses
$350
270
300
$920
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Sales
Purchases
Income summaryinventory
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
Rent
Utilities
Depreciation
Uncollectible accounts
Provision for lawsuit
Net income

$382,800
$174,400
(6,000)
59,270
6,100
4,680
15,450
7,350
11,500
2,100
35,000

309,850
$ 72,950

Financial Accounting and Reporting
1M91
Answer 4 (10 points)
a.

Kern, Inc.
LONG-TERM RECEIVABLES SECTION
OF BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1990
9% note receivable from sale of idle building, due in annual installments of
$250,000 to May 1, 1992, less current installment
8% note receivable from officer, due December 31, 1992, collateralized by
5,000 shares of Kern, Inc., common stock with a fair value of $225,000
Noninterest-bearing note from sale of patent, net of 10% imputed interest, due
April 1, 1992
Installment contract receivable, due in annual installments of $88,332 to July 1,
1994, less current installment
Total long-term receivables

b.

$250,000

[1]*

200,000
88,795

[2]

219,668
$758,463

[3]

$250,000
60,332
$310,332

[1]
[3]

$30,000
14,000
$44,000

[4]
[5]

Kern, Inc.
SELECTED BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS
December 31, 1990
Current portion of long-term receivables:
Note receivable from sale of idle building
Installment contract receivable
Total
Accrued interest receivable:
Note receivable from sale of idle building
Installment contract receivable
Total

*Numbers in brackets are keyed to explanations of amounts.
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Unofficial Answers
c.

Kern, Inc.

INTEREST REVENUE FROM LONG-TERM RECEIVABLES
AND GAINS RECOGNIZED ON SALE OF ASSETS
For the year ended December 31, 1990
Interest revenue:
Note receivable from sale of idle building
Note receivable from sale of patent
Note receivable from officer
Installment contract receivable from sale of land
Total interest revenue

$52,500
6,195
16,000
14,000
$88,695

[6]
[2]
[7]
[5]

$ 44,600
100,000
$144,600

[8]
[9]

Gains recognized on sale of assets:
Patent
Land
Total gains recognized
Explanation o f Amounts:
[1]

[2]

Long-term portion of 9% note receivable at 12/31/90
Face amount, 5/1/89
Less installment received 5/1/90
Balance, 12/31/90
Less installment due 5/1/91
Long-term portion, 12/31/90
Noninterest-bearing note, net of imputed interest at 12/31/90
Face amount, 4/1/90
Less imputed interest [$100,000 - $82,600 ($100,000 x 0.826)]
Balance, 4/1/90
Add interest earned to 12/31/90 [$82,600 x 10% x 9/12]
Balance, 12/31/90
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$750,000
250,000
500,000
250,000
$250,000

$ 100,000
17,400
82,600
6,195
$ 88,795

Financial Accounting and Reporting
1M91
Answer 4 (cont.)
[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

Long-term portion of installment contract receivable at 12/31/90
Contract selling price, 7/1/90
Less cash down payment
Balance, 12/31/90
Less installment due 7/1/91 [$88,332 - $28,000 ($280,000 x 10%)]
Long-term portion, 12/31/90

$400,000
120,000
280,000
60,332
$219,668

Accrued interest — note receivable, sale of idle building at 12/31/90
Interest accrued from 5/1 to 12/31/90 [$500,000 x 9% x 8/ 12 ]

$ 30,000

Accrued interest — installment contract at 12/31/90
Interest accrued from 7/1 to 12/31/90 [$280,000 x 10% x ½ ]

$ 14,000

Interest revenue — note receivable, sale of idle building, for 1990
Interest earned from 1/1 to 5/1/90 [$750,000 x 9% x 4/ 12 ]
Interest earned from 5/1 to 12/31/90 [$500,000 x 9% x 8/ 12 ]
Interest revenue

$ 22,500
30,000
$ 52,500

Interest revenue — note receivable, officer, for 1990
Interest earned 1/1 to 12/31/90 [$200,000 x 8%]
Gain recognized on sale of patent
Stated selling price
Less imputed interest
Actual selling price
Less cost of patent (net)
Carrying value 1/1/90
Less amortization 1/1 to 4/1/90 [$8,000 x ¼ ]
Gain recognized
Gain recognized on sale of land
Selling price
Less cost
Gain recognized

$ 16,000

$100,000
17,400
82,600
$40,000
2,000

38,000
$ 44,600

$400,000
300,000
$ 100,000
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[2]

Unofficial Answers
1M91
Answer 5 (10 points)
Cord Corp.

ADJUSTING JOURNAL ENTRIES
December 31, 1990
(Explanations not required)
Dr.
( 1)

Cr.

$ 30,000

Marketable equity securities
Realized gain on sale of marketable equity securities

$ 30,000 [a]

( 2)

Unrealized loss on marketable equity securities
Allowance to reduce marketable equity securities to market value

13,000
13,000 [b]

( 3)

66,000

Cost of sales
Inventories

66,000
(4)

48,000

Property and equipment
Income tax payable
Retained earnings

14,400 [c]
33,600 [c]
(5)

8,000

Depreciation
Accumulated depreciation

8,000 [d]

(6)

60,000

Estimated loss from lawsuit
Estimated liability from lawsuit

60,000
(7)

40,000

Deferred pension cost
Additional pension liability

40,000
(8 )

21,900 [i]
13,200 [ii]

Deferred tax asset
Income tax payable
Income tax expense

35,100 [iii]
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Financial Accounting and Reporting
1M91
Answer 5 (cont.)
Dr.
Supporting Computations for Number 8
Adjusted total income tax expense for 1990
Income before income tax, as reported
Add adjustment increasing income
Realized gain on sale of securities
Deduct adjustments decreasing income
Increase cost of sales for inventory overstatement
Depreciation on pollution control devices
Adjusted taxable income before income tax

Cr.

$640,000
30,000 [1]
670,000
$66,000
8,000

Adjusted actual income tax expense ($596,000 x 30%)

74,000
$596,000
$178,800

Deferred income tax benefits — based on following temporary differences:
Lawsuit expected to be settled in 1992
Unrealized loss on short-term marketable equity securities
Total future tax losses which can be carried back to 1990

$60,000 [6]
13,000 [2]
$73,000

[i]

Deferred tax benefit of loss carryback ($73,000 x 30%)
Adjusted income tax expense

21,900
$156,900

[ii]

Income tax expense, as reported
Adjusted actual income tax expense

$192,000
178,800
$ 13,200

[iii] Income tax expense, as reported
Adjusted income tax expense

$192,000
156,900
$ 35,100

Explanations o f Amounts
[a] Gain on sale of marketable equity securities
Selling price
Cost
Gain
[b]

[c]

[d]

$130,000
100,000
$ 30,000

Allowance to reduce marketable equity securities to market value
Marketable equity securities, at cost
Balance, 2/2/90 as reported
Adjustment for recording error
Adjusted balance, 12/31/90
Market valuation, 12/31/90
Allowance required, 12/31/90

$125,000
30,000
155,000
142,000
$ 13,000

Prior year adjustment for pollution control devices
Cost of installation, 12/29/89
Deduct income tax effect ($48,000 x 30%)
Credit adjustment to retained earnings, 1/1/90

$ 48,000
14,400
$ 33,600

Depreciation for 1990 on pollution control devices
Cost of the installation on 12/29/89

$ 48,000

Depreciation for 1990 ($48,000 ÷ 6 years)

$
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8,000

Unofficial Answers
1N90
Answer 4 (10 points)
Zues Manufacturing Corp.
BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1989
Assets
[1]*
[2]

[3]

[4]

Current Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable (net)
Inventories
Total current assets
Long-term investment, at cost
Less allowance for excess of cost over market
Property, plant, and equipment, at cost
Land
Building
Machinery and equipment
Total
Less accumulated depreciation
Total property, plant, and equipment

$ 109,000
317,700
560,000
$ 986,700
51,300
4,300

200,000
$1,750,000
1,964,000
3,714,000
420,000

3,294,000
3,494,000

Intangible asset
Goodwill
[1]
[2]
[4]

47,000

37,000

Other assets
Cash restricted for building purposes
Officer’s note receivable
Land held for future building site
Total assets

100,000
30,000
250,000

*Numbers in brackets are keyed to explanations of amounts.
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380,000
$4,944,700

Financial Accounting and Reporting
1N90
Answer 4 (cont.)
Liabilities and Stockholders ’ Equity
Current Liabilities
$ 119,800
Accounts payable
[5]
200,000
[6&7] Current installments of long-term debt
80,000
Lawsuit liability
21,200
Income taxes payable
[8]
5,000
Deferred tax liability
Total current liabilities
[6]
[7]

[9]
[9]

[3]

Long-term debt
Mortgage payable
Note payable
Deferred tax liability
Total long-term debt
Stockholders’ equity
Common stock, authorized 100,000 shares of
$50 par value; issued 40,000 shares;
outstanding 39,800 shares
Additional paid-in capital
Total paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total
Less: Cost of treasury stock
Unrealized loss on long-term investment
Total stockholders’ equity
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity

$ 426,000

800,000
400,000
23,000
1,223,000

2,000,000
231,000
2,231,000
1,075,400
3,306,400
$6,400
4,300

10,700
3,295,700
$4,944,700
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Unofficial Answers
Explanations o f Amounts
[1]

Cash, per unaudited balance sheet
Less: Unrecorded checks in payment of accounts payable
NSF check not recorded
Cash restricted for building purposes (reported in other assets)
Corrected balance

$225,000
(14,000)

Accounts receivable (net), per unaudited balance sheet
Add charge-back for NSF check (see [1])
Less officer’s note receivable (reported in other assets)
Corrected balance

$345,700

Investments, per unaudited balance sheet
Less: Long-term investment (reported separately)
Treasury stock (reported in stockholders’ equity)
Corrected balance

$ 57,700
(51,300)
(6,400)

Land, per unaudited balance sheet
Less land acquired for future building site (reported in other assets)
Corrected balance

$450,000
(250,000)

[5]

Accounts payable, per unaudited balance sheet
Less unrecorded payments (see [1])
Corrected balance

$133,800
(14,000)
$119,800

[6]

Mortgage payable, per unaudited balance sheet
Less current portion ($50,000 x 2)
Refinanced as long-term mortgage payable

$900,000

Note payable, per unaudited balance sheet
Less current portion
Long-term note payable

$500,000

[2]

[3]

[4]

[7]

[8]

[9]

( 2, 000)

( 100,000)

$109,000

2,000

(30,000)
$317,700

$

0

$200,000

( 100,000 )

$800,000

( 100,000)

$400,000

Income taxes payable, per unaudited balance sheet
Less prepaid income taxes
Corrected balance
Common stock, per unaudited balance sheet
Less additional paid-in capital in excess of par value
Corrected balance
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$61,200
(40,000)
$21,200

$2,231,000
(231,000)
$ 2 ,000,000

Financial Accounting and Reporting
1M90
Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Mart, Inc.
STATEMENT OF RETAINED EARNINGS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Balance, December 31, 1988
As originally reported
Less prior period adjustment from error over
stating inventories at December 31, 1988
Less income tax effect
As restated
Net income

$ 200,000
60,000

Deduct cash dividends on:
Preferred stock
Common stock
Balance, December 31, 1989

450,000 [1]
2,480,000 [2]

b.

$3,250,000
140,000
3,110,000
2,250,000
5,360,000

2,930,000
$2,430,000

Mart, Inc.
STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
December 31, 1989
Preferred stock, $50 par value, 9% cumulative,
convertible; 250,000 shares authorized; 100,000
shares issued and outstanding
Common stock, $5 par value; 6,000,000 authorized;
2,500,000
shares issued, of which 10,000 shares are
held in treasury
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

Less contra accounts:
Common stock in treasury, 10,000 shares at cost
Excess of cost over fair market value of a long
term investment in a marketable equity security

$ 5,000,000
12,500,000 [3]
11,450,000 [4]
2,430,000
31,380,000
$160,000 [5]
50,000 [6]

210,000

$31,170,000
c.

Mart, Inc.
COMPUTATION OF BOOK VALUE
PER SHARE OF COMMON STOCK
December 31, 1989
Total stockholders’ equity
Deduct allocation to preferred stock, at liquidation
value [100,000 shares x $55]
Allocation to common stock
[Shares outstanding 2,490,000 (2,500,000 - 10,000)]
[$25,670,000 ÷ 2,490,000]

$31,170,000
5,500,000

$25,670,000
$
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10.31

Unofficial Answers
Explanation o f Amounts
[1]

Preferred stock dividend
Par value of all outstanding preferred stock shares

$ 5,000,000

Dividend rate

9%
$450,000

Dividends paid on preferred stock
[2]

Common stock dividend
Number of common stock shares outstanding, 12/31/88
Number of common stock shares issued, 4/30/89
Total common stock shares issued
Less: Treasury stock shares acquired 2/1/89
Shares outstanding, 7/1/89

2,000,000

500,000
2,500,000
20,000

2,480,000
$2,480,000

Dividends paid (2,480,000 x $1)
[3]

Common stock shares issued (see [2] above)

2,500,000

$5

Par value per share

$12,500,000

Common stock at par value ($5 x 2,500,000)
[4]

Additional paid-in capital
Balance, December 31, 1988
From issuance of stock:
100,000 shares of preferred stock on 1/5/89
[100,000 x $4 ($54 -$50)]
500,000 shares of common stock on 4/30/89
[500,000 x $7 ($12 - $5)]
From sale of 10,000 shares of treasury stock on 11/6/89
[10,000 x $5 ($21 - $16)]
Balance, December 31, 1989

$7,500,000
400,000
3,500,000
50,000
$11,450,000

Shares
[5]

Common stock in treasury
Stock reacquired, 2/1/89
Stock sold, 11/6/89

20,000
10,000
10,000

[6]

Excess of cost of long-term marketable equity security
Cost of marketable equity security
Fair market value of marketable equity security, 12/31/89
[$15 x 10,000 shares]
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o f cost
$320,000
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Answer 4 (10 points)
Pitt Corp.
INCOME STATEMENT
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
$6,250,000
3,750,000
2,500,000
1,212,500
1,287,500

Net sales
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Selling and administrative expenses
Operating income
Other expenses
Interest expense
Income before unusual or infrequent items and
income tax
Unusual or infrequent items
Loss on disposition of plant assets
Gain on sale of long-term investments
Income before income tax and extraordinary item
Income tax
Current
Deferred

122,500
1,165,000
$(225,000)
130,000

342,000 [1]
27,000 [2]

(95,000)
1,070,000
369,000
701,000

Income before extraordinary item
Extraordinary item — loss from earthquake (net of
applicable income tax benefit of $142,500)
Net income

332,500
$ 368,500

Earnings per share
Income before extraordinary item
Extraordinary loss
Net income

$2.98 [4]
(1.41) *
$1.57 [5]

*Optional
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Pitt Corp.
RECONCILIATION OF NET INCOME TO
TAXABLE INCOME PER TAX RETURN
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Net income
Add: Income tax on continuing operations
Officers’ life insurance expense

$368,500
369,000
70,000
807,500
142,500
$665,000

Deduct: Income tax benefit — extraordinary loss
Taxable income per tax return
Explanation o f amounts
[1]

[2]

Total income tax excluding extraordinary item for 1988
Income before income tax and extraordinary item
Officers’ life insurance expense
Income subject to tax
Income tax rate
Income tax excluding extraordinary item
Deferred income tax for 1988
Excess of book basis over tax basis in depreciable assets
(Expected to reverse equally over next 5 years)
Deferred income tax liability, 12/31/88 ($90,000 x 30%)
Less beginning balance, 1/1/88
Net change in deferred tax liability for 1988

[3]

[4]

$90,000
$27,000
____ 0
$27,000
-

-

Extraordinary item — Loss from earthquake damage
(net of income tax) for 1988
Loss from earthquake damage
Income tax benefit (30% x $475,000)
Net of income tax effect

$475,000
142,500
$332,500

Earnings per share of income before extraordinary item for 1988
Income before extraordinary item

$701,000

Weighted average number of shares outstanding for 1988
[200,000 + 20,000 + 15,000 (½ x 30,000)]

[5]

$1,070,000
70,000
1,140,000
x 30%
$ 342,000

235,000

Earnings per share ($701,000 ÷ 235,000)

$2.98

Earnings per share on net income for 1988
Net income

$368,500

Weighted average number of shares

235,000

Earnings per share ($368,500 ÷ 235,000)

$1 57
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II.

A.

R ecognition, M ea su rem en t, V alu atio n, a n d P rese n ta tio n of Assets in C onform ity W ith G enerally
A ccepted A ccounting P rinciples

C ash , C ash E q u iv alen ts, a n d M ark e ta b le
S ecurities

TM89
A nsw er 2 (10 points)

The differences between the selling prices and the
costs of securities sold should be reported as realized
gains and losses in the determination of net income.
a.

The security in the current portfolio should be reclas
sified to the noncurrent portfolio at the lower of its cost
or market value at the date of reclassification. Since its
market value was less than cost, the market value becomes
the new cost basis. The excess of cost over market value
at the date of reclassification should be reported as a
realized loss in the determination of net income.
b.

Each portfolio should be reported in the balance sheet
at its separately determined lower of aggregate cost or
market value. Applying this rule, Vane would report each
portfolio at market by using a valuation allowance (con
tra) account for the excess of aggregate cost over aggre
gate market value.
c.

For the current portfolio, the change in the valuation
allowance (contra) account that occurred during the year
should be reported as an unrealized gain or loss in the
income statement. For the noncurrent portfolio, an amount
equal to the valuation allowance (contra) account balance
should be reported separately in the equity section of the
balance sheet.
Reporting the portfolio at market value reflects the
realizable value of the portfolio at the end of the period
and is consistent with conservatism. For the current port
folio, the estimated loss is reported (matched) in the
income statement in the period in which the change in
realizable value occurred. Reporting the current portfolio
at market indicates the expected cash flow from the sale
of the securities. Inclusion of the reduction in market
value of the current portfolio in net income assists in
cash flow projections by acknowledging the expected
impairment in future cash flows as a consequence of the
investment. For the noncurrent portfolio, the decline in
market value (loss) is less certain of realization in the
near term, and may not be a reasonable estimate of the
cash flow consequence of the investment. Therefore,
changes in market value of the noncurrent portfolio are
not considered useful for cash flow projections.
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Axe
Axe
Purl
Day

Poe Corp.
SCHEDULE OF CURRENT MARKETABLE
EQUITY SECURITIES
December 31, 1988

—
—
—
—

preferred
common
common
common

Number
of
shares
500
1,500
3,500
1,700

Valuation allowance [1]
Carried at cost
b.

Cost
$ 20,000
20,000
35,000
42,500
$117,500

Market
price
per share
$56
20
11
22

Market
value
$ 28,000
30,000
38,500
37,400
$133,900

Unrealized
gain
or (loss)
$ 8,000
10,000
3,500
(5,100)
$16,400

-0$117,500
Poe Corp.
SCHEDULE OF NONCURRENT MARKETABLE
EQUITY SECURITIES
December 31, 1988

Scott Corp. — 100,000 shares of common stock:
Cost:
Acquisition price
Increase in equity during 1988:
Equity in Scott’s income
Less:
Amortization of excess of cost
over underlying equity
Dividends received
Net increase in equity
Carrying amount of Poe Corp.’s investment in Scott

$1,700,000
$360,000
$ 7,500 [2]
200,000

207,500
152,500
$1,852,500
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Answer 5 (cont.)
c.

Poe Corp.
SCHEDULE OF INVESTMENT INCOME
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988

Dividends:
Axe Corp. — preferred (1,000 shares x $2.40 per share)
Purl, Inc. — common (3,500 shares x $1.00 per share)
Total dividend revenue
Gains on marketable equity securities:
Unrealized gain on current marketable equity securities
Realized gain/(loss) on sale of securities:
Purl, Inc. — common ($ 1 3 -$ 1 0 = $3 x 2,500 shares)
Day Co. — common ($55,000/2,000 shares x 110%),
or cost per share of $25 - $21 selling price
per share = $4 loss per share x 500 shares sold
Net realized gain on sale of securities
Net gains on current marketable equity securities

$

2,400
3,500
$

5,900

7,000 [1]
$ 7,500
(2,000)
5,500
12,500

Equity in income of Scott Corp.:
Poe’s 30% interest in Scott’s net income of
$ 1,200,000

Amortization of excess of cost over underlying equity
Equity in income of Scott Corp.

360,000
(7,500) [2]
352,500
$370,900

Explanation o f Amounts:
[1]

The valuation allowance of $7,000 at December 31, 1987, for current marketable equity securities should be eliminated
by a debit to valuation allowance — current, and a credit to unrealized gain on current marketable equity securities.
Th e $7,000 unrealized gain should be included in Poe’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 1988.

[2]

Poe’s acquisition price for its 30% interest
Poe’s interest in the underlying equity
Excess of cost over underlying equity

$1,700,000
1,400,000
$ 300,000

Amortization based on 40 years

$
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B.

Receivables, Accruals, and Related Contra Accounts

1M92
Answer 4(b) (5 points)
a.

Sigma Co.
SCHEDULE OF CALCULATION OF
ALLOWANCE FOR UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS
December 31, 1991
$300,000 x
80,000 x
60,000 x
25,000 x
$465,000

0 to 30 days
31 to 90 days
91 to 180 days
Over 180 days
Accounts receivable
Allowance for uncollectible accounts

1%
5%
20%
80%

$ 3,000
4,000
12,000
20,000
$39,000

Computation of 1991 provision:
Balance December 31, 1990
Writeoffs during 1991
Recoveries during 1991
Balance before 1991 provision
Required allowance at December 31, 1991
1991 provision

$28,000
(27,000)
7,000
8,000
39,000
$31,000
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TN91
Answer 2 (10 points)
a. 1. It was not possible to determine the machine’s
fair value directly, so the sales price of the machine is
reported at the note’s September 30, 1989, fair value.
The note’s September 30, 1989, fair value equals the
present value at that date of the two installments dis
counted at the buyer’s September 30, 1989, market rate
of interest from their due dates of September 30, 1990,
and September 30, 1991.
2. Industrial reports 1989 interest revenue deter
mined by multiplying the note’s carrying amount at Sep
tember 3 0 , 1989, times the buyer’s market rate of interest
at the date of issue, times three-twelfths. Industrial should
recognize that there is an interest factor implicit in the
note, and this interest is earned with the passage of time.
Therefore, interest revenue for 1989 should include three
months’ revenue. The rate used should be the market
rate established by the original present value, and this is
applied to the carrying amount of the note.
b. To report the discounting of the note receivable with
recourse, Industrial should decrease notes receivable by
the carrying amount of the discounted note, increase cash
by the amount received, and report the difference as a
loss or gain as part of income from continuing operations.
The contingent liability with respect to a possible cus
tomer default should be disclosed in notes to the financial
statements.
c. Industrial should decrease cash, and increase its notes
(accounts) receivable past due for all payments caused
by the note’s dishonor. The note (account) receivable
should be written down to its estimated recoverable
amount (or an allowance for uncollectibles established),
and a loss on uncollectible notes should be recorded for
the difference.
TM90
Answer 2 (10 points)
a. To account for the accounts receivable factored on
April 1, 1989, Magrath should decrease accounts receiv
able by the amount of accounts receivable factored,
increase cash by the amount received from the factor,
and record a loss equal to the difference. The loss should
be reported in the income statement. Factoring of accounts
receivable on a without recourse basis is equivalent to a
sale.
b. The carrying amount of the note at July 1 , 1989 is the
maturity amount discounted for two years at the market
interest rate. For the noninterest-bearing note receivable,
the interest revenue for 1989 should be determined by

multiplying the carrying amount of the note at July 1,
1989 times the market rate of interest at the date of the
note times one-half.
The noninterest-bearing note receivable should be
reported in the December 31, 1989 balance sheet, as a
noncurrent asset at its face amount less the unamortized
discount.
c. Magrath should account for the collection of the
accounts previously written off as uncollectible as fol
lows:
•
•

Increase both accounts receivable and the allowance
for uncollectible accounts.
Increase cash and decrease accounts receivable.

d. One approach estimates uncollectible accounts based
on credit sales. This approach focuses on income determi
nation by attempting to match uncollectible accounts
expense with the revenues generated.
The other allowance approach estimates uncollect
ible accounts based on the balance in or aging of receiv
ables. The approach focuses on asset valuation by
attempting to report receivables at realizable value.
C. Inventories
TM93
Answer 3 (10 points)
a. 1. For its 1993 models, Blaedon should include in
inventory carrying amounts all necessary and reasonable
costs. These costs may include design costs, purchase
price from contractors, freight-in, and warehousing costs.
2. Blaedon’s 1992 model inventory should be
assigned a carrying amount equal to its net realizable
value, which is its current list price reduced by both its
disposition costs and two-thirds of the difference between
the $40 allowance given and the carrying amount assigned
to trade-ins. The trade-ins’ carrying amount should equal
the $25 average net realizable value less the profit margin,
if any, assigned.
b. 1. Using FIFO, Blaedon would assign the earliest
lawnmower costs to cost of goods sold. With rising costs,
this would result in matching old, relatively low inventory
costs against current revenues. Net income would be
higher than that reported using certain other inventory
methods.
2. Blaedon would assign the latest costs to ending
inventory. Normally, the carrying amount of Blaedon’s
FIFO ending inventory would approximate replacement
cost at December 31, 1992. Retained earnings would be
higher than that reported using certain other inventory
methods.
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Answer 4(b) (5 points)
Inc
COMPUTATION OF DOLLAR-VALUE LIFO INVENTORY
December 31, 1990 and 1991
FIFO
inventory
$100,000
137,500
195,000

Year
1989
1990
1991

Year
1989
1990
1991

LIFO inventory
layers at baseyear costs
$100,000
10,000
20,000
$130,000

Current year
cost change
index
1.00
1.25
1.20
Link-chain
cost index
1.00
1.25
1.50

Link-chain
cost index
1.00
1.25
1.50
1990 dollarvalue LIFO
inventory
$100,000
12,500
$112,500

TM91

Answer 3 (10 points)
a. 1. The specific identification method requires each
unit to be clearly distinguished from similar units either
by description, identification number, location, or other
characteristic. Costs are accumulated for specific units
and expensed as the units are sold. Thus, the specific
identification method results in recognized cost flows
being identical to actual physical flows. Ideally, each
unit is relatively expensive and the number of such units
relatively few so that recording of costs is not burden
some. Under the specific identification method, if similar
items have different costs, cost of goods sold is influenced
by the specific units sold.
2.
It is appropriate for Happlia to use the specific
identification method because each appliance is expen
sive, and easily identified by number and description.
The specific identification method is feasible because
Happlia already maintains records of its units held by
individual retailers. Management’s ability to manipulate
cost of goods sold is minimized because once the inven
tory is in retailer’s hands Happlia’s management cannot
influence the units selected for sales.
b. 1. Happlia should include in inventory carrying
amounts all necessary and reasonable costs to get an
appliance into a useful condition and place for sale. Com
mon (or joint) costs should be allocated to individual
units. Such costs exclude the excess costs incurred in
transporting refrigerators to Minneapolis and their
reshipment to Kansas City. These units’ costs should only
include normal freight costs from Des Moines to Kansas
City. In addition, costs incurred to provide time utility
to the goods, i.e., ensuring that they are available when
required, will also be included in inventory carrying
amounts.

Inventory
at baseyear costs
$100,000
110,000
130,000
1991 dollarvalue LIFO
inventory
$100,000
12,500
30,000
$142,500

2.
Examples of inventoriable costs include the unit
invoice price, plus an allocated proportion of the port
handling fees, import duties, freight costs to Des Moines
and to retailers, insurance costs, repackaging, and ware
housing costs.
c. The 1990 income statement should report in cost of
goods sold all inventory costs related to units sold in
1990, regardless of when cash is received from retailers.
Excess freight costs incurred for shipping the refrigerators
from Minneapolis to Kansas City should be included in
determining operating income.
TM 90

Answer 4 (10 points)
a. Purchases from various suppliers generally should
be included in Huddell’s inventory when Huddell receives
the goods. Title to goods purchased FOB destination is
assumed to pass when the goods are received.
b. Huddell should account for the warehousing costs as
additional cost of inventory. All necessary and reasonable
costs of readying goods for sale should be included in
inventory.
c. 1. The advantages of using the dollar value LIFO
method are to reduce the cost of accounting for inventory
and to minimize the probability of reporting the liquida
tion of LIFO inventory layers.
2.
The application of dollar value LIFO is based
on dollars of inventory, an inventory cost index for each
year, and broad inventory pools. The inventory layers are
identified with the inventory cost index for the year in
which the layer was added. In contrast, traditional LIFO
is applied to individual units at their cost.
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d. 1. Huddell’s net markups should be included only
in the retail amounts (denominator) to determine the cost
to retail percentage.
Huddell’s net markdowns should be ignored in
the calculation of the cost to retail percentage.
2. By not deducting net markdowns from the retail
amounts to determine the cost to retail percentage, Huddell produces a lower cost to retail percentage than would
result if net markdowns were deducted. Applying this
lower percentage to ending inventory at retail, the inven
tory is reported at an amount below cost. This amount is
intended to approximate lower of average cost or market.

values is recorded as an operating gain or loss. To record
the new engines’ acquisition, both the snowmobiles
account and accounts payable are increased by the new
engines’ costs.
2. If the old engines’ costs are unknown then either
the snowmobiles account would be increased or accumu
lated depreciation would be decreased by the difference
between the new engines’ costs and the old engines’ fair
values.

TM89
Answer 3 (10 points)

•

An asset is more productive in the earlier years of its
estimated useful life. Therefore, greater depreciation
charges in the earlier years would be matched against
the greater revenues generated in the earlier years.

•

Repair and maintenance costs are often higher in later
periods and an accelerated depreciation method results
in a more nearly annual constant total cost over the
years of use.

•

An asset may become obsolete before the end of its
originally estimated useful life. The risk associated
with estimated long-term cash flow is greater than the
risk associated with near-term cash flows. Accelerated
depreciation recognizes this condition.

a. Inventory cost should include all reasonable and nec
essary costs of preparing inventory for sale. These costs
include not only the purchase price of the inventories,
but also other costs associated with readying inventories
for sale.
b. The lower of cost or market rule produces a realistic
estimate of future cash flows to be realized from the sale
of inventories. This is consistent with the principle of
conservatism, and recognizes (matches) the anticipated
loss in the income statement in the period in which the
price decline occurs.
c. Steel’s inventories should be reported on the balance
sheet at market. According to the lower of cost or market
rule, market is defined as replacement cost. Market cannot
exceed net realizable value and cannot be less than net
realizable value less the normal profit margin. In this
instance, replacement cost is between net realizable value
and net realizable value less the normal profit margin.
Therefore, market is established as replacement cost.
Since market is less than original cost, inventory should
be reported at market.
d. Ending inventories and net income would have been
the same under either lower of average cost or market or
lower of FIFO cost or market. In periods of declining
prices, the lower of cost or market rule results in a write
down of inventory cost to market under both methods,
resulting in the same inventory cost. Therefore, net
income using either inventory method is the same.
D. Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or
Leased and Related Contra Accounts
TN92
Answer 5 (10 points)
a. 1. When the old engines’ costs are known, the
snowmobiles account is decreased by the old engines’
costs, and accumulated depreciation is decreased by the
accumulated depreciation on the old engines. A current
asset would be recorded for the fair value of the future
repair and maintenance services. The net difference
between the old engines’ carrying amounts and their fair

b. 1. Assumptions underlying use of an accelerated
depreciation method include:

2. Winter should calculate snowmobile deprecia
tion by applying twice the straight-line rate to their car
rying amounts.
c. Under the inventory (appraisal) method, Winter cal
culates the ending undepreciated cost on the skis, poles,
and boots by multiplying the physical quantities of these
items on hand by an appraised amount. This ending unde
preciated cost is classified as a noncurrent asset. Deprecia
tion included in continuing operations equals the sum of
the beginning balance and purchases for the year less the
ending undepreciated cost.
TN91
Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Portland should have selected the straight-line depre
ciation method when approximately the same amount of
an asset’s service potential is used up each period. If the
reasons for the decline in service potential are unclear,
then the selection of the straight-line method could be
influenced by the ease of recordkeeping, its use for similar
assets, and its use by others in the industry.
b. Portland should record depreciation expense to the
date of the exchange. If the original truck’s carrying
amount is greater than its fair value, a loss results. The
truck’s capitalized cost and accumulated depreciation are
eliminated, and the loss on trade-in is reported as part of
income from continuing operations. The newly acquired
truck is recorded at fair value. If the original truck’s
carrying amount is less than its fair value at trade-in, then
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there is an unrecognized gain. The newly acquired truck
is recorded at fair value less the unrecognized gain. Cash
is decreased by the amount paid.
c. 1. By associating depreciation with a group of
machines instead of each individual machine, Portland’s
bookkeeping process is greatly simplified. Also, since
actual machine lives vary from the average depreciable
life, unrecognized net losses on early dispositions are
expected to be offset by continuing depreciation on
machines usable beyond the average depreciable life.
Periodic income does not fluctuate as a result of recogniz
ing gains and losses on manufacturing machine disposi
tions.
2. Portland should divide the depreciable cost (capi
talized cost less residual value) of each machine by its
estimated life to obtain its annual depreciation. The sum
of the individual annual depreciation amounts should then
be divided by the sum of the individual capitalized costs
to obtain the annual composite depreciation rate.
TN89
Answer 2 (10 points)
a. Capital expenditures benefit future periods.
Revenue expenditures benefit the current period only.
b. 1. The purchase price of the land should be
capitalized. The land should be shown as a noncurrent
asset on the balance sheet at its original cost and it is not
subject to depreciation.

2. The cost of constructing the factory should
be capitalized and depreciated over the expected life of
the factory. The depreciation should be added to cost of
inventory, via factory overhead, as goods are produced,
and is expensed as cost of sales as goods are sold. The
factory expenditures, net of accumulated depreciation,
should be shown as a noncurrent asset on the balance
sheet. Inventory should be reported as a current asset on
the balance sheet, and cost of sales should be reported
as an expense on the income statement.
3. The cost of grading and paving the parking
lot should be capitalized and depreciated over the
expected life of either the factory or parking lot, which
ever is shorter. The depreciation should be added to cost
of inventory, via factory overhead, as goods are produced,
and is expensed as cost of sales as goods are sold. The
land improvement expenditures, net of accumulated
depreciation, should be shown as a noncurrent asset on
the balance sheet. Inventory should be reported as a cur
rent asset on the balance sheet, and cost of sales should
be reported as an expense on the income statement.
4. The cost of maintaining the factory once
production has begun is a “ revenue type” expenditure.
However, since it is a factory cost, it should be added to
cost of inventory, via factory overhead, as goods are
produced, and is expensed as cost of sales as goods are
sold. Inventory should be reported as a current asset on
the balance sheet, and cost of sales should be reported
as an expense on the income statement.
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Answer 4 (10 points)
a.
Schedule 1
Nan Co.
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988

Land
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Automobiles and trucks
Leasehold improvements
Totals

Balance
12/31/87
$ 275,000
2,800,000
1,380,000
210,000
432,000
$5,097,000

Increase
$ —
1,875,000
369,000
25,000
—
$2,269,000

Decrease
$ —
[1]
[2]

Explanations o f amounts:
[1]

[2]

Construction cost of building
Direct costs
Overhead costs
Fixed
(15,000 hours x $25)
Variable (15,000 hours x $27)

$1,095,000
$375,000
405,000

780,000
$1,875,000

Machinery and equipment purchased
Invoice cost
Installation cost (concrete embedding)
Cost of gaining access to factory ($19,000 + $7,000)
Total acquisition cost
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$325,000
18,000
26,000
$369,000

—

17,000
48,000
—
$65,000

Balance
12/31/88
$ 275,000
4,675,000
1,732,000
187,000
432,000
$7,301,000

Unofficial Answers
Nan Co.
SCHEDULE OF DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION EXPENSE
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Buildings
Carrying amount, 1/1/88 ($2,800,000 - $672,900)
Building completed 1/6/88
Total subject to depreciation
150% declining balance [(100% ÷ 25) x 1.5]
Depreciation for 1988

$2,127,100
1,875,000
4,002,100
x 6%

Machinery and equipment
Balance, 1/1/88
Straight-line (100% ÷ 10)
Purchased 7/1/88
Straight-line (10% x 6/ 12 )
Depreciation for 1988

$1,380,000
x 10%
369,000
x 5%

Automobiles and trucks
Carrying amount, 1/1/88 ($210,000 - $114,326)
Deduct carrying amount, 1/1/88 on
truck sold 9/30/88
Amount subject to depreciation
150% declining balance [(100% ÷ 5) x 1.5]
Automobile purchased 8/30/88
150% declining balance (30% x 4/ 12)
Truck sold 9/30/88 — depreciation
for 1988 (1/1 to 9/30/88) ($30,000 x 30% x 9/12)
Depreciation for 1988
Leasehold improvements
Amortization for 1988 ($432,000 ÷ 12 years)

$240,126

$

$138,000
18,450
$156,450

95,674
30,000
65,674
x 30%
25,000
x 10%

$ 19,702
2,500
6,750
$ 28,952

$36,000
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Answer 4 (cont.)
b. 2.
Schedule 2
Nan Co.
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988

Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Automobiles and trucks
Leasehold improvements
Totals

Balance
12/31/87
$ 672,900
367,500
114,326
108,000
$1,262,726

Increase
$240,126
156,450
28,952
36,000
$461,528

[ 1]
$17,000
2,975
$14,025

Cost
Carrying Amount
Accumulated Depreciation

Decrease
$ —
14,025
24,750
—
$38,775

[2]
$48,000
23,250*
$24,750

*($30,000 - $6,750)
Nan Co.
GAIN ON DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY,
PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988

Sale of truck
Machine exchanged for debt

Selling price
$23,500
4,000
$27,500

Carrying amount
$23,250
2,975
$26,225
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Gain
250
1,025
$1,275

[1]
[2]

Balance
12/31/88
$ 913,026
509,925
118,528
144,000
$1,685,479

Unofficial Answers
E. Investments
TN90

Answer 2 (10 points)
a. Under the cost method, the investor recognizes divi
dends as income when received. Under the equity method,
an investor recognizes as income its share of an investee’s
earnings or losses in the periods in which they are reported
by the investee. The amount recognized as income is
adjusted for any change in the difference between invest
ment cost and underlying equity in net assets at the invest
ment date. The equity method is more consistent with
accrual accounting than is the cost method, because the
equity method recognizes income when earned rather
than when dividends are received.
b. Monroe should have assessed whether it could have
exerted significant influence over Grumer’s operating and

financial policies. Monroe did not own 20% or more
of Grumer’s voting stock (which would have given the
refutable presumption that it could exercise significant
influence); however, the ability to exercise significant
influence may be indicated by other factors such as Mon
roe’s provision of three key management personnel and
purchase of 25% of Grumer’s output.
c. On becoming a 30% owner of Grumer, Monroe
should use the equity method to account for its invest
ment. As of January 2, 1990, Monroe’s investment and
retained earnings accounts must be adjusted retroactively
to show balances as if the equity method had been used
from the initial purchase date. Both accounts should be
increased by 18% of Grumer’s undistributed income since
formation. [In this case, no adjustment to the undistributed
income is necessary since the stock was issued at its book
value which was assumed to approximate its fair value.]
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III.

Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles

1M92
Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Tempo Co.
INCOME TAX EXPENSE AND NET INCOME
For the Year Ended December 31, 1991

Income before income taxes
Income tax expense:
Current [30% x (430,000-30,000)]
Deferred [see computation below]
Net income

$430,000
$120,000
9,000

Computation:
Deferred income tax expense
Temporary difference — depreciation
1992
1993
1994
Effective tax rate for years 1992 through 1994
Deferred tax liability, 12/31/91
Less:
12/31/90 deferred tax asset
12/31/90 deferred tax liability
1991 deferred income tax expense
b.

$10,000
15,000
20,000

$45,000
35%
15,750

9,000
(15,750)(6,750)
$ 9,000

Tempo Co.
CALCULATION OF INTEREST EXPENSE
For the Year Ended December 31, 1991

Note payable — bank
1/1/91 to 9/30/91 — $75,000 x 10% x 9/ 12
10/1/91 to 12/31/91 — $70,000 x 10% x 3/12

$5,625
1,750

$ 7,375

Capital lease obligation
1/1/91 to 12/31/91 — $75,260 x 10%

7,526

Bonds payable
7/1/91 to 12/31/91 — $459,725 x 12% x 6/ 12

c.

129,000
$301,000

27,584
$42,485

Tempo Co.
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES SECTION OF BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1991

Long-term liabilities:
Note payable — bank; 14 principal payments of $5,000 plus 10% interest due
annually on September 30
Less current portion
Capital lease obligation — 15 payments of $9,000 due annually on January 1
Less current portion
11% bonds payable due June 30, 2021, less unamortized discount of $40,191
Deferred income tax liability
Total long-term liabilities

$70,000
5,000
75,260
1,474

$65,000
73,786
459,809
12,250
$610,845
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at December 31, 1989, less principal repaid December
31, 1990. This amount will be reported in current liabili
ties for the principal to be repaid in 1991, and the balance
in noncurrent liabilities.

D. Capitalized Lease Liability
1M93
Answer 4(b) (5 points)
Debits

Credits

1. January 2, 1992—
to record lease:
Equipment
Capital lease liability
2.

850,000

December 31, 1992—
to record payment:
Capital lease liability
Cash

3.

850,000

100,000
100,000

December 31, 1992—
to record depreciation:
Depreciation expense
Accumulated depreciation

34,000

Interest expense
Capital lease liability

85,000

34,000
85,000

TM91
Answer 4 (10 points)

TM89
Answer 5 (10 points)
a. The economic effects of a long-term capital lease on
the lessee are similar to that of an equipment purchase
using installment debt. Such a lease transfers substantially
all of the benefits and risks incident to the ownership of
property to the lessee, and obligates the lessee in a manner
similar to that created when funds are borrowed. To
enhance comparability between a firm that purchases an
asset on a long-term basis and a firm that leases an asset
under substantially equivalent terms, the lease should be
capitalized.
b. A lessee should account for a capital lease at its
inception as an asset and an obligation at an amount equal
to the present value at the beginning of the lease term of
minimum lease payments during the lease term, excluding
any portion of the payments representing executory costs,
together with any profit thereon. However, if the present
value exceeds the fair value of the leased property at the
inception of the lease, the amount recorded for the asset
and obligation should be the fair value.

c.

a. 1. Comparisons of an equipment’s fair value to its
lease payments’ present value, and of its useful life to
the lease term, are used to determine whether the lease
is equivalent to an installment sale, and therefore is a
capital lease.
2. A lease is categorized as a capital lease, if, at
the date of the lease agreement, it meets any one of four
criteria. As the lease has no provision for Port to reacquire
ownership of the equipment, it fails the two criteria of
transfer of ownership at the end of the lease and a bargain
purchase option. Port’s lease payments, with a present
value equaling 85% of the equipment’s fair value, fail
the criterion for a present value equaling or exceeding
90% of the equipment’s fair value. However, the lease
would be classified as a capital lease, because its term
of 80% of the equipment’s estimated useful life exceeds
the criterion of being at least 75% of the equipment’s
estimated useful life.
b. Port should account for the sale portion of the saleleaseback transaction at December 31, 1989, by increas
ing cash for the sale price, decreasing equipment by the
carrying amount, and recognizing a loss for the excess
of the equipment’s carrying amount over its sale price.
c. On the December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet, the equip
ment should be included as a fixed asset, at the lease
payments’ present value at December 31, 1989, less 1990
amortization.
On the December 31, 1990, balance sheet, the lease
obligation will equal the lease payments’ present value

A lessee should allocate each minimum lease pay
ment between a reduction of the obligation and interest
expense so as to produce a constant periodic rate of
interest on the remaining balance of the obligation.
d. Von should classify the first lease as a capital lease
because the lease term is more than 75 percent of the
estimated economic life of the machine. Von should clas
sify the second lease as a capital lease because the lease
contains a bargain purchase option.
E. Employee Benefits
TM92
Answer 5 (10 points)
a. The components of Bighorn’s 1991 net pension cost
calculation are:
•

Service cost.

•

Interest cost.

•

Actual return on plan assets.

•

Gain or loss consisting of:
• The difference between the actual and expected
return on plan assets.
• Any amortization of the unrecognized gain or loss
from previous periods.

b. 1. Bighorn’s unrecognized net loss results from dif
ferences between actuarial assumptions and experiences
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for both its projected benefit obligation and returns on
plan assets.
2. Bighorn’s unfunded accrued pension cost occurs
because cumulative net pension expense exceeds cash
contributed to the pension fund.
c. Bighorn’s minimum pension liability equals the
excess of the accumulated benefit obligation over the fair
value of plan assets. Bighorn’s additional pension liability
would equal any excess of this minimum pension liability
over the unfunded accrued pension cost.
TN90

Answer 5 (10 points)
a. Gunpowder’s stock option measurement date is Janu
ary 2, 1987. The stock option measurement date is the
first date on which the employer knows both:

c. Essex must accrue compensation for future vacations
if all of the following conditions are met:
•

Essex’s obligation relating to employees’ rights to
receive compensation for future vacations is attribut
able to employees’ services already rendered.
• The obligation relates to rights that vest or accumulate.
• Payment of the vacation benefits is probable.
• The amount can be reasonably estimated.
The theoretical rationale is that accruing compensa
tion matches the cost of vacation benefits to the period
in which services are rendered, and results in recognition
of a measurable liability.
F. Notes and Bonds Payable
TN92

Answer 3 (10 points)
•
•

The number of shares that an individual is entitled to
receive, and
The option or purchase price.

b. The compensation expense for 1987 is equal to the
market price of Gunpowder’s stock on January 2, 1987,
less the option price, times the number of options out
standing times one-half.
c. When options are forfeited, compensation expense,
contributed capital-stock options, and deferred compensa
tion (if used) are all decreased. This is necessary because
the total compensation expense is less than that estimated
in 1987.
d. Cash was increased by the stock option price [90%
of the quoted market price on January 2, 1987] multiplied
by the number of shares issued. Retained earnings was
reduced by the compensation expense recorded in 1987
and 1988. Contributed capital was increased by the bal
ancing amount for the above entries.
TN89

Answer 4 (10 points)
a. The interest cost component of the net pension cost
for a period is the increase in the projected benefit obliga
tion due to the passage of time. Essex would determine
its interest cost component by applying an assumed dis
count rate to the beginning projected benefit obligation.
b. Prior service cost is the cost of retroactive benefits
(increased benefits based on services rendered in prior
periods) granted at the date of adoption or amendment
of a pension plan. Prior service cost should be included
in net pension cost during the future service periods of
those employees active at the date of the pension plan
adoption or amendment, as appropriate, who are expected
to receive benefits under the pension plan. Prior service
cost is incurred with the expectation that the employer
will realize economic benefits in future periods.

a. The purpose of the effective interest method is to
provide periodic interest expense based on a constant rate
over the life of the bonds. The impact of applying the
effective interest method on Corval’s bond premium is
to decrease the premium by a lesser amount in 1988
compared to using the straight-line method of amortiza
tion.
b. Under the straight-line interest method, the premium
is amortized at a constant periodic amount, and in 1988
the premium amortization would have been greater than
amortization under the effective interest method. Conse
quently, for 1988, interest expense would have been
understated, net income would have been overstated, and
the carrying amount of the bonds would have been under
stated.
c. The November 30, 1991, transaction is reported as
an extraordinary loss after income from continuing opera
tions. This loss equals the excess of the fair value of the
cash and property transferred over the bonds’ carrying
amount on November 30, 1991. This presentation is
appropriate because this is an early extinguishment of
debt.
d. The gross amount of the extraordinary loss is added
to net income under cash flows from operating activities.
The cash payment is reported as a cash outflow from
financing activities.
Corval should disclose details of the noncash ele
ments of the transaction either on the same page as the
statement of cash flows or in the notes to the financial
statements.
TM92

Answer 3 (10 points)
a. 1. The bond issue price would be determined by
the expected future cash flows of principal and interest,
discounted at the market rate of interest, plus the value
of the conversion option at the date of issuance.
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2. Columbine should account for the issuance of
the convertible bonds by increasing cash for the issue
price, increasing bonds payable by the face amount, and
increasing premium on bonds payable for the balance.
The convertible debt is accounted for solely as debt. The
conversion option is not recognized primarily because it
is inseparable from the debt, and secondarily because of
the practical difficulty of assigning it a value.
3. Columbine should account for the conversion of
the bonds into common stock by decreasing both bonds
payable and unamortized bond premium by 30%, increas
ing common stock by $25 for each share issued, and
increasing additional paid-in capital by the difference
between the three previous amounts.
b. 1. If the bonds are dilutive, they are included in
computing Columbine’s 1989 primary earnings per share.
2. Both earnings and number of shares are affected
by including the convertible bonds in computing primary
earnings per share. Interest expense on convertible bonds,
net of income taxes, is added to net income. The number
of shares outstanding is increased by the number of shares
potentially issuable on conversion (number of bonds
times 20), multiplied by the proportion of the year that
the bonds were outstanding (one-quarter).
TM90
Answer 3 (10 points)
a. 1. The 9% bonds were issued at a discount (less
than face amount). Although the bonds provide for pay
ment of interest of 9% of face amount, this rate was less
than the prevailing or market rate for bonds of similar
quality at the time the bonds were issued. Thus, the issue
price of the bonds, which is the present value of the
principal and interest payments discounted at 10%, is less
than the face amount.
2. The amount of interest expense would be higher
in the second year of the life of the bond issue than in
the first year of the life of the bond issue. According to
the effective interest method of amortization, the 10%
effective interest rate is applied to the bond carrying
amount. In a discount situation, the bond carrying amount
increases each year, and this results in a greater interest
expense in each successive year.
b. 1. Gain or loss on early extinguishment of debt
should be determined by comparing the carrying amount
of the bonds at the date of extinguishment with the acqui
sition price. If the carrying amount exceeds the acquisition
price, a gain results. If the carrying amount is less than
the acquisition price, a loss results.
In this case, a loss results. The term bonds were
issued at a discount. Therefore, the carrying amount of
the bonds at the date of extinguishment must be less than
the face amount, which is less than the acquisition price.
2. Drew should report the loss from early extin
guishment of debt in its 1989 income statement as an
extraordinary item, net of income taxes.
c. The proceeds from the issuance of the 7% noncon
vertible bonds with detachable stock purchase warrants

should be recorded as an increase in cash. These proceeds
should be allocated between the bonds and the warrants
on the basis of their relative market values. The portion
of the proceeds allocable to the bonds should be accounted
for as long-term debt, while the portion allocable to the
warrants should be accounted for as paid-in capital.
TM89
Answer 4 (10 points)
a. The issue price of the bond is determined by calculat
ing the present value of all expected future cash outflows
discounted at the effective interest rate (yield) of 10%.
The issue price is the sum of the present value of the
bonds’ maturity amount (face value) plus the present
value of the series of future interest payments.
b. 1. The 9% bonds were issued at a discount (less
than face value). Although the bonds provide for the
payment of interest at 9% of face value, 9% was less than
the prevailing or market rate. Thus, in order to provide a
yield of 10% to investors, the bonds must have been
issued at a discount.
2. The amount of interest expense would be higher
in the second year than in the first year. According to
the effective interest method of amortization, the 10%
effective interest rate is applied to an increasing bond
carrying amount, which results in a higher interest
expense in each successive year.
c. The proceeds from the issuance of the 8% noncon
vertible bonds with detachable stock purchase warrants
should be allocated between the bonds and the warrants
on the basis of their relative fair market values. The
portion of the proceeds allocable to the bonds should be
accounted for as long-term debt, while the portion alloca
ble to the warrants should be accounted for as paid-in
capital.
H.

Contingent Liabilities and Commitments

TN91
Answer 4 (10 points)
a. 1. Notes to Supey’s 1990 financial statements
should disclose the nature of the loss on cleanup and
indicate that an estimate of the loss, or range of the loss,
cannot be made. No accrual should be made because the
loss cannot be reasonably estimated and accrual of an
uncertain amount would impair the integrity of the finan
cial statements.
2. Supey should disclose the nature of Gap’s claim
in the notes to the 1990 financial statements. Disclosure
should include an estimate of the potential loss. Supey
should not accrue the loss because it is only reasonably
possible that it will have to pay for Gap’s losses.
b. An estimated loss on the purchase commitment,
equal to the unrecoverable amount of the contract price,
should be reported as part of 1990 income from continu
ing operations and as a current liability at December 31,
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1990. The net loss on the purchase commitment should
be measured and recognized in the period in which it
occurs. Since Supey did not hedge this contract, reporting
this loss recognizes the commitment’s impact on future
cash flows.

b. Chester should report the potential costs due to the
safety hazard by accruing a loss in the income statement
and a liability in the balance sheet. Accrual is required
because both of the following conditions are met:
•

It is considered probable that a liability has been
incurred.
• The amount of the loss can be reasonably estimated.

TN89
Answer 3 (10 points)
a. Chester should disclose the threat of expropriation of
assets in the notes to the financial statements. Disclosure
would include an estimate of the possible loss or an
estimate of the range of loss. Accrual of a loss is inappro
priate because the threat of expropriation is only reason
ably possible.

V.

In addition, Chester should separately disclose in
the notes to the financial statements the nature of the
safety hazard.
c. Chester should not accrue a loss because an asset
has not been impaired nor has a liability been incurred.
Disclosure of the uninsured rock-slide risk, while permit
ted, is not required.

Recognition, Measurement, and Presentation of Revenues and Expenses in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles

A. Revenues and Gains

TN90
Answer 3 (10 points)

TM93
Answer 4 (10 points)

a. The two alternative accounting methods to account
for long-term construction contracts are the percentageof-completion method and the completed-contract
method. The percentage-of-completion method must be
used if both of the following conditions are met at the
statement date:

a. Bow must have a system that is capable of meeting
both of the following conditions for the Crecy contract:
• Reasonable estimates of profitability at completion.

•

Reasonable estimates of profitability at completion.

• Reliable measures of progress toward completion.

•

Reliable measures of progress toward completion.

b. At December 31, 1992, Bow should calculate the
percentage of completion by comparing the costs incurred
to date, less costs of unused materials, to the estimated
total cost to complete Crecy. Income to date equals the
percentage-of-completion multiplied by the estimated
total profit to be earned on the contract. The 1992 income
equals the income to be recognized to December 31,
1992, less the income reported under the contract in 1991.
When contract materials are purchased but not used,
costs of the unused materials are excluded from income
recognition calculations. Otherwise, the early period
income reported may be overstated compared with the
income earning efforts of that period.
c. Bow should report a current asset for the Crecy
account receivable, and another for the excess of costs
incurred plus total profit recognized over contract billings.
d. Assuming Bow has elected early adoption of FASB
Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes, Bow
should report a current deferred tax liability equal to its
total net income reported in 1991 and 1992 multiplied
by its enacted 1993 average tax rate. A deferred income
tax expense should be recognized for the increase during
1992 in the deferred tax liability balance.

If one or both of these conditions are not met at the
statement date, the completed-contract method must be
used.
b. The Ski Park contract must be accounted for by the
percentage-of-completion method. Eighty percent of the
estimated total income on the contract should be recog
nized as of December 31, 1989. Therefore, the 1989
income to be recognized will equal 80% of the estimated
total income less the income reported under the contract
in 1988.
The Nassu Village contract must be accounted for
by the completed-contract method. Therefore no income
or loss is recognized in 1989 under this contract.
c. The receivable on the Ski Park contract should be
reported as a current asset. If costs plus gross profit to
date exceed billings, the difference should be reported as
a current asset. If billings exceed cost plus gross profit
to date, the difference should be reported as a current
liability.
B. Expenses and Losses
TM93
Answer 5 (10 points)
a. For the safety hazard, Niki should accrue for a loss
and a liability equal to the most likely cost. The most
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likely loss is the best estimate of the expected loss.
Accrual of a loss is appropriate because the loss is both
probable and can be reasonably estimated. In addition,
Niki should separately disclose in the notes to the 1992
financial statements the nature of the hazard and the range
of possible loss.

they are not clearly related to research and development
activities.

b. Niki should accrue for a loss and a liability for the
note sold to a bank. The accrual should equal the amount
due on the note plus related costs and less any expected
settlement from the bankruptcy. Accrual is appropriate
because it is probable that a loss has occurred, as evi
denced by the bankruptcy filing, even though this note
is not yet due.

D.

d. On Clonal’s statement of cash flows, the legal
expenses incurred in defending the patent should be
reported under investing activities in the period paid.
Other Items

TN92
Answer 4 (10 points)

c. Niki should disclose the possible loss on the assigned
lease in notes to the 1992 financial statements. Disclo
sures should include details of the assigned lease and the
amounts due, estimates of any revenues that might be
earned on the property, and any amounts recoverable from
Pro. Although disclosure is appropriate for the financial
statements not to be misleading, accrual of a loss is inap
propriate because the loss is only reasonably possible.

a. A change from the LIFO inventory method to the
FIFO inventory method is a change in accounting princi
ple. Windsor should restate the 1990 financial statements,
including adjustment for the effect on January 1, 1990,
retained earnings, as if the FIFO method had been adopted
at the beginning of 1990. The nature and justification for
the change in inventory method should be disclosed in
the notes to the 1991 financial statements. The effects of
the change on income statement components should be
disclosed for all periods presented.

d. Niki should report a foreign exchange loss on its
1992 income statement, and an increase in the account
payable to reflect the exchange rate at December 31,
1992. Reporting a foreign exchange loss is appropriate
because, consistent with accrual accounting, the exchange
rate on December 31, 1992, should be used to value the
contract. Niki’s beliefs as to future exchange movements
are excluded from the financial statements.

b. Windsor’s change from sum-of-the-years’ digits
depreciation method for all future machinery acquisitions
is a change in accounting principle. The nature and justifi
cation for the change in depreciation methods should be
disclosed in the notes to the 1991 comparative financial
statements. The 1990 financial statements are unaffected
by the change, but the effects of the change on 1991
income components should be disclosed.

TN90
Answer 4 (10 points)

c. A change from the cash basis of vacation pay expense
recognition to the accrual basis is a change from an
accounting principle that is not generally accepted to one
that is generally accepted. Such a change is considered
an error correction. Windsor should restate the 1990
financial statement, including adjustment for the effect
on January 1, 1990, retained earnings, to correct prior
errors. Windsor should disclose the nature and details of
the corrections in notes to the 1991 financial statements.

a. The costs of research equipment used exclusively for
Trouver would be reported as research and development
expenses in the period incurred.
The costs of research equipment used on both Trou
ver and future research projects would be capitalized and
shown as equipment (less accumulated depreciation) on
the balance sheet. An appropriate method of depreciation
should be used. Depreciation on capitalized research
equipment should be reported as a research and develop
ment expense.
b. 1. Matching refers to the process of expense recog
nition by associating costs with revenues on a cause and
effect basis.
2. Research and development costs are usually
expensed in the period incurred and may not be matched
with revenues. This accounting treatment is justified by
the high degree of uncertainty regarding the amount and
timing of future benefits. A direct relationship between
research and development costs and future revenues gen
erally cannot be demonstrated.
c. Corporate headquarters’ costs allocated to research
and development would be classified as general and
administrative expenses in the period incurred, because

TM90
Answer 5 (10 points)
a. Boulder’s change in depreciation method is a change
in accounting principle. This change in accounting princi
ple should show the cumulative effect of a change in
accounting principle in net income of the period of
change, and the pro forma effects of retroactive applica
tion for all prior periods presented currently. Financial
statements of prior periods should not be restated.
Boulder’s change in salvage values is a change in
accounting estimate. Boulder would not report a cumula
tive effect, nor pro forma effects, nor would prior period
financial statements be restated.
Boulder’s change in the specific subsidiaries consti
tuting the group of companies for which consolidated
financial statements are presented is a change in reporting
entity. Neither the cumulative effect nor the pro forma
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effects of the change should be reported. However, finan
cial statements of prior periods presented currently should
be restated.
b. 1. Consistent use of accounting principles from one
accounting period to another enhances the comparability
of accounting information across accounting periods, and
thus increases the usefulness of financial statements.
2. If a change in accounting principle occurs, the
nature and effect of a change in accounting principle
should be disclosed to avoid misleading financial state
ment users. Disclosure is required because there is a
presumption that an accounting principle once adopted
should not be changed in accounting for events and trans
actions of a similar type.

of extraordinary items from the results of continuing oper
ations is intended to produce a measure of income from
continuing operations that is useful in projecting future
operating cash flows.
b. Hillside should report the discontinued operations
separately in the 1988 income statement immediately
below income from continuing operations. Discontinued
operations should be comprised of two categories, with
each category reported net of income taxes:
•
•

TN89
Answer 5 (10 points)
a. Hillside should report the extraordinary item sepa
rately, net of applicable income taxes, below the continu
ing operations section in the income statement. Exclusion

Loss from operations of the discontinued segment
from the beginning of the year to the measurement
date.
Loss on disposal of the discontinued segment, includ
ing the provision for operating losses during the phase
out period.

c. Hillside should include the costs incurred to relocate
employees in the loss on disposal of the discontinued
segment in its 1988 income statement. These costs are a
direct result of the commitment to dispose of its segment.
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VI.
A.

Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues

Statement of Cash Flows

1M93
Answer 5 (10 points)
Omega Corp.
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the year ended December 31, 1992
Cash flows from operating activities:
$360,000

Net Income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net
cash provided by operating activities:
$150,000
(5,000)
(30,000)

Depreciation
Gain on sale of equipment
Undistributed earnings of Belle Co.
Changes in assets and liabilities:

[1]
[2]
[3]

40,000
(135,000)
60,000
(20,000)

Decrease in accounts receivable
Increase in inventories
Increase in accounts payable
Decrease in income taxes payable

60,000
420,000

Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
40,000
(300,000)
30,000

Proceeds from sale of equipment
Loan to Chase Co.
Principal payment of loan receivable
Net cash used in investing activities

(230,000)

Cash flows from financing activities:
(90,000)

Dividends paid
Net cash used in financing activities

(90,000)

Net increase in cash

100,000

Cash at beginning of year

700,000
$800,000

Cash at end of year
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1M93
Answer 5 (cont.)
Explanation of Amounts:
[1]

[2]

[3]

Depreciation
Net increase in accumulated depreciation
for the year ended December 31, 1992
Accumulated depreciation on equipment sold:
Cost
Carrying value
Depreciation for 1992

$125,000
$60,000
35,000

25,000
$150,000

Gain on sale of equipment
Proceeds
Carrying value
Gain

$ 40,000
35,000
$ 5,000

Undistributed earnings of Belle Co.
Belle’s net income for 1992
Omega’s ownership
Undistributed earnings of Belle Co.

$120,000
25%
$ 30,000
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1N90
Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Linden Consulting Associates
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989
Increase (Decrease) in Cash
Cash flows from operating activities:
Cash received from customers
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Dividends received from affiliate
Net cash provided by operating activities

$2,586,000 [1]
(1,830,000) [2]
96,000
$ 852,000

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchased property and equipment

(170,000)

Cash flows from financing activities:
Principal payment of mortgage payable
Proceeds for admission of new partner
Drawings against partners’ capital accounts
Net cash used in financing activities

( 20,000)

340,000
(630,000)
(310,000)

Net increase in cash

372,000

Cash at beginning of year

280,000
$ 652,000

Cash at end of year
Explanation o f amounts:
[1]

Fee revenue
Less ending accounts receivable balance
Add beginning accounts receivable balance

[2]

Operating expenses
Less: Depreciation
Ending accounts payable balance
Add beginning accounts payable balance

$2,664,000
(446,000)
368,000
$2,586,000
$1,940,000
$ 60,000
320,000
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(380,000)
270,000
$1,830,000
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Answer 5 (cont.)
b.
Reconciliation of net income to net cash provided by operating activities:
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Undistributed earnings of affiliate
Change in assets and liabilities:
Increase in accounts receivable
Increase in accounts payable and accrued expenses

$900,000
$64,000
(84,000) [1]
(78,000)
50,000
(48,000)

Total adjustments

$852,000

Net cash provided by operating activities
[1] Linden’s share of Zach, Inc.’s:
Reported net income for 1989 (25% x $720,000)
Cash dividends paid for 1989 (25% of $384,000)
Undistributed earnings for 1989
c.

$180,000
96,000
$ 84,000

Linden Consulting Associates
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN PARTNERS’ CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1989

Balance, December 31, 1988
Capital investment
Allocation of net income
Balance before drawings
Drawings
Balance, December 31, 1989

Total
$1,700,000
340,000
900,000
2,940,000
630,000
$2,310,000
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Garr
$1,020,000

Pat
$680,000

450,000
1,470,000
280,000
$1,190,000

270,000
950,000

200,000
$750,000

Scott
$ __
340,000
180,000
520,000
150,000
$370,000

Unofficial Answers
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Answer 5 (10 points)
Kern, Inc.
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Increase (Decrease) in Cash
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net
cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation
Amortization of patent
Loss on sale of equipment
Equity in income of Word Corp.
Gain on sale of marketable equity securities
Decrease in allowance to reduce
marketable equity securities to market
Increase in accounts receivable
Decrease in inventories
Decrease in accounts payable
and accrued liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Sale of marketable equity securities
Sale of equipment
Purchase of equipment
Net cash provided by investing activities

[1]
[2]

(15,000)
(35,000)
80,000
(115,000)
$272,000

17,000
$260,000
(85,000)
(300,000)

[3]

(125,000)
164,000
307,000
$471,000

Explanations o f Amounts:
[1] Depreciation
Net increase in accumulated depreciation
for year ended 12/31/88
Accumulated depreciation on equipment sold
Depreciation for 1988

[3]

82,000
9,000
10,000
(30,000)
(19,000)

$119,000
18,000
( 120,000)

Cash flows from financing activities:
Issuance of common stock
Cash dividend paid
Payment on note payable
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase in cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year

[2]

$305,000

$ 65,000
17,000
$ 82,000

Equity in income of Word Corp.
Reported net income for 1988
Kern’s ownership
Equity in income of Word Corp. for 1988

$150,000
x 20%
$ 30,000

Issuance of common stock
4/15/88, issued 20,000 shares for cash
at $13 per share

$260,000
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B.

decreased by the purchase price. The excess of purchase
price over the fair value of the net assets acquired is
reported as goodwill.
3. The effect of the intercompany sales is elimi
nated from Plains’ December 31, 1991, consolidated
financial statements by:

Consolidated and Combined Financial
Statements

TM92
Answer 4 (10 points)
a. 1. Consolidated operating results, cash flows, and
financial position are prepared, as if a parent company
and its subsidiaries are a single entity, to provide informa
tion that:
Reflects the operating results, financial status, and
central management ties that bind the companies
into a single economic and financial unit.
• Is representationally faithful and fair, without the
biases caused by exclusions or netting of data.
• Is comparable with information about other eco
nomic entities regardless of the companies’ legal
framework.
• Is relevant and complete for investors and other
parties basing decisions on the data.

•
•
•

•

2. Plains’ September 1 , 1991, consolidated balance
sheet is changed by including all of Sox’s identifiable
assets and liabilities at their fair values, and cash is

Reducing sales by the amount of the intercom
pany sales.
Reducing ending inventory by the markup on
goods sold by Plains and still held by Sox.
Reducing cost of goods sold for the difference
between the amounts of the two previous adjust
ments.

b. 1. The effects on Plains’ September 1, 1991, bal
ance sheet are the establishment of an investment in Sox
and a decrease in cash equal to the purchase price.
2. Using push-down accounting, all of Sox’s assets
and liabilities, including goodwill, are restated to reflect
their fair values on September 1, 1991. The retained
earnings balance is eliminated. Additional paid-in capital
is adjusted for the difference arising from the restatement
of the asset and liability balances and the elimination of
retained earnings.
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Answer 5 (10 points)
a.

Pine Corp.
JOURNAL ENTRIES
March 31, 1990

Account
Investment in Strand, Inc.
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings of subsidiary
To record issuance of 200,000 shares of
common stock for all the outstanding
common stock of Strand, Inc., in a business
combination accounted for by the pooling-ofinterests method

Dr.
5,400,000

Expenses of business combination
Cash
To record payment of the expenses relating to
the business combination with Strand, Inc.

720,000

Cr.
[1]
2 ,000,000
970,000
2,430,000

720,000

Explanations o f Amounts
[1] Investment in Strand, Inc.
Carrying amount of Strand’s
stockholders’ equity, March 31, 1990
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total
[2]

b.

$2,500,000
470,000
2,430,000
$5,400,000

Additional paid-in capital
Strand, Inc. additional paid-in capital,
March 31, 1990
Par value of Strand, Inc. common stock acquired
Par value of Pine Corp. common stock issued
(200,000 shares x $10)
Excess added to additional paid-in capital
Total

$ 470,000
$2,500,000
2 ,000,000
500,000
$ 970,000

Pine Corp.
INVESTMENT IN STRAND, INC. — AT EQUITY
December 31, 1990
$5,400,000

Balance at date of acquisition, 3/31/90
Net income of Strand, Inc.
for period 4/1 through 12/31/90
Less: Elimination of intercompany profit in
Strand’s inventory
Balance, 12/31/90

$1,060,000
200,000
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[3]
860,000
$6,260,000

[2]
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Answer 5 (cont.)
Explanation of Amounts
[3] Net income of Strand, Inc.
for period 4/1 through 12/31/90
Retained earnings, 12/31/89
Net income for 1990
Less: Dividend paid, 3/10/90
Net increase in 1990 retained earnings
Retained earnings, 12/31/90
Retained earnings, 3/31/90
Net income for period 4/1 through 12/31/90
c.

$2,290,000
$1,450,000
(250,000)
1, 200,000

3,490,000
(2,430,000)
$1,060,000

Pine Corp. and Subsidiary
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN
RETAINED EARNINGS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1990

Balance, December 31, 1989:
As originally reported
Adjustment for pooling of interests
with Strand, Inc.
As restated

$ 6,820,000
2,290,000
9,110,000

Net income

3,490,000
12,600,000

Dividends paid:
By Strand, Inc., before combination
By Pine Corp., after combination

(250,000)
(1,500,000)
(1,750,000)
$10,850,000

Balance, December 31, 1990
Explanation o f Amounts
[4] Consolidated net income for 1990
Pine Corp.’s income before considering
equity in Strand’s net income
Strand, Inc.’s separate net income

$2,240,000
1,450,000
3,690,000

Elimination of intercompany
profit in Strand’s inventory (¼ x $800,000)
Consolidated net income for 1990

(200,000)
$3,490,000
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Answer 4 (10 points)
Cain Corp. and Subsidiary
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT WORKSHEET
December 31, 1989

Income Statement
Net sales
Dividends from Frey
Gain on sale of warehouse
Cost of goods sold
Operating expenses
(including depreciation)

Cain Corp.
Dr. (Cr.)

Frey, Inc.
Dr. (Cr.)

(3,800,000)
(40,000)
(30,000)
2,360,000

(1,500,000)

Adjustments & Eliminations
Dr.
Cr.
[6]
[3]
[4]

180,000
40,000
30,000

870,000

Adjusted
Balance
(5,120,000)

[6]

162,000

3,068,000

440,000

[2]

12,000

[5]

2,000

1,550,000

(410,000)

(190,000)

[a]

262,000

[a]

164,000

(502,000)

Balance, 1/1/89
Net income
Dividends paid

(440,000)
(410,000)

(156,000)
(190,000)
40,000

[1]
[a]

156,000
262,000

Balance, 12/31/89

(850,000)

(306,000)

[b]

570,000
860,000
1,060,000
1,320,000
(370,000)
750,000

150,000
350,000
410,000
680,000
(210,000)

Net income

1,100,000

Retained Earnings Statement
[a]
[3]

164,000
40,000

418,000

[b]

204,000

[1]
[5]

54,000
2,000

[1]

60,000

[7]
[6]
[4]
[2]
[1]
[2]

86,000
18,000
30,000
9,000
750,000
3,000

[7]
[1]
[1]
[b]

86,000
400,000
80,000
418,000

(440,000)
(502,000)

(942,000)

Balance Sheet
Assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable (net)
Inventories
Land, plant and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Investment in Frey (at cost)
Goodwill
Total Assets
Liabilities & Stockholders’ Equity:
Accounts payable &
accrued expenses
Common stock ($10 par)
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total Liabilities &
Stockholders’ Equity

4,190,000

1,380,000

(1,340,000)
(1,700,000)
(300,000)
(850,000)

(594,000)
(400,000)
(80,000)
(306,000)

(4,190,000)

(1,380,000)
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1,100,000

[b]

720,000
1,124,000
1,452,000
2,024,000
(587,000)
57,000
4,790,000

204,000

(1,848,000)
(1,700,000)
(300,000)
(942,000)

1,100,000

(4,790,000)
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Answer 4 (cont.)

stockholders’ equity before the combination, with compo
nents as follows:

Explanations o f Adjustments & Eliminations

•

Common stock equals the par value of Pap’s common
stock outstanding after the combination.

•

Additional paid-in capital equals the sum of the two
companies’ additional paid-in capital before the com
bination less:

[1]

To eliminate the reciprocal elements in investment,
goodwill, equity and property accounts. Cain’s
investment is carried at cost at December 31, 1989.

[2]

To record amortization of the fair value in excess
of book value of Frey’s machinery at date of acquisi
tion ($54,000 ÷ 6) and amortization of goodwill
($60,0004 ÷20) for the year ended December 31,
1989.

[3]

To eliminate Cain’s dividend revenue from Frey.

[4]

To eliminate intercompany profit bn the sale of the
warehouse by Cain to Frey.

[5]

To eliminate the excess depreciation on the ware
house building sold by Cain to Frey [½ x $4,000
($86,000 - $66,000 x 1/5)].

[6]

To eliminate intercompany sales from Cain to Frey
and the intercompany profit in Cain’s ending inven
tory as follows:
Total
On hand
Sales
$180,000
$36,000
Gross profit
90,000
18,000

[7]

To eliminate Cain’s intercompany balance to Frey
for the merchandise it purchased.

C.

Business Combinations

TM91

Answer 2 (10 points)

A business combination accounted for as a poolingof-interests is a continuation of ownership interests of
previously separate companies. Each stockholder group
retains risk and benefit elements from its former invest
ments to which are added risks and benefits obtained
through mutual exchanges with the other group or groups.
Total resources of the pooled entity remain intact.
a.

- Johnson’s proportional interest in Sib’s
additional paid-in capital, and
- Excess of the par value of new Pap stock
issued over par value of Sib stock
exchanged.
If a negative amount arises from this calculation it is
deducted from combined retained earnings.
•

Retained earnings equals the sum of the separate
retained earnings before the combination less
- Johnson’s proportional interest in Sib’s
retained earnings, and
- Any deduction, as noted above, required
for the issue of Pap’s common stock.

F. Financial Statement Disclosures
TN91

Answer 5(10 points)
a. Segment disclosures assist in analyzing and under
standing financial statements by permitting better assess
ment of past performance and future prospects.
Disaggregated information provides more precise details
of the uncertainties surrounding the timing and the
amount of expected cash flows, because the various seg
ments may have different rates of profitability, degrees
and types of risk, opportunities for growth, and future
capital demands.

b.

Barnet should have reported an industry segment that
satisfies one or more of the following tests:
1. The segment’s revenue, including both sales to
unaffiliated customers and intersegment sales or transfers,
b. At least 90% of Sib’s outstanding common stock
is 10% or more of the combined revenue of all Barnet’s
must be exchanged on December 3 1 , 1990, for the combi
industry segments.
nation to be treated as a pooling-of-interests.
2. The segment’s absolute amount of operating
profit or loss is 10% or more of the greater in absolute
amount of:
c. 1. The December 31, 1990, consolidated balance
sheet reports assets and liabilities at the sum of Pap’s
• The combined operating profit of all industry
and Sib’s carrying amounts before the combination.
segments with operating profits, or
2.
Johnson’s proportional ownership in Sib is
• The combined operating loss of all industry
reported as a minority interest regardless of the type of
segments with operating losses.
combination accounting. In pooling-of-interests account
3. The segment’s identifiable assets are 10% or
ing, to report the controlling stockholders’ equity, the
more of the combined identifiable assets of all industry
segments.
balance of Sib’s stockholders’ equity is added to Pap’s
FA-228
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c. Barnet’s 1991 income statement should report the
results of discontinued boating operations separately and
immediately below income from continuing operations.
Discontinued boating operations should be composed of
the following two categories, with each category shown
net of income taxes:

•

Profit from operations for the period January 1 to
July 31, 1991.

•

Loss on disposal equal to the expected loss on the
boating asset sale, less the profits earned and expected
to be earned for the period August 1, 1991, through
February 28, 1992.
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solve the objective questions is provided in this
Examination Question Booklet on pages 2 through
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examination time is up. The objective portion of
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Exam ination Questions — November 1993

Instructions

2. What amount should Tyne report as recovery
of unrealized loss in its 1992 income statement?
A. $50,000
B. $55,000
C. $60,000
D. $65,000

Q uestions Number 1, 2, and 3 each consist of
20 multiple-choice items. Select the best answer
for each of the item s relating to a v a riety of
fin an cial accou ntin g problem s. Use a No. 2
pencil to blacken the appropriate ovals on the
Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers.

3. W hat am ount should Tyne report as net
unrealized loss on noncurrent marketable equity
securities at December 31, 1992, in its statement
of stockholders’ equity?
A. $0
B. $10,000
C. $15,000
D. $20,000

M ark o n ly o n e a n sw er fo r e a c h ite m .
Answer all item s. Your grade will be based on
the total number of correct answers.

Number 1 (Estimated time — 45 to 55 minutes)
1. Mill Co.’s trial balance included the following
account balances at December 31, 1992:
Accounts payable
Bonds payable, due 1993
Discount on bonds payable, due 1993
Dividends payable 1/31/93
Notes payable, due 1994

4. On January 2, 1992, to b etter reflect the
variable use of its only machine, Holly, Inc. elected
to change its m ethod of depreciation from the
straight-line method to the units of production
m ethod. The original cost of th e m achine on
January 2, 1990, was $50,000, and its estimated
life w a s 10 y e a r s. H olly e s tim a te s th a t th e
machine’s total life is 50,000 machine hours.

$15,000
25,000
3,000
8,000
20,000

What amount should be included in the current
lia b ility section of M ill’s D ecem ber 31, 1992,
balance sheet?
A. $45,000
B. $51,000
C. $65,000
D. $78,000

Machine hours usage was 8,500 during 1991 and
3,500 during 1990.
H olly’s incom e tax rate is 30%. H olly should
report the accounting change in its 1992 financial
statements as a(an)
A. Cumulative effect of a change in account
in g prin cip le of $ 2 ,000 in its incom e
statement.
B. Adjustment to beginning retained earn
ings of $2,000.
C. Cumulative effect of a change in account
in g prin cip le of $1,400 in i t s incom e
statement.
D. Adjustment to beginning retained earn
ings of $1,400.

Item s 2 and 3 are based on the following:
The following data pertains to Tyne Co.’s invest
ments in marketable equity securities:
M a r k e t v a lu e
C ost

Current
Noncurrent

$150,000
150,000

1 2 /3 1 / 92

$155,000
130,000

12/31/91

$100,000
120,000

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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Accounting Practice — Part I
5. Lino Co.’s worksheet for the preparation of its
1992 statement of cash flows included the following:
D ecem b er 31

Accounts receivable
Allowance for
uncollectible accounts
Prepaid rent expense
Accounts payable

7. In Karr’s 1992 statem ent of cash flows, net
cash used in investing activities should be
A. $ 2,000
B. $12,000
C. $22,000
D. $35,000

J a n u a ry 1

$29,000

$23,000

1,000
8,200
22,400

800
12,400
19,400

8. D uring 1992, Xan, Inc. had the follow ing
activities related to its financial operations:

Lino’s 1992 net income is $150,000. What amount
should Lino include as net cash provided by oper
ating activities in the statem ent of cash flows?
A. $151,400
B. $151,000
C. $148,600
D. $145,400

Payment for the early retirement of
long-term bonds payable (carrying
amount $370,000)
Distribution in 1992 of cash dividend
declared in 1991 to preferred share
holders
Carrying amount of convertible
preferred stock in Xan, converted
into common shares
Proceeds from sale of treasury stock
(carrying amount at cost, $43,000)

Ite m s 6 a n d 7 are based on the following:
Karr, Inc. reported net income of $300,000 for
1992. Changes occurred in several balance sheet
accounts as follows:*•
Equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Note payable

$375,000

31,000

60,000
50,000

In Xan’s 1992 statem ent of cash flows, net cash
used in financing operations should be
A. $265,000
B. $296,000
C. $356,000
D. $358,000

$25,000 increase
40,000 increase
30,000 increase

A d d i tio n a l in fo r m a tio n :

•

D uring 1992, Karr sold equipm ent costing
$25,000, w ith accum ulated depreciation of
$12,000, for a gain of $5,000.

•

In Decem ber 1992, Karr purchased equip
ment costing $50,000 with $20,000 cash and a
12% note payable of $30,000.

•

9. D u ke Co. rep orted cost o f goods sold o f
$270,000 for 1992. Additional information is as
follows:
D ecem b er 31

Inventory
Accounts payable

$60,000
26,000

Jan u ary 1

$45,000
39,000

Depreciation expense for the year was $52,000.
If Duke u ses the direct method, w hat am ount
should Duke report as cash paid to suppliers in
its 1992 statement of cash flows?
A. $242,000
B. $268,000
C. $272,000
D. $298,000

6. In Karr’s 1992 statem ent of cash flows, net
cash provided by operating activities should be
A. $340,000
B. $347,000
C. $352,000
D. $357,000

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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13. On July 2, 1992, Wynn, Inc., purchased as a
short-term investm ent a $1,000,000 face value
K ean Co. 8% bond for $910,000 p lus accrued
in te r e s t to y ie ld 10%. The bonds m atu re on
January 1, 1999, and pay interest annually on
January 1. On December 31, 1992, the bonds had
a m arket value of $945,000. On February 13,
1993, Wynn sold the bonds for $920,000. In its
December 31, 1992, balance sheet, what amount
should Wynn report for short-term investments in
debt securities?
A. $910,000
B. $920,000
C. $945,000
D. $950,000

10. Conn Co. reported a retained earnings bal
an ce o f $ 4 0 0 ,0 0 0 a t D ecem b er 31, 1991. In
A ugust 1992, Conn determ ined that insurance
prem ium s of $60,000 for the three-year period
beginning January 1, 1991, had been paid and
fully expensed in 1991. Conn has a 30% income
tax rate. W hat am ount should Conn report as
adjusted beginning retained earnings in its 1992
statem ent of retained earnings?
A. $420,000
B. $428,000
C. $440,000
D. $442,000
11. Information regarding Stone Co.’s portfolio of
marketable equity securities is as follows:
Aggregate cost as of 12/31/92
Unrealized gains as of 12/31/92
Unrealized losses as of 12/31/92
N et realized gains during 1992

$170,000
4,000
26,000
30,000

14. Pare, Inc. purchased 10% of Tot Co.’s 100,000
outstanding shares of common stock on January 2,
1992, for $50,000. On December 31, 1992, Pare
purchased an additional 20,000 shares of Tot for
$150,000. There w as no goodwill as a result of
either acquisition, and Tot had not issued any
additional stock during 1992. Tot reported earn
ings of $300,000 for 1992. What amount should
Pare report in its December 31, 1992, balance
sheet as investm ent in Tot?
A. $170,000
B. $200,000
C. $230,000
D. $290,000

At December 31, 1991, Stone reported an allow
ance of $1,500 to reduce investm ents to lower of
cost or market. In its December 31, 1992, balance
sheet, what amount of allowance should Stone
report?
A. $26,000
B. $22,000
C. $20,500
D. $0
12. On March 4, 1992, Evan Co. purchased 1,000
shares of LVC common stock at $80 per share. On
September 26, 1992, Evan received 1,000 stock
rights to purchase an additional 1,000 shares at
$90 per share. The stock rights had an expiration
date of February 1, 1993. On September 30, 1992,
LVC’s common stock had a m arket value, exrights, of $95 per share and the stock rights had a
m arket value of $5 each. What amount should
Evan report on its September 30, 1992, balance
sheet for investm ent in stock rights?
A. $ 4,000
B. $ 5,000
C. $10,000
D. $15,000

15. Roth, Inc. received from a customer a oneyear, $500,000 note bearing annual interest of
8%. After holding the note for six months, Roth
discounted the note at Regional Bank at an effec
tive interest rate of 10%. What amount of cash
did Roth receive from the bank?
A. $540,000
B. $523,810
C. $513,000
D. $495,238

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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18. On March 31, 1993, Vale Co. had an unad
justed credit balance of $1,000 in its allowance for
uncollectible accounts. An analysis of Vale’s trade
accounts receivable at that date revealed the fol
lowing:

16. L u ge C o., w h ic h b eg a n o p e r a tio n s on
January 2, 1992, appropriately uses the install
ment sales method of accounting. The following
information is available for 1992:
Installment accounts receivable,
December 3 1 , 1992
Deferred gross profit, December 31,
1992 (before recognition of realized
gross profit for 1992)
Gross profit on sales

$800,000

E s tim a te d
Age

0 — 30 days
31 — 60 days
Over 60 days

560,000
40%

For the year ended December 3 1 , 1992, cash collec
tions and realized gross profit on sales should be

A.
B.
C.
D.

C ash

R e a liz e d

c o lle c tio n s

g ro ss p r o fit

$400,000
$400,000
$600,000
$600,000

$320,000
$240,000
$320,000
$240,000

A m ount

u n c o lle c tib le

$60,000
4,000
2,000

5%
10%
$1,400

What amount should Vale report as allowance for
u n collectible accounts in its M arch 31, 1993,
balance sheet?
A. $4,800
B. $4,000
C. $3,800
D. $3,000

19. Drew Co. u ses th e average cost inventory
method for internal reporting purposes and LIFO
for financial statem ent and income tax reporting.
A t D ecem b er 3 1 , 1 9 9 2 , th e in v e n to r y w a s
$375,000 using average cost and $320,000 using
LIFO. The unadjusted credit balance in the LIFO
R eserve account on D ecem ber 31, 1992, w as
$ 3 5 ,0 0 0 . W hat a d ju stin g en try sh ou ld Drewrecord to adjust from average cost to LIFO at
December 3 1 , 1992?

17. Frame Co. has an 8% note receivable dated
J u n e 3 0 , 1 9 9 1 , in th e o r ig in a l a m o u n t o f
$150,000. Payments of $50,000 in principal plus
accrued in te r e st are due an n u ally on Ju ly 1,
1992, 1993, and 1994. In its June 30, 1993, bal
ance sheet, what amount should Frame report as
a current asset for interest on the note receivable?
A. $0
B. $ 4,000
C. $ 8,000
D. $12,000

D e b it

A. Cost of Goods Sold
Inventory
B. Cost of Goods Sold
LIFO Reserve
C. Cost of Goods Sold
Inventory
D. Cost of Goods Sold
LIFO Reserve

C r e d it

$55,000
$55,000
$55,000
$55,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000

MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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22. Merry Co. purchased a m achine costing
$125,000 for its manufacturing operations and
paid shipping costs of $20,000. Merry spent an
additional $10,000 testing and preparing the
machine for use. What amount should Merry
record as the cost of the machine?
A. $155,000
B. $145,000
C. $135,000
D. $125,000

20. Brock Co. adopted the dollar-value LIFO
inventory method as of January 1991. A single
inventory pool and an internally computed price
index are used to compute Brock’s LIFO inventory
layers. Information about Brock's dollar value
inventory follows:

at base
year cost
Date
$40,000
1/1/91
5,000
1991 layer
45,000
12/31/91
1992 layer
15,000
12/31/92

$60,000

Inventory
at dollar
at current
value UFO
year cost
$40,000
$40,000
6,000
14,000
54,000
26,000

46,000
?

$80,000

?

What was Brock's dollar value LIFO inventory at
December 3 1 , 1992?
A. $80,000
B. $74,000
C. $66,000
D. $60,000

23. Weir Co. uses straight-line depredation for
its property, plant, and equipment, which, stated
at cost, consisted of the following:

12/31/ 92 12/31/91
Land
$ 25,000 $ 25,000
Buildings
195,000
195,000
Machinery and equipment 695,000
650,000
915,000
870,000
Less accumulated
depreciation
400,000
370,000
$515,000 $500,000

Number 2 (Estim ated tim e — 45 to 55 m inutes)
21. B ased on a physical inventory taken on
December 31, 1992, Chewy Co. determined its
chocolate inventory on a FIFO basis at $26,000
with a replacement cost of $20,000. Chewy esti
mated that, after further processing costs of
$12,000, the chocolate could be sold as finished
candy bars for $40,000. Chewy's normal profit
margin is 10% of sales. Under the lower of cost or
market rule, what amount should Chewy report
as chocolate inventory in its December 31, 1992,
balance sheet?
A. $28,000
B. $26,000
C. $24,000
D. $20,000

Weir's depreciation expense for 1992 and 1991
was $55,000 and $50,000, respectively. What
amount was debited to accumulated depreciation
during 1992 because o f property, plant, and
equipment retirements?
A. $40,000
B. $25,000
C. $20,000
D. $10,000

MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—-This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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24. Gei Co. determined that, due to obsolescence,
equipment with an original cost of $900,000 and
accumulated depreciation at January 1, 1992, of
$420,000 had suffered permanent impairment,
and as a result should have a carrying value of
only $300,000 as of the beginning of the year. In
addition, the remaining useful life of the equip
m ent was reduced from 8 years to 3. In its
December 31, 1992, balance sheet, what amount
should Gei report as accumulated depreciation?
A. $100,000
B. $520,000
C. $600,000
D. $700,000

27. On December 31, 1992, Roth Co. issued a
$10,000 face value note payable to Wake Co. in
exchange for services rendered to Roth. The note,
made at usual trade terms, is due in nine months
and bears interest, payable at maturity, at the
annual rate of 3%. The market interest rate is
8%. The compound interest factor of $1 due in
nine months at 8% is .944. At what amount
should the note payable be reported in Roth’s
December 3 1 , 1992, balance sheet?
A. $10,300
B. $10,000
C. $ 9,652
D. $ 9,440

25. On January 2, 1992, Judd Co. bought a
trademark from Krug Co. for $500,000. Judd
retained an independent consultant, who estimated
the trademark’s remaining life to be 50 years. Its
unamortized cost on Krug’s accounting records
was $380,000. Judd decided to amortize the
trademark over the maximum period allowed. In
Judd’s December 31, 1992, balance sheet, what
amount should be reported as accumulated amor
tization?
A. $ 7,600
B. $ 9,500
C. $10,000
D. $12,500

28. Ross Co. pays all salaried employees on a
Monday for the five-day workweek ended the pre
vious Friday. The last payroll recorded for the
year ended December 31, 1992, was for the week
ended December 25, 1992. The payroll for the
week ended January 1, 1993, included regular
weekly salaries of $80,000 and vacation pay of
$25,000 for vacation time earned in 1992 not
taken by December 31, 1992. Ross had accrued a
liability of $20,000 for vacation pay at December 31,
1991. In its December 31, 1992, balance sheet,
what amount should Ross report as accrued
salary and vacation pay?
A. $64,000
B. $68,000
C. $69,000
D. $89,000

26. On January 2, 1992, Loch Co. established a
noncontributory defined benefit plan covering all
employees and contributed $1,000,000 to the
plan. At December 31, 1992, Loch determined
that the 1992 service and interest costs on the
plan were $620,000. The expected and the actual
rate of return on plan assets for 1992 was 10%.
There are no other components of Loch’s pension
expense. What amount should Loch report in its
December 3 1 , 1992, balance sheet as prepaid pen
sion cost?
A. $280,000
B. $380,000
C. $480,000
D. $620,000

29. On January 31, 1992, Beau Corp. issued
$300,000 maturity value, 12% bonds for $300,000
cash. The bonds are dated December 31, 1991,
and mature on December 31, 2001. Interest will
be paid semiannually on June 30 and December
31. What amount of accrued interest payable
should Beau report in its September 30, 1992,
balance sheet?
A. $27,000
B. $24,000
C. $18,000
D. $ 9,000

M ULTIPLE-C H O IC E W O RK SPACE—This information will n o t be graded. Only answers recorded on the O bjective Answer Sheet w ill be graded.
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30. Lyle, Inc. is preparing its financial sta te 
m ents for the year ended December 31, 1992.
Accounts payable amounted to $360,000 before
any necessary year-end adjustment related to the
following:
•

•

32. Kent Co., a division of National Realty, Inc.,
m aintains escrow accounts and pays real estate
taxes for National’s mortgage customers. Escrow
funds are kept in in te r e st-b e a r in g accounts.
Interest, less a 10% service fee, is credited to the
mortgagee’s account and used to reduce future
escrow payments. Additional information follows:

At December 31, 1992, Lyle has a $50,000
debit balance in its accounts payable to Ross,
a supplier, resulting from a $50,000 advance
paym ent for goods to be m anufactured to
Lyle’s specifications.

Escrow accounts liability, 1/1/92
$ 700,000
Escrow payments received during 1992 1,580,000
Real estate taxes paid during 1992
1,720,000
Interest on escrow funds during 1992
50,000

Checks in the amount of $100,000 were writ
ten to vendors and recorded on December 29,
1992. The checks were mailed on January 5,
1993.

W hat am ount sh ou ld K ent report as escrow
accounts liability in its December 31, 1992, bal
ance sheet?
A. $510,000
B. $515,000
C. $605,000
D. $610,000

W hat am ount should Lyle report as accounts
payable in its December 31, 1992, balance sheet?
A. $510,000
B. $410,000
C. $310,000
D. $210,000

33. On D ecem ber 30, 1992, Fort, Inc. issu ed
1,000 of its 8%, 10-year, $1,000 face value bonds
with detachable stock warrants at par. Each bond
carried a detachable warrant for one share of
Fort’s common stock at a specified option price of
$25 per share. Imm ediately after issuance, the
market value of. the bonds without the warrants
was $1,080,000 and the market value of the war
rants was $120,000. In its December 31, 1992,
balance sheet, what amount should Fort report as
bonds payable?
A. $1,000,000
B. $ 975,000
C. $ 900,000
D. $ 880,000

31. On September 1, 1991, Brak Co. borrowed on
a $1,350,000 note payable from Federal Bank.
The note bears interest at 12% and is payable in
th r e e eq u a l a n n u a l p r in c ip a l p a y m e n ts of
$450,000. On this date, the bank’s prime rate was
11%. The first annual payment for interest and
principal w as made on Septem ber 1, 1992. At
December 31, 1992, what amount should Brak
report as accrued interest payable?
A. $54,000
B. $49,500
C. $36,000
D. $33,000

34. On J a n u a r y 2, 1992, G ill Co. is s u e d
$ 2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 of 10-year, 8% bon ds at par. The
bonds, dated January 1, 1992, pay interest semi
annually on January 1 and July 1. Bond issue
costs were $250,000. What amount of bond issue
costs are unamortized at June 30, 1993?
A. $237,500
B. $225,000
C. $220,800
D. $212,500

M ULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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38. Dunne Co. sells equipment service contracts
that cover a two-year period. The sales price of
each contract is $600. Dunne’s past experience is
that, of the total dollars spent for repairs on ser
vice contracts, 40% is incurred evenly during the
first contract year and 60% evenly during the sec
ond contract year. Dunne sold 1,000 contracts
even ly throughout 1992. In its D ecem ber 31,
1992, balance sheet, what amount should Dunne
report as deferred service contract revenue?
A. $540,000
B. $480,000
C. $360,000
D. $300,000

35. Oak Co. leased equipment for its entire nineyear useful life, agreeing to pay $50,000 at the
start of the lease term on December 31, 1991, and
$50,000 annually on each December 31 for the
n e x t e ig h t y e a r s. The p r e s e n t v a lu e on
December 31, 1991, of the nine lease payments
over the lease term, using the rate implicit in the
lease which Oak knows to be 10%, was $316,500.
The Decem ber 31, 1991, presen t value of th e
lease payments using Oak’s incremental borrow
ing rate of 12% was $298,500. Oak made a timely
second lease payment. What amount should Oak
report as capital lease liability in its December 31,
1992, balance sheet?
A. $350,000
B. $243,150
C. $228,320
D. $0

39. Neal Corp. entered into a nine-year capital
lea se on a w arehouse on Decem ber 31, 1992.
Lease payments of $52,000, which includes real
estate taxes of $2,000, are due annually, begin
ning on December 3 1 , 1993, and every December 31
thereafter. Neal does not know the interest rate
implicit in the lease; Neal’s incremental borrow
ing rate is 9%. The rounded present value of an
ordinary annuity for nine years at 9% is 5.6.
What amount should Neal report as capitalized
lease liability at December 31, 1992?
A. $280,000
B. $291,200
C. $450,000
D. $468,000

36. Webb Co. h as o u tstan d in g a 7%, 10-year
$100,000 face-value bond. The bond was originally
sold to yield 6% annual interest. Webb uses the
effective interest rate method to amortize bond
premium. On June 30, 1992, the carrying amount
of th e ou tstan d in g bond w as $105,000. W hat
amount of unamortized premium on bond should
Webb report in its June 30, 1993, balance sheet?
A. $1,050
B. $3,950
C. $4,300
D. $4,500
37. On July 1, 1992, after recording interest and
amortization, York Co. converted $1,000,000 of its
12% convertible bonds into 50,000 shares of $1
par value common stock. On the conversion date
the carrying amount of the bonds was $1,300,000,
the m arket value of the bonds was $1,400,000,
and York’s common stock was publicly trading at
$30 per share. U sin g the book value m ethod,
what amount of additional paid-in capital should
York record as a result of the conversion?
A. $ 950,000
B. $1,250,000
C. $1,350,000
D. $1,500,000

40. On June 2, 1988, Tory, Inc. issued $500,000
of 10%, 15-year bonds at par. Interest is payable
sem iannually on June 1 and December 1. Bond
issue costs were $6,000. On June 2, 1993, Tory
retired half of the bonds at 98. What is the net
amount that Tory should use in computing the
gain or loss on retirement of debt?
A. $249,000
B. $248,500
C. $248,000
D. $247,000

M ULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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Number 3 (Estimated tim e — 45 to 55 minutes)

—

N ovem ber 1993

43. On April 1, 1993, Ivy began operating a ser
vice proprietorship with an initial cash invest
m en t of $1,000. The proprietorship provided
$3,200 of services in April and received full pay
ment in May. The proprietorship incurred expens
es of $1,500 in April which were paid in June.
During May, Ivy drew $500 against her capital
account.

41. On November 1, 1992, Davis Co. discounted
w ith recourse at 10% a one-year, non in terest
bearing, $20,500 note receivable m aturing on
January 31, 1993. What amount of contingent lia
b ility for th is note m ust D avis disclose in its
financial statements for the year ended December 31,
1992?
A. $0
B. $20,000
C. $20,333
D. $20,500

What was the proprietorship’s income for the two
months ended May 31, 1993, under the following
methods of accounting?

A.
B.
C.
D.

42. On July 1, 1992, South Co. entered into a
ten-year operating lease for a warehouse facility.
The a n n u a l m in im u m le a s e p a y m e n ts are
$100,000. In addition to the base rent, South pays
a monthly allocation of the building’s operating
expenses, which amounted to $20,000 for the year
ended June 3 0 , 1993. In the notes to South’s June 30,
1993, financial statements, what amounts of sub
sequent yea rs’ lea se paym ents should be d is
closed?
A. $100,000 per annum for each of the next
five years and $500,000 in the aggregate.
B. $120,000 per annum for each of the next
five years and $600,000 in the aggregate.
C. $100,000 per annum for each of the next
five years and $900,000 in the aggregate.
D. $120,000 per annum for each of the next
five years and $1,080,000 in the aggregate.

Cash-basis

A ccrual-basis

$1,200
$1,700
$2,700
$3,200

$1,200
$1,700
$1,200
$1,700

44. Howe Co. leased equipment to Kew Corp. on
January 2, 1992, for an eight-year period expiring
December 31, 1999. Equal paym ents under the
lease are $600,000 and are due on January 2 of
each year. The fir s t p a y m e n t w as m ade on
January 2, 1992. The lis t se llin g price of the
equipment is $3,520,000 and its carrying cost on
Howe’s books is $2,800,000. The lease is appropri
ately accounted for as a sales-type lease. The pre
sent value of the lease payments at an imputed
interest rate of 12% (Howe’s incremental borrow
ing rate) is $3,300,000. What amount of profit on
the sale should Howe report for the year ended
December 31, 1992?
A. $720,000
B. $500,000
C. $ 90,000
D. $0

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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48. Cobb Co. purchased 10,000 shares (2% own
ership) of Roe Co. on February 12, 1993. Cobb
received a stock dividend of 2,000 sh ares on
March 31, 1993, when the carrying amount per
share on Roe’s books w as $35 and the m arket
value per share was $40. Roe paid a cash divi
dend of $1.50 per share on September 15, 1993.
In Cobb’s income statem ent for the year ended
October 31, 1993, w h at am ount should Cobb
report as dividend income?
A. $98,000
B. $88,000
C. $18,000
D. $15,000

45. On January 2, 1991, Blake Co. sold a used
machine to Cooper, Inc. for $900,000, resulting in
a gain of $270,000. On that date, Cooper paid
$150,000 cash and signed a $750,000 note bear
ing in terest at 10%. The note w as payable in
three annual installm ents of $250,000 beginning
January 2, 1992. Blake appropriately accounted
for th e s a le u n d er th e in s ta llm e n t m eth od .
C ooper m ade a tim e ly p a y m en t o f th e fir s t
in sta llm en t on January 2, 1992, of $325,000,
which included accrued interest of $75,000. What
am ount of deferred gross profit should B lake
report at December 31, 1992?
A. $150,000
B. $172,500
C. $180,000
D. $225,000

Item s 46 a n d 47 are based on the following:
On January 2, 1992, Emme Co. sold equipment
with a carrying amount of $480,000 in exchange
for a $ 6 0 0 ,0 0 0 n o n in te re st b earin g note due
J a n u a r y 2, 1995. T h ere w a s no e s ta b lis h e d
exchange price for the equipment. The prevailing
rate of interest for a note of this type at January 2,
1992, was 10%. The present value of 1 at 10% for
three periods is 0.75.

49. Hunt Co. purchased merchandise for £300,000
from a vendor in London on November 30, 1992.
Payment in British pounds was due on January 30,
1993. The exchange rates to purchase one pound
were as follows:

46. In E m m e’s 1992 incom e sta tem en t, w h at
amount should be reported as interest income?
A. $ 9,000
B. $45,000
C. $50,000
D. $60,000

Spot-rate
30-day rate
60-day rate

47. In Em m e’s 1992 incom e sta tem en t, w h at
amount should be reported as gain (loss) on sale
of machinery?
A. ($ 30,000) loss.
B. $ 30,000 gain.
C. $120,000 gain.
D. $270,000 gain.

November 30,
1992
$1.65
1.64
1.63

December 31,
1992
$1.62
1.59
1.56

In its Decem ber 31, 1992, incom e statem en t,
w h at am ount sh ou ld H unt report as foreign
exchange gain?
A. $12,000
B. $ 9,000
C. $ 6,000
D. $0

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information wilt not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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50. Wall Co. leased office premises to Fox, Inc.
for a five-year term beginning January 2, 1992.
Under the terms of the operating lease, rent for
th e fir st year is $ 8 ,000 and ren t for y ea rs 2
through 5 is $12,500 per annum. However, as an
inducement to enter the lease, Wall granted Fox
the first six months of the lease rent-free. In its
D ecem ber 31, 1992, incom e sta te m e n t, w h at
amount should Wall report as rental income?
A. $12,000
B. $11,600
C. $10,800
D. $ 8,000

53. In Yew C o.’s 1992 a n n u a l rep o rt, Yew
described its social awareness expenditures dur
ing the year as follows:

51. On December 30, 1992, Astor Corp. sold mer
chandise for $75,000 to Day Co. The terms of the
sale were net 30, FOB shipping point. The mer
chandise was shipped on December 31, 1992, and
arrived at Day on January 5, 1993. Due to a cleri
cal error, the sale was not recorded until January
1993 and th e m e r c h a n d ise , sold at a 25%
m arkup, w as included in A stor’s inventory at
December 3 1 , 1992. As a result, Astor’s cost of goods
sold for the year ended December 3 1 , 1992, was
A. Understated by $75,000.
B. Understated by $60,000.
C. Understated by $15,000.
D. Correctly stated.

What amount of the above should be included in
Yew’s income statem ent as charitable contribu
tions expense?
A. $310,000
B. $390,000
C. $410,000
D. $490,000

“The Company contributed $250,000 in cash
to youth and ed u cational program s. The
Company also gave $140,000 to health and
h u m a n -ser v ic e o r g a n iz a tio n s, o f w h ich
$ 8 0 ,0 0 0 w a s co n trib u te d by e m p lo y e e s
through payroll deductions. In addition, con
sistent with the Company’s commitment to
th e e n v ir o n m e n t, th e C om pany sp e n t
$100,000 to redesign product packaging.”

54. On January 2, 1989, Lava, Inc. purchased a
patent for a new consumer product for $90,000.
At the time of purchase, the patent was valid for
15 years; however, the patent’s useful life was
estimated to be only 10 years due to the competi
tiv e n ature of th e product. On D ecem ber 31,
1992, the product was perm anently withdrawn
from sale under governmental order because of a
p oten tial h ealth hazard in th e product. W hat
amount should Lava charge against income dur
ing 1992, assum ing amortization is recorded at
the end of each year?
A. $ 9,000
B. $54,000
C. $63,000
D. $72,000

52. The following costs were incurred by Griff
Co., a manufacturer, during 1992:
Accounting and legal fees
Freight-in
Freight-out
Officers salaries
Insurance
Sales representatives salaries

$ 25,000
175,000
160,000
150,000
85,000
215,000

What amount of these costs should be reported as
general and administrative expenses for 1992?
A. $260,000
B. $550,000
C. $635,000
D. $810,000

M ULTIPLE-CHO ICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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57. What amount should Knob report as a pretax
extraordinary gain (loss) on restru ctu rin g of
payables?
A. ($10,000)
B. $0
C. $50,000
D. $60,000

55. On January 2, 1992, Nori Mining Co. (lessee)
entered into a 5-year lease for drilling equipment.
Nori accounted for the acquisition as a capital
lease for $240,000, which includes a $10,000 bar
gain purchase option. At the end of the lease,
Nori expects to exercise the bargain purchase
option. Nori estim ates that the equipment’s fair
value will be $20,000 at the end of its 8-year life.
Nori regularly uses straight-line depreciation on
similar equipment. For the year ended December 31,
1992, w h at am ount should N ori recognize as
depreciation expense on the leased asset?
A. $48,000
B. $46,000
C. $30,000
D. $27,500

58. W hat am ount should Knob report as ordi
nary gain (loss) on transfer of real estate?
A. ($10,000)
B. $0
C. $50,000
D. $60,000
59. On June 1, 1993, Oren Co. entered into a
five-year nonrenew able lease, com m encing on
that date, for office space and made the following
payments to Cant Properties:

56. Brill Co. m ade the follow ing expenditures
during 1992:
Costs to develop computer software
for internal use in Brill’s general
management information system
Costs of market research activities

Bonus to obtain lease
First month’s rent
Last month’s rent

$100,000
75,000

$30,000
10,000
10,000

In its income statement for the year ended June 30,
1993, what amount should Oren report as rent
expense?
A. $10,000
B. $10,500
C. $40,000
D. $50,000

What amount of these expenditures should Brill
report in its 1992 income statem ent as research
and development expenses?
A. $175,000
B. $100,000
C. $ 75,000
D. $0

60. On January 2, 1989, Union Co. purchased a
machine for $264,000 and depreciated it by the
straight-line method using an estim ated useful
life of eigh t years w ith no salvage valu e. On
Janu ary 2, 1992, U nion determ in ed th a t the
machine had a useful life of six years from the
date of acquisition and will have a salvage value
of $24,000. An accounting change was made in
1992 to reflect the additional data. The accumu
lated depreciation for this machine should have a
balance at December 31, 1992, of
A. $176,000
B. $160,000
C. $154,000
D. $146,000

Ite m s 57 a n d 58 are based on the following:
The following information pertains to the transfer
of real estate pursuant to a troubled debt restruc
turing by Knob Go. to Mene Corp. in full liquida
tion of Knob’s liability to Mene:
Carrying amount of liability liquidated $150,000
Carrying amount of real estate
transferred
100,000
Fair value of real estate transferred
90,000

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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Num ber 4 (Estim ated tim e — 45 to 55 m inutes)

On January 2, 1990, Trask granted stock
options to em ployees to purchase 200,000
shares of the company’s common stock at $12
per share, which was also the market price
on th at date. The options are exercisable
w ith in a th r e e -y e a r p eriod b e g in n in g
January 2, 1992. The m easurem ent date is
the same as the grant date. On June 1, 1992,
em ployees exercised 150,000 options when
the m arket value of the stock w as $25 per
share. Trask issued new shares to settle the
transaction.

Trask Corp., a public company whose shares are
traded in the over-the-counter market, had the
following stockholders’ equity account balances at
December 31, 1991:
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Treasury common stock

$ 7,875,000
15,750,000
16,445,000
750,000

Transactions during 1992, and other infor
m a tio n r e la tin g to th e sto c k h o ld e r s’ eq u ity
accounts, were as follows:

On October 27, 1992, Trask declared a 2-for-1
stock split on its common stock and reduced
the per share par value accordingly. Trask
stockholders of record on A ugust 2, 1992,
received one additional share of Trask com
mon stock for each share of Trask common
stock held. The laws in Trask’s state of incor
poration protect treasury stock from dilution.

•

Trask had 4,000,000 authorized shares of $5
par value common stock; 1,575,000 shares
were issued, of which 75,000 were held in
treasury.

•

On January 21, 1992, Trask issued 50,000
shares of $100 par value, 6% cumulative pre
ferred stock in exchange for all of Rover Co.’s
assets and liabilities. On that date, the net
carrying amount of Rover’s assets and liabili
ties was $5,000,000. The carrying amounts of
Rover’s assets and liabilities equalled their
fair values. On January 22, 1992, Rover dis
tributed the Trask shares to its stockholders
in com plete liquidation and dissolution of
Rover. Trask had 150,000 authorized shares
of preferred stock.

On December 12, 1992, Trask declared the
y early cash d ivid en d on preferred stock,
payable on January 11, 1993, to stockholders
of record on December 31, 1992.

On February 17, 1992, Trask formally retired
25,000 of its 75,000 treasury common stock
shares. The shares were originally issued at
$15 per share and had been acquired on
September 25, 1991, for $10 per share. Trask
uses the cost method to account for treasury
stock.•

N et income for 1992 was $2,400,000.

•

•

On January 16, 1993, before the accounting
records were closed for 1992, Trask became
aware that depreciation expense was under
s ta te d by $ 3 5 0 ,0 0 0 for th e y e a r en d ed
December 31, 1991. The after-tax effect on
1991 net income was $245,000. The appropri
ate correcting entry w as recorded on th e
same day.

R equ ired:
a. Prepare Trask’s statem ent of retained
earnings for the year ended December 31, 1992.
Assum e that Trask prepares only single-period
financial statements for 1992.

Trask owned 15,000 shares of Harbor, Inc.
com m on sto ck p u r c h a se d in 1989 for
$600,000. The Harbor stock was included in
Trask’s short-term m ark etable secu rities
portfolio. On March 5, 1992, Trask declared a
property dividend of one share of Harbor
common stock for every 100 shares of Trask
common stock held by a stockholder of record
on A p ril 16, 1992. T he m a rk et p rice of
Harbor stock on March 5, 1992, was $60 per
share. The property dividend was distributed
on April 29, 1992.

b. Prepare the stockholders’ equity section
of Trask’s balance sheet at December 31, 1992.
c. Com pute th e book value per share of
common stock at December 31, 1992.
Show all supporting calculations in good form.
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N u m b er 5 (E stim a ted tim e 40 — 50 m in u tes)
London, Inc. began operation of its construction
division on October 1, 1991, and entered into con
tracts for two separate projects. The Beta project
contract price w as $600,000 and provided for
penalties of $10,000 per week for late completion.
Although during 1992 the Beta project had been
on schedule for timely completion, it was complet
ed four weeks late in August 1993. The Gamma
project’s original contract price w as $800,000.
Change orders during 1993 added $40,000 to the
original contract price.

London elected early application of FASB
109, A c c o u n tin g fo r Incom e Taxes, for the
year ended Septem ber 30, 1992. E nacted
rates are 25% for 1992 and 30% for future
years.

•

London’s income before income taxes from all
divisions, before considering revenues from
lo n g -te r m c o n str u c tio n p r o jec ts, w as
$300,000 for the year ended September 30,
1992. There were no other temporary or per
manent differences.

R equired:
a. Prepare a schedule show ing London’s
gross profit (loss) recognized for the years ended
September 30, 1992, and 1993, under the percent
age-of-completion method.

The following data pertains to the separate long
term construction projects in progress:
Beta

•

G am m a

As of September 30, 1992:
b. Prepare a schedule show ing London’s
b a la n c e s in th e fo llo w in g a c c o u n ts at
Septem ber 30, 1992, under the percentage-ofcompletion method:
• Accounts receivable
• Costs and estimated earnings in excess
of billings
• Billings in excess of costs and estimated
earnings

Costs incurred to date
$360,000 $410,000
Estimated costs to complete 40,000 410,000
Billings
315,000 440,000
Cash collections
275,000 365,000
As of September 30, 1993:
Costs incurred to date
450,000
—
Estimated costs to complete
Billings
560,000
Cash collections
560,000

720,000
180,000
710,000
625,000

c. Prepare a schedule reconciling London’s
financial statem ent income and taxable income
for the year ended September 30, 1992, and show
ing all components of taxes payable and current
and deferred incom e tax expense for the year
th e n en d ed . Do n o t c o n sid er e s tim a te d tax
requirements.

A dditional information: •
•

London accounts for its long-term construc
tio n c o n tra c ts u s in g th e p e r c en ta g e -o fcom pletion m ethod for financial reporting
purposes and the completed-contract method
for income tax purposes.
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3. For the budgetary year ending December 31,
1993, Maple City’s general fund expects the fol
lowing inflows of resources:

Instructions
Q uestions Number 1, 2, and 3 each consist of
20 multiple-choice items. Select the best answer
for each of th e ite m s. U se a No. 2 p en cil to
blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Mark

Property taxes, licenses, and fines
Proceeds of debt issue
Interfund transfers for debt service

only one answ er for each item . A nsw er all
item s. Your grade will be based on the total num

$9,000,000
5,000,000
1,000,000

In th e budgetary entry, w h at am ount should
Maple record for estimated revenues?
A. $ 9,000,000
B. $10,000,000
C. $14,000,000
D. $15,000,000

ber of correct answers.

Number 1 (Estim ated time—45 to 55 m inutes)
Select the best answer for each of the following
item s relatin g to a v a riety o f n ot-for-profit

and governm ental accounting problem s.
4. During its fiscal year ended June 30, 1993,
C liff C ity is s u e d p u r c h a se ord ers t o ta lin g
$ 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 , w h ich w ere properly charged to
encumbrances at that time. Cliff received goods
and related invoices at the encumbered amounts
totaling $4,500,000 before year end. The remain
in g goods of $500,000 w ere not received until
a fter y ea r en d . C liff p aid $ 4 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0 o f th e
invoices received during the year. What amount
of C liff’s encum brances w ere o u tsta n d in g at
June 3 0 , 1993?
A. $0
B. $300,000
C. $500,000
D. $800,000

Item s 1 and 2 are based on the following:
Ridge Tow nship’s governing body adopted its
general fund budget for the year ended July 31,
1 9 9 4 , co m p rised o f e s tim a te d r e v e n u e s of
$100,000 and appropriations of $80,000. Ridge
formally integrates its budget into the accounting
records.
1. To record th e appropriations o f $ 8 0 ,0 0 0 ,
Ridge should
A. Credit appropriations control.
B. Debit appropriations control.
C. Credit estimated expenditures control.
D. Debit estimated expenditures control.

5. Elm City issued a purchase order for sup
plies with an estimated cost of $5,000. When the
supplies were received, the accompanying invoice
indicated an actual price of $4,950. What amount
sh ou ld E lm d eb it (credit) to th e r e se r v e for
encumbrances after the supplies and invoice were
received?
A. ($ 50)
B. $ 50
C. $4,950
D. $5,000

2. To record th e $20,000 budgeted excess of
estim ated revenues over appropriations, Ridge
should
A. C red it e s tim a te d e x c e s s r e v e n u e s
control.
B. Debit estimated excess revenues control.
C. Credit budgetary fund balance.
D. Debit budgetary fund balance.

M ULTIPLE-C H O IC E W O RK SPACE—This informatio n will n ot be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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6.
Wood City, w h ich is le g a lly o b lig a ted to
maintain a debt service fund, issued the following
general obligation bonds on July 1, 1992:

9.
The following information pertains to Grove
C ity’s in terfu n d receivab les and p a yab les at
December 3 1 , 1992:

Term of bonds
Face amount
Issue price
Stated interest rate

Due to special revenue fund from
general fund
Due to agency fund from special
revenue fund

10 years
$1,000,000
101
6%

Interest is payable January 1 and July 1. What
amount of bond premium should be amortized in
Wood’s debt service fund for th e year ended
December 31, 1992?
A. $1,000
B. $ 500
C. $ 250
D. $0

$100,000
800,000
140,000
200,000

10. The following inform ation pertains to pro
perty taxes levied by Oak City for the calendar
year 1992:

W hat am ount should Spruce report for 1992
claims and judgments expenditures?
A. $1,040,000
B. $ 940,000
C. $ 840,000
D. $ 800,000

Collections during 1992
Expected collections during the
first 60 days of 1993
Expected collections during the
balance of 1993
Expected collections during
January 1994
Estimated to be uncollectible

8.
Cal City m aintains several major fund types.
The follow ing were am ong Cal’s cash receipts
during 1993:
Unrestricted state grant
Interest on bank accounts held
for employees’ pension plan

4,000

In Grove’s special revenue fund balance sheet at
December 31, 1992, how should these interfund
amounts be reported?
A. As an asset of $6,000.
B. As a liability of $6,000.
C. As an asset of $4,000 and a liability of
$ 10 , 000 .
D. As an asset of $10,000 and a liability of
$4,000.

7.
The following information pertains to Spruce
City’s liability for claims and judgments:
Current liability at January 1, 1992
Claims paid during 1992
Current liability at December 31,1992
Noncurrent liability at December 31,
1992

$10,000

$1,000,000

Total levy

$500,000
100,000
60,000
30,000
10,000
$700,000

200,000
W hat am ount should Oak report for 1992 net
property tax revenues?
A. $700,000
B. $690,000
C. $600,000
D. $500,000

W hat am ount of these cash receipts should be
accounted for in Cal’s general fund?
A. $1,200,000
B. $1,000,000
C. $ 200,000
D. $0

M ULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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14. Arlen City’s fiduciary funds contained the fol
lowing cash balances at December 3 1 , 1992:

11. F inancing for th e renovation of Fir C ity’s
m unicipal park, begun and com pleted during
1992, came from the following sources:
Grant from state government
Proceeds from general obligation
bond issue
Transfer from Fir’s general fund

Under the Forfeiture Act—cash
confiscated from illegal activities;
disbursements can be used only for
law enforcement activities
Sales taxes collected by Arlen to be
distributed to other governmental
units

$400,000
500,000
100,000

In its 1992 capital projects fund operating state
ment, Fir should report these amounts as
Revenues
A.
B.
C.
D.

$1,000,000

$0

$ 600,000

500,000

What amount of cash should Arlen report in its
expendable trust funds at December 31, 1992?
A. $0
B. $300,000
C. $500,000
D. $800,000

Other financing sources

$ 900,000
$ 400,000
$0

$300,000

$ 100,000
$1,000,000

12. The follow ing equity b alances are am ong
those maintained by Cole City:
Enterprise funds
Internal service funds

$1,000,000
400,000

Cole’s proprietary equity balances amount to
A. $1,400,000
B. $1,000,000
C. $ 400,000
D. $0

15. In 1993, Palm City acquired, through forfei
ture as a result of nonpayment of property taxes,
a parcel of land that the city intends to use as a
parking lot for general governmental purposes.
The total amount of taxes, liens, and other costs
incurred by Palm incidental to acquiring owner
ship and perfecting title was $20,000. The land’s
fair m arket valu e at th e forfeitu re date w as
$60,000. What amount should be capitalized in
the general fixed assets account group for this
land?
A. $0
B. $20,000
C. $60,000
D. $80,000

13. T hrough an in te r n a l se r v ic e fu nd, N ew
County operates a centralized data processing
center to provide services to New’s other govern
mental units. In 1992, this internal service fund
billed New’s parks and recreation fund $150,000
for data processing services. What account should
New’s internal service fund credit to record this
$150,000 b illin g to the parks and recreation
fund?
A. Data processing department expenses.
B. Intergovernmental transfers.
C. Interfund exchanges.
D. Operating revenues control.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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16. Dodd V illage received a gift of a new fire
engine from a local civic group. The fair value of
th is fire engine was $400,000. The entry to be
made in the general fixed assets account group
for this gift is

19. Hill City’s water utility fund held the follow
ing investm ents in U.S. Treasury securities at
June 30, 1993:
Date
Investm ent purchased
3-month T-bill
5/31/93
3-year T-note
6/15/93
5-year T-note
10/1/89

Debit
Credit
A. Memorandum entry only
B. General fund assets
$400,000
Private gifts
$400,000
C. Investment in general
fixed assets
$400,000
Gift revenue
$400,000
D. Machinery and equipment $400,000
Investment in general
fixed assets from
private gifts
$400,000

Carrying
amount
$ 30,000
50,000

100,000

In the fund’s balance sheet, what amount of these
investm ents should be reported as cash and cash
equivalents at June 30, 1993?
A. $0
B. $ 30,000
C. $ 80,000
D. $180,000

17. In 1992, State University’s board of trustees
established a $100,000 fund to be retained and
invested for scholarship grants. In 1992, the fund
earned $6,000 which had not been disbursed at
December 31, 1992. What amount should State
report in a quasi-endow m ent fund balance at
December 31, 1992?
A. $0
B. $ 6,000
C. $100,000
D. $106,000

20. The following information pertains to Park
Township’s general fund at December 31, 1992:

18. The following information pertains to certain
m onies held by B lair County at December 31,
1992, that are legally restricted to expenditures
for specified purposes:
Proceeds of short-term notes to be used
for advances to expendable trust funds
Proceeds of long-term debt to be used
for a major capital project

M aturity
date
7/31/93
8/31/93
9/30/94

Total assets, including $200,000 of
cash
Total liabilities
Reserved for encumbrances

$ 8,000

$1,000,000
600,000
100,000

A p propriation s do not la p se at year-en d . At
December 31, 1992, what am ount should Park
report as unreserved fund balance in its general
fund balance sheet?
A. $200,000
B. $300,000
C. $400,000
D. $500,000

90,000

What amount of these restricted monies should
Blair account for in special revenue funds?
A. $0
B. $ 8,000
C. $90,000
D. $98,000

M ULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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N um ber 2 (E stim ated tim e — 45 to 55 m inutes)

23. N are, an accru al-b asis taxpayer, ow n s a
building which was rented to Mott under a teny e a r le a s e e x p ir in g A u g u st 31, 1 9 9 8 . On
January 2, 1992, Mott paid $30,000 as considera
tion for cancelling the lease. On Novem ber 1,
1992, Nare leased the building to Pine under a
five-year lease. Pine paid Nare $10,000 rent for
the two months of November and December, and
an additional $5,000 for the la st m onth’s rent.
W hat am ount of re n ta l incom e sh ou ld N are
report in its 1992 income tax return?
A. $10,000
B. $15,000
C. $40,000
D. $45,000

Select the b e s t answer for each of the following
item s relating to th e federal ta x a tio n of in d i
v id u a ls , e s t a t e s , and t r u s t s . T he a n s w e r s
sh o u ld be b a s e d on th e I n te r n a l R e v e n u e
Code and Tax R eg u la tio n s in effect for th e
ta x p eriod s p e c ifie d in th e ite m . If no ta x
period is specified, u se th e c u rre n t Intern al
R evenue Code and Tax R egu lation s.

21. Perle, a dentist, billed Wood $600 for dental
services. Wood paid Perle $200 cash and built a
bookcase for Perle’s office in full settlem ent of the
bill. Wood sells comparable bookcases for $350.
W hat am ount should Perle include in taxable
income as a result of this transaction?
A. $0

24. John and Mary were divorced in 1991. The
divorce decree provides that John pay alimony of
$10,000 per year, to be reduced by 20% on their
child’s 18th birthday. D uring 1992, John paid
$7,000 directly to M ary and $3,000 to Spring
College for Mary’s tuition. What amount of these
payments should be reported as income in Mary’s
1992 income tax return?
A. $ 5,600
B. $ 8,000
C. $ 8,600
D. $10,000

B. $200
C. $550
D. $600

22. Charles and Marcia are married cash-basis
taxpayers. In 1992, they had interest income as
follows:
•

$500 interest on federal income tax refund.

•

$600 interest on state income tax refund.

•

$ 8 0 0 in te r e s t
obligations.

•

$ 1 ,0 0 0 in te r e s t
obligations.

25. Smith, an individual calendar-year taxpayer,
purchased 100 shares of Core Co. common stock
for $15,000 on December 15, 1992, and an addi
tional 100 shares for $13,000 on December 30,
1992. On January 3, 1993, Smith sold the shares
purchased on December 15, 1992, for $13,000.
What amount of loss from the sale of Core’s stock
is deductible on Sm ith’s 1992 and 1993 income
tax returns?

on fe d e r a l g o v e r n m e n t
on

s ta t e

governm ent

W hat am ount of interest income is taxable on
C h arles and M arcia’s 1992 jo in t incom e tax
return?
A. $ 500
B. $1,100
C. $1,900
D. $2,900

A.
B.
C.
D.

1992
$0
$0
$1,000
$2,000

1993
$0
$2,000
$1,000
$0

M ULTIPLE-C H O IC E W O RK SPACE _This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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26. Majors, a candidate for a graduate degree,
received the following scholarship awards from
the university in 1992:
•

$10,000 for tuition, fees, books, and supplies
required for courses.

•

$2,000 stipend for research services required
by the scholarship.

29. In 1992, F ay sold 100 sh ares o f Gym Co.
stock to her son, M artin, for $11,000. Fay had
paid $15,000 for the stock in 1989. Subsequently
in 1992, M artin sold the stock to an unrelated
third party for $16,000. W hat am ount of gain
from th e sa le of th e stock to th e third party
should M artin report on h is 1992 incom e tax
return?
A. $0
B. $1,000
C. $4,000
D. $5,000

What amount of the scholarship awards should
Majors include as taxable income in 1992?
A. $12,000
B. $10,000
C. $ 2,000
D. $0

30. Which itemized deduction is included in the
category of un reim b u rsed e x p e n se s th a t are
deductible only to the extent that the aggregate
amount of such expenses exceeds 2% of the tax
payer’s adjusted gross income?
A. Tax return preparation fee.
B. Medical expense.
C. Employee moving expense.
D. Interest expense.

27. Which allowable deduction can be claimed in
arriving at an individual’s adjusted gross income?
A. Alimony payment.
B. Charitable contribution.
C. Personal casualty loss.
D. U nreim bursed busin ess expense of an
outside salesperson.

31. S p en cer, w ho ite m iz e s d e d u c tio n s, had
adjusted gross income of $60,000 in 1992. The fol
low ing additional inform ation is available for
1992:
Cash contribution to church
Purchase of art object at church bazaar
(with a fair market value of $800 on
the date of purchase)
Donation of used clothing to Salvation
Army (fair value evidenced by receipt
received)

28. Davis, a sole proprietor with no employees,
has a Keogh profit-sharing plan to which he may
contribute 15% of his annual earned income. For
this purpose, “earned income” is defined as net
self-employment earnings reduced by the
A. Deductible Keogh contribution.
B. Self-employment tax.
C. Self-employment tax and one-half of the
deductible Keogh contribution.
D. Deductible Keogh contribution and onehalf of the self-employment tax.

$4,000

1,200

600

What is the maximum amount Spencer can claim
as a deduction for charitable contributions in
1992?
A. $5,400
B. $5,200
C. $5,000
D. $4,400

M ULTIPLE-CHO ICE W O R K SPACE— This information will n ot be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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32. Charitable contributions subject to the 50percent limit that are n o t fully deductible in the
year made may be
A. Neither carried back nor carried forward.
B. Carried back three years or carried for
ward fifteen years.
C. Carried forward five years.
D. Carried forward indefinitely until fully
deducted.

34. Mr. and Mrs. Sloan incurred the following
e x p e n se s on D ecem b er 15, 1992, w h en th e y
adopted a child:
Child’s medical expenses
Legal expenses
Agency fee

$5,000
8,000
2,000

Before consideration of any “floor” or other limi
tation on deductibility, what amount of the above
expenses may the Sloans deduct on their 1992
joint income tax return?
A. $15,000
B. $13,000
C. $10,000
D. $ 5,000

35. In 1992, B arlow m oved from C hicago to
M iam i to sta rt a new job, in cu rrin g co sts of
$1,200 to move household goods and $2,500 in
temporary living expenses. Barlow was not reim
bursed for any of these expenses. What amount
should Barlow deduct as itemized deduction for
moving expense?
A. $1,200
B. $2,700
C. $3,000
D. $3,700

33. In 1992, Farb, a cash basis individual tax
payer, received an $8,000 invoice for personal
property taxes. Believing the amount to be over
stated by $5,000, Farb paid the invoiced amount
under p rotest and im m ed iately started legal
action to recover the overstatement. In November
1993, the m atter w as resolved in Farb’s favor,
and he received a $5,000 refund. Farb item izes
his deductions on his tax returns. Which of the
follow ing sta tem en ts is correct regarding the
deductibility of the property taxes?
A. Farb should deduct $8,000 in his 1992
income tax return and should report the
$ 5 ,000 refund as incom e in h is 1993
income tax return.
B. Farb should n o t deduct any amount in
his 1992 income tax return and should
deduct $3,000 in his 1993 income tax
return.
C. Farb should deduct $3,000 in his 1992
income tax return.
D. Farb should n o t deduct any amount in
his 1992 income tax return when origi
nally filed, and should file an amended
1992 income tax return in 1993.

36. Joe and Barb are married, but Barb refuses
to sign a 1992 joint return. On Joe’s separate
1992 return, an exemption may be claim ed for
Barb if
A. Barb w as a fu ll-tim e stu d en t for th e
entire 1992 school year.
B. Barb attaches a w ritten statem en t to
Joe’s income tax return, agreeing to be
claimed as an exemption by Joe for 1992.
C. Barb was under the age of 19.
D. Barb had n o gross income and was n o t
claimed as another person’s dependent in
1992.

M ULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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Number 3 (Estimated time — 45 to 55 minutes)

37. The alternative minimum tax (AMT) is com
puted as the
A. Excess of the regular tax over the tenta
tive AMT.
B. E xcess of the ten ta tiv e AMT over the
regular tax.
C. The tentative AMT plus the regular tax.
D. Lesser of the tentative AMT or the regu
lar tax.

Select the best answer for each of the following
ite m s r e la tin g to th e fe d e r a l ta x a tio n o f

c o r p o r a tio n s, p a r tn e r sh ip s and ex em p t
organizations. The answ ers should be based
on th e In te r n a l R ev en u e C ode and Tax
R egulations in effect for the tax period spec
ified in th e item . If no tax period is sp eci
fied, use the current Internal R evenue Code
and Tax R egulations.

38. Poole, 45 years old and unmarried, is in the
15% tax bracket. He had 1992 adjusted gross
incom e of $20,000. The follow ing inform ation
applies to Poole:
Medical expenses
Standard deduction
Personal exemption

41. In 19 9 2 , B ru n Corp. p ro p erly accru ed
$10,000 for an income item on the basis of a rea
sonable estimate. In 1993, Brun determined that
the exact amount was $12,000. Which of the fol
lowing statements is correct?
A. B run is required to file an am en ded
return to report the additional $2,000 of
income.
B. Brun is required to notify the IRS within
30 days of the determination of the exact
amount of the item.
C. The $2,000 difference is includible in
Brun’s 1993 income tax return.
D. No fu r th e r in c lu s io n of in com e is
required as the difference is less than
25% of the original amount reported and
th e e stim a te had been m ade in good
faith.

$6,000
3,600
2,300

Poole wishes to minimize his income tax. What is
Poole’s 1992 total income tax?
A. $3,000
B. $2,115
C. $1,980
D. $1,755
39. What amount of a decedent's taxable estate
is effectively tax-free if the m axim um unified
estate and gift credit is taken?
A. $0
B. $ 10,000
C. $192,800
D. $600,000

42. In 1992, Cape Co. reported book income of
$140,000. Included in that amount was $50,000
for m ea ls and e n te r ta in m e n t e x p e n s e and
$40,000 for federal income tax expense. In Cape’s
Schedule M -1 of Form 1120, which reconciles
book income and taxable income, what amount
should be reported as taxable income?
A. $190,000
B. $180,000
C. $150,000
D. $140,000

40. Which of the following is(are) deductible from
a decedent’s gross estate?
I. Expenses of adm inistering and settling the
estate.
II. State inheritance or estate tax.
A.
B.
C.
D.

I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

A ltern ative
m inim u m tax

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

Part II

47. Which of the following statements is correct
regard in g th e u n r e la te d b u s in e s s incom e of
exempt organizations?
A. If an exempt organization has any unre
lated business income, it may result in
the loss of th e organ ization ’s exem pt
status.
B. Unrelated business income relates to the
performance of services, but n o t to the
sale of goods.
C. An unrelated business does n o t include
any activity where all the work is per
formed for the organization by unpaid
volunteers.
D. Unrelated business income tax will n o t
be imposed if profits from the unrelated
business are used to support the exempt
organization’s charitable activities.

43. When computing a corporation’s income tax
ex p en se for e stim a te d incom e ta x p u rp oses,
w h ich o f th e fo llo w in g sh ou ld be ta k en in to
account?
Corporate
tax credits

—

44. If an S corporation has n o accumulated earn
ings and profits, the am ount distributed to a
shareholder
A. Must be returned to the S corporation.
B. Increases the shareholder’s basis for the
stock.
C. Decreases the shareholder’s basis for the
stock.
D. Has n o effect on the shareholder’s basis
for the stock.
45. Jones incorporated a sole proprietorship by
exchanging all the proprietorship’s assets for the
stock of Nu Co., a new corporation. To qualify for
tax-free incorporation, Jones must be in control of
Nu im m ediately after the exchange. What per
centage of Nu’s stock must Jones own to qualify
as “control” for this purpose?
A. 50.00%
B. 51.00%
C. 66.67%
D. 80.00%

48. Pert contributed land w ith a fair m arket
v a lu e o f $ 2 0 ,0 0 0 to a n ew p a r tn e r s h ip in
exchange for a 50% partnership in terest. The
land had an adjusted basis to Pert of $12,000 and
was subject to a $4,000 mortgage, which the part
nership assumed. What is the adjusted basis of
Pert’s partnership interest?
A. $10,000
B. $12,000
C. $18,000
D. $20,000

46. A corporation was completely liquidated and
dissolved during 1992. The filing fees, profession
al fees, and other expenditures incurred in con
nection with the liquidation and dissolution are
A. Deductible in full by the dissolved corpo
ration.
B. Deductible by the shareholders and n o t
by the corporation.
C. Treated as capital losses by the corpora
tion.
D. Not deductible either by the corporation
or shareholders.

49. On June 1, 1992, Kelly received a 10% inter
est in Rock Co., a partnership, for services con
tributed to the partnership. Rock’s net assets at
that date had a basis of $70,000 and a fair mar
ket value of $100,000. In Kelly’s 1992 income tax
retu rn , w h at am ount m u st K elly in clu d e as
income from transfer of partnership interest?
A. $ 7,000 ordinary income.
B. $ 7,000 capital gain.
C. $10,000 ordinary income.
D. $10,000 capital gain.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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50. Lee inherited a partnership in terest from
Dale. The adjusted basis of D ale’s partnership
interest was $50,000, and its fair market value on
the date of D ale’s death (the esta te valuation
date) was $70,000. What was Lee’s original basis
for the partnership interest?
A. $70,000
B. $50,000
C. $20,000
D. $0

Ite m s 55 a n d 56 are based on the following:
The adjusted basis of Jody’s partnership interest
was $50,000 immediately before Jody received a
current distribution of $20,000 cash and property
w ith an adjusted b a sis to th e partn ersh ip of
$40,000 and a fair market value of $35,000.

51. The method used to depreciate partnership
property is an election made by
A. The partnership and m ust be the same
method used by the “principal partner.”
B. The partnership and may be any method
approved by the IRS.
C. The “principal partner.”
D. Each individual partner.

55. W hat am ount of taxab le gain m u st Jody
report as a result of this distribution?
A. $0
B. $5,000
C. $10,000
D. $20,000

52. Under Section 444 of the Internal Revenue
Code, certain partnerships can elect to use a tax
year different from their required tax year. One of
the conditions for eligibility to make a Section
444 election is that the partnership must
A. Be a limited partnership.
B. Be a member of a tiered structure.
C. Choose a tax year w here th e deferral
period is n o t longer than three months.
D. Have less than 35 partners.

56. What is Jody’s basis in the distributed prop
erty?
A. $0
B. $30,000
C. $35,000
D. $40,000

53. In computing the ordinary income of a part
nership, a deduction is allowed for
A. Contributions to recognized charities.
B. The first $100 of dividends received from
qualifying domestic corporations.
C. Short-term capital losses.
D. Guaranteed payments to partners.

57. The adjusted b asis of Vance’s partnership
interest in Lex Associates was $180,000 immedi
ately before receiving the following distribution
in complete liquidation of Lex:

54. When a partner’s share of partnership liabili
ties increases, that partner’s basis in the partner
ship
A. Increases by the partner’s share of the
increase.
B. Decreases by the partner’s share of the
increase.
C. Decreases, but n o t to less than zero.
D. Is n o t affected.

Cash
Real estate
What is
A.
B.
C.
D.

B asis to Lex
$100,000
70,000

Fair m arket
value
$100,000
96,000

Vance’s basis in the real estate?
$96,000
$83,000
$80,000
$70,000

M U LTIPLE-CHO ICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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58. Cobb, Danver, and Evans each owned a onethird interest in the capital and profits of their
calendar-year partnership. On Septem ber 18,
1991, Cobb and Danver sold their partnership
in terests to Frank, and im m ediately withdrew
from all participation in th e partnership. On
March 15, 1992, Cobb and Danver received full
payment from Frank for the sale of their partner
ship interests. For tax purposes, the partnership
A. Terminated on September 18, 1991.
B. Terminated on December 3 1 , 1991.
C. Terminated on March 15, 1992.
D. Did n o t terminate.

60. On June 3 0 , 1993, Berk retired from his part
nership. At that tim e, his capital account was
$50,000 and his share of the partnership’s liabili
ties w as $30,000. B erk’s retirem ent paym ents
consisted of being relieved of his share of the
partnership liabilities and receipt of cash pay
m ents of $5,000 per month for 18 months, com
mencing July 1, 1993. Assuming Berk makes n o
election w ith regard to the recognition of gain
from the retirement payments, he should report
income therefrom of

A.
B.
C.
D.

59. On December 31, 1992, after receipt of his
share of partnership income, Clark sold his inter
est in a limited partnership for $30,000 cash and
relief of all liabilities. On that date, the adjusted
basis of Clark’s partnership interest was $40,000,
consisting of his capital account of $15,000 and
his share of the partnership liabilities of $25,000.
The partnership has no unrealized receivables or
su b sta n tia lly appreciated inventory. W hat is
Clark’s gain or loss on the sale of his partnership
interest?
A. Ordinary loss of $10,000.
B. Ordinary gain of $15,000.
C. Capital loss of $10,000.
D. Capital gain of $15,000.

1993

1994

$13,333

$26,667

20,000
40,000

20,000
40,000

MULTIPLE-CHOICE W O RK SPACE— This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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N um ber 4 (E stim ated tim e— 40 to 50 m in u tes)

Item s to b e A n sw ered:

Q u e stio n N u m b er 4 consists of 15 items. Select
the b e s t answer for each item. U se a No. 2 pencil
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A n sw er
a ll ite m s. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.

61. Office manager’s salary.
62. Cost of electricity to run laboratory equip
ment.
63. Hourly wages of part-time technicians who
perform tests.
64. Cost of lubricant used on laboratory equip
ment.
65. Cost of distilled water used in tests.
66. Accelerated depreciation on laboratory equip
ment.
67. S tr a ig h t-lin e d ep reciation on laboratory
building.
68. C ost of e x p e n siv e b in d ers in w h ich te s t
results are given to physicians.

Asta, Inc., is a medical laboratory that performs
tests for physicians. Asta anticipates performing
between 5,000 and 12,000 tests during the month
of April. Relevant information is as follows:
At the low range of activity (0 to 4,999 tests per
formed):
Sales price per test
Variable costs per test
Fixed costs

$

60
20
160,000

b . Item s 69 th ro u g h 72. Items 69 through
72 require numeric responses. For each item, cal
c u la te th e n u m eric am ou n t. To record your
answer, write the number in the boxes on the
Objective Answer Sheet and blacken the corre
sponding oval below each box. These items cannot
be graded if you fail to blacken the ovals.

At the high range of activity (5,000 to 14,999 tests
performed):
Sales price per test
Variable costs per test
Fixed costs

$

60
20
200,000

Item s to b e A n sw ered:
Compared to industry averages, at the low range
of activity Asta has a lower sales price per test,
higher fixed costs, and the same breakeven point
in number of tests performed. At the high range
of activity, A sta’s sales price per test and fixed
costs are the sam e as industry averages, and
Asta’s variable costs are lower.

69. Contribution margin per test.
70. Breakeven point in number of tests at low
activity range.
71. Breakeven point in number of tests at high
activity range.
72. Number of units sold to achieve a gross profit
of $160,000.

R equired:
a. Item s 61 th ro u g h 68. Items 61 through
68 represent costs incurred by Asta. The following
two responses are required for each item:

c. Item s 73 th ro u g h 75. Items 73 through
75 refer to Asta’s costs in comparison to industry
averages. For each item , indicate G if A sta’s
costs are greater than the industry average, L
if Asta’s costs are lesser than the industry aver
age, or S if A sta’s costs are the sam e as the
industry average, by blackening the correspond
ing oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.

(1) Determine how the cost should be catego
rized from the list below and blacken the corre
sponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
Categories
A. Direct materials cost.
B. Direct labor cost.
C. Overhead cost for testing.
D. General and administrative cost.

Item s to b e A n sw ered:
73. Variable costs at low activity range.
74. Contribution margin at high activity range.
75. Breakeven point at high activity range.

(2) Indicate F if the cost is fixed or V if
the cost is variable by blackening the correspond
ing oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
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Number 5 (Estim ated tim e — 45 to 55 m inutes)
Q uestion Number 5 consists of 16 items. Select the b est answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to
blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er a ll
item s. Your grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.
Presented below are selected amounts from the separate unconsolidated financial statem ents of Poe
Corp. and its 90%-owned subsidiary, Shaw Co., at December 31, 1992. Additional information follows:*•

Selected income statem ent am ounts
Sales
Cost of goods sold
Gain on sale of equipment
Earnings from investment in subsidiary
Interest expense
Depreciation

Poe

Shaw

$710,000
490,000

$530,000
370,000
21,000

—

61,000
—

25,000

Selected balance sheet am ounts
Cash
Inventories
Equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Investment in Shaw
Investment in bonds
Discount on bonds
Bonds payable
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

$ 50,000
229,000
440,000
(200,000)
189,000
100,000
(9,000)

16,000
20,000

$ 15,000
150,000
360,000
(120,000)
—
—
—

(100,000)
(250,000)
(402,000)

(200,000)
(10,000)
(40,000)
(140,000)

$272,000
210,000
80,000

$100,000
70,000
30,000

—

Selected statem ent o f retained earnings am ounts
Beginning balance, December 31, 1991
N et income
Dividends paid

—

A dditional information:
•

On January 2, 1992, Poe, Inc. purchased 90% of Shaw Co.’s 100,000 outstanding common stock for
cash of $155,000. On that date, Shaw’s stockholders’ equity equalled $150,000 and the fair values of
Shaw’s assets and liabilities equalled their carrying amounts. Poe has accounted for the acquisition
as a purchase. Poe’s policy is to amortize intangibles over 10 years.

•

On September 4, 1992, Shaw paid cash dividends of $30,000.

•

On December 31, 1992, Poe recorded its equity in Shaw’s earnings.

Required:
a.
Item s 76 through 78. Items 76 through 78 below represent transactions between Poe and
Shaw during 1992. Determine the dollar amount effect of the consolidating adjustment on 1992 consoli
dated income before considering minority interest. Ignore income tax considerations. To record your
answer, write the number in the boxes on the Objective Answer Sheet and blacken the corresponding
oval below each box. These item s cannot be graded if you fail to blacken the ovals.
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N um ber 5 (continued)
Item s to be A nsw ered:
76. On January 3, 1992, Shaw sold equipment with an original cost of $30,000 and a carrying value of
$15,000 to Poe for $36,000. The equipment had a remaining life of three years and was depreciated using
the straight-line method by both companies.
77. D uring 1992, Shaw sold m erchandise to Poe for $60,000, which included a profit of $20,000. At
December 3 1 , 1992, half of this merchandise remained in Poe’s inventory.
78. On December 31, 1992, Poe paid $91,000 to purchase 50% of the outstanding bonds issued by Shaw. The
bonds mature on December 31, 1998, and were originally issued at par. The bonds pay interest annually
on December 31 of each year, and the interest was paid to the prior investor immediately before Poe’s pur
chase of the bonds.
b. Item 79. Determine the amount recorded by Poe as amortization of goodwill for 1992. To record your
answer, write the number in the boxes on the Objective Answer Sheet and blacken the corresponding oval
beneath each box. These items cannot be graded if you fail to blacken the ovals.
c. Item s 80 th ro u g h 91. Items 80 through 91 below refer to accounts that may or may not be included
in Poe and Shaw’s consolidated financial statements. The list on the right refers to the various possibilities of
those amounts to be reported in Poe’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 1992.
Consider all transactions stated in items 76 through 79 in determining your answer. Ignore income tax consid
erations. For each item, blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
Item s to be A nsw ered:

R esponses to be Selected:

80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

A.

Cash
Equipment
Investment in subsidiary
Bonds payable
Minority interest
Common stock
Beginning retained earnings
Dividends paid
Gain on retirement of bonds
Cost of goods sold
Interest expense
Depreciation expense

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Sum of amounts on Poe and Shaw’s separate
unconsolidated financial statements.
Less than the sum of amounts on Poe and
Shaw’s separate unconsolidated financial
statements but not the same as the amount
on either.
Same as amount for Poe only.
Same as amount for Shaw only.
Eliminated entirely in consolidation.
Shown in consolidated financial statements
but not in separate unconsolidated financial
statements.
N eith er in consolidated nor in sep arate
unconsolidated financial statements.

OTHER OBJECTIVE ANSWER FORMAT WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer
Sheet will be graded.
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A u d it in g
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Record your 7-digit candidate number in
th e boxes.

V

The point values for each question, and estimated time allotments based primarily on point value, are as follows:

No. 1 ......................................................................
No, 2 ....................... ....................... ............... ..........
No. 3 ............................... .................................
No.4 .......................... .............
No. 5 ................................................................ ............
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60
10
10
10
10
100
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90
110
15
25
15
25
15
25
15
25
210
150

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
FAILURE TO FOLLOW TH ESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY HAVE A N ADVERSE EFFECT O N YOUR EXAMINATION GRADE

1. Record your 7-digit candidate number in the
boxes provided at the upper right-hand corner of
this page.

4. Record your 7-digit candidate number, state, and
question number where indicated on pages 3
through 14 of the E x a m i n a t i o n A n s w e r B o o k l e t .
5. Although the primary purpose of the examination
is to test your knowledge and application of the
subject m a tte r, the ab ility to organize and
present such knowledge in acceptable written
language may be considered by the examiners.

2. Question numbers 1 and 2 should be answered on
the O b j e c t i v e A n s w e r S h e e t , which is pages 15
and 16 of your E x a m i n a t i o n A n s w e r B o o k l e t . You
should attem pt to answer all objective Items.
There is no penalty for incorrect responses. Since
the objective items are computer-graded, your
comments and calculations associated with them
are not considered. Be certain th a t you have
entered your answers on the O b j e c t i v e A n s w e r
S h e e t before the examination time is up. The
objective portion of your examination will not be
graded if you fail to record your answers on the
O b j e c t i v e A n s w e r S h e e t . You will not be given
additional time to record your answers.

6. You are required to turn in by the end of each
session:
a. A ttendance Record Form, front page of
E x a m in a tio n A n s w e r B o o k le t;

b.

O b j e c t i v e A n s w e r S h e e t , pages 15 and 16 of
Examination Answer Booklet;
c. Remaining Portion of E x a m i n a t i o n A n s w e r
B o o k le t;

d. E x a m i n a t i o n Q u e s t i o n B o o k l e t ; and
e. All unused examination materials.

3. Question numbers 3, 4, and 5 should be answered
beginning on page 3 of the E x a m i n a t i o n A n s w e r
B o o k l e t . If you have not completed answering a
question on a page, fill in the appropriate spaces
in the w ording on the bottom of the page
"QUESTION NU M BER__ CONTINUES ON
P A G E __ If you have completed answering a
question, fill in the appropriate space in the
wording on the bottom of the page "QUESTION
NUMBER__ ENDS ON THIS PAGE." Always
begin the start of an answer to a question on the
top of a new page (which may be the back side of
a sheet of paper).

Your examination will not be graded unless the
above listed items are handed in before leaving
the examination room.
7. Unless otherwise instructed, if you want your
E x a m i n a t i o n Q u e s t i o n B o o k l e t mailed to you,
write your name and address in both places
indicated on the back cover and place 52 cents
postage in the space provided. E x a m i n a t i o n
Q u e s t i o n B o o k l e t s will be distributed no sooner
than the day following the administration of this
examination.

Prepared by the Board of Examiners of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and adopted by the
examining boards of all states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands of the United States.
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4. The auditor with final responsibility for an
engagement and one of the assistants have a dif
ference of opinion about the results of an auditing
procedure. If the assistant believes it is necessary
to be disassociated from the m atter’s resolution,
the CPA firm ’s procedures should enable the
assistant to
A. Refer the disagreement to the AICPA’s
Quality Review Committee.
B. Document the details of the disagree
ment with the conclusion reached.
C. Discuss the disagreement with the enti
ty’s management or its audit committee.
D. Report the disagreement to an impartial
peer review monitoring team.

Number 1 (Estimated time — 90 to 110 minutes)
Instructions
Select the best answer for each of the following
items. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appro
priate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to
indicate your answers. Mark only one answ er
for each item . A nsw er all item s. Your grade
will be based on the to tal num ber of correct
answers.
1. According to the profession’s ethical stan 
dards, a CPA would be considered independent in
which of the following instances?
A. A client leases part of an office building
from the CPA, resulting in a m aterial
indirect financial interest to the CPA.
B. The CPA has a material direct financial
in terest in a client, but transfers the
interest into a blind trust.
C. The CPA owns an office building and the
mortgage on the building is guaranteed
by a client.
D. The CPA belongs to a country club client
in which membership requires the acqui
sition of a pro rata share of equity.

5. Before accepting an engagement to audit a
new client, an auditor is required to
A. Make inquiries of the predecessor audi
tor after obtaining the consent of the
prospective client.
B. Obtain the prospective client’s signature
to the engagement letter.
C. Prepare a memorandum setting forth the
staffing requirements and documenting
the preliminary audit plan.
D. Discuss the management representation
letter with the prospective client’s audit
committee.

2. Which of the following best describes what is
meant by the term generally accepted auditing
standards?
A. Pronouncements issued by the Auditing
Standards Board.
B. Rules acknowledged by the accounting
profession because of th eir universal
application.
C. Procedures to be used to gather evidence
to support financial statements.
D. Measures of the quality of the auditor’s
performance.

6. In considering materiality for planning pur
poses, an auditor believes th a t m isstatem ents
aggregating $10,000 would have a material effect
on an entity’s income statement, but th at mis
statements would have to aggregate $20,000 to
materially affect the balance sheet. Ordinarily, it
would be appropriate to design auditing proce
dures that would be expected to detect misstate
ments that aggregate
A. $10,000
B. $15,000
C. $20,000
D. $30,000

3. May a CPA hire for the CPA’s public account
ing firm a non-CPA system s a n a ly s t who
specializes in developing computer systems?
A. Yes, provided the CPA is qualified to per
form each of the specialist’s tasks.
B. Yes, provided the CPA is able to super
vise th e sp ecialist and e v alu ate th e
specialist’s end product.
C. No, because non-CPA professionals are
not permitted to be associated with CPA
firms in public practice.
D. No, because developing com puter
systems is not recognized as a service
performed by public accountants.

7. On the basis of audit evidence gathered and
evaluated, an auditor decides to increase the
assessed level of control risk from that originally
planned. To achieve an overall audit risk level
th a t is substantially the same as the planned
audit risk level, the auditor would
A. Increase inherent risk.
B. Increase materiality levels.
C. Decrease substantive testing.
D. Decrease detection risk.
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8. A nalytical procedures u se d in p la n n in g an
au d it should focus on
A. E v a lu a tin g th e a d e q u a c y of ev id e n c e
gathered concerning u n u su a l balances.
B. Testing individual account balances th a t
depend on accounting estim ates.
C. E n h an cin g th e a u d ito r’s u n d e rsta n d in g
of th e client’s business.
D. Identifying m a te ria l w eaknesses in th e
in te rn al control structure.

13. A CPA firm evaluates its personnel advance
ment experience to ascertain whether individuals
m eeting stated criteria are assigned increased
degrees of responsibility. This is evidence of the
firm’s adherence to which of the following pre
scribed standards?
A. Professional ethics.
B. Supervision and review.
C. Accounting and review services.
D. Quality control.

9. In perform ing an a tte sta tio n engagem ent, a
CPA typically
A. Supplies litigation support services.
B. Assesses control risk a t a low level.
C. E xpresses a conclusion about a n a s se r
tion.
D. Provides m anagem ent consulting advice.

14. Which of the following statem ents applies to
consultation services engagements?
A. A practitioner should obtain an under
standing of the internal control structure
to assess control risk.
B. A practitioner is n o t permitted to com
pile a financial forecast.
C. A practitioner should obtain sufficient
relevant data to com plete the engage
ment.
D. A practitioner is to maintain an appear
ance of independence.

10. W h e n a CPA p r e p a r e s a c li e n t ’s f e d e r a l
income tax retu rn , the CPA h as the responsibility
to
A. Be an advocate for th e e n tity ’s re a lis ti
cally sustainable position.
B. Verify th e d a ta to be used in p rep arin g
th e retu rn .
C. T a k e a p o s itio n of in d e p e n d e n t n e u 
trality.
D. A rg u e th e p o s itio n o f th e I n t e r n a l
Revenue Service.

15. Which of the following circum stances most
lik ely would cause an auditor to b elieve th at
material m isstatem ents may exist in an entity’s
financial statements?
A. A ccou n ts r e c e iv a b le co n fir m a tio n
r e q u e s ts y ie ld s ig n ific a n tly few er
responses than expected.
B. Audit trails of computer-generated trans
actions exist only for a short time.
C. The chief financial officer does n o t sign
the m anagem ent representation letter
until the last day of the auditor’s field
work.
D. Management consults with other accoun
ta n ts ab ou t s ig n ific a n t a c c o u n tin g
matters.

11. An auditor who discovers th a t client employ
ees h a v e co m m itted a n ille g a l a c t t h a t h a s a
m a te ria l effect on th e c lie n t’s fin a n c ia l s ta t e 
m e n ts m o st lik e ly w ould w ith d ra w from th e
engagem ent if
A. The illegal act is a violation of generally
accepted accounting principles.
B. T he clien t does n o t ta k e th e rem ed ial
action th a t th e auditor considers neces
sary.
C. The illegal act w as com m itted d u rin g a
prior year th a t w as n o t audited.
D. The auditor h a s already assessed control
risk a t th e m axim um level.

16. An advantage of using system s flowcharts to
docum ent inform ation about in tern al control
instead of using internal control questionnaires is
that systems flowcharts
A. Id en tify in tern a l control w e a k n esse s
more prominently.
B. Provide a v isu a l d epiction of c lie n ts ’
activities.
C. Indicate whether control procedures are
operating effectively.
D. R educe th e n eed to o b serv e c lie n t s ’
employees performing routine tasks.

12. A CPA is required to comply w ith th e provi
sions of Statem ents on Standards for Accounting
and Review Services w hen

A.
B.
C.
D.

Processing financial
data for clients o f
other CPA firm s
Yes
Yes
No
No

Consulting on
accounting
m atters
No
Yes
No
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20. As a result of sampling procedures applied as
tests of controls, an auditor incorrectly assesses
control risk lower than appropriate. The m ost
likely explanation for this situation is that
A. The deviation rates of both the auditor’s
sam ple and the population exceed the
tolerable rate.
B. The deviation rates of both the auditor’s
sample and the population is less than
the tolerable rate.
C. The deviation rate in the auditor’s sam
ple is less than the tolerable rate, but the
deviation rate in the population exceeds
the tolerable rate.
D. The deviation rate in the auditor’s sam
ple exceeds the tolerable rate, but the
deviation rate in the population is less
than the tolerable rate.

17. For which of the following judgments may an
independent auditor share responsibility with an
en tity’s internal auditor who is assessed to be
both competent and objective?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Materiality o f
misstatements
Yes
No
No
Yes

Evaluation o f
accounting estimates
—
Yes
No
Yes

18. Which of the following statements is n o t true
of the test data approach to testing an accounting
system?
A. Test data are processed by the client’s
computer programs under the auditor’s
control.
B. The test data need consist of only those
valid and invalid conditions that interest
the auditor.
C. Only one transaction of each type need
be tested.
D. The test data must consist of all possible
valid and invalid conditions.

21. An auditor may decide to assess control risk
at th e m axim um lev el for certain a sser tio n s
because the auditor believes
A. C ontrol p o lic ie s and p roced u res are
unlikely to pertain to the assertions.
B. The e n t it y ’s con trol e n v ir o n m e n t,
accounting system , and control proce
dures are interrelated.
C. Sufficient evidential m atter to support
the assertions is likely to be available.
D. More emphasis on tests of controls than
substantive tests is warranted.

22. Which of the following statements concerning
control risk is correct?
A. A ssessing control risk and obtaining an
und erstan d in g of an e n tity ’s in tern al
control structure may be performed con
currently.
B. When control risk is at the m axim um
level, an auditor is required to document
the basis for that assessment.
C. Control risk may be assessed sufficiently
low to eliminate substantive testing for
significant transaction classes.
D. When assessing control risk an auditor
should n o t consider evidence obtained in
prior audits about the operation of con
trol procedures.

19. In obtaining an understanding of an entity’s
internal control structure in a financial sta te
ment audit, an auditor is n o t obligated to
A. D eterm ine w hether the control proce
dures have been placed in operation.
B. Perform procedures to understand the
design of the internal control structure
policies.
C. D ocu m en t th e u n d e r sta n d in g of th e
e n t it y ’s in te r n a l con trol str u c tu r e
elements.
D. Search for significant deficiencies in the
operation of the internal control struc
ture.
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23. Regardless of the assessed level of control
risk, an auditor would perform some
A. Tests of controls to determine the effec
tiveness of internal control policies.
B. A naly tical procedures to verify th e
design of internal control procedures.
C. Substantive tests to restrict detection
risk for significant transaction classes.
D. Dual-purpose tests to evaluate both the
risk of monetary misstatement and pre
liminary control risk.

27. Which of the following internal control proce
dures is not usually performed in the treasurer’s
department?
A. Verifying the accuracy of checks and
vouchers.
B. Controlling the mailing of checks to ven
dors.
C. Approving vendors’ invoices for payment.
D. Canceling payment vouchers when paid.
28. The objectives of the internal control struc
ture for a production cycle are to provide assur
ance that transactions are properly executed and
recorded, and that
A. Production orders are prenumbered and
signed by a supervisor.
B. C ustody of work in process and of
finished goods is properly maintained.
C. Ind ep en d en t in te rn a l verification of
activity reports is established.
D. Transfers to finished goods are docu
mented by a completed production report
and a quality control report.

24. Which of the following audit techniques most
likely would provide an auditor with the most
assurance about the effectiveness of the operation
of an internal control procedure?
A. Confirmation with outside parties.
B. Inquiry of client personnel.
C. R ecom putation of account balance
amounts.
D. Observation of client personnel.
25. When communicating internal control struc
ture related matters noted in an audit, an audi
to r ’s re p o rt issued on reportable conditions
should indicate that
A. Errors or irregularities may occur and
n o t be detected because there are inher
ent lim itations in any internal control
structure.
B. The issuance of an unqualified opinion
on th e fin an cial s ta te m e n ts may be
dependent on corrective follow-up action.
C. The deficiencies noted were n o t detected
within a timely period by employees in
the normal course of performing their
assigned functions.
D. The purpose of the audit was to report on
the financial statements and n o t to pro
vide assurance on the internal control
structure.

29. In a well designed internal control structure,
employees in the same departm ent most likely
would approve purchase orders, and also
A. Reconcile the open invoice file.
B. Inspect goods upon receipt.
C. Authorize requisitions of goods.
D. Negotiate terms with vendors.
30. The purpose of segregating the duties of hir
ing personnel and distributing payroll checks is
to separate the
A. Human resources function from the con
trollership function.
B. Administrative controls from the inter
nal accounting controls.
C. Authorization of transactions from the
custody of related assets.
D. O p eratio n al resp o n sib ility from th e
record keeping responsibility.

26. To determine whether accounts payable are
complete, an auditor performs a test to verify
th a t all merchandise received is recorded. The
population of documents for this test consists of
all
A. Payment vouchers.
B. Receiving reports.
C. Purchase requisitions.
D. Vendor’s invoices.

31. Which of the following departm ents most
likely would approve changes in pay rates and
deductions from employee salaries?
A. Personnel.
B. Treasurer.
C. Controller.
D. Payroll.
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36. Which of the following statements concerning
audit evidence is correct?
A. To be competent, audit evidence should
be eith er persuasive or relevant, but
need not be both.
B. The measure of the validity of audit evi
dence lies in the auditor’s judgment.
C. The difficulty and expense of obtaining
audit evidence concerning an account
balance is a valid basis for omitting the
test.
D. A client’s accounting data can be suffi
cient audit evidence to support the finan
cial statements.

32. Which of the following questions would an
auditor most likely include on an internal control
questionnaire for notes payable?
A. Are a sse ts th a t c o lla teraliz e notes
payable critically needed for the entity’s
continued existence?
B. Are two or more authorized signatures
required on checks th a t repay notes
payable?
C. Are the proceeds from notes payable
used for the purchase of noncu rren t
assets?
D. Are direct borrowings on notes payable
authorized by the board of directors?
33. Which of the following internal control proce
dures would an entity most likely use to assist in
satisfying the completeness assertion related to
long-term investments?
A. Senior management verifies that securi
ties in the bank safe deposit box are reg
istered in the entity’s name.
B. The internal auditor compares the secu
rities in the bank safe deposit box with
recorded investments.
C. The treasurer vouches the acquisition of
securities by comparing brokers’ advices
with canceled checks.
D. The controller com pares the cu rren t
m arket prices of recorded investments
with the brokers’ advices on file.

37. In auditing accounts payable, an auditor’s
procedures most likely would focus primarily on
management’s assertion of
A. Existence or occurrence.
B. Presentation and disclosure.
C. Completeness.
D. Valuation or allocation.

34. Equipment acquisitions th a t are misclassi
fied as maintenance expense most likely would be
detected by an internal control procedure th at
provides for
A. Segregation of duties of employees in the
accounts payable department.
B. Independent verification of invoices for
disbursem ents recorded as equipment
acquisitions.
C. Investigation of variances within a for
mal budgeting system.
D. Authorization by the board of directors of
significant equipment acquisitions.

38. For audits of financial statem ents made in
accordance w ith generally accepted auditing
standards, the use of analytical procedures is
required to some extent

A.
B.
C.
D.

35. When performing an engagement to review a
nonpublic e n tity ’s fin an cial sta te m e n ts, an
accountant most likely would
A. Confirm a sample of significant accounts
receivable balances.
B. Ask about actions ta k en a t board of
directors’ meetings.
C. Obtain an understanding of the internal
control structure.
D. Limit the distribution of the accountant’s
report.

As a

I n th e f in a l

s u b s ta n tiv e te s t

r e v ie w s ta g e

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

39. The prim ary source of inform ation to be
reported about litigation, claims, and assess
ments is the
A. Client’s lawyer.
B. Court records.
C. Client’s management.
D. Independent auditor.
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40. In which of the following circum stances
would the use of the negative form of accounts
receivable confirmation most likely be justified?
A. A substantial number of accounts may be
in dispute and the accounts receivable
balance arises from sales to a few major
customers.
B. A substantial number of accounts may be
in dispute and the accounts receivable
balance arises from sales to many cus
tomers with small balances.
C. A small number of accounts may be in
dispute and the accounts receivable bal
ance arises from sales to a few major
customers.
D. A small number of accounts may be in
dispute and the accounts receivable bal
ance arises from sales to m any cus
tomers with small balances.

43. A prim ary advantage of using generalized
audit software packages to audit the financial
statements of a client that uses an EDP system is
that the auditor may
A. S u b s ta n tia te th e accuracy of d a ta
through self-checking digits and hash
totals.
B. Reduce the level of required tests of con
trols to a relatively small amount.
C. Access information stored on computer
files while having a limited understand
ing of the client’s hardware and software
features.
D. Consider increasing the use of substan
tive tests of transactions in place of ana
lytical procedures.
44. Which of the following is a documentation
requirement that an auditor should follow when
auditing in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards?
A. The auditor should obtain written repre
sentations from management acknowl
edging re sp o n sib ility for co rrectin g
instances of fraud, abuse, and waste.
B. The auditor’s working papers should con
tain sufficient information so th at sup
plem entary oral explanations are not
required.
C. The auditor should document the proce
dures that assure discovery of all illegal
acts and contingent liabilities resulting
from noncompliance.
D. The auditor’s working papers should con
ta in a cav eat th a t all in sta n c e s of
m aterial errors and irregularities may
not be identified.

41. Which of the following procedures would an
auditor most likely perform in searching for
unrecorded payables?
A. Reconcile receiving reports with related
cash payments made ju st prior to yearend.
B. Contrast the ratio of accounts payable to
purchases with the prior year’s ratio.
C. Vouch a sample of creditor balances to
supporting invoices, receiving reports,
and purchase orders.
D. Compare cash payments occurring after
the balance sheet date with the accounts
payable trial balance.

45. When auditing an entity’s financial state
ments in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards, an auditor should prepare a written
report on the auditor’s
A. Identification of the causes of perfor
mance problems and recommendations
for actions to improve operations.
B. U nderstanding of the internal control
structure and assessment of control risk.
C. Field work and procedures that substan
tiated the auditor’s specific findings and
conclusions.
D. Opinion on the entity’s attainment of the
goals and objectives specified by ap
plicable laws and regulations.

42. The permanent (continuing) file of an audi
to r’s working papers most likely would include
copies of the
A. Bank statements.
B. Debt agreements.
C. Lead schedules.
D. Attorney’s letters.
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49. An auditor decides to issue a qualified opin
ion on an entity’s financial statements because a
major inadequacy in its computerized accounting
records prevents the auditor from applying neces
sary procedures. The opinion paragraph of the
auditor’s report should state that the qualifica
tion pertains to
A. A client-imposed scope limitation.
B. A departure from g en erally accepted
auditing standards.
C. The p o ssib le e ffects on th e fin a n cia l
statements.
D. Inadequate disclosure of necessary infor
mation.

46. When disclaiming an opinion due to a clientimposed scope limitation, an auditor should indi
cate in a separate paragraph why the audit did
not comply with generally accepted auditing stan
dards. The auditor should also omit the

A.
B.
C.
D.

Scope
paragraph
No
Yes
No
Yes

Opinion
paragraph
Yes
Yes
No
No

50. W hen unaudited financial statem en ts are
p resen ted in com parative form w ith audited
financial statements in a document filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, such state
ments should be

47. Management believes and the auditor is sat
isfied that the chance of a material loss resulting
from th e resolution of a law su it is more than
remote but less than probable. Which of the fol
low ing m atters should the auditor consider in
deciding w hether to add an explanatory para
graph?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Likelihood that
the loss is closer
to probable
than remote
Yes
Yes
No
No

A.
B.
C.
D.

Magnitude by which
the loss exceeds the
auditor's materiality

Yes
No
Yes
No

Marked as
"unaudited”
Yes
Yes
No
No

Withheld
until
audited
No
No
Yes
Yes

Referred to in
the auditor's
report
No
Yes
Yes
No

51. W hen an a u d ito r q u a lifie s an op in io n
because of inadequate disclosure, the auditor
should describe the nature of the omission in a
separate explanatory paragraph and modify the

48. Com parative financial statem en ts include
the financial statem ents of the prior year that
w ere audited by a predecessor auditor w hose
report is not presented. If the predecessor’s report
was qualified, the successor should
A. Indicate the substantive reasons for the
qualification in the predecessor auditor’s
opinion.
B. Request the client to reissue the prede
cessor’s report on the prior year’s state
ments.
C. Issu e an u p d ated com p arative au d it
report indicating the division of responsi
bility.
D. Express an opinion only on the current
year’s statements and make n o reference
to the prior year’s statements.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Introductory
paragraph
Yes
Yes
No
No

Scope
paragraph
Yes
No
Yes
No

52. Several sources of GAAP consulted by an
auditor are in conflict as to the application of an
accounting principle. W hich of th e follow ing
should the auditor consider the most authorita
tive?
A. FASB Technical Bulletins.
B. AICPA Accounting Interpretations.
C. FASB Statem ents of Financial Account
ing Concepts.
D. AICPA Technical Practice Aids.
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57. An accountant’s standard report on a compi
lation of a projection should n o t include a
A. Statement that a compilation of a projec
tion is limited in scope.
B. Disclaimer of responsibility to update
the report for events occurring after the
report’s date.
C. Statement that the accountant expresses
only limited assurance th at the results
may be achieved.
D. Separate paragraph th a t describes the
limitations on the presentation’s useful
ness.

53. During an engagement to review the finan
cial statements of a nonpublic entity, an accoun
tant becomes aware of a material departure from
GAAP. If the accountant decides to modify the
standard review report because management will
n o t revise the financial statements, the accoun
tant should
A. E xpress neg ativ e a ssu ra n c e on th e
accounting principles th a t do n o t con
form with GAAP.
B. Disclose the departure from GAAP in a
separate paragraph of the report.
C. Issue an adverse or an “except for” quali
fied opinion, depending on materiality.
D. E xpress positive a ssu ra n ce on th e
accounting principles that conform with
GAAP.

58. In performing a financial statement audit in
accordance w ith G o v e r n m e n t A u d i t i n g
S t a n d a r d s , an auditor is required to report on the
entity’s compliance with laws and regulations.
This report should
A. State that compliance with laws and reg
ulations is the responsibility of the enti
ty’s management.
B. Describe the laws and regulations that
the entity must comply with.
C. Provide an opinion on overall compliance
with laws and regulations.
D. Indicate th at the auditor does n o t pos
sess legal skills and can n o t make legal
judgments.

54. Which of the following representations does
an accountant make implicitly when issuing the
standard report for the compilation of a nonpublic
entity’s financial statements?
A. The accountant is independent w ith
respect to the entity.
B. The financial statements have n ot been
audited.
C. A com pilation consists principally of
inquiries and analytical procedures.
D. The accountant does n o t express any
assurance on the financial statements.

59. Which of the following events occurring after
the issuance of an auditor’s report most likely
would cause the auditor to make further inquiries
about the previously issued financial statements?
A. A technological development th at could
affect the entity’s future ability to con
tinue as a going concern.
B. The discovery of information regarding a
contingency th a t ex isted before th e
financial statements were issued.
C. The en tity ’s sale of a subsidiary th a t
accounts for 30% of the entity’s consoli
dated sales.
D. The fin al reso lu tio n of a la w su it
explained in a separate paragraph of the
auditor’s report.

55. An entity changed from the straight-line
method to the declining balance method of depre
ciation for all newly acquired assets. This change
has no material effect on the current year’s finan
cial statements, but is reasonably certain to have
a substantial effect in later years. If the change is
disclosed in the notes to the financial statements,
the auditor should issue a report with a(an)
A. “Except for” qualified opinion.
B. Explanatory paragraph.
C. Unqualified opinion.
D. Consistency modification.

60. An auditor is obligated to communicate a
proposed audit adjustment to an entity’s audit
committee only if the adjustment
A. Has n o t been recorded before the end of
the auditor’s field work.
B. Has a significant effect on the entity’s
financial reporting process.
C. Is a recurring matter that was proposed
to management the prior year.
D. Results from the correction of a prior
period’s departure from GAAP.

56. A CPA is perm itted to accept a separate
engagement (not in conjunction with an audit of
financial statements) to audit an entity’s

A.
B.
C.
D.

S c h e d u le o f

S c h e d u le o f

a c c o u n ts r e c e iv a b le

r o y a ltie s

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
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Number 2 (Estimated time — 15 to 25 minutes)
In stru c tio n s
Q uestion N um ber 2 consists of 13 items. Select
the b e st answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er
all item s. Your grade will be based on the total
number of correct answers.
R equired:
The flowchart on the right depicts part of a
client’s revenue cycle. Some of the flowchart sym
bols are labeled to indicate control procedures
and records. For each symbol num bered 61
through 73, select one response from the answer
lists below and blacken the corresponding oval on
the Objective Answer Sheet. Each response in the
lists may be selected once or n o t at all.
A n s w e r L is ts

_______ O p e r a t i o n s a n d c o n t r o l p r o c e d u r e s ______

A.
B.

Enter shipping data
Verify agreement of sales order and shipping
document
C. Write off accounts receivable
D. To warehouse and shipping department
E. Authorize account receivable write-off
F. Prepare aged trial balance
G. To sales department
H. Release goods for shipment
I.
To accounts receivable department
J. Enter price data
K. Determine that customer exists
L. Match customer purchase order with sales
order
M. Perform customer credit check
N. Prepare sales journal
O. Prepare sales invoice
D o c u m e n ts , jo u r n a ls , le d g e r s , a n d f ile s

P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.

Shipping document
General ledger master file
General journal
Master price file
Sales journal
Sales invoice
Cash receipts journal
Uncollectible accounts file
Shipping file
Aged trial balance
Open order file
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A u d itin g
WAREHOUSE
SALES DEPT.

COMPUTER
PROCESSING
DEPARTMENT

&

SHIPPING
DEPARTMENT

S ales O rder
S hipping D oc.
Shipping
D o cu m en t

2
1
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Number 3 (Estim ated tim e — 15 to 25 m inutes)

Independent A u d ito r’s Report

The auditor’s report below was drafted by Miller,
a staff accountant of Pell & Pell, CPAs, at the
completion of the audit of the consolidated finan
cial statem ents of Bond Co. for the year ended
July 31, 1993. The report was submitted to the
engagem ent p a rtn e r who reviewed the audit
working papers and properly concluded th at an
unqualified opinion should be issued. In drafting
the report, Miller considered the following:
•

We have audited the consolidated balance sheets
of Bond Co. and subsidiaries as of July 31, 1993,
and 1992, and the related consolidated state 
ments of income and retained earnings for the
years then ended. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audits. We did not audit the financial state
ments of BC Services, Inc., a wholly-owned sub
sidiary. Those statements were audited by Smith
& Smith, CPAs, whose report has been furnished
to us, and our opinion, insofar as it relates to the
amounts included for BC Services, Inc., is based
solely on the report of Smith & Smith.

Bond’s consolidated financial statements for
the y ear ended Ju ly 31, 1992, are to be
presented for comparative purposes. Pell
previously audited these statem ents and
appropriately rendered an unmodified report.

•

Bond has suffered recurring losses from oper
ations and has adequately disclosed these
losses and management’s plans concerning
the losses in a note to the consolidated finan
cial statements. Although Bond has prepared
the financial statem ents assum ing it will
continue as a going concern, M iller has
substantial doubt about Bond’s ability to con
tinue as a going concern.

•

Smith & Smith, CPAs, audited the financial
statements of BC Services, Inc., a consolidat
ed subsidiary of Bond, for the year ended
Ju ly 31, 1993. The subsidiary’s financial
statem ents reflected total assets and rev
enues of 15% and 18%, respectively, of the
consolidated to tals. Sm ith expressed an
unqualified opinion and furnished M iller
with a copy of the auditor’s report. Smith
also granted permission to present the report
together with the principal auditor’s report.
Miller decided not to present Smith’s report
with that of Pell, but instead to make refer
ence to Smith.

We conducted our audits in accordance with gen
erally accepted auditing standards. Those stan
dards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statem ents are free of m aterial m is
statement. An audit includes assessing control
risk, the accounting principles used, and signifi
cant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statem ent pre
sentation. We believe that our audits provide a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, based on our audits and the report
of Smith & Smith, CPAs, the consolidated finan
cial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects except for the m atter dis
cussed below, the financial position of Bond Co. as
of July 31, 1993, and 1992, and the results of its
operations for the years then ended.
The accompanying consolidated financial state
ments have been prepared with the disclosure in
Note 13 that the company has suffered recurring
losses from operations. Management’s plans in
regard to those m atters are also discussed in
Note 13. The financial statements do not include
any adjustments that might result from the out
come of this uncertainty.
Pell & Pell, CPAs
November 4, 1993
R equired:
Identify the deficiencies in the a u d ito r’s
report as drafted by Miller. Group the deficiencies
by paragraph and in the order in which the defi
ciencies appear. Do n o t redraft the report.
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Auditing
Number 4 (Estim ated tim e — 15 to 25 m inutes)

Hart, an assistant accountant with the firm of
B etter & Best, CPAs, is auditing the financial
statements of Tech Consolidated Industries, Inc.
The firm’s audit program calls for the preparation
of a written management representation letter.
R equired:
a. 1. In an audit of financial statements, in
what circumstances is the auditor required to
obtain a management representation letter?
2. What are the purposes of obtaining the
letter?
b. 1. To whom should the representatio n
letter be addressed and as of what date should it
be dated?
2.
Who should sign the letter and what
would be the effect of their refusal to sign the
letter?
c. In what respects may an auditor’s other
responsibilities be relieved by obtaining a man
agement representation letter?
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Number 5 (Estim ated tim e — 15 to 25 m inutes)

Mead’s calculated sample size was 60 and the
sampling interval was determined to be $10,000.
However, only 58 different accounts were selected
because two accounts were so large that the sam
pling interval caused each of them to be selected
twice. Mead proceeded to send confirm ation
requests to 55 of the 58 customers. Three selected
accounts each had insignificant recorded balances
u n d e r $20. M ead ignored th ese th re e sm all
accounts and s u b s titu te d th e th re e la rg e st
accounts that had not been selected in the sam
ple. Each of these accounts had balances in
excess of $7,000, so Mead sen t confirm ation
requests to those customers.
The confirmation process revealed two differ
ences. One account with an audited amount of
$3,000 had been recorded at $4,000. Mead pro
jected this to be a $1,000 misstatement. Another
account with an audited amount of $2,000 had
been recorded at $1,900. Mead did not count the
$100 difference because the purpose of the test
was to detect overstatements.
In e v alu atin g the sam ple re su lts, Mead
determined that the accounts receivable balance
was not overstated because the projected mis
statement was less than the allowance for sam
pling risk.

Mead, CPA, was engaged to audit Jiffy Co.’s
fin a n c ial s ta te m e n ts for th e y e a r ended
August 31, 1993. Mead is applying sam pling
procedures.
R equired:
Describe each incorrect assumption, state
ment, and inappropriate application of sampling
in Mead’s procedures.
During the prior years’ audits Mead used
classical variables sampling in performing tests
of controls on Jiffy’s accounts receivable. For the
current year Mead decided to use probability-pro
portional-to-size (PPS) sampling (also known as
dollar-unit sampling) in confirming accounts
receivable because PPS sam pling uses each
account in the population as a separate sampling
unit. Mead expected to discover many overstate
ments, but presumed that the PPS sample still
would be smaller than the corresponding size for
classical variables sampling.
Mead reasoned th at the PPS sample would
au to m atically re s u lt in a s tra tifie d sam ple
because each account would have an equal chance
of being selected for confirmation. Additionally,
the selection of negative (credit) balances would
be facilitated without special considerations.
Mead computed the sample size using the
risk of incorrect acceptance, the total recorded
book amount of the receivables, and the number
of misstated accounts allowed. Mead divided the
total recorded book amount of the receivables by
the sample size to determine the sampling inter
val. Mead then calculated the standard deviation
of the dollar amounts of the accounts selected for
evaluation of the receivables.
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Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination
EXAMINATION QUESTION BOOKLET

CANDIDATE NUMBER
Record your 7-digit candidate number in
the boxes.

B u s in e s s L aw
November 5 , 1993; 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 NOON

The point values for each question, and estimated time allotments based primarily on point value, are as follows:

No. 1 .............................................................................
No. 2 ..................................... ............... ............. .......
No. 3 ............................................ ...............................

Totals

........................................

Point
Value
60
10
10
10
10
100

Estimated Minutes
Maximum
Minimum
110
90
25
15
25
15
25
15
15
2 5
150
210

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY HAVE A N ADVERSE EFFECT O N YOUR EXAMINATION GRADE

4. Record your 7-digit candidate number, state, and
question number where indicated on pages 3
through 14 of the Examination Answer Booklet.

1. Record your 7-digit candidate number in the
boxes provided at the upper right-hand corner of
this page.

5. Although the primary purpose of the examination
is to test your knowledge and application of the
subject m a tte r, th e ability to organize and
present such knowledge in acceptable written
language may be considered by the examiners.

2. Question numbers 1 and 2 should be answered on
the Objective Answer Sheet, which is pages 15
and 16 of your Examination Answer Booklet. You
should attem pt to answer all objective items.
There is no penalty for incorrect responses. Since
the objective items are computer-graded, your
comments and calculations associated with them
are not considered. Be certain th a t you have
entered your answers on the Objective Answer
Sheet before the examination time is up. The
objective portion of your examination will not be
graded if you fail to record your answers on the
Objective Answer Sheet. You will not be given
additional time to record your answers.

6. You are required to turn in by the end of each
session:
a. A ttendance Record Form, fro nt page of
Examination Answer Booklet;
b. Objective Answer Sheet, pages 15 and 16 of
Examination Answer Booklet;
c. Remaining Portion of Examination Answer
Booklet;
d. Examination Question Booklet; and
e. All unused examination materials.

3. Question numbers 3, 4, and 5 should be answered
beginning on page 3 of the Examination Answer
Booklet. If you have not completed answering a
question on a page, fill in the appropriate spaces
in the w ording on the bottom of the page
"QUESTION NUM BER__ CONTINUES ON
P A G E __ If you have completed answering a
question, fill in the appropriate space in the
wording on the bottom of the page "QUESTION
NUMBER__ ENDS ON THIS PAGE." Always
begin the start of an answer to a question on the
top of a new page (which may be the back side of
a sheet of paper).

Your examination will not be graded unless the
above listed items are handed in before leaving
the examination room.
7. Unless otherwise instructed, if you want your
Examination Question Booklet mailed to you,
w rite your name and address in both places
indicated on the back cover and place 52 cents
postage in the space provided. Examination
Question Booklets will be distributed no sooner
than the day following the administration of this
examination.

Prepared by the Board of Examiners of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and adopted by the
examining boards of all states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands of the United States.
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Number 1 (Estimated time—90 to 110 minutes)
Item s 3 th ro u g h 5 are based on the following:

Instructions
Select the best answer for each of the following
items. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appro
priate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to
indicate your answers. Mark only one answ er
for each item . A nsw er a ll item s. Your grade
will be based on the to tal num ber of correct
answers.

While conducting an audit, Larson Associates,
CPAs, failed to detect m aterial m isstatem ents
included in its client’s financial statem en ts.
Larson’s unqualified opinion was included with
the financial statements in a registration state
ment and prospectus for a public offering of secu
rities made by the client. Larson knew th at its
opinion and the financial statem ents would be
used for this purpose.

1. Beckler & Associates, CPAs, audited and
gave an unqualified opinion on the financial
statem ents of Queen Co. The financial s ta te 
ments contained misstatements that resulted in a
m aterial overstatem ent of Queen’s net worth.
Queen provided the audited financial statements
to Mac Bank in connection with a loan made by
Mac to Queen. Beckler knew th at the financial
statem ents would be provided to Mac. Queen
defaulted on the loan. Mac sued Beckler to recover
for its losses associated with Queen’s default.
Which of the following must Mac prove in order
to recover?

3. Which of the following statements is correct
with regard to a suit against Larson and the
client by a purchaser of the securities under
Section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933?
A. The purchaser must prove that Larson
was negligent in conducting the audit.
B. The purchaser must prove th at Larson
knew of the material misstatements.
C. Larson will n o t be liable if it had reason
able grounds to believe the financial
statements were accurate.
D. Larson will be liable unless the purchaser
did no t rely on the financial statements.

I. Beckler was negligent in conducting the
audit.
II. Mac relied on the financial statements.
A.
B.
C.
D.

4. In a suit by a purchaser against Larson for
common law negligence, Larson’s best defense
would be that the
A. Audit was conducted in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards.
B. Client was aware of the misstatements.
C. Purchaser was n o t in privity of contract
with Larson.
D. Identity of the purchaser was n o t known
to Larson at the time of the audit.

I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

2. W hich of th e following s ta te m e n ts b e st
describes whether a CPA has met the required
stan d ard of care in conducting an audit of a
client’s financial statements?
A. The client’s expectations with regard to
the accuracy of audited financial state
ments.
B. The accuracy of the financial statements
and whether the statements conform to
generally accepted accounting principles.
C. W hether the CPA conducted the audit
with the same skill and care expected of
an ordinarily prudent CPA under the
circumstances.
D. W hether the audit was conducted to
investigate and discover all acts of fraud.

5. In a suit by a purchaser against Larson for
common law fraud, Larson’s best defense would
be that
A. Larson did n o t have actual or construc
tive knowledge of the misstatements.
B. L arson’s client knew or should have
known of the misstatements.
C. Larson did n o t have actual knowledge
that the purchaser was an intended ben
eficiary of the audit.
D. Larson was n o t in privity of contract
with its client.
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9.
Clark, a professional tax return preparer,
prepared and sig n ed a c lie n t’s 1992 fed era l
income tax return that resulted in a $600 refund.
Which one of the following statements is correct
with regard to an Internal Revenue Code penalty
Clark may be subject to for endorsing and cash
ing the client’s refund check?
A. Clark w ill be subject to the penalty if
Clark endorses and cashes the check.
B. Clark may endorse and cash the check,
without penalty, if Clark is enrolled to
practice before th e In tern al R evenue
Service.
C. Clark m ay n o t endorse and cash th e
check, w ith o u t p en a lty , b e c a u se th e
check is for more than $500.
D. Clark may endorse and cash the check,
without penalty, if the amount does n o t
exceed Clark’s fee for preparation of the
return.

6. Jay and Co., CPAs, audited th e finan cial
statements of Maco Corp. Jay intentionally gave
an unqualified opinion on the financial sta te 
ments even though material misstatements were
discovered. The financial statem ents and Jay’s
unqualified opinion were included in a registra
tion statem en t and prospectus for an original
public offering of Maco stock. Which of the follow
ing statements is correct regarding Jay’s liability
to a purchaser of the offering under Section 10(b)
and Rule 10b-5 of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934?
A. Jay will be liable if the purchaser relied
on J a y ’s u n q u a lifie d op in io n on th e
financial statements.
B. Jay will be liable if Jay was negligent in
conducting the audit.
C. Jay will n o t be liable if the purchaser’s
loss was under $500.
D. Jay w ill n o t be liable if the m issta te
m en t r esu lted from an om ission of a
material fact by Jay.

10. A CPA’s working papers
A. N eed n o t be disclosed under a federal
court subpoena.
B. Must be disclosed under an IRS adminis
trative subpoena.
C. Must be disclosed to another accountant
purchasing the CPA’s practice even if the
client hasn’t given permission.
D. N eed n o t be disclosed to a sta te CPA
society quality review team.

7. Which of the following is the best defense a
CPA firm can assert in defense to a suit for com
mon law fraud based on their unqualified opinion
on materially false financial statements?
A. Lack of privity.
B. Lack of scienter.
C. Contributory negligence on the part of
the client.
D. A disclaim er contained in the engage
ment letter.

11. Noll gives Carr a written power of attorney.
W hich of th e follow in g sta te m e n ts is correct
regarding this power of attorney?
A. It must be signed by both Noll and Carr.
B. It must be for a definite period of time.
C. It may continue in existence after Noll’s
death.
D. It may limit Carr’s authority to specific
transactions.

8. Ivor and Associates, CPAs, audited the finan
cial statements of Jaymo Corporation. As a result
of Ivor’s negligence in conducting the audit, the
financial statements included material m isstate
ments. Ivor was unaware of this fact. The finan
cial statem ents and Ivor’s unqualified opinion
were included in a registration statem ent and
prospectus for an original public offering of stock
by Jaymo. Thorp purchased shares in the offer
ing. Thorp received a copy of the prospectus prior
to the purchase but did not read it. The shares
declined in value as a result of the m isstatements
in Jaymo’s financial statements becoming known.
Under which of the following Acts is Thorp most
likely to prevail in a lawsuit against Ivor?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Securities Act o f
1933, Section 11
Yes
Yes
No
No

12. The apparent authority of a partner to bind
the partnership in dealing with third parties
A. Will be effectively lim ited by a formal
resolution of the partners of which third
parties are aware.
B. W ill be effectively lim ited by a formal
resolution of the partners of which third
parties are unaware.
C. W ould p erm it a p artn er to su b m it a
claim against the partnership to arbitra
tion.
D. Must be derived from the express powers
and purposes contained in the partner
ship agreement.

Securities Exchange
Act o f 1934, Section
10(b), Rule 10b-5
Yes
No
Yes
No
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18. Unless the partnership agreement prohibits
it, a partner in a general partnership may validly
assign rights to

13. Generally, a disclosed principal will be liable
to third parties for its agent’s unauthorized mis
representations if the agent is an
A.
B.
C.
D.

Employee
Yes
Yes
No
No

Independent Contractor
Yes
No
Yes
No

A.
B.
C.
D.

14. Which of the follow ing rights w ill a third
party be entitled to after validly contracting with
an agent representing an undisclosed principal?
A. Disclosure of the principal by the agent.
B. Ratification of the contract by the principal.
C. Performance of the contract by the agent.
D. Election to void the contract after disclo
sure of the principal.

I. Provision for the issuance of voting stock.
II. Name of the corporation.
A.
B.
C.
D.

21. Egan, a minor, contracted with Baker to pur
c h a se B a k e r ’s u se d com puter for $ 4 0 0 . The
computer was purchased for Egan’s personal use.
The agreem ent provided th at Egan would pay
$200 down on delivery and $200 thirty days later.
Egan took delivery and paid the $200 down pay
ment. Twenty days later, the computer was dam
aged seriously as a result of Egan’s negligence.
Five days after the damage occurred and one day
after Egan reached the age of majority, Egan
attempted to disaffirm the contract with Baker.
Egan will
A. Be able to disaffirm despite the fact that
Egan was n o t a minor at the time of dis
affirmance.
B. Be able to disaffirm only if Egan does so
in writing.
C. Not be able to disaffirm because Egan
had failed to pay the balance of the pur
chase price.
D. Not be able to disaffirm because the com
puter was damaged as a result of Egan’s
negligence.

I. Co-ownership of all property used in a busi
ness.
II. Co-ownership of a business for profit.
I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

17. Which of the following securities are corpo
rate debt securities?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Debenture
bonds
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

20. The corporate veil is most likely to be pierced
and the shareholders held personally liable if
A. The corporation has elected S corporation
status under the Internal Revenue Code.
B. The shareholders have commingled their
personal funds with those of the corpora
tion.
C. An ultra vires act has been committed.
D. A partnership incorporates its business
solely to limit the liability of its partners.

16. Which of the following requirements must be
met to have a valid partnership exist?

Convertible
bonds
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Partnership
distributions
Yes
No
Yes
No

19. Which of the following provisions must a forp rofit-corp oration in clu d e in its A r tic le s of
Incorporation to obtain a corporate charter?

15. N orth, Inc. hired S u tter as a purchasing
agent. North gave Sutter written authorization to
purchase, w ithout lim it, electronic appliances.
Later, Sutter was told not to purchase more than
300 of each appliance. Sutter contracted with Orr
Corp. to purchase 500 tape recorders. Orr had
been shown Sutter's written authorization. Which
of the following statements is correct?
A. S u tte r w ill be lia b le to Orr b eca u se
Sutter's actual authority was exceeded.
B. Sutter w ill n o t be liable to reim burse
North if North is liable to Orr.
C. North w ill be liable to Orr because of
Sutter's actual and apparent authority.
D. North will n o t be liable to Orr because
Sutter's actual authority was exceeded.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Partnership
property
Yes
Yes
No
No

Warrants
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
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22. Teller brought a la w su it against Kerr ten
years after an oral contract was made and eight
years after it w as breached. Kerr raised th e
statute of limitations as a defense. Which of the
following allegations would be most important to
Kerr’s defense?
A. The contract was oral.
B. The contract could n o t be perform ed
within one year from the date made.
C. T he a c tio n w as n o t tim e ly b ro u g h t
because the contract was entered into
ten years prior to the commencement of
the lawsuit.
D. T he a c tio n w a s n o t tim e ly b ro u gh t
b e c a u se th e co n tra c t w a s a lle g e d ly
breached eight years prior to the com
mencement of the lawsuit.

26. Ames Construction Co. contracted to build a
warehouse for White Corp. The construction spec
ifica tio n s required A m es to u se Ace lig h tin g
fixtures. Inadvertently, Ames installed Perfection
lighting fixtures which are of slightly lesser qual
ity than Ace fixtures, but in all other respects
meet White’s needs. Which of the following state
ments is correct?
A. White's recovery will be limited to mone
tary damages because Ames’ breach of the
construction contract was n o t material.
B. W hite w ill n o t be able to recover any
damages from Ames because the breach
was inadvertent.
C. Ames did n o t breach the construction
contract because the Perfection fixtures
were substantially as good as the Ace
fixtures.
D. Ames must install Ace fixtures or White
will n o t be obligated to accept the ware
house.

23. To prevail in a common law action for fraud
in the inducement, a plaintiff must prove that the
A. Defendant was an expert with regard to
the misrepresentations.
B. Defendant made the misrepresentations
with knowledge of their falsity and with
an intention to deceive.
C. Misrepresentations were in writing.
D. Plaintiff was in a fiduciary relationship
with the defendant.

27. The filing of an involuntary bankruptcy peti
tion under the Federal Bankruptcy Code
A. Terminates liens on exempt property.
B. Terminates all security interests in prop
erty in the bankruptcy estate.
C. Stops th e debtor from in cu rrin g new
debts.
D. Stops the enforcement of judgment liens
a g a in s t p rop erty in th e b a n k ru p tcy
estate.

24. W hich of the follow ing offers of proof are
inadmissible under the parol evidence rule when
a w ritten contract is intended as the complete
agreement of the parties?
I. Proof of the existence of a subsequent oral
modification of the contract.
II. Proof of the existence of a prior oral agree
ment that contradicts the written contract.
A.
B.
C.
D.

28. Which of the following requirements must be
met for creditors to file an involuntary bankrupt
cy p e titio n u n d er C h ap ter 7 o f th e F ed era l
Bankruptcy Code?
A. The debtor must owe one creditor more
than $5,000.
B. The debtor has n o t been paying its bona
fide debts as they become due.
C. There must n ot be more than 12 creditors.
D. At least one fully secured creditor must
join in the petition.

I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

25. Nash, Owen, and Polk are co-sureties with
m axim um lia b ilitie s of $40,000, $60,000 and
$80,000, respectively. The amount of the loan on
which they have agreed to act as co-sureties is
$180,000. The debtor defaulted at a time when
the loan balance w as $180,000. N ash paid the
lender $36,000 in full settlem en t of all claim s
against Nash, Owen, and Polk. The total amount
that Nash may recover from Owen and Polk is
A. $0
B. $ 24,000
C. $ 28,000
D. $140,000

29. W hich of the follow ing conditions, if any,
must a debtor meet to file a voluntary bankruptcy
petition under Chapter 7 of the Federal Bank
ruptcy Code?
A.
B.
C.
D.
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Insolvency
Yes
Yes
No
No

Three or more creditors
Yes
No
Yes
No

Examination Questions — November 1993
35. After serving as an active director of Lee
Corp. for 20 years, Ryan was appointed an hon
orary director with the obligation to attend direc
tors’ m eetings w ith no voting power. In 1992,
R yan receiv ed an h onorary d ir e c to r ’s fee of
$5,000. This fee is
A. Reportable by Lee as employee compen
sation subject to social security tax.
B. Reportable by Ryan as self-employment
income subject to social secu rity selfemployment tax.
C. Taxable as “Other income” by Ryan, n o t
subject to any social security tax.
D. Considered to be a gift n o t subject to
so c ia l s e c u r ity se lf-e m p lo y m e n t or
income tax.

30. Which of the following transfers by a debtor,
within ninety days of filing for bankruptcy, could
be set aside as a preferential payment?
A. Making a gift to charity.
B. Paying a business utility bill.
C. Borrowing money from a bank secured
by giving a mortgage on business property.
D. Prepaying an installm ent loan on inven
tory.
31. Which of the following acts by a debtor could
result in a bankruptcy court revoking the debtor’s
discharge?
I. Failure to list one creditor.
II. Failure to answer correctly m aterial ques
tions on the bankruptcy petition.
A.
B.
C.
D.

I only.
II only.
Both I and II.
Neither I nor II.

36. Which one of the following statem ents con
cerning workers’ compensation laws is generally
correct?
A. Em ployers are strictly liab le w ithout
regard to w hether or n o t th ey are at
fault.
B. Workers’ compensation benefits are n o t
available if the employee is negligent.
C. Workers’ compensation awards are n o t
reviewable by the courts.
D. The am ount of dam ages recoverable is
based on comparative negligence.

32. Robin Corp. incurred substantial operating
losses for the past three years. Unable to meet its
current obligations, Robin filed a petition for reor
g a n iz a tio n und er C h apter 11 o f th e F ederal.
Bankruptcy Code. Which of the following state
ments is correct?
A. The creditors' comm ittee m ust select a
trustee to manage Robin's affairs.
B. The reorgan ization plan m ay only be
filed by Robin.
C. A creditors' committee, if appointed, will
consist of unsecured creditors.
D . Robin m ay continu e in b u sin e ss only
with the approval of a trustee.

37. One of th e elem en ts n ecessary to recover
damages if there has been a m aterial m isstate
ment in a registration statem ent filed under the
Securities Act of 1933 is that the
A. Issuer and p la in tiff were in privity of
contract with each other.
B. Issuer failed to exercise due care in con
nection with the sale of the securities.
C. Plaintiff gave value for the security.
D. Plaintiff suffered a loss.

33. A reorganization under Chapter 11 of the
F ederal B ankruptcy Code req uires all of th e
following e x c e p t the
A. Liquidation of the debtor.
B. The filing of a reorganization plan.
C. Confirmation of the reorganization plan
by the court.
D. Opportunity for each class of claim s to
accept the reorganization plan.

38. Lux Lim ited P artnership in ten d s to offer
$300,000 of its lim ited p artn ersh ip in te r e sts
under Rule 504 of Regulation D of the Securities
Act of 1933. Which of the following statem ents is
correct?
A. The resale of th e lim ited partnership
interests by a purchaser generally will
be restricted.
B. The limited partnership interests may be
sold only to accredited investors.
C. The exem ption under Rule 504 is n o t
available to an issuer of limited partner
ship interests.
D. The lim ited partnership interests may
n o t be sold to more than 35 investors.

34. Which of the following statements is correct
with respect to the reorganization provisions of
Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code?
A. A trustee must always be appointed.
B. The debtor must be insolvent if the bank
ruptcy petition was filed voluntarily.
C. A reorganization plan may be filed by a
creditor anytime after the petition date.
D. The commencement of a bankruptcy case
may be voluntary or involuntary.
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39. Which of the following types of claims would
be paid first in the distribution of a bankruptcy
e sta te u n d e r th e liq u id a tio n provisions of
Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code if the
petition was filed July 15, 1993?
A. A secured debt properly perfected on
March 20, 1993.
B. In v en to ry p u rch ased and delivered
August 1, 1993.
C. Employee wages due April 30, 1993.
D. Federal tax lien filed June 30, 1993.

Item s 43 an d 44 are based on the following:
Pix, Corp. is making a $6,000,000 stock offering.
Pix wants the offering exempt from registration
under the Securities Act of 1933.
43. Which of the following provisions of the Act
would Pix have to comply with for the offering to
be exempt?
A. Regulation A.
B. Regulation D, Rule 504.
C. Regulation D, Rule 505.
D. Regulation D, Rule 506.

40. An offering made under the provisions of
R egulation A of th e S e c u ritie s Act of 1933
requires that the issuer
A. File an offering circular with the SEC.
B. Sell only to accredited investors.
C. Provide investors w ith the prior four
years’ audited financial statements.
D. Provide investors with a proxy registra
tion statement.

44. Which of the following requirements would
Pix have to comply with when selling the securi
ties?
A. No more than 35 investors.
B. No more than 35 nonaccredited investors.
C. Accredited investors only.
D. Nonaccredited investors only.

41. Adler, Inc. is a reporting company under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The only security
it has issued is voting common stock. Which of
the following statements is correct?
A. Because Adler is a reporting company, it
is n o t required to file a reg istratio n
statem ent under the Securities Act of
1933 for any future offerings of its com
mon stock.
B. Adler need n o t file its proxy statements
with the SEC because it has only one
class of stock outstanding.
C. Any person who owns more than 10% of
Adler’s common stock must file a report
with the SEC.
D. It is unnecessary for the required annual
report (Form 10K) to include audited
financial statements.

45. Frey, Inc. intends to make a $2,000,000 com
mon stock offering under Rule 505 of Regulation
D of the Securities Act of 1933. Frey
A. May sell the stock to an unlimited num
ber of investors.
B. May make the offering through a general
advertising.
C. Must notify the SEC within 15 days after
the first sale of the offering.
D. M ust provide all in v e sto rs w ith a
prospectus.
46. Field Corp. issued a negotiable warehouse
receipt to Hall for goods stored in Field’s ware
house. Hall’s goods were lost due to Field’s failure
to exercise such care as a reasonably careful per
son would under like circumstances. The state in
which this transaction occurred follows the UCC
rule with respect to a warehouseman’s liability
for lost goods. The warehouse receipt is silent on
this point. Under the circumstances, Field is
A. Liable because it is strictly liable for any
loss.
B. Liable because it was negligent.
C. Not liable because the warehouse receipt
was negotiable.
D. Not liable unless Hall can establish that
Field was grossly negligent.

42. Which of the following persons is n o t an
insider of a corporation subject to the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 registration and reporting
requirements?
A. An attorney for the corporation.
B. An owner of 5% of the corporation’s out
standing debentures.
C. A member of the board of directors.
D. A stockholder who owns 10% of the out
standing common stock.
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47. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning a bill of lading in the possession of
Major Corp. that was issued by a common carrier
and provides that the goods are to be delivered
“to bearer”?
A. The carrier’s lien for any unpaid ship
ping charges does n o t entitle it to sell
the goods to enforce the lien.
B. The carrier will n o t be liable for deliver
in g th e goods to a person other than
Major.
C. The carrier may require Major to endorse
the bill of lading prior to delivering the
goods.
D. The bill of lading can be negotiated by
Major by d elivery alone and w ith ou t
endorsement.

Item s 51 a n d 52 are based on the following:
On May 2, Handy Hardware sent Ram Industries
a signed purchase order that stated, in part, as
follows:
“Ship for May 8 delivery 300 Model A-X
sock et s e ts at current d ealer price.
Terms 2/10/net 30.”
Ram received Handy’s purchase order on May 4.
On May 5, Ram discovered that it had only 200
Model A-X socket sets and 100 Model W-Z socket
sets in stock. Ram shipped the Model A-X and
Model W-Z sets to Handy without any explana
tion concerning the shipm ent. The socket sets
were received by Handy on May 8.

48. A person who lo ses a stock certifica te is
entitled to a new certificate to replace the lost
one, provided certain requirements are satisfied.
Which of the following is n o t such a requirement?
A. The request for a new certificate is made
before the issuer has notice that the lost
certificate has been acquired by a bona
fide purchaser.
B. The owner files a sufficient indem nity
bond with the issuer.
C. T he ow n er s a t is f ie s any r e a so n a b le
requirements of the issuer.
D. The fair market value of the security is
placed in escrow with the issuer for six
months.

51. Which of the following statements concerning
the shipment is correct?
A. R am ’s sh ip m e n t is an accep ta n ce of
Handy’s offer.
B. Ram’s shipment is a counteroffer.
C. Handy’s order must be accepted by Ram
in writing before Ram ships the socket
sets.
D. H andy’s order can only be accepted by
Ram shipping conforming goods.
52. Assum ing a contract exists between Handy
and Ram, which of the follow ing im plied war
ranties would result?
I. Implied warranty of merchantability.
II. Implied warranty of fitness for a particular
purpose.
III. Implied warranty of title.

49. Which of the following statements applies to
a sale on approval under the UCC Sales Article?
A. Both the buyer and seller must be mer
chants.
B. The buyer must be purchasing the goods
for resale.
C. Risk of loss for the goods passes to the
buyer when the goods are accepted after
the trial period.
D. Title to the goods passes to the buyer on
delivery of the goods to the buyer.

A.
B.
C.
D.

I only.
III only.
I and III only.
I, II and III.

53. In what order are the following obligations
paid after a secured creditor rightfully sells the
debtor's collateral after repossession?

50. Which of the following statements would n o t
apply to a written contract governed by the provi
sions of the UCC Sales Article?
A. The contract may involve the sale of per
sonal property.
B. The obligations of a nonmerchant may be
different from those of a merchant.
C. The obligations of the parties m ust be
performed in good faith.
D. The contract m ust involve the sale of
goods for a price of $500 or more.

I. Debt owed to any junior security holder.
II. Secured party’s reasonable sale expenses.
III. Debt owed to the secured party.
A.
B.
C.
D.
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54. To establish a cause of action based on strict
liability in tort for personal injuries resu ltin g
from u s in g a d e fe c tiv e p rod u ct, one o f th e
elements the plaintiff must prove is that the sell
er (defendant)
A. Failed to exercise due care.
B.

58. Winslow Co., which is in the business of sell
ing furniture, borrowed $60,000 from Pine Bank.
W inslow executed a prom issory note for th a t
amount and used all of its accounts receivable as
collateral for the loan. Winslow executed a security
agreement that described the collateral. Winslow
did not file a financing statement. Which of the
following statements best describes this transac
tion?
A. P e r fe c tio n o f th e s e c u r ity in te r e s t
occurred even though Winslow did n o t
file a financing statement.
B. P e r fe c tio n o f th e s e c u r ity in te r e s t
occurred by Pine having an interest in
accounts receivable.
C. Attachment of the security interest did
n o t occur because Winslow failed to file
a financing statement.
D. A tta c h m e n t o f th e s e c u r ity in te r e s t
occurred when the loan was made and
W inslow executed th e secu rity agree
ment.

Was in privity of contract with the plaintiff.

C. Defectively designed the product.
D. Was engaged in the business of selling
the product.
55. Bond purchased a painting from Wool, who is
not in the business of selling art. Wool tendered
delivery of the painting after receiving payment
in full from Bond. Bond informed Wool that Bond
would be unable to take possession of the paint
ing until later that day. Thieves stole the painting
before Bond returned. The risk of loss
A. Passed to Bond at Wool’s tender of delivery.
B. Passed to Bond at the time the contract
was formed and payment was made.
C. Remained with Wool, because the parties
agreed on a later time of delivery.
D. Remained with Wool, because Bond had
n o t yet received the painting.

59. Grey Corp. se lls com puters to the public.
Grey sold and delivered a computer to West on
credit. W est executed and delivered to Grey a
prom issory note for th e purchase price and a
security agreement covering the computer. West
purchased the computer for personal use. Grey
did not file a financing statement. Is Grey’s secu
rity interest perfected?
A. Yes, because Grey retained ownership of
the computer.
B. Yes, because it was perfected at the time
of attachment.
C. No, because th e com puter w as a con
sumer good.
D. No, because Grey failed to file a financing
statement.

56. Smith contracted in writing to sell Peters a
used personal computer for $600. The contract
did not specifically address the time for payment,
place of delivery, or Peters’ right to inspect the
computer. Which of the following statem ents is
correct?
A. Smith is obligated to deliver the computer
to Peters’ home.
B. Peters is entitled to inspect the computer
before paying for it.
C. P eters may n o t pay for the com puter
u sin g a personal check u n le ss Sm ith
agrees.
D. Sm ith is n o t entitled to paym ent until
30 days after Peters receives the computer.
57. Cara Fabricating Co. and Taso Corp. agreed
orally th at Taso would custom m anufacture a
compressor for Cara at a price of $120,000. After
Taso completed the work at a cost of $90,000,
Cara notified Taso that the compressor was no
longer needed. Taso is holding the compressor
and has requested payment from Cara. Taso has
been unable to resell the com pressor for any
price. Taso incurred storage fees of $2,000. If
Cara refuses to pay Taso and Taso sues Cara, the
most Taso will be entitled to recover is
A. $ 92,000
B. $105,000
C. $120,000
D. $122,000

60. N on inventory goods w ere purchased and
delivered on June 15, 1993. S everal secu rity
interests exist in these goods. Which of the follow
ing security interests has priority over the others?
A. Security interest in future goods attached
June 10, 1993.
B. Security interest attached June 15, 1993.
C. S ec u r ity in te r e s t p erfected J u n e 20,
1993.
D. Purchase money security interest perfected
June 24, 1993.
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N u m b er 2 (E stim ated tim e — 15 to 25 m in u tes)
Q u estio n N u m b er 2 consists of 12 items. Select the b e s t answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to
blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A n sw e r a ll
ite m s. Your grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.
On June 1, 1990, Anderson bought a one family house from Beach for $240,000. At the time of the pur
chase, the house had a market value of $200,000 and the land was valued at $40,000. Anderson assumed
the recorded $150,000 mortgage Beach owed Long Bank, gave a $70,000 mortgage to Rogers Loan Co.,
and paid $20,000 cash. Rogers did not record its mortgage. Rogers did not know about the Long
Mortgage.
Beach gave Anderson a quitclaim deed that failed to mention a recorded easement on the property held
by Dalton, the owner of the adjacent piece of property. Anderson purchased a title insurance policy from
Edge Title Insurance Co. Edge’s policy neither disclosed nor excepted Dalton’s easement.
On August 1, 1992, Anderson borrowed $30,000 from Forrest Finance to have a swimming pool dug.
Anderson gave Forrest a $30,000 mortgage on the property. Forrest, knowing about the Long mortgage
but not the Rogers mortgage, recorded its mortgage on August 10, 1992. After the digging began, Dalton
sued to stop the work claiming violation of the easement. The court decided in Dalton’s favor.
At the time of the purchase, Anderson had taken out two fire insurance policies; a $120,000 face value
policy with Harvest Fire Insurance Co., and a $60,000 face value policy with Grant Fire Insurance Corp.
Both policies contained a standard 80% coinsurance clause.
On December 1, 1992, a fire caused $180,000 damage to the house. At that time, the house had a mar
ket value of $250,000. Harvest and Grant refused to honor the policies claiming that the house was
under insured.
Anderson made no mortgage payments after the fire and on June 1, 1993, after the house had been
rebuilt, the mortgages were foreclosed. The balances due for principal and accrued interest were as
follows: Long, $140,000; Rogers, $65,000; and Forrest, $28,000. At a foreclosure sale, the house and land
were sold. After payment of all expenses, $200,000 of the proceeds remained for distribution. As a result
of the above events, the following actions took place:
•

Anderson sued Harvest and Grant for the face values of the fire insurance policies.

•

Anderson sued Beach for failing to mention Dalton’s easement in the quitclaim deed.

•

Anderson sued Edge for failing to disclose Dalton’s easement.

•

Long, Rogers, and Forrest all demanded full payment of their mortgages from the proceeds of the
foreclosure sale.

The preceding took place in a “Notice-Race”jurisdiction.
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R equired:
a.
Item s 61 th ro u g h 63 relate to Anderson’s suit against Harvest and Grant. For each item, select
from List I the dollar amount Anderson will receive and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective
Answer Sheet.
61.

What will be the dollar amount of Anderson’s total fire
insurance recovery?
62. What dollar amount will be payable by Harvest?
63. What dollar amount will be payable by Grant?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

L ist I
$
0
$ 20,000
$ 48,000
$ 54,000
$ 60,000
$ 80,000
$ 96,000
$108,000
$120,000
$144,000
$162,000
$180,000

b.
Item s 64 th r o u g h 66 relate to Anderson’s suit against Beach. For each item, determine whether
that statement is True or False. On the Objective Answer Sheet, blacken CD if the statement is True or
F if the statement is False.
64. Anderson will win the suit against Beach.
65. A quitclaim deed conveys only the grantor’s interest in the property.
66. A warranty deed protects the purchaser against any adverse title claim against the property.

c.
Item s 67 th r o u g h 69 relate to Anderson’s suit against Edge. For each item, determine whether
the statement is True or False. On the Objective Answer Sheet, blacken CD if the statement is True or
F if the statement is False.
67. Anderson will win the suit against Edge.
68. Edge’s policy should insure against all title defects of record.
69. Edge’s failure to disclose Dalton’s easement voids Anderson’s contract with Beach.

d.
Item s 70 th r o u g h 72 relate to the demands Long, Rogers, and Forrest have made to have their
mortgages satisfied out of the foreclosure proceeds. For each item, select from List II the dollar amount to
be paid and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.

70.
71.
72.

What dollar amount of the foreclosure proceeds will
Long receive?
What dollar amount of the foreclosure proceeds will
Rogers receive?
What dollar amount of the foreclosure proceeds will
Forrest receive?
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

List II
$
0
$ 28,000
$ 32,000
$ 65,000
$107,000
$135,000
$140,000

Examination Questions — November 1993
R equired:
Determ ine whether Archer, Book, and Cable
w ill be successful in the law suits and give the
reasons for your conclusions.

Number 3 (Estim ated tim e — 15 to 25 m inutes)
In 1990, Park, after consulting a CPA and an
attorney, decided to have an inter vivos trust and
will prepared. Park wanted to provide for the wel
fare of three close relatives: Archer, Book, and
Cable, during Park’s lifetim e and after Park’s
death.
The trust was funded by cash and real estate
transfers. The trust contained spendthrift provi
sions directing the trustees to pay the income to
only the trust beneficiaries, Archer, Book, and
Cable. Park also provided for $10,000 “sprin
kling” provisions allowing for the annual distrib
ution of up to $10,000 of principal to each benefi
ciary at the trustees discretion.
Park’s will provided for a “pour-over” transfer of
any residuary estate to the trust.
Young, a CPA, and Zack, a stockbroker, were
named trustees of the trust and executors of the
w ill. Young and Zack were directed to perform
th eir d u ties as “prudent b u sin e ss p eop le” in
investing and protecting the assets of the trust
and estate.
During 1991, Young and Zack properly allocated
income and principal and paid the trust income to
P ark’s r e la tiv e s as directed. They also m ade
$5,000 principal payments to two of the beneficia
ries for a medical emergency and to pay college
tuition.
D u rin g 1992, Zack, w ith Y oung’s c o n sen t,
borrowed $10,000 from the trust. Zack agreed to
repay the loan at a higher interest rate than the
tr u st n orm ally received on its in v e stm e n ts.
Archer, one of the trust beneficiaries, asked for
and received a $15,000 principal payment. The
money was used to enable Archer to invest in a
joint venture with Zack.
In January 1993, Park died and the will was
probated. After payment of all taxes, debts, and
bequests, the residuary estate was transferred to
the trust. Archer, Book, and Cable sued:
•

To have the court allow distribution of the
resid u ary e sta te in stea d of th e residuary
being transferred to the trust.

•

To have the spendthrift trust terminated.

•

To remove Young and Zack as tru stees for
making the $5,000 principal payments.

•

To remove Young and Zack as tru stees for
allo w in g Zack to borrow m oney from th e
trust.•

•

To remove Young and Zack as tru stees for
m aking th e $15,000 principal paym ent to
Archer.
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N um ber 4 (E stim ated tim e — 15 to 25 m inutes)

•

Victor Corp. engaged Bell & Co., CPAs, to audit
Victor’s financial statem ents for the year ended
December 31, 1992. Victor is in the business of
buying, selling, and servicing new and used con
struction equipm ent. W hile review ing Victor’s
1992 records, Bell became aware of the following
disputed transactions:
•

•

On Novem ber 3, Victor received by m ail a
signed offer from GYX Erectors, Inc. The offer
provided th a t Victor would service certain
specified equipment owned by GYX for a twoyear period for a total price of $81,000. The
offer also provided as follows:
“We need to know soon whether you can
agree to the term s of this proposal. You
m ust accept by November 15, or we will
assume you can’t meet our terms.”

On September 8, Victor sent Ambel Contrac
tors, Inc. a signed purchase order for several
p ie c e s o f u se d c o n str u c tio n eq u ip m en t.
Victor’s purchase order described twelve dif
ferent pieces of equipment and indicated the
price Victor was willing to pay for each item.
As a result of a mathematical error in adding
up the total of the various prices, the pur
chase price offered by Victor was $191,000
rather than the correct amount of $119,000.
Ambel, on receipt of the purchase order, was
surprised by Victor’s high price and immedi
ately sent Victor a written acceptance. Ambel
was aware that the fair market value of the
equipm ent w as approxim ately $105,000 to
$125,000. Victor discovered the m istake in
the purchase order and refused to purchase
th e equipm ent from Am bel. Ambel claim s
that Victor is obligated to purchase the equip
ment at a price of $191,000, as set forth in the
purchase order.

On November 12, Victor mailed GYX a signed
acceptance of GYX’s offer. The acceptance was
not received by GYX until November 17, and
by then GYX had contracted w ith another
party to provide service for its equipm ent.
Victor h as taken the position th at GYX is
obligated to honor its November 3 offer. GYX
claims that no contract was formed because
V ictor’s Novem ber 12 acceptance w as not
received timely by GYX.
•

On October 8, a Victor salesperson orally con
tracted to service a piece of equipment owned
by Clark Masons, Inc. The contract provided
that for a period of 36 months, commencing
November 1992, Victor would provide routine
service for the equipment at a fixed price of
$15,000, payable in three annual installm ents
of $5,000 each. On October 29, Clark's presi
dent contacted Victor and stated that Clark
did not intend to honor the service agreement
b e c a u se th e r e w a s no w r itte n co n tra c t
between Victor and Clark.

On December 19, Victor contracted in writing
with Wells Landscaping Corp. The contract
required Victor to deliver certain specified
new equipment to Wells by December 31. On
December 23, Victor determined that it would
not be able to deliver the equipment to Wells
by D ecem ber 31 b ecau se o f an in v en to ry
shortage. Therefore, Victor made a written
a s s ig n m e n t o f th e co n tra c t to M a ste r
Equipment, Inc. When Master attempted to
deliver the equipment on December 31, Wells
refused to accept it, claiming that Victor could
not properly delegate its d u ties under the
December 19 contract to another party with
out the consent of Wells. The contract is silent
with regard to this issue.

R equired:
S tate w hether the claim s of Am bel, Clark,
GYX, and Wells are correct and give the reasons
for your conclusions.
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N um ber 5 (Estim ated tim e — 15 to 25 m inutes)
Williams Co. provides financial consulting ser
vices to the business community. On occasion,
Williams will purchase promissory notes from its
c lie n ts. The follow ing tra n sa ctio n s in volvin g
prom issory notes purchased by W illiam s have
resulted in disputes:
•

Williams purchased the following promissory
note from Jason Computers, Inc.:
January 3, 1992
For value received, Helco Distributors Corp.
promises to pay $3,000 to the order of Jason
Computers, Inc. with such paym ent to be
made out of the proceeds of the resale of the
computer com ponents purchased th is day
from Jason Computers, Inc. and to be used
as part of the customized computer systems
sold to our custom ers. Paym ent sh all be
made two weeks after such proceeds become
available.

Pay to the order of Oliver
_________________ F. S m i t h _________________

F. Smith, President of Abco Products Corp.
Pay to the order of Williams Co. without recourse

_____ J . H e l c o _____

_________________ N . O l i v e r _________________

J. Helco, President

N. Oliver, President of Oliver International, Inc.

H elco execu ted and delivered th e note to
Jason in paym ent for the computer compo
nents referred to in the note. Jason represent
ed to Helco that all the components were new
when, in fact, a large number of them were
used and had been reconditioned. W illiam s
w a s u n a w a re of t h is fa ct at th e tim e it
acquired th e note from Jason for $2,000.
Jason endorsed and delivered th e note to
Williams in exchange for the $2,000 payment.
W illiam s presented the prom issory note to
H elco for paym ent. H elco refu sed to pay,
alleging that Jason misrepresented the condi
tion of the components. Helco also advised
W illia m s th a t th e com p on en ts had been
returned to Jason w ithin a few days after
Helco had taken delivery.
W illiam s com m enced an action aga in st
Helco, claiming that:
•

the note is negotiable;

•

Williams is a holder in due course; and

•

Helco cannot raise Jason’s misrepresenta
tion as a defense to payment of the note.

Williams Co. purchased a negotiable promis
sory note from Oliver International, Inc. that
O liver had r eceiv ed from Abco P rod u cts
Corp., as partial payment on the sale of goods
by Oliver to Abco. The maker of the note was
Grover Corp., which had executed and deliv
ered the note to Abco as payment for services
rendered by Abco. When Oliver received the
note from Abco, Oliver was unaware of the
fact that Grover disputed its obligation under
the note because Grover was dissatisfied with
the quality of the services Abco rendered.
Williams was aware of Grover’s claims at the
tim e W illia m s p u r c h a se d th e n o te from
O liver. The rev erse sid e of th e n ote w as
endorsed as follows:

W hen th e p ro m isso ry n o te b ecam e due
Williams demanded that Grover pay the note.
Grover refused, claiming that Abco breached
its contractual obligations to Grover and that
Williams was aware of this fact at the time
Williams acquired the note. Williams immedi
a te ly a d v ise d both Abco and O liv er o f
Grover’s refusal to pay and demanded pay
ment from Oliver in the event Grover fails to
pay the note.
R equ ired:
Answer the following questions and give the
reasons for your conclusions.
a. Are Williams’ claims correct regarding the
Helco promissory note?
b.
note?

Is Grover correct in refusing to pay its

c. What are the rights of W illiam s against
Oliver in the event Grover is not required to pay
its note?
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15
15
15
15

110
25
25
25
25

100

150

210
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Num ber 1 (Estim ated tim e — 90 to 110 m inutes)

6. According to the FASB conceptual fram e
work, which of the following statements conforms
to the realization concept?
A. Equipment depreciation was assigned to
a production departm ent and then to
product unit costs.
B. D e p r e c ia te d e q u ip m en t w as sold in
exchange for a note receivable.
C. Cash was collected on accounts receivable.
D. Product unit costs were assigned to cost
of goods sold when the units were sold.

In str u c tio n s
Select the b e s t answer for each of the following
items relating to a v a r ie ty o f iss u e s in a c c o u n t
in g. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate
ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate
your answers. M ark o n ly o n e a n sw e r for ea ch
ite m . A n s w e r a ll it e m s . Your grade w ill be
based on the total number of correct answers.
1. When computing purchasing power gain or
loss on net monetary items, which of the follow
ing accounts is classified as nonmonetary?
A. Advances to unconsolidated subsidiaries.
B. Allowance for uncollectible accounts.
C. Unamortized premium on bonds payable.
D. Accumulated depreciation of equipment.

7. On January 10, 1992, Box, Inc. purchased
m arketable equity securities of Knox, Inc. and
Scot, Inc. Box classified both securities as noncur
rent assets over which it could not exercise signif
icant influence. At December 31, 1992, the cost of
each investment was greater than its fair market
value. The loss on the Knox investment was con
sidered permanent and that on Scot was consid
ered tem porary. How sh ou ld Box report th e
effects of these investing activities in its 1992
income statement?

2. Deecee Co. adjusted its historical cost income
statement by applying specific price indexes to its
dep reciation exp en se and cost of goods sold.
Deecee’s adjusted income statem ent is prepared
according to
A. Fair value accounting.
B. General purchasing power accounting.
C. Current cost accounting.
D. Current cost/general purchasing power
accounting.

I. Excess of cost of Knox stock over its market
value.
II. Excess of cost of Scot stock over its market
value.
A.
B.
C.
D.

3. Estim ates of price-level changes for specific
inventories are required for which of the follow
ing inventory methods?
A. Conventional retail.
B. Dollar-value LIFO.
C. Weighted average cost.
D. Average cost retail.

An unrealized loss equal to I plus II.
An unrealized loss equal to I only.
A realized loss equal to I only.
No income statement effect.

8. On January 1, 1992, Point, Inc. purchased
10% of Iona Co.’s common stock. Point purchased
additional shares bringing its ownership up to
40% of Ion a’s com m on stock o u tsta n d in g on
A u g u st 1, 1992. D u rin g O ctober 1992, Iona
declared and paid a cash dividend on all of its
outstanding common stock. How much income
from the Iona investm ent should P oint’s 1992
income statement report?
A. 10% of Iona’s income for January 1 to
July 31, 1992, plus 40% of Iona’s income
for August 1 to December 31, 1992.
B. 40% of Iona’s incom e for A u gust 1 to
December 31, 1992 only.
C. 40% of Iona’s 1992 income.
D. Amount equal to dividends received from
Iona.

4. The lower of cost or market rule for invento
ries may be applied to total inventory, to groups
of similar items, or to each item. Which application
generally results in the lowest inventory amount?
A. All applications result in the same amount.
B. Total inventory.
C. Groups of similar items.
D. Separately to each item.
5. According to the FASB conceptual fram e
work, the objectives of finan cial reporting for
business enterprises are based on
A. The need for conservatism.
B. Reporting on management’s stewardship.
C. Generally accepted accounting principles.
D. The needs of the users of the information.
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13. Which of the following statements is support
ive of the pooling of interests method in account
ing for a business combination?
A. Bargaining between the parties is based
on current values for assets and liabilities.
B. Stockholder groups rem ain in tact but
combine.
C. Goodwill is generally a part of any acqui
sition.
D. A portion of the total cost is assigned to
individual assets acquired on the basis of
their fair value.

9. Peel Co. received a cash dividend from a com
mon stock investm ent. Should Peel report an
increase in the investment account if it uses the
cost method or the equity method of accounting?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Cost
No
Yes
Yes
No

Equity
No
Yes
No
Yes

10. W hich of the following costs of goodwill
should be capitalized and amortized?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Maintaining
goodwill
Yes
No
Yes
No

14. Which of the following should be reported as
a stockholders’ equity contra account?
A. Discount on convertible bonds th at are
common stock equivalents.
B. Premium on convertible bonds th at are
common stock equivalents.
C. Cumulative foreign exchange translation
loss.
D. Organization costs.

Developing
goodwill
No
No
Yes
Yes

15. On November 2, 1992, Finsbury, Inc. issued
warrants to its stockholders giving them the right
to purchase additional $20 par value common
shares at a price of $30. The stockholders exer
cised all warrants on March 1, 1993. The shares
h ad m a rk e t prices of $33, $35, and $40 on
November 2, 1992, December 31, 1992, and
M arch 1, 1993, respectively. W hat w ere th e
effects of the w arrants on Finsbury’s additional
paid-in capital and net income?

11. Perez, Inc. owns 80% of Senior, Inc. During
1992, Perez sold goods with a 40% gross profit to
Senior. Senior sold all of these goods in 1992. For
1992 consolidated financial statem ents, how
should th e sum m ation of P erez and Senior
income statement items be adjusted?
A. Sales and cost of goods sold should be
reduced by the intercompany sales.
B. Sales and cost of goods sold should be
reduced by 80% of the intercompany sales.
C. Net income should be reduced by 80% of
the gross profit on intercompany sales.
D. No adjustment is necessary.

Additional
paid-in capital
A. Increased in 1993
B. Increased in 1992
C. Increased in 1993
D. Increased in 1992

12. In a business combination accounted for as a
pooling
A. Income is combined only from date of
combination, not for prior periods pre
sented.
B. Income is combined for all periods pre
sented.
C. After the combination, balance sheet
amounts are carried at fair market value.
D. Direct acquisition costs are recorded as
part of the cost of the investment.

Net income
No effect
No effect
Decreased in
1992 and 1993
Decreased in
1992 and 1993

16. W hen com puting p rim ary e arn in g s per
share, convertible securities th a t are common
stock equivalents are
A. Ignored.
B. Recognized whether they are dilutive or
anti-dilutive.
C. Recognized only if they are anti-dilutive.
D. Recognized only if they are dilutive.
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17. W hat information should a public company
present about revenues from foreign operations?
A. Disclose separately the amount of sales
to u n a ffilia te d custom ers and th e
amount of intracompany sales between
geographic areas.
B. Disclose as a combined amount sales to
unaffiliated customers and intracompany
sales between geographic areas.
C. Disclose separately the amount of sales
to unaffiliated custom ers but n ot the
amount of intracompany sales between
geographic areas.
D. No disclosure of revenues from foreign
operations need be reported.

20. In a comparison of 1992 to 1991, Neir Co.’s
inventory turnover ratio increased substantially
although sales and inventory am ounts were
essentially unchanged. Which of the following
statem en ts explains the increased inventory
turnover ratio?
A. Cost of goods sold decreased.
B. Accounts receivable turnover increased.
C. Total asset turnover increased.
D. Gross profit percentage decreased.
21. At December 31, 1992, Date Co. awaits judg
ment on a lawsuit for a competitor’s infringement
of Date’s patent. Legal counsel believes it is prob
able that Date will win the suit and indicated the
most likely award together with a range of possi
ble awards. How should the lawsuit be reported
in Date’s 1992 financial statements?
A. In note disclosure only.
B. By accrual for the most likely award.
C. By accrual for the lowest amount of the
range of possible awards.
D. Neither in note disclosure nor by accrual.

18. On November 1, 1992, Smith Co. contracted
to dispose of an industry segment on February
28, 1993. Throughout 1992 the segment had oper
ating losses. These losses were expected to con
tinue until the segment’s disposition. If a loss is
anticipated on final disposition, how much of the
operating losses should be included in the loss on
disposal reported in Smith’s 1992 income state
ments?

22. The correction of an error in the financial
statements of a prior period should be reported,
net of applicable income taxes, in the current
A. Retained earnings statem ent after net
income but before dividends.
B. R etain ed earn in g s s ta te m e n t as an
adjustment of the opening balance.
C. Income statement after income from con
tinuing operations and before extraordi
nary items.
D. Income statement after income from con
tinuing operations and after extraordi
nary items.

I. Operating losses for the period January 1 to
October 31, 1992.
II. Operating losses for the period November 1
to December 31, 1992.
III. Estim ated operating losses for the period
January 1 to February 28, 1993.
A.
B.
C.
D.

II only.
II and III only.
I and III only.
I and II only.

23. For 1991, Pac Co. estim ated its two-year
equipment warranty costs based on $100 per unit
sold in 1991. Experience during 1992 indicated
that the estimate should have been based on $110
per unit. The effect of this $10 difference from the
estimate is reported
A. In 1992 income from continuing opera
tions.
B. As an accounting change, net of tax,
below 1992 income from continuing oper
ations.
C. As an accounting change requiring 1991
financial statements to be restated.
D. As a correction of an error requiring.
1991 financial statements to be restated.

19. Which of the following information should be
included in Melay, Inc.’s 1992 summary of signifi
cant accounting policies?
A. Property, plant, and equipment is recorded
at cost with depreciation computed prin
cipally by the straight-line method.
B. During 1992, the Delay Segment was sold.
C. Business segment 1992 sales are Alay
$1M, Belay $2M, and Celay $3M.
D. F u tu re common sh are dividends are
expected to approximate 60% of earn
ings.
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28. If the payment of employees’ compensation
for future absences is probable, the amount can
be reasonably estim ated, and the obligation
relates to rights that accumulate, the compensa
tion should be
A. Accrued if attrib u tab le to employees’
services not already rendered.
B. Accrued if attrib u tab le to employees’
services already rendered.
C. Accrued if attributable to employees’ ser
vices whether already rendered or not.
D. Recognized when paid.

24. A m aterial loss should be presented sepa
rately as a component of income from continuing
operations when it is
A. An extraordinary item.
B. A cum ulative effect-type change in
accounting principle.
C. Infrequent in occurrence and unusual in
nature.
D. Infrequent in occurrence but not unusual
in nature.
25. On March 1, 1987, Somar Co. issued 20-year
bonds at a discount. By September 1, 1992, the
bonds were quoted at 106 when Somar exercised
its right to retire the bonds at 105. How should
Somar report the bond retirem ent on its 1992
income statement?
A. A gain in continuing operations.
B. A loss in continuing operations.
C. An extraordinary gain.
D. An extraordinary loss.

29. A company that maintains a defined benefit
pension plan for its employees reports an unfunded
accrued pension cost. This cost represents the
amount that the
A. Cum ulative net pension cost accrued
exceeds contributions to the plan.
B. Cum ulative net pension cost accrued
exceeds the vested benefit obligation.
C. Vested benefit obligation exceeds plan
assets.
D. Vested benefit obligation exceeds contri
butions to the plan.

26. The cumulative effect of a change in account
ing principle should be recorded separately as a
component of income after continuing operations,
when the change is from the
A. Cash basis of accounting for vacation pay
to the accrual basis.
B. Straight-line method of depreciation for
previously recorded assets to the double
declining balance method.
C. Presentation of statements of individual
companies to their inclusion in consoli
dated statements.
D. Completed-contract method of account
ing for long-term construction-type con
tracts to the percentage-of-completion
method.

30. Visor Co. maintains a defined benefit pension
plan for its employees. The service cost compo
nent of Visor’s net periodic pension cost is mea
sured using the
A. Unfunded accumulated benefit obligation.
B. Unfunded vested benefit obligation.
C. Projected benefit obligation.
D. Expected return on plan assets.

27. Bounty Co. provides postretirement health
care benefits to employees who have completed at
least 10 years service and are aged 55 years or
older when retiring. Employees retiring from
Bounty have a median age of 62, and no one has
worked beyond age 65. Fletcher is hired at 48
years old. The attribution period for accruing
Bounty’s expected postretirem ent health care
benefit obligation to Fletcher is during the period
when Fletcher is aged
A. 48 to 65.
B. 48 to 58.
C. 55 to 65.
D. 55 to 62.

31. For interim financial reporting, a company’s
income tax provision for the second quarter of
1992 should be determined using the
A. Effective tax rate expected to be applica
ble for the full year of 1992 as estimated
at the end of the first quarter of 1992.
B. Effective tax rate expected to be applica
ble for the full year of 1992 as estimated
at the end of the second quarter of 1992.
C. Effective tax rate expected to be applica
ble for the second quarter of 1992.
D. Statutory tax rate for 1992.
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36. When remeasuring foreign currency financial
statements into the functional currency, which of
the following items would be remeasured using
historical exchange rates?
A. Inventories carried at cost.
B. Marketable equity securities reported at
market values.
C. Bonds payable.
D. Accrued liabilities.

32. In its first four years of operations ending
December 31, 1992, Alder, Inc.’s depreciation for
income tax purposes exceeded its depreciation for
financial statement purposes. This temporary dif
ference was expected to reverse in 1993, 1994,
and 1995. Alder had no other temporary differ
ence and elected early adoption of FASB 109.
Alder’s 1992 balance sheet should include
A. A noncurrent contra asset for the effects
of the difference between asset bases for
financial statement and income tax pur
poses.
B. Both current and noncurrent deferred
tax assets.
C. A current deferred tax liability only.
D. A noncurrent deferred tax liability only.

37. Bensol Co. and Sable Co. exchanged similar
trucks w ith fair values in excess of carrying
amounts. In addition, Bensol paid Sable to com
pensate for the difference in truck values. As a
consequence of the exchange, Sable recognizes
A. A gain equal to the difference between
the fair value and carrying amount of
the truck given up.
B. A gain determined by the proportion of
cash received to the total consideration.
C. A loss determined by the proportion of
cash received to the total consideration.
D. Neither a gain n o r a loss.

33. Which of the following is reported as interest
expense?
A. Pension cost interest.
B. Postretirement healthcare benefits interest.
C. Imputed interest on non-interest bearing
note.
D. Interest incurred to finance construction
of machinery for own use.

34. In which of the following situations is the
units-of-production method of depreciation most
appropriate?
A. An asset’s service potential declines with
use.
B. An asset’s service potential declines with
the passage of time.
C. An asset is subject to rapid obsolescence.
D. An asset incurs increasing repairs and
maintenance with use.

38. The calculation of the income recognized in
the third year of a five-year construction contract
accounted for using the percentage-of-completion
method includes the ratio of
A. Total costs incurred to date to total esti
mated costs.
B. Total costs in cu rred to d ate to to ta l
billings to date.
C. Costs incurred in year 3 to total estimated
costs.
D. Costs incurred in year 3 to total billings
to date.

35. On October 1, 1992, Mild Co., a U.S. company,
purchased m achinery from Grund, a German
company, with payment due on April 1, 1993. If
Mild’s 1992 operating income included no foreign
exchange transaction gain or loss, then the trans
action could have
A. Resulted in an extraordinary gain.
B. Been denominated in U.S. dollars.
C. Caused a foreign currency gain to be
reported as a contra account against
machinery.
D. Caused a foreign currency translation
gain to be reported as a separate compo
nent of stockholders’ equity.

39. Cash collection is a critical event for income
recognition in the

A.
B.
C.
D.
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Cost-recovery
method
No
Yes
No
Yes

Installment
method
No
Yes
Yes
No
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40. Compared to its 1992 cash basis net income,
Potom a Co.’s 1992 accrual basis n et income
increased when it
A. Declared a cash dividend in 1991 that it
paid in 1992.
B. Wrote off more accounts receivable bal
ances than it reported as uncollectible
accounts expense in 1992.
C. Had lower accrued expenses on Decem
ber 3 1 , 1992, than on January 1 , 1992.
D. Sold used equipment for cash at a. gain
in 1992.

43. On March 1, 1988, a company established a
sinking fund in connection with an issue of bonds
due in 2000. At December 31, 1992, the indepen
d en t tru s te e held cash in th e sin k in g fund
account representing the annual deposits to the
fund and the interest earned on those deposits.
How should the sinking fund be reported in the
company’s balance sheet at December 31, 1992?
A. The cash in the sinking fund should
appear as a current asset.
B. Only the accumulated deposits should
appear as a noncurrent asset.
C. The entire balance in the sinking fund
account should appear as a current asset.
D. The entire balance in the sinking fund
account should appear as a noncurrent
asset.

44. Personal financial statements should report
assets and liabilities at
A. Estimated current values at the date of
the financial statem ents and, as addi
tional information, at historical cost.
B. Estimated current values at the date of
the financial statements.
C. Historical cost and, as additional infor
mation, at estimated current values at
the date of the financial statements.
D. Historical cost.

41. In a statement of cash flows, if used equip
ment is sold at a gain, the amount shown as a
cash inflow from investing activities equals the
carrying amount of the equipment
A. Plus the gain.
B. Plus the gain and less the amount of tax
attributable to the gain.
C. Plus both the gain and the amount of tax
attributable to the gain.
D. With no addition or subtraction.

45. In an activity-based costing system, cost
reduction is accomplished by identifying and
eliminating

A.
B.
C.
D.

42. On July 1, 1992, Dewey Co. signed a 20-year
building lease that it reported as a capital lease.
Dewey paid the monthly lease payments when
due. How should Dewey report the effect of the
lease payments in the financing activities section
of its 1992 statement of cash flows?
A. An inflow equal to the present value of
future lease payments at July 1, 1992,
less 1992 principal and in te re st pay
ments.
B. An outflow equal to the 1992 principal
and interest payments on the lease.
C. An outflow equal to the 1992 principal
payments only.
D. The lease payments should not be report
ed in the financing activities section.

All cost drivers
No
Yes
No
Yes

Nonvalue-adding
activities
No
Yes
Yes
No

46. W hen production levels are expected to
increase within a relevant range, and a flexible
budget is used, what effect would be anticipated
with respect to each of the following costs?

A.
B.
C.
D.
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Fixed costs
per unit
Decrease
No change
No change
Decrease

Variable costs
per unit
Decrease
No change
Decrease
No change
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52. A b u d g eta r y fu n d b a la n c e r e se r v e d for
encumbrances in excess of a balance of encum
brances indicates
A. An e x c e s s of v o u c h e r s p a y a b le over
encumbrances.
B. An excess of purchase orders over invoices
received.
C. An excess of appropriations over encum
brances.
D. A recording error.

47. In an income statem ent prepared as an inter
nal report u sin g th e direct (variable) costin g
method, fixed selling and administrative expenses
would
A. Not be used.
B. Be treated the same as variable selling
and administrative expenses.
C. Be used in the computation of operating
income but n o t in the computation of the
contribution margin.
D. Be used in the computation of the contri
bution margin.

48. At
margin
A.
B.
C.
D.

53. Which of the following accounts of a govern
mental unit is credited when taxpayers are billed
for property taxes?
A. Appropriations.
B. Taxes receivable—current.
C. Estimated revenues.
D. Revenues.

the break-even point, the contribution
equals total
Variable costs.
Sales revenues.
Selling and administrative costs.
Fixed costs.

54. Which of the following funds of a governmen
ta l u n it u s e s th e m o d ified a ccru a l b a s is of
accounting?
A. Internal service funds.
B. Enterprise funds.
C. Special revenue funds.
D. Nonexpendable trust funds.

49. Controllable revenue would be included in a
performance report for a
P r o fit
c e n te r

A.
B.
C.
D.

No
No
Yes
Yes

C ost
c e n te r

No
Yes
No
Yes

55. Which of the following does n o t affect an
internal service fund’s net income?
A. Depreciation expense on its fixed assets.
B. Operating transfers in.
C. Operating transfers out.
D. Residual equity transfers.

50. Vince Inc. has developed and patented a new
laser disc reading device that will be marketed
internationally. Which of the following factors
should Vince consider in pricing the device?
I. Quality of the new device.
II. Life of the new device.
III. Custom ers’ relative preference for quality
compared to price.
A.
B.
C.
D.

56. The debt service tran saction s of a special
assessm ent bond issue for which the government
is n o t obligated in any manner should be report
ed in the
A. Agency fund.
B. Enterprise fund.
C. Special revenue fund.
D. Long-term debt account group.

I and II only.
I and III only.
II and III only.
I, II, and III.

57. The recording of accumulated depreciation in
the general fixed assets account group is
A. Never allowed.
B. Dependent on materiality.
C. Optional.
D. Mandatory.

51. The encumbrance account of a governmental
unit is debited when
A. The budget is recorded.
B. A purchase order is approved.
C. Goods are received.
D. A voucher payable is recorded.
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58. W ith regard to the statem ent of cash flow s
for a governm ental unit’s enterprise fund, item s
generally presented as cash equivalents are
2 -m o n th
tr e a s u r y b ills

A.
B.
C.
D.

No
No
Yes
Yes

3 -m o n th c e r tific a te s

o f deposit
No
Yes
Yes
No

59. Flac City recorded a 20-year building rental
agreem ent as a capital lease. The building lease
a sset w as reported in th e gen eral fixed a sset
account group. Where should the lease liability be
reported in Flac’s combined balance sheet?
A. General long-term debt account group.
B. Debt service fund.
C. General fund.
D. A lease liability should n o t he reported.
60. H ospital financial resources are required by
a bond indenture to be used to finance construc
tion of a new pediatrics facility. In which of the
follow ing hospital funds should th ese resources
be reported?
A. Agency.
B. Trust.
C. General.
D. Endowment.

Q u estio n N u m b er 2 B e g in s on P a g e 68
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N u m b e r 2 (E s tim a te d tim e — 15 to 25 m in u te s )
Q u e s tio n N u m b e r 2 consists of 9 item s. Select the b est answer for each item . Use a No. 2 pencil to
blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answ er Sheet to indicate your answers. A n s w e r a ll
ite m s . Your grade w ill be based on the to tal num ber of correct answers.

Ite m s 61 th ro u g h 65 are based on the following:
H am noff, In c.’s $50 p ar value common stock has always traded above par. D u rin g 1992, H am noff had
several transactions th a t affected the following balance sheet accounts:
I.
Bond discount
I I . Bond prem ium
I I I . Bonds payable
IV . Common stock
V. A dditional paid-in capital
V I. R etained earnings
R e q u ire d :
F o r ite m s 61 th ro u g h 65, determ ine w hether the transaction increased I , decreased D , or had
no effect N on each of th e balances in the above accounts, and blacken the corresponding oval on the
Objective Answer Sheet.
61. H am noff issued bonds payable w ith a nom inal rate of interest th a t was less th an the m arket rate of
interest.
62. H am noff issued convertible bonds, which are common stock equivalents, for an am ount in excess of
the bonds’ face amount.
63. H am noff issued common stock when th e convertible bonds described in item 62 were subm itted for
conversion. Each $1,000 bond was converted into 20 common shares. The book value method was
used for the early conversion.
64. H am noff issued bonds, w ith detachable stock w arrants, for an am ount equal to the face am ount of
the bonds. The stock w arrants have a determ inable value.
65. H am noff declared and issued a 2% stock dividend.
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N um ber 2 (continued)
Ite m s 66 th r o u g h 69 are based on the following:
A company has two m utually exclusive projects, A and B, which have the same initial investm ent
requirements and lives. Project B has a decrease in estimated net cash inflows each year, and project A
has an increase in estimated net cash inflows each year. Project A has a greater total net cash inflow.
Diagram I below depicts the net cash inflows of each project by year. Diagram II depicts the net present
value (NPV) of each project assuming various discount rates.

Years

Discount Rates

R equ ired:
F or ite m s 66 th r o u g h 69, select your answer from the following list and blacken the corresponding
oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
A.
B.
C.
66.
67.
68.
69.

Project A
Project B
Both projects equal

Which project would be likely to have the shorter payback period?
Which project would have the greater average accounting rate of return?
Which project would have the greater internal rate of return?
Assume, due to innovation, the projects were to term inate at the end of year 4 with cash flows
remaining as projected for the first 4 years and no cash flows in year 5. Which project would have
the greater internal rate of return?
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N um ber 3 (E stim ated tim e—15 to 25 m in u tes)

N um ber 4 (E stim ated tim e—15 to 25 m in u tes)

Gregor W holesalers Co. sells industrial equip
m ent for a standard three-year note receivable.
Revenue is recognized at time of sale. Each note
is secured by a lien on the equipment and has a
face amount equal to the equipment’s list price.
Each note’s stated interest rate is below the cus
tomer’s market rate at date of sale. All notes are
to be collected in three equal annual installm ents
beginning one year after sale. Some of the notes
are su b seq u en tly d iscou n ted at a bank w ith
recourse, some are subsequently discounted with
out recourse, and some are retained by Gregor. At
year end, Gregor evaluates all outstanding notes
receivable and provides for estimated losses aris
ing from defaults.

On December 31, 1991, Jen, Inc. sold a building
for its fair value and leased it back. The building
was sold for more than its carrying amount and a
gain was recorded. Lease paym ents are due at
the end of each month. Jen accounted for the
transaction as a capital lease. The lease’s interest
rate w as equal to Jen’s increm ental borrowing
rate.

R equired:
a. What is the appropriate valuation basis
for Gregor’s notes receivable at the date it sells
equipment?

b. How should Jen report the leaseback
portion of the sale-leaseback transaction on its
December 31, 1992, balance sheet? How are these
reported amounts determined?

R equ ired:
a. How should Jen account for the sale por
tio n o f th e s a le -le a s e b a c k tr a n s a c tio n at
December 31, 1991? Why is this an appropriate
method of accounting for this portion of the con
tract?

b. How should Gregor account for the dis
counting, without recourse, of a February 1, 1992,
note receivable discounted on May 1, 1992? Why
is it appropriate to account for it in this way?
c. A t D ecem b er 31, 19 9 2 , how sh o u ld
Gregor m easure and account for the impact of
estim ated losses resulting from notes receivable
that it
1. Retained and did n o t discount?
2. Discounted at a bank with recourse?
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N um ber 5 (Estim ated tim e—15 to 25 m inutes)
Mono Tech Co. began operations in 1989 and con
fined its activities to one project. It purchased
equipment to be used exclusively for research and
development on the project, and other equipment
that is to be used initially for research and devel
opment and subsequently for production. In 1990,
Mono constructed and paid for a pilot plant that
was used until December 1991 to determine the
best manufacturing process for the project’s prod
uct. In December 1991, Mono obtained a patent
and received cash from the sale of the pilot plant.
In 1992, a factory was constructed and commercial
manufacture of the product began.
R equired:
a. 1. According to the FASB conceptual
framework, what are the three essential charac
teristics of an asset?
2. How do Mono’s project expenditures
through 1991 meet the FASB conceptual frame
work’s three essential characteristics of an asset?
Do n o t discuss why the expenditures may n o t
meet the characteristics of an asset.
3. Why is it difficult to justify the classi
fication of research and development expenditures
as assets?
b.

How should Mono report:

1. The effects of equipment expendi
tures in its income statements and balance sheets
from 1989 through 1992?
2. Pilot plant construction costs and sale
proceeds in its 1990 and 1991 statements of cash
flows using the direct method?
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—

Part I

Answer 4 (10 points)
a.

T ra sk C orp.

STATEMENT OF RETAINED EARNINGS
F o r th e Y e a r E n d e d D e c e m b e r 3 1 , 1 9 9 2

Balance, December 31, 1991
As orginally reported
Less prior period adjustment from error understating depreciation
Less income tax effect
As restated
N et income

$16,445,000
$350,000
105,000

Deduct dividends
Cash dividend on preferred stock
Dividend in kind on common stock

300,000
900,000

245,000
16,200,000
2,400,000
18,600,000
[1]
[2]

1,200,000

$17,400,000

Balance, December 3 1 , 1992

b.

T ra sk C orp.

STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY SECTION OF BALANCE SHEET
D ecem ber 31, 1992

Preferred stock, $100 par value, 6% cumulative; 150,000 shares
authorized; 50,000 shares issued and outstanding
Common stock, $2.50 par value; 4,000,000 shares authorized;
3,400,000 shares issued
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Less common stock in treasury, 100,000 shares at cost
Total stockholders’ equity

c.

$ 5,000,000
8,500,000
16,675,000
17,400,000
47,575,000
500,000
$47,075,000

T ra sk C orp.

COMPUTATION OF BOOK VALUE
P E R SHARE OF COMMON STOCK
D ecem ber 31, 1992

Total stockholders’ equity
Deduct allocation to preferred stock
Allocation to common stock

$47,075,000
5,000,000
$42,075,000

Divided by number of common shares outstanding
[3,400,000-100,000]
Book value per share of common stock

÷ 3,300,000
$12.75
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[3]
[4]
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A nsw er 4 (continued)

Explanation of Amounts
[1]

[2]
[3]

Preferred stock dividend
Par value of outstanding preferred shares
Multiplied by dividend rate
Dividends paid on preferred stock

$ 5,000,000
x .06
$ 300,000

Dividend in kind on common stock
Fair market value of Harbor stock distributed [15,000 shares @$60]

$

Number of common shares issued and outstanding
Number of common shares issued, 12/31/91
Less: common shares retired
Number of common shares issued, 6/1/92
Two-for-one stock split, 10/27/92
Number of common shares issued after stock split
Less: common shares held in treasury
Total number of common shares outstanding

[4]

900,000
1,575,000
(25,000)
150,000
1,700,000
x
2
3,400,000
100,000
3,300,000

Amount of common shares issued
Amount of common shares issued, 12/31/91
Less: common shares retired at par value
Number of common shares issued, 6/1/92
Total amount of common shares issued

$ 7,875,000
(125,000)
750,000
$ 8,500,000

Amount of additional paid-in capital
Amount at 12/31/91 (1,575,000 @ $10)
Less: treasury stock retired [25,000 shares @ $5 ($10 cost - $5 par value)]
Amount received upon issuance of common shares, 6/1/92 (150,000 shares @ $7)
Total amount of additional paid-in capital

$15,750,000
(125,000)
1,050,000
$16,675,000
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A nsw er 5 (10 points)

a.

London, Inc.
SCHEDULE OF GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)
Beta

Gamma

For the Year Ended September 30, 1992:
Estimated gross profit (loss):
Contract price
Less total costs
Estimated gross profit (loss)

$600,000
400,000
$200,000

$800,000
820,000
$( 20,000)

$360,000
400,000
90%

$410,000
820,000
50%

$180,000

$( 20,000)

$560,000
450,000
$110,000

$840,000
900,000
$( 60,000)

$450,000
450,000
100%

$720,000
900,000
80%

110,000
180,000
$( 70,000)

(60,000)
(20,000)
$( 40,000)

Percent complete:
Costs incurred to date
Total costs
Percent complete
Gross profit (loss) recognized
For the Year Ended September 3 0 , 1993:
Estimated gross profit (loss):
Contract price
Less total costs
Estimated gross profit (loss)
Percent complete:
Costs incurred to date
Total costs
Percent complete
Gross profit (loss)
Less gross profit (loss) recognized in prior year
Gross profit (loss) recognized
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A nsw er 5 (continued)

b.

London Inc.
SCHEDULE OF SELECTED BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS
September 3 0 , 1992

Accounts receivable
Costs and estimated earnings in excess of billings:
Construction in progress
Less: Billings
Costs and estimated earnings in excess of billings

$115,000
$540,000
315,000
225,000

Billings in excess of costs and estimated earnings
c.

50,000

London, Inc.
SCHEDULE OF INCOME TAXES PAYABLE AND INCOME TAX EXPENSE
September 3 0 , 1992

Financial statement income:
From other divisions
From Beta project
From Gamma project
Total financial statement income
Less temporary differences:

$300,000
180,000
( 20 , 000 )

$460,000

Beta project income
Gamma project loss
Total taxable income

(180,000)
20,000
$300,000

Taxes payable ($300,000 x 25%)
Deferred tax liability ($160,000 x 30%)
Tax expense:

$ 75,000
48,000

Current
Deferred

$75,000
48,000
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Auditing
A nsw er 3 (10 points)

A nsw er 4 (10 points)

Deficiencies in Miller’s draft are as follows:

a. 1. An auditor is required to obtain a writ
ten management representation letter as part of
every audit performed in accordance with gener
ally accepted auditing standards.

Within the opening (introductory) paragraph
•

•
•

•

The statement of cash flows is not identified
in this paragraph or in the opinion p ara
graph.
The financial statements are not stated to be
the responsibility of management.
The magnitude of the portion of the consoli
dated financial statem ents audited by the
other auditors is not disclosed.
Smith may not be named in this paragraph
or in the opinion paragraph unless Smith’s
re p o rt is p resen ted to g eth er w ith P ell’s
report.

2.
The purposes of obtaining a w ritten
management representation letter are to:
•

Confirm the oral representations given to the
auditor.

•

Indicate and document the continuing appro
priateness of management’s representations.

•

Reduce the possibility of misunderstanding
concerning the matters that are the subject
of the representations.

•

Complement the other auditing procedures
by corroborating the information discovered
in performing those procedures.
Obtain evidence concerning m anagement’s
future plans and intentions, e.g., when refi
nancing debt or discontinuing a line of busi
ness.

Within the second (scope) paragraph
•

The statement that “an audit includes exam
ining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements” is omitted.

•

•

It is inappropriate to state th a t an audit
includes “assessing control risk.”

•

Reference to the audit of the other auditors
as part of the basis for the opinion is omitted.

b. 1. The re p re se n ta tio n le tte r should be
addressed to the auditor and dated as of the date
of the auditor’s report.

Within the third (opinion) paragraph
•

Use of the phrase “except for the matter dis
cussed below” is inappropriate.

•

Reference to “conform ity w ith generally
accepted accounting principles” is omitted.

Within the fourth (explanatory) paragraph
•

The term s “substantial doubt” and “going
concern” are omitted.

2.
The letter should be signed by members
of management whom the auditor believes are
responsible for and knowledgeable, directly or
through others in the organization, about the
m atters covered by the representation. Their
refusal to sign the le tte r would constitute a
limitation on the scope of the audit sufficient to
preclude an unqualified opinion and affect the
auditor’s ability to rely on other m anagement
representations.
c. O btaining a m anagem ent rep resen tatio n
letter does not relieve an auditor of any other
responsibility for planning or perform ing an
audit. Accordingly, an auditor should still per
form all the usual tests to corroborate representa
tions made by management.
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7. Expected (anticipated) misstatement was not
considered in calculating the sample size.

A nsw er 5 (10 points)

The incorrect assumptions, statements, and inap
propriate applications of sampling are as follows:
1. Classical variables sampling is not designed
for tests of controls.
2. PPS sampling uses each dollar in the popu
la tio n , not each account, as a se p a ra te
sampling unit.
3. PPS sampling is not efficient if many mis
statements are expected because the sample
size can become la rg e r th a n th e co rre
sponding sample size for classical variables
sampling as the expected am ount of mis
statement increases.
4. Each account does not have an equal chance
of being selected; the probability of selection
of th e accounts is p ro p o rtio n al to th e
accounts’ dollar amounts.
5. PPS sampling requires special consideration
for negative (credit) balances.
6. Tolerable misstatement was not considered
in calculating the sample size.
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8. The standard deviation of the dollar amounts
is not required for PPS sampling.
9. The three selected accounts with insignifi
cant balances should not have been ignored
or replaced with other accounts.
10. The account w ith th e $1,000 difference
(recorded am ount of $4,000 and audited
amount of $3,000) was incorrectly projected
as a $1,000 m isstatem ent; projected mis
statem ent for this difference was actually
$2,500 ($l,000/$4,000 x $10,000 interval).
11. The difference in the understated account
(recorded am ount of $1,900 and audited
am ount of $2,000) should not have been
omitted from the calculation of projected mis
statement.
12. The reasoning (the comparison of projected
m isstatem ent with the allowance for sam
pling risk) concerning the decision th at the
receivable balance was not overstated was
erroneous.
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a.
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62

ANS WER 2

63

b.

d.

Item
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Item

64
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66
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Item
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List II (select one)

70
71
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Business Law

A nsw er 3 (10 points)

A nsw er 4 (10 points)

Archer, Book, and Cable will:

Ambel is incorrect. The general rule is that when
a party knows, or reasonably should know, that a
mistake has been made in the making of an offer,
the mistaken party will be granted relief from the
offer. In this case, because Ambel was aware of
the approximate fair market value of the equip
ment, it had reason to be aware of the mathemat
ical error made by Victor and will not be allowed
to take advantage of it.

•

Lose th e ir law suit to have the resid u ary
estate distributed. Park’s inclusion of a “pourover” provision in the will is a binding trans
fer of the residuary estate to the pre-existing
spendthrift trust.

•

Lose their lawsuit to have the trust terminated.
Whereas a trust may ordinarily be terminated
at the request of all beneficiaries, Park created
the tru s t to protect the beneficiaries from
their own possible financial mismanagement
and to provide for their welfare during Park’s
lifetime and after Park’s death. Terminating
the trust at the request of the beneficiaries
would defeat the purpose of the trust.

•

Lose their lawsuit to have Young and Zack
removed as trustees for making the $5,000
principal payments. Ordinarily trustees may
not distribute trust principal to income bene
ficiaries. However, Park specifically autho
rized Young and Zack to make limited principal
payments by providing “sprinkling” provi
sions in the trust instrument.

•

Win their law suit to have Young and Zack
removed as trustees for allowing Zack to bor
row $10,000 from the trust. A trustee does not
have the right to borrow money from a trust
unless that right is specifically granted in the
trust instrument. By allowing Zack to borrow
the $10,000, Young and Zack violated their
fiduciary duty of loyalty.•

•

Win their law suit to have Young and Zack
removed as trustees for making the $15,000
principal payment to Archer. The payment
exceeded the trustees’ authority to make lim
ited principal payments. By exceeding their
authority, they violated their fiduciary duties
to safeguard the trust, properly manage the
trust, and have loyalty to the trust.
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Clark is correct. A contract th a t cannot by its
terms be performed within one year from the date
it is made must be evidenced by a writing that
satisfies th e req u irem en ts of th e S ta tu te of
Frauds. The contract between Victor and Clark is
not enforceable by Victor against Clark, because
the contract was oral and provided for perfor
mance by the parties for longer th an one year
from the date the contract was entered into.
GYX is incorrect. An acceptance of an offer is
effective when dispatched (in th is case, when
mailed), provided th at the appropriate mode of
communication is used. The general rule is that
an offer shall be interpreted as inviting accep
tance in any manner and by any medium reason
able in the circum stances. In th is case, GYX
made its offer by mail. An acceptance by mail, if
p ro p erly a d d ressed w ith ad eq u a te postage
affixed, would be considered a reasonable manner
and method of acceptance. Therefore, Victor’s
acceptance was effective (and a contract was
formed) when the acceptance was m ailed on
November 12 and not when received by GYX on
November 17.
Wells is incorrect. As a general rule, most con
tracts are assignable and delegable unless: pro
hibited in the contract, the duties are personal in
nature, or the assignment or delegation is prohib
ited by statute or public policy. Victor was enti
tled to assign the contract to Master, because
none of these exceptions apply to the contract.

E xam ination Answ ers — November 1993

A nsw er 5 (10 points)

a. Williams’ first claim that the promissory note
is negotiable is incorrect. The note is nonnego
tiable because:
•

It is not payable at a definite time or on
demand because payment is not required
until two weeks after an event, the occur
rence of which is uncertain.

• ' The note is only payable out of the pro
ceeds of the resale of the computer compo
nents making the promise to pay the note
conditional. This is referred to as the
“particular fund doctrine.”
Williams’ second claim that it is a holder in due
course is incorrect. Although Williams is a holder
of the instrument, it cannot be a holder in due
course because the instrument is nonnegotiable.
Williams’ third claim th at Helco cannot raise
Jason’s misrepresentation as a defense to pay
ment of the note is incorrect. This defense is a
personal defense and would not be valid against a
holder in due course. Williams only has the rights
of an assignee of the Helco note. It has no better
rights than Jason. Thus, Helco can raise Jason’s
misrepresentation as a defense.
b. Grover is incorrect in refusing to pay its note.
Williams took the note with notice of Grover’s
defense and, therefore, could not be a holder in
due course in its own right. Williams took the
note from Oliver, who was a holder in due course.
Therefore, under the “shelter provision” of the
UCC Commercial Paper Article, Williams has the
rights of a holder in due course even though it
does not qualify as one. As a result, Williams did
not take the note subject to Grover’s defense even
though Williams was aware of it.
c. Williams will be unable to collect from Oliver
in the event Grover is not required to pay the
note. Oliver was unaware of the claims of Grover,
its endorsement was without recourse and violated
no transfer warranties. Therefore, Williams does
not have any right to recover from Oliver.
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Accounting Theory
A n sw er 3 (10 points)

A n sw er 4 (10 points)

a. The appropriate valuation b asis of a note
receivable at the date of sale is its discounted
present value of the future amounts receivable
for principal and interest using the custom er’s
market rate of interest, if known or determinable,
at the date of the equipment’s sale.

a. Jen should account for the sale portion of the
sale-leaseback transaction by increasing cash for
the sale price, decreasing property, plant, and
equipment for the building’s carrying amount, and
recording a deferred gain for the excess of the sale
price over the building’s carrying amount.
This accounting is appropriate because Jen
still retain s sub stan tial ownership rights and
obligations pertaining to the building. Since no
earning process occurred, this sale-leaseback is
not in substance a sale but a financing transac
tion. Therefore the gain should be deferred.

b. Gregor should increase the carrying amount
of the note receivable by the effective interest rev
enue earned for the period February 1 to May 1,
1992. Gregor should account for the discounting
of th e n o te r e c e iv a b le w ith o u t r e co u rse by
increasing cash for the proceeds received, elimi
nating the carrying amount of the note receiv
able, and recognizing a loss(gain) for the result
ing difference.
This reporting is appropriate since the note’s
carrying amount is correctly recorded at the date
it was discounted and the discounting of a note
receivable without recourse is equivalent to a sale
of that note. Thus the difference between the cash
received and the carrying amount of the note at
the date it is discounted is reported as a loss(gain).
c. 1. For n o tes receivab le not d iscou n ted ,
Gregor should recognize an uncollectible notes
exp en se. The exp en se equals the adjustm ent
required to bring the balance of the allowance for
uncollectible notes receivable equal to the esti
mated uncollectible amounts less the fair values
of recoverable equipment.
2. For notes receivable d iscou nted w ith
recou rse, Gregor should recogn ize an u n col
lectible notes expense. The expense equals the
e s tim a te d a m o u n ts p a y a b le for c u s to m e r s ’
defaults less the fair values of recoverable equip
ment.
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b. The lea se d b u ild in g is in clu d ed on J e n ’s
D ecem ber 31, 1992, b alan ce sh e e t as le a se d
property at its d isco u n ted p r e sen t v a lu e on
December 31, 1991, less accumulated depreciation,
and less unamortized deferred gain on the sale. Its
discounted present value at December 31, 1991,
represents the future lease payments, discounted
at Jen’s interest rate.
The lease obligation on Jen’s December 31,
1992, b alan ce sh e e t eq u a ls th e b u ild in g ’s
December 31, 1991, present value less principal
repaid in 1992. An amount equal to the principal
to be repaid in 1993 should be reported as a cur
rent liability. The balance of the obligation should
be reported as a noncurrent liability.

Exam ination Answ ers — November 1993

Answer 5 (10 points)
a. 1. According to the FASB conceptual frame
work, the three essential characteristics of an
asset are:
•

It embodies a probable future benefit th at
involves a capacity to contribute to future net
cash inflows.

•

A particular entity can obtain the benefit and
control others’ access to it.

•

The transaction or other event giving rise to
the entity’s right to or control of the benefit
has already occurred.
2. Mono’s project expenditures through 1991
meet the FASB conceptual framework’s three
essential characteristics of an asset as follows:
• Since Mono intends to produce the
product, it presumably anticipates future net cash
inflows.
• Mono has obtained a patent that will
enable it to control the benefits arising from the
product.
• The control is a consequence of past
events.
3. It is difficult to justify the classification of
research and development expenditures as assets
because at the time expenditures are made the
future benefits are uncertain, and difficult to
measure.
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b. 1. Expenditures for equipment to be used
exclusively for research and development should
be reported as research and development expense
in the period incurred. Expenditures for equip
ment to be used both for research and develop
ment and for production should be capitalized and
reported as fixed assets, less accumulated depreci
ation, on Mono’s balance sheets from 1989 through
1992. An appropriate depreciation method should
be used, with depreciation from 1989 through 1991
reported as research and development expense.
Depreciation for 1992 should be added to cost of
inventory, via factory overhead, and expensed as
cost of goods sold.
2.
Cash payments for the pilot plant con
struction should be reported as cash outflows from
operating activities on Mono’s 1990 statement of
cash flows. Cash received from the sale of the pilot
plant should be reported as a cash inflow from
operating activities on Mono’s 1991 statement of
cash flows.

Exam ination Answers — November 1993
Multiple-Choice Grading Scales

Accounting Practice — Part I

The scores for the m ultiple-choice questions were determined in accordance with the following scales:
A n sw er 1 (10 points)

c 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
s 0 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½

8
5

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10 10

A n sw er 2 (10 points)

c 0
s 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10 10 10

A n sw er 3 (10 points)

c 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
s 0 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10 10

A ccou n tin g P ra ctice — P art II
The scores for the m ultiple-choice questions were determined in accordance with the following scales:
A n sw er 1 (10 points)
C
S

0
0

1 2
1½ 2

3 4
2½ 3

5 6
3½ 4

7 8
4½ 5

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10 10

A n sw er 2 (10 points)
15 16
9 9½

17 18 19 20
10 10 10 10

7
5

8 9
5½ 6

10 11 12 13 14
6½ 7 7½ 8 8½

6 7
4½ 5

8 9
5½ 6

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10 10 10

c 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
s 0 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½
A n sw er 3 (10 points)
C
S

0
0

1
2

2 3
2½ 3

4 5
3½ 4

C = Number of correct responses.
S = Score for the number of correct responses.
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Exam ination Answers — November 1993

Multiple-Choice G rading Scales
A uditing
The scores for the multiple-choice questions were determined in accordance with the following scales:
Answer 1 (60 points)

c 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
s 0 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
S 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
C 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
S 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 60 60 60 60
Business Law
The scores for the multiple-choice questions were determined in accordance with the following scales:
Answer 1 (60 points)
C 0 1 2 3 4
S 0 3 4 5 6

5
7

6
8

7
9

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
S 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
C 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
S 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 60 60

A ccounting Theory
The scores for the multiple-choice questions were determined in accordance with the following scales:
Answer 1 (60 points)
C 0 1 2 3 4
S 0 6 7 8 9

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
S 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
C 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
S 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 60 60 60 60 60
C = Number of correct responses.
S = Score for the number of correct responses.
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INDEX - QUESTIONS
HOW TO USE THIS INDEX: This index presents examination question number references for the four sections o f the CPA
examination — Accounting Practice Parts I and II, Auditing, Business Law, and Accounting Theory. Each examination section has
been organized according to its content specification outline, with questions indexed according to the areas and groups tested.
The question references listed in the right-hand column are designated as follow s: The question numbers for the Accounting
Practice section are follow ed by I for Part I and II for Part II. The letter M follow ing question numbers indicates a multiple choice
item. The letter F follow ing question numbers indicates an other objective answer format item. For example, the reference 17M-I
means multiple choice item number 17 for Accounting Practice Part I; the reference 61F-I means other objective answer format item
number 61 for Accounting Practice Part I; and the reference 5-1 means problem number 5 for Accounting Practice Part I. For the
Auditing, Business Law, and Accounting Theory sections, absence o f the letter M or the letter F indicates an essay question number.

Accounting Practice — Content Specification Outline

I.

Presentation of Financial Statements or Worksheets.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

II.

Measurement, Valuation, Realization, and Presentation of
Assets in Conformity With Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

III.

Cash, Marketable Securities, and Investments......
Receivables and Accruals......................................
Inventories.............................................................
Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased
Intangibles and Other Assets.................................

11M-I,12M-I,13M-I,14M-I
15M-I,16M-I,17M-I,18M-I,5-I
19M-I,20M-I,21M-I
22M-I,23M-I,24M-I
25M-I,26M-I

Valuation, Recognition, and Presentation of Liabilities in
Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

IV.

1M-I
2M-I,4M-I
5M-I,6M-I,7M-I,8M-I,9M-I
3M-I,10M-I
76F-II,77F-II,78F-II,79F-II,80F-II,81F-II,82F-II,
83F-II,84F-II,85F-II,86F-II,87F-II,88F-II,89F-II,
90F-II,91F-II

Balance Sheet........................................................
Income Statement.............................................. .
Statement of Cash Flows.......................................
Statement of Owners’ Equity................................
Consolidated Financial Statements or Worksheets

...
...
...
...
...
...

Payables and Accruals.............................
Deferred Revenues..................................
Deferred Income Tax Liabilities.............
Capitalized Lease Liability.....................
Bonds Payable.........................................
Contingent Liabilities and Commitments

27M-I,28M-I,29M-I,30M-I,31M-I,32M-I
38M-I,5-I
5-I
35M-I,39M-I
33M-I,34M-I,36M-I,37M-I,40M-I
41M-I,42M-I

Ownership Structure, Presentation, and Valuation of Equity
Accounts in Conformity With Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Preferred and Common Stock............................................
Additional Paid-in Capital..................................................
Retained Earnings and Dividends......................................
Treasury Stock and Other Contra Accounts......................
Stock Options, Warrants, and Rights........... ......................
Reorganization and Change in Entity................................
Partnerships........................................................................
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4-I
4-I
4-I
4-I
4-I

Index
Accounting Practice — Content Specification Outline (cont.)
V.

Measurement and Presentation of Income and Expense
Items, Their Relationship to Matching and Periodicity, and
Their Relationship to Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

VI.

Revenues and Gains........................................................... 43M-I,44M-I,45M-I,46M-I,48M-I,49M-I,50M-I,5-I
Expenses and Losses.......................................................... 47M-I,51M-I,52M-I,53M-I,54M-I,55M-I,56M-I,
58M-I,59M-I
Provision for Income Tax................................................... 5-I
Recurring Versus Nonrecurring Transactions and Events... 57M-I
Accounting Changes........................................................... 60M-I
Earnings Per Share................. ...........................................

Other Financial Topics.
A. Disclosures in Notes to the Financial Statements..............
B. Accounting Policies (deleted)................................................
C. Nonmonetary Transactions.................................................
D. Interim Financial Statements..............................................
E. Historical Cost, Constant Dollar Accounting, and
Current Cost.......................................................................
F. Gain Contingencies.....................................................
G. Segments and Lines of Business........................................
H. Employee Benefits..............................................................
I.
Analysis of Financial Statements.......................................
J.
Development Stage Enterprises..........................................
K. Personal Financial Statements............................................
L. Combined Financial Statements.........................................

VII.

4-I

4-I
4-I
4-I

Cost Accumulation, Planning, and Control.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

VIII.

4-I

Nature of Cost Elements..................................................... 61F-II,62F-II,63F-II,64F-II,65F-II,66F-II,67F-II,
68F-II
Process and Job Order Costing...................................... ....
Standard Costing................................................................
Joint and By-Product Costing, Spoilage, Waste, and
Scrap...................................................................................
Absorption and Variable Costing.......................................
Budgeting and Flexible Budgeting..................................... 73F-II,74F-II,75F-II
Breakeven and Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis..................... 69F-II,70F-II,71F-II,72F-II
Capital Budgeting Techniques............................................
Performance Analysis.........................................................
Other...................................................................................

Not-for-Profit and Governmental Accounting.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Fund Accounting.............................................. ................. 1M-II,2M-II,3M-II,4M-II,5M-II,6M-II,7M-II
Types of Funds and Account Groups................................. 8M-II,9M-II,10M-II,11M-II,12M-II,13M-II,
14M-II, 15M-II,16M-II,17M-II,18M-II
Presentation of Financial Statements for Various
Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations................ 19M-II,20M-II
Various Types of Not-for-Profit and Governmental
Organizations......................................................................
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Index
Accounting Practice — Content Specification Outline (cont.)
IX.

Federal Taxation — Individuals, Estates, and Trusts.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

X.

Inclusions for Gross Income and Adjusted Gross
Income.......................................................................
Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at Adjusted
Gross Income............................................................
Gain or Loss on Property Transactions.....................
Deductions from Adjusted Gross Income.................
Filing Status and Exemptions.............. ......................
Tax Computations and Credits............................ ......
Statute of Limitations................................................
Estate and Gift Taxation and Income Taxation of
Estates and Trusts......................................................

21M-II,22M-II,23M-II,24M-II,25M-II,26M-II
27M-II,28M-II
29M-II
30M-II,31M-II,32M-II,33M-II,34M-II,35M-II
36M-II
37M-II,38M-II

39M-II,40M-II

Federal Taxation — Corporations, Partnerships, and Exempt
Organizations.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.

Determination of Taxable Income or L oss............................
Tax Computations and C redits................................................
S Corporations............................................................................
Personal Holding Com panies..................................................
Accumulated Earnings T a x .....................................................
D istributions...............................................................................
Tax-Free Incorporation.............................................................
Reorganizations.........................................................................
Liquidations and Dissolutions.................................................
Formation of Partnership..........................................................
Basis of Partner’s Interest.........................................................
Determination o f Partner’s Taxable Income and
Partner’s Elections.....................................................................
Accounting Periods of Partnership and Partners...................
Partner Dealing With Own Partnership.................................
Treatment of Liabilities............................................................
Distribution o f Partnership A ssets..........................................
Termination of Partnership.......................................................
Types of Organizations........................................... .................
Requirements for E xem ption............................. ........ ............
Unrelated Business Incom e.....................................................
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41M-II,42M-II
43M-II
44M-II

45M-II
46M-II
48M-II,49M-II
50M-II
51M-II
52M-II
53M-II
54M-II
55M-II,56M-II,57M-II
58M-II,59M-II,60M-II

47M-II

Index

Auditing — Content Specification Outline
I.

Professional Responsibilities.
A.
B.
C.

II.

III.

9 M

,1 0 M

,1 1 M

,1 2 M

,1 4 M

,1 5 M

Internal Control.
A.
B.
C.

Definitions and Basic Concepts................... ....
Consideration of the Internal Control Structure
Cycles...............................................................

D.

Other Considerations................................

16M,17M,18M
19M,20M,21M,22M,23M,24M
26M,27M,28M,29M,30M,31M,32M,33M,34M,
61F,62F,63F,64F,65F,66F,67F,68F,69F,70F,71F,
72F,73F
25M,45M

Evidence and Procedures.
A.
B.
C.
D.

IV.

General Standards and Code of Professional Conduct...... 1M,2M,3M
Control of the Audit............................. .............................. 4M,5M,6M,7M,8M,13M
Other Responsibilities........................................................

36M,37M,38M,39M,4
40M,41M,42M
43M,44M,5
35M

Audit Evidence........................................ .
Specific Audit Objectives and Procedures
Other Specific Audit Topics....................
Review and Compilation Procedures......

Reporting.
A.
B.

Reporting Standards and Types of Reports........................ 46M,47M,48M,49M,50M,51M,52M,53M,54M,
55M, 56M,57M,58M,3
Other Reporting Considerations......................................... 59M,60M
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Index
Business Law — Content Specification Outline
I.

The CPA and the Law.
A.
B.
C.

II.

Business Organizations.
A.
B.
C.
D.

III.

4
21M
4
22M
23M
26M,4
24M
4
4

Suretyship........................................................
Bankruptcy......................................................

25M
27M,28M,29M,30M,31M,32M,33M,34M,39M

Regulation of Employment............................ .
Federal Securities Acts................................... .

35M,36M
37M,38M,40M,41M,42M,43M,44M,45M

Uniform Commercial Code.
A.
B.
C.
D.

VII.

Offer and Acceptance......................................
Consideration............................... ..................
Capacity, Legality, and Public Policy..............
Statute of Frauds.............................................
Statute of Limitations......................................
Fraud, Duress, and Undue Influence...............
Mistake and Misrepresentation.......................
Parol Evidence Rule........ ...............................
Third Party Rights...........................................
Assignments....................................................
Discharge, Breach, and Remedies...................

Government Regulation of Business.
A.
B.

VI.

11M,13M,14M,15M
12M,16M,18M
17M,19M,20M
3

Debtor-Creditor Relationships.
A.
B.

V.

Agency...............................................................................
Partnerships and Joint Ventures.........................................
Corporations.......................................................................
Estates and Trusts...............................................................

Contracts.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

IV.

Common Law Liability to Clients and Third Persons....... 1M,2M,4M,5M,7M
Federal Statutory Liability................................................. 3M,6M,8M,9M
Workpapers, Privileged Communication, and
Confidentiality.................................................................... 10M

Commercial Paper..........................................
Documents of Title and Investment Securities
Sales...............................................................
Secured Transactions......................................

5
46M,47M,48M
49M,50M,51M,52M,54M,55M,56M,57M
53M,58M,59M,60M

Property.
A.
B.
C.

Real and Personal Property............................
Mortgages.......................................................
Fire and Casualty Insurance...........................
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64F,65F,66F,67F,68F,69F
70F,71F,72F
61F,62F,63F

Index
Accounting Theory — Content Specification Outline
I.

General Concepts, Principles, Terminology, Environment, and
Other Professional Standards.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

II.

Cash, Marketable Securities, and Investments...................
Receivables and Accruals...................................................
Inventories..........................................................................
Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased............
Intangibles and Other Assets..............................................

3,4,7M,9M,43M
3
3M,4M
4,5
5,10M

Payables and Accruals........................................................
Deferred Revenues.............................................................
Deferred Income Tax Liabilities........................................
Capitalized Lease Liability................................................
Bonds Payable....................................................................
Contingent Liabilities and Commitments..........................

29M
4
32M
4
61F,62F,63F,64F
3

Ownership Structure, Presentation, and Valuation of Equity
Accounts in Conformity With GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

V.

1M,2M

Valuation, Recognition, and Presentation of Liabilities in
Conformity With GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

IV.

5,5M,6M
3,4,5
3,4,5,61F,62F,63F,64F,65F
11M

Measurement, Valuation, Realization, and Presentation of
Assets in Conformity With GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

III.

Authority of Pronouncements............................................
Conceptual Framework......................................................
Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles........................
Nature and Purpose of Basic Financial Statements............
Consolidated Financial Statements....................................
Historical Cost, Constant Dollar, Current Cost, and
Other Accounting Concepts..............................................

Preferred and Common Stock............................................
Additional Paid-in Capital................ .................................
Retained Earnings and Dividends......................................
Treasury Stock and Other Contra Accounts.......................
Stock Options, Warrants, and Rights.................................
Reorganization and Change in Entity................................
Partnerships........................................................................

63F,65F
63F,65F
22M,65F
14M
15M,64F

Measurement and Presentation of Income and Expense Items,
Their Relationship to Matching and Periodicity, and Their
Relationship to GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Revenues and Gains.... ......................................................
Expenses and Losses...........................................................
Provision for Income Tax...................................................
Recurring Versus Nonrecurring Transactions and Events...
Accounting Changes..........................................................
Earnings Per Share.............................................................
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3,8M,35M,38M,39M,40M
3,5,24M,27M,33M,34M,36M
18M,25M
26M
16M

Index
Accounting Theory — Content Specification Outline (cont.)
VI.

Other Financial Topics.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

VII.

5,41M,42M
19M
23M
37M
12M,13M
31M
21M
17M
28M,30M
20M
44M

Cost Accumulation, Planning, and Control.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

VIII.

Statement of Cash Flows....................................................
Accounting Policies...........................................................
Accounting Changes..........................................................
Nonmonetary Transactions................................................
Business Combinations......................................................
Interim Financial Statements.............................................
Gain Contingencies............................................................
Segments and Lines of Business........................................
Employee Benefits.............................................................
Analysis of Financial Statements.......................................
Development Stage Enterprises.........................................
Personal Financial Statements...........................................
Combined Financial Statements.........................................

Nature of Cost Elements........... ........................................
Process and Job Order Costing..........................................
Standard Costing.............................................................. .
Joint and By-Product Costing, Spoilage, Waste, and
Scrap...................................................................................
Absorption and Variable Costing.......................................
Budgeting and Flexible Budgeting........ ............................
Breakeven and Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis.....................
Capital Budgeting Techniques...........................................
Performance Analysis........................................................
Other...................................................................................

45M

47M
46M
48M
66F,67F,68F,69F
49M
50M

Not-for-Profit and Governmental Accounting.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Conceptual Framework......................................................
Fund Accounting................................................................
Types of Funds and Account Groups.................................
Presentation of Financial Statements for Various
Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations................
Various Types of Not-for-Profit and Governmental
Organizations.....................................................................
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51M,52M,53M
54M,55M,56M,57M
58M,59M
60M

FUTURE CPA EXAMINATION DATES
1994 — May 4 ,5
November 2, 3
1995 - May 3, 4
November 1, 2
1996 - May 8, 9
November 6, 7
1997 - May 7, 8
November 5, 6

1998 - May 6, 7
November 4, 5
1999 - May 5, 6
November 3, 4
2000 - May 3 ,4
November 1, 2
2001 - May 2, 3,
November 7, 8

2002 - May 8, 9
November 6, 7
2003 - May 7, 8
November 5, 6
2004 - May 5, 6
November 3, 4
2005 - May 4, 5
November 2, 3

Beginning with the May 1994 Examination, the Examination testing time is scheduled to be shortened to two days.
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CONTENT SPECIFICATION OUTLINES
In Effect November 1993

Content Specification Outlines—In Effect November 1993
The original content specification outlines were adopted by the Board of Examiners in 1981, effective for the November 1983
examination. In 1984 the Board of Examiners modified the original content specification outlines in order to incorporate the
information obtained from an AICPA practice analysis study.
The practice analysis study documented the major work segments performed by certified public accountants in the practice
of public accountancy and identified the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to perform those work segments. These
content specification outlines, effective for the May 1989 Uniform CPA Examination, are based upon the results of the practice
analysis study.
The content specification outlines in this Appendix are effective through the November 1993 examination. Beginning in May
1994, the examination will be restructured into four new sections, and in December 1993 a new edition of Inform ation fo r CPA
C an didates will incorporate the new content specification outlines.

Meaning and Use of Content Specification Outlines
The content specification outlines are divided into three levels—areas, groups, and topics, with the following outline notations:
• Areas by Roman numerals (I. Area)
• Groups by capital letters (A. Group)
• Topics by Arabic numbers (1. Topic)
The content specification outlines list the areas, groups, and topics to be tested, and also indicate the approximate percentage
of the total test score devoted to each areas. Some of the uses of the outlines will be—
• To assure consistent subject-matter coverage from one examination to the next.
• To assist candidates in preparing for the examination by indicating subjects which may be covered by the
examination.
• To provide guidance to those who are responsible for preparing the examination in order to assure a balanced
examination.
• To alert accounting educators about the subject matter considered necessary to prepare for the examination.
The relative weight given to each area is indicated by its approximate percentage allocation. The examination will sample
from the groups and topics listed within each area in order to meet the approximate percentage allocation. Generally, the group
title should be sufficient to indicate the subject matter to be covered. However, in certain instances, topics have been explicitly
listed in order to clarify or limit the subject matter covered within a group.
No weight allocation is given for groups or topics. For example, if there are several groups within an area or several topics
within a group, no inference should be drawn about the relative importance or weight to be given to these groups or topics on
an examination.
Clear-cut distinctions about subject matter do not always exist. Thus, there may be overlapping of subjects in the four
sections of the examination. For example, Auditing questions often require a knowledge of accounting theory and practice, as
well as of auditing procedures. Also, Business Law questions may be set in an accounting or auditing environment, and answers
may involve integration with accounting and auditing knowledge.
The content specification outlines are considered to be complete in respect to the subjects to be tested on an examination,
including recent professional developments as they affect these subjects. Candidates should answer examination questions,
developed from these outlines, in terms of the most recent developments, pronouncements, and standards in the accounting
profession. When new subject matter is identified, the outlines will be amended to include it and this will be communicated to
the profession.
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Content Specification Outlines—In Effect November 1993
Accounting Practice Section

The Accounting Practice section tests the candidates’ ability to apply current conceptual accounting knowledge. The section
includes thefollowing: financial accountingconcepts relatingtofinancial reports, assets, liabilities, equity, income andexpense,
andother financial topics; cost/managerial accounting concepts of cost accumulation, planning, andcontrol; not-for-profit and
governmental accounting; and federal taxation.
In preparing for this section, candidates should study the pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board,
Governmental Accounting Standards Board, Internal Revenue Code, Federal Tax Regulations, accounting textbooks, AICPA
Audit and Accounting Guides, and other literature pertaining to accounting.
Accounting Practice—Content Specification Outline

I. Presentation of Financial Statements or Worksheets (15 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Balance Sheet
Income Statement
Statement of Cash Flows
Statement of Owners’ Equity
Consolidated Financial Statements or Worksheets

II. Measurement, Valuation, Realization, and Presentation of Assets in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (10 percent)
A. Cash, Marketable Securities, and Investments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cash
Marketable Equity Securities
Other Securities
Investment in Bonds
Investment in Stocks
Sinking and Other Funds

B. Receivables and Accruals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Accounts and Notes Receivable
Affiliated Company Receivables
Discounting of Notes
Installment Accounts
Interest and Other Accrued Income
Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts

C. Inventories
1. Acquisition Costs
2. Costing Methods
3. Valuation Methods
D. Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Acquisition Costs
Capital Versus Revenue Expenditures
Depreciation, Amortization, and Depletion
Leasehold Improvements
Obsolescence and Write-downs
Disposition

E. Intangibles and Other Assets
1. Goodwill
2. Patents
NCSO-2
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Other Intangibles
Prepaid Expenses
Deferred Income Tax Assets
Pension Cost

III. Valuation, Recognition, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(10 percent)
A.

Payables and Accruals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

Deferred Revenues
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.

Unperformed Service Contracts
Subscriptions or Tickets Outstanding
Installment Sales
Sale and Leaseback

Deferred Income Tax Liabilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

D.

Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Accrued Employees’ Costs
Interest and Other Accrued Expenses
Unfunded Accrued Pension Cost
Taxes Payable
Deposits and Escrows

Equity Method of Accounting for Investments
Depreciation of Plant Assets
Long-Term Construction Contracts
Other Temporary Differences

Capitalized Lease Liability
1. Measurement at Present Value
2. Amortization

E.

Bonds Payable
1. Issue of Bonds
2 . Issue Costs
3. Amortization of Discount or Premium
4 . Types of Bonds

5 . Conversion of Bonds
6. Detachable Stock Warrants
7. Retirement of Bonds
F.
IV.

Contingent Liabilities and Commitments

Ownership Structure, Presentation, and Valuation of Equity Accounts in Conformity With Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (S percent)
A . Preferred and Common Stock
1. Issued

2 . Outstanding
3. Retirement of Stock
4 . Book Value Per Share

5 . Classification
B.

Additional Paid-in Capital
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C.

Retained Earnings and Dividends
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prior Period Adjustments
Net Income
Cash Dividends
Property Dividends
Liquidating Dividends
Stock Dividends and Splits
Appropriations of Retained Earnings

D. Treasury Stock and Other Contra Accounts
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cost Method
Par Value Method
Restrictions on Acquisition of Treasury Stock
Other Contra Accounts

E . Stock Options, Warrants, and Rights
F. Reorganization and Change In Entity
1. Incorporation of an Unincorporated Enterprise
2. Business Combinations
3. Bankruptcy
G. Partnerships
1. Formation
2. Admission, Retirement, and Dissolution
3. Profit and Loss Distribution and Other Special Allocations
V. Measurement and Presentation of Income and Expense Items, Their Relationship to Matching and Periodicity, and Their
Relationship to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (15 percent)
A. Revenues and Gains
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
B.

Cash Versus Accrual Basis
At Time of Sale
At Completion of Production
During Production (percentage of completion)
Installment Method or Cost Recovery
Equity in Earnings of Investee
Interest
Dividends
Royalties
Rent
Disposal of Assets and Liquidation of Liabilities
Foreign Exchange
Unusual Gains

Expenses and Losses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Cost of Sales
General and Administrative
Selling
Financial (interest)
Depreciation, Amortization, and Depletion
Research and Development
Foreign Exchange
Uncollectible Accounts
Royalties
Rent
Compensation
Disposal of Assets and Liquidation of Liabilities
Unusual Losses
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C . Provision for Income Tax
1 . Current
2 . Deferred
D.

Recurring Versus Nonrecurring Transactions and Events
1 . Discontinued Operations
2 . Extraordinary Items

E.
F.
VI.

Accounting Changes
Earnings Per Share

Other Financial Topics (5 percent)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Disclosures in Notes to the Financial Statements
Accounting Policies (deleted)
Nonmonetary Transactions
Interim Financial Statements
Historical Cost, Constant Dollar Accounting, and Current Cost
Gain Contingencies
Segments and Lines of Business
Employee Benefits
Analysis of Financial Statements
Development Stage Enterprises
Personal Financial Statements
Combined Financial Statements

VII. Cost Accumulation, Planning, and Control (10 percent)
A.

Nature o f Cost Elements
1 . Direct Materials
2 . Direct Labor
3 . Overhead

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Process and Job Order Costing
Standard Costing
Joint and By-Product Costing, Spoilage, Waste, and Scrap
Absorption and Variable Costing
Budgeting and Flexible Budgeting
Breakeven and Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis
Capital Budgeting Techniques
1.
2.
3.
4.

I.

Net Present Value
Internal Rate o f Return
Payback Period
Accounting Rate o f Return

Performance Analysis
1 . Return on Investment
2 . Residual Income
3 . Controllable Revenue and Costs

J.

Other
1. Regression and Correlation Analysis
2 . Economic Order Quantity

3. Probability Analysis
4 . Variance Analysis
3 . Differential Cost Analysis
6 . Product Pricing
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VIII.

Not-for-Profit and Governmental Accounting (10) percent)
A. Fund Accounting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

Fund Balance
Estimated Revenues
Appropriations
Encumbrances
Fund Balance Reserved for Encumbrances
Revenues
Expenditures

Types of Funds and Account Groups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

General Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Debt Service Funds
Capital Projects Funds
Enterprise Funds
Internal Service Funds
Trust and Agency Funds
General Fixed Assets Account Group
General Long-Term Debt Account Group
Endowment and Quasi-Endowment Funds
Restricted and Unrestricted Funds
Property Funds

C. Presentation of Financial Statements for Various Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations
D. Various Types of Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local and State Governments
Educational Institutions
Hospitals
Charitable, Religious, and Other Organizations

IX. Federal Taxation—Individuals, Estates, and Trusts (10 percent)
A. Inclusions for Gross Income and Adjusted Gross Income
1.

.

2.
3
4.
5.
6
7.
8.
9.

.

Reporting Basis of Taxpayer—Cash, Accrual, or Modified
Compensation for Services
Business Income
Interest
Rent and Royalties
Dividends
Alimony
Capital Gains and Losses
Miscellaneous Income

B . Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at Adjusted Gross Income
C. Gain or Loss on Property Transactions
1. Character
2. Recognition
3. Basis and Holding Period
D.
E.
F.
G.

Deductions from Adjusted Gross Income
Filing Status and Exemptions
Tax Computations and Credits
Statute of Limitations
NCSO-6
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1. Claims for Refund
2. Assessments
H.

Estate and Gift Taxation and Income Taxation of Estates and Trusts

X. Federal Taxation—Corporations, Partnerships, and Exempt Organizations (10 percent)
Corporations
A. Determination of Taxable Income or Loss
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Determination of Gross Income, Including Capital Gains and Losses
Deductions from Gross Income
Reconciliation of Taxable Income and Book Income
Reconciliation of Opening and Closing Retained Earnings
Consolidations

Tax Computations and Credits
S Corporations
Personal Holding Companies
Accumulated Earnings Tax
Distributions
Tax-Free Incorporation
Reorganizations
Liquidations and Dissolutions

Partnerships
J.

Formation of Partnership
1. Contribution of Capital
2. Contribution of Services

K. Basis of Partner’s Interest
1.
2.
3.
4.

Acquired Through Contribution
Interest Acquired From Another Partner
Holding Period of Partner’s Interest
Adjustments to Basis of Partner’s Interest

L. Determination of Partner’s Taxable Income and Partner’s Elections
M. Accounting Periods of Partnership and Partners
N. Partner Dealing With Own Partnership
1. Sales and Exchanges
2. Guaranteed Payments
O.
P.

Treatment of Liabilities
Distribution of Partnership Assets
1. Current Distributions
2. Distributions in Complete Liquidation
3. Basis of Distributed Property

Q. Termination of Partnership
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Change in Membership
Merger or Split-up of Partnership
Sale or Exchange of Partnership Interest
Payments to a Retiring Partner
Payments to a Deceased Partner’s Successor
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Exempt Organizations
R. Types of Organizations
S. Requirements for Exemption
T. Unrelated Business Income
Accounting Theory Section

The Accounting Theory section tests the candidates’ conceptual knowledge of accounting. This knowledge includes a rather wide
assortment of ideas variously described as assumptions, axioms, standards, postulates, conventions, principles, rules, and
objectives. Ideas that have received substantial authoritative support are referred to as generally accepted accounting principles.
The section includes the following: financial accounting concepts relating to general principles, assets, liabilities, equity, income
and expense, and other financial topics; cost/managerial accounting concepts of cost accumulation, planning, and control; and
not-for-profit and governmental accounting.
In preparing for this section, candidates should study the pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board,
Governmental Accounting Standards Board, accounting textbooks, AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides, and other literature
pertaining to accounting. Answers should be in accord with current accounting theory and not necessarily with accounting
methods and practices promulgated by governmental agencies, such as the Internal Revenue Service and the Securities and
Exchange Commission (unless these methods and practices are specifically required or are vital to a complete discussion of the
issues involved).
Accounting Theory—Content Specification Outline

I. General Concepts, Principles, Terminology, Environment, and Other Professional Standards (15 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Authority of Pronouncements (substantial authoritative support—GAAP)
Conceptual Framework
Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles
Nature and Purpose of Basic Financial Statements
Consolidated Financial Statements
Historical Cost, Constant Dollar, Current Cost, and Other Accounting Concepts

II. Measurement, Valuation, Realization, and Presentation of Assets in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (15 percent)
A. Cash, Marketable Securities, and Investments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cash
Marketable Equity Securities
Other Securities
Investment in Bonds
Investment in Stocks
Sinking and Other Funds

B . Receivables and Accruals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Accounts and Notes Receivable
Affiliated Company Receivables
Discounting of Notes
Installment Accounts
Interest and Other Accrued Income
Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts

C. Inventories
1. Acquisition Costs
2 . Costing Methods
3. Valuation Methods
NCSO-8
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D.

Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased
1.
2.
3.
4.

Acquisition Costs
Capital Versus Revenue Expenditures
Depreciation, Amortization, and Depletion
Leasehold Improvements
5 . Obsolescence and Write-downs
6. Disposition

E.

Intangibles and Other Assets

1. Goodwill
2.

Patents

3.
4.
5.
6.

Other Intangibles
Prepaid Expenses
Deferred Income Tax Assets
Pension Cost

Valuation, Recognition, and Presentation of Liabilities in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(10 percent)
A.

Payables and Accruals
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.
6.
7.

B.

Deferred Revenues
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.

Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Accrued Employees’ Costs
Interest and Other Accrued Expenses
Unfunded Accrued Pension Cost
Taxes Payable
Deposits and Escrows

Unperformed Service Contracts
Subscriptions or Tickets Outstanding
Installment Sales
Sale and Leaseback

Deferred Income Tax Liabilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Equity Method of Accounting for Investments
Depreciation of Plant Assets
Long-Term Construction Contracts
Other Temporary Differences

D . Capitalized Lease Liability
1. Measurement at Present Value
2 . Amortization
E.

Bonds Payable
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.
6.
7.

F.

Issue of Bonds
Issue Costs
Amortization of Discount or Premium
Types of Bonds
Conversion of Bonds
Detachable Stock Warrants
Retirement of Bonds

Contingent Liabilities and Commitments
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IV. Ownership Structure, Presentation, and Valuation of Equity Accounts in Conformity With Generally Accepted Account
ing Principles (5 percent)
A. Preferred and Common Stock
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
B.
C.

Issued
Outstanding
Retirement of Stock
Book Value Per Share
Classification

Additional Paid-in Capital
Retained Earnings and Dividends
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prior Period Adjustments
Net Income
Cash Dividends
Property Dividends
Liquidating Dividends
Stock Dividends and Splits
Appropriations of Retained Earnings

D. Treasury Stock and Other Contra Accounts
1.
2.
3.
4.
E.
F.

Cost Method
Par Value Method
Restrictions on Acquisition of Treasury Stock
Other Contra Accounts

Stock Options, Warrants, and Rights
Reorganization and Change in Entity
1. Incorporation of an Unincorporated Enterprise
2. Business Combinations
3. Bankruptcy

G. Partnerships
1. Formation
2 . Admission, Retirement, and Dissolution
3. Profit or Loss Distribution and Other Special Allocations
V. Measurement and Presentation of Income and Expense Items, Their Relationship to Matching and Periodicity, and Their
Relationship to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (20 percent)
A . Revenues and Gains
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
B.

Cash Versus Accrual Basis
At Time of Sale
At Completion of Production
During Production (percentage of completion)
Installment Method or Cost Recovery
Equity in Earnings of Investee
Interest
Dividends
Royalties
Rent
Disposal of Assets and Liquidation of Liabilities
Foreign Exchange
Unusual Gains

Expenses and Losses
1. Cost of Sales
2 . General and Administrative
NCSO-10
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
C.

Selling
Financial (interest)
Depreciation, Amortization, and Depletion
Research and Development
Foreign Exchange
Uncollectible Accounts
Royalties
Rent
Compensation
Disposal of Assets and Liquidation of Liabilities
Unusual Losses

Provision for Income Tax
1. Current
2 . Deferred

D.

Recurring Versus Nonrecurring Transactions and Events
1. Discontinued Operations
2 . Extraordinary Items

E.
F.
V I.

Other Financial Topics (15 percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

V II.

Accounting Changes
Earnings Per Share

Statement of Cash Flows
Accounting Policies
Accounting Changes
Nonmonetary Transactions
Business Combinations
Interim Financial Statements
Gain Contingencies
Segments and Lines of Business
Employee Benefits
Analysis of Financial Statements
Development Stage Enterprises
Personal Financial Statements
Combined Financial Statements

Cost Accumulation, Planning, and Control (10 percent)
A.

Nature of Cost Elements
1. Direct Materials
2 . Direct Labor
3. Overhead

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Process and Job Order Costing
Standard Costing
Joint and By-Product Costing, Spoilage, Waste, and Scrap
Absorption and Variable Costing
Budgeting and Flexible Budgeting
Breakeven and Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis
Capital Budgeting Techniques
1.
2.
3.
4.

Net Present Value
Internal Rate of Return
Payback Period
Accounting Rate of Return
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I.

Performance Analysis
1. Return on Investment
2. Residual Income
3. Controllable Revenue and Costs

J.

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

V III.

Regression and Correlation Analysis
Economic Order Quantity
Probability Analysis
Variance Analysis
Differential Cost Analysis
Product Pricing

Not-for-Profit and Governmental Accounting (10 percent)
A.
B.

Conceptual Framework
Fund Accounting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

C.

Fund Balance
Estimated Revenues
Appropriations
Encumbrances
Fund Balance Reserved for Encumbrances
Revenues
Expenditures

Types of Funds and Account Groups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

General Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Debt Service Funds
Capital Projects Funds
Enterprise Funds
Internal Service Funds
Trust and Agency Funds
General Fixed Assets Account Group
General Long-Term Debt Account Group
Endowment and Quasi-Endowment Funds
Restricted and Unrestricted Funds
Property Funds

D . Presentation of Financial Statements for Various Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations
E. Various Types of Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local and State Governments
Educational Institutions
Hospitals
Charitable, Religious, and Other Organizations

Auditing Section
The Auditing section tests the candidates’ knowledge of generally accepted auditing standards and procedures. The section
includes professional responsibilities, internal control, evidence and procedures, and reporting.
In preparing for this section, candidates should study publications such as the following:
•
•
•

AICPA Code of Professional Conduct
Statements on Auditing Standards
U.S. General Accounting Office Government Auditing Standards
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services
Statements on Quality Control Standards
Statements on Management Advisory Services
Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Practice
Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements
Statement on Standards for Accountants’ Services on Prospective Financial Statements
AICPAAudit and Accounting Guides
Auditing textbooks

Auditing—Content Specification Outline

I. Professional Responsibilities (15 percent)
A. General Standards and Code of Professional Conduct
1. Proficiency, Independence, and Due Care
2. Code of Professional Conduct
B.

Control of the Audit
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.

Planning and Supervision
Audit Risk and Materiality
Analytical Procedures
Quality Control

Other Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Detecting and Reporting Errors and Irregularities
Illegal Acts by Clients
Responsibilities in Review and Compilation
Responsibilities in Attestation Engagements
Responsibilities in Management Advisory Services
Responsibilities in Tax Practice

II. Internal Control (30 percent)
A. Definitions and Basic Concepts
B. Consideration of the Internal Control Structure
C. Cycles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sales, Receivables, and Cash Receipts
Purchases, Payables, and Cash Disbursements
Inventories and Production
Personnel and Payroll
Financing and Investing

D. Other Considerations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Communication of Internal Control Structure Related Matters
Reports on Internal Control
Sampling
Flowcharting

III. Evidence and Procedures (30 percent)
A. Audit Evidence
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nature, Competence, and Sufficiency of Evidential Matter
Evidential Matter for Financial Statement Assertions
Analytical Procedures
Client Representations
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5. Using the Work of a Specialist
6. Inquiry of a Client’s Lawyer
B.

Specific Audit Objectives and Procedures
1. Tests of Details of Transactions and Balances

2. Documentation
C.

Other Specific Audit Topics
1 . Use of the Computer in Performing the Audit
2. Use of Statistical Sampling in Performing the Audit
3. Related Party Transactions
4. Subsequent Events

5. Compliance Auditing
6. Omitted Procedures Discovered After the Report Date
D.

Review and Compilation Procedures
1. Understanding of Accounting Principles and Practices of the Industry
2. Inquiry and Analytical Procedures
3 . Unusual Matters
4 . Other Procedures

IV. Reporting (25 percent)

A. Reporting Standards andTypes of Reports
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
B.

Unqualified
Explanatory Language Added to the Standard Report
Qualified
Adverse
Disclaimer
Consistency
Going Concern
Reporting Responsibilities
Comparative
Scope of Examination
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
Disclosure
Review and Compilation
Review of Interim Financial Information
Special Reports
Negative Assurance
Prospective Financial Statements
Compliance With Laws and Regulations

Other Reporting Considerations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Subsequent Discovery of Facts Existing at the Date of the Auditor’s Report
Dating of the Auditor’s Report
Part of Examination Made by Other Independent Auditors
Letters for Underwriters
Filing Under Federal Securities Statutes
Other Information in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements
Required Supplementary Information
Information Accompanying the Basic Financial Statements
Communication With Audit Committees
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Business Law Section

The Business Law section tests the candidates' knowledge of the legal implications of business transactions, particularly as they
relate to accounting and auditing. The section includes the CPA and the law, business organizations, contracts, debtor-creditor
relationships, government regulation of business, Uniform Commercial Code, and property. The subjects on the examination
normally are covered in standard textbooks on business law, auditing, taxation, and accounting. Candidates are expected to
recognize the existence of legal implications and applicable basic legal principles, and they are usually asked to indicate the prob
able result of the application of such basic principles.
The Business Law section is chiefly conceptual in nature and is broad in scope. It is not intended to test competence to
practice law or expertise in legal matters, but to determine that the candidates’ knowledge is sufficient (1) to recognize relevant
legal issues, (2) to recognize the legal implications of business situations, (3) to apply the underlying principles of law to
accounting and auditing situations, and (4) to seek legal counsel or recommend that it be sought.
This section deals with federal and widely adopted uniform laws. Where there is no federal or appropriate uniform law on
a subject, the questions are intended to test knowledge of the majority rules. Federal tax elements may be covered where
appropriate in the overall context of a question.
Business Law—Content Specification Outline

I. The CPA and the Law (10 percent)
A. Common Law Liability to Clients and Third Persons
B.

Federal Statutory Liability
1. Securities Acts
2. Internal Revenue Code

C.

Workpapers, Privileged Communication, and Confidentiality

II. Business Organizations (20 percent)
A. Agency
1.
2.
3.
4.
B.

Partnerships and Joint Ventures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C.

Formation and Termination
Liabilities of Principal
Disclosed and Undisclosed Principals
Agent’s Authority and Liability

Formation and Existence
Liabilities and Authority of Partners and Joint Owners
Allocation of Profit or Loss
Transfer of Interest
Termination, Winding Up, and Dissolution

Corporations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Formation, Purposes, and Powers
Stockholders, Directors, and Officers
Financial Structure, Capital, and Dividends
Merger, Consolidation, and Dissolution

D . Estates and Trusts
1.
2.
3.
4.

Formation and Purposes
Allocation Between Principal and Income
Fiduciary Responsibilities
Distributions and Termination
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III. Contracts (15percent)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Offer and Acceptance
Consideration
Capacity, Legality, and Public Policy
Statute of Frauds
Statute of Limitations
Fraud, Duress, and Undue Influence
Mistake and Misrepresentation

H. Parol Evidence Rule

I. Third Party Rights
J. Assignments
K. Discharge, Breach, and Remedies
IV. Debtor-Creditor Relationships (10percent)
A. Suretyship
1. Liabilities and Defenses
2. Release of Parties
3. Remedies of Parties
B. Bankruptcy

1. Voluntary and Involuntary Bankruptcy
2. Effects of Bankruptcy on Debtor and Creditors
3. Reorganizations
V. Government Regulation of Business (10percent)
A. Regulation of Employment
1. Federal Insurance Contributions Act
2. Federal Unemployment Tax Act
3. Worker’s Compensation Acts
B. Federal Securities Acts
1. Securities Registration
2. Reporting Requirements
3. Exempt Securities and Transactions
VI. UniformCommercial Code (25 percent)
A. Commercial Paper
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Types of Negotiable Instruments
Requisites for Negotiability
Transfer and Negotiation
Holders and Holders in Due Course
Liabilities, Defenses, and Rights
Discharge

B. Documents of Title and Investment Securities
1. Warehouse Receipts
2. Bills of Lading
3. Issuance, Transfer, and Registration of Securities
C. Sales
1. Contracts Covering Goods
2. Warranties
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3.
4.
3.
6.
D.

Product Liability
Risk of Loss
Performance and Obligations
Remedies and Defenses

Secured Transactions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attachment of Security Interests
Perfection of Security Interests
Priorities
Rights of Debtors, Creditors, and Third Parties

VII. Property (10 percent)
A . Real and Personal Property
1.
2.
3.
4.

Distinctions Between Realty and Personalty
Types of Ownership
Lessor-Lessee
Deeds, Recording, Title Defects, and Title Insurance

B. Mortgages
1.
2.
3.
4.

Characteristics
Recording Requirements
Priorities
Foreclosure

C . Fire and Casualty Insurance
1. Coinsurance
2. Multiple Insurance Coverage
3. Insurable Interest
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